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PREFACE

A

stronomy is a science that thrives on new discoveries.

the seventh edition has been substantially updated with new

Fueled by new technologies and novel theoretical

information. Several chapters have also seen signific.1I1t reor

insights, the study of the cosmos continues to change

ganization in order to streamline the overall presentation,

om lUlderstanding of the universe. We are pleased to have

strengthen our focus on the process of science, and reflect

the opportunity to present in this book a representative sam

new understanding and emphases in contemporary astron

ple of the known facts, evolving ideas, and frontier discover
ies in astronomy today.

Astronomy Thday has been written for students who have

omy. Among the many changes are:

• The Big Picture feature on each chapter opening spread
explains how chapter content fits in with an overall per

taken no previous college science courses and who will likely

spective on introductory astronomy, helping students

not major in physics or astronomy. It is intended for use in a

see how each chapter is connect ed to a broad lUlder

one- or two-semester, nontechnic.11 astronomy course. We

standing of the universe. The theme is then called out

present a broad view of astronomy, straightforwardly
descriptive and without complex mathematics. The absence
of sophisticated mathematics, however, in no way prevents

again in selected figures throughout the chapter.

• Streamlined coverage--a reduction of over 50 pages
keeps students focused on the essentials they need to

discussion of important concepts. Rather, we rely on qualita
tive reasoning as well as analogies with objects and phenom
ena familiar to the student to explain the complexities of the
subject without oversimplification. We have tried to commu
nic.1te the excitement we feel about astronomy and to awak
en students to the marvelous universe around us.

learn.

• Further emphasis throughout on the process of science
and how astronomers "know what they know."

• Updates on the Hubble Space Telescope, James Webb

Space 'Ie/escope, Spitzer Space Telescope, and Fenni
Gamma-Ray Space Telescope in Chapter 5.

We are very gratified that the first
have been so well received by many in the astronomy educa
tion community. In using those earlier texts, many teachers
and students have given us helpful feedback and construc
tive criticisms. From these, we have learned to communicate
better both the fundamentals and the excitement of astron
omy. Many improvements inspired by these comments have
been incorporated into this new edition.

From the first edition, we have tried to meet the challenge of
writing a book that is both accurate and approachable. To
the student, astronomy sometimes se ems like a long list of
unfamiliar terms to be memorized and repeated. Many new

terms and concepts will be introduced in this course, but we

hope students will also learn and remember how science is
done, how the universe works, and how things are connected.
In the seventh edition, we have taken particular care to show
how astronomers know what they know, and to highlight
both the scientific principles lUlderlying their work and the
process used in discovery.

Lunar Recotlliaissance Orbiter (LRO)
Lurlar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite
(LCROSS) missions in Chapter 8.

Coverage of the
and

• New data and imagery from the Messenger mission on
•

Chapter 8.
New material on Mars's Borealis Basin and NASA's

Phoenix lander in Chapter 10.

• Updates on the 2009 comet collision with Jupiter and
new "red spot" storms on the planet in Chapter 11.

• Updates throughout Chapter 12 reflecting new Cassini
data and imagery, including discussion of storms on
Saturn, smface conditions on Titan and the other
moons, and new discoveries in Saturn's ring system.

• Updates on new discoveries in the Kuiper belt in
Chapter 14.

• Rewritten and expanded coverage in Chapter 15 of

New and Revised Material

extrasolar planets, with new discussion of hot Jupiters,

Astronomy is a rapidly evolving field and, in the three years

Today,

•

solar system formation in Chapter 6.

Mercury's atmosphere, plains, and magnetosphere in

Focus of the Seventh Edition

since the public.1tion of the sixth edition of

• A more complete account of the condensation theory of

Astronomy

has seen many new discoveries covering the entire

spectrwn of astronomical research. Almost every chapter in

super-Earths, exoplanetary properties, and the search for
Earth -like planets orbiting in the habitable zones of
their parent stars.

• Updated discussion of brown dwarfs in Chapter 19.
xvii
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• New coverage in Chapter 20 of the evolution of low
mass stars and the discovery of multiple stellar popula
tions in globular star clusters.

• Updates on gamma-ray burst observations and models
in Chapter 22.

• Updated discussion of Hubble's constant in Chapter 24

The Illustration Program
Visualization plays an important role in both the teaching and
the practice of astronomy, and we continue to place strong
emphasis on this aspect of our book. We have tried to combine
aesthetic beauty with scientific accuracy in the artist's concep
tions that adorn the text, and we have sought to present the

reflecting the recent convergence of measurement

best and latest image.ry of a wide range of cosmic objects. Each

techniques.

ing; eadl is pedagogically sound and tied tightly to the nearby

• Further emphasis in Chapter 24 on active galaxies as
part of a continuum with normal gala:<.ies, and quasars
as a type of active galaxy.

• Updated description of the standard model of active
galactic nuclei in Chapter 24.

illustration has been carefully crafted to enhance student learn

discussion of important scientific facts and ideas. This edition

contains more than 1()() revised figures that show the latest
imagery and the results learned from them

• Update on the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and successor
surveys in Chapter 25.
Compound Art It is rare that a single image, be it
a photograph or an artist's conception, can capture

all aspects of a complex subject. W herever possible,
multiple-part figures are used in an attempt to

convey the greatest amount of information in the
most vivid way:

• Visible images are often presented along with

.Ft('OulU.lL4eru.I'uhu hthe�ofthecm,NebWif�theCnb
�r(qblH.5almaff.aba.Jt1OtTnes9ChS>tOOnd.tntH! �rdq:1:ia1
im�,thepWi1a GIl be clemyseen Inthe risln flalll� thepUYir(UICW)il
t:Wlnthelmf'mT-e,itilcff.(bln;lrTIOIereartOJardrJX��I�dthe
Crab,-.Jpi!!'rnposedon&�u66(�cptic.d�:shawstheoerml.p.1sar;n
weliB�dl-ot)('f...,.emini1.a:.£unthe�ia1 plane,dn.rnlyh
pUgr"';rw:ln:lm:M"'�ttOl.l'tMUd.AI$o...isi�r.thcJrra.&ebalerof
hotlU(not the�..." of rtdiaticn frcmthe pJ.M� G:.p,.. perpcndioJ.
to�equlWla'ilJphn�.ldlll'w Iltta.r.�:li"cM11hem.n pulst:lI"ICiits
�11O({1lIel.tte"aptOb«¥rellkdto�bernd�_"1from

£.lh.J(�Nto5A)

their counterparts captured at other wave
lengths.

• Interpretive line drawings are often superim
posed on or juxtaposed w ith real astronomi
cal photographs, helping students to really
"see" what the photographs reveal.

• Breakouts-often multiple ones-are used to
room in from wide-field shots to close-ups so
that detailed images can be understood in
their larger context.

TimQ�ondIJ

> Interactive Figures and Photos

Icons throughout

�. the text direct students to dynamic versions of art

,�

and photos on Mastering Astronomy®. Using
online applets, students can manipulate factors such

as time, wavelength, scale, and perspective to increase their
understanding of these figures.
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Full Spec trum Coverage and Spectrum Icons.
Increasingly, astronomers exploit
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the conclusions they do. Answers to these in-chapter ques
tions are also provided at the back of the book.

the full range of the electromag-

netic spectrum to gather information about the cosmos.
Throughout this book, images taken at radio, infrared, ultra
violet, X-ray, or gamma-ray wavelengths are used to supple

ment visible-light images. AI; it is sometimes difficult (even

for a professional) to tell at a glance which inlages are

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
.,. How do Newton's and Einstein's theories differ in their
descriptions of gravity?

visible-light photographs and which are false-color unages

Concept Links. In astronomy, as Ul many scientific disci

created with other wavelengths, each photo Ul the text is

plines, almost every topic seems to have some bearulg on

accompanied by an icon that identifies the wavelength of

almost every other. In particular, the connection between the

electromagnetic radiation used to capture the image.

astronomical material and the physical principles set forth
early in the text is crucial. Practically everything in Chapters

Other Pedagogical Features
As with many other parts of our text, instructors have helped

6-28 of this text rests on the fowldation laid in the first five
chapters. For example, it is unportant that students, when
they encolUlter the discussion of high-redshift objects Ul

guide us toward what is most helpful for effective student

Chapter 25, recall not only what they just learned about

learnmg. With their assistance, we have revised both our in

Hubble's law in Chapter 24 but also refresh their memories,

chapter and end-of-chapter pedagogical apparatus to

if necessary, about the inverse-square law (Chapter 17), stel

increase its utility to students.

lar spectra (Chapter 4), and the Doppler shift (Chapter 3).

Learning Goals. Studies indicate that begullling students
have trouble prioritizing textual material. For this reason, a
few (typically five or si..x) well-defined Learnulg Goals are
provided at the start of each chapter. These help students
structure their readulg of the chapter and then test their
mastery of key concepts. The Learning Goals are numbered
and keyed to the items in the Chapter Summary, which in
turn refer back to passages in the text. This highlightulg of
the most important aspects of the chapter helps students
prioritize information and also aids in their review. The

Learning Goals are organized and phrased Ul such a way as
to make them objectively testable, affording students a
means of gauging their own progress.

Q opening spread encapsulates the overarching message
'C:/' that each chapter imparts, helping students see how
The Big Picture. The Big Picture feature on every chapter

chapter content is connected to a broad lUlderstandmg of

the universe. The feature is then called out again Ul selected

Similarly, the discussions of the mass of bUlary-star compo
nents (Chapter 17) and of galactic rotation (Chapter 23)
both depend on the discussion of Kepler's and Newton's laws
in Chapter 2. Throughout, discussions of new astronomical
objects and concepts rely heavily on comparison with topics
introduced earlier in the text.
It is important to remuld students of these lillks so that
they recall the principles on which later discussions rest and,
if necessary, review them. To this end, we have ulserted "con
cept links" throughout the text-symbols th.at mark key intel
lectual bridges between material in different chapters. The
Iulks, denoted by the symboloo together with a section ref
erence, signal that the topic wlder discussion is related Ul
some significant way to ideas developed earlier, and provide
direction to material to review before proceeding.

Key Terms. Like all subjects, astronomy has its own special
ized vocabulary. To aid student learning, the most important
astronomical terms are boldfaced at their first appearance Ul
the text. Boldfaced Key Terms in the Chapter Swnmary are

chapter figllres that explore the big picture.

linked with the page nwnber where the term \\laS defined. In

Concept Checks. We ulcorporate into each chapter a num

addition, an expanded alphabetical glossary, defining e.1ch

ber of "Concept Checks"-key questions that reqllire the

Key Term and 10c.1ting its first use in the text, appears at the

reader to reconsider some of the material just presented or

end of the book.

attempt to place it into a broader context. Answers to these

H-R Diagrams and Acetate Overlays. All of the book's

ul-chapter questions are provided at the back of the book.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
.,. In what ways might observations of extrasolar planets help us
understand our emn solar system?
Process of Science Checks. Each chapter now also

H-R diagrams are drawn in a uniform format, USUlg real
data. In addition, a unique set of transparent acetate overlays
dramatically demonstrates to students how the H-R diagram
helps us to organize om information about the stars and
track their evolutionary histories.

More Precisely Boxes. These boxes provide more quanti

mcludes one or two "Process of Science Checks," similar to

tative treatments of subjects discussed qualitatively

the Concept Checks bu t ainled specifically at clarifying the

text. Removing these more challenging topics from the main

questions of how science is done and how scientists reach

flow of the narrative and placing them withul a separate

in

the

xx
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modular element of the chapter design (so that they can be

• The end-of-chapter material includes Problems, based

covered in class, assigned as supplementary material, or sim

on the chapter contents and reqltiring some numerical

ply left as optional reading for those students who fmd them

calculation. In many cases the problems are tied directly

of interest) will allow instructors greater flexibility in setting

to quantitative statements made (but not worked out in
detail) in tl1e text. The solutions to the problems are not

the level of their coverage.

Discovery Boxes. Exploring a wide variety of interesting
supplementary topics, Discovery boxes provide the reader
with insight into how scientific knowledge evolves and
emphasizes the process of science.

End-of-Chapter Questions and Problems. Many ele
ments of the end-of-chapter material have seen substantial
reorganization:

• Each chapter incorporates Review and Discussion
Questions, which may be used for in-class review or for
assignment. As with the Self-Test Questions, the material
needed to answer Review Questions may be found
within the chapter. The Discussion Questions explore
particular topics more deeply, often asking for opinions,
not just facts. As with all discussions, these questions
usually have no single «correct" answer. Questions
identified with a

POS icon encourage students to

explore the Process of Science.

• Each chapter also contains Conceptual Self-Test

Questions in a multiple choice format, including select
questions that are tied directly to a specific figure or
diagram in the text, allowing students to assess tlleir
understanding of the chapter material. These questions

are identified with a VIS icon. Answers to all these
questions appear at the end of the book.

contained verbatim witllin tile chapter, but the informa
tion necessary to solve them has been presented in tile
text. Answers to odd-numbered Problems appear at tlle

end of the book.

Instructor Resources
(;;:i MasteringAstronomy®

,.J www.masteringastronomy.com

MasteringAstronomy is the most widely used and most
advanced astronomy tutorial and assessment system in the
world. By capturing the step-by-step work of students
nationally, MasteringAstronomy has established an unpar
alleled database of learning challenges and patterns. Using
this student data, a team of renowned astronomy education
researchers has refined every activity and problem. The
result is a library of activities of wlique educational effec
tiveness and assessment accuracy. MasteringAstronomy
provides students with nvo learning systems in one: a
dynamic self-study area and the ability to participate in
online assignments.
MasteringAstronomy provides instructors with a fast
and effective way to assign uncompromising, wide-ranging
online homework assignments of just the right difficulty and
duration. The tutorials coach 90 percent of students to tl1e
correct answer with specific wrong-answer feedback.
Powerful post-diagnostics allow instructors to assess tl1e
progress of their class as a whole or to quickly identify an

Chapter Review Summaries.

The Chapter Review

Summaries, a primary review tool, are linked to the Learning

Goals at the beginning of eam chapter. All Key Terms

introduced in each mapter are listed again, in context and in
boldface, along witll key figures and page references to the text
discussion.
SUMMARY
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individual student's areas of difficulty. Tutorials built around
text content and all the end-of-mapter problems from tl1e
text are available in MasteringAstronomy. A media-rich self
study area is included that students can use whetller tl1e
instructor assigns homework or not.

Instructor Guide. Revised by James Heatl1 (Austin
Community College), this online guide provides: sample syl
labi and course sclledules; an overview of each chapter; ped
agogical tips; useful analogies; suggestions for classroom
demonstrations; writing questions, selected readings, and
answers/solutions

to the end-of-chapter

Review

and

Discussion Questions and Problems; and additional refer
ences and resources.
ISBN 0- 321-72514-X
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questions, newly compiled and revised for the seventl1
edition by Lauren Jones (Ohio Department of Education,
organized and referenced by chapter section and by
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question type. The sixth edition Test Bank has been thor
oughly revised and includes many new Multiple Choice and
Essay questions for added conceptual emphasis. This Test
Bank is available in both Microsoft'" Word and TestGen®
formats (see description of Instructor Resource DVD).
ISBN 0-321-71866-6

xxi

Student Resources

(,;'i MasteringAstronomy®
� www.masteringastronomy.com

Tllis homework, tutorial, and assessment system is wliquely
able to tutor each student individually by providing students
Witll instantaneous feedback specific to their wrong answers,
simpler subproblems upon request when they get stuck, and

Instructor Resource DVD. This DVD provides virtually

partial credit for their methode s) used. Students also have
access to a self-study area that contains practice quizzes, self
guided tutorials, animations, videos, and more.

the Mastering AstronomY'" Study Area.The IR-DVD also con
tains TestGen®, an easy-to-use, fully networkable program for

Pearson eText is available through MasteringAstronomy,
either automatically when MasteringAstronomy is packaged

every electronic asset professors will need in and out of the
classroom. The disc contain all text figures in jpeg and
PowerPoint formats, as well as the animations and videos from

creating tests ranging from short quizzes to long exams.
Questions from the Test Bank are supplied, and professors can
use the Question Editor to modify existing questions or create

Witll new books, or available as a purchased upgrade online.
Allowing the students to access the text wherever they have
access to the Internet, Pearson eText comprises the full text,

new questions. This disc set also contains chapter-by-chapter
lecture outlines in PowerPoint and conceptual "clicker" ques

including figures that can be enlarged for better viewing.
Within Pearson eTe.xt students are also able to pop up defi

tions in PowerPoint.
ISBN 0-321-68746-9

nitions and terms to help with vocabulary and the reading of
the material. Students also can take notes in Pearson eTe.xt
using the annotation feature.

Learuer-Celltered Astrollomy Teacllillg: Strategies for
ASTRO 101

Timothy F. Slater, Ulliversity of Arizolla
Jeffrey P.Adams, MOlltalla State Ulli1'ersity
Strategies for ASTRO 101 is a guide for instructors of the
introductory astronomy course for nonscience majors.
Written by two leaders in astronomy education research, this
book details various techniques instructors can use to
increase students' understanding and retention of astronomy
topics, with an emphasis on making the lecture a forum for
active student participation.Drawing from the large body of
recent research to discover how students learn, this guide
describes the application of multiple classroom-tested tech
niques to the task of teaching astronomy to predominantly
nonscience students.
ISBN 0-13-046630-1

Starry Night College"" Access Code Card This best-selling
planetarium software lets you escape the Milky Way and trav
el within 700 million light-years of space.View more than 16
million stars in stunningly realistic star fields. Zoom in on
thousands of galaxies, nebulae, and star clusters. Move

through 200,000 years of time to see key celestial events in a
dynamic and ever-changing universe. Blast off from Earth and
see the motions of the planets from a new perspective. Hailed
for its breathtaking realism, powerful suite of features, and
intuitive ease of use, Starry Night CollegeTl" lives up to its rep
utation as astronomy software's brightest ...night after night.
ISBN 0-321-53973-7

Starry Nigllt CollegeT'" Activities, Researc/I, 6- Observation
Projects This supplement contains activities for Starry Night
ColiegeT>! planetarium software by Erin O'Connor (Santa

Peer Illstructioll for Astrollomy

Paul Green, Harvard SmitilsOI!iall Cemer for Asrropl!)'>ics
Peer Instruction is a simple yet effective method for teaching

Barbara City College), as well as observation and research
projects authored by Steve McMillan.
ISBN 0-13-240097-9

science. Techniques of peer instruction for introductory
physics were developed primarily at Harvard and have
aroused interest and excitement in the physics education

Sky and Telescope Based on the most popular amateur
astronomy magazine, nine articles by Evan Skillman are

community. This approach involves students in the teaching
process, making science more accessible to them. This book

included Witll a general overview and four question sets
focused on the issues professors most want to address in this

is an important vehicle for providing a large number of
thought-provoking, conceptual short-answer questions

course: General Review, Process of Science, Scale of the
Universe, and Our Place in the Universe.
ISBN 0-321-70620-X

aimed at a variety of class levels.While significant numbers
of such questions have been published for use in physics,
Peer Instruction for Astronomy provides tlle first such compi
lation for astronomy.
ISBN 0-13-026310-9

Edmund Scientific Star ",Id Planet Locator The famous
rotating roadmap of the heavens shows the location of the
stars, constellations, and planets relative to the horizon for the

xxii
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exact hom and date you determine. This 8 square star chart
was plotted by the late astronomer and cartographer George
Lovi. The reverse side of the locator is packed with additional
data on the planets, meteor showers, and bright stars.
Included with each star chart is a 16-page, fully illustrated,
pocket-size instmction booklet.
ISBN 0-13-140235-8

Lecture Tutorials for Introductory Astronolll)l 2"d Edition
Edward E. Prather, University ofArizona
Timothy F. Slater, University ofArizona
Jeffrey P. Adams, Montana State University
Gina Brissenden, NASA Cerlter for Astronomy Education

(CAE) at the University ofArizona

10-15 minutes, challenges students with a series of carefully
designed questions that spark classroom discussion, engages
students in critical reasoning, and requires no equipment.
ISBN 0-13-239226-7

Observatioll Excercises ill Astronomy This workbook contains
a series of astronomy exercises that integrate ted1l1010gy from
planetarium software such as Stellarilml, Starry Night College,
WorldWide Telescope, and SkyGazer. Using these online prod
ucts adds an interactive dimension to students'learning.
ISBN: 0- 321-63812-3
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Trltorials for Introductory Astronomy are designed to help
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CHARTI NG TH E
H EAV NS
T H E F O U N D ATI O N S O F A S T RO N O M Y

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

,
4
5
6

Describe how scientists combine observa
tion, theory, and testing in their study of
the universe.
Explain the concept of the celestial sphere
and how we use angular measurement to
locate objects in the sky.
Describe how and why the Sun and the
stars appear to change their positions from
night to night and from month to month.
Explain why Earth's rotation axis shifts
slowly with time, and say how this affects
Earth's seasons.
Show how the relative motions of Earth,
the Sun, and the Moon lead to eclipses.
Explain the simple geometric reasoning
that allows astronomers to measure the
distances and sizes of otherwise inaccessi
ble objects.

Stars are the most fundamental

THE BIG visible component of the universe.
PICTURE Roughly as many stars reside in

the observable universe as there are
grains of sand in all the beaches of the
world-around a hundred sextillion, or
about lcD.

.�

ature offers no greater splendor than the starry
sky on a clear, dark night, Silent and jeweled with the
constellations of ancient myth and legend, the night sky
has inspired wonder throughout the ages--a wonder
that leads our imaginations far from the confines of
Earth and the pace of the present day and out into the
distant reaches of space and cosmic time itself.
Astronomy, born in response to that wonder, is built
on two of the most basic traits of human nature: the

need to explore and the need to understand, Through the

interplay of curiosity, discovery, and analysis-the keys
to exploration and understanding-people have sought
answers to questions about the universe since the earli
est times. Astronomy is the oldest of all the sciences, yet
never has it been more exciting than it is today.

LEFT:

High overhead on a clear, dark night, we can see a rich band of
its resemblance to a milky
band of countless stars, All these stars (and more) are part of a much
larger system called the Milky Way Galaxy, of which our star. the Sun, is
one member. This single exposure, dubbed "Going to the Stars Road:
was made at night with only the Moon's light illuminating the terrain on
the continental divide at Logan Pass in Glacier National Park, near the
Montana/Alberta border. (© Tyler Nordgren)

stars known as the Milky Way-so-called for

.

M aste n n gASTRON 0MY
�

Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy,rom for quizzes,
anlmatlon� videos, interactive figures, and self�lded tutorlal�
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CHAPTER 1

Charting the Heavens

O u r P l ace i n S pace

and its family of planets formed nearly five billion years ago.
Everything on Earth embodies atoms from other parts of

Of all the scientific insights attained to date, one stands out

the universe and from a past far more remote than the be

boldly: Earth is neither central nor special. We inhabit no

ginning of human evolution. Elsewhere, other beings-per

unique place in the universe. Astronomical research, espe

haps with intelligence much greater than our own-may at

cially within the past few decades, strongly suggests that we
live on what seems to be an ordinary rocky

planet

called

Earth, one of eight known planets orbiting an average

star

called the Sun, a star near the edge of a huge collection of

this very moment be gazing in wonder at their own night
sky. Our own Sun may be nothing more than an insignifi
cant point of light to them-if it is visible at all. Yet if sllch
beings exist, they must share our cosmic origin.

galaxy

Simply put, the universe is the totality of all space, time,

among billions of others spread throughout the observable

matter, and energy. Astronomy is the study of the universe.

stars called the Milky Way Galaxy, which is one

universe. To begin to get a feel for the relationships among

It is a subject unlike any other, for it requires liS to pro

these very different objects, consult Figures 1 . 1 through 1 .4;

foundly change our view of the cosmos and to consider mat

put them in perspective by studying Figure 1 .5.

ter on scales totally unfamiliar from everyday experience.

We are connected to the most distant realms of space

Look again at the galaxy in Figure 1.3. It is a swarm of about

and time not only by our imaginations but also through a

a hundred billion stars-more stars than the ntunber of

common cosmic heritage. Most of the chemical elements

people who have ever lived on Earth. The entire assembL1ge

that make up our bodies (hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and

is spread across a vast expanse of space 100,000 light-years

many more) were created billions of years ago in the hot

in diameter. Although it sotulds like a unit of time, a light

centers of long-vanished stars. Their fuel supply spent, these

year is in fact the

giant stars died in huge explosions, scattering the elements

at a speed of about 300,000 kilometers per second. Multi

distance

traveled by light in a year,

created deep within their cores far and wide. Eventually, this

plying out, it follows that a light-year is equal to 300,000

matter collected into douds of gas that slowly collapsed to

kilometers/second X 86,400 seconds/day X 365 days or about

give birth to new generations of stars. 1n this way, the Stu1

10 trillion kilometers, or roughly 6 trillion miles. Typical

15,000 kilometers

1 ,500,000 kilometers

� although it has some liquid in its oceans and core and gas in
� its atmosphere. In this view, the North and South American
... F I G U RE 1.1 Earth Earth is a planet, a mostly solid object,

continents are dearly visible, though most of the scene shows Padfic
waters. (NASA)

Q composed mainly of hydrogen and helium. Much bigger than
t:J Earth-more than 100 times larger in diameter-the Sun is held
... F I G URE 1 . 2 The Sun The Sun is a star, a very hot ball of gas

together by its own grilll ity. The dark blemishes are sunspots (see
Chapter 16� (AURA)

S E CT I O N 1 .1

Our

Place in Space

5

galactic systems are truly "astronomical» in size. For com

containing not just trillions of atoms, but trillions of stars;

parison, Earth's roughly 13,OOO-km diameter is less than

and

one-twentieth of a

light-second.

The light-year is a unit introduced by astronomers to
help them describe immense distances. We will encounter
many such custom units in our studies. As discussed in more
detail in Appendix 2, astronomers frequently augment the

time intervals of not just billions of seconds or hours, but

billions of years. You will need to become familiar--and com

fortable-with such enormous numbers. A good way to begin

is learning to recognize just how much larger than a thousand
is a million, and how much larger still is a billion. Appendix 1

explains the convenient method used by scientists for writing

standard SI (Systeme Internationale) metric system with ad

and manipulating very large and very small nunlbers. If you

ditional units tailored to the particular problem at hand.

are wlfamiliar with tllls method, ple.1se read that appendix

A thousand ( 1000) , a million (1,000,0 0 0 ) , a billion
( l ,OOO,OOO,()()()), and even a trillion (1,()()(),000,000,000)

consistently throughout our text, beginning in Chapter 2.

c<1tefully-the

scientific notatiol! described there will be used

these words occur regularly i n everyday speech. But let's take

Lacking any understanding of the astrononlical objects

a moment to understand the magnitude of the nwnbers and

they observed, early skywatchers made up stories to explain

appreciate the differences among them. One thousand is

them: The Sun was pulled across tlle heavens by a chariot

easy enough to understand: At the rate of one number per

drawn by winged horses, and patterns of stars traced heroes

second, you could count to a thousand in 1000 seconds

and animals placed in the sky by the gods. Today, of course,

about 16 minutes. However, if you wanted to count to a mil

we have a radically different conception of the universe. The

lion, you would need more than two weeks of counting at

stars we see are distant, glowing orbs hundreds of times

the rate of one number per second, 16 hours per day (allow

larger than our entire planet, and tlle patterns they form

ing 8 hours per day for sleep) . To count from one to a billion
at the same rate of one number per second and 16 hours per

span hundreds of light-years. In this first chapter we present

some basic methods used by astronomers to chart the space

day would take nearly 50 years--the better part of an entire

around us. We describe the slow progress of scientific

human lifetime.

knowledge, from chariots and gods to today's well-tested

In this book, we consider

distaru:es in space spanning not
objects

just billions of kilometers, but billions of light-years;

About 1000 quad r il ion kilometers, or 100,000

light-years

� billion stars, each separated by vast regi ons of nearly empty
� space. Our Sun Is a rather undistinguished star near the edge of
� FIG URE 1.3 Galaxy

A typical galaxy is a collection of a hundred

another such galaxy, called the Milky Wiij.

(NASA)

theories and physical laws, and e.xplain why we now rely on
science rather than on myth to help us explain the universe.

About 1 ,000 ,000

light-years

� cluster of galaxies, spread across roughly a million light-years of
� space. Each galaxy contains hundreds of billions of stars,

� FI G URE 1.4 Galaxy Cluster

Thi s

photograph shows a 1ypical

probably planets. and possibly living creatures. (NASA)
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� F IGU RE 1 .5 Size and Scale Th is artist's
� conception puts each of the previous
� four figures in perspective. The bottom

of this figure shows spacecraft (and astronauts)

in Earth orbi t, a view that widens progressively
in each of the next five cubes drawn from
bottom to top-Earth, our planetary system,
the local neighborhood of stars, the Milky
Way Galaxy, and the closest cluster of galaxies.
The image at the top right depicts the spread
of galaxies (white dots) in the universe on
extremely large scales-the field of view

in this final frame is hundreds of millions of
light-years across. Th e numbers indicate
approximately the increase in scale between
successive images: Earth is 500,000 times
larger than the spacecraft in the foreground,
the solar system in turn is some 1,000,000
times larger than Earth, and so on. Modern
astronOlT"o/ is the story of how humans have
come to understand the immense scale of the
universe, and our place in it (D. Berry)

1 .2

Scientifi c Theory a n d the
Sci entifi c Method

How have we come to know the universe around us? How
do we know the proper perspective sketched in Figure 1 .51

power of myth diminished. People began to inquire more
critically about themselves and the UlJiverse. They realized
that thinking about nature was no longer sufficient-looking
at it was also necessary. Experiments and observations be
came a central part of the process of inquiry.
To be effective, a theory-the framework of ideas and
assumptions used to explain some set of observations and

The earliest known descriptions of the universe were based
largely on imagination and mythology and made little at
tempt to explain the workings of the heavens in terms of

make predictions about the real world-must be continu

known earthly experience. However, history shows that
some early scientists did come to realize the importance of

ally tested. Scientists accomplish this by using a theory to
construct a theoretical model of a physical object (such as

careful observation and testing to the formulation of their

a planet or a star) or phenomenon ( such as gravity or

ideas. The success of their approach changed, slowly but

light) that accounts for its known properties. The model
then makes further predictions about the object's prop

surely, the way science was done and opened the door to a
fuller understanding of nature. As knowledge from all
sources was sought and embraced for its own sake, the
influence of logic and reasoned argument grew and the

erties, or perhaps how it might behave or change under
new circumstances. If experiments and observations favor
those predictions, the theory can be further developed and

S EC T I O N 1 . 2
refined. If they do not, the theory must be reformulated or
rejected, no matter how appealing it originally seemed. This
approach to investigation, combining thinking and doing
that is, theory and experiment-is known as the scientific
method. The process, combining theoretical reasoning with
e>.."p erimental testing, is illustrated schematically in Figure
1 .6. It lies at the heart of modern science, separating science
from pseudoscience, fact from fiction.
The notion that theories must be tested and may be
proven wrong sometimes leads people to dismiss their im
portance. We have all heard the expression, "Of course, it's
only a theory," used to deride or dismiss an idea that some
one finds unacceptable. Don't be fooled! Gravity (see Section
2.7) is "only" a theory, but C<1lculations based on it have
guided human spacecraft throughout the solar system.
Electromagnetism (Chapter 3) alld quantum mechanics
(Chapter 4) are theories, too, yet they form the foundation
for most of 2Oth- (alld 21st-) century technology. Facts about
the universe are a dime a dozen. Theories are the intellectual
"glue" that combine seemingly unrelated facts into a coher
ent and interconnected whole.
Notice that there is no end point to the process depicted
in Figure 1.6. A theory can be invalidated by a single wrong
prediction, but no amollilt of observation or experimenta
tion can ever prove it "correct." Theories simply become
more and more widely accepted as their predictions are re
peatedly confirmed. As a class, modern scientific theories
share several important defining characteristics:
• They must be testable-that is, they must admit the
possibility that their underlying asswnptions and their
predictions can, in principle, be exposed to experimen
tal verification. This feature separates science from, for
example, religion, since, ultimately, divine revelations or
scriptures cannot be challenged within a religious
framework-we can't design an experiment to "verify
the mind of God." Testability also distinguishes science
from a pseudoscience such as astrology, whose underly
ing assumptions and predictions have been repeatedly
tested and never verified, with no apparent impact on
the views of those who continue to believe in it!
• They must continually be tested, and their consequences
tested, too. This is the basic circle of scientific progress
depicted in Figure 1 .6.

• They should be simple. Simplicity is less a requirement
than a practical outcome of centuries of scientific
experience-the most successful theories tend to be the
simplest ones that fit the facts. This viewpoint is often
enca psulated in a principle known as Occam's razor: If
two competing theories both e.xplain the facts and
make the same predictions, then the simpler one is bet
ter. Put another way-"Keep it simple!" A good theory
should contain no more complexity thall is absolutely
necessary.

Scientific Theory and the Scientific Method

7

Theory

Observation

Prediction

.6 FI G URE 1.6 Scientific Method

Scientific theories evolve

a combination of observation. theoretical reason ing. and
prediction, which in tum suggests new observations. The process can
begin at any point in the cycle (although it usually .starts with
observations1 and it continues forever-or until the theory fails to
explain an observation or makes a demonstrably false prediction.

through

• Finally, most scientists have the additional bias that a
theory should in some sense be elegant. When a clearly
stated simple principle naturally ties together and e.x
plains several phenomena previously thought to be
completely distinct, this is widely regarded as a strong
point in favor of the new theory.
You may find it instructive to apply these criteria to the
many physical theories-some old and well established,
others much more recent and still developing-we will en
counter throughout the text.
The birth of modern science is usually associated with
the Renaissance, the historical period from the late 14th to
the mid-17th century that saw a rebirth ( renaissance in
Frencll) of artistic, literary, and scientific inquiry in Euro
pean culture following the roaos of the Dark Ages. However,
one of the first docwnented uses of the scientific method in
an astronomical context was made by Aristotle ( 384-322
B.C.) some 1 7 centuries earlier. Aristotle is not normally re
membered as a strong proponent of this approach-many of
his best known ideas were based on pure tllought, with no at
tempt at experimental test or verification. Nevertheless, his
brillimlce extended into many areas now thought of as mod
ern science. He noted that, during a lunar eclipse (Section
1 .6), Earth C<1Sts a curved shadow onto the surface of the
Moon. Figure 1 .7 shows a series of photographs taken during
a recent lunar eclipse. Earth's shadow, projected onto the
Moon's surface, is indeed slightly curved. This is what Aristo
tle must have seen and recorded so long ago.
Because the observed shadow seemed always to be an
arc of the same circle, Aristotle theorized that Earth, the
cause of the shadow, must be round. Don't underestimate
the scope of this apparently simple statement. Aristotle also
had to reason that the dark region was indeed a shadow and

8
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• F I G U R E 1 .7 A Lunar Eclip ...

This series of photographs shows Earth's shadow sweeping across the Moon

during a lunar eclipse. By observing this behavior, Aristotle reasoned that Earth was the cause of the sh.dON and

concluded that Earth must be round. His theory has yet to be dispra.ed.

that Earth was its cause--facts we regard as obvious today,
but far from clear 25 centuries ago. On the basis of this

hypothesj�one possible explanation of the observed

facts-he then predicted that any and all future lunar
eclipses would show Earth's shadow to be curved, regardless

(G. ScllI1 eider)

1 .3

The "Obvious" V i ew

To see how astronomers have applied the scientific method
to understand the universe around us, let's start with some
very basic observations. Our study of the cosmos, ilie mod

of our planet's orientation. That prediction has been tested

ern science of astronomy, begins simply, Witll iooking at ilie

every time a lunar eclipse has occurred. It has yet to be

night sky. The overall appearance of the night sky is not

proved wrong. Aristotle was not the first person to argue

so different now from what our ancestors would have seen

that Earth is rowld, but he was apparently the first to offer

hundreds

observational proof using ilie lunar eclipse method.
This basic reasoning forms the basis of all modern scien
tific inquiry. Armed only with naked-eye observations of the
sky (the telescope would not be invented for almost another

2000 years), Aristotle first made an observation. Ne�:t, he for

or

even

thousands

of years

ago, but

our

interpretation of what we see has changed immeasurably as
ilie science of astronomy has evolved and grown.

Constellations in the Sky
Between sunset and sunrise on a clear night, we can see

mulated a hypothesis to explain tllat observation. Then he

about 3000 points of light. If we include the view from the

tested the validity of his hypothesis by making predictions

opposite side of Earth, nearly 6000 stars are visible to the

tllat could be confirmed or refuted by furtller observations.

Obsen'ation, theory, and testi ng-these are the cornerstones

unaided eye. A natural human tendency is to see patterns
and relationships among objects even when no true con

of the scientific meiliod, a teclmique whose power will be

nection exists, and people long ago connected the brightest

demonstrated again and again throughout our text.

stars into configurations called constellations, which an

Today, scientists throughout the world use an approach

cient astronomers named after myiliological beings, heroes,

that relies heavily on testing ide.1s. They gather data, form a

and animals-whatever was important to them. Figure 1 .8

working hypothesis that explains the data, and then proceed

shows a constellation especially prominent in ilie nighttime

to test the implications of the hypothesis using experiment

sky from October ilirough March: the hunter named Orion.

and observation. Eventually, one or more "well-tested" hy

Orion was a mythical Greek hero famed, among oilier

potheses may be elevated to the stature of a physical law and

iliings, for his amorous pursuit of ilie Pleiades, the seven

come to form tlle basis of a ilieory of even broader applica

daughters of the giant Atlas. According to Greek mytllology,

bility. The new predictions of tlle theory will in turn be

to protect ilie Pleiades from Orion, the gods placed them

tested, as scientific knowledge continues to grow. Experi

among the stars, where Orion nightly stalks them across the

ment and observation are integral parts of the process of sci

sky. Many constellations have similarly fabulous connec

entific inquiry. Untestable ilieories, or tlleories unsupported

tions wiili ancient lore.

by experimental evidence, rarely gain any measure of ac

Perhaps not surprisingly, ilie patterns have a strong cul

ceptance in scientific circles. Used properly over a period of

tural bias--the astronomers of ancient China saw myiliical

tinle, this rational, methodical approach enables us to arrive

figures different from iliose seen by the ancient Greeks, ilie

at conclusions that are mostly free of ilie personal bias and

Babylonians, and ilie people of other cultures, even iliough

hwnan values of any one scientist. The scientific method is
designed to yield an objective view of the universe we inhabit.

iliey were all looking at the sanle stars in the night sky. Inter

estingiy, different cultures often made ilie same basic

groupings of stars, despite widely varying interpretations of
PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
V Can a theory ever become a "fact: scientifically speaking?

what iliey saw. For example, ilie group of seven stars usually
known in North America as "the Dipper" is known

as

"ilie

Wagon" or "ilie Plough" in western Europe. The ancient

SECTION 1 .3

The "Obvious" View

--<I Interactive

(,:;;i
�
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F I G U R E 1.8
Co nstellation Orion (a) A
photograph of the group of
bright stars that make up the

constellation Orion. (See the preface,

p. xviii, for an explanation of the icon

at the bottom, which simply indicates

that this

image was made

In visible

light.) (b) The stars are connected to
show the pattern v isualized by the
Greeks the outline of a hunter. The
Greek letters serve to identify some
of the brighter stars in the constel
lation (see also Figure 1.9). You can
easily find Orion in the northern
winter sky by identifying the line of
three bright stars in the hunter's "belt."

(S. Westphal)

(b)

Greeks regarded these same stars as the tail of "the Great

who used the data to make predictions about that person's

Bear," the Egyptians saw them as the leg of an ox, the Siberians

destiny. Thus, in a sense, astronomy and astrology arose from

as a stag, and some Native Americans as a funeral procession.

the same basic impulse--the desire to "see" into the future-

Early astronomers had very practical reasons for study

and, indeed, for a long time they were indistinguishable from

ing the sky. Some constellations served as navigational

one another. "Thday, most people recognize that astrology is

guides. The star Polaris (part of the Little Dipper) indicates

nothing more than an anlUsing diversion (although millions

north, and the near constancy of its location in the sky, from

still study their horoscope in the newspaper every morning!).

hOll! to hour and night to night, has aided travelers for cen

Nevertheless, the ancient astrological terminology-the names

turies. Other constellations served as primitive calendars to

of the constellations and many terms used to describe the loca

predict planting and harvesting seasons. For example, many
cultures knew that the appearance of certain stars on the
horizon just before daybreak signaled the beginning of
spring and the end of winter.
In many societies, people came to believe that there were

tions and motions of the planets--is still used throughout the
astronomic."1l world.

Generally speaking, as illustrated in Figure 1.9 for the
case of Orion, the stars that make up any particular con
stellation are not actually close to one another in space,

other benefits in being able to trace the regularly changing po

even by astronomic.l 1 standards. They merely are bright

sitions of heavenly bodies. The relative positions of stars and

enough to observe with the n aked eye and happen to lie in

planets at a person's birth were carefully studied by astrologers,

roughly the same direction in the sky as seen from Earth.

-<II

FIGURE 1.9 Orion in 3-D

The true three-dimensional
relationships among the most

prominent stars in Orion. The
di.stances were determined by
the Hippa'cos satellite in the
1990s. (See Chapter 17.)
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.... FIGURE 1.10 Constellations Near
Orion The region ofthe sky
conventionally associated with the
constellation Orion, together with some
neighboring constellations (labeled in all
capital letters� Some prominent stars are
also labeled in lowercase letters. The 88

constellations span the entire sky, 50 that

them.

every astronomical object lies in precisely
one of

but of Earth. Polaris indicates the
direction--<lue

north-in

which

Earth's rotation axis points. Even
though we now know that the

celestial sphere is an incorrect de

scription of the heavens, we still use

the idea as a convenient fiction that

helps us visualize the positions of
stars in the sky. The points where
Earth's axis intersects the celestial

Still, the constellations provide a convenient means for as

sphere are called the celestial poles.

In the Northern Hemisphere, the north celestial pole lies di

tronomers to specify large areas of the sky, much as geolo

rectly above Earth's North Pole. The extension of Earth's axis

gists use continents or politicians use voting precincts to

in tile opposite direction defines the south celestial pole. di

identify certain localities on planet Earth. In all, there are

rectly above Earth's South Pole. Midway between the north

88 constellations, most of them visible from North Amer
ica at some time during the year. Figure 1 . 1 0 shows how
the conventionally defined constellations cover a portion
of the sky in the vicinity of Orion.

Apparent rotation
of the celestial
sphere

North celestial pole
I
Polaris

Th e Celestial Sphere
Over the course of a night, the constellations seem to move
smoothly across the sky from east to west, but ancient sky
watchers were well aware that the

relative locations

of stars

remained unchanged as this nightly march took place. * It
was natural for those observers to conclude that the stars
must be firmly attached to a celestial sphere surrolUlding
Earth-a canopy of stars resembling an astronomical paint
ing on a heavenly ceiling. Figure 1 . 1 1 shows how early as
tronomers pictured the stars as moving with tllis celestial
sphere as it turned around a fixed, unmoving Earth. Figure
1 . 1 2 shows how all stars appear to move in circles around a
point very close to the star Polaris (better known as the Pole
Star or North Star). To the ancients, tllis point represented
the axis around which the entire celestial sphere turned.

Celestial sphere

Thday we recognize tllat the apparent motion of the stars

is the result of the spin, or rotation, not of the celestial sphere,
:.eWe now b,ow tnat stars do in

proper

motion

(se, s,ction

across the

17.1).

faa move relative to one another, but this
sky ;s t.oo slow to be disce",ed with ,.he "aked eye.

... F I G UR E 1.11 Celestial Spher..

Planet

Earth sits fIXed at the hub

of the celestial sphere, which contains all the stars. This Is one of the
simplest possible models of the universe, but it doesn't agree with all
the facts that astronomers now knaN about the universe.

SECTION 1 .3

� Interactive

The "Obvious" View

FIGURE 1.12 North,..n Sky

A time-lapse

photograph of the northern sky. Each curved trai l is

(.;:i
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the

path of a single star across the night sky. The duration of

"-" the exposure is about 5 hours, and each star traces out

approximately 20 percent of a ci rcle. The concentric circles are
centered near the North Star, Polaris, whose short, bright arc is
labe led. (AURA)

and south celestial poles lies the celestial equator, represent

When discussing the locations of stars "on the sky," as

angular positions and
More Precisely 1-1 presents some basic informa

i.ng the intersection of Earth's equatorial pL1ne with the celes

tronomers naturally talk in terms of

tial sphere. These parts of the celestial sphere are marked on

separations.

Figure

1.11.

tion on angular measure.

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 - 1
I.

Angular Measu re

Size and scale are often specified by measuring lengths and angles.
The concept oflength measurement is fuirly intuitive to most of us.
The concept of al1gu/ar measllremerlt may be less fumiliar, but it,

1 ° = 60 '

_I

too, can become second nature if you remember a few simple fucts:
• A full

circle contains 360 degrees (360°). Thus, the half-circle
that stretches from horizon to horizon, passing directly
overhead and spanning the portion of the sky visible to one
person at any one time, contaius 1 80°.

• Each 10 increment can be

further subdivided into fractious of a
degree, called arc millutes. There are 60 arc minutes (written
60') in 1°. (TIle teml "arc" is used to distinguish this angular
unit from the unit of time.) Both the Sun and the Moon pro
ject an angular size of 30 arc minutes ( half a degree) on the sky.
Your little finger, held at aml's length, has a similar angular size,
covering about a 40' slice of the 1 80° horizon-to-horizon arc.

• An

another way, an arc minute is to of a degree, and an arc sec
ond is io X io = ,.1" of a degree. An arc second is an ex
trenleiy small unit of angular measure--the angular size of
a centimeter-sized objec t (a dime, say) at a distance of about
2 kilometers (a little over a mile).
arc minute can be divided into 60 arc secol1ds (60" ). Put

The accompanying figure illustrates this subdivision of the circle
into progressively smaller units.
Don't be confused by the units used to measure angles. Arc
minutes and arc seconds have nothing to do with the measure
ment of time, and degrees have nothing to do with temperature.
Degrees, arc minutes, and arc seconds are sirnplyways to measure
the size and position of objects in the wliverse.

arc

360 arc degrees
a fu ll circle

in

1-1

arc
second

l ' = 60"

The angular size of a n object depends both on its actual size
and 011 its distance from us. For example, the Moon at its present
distance from Earth has an angular diameter of 0.5°, or 30'. If
the Moon were twice as far away, it would appear half as big1 5 ' across--even though its actual size would be the same. Thus,

Mlgular size by itself is not enol/gl, to determil1e tl,. actual diMne
fer of all object-the distarlce to the object ttllISt also be kriowri. We
return to this topic in more detail in More Precisely 1 -2.
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CO N C E P T C H E C K

V' Why do astronomers find it useful to retain the fiction of the
celestial sphere to describe the sky? What vital piece of

information about stars is lost when we talk about their

locations "on" the sky?

1 .4

Earth 's Orbital Moti on

Day-to-Day Changes
We measure time by the Sun. Because the rhythm of day

and night is central to our lives, it is not surprising that
the period from one noon to the next, the 24-hour solar
day, is our basic social time unit. The daily progress of the
Sun and the other stars across the sky is known as diumal
motion. As we have just seen, it is a consequence of Earth's
rotation. But the stars' positions in the sky do rIOt repeat
themselves eXHctly from one night to the next. Each night,
the whole celestiHI sphere appears to be shifted H little relH
t ive to the horizon compared with the night before. The
easiest way to confirm this difference is by noticing the
stars that are visible just after sunset or just before dawn.
You will find that they are in slightly different locations
from those of the previous night. Because of tillS shift, a
day measured by the stars-called a sidereHI day a fter the
Latin word sidu5, meaning "star»-differs in lengtll from a
solar day. Evidently, there is more to the apparent motion
of the heavens than simple rotation.
The reason for the difference between a solar day and a
sidereal day is sketched in Figure 1 . 1 3 . It is a result of the
fact that Earth moves in two ways simultaneously: It ro
tates on its central axis while at the same time revolving
around the Sun. Each time Earth rotates once on its axis, it
also moves a small distance along its orbit about the SW1.
Earth therefore has to rotate through slightly more than
360° ( 360 degrees-see More Precisely 1-1) for the Sun to
return to the same apparent location in the sky. Thus, the
interval of tinle between noon one day and noon the next
(a solar day) is slightly greater t.han one true rotation pe
riod (one sidereal day) . Our planet takes 365 days to orbit
the Sun, so the additional angle is 360°/365 = 0.986°. Be
cause Earth, rotating at a rate of 15° per hour, takes about
3.9 minutes to rotate th.rough this angle, the solar day is 3.9
minutes longer than the sidereal day (i.e., 1 sidereal day is
roughly 23h56ffi long).

Seasona I Changes
Figure 1 . 14(a) illustrates tlle major stars visible from
most locations in the United States on clear summer
evenings. The brightest stars--Vega, Deneb, and Altair
form a conspicuous triangle high above the constellations
Sagittarius and Capricornus, which are low on the southern

... F I G UR E 1 .l l Solar and Sidereal Days

A sidereal day is Earth's

true rotation period-the time taken for our planet to return to the
s ame orientation in space relative to the distant stars. A solar day is
the ti me from one noon to the next. The difference in length
between the two is easily explained once we understand that Earth
r""olves around the Sun at the same time as it rotates on its axis.
Frames (a) and (b) are one sidereal day apart. During that time, Earth

rotates exactly once on

its axis and also moves a little in its solar

orbit-approximately ,0. Consequently, between noon at point A on

one day and noon at the same point the next day, Earth actually

rotates through about 361" (frame c). and the solar dilf exceeds the

sidereal day by about 4 mi nutes. Note that the diagrams are not
drawn to scale; the true 1" angle is in reality much smaller than
shown here.

horizon. In the winter sky, however, these stars are re
placed as shown in Figure 1 . 14(b) by several otller, well
known constellations, including Orion, Leo, and Gemini.
In the constellation Canis Major lies Sirius (the Dog
Star), the brightest star in the sky. Year after year, the
same stars and constellations return, each in its proper
season. Every winter evening, Orion is high overhead;
every summer, it is gone. (For more detailed maps of the

S ECT ION 1.4

(a)

Southern horizon , summer

(b)

Earth's Orbital Motion
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Southern horizon, winter

... FIGURE 1.14 Typical Night Sky (a) A typical summer sky above the United States. Some prominent stars

Oabeled in lowercase letters) and constellations (labeled in all capital letters) are shown. (b) A typical winter sky
above the United States.

s1.")' at different seasons, consult the star charts at the end
of the book.)
These regular seasonal changes occur because of
Earth's revolution around the Sun: Earth's darkened hemi
sphere faces in a slightly different direction in space each

evening. The change in direction is only about 10 per night
(Figure 1 . 1 3)-too small to be easily noticed with the naked
eye from one evening to the next, but clearly noticeable over
the course of weeks and months, as illustrated in Figure
1 . 1 5. After 6 months, Earth has reaclled the opposite side of

� Interactive

FIGURE 1.1 5
The Zodiac The view

r;;:j of the

n ight sky

changes
in its
orbit about the Sun. As drawn
here, the night side of Earth
faces a different set of
constellations at different
times of the year. The 12
constellations named here
make up the astrological
zodiac. The arrONS indicate the
most prominent zodiacal
constellations in the night sky
at various times of the year. For
example, in June, when the Sun
is "in" Gemini, Sagittarius and
Capricornus are visible at night.

..,./

as Earth moves
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Apparent

its orbit, and we face an entirely different group of stars and
constellations at night. Because of this motion, the Sun ap

North celestial pole

celestial
sphere

pears (to an observer on Earth) to move relative to the
background stars over the course of a year. This a ppa rent
motion of the Sun on the sky traces out a path on the celes
tial sphere known as the ecliptic.
The 12 constellations through which the Sun passes as it
moves along the ecliptic-that is, the constellations we
would see looking in the direction of the Sun if they weren't
overwhelmed by the Sun's light-had special significance for
astrologers of old. These constellations are collectively
known as the zodiac.

As

illustrated in Figure 1 . 16, the ecliptic forms a great

circle on the celestial sphere, inclined at an angle of 23.50 to
the celestial equator. In reality, as illustrated in Figure 1 . 1 7,
the plane of the ecliptic is

the Sun.

the plane of Earth's orbit arourld

Its tilt is a consequence of the

inC/illatiorl of our

planet's rotation axis to the plane of its orbit.
The point on the ecliptic where the Sun is at its
northernmost point above the celestial equator is known
as the summer solstice (from the Latin words
ing "sun," and

stare,

"to stand").

As

501,

mean

indicated in Figure

1 . 1 7, it represents the location in Earth's orbit where our
planet's North Pole comes closest to pointing in the direc
tion of the SW}. This occurs on or near June 2 1 -the exact
date varies slightly from year to year because the actual
length of a year is not a whole number of days. As Earth
rotates, points north of the equator spend the greatest
fraction of their time in sunlight on that date, so the sum
mer solstice corresponds to the longest day of the year in

� Interactive
r.:;;:i

... F I G U R E 1 .16 Ecliptic The apparent path of the Sun on the
celestial sphere over the course of a year is called the ecliptic. As
indicated on the diagram, the ecl i ptic is inclined to the celestial
equator at an angle of 23.5". In this picture of the h eavens, the seasons
result from the changi ng height of the Sun abOie the celestial equator.
Atthe summer solstice, the Sun is at its northernmost point on its path
around the ecliptic; it is therefore hi ghest i n the sky, as seen from
Earth's Northern Hemisphere, and the days are longest. The re\lerse is
true at the winter solstice. At the vernal and autumnal equinoxes,
when the Sun crosses the celestial equator, day and night are of equal
length.

FIGURE 1.1 7 Seasons

In reality, the Sun's apparent motion

along the ecl iptic is a consequence
...,/ of Earth's orbital motion around the
Sun. The seasons result from the i ndi nation
of our planet's rotation axis with respect to
its orbit plane. The summer solstice
corresponds to the point on Earth's orbit
where our planet's North Pole points most
nearly tONard the Sun. The opposite is true
of the winter solstice. The vemal and
autumnal equinaxes correspond to the
points in Earth's orbit where our planet's
axis is perpend i cu lar to the line joining
Earth and the Sun. The insets show hON
rays of su nl ight striking the groun d at an
angle (e.g., during northern winter) are

spread OIer a larger area than rays comi ng
nearly straight demn (e.g. during northern
summer� As a result, the amount of solar
heat delivered to a given area ofEarth:s
surface is greatest when the Sun i s high in
the sky.

Light

Light
from
Sun

from
Sun

Vernal
equi nox
(Mar. 21)

Summer
solstice
(J une 21)

ca

Sun

N

equinox
(Sept. 21)

�
�

Larger

ground area
covered
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the Northern Hemisphere and the shortest day in the
Southern Hemisphere.

Vernal
equinox

Six months later, the Sun is at its southernmost point
below the celestial equator (Figure 1 . 16)--{)r, equivalently,
the North Pole points farthest from the Sun ( Figure 1 . 17).
We have reached the

winter

solstice (December 2 1 ) , the

shortest day in Earth's Northern Hemisphere and the
longest in the Southern Hemisphere.
The tilt of Earth's rotation axis relative to the ecliptic is

Summer
solstice

responsible for the seasons we experience-the marked

Sun

difference in temperature between the hot summer and
cold winter montlls. As illustrated in Figure 1 . 1 7, two fac
tors combine to cause this variation. First, there are more
hours of daylight during the Slll11mer than in winter. To see

Autumnal
equinox

why this is, look at the yellow lines on the surfaces of the
drawings of Earth in the figure. ( For definiteness, they cor
respond to a latitude of 45°-roughly that of the Great
Lakes or the south of France.) A much larger fraction of
the IUle is sunlit ill the summertime, and more daylight
means more solar heatulg. Second, as illustrated in the

At. FIGURE 1.18 Earth's Orbit

Seen face on, Earth's orbit around the

Sun is almost indistinguishable from a perfect circle. The d istance

insets in Figure 1 . 1 7, when the Sun is high in the sky in

from Earth to the Sun varies only slightly o;er the course of a year

summer, rays of sunlight striking Earth's surface are more

and is not the cause of the seasonal temperature variations we

concentrated-spread out over a smaller area-than in

e xperience.

wUlter. As a result, the Sun feels hotter. Therefore summer,
when the Sun is highest above the horiwn and the days are
longest, is generally much warmer than winter, when the
Sun is low and tlle days are short.
A popular misconception is that the seasons have
something to do with Earth's distance from the Sun. Figure

in human timekeeping: The interval of time from one ver
nal equinox to the next-365.2422 mean solar days--is
known as one tropical year.

1 . 18 illustrates why this is not the case. It shows Earth's
orbit "face on,n instead of almost edge-on, as in Figure
1 . 1 7. Notice that the orbit is almost perfectly circular, so

Long-Term Changes

the distance from Earth to the Silll varies very little (in fact,

Earth has many motions-it spins on its axis, it travels

by only about 3 percent) over the course of a year-not

around the Sun, and it moves with the Silll through our

nearly enough to explaul the seasonal changes in tempera

Galaxy. We have just seen how some of these motions can

ture. What's more, Earth is actually closest to the Sun in

account for the changulg nighttune sky and the changing

early January, the dead of winter in the Northern Hemi

seasons. In fact, the situation is even more complicated.

sphere, so distance from the Sun cannot be the main factor

Like a spuming top that rotates rapidly on its own axis

controlling our climate.

while that axis slowly revolves about the vertical, Earth's

The two points where the ecliptic intersects the celestial

axis changes its direction over the course of time (although

equator ( Figure 1 . 16)-that is, where Earth's rotation axis is

the angle between the axis and a line perpendicular to the

perpendicular to the line joining Earth to the Sun ( Figure

plane of the ecliptic always remains close to 23.5°). Illus

1 . 17)-are known as

equinoxes.

On those dates, day and

trated in Figure 1 . 19, this change is called precession. It is

night are of equal duration. (The word equinox derives

caused by torques (twisting forces) on Earth due to the

from the Latin for "equal night.") In the fall (in the North

gravitational pulls of the Moon and the Sun, which affect

ern Hemisphere), as the Sun crosses from the Northern into

our planet in much the same way as the torque due to

autumnal equinox

Earth's own gravity affects a top. Durulg a complete cycle

(on September 2 1 ) . The vernal equinox occurs in nortllern

of precession-about 26,000 years-Earth's axis traces out

spring, on or near March 2 1 , as the Sun crosses the celestial

a cone.

the Southern Hemisphere, we have the

equator moving north. Because of its association with

The tinle required for Earth to complete exactly one

the end of winter and the start of a new growing season, the

orbit around the Sun, relative to the stars, is called a

vernal equillox was particularly ilnportant to early as

sidereal year.

tronomers and astrologers. It also plays an ilnportant role

long-about 20 minutes longer than a tropicaJ year. The

One sidereal year is 365.256 mean solar days

:I
=

=
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Polaris

(current pole star)

Vega (pole star
in A.D. 1 4,000)

�:-:;-�--?
\

I
Thuban
(pole star in I
3000 B.C.) I
23.5'
cP
Earth's axis \
of rotation

\

\

A Interactive FIG U R E 1.1 9 Precessio n

(a)

(b)

(aJ Earth's axis currently points nearly taward the star Polaris. About
12,000 years from now-almost halfWay through one cycle of precession-Earth's axis will point toward a
star called Vega, which will then be the "North Star:' Five thousand years ago, the North Star was a star
named Thuban in the constellation Draco. (b) The circle shows the precessional path of the north ce!e.stial
pole among some prominent northern stars. Tick marks indicate intervals of a thousand years.

e

•

reason for this slight difference is Earth's precession. Recall
that the vernal equinox occurs when Earth's rotation axis is
perpendicular to the line joining Earth and the Sun, and

1.5

The Motion of the Moon

The Moon i s o u r nearest neighbor i n space. Apart from

the Sun is crossing the celestial equator moving from south

the Sun, it is the brightest object in the sky. Like tile Sun,

to north. In the absence of precession, this combination of

the Moon appears to move relative to the background

events would occur exactly once per sidereal orbit, and the

stars. Unlike the Sun, however, the Moon really does re

t ropical and sidereal years would be identical. However, be

volve around Eartl1.

cause of the slow precessional shift in the orientation of

1 2° per day, which means that it moves an angular dis

Earth's rotation axis, the instant when tile axis is next per

tance equal to its own diameter-30 arc minutes-in

pendicular to the line from Earth to the Sun occurs slightly

about an hour.

sooner than

It crosses the sky at

a rate of about

we would otherwise expect. Consequently, the

vernal equinox drifts slowly around the wdiac over the
course of the precession cycle.
The tropical year is the year that our calendars meas
ure. If our timekeeping were tied to the sidereal year, tile
seasons would slowly march around the calendar as Earth
precessed-1 3,000 years from now, summer in the North
ern Hemisphere would be at its height in late February! By
using the tropical year, we ensure that July and August will
always be (northern) smnmer months. However, in 1 3,000
years' time, Orion will be a summer constellation.

Lu nar Phases
The Moon's appearance undergoes a regular cycle of
changes, or phases, taking roughly 29.5 days to complete.
Figure 1 .2 0 illustrates the appearance of the Moon at differ
ent times in this montilly cycle. Starting from the

Moon,

flew

which is all but invisible in the sky, the Moon ap

pears to wax (or grow) a little each night and is visible as a
growing

crescen t (photo

1 of Figure 1 .20). One week after

new Moon, half of the hUlar disk can be seen (photo 2 ) .
This phase i s known a s a

qllarter Moon.

During ilie next

week, the Moon continues to wax, passing through the

CO N C E P T C H E C K

..... In astronomical terms, what are summer and winter, and
why do we see different constellations during those
seasons?

gibbolls phase (photo 3) until, 2 weeks after new Moon, the
filII Moon (photo 4) is visible. During tile next 2 weeks, the
Moon wanes (or shrinks), passing in turn through the gib
bous, quarter, crescent phases (photos 5-7) and eventually
becoming new again.
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® 22 days old
Rises at midnight
sets at noon
(f) 26 days old

@ 1 8 days old

..

E

Third
querter

® 14 days old

New Moon
(not visible)

Full
Moon

Rises at sunset
sets at sunrise

Ught from Sun
CD 4 days old

@ lO days old

First
querter
@ 7 days old

the

Rises at noon
sets at midnight

A FIGURE 1.20 Lunar Phases Because the Moon o<bits Earth, the visible fraction ofthe lunar sunlit face
varies from night to night, although the Moon always keeps
same face tONard our plan et. (Note the
location of the smail, straight arrONS, which m ark the same point on the lunar surface at each phase shown.)
The complete cycle of lunar phase.s, shown here starting at the waxing crescent phase and foliONing the
Moon's orbit counterclockwise, takes 29.5 days to complete. Rising and setting times for some phases are
also indicated. (UG/Lick Observatory)

The position of the Moon in the sky relative to the Sun,
as seen from Earth, varies with lunar phase. For example,
the full Moon rises in the east as the Sun sets in the west,
while the first quarter Moon actually rises at noon, but
sometimes becomes visible only late in the day as the Sun's
light fades. By tms time the Moon is already high in the sky.
Some connections between the lunar phase and the rising
and setting times of the Moon are indicated in Figure 1 .20.

The Moon doesn't actually change its size and shape

from night to night, of course. Its full circular disk is present

at all times. Why, then, don't we always see a full Moon? The
answer to this question lies in the fact that, unlike the Sun
and the other stars, the Moon emits no light of its own. In
stead, it shines by reflected sunlight. Al; illustrated in Figure
1 .20, half of the Moon's surface is illmninated by the Sun at
any instant. However, not all of the Moon's sunlit face can be
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the Moon's

position with respect to Earth

and the Sun. When the Moon is full, we see the entire

sky. In the case of a new Moon,

"daylit" face because the Sun and the Moon are in opposite
directions from Earth in the

the Moon and the Sun are in almost the same part of the sky,
and

the sunlit side of the Moon is oriented away from us. At

our perspective.

new Moon, the SWl must

As

be almost behind the Moon, from

the Moon revolves around Earth, our satellite's

in the sky changes with respect to the stars. In 1
sidereal month (27.3 days), the Moon completes one revo
lution and returns to its starting po int on the celestial
sphere, having traced out a great circle in the sky. The time
required for the Moon to complete a full cycle of phases, one
synodic month, is a little longer-about 29.5 days. The syn
odic month is a little longer than the sidereal month for the
position

same reason that a solar day is slightly longer than a sidereal

must complete slightly more than one

day: Because of Earth's motion aroWld the Sun,

the

Moon

full revolution to
return to the same phase in its orbit (Figure 1 .2 1 ).

Ecli pses
From time

to

time-but only

Sun and the Moon line

up

at new

or

full Moon-the

precisely as seen from Eartll,

and we observe the spectacular phenomenon known as an

eclipse. When the Still and the Moon are in exactly opposite
directions, as seen from Earth, Earth's shadow sweeps
across the Moon, temporarily blocking the Sun's light and
darkeni ng the Moon in a
Figure

lunar eclipse,

begin to

F IGURE 1.21 Sidereal Month The difference
between a synodic and a sidereal month stems from the motion
of Earth relative to the Sun. Because Earth orbits the Sun in 365
days, in the 29.5 days from one new Moon to the next � synodic
month), Earth mOlies through an angle of approximately 2'1'. Thus, the
Moon must revolve more than 360· between new Moons. The sidereal
month, which is the time taken for the Moon to revolve through
exactly 360·, relative to the stars, is about 2 days shorter.

e

as illustrated in

1 . 2 2 . From Earth, we see the curved edge of Earth's

shadow

A Interact.ive

cut across the face of the full Moon and

the lunar disk. Usually, the alignment
and Moon is impe rfect, so the shadow

never completely covers the Moon. Such an occurrence is
known as a

partial lunar eclipse.

Occasionally, however,

total lunar eclipse,
inset of Figure 1 .22. Thtal lunar

slowly eat its way into

the entire lunar surface is obscured in a

of the Sun, Earth,

such as that shown in the

...(i Interactive F IGU RE 1 .22 Lunar

Eclipse A lunar eclipse occurs when

�j the Moon passes through Earth's

Earth

Ugh! from Sun

Fi

-.../ shadow. At these times, we see a
darkened, copper-colored Moon, as
shawn by the partial eclipse in the
inset photograph. The red coloration is
caused by sunlight deflected � Earth's
atmosphere onto the Moon's surface.
An observer on the Moon would see
Earth surrounded by a bright, but
narrow, ring of orange sunlight. Note
that this figure is not drawn to scale,
and only Earth's umbra (see text and
Figure 1.24) is shawn. (['lSet: G.
Sch,..ider)
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... FI G URE 1.23 Total Solar Eclipse During a total solar eclipse, the
Sun's corona becomes visible as an irregularly shaped halo surrounding
the blotted-out disk of the Sun. This was the August 1999 eclipse, as
seen from the banks of the Danube River near Sofia, Bulgaria.

(M. Tsal,kova/B. Angelov)

eclipses last only as long as is needed for the Moon to pass
through Earth's shadow-no more than about 100 min
utes. During that time, the Moon often acquires an eerie,
deep red coloration-the result of a small amount of sun
light reddened by Earth's atmosphere (for the same reason
that sunsets appearred-see More Precisely 7-1) and re
fracted (bent) onto the lunar surface, preventing the
shadow from being completely black.
When the Moon and the SWl are in exactly the same di
rection, as seen from Earth, an even more awe-inspiring
event occurs. The Moon passes directly in front of the Sun,
briefly turning day into night in a solar eclipse, In a total
soiar eclipse, when the alignment is perfect, planets and some
stars become visible in the daytime as the Sun's light is re
duced to nearly nothing. We can also see the Sun's ghostly
outer atmosphere, or corona (Figure 1.23). * In a paffial soiar
eclipse, the Moon's path is slightly "off center," and only a
portion of the Sun's face is covered. In either case, the sight
of the Sun apparentiy being swallowed up by the black disk
of the Moon is disconcerting even today. It must surely have
inspired fear in early observers. Small wonder that tile ability
to predict such events was a highly prized skill.
Unlike a lunar eclipse, which is simultaneously visible
from all locations on Earth's night side, a total solar
eclipse can be seen from only a small portion of Earth's
daytime side. The Moon's shadow on Earth's surface is
about 7000 kilometers wide-roughly twice the diameter
:';ActrmU)� although a t.otal solar eclipse. ;s lHldtmiably a spect.aClllar OCCllr

retia; tIle visibility ofthe coraM is probably me most ;mportant asrrotJomicnl
aspect of Stlm an event today. It ftlable.s 145 to study t.his otherwise hard-fo-see
partolo14'Su" (,« Chapter 16).

of the Moon. Outside of that shadow, no eclipse is seen.
However, within the central region of the shadow, called
the umbra, the eclipse is total. Within the shadow, but
outside the umbra, in the penumbra, the eclipse is partial,
with less and less of the Sun obscured the farther one trav
els from the shadow's center.
The cOlmections among the wnbra, the penumbra, and
tlle relative locations of Earth, Sun, and Moon are illustrated
in Figure 1.24. The umbra is always very small. Even under
t.he most favorable circumstances, its diameter never exceeds
270 kilometers. Because the shadow sweeps across Earth's
surface at over 1700 kilometers per hour, the duration of a
total eclipse at any given point on Ollr planet can never
exceed 7.5 minutes.
The Moon's orbit around Earth is not exactly circular.
Thus, the Moon may be far enough from Earth at the mo
ment of an eclipse that its disk fails to cover the disk of the
Sun completely, even though tileir centers coincide. In that
case, there is no region of totality--the lUnbra never reaches
Earth at all, and a thin ring of sunlight can still be seen sur
rounding the Moon. Such an occurrence, called an annular
eclipse, is illustrated in Figure 1.24(c) and shown more clearly
in Figure 1.25. Roughly half of all solar eclipses are annular.

Ec l i pse Seasons
Why isn't there a solar eclipse at every new Moon and a
lunar eclipse at every full Moon? That is, why doesn't the
Moon pass directly between Eartil and the Sun once per
orbit and directly through Earth's shadow 2 weeks later?
The answer is that the Moon's orbit is slightly inclined
to the ecliptic (at an angle of 5.2°), so the chance that a new
(or full) Moon will occur just as the Moon happens to cross
the plane of the ecliptic (with Earth, Moon, and Sun per
fectly aligned) is quite low. Figure 1.26 illustrates some pos
sible configurations of the three bodies. If the Moon hap
pens to lie above or below tile plane of the ecliptic when new
(or full ) , a solar (or hmar) eclipse cannot occur. Such a con
figuration is termed unfavorable for producing an eclipse. In
a favorable configuration, the Moon is new or full just as it
crosses the plane of the ecliptic, and eclipses are seen. Unfa
vorable configurations are much more common than favor
able ones, so eclipses are relatively rare events.
As indicated on Figure 1.26(b), the two points on the
Moon's orbit where it crosses tile plane of the ecliptic are
known as the nodes of the orbit. The line joining tlle nodes,
which is also the line of intersection of Earth's and tile Moon's
orbital planes, is known as the line of nodes. When the line of
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F IGU RE
1.24 Types of Solar
Eclipse (a) The Moons

(.;'i
� shadcw consists of

two

parts: the umbra, where no
sunlight is seen, and the
penumbra, where a portion of
the Sun is visible. (b) If we are
in the umbra, we see a total
eclipse; in the penumbra, we
see a partial eclipse. (e) If the
Moon is too far from Earth at
the moment of the ecl ipse, the
umbra does not reach Earth
and there is no region of
totality; instead, an annular
eclipse is seen. (Note that
these figures are not drawn
to scale.) (I'lSets: NOAA;
G. Schtleider)

nodes is not directed toward the SWl, conditions are wuavor
able for eclipses. However, when the line of nodes briefly lies

along the Earth-SWl line, eclipses are possible. These t\\o'O pe

riods, known

as

eclipse seasons, are the only times at which

all eclipse can occur. Notice that there is no guarantee that an

eclipse

will

occur. For a solar eclipse, we must have a new

Moon during an eclipse season. SinliJarly, a IWlar eclipse can
occur only at full Moon during an eclipse season.
Because we know the orbits of Earth and the Moon to
great accuracy, we can predict eclipses far into the future.
Figure 1 .27 shows the location and duration of all total
eclipses of the Sun between 20 10 and 2030. It is interesting
to note that the eclipse t racks rW1 from west to east--just
the opposite of more familiar phenomena such as sWlrise
and SWlset, which are seen earlier by observers located far
ther east. The reason is that the Moon's shadow sweeps

... F I G URE 1.25 Annular Solar Eclipse

During an annular solar

eclipse, the Moon fails to completely hide the Sun, 50 a thin ring of
light remains. No corona is seen in this case because even the small
amount of the Sun still visible completely overwhelms the corona's
faint glow. This was the December 1973 eclipse, as seen from Algiers.
[The gray fuzzy areas at the top left and right are clouds in Earths
atmosphere.) (G. Sclmeider)
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... FIGURE 1.26 Eclipse Geometry (a) An eclipse occurs when Earth, Moon, and Sun are precisely aligned. If
the Moon's orbital plane lay in exactly the plane of the ecliptic, this alignmentwould occur once a month.

However, the Moon's orbit is i n cli n ed at about S· to the ecliptic, so not all configurations are favorable for
produci ng an eclipse. (b) For an ecl i pse to occur, the line of intersection of the two plane.s must lie along the
Earth-Sun line. Thus, ecl i pses can occur ju.st at specific times of the year. Only the umbra of each shadeM' is
shown, for clarity (see Figu re 1.24).

across Earth's surface faster than our planet rotates, so the
eclipse actually overtakes observers on the ground.
The solar eclipses that we do see highlight a remarkable

cosmic coincidence. Although the Sun is many times farther
away from Earth than is the Moon, it is also much larger. In

fact, the ratio of distances is almost exactly the same as the
ratio of sizes, so the Sun and the Moon both have roughly
the

same angular diameter--about half a degree, seen from

Earth. Thus, the Moon covers the face of the Sun almost ex
actly. If the Moon were larger, we would never see annular
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& F IGU RE 1 .27 Eclipse Tracks Regions of Earth that saw or will see total solar eclipses between the years 2010
and 2030. Each track represents the path of the Moon's umbra across Earth's surface during an eclipse. The width
of the track depends upon the latitude on Earth and the distance from Earth to the Moon during the eclipse.
High-latitude tracks are broader because sunlight strikes Earth's surface at an oblique angle near the poles (and
also because of the projection of the map). The closer the Moon is to Earth during a total eclipse, the wider is
the umbra (see Figure 1.24).

eclipses, and total eclipses would be much more common. If
the Moon were a little smaller, we would see only annular
eclipses.
The gravitational tug of the Sun causes the Moon's or
bital orientation, and hence the direction of the line of
nodes, to change slowly with time. As a result, the time be
tween one orbital configuration with the line of nodes
pointing at the Sun and the next (with the Moon crossing
the ecliptic in the same sense in each case) is not exactly 1
year, but instead is 346.6 days-sometimes called one eclipse
year. Thus, the eclipse seasons gradually progress backward
through the calendar, occurring about 19 days earlier each
year. For example, in 1999 the eclipse seasons were in Febru
ary and August, and on August 1 1 much of Europe and
southern Asia was treated to the last total eclipse of the
millennium (Figure 1 .23). By 2002, those seasons had
drifted into December and June, and eclipses actually oc
curred on June 10 and December 4 of that year. By studying
Figure 1 .27, you can follow the progression of the eclipse
seasons through the calendar. (Note that two partial eclipses
in 2004 and two in 2007 are not shown in the figure. )

The combination of the eclipse year and the Moon's syn
odic period leads to an interesting long-term cycle in solar
(and lunar) eclipses. A simple calculation shows that 19
eclipse years is almost exactly 223 lunar months. Thus, every
6585 solar days (actually 1 8 years, 1 1 .3 days) the "same"
eclipse recurs, with Earth, the Moon, and the Sun in the same
reL1tive configuration. Several such repetitions are evident in
Figure 1 .27-see, for example, the similarly shaped Decem
ber 4, 2002, and December 14, 2020, tracks. (Note that we
must take leap years properly into accowlt to get the dates
right!) The roughly 1200 offset in longitude corresponds to
Earth's rotation in 0.3 day. This recurrence is called the Saros
cycle. Well known to ancient astronomers, it undoubtedly
was the key to their "mystical" ability to predict eclipses!

C O N C E PT C H E C K
.,t What types of solar eclipses would you expect to see if Earth's

distance from the Sun were to double? What if the distance
became half its present value?
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Tree

We have seen a little o f how astronomers track and record
the positions of the stars in the sky. But knowing the direc
tion to an object is only part of the information needed to
locate it in space. Before we can make a systematic study of
the heavens, we must find a way of measuring distances, too.
One distance-measurement method, called triangulation,

is based on the principles of Euclidean geometry and finds
widespread application today in both terrestrial and astro
nomical settings. Surveyors use these age-old geometric
ideas to measure the distance to faraway objects indirectly.
Triangulation forms the foundation of the family of
distance-measurement techniques making up the cos mic
dista nce scale.

A

Triangulation and Parallax

B

I----- Baseline -----I

Imagine trying to measure the distance to a tree on the other
side of a river. The most direct method is to lay a tape across
the river, but that's not the simplest way (nor, because of the
current, may it even be possible). A smart surveyor would

imaginary triangle
triangulation), sighting the tree on the far side of the

make the measurement by visualizing an
(hence

river from two positions on the near side, as illustrated in
Figure 1 . 28. The simplest possible triangle is a right triangle,
in which one of the angles is exactly 90°, so it is usually con

... FI G URE 1.28 Triangulation Surveyors often use simple geometry
and trigonometry to estimate the distance to a faraway object by
triangulation. By measuring the angles at A and B and the length of the
baseline. the distance can be calculated without the need for direct
measurement

venient to set up one observation position directly opposite
the object, as at point A. The surveyor then moves to another
observation position at point B, noting the distance covered

the size, and even the shape of an object that is too far away

behveen points A and B. This distance is called the baseline

or inaccessible for direct measurement.

of the imaginary triangle. Finally, the surveyor, standing at

Obviously, for a fi.xed baseline the triangle becomes

point B, sights toward the tree and notes the angle at point B

longer and narrower as the tree's distance from A increases.

between this line of sight and the baseline. Knowing the
value of one side (AB) and two angles (the right angle at
point A and the angle at point B) of the right triangle, the

Narrow triangles cause problems, because it becomes hard to

measure the angles at A and B with sufficient accuracy. The

measurements can be made easier by "fattening" the trian

surveyor geometrically constructs the remaining sides and

gle-that is, by lengtllening ilie baseline-but there are limits

angles and establishes the distance from A to the tree.

on how long a baseline we can choose in astronomy. For e.x
ample, consider an imaginary triangle extending from Earth

must be familiar with

Th use triangulation to measure distances, a surveyor
trigonometry, the mathematics of geo

to a nearby object in space, perhaps a neighboring planet.

metrical angles and distances. However, even if we knew no

The triangle is now extremely long and narrow, even for a

trigonometry at all, we could still solve the problem by

relatively nearby object (by cosmic standards). Figure 1.30( a)

graphical means, as shown in Figure 1 . 29. Suppose that we

illustrates a case in which the longest baseline possible on

pace off tlle baseline AB, measuring it to be 450 meters, and

Earth-Earth's diameter, measured from point A to point

measure the angle between the baseline and tlle line from B

B-is used.

to the tree to be 52°, as illustrated in the figure. We can

In principle, two observers could sigl1t the planet from

transfer the problem to paper by letting one box on our

opposite sides of Earth, measuring the triangle's angles at A

graph represent 25 meters on tlle ground. Drawing the line

and B. However, in practice it is easier to measure the third

AB on paper and completing the other two sides of the tri

angle of the inlaginary triangle. Here's how. The observers

angle, at angles of 90° (at A) and 5 2° (at B), we measure the

sight toward the planet, taking note of its position

distance on paper from A to the tree to be 23 boxes-that is,

relative to
some distant stars seen on the plane of the sky. The observer at

modeling it

point A sees the planet at apparent location A' relative to those

on paper. The point to remember here is this: Nothing more

stars, as indicated in Figure 1.30(a). The observer at B sees the

complex than basic geometry is needed to infer the distance,

planet at point B' . If each observer takes a photograph of the

575 meters. We have solved the real problem by
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A F I G U RE 1 .2 9 Geometric Scaling Not even trigonometry i,
needed to estimate d istlnces indirectly. Scaled estimates. like this one
on a piece of graph paper. often suffice.

appropriate region of the sky, the planet will appear at slightly
different places in the two images. The planet's photographic
image is slightly displaced, or shifted, relative to the field of dis
tant background stars, as shown in Figure 1.30(b). The back
ground stars themselves appear undisplaced because of their
much greater distance from the observer.
This apparent displacement of a foreground object rel
ative to the background as the observer's location changes
is known as parallax. The size of the shift in Figure
1 .30(b), measured as an angle on tlle celestial sphere, is the
third, small angle in Figure 1.30(a). In astronomical contexts,
the parallax is usually very small. For example, the parallax
of a point on the Moon, viewed using a baseline equal to
Earth's diameter, is about 2°; the paralla...x of the planet
Venus at closest approach (45 million km), is just l ' (see

More Precisely 1-2).

The closer an object is to the observer, the larger is the
parallax. Figure 1 .3 1 illustrates how you can see this for your
self. Hold a pencil vertically in front of your nose and con
centrate on some far-off object-a distant wall, perhaps.
elose one eye, and then open it while closing the other. You
should see a large shift in the apparent position of the pencil
projected onto the distant wall-a large paralla...x. In tllis ex
ample, one eye corresponds to point A, the oilier eye to point
B, the distance between your eyeballs to the baseline, the pen
cil to tlle planet, and ilie distant wall to a remote field of stars.
Now hold the pencil at arm's lengtil, corresponding to a more
distant object (but still not as far away as ilie even more
distant stars). The apparent shift of the pencil will be less.
You might even be able to verify that the apparent shift is in-

Q Earth to a near� object in space (such as a planet). The group
� of stirs at the top repre5ents a background field of very distant
A F I G U R E 1 .30 Parallax (a) This imaginary triangle extends from

stars. (b) f-o/pothetical photographs of the same star field showing the
nearby object's apparent displacement, or shift, relative to the
distant undisplaced stirs. Elementary geometry is one of the basic
distanc...rneasurement techniques that enable astronomers to study
the i mmense universe in which we live.

versely proportional to ilie distance to the pencil. By movulg
the pencil Cart/ler away, we are narrowing ilie triangle and de
creasing the parallax (and also making accurate measure
ment more difficult). If you were to paste the pencil to ilie
wall, corresponding to ilie case where ilie object of interest is
as far away as the background star field, blinking would pro
duce no apparent shift of the pencil at all.
The amount of parallax is thus inversely proportional to
an object's distance. Small paralla...x implies large distance, and

S ECTI O N 1.6
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Sizing Up P la net Earth
Now that we have studied some of the tools available to as
tronomers, let's end the chapter with a classic example of
how the scientific method, combined with the basic geomet
ric techniques just described, enabled an early scientist to

B.C.,

perform a calculation of truly "global» proportions.

In about 200

thenes

(276-194 B.C.) used simple geometric reasoning to cal

a Greek philosopher named Eratos

cu1.1te the size of our planet. He knew that at noon on the first
day of summer observers in the city of Syene (now called

As\van) in Egypt saw the Sun pass directly overhead. This was
evident from tlle fact that vertical objects cast no shadows and
sunlight reached to the very bottoms of deep wells, as shown
in tlle insets in Figure 1 .32. However, at noon of the same day
in Alexandria, a city 5000 stadia to the north, the Sun was seen
to be displaced slightly from the vertical. (The

stadium was a

Greek unit of length, rougll.ly equal to 0. 16 km--the modern
town of As\van lies about

780 lan,

or

490

miles, south of

Alexandria. ) By measuring the length of the shadow of a ver
tical stick and applying elementary trigonometry, Eratos
thenes determined ilie angular displacement of tlle SWl from
the vertical at Alexandria to be 7.2°.
What could have caused this discrepancy between the two
measurements? It was not the result of measurement error
the sanJe results were obtained every time the observations
were repeated. Instead, as illustrated in Figure 1.32, the expla
nation is simply that Earth's surface is not flat, but

� FI GURE 1.11 Parallax Geometry Parallax is inversely
proportional to an object's d istance. An object near your nose has a
much larger parallax than an object held at arm's length.

large parallax implies small distance. Knowing the amoWlt of
parallax (as an angle) and the length of the baseline, we can

cisely 1-2 e>:plores the

easily derive the distance through triangulation.

More

and distance in more detail, showing how we

can use elementary geometry to determine both

the distances and the dimensions of far away
objects.
Surveyors of the land routinely use such
simple geometric techniques to map out planet

Earth. As surveyors of the sky, astronomers use

the same basic principles to chart the universe.

�

FIGURE 1 .ll Measuring Earth's Radius The Sun's rays strike
different parts of Earth's surface at different angles. The Greek
philosopher Eratosthenes realized that the difference was due to
Earth's curvature, enabling him to determine Earths radi us by using
simple geometry.

Pre

connection between angular measure

curved.

Our planet is a sphere. Eratosthenes \vas not the first person to

-

Sun's rays
on first day
of summer
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Alternatively,

if we know the parallax (from direct measure

ment, SUell as the photographic technique described in Section

Simple geometrical reasoning forms the basis for almost every

1 .6), we can rearrange the above equation to tell us the distance

statement made in this oook about size and scale in the universe.

to the planet:

In

a very real sense, our modern knowledge of the cosmos de

pends on the elementary mathematics of ancient Greece. Let's
take a moment to look in a little more detail at how astronomers

distance

=

basellile X

use geometry to measure the distances to, and sizes of, objects
near and far.
We can convert baselines and parallaxes into distances, and

E.XAMPLE 2

57.3"

--_ .

parallax

Two observers 1000 km apart looking at the Moon

might measure a parallax of 9.0 arc minutes--that is, 0.1 5°. It

vice versa, by using arguments made by the Greek geometer Eu
clid. The first figure represents Figure 1.30(a), but we have

theu follows that the distance to the Moon is 1000 km X

changed the sc.1le and added the cirele centered on the target

based on laser ranging using equipment left on tI1e IWlar surfuce

planet and passing through our baselllle on Earth:

.... .... .....

by

Circumference
21t distance
....

=
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,

x

,

360"

8aseline
(known)

8
\

\
\
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To see how the planet's parallax relates to
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/
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\
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\
\
I
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I
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I
I

its distance, we note

cirele shown in the figure mnst be equal to the ratio of ti,e paral
lax to one full revolution, 360°. Recall that the circwnference of a

is

always 21T times its radius (where 1T-the Greek letter

"pi"-is approximately equal to 3 . 142). Applying this relation to
the large circle in the figure, we find that
b aselll
' ,e
_
-:_
-:-:_
_
_
_
21T X distance

=

(More

accurate

measurements,

ApoUo astronauts, yield a mean distance of 384,000 km.)

Knowing tI1.e distance to an object, we can determine many
other properties. For example, by measuring tI1e object's

we view it in tI1e sky-we c.1n compute its size. The second figure
illustrates the geometry involved:
\

\
\

Observer

360"

,

\

Distant
object

�
Distance
(known)

360°

, Diameter
, (unknown)

Notice that this is basically the same diagram as tI1e previous

one, except that now the angle (the angular diameter) and dis
tance are known, instead of tI1e angle (the parallax) and baseline.
Exactly the same reasoning as before then allows

parallax

at/gll/ar

diameter-the angle from one side of tI1e object to the other as

tllat the ratio of the baseline AB to the circwnference of ti,e large

cirele

(57.3/0. 15) '" 380,000 kn,.

us to calculate

the diameter. We have

from which it follows that

diameter

angular diameter

21T X distance

360

so
parallax

=

( 360"/21T) X

baseline
distance '

The angle 3600/21T '" 57.3" in the preceding equation is usually
called I

radian.

diameter

E.XAMPLE 3

=

distance X

angular diameter

57.30

The Moon's angular diameter is measured to be

about 3 1 arc minutes--a little over half a degree. From the pre

The planet Venus lies roughly 45,000,000 k111 from

ceding discussion, it follows that tI1e Moon's actual diameter is

Earth at dosest approach. Two observers 13,000 km apart (Le., at

380,000 km X (0.52"/57.3") '" 3450 km. A more precise meas
urement gives 3476 krn.

EXAMPLE 1

opposite ends of Earth's diameter) looking at the planet would
measure a parallax of 57.3" X ( 1 3 ,000 km/45,OOO,OOO km)

0.017"

=

1 .0 arc minutes, as stated in the text.

Study the foregoing reasoning carefully. We will use these sim

ple arguments, in various forms, many tinles throughout this text

Chapter Review
realize that Earth is spherical-the philosopher Aristotle had
done that over 100 years earlier (see Section 1 .2), but he was
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Earth's circumference is therefore 50 X 5000, or 250,000 stadia,
or about 40,000 km, so Earth's radius is 250,OOO/21T stadia, or

apparently the first to build on tlus knowledge, combining

6366 km. TIle correct values for Earth's circumference and ra

geometry with direct measurement to infer the size of our

dius, now measured accurately by orbiting spacecraft, are

planet. Here's how he did it.

40,070 km and 6378 km, respectively.

Rays of light reaching Earth from a very distant object,

Eratosthenes' reasoning was a remarkable accomplish

such as the Sun, travel almost parallel to one another. Conse

ment. More than 20 centuries ago, he estimated the circum

quently, as shown in the figure, the angle measured at

ference of Earth to witltin I percent accuracy, using only

Alexandria between the Silll'S rays and the vertical (i.e., the

simple geometry and basic scientific reasoning. A person

line joining Alexandria to the center of Earth) is equal to the

making measurements on only a small portion of Earth's

angle between Syene and Alexandria, as seen from Earth's

surface was able to compute the size of the entire planet on

center. (For the sake of clarity, the angle has been exaggerated
in the figure.)

As discussed in More Precisely 1-2, the size of

the basis of observation and pure logic-an early triumph of
the scientific method.

this angle in turn is proportional to the fraction of Earth's
circumference that lies between Syene and Alexandria:

7.2° (angle between Syene and Alexandria)
360" (circumference of a circle)

CONCEPT CHECK
V' Why is elementary geometry essential for measuring distances
in astronomy?

5000 stadia
Earth's circumference

S U M M A RY
revolution (p. \3) around the

The scientific method (p. 7) is a
methodical approach

employed

scientists

the

to

explore

universe

around us in an objective manner. A
theory (p. 6) is a framework of ideas
and assunlptions used to explain some
set

of

observations

and

.

by

construct

Sun, we see different stars at

t

theoretical models (po 6) that make predictions

real

night at different times of the
year,

and

the

Sun

appears

to move relative to the stars.
The SW1'S apparent yearly path
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arOlmd the celestial sphere (or the

plane of Earth's orbit around the Sun)
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world. These predictions in turn are amenable to

is called the ecliptic (p. 14). We experience seasons (p. 15) be

further observational testing. In this way, the theory expands and

cause Earth's rotation axis is inclined to the ecliptic plane. At the

about the

science advances.

2

summer solstice (p. 14), the Sun is highest in the sky and the

Early observers grouped the thou

length of the day is greatest. At the winter solstice (p. 15), the Sun

sands of stars visible to the naked eye

autumnal equinoxes (po 15), Earth's axis of rotation is perpendi

into patterns

called constdlations

(p. 8), which they inlagined were
attached to a vast edestial sphere
(p. 10) centered on Earth. Constdla
tions have no physical significance,

is lowest and the day is shortest. At the vernal (p. 1 5) and

cular to the l ine joining Earth to the Sun, so day and night are of

equal length. The interval of time from one vernal equinox to the

next is one tropical year (p. 15).

4

III addition to its rotation

but are still used to label regions of the

sky. The points where Earth's axis of rota

about its axis and its revolution

tion intersects the celestial sphere are called

arowld the SW1, E.1rth has many

the north and south celestial poles (p. 10). The

inlportant of these is

line where Earth's equatorial plane cuts the celestial sphere is the

edestial equator (p. 1 1).

3

The nightly motion of the stars across the sky is the result of

Earth's rotation (p. 10) on its axis. The tinle from one noon to the
next is called a solar day (p. 12). The tinle between successive ris
ings of any given star is one sidereal day (p. 12). Because of Earth's

other motions. One of the most

(p. 15),

precession

the slow "wobble" of

Earth's axis due to the influence

of the Moon. As a result, the sidereal year (p. 15) is slightly longer

than the tropical year, and the particular constellations that happen

to be visible during any given season change over the course of thou
sands of years.
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5 The Moon emits
no light of its own, but
instead
shines
by
reflected sunlight. As
the Moon orbits Earth,
we see lunar phases
(p. 16) as the amount
of the Moon's sunlit fuce visible to us varies. A lunar eclipse (p. 18)
occurs when the Moon enters Earth's shadow. A solar eclipse (p. 19)
occurs when the Moon passes between Earth and the Sun. An eclipse
may be total (p. 18) if the body in question (Moon or Sun) is com
pletely obscured, or partial (p. 18) if only a portion of the surface is
affected. If the Moon happens to be too far from Earth for its disk to
completely hide the Sun, an annular eclipse (p. 19) occurs. Because
the Moon's orbit around Earth is slightly inclined with respect to the
ecliptic, solar and lunar eclipses do not occur every month, but only
during eclipse seasons (p. 20) (twice per year).

6 Surveyors on Earth use triangulation

(p. 23) to determine the distances to far

away objects. Astronomers use the same
technique to measure the distances to plan
ets and stars. The cosmic distance scale
(p. 23) is the family of distance-measure
ment techniques by which astronomers
chart the universe. Parallax (p. 24) is the
apparent motion of a foreground object
relative to a distant background as the ob
server's position changes. The larger the
baseline (p. 23 )-the distance between the
two observation points--the greater is the
parallax. The same basic geometric reasoning is used to detemline
the sizes of objects whose distances are known. The Greek philoso
pher Eratosthenes used elementary geometry to determine Earth's
radius.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Compare the size of Earth with that of the SUIl, the Milky
Way Galaxy, and the entire universe.

2. What does an astronomer mean by "tile universe"?
3. How big is a light-year?

4. P�S What is the scientific method, and how does sdence
cliffer from religion?

5. What is a constellation? Why are constellations useful for
mapping the sky?

in the west each day?
Does the Moon also rise in the east and set in the west? Why?
Do stars do the same? 'Vhy?

6. Why does the Sun rise in the east and set

7. How and why does a day measured with respec! to the Silll
cliffer from a day measured with respect to the stars?

8. How many times in your life have you orbited the Sun?

9. Why do we see different stars at different times of the year?

10. Why are there seasons 011 Earth?

11. "''hat is precession, and what causes it?

12. Why don't the seasons move around the calendar as Earth
precesses?
13. If one complete hemisphere of the Moon is always lit by the
sun, why do we see different phases of the Moon?

14. What causes a lunar eclipse? A solar eclipse?
15. Why aren't there lunar and solar eclipses every month?
16.

P�S Do you think an observer on another planet might
see eclipses? Why or why not?

17. What is parallax? Give an everyday example.

18. Why is it necessary to have a long baseline when using trian
gulation to measure the distances to objects in space?

19. What two pieces of information are needed to determine the
diameter of a faraway object?

20. P�S

If you traveled to the outermost planet in our solar
system, do you think the constellations would appear to
change their shapes? What would happen if you traveled to
the next-ne.1fest star? If you traveled to the center of our
Galaxy, could you still see the familiar constellations found in
Earth's night s!'oy?

C O N C E PT U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. If Earth rotated twice as fust as it currently does, but its mo

tion arOlmd the Still stayed the same, then (a) the night
would be twice as long; (b) the night would be half as long;
(c) the year would be half as long; (d) the length of the day
would be unchanged.

2. A long, thin cloud that stretched from directly overhead to
the western horizon would have an angular size of (a) 45°;
(b) 90°; (c) 1 80°; (d) 360°.

1. VIS

According to Figure 1 .1 5 ("The Zodiac"), in January
the Sun is in the constellation (a) Cancer; (b) Gemini;
(c) Leo; (d) Aquarius.

4. If Earth orbited the Sun in 9 months instead of 12, then, com
pared with a sidereal day, a solar day would be (a) longer;
(b) shorter; (c) unchanged.

Chapter Review
5. When a thin crescent of the
rise, the Moon

is in its (a)

Moon is visible just before sun
waxing phase;

(e) waning phase; (d) quarter phase.

(b) new phase;

6. If the Moon's orbit were a little larger, solar eclipses would be

(a) more likely to be annular; (bl more likely to be total;
(e) more frequent; (d) unchanged in appearance.

7. If the Moon orbited Earth twice as fast but in the same orbit
the frequency of solar eclipses would (al double; (b) be cut in

half; (e) stay the same.
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(b) a more accurate distance to the tree; (e) a smaller angle at
point B; (d) a greater distance across the river.

9. VIS In Figure 1 .30 ("Parallax"), a smaller Earth would re

sult in (a) a smaller parallax angle; (b) a shorter distance

measured to the object; (e) a larger apparent displacement;
(d) stars appearing closer together.

10. Today, distances to stars are measured by (a) bouncing radar
signals; (b) reflected laser beams; (e) travel time by spacecraft;

(d) geometry.

8. VIS In Figure 1 .28 ("Triangulation"), using a longer base
line would result in (a) a less accurate distance to the tree;

P RO B L E M S
The "umber ofdots precedi"g each Problem i"dicates its approximate level ofdiffiCllIty.
1. • In 1 second, light leaving Los Angeles reaches approximately
as far as (a) San Francisco, about 500 km; (b) London, roughly
10,000 km; (c) the Moon, 384,000 km; (d) Venus, 45,000,000
km from &1rth at closest approach; or (e) the nearest star, about
4 light-years from Earth. Which is correct?

2 . • (a) Write the following numbers in

scientific notation (see

Appendix 1 if you are unfamiliar with this notation):
1000; 0.000001; 1001 ; 1 ,000,000,000,000,000; 123,000;
0.000456. (b) Write the following numbers in "normal" nu
merical
form:
3.16 X 107; 2 .998 X 105 ; 6.67 X 10-1 1;
2 X 10°. (c) Calculate: (2 X l Ol ) + 1 0-2 ; ( 1.99 X 1 0>0 )
( 5.98 X 1024 ); (3.16 X 107) X (2.998 X 10\

J. ••

How, and by roughly how much, would the length of the

solar day change if Earth's rotation were suddenly to reverse
direction?

4. • The vernal equinox is now just entering

the constellation

Aquarius. In what constellation will it lie in the year
IO,OOO?

5. • Relative to the stars,

A.D.

through how many degrees, arc min

utes, or arc seconds does the Moon move

in

(a) 1 hour of

time; (b) 1 minute; (el l second? How long does it take for
the Moon to move a distance equal to its own diameter?

6. • A surveyor wi.shes to measure the distance between two
points on either side of a river, as illustrated in Figure 1 .28.
She measures the distance AB to be 250 m and the angle at B
to be 30". What is the distance between the two points?

7. • At what distance is an object if its parallax, as me<1sured from
either end of a 1000-km baseline, is (al l "; (b) 1 '; (c) I " ?

8. • Given that the angular size o f Venus is 55" when the planet
is 45,000,000 km from Earth, calculate Venus's diameter (in
kilometers) .

9. • The Moon lies roughly 384,000 km from Earth and the Sun
lies 1 50,000,000 km away. If both have the same angular size

as seen from Earth, how many tinles larger than the Moon is
tlle Sun ?

10. • Estimate the angular diameter of your thumb, held at amI's
length.

TH E COP RN I CAN
REVOLUTI ON
T H E B I RT H O F M O D E R N S C I E N C E

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

)
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S

6
7

Describe how some ancient civilizations
attempted to explain the heavens in terms
of Earth-centered models of the universe.
Explain how the observed motions of the
planets led to our modern view of a
Sun-<:entered solar system.
Describe the major contributions of
Galileo and Kepler to our understanding of
the solar system.
State Kepler's laws of planetary motion.
Explain how astronomers have measured
the true size of the solar system.

iving in the Space Age, we have become accustomed
to the modern view of our place in the universe. Images
of our planet taken from space leave little doubt that
Earth is round, and no one seriously questions the idea
that we orbit the Sun. Yet there was a time, not so long
ago, when some of our ancestors maintained that Earth
was flat and lay at the center of all things.
Our view of the universe--and of o urselves--has
undergone a radical transformation since those early
days. Earth has become a planet like many others, and
humankind has been torn from its throne at the center

State Newton's laws of motion and
universal gravitation and explain how they
account for Kepler's laws.

of the cosmos and relegated to a rather unremarkable

Explain how the law of gravitation enables
us to measure the masses of astronomical
bodies.

we have been amply compensated for our loss of promi

position on the periphery of the Milky Way Galaxy. But

nence: We have gained a wealth of scientific knowledge
in the process. The story of how all this came about is the
story of the rise of the scientific method and the genesis

Astronomers today unquestionably

THE BIG know a great deal more about the
PICTURE universe than did their predecessors.

We have better equipment to aid our
eyes and other senses, and better theories to
help us interpret what we see, enabling us to
understand the cosmos in ways the ancients
could have only imagined.

.�

.
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Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self-guided tutorlal�

of modern astronomy.

LEFT: Astronomy came into its own as a viable and important academic
subject dlring the 20th centlry. This collage. dockwise from upper left.
shows four outstanding astronomers who helped lead the way: HCTlow
Shapley �885-1972} diswvered our place in the ·suburbs· of the Milky Wo/.
Annie Cannon �863-194J} classified nearfy a million stU's ove- the course of
a 50-year career. Kar/Jansky (1905-1950) first detected rodiation at radio
wavelengths coming from the Milky Wo/. And Edwin Hubble �889-1953}
principally diswveredthe expansion ofthe universe. (Harvard

Observatory; NRAO; Calteell)
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C HAPTER 2

The Copernican Revolution

Ancient Astronomy

Researchers think it was an early astronomical observatory
of sorts-not in the modern sense of the term (a place for

Many ancient cultures took a keen interest in the changing

making new observations and discoveries pertaining to the

nighttime sky. The records and artifacts that have survived

heavens), but rather a kind of three-dinlensional calendar or

until the present make that abundantly clear. But unlike

almanac, enabling its builders and their descendants to iden

today, the major driving force behind the development of

tify important dates by means of specific celestial events. Its

B.C. Additions and modifica
1 100 B.C., indicating its ongoing

astronomy in tllose early societies was probably neither sci

construction apparently spanned a period of about

entific nor religious. Instead, it was decidedly practical and

turies, beginning around 2800

17

cen

down to earth. Seafarers needed to navigate their vessels, and

tions continued to about

farmers had to know when to plant tlleir crops. In a real

importance to the Stone Age and, later, Bronze Age people

sense, then, human survival depended on knowledge of the

who built, maintained, and used Stonehenge. The largest

heavens. The ability to predict accurately the arrival of the

stones shown in Figure

seasons, as well as other astronomical events, was undoubt

transported from quarries many miles away.

edly a highly prized, perhaps jealously guarded, skill.

In Chapter I, we saw that tlle human mind's ability to

2.1

weigh up to

50

tons and were

Many of the stones are aligned so that they point toward
important astronomical events. For example, the line joining

perceive patterns in the stars led to the "invention" of con

the center of tlle inner circle to the so-called heel stone, set

stellations as a convenient means of labeling regions of the

off some distance from the rest of the structure, points in ilie

1 .3) The realization that these pat

direction of the rising Sun on the summer solstice. Other

terns returned to the night sky at the same time each year

alignments are related to the rising and setting of the Sun

celestial sphere. "'" ( Sec.

met the need for a practical means of tracking tlle seasons.

and the Moon at oilier times of the year. The accurate align

Widely separated cultures all over tlle world built elaborate

ments (within a degree or so) of ilie stones of Stonehenge

structures to serve, at least in part, as prinlltive calendars.

were first noted in ilie 18th century, but it was only relative

Often the keepers of the secrets of the sky enshrined their

ly recently-in the second half of tlle 20th century, in fact

knowledge in myth and ritual, and these astronomical sites

that the scientific community began to credit Stone Age

were also used for religious ceremonies.

technology wiili the ability to carry out such a precise feat of

Perhaps the best-known such site is

engineering. Although some of Stonehenge's purposes

Stonehenge, located
on Salisbury Plain in England, and shown in Figure 2.1. This

ancient stone circle, which today is one of the most popular

tourist attractions in Britain, dates from the Stone Age.

remain uncertain and controversial, the site's function as an
astronomical almanac seems well established. Although
Stonehenge is the most impressive and the best preserved,

... F I GU R E 2.1 Stonehenge This
remarkable site in the south of England
probably constructed as a
primitive calendar or almanac. The
inset shONS sunrise at Stonehenge at
the summer solstice. As seen from the
center of the stone circle. the Sun rose
directly aver the "heel stone" on the
longest day of the year. (English
Heritage)

was

S ECT I O N 2.1
other stone circles, found all over Europe, are thought to
have performed similar functions.
Many North American cultures were interested in the
heavens. The Big Hom Medicine Wheel in Wyoming (Figure
2.2a) is similar to Stonehenge in design-and, perhaps,
intent-although it is somewhat simpler in execution. Some
researchers have identified alignments between the Medicine
Wheel's spokes and the rising and setting Sun at solstices and
equinoxes, and with some bright stars, suggesting that its
builders-the Plains Indians-had much more than a pass
ing familiarity with the changing nighttime sky. Other
experts disagree, however, arguing that the alignments are
quite inaccurate and consistent with pure chance and that the
Medicine Wheel's purpose was more likely symbolic, rather
than practical. A sinlilar controversy swirls around the
Caracol temple (Figure 2.2b) in the famous Mayan city of
Chitzen Itza, built around A.D. 1 000 on Mexico's Yucatan
peninsula. Was it an observatory, as some suggest, perhaps
tied to human sacrifices when Venus appeared in the morning
or evening sky? Or are the claimed aligmnents of its windows

Ancient Astronomy
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just wishful thinking and the temple's purpose simply reli
gious, rather than astronomical?
Experts do seem to agree-for now, at least-that the SWl
Dagger (Figure 2.2c), in Claco Canyon, New Mexico, is a gen
uine astronomical calendar. It is constructed so that the sliver
of light passes precisely through the center of the c.1rved stone
spiral at noon on the summer solstice. Numerous similar sites
have been found throughout the American Southwest.
The ancient Chinese also observed the heavens. Their
astrology attached particular importance to "omens" such as
comets and "guest stars"-stars that appeared suddenly in
the sky and then slowly faded away-and they kept careful
and extensive records of such events. Twentieth-century
astronomers still turn to the Chinese records to obtain
observational data recorded during the Dark Ages (roughly
from the 5th to the 10th centllry A.D.), when turmoil in
Europe largely halted the progress of Western science. Perhaps
the best-known guest star was one that appeared in A.D. 1054
and was visible in the daytime sky for many months. We now
know that the event was actually a supernova: the explosion of

(a)

(b)

... FIGURE 2.2 Observatories in the Americas

(a) The Big Hom

Medicine Wheel in Wyoming, built by the Plain. Indians, has spokes and
other features that roughly align with risings and settings of the Sun and
other stars. (b) The Caracci temple in Mexico, built

by the Mayan

mil)' have kept
track of the seasons and the heavens. (c) This thin streak of light and
shadow, created by the Sun's rays playing off the cliff,; in Chaco Ca�on
civ ilization, has some WindONS that seem to align with astronomical

events, suggesting that at least part of Caracol's function

(c)

of AmericaS Southwest, aligns exactly with a carved rock pattern at
noon on the summer solstice-almost certainly an intentional sign
astronomical or agricultural purposes. (G. Gerster/Comstock)

for
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The Copernican Revolution
Rigel, Betelgeuse, and Vega-all bear witness to this e.xtend
ed period of Muslim scholarship.
Astronomy is not the property of any one culture, civiliza
tion, or era. The same ideas, the same tools, and even the same
misconceptions have been invented and reinvented by human
societies all over the world in response to the same basic driv
ing forces. Astronomy came into being because people knew
that there was a practical benefit in being able to predict the
positions of the stars, but its roots go much deeper than that.
The need to understand where we came from and how we frt
into the cosmos is an integral part of human nature.

2.2

The Geocentric Un ive rse

The Greeks of antiquity, and undoubtedly civilizations before
them, built models of the universe. The study of the workings
of the universe on the largest scales is called cosmology. Thday,
cosmology entails looking at the universe on scales so large
that even entire galaxies can be regarded as mere points of
light scattered throughout space. To the Greeks, however, the
universe was basically the solar system-the Sun, Earth, and
Moon, and the planets known at that time. The stars beyond
were surely part of the universe, but they were considered to
be fixed, lU1changing beacons on the celestial sphere. The
Greeks did not consider tlle Sun, the Moon, and the planets
to be part of this mammotll celestial dome, however. Those
objects had patterns of behavior that set them apart.

Obse rvations of the Planets

'" FIGU RE 2.3 Turkish Astronomers at Work During the Dark
Ages, much scientific information was preserved and new discCllleries
were made by astronomer. in the Islamic world, as depicted in this
i llustration from a 16th-century manuscript. ( The Granger CoUection)
a gi.1nt star, which scattered most of its mass into space (see
Chapter 2 1 ). It left behind a remnant that is still detectable
today, nine centuries later. The Chinese data are a prime
source of historical information for supernova research.
A vital link between the astronomy of ancient Greece
and that of medieval Europe was provided by astronomers
in the Muslim world (see Figure 2.3). For six centuries, from
the depths of the Dark Ages to the beginning of the
Renaissance, Islamic astronomy flourished and grew, pre
serving and augmenting the knowledge of the Greeks. Its
influence on modern astronomy is subtle, but quite perva
sive. Many of the matllematical techniques involved in
trigonometry were developed by Islamic astronomers in
response to practic.1l problems, such as detennining the pre
cise dates of holy days or the direction of Mecca from any
given location on Earth. Astronomical terms such as zenith
and azimuth and the names of many stars-for example,

Greek astronomers observed that over the course of a night,
the stars slid smoothly across the sky. Over the course of a
month, the Moon moved smoothly and steadily along its
path on the sky relative to the stars, passing tl1fough its
familiar cycle of phases. Over the course of a year, the Sun
progressed along the ecliptic at an almost constant rate,
varying little in brightness from day to day. In short, the
behavior of both Sun and Moon seemed fairly simple and
orderly. But ancient astronomers were also aware of five
other bodies in the sky-the planets Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn-whose behavior was not so easy to
grasp. Their motions ultimately led to the downfall of an
entire theory of the solar system and to a fundamental
change in humankind's view of the universe.
To the naked eye (or even through a telescope), planets
do not behave in as regular and predictable a fashion
as the Sun, Moon, and stars. They vary in brightness,
and they don't maintain a fIXed position in the sky. Unlike
the Sun and Moon, tlle planets seem to wander around the
celestial sphere-indeed, the word planet derives from
the Greek word pialletes, meaning "wanderer." Planets never
stray far from tlle ecliptic and generally traverse the celestial
sphere from west to east, like tlle SUll. However, they seem to
speed up and slow down during tlleir journeys, and at times
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... FIGURE 2.4 Planetary Motion Most of the time, p lanets
mClVe from west to east relative to the backgro und stars.
Occasionally-roughly once per year-however, they change
di recti on and temporarily u ndergo retrograde motion (east to
west) befo<e looping back. The mai n i llustration shows an actual
retrograde loop in the moti on of the p lanet Mars. The inset
depicts the mCIVements of several planels over the cou rse of
s"",,eral years, as reproduced on the inside dome of a
planetarium. The motion of the planets relative to the stars
(represented as unmov ing points) produces continuous streaks
on the planetarium "sky." (Bosto" Musellm ofSciet!ce)
early astronomers, the key observations of planetary
orbits were the following;
W

they even appear to loop back and forth relative to the stars,
as shown in Figure 2.4. In other words, there are periods
when a planet's eastward motion (relative to the stars) stops,
and the planet appears to move westward in the sky for a
month or two before reversing direction again and continu
ing on its eastward journey. Motion in the eastward sense is
usually referred to as direct, or prograde, motion; the back
ward (westward) loops are known as retrograde motion.
Ancient astronomers knew well that the periods of
retrograde motion were closely correlated with other plane
tary properties, such as apparent brightness and position in
the sky. Figure 2.5 (a modern view of the solar system, note!)
shows three scllematic planetary orbits and defines some
time-honored astronomical terminology describing a
planet's location relative to Earth and the Sun. Mercury
and Venus are referred to as inferior ("lower") planets
because their orbits lie between Earth and the Sun.
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, whose orbits lie outside
Earth's, are known as superior ("higher") planets. For
�

F I G U R E 2.S Inferior and Superior Orbits Diagram of
Earth's orbit and two other possible planetary o<bits. An · inferio....
orbit lies between Earth's o<bit and the SUIl. Mercury and Venu s
move in such o<bits. A ·superio<' orbit (such as the orbit of Mars,
Jupiter, or Saturn) lies outside that of Earth. The points noted on
the orbits indicate times when a planet appears to come close to
the Sun (conjunction) 0< is diametrically oPP05ite the S u n on the
celestial sphere (opposition); they are discussed further in the
text The inset is a schematic representation of the o<bit of an
inferior planet relative to the Sun, a s seen from Earth.

• An inferior planet never strays too fur from the Sun,
as seen from Earth. As illustrated in the inset to Figure
2.5, because its path on the celestial sphere is close to
the ecliptic, an inferior planet makes two conjurlctiotlS
(or close approaches) with the Sun during each orbit.
(It doesn't actually come close to the Sun, of course.
Conjunction is simply the occasion when the planet
and the Sun are in the same direction in the sky.) At
inferior conjunction, the planet is closest to E.1rth and
moves past the Sun from east to west-that is, in the
retrograde sense. At SIIperior conjunction, the planet is
farthest from Earth and passes the Sun in the opposite
(prograde) direction.
• Seen from Earth, the superior planets are not "tied"
to the Sun as the inferior planets are. The superior
planets make one prograde conjunction with the
Sun during earn trip around the celestial sphere.
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However, they exhibit retrograde motion (Figure 2.4)
when they are at opposition, diametrically opposite the
Sun on the celestial sphere.

• The superior planets are brightest at opposition, during

retrograde motion. By contrast, the inferior planets are
brightest a few weeks before and after inferior conjunction.
The challenge facing astronomers-then as now-was
to find a solar system model that could explain all the exist
ing observations and that could also make testable and reli
able predictions of future planetary motions. = (Sec. 1 .2)
Ancient astronomers correctly reasoned that the cl13nging
brightness of a planet in the night sky is related to the planet's
distance from Earth. Like the Moon, tlle planets produce no
light of their own. Instead, tlley shule by reflected sWilight and,
generally speaking, appear brightest when closest to us.
Looking at Figure 2.5, you may already be able to discern the
basic reasons for some of the planetary properties just listed;
we'll return to the "modern" explanation in the next section.
However, as we now discuss, the ancients took a very different
path in their attempts to explain planetary motion.

A Theoretical Model
The earliest models of the solar system followed ilie teach
ings of ilie Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) and
were geocentric, meaning that Earth lay at the cent�r
of the universe and all other bodies moved around It.
= ( Sec. 1 .3 ) The celestial sphere, shown in Figures 1 . 1 1 and
1 . 1 6, illustrates the basic geocentric view. These models
employed what Aristotle, and Plato before him, had taught
was the perfect form: the circle. The simplest possible
description-uniform motion arowld a circle with Earth at
its center-provided a fairly good approxiDl3tion to the
orbits of the Sun and the Moon, but it could not account for
the observed variations in planetary brightness or the retro
grade motion of the planets. A more complex model was
needed to describe these heavenly "wanderers."
In the first step toward this new model, e.1ch planet was
taken to move uniformly around a small circle, called an
epicycle, whose center moved uniformly around Eartll on a
second and larger circle, known as a deferent (Figure 2.6). The
motion was now composed of two separate circular orbits,
creating the possibility that, at some times, the planet's appar
ent motion could be retrograde. Also, the distance from the
planet to Earth would vary, accounting for manges in bright
ness. By tinkering with the relative sizes of ilie epicycle and
deferent, with the planet's speed on the epicycle, and with the
epicycle's speed along the deferent, early astronomers were
able to bring this "epicyclic" motion into fairly good agree
ment with the observed paths of the planets in the sky.
Moreover, the model had good predictive power, at least to the
accuracy of observations at the time.
However, as the number and the quality of observations
increased, it became clear that the simple epicyclic model was

A F I G UR E 2. 6 Geocentric Model In the geocentric model of the
solar system, the observed motions of the planets made it impossible
to assume that they mOIled on simple circular paths around Earth.
Instead, each planet was thought to follow a small circular orbit (the
epicycle) about an imaginary point that itself traveled in a large,
circular orbit (the deferent) about Earth.

not perfect. Small corrections had to be introduced to bring
it into line with new observations. The center of the deferents
had to be shifted slightly from Earth's center, and the motion
of the epicycles had to be inlagined uniform wiili respect to
yet another point in space, not Earth. Furthermore, ill order
to explain the motions of the inferior planets, the model sim
ply had to asswne that the deferents of Mercury and Venus
were, for some (urIknown) reason, tied to that of the Sun.
Similar assumptions also applied to the superior planets, to
ensure that their retrograde motion occurred at opposition.
Arowld A.D. 140, a Greek astronomer named Ptolemy
constructed perhaps the most complete geocentric model of
all time. illustrated in simplified form in Figure 2.7, it
explained remarkably well the observed paths of the five plan
ets ilien known, as well as the paths of tlle Sun and
the Moon. However, to achieve its explanatory and predictive
power, the full Ptolemaic model required a series of no fewer
thall 80 distinct circles. To account for the paths of
the SW1, Moon, and all eight planets (and their moons) that
we know today would require a vastly more complicated set.
Nevertheless, Ptolemy's comprehensive tex1: on the topic,
Syntaxis (better known today by its Arabic name, Almag�t,
«the greatest�), provided the intellectual framework for all dis
cussion of the universe for well over a iliousand ye.1rs.

Eva luati ng the Geocentric Model
Today, our scientific training leads us to seek sinlplicity,
because, in the physical sciences, sinlplicity has so often proved
to be an indicator of truth. We would regard the intricacy of a
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The Aristotelian Sdlool did present some simple and (at
the tinle) compelling arguments in favor of their views. First,
of course, Earth doesn't foel as if it's moving-and if it were
moving, wouldn't there be a strong wind as the planet revolves
at high speed around tile Sun? Also, considering that the van
tage point from which we view the stars changes over the
course of a year, whydon't we see stellar parallax?

ex>

(Sec. 1 .4)

Nowadays we might dismiss the first points as merely
naive, but tile last is a valid argument and the reasoning
essentially sound. Indeed, we now know that there

is stellar

parallax as Earth orbits the Sun. However, because the stars
are so distant, it amounts to less than 1 arc second ( 1 ' ), even
for the closest stars. Early astronomers simply would not
have noticed it. (In fact, stellar parallax was conclusively
measured only in the middle of the 19t11 century.)
We will encounter many other instances in astronomy
wherein correct reasoning led to tile wrong conclusions
because it relied on inadequate data. Even when the scientif
ic method is properly applied and theoretical predictions are

h lnt",activ e F I G U R E 2.7 Ptolemaic Model

e

tested against reality, a theory can be only as good as the

The baslc

features, drawn roughly to scale, of Ptolemy's geocentric model
of the inner solar system, a model that enjOfed widespread
popularity prior to the Renaissance. Only the five planets

observations OIl which it is based. 0:> (Sec. 1 .2 )

2.3

visible to the naked eye and hence knONn to the ancients-Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn-are shONn. The planets' deferents

were considered to mo.-e on sptheres lying within the celestial sphere
that held the stars. The celestial sphere carried all interior spheres

around with it, but the planetary (and solar) spheres had additional
motions of their ONn, causing the Sun and planets to move relative to

the stars. To avoid confusion, partial paths (dashed) of only two
planets-Venus and)upiter-are drawn here.

The H e l ioce ntric M odel
of the Solar System

The Ptolemaic picture of me universe survived, more or less
intact, for almost 1 4 centuries, until a 1 6t1I-century Polish
cleric,

Nicolaus Copernicus (Figure 2.8), rediscovered

AristardlUS's heliocentric (Sun-centered) model and showed
how, in its harmony and organization, it provided a more

model as complicated as the Ptolemaic system as a clear sign of
a fundamentally flawed theory.

cc

(Sec. 1.2) Why was the

Ptolemaic model so complex? With the benefit of hindsight,
we now recognize that its major error lay in its assumption of
a geocentric universe. This misconception was compounded
by the insistence on uniform circular motion, whose basis was
largely philosophical, rather than scientific, in nature.
Actually, history records that some ancient Greek
astronomers reasoned differently about tile motions of heav
enly bodies. Foremost among them was Aristarchus of Samos
(3 1 0-230 B.C.), who proposed that all tile planets, including

Earth, revolve around the Sun and, furthermore, that Earth
rotates on its axis once each day. This combined revolution
and rotation, he argued, would create an

apparent motion of

the sky-a simple idea that is familiar to anyone who has rid
den on a merry-go-round and watched the landscape appear
to move past in tile opposite direction. However, Aristarchus's
description of the heavens, though essentially correct, did not
gain widespread acceptance during his lifetinle. Aristotle's
influence was too strong, his followers too nwnerous, and his
writings too comprehensive. The geocentric model went
largely uncllallenged until the 16th century A.D.

• FIG URE 2.8 Nicolaus Copernicus (147l-1S43). (E. Lessillg/Art

Resource, NY )
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natural explanation of the observed facts than did the tangled

retained unnecessary complexity and actually gained little

geocentric cosmology. Copernicus asserted that Earth spins

in predictive power over tile geocentric model. The helio

on its axis and, like the other planets, orbits the Sun. Only the

centric model did rectify some small discrepancies and

Moon, he said, orbits Earth. As we will see, not only does tillS

inconsistencies Ul the Ptolemaic system, but for Copernicus,

model explain tile observed daily and seasonal changes in the

the primary attraction of heliocentricity was its simplicity

heavens, but it also naturally aCCowlts for retrograde motion

its being "more pleasulg to the mind." His theory was more

and variations in brightness of the pL1nets. 0:> (Sec. 1 .4)

something he felt than he could

The critical realization that Earth is not at the center of
the universe is now known as tile

Copernican revolution.

Discovery 2- 1.

the present day,

in modeling all aspects of the universe.

The seven crucial statements that form its fOlUldation are
summarized in

prove. Th

scientists still are guided by simplicity, symmetry, and beauty
Despite the support of some observational data, neither
his fellow scholars nor the general public easily accepted

how tile Copernican view explains tile

Copernicus's model. For the learned, heliocentricity went

varying brightness of a planet (in this case, Mars), its observed

against the grain of much previous thulking and violated

Figure

2.9 shows

looping motions, and the fact that the retrograde motion of a

many of the religious tearnings of the time, largely because

superior planet occurs at opposition. If we suppose that Earth

it relegated Earth to a noncentral and undistinguished place

tilat planet. Mars will then appear to move backward in the

work had little impact on the general populace of his time,

moves faster than Mars, tilen every so often Earth "overtakes"

within the solar system and the universe. And Copeflllcus'S

sky, in much the same way as a car we overtake on the high

at least in part because it was published Ul LatUl (the stan

way seems to slip backward relative to us. Replace Mars by

dard language of academic discourse at the time), which

Earth and Earth by Venus, and you should also be able to

most people could not read. Only long after Copernicus's

e},."tend the explanation to tile inferior planets. (To complete

death, when others-notably Galileo Galilei-popularized

es, however, you'll have to wait lUltii Section

9. 1 1 ) Notice that,

ously enough to bother banning them. Copeflllcus's writ

in the Copernic.1n picture, the planet's looping motions are

ings on the heliocentric universe were placed on the

the story with a full explanation of their apparent brightness

only apparent. In the Ptolemaic view, they are real.

his ideas, did the Roman Catholic Churrn take them seri

Churrn's

Copernicus's major motivation for introducing the
heliocentric model was simplicity. Even so, he was still

Index of Prohibited Books

in

1616, 73 years

after

they were ftrst published. They remained there until the end
of the 18til century.

ulfluenced by Greek thinking and cllUlg to the idea of circles
to model the planets' motions. To bring his theory into

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V' How do the geocentric and heliocentric models of the
solar system differ in their explanations of planetary

agreement with observations of the night sky, he was forced
to retain the idea of epicyclic motion, although with the def
erent centered on the SlUl rather than on Earth and with

retrograde motion?

smaller epicycles tilan in tile Ptolemaic picture. Thus, he

D I S C O V E RY 2 - 1

By jirmamerlt, Copernicus meant the ds
i tat1t stars. The poi"t
he was makil1g is that the stars are very IIwch farther away
f/Wt1 tl!e SIlt!.

Foun dations of the Copernican
Revolution
The following seven points are essentially Copernicus's own
words,

with

the

italicized

material

p roviding

s.

additional

motions, but those of Earth. Earth perfomls a daily rotation

explanation:

arowld its fixed poles, while the firmament remains immo

1.

The celestial spheres do not have jnst one common ceuter.

2.

The center of Earth is not the center of the universe, but is

Specifically,

The motions appearin g in the fumament are not its

al1y apparerlt motio"
rotatiol1.

Earth is t10t at the cellter of everythit1g.

instead only the center of gravity and of the lunar orbit.

3.

All the spheres revolve aroUlld the Sun.

4.

The ratio of Earth's distance from the

Copernicus meat1t the plat1ef.<.

6.

SWI to the

height of

radius to the distance to the Sun that the distance to the Sun
is imperceptible compared with the height of the firmament.

we

The motions of the Sun are not its motions, but the motion

Similarly, the SUt1'S apparel.t daily Ql1d yearly
motiol1 a re actually due to the ,'arious moria". of Earth.

of Earth.

By spheres,

the firmament is so much smaller than the ratio of Earth's

Because the stars a re so far away,
see i" tl!em is the resliit of Earth's

bile a s the highest heaven.

7.

What appears to us a s retrograde and fonvard motion of

71.. heliocefl
tric pictllre pravides a t1atllral explat1ariofl for retrograde
plal1etary motioll, agait1 as a cOflSeqllerice ofEarth's motiol1.

the planets is not their own, but that of Earth.
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The Copernican model of the solar system explains both the

varying brightnesses of the planets and the phenomenon of retrograde motion. Here, for example, when

Earth and Mars are relatively close to one another in their respective orbits (as at position 6), Mars seems
brighter. When th"f are farther apart (as at position 1), Mars seems dimmer. Also, because the Oight blue)
line of sight from Earth to Mars changes as the two planets orbit the Sun, Mars appears to loop back and

�
� forth in retrograde motion. Follow the lines in numerical order, and note how the line of sight moves

backward relative to the stars between locations 5 and 7. The line of sight changes because Earth, on the inside

track, mo.<es faster in its orbit than does Mars. The actual planetary orbits are shown as white curves. The

apparent motion of Mars, as seen from Earth, is indicated by the red curve. The heliocentric explanatio n of

retrograde motion was pivotal In changing humanity\; conception of the universe and our place in It.

2.4

Th e B i rth of Modern
Astronomy

embracing the brand-new teclmology of the telescope, he rev
olutionized the way in which science was done, so much so that
he is now widely regarded as the father of experimental science.

In the century following the death o f Copernicus and the

The telescope was invented in Holland in the early 17th

publication of his theory of the solar system, two scientists--

century. Hearing of the invention (but without having seen

Galileo

one), Galileo built a telescope for himself in 1 609 and aimed

Galilei and Johannes Kepler-made indelible

imprints on the study of astronomy. Contemporaries, they

it at the sky. What he saw conflicted greatly with the philos

were aware of each other's work and corresponded from

ophy of Aristotle and provided much new data to support

time to time about their theories. Each achieved fame for his

the ideas of Copernicus.*

discoveries and made great strides in popularizing the

Using his telescope, Galileo discovered that the Moon had

Copernican viewpoint, yet in their approaches to astronomy

mowltains, valleys, and craters--terrain in many ways remi

they were as different as night and day.

niscent of that on Earth. Looking at the Sun (something that

should

Gali leo's Historic Observations
Galileo Galilei (Figure 2.10) was an Italian mathematician and
philosopher. By his willingness to perform experiments to test

his ideas-a rather radical approach in those days---and by

rlever

be done directly and that may have eventually

blinded GaliIeo) , he fowld imperfections-dark blemishes
"4-1"

/act, Galileo had already abando,.ed Aristotle in favor of Copernicus,
alrhough he had tlot publishe.d his opinions at tile time he. be.garl his te.lescop
ic obs erva Mns.
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moons, taken from Galileo's notes. To Galileo, the fact that
another planet had moons provided the strongest support for
the Copernican model. Clearly, E.1rth was not the center of all
things. He also found that Venus varied in apparent size and
showed a complete cycle of phases, like those of our Moon
( Figure 2.1 2), findings that could be explained only by the
planet's motion around tlle Sun. These observations were
more strong evidence that Earth is not the center of all things

and that at least one planet orbited the Sun. For more of
Galileo's sketches, with comparisons to modern photographs,
see the Part 1 Opener on p. I .
I n 16 10, Galileo published a book called Sidereus Nuncius
(The Starry Messenger), detailing his observational findings

and his controversial conclusions supporting the Copernican
theory. In reporting and interpreting the wondrous observa

tions made with his new telescope, Galileo was directly roal
lenging both the scientific o rthodoxy and the religious dogma
of his day. He was (literally) playing Witll fire-he must cer
tainly have been aware that only a few years earlier, in 1600,
the astronomer Giordano Bruno had been burned at the stake

... FIGURE 2.10 Galileo Galilei (1564-1642). (Art Resol/rce, NY)

in Rome, in part for his heretical teaching that Earth orbited
the Sun. However, by all accounts, Galileo delighted in pub
licly ridiculing and irritating his Aristotelian colleagues. In

now known as

sunspots.

These observations ran directly

1616 his ideas were judged heretical, Copernicus's works were

counter to the orthodox wisdom of tlle day. By noting the

banned by the Roman Catholic Church, and Galileo was

changing appearance of SWlspots from day to day, Galileo

instructed to abandon his astronomical pursuits.

inferred that the Sun

rotates, approximately once per month,

around an axis roughly perpendicuL1r to the ecliptic plane.
Galileo also saw four small points of light, invisible to the

But Galileo would not desist. In 1 632 he raised tlle stakes
by publishing

Systems,

Dialogue Concerning the 1Wo Chief World

which compared the Ptolemaic and Copernican

naked eye, orbiting the planet Jupiter and realized that they

models. The book presented a discussion among three peo

were moons. Figure 2. 1 1 shows some sketches of these

ple, one of them a dull-witted Aristotelian whose views
(which were in fact the stated opinions of the then Pope,

11
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sible to a wide popular audience, Galileo wrote it in Italian
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arguments of one of his two companions, an articulate pro
ponent of tlle heliocentric system. To make the book acces
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Urban VIII) time and again were roWldly defeated by the

�

... FIGURE 2.11 Galilean
Moons The four Galilean

moons ofJupiter, as sketched
by Galileo in his notebook.
The sketches show what
Galileo SiNo! on seven nights
between January 7 and 15, 1610.
The orbits of the moons
(sketched here as asterisks,
and now called 10, Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto)
around the planet (open
circle) can clearly be seen.
More of Galilee's remarkable
sketches of Saturn, star
clusters, and the Orion
constellation can be seen
on the frrst page of Part 1.
(From Sidereus Nuncius)

ratller than Latin. These actions brought GaIileo into direct
conflict with the authority of the Church. Eventually, the
Inquisition forced him, Wlder threat of torture, to retract his
claim that Earth orbits the Sun, and he was placed Wlder
house arrest in 1633. He remained imprisoned for the rest of
his life. Not wltil 1992 did the Church publicly forgive
Galileo's "crimes." But the danJage to the orthodox view of
the lmiverse was done, and the Copernican genie was out of

the bottle once and for all.

Ascendancy of the Copernican System
Although Renaissance scholars were correct, they could not

prove that

our planetary system is centered on the Sun or

even that Earth moves through space. The observational
consequences of Earth's orbital motion were just too small
for the technology of the day to detect. Direct evidence of
Earth's motion was obtained only in 1 728, when English
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Phases

F I G U R E 2.12 Venus

Both the Ptolemaic and the

Copernican models of the solar

.,../ system pred ict that Venus should
show phases as it m CNes in its orbit (a) In
the Copernican picture, when Venus is
directly between Earth and the Sun, its
unlit side faces us and the planet is invisible
to u� As Venus mCNes in its orbit (at a
faster speed than Earth mCNes in its orbitl
progressive ly more of its illuminated face is
v isi ble from Earth. Note the connection
between the orbital phase and the
apparent size of the planet Venus seems
much larger in its crescent phase than
when it is full because it is much doser to
us during its crescent phase. This is
behavior actually observed. [The insets at
bottom left and right are actual
photographs of Venus taken at two of its
crescent phases.) (b) The Ptolemaic model
(see also Figure 27) is unable to account for
these observations. In particular, the full
phase ofthe planet cannot be explained.
Seen from Earth, Venus reaches only a "fat
crescent" phase, then begins to wane as it
nears the S un. (Both these v iews are from a
sideways perspective; from overhead, both
orbits are very nearly drcular, as shown in
Figure 218) (Imagesfrom R. Beebe/OJllrtesy
ofNew Mexico State Uni,'ersity)

the

(b) Ptolemy's model

astronomer James Bradley discovered the aberration of

from any position of great cosmic significance is generally

starlight-a slight (roughly 20 " ) shift in the observed

known, even today, as the

direction to a star, caused by Earth's motion perpendicular

become a cornerstone of modern astrophysics.

to the line of sight, much as rain drops falling vertically

Copernican principle.

The Copernican revolution is

a

It has

prime ex3ll1ple of how

leave slanted tracks on the passenger window of a moving

the scientific method, though affected at any given time by

car or train. Bradley's observation was the first proof that

the subjective whims, human biases, and even sheer luck of

Earth revolves around the Silll; subsequent observations of

researchers, does ultimately lead to a definite degree of

many stars in many different directions have repeatedly

objectivity. 00 (Sec. 1 .2) Over time, many groups of scien

confirmed the effect. Additional proof of Earth's orbital

tists checking, confirming, and refining experimental tests

motion came in 1 838, with the first unambiguous determi

can neutralize the subjective attitudes of individuals.

nation of stellar parallax (see Figure 1.30) by German

Usually, one generation of scientists can bring sufficient

astronomer Friedrich Bessel.

objectivity to bear on a problem, although some especially

0:>

(Sec. 1 . 6)

Following those early measurements, support for the

revolutionary concepts are so swamped by tradition, re.li

heliocentric solar system has grown steadily, as astronomers

gion, and politics that more time is necessary. In the case of

have subjected the theory to more and more sophisticated

heliocentricity, objective confirmation was not obtained

observational tests, culminating in the interplanetary expe

until about three centuries after Copernicus published his

ditions of our unmanned space probes of the 1 9605, 1 970s,

work and more than 2000 ye.us after Aristarchus had

and 1 980s. Today, the evidence is overwhelming. The devel

proposed the concept. Nonetheless, objectivity

opment and eventual acceptance of the heliocentric model

eventually prevail, and our knowledge of the universe has

did in fact

were milestones in human thinking. This removal of Earth

expanded immeasurably as a result.
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PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
V' In terms of the Scientific Method presented in Chapter 1, what
were the principal advantages of the heliocentric theory over
the geocentric model?

astrology, alchemy, and medicine, Most of his observations,
which predated the invention of the telescope by several
decades, were made at his own observatory, named

Uraniborg,

in Denmark (Figure 2, 14), There, using instru

ments of his own design, Tycho maintained meticulous and
accurate records of the stars, planets, and other noteworthy

2.5

The Laws of Planeta ry Motion

At about the same time a s Galileo was becoming famous-
or notorious--for his pioneering telescopic observations
and outspoken promotion of the Copernican system,
Johannes Kepler (Figure 2, 13), a German mathematician
and astronomer, was developing the laws of planetary motion
that now bear his name, Galileo was in many ways the first
"modern» observer, He used emerging teclmology, in the form
of the telescope, to achieve new insights into the tmiverse, In

contrast, Kepler was a pure theorist His grolmdbreaking work

celestial events, including a comet and a supernova ( see
Chapter 2 1 ), the appearance of which helped convince
him that the Aristotelean view of the universe could not
be correct
In 1 597, having fallen out of favor with the Danish
court, Tycho moved to Prague as Imperial Mathematician
of the Holy Roman Empire, Prague happens to be fairly
close to Graz, in Austria, where Kepler lived and worked,
Kepler joined Tycho in Prague in 1600 and was put to work
trying to find a theory that could explain Brahe's planetary
data, When 1')'cho died a year later, Kepler inherited not

that so clarified our knowledge of planetary motion was based
almost entirely on the observations of others, principally an
extensive collection of data compiled by 1')'cho Brahe

( 1 546-160 1), Kepler's employer and arguably one of the
greatest observational astronomers that has ever lived,

Brahe's Com p lex Data
1')'cho, as he is often called, was both an eccentric aristocrat
and a skillful observer, Born in Denmark, he was educated at
some of the best lUuversities in Europe, where he studied

.. F I G U R E 2.14 Tycho Brahe The astronomer in his observatory
.. F I G U R E 2,U Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), (E. L£ssj"glArt

Resol/rce, NY)

Uraniborg, on the island of Hveen in Denmark Brahe's observations
of the position.s of stars and planets on the skywere the most
accurate and complete set of naked-eye measurements ever made.
(RoyaIO"tario Ml/seulI1)
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only his position, but also his most priceless possession: the
accumulated observations of the planets, spanning several
decades. These observations, though made with the naked
eye, were nevertheless of very high quality. In most cases, his
measured positions of st.1rs and planets were accurate to
within about 1 ' . Kepler set to work seeking a unifying prul
ciple to explain in detail the motions of the planets, without
the need for epicycles. The effort was to occupy mum of the
remaining 29 years of his life.
Kepler had already accepted the heliocentric picture of
the solar system. His goal was to find a sitnple and elegant
description of planetary motion within the Copernic.1n
framework that fit Bralle's complex mass of detailed obser

Focus
Focus
- 7 - - -1- - - - - I
Major
axis
I
Semimajor
r-- axis

vations. In the end, he found it necessary to abandon
Copernicus's simple idea of circular planetary orbits.
However, even greater sitnplicity emerged as a result. After
longyears of studying Brahe's planetary data, and after many
false starts and blind alleys, Kepler developed the laws that
now bear his name.
Kepler determined the shape of eam planet's orbit by
triangulation-not from different points on Earth, but from
different points on Earth's orbit, using observations made at

many different titnes of the year. = (Sec. 1 .6) By using a

portion of Earth's orbit as a baseline for his triangle, Kepler
was able to measure the relative sizes of the other planetary

A Interactive F I GURE 2.15 Ellipse

can

An ellipse
be drawn with
the aid of a string. a pencil and two thumbtads. The wider the
separation of the foci, the more elongated, or eccentric, is the
ellipse. In the special case where the two foci are at the same
place, the curve drawn is a circle.

e

orbits. NotUlg where the planets were on successive nights,
he found the speeds at which the planets move. We do not
know how many geometric shapes Kepler tried for the orbits

ratio of the distance betw'een the foci to the length of the

before he hit upon the correct one. His difficult task was

major axis, but the most itnportant thillg to remember here

made even more complic.1ted because he had to determine

a perfect circle-whereas an eccentricity of one means that

Earth's own orbit, too. Nevertheless, he eventually succeeded

Ul summarizing the motions of all the known planets,
including Earth, in just three laws: the

laws

of

planetary

is that an eccentricity of zero corresponds to no f1attening

the circle has been squashed all the way down to a straight
line. Note that, while the Sun resides at one focus of the ellip
tical orbit, the other focus is empty and has no particular

motion.

physical significance. (However, we can still figure out where

Kepler's S i mple Laws
Kepler's first law of planetary motion has to do with the

shapes of the planetary orbits:
The orbital paths of the planets are elliptical (not
circular), with the Sun at one focus.

it is, because the two foci are symmetrically placed about the
center, along the major axis.)
The length of the semunajor axis and the eccentricity
are all we need to describe the size and shape of a planet's
orbital path (see

More Precisely 2-1).

In fact, no planet's

elliptical orbit is nearly as elongated as the one shown in
Figure 2 . 1 5. With one exception (the orbit of Mercury),
planetary orbits in our solar system have such small eccen

An

ellipse

is simply a flattened circle. Figure 2.15 illustrates

tricities that our eyes would have trouble distinguishing

a means of constructing an ellipse with a piece of string and

them from true circles. Only because the orbits are so near

two thumbtacks. Each point at which the string is pinned is

ly circular were the Ptolemaic and Copernican models able

called a

focus (plural: foCI) of the ellipse. The long axis of the
major axis.

ellipse, containulg the two foci, is known as the

Half the length of this long axis is referred to as the

semimajor axis, a

to come as close as they did to describing reality.
Kepler's substitution of elliptical for circular orbits was

no small advance. It amounted to abandonulg an aesthetic

measure of the ellipse's size. A circle is a

bias--the Aristotelian belief in the perfection of the circle

special case in which the two foci happen to coincide; its

that had governed astronomy since Greek antiquity. Even

semitnajor axis is sitnply its radius.

Galileo Galilei, not known for his conservatism in scholarly

of an ellipse is sunply a measure of

matters, dung to the idea of circular motion and never

how flattened it is. Technically, eccentricity is defmed as the

accepted the notion that the planets move in elliptical paths.

The

eccentricity
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 - 1
Some Properties of Pla netary Orbits

Two numbers---semimajor lIXis and eccetltricity--are all tbat are
needed to describe the size and sbape of a planet's orbital path.
From them, we can derive many other useful quantities. Two of
the most important are the planet's periheliotl (its point of dos
est approach to the Silll) a nd its apheliol1 (point of greatest dis
tance from the Sun). From the definitions presented in the text,
it follows that if the planet's orbit has seminlajor axis a a nd
eccentricity e, the planet's perihelion is at a distance a(J - e)
from the Sun, while its aphelion is at a( 1 + e). These points and
distances are illustrated in the following figure:

V

e

E.XAMPLE 1 We can locate the other focus of the ellipse in the dia
gram and hence determine the eccentricity from the definition in
the text quite simply. The second focus is placed symmetrically
along the major axis, at the point marked with an "X."With a ruler,
measure ( 1 ) the length of the major axis and (2) the distance
between the two foci. Dividing the second distance by the first, you
should find an eccentricity of 3.4 cmJ6.8 em = 0.5. Alternatively,
we could use the formula given for the perihelion. Measure the
perillelion distance to be a( 1 - e) = 1. 7 cm. Dividing this by
a = 3.4 cm, we obtain 1 - e = 0.5, so once again, e = 0.5.
E.XAMPLE 2

A (hypothetical) planet with a seminlajor axis of

400 million km and an eccentricity of 0.5 (i.e., with an orbit
as shown in the diagram) would range between 400 X
( 1 - 0.5) = 200 million km and 400 X ( 1 + 0.5) = 600 mil
lion km from the Sun over the course of one complete orbit.
With e = 0.9, the range in distances would be 40 to 760 million
kID, and so 011.

No planet has an orbital eccentricity as large as 0.5-the plan
et with the most eccentric orbit is Mercury, with e = 0.206 (see
Table 2. 1 ) . Ho"","er, many meteoroids and all comets (see Chapter
14) have eccentricities considerably greater than that. In fuct, most
comets visible from Earth have eccentricities very dose to e = 1 .
The ir highly elongated orbits approach within a few astronOlnical
units of the Sun at perillelion, yet these tiny frozen worlds spend
most of their time far beyond the orbit of Pluto.

The second law, illustrated in Figure 2.16, addresses the

speed at which a p lan et traverses different parts of its orbit:
An imaginary line connecting the Sun to any plan 
et sweeps out equal areas of the ellipse in equal
intervals of time.

While orbiting the Sun, a plan et traces the arcs labeled A, B,
and C in the figll fe in equal times. Notice, however, that the
distance traveled by the planet along arc C is greater than
the distance traveled along arc A or arc B. Because t he time

model of the solar system and at the same time pro vided
much greater predictive accuracy than had p re viously been
possible. Note, too, that these laws are not restricted to plan
ets. They apply to any orbiting object. Spy satellites, for
example, move very rapidly as they swoop close to Earth's

surface, not because they are propelled with powerful
onboard rockets, but because their highly eccentric orbits
are governed by Kepler's la,,;s.
Kepler published his first two laws in 1609, stat ing that
he had proved them only for the orbit of Mars. Ten years

is the same and the distance is differen t, the speed must vary.

later, he extended them to all

much faster th an when farther away, as in sector A.

added a third law relat ing the size of a planet's orbit to its
sidereal orbital period-the time needed for the planet to

When a planet is close to the Sill1, as in sec tor C, it moves
By taking into accolU1t the relative speeds and positions
of the planets in their elliptical orbits about the Sun, Kepler's
first two laws explained the variations in planetary bright
ness and some observed peculiar nonWliform motions that
could not be accommodated within the assu mption of cir

cular motio n, even with the inclusion of epicycles. Gone a t

last were the circles within circles that rolled across the sky.
Kepler's modification of the Copernican theory to allow the

possibilit y of elliptical orbits both greatly sim plified the

(Mercury, Venus,

Ea rth,

the

then-known plan ets

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn) and

complete one circuit around the StU1:
The square of a planet's orbital period is propor
tional to the cube of its semimajor axis.
This law becomes particul arly simple when we choose the
( E a r t h sidereal ) year as our unit of time and t he
astronomical unit as our unit of le n gt h . One astronomical
unit (AU) is the semimajor axis of Earth's orbit arowld the

S ECTION 2.6

Pianot

A Interactive F I G U R E 2.1 6 Kepler's Second Law

e

A linejoining

a planet to the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals of

The Dimensions of the Solar System

Orbital
Semimajor
Axis,

Orbital
Period,

Orbital
Ecc.ntricity,
•

P

""/0'

(AU)

(y •• rs)

Mercury

0.387

0.241

0.206

1 .002

Venus

0.723

0.6 1 5

0.007

1 .00 1

Earth

1 .000

1.000

0.0 1 7

1 .000

Mars

1 . 524

1 .881

0.093

1 .000

a

Jupiter

5.203

1 1 .86

0.048

0.999

Saturn

9.537

29.42

0.054

0.998

83.75

0.047

0.993

0.009

0.986

Uranns

1 9. 1 9

Neptune

30.07

163.7
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time. The three shaded areas A, B, and C are equaL Arty object

traveling along the elliptical path would take the same amount

of time to co./er the distance indicated

by the three red arraNs.

Therefore, planets move faster when d05er to the Sun.

Sun--essentially the average distance between Earth and
the Sun. Like the light-year, the astronomical unit is custom
made for the vast distances encountered in astronomy.
Using these units for time and distance, we can rewrite
Kepler's third law for any planet as
p2 (in Earth years)

=

d3 (in astronomical units),

where P is the planet's sidereal orbital period and a is the
length of its semimajor axis. The law implies that a planet's
"year" P increases more rapidly than does the size of its
orbit, a. Por eJmmple, Earth, with an orbital semimajor axis
of 1 AU, has an orbital period of 1 Earth year. The planet
Venus, orbiting at a distance of roughly 0.7 AU, takes only
0.6 Earth year-about 225 days--to complete one circuit. By
contrast, Saturn, almost 10 AU from the Sun, takes consider
ably more than 10 Earth years--in fact, nearly 30 years-to
orbit the Sun just once.
Table 2 . 1 presents basic data describing the orbits of the
eight planets now known. Renaiss.1nce astronomers knew
these properties for the innermost six planets and used them
to construct the currently accepted heliocentric model of the
solar system. The second column presents each planet's
orbital semimajor axis, measured in astronomical units; the
third column gives the orbital period, in Earth years. The
fourth column lists the planets' orbital eccentricities. For pur
poses of verifying Kepler's third law, the fifth column lists the
ratio PItt. As we have just seen, the third law implies that tlllS
number should always be unity in the units used in the table.
The main points to be grasped from Table 2 . 1 are
these: ( 1 ) With the exception of Mercury, the planets' orbits
are nearly circular (i.e., their eccentricities are close to zero)

and (2) the farther a planet is from the Sun, the greater is
its orbital period, in agreement with Kepler's third law to
within the accuracy of the nwnbers in the table. (The
small, but significant, deviations of PIa3 from unity in the
cases of Uranus and Neptune are caused by the gravitational
attraction between those two planets; see Chapter 13.)
Most important, note tllat Kepler's laws are obeyed by all
the known planets, not just by the six on which he based his

conclusions.
The laws developed by Kepler were far more ti1an mere
fits to existing data. They also made definite, testable pre
dictions about the future locations of the planets. Those
predictions have been borne out to high accuracy every
time they have been tested by observation-tlle hallmark of
any credible scientific ti1eory. 0:> ( Sec. 1 .2 )

CONCEPT CHECK
V' Why is it significant that Kepler's laws also apply to Uranus and

Neptune?

2.6

The D imensions of the
Sola r System

Kepler's laws allow us to construct a scale model of the solar
system, with the correct shapes and relative sizes of all the
planetary orbits, but they do not tell us the actual size of any
orbit. We can express the distance to each planet only in
terms of the distance from Earth to the Sun. Why is this?
Because Kepler's triangulation measmements all used a
portion of Earth's orbit as a baseline, distances could be
expressed only relative to the size of that orbit, which was
itself not determined by the metllOd. Thus, our model of
the solar system would be like a road map of the United
States showing the relative positions of cities and towns, but
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lacking the all-important scale marker indicating distances
in kilometers or miles. For example, we would know that
Kansas City is about three times more distant from New
York than it is from Chicago, but we would not know the
actual mileage between any two points on the map.
If we could somehow determine the value of the astro
nomical unit-in kilometers, say-we would be able to add
the vital scale marker to our map of the solar system and
compute the precise distances between the Sun and each of
the planets. We might propose using triangulation to meas
ure the distance from Earth to the Sun directly. However, we
would find it impossible to measure the Sun's parallax using
Earth's diameter as a baseline. The Sun is too bright, too big,
and too fuzzy for us to distinguish any apparent displace
ment relative to a field of distant stars. To measure the Sun's
distance from Earth, we must resort to some other method.
Before the middle of the 20th century, the most accurate
measurements of the astronomical unit were made by using
triangulation on the planets Mercury and Venus during their
rare transits of the SW1-that is, during the brief periods when
those planets passed directly between the Sun and Earth (as
shown for the case of Merwry in Figure 2.17). Because the
time at which a transit occurs can be measured with great pre
cision, astronomers can use this information to make accurate
measurements of a planet's position in the sky. They can then
employ simple geometry to compute the distance to the plan
et by combuling observations made from different locations
011 Earth, as discussed earlier in Chapter 1. co:> (Sec. 1.6) For
example, the parallax of Venus at dosest approach to Earth,
as seen from two diametrically opposite points on Eartll
(separated by about 13,000 km), is about I' ( 1/60")-at
the limit of naked-eye capabilities, but easily measurable

telescopically. Using the second formula presented in More
Precisely 1-2, we find that this parallax represents a distance of
1 3,000 km X 57 .3°/( 1160°), or approximately 45,000,000 km.
Knowing the distance to Venus, we can compute the
magnitude of the astronomic.11 unit. Figure 2.18 is an
idealized diagram of the Sun-Earth-Venus orbital geometry.
The planetary orbits are drawn as circles here, but in reality
they are slight ellipses. This is a subtle difference, and we can
correct for it using detailed knowledge of orbital motions.
Assuming for the sake of simplicity that the orbits are per
fect circles, we see from the figure that the distance from
Earth to Venus at closest approach is approximately 0.3 AU.
Knowing that 0.3 AU is 45,000,000 km makes determining 1
AU straightforward-the answer is 45,000,000/0.3, or
1 50,000,000 km.
The modern method for deriving the absolute scale
(that is, the scale expressed in kilometers, ratller than just
relative to Earth's orbit) of the solar system uses radar rather
than triangulation. The word radar is an acronym for radio
detection and ranging. In this technique, radio waves are
transmitted toward an astronomical body, such as a planet.
(We cannot use radar ranging to measure the distance to the
Sun directly, because radio signals are absorbed at the solar

Mercury

./

� orbits of Earth and Venus as they move around the Sun. The

.... F I G URE 2.1 8 Astronomical Unit

Simplified geometry of the

� Wi1Vy blue lines represent the paths along which radar signals
are transmitted tcmard Venus and received back at Earth at the
particular moment (chosen for simplicity) when Venus is at its

.... F IGU RE 2.17 Solar Transit The transit of Mercury across the face

minimum distance from Earth. Because the radius of Earth's orbit is

of the Sun. Such transits happen only about once per decade because

1 AU and that of Venus is about 0.7 AU, we kncm that this distance

Mercury's orbit does not quite coincide with the plane of the ecliptic.

is 0.3 AU. Thus, radar measurements allow us to determine the

Transits of Venus are ""en rarer, occurring only about twice per

astronomical unit in kilometers. This extraterrestrial measurement sets

century. The most recent took place in 2006. (P. jOlles)

the scale of the solar system-and, as we will see, the entire universe.
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surface and are not reflected to Earth.) The returning echo
indicates the body's direction and range, or distance, in
absolute terms--that is, in kilometers rather than in astro
nomical units. Multiplying the 300-second round-trip travel
time of the radar signal (the time elapsed between transmis
sion of the signal and reception of the echo) by the speed of
light (300,000 km/s, which is also the speed of radio waves),
we obtain twice the distance to the target planet.
Venus, whose orbit periodically brings it closest to Earth,
is the most common target for radar rruIging. The round-trip
travel time (for exrunple, at closest approach, as indicated by
the wavy lines in Figure 2. 18) can be measured with high
precision-in fact, well enough to determine the planet's
distance to an accuracy of about 1 Ian. In this way, the astro
nomical unit is now ktI0\vn to be 149,597,870 ktn. We will use
the rounded-off value of 1 .5 X 108 Ian in this te>.1.
Having determined the value of the astronomical unit,
we can reexpress the sizes of the other planetary orbits in
terms of more familiar units, such as miles or kilometers.
The entire scale of the solar system can then be c.1librated to
high precision.

C O N C EPT C H E C K
..... Why don't Kepler's laws tell us the value of the astronomical

unit?

2.7

Newton 's Laws

Kepler's three laws, which so simplified the solar system, were
discovered empirically. In other words, they resulted solely
from the analysis of observational data and were not derived
from any theory or mathematical model. Indeed, Kepler did
not have any appreciation of the physics underlying his laws.
Nor did Copernicus understand why his heliocentric model of
the solar system worked. Even Galileo, often called the father
of modern physics, failed to understand why the planets orbit
the Sun (although Galileo's work laid vital groundwork for
Newton's theories).
What prevents the planets from flying off into space or
from falling into the SWl? What causes them to revolve about
the Sun, apparently endlessly? Th be sure, the motions of the
planets obey Kepler's tllree laws, but only by considering
something more fundamental thrul those laws can we really
understand planetary motion. The heliocentric system was
secured when, in the 17th century, the British mathematician
Is.1ac Newton (Figure 2 . 19) developed a deeper understand
ing of the way all objects move and interact with one another.

The Laws of Motion
Isaac Newton was born in Lincolnshire, England, on
Christmas Day in 1642, the year Galileo died. Newton stud
ied at 11"inity College of Cambridge University, but when the
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... FIGURE 2.19 Isaac Newton (1642-1727). ( The Granger
Col/eetio,,)

bubonic plague reached Crunbridge in 1665, he returned to
the relative safety of his home for 2 years. During that tinle
he made probably the most famous of his discoveries, the
law of gravity (although it is but one of the many major sci
entific advances for which Newton was responsible) .
However, either because h e regarded tlle theory a s incom
plete or possibly because he was afraid that he would be
attacked or plagiarized by his colleagues, he did not tell any
one of his monumental achievement for almost 20 years. It
was not wItil I684, when Newton was discussing the leading
astronomical problem of the day-Why do the planets move
according to Kepler's laws?-with Edmund Halley (of
Halley's comet frune) that he astoWlded his companion by
revealing that he had solved the problem in its entirety near
ly two decades before!
Prompted by Halley, Newton published his tlleories in
perhaps the most influential physics book ever written:

Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica ( The
Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy-what we
would today call "science") , usually kIlown simply as
Newton's Principia. The ideas expressed in that work form
the basis for what is now kIlown as Newtonian mechanics.
Three basic laws of motion, the law of gravity, and a little cal
culus (which Newton also developed) are sufficient to
e.xplain and quantify virtually all the complex dynamic
behavior we see on Earth and throughout the universe.
Figure 2.20 illustrates Newton's ftrst law of motion:
Every body continues in a state of rest or in a state of
uniform motion in a straight line, unless it is com
pelled to change that state by a force acting on it.
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use the terms "speed" and
"velocity" more or less inter
changeably, but we must realize
that they are actually different
quantities and that Newton's
laws are always stated in terms of

"- -

the latter. As a specific illustration of

... _ -

the difference, consider a rock tied to a
string, moving at a constant rate in a circle
as you whirl it around your head. The rock's

speed is

constant, but its

of motion,

direction

and hence its velocity, is continually changing.

'" FIGURE 2.20 Newton', First Law An object at rest will remain at

rest (a) until some force acts on it. When a force (represented by the
red arrem) does act (b1 the object will remain in that state of uniform
motion until another force acts on it. When a second force (green
arrCMI) acts in a direction different from the first force (c1 the object
changes its direction of motion.

Thus, according to Newton's first law, a force must be acting.
That force is the tension you feel in the string. In a moment,
we'll see reasoning similar to

this applied to

the problem of

planetary motion.
The rate of change of the velocity of an object--speed
ing up, slowing down, or simply changing direction-is
called the object's acceleration and is tlle subject of Newton's

The first law simply states that a moving object will move
forever in a straight line, unless some external force-a push
or a pull---changes its speed or direction of motion. For

second law, which states that the acceleration of an object is
directly proportional to the applied force and inversely pro
portional to its mass:
When a force F acts on a body of mass

example, the object might glance off a brick wall or be hit

duces in it an acceleration

with a baseball bat; in either case, a force changes the origi

divided by the mass. Thus, a

nal motion of the object. Another example of a force, well
known to most of us, is weight-the force ( commonly
measured in pounds in the United States) with ,vhich gravi
ty pulls you toward Earth's center.
The tendency of an object to keep moving at the same
speed and in the same direction wlless acted upon by a force
is known as inertia. Newton's first law implies that it requires
no force to maintain motion in a straight line with constant
speed. This contrasts sharply with the view of Aristotle, who
maintained (incorrectly) that the natural state of an object
was to be

at

rest-most probably an opinion based on

Aristotle's observations of the effect of friction. In our discus

sion, we will neglect friction-the force that slows balls

rolling along the ground, blocks sliding across tabletops, and

baseballs moving tlrrough the air. In any case, it is not an issue
for the planets because there is no appreciable friction in

outer space-there is no air or any other matter to impede a
planet's motion. The fallacy in Aristotle's argument was first
realized and exposed by GaliIeo, who conceived of the notion
of inertia long before Newton formalized it into a law.
A familiar measure of an object's inertia is its

mass-

loosely speaking, the total amount of matter the object con
tains. The greater an object's mass, the more inertia it has, and
the greater is the force needed to change its state of motion.
Newton's first law describes motion in a straight line

with constant speed-that is, motion with constant velocity.

An object's velocity includes both its speed (in miles per hour
or meters per second, say)

a

=

m, it pro

equal to the force

F 1m, or F

= rna.

Hence, the greater tile force acting on the object or the small
er the mass of the object, the greater is the acceleration of tile
object. If two objects are pulled with the same force, the
more massive one will accelerate less; if two identical objects
are pulled with different forces, the one acted on by the
greater force will accelerate more.
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity, so its units

are velocity units per unit of time, such as meters per second

per second (usually written as mis2). In honor of Newton, the

SI wlit of force is named after him. By definition, 1 newton
( N ) is the force required to cause a mass of 1 kilogram to

mJ1"). One newton is approximately 0.22 pound.

accelerate at a rate of 1 meter per second every second

(1

At Earth's surface, the force of gravity produces a down

ward acceleration of approximately 9.8 m/s2 on

all bodies,

regardless of mass. According to Newton's second law, this
means that your weight (in newtons) is directly proportion
al to yom mass (in kilograms) . We will return to tllis very
important point later.
Finally, Newton's third law simply tells us that forces

carlllot occur in isolation:

To every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction.
In other words, if body A exerts a force on body B, then body

its direction in space (up,

B necessarily exerts a force on body A that is equal in magni

down, northwest, and so on). In everyday speech, we tend to

tude, but oppositely directed. For example, when a baseball

and
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player hits a home run, Newton's third law says that the bat

and the ball exert equal and opposite forces on one another
during the instant they are in contact. According to the second
Jaw, the ball subsequently moves away much faster than the
bat because the

mass of the ball

is much less tllan the com

bined mass of the bat plus batter (whose body absorbs much
of the reaction force), so the ball's acceleration is much greater.
Only in extreme circumstances-when speeds approach
the speed of light-do Newton's laws break down, and tllis
fact was not realized until the 20th century, when Albert
Einstein's theories of relativity once again revolutionized our
view of the universe (see Chapter 22). Most of the time,
however, Newtonian mechanics provides an excellent
description of the motions of planets, stars, and galaxies
through the cosmos.

G rav ity
Forces may act

instantaneously

or

continuously.

The force

from the baseball bat that hits the home run can reasonably
be thought of as being instantaneous. A good example of a
continuous force is the one that prevents the baseball from
zooming off into space--gravity, the phenomenon that
started Newton on the path to the discovery of his laws.
Newton hypothesized that any object having mass always
exerts an attractive gravitational force on all other massive
objects. The more massive an object, the stronger is its grav
itational pull.
Consider a baseball ilirown upward from Eartll'S surface,

... FI G URE 2.21 Gravity A ball thrCMIn up ITom the surface of a
massive object. such as a planet, is pulled continuously dCMInward
(arrows) by the grail ity of that planet (and. conversely; the gravity of the
ball continuously pulls the planet).

and is always directed toward the Sun. Furthermore, detailed

as illustrated in Figure 2.2 1 . In accordance with Newton's fLfst

calculation of the planets' accelerations as they orbit the Sun

law, the downward force of Earth's gravity continuously

decreases in proportion to the

modifies the baseball's velocity, slowing the initial upward
motion and eventually causing the ball to fall back. to the
ground. Of course, the baseball, having some mass of its own,

reveals that the strength of the Sun's gravitational pull

square of the

distance from tile

Sun. The force of gravity is said to obey an inverse-square
law. As shown in Figure 2.22, inverse-square forces decrease
rapidly with distance from their source. For example, tripling
=

also exerts a gravitational pull on Earth. By Newton's third

the distance makes the force 3 2

(the force with which Earth attracts it). But, by Newton's sec

multiplying the distance by five results in a force that is
2
5 = 25 times weaker. Despite this rapid decrease, the force

Jaw, this force is equal and opposite to tlle weight of the ball

ond law, Earth has a much greater effect on the light baseball
than the baseball has on the much more massive Earth. The
ball and Earth act upon each other with the same gravitation
al force, but Earth's acceleration is much smaller.
Now consider the trajectory of the same baseball batted
from tlle surface of the Moon. The pull of gravity is about
one-sixth as great on the Moon as on Earth, so the baseball's
velocity changes more slowly-a typical home run in a ball

9 times weaker, whereas

never quite reaches zero. The gravitational pull of an object

having some mass can never be completely eA1.inguished.

We can combine the preceding statements about mass

and distance to form a law of gravity that dictates the way in
which

all

massive objects (i.e., objects having some mass)

attract one another:
Every particle of matter in the universe attracts

park on Earth would travel nearly half a mile on the Moon.

every other particle with a force that is directly pro

Less massive than Earth, the Moon has less gravitational

portional to the product of tlle masses of the parti

influence on the baseball. The magnitude of the gravitation

cles and inversely proportional to the square of the

masses of the attracting bod
ies. [n fact, the force is directly proportional to the product of

distance benveen their centers.

al force, then, depends on the

tile two masses.

As a proportionality, the law of gravity may be written as

Studying the motions of the planets uncovers a second
aspect of tile gravitational force. At locations equidistant from
the Sun's center, the gravitational force has the same strength

gravitational force

oc

mass of object 1 X mass of object 2
2
distance
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Force

Mass
m1

F=

2.8

Mass
m2

Gm1 m2

Newto n i an Mecha n i cs

Newton's three laws of motion and the law of gravitation

, 2-

provide a solid theoretical foundation upon which we can

-

base a deeper understanding of planetary orbits, the laws of
planetary motion, and many other important aspects of

Distance r

orbital motion. With the development of Newtonian
mechanics, the transition from geocentric lore to heliocen
tric fact was complete.

Planetary Motion
The mutual gravitational attraction between the Sun and
the planets, as expressed by Newton's law of gravity, is
responsible for the observed planetary orbits. As depicted in
Figure 2.23, this gravitational force continuously pulls each
planet toward the Sun, deflecting its forward motion into a
curved orbital path. Because the Sun is much more massive
than any of tlle planets, it dominates the interaction. We
might say tlnt the Sun «controls" the planets, not the otller
way around.
The Sun-planet interaction sketched here is analogous
to our earlier example of the rock whirling on a string. The
Sun's gravitational pull is your hand and the string, and the
planet is the rock at the end of that string. The tension in the

1/4

string provides the force necessary for the rock to move in a
circular patll. If you were suddenly to release the string
which would be like eliminating the Sun's gravity-the rock

1/9

would fly away along a tangent to the circle, in accordance

1 /25
4
5
Distance , (arbitrary units)
2

3

with Newton's rust law.

6

between two bodies is proportional to the mass of each and is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them
(b). Inverse-square forces rapidly weaken with distance from their
source. The strength of the Sun's gravitational force decreases with the
square of the distance from the Sun, but never quite reaches zero, no
matter how far aw� from the Sun.

... F I GURE 2.22 Gravitational Force (a) The gravitational force

(The symbol <X here means «is proportional to.") The rule

\
\

Sun
\

\

Gravitational
pull of Sun

Planet

for computing the force F between two bodies of masses 11l[

and

/7l;!, separated by a distance r, is usually written more

compactly as

F =

Gmj l1lz

·

--

2

r

The quantity G is known as the

Resultant
path

Q planet competes with the planet's tendency to continue
� moving in a straight line. These two effects combine, causing

... F I G URE 2.23 Solar Gravity The Sun� inward pull of gravity on a

gravitational constant,

or,

often, simply as Newton's constant. It is one of the
fundamental constants of the universe. The value of G has
been measured in extremely delicate laboratory experi
ments
as
6.67 X lO- l i newton meter2/kilogram2
2
(N . m /kg2) .

the planet to move smoothly along an intermediate path, which
continuously "falls around" the Sun. This unending tug-of-war
between the Sun's gravity and the planet's inertia results in a stable
orbit. Newtonian mechanics and the theory of gravity are fundamental
to our understanding of the cosmos on every scale.

S ECT I ON 2.8

Newtonian Mechanics
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In the solar system, at this very moment, Earth is mov
ing under the combined influence of gravity and ulertia. The
net result is a stable orbit, despite our continuous rapid
motion through space. (In fact, Earth orbits the Sun at a
speed of about 30 kmis, or approximately 70,000 mph. You

opposite gravitational forces (by Newton's third law), the
Sun must also move (by Newton's first law), driven by the

can verify this for yourself by calculating how fast Earth
must move to complete a circle of radius 1 AU--and hence

SUll, which is why Kepler's laws are so accurate. Thus,
Kepler's first law becomes

of circumference 2'1r AU, or 940 million km-in 1 year, or
7
7
3.2 X 10 seconds. The answer is 9.4 X loB km / 3.2 X 10 S,

or 29.4 kmis.) More Precisely 2-2 describes how astronomers
can use Newtonian mechanics and the law of gravity to
quantify planetary motion and measure the masses of Earth,
the Sun, and many other astronomical objects by studying
the orbits of objects near them.

gravitational influence of the planet. The Sun, however, is so
much more massive than any planet that the center of mass
of the planet-Sun system is very close to the center of ilie

The orbit of a planet around the SWI is an ellipse,
with the center of mass of the plarlet-Surl system at
one focus.

As shown in Figure 2.24, the center of mass of two objects of
comparable mass does not lie within either object. For iden
tical masses orbiting one another (Figure 2.25a), the orbits
are identical ellipses, with a common focus located midway

Kepler's Laws Reconsidered
Newton's laws of motion and law of universal gravitation
provide a theoretic.11 explanation for Kepler's empirical laws
of planetary motion. Kepler's three laws follow directly from
Newtonian mechanics, as solutions of the equations describ
ing tile motion of a body moving in response to an inverse
square force. However, just as Kepler modified the
Copernican model by introducing ellipses rather than cir

between the two objects. For unequal masses (as in Figure
2.25b), the elliptical orbits still share a focus, and both have
the same eccentricity, but the more massive object moves
more slowly and on a tighter orbit. (Note that Kepler's sec
ond law, as stated earlier, continues to apply without modi
fication to each orbit separately, but the rates at whicll the
two orbits sweep out areas are different.)

cles, so, too, did Newton make corrections to Kepler's first
and third laws. It turns out that a planet does [lot orbit the
exact center of the Sun. Instead, both the planet and the Sun

2

orbit ilieir common center of mass--the "averageH position
of all the matter making up the two bodies (Figure 2.24).
Because the Sun and the planet are acted upon by equal and

(a)

"

��
--�'.��----�
a ---of

(a) Equa l m sses

Center

mass

2

Mass
(b)

2
=

1 unit

Common
focus
2

c

... FIGURE 2.25 Orbits (a) The orbits of two bod i es (stars. for

(b) Unequal masses

'r

A Interactive F I G U R E 2.24 Center of Mass (a) The center of
r-o,. mass of two bodies of equal mass lies midway between them.
I� (b) As the mass of one body increases, the center of mass
moves toward it. The situati on is analogous to riding a seesawwhen both sides are balanced, the center of mass is at the pivot point.
Center of mass

example) with equal masses. under the influence of their mutual
gravity, are identical ellipses with a omm on focus, That focus is not at
the center of either star, but instead at their center of mass, located
midway between them. The pairs of numbers indicate the positions of
the two bodies at three different times. (Note that a line joining
bodies at any give time always passes through the common forus.)
(b) The orbits of two bodies, one of which Is twice as massive as the
other. Again, the ellipti cal orbits have a common forus (at the center
of mass of the two-body system), and the two ellipses have the
same eccentridty. However, in accordance with Newtons laws of
motion, the more massive body moves more slowly and in a smaller
orbit. In th is particular case,
l ger e lli pse is twice the size of
smal ler one.

the ar

the

the
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CH A PT E R 2

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 - 2
We i gh i n g the Sun
We can use Newtonian mechanics to calculate some useful for
mulae relating the properties of planetary orbits to the mass of
the Sun. Again for simplicity, let's assume that the orbits are cir
cular (not a bad approximation in most cases, and Newton's la ws
easily extend to cover the more general case of eccentric orbits).

Consider a planet of mass

rn moving

at speed

v

the planet's velocity is changing-it is accelerating. In fact, the

v2

a

rna

F=

=

m v2 .

--

r

Newtonian mechanics to weigl! the Sun-that is, find its mass by

measuring its gravitational influence on another body (in this
case, Earth). Rearranging the last equation to read

rv2

M=
G
6.7 X 10- 11 Nm2/ki, we calcu
late the mass of the Slill to be 2.0 X 1030 kg--an enomlOUS mass
and substituting the known values of

AU

=

1 .5 X l O11 m, a nd

v = 30 km/s, , =

1

G=

EXAMPLE Similarly, knowing the distance from Earth to the
Moon ( r = 384,000 km) and the length of the (sidereal) month
(P = 27.3 days), we can calculate the Moon's orbital speed to be
v = 217"r/P = 1.02km/s, and hence, using the preceding fOTlllU

la, measure E.1rth's mass to be 6.0 X 1 024 kg.

Setting this equation equal to the gravitational force due to the

SUll, we obtain

m v1
GmM
-- = 2-'
,
,

In fact, this is basically how all masses are measured in
astronomy. Because we can't just go out and attach a scale to an
astronomical object when we need to know its mass ,

-

we

must

look for its gravitational influence on something else . This prin

so the speed of the planet in the circular orbit is

v=

length of a year and the size of the astronomical unit, we can use

by terrestrial sta ndards.

= -,
r

so, by Newton's second law, the force required to keep the plan
et in orbit is

Now let's tum the problem around. Because we have meas
G in the laboratory on Earth, and because we know the

in an orbit of

radius r around the Sun, of mass M. Even though the planet's
speed is consta nt, the directiorl of its motion is not, so

planet's acceleration is

ured

ciple applies to planets, stars, galaxies, and even clusters of

�.

galaxies---very different objects, but all subject to the same
physical laws.

of a planet orbiting the Sun, but very important in other cir

The change to Kepler's third law is also small in the case

cumstances, such as the orbital motion of two stars that are
gravitationally bound to each other. Following through the

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
fI' I n what ways did Newtonian mechanics supel"5ede Kepler's laws

as a model of the solar system?

mathematics of Newton's theory, we find that the true rela

a (measured

tionship between the semimajor axis

in astro

orbital period P (in Earth years) is

nomical units) of the planet's orbit relative to the Sun and its

P ( 1Il
2

•

Earth years)

where Mtotal is the

=

dl ( in astronomical lUlits)
. )
Mtcta] (1Il sola r lUlltS

.

combined mass of the two objects.

around the Sun applies equally well to natural moons and

'

artificial satellites orbiting any planet. All our Earth-orbiting,
human-made satellites move along paths governed by a
combination of the inward pull of Earth's gravity and the

Notice

forward motion gained during the rocket launch. If the

jl and dl, but now the proportion

rocket initially imparts enough speed to the satellite, it can

that Newton's restatement of Kepler's third law preserves the

proportionality between

Escaping Forever
The law of gravity that describes the orbits of planets

ality includes Mtotal, so it is

IlOt quite the same for all the

planets. The Sun's mass is so great, however, that the differ

go into orbit. Satellites not given enough speed at launch,
by accident or design ( e.g., intercontinental ballistic
missiles) fail to achieve orbit and fall back to Earth (see

ences in Mtotal among the various combinations of the SIUl

Figure 2.26).

and the other planets are almost unnoticeable, so Kepler's

Some space vehicles, such as the robot probes that visit

third law, as originally stated, is a very good approximation.

other planets, attain enough speed to escape our planet's

This modified form of Kepler's third law is true in all cir
cumstances, inside or outside the solar system.

gravity and move away from Ear th forever. This speed,

known as the escape speed, is about 41 % greater (actually,

SECTION 2.8
hyperbola,

Newtonian Mechanics
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the modified version of Kepler's

first law still applies, as does Kepler's second
law. ( Kepler's third law does not extend to
unbound orbits because it doesn't make sense
to talk about a period in those cases.)

The Circle of Scientific
Progress
The progression from the complex Ptolemaic
model of the wliverse to the elegant simplicity
of Newton's laws is a case study in the scientif
ic method.
radical

ex>

(Sec. 1 .2) Q)pernicus made a

conceptual

leap

away

from

the

Ptolemaic view, gaining much in insight but
little in predictive power. Kepler made critical
changes to the Copernican picture and gained
both accuracy and predictive power but still
fell short of a true physical explanation of
planetary motion within the solar system, or of
orbital motion in general. Eventually, Newton
showed how all known planetary motion could

A Inh.ractive

be explained in detail by the application of

�

F IGURE 2.26 Escape Speed The effect of launch speed on the
r-o . trajectory of a satellite. With too Iow a speed at po int A. the satellite will simply

fall back to Earth. Gillen enough speed, hCM'ever. the satellite will go into orbitit "falls around Earth.' As the initial speed at point A is increased, the orbit will
become more and more elongated. When the in itial speed exceeds the escape speed,
the satellite will become unbound from Earth and will escape along a hyperbolic
trajectory.
I

four, simple, ftmdamental laws-the tluee laws
of motion and the law of gravity. The process
was slow, with many st<lrts and stops and a few
wrong turns, but it worked!
In a sense, then, the development o f
Newton's laws an d their application t o plane
tary motion represented tlle end of the first
"loop" around the schematic diagram pre

v2

sented in Figure 1 .6. The long-standing prac

1 .4 1 4... times greater) than the speed of an object

tical and conceptual questions raised by ancient observa-

traveling in a circular orbit at any given radius.* At less

tions of retrograde motion were finally resolved, and new

=

ilian the escape speed, the old adage "What goes up must

predictions, themselves amenable to observational testing,

come down" (or at least stay in orbit) still applies. At more

became possible. And the laws are still being tested today.

ilian the escape speed, however, a spacecraft will leave

Every time a comet appears in the night sky right on

Earth for good. Planets, stars, galaxies-all gravitating

schedule, or a spacecraft reaches the end of a billion-kilo

bodies---have escape speeds. No matter how massive ilie body,

meter journey within meters of its target and seconds of

gravity decreases with distance. As a result, the escape

the predicted arrival time, our confidence in Newtonian

speed diminishes with increasing separation. The farther

mechanics is further strengthened. But unlike the essen

we go from Earth (or any gravitating body), the easier it

tially descriptive models of Ptolemy, Copernicus, and

becomes to escape.
The speed of a satellite in

a

Kepler, Newtonian mechanics is not limited to the
circular orbit just above

motions of planets, or even to events occurring within our

Earth's atmosphere is 7.9 km/s (roughly 18,000 mph). The

own solar system. They apply to moons, comets, space

satellite would have to travel at 1 1 .2 km/s (about 25,000

craft, stars, and even ilie most distant galaxies, extending

mph) to escape from Earth altogether. If an object exceeds

the range of our scientific inquiries across the observable

the escape speed, its motion is said to be unbound, and

lUliverse-as well as apples falling to the ground.

the orbit is no longer an ellipse. In fact, the path of the
spacecraft relative to Earth is a related geometric figure
called a

hyperbola.

If we simply change the word

�Itl terms of tire formula pre.setlted itl More Precisely 2-2,
giyen by y....,. = Y2 GMJr.

ellipse to

the escape spud is

CONCEPT CHECK
t/ Explain, in terms of Newton's laws of motion and gravity, why

planets orbit the Sun.
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S U M M A RY
44). Most planets move on
eccentricities (p. 43) are quite small, so their paths

way to the planet's orbital period (p.

Geocentric (p. 36) models of the wuverse

were based on the view that the Sun, the

orbits whose

Moon, and the planets all orbit Earth. The

differ only slightly from perfect circles.

Kepler's laws tell us only the relative sizes

5

most successful and long lived of these was the

Ptolemaic model (p. 36). Unlike the Sun and

of the planetary orbits. To determine the true

the Moon, planets sometimes appear to tem
porarily reverse their direction of motion (from tught to night) rela

tive to the stars and then resunle their normal "forward" course. This
phenomenon is called retrograde motion (p. 35). To accowlt for ret

scale of the solar system, astronomers must

find an independent measure of the clistance

between two boclies. The distance from Earth

rograde motion within the geocentric picture, it was necessary to sup

to the Slm is called the

whose centers orbited Earth on larger circles called deferents (p. 36).

and measuring the time the signal takes to return.

pose that planets moved on small circles called

2

epicycles (p. 36),

The heliocentric (p. 37) view of the solar

system holds that Earth, like all the planets,

physical

rograde motion and the observed sizes and
variations in brightness of ilie planets in a
much more straightforward way than the geocentric model. The
widespread realization during the Renaissance that the solar system
is Sun centered, 31ld not Earth centered, is known as the

Copernican revolution (p. 38), in honor of Nicolaus Copernicus,
who laid the foundations of the modem heliocentric model.

of ilie

Moon,

now

known

as

(2)

the rate of change of velocity, called

acceleration (p. 48), is equal to the applied
force divided by the body's mass (p.48); (3) when boclies interact,
the forces between them are always equal and opposite to one

(p. 49) attracts the planets to the Sun. Every object with any mass
gravitational force (p. 49) on all other objects in the UlIi

the father of experinlental science. His tele
observations

principles,

Newtonian mechanics (p. 47). Newton's
laws of motion are: ( 1 ) To change the body's
velocity, a force (p. 48) must be applied;

another. To explain Kepler's laws, Newton postulated that gravity

Galileo Galilei is often regarded as

scopic

Isaac Newton succeeded in explaining

6

planetary motion in terms of a few general

orbits the Sun. This model accoUllts for ret

3

astronomical unit
(p. 44). Nowadays, the astronomical lmit is
determined by bouncing radar (p. 46) signals off the planet Venus

ilie

exerts a

Sun, Venus, and Jupiter played a crucial role in

verse. The strength of this force decreases with increasing distance

supporting and strengthening the Copertucan picture of the solar

according to an

system. Johannes Kepler inlproved on Copernicus's model by con
densing the observational data of Tycllo Brahe into three

laws of

planetary motion (p.43).

4

Kepler's Laws state:

(I)

7

inverse-square law (p. 49).

For one object to escape from the

gravitational pull of another, its speed
must exceed the

escape speed (p. 52) of

PI31letary orbits

that other object. By detemtining the

(p. 43) with the Sun at one focus
(p. 43); (2) a planet moves fuster as its orbit
takes it closer to the Sun; (3) the semimajor
axis (p.43) of the orbit is related in a sinlple

gravitational force needed to keep one

are ellipses

M a ste
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body orbiting a nother, Newton's laws
allow astronomers to measure the masses
of distant objects.
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For il1stnldor-assigl1ed homework go to www.masteritlgastrol1omy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of sc ien ce I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.

What contributions to modem astronomy were made by

4.

Chinese and Islamic astronomers during the Dark Ages of
medieval Europe?

2.

Briefly describe the geocentric model of the universe.

3. P�S

The benefit of our current knowledge lets us see flaws

in the Ptolemaic model of the universe. What is its basic flaw?

What

was the great contribution of Copernicus to our knowl

edge of the solar system? What was still a flaw in ilie
Copemic311 model?

5.

What is a theory? Gll! a ilieory ever be proved to be true?

6.

When were Copernicus's ideas finally accepted?

7.

What is the Copernic31l principle?

Chapter Review
8. POS What discoveries of Galileo helped confirm the views
of Copernicus, and how did they do so?
9. Briefly describe Kepler's three laws of planetary motion.
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1 S. List the two modifications made by Newton to Kepler's laws.
16. Why do we say that a baseball falls toward Earth, and not
Earth toward the baseball?

11. If radio waves cannot be reflected from the Sun, how can radar
be used to find the distance from Earth to the Sun?

17. Wby would a baseball go higher if it were thrown up from the
surface of the Moon than if it were thrown with the same
velocity from the surface of Earth?

12. How did astronomers determine the scale of the solar system
prior to the invention of radar?

19. What is the meaning of the term escape speed?

10. How did Tycho Brahe contribute to Kepler's laws?

13. POS What does it mean to say that Kepler's laws are empirical?

14. What are Newton's laws of motion and gravity?

18. In what sense is the Moon falling toward Earth?

20. What would happen to Earth if the Sun's gravity were sud
denly "turned off"?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E ST: M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. Planets near opposition (a) rise in the east; ( b ) rise in the
west; (e) do not rise or set; (d) have larger deferents.

2. A major flaw

in

orbital period than Earth's; (e) moves more slowly than Earth;
(d) must have a highly eccentric orbit.

Copernicus's model was that it still had
( a ) the Sun at the center; ( b) Earth at the center;
(e) retrograde loops; Cd) circular orbits.

7. If Earth's orbit around the Sun were twice as large as it is now,
the orbit would take (a) less than twice as long; ( b) two times
longer; (c) more than two times longer to traverse.

1. VIS As shown in Figure 2.12 ("Venus Phases"), Galileos
observations of Venus demonstrated that Venus must be
(a) orbiting Earth; ( b) orbiting the Sun; (e) about the same
diameter as Earth; (d) sinillar to the Moon.

8. VIS Figure 2.21 ("Gravity" ), showing the motion of a ball
near Earth's surface, depicts how gravity (a) increases with
altitude; ( b ) causes the ball to acc elerate downward;

4. An accurate sketch of Jupiter's orbit arowld the SWl would
show (a) the Sun far off center; (b) an oval twice as long as it
S.

is wide; (e) a nearly perfect circle;

(d) phases.

A calculation of how long it takes a planet to orbit the SWl
would be most closely related to Kepler's (a) first law of
orbital shapes; (b) second law of orbital speeds; ( e) third law
of planetary distances; (d) first law of inertia.

6. An asteroid with an orbit lying entirely inside Earth's (a) has
an orbital seminlajor axis of less than I AU; ( b ) has a longer

(e ) causes the ball to accelerate upward; (d) has no effect on
the ball.

9. If the Sun and its mass were suddenly to disappear, Earth
would ( a ) continue in its current orbit; (b) suddenly change
its orbital speed; ( e) fly off into space; (d) stop spinning.
10. VIS Figure 2.25(b) ("Orbits") shows the orbits of two stars
of unequal masses. If one star has twice the mass of the other,
tben the more massive star (a) moves more slowly than;
( b ) moves more rapidly than; ( e) has half the gravity of;
(d) has twice the eccentricity of the less massive star.

P RO B L E M S
TIle 'Illmber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffiClllty.
1. • Tycho Brabe's observations of the stars and planets were
accurate to about 1 arc minute ( 1'). To what distance does this
a ngle correspond at the distance of (a) the Moon;
(b) the Sun; and (c) Saturn (at closest approach)?
2. •• To an observer on Earth, through what angle will Mars
appear to move relative to the stars over the course of 24
hours when the two plallets are at closest approach? Assume
for simplicity that Earth and Mars move 011 circular orbits of
radii 1.0 AU and 1 .5 AU, respectively, in exactly the same
plane. Will the apparent motion be prograde or retrograde?
3. •• A spacecraft has an orbit that just grazes Earth's orbit at
aphelion and just grazes Venus's orbit at perihelion. Assuming
that Earth and Venus are in the right places at the right times,
how long will the spacecraft take to travel from Earth to Venus?

4. •• Halley's comet has a perihelion distance of 0.6 AU alld all
S.

orbital period of 76 years. What is its greatest distance from
the SW1?

•• What is the maximum possible parallax of Mercury during
a solar transit, as seen from either end of a 3000- km baseline
on Earth?

6. • How long would a radar signal take to complete a round-trip
between Earth and Mars when the two planets are 0.7 AU apart?
7. •• Jupiter's moon Callisto orbits the planet at a distance of 1.88
million kilometers. Callisto's orbital period about Jupiter is 16.7
days. What is the mass of Jupiter? [Assume that Callisto's mass
is negligible compared with that of Jupiter, and use the modified
version of Kepler's third law (Section 2.7).]
8. • The acceleration due to gravity at Earth's surface is
9.80 m/s2 • What is the gravitational acceleration at altitudes of

(a) 100 km; (b) 1000 km; (c) 10,000 km? Take Earth's radius
to be 6400 km.
9. • The Moon's mass is 7.4 X 1022 kg and its radius is
1 700 km. What is the speed of a spacecraft moving ill a circu
lar orbit just above the lunar surfuce? What is the escape speed
from the Moon?

10 . • Use Newton's law of gravity to calculate the force of gravity
between you and Earth. Convert your allswer, which will be in
newtons, to powlds, using the conversion 4.45 N equals I
pOlll1d ( l Ib). What do you normally call this force?

RAD IATI

N

I N F O R M AT I O N F RO M T H E C O S M O S

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
S

4
S
6

Describe the basic properties of wave
motion.
Tell how electromagnetic radiation
transfers energy and information through
interstellar space.
Describe the major regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum and explain
how Earth's atmosphere affects our ability
to make astronomical observations at
different wavelengths.
Explain what is meant by the term
"blackbody radiation" and describe the
basic properties of such radiation.
Tell how we can determine the temperature
of an object by observing the radiation it
emits.
Show how the relative motion between a
source of radiation and its observer can
change the perceived wavelength of the
radiation, and explain the importance of
this phenomenon to astronomy.

stronomical objects are more than just things of

beau ty in the night sky. Planets, stars, and galaxies are of
vital significance if we are to fully understand our place
in the big picture-the "grand design" of the universe.
Each object is a source of information about the mate
rial aspects of our universe-its state of motion, its
temperature, its chemical composition, and even its
past history.
This information comes to us in the form of light.
When we look at the stars, the light we

see

actually

began its journey to Earth decades, centuries-even
millennia-ago. The faint rays from the most distant
galaxies have taken billions of years to reach us. The
stars and galaxies in the night sky show us the far away
and the long ago. In this chapter, we begin our study of
how astronomers extract information from the light
emitted by astronomical objects. These basic concepts
of radiation are central to modern astronomy.

Astronomical objects emit a wealth

THE BIG of visible and invisible information
PICTURE that travels through the vast expanse

of space. Detailed study of this radiation
is the principal way in which astronomers study
stars and other distant astronomical objects,
from birth to death.
.'"""'"

.
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LEFT: About 5 billion years ogo, the Sun ema'ged from 0 steffar nursery mud!
like the one shown here. The Spitzer Space Telescope, now orbiting Ea1h,
took this infrared image in orda' to gain insight obout the origins of our sola
system. � capturing rodiation longa' in wavelength than visible light,
artronoma's can peer inside this young nebulo. nomed RON 49, where its gos
and dust glow in the warmth of starlight from more thon 2200 sta-s. Red
ro/or depicts �drogen gos nerr the center, and cyan mops the presence of
organic molecules within the dusty outer regions. (SSC/JPL)

Visit the Study Arm In www.masterlngastronomy.rom for qulzzes.
animations. videos. interactive figures. and self-�Ided tutorials.
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3.1

C HAPTER 3

Radiation

I nformation from the Skies

Figure 3.1 shows a galaxy in the constellation Andromeda.
On a dark, clear night, far from cities or other sources of
light, the Andromeda galaxy, as it is generally called, can be
seen with the naked eye as a faint, fuzzy patch on the s1.,)"
comparable Ul diameter to the full Moon. Yet the fact that it
is visible from Earth belies this galaxy's enormous distance
from us: It lies roughly 2.5 million light-years away.
An object at such a distance is truly inaccessible in any
realistic human sense. Even if a space probe could miracu
lously travel at the speed of light, it would need 2.5 million
years to reach this galaxy and 2.5 million more to return
with its findings. Considering that civilization has existed on
Earth for less than 10,000 years, and its prospects for the
next 10,000 are far from certain, even this unattainable tech
nological feat would not provide us with a practical means
of exploring other galaxies. Even the farthest reaches of our
own galaxy, "only" a few tens of thousands of light-years dis
tant, are effectively off limits to visitors from Earth, at least
for the foreseeable future.
Given the practical impossibility of traveling to such
remote parts of the universe, how do astronomers know
anything about objects far from Earth? How do we obtain
detailed information about planets, stars, or galaxies too
distant for a personal visit or any kind of controlled experi
ment? The answer is that we use the laws of physics, as we
know them here on Earth, to interpret the elect romagnetic
radiation emitted by those objects.

Light and Radiation
Radiation is any way in which energy is transmitted through
space from one point to another without the need for any
physical connection between the two locations. The term
electromagnetic just means that the energy is carried in the
form of rapidly fluctuatulg electric and magnetic fields (to
be discussed in more detail later in Section 3.2). Virtually all
we know about the universe beyond Earth's atmosphere has
been gleaned from painstaking analysis of electromagnetic
radiation received from afar. Our understanding depends
completely on our ability to decipher this steady stream of
data reaching us from space.
How bright are the stars (or galaxies, or planets), and
how hot? What are their masses? How rapidly do they spin,
and what is their motion through space? What are they
made of, and in what proportion? The list of questions is
long, but one fact is clear: Electromagnetic theory is vital to
providing the answers-without it, we would have no way of
testing our models of the cosmos, and the modern science of
astronomy simply would not exist. =- (Sec. 1 .2)
Visible light is the particular type of electromagnetic
radiation to which our human eyes happen to be sensitive.
As light enters our eye, small chemical reactions triggered
by the incoming energy send electrical impulses to the
brain, producing the sensation of sight. But modern instru
ments (see Chapter 5) can also detect many forms of
invisible electromagnetic radiation, which goes completely
unnoticed by our eyes. Radio, infrared, and ultraviolet
waves, as well as X rays and gamma rays,
all fall into this cMegory.
Note that, despite the different names,
the words light, rays, radiation, and waves all
really refer to the same thing. The names are
just historical accidents, reflecting the fact
that it took many years for scientists to real
ize that these apparently very different types
of radiation are in reality one and the same
physical phenomenon. Throughout this
text, we will use the general terms light and
electromagnetic radiation more or less inter
changeably.

Wave Motion

� 25 million light-years """or and contains a few hundred billion stars. All of our
� knowledge of this galaxy derives from detailed study of the light it emits.
• F IGURE 3.1 Andromeda Galaxy
(R. Gendler)

The pancake-shaped Andromeda Galaxy lies about

Despite the early confusion still reflected in
current terminology, scientists now know
that all types of electromagnetic radiation
travel through space in the form of waves.
To understand the behavior of light, then,
we must know a little about wave motion.
Simply stated, a wave is a way in which
energy is transferred from place to place
without the physical movement of material
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from one location to another. In wave motion, the energy is
carried by a

disturbance of some

sort. This dis-

turbance, whatever its nature, occurs
in a distinctive repeating pattern.
Ripples on the surface of a
pond, sowld waves in air,
and electromagnetic waves
in space, despite their many
obvious
share

differences,

this

basic

all

defining

property.
Imagine a twig floating in a
pond ( Figure 3.2 ) . A pebble thrown
into the pond at some distance from

4
Undistu rbed
--' --'
--'E -=
ond surface
- +- =+---=+- � +----:p:::

the twig disturbs the surface of the
water, setting it into up-and-down mo
tion. This disturbance will move outward
from the point of impact in the form of waves. When the
waves re.1ch the twig, some of the pebble's energy will be im
parted to it, causing the twig to bob up and down. In this
way, both energy and informa tion-the fact that the pebble
entered the water_re transferred from the place where the
pebble landed to the location of the twig. We could tell that a
pebble (or, at least, some object) had entered the water just

5

by observing the twig. With a little additional physics, we
could even estimate the pebble's energy.

D�ection of wave motion

A wave is not a physical object. No water traveled from
the point of impact of the pebble to the twig-at any loca
tion on the SUrf,1Ce, the water surface simply moved up and
down as the wave passed. What, then,

did move

across the

surface of the pond? As illustrated in the figure, the answer is
that the wave was the pattem of up-and-down motion. This
pattern was transmitted from one point to the next as the
disturbance moved across the water.

h lnteractive FIGURE 3. 2 Water Wave

The passage of a wave
across a pond causes the surface of the water to bob up and
dONn, but there is no mo.-ernent of water from one part of the
pond to another. Here waves ripple out from the point where a
pebble has hit the water to the point where a twig is floating. The inset
shONs a simplified series of "snapshots" of the pond surface as the
wave passes by. The points numbered 1 through 5 represent surface
locations that mo.-e up and down with the passage of the wave.

e

Figure 3.3 shows how wave properties are quantified
and illustrates some standard terminology. The wave's

period

a distance equal to one wavelength in one period. The

is the number of seconds needed for the wave to

maximum departure of the wave from the undisturbed

repeat itself at any given point in space. The wavelength is

state-still a ir, say, or a flat pond surface-is called the

the number of meters needed for the wave to repeat itself

wave's amplitude.

at a given moment in time. It can be measured as the dis
tance between two adjacent wave

crests, tViC

adjacent wave

troughs, or any other two similar points on adjacent wave
cycles (e.g., the points marked X in the figure). A wave moves

The number of wave crests passing any given point per

wlit time is called the wave's

frequency.

If a wave of a given

wavelength moves at bigh speed, then many crests pass per

second and the frequency is high. Q)nversely, if the SaJlle wave

� Interactive FIGURE 3.3 Wave
Properties Representation of a typical

r,:;:j wave, shONing

Direction of wave motion

its direction of motion,
-.../ wavelength, and amplitude. In one wave
period, the entire pattern shONn here moves one
wavelength to the right.
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The Com ponents of V i s i ble Light

moves slowly, then its frequency will be low. The frequency of
a wave is just the reciprocal of the wave's period; that is,
frequency

White light is a mixture of colors, whidl we conventionally
divide into six major hues: red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
and violet. As shown in Figure 3 .4, we can separate a beam
of white light into a rainbow of these basic colors--called a
spectrum (plural, spectra)-by passing it through a prism.
This experiment was first reported by Isaac Newton over
300 ye.1 rs ago. In principle, the original beam of white light
could be recovered by passing the spectrum through a sec
ond prism to recombine tile colored beams.
What determines the color of a beam of light? The an
swer is its frequency (or alternatively, its wavelength). We see
different colors because our eyes react differently to electro
magnetic waves of different frequencies. A prism splits a beam
of light up into separate colors because light rays of different
frequencies are bent, or refracted, slightly differently as they
pass through the prism-red light the least, violet light the
most. Red light has a frequency of roughly 4.3 X 1014 Hz,
corresponding to a wavelengtll of about 7.0 X 10-7 m. Violet
light, at the other end of the visible range, has nearly double
the frequency-7.S X 1 014 Hz-and (since the speed of light
is always the same) just over half the wavelength4.0 X 10 -7 m. The other colors we see have frequencies and
wavelengths intermediate between these two extremes, span
ning the entire visible spectrum shown in Figure 3.4. Radiation
outside tlus range is invisible to human eyes.
Scientists often use a unit called the nanometer (nm) in
describing the wavelength of light (see Appendix 2). There
are 109 nanometers in 1 meter. An older unit called the

1
. -'
perlOd

=

-

Frequency is expressed in units of inverse time (that is,
l!second, or cydes per second), called hertz (Hz) in honor of
the 19th-century German scientist Heinrich Hertz, who stud
ied the properties of radio waves. Thus, a wave with a period
of 5 seconds (5 s) has a frequency of (115) cydesls
0.2 Hz,
me.1I1ing that one wave crest passes a given point in space
every 5 seconds.
Because a wave travels one wavelength in one period, it
follows that the waI'e velocity is simply equal to the wave
length divided by the period:
=

velocity

=

wavelength

.

period

Since the period is the reciprocal of the frequency, we can
equivalently (and more commonly) write this relationship as
velocity

=

wavelength X frequency.

Thus, if the wave in our earlier example had a wavelength of
0.5 m, its velocity would be (0.5 m)/(S s), or (0.5 m) X
(0.2 Hz)
0.1 mls. In the case of electromagnetic radia
tion, the velocity is the speed of light. Notice tllat wavelength
and wave frequency are inversely related-doubling one
halves the other.
=

� FIGURE 3.4 Visible Spectrum When passed th rou� a prism,
white light splits into its component colors, spanning red to violet
in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The slit
na rrcms the beam of radiation. The familiar 'rainbcm" of colors
projected on the screen is just a series of different-colored
images of the slit Human eyes are insensitive to radiation of
wavelength shorter than 400 nm or longer than 700 nm,
but radiation outside the visible range can be detected
by using instruments to extend our human senses.

White
light

Screen

Radio

Infrared

Wavelength (nm)

Ultraviolet

4.3 X 10 '4
I
700

7.5 X 10'4
I
400

X ray

Frequency (Hz)

Gamma ray

SECTION 3.2
angstrom (l A

10- 10 m
0.1 nm) is also widely used.
(The unit is named after the 19th-century Swedish physicist
Anders Angstrom-pronounced "ong . strem.") However, in
SI units, the nanometer is preferred. Thus, the visible spec
tnun covers the range of wavelengths from 400 nm to 700 nm
(4000 A to 7000 A). The radiation to which our eyes are
most sensitive has a wavelength near the middle of this
range, at about 550 nm (5500 A), in the yellow-green region
of the spectrum. It is no coincidence that this wavelength
falls within the range of wavelengths at which the Sun emits
most of its electromagnetic energy--our eyes have evolved
to take greatest advantage of the available light.

3.2

=

=

Waves i n What?

Waves of radiation differ fundamentally from water waves,
sound waves, or any other waves that travel through a material
medium. Radiation needs no such medium. ",rhen light travels
from a distant galaAY, or from any other cosmic object, it
moves through the virtual vacuum of space. Sound waves, by
contrast, CllIlllot do this, despite what you have probably heard
in almost every sci-fi movie ever made! If we were to remove
all the air from a room, conversation would be impossible
(even with suitable breathing apparatus to keep our test sub
jects alive!) because sound waves cannot exist without air or
some other physic.'li medium to support them. Communica
tion by flashlight or radio, however, would be entirely feasible.
The ability of light to travel through empty space was
once a great mystery. The idea that light, or any other kind
of radiation, could move as a wave through nothing at all
seemed to violate common sense, yet it is now a cornerstone
of modern physics.

I nteractions Between Charged Particles
Th understand more about the nature of light, consider for a
moment an electrically charged particle, such as an electron
or a proton. Like mass, electrical charge is a fundamental
property of matter. Electrons and protons are elementary
particles-abuilding blocks" of atoms and all matter-that
carry the basic unit of charge. Electrons are said to carry a
negative charge, whereas protons carry an equal and oppo
site positive charge.
Just as a massive object e.xerts a gravitational force on
every other massive body, an electrically charged particle
exerts an electrical force on every other charged particle in the
universe. co (Sec. 2.7) The buildup of electrical charge (a net
excess of positive over negative, or vice versa) is what causes
"static cling" on your clothes when you take them out of a hot
clothes dryer; it also causes the shock you sometimes feel
when you touch a metal door frame on a particularly dry day.
Unlike the gravitational force, which is always attrac
tive, electrical forces can be either attractive or repulsive. As
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illustrated in Figure 3.5(.1), particles with like charges (i.e.,
both negative or both positive-for example, two electrons
or two protons) repel one another. Particles with unlike
cl1arges (i.e., having opposite signs-an electron and a pro
ton, say) attract.
How is the electrical force transmitted through space?
Extending outward in all directions from any charged parti
cle is an electric field, which determines the electrical force
exerted by the particle on all other charged particles in the
lU1iverse (Figure 3.Sb ) . The strength of the electric field,
like the strength of the gravitational field, decreases with
increasing distance from the charge according to an inverse
square law. By means of the electric field, the particle's pres
ence is "felt" by all other charged particles, near and far.
Now, suppose our particle begins to vibrate, perhaps be
c.1llSe it becomes he.1ted or collides with some other particle.

(a)

Electric
field lines

�t/
/ r'�

-�
(b)

(c)

�

Field line

Jo

Distant
charge

Stationary
charge

Vibrating
charge

... FI G URE 1.5

Charged Particles

Wave

(al Particles carrying like electrical

charges repel one another, whereas particles with unlike charges
attract. (b) A charged particle is surrounded by an electric field, which

determines the particle's influence on other charged particles. We
represent the field by a series of field lines. (c) If a charged partide
begins to vibrate, its electric field changes. The resulting disturbance
travels through space as a wave, eventu al ly interacting with distant
charged particles.
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Its changing position causes its associated electric field to
change, and this changing field in tum causes the electrical
force exerted on other charges to vary (Figure 3.5c). If we
measure the change in the force on these other charges, we
learn about our original particle. Thus, information about the
particle's state of motion is transmitted through space via a
changing electric field. This disturbance in the particle's elec
tric field travels through space as a wave.

Electromagnetic Waves
The laws of physics tell us that a magnetic field must ac
company every changing electric field. Magnetic fields gov
ern the influence of magnetized objects on one another,
much as electric fields govern interactions among charged
particles. The fact that a compass needle always points to
magnetic north is the result of the interaction between the
magnetized needle and Earth's magnetic field (Figure 3.6).
Magnetic fields also exert forces on moving electric charges
(i.e., electric currents)--electric meters and motors rely on
this basic fact. Conversely, moving charges create magnetic
fields (electromagnets are a familiar example). In short, elec
tric and magnetic fields are inextricably linked to one an
other: A change in either one necessarily creates the other.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, the disturbance pro
duced by the moving charge in Figure 3.5( c) actually consists
of vibrating electric and magnetic fields, moving together
through space. Furthermore, as shown in the diagram, these
fields are always oriented perpwdicula r to one another and
to the direction in which the wave is traveling. The fields do
not exist as independent entities; rather, they are different
aspects of a single physical phenomenon: electromagnetism.
Together, they constitute an electro
magnetic wave that carries energy and Direction
of wave
information from one part of the unimotion
verse to another.
Now consider a real cosmic ob
ject--a star, say. When some of its
charged contents move around, their
electric fields change, and we can detect
that change. The resulting electromagnetic
ripples propagate (travel) outward as waves
W<l�e.e
ngth
through space, requiring no material medium in
which to move. Small charged particles, either in our eyes or
in our experimental equipment, eventually respond to the
electromagnetic field changes by vibrating in tune with
the radiation that is received. This response is how we detect
the radiation--how we see.
How quickly is one charge influenced by the change in
the electromagnetic field when another charge begins to
move? This is an important question because it is equivalent
to asking how fast an electromagnetic wave travels. Does it
propagate at some measurable speed, or is it instantaneous?
Both theory and experiment tell us that all electromagnetic

'" FIGURE 3.6 Magnetism
magnetic compass needle,

Earth's magnetic field interacts with a

caus n

i g the needle to become al igned with

the geographic North Pole.

the fi eld-t hat is, to point toward Earth's ncrth (magnetic) pole. The
north magnetic pole actually lies at latitude 80' N, longitude 107' W,
some 1140

km from

waves move at a very specific speed-the speed of light
(always denoted by the letter c). Its exact value is 299,792.458
km/s in a vacuum (and somewhat less in material substances
such as air or water). We will rowld this value off to
c 3.00 X l oS km/s, an extremely high speed. In the time
needed to snap your fingers (about a tenth of a second), light
=

Electric
field
vibration

I

Magnetic
field
vibmtion

'" FIGURE 3.7 ElectromagneticWave

Electric and magnetic fields

vibrate perpendicularly to each other. Together they form an
electromagnetic wave that mOlles through space at the speed of light

in the direction perpendicular to both the electric and the magnetic

fields comprising it

SECTION 3.3
can travel three-quarters of the way around our planet! If the

More Precisely 22-1).

currently known laws of physics are correct, then the speed of
light is the fastest speed possible (see

The speed o f light i s very large, but it is still finite. That
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The Electromagnetic
Spectrum

Figure 3.8 plots the entire range of electromagnetic radiation,

is, light does not travel instantaneously from place to place.

illustrating the relationships among the different types of

This fact has some interesting consequences for our study of

electromagnetic radiation listed earlier. Notice that the only

distant objects. It takes time-often lots of time-for light

characteristic distinguishing one from another is wavelength,

to travel through space. The light we see from the nearest

or frequency. To the low-frequency, long-wavelength side of

large galaxy-the Andromeda Galaxy, shown in Figure 3 . 1-

visible light lie

left that object about 2.5 million years ago, around the time
our first human ancestors appeared on planet Earth. We can
know nothing about this galaxy as it exists today. For all we

mdio and infrared radiation. Radio frequencies

include radar, microwave radiation, and the familiar AM, PM,

and TV bands. We perceive infrared radiation as heat. At
higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) are the domains of

know, it may no longer even exist! Only our descendants, 2.5

ultraviolet, X-my, and gamma-ray radiation. Ultraviolet radia

million years into the future, will know whether it exists

tion, lying just beyond the violet end of the visible spectrum,

now. So as we study objects in the cosmos, remember that

is responsible for swltans and slUlburns. TIle shorter-wave

the light we see left those objects long ago. We can never ob

length X rays are perhaps best known for their ability to pene

serve the universe as it is---only as it was.

trate human tissue and reveal the state of our insides without

The Wave Theory of Radiation

radiation. They are often associated with radioactivity and are

resorting to surgery. Gamma rays are the shortest-wavelength

The description presented in this chapter of light and other
forms of radiation as electromagnetic waves traveling through
space is known as the wave theory of radiation. It is a spec

tacularly successful scientific theory, full of explanatory and
predictive power and deep insight into the complex interplay
between light and matter-a cornerstone of modern physics.
Two centuries ago, however, the wave theory stood on

invariably damaging to living cells they encounter.

The Spectrum of Rad i ation

All these spectral regions, including the visible spectrum,

collectively make up the electromagnetic spectrum. Re
member that, despite their greatly differing wavelengths .1lld

the different roles they play in everyday life on Earth, all are

much less solid scientific ground. Before about 1800, scien

basically the same phenomenon, and all move at the same

tists were divided in their opinions about the nature of light.

speed-the speed of light, c.

Some thought that light was a wave phenomenon (although

Figure 3.8 is worth studying carefully, as it contains a

at the time, electromagnetism was unknown), whereas others

great deal of information. Note that wave frequency (in

maintained that light was in reality a stream of particles that

hertz) increases from left to right, and wavelength (in me

moved in straight lines. Given the experimental apparatus

ters) increases from right to left. Scientists often disagree on

Discovery 3-1

available at the time, neither C.1lnp could find conclusive evi

the "correct» way to display wavelengths and frequencies in

discusses

diagrams of this type. In picturing wavelengths and frequen

some wave properties that are of particular importance to

cies, tllis book consistently adheres to the convention that

modern astronomers and describes how their detection in

frequency increases toward the

dence to disprove the other's theory.

experiments using visible light early in the 19th century tilted
the balance of scientific opinion in favor of the wave theory.

But that's not the end of the story. The wave theory, like all

good scientific theories,

can and must continually be tested by

right.

Notice also that the wavelength and frequency scales in
Figure 3.8 do not increase by equal increments of 10. In
stead, successive values marked on the horiwntal axis differ
by factors

of lO----each

is 10 times greater than its neighbor.

experiment and observation. co (Sec. 1 .2) Around the turn of

This type of scale, called a

the 20th century, physicists made a series of discoveries about

science to condense a large range of some quantity into a

the behavior of radiation and matter on very small (atomic)

manageable size. Had we used a linear scale for the wave

scales that simply could not be explained by the "classicalH wave

theory just described. Changes had to be made. As we will see in

logarithmic scale, is often used in

length range shown in the figure, it would have been many
light-years long! Throughout the text, we will often find it

Chapter 4, the modern theory of radiation is actually a hybrid

convenient to use a logarithmic scale to compress a wide

of the once-rival wave and particle views, combining key ele

range of some quantity onto a single, easy-to-view plot.

ments of each in a unified and-for now-undisputed whole.

Figure 3.8 shows that wavelengths extend from the size
of mountains (radio radiation) to the size of an atomic nu

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
V D escri b e the scientific reasoning leading to the conclusion that

light is an electromagnetic wave.

cleus (gamma-ray radiation). The box at the upper right
emphasizes how small the visible portion of the electromag
netic spectrum is. Most objects in the universe emit large
amounts of invisible radiation. Indeed, many of them emit
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The ent i re electromagnetic spectrum.

o WiNes to short-wavelength, high-frequency

only a tiny fraction of their total energy in the visible range.
A wealth of extra knowledge can be gained by studying the
invisible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Th remind you of this important fact and to identify
the region of the electromagnetic spectrum in which a
particular observation was made, we have attached the fol
lowing spectrum icon-an idealized version of the wave
length scale in Figure 3 .8---to every astronomical image
presented in this text R , V v_ x ' c . Hence, we can
tell at a glance from the highlighted "V" that, for example,
Figure 3. 1 (p. 58) is an image made with the use of visible

light, whereas the first image in Pigure 3. 1 1 (p. 69) was
captured in the radio CUR") part of the spectrum. Chapter
5 discusses in more detail how astronomers actually make
such observations, using telescopes and sensitive detectors
tailored to different electromagnetic waves.

Atmospheric Opacity
Only a small fraction of the radiation produced by astro
nomical objects actually reaches Earth's surface, because of
the opacity of our planet's atmosphere. Opacity is the extent

S ECT I O N 3.3
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D I S C O V E RY 3 - 1
The Wave Nature of Rad iation

2

..

Until the early 19th century, debate raged i n scientific circles re
garding the true nature of light. On the one hand, the partide, or

corpuscular, theory, proposed by Isaac Newton, held that light
consisted of tiny particles moving in straight lines. Different col
other hand, the wave theory, championed by the 1 7th-century
Dutch astronomer Christian Huygens, viewed light as a wave
phenomenon, in which color

was

determined by frequency, or

-1
-2

ors were presumed to correspond to different particles. On the

2

Two waves
interfering

Resulting wave
2

..

wavelength. During the first few decades of the 19th century,
growing experin1ental evidence that light displayed two key wave
properties--dijfraction and il1teiferel!ce---<lrgued strongly in favor
of the wave theory.

-1
-2

Actually observed
In the upper frames, the waves have the same wavelength, but
the green one has twice the amplitude in the opposite direction
to the orange one. The net effect is that the two wave motions
interfere with each other, resulting in tlle wave at the right.
This phenomenon is known as destructive il1terferel1ce. When

Fuuy
shadow

Trough
Diffraction

Diffraction

the waves reinforce earn other instead, as in the lower frames,
the effect is called constructive il1terferel1ce.
As with diffraction, interference between waves of visible
Ilght is not noticeable in everyday experience, but it is readily

iferel!ce pattern that results when two identi

measured in the laboratory. The final photograph shows the
characteristic il1te
is the deflection, or "bending," of a wave as it

cal light sources are placed side by side. The light and dark
bands are formed by constructive and destructive interference

passes a corner or moves through a narrow gap. We might expect
that light passing through a sharp-edged hole in a barrier

of the beams from the two sources. This classic experiment,

would produce a sharp shadow, especially if radiation were com

first performed by English physicist Thomas Young arolmd

posed of rays or particles moving in perfectly straight lines. As

1805, was instrumental in establishing the wave nature of

depicted in the first figure, however, doser inspection reveals

radiation.

that the shadow actually has a "fuzzy" edge, as shown in the pho
tograph at the right-the diffraction pattern produced by a
small circular opening.
We are not normally aware of such effects in everyday life,
because diffraction is generally very small for visible light. For
any wave, the amount of diffraction is proportional to the ratio
of the wavelength to the width of the gap. The longer the wave
length or the smaller the gap, the greater is the angle through
which the wave is diffracted. Thus, visible light, with its ex
tremely short wavelengths, shows perceptible diffraction only
when passing through very narrow openings. (The effect is

Both diffraction and interference are predicted by the wave
theory of light. The partide theory did not predict them; in

much more noticeable for sound waves. No one thinks twice

fact, it predicted that they should "at occur. By the 1 830s, ex

about our ability to hear people, even when they are around a

perimenters had reported dear measurements of both phenom

comer and out of our line of sight.)

ena' convincing most scientists that the wave theory was the
proper description of electromagnetic radiation. It would be al

Interference is the ability of two or more waves to rein
force or dinlinish each other. The second figure shows two sets

most a century before the particle description of radiation

of waves moving through the same region of space. The waves

would resurface, but in a radically different form, as we will see
in Chapter 4.

are positioned so that their crests and troughs exactly coincide.
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to which radiation is blocked by the material through which
it is passing-in this case, air. The more opaque an object is,
the less radiation gets through it: Opacity is just the opposite
of transparency. Earth's atmospheric opacity is plotted along
the wavelength and frequency scales at the bottom of Figure
3.8. The extent of shading is proportional to the opacity.
Where the shading is greatest (such as at the X-ray or "far»
infrared regions of the spectrum), no radiation can get in or
out. Where there is no shading at all (in the optical and part
of the radio domain), the atmosphere is almost completely
transparent. In some parts of the spectrum (e.g., the micro
wave band and much of the infrared portion), Earth's atmos
phere is partly transparent, meaning that some, but not a11,
incoming radiation makes it to the surface.
The effect of atmospheric opacity is that there are only a
few spectral windows at well-defined locations in the elec
tromagnetic spectrum where Earth's atmosphere is transpar
ent. In much of the radio domain and in the visible portions
of the spectrum, the opacity is low, and we can study the uni
verse at those wavelengths from growld level. In parts of the
infrared range, the atmosphere is partia11y transparent, so we
can make certain infrared observations from the ground.
Moving to the tops of mountains, above as much of the at
mosphere as possible, improves observations. In the rest of
the spectrum, however, the atmosphere is opaque: Ultraviolet,
X-ray, and gamma-ray observations can be made only from
above the atmosphere, from orbiting satellites.
What causes opacity to vary along the spectrum? Cer
tain atmospheric gases absorb radiation very efficiently at
some wavelengths. For example, water vapor (H20) and
oxygen (�) absorb radio waves having wavelengths less
than about a centimeter, whereas water vapor and carbon
dioxide (C02) are strong absorbers of infrared radiation.
Ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma-ray radiation are completely
blocked by the ozone (03) layer high in Earth's atmosphere
(see Section 7.2). A passing, but unpredictable, source of at
mospheric opacity in the visible part of the spectrum is the
blockage of light by atmospheric clouds.
In addition, the interaction between the Sun's ultraviolet
radiation and the upper atmosphere produces a thin, electri
ca11y conducting layer at an altitude of about 100 km. The
ionosphere, as this layer is known, reflects long-wavelength
radio waves (wavelengths greater than about 1 0 m) as well as
a mirror reflects visible light. In this way, e.1Ctraterrestrial
waves are kept out, and terrestrial wave�ucb as tbose pro
duced by AM radio stations-are kept in. (That's why it is
possible to transmit some radio frequencies beyond the
borizon-the broadcast waves bounce off the ionosphere.)

CONCEPT CHECK
V In what sense are radio waves, visible light, and X rays one and
the same phenomenon?

3.4

Thermal Rad i at i on

All macroscopic objects-fires, ice cubes, people, stars
emit radiation at all times, regardless of their size, shape, or
chemical composition. They radiate mainly because the
microscopic cbarged particles they are made up of are in
constantly varying random motion, and whenever charges
interact ("collide") and change their state of motion, elec
tromagnetic radiation is emitted. The temperature of an
object is a direct measure of the amount of microscopic
motion within it (see More Precisely 3-1) . The hotter the
object-tllat is, the higher its temperature-the faster its
component particles move, the more violent are their colli
sions, and the more energy they radiate.

The B lackbody Spectrum
Intensity is a term often used to specify the amount or
strength of radiation at any point in space. Like frequency
and wavelength, intensity is a basic property of radiation. No
natural object emits all its radiation at just one frequency. In
stead, because particles collide at many different speeds
some gently, others more violently-the energy is genera11y
spread out over a range of frequencies. By studying how the
intensity of iliis radiation is distributed across the electro
magnetic spectrum, we can learn much about the object's
properties.
Figure 3.9 sketches tlle distribution of radiation emitted
by an object. The curve peaks at a single, well-defined fre
quency and falls off to lesser values above and below that
frequency. Note tl13t the curve is not shaped like a symmet
rical bell that declines evenly on either side of the peak. In
stead, the intensity falls off more slowly from the peak to
lower frequencies than it does on the high-frequency side.
This overall shape is characteristic of the tllermal radiation
emitted by any object, regardless of its size, shape, composi
tion, or temperature.
The curve drawn in Figure 3.9(a) is the radiation
distribution curve for a mathematical ideali2ation known as
a b lackbodran object tllat absorbs all radiation fa11ing on
it. In a steady state, a blackbody must reemit the same
amount of energy it absorbs. The blackbody curve shown in
the figure describes the distribution of that reemitted radia
tion. (The curve is also known as the Planck curve, after Max
Planck, tile German pbysicist wbose mathematical analysis
of such thermal emission in 1 900 played a key role in the
development of modern pbysics.)
No real object absorbs and radiates as a perfect black
body. For example, ilie Sun's actual curve of emission is
shown in Figure 3 .9(b). However, in many cases, the black
body curve is a good approximation to reality, and tbe
properties of blackbodies provide important insights into
the behavior of real objects.

S EC T I O N 3.4

Thermal Radiation

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 3 - 1
The Kel vi n Temperatu re Sca le

Thus,

The atoms and molecules that make up any piece of matter are
in constant random motion. This motion represents a foml of
energy known as thermal ""ergy, or, more commonly, heat. The
quantity we call temperature is a direct measure of an object's in
ternal motion: The higher the object's temperature, the faster, on

average, is the random motion of its constituent particles. Note

that the two concepts, though obviously related, are different.
The temperature of a piece of matter specifies the average ther
mal energy of the partides it contains.
Our familiar Fahrenheit temperature scale, like the ardlalc
English system in which length is measured in feet and weigh! in

•

all themlal motion ceases at 0 kelvins (0 K).

•

waterboils at 373 kelvins (373 K).

•

water freezes at 273 kelvins (273 K) .

Note that the unit is kelvi,!S, or K, but not degrees kelvin
(Occasionally, the term degrees absolute is used instead.)

�.:gen

18,000,032

�

10,000,000

�

10,000,273

pounds, is of somewhat dubious value. In fact, the "degree
Fahrenheit" is now a peculiarity of American society. Most of the

world uses the Celsius scale of temperature measurement (also

called the centigrade scale). In the Celsius system, water freezes at

o

degrees (O°C) and boils at
the accompanying figure.

100 degrees

( 100"C), as illustrated in

TIlere are, of course, temperatures below the freezing point

of water. In principle, temperatures can reach as low as -273.1 5"C

Water boils

Water freezes

actually that cold). Known as absolute zero, this is the tempera
ture at whidl, theoretically, all thermal atomic and molecular

lL.

takes absolute zero as its starting point. This scale is called the
from the Celsius scale by 273. 1 5". In this book, we round off the

All thermal

motion stops

-459

decimal places and sinlply use
kelvins

=

degrees Celsius + 273.
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motion ceases. Since no object can have a temperature below that

100
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value, scientists find it convenient to use a temperature scale that
Kelvin. Since it starts at absolute zero, the Kelvin scale differs

32

�

(although we know of no matter anywhere in the universe that is

Kelvin scale, in honor of the 1 9th-century British physicist Lord

212

'" F I G U R E 3.9 Blackbody Curves, Ideal vs. Reality The blackbody, or Planck. curve represents the spread of
the intensi1y of radiation emitted by any object over all possible frequencies. The arrow indicates the frequency of
peak emission, Note the contrast between the clean, "textbook" case (aJ with a real graph (dashed) of the Sun's
emission (b� Abso rpt ion in the atmospheres of the Sun and Earth causes the difference.
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Th e Radiation Laws
The blackbody curve shifts toward higher frequencies
(shorter wavelengths) and greater intensities as an object's
temperature increases. Even so, the shape of the curve re
mains the same. This shifting of radiation's peak frequency
with temperature is familiar to us all: Very hot glowing ob
jects, such as toaster filaments or stars, emit visible light.
Cooler objects, such as warm rocks, household radiators, or
people, produce invisible radiation-warm to the touch, but
not glowing hot to the eye. These latter objects emit most of
their radiation in the lower frequency infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 3.8).
Imagine a piece of metal placed in a hot furnace. At
first, the metal becomes warm, although its visual appear
ance doesn't change. As it heats up, the metal begins to
glow dull red, then orange, brilliant yellow, and finally
white. How do we explain this phenomenon? As illus
trated in Figure 3 . 1 0, when the metal is at room tempera
ture (300 K-see More Precisely 3-1 for a discussion of the
Kelvin temperature scale), it emits only invisible infrared
radiation. As the metal becomes hotter, the peak of its
blackbody curve shifts toward higher frequencies. At 1000 K,
for instance, most of the emitted radiation is still infrared,
but now there is also a small amount of visible (dull red)
radiation being emitted. (Note that the high-frequency
portion of the 1 000 K curve just overlaps the visible re
gion of the graph.)
Visible
spectrum
,..,.....,.
Infrared
Ultraviolet

:w
'"
"

E
i
�

>-

I

10"

I
7000 K
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$
£

10'3

As the temperature continues to rise, the peak of the
metal's blackbody curve moves through the visible spec
trum, from red (the 4000 K curve) through yellow. Eventu
ally, the metal becomes white hot because, when its blackbody
curve peaks in the blue or violet part of the spectrum (the
7000 K curve), the low-frequency tail of the curve extends
through the entire visible spectrum (to the left in the figure),
meaning that substantial amounts of green, yellow, orange,
and red light are also emitted. Together, all these colors com
bine to produce white.
From studies of the precise form of the blackbody
curve, we obtain a very simple connection between the wave
length at which most radiation is emitted and the absolute
temperature (i.e., the temperature measured in kelvins)
of the emitting object:
wavelength of peak emission

1000

Wavelength (nm)

100

10

... F I G U R E 3.10 Multiple Blackbody Curve. As an object is heated,
the radiation it emits peaks at higher and higher frequendes Shown
here are curves corresponding to temperatures of 300 K (room
ternperature1 1000 K (beginning to glow dull red), 4000 K (red hot), and
7000 K (white hot).

----

temperature

( ReC<1 ll that the symbol " oc" here just means "is propor
tional to.") This relationship is called Wien's law, after
Wilhelm Wien, the German scientist who formulated it
in 1897.
Simply put, Wien's law tells us that the hotter the
object, the bluer is its radiation. For example, an object
with a temperature of 6000 K emits most of its energy in
the visible part of the spectrum, with a peak wavelength
of 480 nm. At 600 K, the object's emission would peak
at a wavelength of 4800 nm, well into the infrared por
tion of the spectrum. At a temperature of 60,000 K, the
peak would move all the way through the visible spectrum
to a wavelength of 48 nm, in the ultraviolet range (see
Figure 3. 1 1 ) .
It is also a matter of everyday e.xperience that, as the
temperature of an object increases, the total amount of
energy it radiates (swnmed over all frequencies) increases
rapidly. For example, the heat given off by an electric heater
increases very sharply as it warms up and begins to emit
visible light. Careful experimentation leads to the conclu
sion that the total amount of energy radiated per unit time
is actually proportional to the fourth power of the object's
temperature:

total energy emission
Frequency (Hz)

oc

oc

temperature4.

This relation is called Stefan's law, after the 1 9th-century
Austrian physicist Josef Stef31l. From the form of Stefan's
law, we can see that the energy emitted by a body rises dra
matically as its temperature increases. Doubling the temper
ature causes the total energy radiated to increase by a factor
of 24
16; tripling the temperature increases the emission
by 34
8 1 , and so on.
The radiation laws are presented in more detail in More
=

=

Precisely 3-2.

S ECTION 3.4
Visible spectrum
'"

Infrared

(,;;i Comparison of blackbody

Q
e

-.../ curves of four cosmic objects.
The frequencies and
wav elengths corresponding to
peak emission are marked.
(a) A cool, dark galactic gas cloud called
Barnard 68. At a temperature of 60 K, it
emits mostly radio radiation, shown
here as ov erlaid contours. (b) A dim,
young star (shown white in the inset
photograph) called Herbig+Jaro 46. The
star's atmosphere, at 600 K, radiates
mainly in the infrared. (c) The Sun's
surface, at appr(»(imately 6000 K, is
brighte.st in the v i si b le region of
electromagnetic s pectru m. (d) Some
very hot, bright star.; in a cluster
called Messier 2, as observed by an
orbiting space telescope above Earth's
atmosphere. At a temperatu re of
60,000 K, these stars radiate strongly in
the ultraviolet. In all cases, application
of the radiation laws allows
amonomer.; to probe the properties
of otherwise inaccessible objects.
(ESO; AURA; SST; GALBO

(a)
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Frequency = 6 2 x 1 0'3Hz
Wavelength = 4.8 �m

(b)
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� Interactive F I G U R E 3.11
Astronomical Thermometer

Ultraviolet

Frequency = 6.2 x 1 0'2Hz
Wavelength = 48 ILm
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CHAPTER 3

Radiation

Astronomica l Applications
No known natural terrestrial objects reach temperatures
high enough to emit very high frequency radiation. Only
human-made thermonuclear explosions are hot enough for
their spectra to peak in the X-ray or gamma-ray range.
(Most human inventions that produce short-wavelength,

high-frequency radiation, such as X-ray machines, are de
signed to emit only a specific range of wavelengths and do
not operate at high temperatures. They are said to produce a
nonthermal spectrum of radiation.) Many extraterrestrial
objects, however, do emit large amounts of ultraviolet, X-ray,
and even gamma-ray radiation.

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 3 - 2
More A bout the Rad i ation Laws

AI;

mentioned in Section 3.4, Wiet,'s law relates the temperature
T of an object to the wavelength Am", at which the object emits
the most radiation. (The Greek letter A-lambda-is conven
tionally used to denote wavelength.) Mathematically, ifwe meas
ure T in kelvins and A""" in millimeters, we can determine the
constant of proportionaliry in the relation presented in the text,
to find that
Amax

2.9 mm
T

.
= -_

We could also convert Wien's law into an equivalent statement
about frequency f, using the relation f = dA (see Section 3.1),
where c is the speed of light, but the law is most commonly
stated in terms of wavelength and is probably easier to remem
ber that way.

EXAMPLE 1 For a blackbody with the same temperature T as
the surface of the Sun (""6000 K), the wavelength of maximum
intensity is Amax = (2.9/6000) nun, or 480 nm, corresponding
to the yellow-green part of the visible spectrum. A cooler star
with a temperature of T = 3000 K has a peak wavelength of
Amax = (2.9/3000 ) mm "" 970 nm, just beyond the red end of
the visible spectrwll, in the near infrared. The blackbody curve
of a hotter star with a temperamre of 12,000 K peaks at 242 run,
in the near ultraviolet, and so on.
In fact, this application-simply looking at the spectrum
and determining where it peaks---is an important way of esti
mating the temperamre of planets, stars, and other objects
throughout the universe and will be used extensively throughout
the text.
We can also give Srefan's law a more precise mathematical
fonnulation. With T measured in kelvins, the total anlOunt of
energy emitted per square meter of the body's surface per sec
ond (a quantiry known as the energy fillX F ) is given by

/ I�
F = IJ r.

Energy per

unit area

Temperature
to the fourth
power

Constant

This equation is usually referred to as the Stefan-Boltzmann
equation. Stefan's student, Ludwig Boltzmann, was an Austrian
physidst who played a central role in the development of the laws
of thermodynamics during the late 19th and early 20th centuries .
The constant cr (the Greek letter sigma) is known as the Stefan
Boltzmann constant.
TI,e SI unit of energy is the j01l1e 0). Probably more familiar
is the closely related unit called the watt (W), which measures
power-the rate at which energy is emitted or expended by an
object. One watt is the emission of 1 J per second. For example, a
100-W lightbulb emits energy (mostly in the form of infrared and
visible light) at a rate of 100 Jls. In SI units, the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant has the value cr = 5.67 X 10-1\ W/m2 . K4.

EXAMPLE 2 Notice just how rapidly the energy flux increases
with increasing temperature. A piece of metal in a furnace, when
at a temperature of T = 3000 K, radiates energy at a rate
of crT4 X (I em)2 = 5.67 X 10-1\ W/m2 . K' X ( 3000 K)4 X
(0.0 I m)2 = 460 W for every square centimeter of its surface
area. Doubling this temperature to 6000 K (so that the metal
becomes yellow hot, by Wien's law), the surface temperature of
the Sun, increases the energy emitted by a factor of 16 (four
"doublings"), to 7.3 kt10watts (7300 W) per square centimeter.
Finally, note that Stefan's law relates to energy emitted per .mit
area. The flame of a blowtorch is considerably hotter than a bonfire,
but the bonfire emits far more energy in total because it is much
larger. Thus, in computing the total energy emitted from a hot ob
ject, both the object's temperature and its surface area must be
taken into account. This fuct is of great import.ulce in determining
the "energy budget" of planets and stars, as we will see in later chap
ters. The next example illustrates the point in the case ofthe SUllo

E.XAMPLE 3 TI,e Sun's temperature is approximately T

=

5800 K. (The earlier example used a rOllUded-off version of

this number.) Thus, by Stefan's law, each square meter of the
Sun's surface radiates energy at a rate of crT 4 = 6.4 X 107 W
(64 megawatts). By measuring the SW1'S angular size and know
ing its distance, we can employ simple geometry to determine
the solar radius. co (Sees. 1 .6, 2.6) The answer is R =
700,000 km, or 7 X lOB m, allowing us to calculate the Sun's
total surface area as 4TrJil = 6.2 X 1018 m2. Multiplying by the
energy emitted per wlit ar"'l, we find that the Sun's total energy
emission (or lumil1osity) is 4 X 10 26 W�l remarkable nwnber
that we obtained without ever leaving Earth!

SECTION 3.S
Astronomers often use blackbody curves as thermome
ters to determine the temperatures of distant objects. For
example, an examination of the solar spectrum indicates the
temperature of the Sun's surface. Observations of the radia
tion from the Sun at many frequencies yield a curve shaped
somewhat like that shown in Figure 3.9. The Sun's curve
peaks in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum;
the Sun also emits a lot of infrared and a little ultraviolet
radiation. Using Wien's law, we find that the temperature of
the Sun's surface is approximately 6000 K. (A more precise
measurement, applying Wien's law to the blackbody curve
that best fits the solar spectrum, yields a temperature of
5800 K.)
Other cosmic objects have surfaces very much cooler or
hotter than the Sun's, emitting most of their radiation in
invisible parts of the spectrwn. For example, the relatively
cool surface of a very young star may measure 600 K and
emit mostly infrared radiation. Cooler still is the interstellar
gas cloud from which the star formed; at a temperature of
60 K, such a cloud emits mainly long-wavelength radiation
in the radio and infrared parts of the spectrum. The bright
est stars, by contrast, have surface temperatures as high as
60,000 K and hence emit mostly ultraviolet radiation (see
Figure 3 . 1 1 ) .

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V' Describe, in terms of the radiation laws, how and why the
appearance of an incandescent lightbulb changes as you tum
a dimmer switch to increase its brightness from "off' to
"maximum"

3.5

The Dopp ler Effect

Imagine a rocket ship launched from Earth with enough fuel
to allow it to accelerate to speeds approadung that oflight. As
the ship's speed increased, a remarkable tiling would happen
(Figure 3.1 2). Passengers would notice tllat the light from the
star system toward whim they were traveling seemed to be
getting bluer. In fuct, all stars in front of the ship would appear
bluer tllan normal, and the greater tile ship's speed, the
greater the color change would be. Furthermore, stars behind
the vessel would seem redder than normal, but stars to either
side would be unchanged in appearance. As the spacecraft
slowed down and came to rest relative to Earth, all stars would
resume their usual appearance.
The travelers would have to conclude tllat the stars
had changed their colors, not because of any real change
in their physical properties, but because of the spacecraft's
own motion. This motion-induced change in the observed
frequency of a wave is known as the Doppler effect, in
honor of Christian Doppler, the 1 9th-century Austrian
physicist who first explained it in 1 842. This phenomenon
is not restricted to electromagnetic radiation and fast-moving
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A F I G URE 3.12 High-Speed Ob'Qrvers Observers in a fast-moving
spacecraft see the stars ahead of them bluer than normal, while those
behind are reddened. The stars have not actually changed their
properties-the color changes result from the observers' motion
relative to the stars.

spacecraft. Waiting at a railroad crossing for an express
train to pass, most of us have had the experience of hear
ing the pitch of a train whistle change from high shrill
(high frequency, short wavelength) to low blare (low fre
quency, long wavelength) as the train approaches and then
recedes. The explanation is basically the same. Applied to
cosmic sources of electromagnetic radiation, the Doppler
effect has become one of the most important measure
ment techniques in all of modern astronomy. Here's how
it works.
Imagine a wave moving from the place where it is cre
ated toward an observer who is not moving with respect to
the source of the wave, as shown in Figure 3. 1 3(a) . By noting
the distances between successive crests, the observer can
determine the wavelengtlJ of the emitted wave. Now suppose
that not just the wave, but the souree of the wave, also is
moving. As illustrated in Figure 3 . 1 3(b), because the source
moves between rue times of emission of one crest and the next,
successive crests in the direction of motion of rue source will
be seen to be closer together than normal, whereas crests be
hind tile source will be more widely spaced. An observer in
front of the source will therefore measure a shorter wave
length than normal, whereas one behind will see a longer
wavelength. The numbers indicate (a) successive crests emit
ted by the source and (b) the location of the source at the
instant each crest was emitted.
The greater the relative speed between source and ob
server, the greater is the observed shift. . If the other veloci
ties involved are not too large compared witll the wave
speed-less than a few percent, say-we <:'1n write down a
particularly simple formula for what the observer sees. In
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� Interactive F IGURE 3.13
Doppler Effect

�j (a)WiNe motion from

w-/ a source toward an
observer at rest with
respect to the source.
� The four numbered
drcles represent successive
WiNe crests emitted � the
source. At the instant shown,
the fifth crest is just about to
be emitted As seen by the
observer, the source is not
moving. so the WiNe crests are
just concentric spheres (shown
here as circles). (b) WiNes from
a mOling source tend to "pile
up· in the direction of motion
and be "stretched out" on the
other side. (The numbered
points indicate the location of
the source at the instant each
WiNe crest was emitted.) As a
result, an observer situated
in front of the source measures
a shorter-than-normal
wiNelength-a blueshift-while
an observer behind the source
sees a redshift. In this diagram,
the source is shown in motion.
However, the same general
statements hold whenever
there is any relative motion
between source and observer,
allowing astronomers to probe
the motions of distant objects.

e

terms of the net velocity of recession between source and
observer, the apparent wavelength and frequency (measured
by the observer) are related to the true quantities (emitted by
the source) as follows:
apparent wavelength

true frequency

true wavelength

apparent frequency
1 +

recession velocity
wave speed

'

The recession velocity measures the rate at which the dis
tance between the source and the observer is changing. A
positive recession velocity means that the two are moving
apart; a negative velocity means that they are approaching.
The wave speed is the speed of light, C, in the case of
electromagnetic radiation. For most of this text, the assump
tion that the recession velocity is small compared to the
speed of light will be a good one. Only when we discuss the
properties of black holes (Chapter 22) and the structure of

the universe on the largest scales (Chapters 25 and 26) will
we have to reconsider this formula.
Note that in Figure 3 . 1 3 the source is shown in motion
(as in our train analogy), whereas in our earlier spaceship
example ( Figure 3 . 1 2) the observers were in motion. For
electromagnetic radiation, the result is the same in either
case-only the relative motion between source and ob
server matters. Note also that only motion along the line
joining source and observer-known as radial motion
appears in the foregoing equation. Motion that is
trarlsver:se (perpendicular) to the line of sight has no signif
icant effect. * Notice, incidentally, that the Doppler effect
depends only on the relative motion between source and
:.fIn fact, Eirlstein5 tl,eory of relativity (see Chapter 22) implies that wilen the
transverse velocity is comparable to the speed o/light, a change il1 wavelength,
called ,1Ie. trat151>'e.�e Doppler shift, does occur. For most t.errestrial a"d astro
'IOmical applications, h0111ever, this shift. is negligibly small, and we wiU igtlore
it he.re..

SECTION 3.5
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 3 - 3
Measu ri n g Vel ocities with
the Doppler Effect

Astronomers can use the Doppler effect to find the line-of
sight speed of any cosmic object sinlply by measuring the extent

Because the speed of light, c, is so large-300,000 km/s--the

Doppler effect is extremely small for everyday terrestrial veloci

ties. For example, consider a source receding from the observer

at Earth's orbital speed of 30 Ian/s, a velocity much greater than

any encmUltered

in

day-to-day life. Using the formula in the

text, we find that the shift in wavelength of a beam of blue light

would be just

to which its light is redshifted or blueshifted. To see how, let's use

a simple example.
Suppose that the beam of blue light just men 

EXAMPLE

tioned is observed to have a wavelength of 401 n m, instead of
the 400 nm with which it was emitted. (Let's defer until the
next chapter the question of

how an observer might know the

wavelength of the emitted light.) Using the earlier equation,
rewritten as

change in wavelength

recession velocity

true wavelength

wave speed
30 km/s
300,000 km/s

=

recession velocity

change in wavelength

wave speed, c

true wavelength

0.01 percent.

That is, the wavelength would lengthen from 400 nm to 400.04
nm---a very small change indeed, and one that the human eye
cannot distinguish. However, it js easily detectable with modern
instrunlents.

1 nm

= --

400 nm

=

0.0025,

the observer could calculate the source's recession velocity to be
0.0025 times 300,000 km/s, or 750 Ian/s.
The basic r"'1soning is sinlple, but very powerful . The mo
tions of nearby stars and distant gala xies--even the expansion of
the universe itself-have all been measured in this way.
Motorists stopped for speeding on the highway have

ex

perienced another, much more down-to-earth application:
As illustrated in the accompanying figure, police radar
measures speed by means of the Doppler effect, as do the
radar guns used to clock the velocity of a pitcher's fustball
or a tennis player's serve. As shown in the illustration, the
reflected radiation (blue crests) from the oncoming car is
shifted to shorter wavelengths by an anlOunt proportional to
the car's speed. Gotcha!

observer; it does not depend on the distance between them
in any way.
A wave meaSltred by an observer situated in front of a
moving source is said to be blueshifted, because blue light has
a shorter wavelength than red light. Similarly, an observer
situated behind the source will measure a longer-than-normal
wavelength-the radiation is said to be redshifted. This ter
minology is used even for invisible radiation, for which "red»
and "blue» have no meaning. Any shift toward shorter wave
lengths is called a blueshift, and any shift toward longer
wavelengths is c..Uled a redshift. For example, ultraviolet radi
ation might be blueshifted into the X-ray part of the spec
trwn or redshifted into the visible; infrared radiation could
be redshifted into the microwave range, and so on. More
Precisely 3-3 describes how the Doppler effect is used in prac
tice to measure velocities in astronomy.

In practice, it is hard to measure the Doppler shift of an
entire blackbody curve, simply because it is spread over
many wavelengths, making small shifts hard to determine
with any accuracy. However, if the radiation is more nar
rowly defined and takes up just a narrow "sliver» of the spec
trum, then precise measurements of Doppler effect can be
made. We will see in the next chapter that in many circum
stances this is precisely what does happen, making the
Doppler effect one of the observational astronomer's most
powerful tools.
CONCEPT CHECK
tI' Astronomers observe two stars orbiting one another. How
might the Doppler effect be useful in determining the masses of
the stars?
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Radiation

S U M M A RY
Visible light (p. 58) is a particular

type of electromagnetic ra di.,tion (p.

58) and travels through space in the

foml of a wave (p. 58). A wave is char

��
"""':::-

�

....,_ _

0_

acterized by its period (p. 59), the length of time taken for one
complete cycle; its wavelength (p. 59), the distance between suc

cessive wave crests; and its amplitude (p. 59), which measures the
size of the disturbance associated with the wave. A wave's

frequency (p. 59) is the reciprocal of the period-it COWlts the
number of wave crests that pass a given point in one second.

2 Electrons (p. 6 1 ) alld protons (p. 6 1 )

are elementary particles that carry equal

(p.63) consists of (in order of increasing frequency) rad io waves,
infrared radiation, visible light, nltraviolet radiation, X rays, and
gamma rays {p. 58}. Only raelio waves, some infrared wavelengths,
and visible light can penetrate the atmosphere alld reach the
ground from space.

4

which its constituent particles move.
The intensity of radiation of different
frequencies emitted by a hot object

�

has

a

characteristic

5

Wien's law (p. 68) teUs us that the

an electric field (p. 6 1 ) that detemlines

wavelength at which the object radiates

the force the object exerts on other

most of its energy is inversely propor

charged objects. When a charged particle

tional to the tenlperature of the object.

moves, information about its motion is

Measuring that peak wavelength tells

_,

the partide's eIlanging electric and mag
netic fields. According to the wave theory of radiation (p. 63), the in
formation travels through space in the form of a wave at the speed of

light (p. 62). Because both electric alld magnetic fields (p. 62) are in
volved, the phenomenon is known as electromagnetism (p. 62).
Diffraction (p. 65) alld interference (p. 65) are properties of radiation that nlark it as a wave phenonlenon.

.=- -::!:

fracted, as it passes through a prism. Different frequencies of light within the
so the

bean)

is split up into its compo-

nent colors-the visible spectrum. The
color of visible light is sinlply a measure

f

of energy radiated is proportional to
the fourth power of the temperature.

6

Our perception of the wavelength

of a beam of light can be altered by
our velocity relative to the source.
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observed frequency of a wave is called

"

_ . ___

:!

of its wavelength-red light has a longer
wavelength than blue light. The entire electromagnetic spectrum

.�

us the object's temperature. Stefun's
law (p. 68) states that the total amoWlt

"

i"
,

This motion-induced change in the

A beam of white light is bent, or re-

beam are refracted by different amowlts,

--

elistribution,

temperature.

trically cIlarged object is surrounded by

3

/\
L

called a blackbody curve (p. 66), that depends only on the object's

and opposite electrical eIlarges. Any elec

transmitted throughout the universe by

f

The temperature (p. 66) of an

object is a measure of the speed with

the Doppler effect (p. 71). Any net
motion away frOlll the source causes a

redshift-a shift to lo,"",r frequencies--

,
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in the received bealn. Motion toward

the source causes a blueshift. The extent of the shift is directly pro
portional to the observer's recession velocity relative to the source,
providing a way to measure the velocity of a distant object by observing the raeliation it emits .

.
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Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.
2.

What is a wave?
Define the following wave properties: period, wavelength,

5. POS What's so special about c?
6. Name the colors that combine to make white light. What is

amplitude, 3lld frequency.

it about the various colors that causes us to perceive them

3.

What is the relationship between wavelength, wave frequency,

differently?

4.

What is diffraction, and how does it relate to the behavior of

and wave velocity?
light as a wave ?

7. What effect does a positive eIlarge have on a nearby negatively
charged particle?

Chapter Review 75
8.

Compare and contrast the gravitational force with the electric

9.

Describe the way in which light leaves a star, travels through

the vacuum of space, and finally is seen by someone on Earth.

10.

Why is light referred to as an electromagnetic wave?

11.

What do radio waves, infrared radiation, visible light, ultravi

olet radiation, X rays, and gamma rays have in common?
12.

11

16. In terms

of its blackbody curve, describe what happens as a

red-hot glowing coal cools.

17. What is the D oppler effect, and how does it alter the way in
which we perceive radiation!

18. How do astronomers use the Doppler effect to determine the
velocities of astronomical objects?

How do they differ?

In what regions of the electromagnetic spectrum is the at
mosphere transparent enough to allow observations from the
g round?
What is a blackbody? What are the main characteristics of the

radiation it emits?

14. P�S

1 5. What does Stefan's law tell us about the radiation emitted by
a blackbody!

force.

What does Wien's law reveal about stars in the sky?

19. A source of radiation and an observe r are traveling through
space at precis ely the same veloc ity, as seen by a second ob
server. Would you expect the first observer to measure a
Doppler shift in the light received from the source?

20. P�S If Earth were completely blanketed with douds and we
couldn't see the sky, could we learn about the realm beyond
the clouds! What forms of radiation might be received?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. C omp ared with ultraviolet radiation, infra red radiation has
a gre ater (a) wavele ngth ; (b) a mplit ude; (e) frequ en cy;
(d) energy.

2.

Compared with red light, blue wavele ngths of visible light

travel (a) faster; (b) slower; (e) at the same speed.

3. An electron that collides with

an atom will

(a) cease to have

an electric field; (b) p roduce an electroma gne tic wave;

(e) Change its electric cha rge; (d) become magnetized.

4. VIS According to Figure 3.8 ("Electromagnetic Spectrwn" ) ,
the wavelength of green light is about the size of (a) an atom;
(b) a bacterium; (e) a fingernail; (d) a skyscraper.
5. An X-ray telescope
well because of (a)

located in Antarctica would not work

the extreme cold; (b) the ozone hole;
(e) continuous daylight; (d) E arth's atmosphere.

6. VIS In Figure 3.10 (" Multiple Blackbody Curves"), an object
at WOO K emits mostly (a) infrared light; (b) red light;
(e) multiple green light; (d) blue light.

7. Ac cording to Wien's law, the hottest stars also have (a) the

longest peak wave length; (b) the shortest peak wavelength;
(e) maximwn emission in th e infrared region of the spec
trum; (d) the largest diameters.

8. Stefa n's law says that if the Stm's temperature were to double,
its energy e miss ion would (a) become half its present value;
(b) double; (e) increase four times; (d) increase 16 times.

9. A star much cooler than the Sun would appear (a) red;
(b) blue; (e) smaller; (d) la rger.
10. TI,e blackbody curve of a star moving toward Earth would have
its peak s hifted (a) to a higher intensity; (b) toward high er
energies; (e) toward longer wavelengths; (d) to a lower intensity.

P RO B L E M S
TI,e ,wmber ofdots precedi,'g eacll Problem i"dicates its approximate level of difficulty.
1. • A sound wave moving through water has a frequency of 256
Hz and a wavele ngth of 5.77 m. What is the speed of sOlmd in
water?

2. •

What is the wavelength of

a 100-MHz ("PM 1 00") radio

signal?
1 • Estimate the frequency of all electromagnetic wave having a
wavelength equal to the size of the period at the end of this
sentence . In what part of the electromagnetic spectrum
would such a wave lie?

4. •

Normal human body temperature is about 37°C. What is

this temperature in kelvins? What is the peak wavelength

emitted by a person with this temperature? In what part of
the spectrum does this lie?

5. ••

Estimate the total amowlt of energy you ra diate to your
surroundi ngs.

6. • Two othen�ise identical bodies have temperatures of 300 K and
1 500 K, respectively. Which one radiates more energy, and by
what factor does its emission exceed the emission of the other?

7. • The Sun has a temperature of 5800 K, and its blackbody
emission peaks at a wavelength of approximately 500 nm. AI
what wavelength does a protostar with a temperature of 1000 K
radiate most strongly!

8. • Radiation from the nearby star Alpha Centauri is observed
to be reduced in wavelength (after correction for Earth's or
bital motion) by a factor of 0.99993 3. What is the recession
velocity ofAlpha Centauri relative to the Sun?

9. • At what velocity alld in what direction would a sp acecraft
have to be moving for a radio station on Earth transmitting at
100 MHz to be p icked up by a radio tillled to 99.9 MHz?

10. ••• Imagine that you are observing a spacecraft moving in a
circular orbit of radius 100,000 kIll arowld a distant planet.
You happen to be located in the plane of the spacecraft's orbit.
You find that the spacecraft's radio signal varies periodically in
wavelength between 2.99964 m and

3.00036 m. Assuming tlm

the radio is broadcasting normally, at a constant wavelength,

what is the lllass of the plallet?

SPECTRO COpy
T H E I N N ER WORKI N G S O F ATOMS

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
�
4
5
6
7

Describe the characteristics of continuous,
emission, and absorption spectra and the
conditions under which each is produced.

he wave description of radiation allowed 19th
century astronomers to begin to decipher the informa
tion reaching Earth from the cosmos in the form of vis
ible and invisible light. However, early in the 20th
century, it became clear that the wave theory of electro

Explain the relation between emission and
absorption lines and what we can learn
from those lines.

magnetic phenomena was incomplete-some aspects of

Specify the basic components of the atom
and describe our modem conception of its
structure.

terms. When radiation interacts with matter on atomic

Discuss the observations that led scientists
to conclude that l ight has particle as well
as wave properties.

jerky, discontinuous way-in fact, as a particle. With

Explain how electron transitions within
atoms produce unique emission and absorp
tion features in the spectra of those atoms.

light simply could not be explained in purely wave

scales, it does so not as a continuous wave, but in a

this discovery, scientists quickly realized that atoms, too,
must behave in a discontinuous way, and the stage was
set for a scientific revolution-quantum mechanicy

Describe the general features of spectra
produced by molecules.

that has affected virtually every area of modern life.

List and explain the kinds of information
that can be obtained by analyzing the spec
tra of astronomical objects.

techniques that enable researchers to determine the na

Spectroscopy is a powerful
THE BIG observational technique enabling
PICTURE scientists to infer the nature of matter
by the way it emits or absorbs radiation.
Not only can spectroscopy reveal the chemical
composition of distant stars, but it can also pro
vide a wealth of information about the origin,
evolution, and destiny of stars in the universe.
.......
Maste nngAS
-..;;; TRON0MY
.

.

The collection of observational and theoretical

ture of distant atoms by the way they emit and absorb
radiation is called spectroscopy. It is the indispensable
foundation of modern astrophysics.

LEFT: The beautiful visible spectrum of the sUr Procyon is shown here
from red to blue, n
i terrupted by huncfeds of dark lines caused by the
absorption of light in the hot stars cooler otmosphere. The whole spectrum
is normally 6 meters (20 feet) aaoss, but to display it on a single page the
full spectrum is cut into dozens of horizontal segments and stacked
vertically. (NOAa/AURA)

Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.rom for qulzzes.
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�lded tutorlal�
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C HAPTER 4

Spectroscopy

S pectral Lines

In Chapter 3, we saw something of how astronomers can
analyze electromagnetic radiation received from space to
obtain information about distant objects. A vital step in this
process is the formation of a spectrurn-a splitting of the in
coming radiation into its component wavelengths. But in
reality, no cosmic object emits a perfect blackbody spectrum
like those discussed earlier. = (Sec 3.4) All spectra deviate
from this idealized form-some by only a little, others by a
lot. Far from invalidating our earlier studies, however, these
deviations contain a wealth of detailed information about
physical conditions within the source of the radiation. Be
cause spectra are so important, let's examine how as
tronomers obtain and interpret them.
Radiation can be analyzed with an instrument known as
a spectroscope. In its most basic form, this device consists
of an opaque barrier with a slit in it (to define a beam of
light), a prism (to split the beam into its component colors),
and an eyepiece or screen (to allow the user to view the re
sulting spectrum). Figure 4.1 shows such an arrangement.
The research instruments called spectrographs. or spectrom
eters, used by professional astronomers are rather more
complex, consisting of a telescope (to capture the radiation),
a dispersing device (to spread the radiation out into a spec
trum), and a detector (to record the result). Despite their
greater sophistication, their basic operation is conceptually
similar to the simple spectroscope shown in the figure.
In many large instrwnents, the prism is replaced by a de
vice called a diffraction grating. consisting of a sheet of trans
parent material with nwnerous closely spaced parallel lines
ruled on it. The spacing between the lines is typically a few mi
crons ( 10-6 m), comparable to the wavelength of visible light.
The spaces act as many tiny openings, and light is diffracted as
it passes through the grating (or is reflected from it, depending
on the design of the device). = (Discovery 3-1) Because dif
ferent wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation are diffract.ed
by different amounts on encountering the grating, the effect is

to split a beam of light into its component colors. You are
probably more familiar with diffraction gratings than you
think-the "rainbow" of colors seen in light reflected from a
compact disk is the result of precisely this process.

Emiss ion Lines

The spectra we encountered in Chapter 3 are examples of
continuous spectra. A lightbulb, for example, emits radia
tion of all wavelengths (mostly in the visible range), with an
intensity distribution that is well described by the blackbody
curve corresponding to the bulb's temperature. <:0 (Sec.
3.4) Viewed through a spectroscope, the spectrum of the
light from the bulb would show the familiar rainbow of col
ors, from red to violet, witllout interruption, as presented in
Figure 4.2(a).
Not all spectra are continuous, however. For instance, if
we took a glass jar containing pure hydrogen gas and passed
an electrical discharge through it (a little like a lightning bolt
arcing through Earth's atmosphere), the gas would begin to
glow-tllat is, it would emit radiation. If we were to examine
that radiation with our spectroscope, we would find that its
spectrwn consists of only a few bright lines on an otherwise
dark background, quite unlike the continuous spectrum de
scribed for the incandescent lightbulb. Figure 4.2(b) shows
the experimental arrangement and its result schematically.
(A more detailed rendering of the spectrum of hydrogen ap
pears in the top panel of Figure 4.3.) Note that the light pro
duced by the hydrogen in this experiment does not consist of
all possible colors, but instead includes only a few narrow,
well-defined emission lines--thin "slices" of the continuous
spectrwn. The black background represents all the wave
lengths not emitted by hydrogen.
After some experimentation, we would also find that,
although we could alter the intensity of the lines--for e.'Glm
pIe, by changing the amount of hydrogen in the jar or the
strength of the electrical discharge-we could not alter their
color (in other words, their frequency or wavelength). The
pattern of spectral emission lines
shown is a property of the element
All red light from
s I it focLlSed here
hydrogen. Whenever we perform
this experiment, the same charac
teristic colors result.
By the early 19th century, sci
entists had carried out similar experiments on many different gases .
Lens

""

... F IGURE 4.1 Spectroscope

Diagram of a simple

spectroscope. A thin slit in the barrier at the left allows a narrow

is
its component cotors. A lens then focuses the tight into a

beam of light to pass. The light continues through a prism and

Ughtsource
(hot bulb)

Lens

split into

sharp image that is either projected onto a screen, as shown here, or
analyzed as it strikes a detector.

S E CT I O N 4 .1
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� Interactive FIGURE 4.2 Continuous
and Emission Spectra When passed

r.;;i through a slit and

split up by a prism, light
w.../ from a source of continuous rad iation
(al gives rise to the familiar rainbow of colors. By
contrast. the light from exdted hydrogen gas
(b) consists of a series of distinct bright spectral
lines called emission lines. (The focusing lenses
ha"e been omitted for clarity-see Section 5.1.)

By vaporizing solids and liquids in a flame,
they extended their inquiries to include
materials that are not normally found in
the gaseous state. Sometimes the pattern
of lines was fairly simple, and sometimes it
was complex, but it was always unique to
that element. Even though the origin of
the lines was not understood, researchers
quickly realized that the lines provided a
one-of-a-kind "fingerprint" of the sub
stance under investigation. They could de
tect the presence of a particular atom or
molecule (a group of atoms held together
by chemical bonds-see Section 4.4) solely
through the study of the light it emitted.
Scientists have accumulated extensive cat
alogs of the specific wavelengths at which
many different hot gases emit radiation.
The particular pattern of light emitted by

Hot bulb
(a)

Heated

hydrogen gas

(b)

Hydrogen

Sodium

Helium

Neon

Mercury

650

600

550

500
Wlvelength (nm)

400

450

In

... FIGURE 4.3 Elemental Emission The emission spectra of some well-kn""'n elements. accordance
with the convention adopted throughout this text, frequency increases to the right Note that wavelengths
shorter than approdmately 400 nm. shown here in shades of purple. are actually in the ultraviolet part of
the spectrum and are not visible to the human eye. (Wabash [nstrum.llt Corp.)
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Spectroscopy
The English astronomer William Wollaston first noticed
the solar absorption lines in 1802. They were studied in greater

a gas of a given chemical composition is known as the
emission spectrum of the gas. The emission spectra of some

detail about 10 years later by the German physicist Joseph von
Fraunhofer, who measured and cataloged over 600 of them.
They are now referred to collectively as Prm.mhofor lines. Al

common substances are shown in Figure 4.3.

Absorption Lines

though the Sun is by far the easiest st1r to study, and so has the
most extensive set of observed absorption lines, similar lines

When sunlight i s split by a prism, at first glance it appears to
produce a continuous spectrum. However, closer scrutiny

are known to exist in the spectra of all stars.
At around the same time as the solar absorption lines

with a spectroscope shows that the solar spectrum is inter
rupted vertically by a large nwnber of narrow dark lines, as

were discovered, scientists found that such lines could also
be produced in the laboratory by passing a beam of light
from a source that produces a continuous spectrum through

shown in Figure 4.4. We now know that many of these lines
represent wavelengths of light that have been removed (ab
sorbed) by gases present either in the outer layers of the SWl
or in Earth's atmosphere. These gaps in the spectrum are
called absorption lines.

a cool gas, as shown in Figure 4.5. The scientists quickly ob
served an intriguing connection between emission and ab
sorption lines: The absorption lines associated with a given
gas occur at precisely the same wave
lengths as the emission lines pro
duced when the gas is heated.
As an example, consider the ele
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ment sodiwn, whose emission spec
trum appears in Figure 4.6. When
heated to high temperatures, a sample

... FIGURE 4.4 Solar Spectrum This
� visible spectrum ofthe Sun shONs
� hundreds ofvertical dark absorption
lines superimposed on a bright continuous

spectrum. The high-resolution spectrum is
displayed in a series of 48 horizontal

strips stacked vertically; each strip aNer5
a small portion of the entire spectrum

from left to right. The scale e>ct:ends from
long wavelengths (red) at the upper left to
shortwavelengths (blue) at the ICMler right.
Analysis of these absorption lines reveals
the detailed properties of the Sun.

(AURA)

� Interactive FIGURE 4.5
Absorption Spectrum (a) When

�i
w..../

cool gas is placed between a source
of continuous radiation (such as a

hot IIghtbulb) and a detector/screen, the

g
�
c
0
.,

j
-<

�

e

�
Hot bub

resulting color spectrum is crossed by a
series of dark absorption lines. These lines
are formed when the intervening cool gas
absorbs certain wavelengths (colors) from
the original beam of light. The absorption
Cod

US S24.00 I $36.50
ISBN O��b5·01&3S-4

gas
(a)

9 780'65 078356

(b)

lines appear at precisely the same

CAN

rl�11 1

wavelengths as the emission lines that
would be produced if the gas were heated
to high temperatures (see Figure 4.2}

(b) An everyday analogy for any of these
line spectra is a supermarket bar code

that uniquely determines the cost of
some product.
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� Int.. ractiv .. FIGURE 4.6 Sodium
Sp"ctrum (a) The characteristic

�i emissioo lines of sodium. The two

w..../ bright lines in the center appear in
the yellow part ofthe spectrum. (b) The
absorption spectrum of sodium. The two
dark lines appear at exactly the same
wavelengths as the bright lines in the
sodium emission spectrum.

nm

of sodium vapor emits visible light strongly at just two

subsequently reradiated into space---but in all directions, not

wavelengths-589.6 nm and 589.0 nm-Iying in the yellow

just the original direction of the beam. Consequently, when

part of the spectrum. When a continuous spectrum is

the cloud is viewed from the side against an otherwise dark

passed through some relatively cool sodium vapor, two

backgrolUld, a series of fuint emission lines is seen. These

sharp, dark absorption lines appear at precisely the same

lines contain the energy lost by the forward beam. If the gas

wavelengths. The emission and absorption spectra of

was heHted to incandescence, it would produce stronger

sodium are compared in Figure 4.6, clearly showing the rela

emission lines at precisely the same wavelengths.

tion between emission and absorption features.

I dentify i ng Starlight
K i rchhoff's Laws

By the late 19th century, spectroscopists had developed a

The analysis of the ways in which matter emits and absorbs

formidable arsenal of techniques for interpreting ilie radia

One early spectroscopist,

tion received from space. Once astronomers knew iliat spec

observed relationships among the three types of spectra

about identifying the observed lines in the solar spectrum.

continuous, emission line, and absorption line--in 1859. He

Almost all the lines in light from extraterrestrial sources

radiation is called

spectroscopy.

the German physicist Gustav Kirchhoff, summarized the

formulated

three

spectroscopic

rules,

now known

as

tral lines were indicators of memic.11 composition, iliey set

could be attributed to known elements. For example, many

Kirchhoff's laws, governing the formation of spectra:

of the Fraunhofer lines in surilight are associated with the el

1.

coworker Robert Bunsen (of Bunsen burner fame) in 1859.

ement iron, a fact first recognized by Kirchhoff and

A Iwninous solid or liquid, or a sufficiently dense gas,
emits light of all wavelengths and so produces a

2.

3.

continuo liS spectTllm of radiation.

However, some unfamiliar lines also appeared in the solar
spectrum. In 1 868, astronomers realized iliat those lines

A low-density, hot gas emits light whose spectrum con

must correspond to a previously unknown element. It was

emission lines that are charac

given the name helium, after ilie Greek word helios, meaning

sists of a series of bright

teristic of the chemical composition of the gas.

" SUll.» Not wltil 1895, almost three decades after its detec

A cool, thin gas absorbs certain wavelengths from a

tion in sunlight, was helium discovered on Earth! (A labora

continuous spectrum, leaving dark

absorption lines in

their place, superimposed on the continuous spectrum.
Once again, these lines are characteristic of the compo
sition of the intervening gas-tlley occur at precisely
the same wavelengths as the emission lines produced
by that gas at higher temperatures.

tory spectflun of helium is included in Figure 4.3.)
Yet, for all ilie information that 19i1i-century astronomers
could extract from observations of stellar spectra, iliey still
lacked a theory explaining how ilie spectra iliemselves arose.
Despite tlleir sophisticated spectroscopic equipment, iliey
knew scarcely any more about tile physics of stars than did
Galileo or Newton. To understand how spectroscopy can be

Figure 4.7 illustrates Kirchhoff's laws and the relation

used to e.uract detailed information about astronomical ob

ship between absorption and emission lines. Viewed directly,

jects from ilie light tlley emit, we must delve more deeply

the light source, a hot solid (the filament of the bulb), has a

into ilie processes that produce line spectra.

continuous (blackbody) spectrum. When the light source is
viewed through a cloud of cool hydrogen gas, a series of dark
absorption lines appear, superimposed on the spectrwn at
wavelengths characteristic of hydrogen. The lines appeHr be
cause the light at those wavelengths is absorbed by the hydro

gen. As we will see later in this chapter, the absorbed energy is

CONCEPT CHECK
v' What are absorption and emissioo lines, and what do they tell
us about the composition of the gas producing them?
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Emission
spectr um

Absorption
spectrum

/'"
Sit

Gas clolJd

(b)

.. F IGU RE 4.7 Kirchhoff', Laws A source of continuous radiation,
here represented by a lightbulb, is used to i llustrate Kirchhoffs laws of
spectrosco�. (a) The un i m peded beam shows the familiar continuous

spectrum of colors. (b) When the source is viewed through a cloud

of
hydrogen gas, a series of dark hydrogen absorpti on lines appears in the
continuous spectrum. These lines are formed when the gas absorbs
some of the bulb's radiation and reernits it in random directions.
Because most of the reemitted radiation does not go through the slit,
the effect is to remCNe the absorbed radiation from the light that
reaches the screen at
left. (c) When the gas is viewed from the side,
a fainter hydrogen emission spectrum is seen, consisting of reemitted
radiation. The absorption lines in (b) and the emission lines in (el have
the same wavelengths.

Continuous
spectrum

the

(a)

4.2

Atoms and Rad iati o n

positive charge. TIle proton forms the central nucleus (plural:
nuclei) of the atom. TIle hydrogen atom as a whole is electri

By the start of the 20th century, physicists had accumulated

cally neutral. The equal and opposite charges of the proton

substantial evidence that light sometimes behaves in a manner

and the orbiting electron produce an electrical attraction that

tha t c.1I1not be explained by the wave theory.

As we have just

binds them together within the atom.

seen, the production of absorption and emission lines involves

How does this picture of the hydrogen atom relate to the

only certain very specific frequencies or wavelengths of light.

characteristic emission and absorption lines associated with

This \'{ould not be expected if light behaved like a continuous

hydrogen gas? If an atom absorbs some energy in the form of

wave and matter always obeyed the laws of Newtonian me

radiation, that energy must cause some internal chmge. Simi

chanics. Other experiments conducted around the same time
strengthened the conclusion that the notion of radiation as
a wave

\\IaS

incomplete. It became clear that when light inter

acts with matter on very small scales, it does so not in a contin

larly, if the atom emits energy, that energy must come from
somewhere \vithin the atom. It is reasonable (and correct) to
suppose that the energy absorbed or emitted by the atom is as
sociated with changes in the motion of the orbiting electron.

uous way, but in a discontinuous, "stepwise" maJUler. The

The first theory of the atom to provide an explmation of

challenge was to find an explanation for this unexpected

hydrogen's observed spectral lines was set forth by the Dan

behavior. The eventual solution revolutionized our view of

ish physicist Niels Bohr in 1912. Now known simply as the

nature and now forms the foundation for all of physics and

astronomy-indeed, for virtually all modern science.

Atom ic Structure
To explain the formation of emission and absorption lines, we
must understand not just the nature of light, but also the
structure of atoms--the microscopic building blocks from
which all matter is constructed. Let's start with the simplest

Bohr model of the atom, its essential features are as follows:
1.

There is a state of lowest energy-the ground state
which represents the "normal" condition of the elec

2.

tron as it orbits the nucleus.
There is a maximum energy that the electron can have
aJld still be part of the atom. Once the electron acquires
more than that maximum energy, it is no longer boWld

atom of all: hydrogen. A hydrogen atom consists of an electron

to the nucleus, and the atom is said to be ionized; an

with a negative electrical charge orbiting a proton carrying a

atom missing one or more of its electrons is called an iOIl.

SECTION 4.2
3.

Most important (and also least intuitive), between
those two energy levels, the electron can exist only in
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Electron
"cloud"

certain sharply defined energy states, often referred to
as orbitals.
This description of the atom contrasts sharply with the pre
dictions of Newtonian mechanics, which would permit orbits
with

any energy,

not just at certain specific values.

c>o

(Sec.

2.8) In the atomic realm, such discontinuous behavior is the
norm. In the jargon of the field, the orbital energies are said to
be quantized. The rules of quantum mechanics, the branch
of physics governing the behavior of atoms and subatomic
particles, are far removed from everyday experience.

(b) Excited state

(a) Ground state

... FI G URE 4.9 Modern Atom

In Bohr's original model, each electron orbital was pic
tured as having a specific radius, much like a planetary orbit

The modern view of the hydrogen

atom sees the electron as a "cloud"

surrounding the nucleus. The same

two energy states are shown as i n Figure 4.8.

in the solar system, as shown in Figure 4.8. However, the
modern view is not so simple. Although each orbital

does

have a precise energy, the orbits are not sharply defined, as
indicated in the figure. Rather, the electron is now envi
sioned as being smeared out in an "electron cloud" sur
ronnding the nudeus, as illustrated in Figure 4.9. We cannot
tell "where" the electron is-we can only speak of the

probability

of finding it in a certain location within the

cloud. It is common to speak of the average distance from
the cloud to the nucleus as the "radius" of the electron's

A). As the orbital en

orbit. When a hydrogen atom is in its ground state, the
dius of the orbit is about 0.05 nm (0.5

ra

ergy increases, the radius increases, too.

For the sake of darity in the diagrams that follow, we will
represent electron orbitals in this chapter as solid lines. (See

More Precisely 4-1

on p. 86 for a more detailed rendition of

hydrogen's energy levels.) However, you should always bear in
mind that Figure 4.9 is a more accurate depiction of reality.
Atoms do not al\vuys remain in their gronnd state. An
atom is said to be in an excited state when an electron occu
pies an orbital at a greater-than-normal distance from its

parent nucleus. An atom in such an excited state has a

greater-than-normal amolUlt of energy. The excited state

Elec

second excited state,

and so on.

ing some energy from a source of electromagnetic radiation
or by colliding with some other particle-another atom, for
example. However, the electron cannot stay in a higher or
bital forever; the ground state is the only level where it can

remain indefinitely. After about 1 0-8 s, an excited atom re

turns to its ground state.

Radiation as Particles
Because electrons can exist only in orbitals having specific
energies, atoms can absorb only specific amounts of energy
as their electrons are boosted into excited states. Likewise,
atoms can emit only specific amounts of energy as their
electrons fall back to lower energy states. Thus, the amount

must
correspond precisely to the energy difference between two or
bitals. The atom's quantized energy levels require that light

of light energy absorbed or emitted in these processes

be absorbed and emitted in the form of distinct "packets" of
of energy. We call these packets photons. A photon is, in ef
fect, a "particle" of electromagnetic radiation.

The idea that light sometimes behaves not as a continu
ous wave, but as a stream of particles, was proposed by

Al

bert Einstein in 1905 to explain a mtmber of experimental
results (especially the photoelectric effect-see

Discovery 4-1)

then puzz.ling physicists. Furthermore, Einstein was able to
quantify the relationship between the two aspects of light's
(b) Excited state

... FIGURE 4.8 Classical Atom An early-2Oth-century conception
of the hydrogen atom-the Bohr model-pictured its electron orbiting
the central proton In a wel l-defi ned orbit, rather like a p l anet orbiting
the Sun. Two electron orbitals of different energies are shown: (al the
ground state and (b) an excited state.

second-lowest energy is the

An atom can become excited in one of two ways: by absorb

electromagnetic radiation, each carrying a specific amount

�
\:::J
(a) Ground state

with the lowest energy (that is, the state closest in energy to
the ground state) is called the first excited state, that with the

double nature. He found that the energy carried by a photon
had to be proportional to the frequency of the radiation:
photon energy

C(

radiation frequency.

For example, a "deep red" photon having a frequency of 4 X

10 14 Hz (or a wavelength of approximately 750 nm) has half
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the energy of a violet photon of frequency of 8 X 1014 Hz
(wavelength = 375 nm) and 500 times the energy of an
8 X 1011 Hz (wavelength = 375 I'm) microwave photon.
The constant of proportionality in the preceding rela
tion is now known as Planck's constant, in honor of the Ger
man physicist Max Planck, who determined its nwnerical
value. It is always denoted by the symbol II, and the equation
relating the photon energy E to the radiation frequency f is
usually written

E = hf
Like the gravitational constant G and the speed of light, c,
Planck's constant is one of the fundamental physical con
stants of the lUliverse.
In 51 lUlits, the value of Planck's constant is a very small
number: II = 6.63 X 1 0-34 joule seconds (J . s). Consequently,
the energy of a single photon is tiny. Even a very high
frequency gamma ray (the most energetic type of electromag
netic radiation) with a frequency of 1022 Hz has an energy of
just (6.63 X 10-34) X 1022 "" 7 X 10-12 J-about the same
energy carried by a flying gnat. Nevertlleless, tius energy is
more than enough to damage a living cell. The basic reason
that gamma rays are so much more dangerous to life than
visible light is that each gamma-ray photon typically carries
millions, if not billions, of times more energy than a photon
of visible radiation.
The equivalence between the energy and frequency (or
inverse wavelength) of a photon completes the connection
between atomic structure and atomic spectra. Atoms absorb
and emit radiation at characteristic wavelengths determined
by their own particular internal structure. Because this
structure is unique to each element, the colors of the ab
sorbed and emitted photons-that is, the spectral lines we
observe-are dlaracteristic of that element and only that ele
ment. The spectrum we see is thus a unique identifier of the
atom involved.
Many people find it confusing that light can behave in
two such different ways. To be truthful, modern physicists
don't yet fully understand why na tll re displays this wave
particle duality. Nevertheless, there is irrefutable experimental
evidence for both of these aspects of radia tion. Environmental
conditions ultimately determine which description-wave
or stream of particles-better fits the behavior of electro
magnetic radiation in a particular instance. As a general rule
of thumb, in the macroscopic realm of everyday experience,
radiation is more usefully described as a wave, whereas in
the microscopic domain of atoms, it is best characterized as
a series of particles.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
V Descri be the scientific reasoning leading to the conclusion that
light behaves both dl d wave and a particle.

4.3

The Formation of Spectral
Li nes

With quantum mechanics as our guide to the internal struc
ture of atoms, we can now explain quantitatively tile spectral
lines we see. Let's start with hydrogen, the simplest element,
then move on to more comple.x systems.

The S pectrum of Hyd rogen
The full spectrum of hydrogen consists of manylines, spread
across much of the electromagnetic spectnun, from ultravi
olet to radio; we focus here on just a few of those lines. The
energy levels and spectrwn of hydrogen are discussed in
more detail in More Precisely 4-1.
Figure 4. 1 0 illustrates schematically the absorption and
emission of photons by a hydrogen atom. Figure 4. 10(a)
shows the atom absorbing a photon and making a transi
tion from the ground state to the first excited state. It then
emits a photon of precisely the same energy and drops back
to the ground state. The energy difference between the two
states corresponds to an ltltraviolet photon of wavelength
1 2 1 .6 nm ( 12 1 6 A).
Absorption may also boost an electron into an excited
state higher tilan the first excited state. Figure 4. 1 0(b) de
picts the absorption of a more energetic (higher frequency,
shorter wavelength) ultraviolet photon, one with a wave
length of 102.6 nm ( 1026 A). The absorption oftlus photon
causes the atom to jwnp to the second excited state. As be
fore, the atom returns rapidly to the ground state, but tilis
time, because there are two states lying below the e.xcited
state, the atom can do so in one of two possible ways:
1.
2.

It can proceed directly back to the growld state, in tile
process emitting an ultraviolet photon identical to the
one that excited the atom in the first place.

Alternatively, the electron can cascade down, one or
bital at a time. If this occurs, the atom will emit two
photons: one with an energy equal to tlle difference be
tween the second and first excited states and the other
with an energy equal to the difference between the first
excited state and the ground state.

Either possibility can occur, with roughly equal probability.
The second step of the cascade process produces a 1 2 1 .6-run
ultraviolet photon, just as in Figure 4. 10(a). However, the
first transition-the one from the second to the first excited
state-produces a photon with a wavelength of 656.3 nm
(6563 A), which is in the visible part of the spectrum. This
photon is seen as red light. An individual atom-if one
could be isolated-\'rould emit a momentary red flash. This
is the origin of the red line in the hydrogen spectnun shown
in Figure 4.3.
The absorption of additional energy can boost the elec
tron to even higher orbitals within the atom. As the excited

The Formation of Spectral Lines
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Ii. Interactive F IG U R E 4.10 Atomic Excitation (a) Absorption of an ultraviolet photon (left) by a
r-- . hydrogen atom causes the momentary excitation of the atom into its first excited state (center�
I� After about 10-8 s, the atom returns to its ground state ( right), in the process emitting a photon
h avi ng exactly the same energy as the original photon. (b) Absorption of a higher-energy ultraviolet
(UV) photon may boost the atom into a higher excited state, from which there are s""eral possible
� paths back to the ground state. (Remember, the sharp lines used for the orbitals here and in similar
figures that follow are intended merely as a schematic representation of the electron energy levels and are
not meant to be taken literally. In actuality, electron orbitals are "clouds; as shown in Figure 4.9.) At the top,
the electron falls immed i ately back to the ground state, emitting a photon identical to the one it absorbed.
At the bottom, the electron i niti ally falls Into the first excited state, producing visible radiation of
wavelength 656.3 nm-the characteristic (Ha) red glow of excited hydrogen. Subsequently, the atom emits
another photon (having the same energy as in part (a) as it falls back to the grou n d state. The object sho.vn
in the inset, designated N81, is an emission nebula-an interstellar cloud made mostly of hydrogen gas
excited by absorbing radiation emitted by some extrennely hot stars (the white areas) near the center. Its
red coloration is the direct result of the bottom sequence sketched in part (b). (I,lSet: NASA)
(b)

�

electron cascades back down to the ground state, the atom

transitions ending at the first excited state give rise to spectral

may emit

lines in or near the visible portion of the electromagnetic

many photons, each with a different energy and

4.3; More Precisely 4-1). Other transitions

hence a different wavelength, and the resulting spectnun

spectnul1 (Figure

shows many spectral lines. In a sample of heated hydrogen gas,

ending in higher states generally give rise to infrared and

at any instant atomic collisions ensure that atoms are found in

radio spectral lines.

many different excited states. The complete emission spectmm
therefore consists of wavelengths corresponding to

all possible

transitions between those states and states of lower energy.

The inset

in Figure 4.10 shows an astronomical object

whose red coloration is the result of precisely the process
mentioned in step

2 on p. 84. As ultraviolet photons from a

In the case of hydrogen, all transitions ending at the

young, hot star pass through the surrounding cool hydrogen

ground state produce ultraviolet photons. However, downward

gas out of which the star recently formed, some photons are
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 4 - 1
The Hyd rogen Atom
By observing the emission spectrwn of hydrogen and using the
connection between photon energy and color first suggested by
Einstein (Section 4.2), Niels Bohr determined early in the 20th
century what the energy differences between the various energy
levels must be. Using that information, he was then able to infer
the actual energies of the excited states of hydrogen.
A unit of energy often used in atomic physics is the electrot1
l'olt (eV). (The name actually has a rather technical definition:
the amount of energy gained by an electron when it accelerates
through an electric potential of 1 volt. For our purposes, how
ever, it is just a convenient quantity of energy.) One electron volt
( l eV) is equal to 1 .60 X 10- 19 ) (joule)-roughly half the energy
carried by a single photon of red light. The minimum amount of
energyneeded to ionize hydrogen from its ground state is 13.6 eY.
Bohr numbered the energy levels of hydrogen, with level 1 the
ground state, level 2 the first excited state, and so on. He fowld
that, by assigning zero energy to the ground state, the energy of
any state (the rI-th, say) could then be written as follows:
En = 13.6

( �)
1 -

ev.

sec

Thus, the ground state (t1= 1 ) has energy EI = O eV, the first excited
state (n = 2 ) has energy E:! = 1 3.6 X ( 1 - 1 /4) eV = 10.2 eV, the

ond excited state has energy E:J= 1 3.6 X ( 1 - 1/9) eV= 12.1 eY, and
so on. There are infinitely many excited states between the ground
state and the energy at which the atom is ionized, crowding closer
and closer togeth.er as n increases and E" approaches 13.6 eV.

EXAMPLE Using Bohr's fomlUla for the energy of each electron
orbital, we can reverse his reasoning and calculate the energy as
sociated with a transition between any two given states. To boost
an electron from the first excited state to the second, an atom
must be supplied with E3 - E:! = 12.1 eV - 10.2 eV = 1 .9 eV of
energy, or 3.0 X 1 0- 19 ). Now, from the fomlUla E = hfpresented
in the text, we find that this energy corresponds to a photon with
a frequency of 4.6 X 10 14 Hz, having a wavelength of 656 nm,
and lying in the red portion of the spectrwn. (A more precise
calculation gives the value 656.3 nm reported in the text.)
The accompanying diagranl sUlllDlarizes the structure of the
hydrogen atom. The increasing energy levels are depicted as a se
ries of circles of increasing radius. The electronic transitions be
tween these levels (indicated by arrows) are conventionally
grouped into families, named after their discoverers, that define
the tenninology used to identify specific spectral lines. (Note that
the spacings of the energy levels are not drawn to scale here to pro
vide room for all labels on the diagram. In reality, the circles should
become more and more closely spaced as we move outward.)
Transitions starting from or ending at the ground state
(level 1 ) form the Lyman series, named after American spectro
scopist Theodore Lyman, who discovered these lines in 1 9 1 4.
The first is Lymat1 alpha ( LyIX), corresponding to the transition

between the first excited state (level 2) and the ground state. The
energy difference is 10.2 eY, and the LyIX photon has a wave
length of 1 2 1 .6 nm ( 1 2 1 6 A). The Lyj3 (beta) transition, between
level 3 (the second excited state) and the ground state, corre
sponds to an energy change of 12. 10 eV and a photon of wave
length 102.6 nm ( 1026 A). LY'Y (gamma) corresponds to a junlp
from level 4 to level l, and so on. All Lyman-series energies lie in
the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
The next series of lines, the Balmer serie5, involves transitions
down to (or up from) level 2, the first excited state. The series is
named after the Swiss mathematician Johann Balmer, who didn't
discover these lines (they were well known to spectroscopists early
in the 19th century). but who published a mathematical fOffilula
for their wavelengths in 1 885. All the Balmer series lines lie in or
close to the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Because they form the most easily observable part of the hy
drogen spectrum and were the first to be discovered, the Balmer
lines are often referred to simply as the Hydrogel! series, denoted
by the letter H. As with the Lyman series, the individual transi
tions are labeled with Greek letters. An HIX photon (level 3 to
level 2) has a wavelength of 656.3 nm, in the red part of the visi
ble spectrum, Hj3 (level 4 to level 2) has a wavelength of 486.1 nIT!
(green), Hoy (level 5 to level 2) has a wavelength of 434.1 nm
(blue), and so on. We will use these designations (especially HIX
and Hj3) frequently in later chapters. The IllOst energetic Balmer
series photons have energies that place them just beyond the blue
end of the visible spectrum, in the near ultraviolet.

13.6
.v

A few of the transitions making up the Lyman and Balmer
( Hydrogen) series are marked on the figure. There are infinitely
many other families of lines, all lying in the infrared and radio
regions of tl,e spectrum, but astronomically, the Lyman and
Balmer sequences are the most important.

S ECTI O N 4.3
absorbed by the gas, boosting its atoms into excited states or
ionizing them completely. The 656.3-nm red glow charac
teristic of excited hydrogen gas results as the atoms cascade
back to their ground states. The phenomenon is called flllor

escence.

K i rchhoff's Laws Explai ned
Let's reconsider our earlier discussion of emission and ab
sorption lines in terms of the model just presented. In
Figure 4.7, a beam of continuous radiation shines through a
cloud of hydrogen gas. The beam contains photons of all en
ergies, but most of them cannot interact with the gas--the
gas can absorb only those photons having just the right en
ergy to cause a change in an electron's orbit from one state
to another. All other photons in the beam-with energies
that cannot produce a transition--<l.o not interact with the
gas at all, but pass through it unhindered. Photons having
the right energies are absorbed, excite the gas, and are re
moved from the beam. This sequence is the cause of the
dark absorption lines in the spectrum of Figure 4.7(b). The
lines are direct indicators of the energy differences between
orbitals in the atoms making up the gas.
The excited atoms rapidly return to their original states,
each emitting one or more photons in the process. Most of
these reemitted photons leave at angles that do not take
them through the slit and onto our detector. A second detec
tor looking at the cloud from the side would record the
reemitted energy as an emission spectrum, as illustrated in
Figure 4.7( c). An astronomical example is the emissiorl neb
lila shown in the inset to Figure 4. 1 0. Like the absorption
spectrum, the emission spectrum is characteristic of the gas,
not of the original beam. The type of spectrum we see de
pends on our chance location with respect to both the
source and the intervening cloud.
Figure 4.7(a) shows a contimlou5 spectrum, in which
emitted photons escape from the bulb without further inter
action with matter. Actually, the situation in a dense source
of radiation (a thick gas cloud or in a liquid or solid body) is
more complex. There, a photon is likely to interact with
atoms, free electrons, and ions in the body many times be
fore finally escaping, exchanging some energy with the
matter at each encounter. The net result is that the emitted
radiation displays a continuous spectrum, in accordance
with Kirchhoff's first law. The spectrum is a pproxi
mately that of a blackbody with the same temperature
as the source.

� FIGURE 4.11 Halium and Carbon (a) A helium atom in Its
ground state. Two electrons OCQJ� the lowest-energy orbital
around a nucleus containing two protons and two neutrons.
(b) A carbon atom in its ground state. Six electrons orbit a
six-proton, six-neutron nucleus. two of the electrons in an inner
orbital. the other four at a greater distance tram the center.

(a)
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More Complex Spectra

All hydrogen atoms have basically the same structure--a sin
gle electron orbiting a single proton-but, of course, there
are many other kinds of atoms, each kind having a unique in
ternal structure. The number of protons in the nucleus of an
atom determines the element that it represents. Just as all hy
drogen atoms have a single proton, all oxygen atoms have
8 protons, all iron atoms have 26 protons, and so on.
The next simplest element after hydrogen is helium.
The central nucleus of the most common form of helium is
made up of two protons and (\'1'0 neutrons (another kind
of elementary particle having a mass slightly larger than
tllat of a proton, but having no electrical charge). Two elec
trons orbit this nucleus. As with hydrogen and all other
atoms, the "normal" condition for helium is to be electri
cally neutral, with the negative charge of the orbiting elec
trons exactly canceling the positive charge of the nucleus
( Figure 4.1 1a).
More complex atoms contain more protons (and neu
trons) in the nucleus and have correspondingly more orbit
ing electrons. For example, an atom of carbon, shown in
Figure 4.1 1 (b), consists of six electrons orbiting a nucleus
containing six protons and six neutrons. As we progress to
heavier and heavier elements, the number of orbiting elec
trons increases, and tile nwnber of possible electron transi
tions rises rapidly. The result is that very complicated spec
tra can be produced. The complexity of atomic spectra
generally reflects the complexity of the atoms themselves. A
good example is the element iron, which contributes nearly
800 of the Fraunhofer absorption lines seen in the solar
spectrum (Figure 4.4).
Atoms of a single element such as iron can yield many
lines for two main reasons. First, the 26 electrons of a nor
mal iron atom can make an enormous number of different
transitions among available energy levels. Second, many
iron atoms are ionized, with some of their 26 electrons
stripped away. The removal of electrons alters an atom's
electromagnetic structure, and tile energy levels of ionized
iron are quite different from those of neutral iron. Each
new level of ionization introduces a whole new set of

(b)
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D I S C O V E RY 4 - 1
The P hotoel ectric Effec t
Einstein developed his breakthrough insight into the nature of
radiation partly as a means of explaining a puzzling experimen
tal result known as the photoelectric effect. 111is effect can be
demonstrated by shining a beam of light on a metal surface (as
shown in the accompanying figure). \Nhen high-frequency ul
traviolet light is used, bursts of electrons are dislodged from the
surfaceby the beam, much as when one billiard ball hits another,
knocking it off the table. However, the speed with which the par
ticles are ejected from the metal is found to depend only on the
eolor of the light, and not on its intensity. For lower-frequency
light-blue, say-an electron detector still records bursts of
electrons, but now their speeds, and hence their ""ergies, are less.
For even lower frequencies-red or infrared light-no electrons
are kicked out of the metal surface at all.
These results are difficult to reconcile with a wave model of
light, which would predict that the energies of the ejected elec
trons should increase steadily with increasing intensity at any
frequency. Instead, the detector shows an abrupt cutoff in
ejected electrons as the frequency of the incoming radiation
drops below a certain level. Einstein realized that the ouly way to
explain the cutoff, and the increase in electron speed with fre
quency above the cutoff, was to envision radiation as traveling as
"bullets," or particles, or photons. Furthermore, to account for
the experimental findings, the energy of any photon had to be
proportional to the freqlllm cy of the radiation. Low-frequency,

Infrared light

Red light

No

electrons
emitted

Blue Wght

long-wavelength photons carry less energy than high-frequency,
short-wavelength ones.
If we also suppose that some minimwn amount of energy
is needed just to "unglueD the electrons from the metal, then we
can see why no electrons are emitted below some critical fre
quency: The photons associated with red light in the diagram
just don't carry enough energy. Above the critical frequency,
photons do have enough energy to dislodge the electrons. More
over, any energy they possess above the necessary minimum is
inlparted to the electrons as kirlet;c energy, the energy of motion.
Thus, as the frequency of the radiation increases, so, too, does
the photon's energy and hence the speed of the electrons that
they liberate from the metal.
The realization and acceptance of the fact that light can
behave both as a wave and as a particle is another example of
the scientific method at work. Despite the enormous success of
the wave theory of radiation in the 1 9th century, the experimen
tal evidence led 20th -century scientists to the inevitable conclu
sion that the theory was incomplete---it had to be modified to
allow for the fact that light sometinles acts like a particle.
Although Einstein is perhaps best known today for his theories
of relativity, in fact his 1919 Nobel prize was for his work on
the photoelectric effect. In addition to bringing about the
birth of a whole new branch of physics--the field of quantum
mechanics--Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric effect
radically changed the way physicists view light and all other
forms of radiation.

U Itrav i�et light

SECTION 4.4

Molecules
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infrared features in the laboratory, but they are routinely ob
served by radio and infrared telescopes (see Chapter 5) in
radiation coming from space. Electron transitions among
lower energy levels in heavier, more complex elements pro
duce X-ray spectral lines, which have been observed in the
laboratory. Some have also been observed in stars and other
cosmic objects.

CONCEPT CHECK
V' How does the structure of an atom determine the atom's
emission and absorption spectra?
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Molecules

A molecule i s a tightly bolU1d group of atoms held together
by interactions among tlleir orbiting electrons--interactions
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... FIGURE 4.12 Emission Nebula The visible spectrum of the hot
� gases in a nearby gas cloud known as the Omega Nebula (Ml7).

� (The word nebula means "gas cloud"-one of many sites in

our Galaxy where new stars are forming today.) Shining by the light
of several very hot stars, the gas i n the nebula produces a complex
spectrum of bright and dark lines (bottom). That same spectrum can
also be displayed, as shawn here, as a white graph of intensity versus
frequency, spanning the spectrum from red to blue. (Adaptedfrom

ESO)

that we call

chemical bonds.

Much like atoms, molecules

can exist only in certain well-defined energy states, and
again like atoms, molecules produce characteristic emis
sion or absorption spectral lines when they make a transi
tion from one state to another. Because molecules are more
complex tI1an individual atoms, the rules of molecular
physics are also more complex. Nevertheless, as with atomic
spectral lines, painstaking experimental work over many
decades has determined the precise frequencies (or wave
lengths) at which millions of molecules emit and absorb
radiation.
In addition to the lines resulting from electron transi

spectral lines. Besides iron, many other elements, also in
different stages of excit.1tion and ionization, absorb pho
tons at visible wavelengths. When we observe the entire
Sun, all these atoms and ions absorb simultaneously,
yielding the rich spectrum we see.
The power of spectroscopy is most apparent when a
cloud contains many different gases mixed together, be
cause it enables us to study one kind of atom or ion to the
exclusion of all others simply by focusing on specific
wavelengths of radiation. By identifying the superimposed
absorption and emission spectra of many different atoms,
we can determine the cloud's composition (and much
more-see Section 4.4). Figure 4. 1 2 shows an actual spec
trum observed from a real cosmic object. As in Figure
4 . 1 0, the characteristic red glow of this emission nebula
comes from the Ho. transition in hydrogen, the nebula's
main constituent.
Spectral lines occur throughout the entire electromag
netic spectrum. Usually, electron transitions among the low
est orbitals of the lightest elements, such as hydrogen and
helium, produce visible and ultraviolet spectral lines. Transi
tions among very highly excited states of hydrogen and

tions, molecular lines result from two other kinds of mange
not possible in atoms: Molecules can

brate.

rotate, and they can vi

Figure 4.13 illustrates these basic molecular motions.

Molecules rotate and vibrate in specific ways. Just as with
atomic states, only certain spins and vibrations are allowed
by the rules of molecular physics. When a molecule

changes

its rotational or vibrational state, a photon is emitted or ab
sorbed. Spectral lines characteristic of the specific kind of
molecule result. Like their atomic cowlterparts, tllese lines
are unique molecular fingerprints, enabling researmers to
identify and study one kind of molecule to the exclusion of
all otllers. As a rule of thumb,

• electron transitions within molecules produce visible
and

ultraviolet

spectral

lines

(the largest

energy

changes).

• changes in molecular vibration produce infrared spec
tral lines.

• changes in molecular rotation produce spectral lines in
the radio part of the electromagnetic spectrum (the
smallest energy changes).

other elements can produce spectral lines in the infrared and

Molecular lines usually bear little resemblance to tile spectral

radio parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Conditions on

lines associated with their component atoms. For example,

Earth make it all but impossible to detect these radio and

Figure 4 . 1 4(a) shows the emission spectrum of tile simplest
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molecule known: molecular hydrogen. Notice how different
it is from the spectrlU11 of atomic hydrogen shown in part (b)
of the figure.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ What kinds of internal changes within a molecule can cause
radiation to be emitted or absorbed?

4.5

Spectra l -Li ne A n a lysiS

Astronomers apply the laws o f spectroscopy i n analyzing fa"
diation from beyond E.1rth. A nearby star or a distant galaxy

Oxygen atom

(a)

:;:Cd

Slower I
vibration

�"
i,

..:�. ....

n

talces the place of the lightbulb in our previous examples. An

interstellar cloud or a stellar (or even planetary) atmosphere
plays the role of the intervening cool gas, and a spectrograph
attached to a telescope replaces our simple prism and detec
tor. We began our study of electromagnetic radiation by
stating that virtually all we know about planets, stars, and
galaxies is gleaned from studies of the light we receive from
them, and we have presented some of the ways in which that
knowledge is obtained. Here, we describe a few of the ways
in which the properties of emitters and absorbers can be de
termined by c.1reful analysis of radiation received on (or

near) Earth. We will encounter other important examples as
our study of the cosmos unfolds .

. - - -.. ...�

S lower rotation

----_.'" ",."

(e)

.... .. . .. ... ...

In the hot interior of a star, atoms are fully ionized. Elec

A F I G U RE 4.1 3 Molecular Emission Molecules can change in
three ways while emitting or absorbing electromagnetic radiation.
The colors and wavelengths of the emitted photons represent the
relative energies involved. Sketched here is the molecule carbon
monoxide (CO) undergoing (a) a change in which an electron in the
outermost orbital of the oxygen atom drops to a lower energy state
(emitting a photon of s hortest wavelength, in the v isible or
ultraviolet range), (b) a change In vibrational state (of intermediate
wavelength. in the infrared), and (c) a change in rotational state (of
longest wavelength, in the radio range).

I I
650

A Spectrosco pic Thermometer

600

550

trons travel freely through the gas, lUlbound to any nucleus,
and the spectrum of radiation is continuous. However, near
the relatively cool stellar surface, some atoms retain a few, or
even most, of their orbital electrons.

As

noted earlier, as

tronomers can determine the star's chemical composition by
matching the spectral lines they see with the laboratory
spectra of known atoms, ions, and molecules.
The strength of a spectral line (brightness or darkness,
depending on whether the line is seen in emission or ab
sorption) depends on the number of atoms giving rise to it.

500
Wavelength (nm)

450

A FIGURE 4.14 Hydrogen Spectra (a) The emission spectrum of molecular hydrogen. Notice how it
differs from the spectrum of the simpler atomic hydrogen (b� (rg Bausch & Lomb, Inc.)

400

350

SECTIO N 4.5
The more atoms there are to emit or absorb photons of the
appropriate frequency, the stronger the line. But the strength
of line also depends critically on the temperature of the gas
containing the atoms, bec.mse temperature determines how
many atoms at any instant are in the right orbital to undergo
any particular transition. Simply put, at low temperatures,
only low-lying energy states tend to be populated, and tran
sitions into and out of those states dominate the spectrum.
At higher temperatures, more atoms are in excited states,
and some may be ionized, radically changing the character
of the possible transitions and hence the spectrum we see.
Spectroscopists have developed mathematical formulas
that relate the number of emitted or absorbed photons to the
energy levels of the atoms involved and the temperature of
the gas. Once an object's spectrum is measured, astronomers
can interpret it by matching the observed intensities of the
spectral lines with those predicted by the formulas. tn this
way, astronomers can refine their measurements of both the
composition and the temperature of the gas producing the
lines. These temperature measurements are generally much
more accurate than crude estimates based on the radiation
laws and the assumption of blackbody emission. = (Sec.
3.4) In Chapter 17, we will see how these ideas are put to use
in the classification and interpretation of stellar spectra.

Recession
300 kmls

At res!
o kmls

Approach
600 kmls

Ha a! 657.0
Ha

- 1 .0 nm

I�

X c=

H� a!
486.1

a! 656.3 n m

Ha a! 655.0 nm

550

Hy a!

Hy a!

433.3 nm

450

Because of the Doppler effect, the entire spectrum of a

the unshifted

emission spectrum of pure �drogen, correspond ing to the object at rest The top spectrum shows

the slight redshift of the hydrogen lines from an object mCNing at a speed of 300 kmls _iI'j from the

as that of hydrogen, we can identify specific lines and measure
their shifts. The amount of the shift (0.1 percent here) tells us the object's recession velocity-O.OOl Co The
spectrum at the bottom shCNlls the b lueshi ft of the same set of lines from an object approaching us at
600 kmls. The shift is twice as large (0.2 percent). because the speed has doubled, and in the opposite sense
because the direction has reversed.

434.1 nm

nm

500
Wavelength (nm)

moving object is shifted to higher or lONer frequendes. The spectrum at the center is

observer. Once we recognize the spectrum

620 kmJs.

Hy a!
434.5 nm

H� a!
485.1 nm

600

-

In other words, the galaxy is approaching us (this is the
meaning of the negative sign) at a speed of 620 km/s.
This book will have a lot to say about the motions of
planets, stars, and galaxies throughout the universe. Just bear
H� a!
486.6 nm

A Interactive FIGURE 4.15 Doppler Shift

r-- .

486. 1 nm

nm

650
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The spectra of many atoms, ions, and molecules are well
Imown from laboratory measurements. Often, however, a
familiar pattern of lines appears, but the lines are displaced
from their usual locations. In other words, as illustrated in
Figure 4. 1 5, a set of spectral lines may be recognized as belong
ing to a particular element, except that the lines are all offset
blueshifted or redshifted-by the same fractional amount
from their normal wavelengths. These shifts are due to the
Doppler effect, and they allow astronomers to measure how
fast the source of the radiation is moving along the line of sight
from the observer (the radial velocity of the source).
For example, in Figure 4. 1 5, the 486.I -nm HI3 line of
hydrogen in the spectrum of a distant galaxy is received on
Earth at a wavelength of 485. 1 nm-blueshifted to a slightly
shorter wavelengt!l. (Remember, we know tllat it is the H�
line because all the hydrogen lines are observed to have the
same fractional shift-the characteristic line pattern identi
fies the spectrum as tllat of hydrogen.) We can compute the
galaxy's line-of-sight velocity relative to Earth by using the
Doppler equation presented in Section 3.5. The calculation
is essentially the same as that presented in More Precisely
3-3: The change ill wavelength (apparent minus true) is
485.1 nm - 486.1 nm = - 1 .0 nm (the negative sign sinlply
indicating that the wavelength has decreased). It then fol
lows that the recession velocity is

Measurement of Rad ial Velocity
The Doppler effect-the apparent shift in the frequency of
a wave due to the motion of the source relative to the
observer-is a classical phenomenon common to all waves.
= (Sec. 3.5) However, by far its most important astronom
ical application comes when it is combilled with observa
tions of atomic and molecular spectral lines.

Spectral-Line AnalySiS

400
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in mind that almost all of that information is derived from
telescopic observations of Doppler-shifted spectral lines in
many different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Line B roadening

�

Redshi

."

•

No shift

....

.

BkJeshift

,

.
•

Redsh ift

./'" ..... .... Redshift
.
."

Blueshift .fIIIIIt

The structure of the lines themselves reve.1ls still more infor
mation. At first glance the emission lines shown earlier may
seem uniformly bright, but more careful study shows that
this is in fact not the case. As illustrated in Figure 4.16, the
brightness of a line is gre.1test at the center and falls off to
ward either side. Earlier, we stressed that photons are emit
ted and absorbed at very precise energies, or frequencies.
Why, then, aren't spectral lines extremely narrow, occurring
only at specific wavelengths? This line broadening is not the
result of some inadequacy of our experimental apparatus;
rather, it is caused by the envirotllrJe l1t in which the emission
or absorption occurs-the physical state of the gas or star in
which the line is formed. For definiteness, we have drawn
Figure 4.16 and subsequent figures to refer to emission lines,
but realize that the ideas apply equally well to absorption
features.
Several processes can broaden spectral lines. The most
important involve the Doppler effect. Imagine a hot cloud of
gas containing individual atoms in random thermal motion
in every possible direction, as illustrated in Figure 4.17(a). If
an atom happens to be moving away from us as it emits a
photon, that photon is redshifted by the Doppler effect-we
do not record it at the precise wavelength predicted by
atomic physics, but rather at a slightly longer wavelength.
The extent of this redshift is proportional to tile atom's in
stantaneous velocity away from the detector. Similarly, if the
atom is moving toward us at the instant of emission, its light
is blueshifted. III short, because of thermal motion within

(a)

Blueshift �

I
I
Line center

(a)

(b)

across a typi cal emission line (a) and expanding the scale, we obtain a
graph of the line's intensity versus its frequency (b).

Observer

Large

Large
reds h ift

blueshift

Line center
("natural" frequency)

Frequency

(b)

A FIGU RE 4.17 Thermal Broadening Atoms moving randomly

(a) produoe broadened spectral lines (b) as their individual redshifted
and blueshifted emission lines merge in our detector. The hotter the
gas, the greater is the degree of thermal broaden i ng.

the gas, emission illld absorption lines are observed at fre
quencies slightly different from those we would expect if all
atoms in the cloud were motionless.
Most atoms in a typical cloud have small thermal veloc
ities, so in most cases the line is Doppler shifted just a little.
Only a few atoms have large shifts. As a result, the center of a
spectral line is much more pronounced than its "wings,"
producing a bell-shaped spectral feature like that shown in
Figure 4.1 7(b). Thus, even if all atoms emitted and absorbed
photons at only one precise wavelength, the effect of their
thermal motion would be to smear the line out over a range
of wavelengths. The hotter the gas, the larger the spread of
Doppler motions and the greater the width of the line.
(More Precisely 3-1) By measuring a line's width, as
tronomers <:'111 estimate the average speed of the particles
and hence the temperature of the gas producing it.
Other processes, such as rotation and turbulence, can
produce similar effects. Consider ill1 astronomical object
(a star or a gas cloud) that is spinning about some a..xis as
sketched in Figure 4. 1 8 or that has some other internal mo
tion, SUcll as turbulent eddies or vortices on many scales.
Photons emitted from regions that happen to be moving to
ward us are blueshifted by the Doppler effect; photons emitted
cx>

A F I G U R E 4.16 Line Profile By traci ng the changing brightness

/'
B l ues hift

.

SECTION 4.5
.. F I G U RE 4.1 8 Rotational Broadening The
rotation of a star can cause spectral line
broadening. Since most stars are unresolved-that
is,

they are so distant that we cannot distinguish

one part of the star from another-light rays from
all parts of the star merge to produce broadened
lines. The more rapid the rotation, the greater is the
broadening.

from regions moving away from us are red
shifted. Often the object under study

is

so

small or far away that our equipment cannot
distinguish, or

resolve,

different parts from

}
TID � } ���
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�
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sees :

Observer

one another�'lll the emitted light is blended

together in our detector. In that case, the result is a net broad

ening of the observed spectral lines. The more rapid the in
ternal motion, the more broadening we see. Note that this
broadening has

Une
center

nothing to do with the temperature ofthe gas

producing the lines and is generally superimposed on the
thermal broadening just discussed.
Still other broadening mechanisms do not depend on
the Doppler effect at all. For example, if electrons are mov
ing between orbitals while their parent atom is colliding
with another atom, the energy of the emitted or absorbed
photons changes slightly, blurring the spectral lines. This
mechanism, which occurs most often in dense gases where
collisions are most frequent, is usually referred to as

collisional broadening.

The amount of broadening increases

as the density of the emitting or absorbing gas rises.

magneticfields can also broaden spectral lines by
a process called the Zeeman effect. The electrons and nuclei
Finally,

within atoms behave as tiny spinning magnets, and the basic
emission and absorption rules of atomic physics change
slightly whenever atoms are immersed in a magnetic field, as
is the case in many stars to greater or lesser extents. The re
sult is a slight splitting of a spectral line, which then blurs

if we know the temperature of the emitting gas (perhaps by
comparing intensities of different spectral lines, as discussed
earlier), then we can calculate how much of the broadening is
due to thermal motion and therefore how much is due to the
other mecllanisms just described. In addition, it is often possi
ble to distinguish between the various broadening mecha
nisms by studying the detailed shapes of the lines.
The challenge facing astronomers is to decode spectral
line profiles to obtain meaningful information about the
sources of the lines. In the next chapter, we will discuss some
of the means by whim astronomers obtain the raw data they
need in their quest to understand the cosmos.

CONCEPT CHECK
V Why is it sO i mportant for astronomers to analyze spectral lines
in detail?

into an overall line broadening. Generally, the stronger the
magnetic field, the more pronounced is the broadening.

The Message of Starlight
Given sufficiently sensitive equipment, there is almost no
end to the wealth of data that can be obtained from starlight.
Thble 4. 1 lists some basic measurable properties of an in
coming beam of radiation and indicates what sort of infor
mation can be obtained from them.

Observed Spectnl
Ct.r.cteristic

Peak frequency or wavelength

Infonnation Provided
Temperature (Wien's law)

(continuous spectra only)

Unes present

CompOSition, temperature

extent to which each of the factors just described influences a

Une intensities

Composition, temperature

spectrum can be a very difficult task. Typically, the spectra of

Line width

Thmperature, turbulence,

It is important to realize, however, that deciphering the

many elements are superimposed on one another, and often

rotation speed, density,

several competing physical effects are occurring simultane
ously, eacll modifying the speCtrunl in its own way. Further

analysis is generally required to disentangle them. For exanlple,

magnetic field
Doppler shift

Line-of-sight velocity
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S U M M A RY
A

spectroscope (p. 78) is a device for

splitting a beam of radiation into its com
ponent frequencies and delivering them to
a screen or detector for detailed study.
Many hot objects emit a

view, the electron is envisaged as being spread out in a "doud" around
the nucleus, but still with a sharply defined energy.

4

-=:..

continuous spectrum (p. 78) of radiation,

containing light of all wavelengths. A hot gas may instead produce

emission spectrum (p. 80), consisting of only a few well-defined
emission lines (p. 78) of specific frequencies, or colors. Passing a
continuous beam of radiation through cool gas will produce
ab sorption lines (p. SO) at precisely the sanle frequencies as are

an

present in the gas's emission spectrum.

2

that element. The study of the spectral

,-

Spectroscopic studies of the Fraunhofer lines in the solar spectrum
yield detailed information about the Sun's composition.
orbiting a positively
nudeus (p. 82) consisting of

As electrons move between energy lev

ors, that are characteristic of the type of
atom involved. More complex atoms gen
erally produce more complex spectra.

6 Molecules (p. 89)

and the atom as a whole is electrically neutral. The number of pro
tons in the nucleus determines the particular element (p. 87) of which

are groups of two or

more atoms bound together byelectromag

Spectrunl of radiation that identifies them uniquely.

7

Astronomers apply the laws of spec

troscopy in analyzing radiation from be

has a minimum-energy ground

yond Earth. Several physical mechanisms

is

portant is the Doppler effect, which occurs

state (p. 82), representing its "normal" condition. If an orbiting elec

then ionized (p. 82). Between these two states, the electron can exist

excited states (p.83), each with a specific
energy-the electron's energy is quantized (p. 83). In the modern
only in certain well-defined

.--.
.
Maste rmgASTRON0MY
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transitions between energy states, they emit or absorb a characteristic

ber of orbiting electrons equals the number of protons in the nudeus,

tron is given enough energy, it can escape from the atom, which

�

governing the internal structure of atoms.

neutrons (p. 87). Usually, the num

the atom is a constituent. An atom

5

els within an atom, the difference in energy

Again like atoms, when molecules make

positively charged protons and electrically
neutral

photon must be directly proportional to the photon's frequency.

energy states that obey rules similar to those

electrons

charged heavy

;;:��=:::-:J.

,<-

netic forces. Like atoms, molecules exist in

Atoms (p.82) are made up of negatively

charged

(p. 88), Einstein found that the energy of a

also have definite energies, 3lld hence col

lines produced by different substances is called spectroscopy (p. 81).
3

photons (p. 83). In
photoelectric effect

of radiation are called
order to explain the

levels have definite energies, the photons

of spectra. The emission and absorption
element are

exhibits

in the form of photons. Because the energy

relationships anlOng these different types

uniqu�they provide a "fingerprint" of

radiation

between the states is emitted or absorbed

Kirchhoff's laws (p. 81) describe the

lines produced by each

Electromagnetic

both wave 3lld particle properties. Partides

can broaden spectral lines. The most im
because stars are hot 3l1d ilieir atoms are in

motion or because the object being studied is rotating or in turbu
lent motion.

For instructor-assigl1ed homework go to wlVw.mastedllgastrollollly.co/ll

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
I. What is spectroscopy? Explain how astronomers might use

7.

spectroscopy to determine the composition and temperature

2.

In what ways does the Bohr model of atomic structure differ
from the modem view?

of a star.

8.

Give a brief description of a hydrogen atom.

Describe the basic components of a sinlple spectroscope.

9.

What does it mean to say iliat a physical quantity is quan

10.

What is the normal condition for atoms? What is an excited

3.

What is a continuous spectrwl1? An absorption spectrum?

4.

Why are gamma rays generally harmful to life-fomlS, but
radio waves generally harmless?

S. What is a photon?

6. In the partide description of light, what is color?

tized?
atom? What are orbitals?

11. Why do excited atoms absorb and reemit radiation at charac
teristic frequencies?

Chapter Review
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12. pes How are absorption and emission lines produced in a

16. How do molecules produce spectral lines unrelated to the

stellar spectrum? What information might absorption lines
in the spectrum of a star reveal about a cloud of cool gas lying
between us and the star?

1 7. pes How does the intensity of a spectral l ine yield infor

13. According

to Kirchhoff's laws, what are the necessary condi
tions for a continuous spectrum to be produced?

18. How can the Doppler effect cause broadening of a spectral

14. Explain how a beam of light passing through a diffuse cloud

19. Describe what happen s to a spectra l line from a star as the

may give rise to both absorption and emission spectra.

15. Why might the spe ctral lines of an element in a star's spec

tnun be weak, even though that element is relatively abwldant
in the star?

movement of electrons between energy levels?

mation about the source of the line?
line?

star's rotation rate incre ases.

20. pes

List three properties of a star that can be determined
from observations of its spectrum.

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

Compared with a spectrum from a ground-bas ed observa

5. An atom that has been ionized (a) has equal numbers of pro

tion, the spectrum of a star observed from above Earth's at

tons and electrons; (b) has more protons than electrons; (e) is
radioactive; (d) is electrically neutral.

mosphere would show (a) no absorption lines; (b) fewer
emission lines; (e) slightly fewer absorption lines; (d) many
more absorption lines.

2. The visible spectrum of sunlight re flecte d from Saturn's cold
moon Titan would be expected to be (a) continuous; (b) an
e mission spectrum; (e) an absorption spectrum.

1. VIS Figure 4.3

( " Elemental Emission") shows the emission
spectrum of neon gas. If the temperature of the gas were in
creased, we would observe (a) fewer red lines and more blue
lines; (b) even more red lines; (e) some faint absorption fea
lures; (d) no significant change.

4.

Co mpared with a sta r having many blue absorplion lines, a star

with many red and blue absorption lines must be (a) moving

away from the obs erver; (b) cooler than the other star; (el of

different composition than that of the other star; (d) moving
away from the other star.

6. VIS

In Figure 4. 10 ("Atomic Excitation"), compared with
311 electron trrulSition from the first excited state to the
groWld state, a transition from the third excited state to the
second excited stale emits a photon of (a) greater energy;
(b) lower e nergy; (e) identical energy.

7. Compared with a complex

atom like neon, a sinlple atom

such as hydrogen has (a) more excited states; (b) fewer ex

cited states; (e) the same number of excited states.

8. Compared with cooler stars, the hottest stars have absorption
lines that are (a) thin and distinct; (b) broad and fuzzy;
(e) identical to the lines in the cooler stars .

9. Compared with slowly rotating stars, the fastest spinning stars
have absorption lines that are (a) thin a nd distinct; (b) broad
and fu�y; (e) identical to the lines in the slowly rotating stars.

1 0. Astronomers analyze starl ight to determine a star s (a) temp
'

erature; (b) composition; (e) motion; (d) all of the above.

P RO B L E M S
11,e rlUmber ofdots precedi"g each Problem i"dicates its approximate level ofdiific1l1r:y.

1. • What is the energy (in electron volts-see More Precisely
4-1) of a 450-nm blue photon? A 200-nm ultraviol et photon?

7. ••

2 . • What is the energy (in electron volts) of a

8. • A dist31lt galaxy is receding from Earth with a radial veloc

hertz = 109 Hz) microwave photon?

lOO-GHz ( 1 giga

l. • What is the wavelength of a 2-eV red photon? Repeat your cal
culation for an O.I -eV infrared photon aJld a SOOO-eV
(5-keV) X ray.

4. • How many times more energy has a I -nm gamma ray than
a t o-MHz radio photon?

5. ••

C al culate the wavelength and frequency of the radiation

emitted by the electronic transition from the lOth to the 9th
excited state of hydrogen. In what part of the electromagnetic

spectTWll does this radiation lie? Repeat the question for
transitions from the 100th to the 99th excited state.

6. •• How m311Y different photons (Le., photons of different fre

quenc ies ) can be emitte d as a hydrogen atom in the third ex
cited state falls back, directly or indirectly, to the grow1d
state? What are the wavelengths of those photons?

List all the spectral lines of hydrogen that lie in the visible
range (taken to run from 400 to 700 nm in wavelength).

ity of 3000 km/s. At what wavelength would its Lya line be
received by a detector above Earth's atmosphere ?

9. •• At

a temperature of 5800 K, hydrogen atoms in the solar

atmosphere have typical r31ldom speeds of about 12 km/s.

Assuming thaI spe ctral-line broade ning is sim ply the result
of atoms moving toward us or away from us at this random
speed, estin,ale the thermal widtl1 (in nanometers) of the
656.3-nm solar Ha line.

10 . ••

In a demonstration of the photoelectric effect, suppose
that a minimum energy of 5 X 10-1 9 J ( 3 . 1 eV) is required to
dislodge an electron from a metal surface. What is Ihe mini
mum frequency (and longest wavelength ) of radiation for
which tl,e detector registers a response?

TELESCO ES
T H E TOOLS O F AST RO N O MY

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

�
4

5
6
7

8

Sketch and describe the basic designs of
optical telescopes used by astronomers.
Explain the particular advantages of re
flecting telescopes for astronomical use,
and specify why very large telescopes are
needed for most astronomical studies.
Explain the purpose of some of the detec
tors used in astronomical telescopes.
Describe how Earth's atmosphere affects
astronomical observations, and discuss
some of the current efforts to improve
ground-based astronomy.
Discuss the relative advantages and disad
vantages of radio and optical astronomy.
Explain how interferometry can enhance the
usefulness of astronomical observations.
Explain why some astronomical observa
tions are best done from space, and discuss
the advantages and limitations of space
based astronomy.
Say why it is important to make astronomi
ca I observations in different regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Telescopes are time machines and as
THE BIG tronomers, in a sense, are historians.
PICTURE Telescopes enhance our senses. enabling us to look out in space-and
hence back in time-much farther than would be
possible with our unaided eyes, and to perceive
radiation at wavelengths far beyond human vision.

t its heart, astronomy is an observational science.
More often than not, observations of cosmic phenom
ena precede any clear theoretical understanding of their
nature. AI; a result, our detecting instruments-our

telescopes--have evolved to observe as broad a range of
wavelengths as possible.
Until the middle of the 20th century, telescopes
were l imited to collecting visible light. Since then, tech
nological advances have expanded our view of the uni
verse to all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Some telescopes are sited on Earth, whereas others must
be placed in space, and design considerations vary
widely from one part of the spectrum to another. What
ever the details of their construction, however, tele
scopes are devices whose basic purpose is to collect elec
tromagnetic radiation and deliver it to a detector for
detailed study.

LEFT: Astronomers like to think big, and really big telescopes are now on
the drawing board. This artist's conception for the European Southern
Observatory shows OWl, the OverWhelmingly Lorge telescope. With a
mirror diameter of 100 meters, OWl would combine unrivaled
light-gathering power with the ability to examine cosmic objects with
unprecedented detail. This gargantuan project has an estimated cost
of 1 billion Euros and would use building techniques pioneered in
1899 by Gustove Eiffel for his famous tower In Paris. (ESO)

•
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Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.comfor quizzes.
animatlon� videos, interactive figures, and self-guided tutorials.
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Optical Te lescopes

another (e.g., glass). Consider for example how a straw that

is half immersed in a glass of water looks bent (Figure 5. 1 ) .

In essence, a telescope is a '1ight bucket" whose primary

The straw is straight, of course, but the light by which we see

function is to capture as many photons as possible from a

it is bent-refracted----as that light leaves the water and en

given region of the sky and concentrate them into a focused

ters tlle air. When the light then enters our eyes, we perceive

beam for analysis. Much like a water bucket that collects

the straw as being bent.

only the rain falling into it, a telescope intercepts only that
radiation falling onto it.

A refracting telescope uses a

lens to gather and concen

trate a beam of light. Figure 5.2(a) shows how refraction at

Optical telescopes are designed specifically to collect the

two faces of a prism can be used to change the direction of a

wavelengths that are visible to the human eye. These tele

beam of light. As illustrated in Figure 5.2(b), we can think of

scopes have a long history, stretching back to the days of

a lens as a series of prisms combined in such a way that all

Galileo in the early 17th century, and for most of the past
four centuries astronomers have built their instruments pri

light rays arriving parallel to its axis (ilie imagulary line

through the center of the lens), regardless of their distance

marily for use in the narrow, visible, portion of the electro

from that axis, are refracted to pass tl1rough a single point,

magnetic spectrum.

called the

<=

(Sec. 3.3 ) Optical telescopes are

probably also the best-known type of astronomic.l 1 hard

ware, so it is fitting that we begin our study with them.

Although the various telescope designs presented in this

section all come to us from optical astronomy, the discus

focus. The distance between tlle
is ilie focal length.

primary mirror

and the focus

Figure 5.3 shows how a reflecting telescope uses a
curved

mirror instead of a lens to

focus the incoming light.

As shown in Figure 5.3(a), light striking a polished surface is

sion applies equally well to many instruments designed to

reflected back, leaving the mirror at ilie same angle at which

capture invisible radiation, particularly in the infrared and

it arrived. The mirror in a reflecting telescope is constructed

ultraviolet regimes. Many large ground-based optical facili

so that all light rays arriving parallel to its axis are reflected

ties are also used extensively for ulfrared work. * Indeed,

to pass through the focus (Figure 5.3b). In astronomical

many ground-based observatories have recently been con

contexts, the mirror that collects the incomulg light is usu

structed with infrared observing as their principal function.

Refracting and Reflecting Telescopes
Optical telescopes fall into two basic categories:
and

reflectors.

Refraction is the bending of a beam of light

'Recall from Chapter 3 tha� while Earth's atmosphere effectively blocks all

ultraviolet, and most infrared, radiation, there remai" several fairly broad
spectral wi"dows through which gro1lnd·based infrared observations can b.
0:>

(Sec. 3.3)

mirror, because telescopes often con

is referred to as the prime focus.

refractors

as it passes from one transparent medium (e.g., air) into

made.

ally called the primary

tain more than one mirror. The focus of the priolary mirror
Astronomical telescopes are often used to make
images of their field of view (simply, the portion of the sky
that the telescope "sees"). Figure 5.4 illustrates how that is
accomplished, in this case by the mirror in a reflecting tele
scope. Light from

a distant object ( here, a comet) reaches

us as parallel, or very nearly parallel, rays. Any ray of light
entering the ulstrument parallel to tlle telescope's axis
strikes the mirror and is reflected through the prime focus.

Air
Water

(al

(bl

the

• FIGURE 5.1 Refraction A straw placed in a bowl ofwater appears bent (al becau.se the Iight frOOl the part of

the straw under the surface is refracted as it leaves
water and enters the air. (b) Consequently. the image formed
in our eyes is displaced relative to the true p05ition of the straw. (R Megrla/Fu,uiarnental PllOtograplls, NYC)
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Incoming

light rays

- deaneg e n
Small
fl ctio
l

Air

(a)

(b)

(a) Refraction by a prism changes the d i rection of a light � by an
amount that depends on the angle between the prisms faces. When the angle between the faces is large,

... FIGURE 5.2 Refracting Lens

the deflection is large; when the angle is small, so is the deflection. (bl A lens can be thought of as a series
of prisms. A light r� traveling along the axis of a lens is undeflected as

it passes through the lens. Parallel

rays arriving at progressively greater distances from the axis are refracted by increasing amounts in such a

-

w� that they all pass through a single point the focus.

Light coming from a slightly different direction-inclined
slightly to the axis-is focused to a slightly different point.
In tllis way, an image is formed near the prime focus. Each
point on the inlage corresponds to a different point in the
field of view.
The prime-focus inlages produced by large telescopes
are actually quite small-the image of the entire field of
view may be as little as 1 em across. Often, the image is mag
nified with a lens known as an eyepiece before being ob
served by eye or, more likely, recorded as a photograph or

Comparing Refractors and Reflectors
The two telescope designs shown in Figure 5.5 achieve the
same result: Light from a distant object is captured and fo
cused to form an unage. On the face of it, then, it might ap
pear that there is little to choose between the two in deciding
which type to buy or build. However, as the sizes of tele
scopes have increased steadily over the years (for reasons to
be discussed in Section 5.3), a number of inlportant factors
have tended to favor reflecting instruments over refractors:

digital image. The angular diameter of the magnified image

is much greater tlIan the telescope's field of view, allowing
much more detail to be discerned. Figure 5.5(a) shows the
basic design of a simple refracting telescope, illustrating how
a small eyepiece is used to view the image focused by the
lens. Figure 5.5(b) shows how a reflecting telescope accom
plishes the same function.

I

�/

'-......

1.

The fact that light must pass through the lens is a major
disadvantage of refracting telescopes. Just as a prism
disperses white light into its component colors, the lens
in a refracting telescope tends to focus red and blue

light differently. TIlls deficiency is known as chromatic
aberration. Careful design and choice of materials can

... F I G U R E 5.3 Reflecting
Mirror (al Reflection of light
from a flat mirror occurs when

Large

light is deflected, depending on

deflection

its angle of incidence. (b) A

I

Flat mirror

Mirror
axis

curved mirror can be used to

focus to a single point all �s of
light arriving parallel to the mirror

axis. Light rays traveling along

the axis are reflected back along

;:=----.- .....--:

the axis, as indicated by the
arrowheads pointing in both

Small
1eflection

Curved

mirror

Flat mirror

reflected through greater and
greater angles the farther they are

Focal length

(a)

directions. Off-axis �s are

(b)

from the axis, so that they all pass
through the focus.

=

I!!
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... FIGU RE 5.4 Image Formation
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An i mage can be formed by a mirror as rays of light coming from
an image of the

different points on a d i stant object are focused to slightly different locations. The result is

object formed around the prime focus. Notice that the image is inverted (i,e., upsi de down).

largely correct this deficiency, but it is very difficult to
eliminate entirely. Obviously, the problem does not
occur with mirrors.

2.

As light passes through the lens, some of it is absorbed
by the glass. This absorption is a relatively minor prob
lem for visible radiation, but it can be severe for infrared
and ultraviolet observations because glass blocks most
of the radiation in those regions of the electromagnetic
spectrwn. Again, the problem does not affect mirrors.

3.

A large lens can be quite heavy. Because it can be
supported only around its edge (so as not to block
Starl i g ht

the incoming radiation), the lens tends to deform
under its own weight. A mirror does not have this
drawback because it can be supported over its entire
back surface.

4_

A lens has two surfaces that must be accurately ma
chined and polished-a task that can be very difficult
indeed-but a mirror has only one.

Secondary
mirror

For these reasons, aI/ large modern
telescopes use mirrors as their pri
mary light gatherers. The largest
refractor ever built, installed in
1897 at the Yerkes Observatory in
Wisconsin and still in use today,
has a lens diameter of just over
1 In (40 inches). By contrast, many

... F IGU RE 5.5 Refractors and
Reflectors Comparison of (al
refracting and (b) reflecting telescopes,
Both types are used to gather and focus

electromagnetic radiation-to be
observed by huma n eyes or recorded
on photographs or in computers,

In

both cases, the image formed at the
focus is v iewed with a small magnifying

To eye

(a) Refractor

Eyepiece

(b) Reflector

lens called an

eyepiece,

SECTION 5.1

Prime focus

Secondary mirrors

Optical Telescopes 1 01
... FIGURE 5.6 Reflecting
Telescopes Fou reflecting

r

telescope d esign.s: (a) prime
focus, (b) Newtonian focus,
(e) Cassegrai n focus, and
(d) Nasmyth/coude focus. Each
desig uses a primary mirror at
the bottom of the telescope to
capture radiation, which is then
directed along different paths
for analysis. Noti ce that the
secondary mirrors shawn In
(c) and (d) are actually slightly
diverging, so that they move the
focus outside the telescope.

n

(a) Prime
focus

(b) Newtonian

focus

(c) Cassegrai n
focus

(d) Nasmythl
couda focus

recently constructed reflecting telescopes have mirror diam

primary mirror. This arrangement is known as a Cassegrain

eters in the lO-m range, and still larger instruments are on
the way.

telescope (after Guillaume Cassegrain, a French lensmaker).
The point behind the primary nlirror where the light from

Ty pes of Reflecti ng Te lescope

the star finaUy converges is called the Cassegrain focus.
A more complex observational configuration requires
starlight to be reflected by several mirrors. As in the

Figure 5.6 shows some basic reflecting telescope designs. Ra
diation from a star enters the instrument, passes down the

Cassegrain design, light is first reflected by the primary mir
ror toward the prinle focus and is then reflected back down

main tube, strikes the primary mirror, and is reflected back
toward the prime focus, near the top of the tube. Sometimes

the tube by a secondary nUrror. Next, a third, much smaller,
mirror reflects the light out of the telescope, where (depend
ing on tile details of the telescope's construction) tile beam

astronomers place their recording instruments at tile prinle
focus; however, it can be inconvenient, or even inlpossible,
to suspend bulky pieces of equipment there. More often, the

Nasmyth focus, or it may be directed via a further series of

light is intercepted on its path to the focus by a secondary
mirror and redirected to a more convenient location, as in

mirrors into an environmentaUy controlled laboratory
known as tile coude room (from the French word for "bent").

Figure 5.6(b) through 5.6(d).
In a Newtonian telescope (named after Sir Isaac Newton,
who invented this particular design), the light is intercepted

This laboratory is separate from the telescope itself, enabling
astronomers to use very heavy and finely tlllled equipment
that cannot be placed at any of the other foci (all of which

before it reaches the prime focus and then is deflected by
90°, usually to an eyepiece at the side of the instrument. Tlus
is a popular design for smaUer reflecting telescopes, such as
those used by amateur astronomers, but it is relatively un

necessarily move Witll the telescope). The arrangement of
mirrors is such that tile light path to tile coude room does

common in large instruments. On a large telescope, the
Newtonian focus may be many meters above the ground,
making it an inconvenient place to attach equipment (or

twin lO-m-diameter optical!infrared telescopes of the Keck
Observatory on Mauna Kea in Hawaii, operated jointly by the
California Institute of Technology and the University of Cali

may be analyzed by a detector mounted alongside, at the

not change as the telescope tracks objects across the sky.
To illustrate some of these points, Figure 5.7(a) shows the

place an observer).
Alternatively, astronomers may choose to work on a

fornia. The diagram Ul part (b) illustrates the light paths and
some of the foci. Observations may be made at the

rear platform where tlley can use equipment, such as a spec
troscope, that is too heavy to hoist to the prime focus. In tlus

Cassegrain, Nasmyth, or coude focus, depending on the needs
of the user. As ilie size of the person in part (c) indicates, this

case, light reflected by the prinlary mirror toward the prime
focus is intercepted by a smaUer secondary mirror, which re
flects it back down tluough a small hole at the center of the

is indeed a very large telescope-in fact, the two mirrors are
currently the largest on Earth. We will see numerous examples
throughout tlus text of Keck's many unportant discoveries.
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"'-\-#__ Tertiary mirror

'�t71����i-f�Q�'lB�(b)

(a)

36-segment
primary mirror

To Coude
room

... F IGU RE 5.7 Keck Telescope (a) The two lO-m telescopes of the Keck Observatory. (b) Artist's

i llustration of the telescope, the path taken by an incomi'1g beam of starlight, and some of the location.s
where instruments may be placed (cl One of the lO-m mirrors. (The odd shape is explained in Section 5.3.)
Note the technician in orange coveralls at center. (W M. Keck Observatory)

Perhaps the best-known telescope on (or, rather, near)
Earth is the

Hubble Space Telescope (HST),

named for one

5.2

Te l escope S i ze

of America's most notable ast ronomers, Edwin Hubble.

Modern astronomical t elescopes have come a long way

The device was placed in Earth orbit by NASA's space shut

from Galileo's simple apparatus (see the Part 1 opening

t l e Discovery in 1990 and is still in operation (as of 2010; see

text). Their development over the years has seen a steady

Discovery 5- 1) . HSTis a Cassegraill telescope in which all the

increase in

instruments are located directly behind the primary mirror.

with the amount of light a t elescope can collect-its

The telescope's detectors are capable of making measure

gathering power.

size,

for two main reasons. The first has to do

light

The second is related to the amount of

resolving power.

ments in the optical, infrared, and ultraviolet parts of the

detail that can be seen-the telescope's

spectrwn.

Simply put, large telescopes can gather and focus more
radiation than can their smaller counterpa rts, allowing

CO N C E P T C H E C K

..... Why do all modern telescopes use mirrors to gather and focus
light?

astronomers to study f ainter objects and to obtain more
detailed information about bright ones. This fact has
played a central role in determining the design of contem
porary instruments.
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Light-Gathering Power
One important reason for using a larger telescope is simply
that it has a greater collecting area, which is the total area
capable of gathering radiation. The larger the telescope's
reflecting mirror (or refracting lens), the more light it col
lects, and the easier it is to measure and study an object's
radiative properties. Astronomers spend much of their
time observing very distant-and hence veryfaint-cosmic
sources. In order to make detailed observations of such ob
jects, very large telescopes are essential. Figure 5.8 illus
trates the effect of increasing the size of a telescope by
comparing images of the Andromeda Galaxy taken with
two different instruments. A large collecting area is partic
ularly important for spectroscopic work, as the radiation
received in that case must be split into its component
wavelengths for further analysis.
The observed brightness of an astronomical object is di
rectly proportional to the area of our telescope's mirror and
therefore to the

square of the mirror diameter. Thus, a

5-m

telescope will produce an image 25 times as bright as a I -m
instrument, because a 5-m mirror has 52

=

25 times the

collecting area of a I -m mirror. We can also think of this rela
tionship in terms of the length of

time

required for a tele

scope to collect enough energy to create a recognizable image
on a photographic plate. Our 5-m telescope will produce an
image 25 times faster than the I-m device because it gathers
energy at a rate 25 times gre.1ter. Put another way, a I -hour
exposure with a I-m telescope is roughly equivalent to a 2.4minute exposure with a 5-m instrument.
Until the 1 980s, the conventional wisdom was that tele
scopes with mirrors larger than 5 or 6 m in diameter were
simply too expensive and impractical to build. The problems
involved in casting, cooling, and polishing a huge block of
quartz or glass to very high precision (typically less than the
width of a human hair) were just too great. However, new,
high-tech manufacturing techniques, coupled with radically
new mirror designs, make the construction of telescopes in
the 8- to 12-m range almost a routine matter. Experts can
now make large mirrors much lighter for their size than had
previously been thought feasible and can combine many
smaller mirrors into the equivalent of a much larger singIe
mirror telescope. Several large-diameter instruments now
exist, and many more are planned.

W image ofthe Andromeda Galaxy, Both photographs had the
� same exposure time, but image (b) was taken with a telescope

• FI G URE 5.8 Sensitivity Effect of increasing telescope size on an
twice the size of that used to make image (a� Fainter detail can be seen
as the diameter of the telescope mirror increases because larger
telescopes are able to collect more photons per unit time, greatly
extending our view of the universe, (Adapted from AURA)

The Keck telescopes, shown in detail in Figure 5.7 and
in a larger view in Figure 5.9, are a case in point. Each tele

atmospheric absorption of infrared radiation, making this

scope combines 36 hexagonal 1 .8-m mirrors into the equiv

site one ofthe finest locations on Earth for infrared astronomy.

alent collecting area of a single 10-m reflector. The first Keck
telescope became fully operational in 1992; the second was

ure.

Nmnerous other large telescopes

can

be seen in the fig

Some are designed exclusively for infrared work; others,

completed in 1996. The large size of these devices and the

like Keck, operate in both the optical and the infrared. To the

high altitude at which they operate make them particularly

right of the Keck domes is the 8.3-m Subaru (the Japanese

objects, in both the optical and infrared parts of the spec

nomical Observatory of Japan. Its mirror, shown in Figure

trum. Mauna Ke.1'S 4.2-kru ( 1 3,800 feet) altitude minimizes

5.9(b), is the largest single mirror (as opposed to the seg-

well suited to detailed spectroscopic studies of very faint

name for the Pleiades) telescope, part of the National Astro
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D I S C O V E RY 5 - 1
The H u bble Space
Te lescope
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is the largest, most complex,
most sensitive observatory ever deplo}"!<i in space. At over $9 bil
lion (including the cost of several missions to service and refurbish
the system), it is also one of the most expensive scientific instru
ments ever built and operated. A joint project of NASA and the
European Space Agency, HSTwas designed to allow astronomers
to probe the universe with at least 10 times finer resolution and
some 30 times greater sensitivity to light than existing Earth-based
devices. HST is operated remotely from the ground; there are no
astronauts aboard the telescope, which orbits Earth about once
every 95 minutes at an altitude of some 600 km (380 miles).
The telescope's overall dimensions approximate those of a
city bus or railroad tank car: 13 m (43 feet) long, 12 m (39 feet)
across with solar arrays extended, and 1 1,000 kg ( 12.5 tons when
weighed on Earth). At the heart of HSTis a 2.4-m-diameter mir
ror designed to capture optical, ultraviolet, and infrared radia
tion before it reaches Earth's murky atmosphere. The first figure
shows the telescope being lifted out of the cargo bay of the space
shuttle Diswveryin the spring of 1990.

(NASA)

The second "see-through" diagram displays HST's main fea
tures. The telescope's Cassegrain design (Section 5. 1 ) reflects light
from its large mirror back to a smaller, O.3-m secondary mirror,
which sends the light through a small hole in the main mirror and
into the rear portion of the spacecraft. There, any of five major sci
entific instruments wait to analyze the incoming radiation. Most of
these instruments are about the size of a telephone bootil. TIley are
designed to be maintained by NASA astronauts, and indeed, most
of the telescope's instruments have been upgraded or replaced since
HSTwas launched. The current detectors on the telescope span the

visible, near-infrared, and near-ultraviolet regions of the electro
magnetic spectrum, from about 100 nm (UV) to 2200 nm ( IR).
Soon after the launch of HST, astronomers discovered that
the telescope's primary mirror had been polished to the wrong
shape. The mirror was too flat by 2 �, about 1/50 the width of a
human hair, malting it inlpossible to focus light as well as expected.
The optical flaw (known as sp/u,,;cal aberrarion) produced by this
design error meant that HST was not as sensitive as designed, al
though it could still see many objects in the universe with Wlprece
dented resolution. In 1993, astronauts aboard the space shuttle
EndeavOllr visited HST and succeeded in repairing some of its ail
ing equipment. They replaced Hubble's gyroscopes to help the tele
scope point more accurately, installed sturdier versions of the solar
panels that power the telescope's electronics, and-most impor
tantly-inserted an intricate set of small mirrors (each about the
size of a coin) to compensate for the fuulty prinlary mirror.
Hubble's resolution is now close to the original design specifica
tions, and the telescope has regained much of its lost sensitivity.
Additional service missions were performed in 1997, 1999, 2002,
and 2009 to replace instruments and repair faulty systems.
A good example of Hubble's scientific capabilities today can
be seen by comparing the two inlages of the spiral galaxy MI00,
shown in the accompanying figure. On the left is perhaps the
best ground-based photograph of this beautiful galaxy, showing
ricl1 detail and color in its spiral arms. On the right, to the same
scale and orientation, is an HST inlage showing inlprovement in
both resolution and sensitivity. (The chevron-shaped field of
view is caused by the corrective optics inserted into the tele
scope; an additional trade-off is that Hubble's field of view is
smaller than those of ground-based telescopes.) The inset shows
Hubble's exquisite resolution of small fields of view.

mented design used in Keck) yet built. Subarn saw "first light"

In terms of total available collecting area, the largest tele

in 1999. In the distance is another large single-mirror instru
ment: the 8.l-m Gemini North telescope, completed in 1999

scope currently available is the European Southern Observa
tory's optical-infrared Very Large Telescope (VLT), located at

by a consortium of seven nations, including the United States.
Its twin, Gemini South, in the Chilean Andes, went into

Cerro Parana!, in Chile ( Figure 5. 1 0). The vcr consists of
fom separate S.2-m mirrors that can function as a single in

service in 2002.

strument. The L1st of its four mirrors was completed in 2001.
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(D. MalinlAngio-Australian Telescope)
During its decade and a half of operation, Hubble has revo
lutionized our view of the sky, helping to rewrite some theories
of the universe along the way. The space-based instrument has
studied newborn galaxies almost at the !intit of the observable
universe with unprecedented clarity, allowing astronomers to see
the interactions and collisions that may have shaped the evolu
tion of our Milky Way. Turning its gaze to the hearts of galaxies
closer to home, Hubble has provided strong evidence for super
massive black holes in their cores. Within our own Galaxy, it has
given astronomers stuWling new insights into the physics of star
formation and the evolution of stellar systems and stars of all
sizes, from superlunlinous giants to objects barely more massive
than planets. Finally, in our solar system, Hubble has afforded
scientists new views of the planets, their moons, and the tiny
fragments from which they formed long ago. Many spectacular
examples of the telescope's remarkable capabilities appear
throughout this book.
With Hubble now ending its second decade of highly pro
ductive service, NASA has formally approved plans for the

Resolving Power

telescope's successor. The Next Generation Space Telescope
(now known as the James Webb Space Telescope, or JWST, after
the administrator who led NASA's Apollo program during the
1 960s and 1970s) will dwarf Hubble in both scale and capability.
Sporting a 6.S-m segmented mirror with seven times the collect
ing area of Hubble's mirror, and containing a formidable array of
detectors optimized for use at visible and infrared wavelengths,
JWST will orbit at a distance of 1 .5 million km from Earth, far
beyond the Moon. NASA hopes to lawlCh the instrunlent in
2014. The telescope's primary mission ainlS to study the forma
tion of the first stars and galaxies, measuring the large-scale
structure of the lUliverse and investigating the evolution of plan
ets, stars, and galaxies.
The fWSTiaunch schedule will likely mean an interruption
of a year or more in space-based astrononllcal observations at
near-optical wavelengths. HST mission scientists expect that
the 2009 servicing mission has extended Hubble's operating life
time well beyond 201 1 , but few expect that the telescope will
survive until JWSTbecomes fully operational in 2015.

view. The finer the resolution, the better we can distinguish
the objects and the more detail we can see. In astronomy,

A second advantage of large telescopes is their finer angular
resolution. In general , resoilltion refers to the ability of any

where we are always concerned with angular measurement,

device, such as a camera or telescope, to form distinct, sepa

sky," so angular resolution is the factor that determines our

rate images of objects lying close together in the field of

ability to see fine structure. Figure 5.1 1 illustrates how the

«close together� means «separated by a small angle in the
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(a)

(b)

... F IGU RE 5.9 Mauna Kea Observatory (al The world's highest ground-based observatory, at Mauna
Kea, Hawaii, is perched atop a dormant volcano more than 4 km (nearly 14,000 feet) abOlle sea level. Among
the domes visible in the picture are those housing the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6-m telescope, the 8J-m
Gemini North instrument, the 22-m telescope of the University of Hawaii, Britain's 3.8-m infrared facility,
and the twin l(}-m Keck telescopes. To the right of

the twin Kecks is the)apanese &3-m Subaru telescope.

The thin air at this high-altitude site guarantees less atmospheric absorption of incoming radiation and

hence a clearer view th.n at sea level but the air is so thin that astronomers must occasionally wear oxygen
masks while working. (b) The mirror in the Sub.ru telescope. currently the largest one-piece mirror in any
astronomical instrument (R Wllinscoat; R UndenvoodlKeck Obsen'atof),; NAOJ)

appearance of two objects--stars, say-might change as the
angular resolution of our telescope varies. Figure 5 . 1 2 shows
the result of increasing resolving power with views of the
Andromeda Galaxy at several different resolutions.
What limits a telescope's resolution! One important fac
tor is diffraction, the tendency of light-and all other waves,
for that matter---to bend around corners. 00 (Discover), 3-1)
Because of diffraction, when a parallel beam of light enters a
telescope, the rays spread out slightly, making it impossible to
focus the beam to a sharp point, even with a perfectly con
structed mirror. Diffraction introduces a certain "fuzziness,"
or loss of resolution, into any optical system. The degree of
fuzziness--the minimum angular separation that can be
distinguishe<f---.{letermines the angu11r resolution of tlle tele
scope. The amount of diffraction is proportional to the wave
length of ilie radiation and inversely proportional to the
diameter of the telescope mirror. For a circular mirror and
otllerwise perfect optics, we can write (in convenient units):

... F I G U R E 5.1 0 VLT Observatory Located .tthe Paranal
Observatory in Atacama. Chile, the European Southern Observatory's
Very Large Telescope (VLT) is the world's largest optical telescope. It
comprises four 8.2-m reflecting telescopes, which can be used in
tandem to create the effective area of a single 16-m mirror. (£50)

angular resolution (arcsec)
where 1 )10m ( 1 micron)

=

0.25

wavelength ()10m)
.
diameter ( m )

10-6 m (see Appendix 2).

'

(a)

A FIGURE S.11 Resolving Pow ..r Two comparably bright light

sources become progressively clearer when viewed at finer and finer
an gular resolution. When the angular reso lution is much poorer than
the separation of the objects. as in (a1 the objects appear as a single
fuzzy "blob: As the resolution improve5. through (bl and (el. the two
sources become discernible as separate objects.

For a given telescope size, the amotlnt of diffraction in

creases in proportion to the wavelength used, and observa
tions in the infrared or radio range are often limited by its
effects. For example, the best possible angular resolution of
blue light (with a wavelength of 400 nm) that can be ob
tained using a I -m telescope is about 0.1". This quantity is
called the

diffraction-limited resolution

of the telescope.

But if we were to use otlr I -m telescope to make observa

tions in the near infrared, at a wavelength of 10 fill! ( 1 0,000
nm), the best resolution we could obt.1in would be only 2.5".

A I-m radio telescope operating at a wavelength of 1 em
would have an angular resolution of just under 1°.
For light of any given wavelength, large telescopes
produce less diffraction than small ones. A 5 -m telescope

Q Andromeda Galaxy as the angular resolution is improved some
� 600 times, from (al 10', to (b) 1', (cl 5", and (d) 1", The resolution of

�

FIGURE S.12 Resolution Detai l becomes clearer in the

the human eye is approximately that of part (b)-if only our eyes were
sensitive enough to see this v iew. (Adapted from AURA)
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observing in blue light would have a diffraction-limited res
olution five times finer than the l -m telescope just dis
cussed-about 0.02". A O . l -m ( IO-cm) telescope would have
a diffraction limit of 1", and so on. For comparison, the an
gular resolution of the human eye in the middle of the visual
range is about

0.5'.

Computers play a vital role in observational astronomy.
Most large telescopes today are controUed either by comput
ers or by operators who rely heavily on computer assistance,
and images and data are recorded in a form that can be eas
ily read and manipulated by computer programs.

P ROCESS OF S C IENCE CHECK
tI' Give two reasons why astronomers need to build very large
telescopes.

5.3

I mage Acqui Sition

It is becoming rare for photographic equipment to be
used as the primary meallS of data acquisition at large observa
tories. Instead, electronic detectors known as charge-<:oupled

devices, or CCDs, are in

widespread

use.

Their output goes

directly to a computer. A ceo (Figure 5 . 1 3a and b) consists
of a wafer of silicon divided into

I m ages a n d Detectors

a

h'iO-dirnensional array of

many tiny picture elements, known as pixels. ""ben light

In the previous section, we saw how telescopes gather and

strikes a pixel, an electric charge builds up on it. The amount

focus light to form an image of their field of view. In fact,

of charge is directly proportional to the nwnber of photons

most large observatories use many different illStruments to

striking each pixel-in other words, to the intensity of the

analyze the radiation received from space-including detec

light at that point. The buildup of charge is monitored elec

tors sensitive to many different wavelengths of light, spec

tronically, and a two-dimensional image is obtained (Figure

troscopes to study emission and absorption lines, and other

5 . 1 3c and d).

custom-made equipment designed for specialized studies.

A CCD is typically a few square centimeters in area and

These devices may be placed at various points along the light

may contain several million pixels, generally arranged on a

path outside the telescope-see, for example, the multiple

square grid. As the technology improves, both tlle areas of

foci and light paths in Figure 5.7(b), or the more compact

CCDs and the number of pixels they contain continue to in

arrangement of detectors within the

crease. Incidentally, the tedmology is not limited to astron

in

Hubble Space Telescope

In this section, we look in a little more de

omy: Many home video cameras contain CCD chips similar

tail at how telescopic images are actually produced and at

in basic design to those in use at the great astronomical ob

some other types of detectors that are in widespread use.

servatories of the world.

Discovery 5-1.

(0)

(a)

(b)

• F IGURE 5.13 CCO Chip A charg... coupled device (ceo) consists of hundreds of thousands, or even

millions, of tiny light-sensitive cells called pixels, usually arranged in a square array. Light striking a pixel
causes an electrical charge to build up on it. By electronically reading oot the charge on each pixel. a
computer can reconstruct the pattern of light-the image-falling on the chip. (a) Detail of a ceo array.
(b) A CCD chip moonted for use at the focus of a telescope. (c) Typical data from the chip consist of an
array of numbers, running from 0 to 9 in this simplified example. Each number represents the intensity of
the radiation striking that particular pixel. (d) When interpreted as intensity levels on a computer screen, an
image of the field of v iew results. (MIT Lineal" Lab)

(d)

S E CT I O N 5 . 3
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CCDs have two important advantages over photo

been measured, the effects of noise can be partially re

graphic plates, which were the staple of astronomers for over

moved with the aid of high-speed computers, allowing

a century. First, CCOs are much more

efficient than photo

graphic plates, recording as many as 90 percent of the pho

astronomers to see features in their data that would other
wise remain hidden.

tons striking them, compared with less than 5 percent for

Using computer processing, astronomers can also com

photographic methods. This difference means that a CCO

pensate for known instrumental defects. In addition, the

image can show objects 10 to 20 times fainter than a photo

computer can often carry out many of the relatively simple,

graph made with the same telescope and the same exposure

but tedious and time-consuming, chores that must be

time. Alternatively, a CCD c.1n record the same level of detail

performed before an image (or spectrum) reaches its final

in less than a tenth of the time required by photographic

"dean» form. Figure 5.14 illustrates how computerized

techniques, or it can record that detail with a much smaller

image-processing techniques were used to correct for known

telescope. Second, CCDs produce a faithful represent<ltion

instrumental problems in

of an image in a digital format that can be placed directly on

planned resolution of the telescope to be recovered even be

magnetic tape or disk or, more commonly, sent across a

fore its repair in 1993 ( see Discovery 5-1).

HST,

allowing much of the

computer network to an observer's home institution.

W i de-A ngle V i ews

I mage Process ing

Large reflectors are very good at forming images of narrow

background noise

fields of view, wherein all the light that strikes the mirror

in astronomical images. Noise is anything that corrupts the

surface moves almost parallel to the a.xis of the instrument.

Computers are also widely used to reduce

integrity of a message, such as static on an AM radio or

However, as the angle at which the light enters increases, the

"snow» on a television screen. The noise corrupting tele

accmacy of the focus decreases, degrading the overall qual

scopic images has many causes. In part, it results from faint,

unresolved sources in the telescope's field of view and from
light scattered into the line of sight by Earth's atmosphere.

It can also be caused by imperfections within the detector
itself, which may result in an electronic " hiss» similar to the

ity of the image. The effect (called

coma)

worsens as we

move farther from the center of the field of view. Eventually,

the quality of the image is reduced to the point where the
image is no longer usable. The distance from the center to

where the unage becomes unacceptable defines the useful

faint background hiss you might hear when you listen to a

field of view of the telescope-typically, only a few arc min

particularly quiet piece of music on your stereo.

utes for large ulstruments.

Even though astronomers often cannot determine the
origin of the noise in their observations, they can at least
measure its characteristics. For example, if we observe a

Photometry

part of the sky where there are no known sources of radia

When a CCO is placed at the focus of a telescope to record

tion, then whatever signal we do receive is (almost by

all image of the instrument's field of view, the telescope

definition) noise. Once the properties of the signal have

is acting, in effect, as a high-powered camera. However,

& FIGURE 5.14 Image Processing (a) Ground-based view of the star duster R136, a group of stars in the
Large Magellanic doud (a nearby galaxy). (b) The .�" image of this same region as seen by the Hubble
Space Telescope in 1990, before its first repair mission. (c) The same image after computer processing that
partly compensated for imperfections in the mirror. (d) The same region as seen by the repaired HSf in 1994,
here observed at a somewhat bluer wavelength. (AURNNASA)
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astronomers often want to carry out more specific measure
ments of the radiation received from space.
One very fundamental property of a star (or any other
astronomical object) is its b righ mess-the amount of light
energy from the star striking our detector every second. The
measurement of brightness is called photometry (literally,
"light measurement"). In principle, determining a star's
brightness is just a matter of adding up the values in all the
CCD pixels corresponding to the star (see Figure 5 . 1 3c).
However, in practice, the process is more complicated, as
stellar images may overlap, and computer assistance is gen
erally need to disentangle them.
Astronomers often combine photometric measurements
with the use of colored filters in order to limit the wave
lengths they measure. (A filter simply blocks out all incoming
radiation, except in some specific range of wavelengths; see
Section 17.3 for a more detailed discussion.) Many standard
filters exist, covering various "slices" of the spectrum, from
near-infrared through visible to near-ultraviolet wave
lengths. By confining their attention to these relatively nar
row ranges, astronomers can often estimate the shape of an
object's blackbody curve and hence determine, at least ap
proximately, the object's temperature. ex> (Sec. 3.4) Filters
are also used with CCD images in order to simulate natural
color. For example, most of the visible-light HST images in
this text are actually composites of three raw images, taken
through red, green, and blue filters, respectively, and com
bined aftenvards to reconstruct a single color frame.
Astronomical objects are generally faint, and most astro
nomical images entail long e.-qx>Sures-minutes to hours-in
order to see fine detail (Section 5.2). 11m5, the brightness we
measure from an image is really an average over the entire ex
posure. Short-term fluctuations (if any) caJllot be seen. When
higlliy accurate and rapid measurements of light intensity are
required, a specialized device known as a photometer is used.
The photometer measures the total amount of light received in
all or part of the field of view. When only a portion of the field
is of interest, that region is selected simply by masking (block
ing) out the rest of the field of view. Using a photometer often
means "throwing away" spatial detail-usually no image is
produced-but in return, more information is obtained about
the intensity and time variability of a source, such as a pulsat
ing star or a supernova explosion.

S pectroscopy
Often, astronomers want to study the spectrum of the incom
ing light. L1rge spectrometers work in tandem with optical
telescopes. Light collected by the primary mirror may be
redirected to the coude room, defined by a narrow slit,
dispersed (split into its component colors) by means of a
prism or a diffraction grating, and then sent on to a detector
a process not so different in concept from the operation of
the simple spectroscope described in Chapter 4. - (Sec. 4. 1 )
The spectrum can be studied in real time (i.e., as it is being

received at the telescope) or recorded using a CCD (or, less
commonly nowadays, a photographic plate) for later analy
sis. Astronomers can then apply the analysis techniques dis
cussed in Chapter 4 to extract detailed information from the
spectral lines they record. ex> (Sec. 4.5)
C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl Wfr; a ren't astronomers satisfied with just taking photographs
of the sky?

5.4

H igh-Resolution Ast ronomy

Even large telescopes have limitations. For example, accord
ing to the discussion in the preceding section, the 1O-1l1 Keck
telescope should have an angular resolution of arowld 0.01"
in blue light. In practice, however, without further techno
logical advances, it could not do better than about 1 ". In fact,
apart from instruments using special techniques developed
to examine some particularly bright stars, no ground-based
optical telescope built before 1990 can resolve astronomical
objects to much better than 1". The reason is turbulence in
Earth's atmosphere-small-scale eddies of swirling air all
along the line of sight, which blur the image of a star even
before the light reaches our instruments.

A tmosp he ric B I urri ng
As we observe a star, atmospheric turbulence produces con
tinual small changes in the optical properties of the air be
tween the star and our telescope (or eye). As a result, the
light from the star is refracted slightly as it travels toward us,
so the stellar unage dances arowld on our detector (or on
our retina). TillS continual deflection is the cause of the
well-known "twinkling" of stars. It occurs for the same rea
son that objects appe.1 r to shimmer when viewed across a
hot roadway on a summer day: The constantly shifting rays
of light reaching our eyes produce the illusion of motion.
On a good night at the best observing sites, the maximum
amount of deflection produced by the atmosphere is slightly
less than 1". Consider taking a photograph of a star. After a few
minutes of exposure (long enough for the intervening atmos
phere to have undergone many small random changes), the
image of the star has been smeared out over a roughly circular
region an arc second or so in diameter. Astronomers use the
term seeing to describe the effects of atmospheric turbulence.
The circle over which a star's light (or tlle ligllt from any
other astronomical source) is spread is called the seeing disk.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the formation of the seeing disk for a
small telescope.*
-"1"fact,for Q large ;n.strmnetlt-ffIOre Uran about 1 nJ it, diameter-the. situ
ation is more complicated, because rays striking different parts of the mirror
have aClUally passed through different turbulent regions of the atmosphere.
Tllt1- et,d result i5 still a seeitlg disk, however.
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This series of photographs shaws Earth's shadow sweeping across the Moon
during a lunar eclipse. By observing this behavior, Aristotle reasoned that Earth was the cause of the shadcm and
concluded that Earth must be round. His theory has yet to be disprcwed. (G. Schneider)

• F I G URE 1 .7 A Lunar Eclip'"

that Earth was its cause-facts we regard as obvious today,
but far from clear 25 centuries ago. On the basis of this

1 .3

The "Obvious" V iew

observed

To see how astronomers have applied the scientific method

eclipses would show Earth's shadow to be curved, regardless

very basic observations. Our study of the cosmos, the mod

hypothesj�one

possible explanation

of the

facts--he then predicted that any and all future lunar

to understand the universe around us, let's start with some

of our planet's orientation. That prediction has been tested

ern science of astronomy, begins simply, witll looking at the

every time a lunar eclipse has occurred. It has yet to be

night sky. The overall appearance of tlle night sky is not

proved wrong. Aristotle was not the first person to argue

so different now from what our ancestors would have seen

that Earth is round, but he was apparently the first to offer

hundreds or even thousands of years ago, but

observational proof using the lunar eclipse method.

interpretation of what we see has changed immeasurably as

This basic reasoning forms the basis of all modern scien
tific inquiry. Armed only with naked-eye observations of the
sky (the telescope would not be invented for almost another
2000 years), Aristotle first made an observation. Ne>..1:, he for
mulated a hypotllesis to e.xplain that observation. Then he
tested the validity of his hypothesis by making predictions

our

the science of astronomy has evolved and grown.

Constel lations in the Sky

Between sunset and sWlrise on a clear night, we can see
about 3000 points of light. If we include the view from the

opposite side of Earth, nearly 6000 stars are visible to the

tllat could be confirmed or refuted by further observations.

unaided eye. A natural human tendency is to see patterns

Observation, theory, and

and relationships among objects even when no true con

testing-these are the cornerstones

of the scientific metllod, a teclmique whose power will be

nection exists, and people long ago connected the brightest

demonstrated again and again tIlroughout our text.

stars into configurations called

Today, scientists tIlroughout the world use an approach

consteUations,

which an

cient astronomers named after mythological beings, heroes,

that relies heavily on testing ide.1s. They gather data, form a

and animals-whatever was inlportant to them. Figure 1.8

working hypothesis that explains the data, and then proceed

shows a consteUation especially prominent i n tile nighttime

to test the implications of the hypotllesis using experinlent

sky from October through Marm: the hunter named Orion.

and observation. Eventually, one or more "weU-tested" hy

Orion was a mythical Greek hero famed, among other

potheses may be elevated to the stature of a physical law and

things, for his amorous pursuit of tlle Pleiades, the seven

come to form tlle basis of a theory of even broader applica

daughters of the giant Atlas. According to Greek mytll010gy,

bility. The new predictions of tlle theory will in turn be

to protect the Pleiades from Orion, the gods placed them

tested, as scientific knowledge continues to grow. Experi

among the stars, where Orion nightly stalks them across the

ment and observation are integral parts of the process of sci

sky. Many constellations have similarly fabulous connec

entific inquiry. Untestable theories, or tlleories unsupported

tions with ancient lore.

by experimental evidence, rarely gain any measure of ac

Perhaps not surprisingly, tile patterns have a strong cul

ceptance in scientific circles. Used properly over a period of

tural bias--the astronomers of ancient China saw mythical

tinle, this rational, methodical approach enables us to arrive

figures different from those seen by the ancient Greeks, the

at conclusions that are mostly free of the personal bias and

Babylonians, and the people of other cultures, even tIlough

hurnan values of any one scientist. The scientific method is

they were all looking at the sanle stars in the night sky. Inter

designed to yield an objective view of the universe we inhabit.

estingly' different cultures often

groupings of stars,
PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
V Can a theory ever become a "fact: scientifically speaking?

made tile same basic

despite widely varying interpretations of

what they saw. For example, the group of seven stars usually
known in North America as "the Dipper" is known

as

"the

Wagon" or "the Plough" in western Europe. The ancient

SECTION 1 .3
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Constellation Orion (a) A

r.;;i photograph of the group of

...;../ bright stars that make up the
constellation Orion. (See the preface,
p. xviii, for an explanation of the icon
at the bottom, which simply indicates
that this image was made in visible
light.) (b) The stars are connected to
show the pattern v isualized by the
Greeks: the outline of a hunter. The
Greek letters serve to identify some
of the brighter stars in the constel
lation (see also Figure 1.9). You can
easily find Orion in the northern
winter sky by identifying the line of
three bright stars in the hunter's "belt."
(S. Westphal)

(b)

Greeks regarded these same stars as the tail of "the Great

who used the data to make predictions about that person's

Bear," the Egyptians saw them as the leg of an ox, the Siberians

destiny. Thus, in a sense, astronomy and astrology arose from

as a stag, and some Native Americans as a funeral procession.

the same basic impulse--the desire to "see" into the future-

Early astronomers had very practical reasons for study

and, indeed, for a long time they were indistinguishable from

ing the sky. Some constellations served as navigational

one another. "Thday, most people recognize that astrology is

guides. The star Polaris (part of the Little Dipper) indicates

nothing more than an amusing diversion (although millions

north, and the near constancy of its location in the sky, from

still study their horoscope in the newspaper every morning!).

hOll! to hour and night to night, has aided travelers for cen

Nevertheless, the ancient astrological terminology-the names

turies. Other constellations served as primitive calendars to

of the constellations and many terms used to describe the loca

predict planting and harvesting seasons. For example, many

tions and motions of the planets-is still used throughout the

cultures knew that the appearance of certain stars on the

astronomical world.

horizon

just

before daybreak signaled the beginning of

spring and the end of winter.
In many societies, people came to believe that there were

Generally speaking, as illustrated in Figure 1 .9 for the
case of Orion, the stars that make up any particular con
stellation are not actually close to one another in space,

other benefits in being able to trace the regularly changing po

even by astronomical standards. They merely are bright

sitions of heavenly bodies. The relative positions of stars and

enough to observe with the n aked eye and happen to lie in

planets at a person's birth were carefully studied by astrologers,

roughly the same direction in the sky as seen from Earth .

.... F I G U R E 1 .9 Orion in 3-�
The true three-dimensional
reiatlonsihips among the most
prominent stars in Orion. The
distances were determined by
the Hipparcos satellite in the
19905. (See Chapter 17.)
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.... FIGURE 1.10 Constellations Near
Orion The region of the sky
conventionally associated with the
constellation Orion, together with some
neighboring constellations (labeled in all
capital letters� Some prominent stars are
also labeled in lowercase letters. The 88
constellations span the entire sky, so that
fiNery astronomical object lies in precisely
one of them.

but of Earth. Polaris indicates the
direction--<lue

north-in

which

Earth's rotation axis points. Even
though we now know that the
celestial sphere

is

an incorrect de

scription of the heavens, we still use
the idea as a convenient fiction that
helps us visualize the positions of
stars in the sky. The points where
Earth's axis intersects the celestial
sphere are called the

celestial poles.

Still, the constellations provide a convenient means for as

In the Northern Hemisphere, the north celestial pole lies di

t ronomers to specify large areas of the sky, much as geolo

rectly above Earth's North Pole. The extension of Earth's axis

gists use continents or politicians use voting precincts to

in the opposite direction defines the south celestial pole, di

identify certain localities on planet Earth. In all, there are

rectly above Eartll'S South Pole. Midway between the north

88 constellations, most of them visible from North Amer
ica at some time during the year. Figure 1 . 1 0 shows how
the conventionally defined constellations cover a portion
of the sky in the vicinity of Orion.

North celest ial pole

Apparent rotation
of the celestial
sphere

I

Polaris

The Celestial Sphere
Over the course of a night, the constellations seem to move
smoothly across the sky from east to west, but ancient sky
watchers were well aware that the

relative locations

of stars

remained unchanged as this nightly march took place. * It
was natural for those observers to conclude that the stars
must be firmly attached to a

celestial sphere

surrolUlding

Earth-a canopy of stars resembling an astronomical paint
ing on a heavenly ceiling. Figure 1 . 1 1 shows how early as
tronomers pictured the stars as moving with tllis celestial
sphere as it turned around a fixed, unmoving Earth. Figure
1 . 1 2 shows how all stars appear to move in circles around a
point very close to the star Polaris (better known as the Pole
Star or North Star). To the ancients, tllis point represented
the axis around which the entire celestial sphere turned.
Thday we recognize that the apparent motion of the stars

Celestial sphere

is the result of the spin, or rotation, not of the celestial sphere,
:.eWe now b,ow tnat stars do in

proper

motion

across the

(se, s,ction 17.1).

faa move relative to one another, but this
sky ;s t.oo slow to be disce",ed with ,.he "aked eye.

... F I G UR E 1 .11 Celestial Sphere Planet Earth sits fIXed at the hub
of the celestial sphere, which contains all the stars. This is one of the
simplest possible models of the universe, but it doesn't agree with all
the facts that astronomers now kn"", about the universe.

SECTION 1 .3

....r:l lnteractive

The "Obvious" View
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Northern Sky A time-lapse

photograph of the northern sky. Each curved trail is the

(.;;i path of a single star across the night sky. The duration of
..../ the exposure is about 5 hours, and each star traces out

approximately 20 percent of a circle. The concentric circles are
centered near the North Star, Polaris, whose short, bright arc is

labeled. (AURA)

and south celestial poles lies the celestial equator, represent
ing the intersection of Earth's equatorial plane with the celes
tial sphere. These parts of the celestial sphere are marked on
Figure 1 . 1 1 .

When discussing the locations of stars "on the sky," as
tronomers naturally talk in terms of angular positions and
separations. More Precisely 1-1 presents some basic informa
tion on angular measure.

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 - 1
I_

Angular Measu re

Size and scale are often specified by measuring lengths and angles.
The concept oflength measurement is fuirly intuitive to most of us.
The concept of (mgr,lar measurement may be less familiar, but it,
too, can become second nature if you remember a few sinlple fucts:
• A full

1 ' = 60'

_I

circle contains 360 degrees (360'). Thus, the half-circle

that stretches from horizon to horizon, passing directly

•

•

overhead and spanning the portion of the sky visible to one
person at any one time, contains 180'.
Each 10 increment can be further subdivided into fractions of a
degree, called a rc ",it",tes. There are 60 arc minutes (written
60') in I'. (The term "arc" is used to distinguish this angular
unit from the unit of time.) Both the Sun and the Moon pro
..
y.
ject an angular size of 30 arc minutes (half a degree) on the ..J..
Your little finger, held at arm's length, has a similar angular size,
covering about a 40' slice of the 1 80' horizon-to-horizon arc.
An arc minute can be divided into 60 arc seconds (60" ). Put
another way, an arc minute is to of a degree, and an arc sec
ond is to X to = ')00 of a degree. An arc second is an ex
tremely small unit of angular measure--the angular size of
a centimeter-sized object (a dime, say) at a distance of about
2 kilometers (a little over a mile).

The accompanying figure illustrates this subdivision of the circle
into progressively smaller units.
Don't be confused by the units used to measure angles. Arc
minutes and arc seconds have nothing to do ,vith the measure 
ment of tinIe, and degrees have nothing to do with temperature.
De grees, arc minutes, and arc seconds are simply ways to measure
the size and position of objects in the universe.

arc
arc

second

360 arc degrees
in a full circle

1----1
l'

= 60"

The angular size of an object depends both on its actual size
and on its distance from us. For example, the Moon at its present
distance from Earth has an angular diameter of 0. 5', or 30'. If
the Moon were twice as far away, it would appear half as big1 5 ' across--even though its actual size would be the same. Thus,

"'Iglllar size by ilOe/fis not ""ollgl, to determine the <1ct1.lal diame
ter ofat1 object-the disra;Ice to the object must also be kt1ow". We
return to this topic in more detail in More Precisely 1 -2.
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..... Why do astronomers find it useful to retain the fiction of the
celestial sphere to describe the sky? What vital piece of

information about stars is Imt when we talk about their

locations "on' the sky?

1 .4

Earth 's Orbital Moti on

Day-to-Day Changes
We measure time by the Sun. Because the rhythm of day
and night is central to our lives, it is not surprising that
the period from one noon to the next, the 24-hour solar
day, is our basic social time unit. The daily progress of the
Sun and the other stars across the sky is known as diumal
motion. As we have just seen, it is a consequence of Earth's
rotation. But the stars' positions in the sky do not repeat
themselves exactly from one night to the next. Each night,
the whole celestial sphere appears to be shifted a little rela
tive to the horizon compared with the night before. The
easiest way to confirm this difference is by noticing tlle
stars that are visible just after sunset or just before dawn.
You will find that they are in slightly different locations
from those of the previous night. Because of this shift, a
day measured by the stars-called a sidereal day after the
Latin word sidus, meaning Ustar�-differs in length from a
solar day. Evidently, there is more to the apparent motion
of the heavens than simple rotation.
The reason for the difference between a solar day and a
sidereal day is sketched in Figure 1 . 1 3. It is a result of the
fact that Earth moves in two ways simultaneously: It ro
tates on its central axis while at the &1me time revolving
around the Sun. Each time Earth rotates once on its axis, it
also moves a small distance along its orbit about the Sun.
Earth therefore has to rotate through slightly more than
360° ( 360 degrees-see More Precisely 1-1) for the Sun to
return to the same apparent location in the sky. Thus, the
interval of time between noon one day and noon the next
(a solar day) is slightly greater than one true rotation pe
riod (one sidereal day) . Our planet takes 365 days to orbit
the Sun, so the additional angle is 360°/365
0.986°. Be
cause Earth, rotating at a rate of 15° per hour, takes about
3.9 minutes to rotate through tllis angle, the solar day is 3.9
minutes longer than the sidereal day (i.e., 1 sidereal day is
roughly 23 h56m long).
=

Seasona I Changes
Figure 1 . 14(a) illustrates the major stars visible from
most locations in the United States on clear summer
evenings. The brightest stars--Vega, Deneb, and Altair
form a conspicuous triangle high above the constellations
Sagittarius and Capricornus, which are low on the southern

.. F I G UR E 1 .n Solar and Sidereal Days A sidereal day

is Earth's
true rotation period-the time taken for our planet to return to the

same orientation in space relative to the distant stars. A solar day i5

its axis.

the time from one noon to the next. The difference in length

between the two is easily explained once we understand that Earth
revolves around the Sun at the same time as it rotates on

Frames (a) and (b) are one sidereal day apart. During that time, Earth
rotates exactly once on it5 axis and also moves a little in its solar
orbit-approximately '·' Consequently, between noon at point A on
one day and noon at the same point the next day, Earth actually
rotates through about 36" (frame c), and the solar day exceeds the
s idereal day by about 4 minutes. Note that the diagrams are not
drawn to scale; the true " angle is in reality much smaller than
shown here.

horizon. In the winter sky, however, these stars are re
placed as shown in Figure 1 . 1 4 (b) by several otller, well
known constellations, including Orion, Leo, and Gemini.
In the constellation Canis Major lies Sirius (the Dog
Star), the brightest star ill the sky. Year after year, the
same stars and constellations return, each in its proper
season. Every winter evening, Orion is high overhead;
every summer, it is gone. (For more detailed maps of the

S ECTION 1.4
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Southern horizon, winter

... FIGURE 1.14 Typical Night Sky (aj A typical summer sky above the United States. Some prominent stars
�abeled in lowercase letters) and constellations (labeled in a ll capital lettersj are shown. (b) A typical winter sky
above the United States.
sky at different seasons, consult the star charts at the end
of the book.)

(Figure 1 . 1 3)-too small to be easily noticed with the naked

These regular seasonal changes occur because of

revolution around the

evening. The change in direction is only about 10 per night
eye from one evening to the next, but clearly noticeable over

Sun: Earth's darkened hemi

the course of weeks and months, as illustrated in Figure

sphere faces in a slightly different direction in space each

1 . 1 5. After 6 months, Earth has reached the opposite side o f

Earth's

� I nt..ractin FIGURE 1.15
ThO> Zodiac The view

(,;;.'i of the n ight sky changes

--./ as Earth moves in its
orbit about the Sun. As drawn
here, the night side of Earth
faces a different set of
constellations at different
times of the year. The 12
constellations named here
make up the astrological
zodi ac. The arrows i nd cate the
most prominent zodiacal
constellations in the night sky
at various times of the year. For
example, in June, when the Sun
is "in" Gemini, Sagittarius and
Capricornus are v isi ble at night.

i
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its orbit, and we face an entirely different group of stars and
constellations at night. Because of this motion, the Sun ap
pears (to an observer on Earth) to move relative to the
background stars over the course of a year. This apparent
motion ofthe Sun on the sky traces out a path on the celes
tial sphere known as the ecliptic.
The 12 constellations through which the Sun passes as it
moves along the ecliptic-that is, the constellations we
would see looking in the direction of the Sun if they weren't
overwhelmed by the Sun's light-had special significance for
astrologers of old. These constellations are collectively
known as the zodiac.
As illustrated in Figure 1 . 16, the ecliptic forms a great
circle on the celestial sphere, inclined at an angle of 23.50 to
the celestial equator. In reality, as illustrated in Figure l . l 7,
the plane of the ecliptic is the plane of Earth's orbit arolmd
the Sun. Its tilt is a consequence of the inclinatiorl of our
planet'S rotation axis to the plane of its orbit.
The point on the ecliptic where the Sun is at its
northernmost point above the celestial equator is known
as the summer solstice (from the Latin words sol, mean
ing "sun," and stare, "to stand"). As indicated in Figure
1 . 1 7, it represents the location in Earth's orbit where our
planet's North Pole comes closest to pointing in the direc
tion of the Sun. This occurs on or near June 2 1 -the exact
date varies slightly from year to year because the actual
length of a year is not a whole number of days. As Earth
rotates, points north of the equator spend the greatest
fraction of their time in sunlight on that date, so the sum
mer solstice corresponds to the longest day of the year in

� Interactive

r.:;;i
.....,/

North celestial pole

... F I G U R E 1 .1 6 Ecliptic The apparent path of the Sun on the
celestial sphere over the course of a year is called the ecli pt i c. As
indicated on the diagram, the ecliptic is inclined to the celestial
equator at an angle of 23.5'. In this picture of the heavens, the seasons
result from the changing height of the Sun above the celestial equator.
At the summer solstice, the Sun is at its northernmost point on its path
around the ecliptic; it is therefore highest i n the sky, as seen from

Earth's Northern Hemisphere, and the days are longest. The reverse is
true at the winter solstice. At the vernal and autumnal equinoxes,
when the Sun cros,e., the cele.stial equator, day and night are of equal
length.

F IGU RE 1.1 7 Seasons

In reality, the Sun's apparent motion

along the ecl iptic Is a consequence

Ught

Ught
from
Sun

from
Sun

of Earth's orbital motion around the

Sun. The seasons result from the inclination
of our planet's rotation axis with respect to
its orbit plane. The summer solstice

.-:��Wl��
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I

Larger

ground area
covered

eq ui nox
(Mar. 21)
Vernal

corresponds to the point on Earth's orbit
where our planet's North Pole points most

nearly taward the Sun. The opposite is true

of the winter so lstice. The vemal and

autumnal equinoxes

correspond to the

points in Earth's orbit w here our planet's
axis is perpendicu lar to the line joining
Earth and the Sun. The insets show haw
rays of sunlight striking the ground at an
angle (e.g., during northern winter) are
spread over a larger area than

rays coming

Summer
solstice
(June 21)

S un

N

nea rly straight dcmn (e.g, during northern
summer� As a result, the amount of solar

heat delivered to a given area of Earth's
surface is greatest when

the sky.

the Sun

is high in

equinox
(Sept. 21)

Winter
solstice
(Dec. 2 1)
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the Northern Hemisphere and the shortest day in the
Southern Hemisphere.

Vemal
equinox

Six months later, the Sun is at its southernmost point
below the celestial equator (Figure 1 . 16)---or, equivalently,
the North Pole points farthest from the Sun ( Figure 1 . 1 7).
We have reached the

winter solstice

(December 2 1 ), the

shortest day in Earth's Northern Hemisphere and the
longest in the Soutllern Hemisphere.
The tilt of Earth's rotation axis relative to the ecliptic is

Summer
solstice

responsible for the seasons we experience-the marked
difference in temperature between the hot summer and

Sun

cold winter months. As illustrated in Figure 1 . 1 7, two fac
tors combine to cause this variation. First, there are more
hours of daylight during the SlUnmer than in winter. To see
why tllis is, look at tlle yellow lines on the surfaces of tlle

Autumnal
equinox

drawings of Earth in the figure. ( For definiteness, they cor
respond to a latitude of 45°-roughly that of the Great
Lakes or ilie south of France.) A much larger fraction of
ilie line is sunlit in the summertime, and more daylight
means more solar heating. Second, as illustrated in the
insets in Figure 1 . 1 7, when the Sun is high in the sky in
summer, rays of sunlight striking Earth's surface are more
concentrated-spread out over a smaller area-than in

... FIGURE 1.18 Earth', Orbit Seen face on, Earth's orbit around the
Sun is almost indistinguishable from a perfect orele. The distance
from Earth to the Sun varies only slightly aver the course of a year
and is not the cause of the seasonal temperature variation,s we
experi ence.

winter. As a result, the Sun feels hotter. Therefore SUlllmer,
when the Sun is highest above the horiwn and the days are
longest, is generally much warmer ilian winter, when the
Sun is low and ilie days are short.
A popular misconception is that the seasons have
sometlling to do with Earth's distance from the Sun. Figure

in human timekeeping: The interval of time from one ver
nal equinox to ilie next-36S.2422 mean solar days-is
known as one tropical year.

1 . 18 illustrates why iliis is not the case. It shows Earili's
orbit "face on,» instead of almost edge-on, as in Figure
1 . 1 7. Notice that the orbit is almost perfectly circular, so

Long-Term Changes

ilie distance from Earth to the Stul varies very little (in fact,

Earth has many motions-it spins on its axis, it travels

by only about 3 percent) over the course of a year-not

around the Sun, and it moves with the Stul through our

nearly enough to explain the seasonal changes in tempera

Galaxy. We have just seen how some of these motions can

ture. What's more, Earth is actually dosest to the Sun in

account for the changing nighttime sky and the changing

early January, ilie dead of winter in the Northern Hemi

seasons. In fact, the situation is even more complicated.

sphere, so distance from the Sun cannot be the main factor

Like a spinning top that rotates rapidly on its own axis

controlling our climate.

while that axis slowly revolves about the vertical, Earili's

The n'lo points where the ecliptic intersects ilie celestial

axis changes its direction over the course of time (although

equator ( Figure 1 . 16)-that is, where Earth's rotation axis is

the angle between the axis and a line perpendicular to the

perpendicular to ilie line joining Earth to the Sun ( Figure
1 . 17)-are known as

equinoxes.

On those dates, day and

plane of the ecliptic always remains dose to 23.5°). Illus
trated in Figure 1 . 1 9, iliis change is caUed

precession. It is

night are of equal duration. (The word equinox derives

caused by torques (n'listing forces) on Earth due to the

from the Latin for "equal night.") In the fall (in the North

gravitational pulls of the Moon and the Sun, which affect

ern Hemisphere), as ilie Sun crosses from the Northern into

our planet in much the same way as the torque due to

autumnal equinox

Eartll's own gravity affects a top. During a complete cycle

(on September 2 1 ) . The vernal equinox occurs in northern

of precession-about 26,000 years-Earth's axis traces out

spring, on or near March 2 1 , as the Sun crosses ilie celestial

a cone.

ilie Southern Hemisphere, we have the

equator moving north. Because of its association with

The time required for Earth to complete exactly one

a

ilie end of winter and tlle start of a new growing season, the

orbit arollnd ilie Sun, relative to the stars, is called

vernal equinox was particularly important to early as

sidereal year.

tronomers and astrologers. It also plays an important role

long-about 20 minutes longer than a tropical year. The

One sidereal year is 365.256 mean solar days
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A Interactive FI G URE 1.1 9 Precession (a) Earth's axis currently points nearly toward the star Polaris. About
r"t , 12,000 years from now-almost halfway through one cycle of precession-Earth's axis will point toward a
I� star called Vega, which will then be the "North Star:' Five thousand years ago, the North Star was a star
named Thuban in the constellation Draco. (b) The circle shows the precessional path of the north celestial
(b)

(a)

pole among some prominent northern stars. Tick marks indicate intervals of a thousand years.

reason for this slight difference is Earth's precession. Recall
that the vernal equinox occurs when Earth's rotation axis is
perpendicular to the line joining Earth and the Sun, and

1.5

The Motion of the Moon

The Moon i s o u r nearest neighbor in space. Apart from

the Sun is crossing the celestial equator moving from south

the Sun, it is the brightest object in the sky. Like the Sun,

to north. In the absence of precession, this combination of

the Moon appears to move relative to the background

events would occur exactly once per sidereal orbit, and tlle

stars. Unlike the Sun, however, the Moon really does re

tropical and sidereal years would be identical. However, be

volve around Earili. It crosses the sky at a rate of about

cause of the slow precessional shift in ilie orientation of

1 2° per day, which means that it moves an angular dis

Earth's rotation axis, the instant when tlle axis is next per

tance equal to its own diameter-30 arc minutes-in

pendicular to the line from Earth to the Sun occurs slightly

about an hour.

sooner than we would otherwise expect. Consequently, the
vernal equinox drifts slowly around ilie wdiac over the
course of the precession cycle.
The tropical year is the year that our calendars meas
ure. If our timekeeping were tied to the sidereal year, tlle
seasons would slowly march around the calendar as Earth
precessed- 1 3,000 years from now, summer in ilie North
ern Hemisphere would be at its height in late February! By
using the tropical year, we ensure that July and August will
always be (noriliern) swnmer months. However, in 1 3,000

years' time, Orion will be a summer constellation.

Lu nar Phases
The Moon's appearance undergoes a regular cycle of
changes, or phases, taking roughly 29.5 days to complete.
Figure 1 .2 0 illustrates the appearance of the Moon at differ
ent times in this montllly cycle. Starting from the

Moon,

new

which is all but invisible in the sky, ilie Moon ap

pears to

wax (or grow)

a little each night and is visible as a

growing crescent (photo 1 of Figure 1 .20). One week after
new Moon, half of the hmar disk can be seen (photo 2 ) .
This phase i s known as a q lIaTter

Moon.

During ilie next

week, the Moon continues to wax, passing through the

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' In astronomical terms, what are summer and winter, and
why do we see different constellations during those
seasons?

gibbolls phase (photo 3) until, 2 weeks after new Moon,
filII Moon (photo 4) is visible. During the next 2 weeks,

the
the

Moon wanes (or shrinks), passing in turn ilirough the gib
bous, quarter, crescent phases (photos 5-7) and eventually
becoming new again.
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® 22 days old
Rises at midnight
sets at noon
(j) 26 days old

@ 1 8 days old

Third
quarter

Waning
g i bbous
@) 14 days old

New Moon

Full
Moon

(not visible)

Rises at sunset
sets at sunrise

Ught from Sun
CD 4 days old

First
quarter

@ 10 days old

� 7 days old

the

Rises at noon
sets at midnight

A FIGURE 1.20 Lunar Phases Because the Moon orbits Earth, the visible fraction of the lunar sunlit face
varies from night to night, although the Moon always keeps
same face temard our planet. (Note the
location of the smail, straight a"ems, which mark the same point on the lunar surface at each phase shown.)
The complete cycle of lunar phases, shown here starting at the waxing crescent phase and fol leming the
Moon's orbit counterclockwise, takes 29.5 days to complete. Rising and setting time,s for some phases are
also indicated. (UG/Lick Observatory)

The position of the Moon in the sky relative to the Sun,
as seen from Earth, varies with lunar phase. For example,
the full Moon rises in the east as the Sun sets in the west,
while the first quarter Moon actually rises at noon, but
sometimes becomes visible only late in the day as the Sun's
light fades. By this time the Moon is already high in the sky.
Some connections between the lunar phase and the rising
and setting times of the Moon are indicated in Figure 1 .20.

The Moon doesn't actually change its size and shape
from night to night, of course. Its full circular disk is present
at all times. Why, then, don't we always see a full Moon? The
answer to this question lies in the fact that, unlike the Sun
and the other stars, the Moon emits no light of its own. In
stead, it shines by reflected sunlight. Al; illustrated in Figure
1 .20, half of the Moon's surface is illmninated by the Sun at
any instant. However, not all of the Moon's sunlit face can be
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... FIGURE 5.28 Smog Revealed An optical photograph (al taken near San Jose. California, and an Infrared photo
(b) of the same area taken at the same time. Infrared radiation of long wifllelength can penetrate smog much
better than short-wifll elength visible light. The same advantage pertain. to astronomical observations: An optical
view

(c) of an espedally dusty part of the central region of the Orio n Nebula is more clearly rel'ealed in this
behind the obscuring dust (Lick Obsen.atory; NASA)

infrared image (d) showing a cluster of stars

Astronomers can make better infrared observations if

nebula evident in the visible portion of Figure 5.23 carUlot be

they can place their instrwnents above most or all of Earth's

perceived. Nonetheless, the infrared unage shows douds of

atmosphere, using balloon-, aircraft-, rocket-, and satellite

warm dust and gas thought to play a critical role in the forma

based telescopes. As might be expected, the infrared telescopes

tion of stars and also shows groups of bright young stars that

that can be carried above the atmosphere are considerably

are completely obscured at visible wavelengths.

observatories. Figure 5.29 shows an infrared inlage of the

In August 2003, NASA launched the 0.85-m Space Infrared
Telescope Facility (SIRTP). In December of that year, when the

Orion region as seen by the 0.6-m British-Dutch-U.S. Infrared

first linages from the instrwnent were made public, NASA re

smaller than the massive instrwnents fOWld in ground-based

Astronomy Satellite (IRAS)

in 1983 and compares it with the

same region made in visible light. Figure 5.29(a) is a composite
of IRAS images taken at three different infrared wavelengths
( 1 2 jll1l, 60 11m, and 100 fUn) . It is represented in false color, a

named the spacecraft the

Spitzer Space Telescope (SST),

in

honor of Lyman Spitzer, Jr., renowned astrophysicist and the
first person to propose (in 1 946) that a large telescope be lo
cated in space. The facility's detectors are designed to operate at

technique commonly llSed for displaying inlages taken in non

wavelengths between 3.6 and 160 11m. Unlike previous space

visible light. The colors do not represent the actual wavelength

based observatories, the

of the radiation emitted, but instead some other property of

follows our planet in its orbit around the Sun, trailillg millions

the source, in this case temperature, descending from white

of kilometers behind in order to mmirnize Earth's heating ef

to orange to black. The whiter regions thus denote higher

fect on the detectors. The spacecraft is currently driftillg away

l'

SST does not orbit Earth, but irlstead

temperatures and hence greater strength of infrared radiation.

from Earth at the rate of 0 . 1 AU per year. The detectors were

At about

cooled to near absolute zero Ul order to observe illfrared signals

angular resolution, the fule details of the Orion
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(a)

& F I G URE 5.30 Spitzer Images These images from the Spitzer
Space Telescope, now in orbit around the Sun, dearly sheM' its cameras
capabilities. (a) The magnificent spiral galaxy, MB1, about 12 million
light-years away. (b) Its companion M8l, is not so serene, rather
resembling a "smoking hot cigar:" OPL)
,

& FIGU RE 5.2 9 Infrared Image (al This infrared image ofthe Orion
region was made by the Infrt:red Astronomy Satellite. In this false-color
image, colors denote different temperatures, descending from white to
orange to black. The resolution is about 1'. (b) The same region pho
tographed in visible light with 1" resolution. The labels 0. and fl refer,
respectively, to Betelgeuse and Rigel, the two brightest stars In the c0n
stellation. Note how the red star Betelgeuse is easily seen in the i nfrared
(part a), whereas the blue star Rigel is very faint (NASA; J. Sall/ord)
from space without interference from the telescope's own heat.
Figure 5.30 shows some examples of the spectacular imagery
obtained from NASA's latest eye on the universe.
Unfortunately, the liquid helium keeping SST's detectors
cool could not be confined indefinitely, and (as expected) it
slowly leaked away into space. In early 2009, Spitzer entered a

overwhelm the long-wavelength detectors on board. (Recall
how Wien's law tells us that the thermal emission of a 30-K
object peaks at a wavelength of roughly 100 �m.) co (Sec. 3.4)
However, the craft's shorter-wavelength detectors (at arowld
3.6 and 4.5 �m) are expected to remain operational for a
further 3-4 years, and the telescope will continue to be an
important astronomical resource during that time.
The present instrument package aboard the Hubble Space

Telescope (see Discovery 5-1) also

includes a high-resolution

(0. 1") near-infrared camera and spectroscope.

U ltrav i olet Astronomy

new "warm" phase of operation as its temperature increased

On the short-wavelength side of the visible spectrum lies the

to roughly 30 K-still very cool by Earth standards, but

ultraviolet domain. E.xtending in wavelength from 400

warm enough for the telescope's own thermal emission to

(blue light) down to

a

nm

few nanometers ("soft" X rays), this
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spectral range has only recently begun to be explored. Because

wavelel1gtl1s? First, it must be captured high above Earth's

Earth's atmosphere is partially opaque to radiation below

atmosphere, because none of it reaches tile ground. Second,

400 nm and is totally opaque below about 300 nm (due in part

its detection requires the use of equipment fundamentally

to the orone layer), astronomers cannot conduct any useful uJ

different in design from tIlat used to capture the relatively

traviolet observations from tile ground, even from the highest

low-energy radiation discussed up to tllis point.

mountaintop. Rockets, balloons, or satellites are tllerefore es

The difference in tile design of high-energy telescopes

sential to any ultraviolet telescope-a device designed to cap

comes about because X rays and gamma rays cannot be re

ture and analyze tIlat high-frequency radiation.

flected easily by any kind of surface. Rather, these rays tend

One of the most successful ultraviolet space missions
was the

International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE),

placed in

to

pass straight through, or be absorbed by, any material tIley
strike. When X rays barely graze a surface, however, they can be

Earth orbit in 1 978 and shut down for budgetary reasons in

reflected from it in a way that yields an image, although the

late 1 996. Like all ultraviolet telescopes, its basic appearance

mirror design is fairly comple.x. As illustrated in Figure 5.32, to

and construction were quite similar to tIlose of optical and

ensure that all incoming rays are reflected at grazing angles, the

infrared devices. Several hundred astronomers from all over

telescope is constructed as a series of nested cylindrical mirrors,

tile world

used IUE's

near-ultraviolet spectroscopes to ex

plore a variety of phenomena in planets, stars, and galaxies.
In subsequent chapters, we will learn what this relatively
new window on the universe has shown us about the activity
and even tile violence that seems to pervade the cosmos.
Figure 5.3 1 shows images captured by two more recent
ultraviolet satellites. Figure 5.31(a) shows an image of a
supernova remnant-the remains of a violent stellar explosion
tllat occurred some 12,000 ye.1rs ago---b
-o tained by the Extreme

Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) satellite, launched in 1 992 . Since
EUVE has mapped out our local cosmic neighbor

its launch,

hood as it presents itself in the far ultraviolet and has radically
changed astronomers' conception of interstellar space in tl1e

vicinity of tl1e Sun. Figure 5.31(b) shows an image of two rela
tively nearby galaxies, called M81 and M82, captured by tile

Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) satellite, launched in 2003.
HST, best known as an optical telescope, is also a superb imag
ing and spectroscopic ultra violet instrument.

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
t/ Why are oblervationl made at many different electromagnetic
wavelengthl useful to astronomers?

Hi gh-Energy Astronomy
High-energy astronomy studies the universe as it presents it
self to us in X rays and gamma rays--the types of radiation
whose photons have the highest frequencies and hence the
greatest energies. How do we detect radiation of such short

� FIGURE 5.31 Ult ....violet lmages (a) A camera on board the Extreme
Ultraviolet Explorl!J' satellite captured this image of the C¥gnus loop
supern""a remnant, the result of a massive star that bl""" itselfvirtually to
smithereen� The release of ene� was enormous, and the afterglow has
lingered for centuries. The glowing field of debris shCMIn here within the
telescope's circular field of view lies some 1500 light-years from Earth Based
on the velocity of the outfiCMIing debris, astronomers esti mate that the
explosion itself must have occurred about 12,000 years ago. (b) This false
color image of the spiral galaxy M81 and its companion M82, (see also Figure
5.30) made by the Galaxy Evalution Explore, satellite, reveals stars formi ng in
the blue arms well aw� from the galaxys center. (NASA; GALEX)

(a)
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• F I G U R E 5.n X-Ray Telescope (a) The arrangement of nested mirror, In an X-ray telescop e allows the
rays to be reflected at grazing angles and focused to form an image. (b) A cutaway 3-D rendition of the
mirrors, show ing their shape more dearly.

carefully shaped to bring the X rays to a sharp focus. For
gamma rays, no such method of producing an image has yet
been devised; present-day gamma-ray telescopes simply point
in a specified direction and count the photons they collect.
In addition, detection methods using photographic plates
or CCD devices do not work well for hard (high-frequency)
X rays and gamma rays. Instead, individual photons are
counted by electronic detectors on board an orbiting device,
and the results are then transmitted to the ground for further
processing and analysis. Furthermore, the number of photons
in the universe seems to be inversely related to their frequency.
Trillions of visible (starlight) photons reach the detector of an
optical telescope on Earth each second, but hours or even days
are sometimes needed for a single gamma-ray photon to be
recorded. Not only are these photons hard to focus and meas
ure, but they are also very scarce.
The Einstein Observatory, launched by NASA in 1978,
was the first X-ray telescope capable of forming an image of
its field of view. During its 2 -ye.1 C lifetime, this spacecraft
drove major advances in our understanding of high-energy
phenomena throughout the universe. The German ROSAT
(short for "ROntgen Satellite,» after Willlelm ROntgen, the
discoverer of X rays) was launched in 1 99 1 . During its 7-year
lifetime, this instrument generated a wealth of high-quality
observational data. It was turned off in 1 999, a few months
after its electronics were irreversibly damaged when the tele
scope was accidentally pointed too dose to the Sun.
In July 1 999, NASA launched the Chandra X-Ray Obser
vatory (named in honor of the Indian astrophysicist Subra
manyan Chandrasekhar and shown in Figure 5.33). With
greater sensitivity, a ,vider field of view, and better resolution
than either Einstein or ROSAT, Chandra is providing high
energy astronomers with new levels of observational detail.
Figure 5.34 shows a typical image returned by Chandra: a
supernova remnant in the constellation Cassiopeia. Known

... F I G UR E 5.33 ClloMro Observatory The Chandra X-ray
telescope is shown here during the final stages of its constru ction in
1998. The left end of the m i rror arrangement, depicted in F igure 5.32, is
atthe bottom of the satellite as ori ented here. Chandra's effective
angu lar resolution is 1", allowing this spacecraft to produce images of
quali1y comparab le to that of optical photographs. Chancro now
occupies an elliptical orbit high above Earth: its farthest point from our
plan et, 140,000 km out, reaches almost on�third of the way to the
Moon. Such an orbit take. Chancro above most of the interfering
rad iation belts girdling Earth (see Section 7.5) and allows m(J(e emdent
observations of the cosmos. (NASA)
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... FIGURE 5.34 X-Ray Imag e

1 25

the

A false-color ChllTld-aX-ray image of
the supern""a remnant Cassiopeia A, a debris field of scattered, hot
gase,; that were once part of a massive star, Here, color represents
intensity of the X rays observed, from white (brightest) through red
(faintest� Roughly 10,000 light-years from Earth and barely visible in
the optical part of the spectrum, Cas A is nON awash in brilliantly
glONing X rays s pread across some 10 li ght-years, (NASA)

as Cas A, the ejected gas is all that now remains of a star that
was observed to explode about 320 years ago. The false-color
unage shows 50-million-K gas Ul wisps of ejected stellar ma
terial; the bright white point at the very center of the debris
may be a black hole. The XMM-Newton satellite is more sen
sitive to X rays than is Chandra (that is, it can detect farnter
X-ray sources), but it has sigl1ificantly poorer angular reso
lution (5", compared to OS' for Chandra), makillg the two
missions complementary to one another.

Gamma-ray astronomy is the yowlgest entrant into the
observational arena. As just mentioned, itnagrng gamma-ray
telescopes do not exist, so only fairly coarse ( 1 0 resolution)
observations can be made. Nevermeless, even at this resolu
tion, there is much to be learned. Cosmic gamma rays were
origrnally detected rn me l%Os by me u.s. Vela series of
satellites, whose primary mission was to monitor illegal nu
clear detonations on £arm. Srnce men, several X-ray tele
scopes have also been equipped with gamma-ray detectors.
NASA's Compton Gamma-Ray Obse11'atory (CGRO) was
placed rn orbit by the space shuttle rn 1 99 1 . At 1 7 tons, it was at
the time me largest astronomical instrument ever launmed.
CGRO scanned me sky and studied individual objects rn mum
greater detail than had previously been attempted. Many ex
amples of CGRO's imagery appear mroughout mis book. The
mission ended on June 4, 2000, when, followrng a failure of one
of tile satellite's three gyroscopes, NASA opted for a controlled
reentry and dropped CGRO into me Pacific Ocean. In August
2008, NASA laWlched the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope
(Figure 5.35a). With greater sensitivity to a broader range of

(a)
... F IGURE 5.35 Gamma-Ray Astronomy (a) The F0'mi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope, shON n here in an artist's
conception, was named after Enrico Fermi, an Italian-American sdentistwho did pioneering work in high-energy

physics, The wide arrays are solar panels to power the spacecraft; the box am i dshl p contains layers of tungsten
that detect the gamma rays. (b) A typical false-color gamma-ray image-this one shONlng the remains of a
violent event (a supernova) in a region named W44, The gamma rays are shONn mainly In magenta. (NASA)
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gamma-ray energies than CGRO, Fermi's capabilities are
greatly expanding astronomers' view of the high-energy uni
verse. Figure 5.35(b) shows a false-color gamma-ray image of a

violent stellar explosion in a distant galaxy. An early all-sky
image obtained by Fermi appears in Figure 5.36(e).

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' Ust some scientific be nefits of placing telescopes i n space.
What are the drawbacks of space-based astronomy?

5.8

Fu l l -Spectrum Coverage

Many astronomical objects are now routinely observed at
many different electromagnetic wavelengths.

As we proceed

through the text, we will discuss more fully the we.1lth of in
formation tllat high-precision astronomical instruments can
provide us.
It is reasonable to suppose that the future holds many
further improvements in both the quality and the availabil
ity of astronomical data and that many new discoveries will
be made. The current and proposed pace of technological
progress presents us with the following exciting prospect:
Within the next decade, if all goes according to plan, it will
be possible, for the first time ever, to make

simultaneolls

high-quality measurements of any astronomical object at all
wavelengths, from radio ray to gamma ray. The conse
quences of this development for our understanding of the
workings of the universe may be little short of revolutionary.

As a preview of the comparison that full-spectrum cover
age allows, Figure 5.36 shows a series of inlages of our own
Millky Way Galaxy. The images were made by several different
instruments, at wavelengths ranging from radio to gamma
rays, over a period of about 5 years. By comparing the features
visible in each, we immediately see how multiwavelength ob
servations can complement one another, greatly extending
our perception of the dynamic universe around us.

� F IGU RE 5.36 Multiple Wavelengths The Milky Way Galaxy as it
� appears at (a) rad i o. (b) infrared, (cl visible, (d) X-ray, and (el

� gamma-ray wavelengths. Each frame is a panoramic view

covering the entire sky. The differences between the5e views clearly
i llustrate the value of multiwavelength astronomy. The center of our
Galaxy, w h i ch lies in the direction of the constellation Sagittarius, is at
the center of each map. (NRAO; NASA; LUlld Observatory; MPI;
NASA)
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A telescope (p. 98) is a device designed to collect as much light as possible
from some distant source and deliver it to
a detector for detailed study. A refracting
telescope (p. 98) uses a lens to concen,_
Irate and focus the light; reflecting telescopes (p. 98) use mirrors. The Newtonian (p. 101) and
Cassegr.lin (p. 101) reflecting telescope designs employ secondary
mirrors to avoid placing detectors at the prime focus. More com
plex light paths are also used to allow the use of large or heavy
equipment that cannot be placed near the telescope.

- -

2

All large astronomical telescopes are
reflectors, because large mirrors are
lighter and much easier to construct than
large lenses, and they also suffer from
fewer optical defects. The light-gathering
power of a telescope depends on its
collecting area (p. 1 03), which is proportional to the square of the mirror diameter. To study the faintest
sources of radiation, astronomers must use large telescopes. Large
telescopes also suffer least from the effects of diffracHon and hence
can achieve better angular resolution (p. 105) once the blurring
effects of Earth's atmosphere are overcome. The amount of diffrac
tion is proportional to the wavelength of the radiation wlder study
and inversely proportional to the size of the mirror.

.,

3 Most modern telescopes use cha rge
coupled devices, or CCDs (p. lOS), in
stead of photographic plates to collect
their data. The field of view is divided
into an array of millions of pixels (p.
108) that accunmlate an electric charge
when light strikes them. CCDs are many
times more sensitive than photographic
plates, and the resultant data are easily saved directly in digital
form image processing. The light collected by a telescope may be
processed in a number of ways. It can be made to form an image
(po 98). Photometry (p. 1 10) may be performed either on a stored
image or during the observation itself, using a spedalized detector,
or a spectrometer (p. 1 1 O) may be used to analyze the spectrum of
the radiaHon received.

4 The resolution of most ground-based
optical telescopes is limited by seeing (p.

-=

1 10}-the blurring effect of Earth's tur
bulent atmosphere, which smears the
pointlike inlages of stars out into seeing
disks (p. 1 10) a few arc seconds in diameter. Radio and space
based telescopes do not suffer from this effect, so their resolution is
determined by the effects of diffraction. Astronomers can greatly
improve a telescope's resolution by using active optics (p. 1 12), in
which a telescope's environment and focus are carefuJly monitored
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and controlled, and adaptive optics (p. 1 12), in which the blurring
effects of atmospheric turbulence are corrected for in real time.

S Radio telescopes (p. 1 14) are concep
tually similar in construction to optical
reflectors. However, they are generally
much larger than optical instruments, in
part because so little radio radiation
reaches Earth from space, so a large col
lecting area is essential. Their main disadvantage is that diffraction
of long-wavelength radio waves limits their resolution, even for
very large radio telescopes. Their prindpal advantage is that they
allow astronomers to explore a whole new part of the electromag
netic spectrwn and of the universe---many radio emitters are com
pletely undetectable in visible light. In addition, radio observations
are largely unaffected by Earth's atmosphere and weather or by the
position of the Sun.

6 In order to increase the effective area
of a telescope, and hence improve its res
olution, several separate instrwnents may
be combined into a device called an
interferometer (p. 1 18), in which the in
terference pattern of radiation received
by two or more detectors is used to re:===
:iiEJ="construct a high-precision map of the
source. Using interferometry (p. 1 18), radio telescopes can pro
duce images sharper than those from the best optical telescopes.
Infrared and optical interferometric systems are now in use at
many observatories.
7

Infrared telescopes (p. 120) and
I
ultraviolet telescopes (p. 123) are gener
ally similar in design to optical systems.
Studies undertaken in some parts of the
infrared range can be carried out using
large ground-based systems. Ultraviolet
astronomy tII llSt be carried out from space. High-energy tele
scopes (p. 123) study the X-ray and gamma-ray regions of the elec
tromagnetic spectrum. X-ray telescopes can form images of their
field ofview, although the mirror design is more comple.'C than that
of opti.caJ instruments. Gamma-ray telescopes simply point in a
certain direction and count the photons they collect. Because the
atmosphere is opaque at these short wavelengths, both types of tel
escopes must be placed in space.

,.. .

8 Different physical processes can pro-

duce very different types of electromag
netic radiation, and the appearance of an
object at one wavelength may bear little
resemblance to its appearance at another.
ObservaHons at wavelengths spanning
the spectrum are essential to a complete
wlderstanding of astronomical events.
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For j,/5tmctor-assigl1ed homework go to www.masterillgastrollomy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

RE V I EW A N D D I SCU S S I O N
1. P�S

Cite two reasons that astronomers are continually

2.
3.
4.

n. Which astronomical objects are best studied with radio tech

niques?

building larger and larger telescopes.
List three advantages of reflecting telescopes over reflectors.

13.

omy does it address?

What and where are the largest optical telescopes in use
today?

14.

Is interferometry limited to radio astronomy?

How does Earth's atmosphere affect what is seen through all

15.

Compare the highest resolution attainable with optical tele
scopes with the highest resolution attainable with radio tele

optical telescope?

5.

Wbat advantages does the Hllbble Splice

scopes (induding interferometers).

Telescope (HST) have

over ground-based telescopes? List some disadvantages.

16.

Why do infrared satellites have to be cooled?
Are there any ground-based ultraviolet observatories?

6.

Wbat are the advantages of a CCD over a photograph?

17.

7.

Wbat is image processing?

18.

8.

Wbat determines the resolution of a ground-based telescope?

9.

How do astronomers use active optics to improve the resohl

How do astronomers use adaptive optics to improve the reso

19. p�s

What are the main advantages of studying objects at

many different wavelengths of radiation?

20. p�s

Our eyes can see light with rul rulgular resolution of I ' .

Suppose our eyes detected only infrared radiation, with 1 0 an

lution of telescopes?

11.

In what ways do the mirrors in X-ray telescopes differ from
those found in optical instruments?

tion of telescopes?

10.

Wbat is interferometry, and what problem in radio astron

gular resolution. Would we be able to make our way around

Why do radio telescopes have to be very large?

on Earth's surface? To read? To sculpt? To create technology?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. VIS

According to Figure 5.2 ("Refracting Lens") the thick

est lenses deflect and bend light (a) the fastest;
(e) the most;

2.

7.

(b) the slowest;

resolving power is most inlproved by increasing (a) the dis

(d) the least.

tance between telescopes; (b) the nunlber of telescopes in a
given area;

The main reason that most professional research telescopes

(a) mirrors produce sharper images than
lenses do; (b) their images are inverted; (e) they do not suffer
from the effects of seeing; Cd) large mirrors are easier to build

8.

than large lenses.

telescope is sensitive to electromagnetic interference from

telescope must be kept very cool.

9.

(a) large; (b) small; (e) dose to unity; (d) none of these.

the highest mountaintops is to

(a)

get away from city lights;

(b) be above the rain douds; (e) reduce atmospheric blurring;

(d) improve chromatic aberration.

6.

Compared with radio telescopes, optical telescopes can

(a) see through douds; (b) be used during the daytinle;
(e) resolve finer detail; (d) penetrate interstellar dust.

The best way to study warm ( 1000 K) young stars forming
behind an interstellar dust cloud would be to use

(a) X rays;
(b) infrared light; (e) ultraviolet light; (d) blue light.

The image shown in Figure 5 . 1 2 ("Resolution") is

The primary reason professional observatories are built on

(c) doing so avoids the obscuring ef
(d) Earth is a heat source and the

fects of Earth's atmosphere;

sharpest when the ratio of wavelength to telescope size is

5.

Spitzer Space Telescope (SST) is stationed far from Earth
(a) this increases the telescope's field of view; (b) the

terrestrial radio stations;

I-m sides; (b) a square with I -m sides;

4. VIS

The

because

l If telescope mirrors could be made of odd sizes, the one with
the 1II0st light-gathering power would be (a) a triangle with
(e) a circle 1 m in di
(d) a rectangle with two I-m sides and two 2-m sides.

(c) the diameter of each telescope; (d) the electri

cal power supplied to each telescope.

are reflectors is that

ameter;

When multiple radio telescopes are used for interferometry,

10.

The

best

frequency range in whidl to study

the hot

(million

kelvin) gas found among the galaxies in the Virgo galaxy dus
ter would be in the following region of the electromagnetic
spectrum:

(a) radio; (b) infrared; (e) X-ray; (d) grunma-ray.

Chapter Review
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P RO B L E M S
The /lumber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of difficulty.
1. • A certain telescope has a 10' X 10' field of view that is
recorded using a CCD chip having 2048 X 2048 pLxels. What

Two identical stars are moving in a circular orbit around

one another, with an orbital separation of 2 AU. 00 ( Sec. 2.6)

angle on the sky corresponds to I pixel? What would be the

The system lies

diameter, in pixels, of a typical seeing disk ( 1 " radius)?

view the orbit head-on, how large a telescope would we need

2. • The SST's planned operating temperature is 5.5 K. At what

wavelength (in micrometers) does the telescope's own black
body emission peak? How does this wavelength compare with
the wavelength range in which the telescope
operate? 00

3. • A

(More Precisely 3-2)

is

designed to

2-m telescope can collect a given amount of light in

1 hour. Under the same observing conditions, how much
time would be required for a 6-m telescope to perform the
same task? A 1 2-01 telescope?

4. • A

space-based telescope can achieve a diffraction-limited

angular resolution of 0.05" for red light (wavelength 700 nm).
What would the resolution of the instrument be (a) in the in
frared, at 3.5 11m, and (b) in the ultraviolet, at 140 nm?

5.

6. ••

Based on the numbers given in the text, estimate the angular
resolution of the Gemini North telescope (a) in red light
( 700

run) and

(b) in the near infrared ( 2 11m).

200 light-years from Earth. [f we happen to

to resolve the stars, assnming diffraction-limited optics at a
wavelength of 2 11m?

7. ••

What is the greatest distance at which

HST, in blue light

(400 nm), could resolve the slars in the previous question?

8. • What is the equivalent Single-mirror diameter of a telescope
constructed from two separate lO-m mirrors? Four separate
8-m mirrors?

9. •

The Moon lies about 380,000 km away. To what distances

do the angular resolutions of

SST (3"), HST (0.05"), and a

radio interferometer (0.001 ") correspond at that distance?

10 . • Estimate the angular resolutions of (a)

a radio interferome

ter with a 5000-km baseline, operating at a frequency of
5 GHz, and (b) an infrared interferometer with a baseline of
50 m, operating at a wavelength of I /L1ll.

TH SOL R SYSTEM
A N I N T R O D U C T I O N TO C O M P A R AT I V E P L A N E T O L O G Y

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J
4
S

Discuss the importance of comparative
planetology to solar system studies.
Describe the overall scale and structure of
the solar system.
Summarize the basic differences between
the terrestrial and the jovian planets.
Identify and describe the major
nonplanetary components of the solar
system.
Describe some of the spacecraft missions
that have contributed significantly to our
knowledge of the solar system.

n less than a single generation, we have learned more
about the solar system-the Sun and everything that
orbits it-than in all the centuries that went before. By
studying the eight major planets, their moons, and the
countless fragments of material that orbit in interplane
tary space, astronomers have gained a richer outlook on
our own home in space.
Space missions have visited all the planets of the
solar system, extending astronomers' reach from the
Earth-like inner planets to the giant gaseous worlds or
biting far from the Sun. Instruments aboard unmanned
robots have taken close-up photographs of the planets
and their moons and in some cases have made on-site
measurements. Astronomers have come to realize that

Modem telescopes and robot space

THE BIG probes have taught us much about
PICTURE the planets, moons, and other

bodies in our cosmic neighborhood.
By comparing the residents of our planetary
system, large and small. we continually expand
our knowledge of how the solar system formed
and developed.

M a ste r

.....,.

ngASTRONGMY

all solar system objects, large and small, have vital roles
to play in furthering our understanding of our cosmic
neighborhood.

LEFT, Planets are by no means the only residents ofour solar system. This
collage shows images ofsome of the most peculiar of Saturn's moons, t'*en
by the Cassini spacecraft in 2005. The 500-km-diameter fnceladus with its
long blue fractures (bottom right) resembles the l1()()-km-wfde Dione with
its wispy stred:s (top left); the 3O-km-wide Hyperion with its deeply pitted
aata-s (bottom left) contrasts with the 24-krrt"wide Telesto and its vey
smooth strface (top right). None of these odd features is well unda-stood
The more dosely we examine these alien worlds, the more complex and
bizarre they seem to be. (NASA)

�

Visit the Study Area in www.masterlngastronomy.rom for quizzes,
.nlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self-�Ided tutorlal�
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C HA PT E R 6

The Solar System

A n Inventory of the
Solar System

the 19th century, astronomers had found Saturn's rings
( 1659), the planets Uranus ( 1 78 1 ) and Neptune ( 1 846), many
planetary moons, and the first asteroids--uminor planets" or

The Greeks and other astronomers of old were aware of the

biting the Sun, mostly in a broad band (called the asteroid

Moon, the stars, and five planets---Mercury, Venus, Mars,

belt) lying between Mars and Jupiter. Ceres, the largest aster

Jupiter, and Saturn-in the night sky. co (Sec. 2. 2 ) They also

oid and the first to be sighted, was discovered in 180 I. A large

knew of hvo other types of heavenly objects that were clearly

telescope of mid- 19th-century vintage is shown in Figure 6.2.

neither stars nor planets. Comets appear as long, wispy strands

The 20th century brought continued improvements in

of light in the night sky that remain visible for periods of up

optical telescopes. Thousands more asteroids were discov

to several weeks and then slowly fade from view. Meteors, or

ered, along with three more planetary ring systems, dozens

"shooting stars," are sudden bright streaks of light that flash

of moons, and the first Kuiper belt objects, orbiting beyond

across the sky, usually vanishing less than a second after they

Neptune. The century also saw the rise of both nonoptical

first appear. These transient phenomena must have been fa

especially radio and infrared-astronomy and spacecraft e.x

miliar to ancient astronomers, but their role in the "big pic

ploration, each of which has made vitally inlportant contri

ture" of the solar system was not understood until much later.

butions to the field of planetary science.

Discovering our Planetary System

new avenue for planetary exploration-space flight. Astro

The latter part of the 20th century also saw an entirely
nauts have carried out experiments on the Moon (see

Human knowledge of the basic content of the solar system

Figure 6.3), and numerous unmanned probes have left

remained largely unchanged from ancient times until the

Earth and traveled to all of the other planets. Figure 6.4

early 1 7th century, when the invention of the telescope made

shows a view from the Spirit robot prospecting on the Mar

more detailed observations possible. Galileo Galilei was

tian surface in 2005, its solar panels most evident in this

the first to capitalize on this new technology. (His simple tel

panoramic view from inside a shallow crater.

escope is shown in Figure 6 . 1 . ) Galileo's discovery of the

As currently explored, our solar system is known to

phases of Venus and of four moons orbiting Jupiter early in

contain one star (the SlUl), eight planets, 166 moons (at last

the 1 7th century helped change forever humankind's vision

COlUlt) orbiting tllose planets, eight asteroids and more than

of the universe.

co

(Sec. 2.4)

100 Kuiper belt objects larger ilian 300 km (200 miles) in

As teclmologic.11 advances continued, knowledge of the
solar system improved rapidly. Astronomers began discover
ing objects invisible to the unaided human eye. By the end of

diameter, tens of thousands of smaller (but well-studied) as

teroids and Kuiper belt objects, myriad cornets a few kilometers

in diameter, and countless meteoroids less ilian 100 m across .

... FIGURE 6.1 Early Telescope The
refracting telescope with which Galileo

... FIGURE 6.2 Nineteenth-Century Telescope By the mid-19th century, telescopes had

made his first observations was simple,

improved enormously in both size and quality. Shawn here is the Newtonian reflector
built and used � Irish nobleman and amateur astronomer the Earl of Rosse. For 75 years,
this 72-inch-diameter instrument was the largest telescope on Earth.

but its influence on astronomy was

immeasurable. (Museo deUa Scienza;
ScalalArt Resource, NY)

(Birr Sciel1tific 6- Heritage Foul1dation)

SECT I O N 6 .1

An Inventory of the Solar System
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Our goal will be to develop (starting here, and con
cluding in Qlapter 1 5) a comprehensive theory of the
origin and evolution of our planetary system-a theory
that explains all, or at least most, of the solar system's ob

served properties. We will seek to answer basic questions
such as Why did planet X evolve in one way, willie planet

Y turned out completely different? and Why are the
planets' orbits so orderly when their individual proper

ties are not? in addressing these issues, we will find many
similarities and common features among planets. How
ever, e.1ch planet will also present new questions and af
ford unique insights into the ways planets work.
As we unravel the origin of our solar system, we may
hope to learn something about planetary systems beyond
our own. Since the mid-I 990s, astronomers have detected
more than 400 extrasolar planets-planets orbiting stars

... FI G UR E 6.3 Lunar Exploration

An Apollo astronaut does some lunar

geology-prospecting near a huge boulder in the Mare Serenitatis during the
final manned missioo to the Moon in 1972 (NASA)

The list will undoubtedly grow as we continue to explore

(see O1apter 15), and our observations of them

other than our own Sun. Many new planets are discovered

each year

provide critical tests of modern theories of planet forma-

tion. Before the discovery of extrasolar planets, those the

ories had necessa rily been based on observations of only

our own solar system. Now astronomers have a whole new set

our cosmic neighborhood.

of"proving grounds» in which to compare theory with reality.

Com parative Planetology

discovered systems have properties rather different from

CUriously, current data suggest that many of the newly
those of our own, addulg fuel to the long-standing debate

As we proceed through the solar system in the ne..xt few

among astronomers on the prevalence of planets like Earth

chapters, we will seek to W1derstand how each planet com

and the possible e..xistence of life as we know it elsewhere in

pares with our own and what each contributes to our

the universe. It will be some tiDle before astronomers can

knowledge of the solar system as a whole. We will use

make definitive statements about the existence (or nonexis

the powerful perspective of

comparative planetology

tel1Ce) of planetary systems like our own.

comparing and contrasting the properties of the diverse
worlds we encounter-to understand better the conditions
under which planets form and evolve. Comparative plane
tology will be our indispensable guide as we proceed
through the coming chapters .

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K

tI' In what ways might observati ons of extlOSolar planets help us
understand our own solar system?

.. F I G U R E 6.4 Spirit on Mars The Mars r<Ner Sp;rit took hundreds of images to create this

true-color, 360· panorama of the Martian horizon from within Gusev crater. The robot, whose tracks into
the shallow basin can be seen at right center, also measured the chemistry and mineralogy of soils and
rocky outcrops. (JPL)
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6.2

The Solar System

Measuring the Planets

view it on the sky-and then applying elementary
geometry. co (More Precisely 1-2)

Table 6. 1 lists some basic orbital and physical properties of
the eight planets, with a few other well-known solar-system
objects (the Sun, the Moon, Pluto, an asteroid, and a cornet)
included for comparison. Note that the Sun, with more than
a thousand times the mass of the neA1 most massive object
(the planet Jupiter), is clearly the dominant member of the
solar system. In filct, the Sun contains about 99.9 percent of
all solar system material. The planets-including our own
are insignificant in comparison.
Most of the quantities listed in Table 6.1 can be deter
mined using methods described in Chapters 1 and 2. Here
we present a brief swrunary of the properties listed in Thble
6.1 and the teclmiques used to measure them:

• The masses of planets with moons may be calculated by

Kepler's laws once the scale of the solar system is set by
radar ranging on Venus. co (Sec. 2.6)

• A planet's sidereal orbital period (that is, relative to the

stars) can be measured from repeated observations of
its location on the sky, so long as Earth's own motion
around the Sun is properly taken into account.
co (Sec. 2.5)

• A planet's radius is found by measuring the angular size

of planet-the angle from one side to the other as we

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Orbital
Semimajor
Axi. (AU)

Orbital Period
(Earth Years)

as those of
our own Moon and the asteroid Ceres) are a little harder
to determine accurately, because these bodies have no
natural satellites of their own. Nevertheless, it is possible
to measure their masses by careful observations of their
gravitational influence on other planets or nearby bod
ies. Mercury and Venus produce small, but measurable,
effects on each other's orbits, as well as on that of Earth.
The Moon also causes small "wobbles" in Earth's motion
as the two bodies orbit their common center of mass.

• The masses of Mercury and Venus (as well

• The distance of each planet from the Sun is known from

Object

applying Newton's laws of motion and gravity, just
by observing the moons' orbits around the planets.
co (More Precisely 2-2) The sizes of those orbits, like
the sizes of the planets themselves, are determined by
geometry.

• These techniques for determining mass were available to

astronomers well over a century ago. Today, the masses
of most of the objects listed in Table 6.1 have been accu
rately measured through their gravitational interaction
with artificial satellites and space probes launched from
Earth. Only in the case of Ceres is the mass still poorly
known, mainly because that asteroid's gravity is so weak.

Ma.
(Earth Masses )

(Earth RadII)
R.dius

Number
of Known
Satellite.

Rotation
P.iod ·

(days)

(kglm')

(g/eml)

Avera,. Density

0.39

0.24

0.055

0.38

0

59

5400

5.4

0.72

0.62

0.82

0.95

0

-243

5200

5.2

1.0

1.0

Moon

1 .0

1.0

0.012

0.27

1 .0

5500

5.5

27.3

3300

3.3

Mars

1.52

1.9

0. 1 1

0.53

2

1 .0

3900

3.9

Ceres (asteroid)

2.8

4.7

0.000 1 5

0.073

0

0.38

2700

2.7

Jupiter

5.2

1 1 .9

318

1 1.2

63

0.41

1300

1.3

Saturn

9.5

29.4

95

9.5

56

0.44

700

0.7

Uranus

19.2

84

15

4.0

27

-<J.72

1 300

1.3

Neptune

30.1

164

17

3.9

13

0.67

1600

1.6

Pluto (Kuiper belt
object)

39.5

248

0.2

3

2 1 00

2. 1

100

0. 1

1400

1.4

Hale-Bopp (comet)
Sun

1 80

2400

0.002

1 .0
332,000

X 10-9

0.004
109

'-A negative roration period indicntes retrograde (backward) rotation re.lative to the sense. in which allplanets orbit the Sun.

-{).4

0.47
25.8

SECTION 6.3
• A planet's rotation period may, in principle, be deter
mined simply by watching surface features alternately
appear and disappear as the planet rotates. However,
with most planets this is difficult to do, as their sur
faces are hard to see or may even be nonexistent.
Mercury's surface features are hard to distinguish; the
surface of Venus is completely obscured by douds; and
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have no solid
surfaces at all-their atmospheres simply thicken and
eventually become liquid as we descend deeper and
deeper below the visible douds. We will describe the
methods used to measure these planets' rotation peri
ods in later chapters .
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The Ove rall Layout
of the Solar System

By earthly standards, the solar system is immense. The dis
tance from the Sun to the Kuiper belt outside Neptune's
orbit is about 50 AU, more than a million times Earth's ra
dius and roughly 20,000 times the distance from Earth to the
Moon ( Figure 6.5). Yet, despite the solar system's vast extent,
the planets all lie very close to the Sun, astronomically
speaking. Even the diameter of the Kuiper belt is just 1/1000

• The final two colwnns in Table 6 . 1 list
the average density of each object.
Density is a measure of the "compact
ness" of matter. Average density is
computed by dividing an object's
mass (in kilograms, say) by its volume
(in cubic meters, for instance). For
example, we can easily compute
Earth's average density. Earth's mass,
as determined from observations of
the Moon's orbit, is approximately
6.0 X 1024 kg. 0:> (More Precisely 2-2)
Earth's radius R is roughly 6400 km, so
its volume is � -rrR 3 � 1 . 1 X 1012 k:m3,
or 1 . 1 X 1 021 m3. CD (Sec. 1 . 6 ) Divid
ing Earth's mass by its vohune, we
obtain an average density of approxi
mately 5500 kg/m3 .
On average, then, there are about 5500
kilograms of Earth matter in every cubic
meter of Earth volume. For comparison,
the density of ordinary water is 1000
kg/m3, rocks on Earth's surface have densi
ties in the range 2000-3000 kg/m 3 , and
iron has a density of some 8000 kg/m3 .
Earth's atmosphere (at sea level) has a den
sity of only a few kilograms per cubic
meter. Because many working astronomers
are more familiar with the CGS (centimeter
gram-second) unit of density (grams per
cubic centimeter, abbreviated g/cm J , where
1 kg/m3
1000 g/cm3 ) , Table 6.1 lists den
sity in both SI and CGS units.

-

=

�

=

... FIGURE 6.5 Solar System Major bodies of the solar system: the Sun, planets and
� asteroids. Part (al shows a face-on v iew from directly abcwe the ecliptic plane; part
� (bl shows the Inclinations ofthe orbits in an edge-on vi"",. Except for Mercury, the
orbits of the planets are almost circular and lie nearly in the same plane. As we mcwe
outward from the Sun, the distance between adjacent orbits increases. The entire solar
system spans nearly 100 AU-roughly the diameter of the Kuiper belt-and is very flat
,

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V HCMI do astronomers go about determining
the bulk properties (i.e., masses, radii, and
densities) of distant planets?
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ecliptic. Still, as illustrated in the figure, we can think of the

solar system as being quite flat-its uthickness" perpendicular

to the plane of the ecliptic is a tiny fraction of its diameter. If
we were to view the planets' orbits from a vantage point in the
plane of the ecliptic about 50 AU from the Sun, none of the
planets' orbits would be noticeably tilted. Figure

6.6

is a

photograph of the planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn taken during a chance planetary alignment in April
2002. These five planets can (occasionally) be found in the
same region of the sky, in large part because their orbits lie
nearly in the smne plane in space.

C O N C E PT C H EC K
V' In what seme is the solar system "flat"?

6.4

Terrestr i a l and J ovian Planets

On large scales, the solar system presents us with a sense of
orderly motion. The planets move nearly in a plane, on al
most concentric (and nearly circular) elliptical paths, in the
same direction around the Sun, at steadily increasing orbital
intervals. Although the individual details of the planets are
much less regular, their overall properties allow a natural
division into two broad classes.

.. F I G U R E 6.6 Planetary Alignment This image snows six
planets-Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Earth-during a
planetary alignment in April 2002. Because the planets all orbit in
nearly the same plane, it is possible for them all to appear (� chance)
in the same region of the sky, as seen from Earth. The Sun and nlW
Moon are just below the horizon. As usual, the popular press
contained many sensationalized predictions of catastrophes that
would occur during this rare astronomical ""ent Also as usual none
came true. (J. Lcdrig1.lss)

Planetary Properties
Figure

6.7

compares the planets with one another and with

the Sll1l. A clear distinction can be drawn between the inner
and the outer members of our planetary system based on
densities and other physical properties. The inner planets
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars--are small, dense, and solid.
The outer worlds--Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
are large, of low density, and gaseous.
Because the physical and chemical properties of Mer
cury, Venus, and Mars are somewhat similar to Earth's, the

of a light-year, whereas the next nearest star is several light

four innermost planets are called the terrestrial planets.
(The word terrestrial derives from the Latin word terra,

yea rs distant.
The planet closest to the Sun is Mercury. Moving out

meaning "land" or "earth.") The fOUf terrestrial planets all lie

ward, we encounter, in tUfn, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,

within about 1 .5 AU of the SUll. All are small and of rela

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. In Chapter 2, we saw the

tively low mass--Earth is the largest and most massive of the

basic properties of the planets' orbits. Their paths are all

ellipses, with the Sun at (or very near) one focus.

00

(Sec. 2.5)

four-and all have a generally rocky composition and solid
surfaces.

With the f-xception of the innermost world, Mercury, the

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptll11e are all similar to

planets move on low-eccentricity orbits. Accordingly, we can

one another chemically and physically, and very different

on the SW}. Note that the planetary orbits are not evenly

planets, after Jupiter, the largest member of the group. (The

spaced, becoming farther and farther apart as we move out

word jovian comes from Jove, another name for the Roman

reasonably think of most planets' orbits as circles centered

ward from the Sun.

All the planets orbit the Sun counterclockwise as seen

from the terrestrial worlds. They are labeled the

jovian

god Jupiter.) The jovian worlds all orbit far from the Sun.

They are all much larger than the inner planets and quite dif

from above Earth's North Pole and in nearly the same plane as

ferent from them in both composition and structure. They

Earth (the plane of the ecliptic). Mercury deviates somewhat

have no solid surfaces, and their outer layers are composed

from the latter statement: Its orbital planes lie at

predominantly of tlle light gases hydrogen and helium.

7°

to the

SECTION 6.4

Terrestria l and Jovian Planets 139
.. F I G U R E 6.7 Sun and Planets Relative
� sizes of the planets and our Sun,
� drawn to scale. Notice how much
larger the jovian planets are than Earth and
the other terrestrial planets and how much
larger still is the Sun. Explaining this
planetary dlchotorT'(Y is an important goal
of comparative planetology, although by
no means the only one.

Differences A mong the Terrestrial Planets
Despite their similarities in orbits and composition, the ter
restrial planets have many important differences, too. We list
a few here, as prelude to the more detailed accounts pre
sented in Chapters 7-10:

• All four terrestrial planets have atmospheres, but the at

mospheres are about as dissimilar as we could imagine,

ranging from a near vacuum on Mercury to a hot, dense
inferno on Venus.

• Earth alone has oxygen in its atmosphere and liquid
water on its surface.
• Surface conditions on the four planets are quite distinct

from one another, ranging from barren, heavily cratered
terrain on Mercury to widespread volcanic activity on
Venus.

• Earth and Mars spin at roughly the same rate--one ro

tation every 24 ( Earth) hours-but Mercury and Venus

both take months to rotate just once, and Venus rotates
in the opposite sense from the others.

• Earth and Mars have moons, but Mercury and Venus do
not.

• Earth and Mercury have measurable magnetic fields, of
very different strengths, whereas Venus and Mars have
none.
Comparing the average densities of the terrestrial
planets allows us to say something more about their overall

compositions. However, before making the comparison, we
must take into account how the weight of overlying layers
compresses the interiors of the planets to different extents.

absence of any compression due to their own gravity

decrease as we move outward from the Sun:

5300, 4400,
4400, and 3800 kg/m3 for Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars,
respectively. The amount of compression is greatest for the
most massive planets, Earth and Venus, and much less for
Mercury and Mars. Partly on the basis of these figures,
planetary scientists conclude that Earth and Venus are
quite similar in overall composition. Mercury's higher den
sity implies that it contains a higher proportion of some
dense material-most likely nickel or iron. The lower den
sity of Mars probably means tllat it is deficient in that same
material.
Finding the common threads in the evolution of these
four diverse worlds is no simple task! The goal of compara
tive planetology is to understand how four planets with
broadly similar overall physical properties cmne to differ so
much in detail.

Terrestria I-J ovian Com parison
For all their differences, the terrestrial worlds still seem sitn
i1ar compared with the jovian planets. Perhaps the sitnplest
way to express the major differences between the terrestrial
and jovian worlds is to say that the jovian planets are every
thing the terrestrial planets are not. We will discuss the jov

ian planets in more detail in Chapters 1 1-1 3. We highlight

here some of the key differences between the terrestrial and
jovian worlds:

• The terrestrial worlds lie dose together, near the Sun;

the jovian worlds are widely spaced through the outer

solar system.

• The terrestrial worlds are small, dense, and rocky; the
jovian worlds are large and gaseous, contaitling huge

When we do this, we find that the ullcompressed densities of

amowlts of hydrogen and helium ( the lightest ele

the terrestrial worlds-the densities they would have in the

ments), which are rare on the inner planets.
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• The terrestrial worlds have solid surfaces; the j ovian
worlds have none (their dense atmospheres thicken with
depth, eventually merging with their liquid interiors) .

• The terrestrial worlds have weak magnetic fields, if any;
the jovian worlds all have strong magnetic fields.

• All four jovian worlds are thought to contain large, dense
"terrestrial" cores some 10 to 15 times the mass of Earth.
These cores account for an increasing fraction of each
planet's total mass as we move outward from the Sun.
• TIle terrestrial worlds have only three moons among
them; the jovian worlds have many moons each, no two
of them alike and none of them like our own.
• Fllrthermore, all the jovian planets have rings, a feature
unknown on the terrestrial planets.
The job of the planetary scientist is made all the more
complicated by the fact that the same theory that accounts
for the jovian planets must also naturally explain the terres
trial ones, as well as the similarities and differences within
each class. Section 6.7 presents an outline of the theory that
does just that. Later, in Chapter 15, we will return to this the
ory in more depth and see how its predictions fare when
faced with detailed observations of our planetary system
and others. <X> (Sec. 1 .2)

CO N C EPT CHECK
.,. Why do astronomers draw such a clear distinction b etw e en

the inner and the outer planets?

6.5

I nterp lanetary Matter

In the vast space among the eight known major planets
move countless chunks of rock and ice, mostly small, some
quite large. All orbit the Sun, many on highly eccentric
paths.This final component of the solar system is the collec
tion of interplanetary matter-cosmic "debris" ranging in
size from the relatively large asteroids and members of the
Kuiper belt, through the smaller comets and even smaller
meteoroids, down to the smallest grains of irlterplanetary

dust that litter our cosmic environment (see Chapter 14).
The dust arises when larger bodies collide and break
apart into smaller pieces that, in turn, collide again and are
slowly grolmd into microscopic fragments, which eventually
settle into the Sun or are swept away by the solar wind, a
stream of energetic charged particles that continually flows
outward from the SWl and pervades the entire solar system.
The dust is quite difficult to detect in visible light, but in
frared studies reveal that interplanetary space contains sur
prisingly large amounts of it. Oll[ solar system is an ex
tremely good vacuwn by terrestrial standards, but positively
dirty by the standards of interstellar or intergalactic space.

Asteroids (Figure 6.8a) and meteoroids are generally
rocky in composition, somewhat like the outer layers of the
terrestrial planets. The distinction between the two is simply
a matter of size: Anything larger than 100 m in diameter
(corresponding to a mass of about 1 0,000 tons) is conven
tionally termed an asteroid; anything smaller is a meteoroid.
Their total mass is much less than that of Earth's Moon, so
these objects play no important role in the present-day
workings of the planets or their moons. Yet they are of cru
cial importance to our studies, for they provide the keys to
answering some very fundamental questions about our
planetary environment and what the solar system was like
soon after its birth. Many of these bodies are made of mate
rial that has hardly evolved since the early days of the solar
system. In addition, they often conveniently deliver them
selves right to our doorstep, in the form of meteorites (the

name we give them if they happen to survive the plunge
through Earth's atmosphere and find tlleir way to the
ground-see Section 14.4), allowing us to study tllem in
detail without having to fetch them from space.
Comets (Figure 6.8b) are quite distinct from the other
small bodies in the solar system. They are generally icy rather
than rocky in composition (although they do contain some
rocky material) and typically have diameters in the 1 - to 10-

km range. They are quite similar in chemical makeup to
some of the icy moons of the outer planets. Even more so
than the asteroids and meteoroids, comets represent truly an
cient material-the vast majority probably have not changed
in any significant way since their formation long ago along
with the rest of tlle solar system (see Chapter 1 5). Comets
striking Earth's atmosphere do not reach the surface intact,
so, until relatively recently (see Section 14.2), astronomers
had no actual samples of cometary material. However, some
comets do vaporize and emit radiation as their highly elon
gated orbits take tllem near the Sun (see Figure 6.8b), so sci
entists have long been able to determine their makeup by
spectroscopic study of the radiation they give off as they are
destroyed. <X> (Sec. 4.2)
Finally, beyond the outermost jovian planet, Neptwle, lies
the Kuiper belt-an "outer asteroid belt" consisting of icy,
cometlike bodies ranging in size from a fraction of a kilometer
to more than 1000 km in diameter. Because of their small sizes
and great distances, most known Kuiper belt objects have been
discovered only recently, mainly since the mid- l990s. How
ever, the best known member of this cJass--Pluto (Figll[e
6.8c)-has been known for much longer and is now the sub
ject of controversy among astronomers. Pluto ,\faS originally
classified as a planet following its discovery in 1930. However,
it simply doesn't fit into the classification just described-in
both mass and composition, it has much more in collunon
with the icy jovian moons than with any terrestrial or jovian
world. As a result, many ast.ronomers questioned its "plane
tary" designation, an opinion that became stronger as the
number of known Kuiper belt objects steadily increased.
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(a) Asteroids,

like meteoroids, are generally composed of rocky

material. This asteroid, Eros, is about 34 km long. it
was photographed by the Near Earth Asteroid

Rendezvous spacecraft that actually landed on the
asteroid in 2001. (b) Comet Hal... Bopp, seen as it
approached the Sun in 1997. Most comets are
composed largely of ice and so tend to be relatively

fragile. The comet's vaporized gas and dust form the
tail, here extend i ng away from the Sun for nearly a
quarter of the way across the sky. (c) Pluto-seen

here at center with its three known moons-is one
of the largest members of the Kuiper belt. Formerly

c1assined as a major planet, it was demoted d uring a

heated debate among astronomers in

2006.

(JHUlAPL; J. Lodrig"sS; NASA)

(a)

Kuiper belt, but is no longer regarded as a planet on a par with
the terrestrial or jovian worlds.

CONCEPT CHECK
t/ Why are astronomers so int erested in interplanetary matter?

6.6

Spacecraft Explorati o n
of t h e S o l a r System

S ince the 1960s, dozens of unm31med space missions have
traveled throughout the solar system. All of the planets have
been probed at dose range, and spacecraft have visited nu
merous comets and asteroids. The impact of these missions
on our wlderstanding of our planetary system has been

nothing short of revolutionary. In the next eight chapters we

(b)

will see many ex3l11ples of the marvelous inlages radioed
back to Earth, and we will discover how they fit into our
modern picture of the solar system. We focus here on just a
few of these remarkable technological achievements. A more
complete list can be fOlUld in Appendix 3, Table 4.

M issions to Mercury and Venus
To date, only two spacecraft have visited Mercury. The first was
the U.S.

Mariner 10, which executed a series of flybys of the
1975, coming within 10,000 km of the sur

planet in 1 974 and

face and sending back thousands of high-resolution images.
(A "flyby," in NASA parlance,

is any space mission in which a

probe passes dose to a planet-within a few planetary radii,
The controversy was deepened by the detection of several
Kuiper belt objects comparable in size to Pluto, and at least one

say-but does not go into orbit arowld it.) The photographs
returned by the mission covered about

45

percent of the

As discussed

planet's surface and showed features as small as 150 m across,

further in Section 14.3, in 2006 astronomers decided that

dramatically increasing astronomers' lmowledge of the planet.

Pluto should no longer be classified as a major planet, but

For the first time, we saw Mercury as a heavily cratered \vorld,

larger body orbiting even farther from the Sun.

rather as a

dwarf planet.

It is the largest known object in the

in many ways reminiscent of our own Moon.
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The second mission, currently in progress, is NASA's

Messenger probe,

launched from Earth in 2004 and due to

enter orbit around Mercury in 201 1 , following two flybys of
the planet in 2008 and another in 2009. With a broader
range of sensors and 10 times better optical resolution than

Mariner 10, Messenger has already changed some of the lead
ing theories of the planet's structure and history. During its
planned year in orbit, it will map more than 90 percent of
Mercury's surface to high precision .
Many interplanetary missions are helped to their targets
by one or more gravity assists--cMefully planned conrse
and speed corrections brought about by close planetary en
COtulters en route to the final destination (see Discovery 6-1).

In the case of Messenger, no fewer than six gravity assists--

one from Earth, two from Venus, and three from Mercury it

self (the flybys just mentioned)-were needed before the
spacecraft reamed its final orbit.

In contrast to Mercury, more spacecraft have spied on

Venus than on any other planet in the solar system-more

... F I G URE 6 .9 Venus Lander One of the Soviet Venera landers that
reached the surface of Venus. The design was essentially similar for all
the surface missions. Note the heavily armored construction, necessary
to withstand the harsh conditions of high temperature and crushing
atmospheric pressure on the planet's surface (Solfoto/Eastfoto)
.

than 20 since the 1970s. The Soviet space program took the
lead in exploring Venus's atmosphere and surface, while u.S.
spacecraft have performed extensive radar mapping of the
planet from orbit. The Soviet

Venera

(derived from the

Russiml word for Venus) program began in the mid-1960s,
and the Soviet

Venem

4 through

Vet/em 12

probes para

chuted into the planet's atmosphere behveen 1 967 and 1978.
The early spacecraft were destroyed by enormous atmos

Vel/era 7 (Figure

along with a liberal measure of plain bad luck. As a result, al
most

all of the detailed planetary data we have on Mars have

come from unmanned u.S. (and recently, European) probes.

Mariner 4,

The first spacecraft to reach the Red Planet was
which flew by Mars in July 1965. The images

sent back by the craft showed large numbers of craters

pheric pressures before reaching the surface, but in 1 970,
6.9) became the first spacecraft to soft-land

on another planet. Dnring the 23 minutes it survived on the
surface of Venus, it radioed back information on the planet's
atmospheric pressure and temperature.
In 1978 the u.S.

Pioneer Venus mission placed an orbiter

at an altitude of some 1 50

Ian above Venus's snrface and dis

patched a probe into the planet's atmosphere. The orbiter's
radar produced the first m
i ages of much of the planet's sur
face. The most recent u.S. mission was the

Magellan probe

(Figure 6. 1 0) , whim entered orbit around Venus in August
1 990. Its radar imaging system could distinguish objects as
small as 1 2 0 m across. Between 1991 and 1 994, the probe
mapped 98 percent of the surface of Venus with Wlprece
dented clarity and made detailed measurements of the
planet's gravity, rendering all previous data virtually obsolete.

In 2006 the European Space Agency placed the Venus

Express probe in

orbit arolmd the planet. During its planned

2-year mission,

Venus Express

studied the atmosphere and

surface of Venus, as well as the interaction between the
planet's atmosphere and the

solar wind-the

stream of

charged particles escaping from the Stul.

M i ssions to Mars

Botll NASA and the Soviet (now Russian) Space Agency have

Mars exploration programs that began in the 1960s. However,
the Soviet effort was plagued by a string of teclll1 ical problems,

... FIGURE 6.10 Magellan Orbiter The US. Mage"an spacecraft
was lau nc h ed from the space shuttle Atlantis (at bottom) in May 1989
on a mission to explore the planet Venus. The large radio antenna at
the top was used both for mapping the s urface of Venus and for
communicating w ith Earth. Contrast the relatively delicate structure of
this craft. designed to operate in space, with the much more bulky
design of the Venus lander shawn in Figure 6.9. (NASA)
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caused by impacts of meteoroids on the planet's surface in

7 con

stead of the Earth-like terrain some scientists had expected
to find. Flybys in 1 969 by Mariner

6

and Mariner

firmed these findings, leading many scientists to conclude
that Mars was a geologically dead planet having a heavily
cratered, old surface. This conclusion was reversed in 1971
by the arrival of the Mariner 9 orbiter. The craft mapped
the entire Martian surface at a resolution of about 1 lan,

and it rapidly became clear that here was a world far more
complex than the dead planet imagined only a year or two
previously. Mariner 9's maps revealed vast plains, volca

noes, drainage channels, and canyons. All these features
were completely unexpected, given the data provided by
the earlier missions. These new findings paved the way for
the next step: actual landings on the planet's surface.
The two spacecraft of the U.S. Viking mission arrived at

Mars in mid-1976. Viking 1 and Viking 2 each consisted of two

... FIGURE 6.11 Viking Land". A Viking lander, here being tested in
the Mojave Desert prior to launch. For an idea of the scale, the reach
of its extended arm at left is about 1 m. (NASA)

parts. An orbiter mapped the surface at a resolution of about

100 m (about the same as the resolution achieved by Magellan
for Venus), and a lander (see Figure 6. 1 1 ) descended to the sur

Mars. Following the successes of Pathfinder and Global Sur

face and performed a wide array of geological and biological

veyor, Mars exploration has moved into high gear, with or

experiments. Viking 1 touched down on Mars on July 20, 1 976.

biters and landers dispatched to the planet at regular intervals.

Viking 2 arrived i.n September of the same year. By any stan

The U.S. orbiters Mars Odyssey (2001 ) and Mars Recormais

dards, the mission was a complete success, returning a wealth

sarlee Orbiter (2006) and the European Mars Express (2003)

Viking 2stopped transmitting data in April 1980; Vikirlg 1 con

were equipped with cameras and other sensors to look for

The first spacecraft to reach Mars since Vikin!rNASl\s

The twin landers Spirit and Opportunity of NASl\s Mars

Mars Pathfinder, arrived at the planet in June 1997. On July 4, it

Exploration Rover mission (2004; see Figure 6.4) and the later
Mars Phoenix lander (2ooS) extended the search for water

of long-duration data on the Martian surface and atmosphere.
tinued to operate until November 1982.

parachuted an instrument package to the Martian surface.

surface featllres indicating flowing water Ul the planet's past
and the electromagnetic signature of subsurface water or ice.

Near the ground, the parachute fell
away and huge air bags deployed, en
abling the robot to bounce to a safe
landing. Side panels opened, and out
came a small six-wheeled minirover,
called Sojollmer. During its 3-month
lifetime, the lander took measurements
of the Marti.1I1 atmosphere and atmos
pheric dust while Sojourner roamed the
surface, carrying out chemical analyses

of soil and rocks within about 50 m of

the parent craft (Figure 6. 12). Later that

same year, Mars Global Surveyor went
i.nto orbit around the planet, scanning
the surface with cameras and other
sensors and charting the Martian land
scape until 2006, when radio contact
with the spacecraft was lost, probably
due to battery failure.
The relative positions of Mars and
Earth in their respective orbits are such

that it is most favorable to launch a

spacecraft from Earth roughly every
26 months. It then takes roughly S to
9 months for the craft to arrive at

... F I G U R E 6.12 Martian Lande. The Mars ro.ler Sojourner was a small self-propelled
vehicle used to explore the Martian surface. It is seen at left center using an X-ray
spectrometer to determine the chemical composition of a large Martian rock, nicknamed Yogi
by mission scientists. For scale, the rock is about 1 m tall and lies some 10 m from Sojourner's
mother ship, Pathfinder (foreground� (NASA)
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D I S C O V E RY 6 - 1
G ravitational "S l i n gs hots"

encounter. Less obviously, the spacecraft's speed is also altered as
the planet's gravity propels the spacecraft in the direction of the

Celestial mechanics is the study of the motions of gravitationally
interacting objects, such as planets and stars, applying Newton's
laws of motion to understand the intricate movements of astro
nomical bodies. ex> (Sec. 2.8) Computerized celestial mechanics
lets astronomers calculate planetary orbits to high precision,
taking the planets' small gravitational influences on one another
into account. Even before the computer age, the discovery of one
of the outermost planets, Neptune, came about almost entirely
through studies of the distortions of Uranus's orbit that were
caused by Neptune's gravity.
Celestial mechanics is also an essential tool for scientists
and engineers who wish to navigate manned and unmanned
spacecraft throughout the solar system. Robot probes can now
be sent on stunningly accurate trajectories, expressed in the
trade with SUdl slang phrases as "sinking a corner sbot on a billion
kilometer pool table." Near-flawless rocket launches, aided by
occasional midcourse changes in flight p.lths, now enable inter
planetary navigators to steer remotely controlled spacecraft
through an imaginary "window" of space just a few kilometers
wide and a billion kilometers away.
However, sending a spacecraft to another planet requires a
lot of energy-often more than can be conveniently provided by
a rocket launched from Earth or safely transported in a shuttle
for launch from orbit. Paced with these limitations, mission sci
entists often use their knowledge of celestial mechanics to carry
out "slingshot' maneuvers, which can boost an interplanetary
probe into a more energetic orbit and also aid navigation toward
the target, all at no additional cost!
The accompanying figure illustrates a gravitational sling
shot, or gravity assist, in action. A spacecraft approawes a
planet, passes close by, and theu escapes along a new trajectory.
Obviously, the sp.lcecraft's directio" of motion is wal1ged by the

planet's motion. By a careful choice of incoming trajectory,
the craft can speed up (by passing "behind" the planet, as
shown) or slow down (by passing in front), by as much as twice
the planet's orbital speed. Of course, there is no "free lunw"
the spacecraft gains energy from, or loses it to, the planet's mo
tion, causing the planet's own orbit to change ever so slightly.
However, since planets are so much more massive than space
craft, the effect on the planet is insignificant.

directly to the Martian surface. As we will see in Chapter 1 0,
these missions have uncovered strong evidence for under
ground ice on Mars today and have strengthened the case for
a wanner, wetter Mars in the distant past, raising the intrigu
ing possibility that life might once have existed on this now
dead world.

M i ssions to the Outer Planets
'!Wo pairs of u.s. spacecraft launched in the 1970s-Piorleer
and Voyager-revolutionized our knowledge of Jupiter and
the jovian planets. Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 1 1 arrived at
Jupiter in December 1 973 and December 1974, respectively.
They took many photographs and made numerous scientific
discoveries. Their orbital trajectories also allowed them to
observe the polar regions of Jupiter in much greater detail

Spacecraft
arrives with
low velocity

- - - - - - -e- - - - - - - - _O�i!...
Planet motion

Spacecraft
departs with
high velocity

Such a slingshot maneuver has been used many times in
missions to both the inner and the outer planets, as illustrated in
the second figure, which shows the trajectories of the Voyager
spacecraft through the outer solar system. The gravitational
pulls of these giant worlds whipped the craft around at each vis
itation, enabling flight controllers to get considerable extra

than later missions would achieve. In addition to their many
scientific accomplishments, these craft also played an impor
tant role as "scouts" for the later Voyager missions, demon
strating that spacecraft could travel the long route from
Earth to Jupiter without colliding with debris in the solar sys
tem. In addition, Pioneer 1 1 used Jupiter's gravity to propel it
along the same trajectory to Saturn that the Voyager con
trollers planned for Voyager 2's visit to Saturn's rings.
The two Voyager spacecraft (Figure 6.1 3) left Earth in
1977 and reached Jupiter in March (Voyager 1) and July
(Voyager 2) of 1979 to study the planet and its major satellites
in detail. Each craft carried sophisticated equipment to inves
tigate the planet's magnetic field, as well as radio, visible
light, and infrared sensors to analyze its reflected and emitted
radiation. Both Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 used Jupiter'S gravity
to send them on to Saturn. Voyager 1 was programmed to

S ECTION 6.6

"mileage" out of the probes. Voyager 1 is now high above the
plane of the solar system, having been deflected up and out
following its encounter with Saturn. Voyager 2 continued on for
a "Grand Tour" of the four jovian planets. It is now outside the
orbit of PI uto, in the Kuiper belt.
More recently, the Cassin; mission to Saturn, which was
launched in 1 997 and arrived at its target in 2004, received jou r
gravitational assists e n route-two from Venus, one from Earth,
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and one from Saturn. Once in the Saturn system, Cass;,,; used
tl,e gravity of Saturn and its moons to propel it through a com
plex series of maneuvers designed to bring it close to all the
major moons, as well as to the planet itself. Every eneowlter with
a moon had a slingshot effect-sometimes accelerating and
sometimes slowing the probe, but each time moving it into a
different orbit-and every one of these effects was carefully
calculated long before Cassi,,; ever left Earth.
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come close enough to the planet to receive a gravity
assisted boost to Uranus. However,

Voyager 2 went on

to visit both Uranus and Neptune in a spectacularly
successful "Grand Thur" of the outer planets. The data
returned by the two craft are still being analyzed

Magnetometer

,
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visit Titan, Saturn's largest moon, and so did not
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today. Like

Piol/eer 1 1,

the two Voyager craft are now

headed out of the solar system, still sending data as
they race toward interstellar space. The second figure
in

Discovery 6-1 shows the past and present trajecto
Voyager spacecraft.

ries of the

.... F IGU RE 6.11 Voro,,,, Mission The two Voyager
spacecraft that swung by s",eral of the outer planets were

ident ically constructed, Their main features are shawn here,

(NASA)
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The most recent mission to Jupiter is the U.S. Galileo
probe, launched by NASA in 1989. TIle craft arrived at its
target in 1 995 after a rather roundabout route involving a
gravity assist from Venus and two from Earth itself. TIle
mission consisted of an orbiter and an atmospheric probe. The
probe descended into Jupiter's atmosphere, taking measure
ments and performing chemical analyses as it went. The or
biter executed a complex series of gravity-assisted maneuvers
through Jupiter's system of moons, returning to some already
studied by Voyager and visiting others for the first time. Many
of Galileo's important findings are presented in Chapter 1 1 .
NASA laundled the CassiYli-Huygens mission to Saturn in
1997. On arrival at its destination in 2004, it dispatched the
Huygens probe built by the European Space Agency into the at
mosphere of Titan, Saturn's largest moon. The CassiYli orbiter
then proceeded to orbit among the planet's moons, much as
Galileo did at Jupiter. As described in Chapter 1 2, both the
probe and the orbiter have returned spectacular images and
detailed data about Saturn and its moons (Figure 6.14), resolv
ing some outstanding questions raised by Voyager about the
Saturn system, but posing many new ones, too.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
.., How has spacecraft exploration changed scientists' conceptions

6.7

How D i d the Solar
System Form?

During the past four decades, interplanetary probes have
vastly increased our knowledge of the solar system, and tlleir
data form the foundation for much of the discussion in the
next eight chapters. However, we can lUlderstand the overall
organization of our planet.1fY system-the basic properties
presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4--without dwelling on
these details. Indeed, some key elements of the modern
theory of planetary formation predate the Space Age by
many years. We present here ilie "standard" view of how the
solar system came into being. This picture will illlderlie
much of our upcoming discussion of the planets, their
moons, and the contents of ilie vast spaces between iliem.

Solar System Properties
Any theory of the origin and architecture of our planetary
system must adhere to the known facts. We know of eight
outstanding properties of our solar system as a whole:
1.

of the solar system?

2.

3.

Each plaYlet is relatively isolated in space. The planets
exist as independent bodies at progressively larger dis
tances from the central Silll; they are not bunched to
geilier. In rough terms, each planet tends to be twice as
far from the Sun as its next inward neighbor.
The orbits oftheplanets are nearl)1 circular. III fact, apart
from Mercury, which we will argue is a special case, each
planetary orbit is close to a perfect circle.
The orbits of the planets all lie in Ylearly the same plane.

The planes swept out by the planets' orbits are
accu.rately aligned to within a few degrees. Again, Mer
cury is a slight exception.

4.

The direction in which the planets orbit the Sun (COIIII
terclockwise as viewed from above Earth's North Pole) is
the same as the direction in which the Sun rotates on its

axis. Virtually all the large-scale motions in the solar

S_

6_
... FIGURE 6.14 Cdssini Mi.sion to Satum After reaching Satum

in 2004, Cassini's cameras returned a steady stream of spectacular
images, such as this one that shows a partial view of the planet's rings,
and two of its moons, Titan (top) and Tethys (bottom). (NASA; ESA)

system (otller ilian comets' orbits) are in the same
plane and in the same sense. The plane is that of the
StUl'S equator; ilie sense is that of the Sun's rotation.

Our planetary system is highly differentiated. The inner,
terrestrial planets are characterized by high densities,
moderate atmospheres, slow rot.1tion rates, and few or
no moons. By contrast, ilie jovian planets, farther from
the Sun, have low densities, thick atmospheres, rapid
rotation rates, and many moons.
The asteroids are very old and exhibit a range ofproperties
rIOt characteristic ofeither the inYler or the

ollter planets or

their moorlS. The asteroid belt shares, in rough terms,

the bulk orbital properties of ilie planets. However, it
appears to be made of ancient material, and the mete
orites iliat strike Earili are the oldest rocks known.

S ECTION 6.7
7.

The Kuiper belt is a collection ofasteroid-sized icy bodies
orbiting beyond Neptllne. Pluto is the largest known

member of this class.

8.

The Oort cloud comets are primitive, icy fragments that
do not orbit in the plllne of the ecliptic and reside prima
rily at Ill rge distances from the Sun. While similar to the
Kuiper belt in composition, the Oort cloud is a com
pletely distinct part of the outer solar system.

All these observed facts, taken together, strongly suggest
a high degree of order within our solar system, at least on
large scales. The whole system is not a random assortment
of objects spinning or orbiting this way or that. Rather, the
overall organization points toward a single origin�n an
cient but one-time event that occurred long ago.

Nebular Contraction
One of the earliest heliocentric models of solar system forma
tion may be traced back to the 1 7th-century French philoso
pher Rene Descartes. Imagine a large cloud of interstellar dust
and gas (called a nebl/Ill) a light-year or so across. Now sup
pose that, due to some external influence, such as a collision
with another interstellar cloud or perhaps the explosion of a
nearby star, the nebula starts to contract under the influence
of its own gravity. As it contracts, it becomes denser and
hotter, eventually forming a star-the Sun-at its center (see
Chapter 19). Descartes suggested that, while the Sun was
forming in the cloud's hot core, the planets and their moons
formed in the cloud's cooler outer regions. In other words,
planets are by-products of the process of star formation.
In 1 796, the French mathematician-astronomer Pierre
Simon de Laplace developed Descartes' ideas in a more quan
tit.1tive way. He showed mathematically that conservation of
angular momentum (see More Precisely 6-1 ) demands that
our hypothetical nebula spin faster as it contracts. A decrease

A Interactive FIGURE 6.15 Nebular Contraction

(a)

leJ

(b)
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in the size of a rotating mass must be balanced by an increase
in its rotational speed. The latter, in turn, causes the nebula's
shape to change as it collapses. Centrifugal forces (due to rota
tion) tend to oppose the contraction in directions perpendi
cular to the rotation axis, with the result that the nebula col
lapses most rapidly along that axis. As shown in Figure 6.15,
the fragment eventually flattens into a pancake-shaped primi
tive solar system. This swirling mass destined to become our
solar system is usually referred to as the solar nebula.
If we now simply suppose that the planets formed out
of this spilllling material, then we can already understand
the origin of much of the large-scale architecture observed
in our planetary system today, such as the circularity of the
planets' orbits and the fact that they move in the same sense
in nearly the same plane (Figure 6. 1 5c). The planets inher
ited all these properties from the rotating disk in which they
were born. The idea that the planets formed from such a
disk is called the nebular theory.

The Condensation Theory
Scientific theories must continually be tested and refined as
new data become available. co (Sec. 1 .2) Unfortunately for
Laplace's nebular theory, although its description of the col
lapse and flattening of the solar nebula was basically correct,
we now know that a disk of warm gas would not form
cllUnps of matter that would subsequently evolve into plan
ets. In fact, modern computer calculations predict just the
opposite: Clumps in the gas would tend to disperse, not
contract further. However, the condensation theory-the
model favored by most astronomers--rests squarely on the
old nebular theory, combining its basic physical reasoning
with new information about interstellar chemistry to avoid
most of the original theory's problems.
The key new ingredient is the presence of interstellar dllst
in the solar nebula. Astronomers now recognize tlMt the space

(e)
(al Conservation of angular momentum demands that

� . a contracting. rotating cloud must spin faster as its size decreases. (b) Eventu ally. the primitive solar
system came to resemble a giant spinning pancake. The large blob at the center ultimately became
the Sun. (el The planets thatformed from the nebula inherited its rotation and flattened shape.
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Angu lar Momentum
Most celestial objects rotate. Planets, moons, stars, and galaxies
all have some a ngular momentwn, which we can define as the
tendency of a body to keep spinning or moving in a circle. Angu
lar momentwn is as important a property of an object as its
mass or its energy.
Consider first a sinlpler motion-iitlear mo",."t""" which
is defined as the product of an object's mass and its velocity:
linear momentum

=

mass X velocity

Linear momentum is the tendency of an object to keep moving
in a straight line in the absence of external forces. Picture a truck
and a bicycle rolling equally fast down a street. Each has some
linear momentum, but you would obviously find it easier to stop
the less massive bicycle. Although the two vehicles have the same
speed, the truck has more momentum. We see, then, that the lin
ear momentum of an object depends on the mass of the object.
It also depends on the speed of the object: If two bicycles were
rolling down the street at different speeds, the slower one could
be stopped more easily.
Angular momentwn is an analogous property of objects
that are rotating or revolving. It is a measure of the object's ten
dency to keep spinning, or, equivalently, of how much effort must
be eAl'ended to stop the object from spinning. However, in addi
tion to mass and (angular) speed, angular momentwn also de
pends on the way in which an object's mass is distributed.
Intuitively, we know that the more massive an object, or the
larger it is, or the faster it spins, the harder it is to stop. In fuct, an
gular momentwn depends on the object's mass, rofatiot! rate
(me.1sured in, say, revolutions per second), and radill>, in a very
specific way:
angular momentum

ex

mass X rotation rate X radius 2.

(Recall that the symbol ex means "is proportional to"; the con
stant of proportionality depends on the details of how the
object's mass is distributed.)
According to Newton's laws of motion, both types of
momentum-lin«1r 31ld angular-must be CO'IS"n'M at all tinles.
ex> (Sec. 2.8) In other words, both linear and 31lgular momentum
must remain cOrlSta"t before, during, and after a physical change
in 31lyobject (so long as no external forces act on the object). For
example, as illustrated in the first figure, if a spherical object
having some spin begins to contract, the previous relationship de
m311ds that it spin faster so that the product mass X angular
speed X radius2 remains constant. The sphere's mass does not
Large radius

(0

Small radius

.... @

Rapid rotation

Slow rotation

change during the contraction, yet the size of the object clearly
decreases. Its rotation speed must therefore increase in order to
keep the total angular momentwn unchanged. This constancy
is referred to as conservation of angular momentum.
Pigure skaters use the principle of conservation of angular
momentum, too. They spin faster by drawing in their arms (as
shown in the second pair of figures) and slow down by extending
them. Here, the mass of the hum31l body remains the same, but
its lateral size cllanges, causing the body's rotation speed to in
crease or decrease, as the case may be, to keep its angular mo
mentum tmch31lged.

(Orban/Corbis/Sygma)

EXAMPLE 1 Suppose the sphere has radius I m and starts off ro
tating at J revolution per minute. It then contracts to one-tenth
its initial size. Conservation of a ngular momentwn entails that
the sphere's final angular speed A must satisfy the relationship
mass X A X (0.1 m) 2

=

mass X (I rev/min) X ( 1 m) 2 .

TI,e mass is the same on either side of the equation and therefore
2
2
C31lCelS, so we find that A = ( I rev/min) X ( J m) /(0.! m)
100 rev/min, or about 1.7 rev/so

EXAMPLE 2 Now suppose that the 'sphere" is a large interstellar
gas cloud that is about to collapse and fornl the solar nebula. Ini
tially, let's inlagine that it has a diameter of l light-ye.1f and that it
rotates very slowlY---<lcll e every 10 million years. Asswning that
the cloud's mass stays constant, its rotation rate must itlcrease to
conserve angular momentum as tl,e radius decreases. By the time
it has collapsed to a di31lleter of 100 AU, the cloud has shrwlk by
a factor of ( 1 light-ye.lr/lOOAU) '" 630. Conservation of angular
momentwn then inlplies that the cloud's (average) spin rate has
increased by a fuctor of 6302 '" 400,000, to roughly I revolution
every 25 ye.1rs-about the orbital period of Saturn .
Incidentally, the law of conservation of angular momentum
also applies to planetary orbits (where the radius is now the dis
tance from the planet to the Sun). In fact, Kepler's second law is
just conservation of angular momentum, expressed 31lOther
way. ex> (Sec. 2.5)
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<III F I G U RE 6.1 6 Dark Cloud

Intemellar gas and dark
dust lanes mark this region of star formation. The dark
cloud kn"",n as Barnard 86 Oeft) flanks a cluster of young
blue stars called NGC 6520 (right). Bamard 86 m<rj be part
of a larger intE!fsteliar cloud that gave rise to these stars.
(D. Malin/AI',glo-Ausfralian Telescope)

between the stars is strewn with microscopic dust grains, an
accumulation of the ejected matter of many long-dead stars
(see Chapter 22). These dust particles probably formed in the
cool atmospheres of old stars and then grew by accumulating
more atoms and molecules from the interstellar gas within the
Milky Way Galaxy. The end result is that our entire Galaxy is
littered with miniature chunks of icy and rocky matter, having
typical sizes of about 10-5 m. Figure 6.16 shows one of many
such dusty regions found in the vicinity of the Sun.
Dust grains play two important roles in the evolution of
a gas cloud. First, dust helps to cool warm matter by
efficiently radiating its heat away in the form of infrared
radiation. co (Sec. 3.4) As the cloud cools, its molecules
move more slowly, reducing the internal pressure and allow
ing the nebula to collapse more easily under the influence of
gravity. co (More Precisely 3-1) Second, by acting as
condensation nuclei-microscopic platforms to which
other atoms can attach, forming larger and larger balls of
matter-the dust grains greatly speed up the process of col
lecting enough atoms to form a planet. This mechanism is
similar to the way raindrops form in Earth's atmosphere:
Dust and soot in the air act as condensation nuclei around
which water molecules cluster.
Thus, according to the modern condensation theory,
once the solar nebula had formed and begun to cool (Figure
6.17a), dust grains formed condensation nuclei around
which matter began to accumulate ( Figure 6. 1 7b). This vital
step greatly hastened the critical process of forming the first
small clumps of matter. Once these clumps formed, they
grew rapidly by sticking to other clumps. (Imagine a snow
ball thrown through a fierce snowstorm, growing higger as it
encowlters more snowflakes.) As the clumps grew larger,
their surface areas incre.1sed and consequently, the rate at
which they swept up new material accelerated. Gradually,
this process of accretion-the gradual growth of small ob
jects by collision and sticking-produced objects of pebble
size, baseball size, basketball size, and larger.

Simulations indicate that, in perhaps as little as
100,000 years, accretion resulted in objects a few
hundred kilometers across (Figure 6. 17c)-the size
of small moons. By that time, their gravitational pulls
had become just strong enough to affect their neigh
bors. Astronomers call these objects planetesimals-
the building blocks of the solar system (Figure
6. 17d-e). Figure 6.18 shO\\TS an infrared view of a rel
atively nearby star thought to be surrounded by a
disk in which planetesimals are growing.
The planetesimals' gravity was now strong enough to
sweep up material that would otherwise not have collided
with them, and tlleir rate of growth accelerated, allowing
them to form still larger objects. Because larger bodies have
stronger gravity, eventually (Figure 6.17d) almost all ilie
original material was swept up into a few large
protoplanets-the accumulations of matter iliat would in
time evolve into the planets we know today (Figure 6.17e).
As the protoplanets grew, a competing process became
important. Their strong gravitational fields produced many
high-speed collisions between planetesimals and protoplan
ets. These collisions led to fragmentation as small objects
broke into still smaller chunks tllat were ilien swept up by the
larger protoplanets. Only a relatively small nwnber of 10- to
100-km fragments escaped capture by a planet or a moon
and became the asteroids and comets. After about
100 million years, the primitive solar system had evolved into
eight protoplanets, dozens of protomoons, and a glowing
protosun at the center. Roughly a billion more years were re
quired to sweep the system dear of interplanetary trash. This
was a period of intense meteoritic bombardment whose ef
fects on the Moon and elsewhere are still evident today.

Diffe rentiation of the Solar System
The condensation theory just described can account-in
broad terms, at least-for the formation of the planets and
the large-scale architecture of the solar system. What does it
say about the differences between the terrestrial and the jov
ian planets? Specifically, why are smaller, rocky planets fowld
dose to the StUl, while the larger gas giants orbit at much
greater distances? To understand why a planet's composition
depends on its 10c.1tion in the solar system, we must consider
the temperatllre profile of the solar nebula. Indeed, it is in this
context that the term condellsation derives its true meaning.
As the primitive solar system contracted under ilie in
fluence of gravity, it heated up as it flattened into a disk.
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� the Spitzer Space Telescope, of the bright star Fomalhaut,

& F I GURE 6.1 8 Newborn Solar Systems?
taken

This infrared i mage,

some 25 light-years from Earth , shows a drcumstellar disk in which the
process of accretion is underway. The star itself is well inside the

yellowish blob at center. The outer disk, which is falsely colored
orange to match the cooler dust emission, is about three times the
diameter of our solar system.

� of planet formation (not drawn to scale� (a) The solar nebula
� after it has contracted and flattened to form a spinning disk
& FIGURE 6.1 7 Solar Syst..m Formation

The condensation theory

(Figure 6.1Sb). The large red blob in the center will become the Sun.

Smaller blobs in the outer regions may become jcwian planets. (b) Dust

grains act as condensation nuclei, forming clumps of matter that

collide, stick together, and grow into moon-size planetesimals. The
composition of the grains and thus of the planetesimals depends on
location with i n the nebula (c) After a

few million years, strong winds

from the sti li-forming Sun begin expelling nebular gas, and some

massive planetesimals in the outer solar system have already captured
gas from the nebula (d) With the gas ejected, planetesimals continue
to collide and grow. The gas giant planets are already formed, and the
Sun has become a genuine star. (e) Over the course of a hundred
million years or so, planetesimals are accreted or ejected, leaving a few
large planets that travel in roughly circular orbits.

The density and temperature were greatest near the center
and much lower in the outlying regions. Detailed calcula
tions indicate that the gas temperature near tile core of the
contracting system was several thousand kelvins. At a dis
tance of 1 0 AU, out where Saturn now resides, the tempera
ture was only about 100 K.
The high temperatures in the warmer regions of the
cloud caused dust grains to break apart into molecules,
which in turn split into excited atoms. Because tile extent to

(NASA)

which the dust was destroyed depended on temperature, it
therefore also depended on location in the solar nebula.
Most of the original dust in the inner solar system disap
peared at this stage, whereas the grains in the outermost
parts probably remained largely intact.
As tile dusty nebula radiated away its heat, its tempera
ture decreased everywhere except in the very core, where the
Sun was forming. As the gas cooled, new dust grains began
to condense (or crystallize) out, much as raindrops,
snowflakes, and hailstones condense from moist, cooling air
here on Earth. It may seem strange that altilOugh there was
plenty of interstellar dust early on, it was partly destroyed,
only to form again later. However, a critical change had oc
curred. Initially, the nebular gas was uniformly peppered
with dust grains of all compositions; when the dust re
formed later, tile distribution of grains was very different.
Figure 6.19 plots the temperature in various parts of the
primitive solar system just before accretion began. At any
given location, the only materials to condense out were
those able to survive the temperature there. As marked on
the figure, in the innermost regions, around Mercury's pres
ent orbit, only metallic grains could form; it was simply too
hot for anything else to exist. A little fartller out, at about 1
AU, it was possible for rocky, silicate grains to form, too. Be
yond about 3 or 4 AU, water ice could exist, and so on, with
the condensation of more and more material possible at
greater and greater distances from the Sun.
In the inner regions of the primitive solar system, conden
sation from gas to solid began when the average temperature

Chapter Review
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(a) Theoretically computed variation of temperature across the
primitive solar nebula illustrated in (b), which shOlVS half of the disk in
Figure 6l7(b} In the hot central regions, only metals could condense
out of the gaseous state to form grains. At greater distances from the
central proto-Sun, the temperature was 1000er, so rocky and icy grains
could also form. The labels indicate the minimum radii at which grains
of various types could condense out of the nebula

gases-water (H20), ammonia (NH3), and methane (CH4)
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into solid form. After hydrogen (H) and helium (He), the ele
ments carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (0) are the most
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common materials in the universe. As a result, wherever icy
grains could form, they greatly outnwubered the rocky and
metallic particles that condensed out of the solar nebula at the
sanle location. Consequently, the objects that formed at these
distances were formed under cold conditions out of predomi

nantly low-density, icy material. These ancestral fragments

were destined to form the cores of the jovian planets.

Note that, in this scenario, the composition of the
outer solar system is much more typical of the universe as a
whole than are the rocky and metallic inner planets. The
outer solar system is not deficient in heavy elements.
Rather, because of the conditions under which it formed,
the inner solar system is IIrlderrepreseYlted in light material.
In Chapter 1 5, having studied our own planetary sys

(b)

tem, we will assess how the condensation theory holds up
in the face of detailed observational data. Then we will turn

was about 1000 K. The environment there was too hot for ice

to the roughly 350 known planetary systems beyond our

to survive. Many of the more abundant heavier elements, such

own and examine what our theory means for the prospects

as silicon, iron, magnesiwn, and

alUmitlunl,

combined with

oxygen to produce a variety of rocky materials. The dust grains

of finding Earth-like planets, and maybe even life (Chapter

28), elsewhere in the Galaxy.

in the inner solar system were therefore predominantly rocky
or metallic in nature, as were the protoplanets and planets they
eventually became.

In the middle and outer regions of the primitive planetary

system, beyond about 5 AU from the center, the temperature
was low enough for the condensation of several abwlci.mt

CONCEPT CHECK
t/ How does the condensatior theory account for the circular,
planar orbits of the planets and the broad differences between
terrestrial and the JCN ian worlds?

S U M M A RY
The

solar system (p. 134) con

2

The major planets orbit the Sun in

same

sists of the Sun and everything that

the

orbits it, including the eight major

viewed from above Earth's North Pole

sense--counterclockwise

as

planets, the moons that orbit them, and the many small bodies

on roughly circular orbits that lie close to

found in interplanetary space. The science of comparative plane

tology (p. 1 35) contrasts the properties of the diverse bodies

the plane of the ecliptic. The orbit of the

found in the solar system and elsewhere to understand the condi

eccentric and has the greatest orbital

tions nnder wWch planets form and develop.

clination. The spacing between planetary

innermost planet, Mercury, is the most

in
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orbits increases as we move outward from the Sun. The diameter of
Neptwle's orbit is roughly 60 AU.

3

The average density (p. 137) of a

planet is obtained by dividing the planet's
total mass by its volume. The innermost
four planets in the solar system
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars-have
average densities comparable to Earth's
and are generally rocky in composition. TIley are called the

terrestrial planets (p. 138). The outer jovian planets (p. 1 38)
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune-have much lower densities

than the terrestrial worlds and are made up mostly of gaseous or

cases, to reach their destinations, the
spacecraft were set on trajectories that
included "gravitational assists' from one
or more planets. The information re
turned by these probes has been vital to
astronomers' understanding of the solar
system.

6 According to the nebular theory
(p. 147) of the formation of the solar sys
tem,

a

large cloud of dust and gas-the

solar nebula {p. 147)--began to collapse
under its own gravity. As it did so, it

liquid hydrogen and heliwn. Compared with the terrestrial worlds,

began to spin faster, to conserve angular

the jovian planets are larger and more massive, rotate more rapidly,

momentum, eventually forming a rotat

and have stronger magnetic fields. In addition, the jovian planets
all have ring systems and many moons orbiting them.

4 The asteroids, or "minor planets,"

ing disk out of which the planets arose.

7 The condensation theory (p. 147)
builds on the nebular theory by con

are small bodies, none of them larger

sidering the effects of solar heating on the

than Earth's Moon and most of which
orbit in a broad band called the aster

planet formation process. At any given
location, the temperature in the solar

oid belt between the orbits of Mars

nebula determined which materials could

and Jupiter. Comets are chunks of ice found chiefly in the outer

condense out and hence also determined

solar system. TIleir importance to planetary astronomy lies in the

the composition of any planetesin131s
(p. 149) and planets fomling there. The terrestrial planets are rocky

fact that they are thought to be "leftover" material from the fomla
tion of the solar system and therefore contain dues to the very

because they formed in the hot inner regions of the solar nebula,

earliest stages of its development. The Kuiper belt is a band of icy

n"'1r the Sun, where only rocky and metallic materials condensed

bodies orbiting beyond the orbit of Neptune.

5

All the major planets have been visited by unmanned space

probes. Spacecraft have landed on Venus and Mars. In many

M aste
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out. Farther out, the nebula was cooler, and ices could also form,
ultimately leading to the observed differences in composition be
tween the inner and outer solar system.

For instrtlctor-assigl1ed homework go to www. ...asterillgastrol1ollly.coIII

Problems labeled pes explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Name and describe all the different types of objects found in

the solar system. Give one distinguishing characteristic of
each. Include a mention of interplanetary space.

2. pes

What is comparative planetology? Why is it useful?

What is its ultimate goal?

3. Why is it necessary to know the distance to a planet in order
to detemline the planet's mass?

4. List some ways in which the solar system is an "orderly· place.
5. Name some "disorderly' characteristics of the solar system.
6. Which are the terrestrial planets? ""hy are they given that
name?

7. Which are the jovian planets? Why are they given that name?
8. Nanle three inlportant differences between the terrestrial
planets and the jovian planets.

9. Compare the properties of Pluto given in Table 6. 1 with the
properties of the terrestrial and jovian planets described in
the text. What do you conclude regarding the classification of
Pluto as either a terrestrial or jovian planet?

10. pes Why are asteroids and meteoroids inlportant to plan
etary scientists?

11. Comets generally vaporize upon striking Earth's atmosphere.
How, then, do we know their composition?

12. Why has our knowledge of the solar system increased greatly
in recent years?

13. How and why do scientists use gravity assists to propel space
craft through the solar system?

14. Which planets have been visited by spacecraft from Earth?
On which ones have spacecraft actually landed?

15. Why do you think Galileo and Cassin; took such circuitous
routes to Jupiter and Saturn, while Pioneer and Voyager did
not?

16. How do you think NASA's new policy of building less com
plex, smaller, and cheaper spacecraft-With shorter times
between design and launch-will affect the future explo
ration of the outer planets? WiU missions like Galileo and

Cassi1libe possible in the future?

Chapter Review
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17. P�S What is the key ingredient in the modern condensa

19. Why do you think the jovian planets are so much more mas

tion theory of the solar system's origin that was missing or
unknown in the nebular theory?

20. How did the temperature structure of the solar nebula deter

18. Give three examples of how the condensation theory explains

sive than the terrestrial pla.nets?
mine planetary composition?

the observed features of the present-day solar system.

CO N C E PT U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. A planet's mass can most easily be determined by measuring
the planet's (a) moon's orbits; (b) angular diamete r; (e)
position in the sky; (d) orbital speed around the Sun.

7. To travel from Earth to the planet Neptune at more than

2. If we were to construct an accurate scale model of the solar

8. In the leading theory of solar system formation, the planets

3.

4.
S.

system on a football field with the Sun at one end and Nep
tune at the other, the planet closest to the center of the field
would be (a) Earth; (b) jupiter; (e) Saturn; (d) Uranus.
The inner planets tend to have (a) fewer moons; (b) faster ro
tation rates; (c) stronger magnetic fields; (d) higher gravity
than the outer planets have.
The planets that have rings also tend to have (al solid sur
faces; (b) many moons; (e) slow rotation rates; (d) weak
gravitational fields.
A solar system object of rocky composition and comparable
in size to a small city is most likely (a) a meteoroid; (b) a
comet; (c) an asteroid; (d) a planet.

6. The asteroids are mostly (a) found between Mars and jupiter;

(b) just like other planets, only younger; (e) j ust like other plan
ets, only smaller; (d) found at the very edge of our solar system.

30,000 mph, the Voyager 2 spacecraft took nearly (a) a year;
(b) a decade; (c) three decades; (d) a century.

(a) were ejected from the Sun following a c lose encowlter
with another star; (b) formed from the same flattened,
swirling gas cloud that formed the Sun; (e) are much younger
than the SW1; (d) are much older than the Sun.

9. The solar system is differentiated because (a) all the heavy
elements in the outer solar system have sunk. to the center;
(b) all the light elements in the inner solar system became
part of the Sun; (e) all the light elements in the inner solar
system were carried off in the foml of comets; (d) only rocky
and metallic particles could foml close to the Sun.

10. VIS According to Figure 6. 1 9, the temperature in the solar
nebula at the location now at the center of the asteroid belt
was (a) 2000 K; (b) 900 K; (e) 400 K; (d) 100 K.

P RO B L E M S
11,. "umber ofdots precedi"g each Problem indicates its approximate level of diffiCtllty.

1. ••• Use the data given in Table 6.1 to calculate the angular di

ameter of Saturn when it lies 9 AU from Earth. Saturn's moon
Titan is observed to orbit 3 . 1 ' from the planet. What is TItan's
orbital period?

2 . • Use Newton's law of gravity to compute your weight (a) on

Earth, (b) on Ma.rs, (c) on the asteroid Ceres, and (d) on
jupiter (neglecting temporarily the absence of a solid surface
ou this planet!). 00 (Sec. 2.7)

3. • Only planets Mercury and Mars have orbits that deviate
significantly from circles. Calculate the perihelion and
aphelion distances of these planets from the Sun.

0:> (More Precisely 2- 1 )

4. • Assuming a roughly spherical shape and a density of 3000

kglm 3, estimate the diameter of an asteroid having a mass
of 1 0 17 kg.

5. • Suppose the average mass of each of the 7000 asteroids in

the solar system is about 10 17 kg. Compare the total mass of
all asteroids with the mass of Earth.

6. •• A short-period cornet is conventionally defined as a comet
having an orbital period of less than 200 years. What is the
maximum possible aphelion distance for a. short-period
comet with a perihelion of 0.5 AU? Where does this place the
comet relative to the outer planets?

7. • •• A spacecraft has an orbit that just grazes Earth's orbit at
perihelion and the orbit of Mars at aphelion. What are the
orbital eccentricity and semimajor axis of the orbit? How
long does it take to go from Earth to Mars? (The orbit given
is the so-called mUlimum-e".rg)' orbir for a craft leaving
Earth and reaching Mars. Assume circular planetary orbits
for simplicity.)

8. •• The asteroid Icarus has a perihelion distance of0.2 AU and
an orbital eccentricity of 0.7. What is Icarus's aphelion dis
tance from the Sun?

9. •• An interstellar cloud fragment 0.2 light-year in diameter is
rotating at a rate of one revolution per million years. It now
begins to collapse. Assuming tbat the mass rema.ins constant,
estimate the cloud's rotation period when it has shrunk to
(a) the size of the solar nebula, 100 AU across, and (b) the size
of Earth's orbit, 2 AU across.

10 . •• Consider a pla.net growing as material falls onto it from
the solar nebula. As the planet grows, its density remains
roughly consta.nt. Does the force of gravity at the surface of
the planet increase, decrease, or stay the same? Specifically,
what would happen to the surface gravity and escape speed
a.s the radius of the planet doubled? Give reasons for your
answer.

EARTH
O U R H O M E I N S PA C E

LEARN I NG G OALS

arth is the best-studied terrestrial planet. From the

Studying this chapter wi/I enable you to

matter of our world sprang life, intelligence, culture,

Summarize the physical properties of
planet Earth.

and all the technology we now use to explore the

Explain how Earth's atmosphere helps to
heat us, as well as protect us.

rocks, trees, and air. Now, as humanity begins to explore

Outline our current model of Earth's
interior and describe some of the
experimental techniques used to establish
the model.

the solar system, we can draw on our knowledge of

1

1
J

4
S
6

Summarize the evidence for the
phenomenon of "continental drift" and
discuss the physical processes that drive it.
Discuss the nature and origin of Earth's
magnetosphere.
Describe how both the Moon and the Sun
influence Earth's surface and affect our
planet's spin.

cosmos. We ourselves are "Earthstuff''' as much as are

Earth to aid our understanding of the other planets.
By cataloging Earth's properties and attempting to
explain them, we set the stage for our comparative study
of the solar system. Every piece of information we glean
about the structure and history of our own world may
play a vital role in helping us understand the planetary
system in which we live. If we are to appreciate the
universe, we must first come to know our own planet.
Our study of astronomy begins at home.

Scientists study the details of local

THE BIG and regional events on Earth
PICTURE volcanoes. earthquakes, and

weather-as well as global trends,
such as climate change, affecting our entire
planet. They then apply that knowledge of
Earth to the exploration of our solar system.

LEFT: Photographs like this, showing Earth hanging in space like a

"blue marble; help us appreciate life on our planet-and our place in

the universe. This is one ofthe finest global pictures of our home ever

made, showing the air, water, land, and life on our planet as a complex,
ever-t:hanging interactive system. The more we leam about Earth, the
better we can comp",e and contrast our home world with other planets
and moons. This image is a mosaic of many phatographs tcJ<en by the
GOES-7 environmental sateffite. Note the hurricane in the Gulf of
Mexico.

(NOANNASA)

.......
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C H A PT E R 7

7.1

Earth

Ove ra l l Structu re
of Planet Earth

below the rocky crust-scientists have built up the following
overall picture of our planet: As indicated in Figure 7. 1, Earth

may be divided into six main regions. In Earth's interior, a

Earth's physical and orbital properties are determined using
techniques that are conceptually similar to those presented
in Chapter 6: simple geometry to determine Earth's radius,
the orbit of the Moon to measure our planet's mass, and so
on.

ex>

(Sec. 6.2 ) Throughout the body of this text, we will

l if4 kg and 6400 km,

use rounded-off numbers whenever possible, taking our
planet's mass and radius to be 6.0 X
respectively.

Dividing mass by volume, we find that Earth's average
3
density is around 5500 kg/m • This simple calculation allows
us to make a very important deduction about the interior of

thick mantle surrounds a smaller, two-part core. At the sur

face, we have ( 1) a relatively thin crust, comprising the solid
continents and the seafloor, and

(2) the hydrosphere, which

contains the liquid oceans and accounts for some 70 percent
of our planet's total surface area. An atmosphere of air lies
just above the surface. At much greater altitudes, a zone of
charged particles trapped by Earth's magnetic field forms the
magnetosphere. Virtually all our planet's mass is contained
within the surface and the interior. The gaseous atmosphere
and the magnetosphere contribute hardly anything-less
than 0.1 percent-to the total.

our planet. From direct measurements, we know that the
water that makes up much of Earth's surface has a density of
1 000 kg/m3 , and the rock beneath us on the continents, as

7.2

Earth 's Atm osphere

well as on the seafloor, has a density in the range from 2000
3
to 4000 kg/m . We can immediately conclude that, because

pect of Earth's atmosphere

the surface layers have densities much less than the average,

mixture ofgases, the most common of which are nitrogen (N2)

much denser material must lie deeper, under the surface.
Hence, we should expect that much of Earth's interior is
made up of very dense matter, far more compact than the
densest continental rocks on the surface.
On the basis of measurements made in many different

From a human perspective, probably the most important as

is that we can breathe it. Air is

a

78 percent by volume), oxygen (°2, 21 percent), argon (Ar,
0.9 percent), and carbon dioxide (C02, 0.03 percent). The
amount of water vapor (H20) varies from 0. 1 to 3 percent, de

pending on location and climate. The presence of a large
amount of oxygen makes our atmosphere unique in the solar

ways-using aircraft in the atmosphere, satellites in orbit,

system, and the presence of even trace amounts of water and

gauges on the land, submarines in the ocean, and drilling gear

carbon dioxide play vital roles in the workings of our planet.

.... F I G U R E 7.1 The Main Regions ofplanet Earth
At the centef lies our planet's solid inner core, about
2600 km in d iameter, and surrounding this is a liquid
outer core, some7000 km across. Most ofthe rest of
Earth's 13,OOO-km Interior is taken up by the mantle,
which is topped by a thin crust only a few tens of
kiiometefS thick. The liquid portions of Earths surface
make up the hydrosphefe. Above the hydrosphere and
solid crust lies the atmosphere, most of it within
50 km of the surface. Earth's outermost region is the
magnetosphefe, extending thousands of kilometers
into space.

S E C T I O N 7. 2
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� F IG U R E 7.2 Earth's Atmosph4lre Diagram of
Earths atmosphere showing the changes in
temperature (blue curve, bottom axis) and pressure
(right-hand axis) from the planet's surface to the
bottom of the ionosphere. Pressure decreases steadily
with increasing altitude, but the temperature may fall
or rise, depending on height above the ground

1 00

Weath
zone

Earth's Atmosphere

Clouds
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f

Stratosphere

the mesosphere. Above

about

is kept partly ionized by solar ultraviolet radiation. Note how the temperature gradient
(decreasing or increasing with altitude) changes
from one atmospheric region to the nell:t.
Atmospheric density decreases steadily
with increasing altitude, and as tile right-hand
vertical axis in Figure 7.2 shows, so does pres
sure. Clin1bing even a modest mountain-

4 or 5 km high, say--clearly demonstrates the
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is

80 km, in the ionosphere, the atmosphere

200

Temperature (I<)

250

300

thinning of the

air

in

the troposphere.

Climbers must wear oxygen masks when scal
ing the tallest peaks on Earth.

The troposphere is the region of Eartll's (or any other
planet's) atmosphere where

Atmospheric Structure

convection occurs, driven by the

heat of Earth's warm surface. Convection is the constant up

Figure 7.2 shows a cross-section of our planet's atmosphere.

welling of warm air and the concurrent downward flow of

Compared with Earth's overall dimensions, the extent of the

cooler air to take its place, a process that physically transfers

atmosphere is not great. Half of it lies within 5 km of the sur

heat from a lower (hotter) to a higher (cooler) level. In

face, and all but 1 percent is fOlUld below 30 km. The portion

Figure 7.3, part of Earth's surface is heated by the Sun. The
air immediately above the warmed surface is heated, ex
pands a little, and becomes less dense. As a result, the hot air
becomes buoyant and starts to rise. At higher altitudes, the

of the atmosphere below about

12 km is called the

troposphere. Above it, extending up to an altitude of 40 to

50 km, lies the stratosphere. Between 50 and 80 km from the

Cool sir

Cool air

� FIGU RE 7.3 Convection Convection
occu rs whenever cool matter overlies warm
matter. The resulting circulation currents are
familiar to us as the winds in Earth's
atmosphere, caused by the solar-heated
ground. Hot air rises, cools, and falls
repeatedly back to Earth. Eventually, steady
circulation patterns are established and
maintained, provided that the source of heat
(the Sun, in the case of Earth) remains intact.
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opposite effect occurs: The air gradually cools, grows denser,
and sinks back to the ground. Cool air at the surface rushes
in to replace the hot buoyant air. In this way, a circulation
pattern is established. These convection cells of rising and
falling air not only contribute to atmospheric heating, but
also are responsible for surface winds. The constant churn
ing motion in convection cells is responsible for all the
weather we experience.
Atmospheric convection can also create clear-air
turbulence-the bumpiness we sometimes experience on
aircraft flights. Ascending and descending parcels of air, es
pecially below fluffy clouds (themselves the result of convec
tive processes, when water vapor condenses out at the cool
tops of convection cells), can cause a choppy ride. For this
reason, passenger aircraft tend to fly above most of the tur
bulence, at the top of the troposphere or in the lower strato
sphere, where the atmosphere is stable and the air is calm.
Above about 100 km, in the ionosphere, the atmosphere
is significantly ionized by the high-energy portion of the
Sun's radiation spectnun, whicll breaks down molecules into
atoms and atoms into ions. The degree of iorUz.1tion in
creases with altitude. The presence of many free electrons
makes this region of tlle upper atmosphere a good conductor
of electricity, and the conductivity renders tlJe ionosphere
highly reflective to certain radio wavelengtlls. co ( Sec. 3.3)
The reason tllat AM radio stations can be heard well beyond
the horizon is tlJat their signals bounce off the ionosphere
before reaching a receiver. PM signals cannot be received
from stations over the horizon, however, because the iono
sphere is transparent to the somewhat shorter wavelengtlJs of
radio waves in the FM band.

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), relatively simple compounds
once widely used for a variety of purposes-propellant in
aerosol cans, solvents in dry-cleaning products, and coolant
in air conditioners and refrigerators. In the 1970s, it was
discovered tlJat instead of quickly breaking down after use,
as had previously been thought, CFCs accumulate in tlJe
atmosphere and are carried high into the stratosphere by
convection. There they are broken down by sunlight, releas
ing chlorine, which quickly reacts with ozone, turning it into
oxygen. In cllemical terms, the chlorine is said to act as a
catalyst-it is not consumed in the reaction, so it survives to
react with many more ozone molecules. A single chlorine
atom can destroy up to 100,000 ozone molecules before
being removed by other, less frequent chemical reactions.
Thus, even a small amount of CFCs is extraordinarily
efficient at destroying atmospheric ozone, and the net result
of CFC emission is a substantial increase in ultraviolet radi
ation levels at EartlJ's surface, with detrimental effects to
most living organisms. Figure 7.4 shows a vast ozone "hole"
over t.he Antarctic. The hole is a region where atmospheric
circulation and low temperatures conspire each Antarctic
spring to create a vast circumpolar cloud of ice crystals that
act to promote the orone-destroying reactions, resulting in
ozone levels about 50 percent below normal for tlJe region.
Ozone depletion is not confined to the Antarctic, a1tllough

Atmospheric Ozone
Within the stratosphere is the ozone layer, where, at an alti
tude of around 25 lan, incoming solar ultraviolet radiation
is absorbed by atmospheric ozone and nitrogen. (Ozone
[031 consists of three oxygen atoms combined into a single
molecule. Ultraviolet radiation breaks ozone down, forming
molecular oxygen [�1 again.)
The ozone layer is one of the insulating spheres that
serve to shield life on Earth from tlJe harsh realities of outer
space. Not so long ago, scientists judged space to be hostile
to advanced life-forms because of \\fhat is missing out there:
breatllable air and a warm environment. Now most scien
tists regard outer space as harsh because of what is present
out there: fierce radiation and energetic particles, both of
which are injurious to human healtll. Without the protec
tion of the ozone layer, advanced life (at least on Earth's sur
face) would be at best unlikely and at worst impossible.
Human technology has reached the point where it has
begun to produce measurable-and possibly permanent
changes to our planet. One particularly wldesirable by
product of our ingenuity is a group of chemicals kIlown as

... F I GURE 7.4 Antarctic Ozone Hole This ccmposite image
ccnstructed from satellite observations shows (in pink) a huge "hole" in
the ozone layer CNer the Antarctic continent The hole is a region
where dimatic ccnditions and human-made chemicals ccmbine to rob
our atmosphere of its protective ozone blanket The depth and area of
the hole have grown significantly since the hole was disccvered in the
1980s. Its maximum size is nON larger than North America.

SECTION 7.2

Earth's Atmosphere
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 7 - 1
AI dawn or dusk, with the Sun near the horizon, s unlight

W hy I s the S ky Bl ue?

must pass through much more atmosphere before reaclling our

Is the sky blue because it reflects the color of the ocean, or is the
ocean blue because it reflects the color of the surrounding sky?
The answer is the latter, and the reason has to do with the way
that light is scattered by air molecules and minute dust particles.
By scatteril1g. we mean the process by which radiation is absorbed
and then reradiated by the material through which it passes.

As sWllight passes through our atmosphere , it is scattered
by gas molecules in the air. 111e British physicist Lord Rayleigh
first investigated this phenomenon about a c entury ago, and
today it bears his name-it is known as Rayleigh scattering.
The process turns out to be highly sensitive to the wa velength of
the light involved.
Rayleigh found that blue light is much more easily scattered
than red light, basically because the wavelength of blue light
(400 lUn) is closer to the size of air molecules than the wavelength
of red light (700 nm). He went on to prove mathematically, on the
basis of the laws of electromagnetism, that the amount ofscattering
is inversely proportional to the fourtl1 power of the wavelength:

.
seattenug by molecules ex:

eyes-so much so, in fact, that the blne component of the SlID'S
light is ahnost entirely scattered out of the line of sight, and even
the red component is dinlinished in intensity. Accordingly, the
Sun itself appears orange--a combination of its normal yellow
color and a reddishness caused by the subtraction of virtually all
of the blue end of the spectrum-and diunner than at noon.
AI the end of a particula rly dusty day (second figure), when
weather conditions or hUlllan activities during the daytime hours
have raised excess particles into the air, short -wavelength Rayleigh
scattering can be so heavy that the Silll appems brilliantly red.
Reddening is often especially evident when we look at the westerly
"sinking" summer Sun over tlle ocean, where seawater molecules
have evaporated into the air, or during the weeks and m onths after
an active volcano has released huge quantities of gas and dust
particles into the air---;,s was the case in North America when the
Philippine volcano Mount Pinatubo erupted in 1991.

1

wavelength4

Rayleigh's formula applies to scattering by particles (such as mol
ecules) that are smaller than the wavelength of the light involved.
L1rger particles, such as dust, also preferentially se atter blue lig ht,
but by an amount that depends only inversely on the wavelength:
scattering by dust ex:

1

waveIengt I1

EXAMPLE 1 let's comp are the relative scattering of blue (400 nm)
and red (700 lUn) light by atmospheric molecules and dust. For
Rayleigh scattering, blue light is scattered (700/400 )4 "" 9.4 times
more efficiently than red light. That is, blue photons are almost
10 times more likely to be scattered out of a beam of sunlight
(taken out of the forward beam and redirected to the side) than are
red photons. For scattering by dust, the corresponding mctor is
(700/400) = 1 .75-not as big a differential, but still enough to
have a large effect when the air happens to be particularly dirty.
Vllhen the Sun is high in the sky, the blue component of
incoming sunlight is scattered mucl1 more than any other color
component. Thus, some blue light is removed from the line of sight
berween tiS and the Sun and may scatter many times ill the atmo
sphere before eventually entering our eyes, as shown in the first
figure. Red or yellow light is scattered relatively little and arrives at
our eyes predominantly along the line of sight to ti,e Sun. The net
effect is that the Sun is "reddened" slightly because of the removal of
blue light, whereas the sky away from the Sun appears blue. In outer
space, where there is no atmosphere, there is no Rayleigh scattering
of sunlight, and the sky is black (although, as we will see in Chapter
1 8 , light from distant stars is reddened in precisely the same way as
it passes through clouds of interstellar �s and dust) .

(NCAR)
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the effect is greatest there. Smaller holes have been observed
in the Arctic, and occasional ozone depletions of up to 20
percent have been reported at lower northern latitudes.
In the late 1 980s, when the effects of CFCs on the at
mosphere were realized, the world moved rapidly to curtail
their production and use, with the goal of phasing them
out entirely by 2030. Substantial cuts have already been
made, and the agreement to do so has become a model of
international cooperation. Still, scientists think that, even
if all remaining CFC emissions were to stop today, it would
nonetheless take several decades for CFCs to leave the
atmosphere completely.

Surface Heating
Much of the Sun's radiation manages to penetrate Earth's at
mosphere, eventually reaching the growld. (See More Precisely

7-1
ill
=
=

for more on how the atmosphere affects incoming sun

light before it reaches the surface.) Most of this energy takes
the form of visible and near-infrared radiatio/}-{)rdinary
swilight. 0:> (Sec. 3.3) Essentially all of the solar radiation
that is not absorbed by or reflected from clouds in the upper
annosphere is absorbed by Earth's surface. The result is that
our planet's surface and most objects on it heat up consider
ably during the day. Earth C<U1not absorb this solar energy
indefinitely, however. If it did, the surface would soon become
hot enough to melt, and life on our planet would not exist.

As it heats up, Earth's surface reradiates much of the ab
sorbed energy. This reemitted radiation follows the black
body curve discussed in Chapter 3.

0:>

(Sec. 3.4) As the

... FIG URE 7.5 GrunhouSQ Effect Sunlight that is not reflected
� by douds reaches Earths surface, warming it up. Inrrared
� radiation reradiated from the surface is partially absorbed by
the carbon dioxide (and also water vapor, not shaNn here)
in the atmosphere, causing the OIerall surface temperature to rise.
Studies of greenhouse heating are among the hottest topics in all of
sdence today.

surface temperature rises, the amount of energy radiated in
creases rapidly, in accordance with Stefan's law. Eventually,
Earth radiates as much energy back into space as it receives

greenhouse heats up, and flowers, fruits, and vegetables can

from the Sun, and a stable balance is struck. In the absence

grow even on cold wintry days.* The radiative processes that

of any complicating effects, this balance would be achieved

determine tlle temperature of Earth's annosphere are illustrated

at an average surface temperature of about 250 K (-23°C).

40 K (4O"C) hotter tilan would otherwise be the case.

Wien's law tells us that, at that temperature, most of the
reemitted energy is in the form of infrared (heat) radiation.
But there

are complications.

Infrared radiation is par

in Figure 7.5. Earth's greenhouse effect makes our planet almost
The magnitude of tlle greenhouse effect is highly sensi

tive to the concentration of so-called greenhouse gases

tially blocked by Earth's annosphere, primarily because of

(tllat is, gases that absorb infrared radiation efficiently) in

the presence of molecules of water vapor and carbon diox

the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide and water vapor are tile

ide, which absorb very efficiently in the infrared portion of

most important of tilese, although other annospheric gases

the spectrum. Even though these two gases are only trace

(such as methane) also contribute. The amount of carbon

constituents of our annosphere, they manage to absorb a

dioxide in Earth's annosphere is increasing, largely as a re

large fraction of all the infrared radiation emitted from the

sult of the burning of fossil fuels (principally oil and coal)

surface. Consequently, only some of that radiation escapes

in the industrialized and developing worlds. Carbon

back into space. The remainder is trapped within our at

dioxide levels have increased by over 20 percent in tile last

mosphere, causing the temperature to increase.
This partial trapping of solar radiation is known

as

century, and they are continuing to rise at a present rate of
the

greenhouse effect. The name comes from the fact that a sin1i
lar process operates in a greenhouse, where sunlight passes
relatively unhindered through

glass

panes, but much of

the infrared radiation reemitted by the plants is blocked by the
glass and cannot get out. Consequently, the interior of the

4 percent per decade. Discovery 7-1 discusses tile causes and
·Note ,hat although this process does contribute to warming the j"rerior 0/ a

greet' house, it is tlot the most importan, effoct. A greenhouse works mainly
because its glass panes prevent convea;on from carrying heat up tHld away

from the interior. Nevertheless, the name wgreenhouse effect due to Earth's
atmosphere ',as stuck.

Earth's Atmosphere
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D I S C O V E RY 7 - 1
The Green house Effect
and G lobal Warm i n g

Carbon dioxide

We saw in the text how greenhouse gases i n Earth's atmosphere-
notably, water vapor and carbon dioxide (C02 )-tend to trap
heat leaving the surface, raising our planet's temperature by sev
eral tens of degrees Celsius. In and of itself, this

gree"house effect

is not a bad thing-in fact, it is the reason that water exists in the

260

liquid state on Earth's surface, and thus it is crucial to the exis
tence and survival of life on our planet (see Chapter 28). How

1 200

ever, if atmospheric greenhouse gas levels rise unchecked, the

1400

consequences could be catastrophic.

have steadily raised the level of carbon dioxide in our atmo

sphere. Fossil fuels ( coal, oil, and gas), still the dominant energy

source of modern industry, all release CO2 when burned. At the
same time, the

extensive

forests that once covered much of our

planet are being systematically destroyed to make room for
human expansion. Forests play an important role in this situa
tion because vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide, thus providing
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gases in Earth's atmosphere. TIle first figure shows atmospheric

dramatic

increase during the past two centuries.

Global warrn;"g is the slow rise in Earth's surfuce temperature
caused by the increased greenhouse effea resulting from higher
levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide. As shown in the second fig
ure, average global temperatures have risen by about o.s"C during

the past century. TIlis may not seem like much, but dimate models
predict that, if CO2 levels continue to rise, a further increase of as

much as S"C is possible by the end of the 2 1st century. Such a rise

would be enough to cause serious climate change on a global scale.

Among the possible (some would say likely) consequences of SUdl
a temperature increase are the following phenomena.

• Melting of glaciers and the polar ice caps, leading to a rise

in sea level of up to a meter by the year

2100,

with the

potential for widespread coastal flooding.

• Longer and more extreme periods of

severe weather-heat

waves, droughts and wildfires-yet with more precipitation
( rain and snow) between them.

• Crop failures as Earth's temperate zones move toward the

poles.

• Expansion of deserts in heavily populated equatorial regions.
• Increased nwnbers of mosquitoes and other pests spread-

ing tropical diseases into wlprotected populations.

The

fossil

record shows that major climatic changes have oc

curred many times before in Earth's history, but never at the rate
predicted by these dire warnings. The unprecedented speed of

2000

� � +0.5
.3 E
�"- ,g o

a natural control mechanism for atmospheric CO2, Deforesta
tion therefore also tends to increase the amowlt of greenhouse
C02 levels over the past thousand years. Note the

1 800

Ternperature

Since the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century, and
particularly over the past few decades, human activities on Earth

1 600

Year

1 920 1 940

1 960

Year

1980 2000

In Section 7.2, we described the danger to Earth's ozone layer

posed by CFCs--another product of modem technology with
unexpected global consequences---ilnd saw how, once their envi

ronmental inlpact was identified, rapid steps were taken to curb
their use. A concerted international response to global warming
has been much slower in coming. Most scientists see the human
enhanced greenhouse effect as a real thre.lt to Earth's dinlate, and

they urge prompt and deep reductions in CO2 emissions, along
with steps to slow and ultimately reverse deforestation.

Some, however-particularly those conneaed with the
industries most responsible for the production of greenhouse
gases�lrgue that Earth's long-term response to increased
greenhouse emissions is too complex for simple conclusions to
be drawn and that immediate action is unnecessary. They sug
gest that the

current

temperature trend may be part of some

much longer cycle or that natural environmental factors may in

tinle stabilize, or even reduce, the level of C02 in the atmo
sphere without hwnan intervention. In part because of these
objections, international agreements to limit carbon emissions
have failed to win approval in the United States (currently the
largest producer of greenhouse gases) and thus have had only
limited success.
Given the stakes, it is perhaps not surprising that these de
bates have become far more political than scientific

in tone--not

at all like the deliberative scientific method presented elsewhere
in this textl The basic observations and much of the basic

science are generally not seriously questioned, but the interpre
tation, long-term consequences, and proper response are

all

the forecasted events may well be too rapid for many species

hotly debated. Separating the two sometimes is not easy, but the

(and some human societies) to survive.

outcome may be of vital importance to life on Earth.
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some possible consequences of rising carbon dioxide levels
in Earth's atmosphere.
In Chapter 9, we will see how a runaway increase in
carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere of the planet Venus
radically altered conditions on its surface, causing its
temperature to rise to over 700 K. Although no one is pre
dicting that Earth's temperature will ever reach that of
Venus, many scientists now think that our planet's increase
in carbon dioxide levels, if left unchecked, may result in
global temperature increases of several kelvins over the next
half century-enough to cause dramatic, and possibly
catastrophic, changes in Earth's climate, ranging from rising
sea levels to the accelerated spread of disease.

Origin of Earth's Atmosphere
Why is our atmosphere made up of its present constituents?
Why is it not composed entirely of nitrogen, say, or of
carbon dioxide, like the atmospheres of Venus and Mars?
The origin and development of Earth's atmosphere was a
fairly complex and lengthy process.
When Earth first formed, any primary atmosphere it
might have had would have consisted of the gases most
common in the early solar system: hydrogen, helium,
methane, ammonia, and water vapor-a far cry from the at
mosphere we enjoy today. Almost all this low-density mate
rial, and especially any hydrogen or heliwn, escaped into
space during the first half-billion or so years after Earth was
formed. (For more information on how planets retain or
lose their atmospheres, see More Precise/y 8-1.)
Subsequently, Earth developed a secondary atmosphere,
which was outgassed (expelled) from the planet's interior as a
result of volcanic activity. Volcanic gases are rich in water
vapor, methane, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and com
pounds containing nitrogen (such as nitrogen gas, ammonia,
and nitric oxide). Solar ultraviolet radiation split the lighter,
hydrogen-rich gases into their component atoms, allowing
the hydrogen to escape and liberating much of the nitrogen
from its bonds with otller elements. AI; Earth's surface tem
perature fell, the water vapor condensed and oceans formed.
Much of the carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide became dis
solved in the oceans or combined with surface rocks. Oxygen
is such a reactive gas that any free m:ygen that appeared at
early times was removed as quickly as it formed. An atmo
sphere consisting largely of nitrogen slowly appeared.
The final major development in the story of our planet'S
atmosphere is known so far to have occurred only on Earth.
Life appeared in tlle oceans more than 3.5 billion years ago,
and organisms eventually began to produce atmospheric
oxygen. The orone layer formed, shielding the surface from
the Sun's harmful radiation. Eventually, life spread to the
land and flourished. The fact that oxygen is a major con
stituent of tlle present-day atmosphere is a direct conse
quence of the evolution of life on Earth.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V Why is the greenhouse effect important for life on Earth?

7.3

Earth's I nterior

Although we reside o n Earth, we cannot easily probe our
planet's interior. Drilling gear can penetrate rock only so far
before breaking. No substance used for drilling-even
diamond, the hardest known material--can withstand the
pressure below a deptll of about 10 km. That's rather
shallow compared with Earth's 6400-k:m radius. Fortunately,
geologists have developed other techniques that indirectly
probe the deep recesses of our planet.

Seism ic Waves
A sudden dislocation of rocky material near Earth's sur
face�1n earthquake--causes the entire planet to vibrate a
little. Earth rings like a giant bell. These vibrations are not
random, however. They are systematic waves, called seismic
waves (after the Greek word for "earthquake") , that move
outward from the site ofthe quake. Like all waves, they carry
information. This information can be detected and recorded
with sensitive equipment-a seis mograph--<iesigned to
monitor Earth tremors.
Decades of earthquake research have demonstrated the
existence of many kinds of seismic waves. Two are of partic
ular importance to the study of Earth's internal structure.
First to arrive at a monitoring site after a distant earthquake
are the primary waves, or P-waves. These are pressure waves,
a little like ordinary sound waves in air, that alternately
expand and compress the mediwn (the core or mantle)
ilirough which tlley move. Seismic P-waves usually travel at
speeds ranging from 5 to 6 kmJs and can travel tllCough both
liquids and solids. Some time later (the actual delay depends
on the distance from the earthquake site), secondary waves,
or S-waves, arrive. These are shear waves. Unlike P-waves,
which vibrate the material through which they pass back
and forth along the direction of travel of the wave, S-waves
cause side-to-side motion, more like waves in a guitar string.
The two types of waves are illustrated in Figure 7.6. S-waves
normally travel through Earth's interior at 3 to 4 km/s; how
ever, they cannot travel through liquid, which absorbs them.
The speeds of both P- and S-waves depend on tlle den
sity of the matter tllCough which the waves are traveling.
Consequently, if we can measure the time taken for the waves
to move from the site of an earthquake to one or more mon
itoring stations on Earth's surface, we can determine the
density of matter in the interior. Figure 7.7 illustrates some
p - and S-wave paths away from the site of an earthquake.
Seismographs located arowld tile world measure tlle times of
arrival, as well as the strengths, of the seismic waves. Both
observations contain much useful information-about the
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... FI G URE 7.7 Seismic Waves Earthquakes generate pressure
and shear (5, or secondary) waves that can be detected

(P, or primary)

... FIGURE 7.6 P and S Waves

at sei,smographic stations around the world. The waves bend while

(a) A pressure (P) wave traveliC1g

through Earth's interior causes material to vibrate in a direction parallel
to the direction of motion of the wave. Material is alternately
compressed and expanded. (b) A shear (5) wave produces motion

perpendirular to the direction

in which the wave t"",els, pushing

material from side to side. Also shown is the motion of one typical
particle: In case (a), the particle oscillates forward and backward about

moving through Earth's interior because of the variation in d enst
i y and
temperature within our planet S-waves (colored red) are not detected
b;I stations 'sh adowed" b;I the liquid core of Earth. P-waves (colored
green) do reach the side of Earth opposite the earthquake, but thei r
interaction with Earths core produces another shadow zone, where
almost no P-wav es are seen.

its initial position. In (b), the particle moves up and down.

earthquake itself and about Earth's interior through which

These are thought to be reflected off tile surface of a solid

the waves pass. Notice that the waves do not travel in straight

inner core, of radius 1300 km, lying at the center of the

lines through the planet. Bec.1llse the wave velocity increases

liquid outer core.

with depth, waves that travel deeper tend to overtake those
on slightiy shallower patils, and the waves bend as they move
through the interior.

Mod e l i ng Ea rth's I nterior

A particularly inlportant result emerged after numerous

Because earthquakes occur often an d at widespread places

quakes were monitored several decades ago: Seismic stations

across tile globe, geologists have accumulated a large

on the side of Earth opposite a quake never detect S-waves

amount of data about shadow wnes and seismic-wave

these waves are blocked by material within Earth's interior.

properties. They have used these data, along with direct

Furthermore, although P-waves always arrive at stations

knowledge of surface rocks, to build mathematical models

diametrically opposite the quake, parts of Earth's surface

receive almost none (see Figure 7.7). Most geologists think

of Earth's interior. Our knowledge of the deepest recesses of
our planet is based almost entirely on modeling and indirect

that S-waves are absorbed by a liquid core at Earth's center

observation. We will find many more examples of this

and that P-waves are refracted at tile core boundary, much as

powerful combination throughout the text.

light is refracted by a lens. The result is the S- and P-wave

Figure 7.8 presents a model that most scientists accept.

"shadow wnes" we observe. The fact that every earthquake

According to this model, Earth's outer core is surrounded by

exhibits these shadow zones is the best evidence that the core

a thick mantle and topped with a thin crust. The mantie is

of our planet is hot enough to be liquid.

about 3000 km thick and accounts for the bulk (80 percent)

The sizes of the shadow zones depend on the radius of

of our planet's volume. The crust has an average thickness of

the core, and careful analysis of the seismic data yield a core

only 15 km_ little less (around 8 km) under the oceans and

7.7.

somewhat more (20-50 km) under the continents. The aver
3
age density of crust material is around 3000 kg/m . Density

radius of about 3500 km. In fact, very faint P-waves are

observed in the P-wave shadow wne indicated in Figure
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temperature at the inner core boundary-the material
there simply changes from the liquid to the solid state.
The model suggests that th.e core must be a mixture of
nickel, iron, and some other lighter element, possibly sulfur.
Without direct observations, it is difficult to be absolutely
certain of the light component's identity. All geologists agree

that much of the core must be liquid. The existence of the
shadow zone demands this (and, as we will see, our current
explanation of Earth's magnetic field relies on it). However,
despite the high temperature, the pressure near the center
about 4 million times the atmospheric pressure at Earth's
surface-is high enough to force the material there into the
M

solid state.

Because geologists have been unable to drill deeper than

1 5,000

.€
� 10,000

'iii�C;-

about 10 km, no experiment has yet recovered a sample of
Earth's mantle. However, we are not entirely ignorant of the
mantle's properties. In a

5000

volcano,

hot lava upwells from

below the crust, bringing a little of the mantle to us and pro
viding some inkling of Earth's interior. Observations of the
chemical and physical properties of newly emerged lava are
generally consistent with the model sketched in Figure 7.8.
The composition of the upper mantle is probably quite

g
Q)

similar to the iron-magnesium-silicate mixtures known as

4000

basalt.

's
'iil

Basalt is formed as material from the mantle upwells from

a.

Iii 2000

�

Earth's interior as lava, cools, and then solidifies. With a den

f-

sity between 3000 kg/m3 and 3300 kg/m3, basalt contrasts

o

�
�

You may have seen some da rk gray basaltic rocks

scattered across Earth's surface, especially near volcanoes.

6500
3000
o
Depth below surface (km)

3000

the
the

... FIGURE 7.8 Earth's Interior Computer models of Earth·s interior

imply that
density and temperature vary conSiderably
through
mantle and the core. Note the sharp density
change between Earth's core and mantle. Seismic modeling is key to
understanding the Earth in bulk.

and temperature both increase with depth. Specifically, from

with the lighter granite (density 2700-3000 kg/m3) that con
stitutes much of the rest of Earth's crust. Granite is richer
than basalt in the light elements silicon and aluminum,
which explains why the surface continents do not sink into
the interior. Their low-density composition lets the crust
"float" atop the denser matter of the mantle and core below.

Differentiation
Earth, then, is not a homogeneous ball of rock. Instead, it

Earth's surface to its very center, the density increases from

has a layered structure, with a low-density crust at the sur

roughly 3000 kg/m3 to a little more than 1 2,000 kg/m3, and

face, an intermediate-density material in the mantle, and a

the temperature rises from just wlder 300 K to well over

high-density core. Such variation in density and composi

5000 K. Much of the mantle has a density midway between
tlle densities of the core and crust: about 5000 kg/m3.

tion is known as differentiation.

The high central density suggests to geologists that

Why isn't our planet just one big, rocky ball of uniform
density? The answer appears to be that much of Earth was

the inner parts of Earth must be rich in nickel and iron.

molten at some

Under the heavy pressure of the overlying layers, these

sity matter sank to the core and the lower density material

time in the past. As a result, the higher den

metals (whose densities under surface conditions are

was displaced toward the surface. A remnant of this ancient

around 8000 kg/m3) can be compressed to the high densi

heating exists today: Earlli's central temperature is nearly

ties predicted by the model. The sharp increase in density

equal to the surface temperature of the Sun. What processes

at tlle mantle-core boundary results from the difference in

were responsible for heating the entire planet to tllat extent?

composition between the two regions. The mantle is com

To answer this question, we must try to visualize the past, as

posed of dense, but

sketched in Figure 7.9.

rocky, material-compounds of silicon

and oxygen. The core consists primarily of even denser

metallic elements.

There is no similar jump in density or

According to current models of solar system formation
(see Chapter 15), when Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago, it
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did s o by capturing material from i ts surroundings, growing
in mass as it swept up "preplanetary" chunks of matter in its
vicinity.

As

the young planet grew, its gravitational field

strengthened and the speed with which newly captured mat
ter struck its surface increased. This process generated a lot of
heat-so much, in fact, that Earth may already have been par
tially or wholly molten by the time it reached its present size.

As

Earth began to differentiate and heavy material

sank

to

the center, even more gravitational energy was released,
and the interior temperature must have increased still further.
Later, Earth continued to be bombarded with debris left
over from the formation process. At its peak some 4 billion
years ago, this secondary bombardment was probably in
tense enough to keep the surface molten, but only down to a
depth of a few tens of kilometers. Erosion by wind and water
has long since removed all trace of this e.1rly period from
the surface of Earth, but the Moon still bears visible scars
of the onslaught.
A second important process for heating Earth soon after
its formation was radioactivity-the release of energy by
certain rare heavy elements, such as uranium, thoriwn, and
plutonium (see

More Precisely 7-2).

These elements release

energy and heat their surroundings as their comple.x heavy
nuclei decay (break up) into simpler lighter ones. Although
the energy produced by the decay of a single radioactive
atom is tiny, Earth contained a lot of radioactive atoms, and

a

lot of time was available. Rock is such a poor conductor of

heat that the energy would have taken a very long time to
reach the surface and leak away into space, so the heat built
up in the interior, adding to the energy left there by Earth's
formation.
Provided that enough radioactive elements were origi
nally spread throughout the primitive Earth, rather like
raisins in a cake, the entire planet-from crust to core
could have melted and remained molten for about a billion
years. That's a long time by human standards, but not so
long in the cosmic scheme of things. Measurements of the
ages of some surface rocks indicate that Earth's crust finally
began to solidify roughly 700 million years after it originally
formed. Radioactive heating did not stop at that point, of
course; it continued even after Earth's surface cooled and

<III FIGURE 7.9 Earth's Differentiation Earth's interior changed
considerably throughout its early history. (a) At its origin, 4.6 billion
years ago, the Earth was fJfobably already partly molten owing to
debris bombardment and continued gravitational infall in its formative
stage. (b) A second period of heavy bombardment, at about 4 billion
years ago, likely caused its cooling surface layers to again become
completely molten to a depth oftens of kilometers. (c) Early on
especially. yet continuing to lesser extent to the fJfesent, radioactive
heating from w ithin has caused much of Earths interior to liquefy
allowing its heavy metals to sink to the core while its lighter-weight
rocks floated to the surface.
,
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 7 - 2
Rad i oactive Dati n g

In Chapter 4 , we saw that atoms are made up of electrons and

nuclei and that nuclei are composed of protons and ne utrons.
CIO (Sec. 4.2) The number of protons in a nucleus detemlines
which element it represents. However, the number of neutrons
can vary. In fact, most elements can exist in several isotopic
fomls, all containing the same number of protons, but different
nwnbers of neutrons in their nuclei. TI,e particular nuclei we
have encowltered so far-the most common forms of hydrogen,
helium, carbon, and iron-are all stable. For example, left alone,
a carbo n- 1 2 nucleus, consisting of six protons and six neutrons,
will remain wlchanged forever. It will not break up into smaller
pieces, nor will it turn into anything else.
Not all nuclei are stable, however. Many nuclei--such as
carbon-14 (containing 6 protons and 8 neutrons), thorium-232
(90 protons, 142 neutrons), urarliwn-235 (92 protons, 1 43 neu
trons), uraniwn-238 (92 protons, 146 neutrons), atld plutonlum241 (94 protons, 147 neutronsl-are inherently unstable. Left
alone, they will eventually break up into lighter "daughter"
nuclei, emitting some elementary particles arId releasing some
energy in the process. TI,e change happens spontruleously, with
out arlY external influence. This instability is known as
radioactivity. The energy released by the disintegration of tile
radioactive elements just listed is the basis for nuclear fission
reactors (and atonlic bombs).
Unstable heavy nuclei achieve greater stability by disinte
grating into lighter nudei, but they do not do so inlmediately.
Each type of "parent" nucleus takes a characteristic a1110lmt of
time to decay. The half-life is the name given to tile time re
quired for half of a sample of parent nuclei to disintegrate. Notice
that this is really a statement of p robability. We cannot say which
nudei of a given element will decay in atly given half-life interval;
we can say only that half of them are expected to do so. If a given
sample of material has half-life 1; then we carl write down a sim
ple expression for the amount of material remaining after time t
fraction of materia l remaiIling

=

( 1I2) t/T.

Thus, if we start with a billion radioactive nuclei embedded in
a sample of rock, a half-billion nudei will remain after one
half-life, a quarter-billion after two half-lives, arId so on. The first
figure illustrates the decline in the number of parent nuclei as a
function of time.

solidified. But radioactive dec.1y \'IOrks in only one direction,
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Every radioactive isotope has its own half-life, and most of
their half-lives are now well known from studies conducted since
the 1950s. For exatllple, tile half-life of uranium-235 is 713 nlillion
years, and that of uratlium-238 is 4.5 billion years. Some radioac
tive elements decay much more rapidly, others much more
slowly, but these two types of uratlium are particularly important
to geologists because their half-lives are comparable to tile age of
the solar system. The second figure illustrates the half-lives arId
decay reactions for four unstable heavy nuclei .
TI,e decay of Wlstable raruoactive nuclei into more stable
dallghter nuclei provides us with a useful tool for measuring the
ages of any rocks we can get our hands on. The first step is to
measure the amount of stable nuclei of a given kind (e.g., lead206, which results from the decay of uranium-238). This atllOunt
is then compared witl1 the amount of remaining unstable parent
nuclei (in this case, uraniunl-238) from which tile daughter
nuclei descended. Knowing the rate (or half-life) at which the
disintegration occurs, the age of the rock then follows directly. If
half of the parent nuclei of some element have decayed, so that
the number of daughter nuclei equals the number of parents, the
age of the rock must be equal to tile half-life of tile radioactive
nucleus studied. Similarly, if only a quarter of the parent nudei
remain (three times as many daughters as parents), the rock's age
is twice the half-life of that element, and so on.
In practice, ages can be determined by these means to witllin
an accuracy of a few percent. The most ancient rocks on Earth are
dated at 3.9 billion years old. These rare specimens have been
found in G reenland and Labrador.

the surface developed a solid crust, and the differentiated

always producing lighter elements from heavier ones. Once

interior attained the layered structure now implied by

gone, the heavy and rare radioactive elements c.1nnot be

seismic studies.

replenished.
So the early source of heat diminished with time,

al

lowing the planet to cool over the past 4 billion years.
In this process, Earth has cooled from the outside in, much
like a hot potato, since regions closest to the surface can
most easily unload their excess heat into space. In that way,

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
tI' Would scientists be able to model Earth's interior if our
planet were geologically inactive, with no v lca o

o n s or

earthquakes?

SECTION 7.4

EXAMPLE 1 Suppose that careful chemical analysis of a sample
of rock reveals that, for every nucleus of uranium-238 remaining
in the sample, there is 0.41 of a lead-206 nucleus. If we assume
that there was no lead-206 initially present, and hence that every
lead-206 nucleus is the decay product of a nucleus of uranium238, we can easily calculate the fraction of uranium-238 nuclei
remaining. The answer is
fraction of uranium-238

= _
_
_
I
_

fl
'12

1 + 0.41

=

0.71

""

=

(1 )0.5.
2

From this equation, it follows that the elapsed time must be
0.5 times the half-life of uraruum-238, or 2.25 billion years. If we
were to repeat the analysis with uranium-235 and lead-207,

Ha��ife
4,500,000,000
Years

1 3,900,000,000
Years

The radioactive-dating technique rests on the assumption
that the rock has remained solid while the radioactive decays
have been going on. If the rock melts, there is no particular
reason to expect the daughter nuclei to remain in the same
locations their parents had occupied, and the whole method
fuils. Thus, radioactive dating indic.ltes the time that has elapsed
since the last time the rock in question solidified. Hence, the
3.9-billion-year value represents only a portioD-a lower
limit-of the true age of our planet. It does not measure the
duration of Earth's molten existence.
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we would expect to find consistent results within the measure
ment errors: 2.25 billion years is 2250/713 = 3.2 uranium-235
half-lives, so only (112) 3.2 "" 1 1 percent of any uranium-235
should remain-<iaughter lead-207 nuclei should outnwnber
parent uranium-235 nuclei by more than eight to one.

--:�,�

713,000,000
Years
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relatively rare events these days, but geological studies of
rocks, lava, and other surface features imply that surface

Earth is geologically alive today. Its interior seethes and its

activity must have been more frequent, and probably more

surface constantly changes. Figure 7.10 shows some exam

violent, long ago.

ples of hvo kinds of surface geological activity: a volcano,
whereby molten rock and hot ash upwell through fissures or
cracks in the surface, and (the aftermath of) an earthquake,

Continental Drift

which occurs when the crust suddenly dislodges under

Many traces of past geological events are scattered across

great pressure. Catastrophic volcanoes and earthquakes are

our globe. Erosion by wind and water has wiped away much
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(a)

(c)

(b)

.t. F IGU RE 7.1 0 Geological Activity

(a) An active volcano on Kilauea in Hawaii. Kilauea seems to

be a virtually ongoing eruption. (b) Other. more sudden eruptions. such as that of Mount St. Helens in
Washington State on May 18, 1980, are rare catastrophic events that can release more energy than the
detonation of a thousand nuclear bombs. (c) The aftermath of an earthquake that claimed more than
5000 lives and caused billions of dollars' worth of damage in Kobe, Japan, in January 1995. (P.

Images. Inc.; USGS; H. Yamaguc/,;!Sygll1a)

of the evidence for ancient activity, but modern exploration
has docwnented the sites of most of the recent activity, such

C/1esley/Getty

Taken together, the plates make up Earth's

lithosphere,

which contains both the crust and a small part of the upper

as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Figure 7. 1 1 is a map

mantle. The lithosphere is the portion of Earth that under

of the currently active areas of our planet. The red dots

goes tectonic activity. The semisolid part of the mantle over

asthenosphere.

represent sites of volcanism or earthquakes. Nearly all

which the lithosphere slides is known as the

these sites have experienced surface activity within the last

The relationships between these regions of Earth are shown

century, some of them suffering much damage and the loss

in Figure 7.12.

of many lives.

The idea of continental drift was first suggested in

The intriguing aspect of Figure 7. 1 1 is that the active

19 1 2 by a German meteorologist named Alfred Wegener,

sites are not spread evenly across our planet. Instead, they

who pointed out the remarkable geographic fit between

trace well-defined lines of activity, where crustal rocks dis

the continents on either side of the Atlantic ocean. Note in

lodge (as in earthquakes) or mantle material upwells (as in

Figure 7. 1 1 how the Brazilian coast (on the easternmost

volcanoes) . In the mid-l%Os, scientists realized that these

part of SOUtll America) meshes nicely with the indented

lines are really the outlines of gigantic "plates;' or slabs of

Ivory Coast along west Afric.1 . In fact, most of the conti

Earth's surface.* Most startling of all, the plates are slowly

nental landmasses in the Southern Hemisphere fit together

moving-literally drifting around the surface of our planet.

remarkably well. Following the arrows in the figure back

These plate motions have created the surface mountains,

wards, we can see that the fits are in fact roughly consistent

oceanic trenches, and other large-scale features across the

with the present locations of the plates involved. The fit ap

face of planet Earth. In fact, plate motions have shaped the

pears not to be as good in the Northern Hemisphere, but it

continents themselves. The process is popularly known as

improves markedly if we consider the entire continental

"continental drift.» The technical term for the study of plate

shelves (the continental borders, which are under water)

movement and its causes is plate tectonics. The major plates

instead of just the portions that happen to stick up above

of the world are marked on Figure 7. 1 1 .

sea level.

'JI:Not all 'VolcmlOe..s are

associated wid,

plate bOlmdarjes.,

The. Htnm;;ml

Islmld., located "e,,, ,I" ""Nter of the Ptlcific plate, ore a ense i" poiNt. They

are associafed wirh a «hot spot" irl Earth's upper mantle. ,hat melts the crust

above. it. Over m iUions ofyea�, the motion of the Pacific plate across me.
urlde.rlyirlg hot spot has resulted i" a chait, of volcarl;c isltmds.

Few took Wegener's ideas seriously at the time, in part
because there was no known mechanism that could drive the

plates' motions. Nearly all scientists thought it preposterous
that large segments of rocky crust could be drifting across the
surface of our planet. These skeptical views persisted for

S ECTI O N 7.4

..
Pac ific plate

••

:>-"

'.'
. � ..

.d .

Y·

... F IGU RE 7.1 1 Global Plates Red do1s represent active sites w h ere major volcanoes or earthquakes

have occurred in the 20th century. Taken together, the sites outline vast ·plates: indicated in dark blue, that
drift around on the surface of our planet The white arrows show the general directions and speeds of the

plate motions.
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� F IGURE 7.12 Earth's Upper Mantle

The outer layers of

Earth's interior. The rocky lithosphere comprises both the crust
and part of Earth's upper mantle. It is typically between

SO

and 100 km

thick. Below it lies the asthenosphere, a relatively soft part of the mantle
over which the lithosphere slips.
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more than half a century, ,,,hen the accumulation of data in
support of continental drift became overwhelming. Sirnilar

by enormous forces. They do not stop easily. Instead, tlley
just keep crunching into one another, reshaping the land

looking fossils were found on opposite sides of the Atlantic
Ocean at just the locations where the continents "fit to
gether," and studies of the seafloor near the center of the

scape and causing violent seismic activity.
Figure 7. 1 3(a) shows a collision currently occurring
between two continental landmasses: The subcontinent of

Atlantic (to be discussed in more detail in a moment)
strongly suggested the formation of new crust as plates sepa

India, on the prow of the northward-moving Indian plate, is
crashing into tlle landmass of Asia, located on the Eurasian

rated. Today, backed by evidence, Wegener's "crazy" theory
forms the foundation for all geological studies of our planet's

plate (see Figure 7. 1 1 ) . The resulting folds of rocky crust cre
ate mountains-in this case, the snow-covered Himalayan

outer layers. co ( Sec. 1 .2)
The plates are not simply slowing to a stop after some
ancient initial movements. Rather, tlley are still drifting

mountain range at the upper right. A peak like Mount Ever
est (Figure 7 . 1 3b) represents a portion of Earth's crust that
has been lifted over 8800 m by the slow, but inexorable, force

today, although at an extremely slow rate. Typically, the
speeds of the plates amount to only a few centimeters per

produced when one plate plows into another.
Not all colliding plates produce mountain ranges. At

year-about the same rate as your fingernails grow. Still, this
is well within the measuring capabilities of modern equip

other locations, called subduction zones, one plate slides
under the other, ultimately to be destroyed as it sinks into
the mantle. Subduction zones are responsible for most of
the deep trenches in the world's oceans.
Nor do all plates experience head-on collisions. As

ment. Curiously, one of the best ways of monitoring plate
motion on a global scale is by making accurate observations
of very distant astronomical objects. Quasars (see Chapter

25), lying many hundreds of millions of light-years from
Earth, never show any measurable apparent motion on the

noted by the arrows of Figure 7. 1 1, many plates slide or
shear past one another. A good example is the most famous

sky stemming from their own motion in space. Thus, any
apparent change in their position (after correction for

active region in North America: the San Andreas Fault in
California (Figure 7.14) . The site of much earthquake activ

Earth's motion) can be interpreted as arising from the
motion of the telescope-that is, of the conti.nental plate
on which it is located!

ity, tillS fault marks tile boundary where the Pacific and
North American plates are rubbing past each other. The mo
tion of these two plates, like that of moving parts in a poorly

On smaller scales, laser-ranging and other teclUliques now
routinely track the relative motion of plates in many areas,

oiled machine, is neither steady nor smooth. The sudden
jerks that occur when they do move against each other are

SUdl as California, where advance warning of earthquake ac
tivity is at a premium. During the course of Earth history, each

often strong enough to cause major eartilquakes.
At still other locations, tile plates are moving apart. As

plate has had plenty of time to move large distances, even at its
sluggish pace. For example, a drift rate of only 2 em per year
can cause two continents (e.g., Europe and North America) to

they recede, new material from the mantle wells up between
them, formillg midocean ridges. Notice in Figure 7. 1 1 tile
major bOlUldary separating the North and South American

separate by some 4000 km over the course of 200 million
years. That may be a long time by hwnan standards, but it

plates from the Eurasian and African plates, marked by the
thin strip down the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Discov

represents only about 5 percent of the age of Earth.
A common misconception is that the plates are the con

ered after World War II by oceanographic ships studying the
geography of the seafloor, this giant fault is called the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It extends, like a seam on a giant base

tinents themselves. Some plates are indeed made mostly of
continental landmasses, but other plates are made of a con
tinent plus a large part of an ocean. For example, the Indian

ball, all the way from Scandinavia ill the North Atlantic to
the latitude of Cape Horn a t tile southern tip of South

plate includes all of India, much of the Indian Ocean, and all
ofAustralia and its surrowlding south seas (see Figure 7 . 1 1 ) .

America. The entire ridge is a region of seismic and volcanic
activity, but the only major part of it tllat rises above sea

Still other plates are mostly ocean. The seafloor itself i s a
slowly drifting plate, and the oceanic water merely fills in the
depressions between continents. The southeastern portion

level is the island of Iceland.
Robot submarines have retrieved samples of the ocean
floor at a variety of locations on either side of the Mid
Atlantic Ridge, and the ages of the samples have been
measured by means of radioactive dating techniques. As

of the Pacific Ocean, called the Nazca plate, contains no
landmass at all. For the most part, the continents are just
passengers riding on much larger plates.

depicted in Figure 7. 1 5, the ocean floor dosest to the ridge is
relatively young, whereas material farther away, on either

As the plates drift around, w e might expect collisions t o be

side, is older_xactly as we would expect if hot molten mat
ter is upwelling and solidifying as the plates on eitiler side
drift apart. The Atlantic Ocean has apparently been groWillg

routine. Indeed, plates do collide, but wllike two automo
biles that collide and then stop, the surface plates are driven

ill this way for tlle past 200 million years, tlle age of tile old
est rocks found on any part of the Atlantic seafloor.

Effects of Plate Motion
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imaged here by sensing infrared
from orbit, lies at the no rthemmost tip of the Indian plate. As this
plate drifts northward, the Indian landmass collide5 with Asia, on the Eurasian
plate. The impact causes Earth's crust to buckle and fold, thrusting up the
Hi mal"tan mountain range (covered with SOON at the upper right). (b) The
re5ults of the ongoing process depicted in (a) can be seen in this view of the

.... FI G URE 7.13 Himalayas

Mountain building results mostly from plate

collisions. (a) The subcontinent of I ndia,
rad iation

area near Mount Everest. The folding of rock is especially evident in the
foreground.

(© Mic/,aei Klesills/Natiollai Geograp/'ic Image Collection)

Other studies of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge have yielded
important information about Earth's magnetic field. As hot
material (carrying traces of iron) from the mantle emerges
from cracks in the oceanic ridges and solidifies, it becomes
slightly magnetized, retaining an imprint of Earth's mag
netic field at the time it cooled. Thus, the ocean floor has
preserved within it a record of Earth's magnetism during
past times, rather like a tape recording. When samples of
ocean floor dose to the ridge are examined, the iron deposits
are magnetized in the same sense as Earth's field today. This
material is the "youngU bas.1lt that upwelled and cooled fairly
recently. However, samples retrieved farther from the ridge,
corresponding to older material that upwelled long ago, are
often magnetized with the opposite orientation. As we move
away from the ridge, the imprinted magnetic field flips back
and forth, more or less regularly and symmetrically on
either side of the ridge .

.... FI G UR E 7.14 Californian Fault A small portion of the San Andreas fault
in California. The fau lt is the result of the North American and Pacific plates
sliding past one another. The Pacific plate which includes a large slice of the
California coast, is drifting to the northwest relative to the North American
plate. The motions of the two plates are indicated by arrONS whose lengths are
proportional to the plate speeds. (U.S. Departmlmt ofthe Interior)
,
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<0lIl F IGURE 7.1 5 Seafloor Spreading
Samples of ocean floor retrieved by
oceanographic vessels are youngest close
to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and
progressively older farther away.

The leading e..xplanation of these different magnetic ori

the top few hundred kilometers of our planet's interior. It

entations is that they were caused by reversals in Earth's

depicts roughly the region in and around a midocean

magnetic field that occurred as the plates drifted away from

ridge. There, the ocean floor is covered with a layer of

the central ridge. Taken in conjlUlction with the data on the

sedinlent---dirt, sand, and dead sea organisms that have

age of the seafloor, these measurements allow us to time our

fallen through the seawater for millions of years. Below

planet's magnetic reversals. On average, Earth's magnetic

the sediment lies about 10 km of granite, the low-density

field reverses itself roughly every half-million ye.1fs. Current

rock iliat makes up the crust. Deeper still lies the upper

theory suggests tllat such reversals are part of the way in

mantle, whose temperature increases with depth. Below

which all planetary magnetic fields are generated. As we will

tlle base of the lithosphere, at a deptll of perhaps 50 km,

see in Chapter 16, a similar phenomenon (with a reversal

the temperature is sufficiently high that the mantle is soft

time of approximately 1 1 ye.1rs) is also observed on the Sun.

enough to flow very slowly, although it is not molten. This
region is the astllenosphere.

What Drives the Plates?

The setting is a perfect one for convection-warm mat
ter underlying cool matter. The warm mantle rock rises, just

What process is responsible for the enormous forces that

as hot air rises in our atmosphere. Sometimes, tlle rock

drag plates apart in some locations and ram them together

squeezes up through cracks in the granite crust. Every so

in others? The answer is probably convection-tlle same

often, such a fissure may open in the midst of a continental

physical process we encountered earlier in our study of the

landmass, producing a volcano such as Mount St. Helens (see

atmosphere. Figure 7 . 1 6 is a cross-sectional diagram of

Figure 7. 10b) or possibly a geyser like iliose at Yellowstone

A Interactive

FIGURE 7.16 Plate Drift The motion of Earth's tectonic plates is probably caused by

r;:; convection-in this case, giant circulation patterns in the upper mantle that drag the plates across
� the surface.
..
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National Park. However, most such cracks are on the ocean
floor. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is a prime example.
Not all the rising warm rock in the upper mantle can
squeeze through cracks and fissures. Some warm rock cools
and falls back down to lower levels. In this way, large circula
tion patterns become established within the upper mantle,
as depicted in Figure 7.16. Riding atop these convection
patterns are the plates. The circulation is extraordinarily
sluggish. Semisolid rock takes millions of years to complete
one convection cycle. Although the details are far from cer
tain and remain controversial, many researchers suspect that
the large-sc.1Ie circulation patterns near plate boundaries
drive the motions of the plates.
This constant recycling of plate material provides a
natural explanation for the rock cycle-the process by
which surface rock on our planet is continuously redistrib
uted and transformed from one type into another. Deep
below the surface, in the asthenosphere, temperatures are
high enough that mantle rock exists in the form of molten
magma. When this material cools and hardens, it forms
igneous rocks. (Granite and basalt are familiar exmnples.)
Igneous rocks are associated with volcanic activity ( in
which the magma is called lava) and spreading regions such
as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where magma emerges as two
plates separate. The weathering and erosion of surface rocks
produce sandy grains tllat are deposited as sediments and
may eventually become compacted into sedimentary rocks
such as sandstone and shale. Subsequently, at high tempera
tures or pressures, igneous or sedimentary rocks may be
physically or chemically transformed into metamorphic
rocks (e.g., marble and slate). Such conditions occur as
plates collide and form mountain ranges or as a plate dives
deep into a subduction zone.

Past Continental Drift

Figure 7.17 illustrates how all tile continents nearly fit
together like pieces of a puzzle. Geologists think that some
time in the past a single gargantuan landmass dominated
our planet. This ancestral supercontinent, known as Pangaea
(meaning "all lands"), is shown in Figure 7 . 1 7(a). The rest of
the planet was presumably covered with water. The present
locations of the continents, along with measurements of
their current drift rates, suggest that Pangaea was the major
land feature on Earth approximately 200 million years ago.
Dinosaurs, which were then the dominant form of life,
could have sauntered from Russia to Texas via Boston with
out getting their feet wet. Pangaea explains the geographical
and fossil evidence (cited earlier) that first led scientists to
the idea of continental drift. The other frames in Figure 7. 1 7
show how Pangaea split apart, its separate pieces drifting
across Earth's surface, eventually becoming the familiar con
tinents we know today.

• FIGURE 7.1 7 Pangaea Given the current estimated drift rates and
directoos of the plates, we can trace their movements back into the
past About 200 million years ago, they would have been at the
approximate positions shown in (a� The continents' current positions
are shown in (d).
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There is nothing particularly special about a time
200 million years in the past. We do not suppose that Pan

aligned with Eartil's spin axis. Neither pole is fixed relative to
our planet, however-both drift at a rate of some 1 0 km per

gaea remained intact for some 4 billion years after the crust
first formed, only to break up so suddenly and so recently. It
is much more likely that Pangaea itself came into e.1(istence

year-nor are tile poles symmetrically placed. At present,
Earth's magnetic north pole lies in northern Canada, at a
latitude of about 80oN, almost due nortil of tile center

after an earlier period during which other plates, carrying
widely separated continental masses, were driven together

of North America; the magnetic south pole lies at a latitude
of about 60"5, just off the coast of Antarctica south of

by tectonic forces, merging tlleir landmasses to form a single
supercontinent. It is quite possible that there has been a long

Adelaide, Australia.
Eartll's magnetosphere contains two doughnut-shaped

series of "Pangaeas" stretching back in time over much of
Earth's history, as tectonic forces have continually formed,
destroyed, and re-formed our planet's landmasses. There

zones of high-energy charged particles, one located about
3000 km, and ilie oilier 20,000 km, above Eartil's surface.
These zones are named the Van Allen belts, after the American

probably will be many more.

physicist whose instruments on board one of the first artifi
cial satellites initially detected tilem. We call tilem "belts" be

CO N C EPT CHECK
..... Describe the causes, and some consequences, of plate tectonics
on Earth.

7.S

Earth's Magnetosphere

Simply put, tlle magnetosphere is the region around a planet
that is influenced by that planet's magnetic field. Discovered
by artificial satellites lalmched in tile late 1950s and sketched
in Figure 7.18, Earth's magnetosphere extends far above the
atmosphere, completely surrowlcling our planet. Close to

Earth, the magnetic field is similar in overall structure to the
field of a gigantic bar magnet (Figure 7. 1 9) . The magnetic

field lines, which indicate tile strength and direction of
the field at any point in space, run from soutil to north, as
inclicated by the blue arrowheads in these figures.
The north and south magnetic poles, where the magnetic
field lines intersect Earth's surface vertically, are roughly

cause tlley are most pronounced near Earth's equator and
because tiley completely surrolUld the planet. Figure 7.19
shows how these invisible regions envelop Eartil, except near
the Nortil and South Poles.
The particles tilat make up the Van Allen belts originate
in tile solar wind-the steady stream of charged particles
flowing from the Sun. co (Sec. 6.5) Traveling tilrough
space, neutral particles and electromagnetic racliation are
unaffected by Eartil's magnetism, but electrically charged

particles are strongly influenced. As illustrated in the inset
to Figure 7. 19, a magnetic field exerts a force on a moving
charged particle, causing tlle particle to spiral around the
magnetic field lines. In this way, charged particles-mainly
electrons and protons--from the solar wind can become
trapped by Earth's magnetism. Earth's magnetic field exerts
electromagnetic control over tilese particles, hercling iliem
into tile Van Allen belts. The outer belt contains mostly
electrons; tile much heavier protons accumulate in tile
inner belt.

.... FIGURE 7.18 Earth's
� Magnetosphere The
� magnetosphere is the

region surrounding a planet
wherein particles from the solar
wind are trapped by the
planet's magnetic field. Shown
here is Earths magnetosphere,
with blue arrowheads on the
field lines indicating the
direction in which a compass
needle would point Far from
Earth, the magnetosphere is
greatly distorted by the solar
wind, with a long "tail"
extending from the nighttime
side of Earth (here, at right) far
into space. The magnetopause
is the boundary of the
magnetosphere in the sunward
direction.

"
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... F IGURE 7.19 Van Allen Belt. Earth's �etic field resembles som"",hatthe field of an enormous
bar magnet buried deep inside our planet (but offset slightly from Earth's axis of rotation). High abCNe
Earth's atmosphere, the �etosphere (light blue-green area) contains two doughnut-shaped regions
(grayish areas) of magnetically trapped charged particles. These are the Van Allen belts. The inset illustrates
how charged particles in a magnetic field spiral around the field lines. The convergence of the field lines
near Earth's magnetic poles causes the particles to be reflected back toward the other pole. Thus, the
charged particles tend to become "trapped" � Earth's magnetic field.

We could never survive unprotected in the Van Allen
belts. Unlike the lower atmosphere, on which humans and

an aurora (plural

aurorae; Figure 7.20). TillS colorful display

results when atmospheric molecules, excited upon collision

other life-forms rely for warmth and protection, much of the

with tlle charged particles, fall back to their ground states and

magnetosphere is subject to intense bombardment by large

emit visible light. Many different colors are produced be
can

numbers of high-velocity, and potentially very harmful,

cause each type of atom or molecule

charged particles. Colliding violently with an unprotected

possible patlls as it returns to its ground state.

human body, these particles would deposit large amounts

Aurorae are most brilliant at high latitudes, especially inside

take one of several
ClO

(Sec. 4.3)

of energy wherever they made contact, causing severe dam

the Arctic and Antarctic circles. In the north, the spectacle is

age to living organisms. WitllOut sufficient shielding on the

called the

Apollo spacecraft, for e.xample, the astronauts might

is called the aurora australis, or southern

not have

survived the passage through the magnetosphere on their
journey to the Moon.

aurora borealis,

or

northern lights. In the south, it
lights.

Occasionally, particularly after a storm on the Sun (see
Chapter 16), the Van Allen belts can become distorted by the

Particles from the Van Allen belts often escape from the

solar wind and overloaded with many more particles than

magnetosphere ne.1f Earth's north and south magnetic poles,

normal, allowing some particles to escape prematurely and

where the field lines intersect the atmosphere. Their colli
sions with air molecules create a spectacular light show called

at lower latitudes. For e.xample, in North America, the au

rora borealis is normally seen with any regularity only in
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(a)

� F IGU RE 7.20 Aurorae (a) A colorful aurora flashes rapidly across the sky. resembling huge windblcmn
curtains glowing in the dark. Aurorae result from the emission of light radiation after magnetospheric
particles collide with atmospheric molecules. The colors are produced as excited ions. atoms. and
molecules recombine and cascade back to their ground states. (b) An aurora high above Earth. as
photographed from a space shuttle (visible at left). (NCAR; NASA)

northern Canada and Alaska. However, at times of greatest

other planets in the solar system: We can tell a lot about a

solar activity, the display has occasionally been seen as far

planet's interior simply by measuring its magnetic field.

south as the southern United States.

As is evident from Figure 7. 1 8 , Earth's magnetosphere is

Earth's magnetic field plays an important role in con
trolling many of the potentially destructive charged particles

not symmetrical. Satellite mapping reveals that it is quite

that venture near our planet. Without the magnetosphere,

distorted, forming a teardrop-shaped cavity. On the sunlit

Earth's atmosphere---{llld perhaps the surface, too-would

(daytime) side of Earth, the magnetosphere is compressed

be bombarded by harmful particles, possibly damaging

by the flow of high-energy particles in the solar wind. The

many forms of life on our planet. Some researchers have

bouml.1ry bet\veen the magnetosphere and this flow, known

even suggested that, had the magnetosphere not existed in

as the

magnetopause, is

found at about 1 0 Earth radii from

our planet. On the side opposite the Sun, the field lines are

the first place, life might never have arisen at all on our
planet.

extended away from Earth, with a long tail often reaching
beyond the orbit of the Moon.
What is the origin of the magnetosphere and the Van
Allen belts within it? Despite the artistic license in Figure

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V What does the existence of a planetary magnetic field tell us

about a planet'S interior?

7.19, Earth's magnetism is not really the result of a huge bar
magnet lying within our planet. In fact, geophysicists think
that Earth's magnetic field is not a "permanent" part of our
planet at all. Instead, it is thought to be continuously gener

7.6

The Tides

ated within the outer core and to exist only because Earth is

Earth i s wuque among the planets i n that i t has large quan

rotating. As in the dynamos that run industrial machines,

tities of liquid water on its surface. Approximately three

Earth's magnetism is produced by the spinning, electrically

quarters of Earth's surface is covered by water, to an average

conducting, liquid metal core deep within our planet. The

depth of about 3.6 km. Only

theory that explains planetary (and other) magnetic fields

tained within lakes, rivers, douds, and glaciers. The remain

in terms of rotating, conducting material flowing in the

ing 98 percent is in the oceans, forming the

planet's interior is known as dynamo theory. Both rapid

2

percent of the water is con

hydrosphere.

Most people are familiar with the daily fluctuation in

conducting liquid core are needed for such a

ocean level known as the tides. At most coastal locations on

mechanism to work. This connection bet\veen internal

Earth, there are two low tides and two high tides each day.

structure and magnetism is very important for studies of the

The "height" of the tides-the magnitude of the variation in

rotation

and a
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sea level--clIl range from a few centimeters to many meters,
depending on the location on Earth and the time of year.
The height of a typical tide on the open ocean is about a
meter, but if this tide is funneled into a narrow opening such
as the mouth of a river, it can become much higher. For
example, at the Bay of Fundy, on the U.S.--Canada border
between Maine and New Brunswick, the high tide can reach
nearly 20 m (approximately 60 feet, or the height of a six
story building) above the low-tide level. An enormous
amount of energy is contained in the daily motion of the
oceans. This energy is constantly eroding and reshaping our
planet's coastlines. In some locations, it has been harnessed
as a source of electrical power for human activities.

Gravitationa l Deformation
What C.1USes the tides? A clue comes from the observation that
tlley exhibit daily, montWy, and yearly cycles. In fact, the tides
are a direct result of the gravitational influence of the Moon
and the Sun on Earth. We have already seen how gravity keeps
E.1fth and the Moon in orbit about each other, and both in
orbit around the Sun. co (Sec. 2.7) For simplicity, let's first
consider just the interaction between Earth and the Moon.
Recall that the strength of the gravitational force de
pends on the distance separating any two objects. Thus, the
Moon's gravitational attraction is greater on the side of
Earth that faces the Moon than on the opposite side, some
12,800 Ian (Earth's diameter) farther away. This difference in
the gravitational force is small--{}nly about 3 percent-but
it produces a noticeable effect-a tidal bulge. As illustrated
in Figure 7.2 1, Earth becomes slightly elongated, with the
long axis of the distortion pointing toward the Moon.
Earth's oceans undergo the gre.1test deformation, be
cause liquid can most easily move around on our planet's
surface. (A bulge is actually raised in the solid material of
Earth, but it is about a hundred times smaller than the
oceanic bulge.) Thus, the ocean becomes a little deeper in
some places (along the line joining Earth to the Moon) and
shallower in others (perpendicular to this line). The daily
tides we e.xperience result as Earth rotates beneath this
deformation.
The variation in the Moon's gravity across Earth is an
example of a differential force, or tidal force. The average
gravitational force between two bodies determines their
orbit around one another. However, the tidal force, superim
posed on that average, tends to deform the bodies. The tidal
influence of one body on another diminishes very rapidly
with increasing distance--in fact, as the inverse cube of the
separation. For example, if the distance from Earth to the
Moon were to double, tlle tides resulting from the Moon's
gravity would decrease by a factor of eight. This rapid
decline with increasing distance means that one object has
to be very close or very massive in order to have a significant
tidal effect on another.

The Tides
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We will see many situations in this book where tidal
forces are critically important in understanding astronomi
cal phenomena. We still use the word tidal in these other
contn1:s, even though we are not discussing oceanic tides
and, possibly, not even planets at all. In general astronomical
use, the term refers to the deforming effect that the gravity
of one body has on another.
Notice in Figure 7.2 1 that the side of Earth opposite the
Moon also exhibits a tidal bulge. The different gravitational
pulls-greatest on that part of Earth closest to the Moon,
weaker at E.1rth's center, and weakest of all on Earth's oppo
site side---cause average tides on opposite sides of our planet
to be approximately equal in height. On the side nearer the
Moon, the ocean water is pulled slightly toward the Moon.
On the opposite side, the ocean water is left behind as Eartll
is pulled closer to the Moon. Thus, high tide occurs twice,
not once, earn day at any given location.

� hem the Moon induces tides on both the near and far sides of
� Earth. The lengths of the arrems ind icate the relative strengths

• FIG URE 7.21 Lunar Tides
of the Moon's gravitational

This exaggerated illustration shows

pull on various parts of Earth. (a) The lunar

gravitational forces acting on several locations on and inside Earth.
The force is greatest on the side nearest the Moon and smallest

on the opposite side. (b) The diffwences between the lunar forces

experienced at the

locations shown in part (a) and

the force exerted

by

t he Moon on Earth's center. dosest to the Moon, the

relative force is
toward the Moon because the Moon's gravitational pull is stronger at
the surface than it is at the center. Hemever, on the opposite side of
Earth, the force at the surface is weaker than at the center, so the

relatv
i e force is

""iJ!f from the Moon. The arrems thus represent the

force with which the Moon tends to erther pull matter ""<tf from or

squeeze it tCM'ard Earth's center. Closest to the Moon, the oceans tend
from Earth; on the far side, Earth tends to be pulled
away from the oceans. The result is tidal bulges that we on Earth
experience each and every d<tf.

to be pulled aWiJlf
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Earth

� Int ..,octiv.. F I G URE 7.22 Solo,

and Luna, Tides The combined

r,;;;:i effects of the Sun and the Moon

.,.J produce variations in the high and
low tides. (a) When the Moon is either full
or new. Earth, Moon, and Sun are
approximately alilr'ed, and the tidal bulges
raised in Earth's oceans by the Moon and
the Sun reinforce one another. (b) At nrst
or third-quarter Moon, the tidal effects of
the Moon and the Sun partially cancel each
other, and the tides are smallest. Because
the Moon's tidal effect is greater than that
of the Sun (since the Moon is much closer
to us), the net bulge points toward the
Moon.

Both the Moon and the SWl eKert tidal forces on our
planet. Thus, instead of one tidal bulge, there are actually
two-<Jne pointing toward the Moon, the other toward the
Sun. Even though the Sun is 375 tinles further away from Earth
than is the Moon, the Sun's mass is so much greater (by a
factor of 27 million) that its tidal influence is still significant
about half that of the Moon. The interaction between them ac
counts for the changes in the height of the tides over the course
of a month or a year. When Earth, the Moon, and the Sun are
roughly lined up (Figure 7.22a), the gravitational effects rein
force one another, so the highest tides are generally found at
tinles of new and full moons. These tides are known as spring
tides. When the Earth-Moon line is perpendicular to the
Earth--Still line (at the first and third quarters; Figure 7 .22b),
the daily tides are smallest. These are termed neap tides.

Earth's Slow ing Rotation

Earth rotates once on its axis (relative to the stars) in 23h
S6m--one sidereal day. However, we know from fossil meas
urements that E.'lrth's rotation is gradually slowing down,
causing the length of the day to increase by about 1 .5 millisec
onds (ms) every century-not much on the scale of a human
lifetime, but over millions of years, this steady slowing of

E.1rth's spin adds up. At this rate, half a billion years ago, the
day was just over 22 hours long and the year contained 397
days.
A number of natural biological clocks lead us to the
conclusion that Earth's spin rate is decreasing. For example,
each day a growth mark is deposited on a certain type of
coral in the reefs off the Bahamas. These growth marks are
sinlilar to the annual rings fOl1lld in tree trunks, except that
in the case of coral, the marks are made daily, in response to
the day-night cycle of solar illumination. However, they also
show yearly variations as the coral's growth responds to
Earth's seasonal changes, allowing us to perceive annual
cycles. Coral growing today shows 365 marks per year, but
ancient coral shows many more growth deposits per year.
Fossilized reefs that are five hundred million years old con
tain coral with nearly 400 deposits per year of growth.
Why is Earth's spin slowing? The main reason is the
tidal effect of the Moon. In reality, the tidal bulge raised in
Earth by the Moon does not point directly at the Moon, as
was shown in Figure 7.2 1 . Instead, because of the effects of
friction, both between the crust and the oceans and within
Earth itself, Earth's rotation tends to drag the tidal bulge
around with it, causing the bulge to be displaced by a small
angle from the Earth-Moon line, in the same direction as

Chapter Review
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.... FI G URE 7.23 Tidal Bulge The tidal bulge raised in Earth by the

Moon does not point directly at the Moon. Instead, because of the
effects of friction, the bulge points slightly ahead of the Moon, in the
direction of Earth's rotation. (The magnitude of the effect is greatly
exaggerated in this diagram.) Because the Moons gravitational pull on
the near-side part of the bulge is greater than the pull on t he far side,
the overall effect is to decrease Earths rotation rate.

Earth's spin (Figure 7.23). The net effect of the Moon's grav
itational pull on this slightly offset bulge is to reduce our

tion period will be 47 of our present days, and the distance to
the Moon will be 550,000 km (about 43 percent greater than

planet's rotation rate. At the same time, the Moon is spiral
ing slowly away from Earth, increasing its average distance

at present). However, this will take a very long time-many
billions of years---to occur.

from our planet by about 4 em per year.
This process will continue until Earth rotates on its axis
at exactly the same rate as the Moon orbits Earth. At that
time, the Moon will always be above the same point on Earth
and will no longer lag behind the bulge it raises. Earth's rota-

CONCEPT CHECK
.,. In what ways do tidal forces differ from the familiar
inverse-square force of gravity?

S U M M A RY
The st." main regions of Earth are

(from inside to outside) a central metallic

core (p. 156), which is surrounded by a
thick rocky mantle (p. 156), topped with a
thin crust
our

(p. 156). The liquid oceans on

planet's

surface

make

up

the

makes our planet's surface some

sphere. That atmosphere was outgassed from our plallet's interior
by volcanoes and was then altered by solar radJation and, finally, by
the emergence of life.

3

We study Earth's interior by observing

hydrosphere (p. 1 56). Above the surface is
the atmosphere (p. 156), which is com

how

tude. Surfuce winds and weather in the

upper

posed primarily of nitrogen and oxygen and thins rapidly with alti

troposphere (p. 157), the

40 K warmer than would other

wise be the case. The air we breathe is not Earth's original atIno

seismic waves (p. 162), produced by

earthquakes just below Earth's surface, travel
through the malltie. We can also study the
malltle

by analyzing the material

lowest region of Earth's atmosphere are caused by coJM:ction

brought to the surfuce when a volcano erupts.

is moved from one place to an

Earth's center is dense and extremely hot. The

magnetosphere (p. I 56), where

planet's iron core consists of a solid inner core

(p. 1 57), the process by which heat

other by the upwelling or downflow of a fluid, such as air or water.
Higher above the atmosphere lies the

charged particles from the SWl are trapped by Earth's magnetic field.

2

At high altitudes, in the

ionosphere (p. 157), the atmosphere is

(p. 163) surrounded by a liquid outer core
(p. 163). The process by which heavy material
sinks to the center of a planet and lighter ma-

i::

:_

1_L.....,,
.,J �>,-i-

kept ionized by the absorption of high-energy

terial rises to the surface is called differentiation (p. 164). Earth's

radiation and particles from the SW1. In the

dJffereotiation implies that our planet must have been at least par

stratosphere (p. 157), just above the tro
posphere, lies the ozone layer (p. 158),
where incoming solar ultraviolet radJa
tion is absorbed. Both the ionosphere and

tially molten in the past One way in which this could have occurred
is by the heat released during Earth's formation and subsequent

bombardment by material from interplanetary space. Another pos
(p. 165)

sibility is the energy released by the decay of radioactive

the owne layer help protect us from

elements present in the material from which Earth formed.

greenhouse effect (p. 160) is the absorption

plates. The slow movement of these plates across the surface is

dangerous

radJation

from

space.

The

4

Earth's surfuce is made up of about a dozen enormous slabs, or

and trapping of infrared radJation emitted by Earth's surfuce by at

called continental drift or

mospheric gases (primarily carbon dJoxide and water vapor ) . It

volcanism, and mowltain buildJng are associated witl1 plate

plate tectonics (p. 168). Earthquakes,
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Earth

boundaries, where plates may collide,

belts hit Earth's atmosphere, they heat

move apart, or rub against one another.

and ionize the atoms there, causing them

The motion of the plates is thought to be

to glow in an aurora

driven by convection in Earth's mantle.

(p. 175). According
to dynamo theory (p. 176), planetary

The rocky upper layer of Earth that

magnetic fields are produced by the

lithosphere
(p. 168). The semisolid region in the
mantle

over

which

asthenosphere (p. 168).

the

plates

slide

is

called

the

tion of crust material as plates separate, collide, and sink into the

173). Evidence for past plate mo

tion can be found in the geographical fit of continents, in the fossil
record, and in the ages and magnetism of surface rocks.

5

,

..

/

���

molten iron) in the planet's core.

The constant recycling and transforma

mantle is caUed the rockc;ycle (p.

.

�'\..
-

motion of rapidly rotating, electrically conducting fluid (such as

makes up the plates is the
upper

§�.�
�-�:

6

The daily

t ides (p. 176)

in Earth's

oceans are caused by the gravitational ef

fect of the Moon and the Sun, which raise

tidal bulges (p. 177)

in the hydrosphere.

The tidal effect of the Moon is almost twice that of the Sun. The
size of the tides depends on the orientations of the Sun and the

Earth's magnetic field extends far beyond the surface of our

Moon relative to Earth. A differential gravitational force is always

tidal force (p. 177),

planet. Charged particles from the solar wind are trapped by

called a

Earth's magnetic field lines to foml the Van Allen belts

involved. The tidal interaction between Earth and the Moon

(p. 174)

that surround our planet. When particles from the Van Allen

M aste rI�
ngASTRONGM Y.
-...:;..

even when no oceans or planets are

is causing Earth's spin to slow.

For instructor-assigned homework go to www.master;lIgastronomy.com

Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. By comparison with Earth's average density, what do the den

12. Discuss how distant quasars, lying hundreds of millions of

sities of the water and roclcs in Earth's crust tell us about

light-years from Earth, are used to monitor the motion of

Earth's interior?

Earth's tectonic plates.

2. What is Rayleigh scattering? 'Nhat is its most noticeable effect

13. What conditions are needed to create a dynamo in Earth's

for us on Earth?

1. POS

How do geologists use earthquakes to obtain infor

interior? What effect does this dynamo have?

14.

mation about E.1rth's interior?

4.

Compare and contrast P-waves and S-waves, and explain how

how it was discovered.
1 5. How does Earth's magnetosphere protect us from the harsh

they are useful to geologists.
5. What is the greenhouse effect, and what effect does it have on
Earth's surface temperature?
6. Give two reasons geologists think that part of Earth's core is
liquid.

7.

realities of interplanetary space?
16.

POS

How do we know that Earth's magnetic field has

undergone reversals in the past? How do you think Earth's
magnetic field reversals might have affected the evolution of
life on our planet?

What clue to our planet's history does Earth's differentiation

17. Explain how the Moon produces tides in Earth's oceans.

provide?

18. If the Moon had oceans like Earth's, what would the tidal

8. 'Nhat is convection? What effect does it have on (a) Earth's
atmosphere? (b) Earth's interior?

9.

Give a brief description of Earth's magnetosphere, and tell

How does radioactivity allow us to estimate Earth's age?

10. How did radioactive decay heat Earth emly in its history?
When did this heating end?

11. What process is responsible for the surface mountains,
oceanic trenches, and other large-scale features on Earth's
surface?

effect be like there? How many high and low tides would

there be during a "day"? How would the variations in height

compare with those on Earth?

19. POS

If Earth had no moon, do you think we would know

anything about tidal forces?
20. Is the greenhouse effect operating in Earth's atmosphere
helpful or harmful? Give examples. What are the conse
quences of an enhanced greenhouse effect?

Chapter Review
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C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

2.

If you were making a scale model of Earth representing our

planet by a 12-inch basketball, the inner core would be about
the size of (a) a t-inch ball bearing; (b) a 2-inch golf ball; (e) a
4-inch tangerine; (d) a 7-inch grapefruit.
Earth's average density is about tbe same as that of (a) a glass

of water; (b) a heavy iron meteorite;
chunk of black volcanic rock.

3. VIS

(e)

an ice cube;

(d) a

6. The deepest that geologists have drilled into Earth is about

the same as

the United States and China.

7.

4.

(d) the

8.

temperature would change; (d) plants would grow faster than
animals could eat them.
S-waves everywhere on the

Moon, they would suggest that the Moon bad

(a) the same lay

ered stmcture as Earth; (b) no molten core; (e) no moonquakes;

(d) the same density throughout.

At Earth's geographic North Pole, a magnetic compass needle
would point (approximately) (a) toward Alaska; (b) toward

Kansas City; (e) toward Paris; (d) straight down.

9.

close; (b) the ozone hole would get larger; (e) Earth's average

5. If seismometers registered P- and

separating at a rate about the sanle as the growth of (a) grass;

(b) human hair; (e) human fingernails; (d) dust in a typical

If there were significantly more greenhouse gases, such as
C02, in Earth's atmosphere, then (a) the ozone hole would

Due to plate tectonics, tlle width of the Atlantic Ocean is

home.

commercial jet airplanes flying at 10 k m are i n (a) the
mesosphere.

the height of the Statue of Uberty; (b) the

between New York and Los Angeles; (d) tl,e distance between

According to Figure 7.2 ("Earth's Atmosphere") ,

troposphere; (b) the stratosphere; (e) the ozone;

(a)

altitude most commercial jet airplanes fly; (e) the distance

10.

If Earth had no Moon, then tides would (a) not occur;

(b) occur more often and with more intensity; (e) still occur,
but not really be measurable; (d) occur with the same
frequency, but would not be as strong.
Which of the following statements is true? Because of tbe
tides, (a) Earth's rotation rate is increasing; (b) the Moon is

(e) Earth will eventually drift away
(d) earthquake activity is increasing.

spiraling away from Earth;
from the Slill;

P RO B L E M S
The number ofdots preceding eae/, Problem indicates its approximate level ofdif[iCIIIty.

1. • Approximating Earth's atmosphere as a layer of gas 7.5 km
thick, with wllform density 1.3 kglm3, calculate the total mass
of the atmosphere. Compare your result with Earth's mass.

2. • ••

As discussed

in

the text, without the greenhouse effect,

6. •

At 3 cm/yr, how long would it take a typical plate to traverse

tlle present width of the Atlantic Ocean, about 6000 km?

7. •

In a certain sample of rock, it is fOlmd that 25 percent of

uranium-238 nuclei have decayed into lead-206. On tlle basis

Earth's average surface temperature would be about 250 K.

of the data given in More Precisely 7-2, estimate the age of the

With the greenhouse effect, it is some 40 K higher. Use this

rock sample.

information and Stefan's law to cakulate the fraction of
infrared radiation leaving Earth's surface that is absorbed

by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. C!O ( Sec. 3 .4)

1. ••

Most of Earth's ice is found in Antarctica, where pernla

nent ice caps cover approximately 0.5 percent of Earth's total

surface area and are 3 km thick, on average. Earth's oceans
cover roughly 71 percent of our planet, to an average depth of
3.6 km. Assuming that water and ice have roughly the same
density, estimate by how much sea level would rise if global

warnllng were to cause the Antarctic ice caps to melt.

4. •

Following an earthquake, how long would it take a P-wave,

moving in a straight line with a speed of 5 km/s, to reach
Earth's opposite side?

5. •

On the basis of the data presented in the text, estimate the

fractions of Earth's volunle represented by (a) the inner core,

(b) the outer core, (c) the mantle, and (d) the crust.

A second sample of rock is found to contain three tinles as
many lead-207 nuclei as uraniunl-235 nudei. On the basis of
the data given in More Precisely 7-2, what ratio of uranium-

8. ••

238 to lead-206 nuclei would you expect?

9. • ••

Astronauts in orbit are weightless because they are falling

freely in Earth's gravitational field, but they are still subject to

tidal forces. Calculate the relative acceleration due to tidal
I m apart

forces of two masses in low Earth orbit placed

along a line extending radially outward from Earth's center.

Compare this acceleration with the acceleration due to
gravity at Earth's surface.

10. ••

You are standing on Earth's surface, and the

full Moon is

directly overhead. By what fraction is your weight decreased

due to the combination of the Sun's and the Moon's tidal
gravitational forces?

TH MO N
AN D M E C U RY
S C O RC H E D A N D B ATT E R E D W O R L D S

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

J
4
S
6
7
8

Specify the general characteristics of the
Moon and Mercury, and compare them
with those of Earth.
Describe the surface features of the Moon
and Mercury, and recount how those two
bodies were formed by events early in their
history.
Explain how the Moon's rotation is
influenced by its orbit around Earth and
Mercury's by its orbit around the Sun.
Explain how observations of cratering can be
used to estimate the age of a body's surface.
Describe the evidence for ancient
volcanism on the Moon and Mercury.
Compare the Moon's interior structure
with that of Mercury.
Summarize the leading theory of the
formation of the Moon.
Discuss how astronomers have pieced
together the story of the Moon's evolution,
and compare its evolutionary history with
that of Mercury.

he Moon is Earth's only natural satellite. Mercury,
the smallest terrestrial world, is the planet closest to the
Sun. Despite their different environments, these two
bodies have many similarities-indeed, at first glance,
you might even mistake one for the other. Both have
heavily cratered, ancient surfaces, littered with boulders
and pulverized dust Both lack atmospheres to moder
ate day-to-night variations in solar heating and experi
ence wild temperature swings

as

a result. Both are

geologically dead.
In short, the Moon and Mercury differ greatly from
Earth, but it is precisely those differences that make these
desolate worlds so interesting to planetary scientists. Why
is the Moon so unlike our own planet, despite its near
ness to us, and why does planet Mercury apparently have
so much more in common with Earth's Moon than with
Earth itself? In this chapter, we explore the properties of
these two worlds

as

we begin our comparative study of

the planets and moons that make up our solar system.

Although the Moon is the closest
THE BIG astronomical object to Earth, it is
PICTURE
remarkably unlike our own planet.
The Moon actually has much more in
common with Mercury, the planet closest to
the Sun.

�
Maste r -...:;
ngASTRONaMY.

Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.rom for quiZZes,
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and selfiI-llded tutorlal�

LEFT: America's manned exploration of the Moon was arguably the greatest
engineering feat of the 20th centUlY, perhaps one of the greatest of all time.
Nine a_ed missions were launched to the Moon, a dozen astronauts were
landed, and all returned safely to Earth Her//, an Apollo 16 astronaut is
prospecting nerr the rim ofPlum Crater for rock samples that might help
reveal the orgin
i ofthe Moon The "rover' that carriedhim several
kilometers from his landing aaft can be seen in the left background. Given
the lack of wind and water on the Moon, the bootprints in the foreground
are destined to survive for more than a million years. (NASA)
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The Moon and Mercury

Orb ita l Properties

We begin our study of the Moon and Mercury by examining
their orbits. This knowledge will, in turn, aid us in deter
mining and explaining the other properties of these worlds.

The Moon
Parallax methods, described in Chapter 1, can provide us
with quite accurate measurements of the distance to the
Moon, using Earth's diameter as a baseline. 00 (Sec. 1 .6)
Radar ranging yields more accurate distances. The Moon is
much doser than any of the planets, and the radar echo

bounced off the Moon's surface is strong. A radio telescope
receives the echo after a round trip of 2.56 seconds. Dividing
this time by 2 and multiplying it by the speed of light
(300,000 km/s) gives us a distance of 384,000 Ian. (The ac
tual distance at any particular time depends on the Moon's
location in its slightly elliptical orbit around Earth.)
Current laser-ranging technology, using reflectors placed

(a)

on the lunar surface by Apollo astronauts (see Discovery 8-1)
to reflect laser beams fired from Earth, allows astronomers to
meaSllre tile round-trip time with submicrosecond accuracy.
Repeated meaSllrements have allowed astronomers to deter
mine the Moon's orbit to within a few centimeters. This pre
cision is necessary for programming unmanned spacecraft to
land Sllccessfully on the lunar surface.

Mercury
Viewed from Earth, Mercury never strays far from the SWl.
As illustrated in Figure 8 . 1 (a), the planet's 0.4-AU orbital
semimajor axis means that its angular distance from the Sun
never exceeds 28°. Consequently, the planet is visible to the
naked eye only when the SW1'S light is blotted out-just
before dawn or just after sunset (or, much less frequently,
during a total solar edipse)-and it is not possible to follow
Mercury through a full cycle of phases. In fact, although
Mercury was well known to ancient astronomers, they
originally believed tllat this companion to the Sun was two
different objects, and the connection between the planet's
morning and evening appearances took some time to estab
lish. However, later Greek astronomers were certainly aware
that the "two planets" were really different alignments of a
single body. Figure 8 . 1 (b), a photograph taken just after sun
set, shows Mercury above the western horizon, along witll
three other planets and the Moon.
Because Earth rotates at a rate of 1 5° per hour,
Mercury is visible for at most 2 hours on any given night,
even under the most favorable circumstances. For most
observers at most times of tlle year, Mercury is generally
visible for a much shorter period. Nowadays, large tele
scopes can filter out the Sun's glare and observe Mercury
even during the daytime, when the planet is higher in the

A. F I G URE 8.1 Evening Sky (a) Mercury's orbit has a semimajor axis
of just 0.4 AU, 50 the planet can never be farther than 2B" from the
Sun, as seen from Earth. Mercury's eccentric orbit means that this
maximum separation is achieved only for the spedal configuration
shawn here, in which the Earth-Sun line Is perpendicular to the long
axis of Mercury's orbit and Mercury is near aphelion (its greatest
distance from the Sun). (b) Four planets, together with the Moon, are
visible in this photograph taken shortly after sunset. To the ri�t of the
Moon (top left) is the brightest planet, Venus. A little farther to the
right is Mars, with the star Regulus just below and to its left. At the
lawer right, at the edge of the Sun's glare, are Jupiter and Mercury.
[The Moon appears round rather than crescent shaped because the
"dark" portion of its disk is indirectly Illuminated � sunlight
reflected from Earth. This "earthshine,' relatively faint to the naked
eye, is exaggerated i n the overexposed photographic image.)
(f. SlmfordlPhoto Researchers, Inc.)
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.... F I G U RE 8.2 Phases of Mercury
Some vieNS of Mercury at different
points along its orbit. The best images
of the planet are taken when it is at
its maximum elongation (greatest
apparent d istance from the Sun) and
show a "half Mercury" (cf. F igure 212a).
(R. Beebe)
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sky and atmospheric effects are reduced. (The amount of
air that the light from the planet has to traverse before

The mass of Mercury is 3.3
mass.

X 1023 kg-about 0.055 Earth

reaching our telescope decreases as the height of the planet
above the horizon increases.) In fact, some of the best

The Moon's average density of 3300 kg/m3 contrasts
with the average Earth value of about 5500 kg/m3, suggest

views of Mercury have been obtained in this way. The
naked-eye or amateur astronomer is generally limited to

ing that the Moon contains fewer heavy elements (such as
iron) than Earth does. In contrast, despite its many other

nighttime observations, however.
In all cases, it becomes progressively more difficult to

similarities to the Moon, Mercury's mean density is 5400

view Mercury the closer (in the sky) its orbit takes it to the

kg/m 3, only slightly less than that of Earth. Assluning that
surface rocks on Mercury are of similar density to surface

Sun. The best images of the planet therefore show a "half
Mercury," close to its maximum angular separation from

rocks on Earth and the Moon, we are led to the conclusion
that the interior of Mercury must contain a lot of high

the Sun, or maximum elongation, as illustrated in Figure 8.2.
(A planet's elongation is just its angular distance from the
Sun, as seen from Earth.)

8.2

Physical Prope rties

From Earth, the Moon's angular diameter is about 0.50•
Knowing that and the distance to the Moon, we can easily
calculate our satellite's true size, as discussed in Chapter 1 .
co (More Precisely 1 -2) The Moon's radius is about

1 700 km, roughly one-fourth that of Earth. More precise
measurements yield a lunar radius of 1 738 km. We can de
termine Mercury's radius by sirnilar reasoning. At its closest

approach to Earth, at a distance of about 0.52 AU, Mercury's
angular diameter is measured to be 1 3" (arc seconds), imply
ing a radius of about 2450 km, or 0.38 of Earth's radius.
More accurate measurements by unmanned space probes
yield a result of 2440 km.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, even before the Space Age,
the masses of both the Moon and Mercury were already
quite well known from studies of their effects on Earth's
orbit. co (Sec. 6.2 ) The mass of the Moon is 7.3

X 1 022 kg,

approximately one-eightieth (0.0 1 2 ) the mass of Earth.

density material, most probably iron. ill fact, since Mercury
is considerably less massive than Earth, its interior is

squeezed less by the weight of overlying material, so
Mercury's iron core must actually contain a much larger
fraction of the planet's mass than does our own planet's
core. co (Sec. 6.2)
Because the Moon and Mercury are so much less mas

sive than Earth, their gravitational fields are also weaker. The
force of gravity on tlle lunar surface is only about one-sixth
that on Earth; Mercury's surface gravity is a little stronger
about 0.4 times Earth's. Thus, an astronaut weighing 180 lb
on Earth would weigh a mere 30 lb on the Moon and 72 lb
on Mercury. Those bulky space suits used by the Apollo
astronauts on the Moon were not nearly as heavy as they
appeared!
Astronomers have never observed any appreciable at
mosphere on the Moon or Mercury, either spectroscopically
from Earth or during close approaches by spacecraft. This is
a direct consequence of these bodies' weak gravitational
fields, as discussed in More Precisely 8-1 (p. 192). Simply
put, a massive object has a better chance of retaining an at
mosphere because the more massive an object is, tlle larger

is the speed needed for atoms or molecules to escape from

e
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the object's gravitational pull. The Moon's escape speed is
only 2.4 kmfs, compared with 1 1 .2 kmfs for Earth; Mer
cury's escape speed is 4.2 kmJs. Any primary atmospheres
these worlds had initially, or secondary atmospheres that ap
peared later, are gone forever. co (Sec. 7.2)
During its flybys of Mercury in 1974 and 1975, the U.S.
space probe Mariner 10 found traces of what was at first
thought to be an atmosphere on the planet. = (Sec. 6.6)
However, this gas is now known to be temporarily trapped hy
drogen and helium "stolen" from the solar wind by the planet's
gravity. Mercllry captures this gas and holds it for jllSt a few
weeks before it leaks away again into space. More recently,
NASA's Messenger probe measured the composition of the gas
during its first of three flybys in 2008 (before going into orbit
around Mercury in 201 1 ) and fowld that, while indeed com
posed largely of hydrogen and helium like the Sun, its gas also
contains more massive atoms of sodiwn, potassium, and mag
nesiwn. In fact, botll the Moon and Mercury have extremely
tenuous atmospheres (less than a trillionth tlle density of
Earth's atmosphere) of such relatively heavy atoms. Scientists
think that these atoms have been kicked off the surface by in
teractions with the solar wind; mey do not constitute a trlle at
mosphere in any sense. TIlUS, neither the Moon nor Mercury
has any protection against tlle harsh environment of inter
planetary space. TIlis fact is crucial in understanding their sur
face evolution and present-day appearance.
Lacking tlle moderating influence of an atmosphere,
both the Moon and Mercury are characterized by wide
variations in snrface temperarnre. Noontime temperatures
at the Moon's equator can reach 400 K, well above the
boiling point of water. Because of its proximity to the Sun,
Mercury's daytime temperature is even higher-radio ob
servations of the planet's thermal emissions indicate that
it can reach 700 K. co (Sec. 3.4) But at night or in the
shade, temperatures on both worlds fall to about 1 00 K,
well below water's freezing point. Mercury's 600-K tem
perature ra nge is the l a rgest of any planet or moon in the
solar system.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' Why do the Moon and Mercury have no lignificant
atmolpheres, unlike Earth?

8.3

Su rface Featu res on the
Moon and M e rc u ry

Luna r Te rrai n
The first observers to point their telescopes at the Moon
most notable among them Galileo Galilei-saw large dark
areas resembling (they thought) Earth's oceans. They also
saw light-colored areas resembling the continents. Both
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... F I G URE 8.1 Full Moon, Near Side A photographic mosaic of the
full Moon, north pole at the top. Because the Moon emits no visible
radiation of its ONn, we can see it only by the reflected light of the
Sun. Some prominent maria are labeled. (UC/Lick Observatory)

types of regions are clear in Figure 8.3, a mosaic (a compos
ite image constrllcted from many individual photographs)
of the fuJI Moon. The light and dark surface featllfes are also
evident to the naked eye, creati.ng the face of the familiar
"man in the Moon."
Thday we know that the dark areas are not oceans, but ex
tensive flat areas that resulted from L1va flows during a much
earlier period of the Moon's evoilltion. Nevertheless, they are
still called maria, a Latin word meaning "seas" (singular: mare).
There are 14 maria, all ronghly circular. The largest of them
( Mare Imbriwn) is about 1100 km in diameter. The lighter
areas, originally dubbed terrae, from the Latin "iOrd for ''land:'
are now known to be elevated several kilometers above the
maria. Accordingly, they are usually called the IWlar highlands.
The smallest lunar featllres we can distinguish with the
naked eye are about 200 km across. Telescopic observations
further resolve the surface into nwnerous bowl-shaped
depressions, or craters (after the Greek word for "bowl") .
Most craters apparently formed eons ago, primarily a s me
result of meteoritic impact. In Figllres 8.4(a) and (b), craters
are particularly dear ne.1r the terminator (the line that sepa
rates day from night on the surface), where the Sun is low in
the sky and casts long shadows that enable us to distinguish
qui.te small sllrface details.
Due to the blurring effects of our atmosphere, me
smallest Illnar objects that telescopes on Earth's snrface can
resolve are about 1 km across (see Figure 8.4c). Much more
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... F I GURE 8.4 Moon, Close Up (a) The Moon near third quarter. Surface features are much more visible
near the terminator. the line separating light from dark, where sunlight strikes at a sharp angle and shadows
highll!t1t the landscape. (b) Magnified view of a region near the terminator, as seen from Earth through a
large telescope. The central dark area is Mare Imbrium, ringed at the bottom � the Apennine mountains.
(c) Enlargement of a portion of (b). The smallest craters visible here have diameters of about 2 km, about
twice the size of the Barringer crater on Earth shONn in Figure 8.18. (UG/Lick Observatory; Palomar)

detailed photographs have been taken by orbiting spacecraft
and, of course, by visiting astronauts. Figure 8.5 is a view of
some lunar craters taken from an orbiting spacecraft, show
ing features as small as 500 m across. Craters are found
eve!)'\vhere on the Moon's surface, although they are much

more prevalent in the highlands. They come in all sizes-the
largest are hundreds of kilometers in diameter; the smallest
are microscopic.
Based on studies of lwlar rock brought back to Earth by
Apollo astronauts and unmanned Soviet landers, geologists
have identified important differences in both composition
and age between the highlands and the maria. The highlands
are made largely of rocks rich in a1wninwn, making them
lighter in color and lower in density ( 2900 kg/m3) than the
material in the maria, which contains more iron, giving it a
darker color and greater density (3300 kg/m3). Loosely speak
ing, the highlands represent the Moon's crust, whereas the
maria are made of mantle material. Maria rock is quite simi
lar to terrestrial basalt, and geologists think that it arose on
the Moon much as basalt did on Earth, from the upwelling of
molten material through the crust. co (Sec. 7.3) Radioactive
cL'lting indic.1tes ages of 4 to 4.4 billion years for highland
rocks and from 3.2 to 3.9 billion years for those from the
maria. co (More Precisely 7-2)

... F IGURE 8.S Moon from Apollo The Moon, as seen from the
Apollo 8 orbiter during the first human circumnavigation of our satellite in
1968. Craters ranging in size trom 50 km to 500 m (also the width of the
long fault lines) can be seen. (NASA)
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The S u rface of Mercury
Mercury is difficult to observe from Earth because of
Mercury's closeness to ilie Sun. Even with a fairly large
telescope, we see it only as a slightly pinkish disk. Figure 8.7
is one of the few photographs of Mercury taken from Earth
that shows any evidence of surface markings. Astronomers
could only speculate about ilie faint, dark markings in the
days before

Maritler

lO's arrival. We now know that these

markings are much like those seen by an observer gazing
casually at Earth's Moon. The largest ground-based tele
scopes can resolve surface features on Mercury about as
well as we can perceive features on the Moon wiili our
unaided eyes.
In 1974,

Mariner 10 approached

within 1 0,000 km of

the surface of Mercury, sending back tllousands of images
that revolutionized our knowledge of the planet.

co

(Sec.

6.6 ) Almost 3 5 years later, thanks to the Messenger mission,
we now have even better, high-resolution images of this
alien world. Figure 8.8 is a global view of the planet as we
know it today, and Figure 8.9 shows a close-up of Mer

'" F IGURE 8.6 Full Moon , Far Side The far side of the Moon as
photographed � the Apollo 16 manned mission. The large, dark region
.

at center bottom outlines the South Pole-Aitken Basin, the largest and
deepe.,t Impact basin known in the solar system. Only a few small
maria exist on the far side. (NASA)

cury's surface tllat demonstrates striking similarities to Ollr
Moon. There are no signs of douds, rivers, dust storms, or
oilier aspects of weather. Much of Mercury's cratered sur
face bears a strong resemblance to the Moon's highlands.
The crater walls are generally not as high as on the Moon,
the craters are not as deep, and the ejected material landed

All of the Moon's significant surface features have
names. The 1 4 maria bear fanciful Latin names--Mare Im

closer to its impact sites, as expected given Mercury's

brium ("Sea of Showers»), Mare Nubiurn ("Sea of Clouds»),

Mare Nectaris ("Sea of Nectar" ), and so on. Most mountain
ranges in the highlands bear the names of terrestrial mOWl
tain ranges--the Alps, the Carpathians, the Apennines, the
Pyrenees, and so on. Most of the craters are named after
great scientists or philosophers, such as Plato, Aristotle,
Eratosthenes, and Copernicus.
Because the Moon rotates once on its axis in exactly the
same tinle it takes to complete one orbit around Earth, the
Moon has a "near» side, which is always visible from Eartll,
and a "far» side, which never is (see Section 8.4). To the
sll.rprise of most astronomers, when the far side of the Moon
was mapped, first by Soviet and later by U.S. spacecraft (see

Discovery 8-1),

no major maria were found there. The lunar

far side (Figure 8.6) is composed almost entirely of high
lands. This fact has great bearing on our theory of how the
Moon's surface terrain came into being, for it implies that the
processes involved could

not have been

entirely internal in

nature. Earth's presence must somehow have played a role.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V Describe three important ways in which the lunar maria differ
from the h ighlands.

'" F IGU RE 8.7 Mercury Photograph of Mercury taken from Earth
with a large ground-based optical telescope. Only a few faint surface
feature; are discernible. (Palomar Observatory/Caltech)
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... FI G URE 8.8 Mercury, Up Close Mercury is imaged here as a
mosaic of photographs-a composite image constructed from many
individual images-taken by the Messeng(!J' spacecraft in 2008 as it
by passed the planet. Notice the young, extensively rayed craters,
here imaged with a resolution of about 5 km. (NASA)

8.4

Rotation Rates

The spins of both the Moon and Mercury are strongly influ
enced by their proximity to their parent bodies-Earth and
the Sun, respectively. By studying the processes responsible for
the rotation rates observed today, astronomers learn about the
role of tidal forces in shaping the details of the solar system.

The Rotation of the Moon

greater surface gravity (which is a little more than twice
that of the Moon). Mercury, however, shows no extensive
lava flow regions akin to the lunar maria. Much of the dis
cussion here and later in this chapter (see Sections 8.5 and
8.6) about the surface of Earth's Moon applies equally well
to Mercury.

As mentioned earlier, the Moon's rotation period is precisely
equal to its period of revolution about Earth-27.3 days
so the Moon keeps the same side facing Earth at all times
(see Figure 8. 10) . To an astronaut standing on the Moon's
near-side surface, Earth would appear almost stationary in
the sky (although our planet'S daily rotation would be
clearly evident) . This condition, in which the spin of one
body is precisely equal to (or synchronized with) its revolu
tion around another body, is known as a synchronous orbit.

A Interactive

.... F IGU RE 8.9 Mercury, Very Close Another photograph of
Mercury by Messenger, thi s one taken at much higher resolution (about
300 m). 1he dark material around the crater at lower left exemplifies
how many of the large craters on Mercury tend to have dark halos
about them. The reason is not yet understood. (NASA)

e

Rotation

FI GU RE 8.1 0 The Moon's Synchronous

N. the

Moon orbi15 Earth, it keeps one face
permanently pointed to.vard our planet To the astronaut
shown here, Earth is always directly overhead. in fact, the
Moon is slightly elongated in shape owing to Earth's ti dal
on it, with its long axis perpetually pointing to.vard Earth.
[The elongation is highly exaggerated in this diagram.) it is often useful
to think of the Earth and the Moon as a single system.

�
�

pull
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D I S C O V E RY 8 - 1
Lu nar Exploration
The Space Age began in earnest on October 4, 1957, with the
launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik 1. Thirteen months later,
on January 4, 1959, the Soviet Luna 1, the first human-made
craft to escape Earth's gravity, passed the Moon. LU11a 2 crash
landed on the surface in September of that year, and LUria 3
returned the first pictures of the far side a month later. The
long-running Luna series established a clear Soviet lead in the
early «space race" and returned volumes of detailed informa
tion about the Moon's surface. Several of the LIma missions
landed and returned surnce material to Earth.
TIle U.S. lunar exploration program got off to a rocky start.
The fim six attempts in the Rat1ger series, between 1961 and

1964, failed to accomplish their objective of just hitting the
Moon. The last three were successful, however. Rat/ger 7 collided
with the lunar surface (as intended) on June 28, 1964. !live U.S.
LU11ar Orbiter spacecraft, launched in 1 966 and 1 967, were suc
cessfully placed in orbit around the Moon, and they relayed high
resolution images of much of the lunar surface back to Earth.
Between 1 966 and 1968, seven Surveyor missions soft-landed on
the Moon and perfomled detailed analyses of the surface.
Many of these unmanned U.S. missions were performed in
support of the manned Apollo program. On May 25, 1 96 1 , at a
time when the U.S. space program was in great disarray, Presi
dent John P. Kennedy declared that the United States would

«send a man to the Moon and return hinl safely to Earth" before
the end of the decade, and the Apollo program was born. On July
20, 1 969, less th31l 1 2 years after Sputnik and only 8 years after
the statement of the program's goal, Apollo 1 1 commander Neil
Armstrong became the first human to set foot on the Moon, in
Mare Tranquilitatis (the Sea of Tranquility). Three-and-a-half
years later, on December 14, 1 972, sc.ientist-astronaut Harrison
Schmitt, of Apollo 17, was the last.
The astronauts who traveled in pairs to the lunar surface in
each lunar lander (shown in the first photograph) performed
numerous geological and other scientific studies on the surface.
The later landers brought with them a �Iuoar rover"-a small

The fact that the Moon is in a synchronous orbit arolmd
Earth is no accident. It is an inevitable consequence of the
gravitational interaction between those two bodies. Just as the
Moon raises tides on Euth, Earth also produces a tidal bulge
in the Moon. Indeed, because Earth is so much more massive,
the tidal force on the Moon is about 20 times greater than that
on Earth, and the Moon's tidal bulge is correspondingly larger.
In Chapter 7, we saw how lunar tidal forces are causing
Earth's spin to slow and how, as a result, Earth will eventually
rotate on its axis at the same rate as the Moon revolves around
Earth. co (Sec. 7.6 ) Earth's rotation will not become synchro
nous with the Earth-Moon orbital period for hundreds of
billions of years. In the case of the Moon, however, the process

golf cart-sized vehicle that greatly exp3l1ded the area the
astronauts could cover. Probably the most iruportant single as
pect of the Apollo program was the collection of S3111ples of
surface rock from various locations on the Moon. In all, some
382 kg of material was returned to Earth. Chemical analysis and
radioactive dating of these S3111ples revolutionized our under
standing of the Moon's surface history. No 31110unt of Earth
based observations could have acl1ieved the same results.
Each Apollo lander left behind a nuclear-powered package
of scientific instnmlents called the Apollo Llmar Surface Experi
ments Package (ALSEp, second photograph) to monitor the solar
wind, measure heat flow in the Moon's interior, and, perhaps
most important, record lunar seismic activity. With several
ALSEPs on the surface, scientists could detemtine the location of
"moonquakes" by tri3l1gulation and map the Moon's inner

has already gone to completion. The Moon's much larger tidal
deformation caused it to evolve into a synchronous orbit long
ago, and the Moon is said to have become tidally locked to
Earth. Most of the moons in the solar system are similarly
locked by the tidal fields of their parent planets.
Actually, the size of the lunar bulge is too great to be pro
duced by Earth's present-day tidal influence. The explanation
seems to be that, long ago, the distance from Earth to the
Moon may have been as little as two-thirds of its current value,
or about 250,000 km. Earth's tidal force on the Moon would
then have been more than three times greater than it is today
and could have accounted for the Moon's elongated shape. The
resulting distortion could have «set" when the Moon solidified,

SECTION 8.4

structure, obtaining infomlation critical to our understanding
of the Moon's evolution.
By any standards, the Apollo program was a spectacular
success. It represents a towering achievement of the hwnan race.
The project's goals were met on schedule and within budget, and
our knowledge of the Moon, Earth, and the solar system increased
enormously. But the "Age of Apollo" was short li�. Public interest
quickly waned. Over half a billion people breathlessly watched on
television as Neil Armstrong set foot on the Moon, yet barely
3 years later, when the program was abruptly canceled for largely
political (rather than scientific, technological, or economic) rea
sons, the landings had become so routine that they no longer ex
cited the interest of the American public. Unmanned space science
moved away from the Moon and toward the other planets, and the
manned space program foundered. Perhaps one of the most amaz
ing_nd saddest- aspects of the Apollo program is that only
now, some three decades later, is the u.s. (and perhaps also China)
gearing up for new crewed missions to the Moon in the coming
decade, reinventing lost expertise to do so.
In 1 994, the small U.S. military satellite Ciementinewas placed
in lunar orbit, to perform a detailed survey of the lunar surface. In
1998, NASA returned to the Moon for the first time in a quarter
cellturywith the launch of Lunar Prospector, another small satellite
on a I -year mission to study the Moon's structure and origins.
Both missions were successful and amply demonstrated the wealth
of information that can be obtained by low-budget spacecraft. In
2009, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft was inserted into
a polar orbit just 50 knl above the Moon's surmce. LRO's I -year
mission was to collect detailed information on the IWlaI surface,
with particular emphasis on the polar regions, where water has
been detected in permanently shadowed craters (see Section 8.5).
The data returned by the mission will be critical in planning future
human missions to the Moon.
Plans exist to establish permanent human colonies on the
Moon, both for conunercial ventures, such as mining, and for
scientific research. The confirmation of water on tile IWlar sur
face may alleviate at least one major logistical problem associ
ated witll such an undertaking. In 2006 NASA announced a new

Rotation Rates
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program to reestablish its lunar exploration program, now in
concert with a possible manned mission to Mars. This program
may also include the construction of large optical, radio, illld
other telescopes on the lunar surface. Such inslrlmlents could be
built larger than Earth-based devices and wouid benefit from
perfect seeing and no light pollution.
Many astronomers are skeptical, arguing iliat the enormous
cost of such facilities would outweigh the benefits iliey might
offer compared to Earth-based and orbiting observatories. Oth
ers argue that the boost to space science from such a high-profile
undertaking would easily justify the cost and that the existence
of a suite of pemlanent, multiwavelength lunar observatories
would be of enormous benefit to ilie field. At present, it remains
to be seen wheilier ilie political will and economic resources
exist to make this dream a reality.

thus surviving to the present day, and at the same time aceeler

the Moon: The tidal bulge raised in Mercury by the Sun had

ating the synchronization of the Moon's orbit.

modified tlle planet's rotation rate until tlle bulge always
pointed directly at the Sun. Although the surface features

Measurement of Mercury's Spin

could not be seen clearly, the combination of Schiaparelli's ob
servations and a plausible physical explanation was enough to

I n principle, the ability t o discern surface features o n Mercury

convince most astronomers, and the belief that Mercury ro

should allow us to measure its rotation rate simply by watch

tates synchronously with its revolution about the Sun (i.e.,

ing the motion of a particular region around the planet. In the
mid-19th century, an Italian astronomer named Giovanni
Schiaparelli did just that. He concluded that Mercury always
keeps one side lilCing the Sun, much as our Moon perpetually

once every 88 Earth days) persisted for almost half a century.

(see

In 1965, astronomers making observations of Mercury
from the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico

Figure

5.2 1) discovered that this long-held view was in error. They used

presents only one face to Earth. The explanation suggested for

the Arecibo instrument as a giant radar gun, sending out pulses

tlus supposed synchronous rotation was the same as that for

of radio waves toward the planet and waiting for the echoes to
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 8 - 1
parent body's

W hy A i r Sticks A round

radius quadruples, then the escape speed is halved.

In other words, you need l1igh speed to escape the gravitational

Why do some planets and moons have atmospheres, while oth

attraction of a very massive or very small body, but you can es

ers do not, and what determines the composition of the atmo

cape from a less massive or larger body at lower speeds.

sphere if one exists? Why does a layer of air, made up mostly of
nitrogen and oxygen, lie just above Earth's surface? After

all,

experience shows that most gas naturally expands to fill all the
volume available. Perfume in a room, fumes from a poorly run

To determine whetl1er a planet will retain an atmosphere, we
must compare the planet's escape speed with the

molecular speed,

which is tl1e average speed of the gas partides making up tl1e

ning engine, and steam from a teakettle all disperse rapidly until

planet's atmosphere. This speed actually depends not only on the

we can hardly sense them. Why doesn't our planet's atmosphere

molecnles-the hotter the gas or the smaller the molecular mass,

similarly disperse by floating away into space?

the higher is the average speed of the molecules:

The answer is that

gravity holds

it down. Earth's gravita

tional field exerts a pull on all the atoms and molecules in our at
mosphere, preventing them

temperature of the gas, but also on the mass of the individual

average molecular speed (in km/s)

from escaping. However, gravity is

not the only influence acting, for if it were, all of Earth's air would

=

0. 1 57

have fullen to the surfuce long ago. Heaf-the rapid random

gas temperature
molecular mass (hydrogen atom masses)

motion of the molecules in a gas--competes with gravity to keep

Thus, increasing the absolute temperature of a sample of gas by a

the atmosphere buoyant. Let's explore this competition between

fuctor of four-for example, from 100 K to 400 K-doubles the

gravity and heat in a little more detail.

All gas molecules are in constant random motion. The tem

perature of any gas is a direct measure of this motion: The hotter
the gas, the fuster the molecules are moving. 00

(More Precisely
3- 1) The Sun continuously supplies heat to our planet's atmo

sphere, and the resulting rapid movement of heated molecules
produces pressure, which tends to oppose the force of gravity, pre

average speed of its constituent molecules, and, at a given tem
perature, molecules of hydrogen (H1: molecular mass

=

2) in air

move, on average, four times fuster than molecules of oxygen
(01: molecular mass = 32), wltidl are 1 6 times heavier.

EXAMPLE 1

For nitrogen (N1: molecular mass

gen (01: molecular mass

=

=

28) and oxy

32) in Eartl1's atmosphere, where

venting our atmosphere from collapsing under its own weight.

the temperature near the surface is nearly 300 K, the preceding

body's esmpe speed-the speed needed for any object to escape for

formula yields the following average molecular speeds:

An important measure of the strength of a body's gravity is the

ever from its surface. 00 (Sec. 2.8) This speed increases with in

creased mass or decreased radius of the parent body (often a moon

or a planet).

0. 157 km/s X

oxygen:

0.157 kmls X

In convenient (Earth) units, it can be expressed as

escape speed (in km/s)
=

1 1.

'1[300
28"

=

0.51 km/s;

- =

0.48 km/s.

JWoo
32

These speeds are far smaller than the 1 1 .2 km/s needed for a

Thus, Earth's escape speed is 1 1 .2

v'iil

molecule to escape into space. As a result, Eartl1 is able to retain
=

1 1 .2 km/s. If the mass

of the parent body is quadrupled, the escape speed doubles. If the

return. (See Figure 2 . 1 8 for a similar measurement of the planet
c::c

nitrogen:

its nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere. On the whole, our planet's
gravity simply has more inf/llence than the I,eat ofour atmosphere.

sources of radiation moving at slightly different velocities,

(Sec. 2.6) The returning pulses were much weaker

one toward us and one away.) The effect is very similar to

than the original outgoing beam, but the huge size of the

tile rotational line broadening discussed in Chapter 4, except

Venus.)

Arecibo dish allowed the researchers to detect tile reflected sig

that in this case the radiation is not emitted by the planet,

nal and then analyze it to determine Mercury's rotation rate.

but only reflected from its surface. <= ( Sec. 4.5) Thus, even

To illustrate the basic method, Figure 8. 1 1 shows a radar

if the original beam consists of radiation of a single fre

pluse reflecting from the surface of a hypothetical planet.

quency, the reflected signal contains a spread of frequencies

The reflected signal as a whole may be redshifted or

on eitller side of the original. By measuring that spread we

blueshifted by the Doppler effect, depending on the overall

can determine the planet's rotational speed.

if the planet

radial velocity of the planet relative to Earth.
But in addition,

c::c

(Sec. 3.5)

In tllis way, the Arecibo researchers found that the rota 

is rotating, the radiation re

tion period of Mercury is not 88 days, as had previously been

flected from the side moving toward us returns at a slightly

tIlought, but 59 days, exactly two-tllirds of tile planet's orbital

higher frequency than the radiation reflected from the re

period. Because tllere are exactly three rotations for every

ceding side. (Think of the two hemispheres as being separate

two revolutions, we say that there is a 3:2

spin-orbit resonance

SECT I O N 8.4

In reality, the situation is a little more complicated than a
simple comparison of speeds. Atmospheric molecules can gain
or lose speed by bumping into one another or by colliding with
objects near the ground. Thus, although we can characterize a
gas by its average molecular speed, the molecules do not all
move at the same speed, as illustrated in the accompanying fig
ure. A tiny fraction of the molecules ill any gas have speeds
much greater than average--one molecule in two rnilIion has a
speed more than three times the average, and one in 1016 exceeds
the average by more than a fuctor of five. TIlis means that at any
instant, some molecules are moving fust enough to escape, even
when the average molecular speed is much less than the escape
speed. The result is that all planetary atmospheres slowly 1"'1k
away into space.
Don't be alarmed-the leakage is usually very gradual! As
a rule of thumb, if the escape speed from a planet exceeds the
average speed of a given type of molecule by a factor of six or

V Int...... ctiv..
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in Mercury's motion. In this context, the term resonance just
means that

h'lO

characteristic times--here, Mercury's day
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more, then molecules of that type will not have escaped from
the planet's atmosphere in significant quantities in the 4.6
billion years since the solar system formed. Conversely, if the
eSC<1pe speed is less than six times the average speed of
molecules of a given type, then most of them will have es
caped by now, and we should not expect to fmd them in the
atmosphere.
For air on Earth, the mean molecular speeds of oxygen and
nitrogen that we just computed are comfortably below one
sixth of the escape speed. However, if the Moon originally had
an Earth-like atmosphere, that lunar atmosphere would have
been heated by the Sun to much the same temperature as
Earth's air today, so the average molecular speed would have
been about 0.5 krnls. Because the Moon's escape speed is only
1 1 .2 VO.O 1210.27 = 2.4 km/s-less than six times the average
molecular speed-any original lunar atmosphere long ago dis
persed into interplanetary space. Mercury's escape speed is
1 1 .2 VO.05510.38 = 4.2 kmls However, its peak surfuce temper
ature is around 700 K, corresponding to an average molecular
speed for nitrogen or oxygen of about 0.8 kmls, more than one
sixth of the escape speed, so there has been ample time for those
gases to escape.

EXAMPLE 2 We can use the foregoing arguments to under
stand some aspects of atmospheric composition. Hydrogen
molecules (H2: molecular mass = 2) move, on average, at
about 1 .9 kmls in Earth's atmosphere at sea level, so they have
had time to escape since our planet formed (6 X 1 .9 km/s =
1 1 .4 kmls, which is greater than Earth's 1 1 .2-km/s escape
speed). Consequently, we fmd very little hydrogen in Earth's
atmosphere today. However, on the planet jupiter, with a
lower temperature (about 100 K) , the speed of hydrogen mol
ectues is correspondingly slower-about 1 . 1 kmls. At the
same time, Jupiter's escape speed is 60 km/s, over five tinles
higher than Earth's. For those reasons, jupiter has retained its
hydrogen-in fuct, hydrogen is the dominant ingredient of
jupiter's atmosphere.

Ex planation of Mercury's Rotation

and year-are related to each other in a simple way. An even

Mercury's 3:2 spin-orbit resonance did not occur by chance.

simpler example of a spin-{)rbit resonance is the Moon's

What mechanism establishes and maintains it? In the case of

orbit around Earth. In that case, the rotation is synchronous

the Moon orbiting Earth, the 1 : 1 resonance is the result of

with the revolution, and the resonance is said to be 1: 1 .
Figure 8.12 illustrates some implications of Mercury's
curious rotation for a hypothetical inhabitant of the planet.
Mercury's solar day-the time from noon to noon, say-is

tidal forces. In essence, the lUIlar rotation period, which
probably started off much shorter than its present value, has

lengthened so that the tidal bulge created by Earth is fixed

relative to the body of the Moon. Tidal forces (this time due

2 Mercury years long! The Sun stays "up" in the black Mer
cury sky for almost 3 Earth months at a time, after \vhich
follow nearly 3 Earth months of darkness. At any given point

to the Sun) are also responsible for Mercury's 3:2 resonance,

in its orbit, Mercury presents the same face to the StU], not

orbit around the Sun is quite eccentric. By Kepler's second

every time it revolves, but every other time.

but in a much more subtle way.
Mercury cannot settle into a 1 : 1 resonance because its
law, Mercury's orbital speed is greatest at perihelion ( dosest
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• F IGURE 8.11 Planetary Radar

approach to the Sun) and least at aphelion (greatest distance
from the Sun) . 0:> (More Precisely 2- 1) A moment's thought
shows that, because of these variations in the planet's orbital
speed, there is no way iliat the planet (rotating at a constant
rate) can remain in a synchronous orbit. If its rotation were
synchronous near perihelion, it would be too rapid at aphe
lion, and synchronism at aphelion would produce too slow a
rotation at perihelion.
Tidal forces always act so as to synchronize the rotation
rate with the instantaneous orbital speed, but sudl synchro
nization cannot be maintained over Mercury's entire orbit.

What happens? The answer is found when we realize that tidal
effects diminish very rapidly with increasing distance. The
tidal forces acting on Mercury at perihelion are much greater
than those at aphelion, so perihelion "won" the struggle to de
termine the rotation rate. In the 3:2 resonance, Mercury's or
bital and rotational motion are almost e.xactly synchronous at
perihelion, so tllat particular rotation rate was naturally
"picked out" by the Sun's tidal influence on tile planet. Notice
that even though Mercury rotates through only 1 80" between
one perihelion and the next (see Figure 8. 1 2), the appearance
of tile tidal bulge is the same each time around.
Resonances such as these occur quite frequently in the
solar system. Many additional examples can be found in the
motion of the planets, their moons and rings, as well as in
orbits of many asteroids and Kuiper belt objects. The rota
tion of Mercury is one of the simplest nonsynchronous res
onances known. Many resonances are much more complex.
These intricate interactions are responsible for much of the
fine detail observed in the motion of our planetary system.
The Sun's tidal influence also causes Mercury's rotation
axis to be exactly perpendicular to its orbital plane. As a re
sult, and because of Mercury's eccentric orbit and the
spin-orbit resonance, some points on the surface get much
hotter than others. In particular, the two (diametrically
opposite) points on the equator where ilie Sun is directly
overhead at perihelion get hottest of all. They are called the
hot longitudes. The peak temperature of 700 K mentioned
earlier occurs at noon at those two locations. At the wann
longitudes, where the Sun is directly overhead at aphelion,
the peak temperature is about 1 50 K cooler-a mere 550 K.
By contrast, the Sun is always on the horizon as seen
from the planet's poles, so temperatures there never reach

Year 3

Day206 e

eDay 191
•

Sun

e

Day
176

Noon

A Interactive F IGURE 8.12 Mercury's Rotation

Mercury's orbital and rotati onal motions combine
to produce a day th at is 2 Mercury years long. The red arrow represents an observer stan di ng on the
surface of the planet. At d� 0 (center right in Year 1 drawing), it i s noon for our observer an the Sun
i s di rectly overhead. By the time Mercury has completed one full orb i t around the Sun and moved
from day 0 to day 88, it has rotated on its axis exactly 15 times, so that it is now midnight at the observer's
location. After another complete orbit, it is noon once again on day 176 (center right in Year 3 drawing). The
eccentricity of Mercury;; orbit is not shown in this simplified diagram.
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SECTION 8.S
the sizzling levels of the equatorial regions. Earth-based
radar studies carried out during the 1 990s suggest that
Mercury's polar temperatures may be as low as 125 K and
that, despite the planet's scorched equator, the poles may be
covered with extensive sheets of water ice. (See Section 8.5
for similar findings regarding the Moon. )

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V' HCNII has gravity influenced the rotation rates of the Moon
and Mercury?

8.5

Lunar Crate ring and Surface
Com pos ition

On Earth, the combined actions o f wind and water erode
our planet's surface and reshape its appearance almost daily.
Coupled with the never-ending motion of Earth's surface
plates, the result is that most of the ancient history of our
planet's surface is lost to us. The Moon, in contrast, has no
air, no water, no plate tectonics, and no ongoing volcanic or
seismic activity. Consequently, features dating back almost
to its formation are still visible today.

Meteoritic I m pacts
TIle primary agent of change on the lunar surface is interplan
etary debris, in the form of meteoroids. This material, much of
it rocky or metallic in composition, is strewn throughout the
solar system, orbiting the Sun in interplanetary space, perhaps
for billions of years, until it happens to collide with some
planet or moon. co (Sec. 6.5) On Earth, most meteoroids
burn up in the atmosphere, producing the streaks of light
known as meteors, or "shooting stars.» But tlle Moon, without
an atmosphere, has no protection against this onslaught. Large
and smaJI meteoroids zoom in and collide witll the surface,

sometinles producing huge craters. Over billions of years,
these collisions have scarred, cratered, and sculpted the lunar
landscape. Craters are still being formed today--even as you
read this--all across the surface of the Moon.
Meteoroids generally strike the Moon at speeds of sev
eral kilometers per second. At these speeds, even a small
piece of matter carries an enormous amount of energy. For
example, a I-kg object hitting the Moon's surface at 10 km/s
releases as much energy as the detonation of 10 kg of TNT!
As illustrated in Figure 8 . 1 3, the impact of a meteoroid with

> Interact.ive F I GU R E 8.13 Meteoroid Impact

Several

in the formation of a crater by meteoritic impact (alA
meteoroid strikes the surface, releasing a large amount of
....J energy. (b, c) The resulting explosion ejects material from the
im pact site and sends shock WiJ)/es through the underlying
surface. (d) Ev entual ly, a characteristic c rater surrounded by a
blanket of ejected material results. Planets and moons are not
isolated in space; rather they are often hit by debr is in their larger

Qi

stages

Q
e

environments.
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the surface causes sudden and tremendous pressures to
build up, heating the normally brittle rock and deforming
the ground like heated plastic. The ensuing explosion pushes
previously flat layers of rock up and out. forming a crater.
The diameter of the eventual crater is typically 10 times
that of the incoming meteoroid; the depth of the crater is
about twice the meteoroid's diameter. Thus, our 1 -kg mete
oroid, measuring perhaps 10 em across, would produce a
crater about 1 m in diameter and 20 em deep. Shock waves
from the impact pulverize the lunar surface to a depth many
times that of the crater itself. Numerous rock samples brought
back by the Apollo astronauts show patterns of repeated shat
tering and melting---direct evidence of the violent shock
waves and high temperatures produced in meteoritic impacts.
The material thrown out by the explosion surrounds the
crater in a layer c.1lled an ejecta blanket. The ejected debris
ranges in size from fine dust to large boulders. Figure 8.14(a)
shows the result of one particularly large meteoritic impact

on the Moon. As shown in Figure 8.14(b), the larger pieces of
ejecta may themselves form secondary craters.
In addition to the bombardment by meteoroids with
masses of a gram or more, a steady "rain" of micrometeoroids
(debris with masses ranging from a few micrograms up to
about 1 gram) also eats away at the structure of the lunar sur
face. Some examples can be seen in Figure 8. 1 5, a photomicro
graph (a photograph taken through a microscope) of some
glassy"beads" brought back to Earth by Apollo astronauts. The
beads themselves were formed during the e�:plosion following
the impact of a meteoroid, when surface rock was melted,
ejected, and rapidly cooled. Note how several of the beads also
display fresh miniature craters caused by micrometeoroids
that struck the beads after they had cooled and solidified.
In fact, the rate of cratering decreases rapidly with the
size of the crater-fresh large craters are scarce, but small
craters are common. The reason for this is simple: There just
aren't very many large chunks of debris in interplanetary

• F IGU RE 8.14 Large Lunar Craters (a) A large lunar crater, called the Orientale Basin. The m eteorite
that produced this crater thrust up much surrounding matter, which can be seen as concentr c rings of cliffs
called the Cordillera Mountains. The outermost ring is nearly 1000 km in diameter. Notice the smaller,
sharper, younger craters that have impacted this andent basin in more recent times. (b) Two smaller craters
called Reinhold and Eddi ngton sit amid the secondary cratering resulti ng from the impact that created the
9G-ian-wide Copern icus crater (near the horizon) about a billion years ago. The ejecta blanket from crater
Reinhold, 40 km across and i n the foreground, can be seen clearly. The view was obtained by looki ng
northeast from the lu a r module during the Apollo 12 m issi . (NASA)
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.. F IGURE 8.15 Microcrat..rs Craters of all sizes litter the lunar
landscape. Some sh""" n here, embedded in glassy beads retrieved �
Apollo astronauts, measure only 0.01 mm aeross. (The scale at the top
is in millimeters.) The beadsthemselves were formed during the
explosion following a meteoroid impact, when surface rock was
melted, ejected, and rapidly cooled. (NASA)
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the maria solidified afterward. The rate of cratering has re
mained relatively low ever since.
The great basins that comprise the maria are thought
to have been created during the final stages of the heavy
bombardment, between about 4. 1 and 3.9 billion years ago.
Subsequent volcanic activity filled the craters with lava,
ultimately creating the formations we see today as the lava
turned into solid rock. In a sense, then, the maria are oceans-
ancient seas of molten lava, now solidified.
Not all these gre.lt craters became flooded with lava,
however. One of the youngest craters is the Orientale Basin
(Figure 8. 14a), which formed about 3.9 billion years ago.
This crater did not undergo much subsequent volcanism,
and we can recognize its structure as an impact crater rather
than as another mare. Similar "unflooded" basins are seen
on the lunar far side (Figure 8.6).
Apart from meteorites found on Earth, the Moon is the
only solar system object for which we have accurate age
measurements, from radioactive dating of samples returned
to Earth. However, studies of lunar cratering provide as
tronomers with an important alternative means of estimat
ing ages in the solar system. By counting craters on a planet,
moon, or asteroid and using the Moon to calibrate the num
bers, an approximate age for the surface can be obtained. In
fact, this is how most of the ages presented in the next few
chapters are determined. Note that, as with radioactive dat
ing, the technique measures only the time since the surface
in question last solidified-all cratering is erased and the
clock is reset if the rock melts. ex> (More Precisely 7-2)

Lu nar Dust
space, so their collisions with the Moon are rare. At present
average rates, one new 10-km (diameter) IWlar crater is
formed roughly every 10 million years, a new meter-sized
crater is created about once a month, and centimeter-sized
craters are formed every few minutes.

Cratering H istory of the Moon

Astronomers can use the known ages (from radioactive dat
ing) of Moon rocks to estimate the rate of ccatering in the
past. One very important result of this work is the discovery
that the Moon was subjected to an extended period of in
tense meteoritic bombardment roughly 4 billion years ago.
Indeed, this is a key piece of evidence supporting the con
densation theory of solar system formation. ex> (Sec. 6.7)
As we have seen, the heavily cratered highlands are older
than the less-cratered maria, but the difference in cratering
is not simply a matter of exposure time. Astronomers now
think that the Moon, and presumably the entire inner solar
system, experienced a sudden drop in meteoritic bombard
ment about 3.9 billion years ago. The highlands solidified
and received most of their craters before that time, whereas

Meteoroid collisions with the Moon are the main cause of
the layer of pulverized ejecta--clso called lunar dust. or
regolith (meaning "fine rocky layer�)-that covers the lunar
landscape to an average depth of about 20 m. This micro
scopic dust has a typical particle size of about 0.01 mm. In
consistency, it is rather like talcum powder or ready-mix dry
mortar. Figure 8. 1 6 shows an Apollo astronaut's boot prints
in the regolith, which is thinnest on the maria ( 1 0 m) and
thickest on the highlands (over 1 00 m deep in places).
The constant barrage from space results in a slow, but
steady, erosion of the lunar surface. The soft edges of the
craters visible in the foreground of Figure 8. 1 7 are the result
of this process. In the absence of erosion, those features
would still be as jagged and a ngular today as they were just
after they formed. Instead, the steady buildup of dust due to
innumerable impacts has smoothed their outlines and will
probably erase them completely in about 1 00 million years.
From the known dependence of the cratering rate on
the size of a crater, planetary scientists can calculate how
many small craters they would expect to find, given the
numbers of large craters actually observed. When they make
this calculation, they find a shortage of craters less than
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... F I G UR E 8.17 Lunar Surface The lunar surface is not entirely
'" F IGURE 8.16 Regolith The lunar soil, or regolith, is a layer of

powdery dust ro<ering the lunar surface to a depth of roughly 20 m.
Note the bootprints in the foreground of theApollo astronaut, seen
here adjusting some instruments for testing the composition of soil
near Mount Hadley. The astronaut's weight has compacted the regolith
to a depth of a few centimeters. Even so, these boot prints will
probably survive for more than a million years. (NASA)

changeless. Despite the complete lack of wind and water on the airless
Moon, the surface has still eroded a little und er the constant "rain" of
meteoroids, espedally micrometeoroids. Note the soft edges of the
craters visible in the foreground of this image. In the absence of
erosion, these features would be as Jagged and angular today as they
were when they formed. (The twin tracks were made by the Apollo
lunar rover.) (NASA)

found in Apollo samples. Lunar rocks are barren of life and
apparently always have been. NASA was so confident of

about 20 m deep. These "missing" craters have been filled in
by erosion over the lifetime of the Moon. This gives us a very
rough estimate of the average erosion rate: about 5 m per
billion years, or roughly 1/10,000 the rate on Earth.

this fact that the astronauts were not even quarantined on
their return from the last few Apollo landings. Further

The current lunar erosion rate is very low because
meteoritic bombardment on the Moon is a much less effective

more, all the lunar samples returned by the U.S. and Soviet
Moon programs were bone dry-tlley didn't even contain

erosive agent than are wind and water on Earth. For compari
son, the Barringer Meteor Crater (Figure 8.18) in the Arizona
desert, one of the largest meteoroid craters on Earth, is only

minerals having water molecules locked within their crys
tal structure. Terrestrial rocks, by contrast, are almost
always 1 or 2 percent water. The main reasons for tllis lack

25,000 years old, but has already undergone noticeable ero
sion. It will probably disappear completely in just a few million

of water are the Moon's lack of an atmosphere and tile high
(up to 400 K) daytime tempe catures found over most of

years, quite a short time geologically. If a crater that size had
formed on the Moon even 4 billion years ago, it would still be

the lunar surface.
Some regions of the Moon are thought to contain water,

plainly visible today. Even the shallow boot prints shown in
Figure 8.16 are likely to remain intact for several million years.

however-in the form of ice. As early as ilie 1 960s, some sci
entists had considered the theoretical possibility iliat ice
might be found near the lunar poles. Since ilie Sun never

lunar I ce?

rises more than a few degrees above the horizon, as seen
from the Moon's polar regions, temperatures on the perma

In contrast to Earth's soil, the lunar regolith contains no
organic matter like that produced by biological organisms.

nently shaded floors of craters near the poles never exceed
about 100 K. Consequently, those scientists theorized, any

No life whatsoever exists on the Moon. Nor were any fossils

water ice there could have remained permanently frozen
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The Barringer Meteor

Crater, near Winsl""" Arizona, is 1.2

since the veryearly days of the solar system, never melting or
vaporizing and hence never escaping into space.
In 1996, mission controllers of the
(an experimental U.S.

Clementine mission

km in diameter and
0.2 km deep. (Note the access road at right for scale.)
Geologis15 think that a large meteoroid w hacked Earth and
formed this crater about 25,000 years ago. The meteoroid
was probab ly about 50 m across and likely weighed around
200,000 tons. The inset shows a closeup of one of the
Interior walls of the crater. (U.S. Geological Survey)

Defense Department spacecraft)

LRO

reported that radar echoes captured from an old, deep crater

Earth via

near the IlUlar south pole suggested deposits of low-density

later. Detectors on

material, probably water ice, at a depth of a few meters.

anticipated plume of material from the impact, disappoint

1998, NASA's Lllrlar Prospector mission confirmed

ing thousands of amateur (and professional) astronomers

In

Clementi/Ie's

findings, reporting large amounts of ice

possibly totaling trillions of tons-at both lunar poles. At

first, it appeared that the ice was mainly in the form of tiny

before it too impacted the Moon minutes

HST and

on Earth failed to detect the

eagerly awaiting the spectacle.
However, a few weeks later NASA scientists annowlced
that detailed analysis of the

LCROSS

data had indeed

crystals mixed with the hUlar regolith, spread over many

confirmed the presence of water molecules in the ejecta. The

tens of thousands of square kilometers of deeply shadowed

amount of water was not great--only about 1 part in

crater floors. However, later analysis of the data suggested

100,000, less than in the desert sand on Ea.rth-but it was

that much of the ice might instead be in the form of smaller,

more than enough to corroborate the earlier reports.

but more concentrated "lakes� of nearly pure material lying
just below the surface.

Where did this ice come from? Most likely, it was

IS

brought to the lunar surface by meteoroids and comets. (We

Given the potential importance of this finding, in an at
tempt to gain more information about possible lunar ice

will see in Chapter

that this is the likely origin of Earth's

water, too.) Any ice that survived the impact would have

NASA scientists decided to end the Lunar Prospector mission

been scattered across the surface. Over most of the Moon,

in a spect<1 cular way. As the spacecraft neared the end of its

that ice would have rapidly vaporized and escaped, but in

operational lifetime, it was directed to crash into one of the

the deep basins near the poles, it survived and built up over

deep craters in which the ice was suspected to hide. The

time. Whatever its origin, the polar ice may be a crucial

hope was that telescopes on Earth might detect spectro

component of any serious attempt at hwnan colonization of

scopic signatures of water vapor released by the impact. No

the Moon: The anticipated cost of transporting a kilogram

water vapor was seen, although mission planners knew that,

of water from Earth to the Moon is between $2,000 and

due to the many uncertainties involved, the probability of

$20,000, prompting one lunar scientist to describe the lunar

success was low.

ice deposits as "possibly the most valuable piece of real estate

In late 2009, NASA tried again, on an even larger scale,

Lllt/ar CRater Observation arid Se/lsing Satellite
( LCROSS) mission, launched along with the Llmar Recon
naissance Orbiter mission (LRo, see Discovery B-1). The

in the solar system."

with the

Lu nar Volca n i sm

Centam rocket that boosted both missions into lunar orbit

Only a few decades ago, debate raged in scientific circles

was crashed into another deeply shadowed crater near the

about the origin of lunar craters, with most scientists of

IlUlar south pole, willie

LCROSS watched from a

few thou

the opinion that the craters were the result of volcanic

sand kilometers away, radioing its spectroscopic data back to

activity. We now know that almost all lunar craters are
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over 3 billion years ago, and the Moon has been dormant
ever since.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
fI' How has meteoritic bombardment affected the surface of
the Moon?

8.6

The S u rface of M e rc u ry

Like craters on the Moon, almost all craters on Mercury are
the result of meteoritic bombardment. However, Mercury's
craters are less densely packed than their lunar counter
parts, and extensive intercrater plains cover some 40 percent
of the planet's surface. The crater walls are generally not
as high as those on the Moon, and the ejected material
appears to have landed closer to the impact site exactly as
we would expect on the basis of Mercury's stronger surface
gravity.
Following Mariner 1 O's visit, the leading explanation for
Mercury's relative lack of craters was that the older craters
were filled in by volcanic activity, in much the same way as

• FIGURE 8.1 9 Crater Chain

This "chain" of well-ordered craters

was photographed by an Apo"o 14 astronaut. The largest crater, called

Davy, is located on the western edge of Mare Nublum. The entire field
of view measures about 100 km across.

(NASA)

actually meteoritic in origin. However, a few apparently are
not. Figure 8 . 1 9 shows an intriguing alignment of several
craters in a

crater-chairl pattern so straight that

it is highly

unlikely to have been produced by the random collision of
meteoroids with the surface. Instead, the chain probably
marks the location of a subsurface fault-a place where
cracking or shearing of tlle surface once allowed molten
matter to well up from below. As the lava cooled, it formed
a solid "dome" above each fissure. Subsequently, the under
lying lava receded and the centers of the domes collapsed,
forming the craters we see today. Similar features have been
observed on Venus by the orbiting

Magellan

probe (see

Chapter 9).
Many other examples of lunar volcanism are known,
botll in telescopic observations from Earth and in tlle close
up photographs taken during the
8.20 shows a volcanic

rille,

Apollo

missions. Figure

a ditch where molten lava once

flowed. There is good evidence for surface volcanism early
in the Moon's history, and volcanism explains the presence
of the lava that formed the maria. However, whatever vol

• F I G URE 8.20 Lunar Volcanism A volcanic rille, photographed
from the Apollo 15 spacecraft orbiting the Moon, can be seen clearly
here (bottom and center) winding its wJ:j through one of the maria.

canic activity once existed on tbe Moon ended long ago.

Called Hadley Rille, this system of valleys runs along the base of the

The measured ages for rock samples returned from the

Apennine Mountains (lower right) at the edge of the Mare Imbrium (to

Moon are all greater than 3 billion years. (Recall from

the left� Autolycus, the large crater closest to the center, spans 40 km.

Precisely 7-2

More

that the radioactivity dock starts "ticking"

when the rock solidifies.) Apparently, the maria solidified

The shadow-sided, most promi nent peak at lower right Mount Hadley,
rises almost 5 km high.

(NASA)

SECTION 8.6
the Moon's maria filled in older craters as they formed.
More detailed observations by Messenger appear to confirm
that conclusion, and many geologists think that much of
Mercury's crust may have formed through repeated volcanic
eruptions. Still, the intercrater plains do not look much like
maria-they are much lighter in color and not as flat.
Although the details of how Mercury's landscape came to
look the way it does remain unexplained, the apparent ab
sence of rilles or other obvious features associated with very
large-scaIe lava flows, a.!ong with the light color of the lava
flooded regions, suggests that Mercury's volcanic past was
different from the Moon's.
Mercury has at least one type of surface feature not
found on the Moon. Figure 8.21 shows a scarp, or cliff, on
the surface that does not appear to be the result of volcanic
or any other familiar geological activity. The scarp cuts
across severa.! craters, which indicates that whatever pro
duced it occurred after most of the meteoritic bombard
ment was over. Mercury shows no evidence of crusta.! mo
tions like plate tectonics on Earth-no fallit lines, spreading
sites, or indications of plate collisions are seen. 00 (Sec. 7.4)
The S(;'1rpS, of which several are known from the Mariner
and Messenger images, probably formed when the planet's
interior cooled and shrank long ago, much as wrinkles form

... F IGURE 8.21 M"rcury's Surface Scarps. or ridges, on Mercury's
surface, as photographed by Messenger. This cliff seems to h""e
formed when the planet's crust cooled and shrank early in its history,
causing a crease in the surface. Running diagonally across the center of
the frame. the scarp is several hundred kilometers long and up to 3 km
high in places. (NASA)

The Surface of Mercury
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... FI G URE 8.22 Mercury's Basin Mercurys most prominent
geological feature-the Caloris Basin-measures about 1400 km across
and is ringed by concentric mountain range.s that reach more than
3 km high in places. This huge circular basin, shown here in orange in
this false-colored visible image from Messenger, is similar in size to
the Moons Mare Imbrium and spans more than half of Mercury's
radius. (NASA)

on the skin of an old, shrunken appIe. On the basis of the
amount of cratering observed in the surrounding terrain (as
discussed in the previous section), astronomers estimate
that the scarps probably formed about 4 billion years ago.
Figure 8.22 shows what may have been a result of the
last great geologica.! event in the history of Mercury: an im
mense bull's-eye crater called the Caloris Basin, formed
eons ago by the impact of a large asteroid. (The basin is so
(;'111ed because it lies in Mercury's "hot longitudes"--see
Section 8.3--close to the planet's equator; calor is the Latin
word for "heat:') Because of the orientation of the planet
during Mariner 1O's flybys, only half of the basin was visi
ble. The center of the crater is off the left-hand side of the
photograph. Compare this basin with the Orientale Basin
on the Moon (Figure 8.14a). The impact crater structures
are quite similar, but even here there is a mystery: The pat
terns visible on the Caloris floor a re unlike any seen on the
Moon. Their origin, like the composition of the floor itself,
is unknown.
So large was the impact that created the Caloris Basin
that it apparently sent strong seismic waves reverberating
throughout the entire planet. On the opposite side of
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Caloris
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·Weird"
terrain

... F IGURE 8.23 Weird Terrain The refocusing of seismic waves
after the Calons Basin impact may have created the weird terrain on
the opposite side of the planet.

Mercury from Caloris, there is a region of oddly rippled
and wavy surface features, often referred to as weird (or
jlJlrJbled) terrain. Scientists theorize that this terrain was
produced when seismic waves from the Caloris impact trav
eled around the planet and converged on the diametrically
opposite point, causing large-scale disruption of the surface
there, as illustrated in Figure 8.23.

There is no evidence for any large-scale lunar magnetic
field. Lunar Prospector detected some very weak surface
magnetic fields-less than a thousandth of E.1rth's field
apparently associated with some large impact basins, but
these are not thought to be related to conditions in the lunar
core. As we saw in Chapter 7, researchers think that planetary
magnetism requires a rapidly rotating liquid metal core, like
E<lrth's. 00 (Sec. 7.5) Thus, the absence of a lunar magnetic
field could be a consequence of the Moon's slow rotation, the
absence of a liquid core, or both.
Data from the gravity experiment aboard funar Prospec
tor, combined with measurements made by the probe's mag
netometers as the Moon passed through E.1rth'S magnetic
"tail" (see Figure 7. 18), imply that the Moon may have a
small iron core perhaps 300 km in radius. Near the center, the
temperature may be as low as 1500 K, too cool to melt rock.
However, seismic data collected by sensitive equipment left
on the surface by Apollo astronauts (see Discovery 8-1 ) sug
gest that the inner parts of the core may be at least partially
molten, implying a somewhat higher temperature. Our
knowledge of the Moon's deep interior is still quite limited.
Based on a combination of seismic data, gravitational
and magnetic measurements, and a good deal of mathe
matical modeling resting on assumptions about the
Moon's interior composition. Figure 8.24 presents a

CO N C EPT CHECK
V How do scarps on Mercury differ from geological

faults on Earth?

8.7

I nter i o rs

In Chapter 7 we saw how geologists combine
bulk measurements of Earth's density, gravity,
and magnetic field with seismic studies and
mathematical models to build up a detailed
model of the planet's interior. 00 (Sees. 7.1 , 7.3,
7.5) Planetary scientists attempt to do much the
same with the Moon and Mercury, but since less
detailed data are available, the conclusions are
correspondingly less precise.

Th e Moon
The Moon's average density, about 3300
kg/m3, is similar to the measured density of
lunar surface rock, virtually eliminating any
chance that the Moon has a large, massive, and
very dense nickel-iron core l ike that of Earth.
In fact, the low density implies that the entire
Moon is actually deficient in iron and other
heavy metals compared with their abundance
on our planet.

... FIGURE 8.24 Lunar Interior Cutaway diagram of the Moon. Unlike EartHs rocky
lithosphere, the Moo n s is very thick-nearly 1000 km. Be low the lithosphere is the
inner mantle, or lunar asthenosphere, a semisolid layer similar to the upper regions of
Earth's mantle. At the center lies the core which may be partly molten.
'

,
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schematic diagram of the Moon's interior structure.
The central core is surrounded by a roughly 400krn-thick inner mantle of semisolid rock having
properties similar to Earth's asthenosphere. = (Sec.
7.4 ) Above these regions lies an outer mantle of solid
rock, some 900-950 krn thick, topped by a 60- to
J50-krn crust (considerably thicker than that of
Earth). Together, tllese layers constitute the Moon's
litllOsphere. Outside the core, the mantle seems to be
of almost uniform density, although it is chemically
differentiated (i.e., its chemical properties change
from the deep interior to near the surface). The crust
material, which forms the !tUlar highlands, is lighter
than the mantle, which is similar in composition to
the lunar maria.
The crust on the lunar far side is thicker than that
on the side facing Earth. If we asswne that lava takes
... FIGURE 8.2S Te• •est.ial lnt".io.s The internal structures of Earth, the
the line of least resistance in getting to tlle surface, then
� Moon, and Mercury, drawn to the same scale. Note ha.v large a
we can readily understand why the far side of the
� fraction of Mercury's interior is the planet's core. Planetary interiors are
k€)l to the global subject of comparative planetology.
Moon has no large maria: Volcanic activity did not
occur on the far side simply because the crust was too
thick to allow it to occur there.
But why is the far-side crust thicker? The answer is
being generated dynamically, then Mercury's slow rotation
may at least accowlt for the field's weakness.
probably related to Earth's gravitational pull. Just as heavier
Before Messenger's arrival, scientists thought it most
material tends to sink to the center of Earth, the denser
lunar mantle tended to sink below the lighter crust in
likely that Mercury's magnetic field was a "fossil remnant"
Earth's gravitational field. The effect of this tendency was
dating back to tlle distant past when the planet'S core so
that the crust and the mantle became slightly off center
lidified. However, detailed observations by Messenger now
with respect to each otller. The mantle was pulled a little
suggest that the field is generated by dynamo action in the
closer to Earth, while the crust moved slightly away. Thus,
planet's core, as on Earth. = (Sec. 7.5) In fact, an early
surprise for tlle Messenger team was the degree to which
the crust became thinner on tlle near side and thicker on
the far side.
the planet's magnetosphere changed between the first two
flybys, in January and October 2008, suggesting that the
planet's magnetic field might be much more dynamic than
Mercury
had previously been thought. How such a relatively strong
Mercury's magnetic field, discovered by Mariner 10, is
field can be produced by a slowly rotating planet remains
about a hundredth tllat of Earth. Actually, tlle discovery
to be resolved.
that Mercury has any magnetic field at all came as a sur
Mercury's magnetic field and large average density to
prise to planetary scientists. Having detected no magnetic
gether imply that the planet is differentiated. Even without
field in the Moon (and, in fact, none in Venus or Mars, ei
the luxury of seismographs on the surface, we can infer that
ther), they had expected Mercury to have no measurable
most of its interior must be dominated by a large, heavy,
magnetism. Certainly, Mercury does not rotate rapidly, and
iron-rich core with a radius of perhaps 1800 km. Probably a
it may lack a liquid metal core, yet a magnetic field WIdeni
less-dense lunar like mantle lies above tl1is core, to a depth of
ably surrounds it. Although weak, the field is strong
about 500 to 600 krn. Thus, about 40 percent of the volume
enough to deflect the solar wind and create a small magne
of Mercury, or 60 percent of its mass, is contained in its iron
tosphere around the planet.
core. The ratio of core volume to total planet volume is
Scientists have no clear understanding of the origin of
greater for Mercury than for any other object in the solar
Mercury's magnetic field. If it is produced by ongoing
system. Figure 8.25 illustrates the relative sizes and internal
dynamo action, as in Earth, then Mercury's core must be
structures of Earth, the Moon, and Mercury.
at least partially molten, and radar observations from
Earth reported in 2007 appear to confirm tllis possibility.
PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
= (Sec. 7. 5) However, the absence of any recent surface
tI' Why would we not expect strong magnetic fields on the
geological activity suggests that the outer layers are solid
Moon or Mercury?
to a considerable depth, as on the Moon. If the field is
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The Origi n of the Moon

Over the years, many theories have been advanced t o ac
count for the origin of the Moon. However, both the simi
larities

and

the differences between the Moon and Earth

conspire to confound many promising attempts to explain
the Moon's existence.

been more a glancing blow than a direct impact. The matter

sister, o r cofonnation,

theory) suggests that

Computer simulations of such a catastropllic event
show that most of the bits and pieces of splattered Earth

that eventually coalesced into Earth gave rise to the Moon

could have coalesced into a stable orbit. Figure 8.26 shows

at about the same time. The two objects thus formed as a

some of the stages of one such calculation. If Earth had al

double-planet system, each revolving about a common cen

ready formed an iron core by the time the collision oc

ter of mass. Although once favored by many astronomers,

curred, tllen the Moon would indeed have ended up with a

this idea suffers from a major fl.1W: The Moon differs in both

composition similar to that of Earth's mantle. During the

density and composition from Earth, making it hard to

collision, any iron core in the colliding object itself would

understand how both could have originated from the same

have been left behind in Earth, eventually to become part of
Earth's core. Thus, both tlle Moon's overall sunilarity to that

captllre theory) maintains that the

Moon formed far from Earth and was later captured by it. In

urally explained.
Over tlle past two decades, planetary scientists have

need not be similar, for the Moon presumably materialized

come to realize that collisions like this probably played im

extraordinarily difficult event; it might even be an impossi

�

;:;
'"

!!

portant roles in the formation of all the terrestrial planets
(see Chapter 15). Because of the randomness inherent in
such events, as well as the Moon's wlique status as the only

ble one. Why? Because the mass of our Moon is so large rela

large satellite in the inner solar system, it seems that the

tive to that of Earth. It is not that our Moon is the largest

Moon may not provide a particularly useful model for stud

natural satellite in the solar system, but it is unusually large

ies of the other moons Ul the solar system. Instead, as we will

compared with its parent planet. Mathematical modeling

see, a moon's properties depend greatly on the characteris

suggests that it is quite implausible that Earth and the Moon

tics of its parent planet.

could have interacted in just the right way for the Moon to

Nevertheless, the quest to understand the origin of the

have been captured during a close encounter sometime in

Moon highlights the interplay between theory and observa

the past. Furthermore, although there are indeed significant

tion that characterizes modern science. 00 (Sec. 1 .2 ) De

differences in composition between our world and its com

tailed data from generations of unmanned and manned

panion, there are also many similarities--particularly between

IWlar missions have allowed astronomers to discriminate

the mantles of the hvo bodies--that make it unlikely that

between competing theories of the formation of the Moon,

they formed entirely independently of one anotller.

discarding some and modifying others. At the same time,

A tllird, older, theory (the

co

of E.1fth's mantle and its lack of a dense central core are nat

this way, the density and composition of the two objects
in a quite different region of the early solar system. The ob

£

Moon.

same way as our own planet formed-the "blob" of material

jection to this theory is that the Moon's capture would be an

Is

been quite frequent in the early solar system. 00 (Sec. 6.7)

the Moon formed as a separate object near Earth in much the

A second theory (the

�
;s

theory-postulates a collision by a large, Mars-sized object
with a youthful and molten Earth. Such collisions may have

dislodged from our planet tllen reassembled to form the

preplanetary material.

c
o

Today, many astronomers favor a hybrid of the capture and
daughter themes. This idea---{)ften called the impact

The collision presumed by the impact theory would have

Theories of Lu nar Formation
One theory (the

The I mpact Th eory

or fission, theory)

the condensation theory of solar system formation provides

speculates that the Moon originated out of Earth itself. The

a natural context in which the currently favored unpaet the

daughter,

00

( Sec. 6.7) Indeed, without the idea that

Pacific Ocean basin has often been mentioned as the place

ory can occur.

from whicll protolunar matter may have been torn-the

planets formed by collisions of smaller bodies, such an un

result, perhaps, of the rapid spin of a young, molten Earth.

pact might well have been viewed as so unprobable that the

Indeed, there are some chemical similarities behveen the

theory would never have gained ground.

basin. However, this theory offers no solution to the funda

Moon's fo rmation is understood or agreed upon by ex

matter in the Moon's outer mantle and that Ul Earth's Pacific

Finally, do not tllink tllat every last detail of the

mental mystery of how Earth could have been spinning so

perts. That is far from the case. Some important aspects of

fast that it ejected an object as large as our Moon. Also, com

the Moon's physical and chemical makeup are still inade

puter simulations indicate that the ejection of the Moon

quately explained-for example, the degree to which the

into a stable orbit simply would not have occurred. As a re

Moon melted during its formation and whether current

sult, the daughter theory, in tllis form at least, is no longer

models are actually consistent with the observed lunar

taken seriously.

composition. The impact theory may well not be the last

SECTI O N 8.9

Evolutionary H istory of the Moon and Mercury
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word on the subject. Still, past experience of the scientific
method gives us confidence that the many twists and turns
still to come will in the end lead us to a more complete un
derstanding of our nearest neighbor in space.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
.,t How does the currently favored theory of the Moon's

origin account for the Moon's observed lack of heavy materials
compared with Earth and for the similarity in composition
between the lunar crust and that of Earth?

8,9

Evol uti onary H i story
of the Moon a n d Merc u ry

Given all the data, can we construct reasonably consistent
histories of the Moon and Mercury? The answer seems to be
yes. Many specifics are still debated, but a broad consensus
exists. Planned future missions to both bodies will continue
to test and refine the pictures presented below.

The Moon
The Moon formed about 4.6 billion years ago (see Chapter
1 5). The approximate age of the oldest rocks discovered in
the lunar highlands is 4.4 billion years, so we know that at
least part of the crust must already have solidified by that
time and survived to the present. At its formation, the
Moon was already depleted in heavy metals compared with
Earth. Exanline Figure 8.27 while studying the details that
follow.
During the earliest phases of the Moon's existence
roughly the first half billion years or so-meteoritic bom
bardment must have been frequent enough to heat and
remelt most of the surface layers of the Moon, perhaps to a
depth of 400 km in places. The early solar system was
surely populated with lots of interplanetary matter, much
of it in the form of boulder-sized fragments that were
capable of generating large amounts of energy upon collid
ing with planets and their moons. But the intense heat de
rived from such collisions could not have penetrated very
far into the lunar interior: Rock sinlply does not conduct
heat well.
This situation resembles the surface melting we suspect
occurred on Earth from meteoritic inlpacts during the first

� between Earth and an object the size of Mars. The sequence proceeds from top
� to bottom and zooms out dramatically. The aITCMI in the final frame shCMIs the
... F I GU RE 8.26 Moon Formation This sequence snCMIS a simulated collision
newly formed Moon. Red and blue colors represent rocky and metallic regions,

respectively, and the direction of motion of the blue material in frames 2, 3, 4, and 5 is
tCMIard Earth. Note heM' most of the impactor's metallic core becomes part of Earth,
leaving th e Moon composed mai n ly of rocky material

(w. Berlz)
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(a) 4 billion years ago

(e) Today

(b) 3 billion years ago

Paintings of the Moon (a) about 4 billion years ago. after much of the
meteoritic bombardment had subsided and the surface had solidified somEWhat; (b) about 3 billion years
ago. after molten lava had made its way up through surface fissures to All the low-lying impact basins and
create the smooth maria; and (c) today. with much of the originally smooth maria now heavi ly pitted with
crate" formed atvarious times within the past 3 billion years. (U.s. Geological Survey)
.. F IGU RE 8.27 Lunar Evolution

billion years or so. But the Moon is much less massive than
Earth and did not contain enough radioactive elements to
heat it much further. Radioactivity probably heated the
Moon a little, but not sufficiently to transform it from a
warm, semisolid object to a completely liquid one. The
chemical differentiation now inferred in the Moon's interior
must have occurred during tllis period. If the Moon has a
small iron core, that core also formed at this time.
About 3.9 billion years ago, around the time that Earth's
crust solidified, the heaviest phase of the meteoritic bom
bardment ceased. The Moon was left Witll a solid crust,
which would ultimately become the highlands, dented Witll
numerous large basins, soon to flood with lava and become
the maria (Figure 8.27a). Behveen 3.9 and 3.2 billion years
ago, lunar volcanism filled the maria with the basaltic mate
rial we see today. The age of the yowlgest maria-3.2 billion
years-indicates the time when the volcanic activity sub
sided. The maria are the sites of the last extensive lava flows
on the Moon, over 3 billion years ago. Their smoothness,
compared with the older, more rugged highlands, disguises
their great age.
Small objects cool more rapidly than large ones be
cause their interior is closer to the surface, on average.
Being so small, the Moon rapidly lost its internal heat to
space. As a consequence, it cooled much faster than Earth.
As the Moon cooled, the volcanic activity ended and the
thickness of the solid surface layer increased. With the ex
ception of a few meters of surface erosion from eons of
meteoritic bombardment (Figure 8.27c), the lunar land
scape has remained more or less structurally frozen for the
past 3 billion years. The Moon is dead now, and it has been
dead for a long time.

Mercury
Like the Moon, Mercury seems to have been a geologically
dead world for much of the past 4 billion years. On both the
Moon and Mercury, the absence of ongoing geological activ
ity is a consequence of a thick, solid mantle that prevents
volcanism or tectonic motion. Because of tlle Apollo pro
gram, the Moon's early history is much better understood
than Mercury's, which remains somewhat speculative. In
deed, what we do know about Mercury's history is gleaned
mostly through comparison with the Moon.
When Mercury formed some 4.6 billion years ago, it was
already depleted of lighter, rocky material. We will see later
that this was largely a consequence of its location in the hot
inner regions of the early solar system, although it is possible
that a collision stripped away some of the planet's light man
tle. During the next half-billion years, Mercury melted and
differentiated, like tlle other terrestrial worlds. It suffered the
same intense meteoritic bombardment as the Moon. Being
more massive tllan the Moon, Mercury cooled more slowly,
so its crust was thinner and volcanic activity more common
at early times. More craters were erased, resulting in the
intercrater plains fOlmd by Mariner 10.
As Mercury's large iron core formed and then cooled,
the planet began to shrink, compressing the crust. This com
pression produced the scarps seen on Mercury's surface and
may have prematmely terminated volcanic activity by
squeezing shut the cracks and fissures on the surface. Thus,
the extensive volcanic outflows that formed the lunar maria
did not take place on Mercury. Despite its larger mass and
greater internal temperature, Mercury has probably been
geologically inactive even longer than the Moon.

Chapter Review
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S U M M A RY
The Moon orbits Earth; Mercury is

5

Evidence for past volcanic activity on

the dosest planet to the Sun. Both the

the Moon is fowld in the form of crater

Moon and Mercury are airless, virtually

chains and solidified lava channels called

unchanging worlds that exhibit extremes

rilles (p. 200). Mercury's surface features

in temperature. Mercury has no pernla

bear a striking similarity to those of the

nent atmosphere, although it does have a thin envelope of gas tem

Moon. The planet is heavily cratered,

porarily trapped from the solar wind. Both bodies are smaller and

much

less massive than Earth and have weaker gravities. The absence of

the differences between Mercury and the

like

the lunar highlands. Among

atmospheric blankets results in hot dayside temperatures and cold

Moon

nightside temperatures on the Moon and Mercury. Sunlight strikes

intercrater plains (p. 200), and the great cracks, or scarps (p. 201),

the polar regions of both the Moon and Mercury at such an
oblique angle that temperatures there are very low, with the result
that both bodies may have significant amounts of water ice near
their poles.

2

are Mercury's lack of lunarlike maria, its extensive

in its crust. The plains were caused by extensive lava flows early in

Mercury's history. The scarps were apparently formed when the

planet's core cooled and shrank, causing the surface to crack. Mer
cury has a large impact crater called the Caloris Basin, whose di

The main surface features on the Moon

are the dark maria (p.

186) and the lighter
colored highlands (p. 186). Highland

ameter

is comparable

to the radius of the planet. 111e impact that

fomled the crater apparently sent violent shock waves arowld the
entire planet, buckling the crust on the opposite side.

rocks are less dense than rocks from the

6

maria and are thought to represent the

much greater than that of its surface

Moon's crust. Maria rocks are thought to

The Moon's average density is not

rocks, probably beca use the Moon cooled

have originated in the lunar mantle. The

more rapidly than the larger Earth and so

surfaces of both the Moon and Mercury are

lidified sooner, so there was less time for

covered with

craters (p. 186) of all sizes, caused by

differentiation to occur, although the

meteoroids striking from space. Lunar dust, called regolith, is made

Moon likely has a small iron-rich core. The !tUlar crust is too thick

mostly of pulverized lunar rock, mixed with a small amount of

and the mantle too cool for plate tectonics to occur. Mercury's aver

material from impacting meteorites.

age density

3

The tidal interaction between Earth

and the Moon is responsible for the
Moon's

synchronous orbit (p. 189), in

whim the same side of the Moon always
faces our planet. The large lunar equato
rial bulge probably indicates that the
Moon once rotated more rapidly and or
bited closer to Earth. Mercury's rotation

is

considerably greater-similar to that of Earth-im

plying that Mercury contains a large high-density core, probably
composed primarily of iron. The Moon has no measurable large
scale magnetic field, a consequence of its slow rotation and lack of a

molten metallic core. Mercury's weak magnetic field seems to have

been "frozen in" long ago, when the planet's iron core solidified.

7

The most likely explanation for the

fom13tion of the Moon is that the newly
fomled Earth was struck by a large

rate is strongly influenced by the tidal effect of the SW1. Because of

(Mars-sized) object. Part of the colliding

Mercury's eccentric orbit, the planet rotates not synchronously, but

body

exactly three times for every two orbits aroWld the Sun. The condi

tion in whim a body's rotation rate is simply related to its orbital

period around some other body is known as spin-<lrbit resonance

(p. 193).

4

remained

behind as part of our

planet. The rest ended up in orbit as the
Moon.

S

The absence of a Itmar atmosphere and

any present-day lunar volcanic activity
main

are both consequences of the Moon's

source of erosion on the surfaces of both

small size. Lunar gravity is too weak to

Meteoritic

impacts

are

the

the Moon and Mercury. The lunar high

retain any gases, and lunar volcanisn1

lands are older than the maria and are

was stifled by the Moon's cooling mantle

much more heavily cratered. The rate at

shortly after extensive lava flows formed the

which craters are formed decreases rapidly with increasing crater

maria more than 3 biUion years ago. The crust

size. By measuring the ages of IWlar rocks returned to Earth by

on the far side of the Moon is substantially thicker than the crust

Apollo astronauts, astronomers have deduced the rate of cratering

on the near side. As a result, there are almost no maria on the

in the past. They then use the amount of cratering to deduce the

lunar far side. Mercury's evolutionary path was similar to that of

ages of regions on the Moon (and elsewhere) from which surface

the Moon for half a billion years after they both formed. Mer

samples are unavailable.

cury's volcanic period probably ended before that of the Moon.
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Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

REV I EW A N D D I S CU S S I O N
1. How is the distance to the Moon most accurately measured?
2. Why is Mercury seldom seen with the naked eye?

13. [n contrast with Earth, the Moon and Mercury undergo ex

3. Why did early astronomers think that Mercury was two

14. How is Mercury's evolutionary history like that of the Moon?

separate planets?

4. Employ the concept of esc.1pe speed to explain why the Moon
and Mercury have no significant atmospheres.

5. In what sense are the lunar maria "seas»?
6. Why is the surface of Mercury often compared with that of
the Moon? List two similarities and two differences between
the surfaces of Mercury alld the Moon.

7. What does it mean to say that the Moon is in a synchronous
orbit arolmd Earth? How did the Moon come to be in such
an orbit?

8. What does it mean to say that Mercury has a

3:2 spin-<>rbit
resonance? Why didn't Mercury settle into a 1: 1 spin-orbit
resonance with the Sun, as the Moon did with Earth?

9. What is a scarp? How are scarps thought to have formed?
Why do scientists think that the scarps on Mercury formed
after most meteoritic bombardment ended?

10. What is the primary source of erosion on the Moon? Why is
the average rate of lunar erosion so much less than on Earth?

11. What evidence do we have for ice on the Moon?

tremes in temperature. Why?
How is it different?

15. POS Describe the theory of the Moon's origin favored by
many astronomers.

16. Because the Moon always keeps one face toward Earth, an ob
server on the moon's ne.1r side would see Earth appear almost
stationary in the lunar sky. How would Earth's appe.1rance
change as the Moon orbited Earth?

17. The best place to aim a telescope or binoculars on the Moon

is along the terminator line-the line between the Moon's
light and dark hemispheres. Why? If you were standiJlg on the
lunar terminator, where would the Sun be in your sky? What
time of day would it be if you were standing on Earth's termi
nator line?

18. Where on the Moon would be the best place from which to
make astronomical observations? What would be this loca
tion's advantage over locations on Earth?

19. Explain why Mercury is never seen overhead at midnight in
Earth's sky.

20. How is the varying thickness of the lunar crust related to the
presence or absence of maria on the Moon?

12. POS Name two pieces of evidence indicating that the lunar
highlands are older than the maria.

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. Olmpared with the diameter of Earth's Moon, the diameter
of Mercury is (a) larger; (b) smaller; (c) nearly the same.

2. In relation to the density of Earth's Moon, Mercury's density
suggests that the plaJlet (a' has an interior structure similar to
that of the Moon; (b) has a dense metal core; (e' has a
stronger magnetic field than the Moon; (d) is younger thaJI
the Moon.

3. Olmpared with the phases of Earth's Moon, Mercury goes

from new phase to full phase (a) faster; (b) more slowly; (e) in
about the same time.

4. Compared with the surface of Mercury, the surface of Earth's
Moon has significantly (a) bigger craters; (b) more atmo
sphere; (c) more maria; (d) deeper craters.

5. VIS

According to Figure 8. 1 0 ("The Moon's Synchronous
Rotation;"), every nY-o tinles Earth's Moon rotates on its axis,
it orbits Earth (a) less than twice; (b) exactly two times;

(e) more thaJI twice; (d' three tinles.

6. Planets and moons showing the most craters have (a' the old
est surfaces; (b) been hit by meteors the most times; (e) the
strongest gravity; (d) molten cores.

7. Compared with the Moon, Mercury has (a) a much smaller
core; (b) a much larger core; (e) a similar-sized core.

8. The most likely theory of the formation of Earth's Moon is
that it (a) was formed by the gravitational capture of a large
asteroid; (b) formed simultaneously with Earth's formation;
(e) was created from a collision scooping out the Pacific
Ocean; (d) formed from a collision of Earth with a Mars
sized object.

9. Mercury, being smaller than Mars, probably cooled and solid
ified (a' faster, because it is smaller; (b) slower, because it is
closer to the Sun; (e) in about the Salne time, because space is
generally cold.

10. On the scale of the 5-billion-year age of the solar system, the

Moon is (a' about the same age as Earth; (b) much younger
than Earth; (e) much older than Earth.
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P RO B L E M S
The ,,,, ,,,ber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of diffiC1l/ty.

1. • How long does a radar signal take to travel from &lrth to

7. • •• Mercury's average orbital speed around the Sun is 47.9

Mercury and back when Mercury is at its closest point to
Earth?

km/s. Use Kepler's second law to calculate Mercury's speed
(a) at perihelion and (b) at aphelion. 00 (Sec. 2.5, More
Precisely 2-1) Convert these speeds to angular speeds
(in degrees per day), and compare them with Mercury's
6.1 0 -per-day rotation rate.

2. • The Moon's mass is one-eightieth that of Earth, and the
lunar radius is one-fourth Earth's radius. On the basis of
these figures, calculate the total weight 011 the Moon of a
100-kg astronaut with a 50-kg space suit and backpack. What
would be the same astronaut's weight on Mercury?

3. • What is the angular diameter of the SW1, as seen from
Mercury, at perihelion? At aphelion?

4. • The Hubble Space Telescope has a resolution of about 0.05".
What is the size of the smallest feature it can distinguish on
the surface of the Moon (distance = 380,000 km)? On
Mercury, at closest approach to Earth?
was the orbital period of the Apollo I I command
module, orbiting 10 km above the lw,.r surface?

5. • What

6. •• Compare the gravitational tidal acceleration of the Sun on

Mercury (at perihelion; solar mass = 2 X 1030 kg) with the
tidal effect of Earth on the Moon (at perigee). 00 (Sec. 7.6)

8. •• Assume that a planet will have lost its initial atmosphere by
the present time if the average molecular speed exceeds one
sixth of the escape speed (see More Precisely B-1). What would
Mercury's mass have to be in order for it to still have a uitro
gen atmosphere? The molecular weight of nitrogen is 28.

9. •• Using the rate given in the text for the formation of 1O-km
craters on the Moon, estimate how long would be needed for
the entire Moon to be covered with new craters of that size.
How much higher 111ust the cratering rate have been in the
past to cover the entire lunar surface with such craters in the
4.6 billion years since the Moon formed?

10 . •• Repeat the previous question, for meter-sized craters.

VEN U S
E A RT H ' S S I ST E R P L A N ET

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

,
4
5
6

Summarize Venus's general orbital and
physical properties.
Describe the characteristics of Venus's
atmosphere and contrast it with that
of Earth.
Compare the large-scale surface features
and geology of Venus with those of Earth
and the Moon.
Discuss the evidence for ongoing volcanic
activity on Venus.
Explain why the greenhouse effect has
produced conditions on Venus very
different from those on Earth.
Describe Venus's magnetic field and
intemal structure.

enus seems almost a carbon copy of our own
world. The two planets are similar in size, density, and
chemical

composition.

They orbit

at

comparable

distances from the Sun. At formation, they must have
been almost indistinguishable from one another. Yet
they are now about as different as two terrestrial planets
can be. Whereas Earth is a vibrant world, teeming with
life, Venus is an uninhabitable inferno, with a dense, hot
atmosphere of carbon dioxide, lacking any trace of
oxygen or water.
Somewhere along their respective evolutionary
paths, Venus and Earth diverged, and diverged radically.
How did this occur? What were the factors leading to
Venus's present condition? Why are Venus's surface,
atmosphere, and interior

so

different from Earth's? In

answering these questions, we will discover that a

The same planetary processes that
THE BIG keep Earth warm and habitable
PICTURE
turned Venus into an unimaginable
inferno. By probing the histories of
these two "sister" worlds. astronomers seek to
understand why Venus is so much hotter than
Earth-and whether our planet might someday
undergo a similar climate catastrophe.
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Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
anlrnatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�lded tutorlal�

planet's environment, as well

as

its composition, can

play a critical role in determining its future.

LEFT: Often called Earth's sister planet because of their comparable sizes.
Venus Is actually nothing like our own world. Surface conditions on
Venus have changed radically ova' time due to geological activity and
environmental change, and today the planet's surface temperature s
i hot
enough (730 K) to melt lead. while the atmasphere rains sulfuric acid.
This global view of the surface of Venus was aeoted when radar data
from the Magellan spaceaaft were mapped onto a computer-generated
globe. The color here is probably close to reality ([PLJ
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Venus

Orb ita l Properties

Venus is the second planet from the Sun. Its orbit lies
within Earth's, so Venus, like Mercury, is always found fairly
dose to the Sun in the sky--our sister planet is never seen
more than 47° from the Sun. G iven Earth's rotation rate of
1 5° per hour, this means that Venus is visible above the
horiwn for at most 3 hours before the Sun rises or after it
sets. Because we can see Venus from Earth only just before
sunrise or just after sunset, the planet is often called the
"morning star" or the "evening star," depending on where it
happens to be in its orbit. Figure 9.1 shows Venus in the
western sky just after sunset.
Venus is the third-brightest object in the entire s1.1'
(after the Sun and the Moon). It appears more than 10 times
brighter than the brightest star, Sirius. You can see Venus
even in the daytime if you know just where to look. On a
moonless night away from city lights, Venus casts a faint
shadow. The planet's brightness stems from the fact that
Venus is highly reflective. Nearly 70 percent of the sunlight
reaching Venus is reflected back into space. (Compare this
percentage with roughly 10 percent in the case of Mercury
and the Moon.) Most of the sWllight is reflected from clouds
high in the planet's atmosphere.
We might expect Venus to appear brightest when it is
"full" -that is, when we can see the entire sunlit side.
However, because Venus orbits between Earth and the Sun,
Venus is full when it is at its greatest distance from us-1.7
AU away on the other side of the SW1, as illustrated in
Figure 9.2. Recall from Chapter 2 that this alignment is
known as superior conjunction, where the term "conjwlC
tion" simply indicates that two objects are close together
in the sky. = (Sec. 2.2)
When Venus is closest to us, the planet is in the new
phase, lying between Earth and the Sun (at inferior conjunc
tion), and we again can't see it, because now the sunlit side
faces away from us; only a thin ring of sunlight, caused by
refraction in Venus's atmosphere, surrounds the planet.
As Venus moves away from inferior conjunction, more and
more of it becomes visible, but its distance from us also

.. F IGU RE 9.2 Venus'. Brightness Venus
appears full when it is at its greatest distance from
Earth, on the opposite side of the Sun from us
(superior conj un cti on) As its distance decreases,
less and less of its sunlit side becomes visible.
When dosest to Earth, it l ies between us and the
Sun (inferior conjunction), so we cannot see the
sunlit side of the planet at aiL Venus appears
brightest when it is about 39' from the Sun.
(Compare Figure 212.) (Insets: UC/Lick
Observatory)
.

A F I G U R E 9.1 Venus at Sunset The Moon and Venus in the western

sky just afte r sunset. Venus dearly outshines even the brig,test stars in
the sky. (J. Schad/P/wto Researchers, Inc.)

continues to increase. Venus's maximum brightness, as seen
from Earth, actually occurs about 36 days before or after its
closest approach to our planet. At that time, Venus is about
39° from the Sun and 0.47 AU from Earth, and we see it as a
rather fat crescent.

SECTION 9.2

9.2

clouds themselves. Some astronomers argued for a 2 5-day

Physical Properti es

period, while others favored a 24-hour cycle.

Rad i us, Mass, and Density

Controversy raged until, to the surprise of all, radar

We can determine Venus's radius from simple geometry, just
as we did for Mercury and the Moon.

0:>

(Sec. 8.2) At clos

est approach, when Venus is only 0.28 AU from

us,

its angu

lar diameter is 64". From this observation, we can determine
the planet's radius to be about 6000 km. More accurate
measurements from spacecraft give a value of 6052 km, or
0.95 Earth radii.
Like Mercury, Venus has no moon. Before the Space
Age, astronomers calculated its mass by indirect means-
through studies of its small gravitational effect on the orbits
of the other planets, especially Earth. Now that spacecraft
have orbited the planet, we know Venus's mass very accu
rately from measurements of its gravitational pull: Venus
has a mass of 4.9

X

1024 kg, or 0.82 the mass of Earth.

From its mass and radius, we find that Venus's average
density is 5200 kg/m3.

As
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far as these bulk properties are

concerned, then, Venus seems similar to Earth. If the
planet's overall composition were similar to Earth's as well,
we could then reasonably conclude that Venus's internal
structure and evolution were basic.l11y Earth-like. We will
review what evidence there is on this subject later in the
chapter.

Rotation Rate

observers announced that the Doppler broadening of their
returned echoes implied a sluggish 243-day rotation periodl

0:> (Sec. 8.4) Furthermore, Venus's spin was found to be

retrograde-that is, in a sense opposite that of Earth and

most other solar system objects and opposite that of Venus's
orbital motion.
Planetary astronomers define "north" and "south" for
each planet in the solar system by the convention that
planets

always rotate from west to east. With this definition,

Venus's retrograde spin means that the planet's north pole
lies

below the

plane of the ecliptic, unlike any of the other

terrestrial worlds. Venus's a.x
. ial tilt-the angle between its
equatorial and orbital planes-is 177.40 (compared with
23.50 in the case of Earth) . However, astronomical images of
solar system objects conventionally place objects lying above
the ecliptic at the top of the frame. Thus, with the preceding
definition of north and south, all the images of Venus shown
in this chapter have the

sOllth pole at the top.

Figure 9.3 illustrates Venus's retrograde rotation and
compares it with the rotation of its neighbors Mercury,
Earth, and Mars. Because of the planet's slow retrograde
rotation, its solar day (from noon to noon) is quite different
from its sidereal rotation period of 243 Earth days (the tin1e
for one "true" rotation relative to the stars) .

CX)

(Sec. 1 .4) In

fact, as illustrated in Figure 9.4, one Venus day is a little more

The same clouds whose reflectivity makes Venus so easy to

than half a Venus year (225 Earth days).

see in the night sky also make it impossible for us to discern
any surface features on the planet, at le.lst in visible light. As

At present, the best explanation planetary scientists can

a result, until the advent of suitable radar techniques in the
1960s, astronomers did not know the rotation period of
Venus. Even when viewed through a large optical telescope,

Why is Venus rotating "backward" and why so slowly?
offer is that early in Venus's evolution, the planet was

struck by a large body, much like the one that may have hit

Earth and formed the Moon, and that impact was suffi
0:>

the planet's cloud cover shows few features, and attempts to

cient to reduce the planet's spin almost to zero.

determine Venus's period of rotation by observing the cloud

Whatever its cause, the planet's rotation poses practical

(Sec. 8.8)

layer were frustrated by the rapidly changing nature of the

problems for Earth-bound observers. It turns out that

� F IGURE 9.1 Terrestrial Planets' Spins
The inner planets of the solar ')'stem
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars-diSplay
widely differing rotational properties.
Although aU orb t
i the Sun in the same
direction and in nearly the same plane,
Mercury's rotation is slow and prograde
(in the same sense as its orbital motion),
that of Venus is slow and retrograde, and
those of Earth and Mars are fast and
prograde. Venus rotates clockwise as seen
from above the plane of the ecliptic, but
Mercury, Earth, and Mars all spin
counterdockwi.se, This is a perspective
view, roughly halfway between a Rat
edge-on view and a direct overhead view.
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9.3

Long-Distance
Observations of Ven us

Because Venus, of all the other planets, most nearly matches
Earth in size, mass, and density, and because its orbit is
closest to us, it is often called Earth's sister planet. But unlike
Earth, Venus has a dense atmosphere and thick clouds that
are opaque to visible radiation, making its surface com
pletely invisible from the outside at optical wavelengths.
Figure 9.5 shows one of the best photographs of Venus taken
with a large telescope on Earth. The planet presents an
almost featureless white-yellow disk, although it shows
occasional hints of cloud circulation.
Atmospheric patterns on Venus are much more evident
when the planet is e.xamined with equipment capable of de
tecting ultraviolet radiation. Some of Venus's atmospheric

& F IGURE 9.4 V..nus's Solar Day Venus's orbit and retrograde

rotation combine to produce a solar day on Venus equal to 117 Earth
days, or slightly more than half a Venus year. The red arrows represent
a fixed location, or an observer standing on the planet's surface. The
numbers in the figure mark time in Earth days.

constituents absorb this high-frequency radiation, greatly
increasing the cloud contrast. Figure 9.6(a) shows an ultra
violet image taken in 1979 by the U.S. Pioneer Venus space
craft at a distance of 200,000 km from the planet's surface;
Figure 9. 6 (b) shows a 2006 mosaic of infrared images from

Venus rotates almost exactly five times between one closest
approach to Earth and the next. As a result, Venus a/ways

presents nearly the same face to Earth at closest approach.
This means that observations of the planet's surface cover
one side-the one facing us at closest approach-much
more thoroughly than the other side, which we can see
only when the planet is close to its maximum distance
from Earth.
Tllis nearly perfect 5 : 1 resonance between Venus's
rotation and orbital motion is reminiscent of the Moon's
synchronous orbit around Earth and Mercury's 3:2

spin-orbit resonance with the Sun. 0:> (Sec. 8.4) However,
no known interaction between Earth and Venus can ac

count for such an odd state of affairs. Earth's tidal effect
on Venus is tiny and is much less than the Sun's tidal
effect in any case.
Furthermore, the key word in the preceding paragraph
is nearly. A resonance, if it existed, would require that the
number of rotations per relative orbit be exactly five. The
discrepancy amounts to less than 3 hours in 584 days, but it
appears to be real, and if that is so, then no true resonance
exists. Astronomers hate to appeal to coincidence to explain
their observations, but the case of Venus's rotation appe.1rs
to be just that. For now, we are simply compelled to accept
this strange coincidence without e.xplanation.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V What is peculiar about Venus's rotation, and why does Venus
rotate that way 7

& F I G U R E 9.5 Venus This photograph, taken from Earth, shows
Venus with its creamy yellow mask of douds. No surface detail can be
seen because the clouds completely obscure our view of whatever lies
beneath them. (AURA)

S ECT I O N 9.4

... F IGURE 9.6 V,mus, Up Close (a) This image ofVenus was made
when the Pioneer spacecraft captured solar ultraviolet radiation
reflected from the planet's douds, which are probably composed
mostly of sulfuric add droplets, much like the highly corrosive acid in a
car battery. (b) Venus the infrared, as seen � Venus Express on
approach to the planet. The longer infrared wavelength allONS us to
"see" deeper into Venus's clouds. (NASA; ESA)

in

the European �nus Express orbiter, whose cameras partially
penetrate the planet's thick haze. The large, fast-moving
cloud patterns resemble Earth's high-altitude jet stream
more than the great whirls characteristic of Earth's low
altitude clouds. The upper deck of clouds on Venus move at
almost 400 kmlh, encircling the planet in just 4 days-much
faster than the planet itself rotates!
Early spectroscopic studies of sunlight reflected from
Venus's clouds revealed the presence of large amounts of car
bon dioxide, but provided little evidence for any other
atmospheric gases. Until the 1 950s, astronomers generally

The Surface of Venus
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believed that observational difficulties alone prevented them
from seeing other atmospheric components. The hope
lingered that Venus's clouds were actually predominantly
water vapor, like those on Earth, and that below the cloud
cover Venus might be a habitable planet similar to our own.
Indeed, in tlle 19305, scientists had measured tlle tempera
ture of tlle atmosphere spectroscopically at about 240 K, not
much different from the temperature of our own upper at
mosphere. = (Sees. 4.5, 7.2) Calculations of the planet's sur
face temperature-taking into account the cloud cover and
Venus's proximity to the Sun, and assuming an atmosphere
much like our own-5uggested that Venus should have a sur
face temperature only 10 or 20 degrees higher than Earth's.
These hopes for an Earth-like Venus were dashed in
1956, when radio observations of the planet were used to
measure its thermal energy emission. Unlike visible light,
radio waves easily penetrate the cloud layer-and they gave
tlle first indication of conditions on or near the surface: The
radiation emitted by the planet has a blackbody spectrunl
characteristic of a temperature near 730 K! = (Sec. 3.4) Al
most overnight, the popular conception of Venus changed
from that of a lush tropical jungle to an arid, uninhabitable
desert.
Radar observations of the surface of Venus are rou
tinely carried out from Earth with the Arecibo radio
telescope. 00 ( Sec. 5.5) With careful signal processing,
this instrument can achieve a resolution of a few kilome
ters, but it can adequately cover only a fraction (roughly
25 percent) of the planet. The telescope's view of Venus is
limited by the planet's peculiar near resonance described
in the previous section (which means that only one side of
the planet can be studied) and also because radar reflec
tions from regions near the "edge" of the planet are hard
to obtain. However, the Arecibo data can usefully be com
bined with information received from probes orbiting
Venus to build up a detailed picture of the planet's surface .
Only with the arrival of the Magellan probe were more
accurate data obtained.

PROCESS O F S C I E NC E C H E C K
V Why did early studies of Venus lead astronomers to such an

inaccurate picture of the planet's surface conditions?
9.4

The Su rface of Venus

Although the planet's clouds are thick and the terrain below
them totally shrouded, we are by no means ignorant of
Venus's surface. Detailed radar observations have been made
both from Earth and from the Venera, Pioneer Venus, and
Magellan spacecraft. 00 (Sec. 6.6) Analysis of the radar
echoes yields a map of tlle planet's surface. Except for the last
hvo figures, all the views of Venus in this section are "radar
graphs" (as opposed to photographs) created in tills way.
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(a)
... F IG U RE 9.7 Venus Mosaics (a) This image of the surface of Venus was made by a radar transmitter
and receiver on board the Pioneer spacecraft, which is still in orbit about the planet. but is now inoperative.
The two continent-sized landmasses are named Ishtar Terra (upper left) and Aphrodite (lower right� Colors
represent altitude: Blue is lCM'est. red highest The spatial resolution is about 25 km. (b) A planetwide
mosaic of Magellan images. colored in roughly the same
as part (a). The largest ·continent" on Venus.
Aphrodite Terra, is the yellow dragon-shaped area across the center of this image. See also the full-page.
chapter-opening photo. (NASA)

way

As Figure 9. 7( a)

illustrates, the early maps of Venus suf

lowlands. TWo continent-sized fe.1tures, called Ishtar Terra

fered from poor resolution; however, more recent probes-

and Aphrodite Terra (named after the Babylonian and Greek

especially Magellan-have provided much sharper views. As

cowlterparts, respectively, of Venus, the Roman goddess of

in all the

Magellan

images, the light areas in Figure 9.7(b)

love) , adorn the landscape and contain mountains compara

is rough and efficiently

ble in height to those on Earth. The elevated "continents"

Magellau's sideways-looking radar beam back to the

occupy only 8 percent ofVenus's total surface area. For com

detector. Smooth areas tend to reflect the beam off into

parison, continents on Earth make up about 25 percent of

space instead and so appear dark. The strength of the re

the surface. The remainder of Venus's surface is classified

represent regions where the surface
scatters

turned signal as

Magellau passed by thus results in a map of

as lowlands (27 percent) or rolling plains (65 percent), al
though there is probably little geologic.11 difference between

the planet's surface.

the two terrains.
Note that, altllOugh Earth's tectornc plate bowldaries

Large-Sca le Topography
Pioneer Ver/us data of

seen in Figure 9.8(a). 00 (Sec. 7.4) There simply appears

Venus as Figure 9.7, except that this figure has been flattened

to be no large-scale plate tectonics on Venus. Ishtar Terra

Figure 9.8(a) shows basically the same

Co

;;::

iii
=
;;
!

are evident in Figure 9.8(b), no similar features can be

out into a more conventional map. The altitude of the sur

( "Land of Ishtar") lies in the southern high latitudes (at

face relative to the average radius of the planet is indicated

the

by the

sion of Venus's retrograde rotation). The projection used

use

of color, with white representing the highest ele

tops of Figures 9.7a and 9.8a-recall our earlier discus

vations and blue the lowest. (Note that the blue has nothing

in Figure 9.8 makes Ishtar Terra appear larger than it

to do with oceans, nor does white indicate snow-capped

really is-it is actually about the same size as Australia.

mountains!) Figure 9.8(b) shows a map of Earth to the same

This landmass is dominated by a great plateau known as

scale and at the same spatial resolution. Some of Venus's

main features are labeled in Figure 9.8(c).

Lakshmi Planum ( Figure 9.9), some 1500 km across at its

The surface of Venus appears to be relatively smooth,

the Maxwell Montes range, which contains the highest

resembling rolling plains with modest highlands and

peak on the planet, rising some 14 km above the level of

widest point and ringed by mountain ranges, including

SECTION 9.4

(a)
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(b)

... F I G U RE 9.8 Venus Maps (a) Radar map of the surface of Venus, based o n Pioneer Venus data.
Color represents elevation, with white the highest areas and blue the lowest. (b) A similar map of
Earth, at the same spatial resolution. (c) Another version of (a), with major surface features labeled.
Compare with Figure 9.7, and notice how the projection exaggerates the size of surface features near
the poles. (NASA)

Venus's deepest surface depressions. Again for compari

kilometers long and tens of kilometers apart. The red area

son, the highest point on Earth (the summit of Mount

immediately to the right of the plain is Maxwell Montes. On

Everest) lies about 20 kID above the deepest section of

the western (right-hand) slope of the Ma}.,\vell range lies a

Earth's ocean floor (Challenger Deep, at the bottom of the

great crater, called Cleopatra, about 1 00 k111 across. Figure

Marianas Trench on the eastern edge of the Philippines

9.9(b) shows a

plate).

originally thought to be volcanic in origin. Close-up views

Magel/an

image of Cleopatra, which was

Figure 9.9(a) shows a large-scale Vet/era image of

of the crater's structure, however, have led planetary scien

Lakshmi Planum, at a resolution of about 2 km. The

tists to conclude that the crater is meteoritic in origin,

"wrinkles" are actually chains of mountains, hundreds of

although some volcanic activity was apparently associated
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A F IGURE 9.9 Ishtar Terra (a) A Venwo orbiter image of a plateau known as Lakshmi Planum in
Ishtar Terra. The Maxwell Montes mountain range (red) lies on the westem margin of the plain, near the
right-hand edge of the image. A meteor crater named deopatra is visible on the westem slope of the
Maxwell range. Note the two larger craters in the center of the plain itself. (b) A Magellan image of
Cleopatra showing a doubl... nnged structure that identifies the feature to geologists as an impact crater.

(NASA)

with its formation when the colliding body temporarily

probably solidified lava flows. Some narrow lava channels,

breached the planet's crust. Notice the dark (smooth) lava

akin to rilles on the Moon, also appear.

flow emerging from within the inner ring and cutting

lava channels appear to be quite common on Venus. Unlike

across the outer rim at the upper right.

cx>

(Sec. 8.5) Such

lunar rilles, however, they can be extremely long-hundreds

It is now conventional to name features on Venus after

or even thousands of kilometers. These lava "rivers» often

famous women-Aphrodite, Ishtar, Cleopatra, and so on.
However,

the

early nonfemale

names

(e.g.,

Maxwell

Montes, named after the Scottish physicist James Clerk
Maxwell) predating this convention have stuck, and they
are unlikely to change. Venus's other continent-sized for
mation, Aphrodite Terra, is located on the planet's equator
and is comparable in size to Africa. Before

Magellan's

arrival, some researchers had speculated that Aphrodite
Terra might have been the site of something akin to seafloor
spreading at the Mid-Atlantic ridge on Earth-a region
where two lithospheric plates moved apart and molten rock
rose to the surface in the gap behveen them, forming an
extended ridge.

cx>

(Sec. 7.4) With the low-resolution data

then available, the issue could not be settled at the time.
The

Magellan

images now seem to rule out even this

small-scale tectonic activity, and the Aphrodite region gives
no indication of spreading. Figure 9. 10 shows a portion of
Aphrodite Terra called Ovda Regio. The crust appears
buckled and fractured, with ridges rwming in two distinct
directions across the image, suggesting that large compressive
forces are distorting the crust. There seem to have been
repeated periods of e>..1ensive lava flows. The dark regions are

A F I G U R E 9.10 Aphrodite Terra A Magellan image of Ovda Regio,

part ofAphrodite Terra The intersecting ridges indicate repeated
compression and buckling of the surface. The dark areas represent
regions that have been flooded by lava up#elling from cracks like
those shawn in Figure 9J1. (NASA)
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.... F I G U R E 9.11 Lava Flows These cracks
in Venus's surface, detected by Magellan in
another part of Aphrodite Terra, have
allowed lava to reach the surface and
flood the surrounding terrain. The dark
regions are smooth liNa flows. The
network of fissures visible here is about
50 km long. (NASA)

have lava "deltas" at their mouths, where they deposited their
contents into the surrounding plains.

activity are predominantly (although not exclusively) as
sociated with plate boundaries. On Venus, without global

Figure 9.1 1 shows a series of angular cracks in the crust,
thought to have formed when lava welled up from a deep
fissure, flooded the surrounding area, and then retreated

plate tectonics, large-scale recycling of the crust by plate
motion is not a factor in changing the planet's surface.
Nevertheless, many areas of Venus have extensive volcanic

below the planet's surface. As the molten lava withdrew, the
thin, new crust of solidified material collapsed under its own

features.
Most volcanoes on the planet are of the type known as

weight, forming the cracks we now see . Even taking into
account the differences in temperature and composition

shield volcanoes.

Two large shield volcanoes, called Sif
Mons and Gula Mons, are shown in Figure 9.1 2. Shield

for plate tectonics on Venus, it is likely that the stresses in the
crust tlut led to the large mountain ranges were caused by

volcanoes, stich as the Hawaiian Islands on Earth, are not
associated with plate boundaries. Instead, they form when
lava wells up through a "hot spot" in the crust and are built
up over long periods of time by successive eruptions and
lava flows. A characteristic of shield volcanoes is the for

convective motion within Venus's mantle--the same basic
process that drives Earth's plates. Lakshmi Planum, for ex

mation of a caldera, or crater, at the slUnmit when the un
derlying lava withdraws arld the surface collapses. The

ample, is probably the result of a "plume" of upwelling
mantle material that raised and buckled the planet's surface.
Vem.LS Express, currently (as of 2(07) orbiting the planet,

distribution of volcanoes over the surface of Venus appears
random--quite different from the distribution on Earth,
where volcanic activity clearly traces out plate boundaries

does not carry instruments capable of imaging the surface.
However, its infrared sensors are designed to make precise

(see Figure 7.1 1 )-consistent with the view tl1at plate
tectonics is absent on Venus.

temperature measurements at various levels in the atmo
sphere, including gTound level. Dllring 2006 the orbiter began

More volcanic features are visible in Figure 9.1 3, which
shows a series of seven pancake-shaped lava domes, earn

between Venus's crust and Earth's, this terrain is not at all
what we would expect at a spreading site similar to the Mid
Atlantic Ridge. co (Sec. 7.4) Although there is no evidence

mapping out Venus's surface temperature. Interestingly, since
there is little day-night variation in the planet's sweltering
heat, temperature correlates well with altitude, and the

about 25 km across. They probably formed when lava
oozed out of the surface, formed the dome, and then with
drew, leaving the crust to crack and subside. Lava domes

temperature maps can be combined with the Magellan data to
learn more about surface conditions. Ultimately, tlle �nus F.1C

such as these are found in numerous locations on Venus.
The largest volcanic structures on tJle planet are huge,

press team hope to create maps of sufficient precision tllat they
can detect hot spots on the surface associated with volcanism
or tectonic plumes tllat are not evident in the Mage/Ian maps.

roughly circular regions known as coronae (singular: corona).
A large corona, called Aine, can be seen in Figure 9. 14,

Volcanism and Cratering

anotller large-scale mosaic of Magel/at! images. Coronae are
lUlique to Venus. They appear to have been caused by
upwelling mantle material, perhaps similar to the uplift that

On Earth, the principal agent of long-term, planetwide

resulted in Lakshmi Planum but on a somewhat smaller
scale. They generally have volcanoes both in and around

surface change is plate tectonics, driven by convection in
our planet's mantle. co (Sees. 7.3, 7.4) Volcanic and seismic

tllem, and closer inspection of tlle rims usually shows
evidence for extensive lava flows into the plains below.
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Radius

(km)

� this Magellan image. Color indicates height abave a nominal planetary radius of 6052 km and ranges /Tom
� purple � km, the level of the surrounding plain) to orange (corresponding to an altitude of about 4 km). The
... FIGURE 9.12 Volcanism on Venus (a) Two larger volcanoes, known as Sif Mons (left) and Gula Mons, appear in

two volcanic calderas at the summits are aboutlOO km across. In Section 9.5, we will see how past volcanism has
played a crucial role in determining current conditions In Venuss atmosphere and surface. (b) A computer
generated view of Gula Mons, as seen from ground level. The colors here are based on data retumed from Soviet
landers, and the vertical scales have been greatly exaggerated (by about a factor of 40), so the mountain looks
much taller relative to its width than it really is; Venus is actually a remarkably flat place. (NASA)

There is overwhelming evidence for past surface activity

It is quite possible that these variations result from volcanic
so,

on Venus. Has this activity now stopped, or is it still going

eruptions on the surface. If

on? '!Wo pieces of indirect evidence suggest that volcanism

mary cause of Venus's thick cloud cover. Second, both the

volcanism may be the pri

continues today. First, the level of sulfur dioxide above

Piolleer Venus

Venus's clouds shows large and fairly frequent fluctuations.

radio energy from Aphrodite and other regions of the

and the Venera orbiters observed bursts of

(b)

... F IGU RE 9.1 3 Lava Dome (a) These dome-shaped structures re.sulted when viscous molten rock
bulged out of the ground and then retreated, leaving behind a thin, solid crust that subsequently cracked
and subsided. Magellan found features like these in several locations on Venu.s. (b) A three-dimensional
representation of four of the domes. This computer-generated view is looking tcmard the right from
near the center ofthe image in part (a� Colors in (b) are based on data returned by Soviet Venera
landers. (NASA)
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.... FI G URE 9.1 4 Venus Corona This corona, called Aine,
lies in the plains south of Aphrodite Terra and is about
300 km across. Coronae probably resultfrom upwelling

mantle material, causing the surface to bulge outward. Note
the pancake-shaped lava domes at top, the many fractures
in the crust around the corona, and the large impact craters
with their surrounding white (rough) ejecta blankets that
stud the region, (NASA)

be more precise, erupting volcano) has yet been
seen, so the case for active volcanism is not yet
complete.
Not all the craters on Venus are volcanic in
origin: Some, like Cleopatra (Figure 9.9b), were
formed by meteoritic impact. Large impact craters
on Venus are generally circular, but those less than
about 1 5 km in diameter can be quite asymmetric
in appearance. Figure 9. 15(a) shows a

Magel/all

image of a relatively small meteoritic impact crater,
about 10 km across, in Venus's southern hemi
sphere. Geologists think that the light-colored re
gion is the ejecta blanket-material ejected from
planet's surface. The bursts are similar to those produced by

the crater following the impact. The odd shape may be the

lightning discharges that often occur in the pltulleS of erupt

result of a large meteoroid's breaking up just before impact

ing volcanoes on Earth, again suggesting ongoing activity.

into pieces that hit the surface near one another. Making

However, wllile these pieces of evidence are quite persuasive,

craters such as these seems to be a fuirly common fate for

they are still only circumstantial. No "smoking gun" (or to

meditun-sized bodies (1 km or so in diameter) that plow

(a)

... F IGU RE 9.1 S Impact Crat..rs on Venus (al A Magellan image of

an apparent multiple-impact crater in Venus's southern hemisphere.
The irregular shape of the light-colored ejecta seems to be the result
of a meteoroid that fragmented just prior to impact. The dark regions
in the crater may be pools of solidified lava associated w ith individual
fragments. (b) Venus:' largest crater, named Mead after anthropologist
Margaret Mead, is about 280 km across, Bright (rough) regions clearly
show its double-ringed structure. (NASA)

(b)
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through Venus's dense atmosphere. Figure 9. 1 5(b) shows the
largest known impact feature on Venus: the 280-lan-diame
ter crater called Mead. Its double-ringed structure is in
many ways similar to the Moon's Mare Orientale (Figure
8. 1 4a). Numerous impact craters (identifiable by their ejecta
blankets) can also be discerned in Figure 9.14.
Venus's atmosphere is sufficiently thick that small me
teoroids do not reach the grolUld, so there are no impact
craters smaller than 2-3 km across, and atmospheric ef
fects probably also account for the relative scarcity of im
pact craters less than 25 km in diameter. Contrast this with
Earth, where even lO-m-sized craters are formed quite fre
quently (every few years) by small meteoroids striking tile
ground. (We don't see huge numbers of such craters on
Earth because they are eroded away by wind and water
quite rapidly-within a few tens of thousands of years.)
On average, the number of large-diameter craters on
Venus's surface per square kilometer is only about one
tenth that in the lunar maria. Applying similar crater-age
estimates to Venus as we do to Earth and the Moon sug
gests that much of the surface of Venus is quite young
less tllan a billion years old, and perhaps as little as 200 or
300 million years in some places, such as the region shown
in Figure 9 . 1 2 . ClO (Sec. 8.5)
Overall, the long-term degree of volcanism on Venus
seems to be comparable to, but not as great as, that on Earth.

However, planetary scientists think that the two planets
differ in both the frequency and the severity of volcanic
eruptions. On Earth, near-continuous volcanic activity at
plate boundaries provides a natural "release valve;' allowing
energy from the interior to esc.1pe steadily through the
surface in many small-scale volc.1nic events. On Venus, on
the other hand, with no plate tectonics there is no such re
lease mechanism, and heat from the planet's interior tends
to build up in the upper mantle. Although small-scale volca
noes may still form and erupt from time to time, most of
this pent-up energy seems to be released catastrophically in
planetwide volcanic eruptions every few hundred million
years. Although erosion by the planet's atmosphere may play
some part in obliterating surface features, the main erosive
agent on Venus is volcanism, which appears to have "resur
faced" much of tlle planet roughly 500 million years ago.

Data from the Soviet Landers
The 1975 soft landings of the Soviet Venera 9 and Venera 10
spacecraft directly established that Venus's surface is dry and
dusty. Figure 9. 16(a) shows one of the first photographs of
the surface of Venus radioed back to Earth. Each craft lasted
only about an hour before overheating, their electronic
circuitry literally melting in this planetary oven. Typical
rocks in the photo measure about 50 em by 20 em across-a

(a)

fR1 \I 1\v1\l\l\lV\l\
"G
U X

.... FIGURE 9.16 Venus In Situ (a) The first
direct view of the surface of Venus, radioed back
to Earth from the Soviet Venera 9 spacecraft,
which made a soft landing on the planet in 1975.
The amount of sunlight penetrating Venus's
cloud cover is about the same as that reaching
Earth's surface on a heavily o,Iercast day.
(b) Another view ofVenu.s, in true color, from
Vt!J1era 14. Flat rocks like those visible in part
(al are seen among ma"(Y smaller rocks and even
fine soil on the surface. This landing site is not far
from the Venera 9 site ,hown in (a). The peculiar
filtering effects ofwhatever light doe, penetrate
the douds make the planet's air and ground
appear peach colored-in reality, they are most
likely gray, like rocks on Earth. (Russian Space
Agency)
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200

little like flagstones on Earth. Sharp-edged and slablike,
these rocks show little evidence of erosion. Apparently, they
are quite young rocks, again supporting the idea of ongoing
surface activity of some kind on Venus.
Later

Venera ruissions took more detailed photographs,

150

as shown in Figure 9 . 1 6(b). The presence of small rocks and
finer material indicates the effects of erosive processes.
These later missions

ses

also performed simple cheruical analy
Venera 13

of the surface of Venus. The samples studied by

Venera 14 were predominantly basaltic in nature, again

and

implying a volcanic past. However, not all the rocks were
found to be basaltic: The

Venera 17 and Venera 18 landers

-B
"

�

100

Sulfuric acid

cloud layers

also found surface material resembling terrestrial granite,
probably (as on Earth) part of the planet's ancient crust.

C O N C E PT C H E C K

., Are volcanoes on Venus associated mainly with the movement
oftectonic plates. as on Earth7

9.5

The Atmosph ere of Ven us

Measurements made by the

Venera and Pioneer Venus space

craft have allowed astronomers to paint a fairly detailed
picture of Venus's atmosphere. = (Sec. 6.6) The planet's
hot, dense, carbon dioxide atmosphere contrasts sharply
with that of Eartll, even though, as we will see, the two may
have had comparable beginnings.

50
o

10

90
o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Temperature (I<)

� atmosphere ofVenus, as determined by u.s. and Soviet probes.
� (One bar is the atmospheric pressure at sea level on Earth.) The
... F IGURE 9.17 Venus's Atmosphere The structure of the

planefs hot, dense atmosphere contrasts greatly with that of Earth.
giving us important insights into the evolution of both.

Figure 9. 1 8 shows a sequence of three ultraviolet images
of Venus in which the variations in the cloud patterns can

Atmospheric Structure

be seen. Note the characteristic V-shaped appearance of the
clouds�1 consequence of the fact that, despite their slightly

Figure 9.17 shows the variation of temperature and pressure

lower speeds, the winds near the poles have a shorter

with height. (Compare this figure with Figure 7.2, which

distance to travel in circling the planet and so are always

gives siruilar information for Eartll). The atmosphere of

forging allead of winds at the equator. Near the surface, the

Venus is about 90 times more massive than Earth's, and it ex

dense atmosphere moves more sluggishly-indeed, the fluid

tends to a much greater height above the surface. On Earth,

90 percent of the atmosphere lies within about 10 km of sea
level. On Venus, the 90 percent level is found at an altitude of

50 km instead. The surface temperature and pressure of

Venus's atmosphere are much greater than Earth's. However,

the temperature drops more rapidly with altitude, and the

upper atmosphere of Venus is actually colder than our own.

flow bears more resemblance to that in Earth's oceans than
to the flow in Earth's air. Surface wind speeds on Venus are
typically less than 2 m/s (roughly 4 mph).
One of

Venus Express's main

missions

is to study attno

spheric circulation on Venus. In 2006 the orbiter returned a
series of intriguing images of the planet's south pole, showing
a polar vortex of swirling winds there (Figure 9.19). Polar

Venus's troposphere extends up to an altitude of nearly

vortices are well known to atmospheric scientists. Altllough

100 krn. The reflective clouds that block our view of the sur

they may look like giant hurricanes, they are not storms in the

face lie between 50 and 70 km above the surface. Data from

usual sense. They are relatively stable, long-lived flows circling

the

the poI.1f regions. They are expected in any body (planet or

Pioneer Venus multiprobe

indicate that the clouds may

actually be separated into three distinct layers within that

moon) with an atmosphere, although the details depend on

altitude range. Below the clouds, extending down to an alti

the properties of the atmosphere and the body's rotation rate.

clear. Above the clouds, a high-speed "jet stream" blows

role in confining and concentrating the gases responsible for

from west to east at about 30� km/h, fastest at the equa

our planet's antarctic ozone hole. = (Sec. 7.2 )

responsible for the rapidly moving cloud patterns seen in

north polar vortex in 1978, and when

ultraviolet light.

Venus in 2006 the search for the southern vortex was one of

tude of some 30 km, is a layer of haze. Below 30 km, the air is
tor and slowest at the poles. This high-altitude flow is

Earth's south polar vortex, for example, plays an important

NASA's

Pioneer Venus

orbiter discovered the planet's

Venus Express reaclled
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... F I G U R E 9.1 8 Atmospheric Circulation Three ultraviolet views of Venus, taken by the Pioneer Venus
orbiter, sheM'ing the changing cloud patterns in the planet's upper atmosphere. The wind HeM' is from right
to left (or clockwise from above1 in the direction opposite the sideways 'Y' in the do ud s. Notice the
motion of the dark region marked by the blue arrow. Venuss retrograde rotation means that north is at the
bottom of these images and west to the right. The time difference between the left and right photographs
is about 20 hours. (NASA)
... FIGURE 9.1 9 Venus Polar
Vortex The image at left
shows Venus during the day
when sun light reflects from its
cloud tops. By contrast, the
false-color insets at right are
nighttime views of radiation
arising from deeper layers
within, emphasizing the
dynamic swirls and v ortices of
its lower-atmospheric cloud
structures. These images of
the southern vortex were
taken a few hours apart by
Europes Expre5s spaceaaft.
(ESA)

its top priorities. The Venus vortices present a puzzle
to scientists because of their peculiar "double-lobed»

9. 19), which is

structure (see right side of Figure

unique to Venus. This structure is not well under
stood. By maki.ng repeated observations of the
southern vortex and watching how it changes in
time, scientists hope to understand the forces driving
it and gain clues to the global circulation of Venus's
atmosphere.

Atmospheric Composition
Carbon dioxide (C02) is the dominant component of
Venus's atmosphere, accounting for %.5 percent of it
by volwne. Almost

all of the remaining 3.5 percent is

nitrogen (N2). lface amounts of other gases, such as
water vapor, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and
argon, are also present. This composition is dearly
radically different from that of Earth's atmosphere.
The absence of oxygen is perhaps not surprising, given
the absence of life. (Recall our discussion of Earth's at-

in Chapter 7.)
(Sec. 7.2) However,

mosphere
co

there is no sign of the large
amount of water vapor we
\'lOuid expect to find

if a

volume of water equiva
lent to Earth's oceans had
evaporated and remained
in

the

planet's

atmos

phere. If Venus started off

SECTION 9.5
with an Earth-like composition, then something has happened
to its water-Venus is now a very dry planet.
For a long time, the chemical makeup of the reflective
cloud layer surrounding Venus was unknown. At first,
scientists assumed that the clouds were water vapor or ice, as
on Earth, but the reflectivity of the clouds at different
wavelengths didn't match that of water ice. Later infrared
observations carried out in the 1 970s showed that the clouds
(or at least the top layer of clouds) are actually composed of
sulfUric acid, created by reactions between water and sulfur
dioxide. Sulfur dioxide is an excellent absorber of ultraviolet
radiation and could be responsible for many of the cloud
patterns seen in ultraviolet light. Spacecraft observations
confirmed the presence of all three compowlds in the
atmosphere and also indicated that there may be particles of
sulfur suspended in and near the cloud layers, which may
accolmt for Venus's characteristic yellowish hue.

The Greenhouse Effect on Venus
Given the dist.1nce of Venus from the Sun, the planet was not
expected to be such a pressure cooker. As mentioned earlier,
calculations based on Venus's orbit and reflectivity indicated a
temperature not much different from Earth's, and early meas
urements of the cloud temperatures seemed to concur. Cer
tainly, scientists reasoned, Venus could be no hotter than the
sunward side of Mercury, and it should probably be much
cooler. TIIis reasoning was obviouslyseriously in error.
Why is Venus's atmosphere so hot? And if, as we think,
Venus started off like Earth, why is it now so different? The
answer to the first question is fairly easy: Given the present
composition of its atmosphere, Venus is hot because of the
greenhouse effect. Recall from our discussion in Chapter 7
that "greenhouse gases" in Earth's atmosphere-particularly
water vapor and carbon dioxide--serve to trap heat from
the Sun. co (Sec. 7.2) By inhibiting the escape of infrared
radiation reradiated from Earth's surface, these gases in
crease the planet's equilibrium temperature, in much the
same way as an extra blanket keeps you warm on a cold
night. Continuing the analogy a little further, the more
blankets you place on the bed, the warmer you will become.
Similarly, the more greenhOlLSe gases there are in the atmo
sphere, the hotter the surface will be.
The same effect occurs naturally on Venus, whose dense
atmosphere is made up almost entirely of a primary green
house gas, c.1rbon dioxide. As illustrated schematically in
Figure 9.20, the thick carbon dioxide blanket absorbs nearly
99 percent of all the infrared radiation released from the
surface of Venus and is the immediate cause of the planet's
sweltering 730 K surface temperature. FurtlIermore, the
temperature is nearly as high at the poles as at the equator,
and there is not much difference between the temperatures
on the day and night sides. The circulation of the atmo
sphere spreads energy efficiently around the planet, making
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it inlpossible to escape the blazing heM, even during the
planet's 2-month-Iong night.

The Runaway Greenhouse Effect
But why is Venus's atmosphere so different from Earth's?
Let's assume tlIat the two planets started off with basically
similar compositions. Why, then, is there so much carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere of Venus, and why is the planet's
atmosphere so dense? To address these questions, we must
consider the processes that created the atmospheres of the
terrestrial planets and then determined their evolution. In
fact, we can turn the question arowld and ask instead, "Why
is tllere so little carbon dioxide in Earili's atmosphere
compared with that of Venus?"
Earth's atmosphere has evolved greatly since it first
appeared. Our planet's secondary atmosphere was outgassed
from the interior by volcanic activity 4 billion years ago.
co (Sec. 7.2) Since then, it has been reprocessed, in pa rt by
living organisms, into its present form. On Venus, the initial
stages probably took place in more or less the same way, so
tlIat at some time in the past, Venus might well have had an
atmosphere similar to the primitive secondary atmosphere
on Earth, containing water, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide,
and nitrogen-rich compounds. What happened on Venus to
cause such a major divergence from subsequent events on
our own planet?
On Earth, sunlight split the nitrogen-rich compounds,
releasing nitrogen into the air. Meanwhile, the water con
densed into oceans, and much of the carbon dioxide and
sulfur dioxide eventually became dissolved in tlIem. Most of
the remaining carbon dioxide combined with surface rocks.
Thus, much of the secondary outgassed atmosphere quickly
became part of the surface of the planet. If all the dissolved
or d1emically combined carbon dioxide were released back
into Eartll's present-day atmosphere, its new composition
would be 98 percent carbon dioxide and 2 percent nitrogen,
and it would have a pressure about 70 times its current
value. In other words, apart from ilie presence of oxygen
(which appeared on Earth only after the development of
life) and water (the absence of which on Venus will be ex
plained shortly), Earili's atmosphere would be a lot like that
ofVenusl The real difference between Earth and Venus, then,
is tlIat Venus's greenhouse gases never left the atmosphere
the way iliey did on Earth.
When Venus's secondary atmosphere appeared, the
temperature was higher ili3.l1 on Earili, simply because
Venus is closer to the Sun. However, the Sun was probably
somewhat dimmer then (see Chapter 22 )-perhaps only
half its present brightness-so there is some uncertainty as
to exactly how much hotter than Ea rth Venus actually was.
If ilie temperature was already so high that no oceans
condensed, the outgassed water vapor and carbon dioxide
would have remained in the atmosphere, and tlle full
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Reflective cloud layers

� and denser than Earth'" a much smaller fracti on of the infrared radiation leav i ng the p lanet's surface
� escapes into space. The result is a m u ch stronger greenhouse effect than on Earth and a
& FIGURE 9.20 Gr....nhouse Effect on Earth and V..nus Because Venus's atmosphere is much deeper

cor respond i ngly hotter planet. The reasons for this critical difference between the two planets are ofvital
importance for life on Earth. The outgoing infrared radiation is not absorbed at a s i ngle point in the
atmosphere; instead, absorption occurs at all atmospheri c levels. [The arrows indicate only that absorpt io n
occurs, not that it occurs at one specific leve� the arrON thickness is proportional to the amount of
radiation moving in and out.)
greenhouse effect would have gone into operation immedi

dioxide to enter the atmosphere. As a result, greenhouse heat

ately. If oceans did form and most of the greenhouse gases

ing would increase, and the planet would warm still further,

left the atmosphere, as they did on Earth,* the temperature

leading to a further increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases,
so

must still have been sufficiently high that a process known as

and

the runawaygreenhouse effect came into play.

tually leading to the complete evaporation of the oceans,

nUlaway

on. Once started, the process \'IOuld "run away," even

greenhouse effect, imagine

restoring all the original greenhouse gases to the atmosphere.

that we took Earth from its present orbit and placed it in

Although the details are quite complex, basically the same

Th understand th.e

Vem1S's orbit, some 30 percent closer to the Sun. At that

thing would have happened on Venus long ago, ultimately re

distance from the SW1, the amount of slUllight striking Earth's

sulting in the planetary inferno we see today.

surface \'IOuld be about twice its present level,

so

the planet

The presence of atmospheric water vapor meant that

would warm up. More water would evaporate from the

the greenhouse effect on Venus was even more extreme in

oceans, leading to an increase in atmospheric water vapor. At

the past. By intensifying the blanketing effect of the carbon

the same time, the ability of both the oceans and surface rocks

dioxide, the water vapor helped the surface of Venus ream

to hold carbon dioxide would diminish, allowing more carbon
li:]t' fact, careful study of the

Magellan

images reveals

',0

sigN of emc;eru

seashores or oeem, basins, rlOr evidence of erosio" by fivers O �I Vimus. However,

it is

14rlaear whether such feawre.s �1IOuld have survived

h,owrl to have occurred i" the. platlet's more. rece"f. past.

temperatures perhaps nvice as hot as current temperatures.
At the high temperatures of the past, the water vapor was

till! ',eav! volcanism

able to rise high into the planet's upper atmosphere-so

high that it was broken up by solar ultraviolet radiation into

its components, hydrogen and oxygen. The light hydrogen
rapidly escaped, the reactive oxygen quickly combined with

Chapter Review
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other atmospheric gases, and all water on Venus was lost

action.

forever. This is the reason that Venus lacks water today.

no protection from the solar wind. The planet's upper at

(Sec. 7.5) Having no magnetosphere, Venus has

Although it is highly unlikely that global warming will

mosphere is continually bombarded by high-energy parti

ever send Earth down the path taken by Venus, this episode

cles from the Sun, keeping the topmost layers permanently

highlights the relative fragility of the planetary environ
ment.

ex>

(Discovery 7-1) No one knows how close to the

Sun Earth could have formed before a runaway greenhouse
effect would have occurred. But in comparing our planet

ionized. However, the great thickness of the atmosphere
prevents any of these particles from reaching tlle surface.
None of the

Venera landers carried seismic equipment,

so no direct measurements of the planet's interior have been

with Venus, we have come to understand that there is an or

made, and theoretical models of the interior have little hard

bital limit, presun1ably between 0.7 and 1 .0 AU, inside of

data to constrain ili.em. However, to many geologists, the

which Earth would have suffered a similar catastrophic run

surface of Venus resembles tllat of tlle yOWlg Earth, at an age

away. We must consider this "greenhouse limit" when we

of perhaps a billion years. At that time, volcanic activity had

assess the likelihood that planets harboring life formed

begun, but the crust was still relatively iliin and the convec

elsewhere in our Galaxy (see Chapter

28).

tive processes in the mantle that drive plate tectonic motion
were not yet fully established. Measurements of the planet's
gravitational field suggest that Venus lacks an astllenosphere,

C O N C EPT C H E C K
ttl If Venus had formed at Earth's distance from the Sun, what
might

its climate be like today?

tlle semisolid part of ilie upper mantle over which Earth's
lithosphere slides.

0::>

(Sec. 7.4)

Why has Venus remained in that immature state and not
developed plate tectonics as Eartll did? That question remains

9.6
In

Ven us's Magnet i c Field and
I nternal Struct u re

1962, Mariner 2 flew by Venus, carrying, among other

instruments, magnetometers to measure the strength of the
planet's magnetic field. None was detected, and subsequent
Soviet and U.S. missions, carrying more sensitive detectors,
have confirmed this finding.

Pioneer Venus did detect a weak

"induced" magnetic field produced by the interaction be
tween the planet's upper atmosphere and the solar wind, but

to be answered. Some planetary geologists have speculated
that the high surface temperature has inhibited Venus's evolu
tion by slowing ilie planet's cooling. Possibly, the high surface
temperature has made the crust too soft for Earth-style plates
to develop----or perhaps the higb temperature and soft crust
have led to more volcanism, tapping the energy that might
otherwise go into convective motion. It may also be that the
presence of water plays an inlportant role in lubricating con
vection in the mantle and plate motion, so iliat arid Venus
could never have evolved along the same path as Earth.

Venus apparently has no intrinsic magnetic field of its own.
Venus, with an average density similar to that of Earth,
probably has a similar overall composition and a partially
molten iron-rich core. The lack of any significant magnetic
field on Venus, then, is almost surely tlle result of the planet's
extremely slow rotation and consequent lack of dynamo

CONCEPT CHECK
ttl If the interior of Venus is quite Earth-like, and Venus has a

molten iron core, why doesn't the planet have a magnetic
field as Earth does?

S U M M A RY
The interior orbit of Venus with
respect to Earth's means that Venus
never strays far from the Sun ill the sky.
Because of its highly reflective cloud
cover, Venus is brighter than any star in
the sky, as seen from Earth. The planet's
mass and radius are sintilar to those of Earth. The planet's
rotation is slow and retrograde, most likely because of a collision
between Venus and SOlUe other solar system body during the late
stages of the planet's formation.

2 The extremely thick atmosphere of
Venus is nearly opaque to visible radia
tion, making the planet's surface invisible
at optical wavelengths from the outside.
VellllS'S atmosphere is nearly 100 times
denser than Earth's and consists mainly
of carbon dioxide. The temperature of
the upper atmosphere is much like that of
Earth's upper atmosphere, but the surface
temperature of Venus is a searing 730 K. The planet's Wgh-level
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Venus

winds circulate rapidly around the planet, and there are peculiarly
shaped polar vortices (p. 223) at both poles.

3 Venus's surface has been thoroughly
mapped by radar from Earth-based radio
telescopes and orbiting satellites. The
planet's surface is mostly smooth, resem
bling rolling plains with modest highlands
and lowlands. Two elevated continent
sized regions are called Ishtar Terra and
Aphrodite Terra. There is no evidence for
plate tectonic activity as on Earth. Fe.1tures called coronae (p. 219)
are thought to have been caused by an upwelling of maIltie material.
For unknown reasons, the upwelling never developed into full con

vective motion. The surface of the plaIlet appears to be relatively
YOlmg, resurfaced by volcanism within the past few hundred million
years. Many lava domes (p. 219) and shield volcanoes (p. 219) were
found by the Magellan orbiter on Venus's surface, but none of the
volcanoes has yet proved to be currently active.

4 Some craters on Venus are due to me

teoritic impact, but the majority appear to
be volcanic in origin. The evidence for
currently active volcanoes on Venus in
cludes surface features resembling those
produced in Earthly volcanism, fluctuat
ing levels of sulfur dioxide in Venus's at
mosphere, and bursts of radio energy similar to those produced by
lightning discharges that often occur ill the plumes of erupting

.

.
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VOlcaI10eS on Earth. However, no actual eruptions have been seen.
Soviet spacecraft that landed on Venus photographed surface rocks
with sharp edges and a slablike character. Some rocks appear pre
dominantly basaltic in nature, inlplying a volcanic past, ofuers
resemble terrestrial granite and are probably part of the planet's
ancient crust.

S Although Venus and Earth may have
started off with fairly sinillar surface con
ditions, their atmospheres are now very
different. The total mass of Venus's at
mosphere is about 90 times greater fuan
Earth's. The greenhouse effect caused by
the large amount of carbon dioxide in Venus's atmosphere is the
cause of the planet's current high temperatures. Almost all the
water vapor and carbon dioxide initially present in Earth's early
atmosphere quickly became part of fue oceans or surface rocks.
Because Venus orbits doser to the Sun t11aIl does Earth, surface
temperatures on Venus were initially higher, and the pl3l1et's green
house gases never left the atmosphere. The TUnaway greenhouse
effect (p. 226) caused all the planet's greenhouse gases-carbon
dioxide aIld water vapor-to end up in the atmosphere, leading to
the extreme conditions we observe today.
6 Venus has no detectable magnetic field, almost certainly
because the planet's rotation is too slow for any appreciable
dynamo effect to have developed. To some plaIletary geologists,
Venus's interior structure suggests that of the YOWlg Earth, before
convection became established in the mantle.

For instructor-assigned homework go to www.masterillgastro..omy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Why does Venus appear so bright to the eye? Upon what
factors does the planet's brightness depend?

10. What are the main constituents ofVenus's atmosphere? What
are clouds in the upper atmosphere made of?

2. Explain why Venus is always found in the same general part of

11. What component of Venus's atmosphere causes the plaIlet to

3. Why do astronomers think that the near resonance between
Venus's rotation and revolution, as seen fronl Earth, is not a
true resonance?

be so hot? Explain why there is so much of this gas in the
atmosphere of Venus, compared with its presence in Earth's
atmosphere. What happened to all the water that Venus must
have had when the planet formed?

4. Describe one observational problem associated with Venus's

12. Earth and Venus are nearly alike in size aIld density. What

the s!.oy as the Sun.

near resonance of rotation aIld revolution.

' hat is our current best explanation of Venus's slow,
5. P�S ....

retrograde spin?

6. If you were standing on Venus, how would Earth look?
7. P�S

How did radio observations of Venus made in the
1950s change our conception of the planet?

8. What did ultraviolet inJages returned by Piorleer Vel1l1S show
about the planet's high-level clouds?

9. Name three ways in which the atmosphere of Venus differs
from that of Earth.

primary fact ca used one planet to evolve as all oasis for life,
while the other became a dry and inhospitable inferno?

13. If Venus had formed at Eanh's distance from the Sun, what
do you imagine its climate would be like today? Why do you
think so?

14. How do the "continents" ofVenus differ from Earth's continents?
15. How are the inlpact craters of Venus different from those
found on other bodies in the solar system?

16. P�S What evidence exists that volcanism of various types
has changed the surface of Venus?

Chapter Review
17.
18.
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Do you think there might be lire on Venus? Explain your answer.

What is the evidence for active volcanoes on Venus?

19.

Given that Venus, like Earth, probably has a partially molten

20. Do you think that Earth is in any danger of being subject to a

iron-rich core, why doesn't Venus also have a magnetic field?

runaway greenhouse effect like that on Venus?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. VIS

According to Pigure

9.2 ("Venus's Brightness"), Venus

composed mostly of carbon dioxide;

is never seen at midnight because (a) it is closer to the Sun
than is Earth; (b) it will be in its new phase then; (e) it is
visible only at sunset;

2.

(d) it will be at superior conjunction.

7.

(a) always rising in the western sky; (b) orbiting

the Sun in the opposite direction from Earth; (e) having its
north pole below the plane of the ecliptic;

(d) being brighter

structure.

8. VIS

4.

9 . 1 7 ("Venus's Atmosphere"),

Earth's; (b) cooler than temperatures on the planet Mercury;

Compared with Earth, Venus is (a) much smaller; (b) much

(e) hotter than temperatures on Mercury; (d) high due to the

larger; (e) about the same size.

presence of sulfuric acid.

Venus's surface is permanently obscured by clouds. As a
result, the surface has been studied primarily by

(a) robotic

9.

Carbon dioxide on Venus (a) is all in the atmosphere;

(b) was

absorbed in surface water and has evaporated into space;

landers (b) orbiting satellites using radar; (e) spectroscopy;

(e) has dissolved in the atmospheric acid; (d) is integrated

(d) radar signals from Earth.

into the surface rocks.

S. Compared with Earth, Venus has a level of plate tectonic ac

tivity that is (a) much more rapid; (b) virtually nonexistent;

(e) about the same.

6.

According to Pigure

Venus's atmospheric temperature is (a) about the same as

than any other planet.

1.

Compared with Earth's atmosphere, most of Venns's atmo

sphere is (a) compressed much closer to the surface; (b) spread

out much farther from the surface; (e) similar in extent and

Venus's permanent retrograde rotation abont its axis results
in the planet

(d) is predominantly

made of acid droplets.

Venus's atmosphere

(a) has almost the same cllemical compo

10. Venus lacks a planetary magnetic field because (a) it rotates
very slowly; (b) it does not have a molten core; (e) there are
no plate tectonics on the planet; (d) the core contains little or
no iron.

sition as Earth's; (b) shows very high levels of hwnidity; (e) is

P RO B L E M S
TI,e n"",ber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate levelofdiffiCllIty.

1. ••

Using the data given in the text, calculate Venus's angular

6. • What is the size of the smallest feature that could be distin

diameter, as seen by an observer on Earth, when the planet is

guished on the surface of Venus (at closest approach) by the

(a) at its brightest, (b) at greatest elongation, and (c) at the

Arecibo radio telescope at an angular resolution of I"?

most distant point in its orbit.

2. •• Seen from Earth, through how many degrees per night
(relative to the stars) does Venus move arowld the time of in
ferior conjllllction (closest approach to Earth)?

7. • Pioneer V.nus observed
Venus's equator in
In mph?

high-level clouds moving around

4 days. What

was their speed in km/h?

8. • Approximating Venus's atmosphere as a layer of gas 50 km

1. • How long does a radar signal take to travel from Earth to

3
thick, with uniform density 21 kg/m , calculate the total mass

Venus and back when Venus is brightest? Compare this time

of the atmosphere. Compare your answer with the mass of

with the round-trip time when Venus is at its closest point to

Earth's atmosphere (Chapter 7, Problem

Earth.

of Venus.

1 ) and with ti,e mass

4. • Draw a diagram showing the positions of Earth and Venus

9. • According to Stefan's law (see Section 3.4), how much more

in their orbits over the course of one Venus synodic year ( 584

radiation-per square meter, say-is emitted by Venus's

Earth days), starting at the point of closest approach of the
planets. Mark the locations of the planets at intervals of

73 days, and indicate with an arrow (as in Figure 9.4) the
orientation of some point on Venus's surface at each instant.

5. •

Could an infrared telescope with an angular resolution of

O. I" distinguish inlpact craters on the surface of Venus?

surface at

730 K than is emitted by Earth's surface at 300 K?

10. ••• In the absence of any greenhouse effect, Venus's average
surface temperature, like Earth's, would be about 250 K. In fact,
it is about 730 K. Use this information and Stefan's law to esti
mate the fraction of infrared radiation leaving Venus's surface
that is absorbed by carbon dioxide in the planet's atmosphere.

MARS
A N EA R M ISS FOR LI FE?

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J

4
S
6

7
8

Summarize the general orbital and physical
properties of Mars.
Describe the observational evidence for
seasonal changes on Mars.

amed by the ancient Romans for their bloody god
of war, Mars is for many people the most intriguing of
all celestial objects. Over the years, it has inspired
speculation that life-perhaps intelligent and possibly
hostile-may exist there. With the dawn of the Space

Compare the surface features and geology
of Mars with those of the Moon and Earth,
and account for these characteristics in
terms of Martian history.

Age, those notions had to be abandoned. Visits by robot

Discuss the evidence that Mars once had a
much denser atmosphere and running
water on its surface.

Still, the planet's properties are dose enough to

Explain where that ancient water on Mars
may be found today.
Compare the atmosphere of Mars with
those of Earth and Venus, and explain why
the evolutionary histories of these three
worlds diverged so sharply.
Discuss what is known of the internal
structure of Mars.
Describe the characteristics of the Martian
moons, and explain their probable origin.

"Follow the water" is a good guide when
searching for life on Mars-where
there's water, there may well be life.
Although Mars today seems as dry as any
desert on Earth, many scientists think it was much
wetter billions of years ago, when the Martian at
mosphere was thicker and the climate was warmer.

THE BIG
PICTURE

spa,cecraft have revealed no signs of life of any sort on
Mars, even at the microbial level.

those of Earth that Mars is even now widely regarded
as the second most hospitable environment for the
appearance of life in the solar system, after Earth itself.
At about the same time as Earth's "twin:' Venus, was
evolving into a searing inferno, the Mars of long ago
may have had running water and blue skies. If life ever
arose there, however, it must be long extinct. The Mars
of today appears to be a dry, dead world.

This true-color mosaic ofmany images was made in 2008 by the
left) that soft-landed in Mars� arctic region.
Amid scattered rocks, which hold "memories" of the ancient ""ents that
formed them, this view shows ground patterns simila- to those in
permafrost areas on Earth and trenches dug by the robot� a-m, where
subsurface soil and ice were scooped up and tested in an onboard mini
chemistry lab. (NASA/LPL)
LEFT:

Phoenix spacecraft (bottom
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1 0.1

Mars

Orb ital Properties

Mars is the fourth planet from the SUn and the outermost of
the four terrestrial worlds in the solar system. It lies outside
Earth's orbit, as illustrated in Figure 10. 1 (a), which shows
the orbits of both planets drawn to scale. Because of its
superior (exterior) orbit, Mars ranges in our sky from a po
sition that appears close to the Sun (conjunction, with Earth
and Mars at points A in the figure) to one on the opposite
side of the sky from the Sun (opposition, at points B).
CD (Sec. 2 .2) Contrast this orbit with Mercury's and Venus's
inferior orbits, which ensure that we never see those planets
far from the Sun in the nighttime sky. CD (Secs. 8. 1 , 9. 1 )
From our earthly viewpoint, Mars appears to traverse a great
circle in the sky, keeping close to the ecliptic and occasion
ally executing retrograde loops. CD (Sec. 2.2)
Mars's orbital eccentricity is 0.093, much larger than that
of most other plmlets--only the innermost planet, Mercury,
has a more elongated orbit. Because of this relatively large ec
centricity, Mars's perihelion distance from the Sun-1 .38 AU
(207 million km)-is substantially smaller than its aphelion
distance-1 .67 AU (249 million km)-resulting in a large
variation in the alUolmt of slll1light striking the planet over

• FIGURE 1 0.1 Mars Orbit

the course of its year. In fact, the intensity of sunlight on the
Martian surface is almost 45 percent greater when the planet
is at perihelion than when it is at aphelion. As we will see, this
has a substantial effect on the Martian clinJate.
Mars is largest and brightest in the night sky at opposi
tion, when Earth lies between Mars and the Silll ( location B
in Figure 1 0. 1a). If this happens to occur near Martian
perillelion, the hvo planets C<Ill come as close as 0.37 AU
(56 million km) . The separation is less than 0.38 AU because
Earth's orbit is slightly eccentric and our planet actually lies
about 1 .01 AU from the StUl when such an opposition oc
curs. (As indicated in Figure 1 0. 1 , Earth reaches aphelion in
early July, whereas opposition at Martian perillelion hap
pens in late August. ) The angular size of Mars under these
most favorable circumstances is about 25". Ground-based
observations of the planet at those times can distinguish
surface features as small as 100 km across--about the same
resolution as the unaided lllunan eye can achieve when
viewing tlle Moon. Notice tiJat, at this resolution, the exten
sive «canal systems" that once fueled such rampant specula
tion about life on Mars (see the Part 2 Opener on p. 1 30)
could not possibly actually have been observed. They were
strictly a figment of tlJe human imagination .

(a) The orbit of Mars compared w ith that of Earth. Observe that Mars's orbit
unlike Earth's, whose eccentricity is barely perceptible here. When the p lanets are
on opposite sides of the Sun, as at the points m arked A, Mars is said to be at conj un ction. The pl anets are
at thei r closest at opposition, when Earth and Mars are a ligned and on the same side of the Sun, as at
the points marked B. (Note that to get from point A to po i nt B, Earth must travel for nearly 13 monthsall the Wilj around its orbit and then some.) (b) Several oppositions of Mars. including the pa rticu la rly
favorable (dose) con figurati on of August 2003 and the unfavorable oppositions of February 1995 and March
1997. The five images of Mars were taken o;er the course of 8 years with the Hubble telescope. Note how
the angular size of the planet at opposition varies with distance from Earth.
Is not iceably off center,

SECTION 10.3
Figure 10.1 (b), shows the dates and configurations of
eight successive Martian oppositions between January 1 993
and December 2007. Oppositions occur at roughly 780-day
intervals with corrections for the fact that, in accordance
with Kepler's second law, the planets do not move at con
stant speeds around their orbits. co (Sec. 2.5, More Precisely
9-1 ) Oppositions near Martian perihelion are less frequent,

occurring roughly once every 15 years. The most recent such
event, on August 28, 2003, was one of the closest ever, with

Mars just 0.373 AU from Earth, affording unprecedented
observing conditions for amateurs and professionals alike.
On average, the two planets come within 0.38 AU of one
another only about three times per century.
Although Mars is quite bright 311d easily seen at opposi
tion, the plmet is still considerably fuinter than Venus. This
fuintness results from a combination of three factors. First,
Mars is more than twice as far from the Sun as is Venus, so
each square meter on the Martian surface receives less than
one-quarter the amount of SUlllight that strikes each square
meter on Venus. Second, the surface area of Mars is only
about 30 percent that of Venus, so there are fewer square
meters to intercept the sUlllight. Finally, Mars is much less
reflective than Venus-ollly about 15 percent of the sunlight
striking the planet is reflected back into space, compared
with ne.1rly 70 percent in the case of Venus. Still, at its
brightest, Mars is brighter than any star. Its characteristic red
color, visible even to the naked eye, makes the planet easily
identifiable in the night sky.

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V Why do the closest v iews of Mars from Earth occur roughly
only once every 15 years?

1 0.2 Physical Pro pert i es
As with Mercury and Venus, we can determine the radius of
Mars by means of simple geometry. From the data given ear
lier for the planet's size and distance, we obtain a radius of
about 3400 krn. More accurate measurements give a result of
3394 krn, or 0.53 Earth radii.
Unlike Mercury md Venus, Mars has two small moons in
orbit around it, both visible ( through telescopes) from Earth.
Named Phobos (Fear) and Deimos (Panic) for the sons of
Ares (the Greek name for the war god known to the Romans
as Mars) and Aphrodite (the Greek name for Venus, goddess
of love), these moons are little more tllan large rocks trapped
by the planet's gravity. We will return to their individual prop
erties at the end of the chapter. The larger of the two, Phobos,
orbits at a distance of just 9378 krn from the center of the

planet once every 459 minutes. Applying the modified version
of Kepler's third law (which states that the square of a moon's
orbital period is proportional to tlle cube of its orbital semi
major axis divided by the mass of the planet it orbits), we find

Long-Distance Observations of Mars
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that the mass of Mars is 6.4 X 1023 kg, or 0. 1 1 times that of

Earth. co (Sec. 2.8) Naturally, the orbit of Deimos yields the
same result.

From the pl31lefs mass md radius, it follows that the
average density of Mars is 3900 kg/m3, only slightly greater
than that of the Moon. If we aSSlUne that Martian surface
rocks are similar to those on the other terrestrial planets, this
average density suggests the existence of a substantial higher
density core within the planet. Planetary scientists suspect
that this core is composed largely of iron sulfide (a
compound about twice as dense as Martian surfuce roclc)
and has a diameter of about 2500 krn.
Surface markings easily seen on Mars allow astronomers
to traclc the planet's rotation. Mars rotates once on its axis
every 24.6 hours. One Martian day is thus similar in length
to one Earth day. The pl311et's equator is inclined to the
orbital plane at an angle of 24.0°, again similar to Earth's
inclination of 23.5°. Thus, as Mars orbits the Sun, we find
both daily and seasonal cycles, just as on Earth. In the case of
Mars, however, the seasons are complicated somewhat by
variations in solar heating due to the planet's eccentric
orbit-southern summer occurs aroUlld the time of Mar
tian perillelion and so is signific311tly warmer than swnmer
in the north.

1 0.3

Long-D ista n ce Observations
of Mars

At opposition, when Mars is closest to us and most easily
observed, we see it as full , so the SUll'S light strikes the
surface almost vertically, casting few shadows and prevent
ing us from seeing any topographic detail, such as craters or
mountains. Even through a large telescope, Mars appears
only as a reddish disk, with some light and dark patches 311d
prominent polar caps. These surface features undergo slow
seasonal changes over the course of a Martian year. We saw
in Chapter 1 how the inclination of Earth's axis produces
similar seasonal changes. co ( Sec. l .4) Figure 1 0.2 shows
some of the best images of Mars ever made from Earth or
Earth orbit, along with a photograph taken by one of the

u.s. Vikirlg spacecraft en route to the planet.
When the pl31let is viewed from Earth, the most
obvious Martian surface features are the bright polar caps
(see Figure 1 0.2a), growing and diminishing according to
the seasons and almost disappearing at the time of the Mar
tian swnmer. The dark surface features on Mars also change
from season to season, although their variability probably
has little to do with the melting of the polar ice caps. To the
more fanciful observers around tlle sta.rt of the 20th century,
these changes suggested the seasonal growth of vegetation
on the planet. It was but a small step from seeing polar ice
caps and speculating about teeming vegetation to imagining
a planet harboring intelligent life, perhaps not wJ..like us.
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(a)
• FIGURE 10.1 Mars (al A deep-red (800-nm) image of Mars. taken in 1991 at Pic-du-Midi, an

exceptionally clear site in the French Alps. One of the planet's polar caps appears at the top and a few
other surface markings are evident in this ground-based telescopic view. (b) A visible-light Hubble Space
Telescope image of Mars, taken while the planet was near opposition in 2003. (c) A view of Mars taken from
a Viking spacecraft during its approach in 1976. The planet's surface feature.s can be seen dearly at a level of
detail completely invisible from Earth. (CNRS; NASA)

But those speculations and imaginings were not to be
confirmed. Spectroscopic observations from Earth and from
Earth orbit revealed that the changing caps are mostly
frozen carbon dioxide (i.e., dry ice), not water ice, as at
Earth's North and South Poles. 0:> ( Sec. 4.4) The polar caps
do contain water, but it remains permanently frozen, and
the dark markings seen in Figure 1 0.2, once thought (by
some) to be part of a network of canals dug by Martians for
irrigation purposes, are actually highly cratered and eroded
areas around which surface dust occasionally blows. From a
distance, tile repeated covering and uncovering of these
landmarks gives the impression of surface variability, but it's
only tile thin dust cover that changes.
The powdery Martian surface dust is borne aloft by
strong winds that often reach hurricane proportions
(hundreds of kilometers per hour). In fact, when the U.S.
Mariner 9 spacecraft went into orbit around Mars in 1 97 1 , a
planetwide dust storm obscured the entire landscape. Had
the craft been on a flyby mission (for a quick look) instead
of an orbiting mission (for a longer view), its visit would
have been a failure. Fortunately, the storm subsided, en
abling the craft to radio home detailed irlformation about
the planet's surface.

CO N C E P T C H E C K
V' Does Marl have seasons like those on Earth?

l OA The M a rtian Su rface
Maps of the surface of Mars returned by orbiting spacecraft
show a wide range of geological features. Mars has huge
volcanoes, deep canyons, vast dune fields, and many other
geological wonders. Orbiters have performed large-scale
surveys of much of the planet'S surface, and lander data have
complemented these planetwide studies with detailed infor
mation on (so far) six specific sites. 0:> (Sec. 6.6) The
current focus of Martian exploration, both from space and
on tile ground, is the ongoing search for water on or below
the planet's surface.

Large-Sca le Topography
Figure 1 0.3 shows a planetwide mosaic of thousands of images
taken in the 1970s by the Viking orbiters. The images show
some of the planet's topographic features irl true color. More
recently, Mars Global Surveyor has mapped Ollt the Martian
surface to an accuracy of a few meters, using an instrument
called a laser altimeter, which analyzes pulses of laser light to
measure the distance between the spacecraft and the planet's
surface. Figure 10.4 shows a Martian map based on those
measurements, with spacecraft landing sites and some promi
nent surface features marked. Color indicates altitude, with
blue representing the lowest-lying regions, white the highest.
A striking feature of the terrain of Mars, easily seen in
Figure lOA, is the marked difference between tile planet's

S ECT I O N 10.4

The Martian Surface
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.. F IGURE 1 0.3 Tharsi. A mosaic ofMars based on images
from a Viking spacecraft in orbit around the planet. Some 5000
km across, the Tharsis region bulges out from Mars's equatorial
zone, ri.sing to a height of about 10 km. The two large volcanoes
on the left mark the approximate peak of the fharsis bulge. One
ofthe plains flanking this bulge, Chryse P lanl ti ., is toward the
right. Dominating the center of the field of view is a vast
"canyon" known as Valles Marineris-the Mariner Valley.

Chryse

Planitia

(NASA)

northern and southern hemispheres. The north
ern hemisphere is made up largely of rolling vol
canic plains not unlike the lunar maria-indeed,
tilis sinliJarity was key to their identification as
L1va-flow features. Much larger than their coun
terparts on Earth or the Moon, these extensive lava
plains were formed by eruptions involving enor
mous volumes of material. They are strewn with
blocks of volcanic rock, as well as with boulders blasted
out of impact areas by infalling meteoroids. (The Mar
tian atmosphere is too thin to offer much resistance to in
coming debris.) The southern hemisphere consists of heavily
cratered highlands lying some 5 km above the level of the
lowland north. Most of the dark regions visible from Earth are

km
+1 2

6(1'
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3(1'
+4

(1'
-3(1'

o

-4
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A Interactive F IGURE 1 0.4 Mars Map The Mc7S Globol Surveyor data displayed as a flat map. The
,-.. . Marin er Valley (see also Figure 10.6) can be seen at left, whereas the opposite side of the planet is

I�

dominated � the giant Hellas impact basin. Note the great difference in elevation between the
northern and southern hem i.spheres. Some surface features are labeled, as are the Viking, Pathfmder,
Exploration Rov(!l', and Phoenix robot landing sites. (NASA)
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... F IGURE 1 0.5 Mars Up Close (a) The northern hemisphere of Mars, like this one near Ovyse Planitia.
consists of rolling. volcanic plains. (b) The southern Martian highlands, like this one in Hellas P1anitia. are
heavily cratered Both of these Mars Express photographs are in true color and shcm roughly the same
scale. nearly 100 ken across. (£SA)

mountainous regions in the south. Figure 1 0.5 contrasts typi
cal terrains in the two hemispheres.
The northern plains are much less cratered than the
southern highlands. On the basis of the arguments pre
sented in Chapter 8, this smoother surface suggests that the
northern surface is younger. ex> (Sec. 8.5) Its age is perhaps
3 billion years, compared with 4 billion in the south. In
places, the boundary between the southern highlands and
the northern plains is quite sharp--the surface level can
drop by as much as 4 km in a horizontal distance of 100 km
or so. Most scientists assume that the southern terrain is the
original crust of the planet. How most of the northern
hemisphere could have been lowered in elevation and subse
quently flooded with lava remains a mystery.
The major geological feature on the planet is the Tharsis
bulge (marked in Figure 10.3). Roughly the size of NOrtil
America, Tharsis lies on the Martian equator and rises some
1 0 km higher than the rest of the Martian surface. To its
east lies Chryse Plallitia (the "Plains of Gold"), to the west a
region called Isidis Planitia (the "Plains of Isis;' an Egyptian
goddess). These features are wide depressions, hundreds of
kilometers across and up to 3 km deep. If we wished to ex
tend the idea of "continents" from Earth and Venus to Mars,
we would conclude that Tharsis is the only continent on the
Martian surface. However, as on Venus, there is no sign of
plate tectonics on Mars-the absence of fault lines or other
evidence of plate motion tells geologists that the "continent"
of Tharsis is not drifting as its Earthly counterparts are.
CD (Sec. 7.4) Tharsis appears to be even less heavily cratered
than the northern plains, making it the youngest region on
the planet, an estimated 2 to 3 billion years old.
Almost diametrically opposite Tharsis, in the southern
highlands, lies the Hellas Basin, which, paradoxically, con
tains tile lowest point on Mars. (Hellas is clearly visible and

labeled in Figure 10.4.) Some 3000 km across, the floor of
the basin lies nearly 9 km below the basin's rim and over 6
Jan below the average level of the planet's surface. Its shape
and structure identify the Hellas Basin as an impact feature.
The formation of the Hellas Basin must have caused a major
redistribution of the young Martian crust-perhaps even
enough to account for a substantial portion of the highlands
around it, according to some researchers. The basin's heavily
cratered floor indic.1tes that tile impact occurred very early
on in Martian history-some 4 billion years ago-during
the heavy bombardment that accompanied the formation of
the terrestrial planets. CD (Sees. 6.7, 8.5)
The giant Borealis Basin around tile Martian north
pole-most of the blue region at the top of Figure 10.4 (see
also Figure 1 0. l 1 a}--may be the result of one of the largest
la10wn impacts in the solar system. Recent research, based on
computer simulations of the collision and detailed data from
the Mars Global Surveyor and Mars Recorlrwissance Orbiter
spacecraft, suggests that the basin could have formed when a
giant impactor some 2000 Jan across-twice the size of the
L1rgest asteroid, Ceres-struck the planet a grazing blow dur
ing the formative stages of the soL1r system. ex> (Sec. 6.7)
These ideas are controversial and still debated by planetary sci
entists, but the resulting impact feature \'i'Ouid be comparable
in size to the observed basin, and the collision could also ex
plain why the nortilern hemisphere of Mars is so much lower
than and differs so radically from the south.

The Martian "Grand Canyon"
A particuL1r1y prominent featme associated with the Tharsis

bulge is a great "canyon" JalOwn as Valles Marineris (the
Mariner Valley). Shown in its entirety in Figure 10.3 and in
more detail in Figure 10.6, this feature is not really a canyon
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... FIGURE 10.6 Valles Ma,ine,is (a) The Mariner Valley is a huge canyon, 120 km wide and 7 km

deep. Its length is about 4000 km, or nearly the full breadth of the continental United States. (b) A
close-up view shows the complexity of the valley walls and dry tributaries. (c) A comparison, to
scale. with Earth's Grand Canyon, which is a mere 20 km wide and 2 km deep, suggests just how big
the Mariner Valley is. (NASA)

in the terrestrial sense because running water played no part
in its formation. Planetary astronomers theorize that it was

formed by the same crustal forces that caused the entire
Tharsis region to bulge outward, making the surface split and
crack. The resulting cracks, called tectonic fractures, are found
all around the Tharsis bulge. Valles Marineris is the largest of
them. Cratering studies suggest that the cracks are at least
2 billion years old; age estimates for Valles Marineris range
up to 3.5 billion years. = (Sec. 8.5) Similar (but much
smaller) cracks, originating from similar causes, have been
fOWld in the Aphrodite Terra region of Venus. = (Sec. 9.4)
Valles Marineris runs for almost 4000 km along the Mar
tian equator, about one-fifth of the way around the planet. At
its widest, it is some 120 km across, and it is as deep as 7 km
in places. Like many Martian surface features, it simply
dwarfs Earthly competition. The Grand Canyon in Arizona
would easily fit into one of its side "tributary" cracks. Valles
Marineris is so large that it can even be seen from Earth-in
fact, it was one of the few "canals" observed by 1 9th-century
astronomers that actually corresponded to a real feature on
the planet's surface. (It was known as the Coprates canal.) We
must reemphasize, however, that this Martian feature was not
constructed by intelligent beings, nor was it carved by a river,
nor is it a result of Martian plate tectonics. For some reason,

the crustal forces that formed it never developed into full
fledged plate motion as exists on Earth.

Volcanism on Mars

Mars contains the largest known volcanoes in the solar
system. Three very large volcanoes are found on the Tharsis
bulge, two of them visible on the left-hand side of Figure 1 0.3.
The largest volcano of all is Olympus Mons (Figure 10.7),
northwest of Tharsis, lying just over the left (western) horizon
of Figure l O.3. This volcano measures some 700 km in diatne
ter at its base--{}nly slightly smaller than the state of Thxas-
and rises to a height of 25 km above the surrounding plains.
The caldera, or crater, at its swnmit, measures 80 km across.
The other tllfee large volcanoes are a little smaller---a "mere"
18 km high---and lie near the top of the bulge.
Like Maxwell Mons on Venus, none of these VOlCatl0es
is associated with plate motion on Mars--as just mentioned,
there is none. Instead, they are shield volcanoes, sitting atop
a hot spot in the wlderlying Martian mantle. = (Sec. 9.4)
All four show distinctive lava channels and other flow fea
tures similar to those found on shield volcanoes on Earth.
Vikillg and Mars Global Surveyor images of the Martian
surface reveal many hundreds of volcanoes. Most of the
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<III F I G U R E 10.7 Olympus Mons The largest
volcano known on Mars or anywhere else in the
solar system, Olympus Mons is nearly three
times taller than Mount Everest on Earth,
measuring about 700 km across its base and
rising 25 km h igh at its peak. This Martian
mountain seems currently inactive a nd may
have been extinct for at least several hundred
million years. By comparison, the largest
volcano on Earth, Hawaii's Mauna Loa, measures
a mere 120 km across and peaks just 9 km abCl\fe

the Pacific Ocean floor. (NASA)

largest are associated with the Tharsis bulge, but many
smaller volcanoes are found in the northern plains.
The great height of Martian volcanoes is a direct conse
quence of the planet's low surface gravity. As lava flows and
spreads to form a shield volcano, its eventual height depends
on the new mountain's ability to support its own weight.
The lower the gravity, the less is the weight and the higher is
the mountain. It is no accident that Maxwell Mons on Venus
and the Hawaiian shield volcanoes on Earth rise to roughly
the same height (about 1 0 km) above their respective
bases--Earth and Venus have similar surface gravity. Mars's
surface gravity is only 40 percent that of Earth, so volcanoes
rise roughly 2.5 times as high.
Are the Martian shield volcanoes still active? Scientists
have found no direct evidence for recent or ongoing erup
tions. However, if these volcanoes have been around since
the Tharsis uplift (as the formation of the Tharsis bulge is
IGlown) and were active as recently as 100 million years
ago (an age estimate based on the extent of impact crater
ing on their slopes), some of tllem may still be at least
intermittently active. Millions of years, though, may pass
between eruptions.

I mpact Crate ring
The Marirler spacecraft found that the surfaces of Mars and
its two moons are pitted with impact craters formed by
meteoroids falli.ng in from space. On Mars, as on Venus,
there is a lack of small impact craters, less than roughly 5 km
in diameter. 00 (Sec. 9.4) This time, though, the
explanation is not that such craters do not form-small me
teoroids have no trouble penetrating tlle thin Martian at
mosphere. Instead, thin or not, the atmosphere is an
efficient erosive agent, transporting dust from place to place
and erasing small impact craters faster than they can form.

Overall, erosion on Mars is about 100 times slower than
on Earth, but still far faster than on the Moon or Venus. For
comparison, a 1-km diameter crater might survive for 100
million years on Mars. On Earth, it would be gone in a million
years or so, but it would remain intact for tens of billions of
years on the Moon before being obliterated by meteoritic ero
sion. On Venus, the crater would most likely survive until the
neAi large-scale volc:mic resurfacing event. 00 (Sec. 9.4)
As on the Moon and Venus, the extent of large inlpact cra
tering (craters too big to have been filled in by erosion since
they formed) serves as an age indicator for the Martian sur
face. 00 (Sec. 8.5) The ages quoted earlier, ranging from 4 bil
lion years for the southern highlands to a few hundred million
years in the youngest volcanic areas, were obtained in this way.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H EC K
t/ How do we know that the northern Martian lowland s are
younger than the
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Mars today is apparently dry and desolate, yet astronomers
have strong evidence that that was not always the case. Unlike
Earth, where water is abundant, and Venus, which (as we saw
in Chapter 9) has been devoid of water for billions of years,
Mars offers intriguUlg hints that it may once have harbored
liquid water Oil its surface. 00 (Sec. 9.5) The relatively low
rate of surface erosion on Mars means that many surface fea
tures formed billions of years ago are still detectable, provid
ing astronomers with a unique opportunity-in principle, at
least-to probe tlle presence of water on tllat planet over the
entire span of Martian history.
Because water is such a vital ingredient to the develop
ment of life on Earth (see Chapter 28), its presence on Mars
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� runoffchannel on Mars is about 400 km
V long and up to 5 km wide in places.

... F IGURE 1 0.8 Martian Channel (a)This

(b) The Red River running from Shreveport,
Louisiana, to the Mississippi River. The two differ
mainly in that there is currently no l iquid water
in this. or any other, Martian valley, but the
networks of runoff channels strongly suggest the
presence of running water on Mars in the distant
past (ESA; NASA)

Two types of flow
nmoff channels and the outflow channels.

has important implications for life there too. Let's take a

in great quantity on the surface of Mars.

closer look at conditions on the Martian surface since the

feature are seen: the

planet formed.

The runoff channels (one of which is shown in Figure
10.8a) are found in the southern highlands. They are extensive

Evidence fo r Past Runn i ng Water

systems--sometimes hWldreds of kilometers in total length
of interconnecting, twisting channels that seem to merge into

Although the great surface cracks in the Tharsis region are

larger, wider channels. They bea.r a strong resemblance to river

not really canyons and were not formed by running water,

systems on

photographic evidence reveals that liquid water once existed

they are-the dried-up

Emth, and geologists think that this is just what
beds of long-gone rivers that once

• FIGURE 10.9 Martian Outflow (a) An outflow channel near the Martian equator bears witness to a
catastrophic flood that occurred about 3 billion years ago. (b) The onrushing water that carved out the
outflow channels was responsible for forming these oddly shaped "islands" as the flow encountered
obstacles-impact craters-in its path. Each "island" is about 40 km long. (NASA)
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... F I G U R E 1 0.10 Martian Rive. Delta Did this fan-shaped region
of twisted streams form as a river flowed into a larger seal If it did, the
Mars Global Surveyor i mage supports the idea that Mars once had
large bodies of liquid water on its surface. Not all scientists agree with
this interpretation, hCMIelier. (NASA)

forming rivers that drained into lakes or oceans, which in
turn evaporated to form clouds and more rain? Or were the
runoff chaJUlels formed by periodically melting under
groWld ice, much like the outflow channels but on a gentler
scale, with no associated lakes or other extended bodies of
water? Astronomers have debated this issue for years, but,
based on tile accumulated data from the latest crop of Mars
probes, the evidence now seems to favor the former view.
Many planetary scientists think that Mars may have enjoyed
an extended early period during which rivers, lakes, and
perhaps even oceans adorned its surface.
Figure 10.10 is a 2003

Mars GLobal Surveyor image
deLta--{!

showing what mission specialists think may be a

fan-shaped network of channels and sediment deposits
where a river once flowed into a larger body of water, in this
case a lake filling a crater in the southern highlands. Other
researchers go even further, suggesting that the data provide
evidence for large open expanses of water on the early
Martian surface. Figure 10. 1 1 (a) is a computer-generated
view of the Martian north polar region, based on

GlobaL Surveyor

Mars

images, showing the extent of what may

have been an ancient ocean covering much of the northern
carried rainfall on Mars from the mOWltains down into the

lowlands. TIle Hellas basin (Figure lOA) is another possible

valleys. The systems of rWloffchannels are often referred to as

candidate for an ancient Martian sea.

valley networks. They speak of a time 4

billion years ago (the

The idea of a warm, wet early Mars has been controver

age of the Martian highlands), when the atmosphere was

siaL Proponents point to features such as the terraced

thicker, the surface warmer, and liquid water widespread.
The outflow channels (Figure 1O.9a) are probably relics

"beaches" shown in Figure 10. 1 1 (b), which might conceiv
ably have been left behind as a lake or ocean evaporated and

of catastrophic flooding on Mars long ago. They appear only

the shoreline receded. But detractors maintain that the

in equatorial regions and generally do not form the exten

terraces could also have been created by geological activity,

sive interconnected networks that characterize the runoff

perhaps related to the tectonic forces that depressed the

channels. Instead, they are probably the paths taken by huge

northern hemisphere far below the level of the south, in

volumes of water draining from the southern highlands into

which

the northern plains. The onrushing water arising from these

Martian water. Furthermore, Mars GLobal

flash floods probably also formed the odd teardrop-shaped

leased in 2003 seem to indicate that the Martian surface

case

they have nothing whatever to do with

Surveyor data

re

" islands" ( resembling the miniature versions seen in the wet

contains too few

sand of our beaches at low tide) that have been found on the

taining carbon and oxygen that should have been formed in

plains close to the ends of the outflow channels (Figure

abundance in ancient oceans. Their absence would support

carbonate

rock layers---o
-c mpounds con

1 0.9b). Judging from the width and depth of the channels,

the picture of a cold, dry Mars that never experienced the

the flow rates must have been truly enormous-perhaps as

extended mild period required to form lakes and oceans.

much as a hundred times greater than the 105 tons per sec
ond carried by the Amazon River, the largest river system on
Earth. Flooding shaped the outflow channels about 3 billion
years ago, about the same time as the northern volcanic
plains formed.

Mars
Express orbiter has detected "hydrated" chemical compounds

in surface rocks over broad swatllS of the planet, strongly

suggesting that those regions were wet for extended periods

Were the runoff channels river systems like those on
Earth, part of a planetwide

However, as more data have been obtained, the evidence
in favor of ancient lakes or seas has strengthened. The

water

cycle, in which rain fell,

of time. 10 addition, as discussed below, direct chemical
analyses made by the most recent NASA landers indicate that

SECTION 1 0.5
their landing sites also experienced long periods in the past
during which liquid water existed on the surface.

S ubsu rface Ice

As far as we can tell, there is no liquid water on the Martian
surface today. However, the detailed appearance of Martian
impact craters provides an important piece of information
about conditions just below the planet's surface. The ejecta
blankets surrounding many Martian craters look quite dif
ferent from their lunar counterparts. Figure 10. 1 2 compares

Water on Mars

the Copernicus crater on the Moon with the (fairly typical)
crater Yut)' on Mars. The material surrounding the lunar
crater is just what one would expect from an explosion eject
ing a large volume of dust, soil, and boulders. However, the
ejecta blanket on Mars gives the distinct impression of a liq
uid that has splashed or flowed out of the crater. Geologists
think that this fluidized ejecta crater indicates that a layer of
permafrost, or water ice, lies just a few meters under the
surface. The explosive impact heated and liquefied the ice,
resulting in the fluid appearance of the ejecta.
More direct evidence for subsurface ice was obtained
in 2002, when a gamma-ray spectrometer aboard the Mars
Odyssey orbiter detected extensive deposits of water ice
crystals (actually, the hydrogen they contain) mixed with the
Marti.1l1 surface layers at high latitudes (more than 50° north
and south of the equator). In some locations ice appears to
compose as much as SO percent by volume of the planet's
soil. The instrument was similar in design to the one carried
by Llmar Prospector, which searched for (and found) ice crys
tals in the regolith near the lunar poles. co (Sec. 8.5) Radar
aboard Mars Express has confirmed these results and also

� ocean once might have spanned the polar regions, The blue
� regions in this computer-generated map actually indicate

... F IGURE 10.1 1 AnciQnt Ocean? (a) A possible ancient Martian

I
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depth below the average radius of the planet. thus they also
outli ne the extent of the ocean inferred from Mars Global
Surveyor data. [The color elevation scale is nearly the same as in
Figure lOA,) (b) This high-resolution image shaws tentative evidence
for eros i on by standing water in the floor of Holden Crater, about
140 km across. (NASA)
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(a)

� found on Earth's Moon. Its ejecta blanket appears to be composed ofdry, powdery materiaL (b) The
� ejecta from the Martian crater Yuty p8 km in diameter) .... idently was once liquid. (This type of crater
• FIGURE 1 0.1 2 Crater Comparison (a) The large lunar impact crater Ccpernicus is typical ofthose

is sometimes called a "splosh" crater.) In fact, most of the water remaining on Mars today probably exists in
the form of undergroond ice. (NASA)

suggests deep deposits of ice extending hundreds of meters
below the surface in many locations. NASA's Phoenix lander,
described in more detail below, was sent to the planet's north
polar region in 200S to search for water ice on or near the
surface.
Prior to the arrival of Mars Global Surveyor in 2000,
astronomers thought that all the water below the Martian sur
face existed in the form of ice. However, since then, Surveyor
mission scientists have reported the discovery of numerous
small-scale "gullies" in Martian cliffs and crater walls that ap
parently were carved by running water in the relatively recent
past. These features are too small to have been resolved by the
Viking cameras. One such gully, found in the inner rim of a
M1rtian impact crater in the southern highlands, is shown in
Figure 10. 13(a). Its structure has many similarities to the
channels carved by flash floods on Earth.
The ages of these intriguing Martian features are uncer
tain and might be as great as a million years in some cases.
However, the Surveyor team speculates that some of them
may still be active today and that liqllid water might exist in
some regions of Mars at depths of less than 500 m. Some
scientists dispute this interpretation, arguing that the "fluid"
responsible for the gullies could have been solid (granular)
or even liquid carbon dioxide, expelled under great pressure
from the Martian crust. Others point to features sud1 as that
shown in Figure 1 0. 1 3 (b), a very similar looking gully found

in an impact crater in the Arctic-perhaps the dosest we can
come on Earth to replicating the harsh conditions on
Mars-which formed when subsurface ice became exposed
to sunlight and melted. Perhaps the same occurred on Mars,
in which case, even if the gullies were created by flowing
water, that does not necessarily imply liquid water below ilie
surface.
Data from Surveyor's cameras have deepened the mys
tery of the Martian surface flows. Figure 10.14 shows two
images, taken 6 ye.1rs apart, of an unnamed impact crater in
ilie southern highlands. The white streak in ilie second
image is thought (by some) to be a frozen mudslide, where
liquid water briefly flowed down the inside of the crater
wall, carrying rocky debris with it, then froze on the chilly
Martian surface. At the time of writing, its composition is
uncertain, but one iliing is dear-whatever it is, it formed
recently, demonstrating that the production of this, and
presumably oilier, similar surface features is an ongoing
process. It seems that a lot more study, perhaps even a
human visit, will be needed before this issue is settled.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V' Describe how the scientific debate over water on Mars

has evolved since the 1960s as more data have become
available.
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& FIGURE 10.13 Running Water on Mars? (a) This high-resolutiOll
Mars Global Surveyor view (left) of a crater wall (right) near the
Mariner Valley shems ENidence of "gullies· apparently formed by
running water in the relatively recent past. (b) Similar gullies in the
Haughton impact crater on the Arctic's DevOll Island formed when
underground ice temporarily melted, causing streams of water to flow
on the surface. (NASA; Gordo" Osillski/Omadiara Space Agency)

The Martian Polar Caps

& F IGURE 1 0.14 Recent Martian Outflow This comparisOll
between two Mars Global Surveyor images, taken in 1999 and 2005.
of a Martian impact crater shems that something-the white streak
�emer right� possibly water-flemed across the surface during that
6-year period. If so, then the flows responsible for the gullies in Figure
10.13 are not just a thing of the past-the activity is OIlgoing. (NASA)

We have already noted that the Martian polar caps are com
posed predominantly of c.'U'bon dioxide frost----<iry ice-and
show seasonal variations. Each cap in fact consists of two
distinct parts-the seasonal cap, which grows and shrinks
each year, and tile residual cap, which remains permanently
frozen. At maximum size, in southern midwinter, the southern
seasonal cap is some 4000 km across. Half a Martian year later,
the nortllern C.1P is at its largest, reaching a diameter of
roughly 3000 km. The two seasonal polar caps do not have the
=e maximum size because of the eccentricity of Mars's orbit
around the Sun. During southern winter, Mars is considerably
farther from the Sun than half a year later, in northern winter.
Thus the soutllern winter season is longer and colder than that
of the north, and the polar cap grows correspondingly larger.
The se.1sonal caps are composed entirely of carbon diox
ide. Their temperatures are never greater than about 150 K
( - 120°C), the point at which dry ice can form. During the
Martian summer, when sunligl1t striking a C.1P is most intense,
carbon dioxide evaporates into the atmosphere, and tile cap
shrinks. In the winter, atmospheric carbon dioxide refreezes,
and the cap reforms. As the caps grow and shrink, they cause
substantial variations (up to 30 percent) in the Martian atmos
pheric pressure--a large fraction of the planet's atmosphere
freezes out and evaporates again each year. From studies of
these atmospheric fluctuations, scientists can estimate the
amount of carbon dioxide in me seasonal polar caps. The
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<III F I G U R E 10.1 5 Martian Polar Caps The southern (a) and northern
(b) polar caps of Mars are shONn to scale in these mosaics ofMariner 9
images. These are the residual caps, seen here during their respective
summers half a Martian year apart. The southern cap is some 350 km across
and i s made up mostly of frozen carbon dioxide. The northern cap is about
1000 km across and is composed mostly of water ice. The inset shows greater
detail in the southern cap. (ESA; NASA)

to the giant dust storms that envelop
the planet during soutllern summer.
These storms, which last for a quarter
of a Martian year (about 6 Earth
months), tend to blow the dust from
the warmer south into the cooler
northern hemisphere. The northern
ice cap becomes dusty and less reflec
tive. As a result, it absorbs more sun
light and warms up.

C l i mate Change on Mars

maximum thickness of the seasonal caps is thought to be
about 1 m.
The residual caps (Figure 10. 1 5 ) are smaller and brighter
than the seasonal caps and show an even more marked
north-south asymmetry. The southern residual cap is about
350 km across and, like the seasonal caps, is probably made
mostly of carbon dioxide, although it also contains some
water ice. Its temperature remains below 150 K at all times.
Its composition, long suspected by theorists, was finally
established only in 2004 by spectroscopic imaging observa
tions made by the Mars Express orbiter.
The northern residual cap is much larger-about 1000
km across--and warmer, with a temperature that can exceed
200 K in northern summertime. Planetary scientists think
that the northern residual cap is made mostly of water ice,
an opinion strengthened by spectroscopic observations that
show an increase in the concentration of water vapor above
the north pole in northern summer as some small fraction
of its water ice evaporates in the Sun's heat. (Note that, in
this terminology, Earth's polar caps are both residual, and
are composed entirely of water ice.) The thickness of tlle
Martian caps is uncertain, but it is likely that, as on Earth,
they represent a significant storehouse for water on the
planet.
Why is there such a temperature difference (at least 50 K)
between the two residual polar caps, and why is the northern
cap warmer, despite the fact tllat the planet's northern hemi
sphere is generally cooler than the south (see Section 10.2)?
The reason is not fully understood, but it seems to be reL1ted

Aside from the gullies mentioned ear
lier' whidl are suggestive but by no
means conclusive, astronomers have
no direct evidence for liquid water anywhere on the surfuce of
Mars tod.1Y, and the amount of water vapor in the Martian at
mosphere is tiny. Yet even setting aside the wlproven hints of
ancient oceans, the extent of the outflow mannels cle.1Cly im
plies that a huge total volume ofliquid water must have existed
on Mars in the distant past. Where did all that water go? Some
of it may have entered the atmosphere and escaped into space,
but, as best we can tell, most of it today is locked in the per
mafrost layer under the Martian surface, with a little more
contained in tlle polar caps.
Planetary scientists trace tlle history of water on Mars
along the following broad lines. Early on, conditions on the
planet were much warmer-perhaps even Earth-like--;md
liquid water was widespread, forming tlle runoff channels as
rainfull drained into river valleys. Roughly 4 billion years ago,
for reasons discussed below, climatic conditions changed and
the water began to freeze, forming the permafrost and drying
out the riverbeds. Mars remained frozen for about a billion
years, until volcanic (or perhaps some other) activity heated
large regions of the surface, melting the subsurfuce ice and
causing flash floods that created the outflow dlannels.
Subsequently, volcanic activity subsided, the water re
froze, and Mars once again became a dry world. The present
level of water vapor in the Martian atmosphere is the maxi
mum possible, given the atmosphere's present density and
temperature. Estimates of the total amount of water stored
as permafrost and in the polar caps are uncertain, but it is
thought that if all the water on Mars were to become liquid,
it would cover the surface to a depth of roughly 10 meters.
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The View from the Martian Landers
Remote sensing-taking images and other measurements
from orbit-has been vitally important to our lUlderstand
ing of Mars, but in some cases there is just no substitute for a
close-up look. To date, six U.S spacecraft have successfully
landed on the Martian surface (see Appendix 3, Table 4) .
Their landing sites, marked on Figure 1 0.4, spanned a vari
ety of Martian terrains. Their goals included detailed geo
logical and chemical analysis of Martian surface rocks, the
search for life, and the se.1rch for water.
Vikirlg

1

landed in Chryse Planitia, a broad depression

to the east of TIlarsis. The view that greeted its cameras (Figure

10.16) was a windswept, gently rolling, rather desolate plain,
littered with rocks of all sizes, not unlike a high desert on
part of the ejecta blanket of a nearby impact crater. Vikirlg 2

Earth. The surface rocks visible in Figme 10.16 are probably
landed somewll.1t farther north, in a region of Mars called

Utopia, chosen in part because mission planners anticipated

Viking 2 landed was flat and featureless. From space, the land

greater seasonal climatic variations there. TIle plain on which
ing site appeared smooth and dusty. In fact, the surface turned
out to be very rocky, even rockier than the Chryse site, and
without the dust layer the mission directors had expected
(Figure 10.17). TIle views that the two landers recorded may
turn out to be quite typical of the low-latitude northern plains.
The

Viking landers performed numerous chemical analy

This is the view from the Viking I spacecraft
nON parked on the surface of Mars. The fine-grained soil and the
reddish rock-str"",n terrain stretch i ng tONard the horizon contains
substantial amounts of iron ore; the surface of Mars is literally
rusting aw�. The sky is a pale pink color, the result of airborne dust.

.. FIGURE 10.16 Vi/c;,."

(NASA)

ses of the Martian regolith. One important finding of these
studies was the high iron content of
the planet's surface. Chemical reac
tions between the iron-rich surface
soil and free oxygen in the atmos
phere is responsible for the iron oxide
("rust") that gives Mars its character
istic color. Although the surface layers
are rich in iron relative to Earth's sur
face, the overall abund.1Ilce is similar
to Earth's average iron content. On
Earth, much of the iron has differenti
ated to the center. Chemical differen
tiation does not appear to have been

nearly so complete on Mars.

The next successful mission to the

Martian surface was Mars

Pathfmder.

During the unexpectedly long lifetime
of its mission in 1997 (it lasted almost
3 months instead of the anticipated 1),
the lander performed measurements
of the Martian atmosphere and at
mospheric dust while its robot rover
Sojoumer (visible in Figure 6.12)

car 

ried out chemical analyses of the soil
and rocks within about 50
parent craft.

00

m

of the

(Sec. 6.6) In addition,

more than 16,000 images of the region

.. F IGURE 1 0.17 Vile;,., 2

Anothervi"", of the Martian surface. this one rock strewn

and flat, as

seen through the camera aboand the Viking 2 robot that soft-landed on the northern Utopian pla ins .

The discarded canister is about 20 ern long. The O.5-m scars
shovel. (NASA)

in the dirt were made

by the robot's
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were returned to Earth. Sojourner lander found that the soil at
its landing site was similar to that found by the Viking landers.
However, analyses of nearby rocks reve'lled a chemic.ll makeup
different from that of the Martian meteorites found on Earth
(see Discovery 10-1).
The landing site for the Pathfinder mission had been care
fully chosen to lie near the mouth of an outflow channel, and
the size distribution and composition of the many rocks and
boulders surrounding the lander were consistent with their
having been deposited there by flood waters. In addition, the
presence of numerous rounded pebbles strongly suggested the
erosive action of running water at some time in the past.
The hvin landers Spirit and Opportunity of the Mars
Exploration Rover mission have made extensive chemical
and geological studies of rocks within a few kilometers of
their landing sites on opposite sides of the planet, with the
primary goal of finding evidence for liquid water on the
surface at some time in the past. CD (Sec. 6.6) Their findings
provide the best evidence yet for standing water on the an
cient Martian surface and have changed the minds of many
skeptic.11 scientists on the subject of water on Mars.
Spirit'S landing site was rocky and similar in many ways
to the terrains encountered by earlier landers, although closer
study by the science team reveals that most of the rocks in the
lander's vicinity do appear to have been extensively altered
by water long ago. HalfWay around the planet, however,
Opportunity appears to have hit the jackpot in its quest,
finding itself surrounded by rocks showing every chemical
and geological indication of having been very wet-possibly
immersed in salhvater-in the past (Figure 10.18).
Opportunity's landing site had been chosen in part
because the Mars Odyssey orbiter had detected a compound
called hematite in the surface rocks there, a possible indicator

of past water, and measurements made by the rover do
indeed suggest that the rocks near the landing site have been
alternately underwater and dry for extended periods of time,
possibly as a shallow lake alternately filled and evaporated
repeatedly over the course of Martian history. If life ever did
e..xist at this site, the sorts of rocks found there might have
preserved a fossil record very well, but Opportunity was not
equipped to carry out such studies.
As of early 2010, both Spirit and Opportunity were still
operating and in communication with Earth more than
6 years into a mission originally expected to last 3--6
months. Both robots are showing signs of wear and tear,
though, and Spirit at this point seems trapped in a patch of
soft sand. Nevertheless, mission controllers are delighted at
the many important contributions the hvo rovers have made
to planetary science.
The most recent NASA mission to Mars, Phoenix, landed
in the planet's north polar region in May 2008 (see Figure lOA).
Its objectives included determining if the Martian arctic is or

... F IGURE 1 0.18 MdtS PdtlO'dmd (a) A panoramic view of the terrain
near where NASAS Opportunity rC>ler landed on Mars in 2004. This is
Endurance crater, roughly 130 m across. (b) A (false-color) close-up of a
clump of rocks at the bottom of Endurance crater, where Opportunity
found evidence for extensive liquid water in Mars's past. The blue is false
color and is not indicative ofwater currently on the surface. (NASA)
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(b)
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... F I G URE 1 0.1 9 Phofltlix at Mars (a) The
Phoenix lander's robotic arm is shCMIn here

with a surface sample in its scoop. just before
delivering it to an onboard miniature
chemistry laboratory. The drcular hardware at
bottom is one of its solar panels. (b) This true
color image shows one of the first trenches
(about the size of this book) dug by Phoenix to
a depth of about 8 centimeters. The white
material near the top is almost surely ice,
which melted soon after exGlVation. (NASA)

(a)

was capable of supporting life, looking
for ice or other evidence ofwater, and ex
ploring the Martian polar climate. TIle
spacecraft was not a rover, but instead
contained a sophisticated array of equip
ment to monitor weather conditions and
collect and analyze the surrounding soil.
Phoenix confirmed the presence of
subsurface water ice at the landing site
(Figure 10.19) and found day and car
bonates in the soil, both indicators of a wet environment at
some tinle in the past, although scientists do not know if the
water resulted from seasonally melting ice or is an indicator of
the much more distant past. Initially, the overall composition
of the soil seemed Earth-like, but later analysis suggested
some chemical differences that might make it less friendly to
life, at least as we know it. The mission left unresolved the
question of whether the soil samples scooped up by Phoenix
contained any carbon-based organic compounds.
Phoenix touched down in late fall in the Martian north
ern hemisphere, and during its final weeks its sensors re
ported the first snow as winter dosed in. The mission ended
when diminishing sunlight and extreme low temperatures
shut down the lander's power supply.

f/ iIV\l61\1W/�

CONCEPT CHECK
(b)

V' Where has all the Martian water gone?
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D I S C O V E RY 1 0 - 1
Life on Mars?
Even before the Viking missions reached Mars in 1976, most
astronomers had abandoned hope of finding life there. Scien
tists knew that Mars had no large-scale cllnal systems, no sur
face water, almost no oxygen in its atmosphere, and no seasonal
vegetation changes. The current absence of liquid water on
Mars especially dims the chances for life there now. However,
running water and, possibly, a dense atmosphere in the past
may have created conditions suitable for the emergence of life
long ago. (See Chapter 28 for a fuller discussion of what consti
tutes "life," scientifically speaking, and why water plays such an
important role.)
III the hope that some form of microbial life-perhaps
bacteria or other microscopic organisms-might have survived
to the present day, the Viking landers carried out experiments
designed to detect biological activity. The accompanying pair of
photographs shows the Martian surface before and after the
robot arm of one of the landers dug a shallow trench to scoop up
soil samples. The arm is visible in the first frame.
All three Vikingbiological experiments assumed some basic
similarity between hypothetical Martian bacteria and those
found on Earth. A gas-excha"ge experiment offered a nutrient
broth to any residents of a sample of Martian soil and looked for
gases that would signal metabolic activity. A labeled-release
experiment added compOlmds containing radioactive carbon to
the soil and then waited for results signaling that Martian organ
isms had either eaten or inhaled the carbon. Finally, a pyrolitic
release experiment added radioactively tagged carbon dioxide to
a sample of Martian soil and atmosphere, waited a while, and

(Before)

(After)

then removed the gas and tested the soil (by heating it) for signs
that something had absorbed the tagged gas.
1l1itially, all three experiments appeared to be giving posi
tive signals! However, subsequent careful studies showed that all
the results could be explained by inorganic (Le., nonliving)
chemical reactions. Thus, at present, we have no irrefutable evi
dence for even microbial life on the Martian surface. Most scien
tists think that the Viking robots detected peculiar reactions that
mimicked the basic chemistry of living organisms in some ways,
but they did not detect life itself.
A criticism of the Viking experiments is that they searched
only for life now living. Today, Mars seems locked in an ice age
the kind of numbing cold that would prohibit sustained life as we
know it. If bacterial life did arise on an Earth-like early Mars, how
ever, then we might be able to find its fossilized remains preserved
on or near the Martian surface. Surprisingly, one place to look for
life on Mars is right here on Earth. Scientists think that some me

teorites found on Earth's surface come from the Moon and from
Mars. These meteorites were apparently blasted off these bodies
long ago during an impact of some sort, thrown into space, and
eventually trapped by Earth's gravity, ultimately to full to the
grOlmd. The most fascinating of the rocks are surely those from
the Red Planet-for one of them may harbor fossil evidence for
past life on Mars!
The next figure shows ALH84001, a blackened 2-kg mete
orite about 1 7 cm across, found in 1984 in Antarctica. On the
basis of estimates of the cosmic-ray exposure it received before
reaching Earth, the rock is thougilt to have been blasted off Mars
about 16 million years ago. Looking at tillS specinlen ilirough a
microscope (inset), scientists can see rounded orange-brown
"globules" of carbonate minerals on the rock's shiny crust. Be
cause carbonates form only in the presence of water, the presence
of these globules suggests that carbon dioxide gas and liquid water
existed near ground level at some point in Mars's history, a con
clusion that planetary scientists had drawn earlier from studies of
Viki"g's orbital images of valleys apparently carved by water when
the Martian climate was wetter and warmer.
In a widely viewed press conference in Washington, DC, in
1996, a group of scientists argued, on the basis of all the data
accwnulated from studies of ALH8400 1 , that they had discovered
fossilized evidence for life on Mars. 111e key pieces of evidence they
presented for primitive Martian life were as follows: ( 1 ) Bacteria on
Earth can produce structures similar to the globules shown in the
inset. (2) The meteorite contains traces of polycyclic aromatic
ilydrocarbol1s---a tongue-twisting name for a class of complex
organic molecules (usually abbreviated PAHs) iliat, aliliougil not
directly involved in known biological cycles on Earth, occur anlOng
the decay products of plants and other organisms. (3) Higll
powered electron microscopes show that ALH8400 1 contains tiny
teardrop-shaped crystals of magnetite and iron sulfide embedded
in places where ilie carbonate has dissolved. On Earth, bacteria
are known to manufacture similar chemical crystals. (4) On very
small scales, elongated and egg-shaped structures are seen within
the carbonate globules. The researchers interpret these minute
structures as fossils of primitive organisms.
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(NASA)
TIle photomicrograph in the second figure shows this
fourth, and most controversial) piece of evidence--curved, rod
like structures that resemble bacteria on Earth. Scale is crucial
here, however. The structures are only about 0.5 11m across, 30
times smaller than ancient bacterial cells found fossilized on

the entire history of Mars. If so, then life might still be present
there today-but the opponents remain largely Ullconvinced.
As things now stand, it's a matter of interpretation---at the
frontiers of science, issues are usually not as clear-cut as we
would hope. The scientific method requires that we continually

Earth. FurtherolOre, several key tests have not yet been done,
such as cntting through the suspected fossilized tubes to search
for evidence of cell walls, semipermeable membranes, or any
internal cavities where body f1u.ids would have resided. Nor has
anyone yet fOUlld in ALH84001 any amino acids, the basic build
ing blocks of life as we know it (see Section 28. 1 ) .
TIlese results remain highly controversial. Many experts do
not agree that life has been fOWld on Mars-not even fossilized
life. Skeptics maintain that all the evidence could be the result of
chemical reactions not requiring any kind of biology. Carbonate
compounds are common in all areas of chemistry; PAHs are
found in many lifeless places (glacial ice, asteroid-belt mete
orites, interstellar douds, and even the exhaust fumes of auto
mobiJes); bacteria are not needed to produce crystals; and it
remains undear whether the tiny tubular structures shown are
animal, vegetable, or merely mineral. In addition, there is the
huge problem of contamination---after all, ALH84001 was
fOlmd on Earth and apparently sat in the Antarctic ice fields for
13,000 years before being picked up by meteorite hunters.
During 1999, the team released a new analysis of a second
meteorite, named Nakhla ( shown in the third figure), discovered
in the Sahara Desert in 1 9 1 1 and also thought to have come
from Mars. Again, the scientists reported evidence for microbial
life, in the form of dusters of minute spheres and ovals found
within tiny day-filled cracks deep inside the meteorite, having
similarities in size, shape, and arrangement to known bacteria
on Earth. Since Nakhla is a volcanic basalt rock that solidified
about 1 .3 billion years ago (as opposed to 4 billion years ago for
ALH8400 1 ), the new work suggests that life might have spanned

test and retest the competing theories to try to determine the
truth. Only additional analysis and new data-perhaps in the
form of samples returned directly from the Martian surface-
will tell condusively whether primitive Martian life existed long
ago, although most workers in the field seem to have concluded
that, taken as a whole, the results do not support the dainl of
ancient life on Mars. Still, even some skeptics concede that as
much as 20 percent of the organic (carbon-based) molecules in
ALH84001 could have originated on the Martian surface-
although that is a far cry from proving the existence of life there.
Should the claim of life on Mars hold up against the weight of
healthy skepticism in the scientific comrrnUlity, these findings may
go down in history as one of the greatest scientific discoveries of all
time. We are--or at le.lst were---not alone in the universe! Maybe.

(NASA)
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1 0.6 The Marti an Atmosphere
Long before the arrival of the Mariner and Viking spacecraft,
astronomers knew from Earth-based spectroscopy that the
Martian atmosphere was quite thin and composed primarily
of carbon dioxide. In 1964, Mariner 4 confirmed these
results, finding that the atmospheric pressure was only
about 1 / 1 50 the pressure of Earth's atmosphere at sea level
and that carbon dioxide made up at least 95 percent of
the total atmosphere. With the arrival of Viking, more
detailed measurements of the Martian atmosphere could be
made. Its composition is now known to be 95.3 percent
carbon dioxide, 2.7 percent nitrogen, 1 .6 percent argon,

0. 1 3 percent oxygen, 0.07 percent carbon monoxide, and
about 0.03 percent water vapor. The level of water vapor is
quite variable. Weather conditions encountered by Mars
Pathfinder were quite similar to those found by Viking 1.

Atmospheric Structure and Weath er
As the Vikirlg landers descended to the surface, they made
measurements of the temperature and pressure at various
heights. The results are shown in Figure 10.20. The Martian
atmosphere contains a troposphere (the lowest-lying atmo
spheric zone, where convection and weather occur), which
varies both from place to place and from season to season.

0::> (Sec. 7.2) The variability of the troposphere arises from the
variability of the Martian surface temperature. At noon in the

summertime, surface temperatures may reach 300 K. Atmo
spheric convection is strong, and the top of the troposphere
can reach an altitude of 30 knl. At night, the atmosphere re
tains little heat, and tile temperature can drop by as much as
1 00 K. Convection then ceases and the troposphere vanishes.
On average, surface temperatures on Mars are about 50 K
cooler than on Earth. The low early-morning temperatures
often produce water-ice fog in the Martian canyons (Figure
10.21). Higher in the atmosphere, in the stratosphere, tem
peratures are low enough for carbon dioxide to solidify, giving
rise to a high-level layer of carbon dioxide clouds and haze.
For most of the year, there is little day-to-day variation in
the Martian weather: The Sun rises, the surfuce warms up, and
light winds blow until sunset, when the temperature drops

again. Only in the southern summer does the daily routine
change. Strong surface winds (without rain or snow) sweep up
the dry dust, carry it high into the stratosphere, and eventually
deposit it elsewhere on the planet. At its greatest fury, a
Martian storm floods the atmosphere with dust, making the

worst storm we could imagine on Earth's Sahara Desert seem
inconsequential by comparison. The dust can remain airborne
for months at a time. The blown dust forms systems of sand
dWles similar in appearance to those fOWld on Earth.

Atmospheric Evolution

Although there is some superficial similarity in composition
between the atmospheres of Mars and Venus, the two plan

1 50

ets obviously have quite different atmospheric histories
Mars's "air" is over 10,000 times thinner than that on Venus.

;[
�:;;:

As with the other planets we have studied, we can ask why
the Martian atmosphere is as it is.
Preswnably, Mars acquired a secondary atmosphere

100

Q)

olltgassed from the planet's interior quite early in its history,
just as the other terrestrial worlds did. 0::> (Sec. 7.2) Arowld
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4 billion years ago, as indicated by the runoff charmels in the
highlands, Mars may have had a fairly dense atmosphere,
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• F IGURE 1 0.2 0 Martian Atmosphere Structure of the Martian
atmosphere, as determined � Viking and MGrs Global Surveyor. The
troposphere, which rises to an altitude of about 30 km in the daytime,

occasionally contains douds of water ice or. more frequently, dust during
the planetwide <Lst storms that occur each year. Abave the troposphere
lies the stratosphere. Note the absence of a higher temperature zone
in the stratosphere, indicating the absence of an ozone layer.

complete with blue skies, oceans, and rain. Even taking into
aCColmt the larger distance from Mars to the Sun and the fact
that tile Sun was about 30 percent less luminous 4 billion
years ago (see Chapter 22), planetary scientists estimate that
the greenhouse effect from a Martian atmosphere a few times
denser than Earth's present atmosphere could have kept
conditions fairly comfortable. A surface temperature above
O°C (the freezing point of water) seems quite possible.
Sometime during the ne>.'t billion years, most of the Mar
tian atmosphere di&1ppeared. Possibly, some of it was expelled
by impacts Witll large bodies in the early solar system, and a
substantial part may have leaked away into space because of

the planet's weak gravity. 0::> (More Precisely 8-1) However,
most of the remainder probably became unstable and was lost

in a kind of "reverse runaway greenhouse effect," as we now
describe. The following scenario, sUlllillarized in Figure 10.22,

S EC T I O N

The Martian Atmosphere
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(a)
• F I G U R E 10.21 Fog in the Canyons

(a) As the Sun's light reaches and heats the canyon floor, it drives

water vapor ITom the surface. When this vapor comes in contact with the colder air above the surface, i t
condenses again, and a temporary water-Ice fog results, a s seen here, near Mars's northern polar cap. (b) Fog
also shrouds the floor of the 200-km-wide LCWlleU Crater, imaged here by Mas Global Surveyor in the
autumn of 2000.

(NASA)
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Q tends to be absorbed by surface rocks and water. On Earth, geological and volcanic activity returns
� CO, to the atmosphere, and a stable balance is struck. On Mars, the rate ofvolcanic activity is much
• F I G U R E 1 0.22 Atmospheric Change

Over time, carbon diQ)(ide (CO,) in a planet's atmosphere

ICWller, and the Co, retumed was insufficient to replenish the atmosphere. As a result, the Martian

atmosphere thinned and cooled, losing

most of its CO, in as little as a few hundred

miUion years. If life did

arise on early Mars, it most likely had just this relatively short window of time i n which to develop.
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is accepted by many planetary scientists, although not by
all-those who discount the evidence presented earlier for
liquid water and a thick early atmosphere on Mars obviously
require no explanation for their absence today.
The key mechanism controlling the level of carbon
dioxide in a terrestrial planet's atmosphere is the absorption
of carbon dioxide into the rocks that make up the planet's
crust. The presence of liquid water greatly accelerates this
process-carbon dioxide dissolves in the liquid water of the
planet's rivers and lakes (and oceans, if any), ultimately
reacting with surface material to form carbonate rocks. The
result-at least in the absence of any opposing effect-is a
continual depletion of atmospheric carbon dioxide.
On Venus, as we saw in Chapter 9, an opposing effect
did exist, as the familiar greenhouse effect ran away to high

00 (Sec. 9.5) Carbon dioxide
left the surface and entered the atmosphere as the tempera

temperatures and pressures.

(a) Ancient Mars

ture rose, resulting in the extreme conditions we now find
on that planet today.
On Earth, a very different process acts to counteract the
absorption of carbon dioxide into the surface. Plate tectonics
constantly recycles our planet's carbon dioxide, returning it
to the atmosphere via volcanic activity.

00

( Sec. 7.4) Even

tually, these t',vo competing processes come into balance,
and the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide tends
to remain roughly constant.
However, neither of these opposing processes operated
on Mars. The planet was too cool for the greenhouse effect
to run away. And, as we have seen, Mars's interior cooled
faster than Ea.rth's, and the planet apparently never devel
oped large-scale plate motion. Even taking into considera
tion tlle large volcanoes discussed earlier in this chapter,
Mars has had on average far less volcanism than Earth does,
so the processes depleting carbon dioxide have been much
more effective than those replenishing it, creating a "one
way street» in which the level of atmospheric carbon dioxide
steadily declined.

As

the Martian carbon dioxide was consumed and its

(b) leday's Mars

• F I G U R E 1 0.23 Martian Evolution (a) Artist's conception of
Mars some s""erai billion years ago, with a dwindling atmosphere
and some lingering surface water. (b) A photo of Mars today.
(Kees Veenmbos)

greenhouse effect diminished, the planet cooled, causing still
more carbon dioxide to leave the atmosphere. The reason for
this is just as described above-lower temperatures allowed
more carbon dioxide to be absorbed in tlle surface layers. The

As tlle temperature continued to fall, water froze out of

result was a runaway to lower temperatures and decreasing

the atmosphere, lowering still further the level of atmo

levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere-just the oppo

spheric greenhouse gases and accelerating tlle cooling. (Recall

site the sequence of events on Venus. Calculations show that

from Section 9.5 that water vapor also contributes to the

mum of the Martian atmospheric carbon dioxide could have

greenhouse effect. ) Eventually, even carbon dioxide began to

been depleted in this way in a relatively short period of time,

freeze out, particularly at the poles, and Mars reamed the

perhaps as quickly as a few hundred million years (Figure

frigid state we see today-a cold, dry planet with most of its

1 0.23), although some of it might have been replenished by

original complement of atmospheric gases now residing in or

volcanic activity, possibly extending the "comfortable» life

under the barren surface.

tinle of the planet to a half-billion years or so. Much of the
debate about the presence of liquid water on the Martian
surface revolves around tlle time it took for the planet's sur
face to freeze.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ What happened to the Martian atmosphere?

SECTION 1 0.8

10.7 Martian I nte rnal Structu re
The Vikillg landers carried seismometers to probe the inter
nal structure of Mars. However, one failed to work, and the
other was unable to clearly distinguish seismic activity from
the buffeting of the Martian wind. As a result, no seismic
studies of the Martian interior have yet been carried out. On
the basis of studies of the stresses that occurred during the
Tharsis uplift, astronomers estimate the thickness of the
crust to be about 100 km.
During its visit to Mars in 1965, Mariner 4 detected
no planetary magnetic field, and for many years the most
that could be said about the Martian magnetic field
was that its strength was no more than a few thousandths
the strength of Earth's field (to the level of sensitivity of
Mariner's instruments). The Viking spacecraft were not
designed to make magnetic measurements. In September
1997, Mars Global Surveyor detected a very weak Martian
field, about I /BOO times that of Earth. However, this is
probably a local anomaly, akin to the magnetic fluctua
tions detected by Lunar Prospector at certain locations
on the surface of Earth's Moon, and not a global field.
co (Sec. B.7)
Because Mars rotates rapidly, the absence of a global
magnetic field is taken to mean that the planet's core is
nonmetallic, nonliquid, or both. co (Sec. 7.5) The small
size of Mars indicates that any radioactive (or other inter
nal) heating of its interior would have been less effective
at heating and melting the planet than similar heating
on Earth. The heat was able to reach the surface and
escape more easily than on a larger planet such as Earth or
Venus.
The evidence we noted earlier for ancient surface
activity, especially volcanism, suggests that at least parts of
the planet's interior must have melted and possibly differ
entiated at some time in the past. But the lack of current
activity, the absence of any significant magnetic field, the
relatively low density (3900 kg/m 3) , and an abnormally
high abundance of iron at the surface all suggest that
Mars never melted as extensively as did Earth. The latest
data indicate that the Martian core has a diameter of about
2500 Jan, is composed largely of iron sulfide (a compound
about twice as dense as surface rock), and is still at least
partly molten.
The history of Mars appears to be that of a planet on
which large-scale tectonic activity almost started, but was
stifled by the planet's rapidly cooling outer layers. The large
upwelling of material that formed the Tharsis bulge might
have developed into full-fledged plate tectonic motion on a
larger, warmer planet, but the Martian mantle became too
rigid and the crust too thick for that to occur. Instead, the
upwelling continued to fire volcanic activity, almost up to
the present day, but, geologically, much of the planet
apparently died 2 billion years ago.

The Moons of Mars
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CONCEPT CHECK

V' What is the principal reason for the lack of geological activity
on Mars tod'o/?

1 0.8 The Moons of Mars
Unlike Earth's Moon, Mars's moons are tiny compared with
their parent planet and orbit very close to it, relative to the
planet's radius. Discovered by American astronomer Asaph
Hall in IB77, tlle two Martian moons-Phobos ("fearn) and
Deimos ("panic")-are only a few tens of kilometers across.
Their composition is quite unlike that of the planet. They
are quite difficult to study from Earth because their proxim
ity to Mars makes it hard to distinguish them from their
much brighter parent. The Mariner and Vikirlg orbiters,
however, studied both in great detail.
As shown in Figure 10.24, Phobos and Deinlos are both
quite irregularly shaped and heavily cratered. The larger of the
two is Phobos (Figure 10.24a), which is about 2B km long and
20 km wide and is dominated by an enormous 1 O-km-wide
crater named StickIley (after Angelina StickIley, Asaph Hall's
wife, who encouraged him to persevere in his observations).
The smaller Deimos (Figure 10.24b) is only 16 km long by
10 km wide. Its largest crater is 2.3 kIll in diameter. The fact
that both moons have quite dark surfaces, reflecting no more
than 6 percent of the light falling on them, contributes to the
difficulty in observing them from Earth.
Phobos and Deinlos move in circular, equatorial orbits,
and they rotate synchronously (i.e., they each keep the same
face permanently turned toward the planet). These charac
teristics are direct consequences of the tidal influence of
Mars. Both moons orbit Mars in the prograde sense--that
is, in the same sense (colUlterdoc.bvise, as seen from above
the north celestial pole) as the planet orbits the Sun and
rotates on its axis.
Phobos lies only 9378 Jan (less tllan three planetary
radii) from the center of Mars and, as we saw earlier, has an
orbital period of 7 hours and 39 minutes. This period is
much less tllan a Martian day, so an observer standing on
the Martian surface would see Phobos move "backward"
across the Martian sky-that is, in a direction opposite that
of the apparent daily motion of the SW1. Because the moon
moves faster than the observer, it overtakes the planet's rota
tion' rising in the west and setting in the east, crossing the
sky from horizon to horizon in about 5.5 hours. Deimos lies
somewhat farmer out, at 23,459 Jan, or slightly less than
seven planetary radii, and orbits in 30 hours and IB minutes.
Because it completes its orbit in more tllan a Martian day, it
moves "normally," as seen from the ground (i.e., from east to
west), taking almost 3 days to traverse the sky.
Astronomers estinlated the masses of the two moons on
the basis of measurements of their gravitational effect on the
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(a)
� FIGURE 1 0.24 Mart.ian Moons (a) A Mars Express photograph of the potato-shaped Phobos, not much
larger than Manhattan Island The prominent crater (called Stickney) at left is about 10 km across. (b) Like Phobos.

the smaller moon, Deimos. has a composition unlike that of Mars. Both moons are probably captured asteroids.
This close-up photograph of Deimos was taken by a Viking orbiter. The field ofview is only 2 km across, and most
of the boulders shown are about the size of a house. (ESA)

Viking orbiters. The density of the Martian moons is around
)
2000 kg/m , far less than that of any world we have yet
encountered in our outward journey through the solar sys

expected to decay, plunging the moon into the planet's
surface in just a few tens of millions of years.
If they are indeed captured asteroids, Phobos and

is one reason that astronomers think it unlikely

Deimos represent material left over from the earliest stages

that Phobos and Deimos formed along with Mars. Instead, it

of the solar system. Astronomers study them not to gain

is more probable that they are asteroids that were slowed

insight into Martian evolution, but rather because the

and captured by the outer fringes of the early Martian at

moons contain information about the yOWlg solar system,

mosphere (which, as we have just seen, was probably much

before the major planets had formed.

tem. This

denser than the atmosphere today) . It

is even possible that

they are remnants of a single object that broke up during
capture. Phobos, on its low-altitude orbit, continues to
interact with the planet's upper atmosphere. Its orbit is

C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl In what ways do Phobos and Deimos differ from Earth's Moon?
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S U M M A RY
Mars lies outside Earth's orbit and
traverses the entire plane of the ecliptic, as
seen from Earth. Mars is about half the
radius and one-tenth the mass of Earth. It
rotates at almost the same rate as Earth,
and its axis of rolation is inclined to the
ecliptic at almost the same angle as Eanh's
axis. Surface temperatures on Mars average
about 50 K cooler th31l those on Earth. Otherwise, Martian weather is
reminiscent of that on Earth, with dust stonns, clouds, and fog.

2 As a result of its axial tilt, Mars has
daily and seasonal cycles much like those
on our own planet, but they are more com
plex than those on Earth because of Mars's
eccentric orbit. From Earth, the most
obvious Martian surface features are tile
polar caps, which grow and diminish as the
seasons change on Mars. The two polar
caps on Mars each consist of a seasonal
cap (p. 243), composed of carbon dioxide, which grows 31ld
shrinks, and a residual cap (p. 243), of water ice, which remains
permanently frozen. The appearance of the planet also changes be
cause of seasonal dust storms that obscure its surface.

3 The Marti31l surface has vast plains,
huge volcanoes, and deep channels 31ld
canyons. Mars's major surface feature is
the Tharsis bulge, located on the pl31let'S
equator. This feature may have been caused by a "plume' of
upwelling material in the youthful Martian m31ltie. Associated
with the bulge are Olympus Mons, the largest known VOIc31l0 in
the solar system, and a huge crack, called the Valles Marineris, ill
the planet's surface. The height of the Martian volcanoes is a direct
consequence of Mars's low surface gravity. No evidence for recent
or ongoing eruptions has been found. On tile other side of Mars
from Tharsis lies the Hellas basin, the site of a violent meteoritic
inlpact early in the planet's history. There is a marked difference
betweeJl the two Martian hemispheres. The northern hemisphere
consists of rolling volcanic plains and lies several kilometers below
the level of the heavily cratered southern hemisphere. The lack of
craters in the north suggests that this region is younger. The cause
of the north-south asymmetry is not known.
4 There is strong evidence that Mars

once had running water on its surface.
Runoff channels (p. 239) are the remains
of 31lcient Martian rivers, whereas outflow
channels (p. 239) are tile paths taken by
flash floods that cascaded from the south
ern highl31lds into the northern plains.
Mars Global Surveyor 31ld Mars Express

images also strongly suggest that liquid water once existed in great
quantity on Mars, and the Mars Exploration Rover landers have
returned direct evidence for a wet Martian past. The planet may have
enjoyed a relatively brief, warm "Earth-like" phase early on in its
evolution, with a thick atmosphere and rain, rivers, and lakes or even
oceans.

5 Today, much of the water on Mars is
locked up in the polar caps and in the
layer of permafrost lying under the Mart
ian surface. Viking observations of flu
idized ejecta surrounding impact craters
indicated the presence of subsurface ice,
and Mars Odyssey 31ld Mars Express sub
sequently detected extensive ice deposits
mixed with and lying under the planet's
surface layers. Mars Explorer has found numerous gullies in crater
walls that appear to have been fOIDled by running water, and some
flows are known to have occurred within the past few years.
Whether these flows imply liquid water or ice below the surface
remains Wlclear.
6 Like the atmosphere of Venus, Mars's

atmosphere is composed primarily of
carbon dioxide. However, unlike Venus's
atmosphere, the cool Marti31l atmo
sphere has a density less than 1 percent
that of Earth's. Mars may once have had a
dense atmosphere, but it was lost, partly
to space 31ld partly to surface rocks and
subsurface permafrost (p. 241) and polar
caps. Even today, the thin atmosphere is slowly leaking away.

7 Mars has an extremely weak magnetic

field, which, togetller with the planet's
rapid rotation, implies that its core is non
metallic, nonliquid, or both. The lack of
current volcanism, tile absence of 31ly
signifiC31lt magnetic field, the planet's rel
atively low density, and a high abundance
of surface iron all suggest that Mars never melted and differentiated
as extensively as did Earth. Convection in the Martian interior
seems to have been stifled 2 billion years ago by the planet's rapidly
cooling and solidifying mantle.

S The Martian moons Phobos and
Deimos are probably asteroids captured
by Mars early in its history. Their densities
are far less than that of any planet in the
umer solar system. These moons may be
representative of conditions in the early
solar system.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

REV I EW A N D D I SC U SS I O N
1.

Why is opposition the best time to see Mars from Earth?

2.

Why are some Martian oppositions better than others for
viewing Mars?

1. For a century, there was speculation that intelligent life had

12.
U.

14.

turn out to be?
Imagine that you

15.

you might fuce.

5.

Describe tbe two Martian polar C.1PS, their seasonal and
permanent composition, and the differences between them.

6.

Why is Mars red?

7.

Describe the major large-scale surfuce feahtres of Mars.

What is the evidence that water once flowed on

Mars?

11.

Wbat do measurements of Martian magnetism tell us about

16. POS
17.

18.

What is the evidence that Mars never melted as exten

sively as did Earth?

How would Eartb look from Mars?
If humans were sent to Mars to live, what environmental
Mars provide, and which would have to come from Earth?

19.

Is there liquid water on Mars today?

Since Mars has an atmosphere, and it is composed mostly of a
greenhouse gas, why isn't there a significant greenhouse effect

Why couldn't you breathe on Mars?

10. P�S

How were the masses of Mars's moons measured, and what

fuctors would have to be considered? What resources might

S. Why were Martian volcanoes able to grow so large?

9.

Why do some sdentists think Mars once had an

the planet's interior?

will be visiting the southern hemisphere of

Mars during its summer. Describe the atmospheric conditions

POS

extensive ocean? Where was it located?

did these measurements tell us about their origin?

constructed irrigation canals on Mars. What did the "canals"

4.

Is there water on Mars today, in any form?

to warm its surfuce?

20.

Compare and contrast the evolution of the atmospheres of
Mars, Venus, and Earth.

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

Compared with the Earth's orbit, the orbit of Mars (a) has the
same eccentricity;

(d) is smaller.

2. As
1.

(b) is

7. VIS

seen from Earth, Mars exhibits a retrograde loop about

once every (a) week; (b) 6 months; (e) 2 years;

8.

(a) a Significantly higher temperahtre;
(b) significantly more carbon dioxide; (e) a significantly
lower atmospheric pressure; (d) significantly more acidic

(a) significantly larger; (b) significantly smaller; (e) nearly the
(d) unknown.

The lengths of the seasons on Mars can be detemuned by

S.

compOlillds.

9.

In terms of area, the extinct Martian volcano Olympus Mons

(b) Colorado; (e) North

6. VIS Figure 10.4 ("Mars Map") clearly shows (a) surface
water and ice at northern latitudes; (b) a giant canyon
stretching all the way across the planet; (e) iron deposits in
the mid-latitudes; (d) cratered terrain in the south.

to

alan

(a) ineffective greenhouse effect; (b) reverse greenhouse
effect; (e) absence of greenhouse gases that would hold in
heat; (d) greater distance from the Still .

(d) moons.

America; (d) Earth's Moon.

In comparison to the atmosphere of Venus, the vastly differ
ent atmospheric character of Mars is likely due

(b) eccentricity; (e) polar caps;

is about the size of (a) Mt. Everest;

Compared with the atmosphere of Venus, the Martian
atmosphere has

(d) decade.

Compared with Earth's diameter, the diameter of Mars is

observing the planet's (a) tilt;

(b) 10.13; (e) 10.14;

(d) 10.16.

same size;

4.

The best evidence for the existence of liquid water on

an ancient Mars is Pigure (a) 10. 1 1 ;

more eccentric; (e) is less eccentric;

10.

(a) are probably caphtred asteroids;
(b) formed following a collision with Earth; (e) are the
remnants of a larger moon; (d) formed simullaneouly with

The moons of Mars

Mars.
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P RO B L E M S
The number ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of difficulty.

1. •• What is the maximum elongation of Earth, as seen from
Mars? (For simplicity, assume circular orbits for both planets.)

2. • Calculate the minimulll and maximum angular diameters
of the Sun, as seen from Mars.

1. • What would you weigh on Mars?
4. • What was the minimum size of a Martian surface feature
resolvable during the 2003 opposition (see Figure 10. 1 ) by an
Earth-based telescope with an angular resolution of 0.05"1

5. • The mass of the Martian atmosphere is about 1/150 the mass
of Earth's atmosphere and is composed mainly (95 percent) of
carbon dioxide. Using the result of problem I in Chapter 7 to
determine the mass of Earth's atmosphere, estimate the total
mass of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of Mars. Compare
your answer with the mass of a seasonal polar cap, approximated as a circular sheet of frozen carbon dioxide ("dry ice;
having a density of 1600 kg/m3) of diameter 3000 km and
thickness I m.

6. • How long would it take the wind in a Martian dust storm,
moving at a speed of 1 50 kmlh, to encircle the planet's
equator?

7. • The Hellas impact basin is roughly circular, 3000 km across,

and 6 km deep. Taking the Martian crust to have a density of
3000 kg/m3, estimate how much mass was blasted off the
Martian surface when the basin formed. Compare your
allSwer with the present total mass of the Martian atmo
sphere. (See problem 5.)

8. •• The outflow chalmel shown in Figure 10.9 is about 10 km

across and 100 m deep. If it carried 107 metric tons ( J 0 10 kg)
of water per second, as stated in the text, estimate the speed at
which the water must have flowed.

9. •• Calculate the total mass of a uniform layer of water covering
the entire Martian surfuce to a depth of 2 m. (See Section
10.5.) Compare your answer with the mass of Mars.

10. •• Using the data given in the text, calculate the maximum

angular sizes of Phobos and Deirnos, as seen by an observer
standing on the Ma.rtian surface directly under their orbits.
Would a Martian observer ever see a total solar eclipse? (See
problem 2. )

J U PIT R
G IA NT OF T H E SO LAR SYSTEM

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter wi/I enable you to

1

1
:I

4
5

6

Specify the ways in which jupiter differs
from the terrestrial planets in its physical
and orbital properties.
Discuss the processes responsible for the
appearance of jupiter's atmosphere.
Describe jupiter's internal structure and
composition, and explain how their
properties are inferred from extemal
measurements.
Summarize the characteristics of jupiter's
magnetosphere.
Discuss the orbital properties of the
Galilean moons of jupiter, and describe the
appearance and physical properties of each
moon.
Explain how tidal forces can produce
enormous internal stresses in a jovian
moon, and discuss some effects of those
stresses.

Astronomers study weather phenom
THE BIG ena on other planets in order to
PICTURE
decipher their detailed propertiescloud heights, speeds, temperatures,
and chemical compositions. But they also
probe these alien worlds to gain a comparative
understanding of our own.

eyond the orbit of Mars, the solar system is very
different from our own backyard. The outer solar system
presents us with a totally unfamiliar environment: huge
gas balls, peculiar moons, complex ring systems, and a
wide variety of physical and chemical phenomena, many
of which are still only poorly understood. Although the
jovian planets-Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
differ from one another in many ways, we will find that
they have much in common, too. As with the terrestrial
planets, we will learn from their differences as well as
from their similarities.
Our study of these alien places begins with the
jovian planet closest to Earth: Jupiter, the largest planet
in the solar system. In mass, composition, and internal
structure, it offers a model for the other jovian worlds.

lEFT:Juplter is one ofthe most fascinoting objects in the solor system.
This true-color mosaic, constructed from two dozen images taken by a

camera onboord the Cassint spaceaaft in 2001, is the most detailed

portrait ofJupiter ever made, resolving features as small as 60 kilometers
aaoss. Note the

Great Red Spot-a storm

thot has been under way for

several hUn<i"ed yeors. Everything seen here is a cloud, from the

equotorial regions thot show alternoting light and dork belts, to the

high-Iotltude areas thot appear more mottled.

(jPL)
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Jupiter

Orbital and Phys ical
Properties

Named after the most powerful god of the Roman pan
theon, Jupiter is by far the largest planet in the solar system.
Ancient astronomers could not have known the planet's true
size, but their choice of names was apt.

The View from Earth
Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the innermost
jovian planet (Figure 1 1 . 1 ). It is the third-brightest object in
the night sky (after the Moon and Venus), making it easy to
locate and study. As in the case of Mars, Jupiter is brightest
when it is near opposition. When this happens to occur dose
to perihelion, the planet can be up to 50" across, and a lot of
detail can be discerned through even a small telescope.
Figure 1 1 .2(a) is a photograph of jupiter, taken through a
telescope on Earth. In contrast to the terrestrial worlds,
Jupiter has many moons that vary greatly in size and other
properties. The four largest, visible in this telescopic view
(and, to a few people, with the naked eye), are known as the
Galilean moons, after Galileo Galilei, who discovered them in
1610. CIO (Sec. 2.4) Figure 1 1 .2(b) is a Hubble Space Telescope
image of Jupiter taken during the opposition of December
1990. Notice both the alternating light and dark bands that
cross the plmlet parallel to its equator and also the large oval
at the lower right. These atmospheric featmes are quite unlike
anything found on the inner planets. Figure 1 1 .2(c) is an up-

dose, true-color image of Jupiter's north polar region, taken
by the Cassini spacecraft as it passed the planet in 2001 en
route to Saturn.

Mass and Rad ius
Since astronomers have been able to study the motion o f the
Galilean moons for quite some time, Jupiter's mass has long
been known to high accuracy. It is 1 . 9 X 1 027 kg, or 3 1 8 &11"th
masses--more tllan twice the mass of all the other planets
combined. In the broadest sense, our solar system is a two
object system with a lot of additional debris. Nonetheless, as
massive as Jupiter is, it is still only 1/1000 the mass of the Sun.
Knowing Jupiter's distallCe and angular size, we can
easily determine the planet's radius, which turns out to be
7 1,500 km, or 1 1 .2 &1rth radii. More dramatically stated,
more than 1 400 Earths would be needed to equal the vol
ume of Jupiter. From the planet's size alld mass, we derive a
density of 1300 kg/m3 for Jupiter. Here (as if we needed it) is
yet another indicator that Jupiter is radically different from
the terrestrial worlds: It is dear that, whatever jupiter's com
position, it Callnot possibly be made up of the same material
as the inner planets. (Recall from Chapter 7 that Earth's
average density is 5500 kg/m3) . CIO (Sec. 7. 1 )
In fact, theoretical studies of the planet'S internal structure
indicate that Jupiter must be composed primarily of hydrogen
and helium. The enormous pressme in the plallet's interior
due to Jupiter's strong gravity greatly compresses these light
gases, whose densities on EarTh (at room temperature and sea

.... F IGU RE 11.1 Solar System Perspective This is a variation on Figure 6.5-neither an overhead ViEW
nor an edge-on view of our solar system, but an oblique view from a distant perspective-illustrating the
jovian planets relative to their terrestrial cousins. Jupiter orbits at a distance of 52AU from the Sun, outside

the asteroid belt but well inside the Kuiper belt.
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3
level) are 0.08 and 0.16 kglm , respectively, producing the
relatively high average density we observe.

Rotation Rate
As with other planets, we can attempt to determine Jupiter's
rotation rate simply by timing a surface feature as it moves
3rOlUld the planet. However, in the case of Jupiter (and,
indeed, all the gaseous outer planets), there is a catch: Jupiter
has no solid surface. All we see are the features of clouds in
the planet's upper atmosphere. With no solid surface to
"tie them down,� different parts of Jupiter's atmosphere
move independently of one another.
Visual observations and Doppler-shifted spectral lines
a period of 9hSOm) than the higher latitudes (with a period
indicate that the equatorial zones rotate a little faster (with

of

�SSm).

Jupiter thus exhibits differential rotation-the

rotation rate is not constant from one location to another.
Differential rotation is not possible in solid objects like the
terrestrial planets, but it is normal for fluid bodies such as
Jupiter.
Observations of Jupiter's magnetosphere provide a
more meaningful measurement of the rotation period. The

(b)

planet's magnetic field is strong and emits radiation at radio
wavelengths as charged particles accelerate in response to

Jupiter's magnetic field. Careful studies show a periodicity of

9hSSm at these radio wavelengths. We assume that this mea

surement matches the rotation of the planet's interior, where
the magnetic field arises.

CD

(Sec. 7.5) Thus, Jupiter's

interior rotates at the same rate as the clouds at the planet's

A rotation period of �SSm is fast for such a large object.

poles. The equatorial zones rotate more rapidly.

In fact, Jupiter has the fastest rotation rate of any planet in
the solar system, and this rapid spin has altered Jupiter's
shape. As illustrated in Figure 1 1 .3, a spinning object tends to

CD ( Sec.
6.7) The more loosely the object's matter is bound together,

flatten and develop a bulge around its midsection.

or the faster it spins, the larger the bulge becomes. In objects
such as Jupiter, which are made up of gas or loosely packed
matter, high spin rates can produce a quite pronounced
bulge. Jupiter's equatorial radius (71,500 km) exceeds its
polar radius (66,900 km) by about 6.5 percen\:.*
But there is more to the story of Jupiter's shape. Jupiter's
observed equatorial bulge also tells us something important
about the planet's deep interior. Careful calculations indi
cate that Jupiter would be

(e)
• F IGURE 11.2 Jupiter (a) Photograph of Jupiter made through a
ground-based telescope, showing the planet and s"",,eral of ts
i Galilean
moo"s. (b) A Hubble Space Teles<Dpe image ofJupiter, in true color.
Features as small as a few hundred kilometers across are resolved.
(c) A Cassin; spacecraft image of Jupiter, taken while the vehicle was on
its wi1j to Satum, shows intricate clouds of different heights,
thicknesses, and chemical composition. (NASA; A URA)

more flattened than it actually is if

its core were composed of hydrogen and heliwn alone. Th
account for tlle planet's observed shape, we must asswne
that Jupiter has a dense, compact core, probably of rocky
lE-Fnrth also bulges slightly at the equator because ofrota,io�l. However, ollr planet

is mud, more rigjd than Jupiter, and tile effect is much smaller-the eqrmtorial

diameter � ONo/ ahour 4iJ

Ian Inrger rhan

'he dio'ana from pole '0 pole, a riny

differerlCe compared wi,h Farrh� fun diameter ofNearo/ 13,000 Ian. Relnri,
.. to

its ollemll dimensjom, Earth is smoother and more-spherical than a billiard ban.
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in Figure 1 1 .2, display many colors-pale yellows, light blues,
deep browns, drab tans, and vivid reds, among others. Shown
in more detail in Figure 1 1 .4, a close-up photograph taken as
Voyager 1 sped past in 1 979, the Red Spot is the largest of
many features associated with Jupiter's weather. It seems to be
a hurricane twice the size of planet Earth that has persisted for
hundreds of years, the largest of nwnerous long-lived storm
systems in the planet'S atmosphere.

Atmospheric Composition
Spectroscopic studies of swUight reflected from Jupiter gave
astronomers their first look at the planet's atmospheric
composition. Radio, infrared, and ultraviolet observations
provided more details later. The most abundant gas is
molecular hydrogen (H:z, 86. 1 percent by number of mole
cules), followed by helium (He, 1 3.8 percent). Together, these
two gases make up over 99 percent of Jupiter's atmosphere.
SmaU amounts of atmospheric methane (CH4), ammonia
(NH3), and water vapor (H20) are also found. Researcllers
think that hydrogen and helium in those same proportions
make up the bulk of the planet's interior as well.
The abundance of hydrogen and helitun on Jupiter is a
direct consequence of the planet's strong gravity. Unlike
the gravitational pull of the terrestrial planets, the gravity
of the much more massive jovian planets is powerful enough
to have retained even hydrogen. 0:> (More Precisely 8-1)
Little, if any, of Jupiter's original atmosphere has escaped
since the planet formed 4.6 billion years ago.

(a)

Atmos p heric Bands

(b)

A

Interactive F I G U R E 11.3 Rotational Flattening All spinning
objects tend to develop an equatorial bulge because rotation
,-,. .
causes matter to push outward against the Inward-pulling
I
gravity. The size of the bulge depends on the mechanical
strength ofthe matter and the rate of rotation. The inward-pointing
arrows denote gravity. the outward arrows the "push" due to rotation.

�

composition, about 5-10 times the mass of Earth. This is
one of the few pieces of data we have on Jupiter's internal
structure.

CO N C EPT C H E C K
t/ How do observations of a planet's magnetosphere allow
astronomers to m easure the rotation rate of the interior?

1 1 .2

The Atmosphere of J u p iter

Jupiter i s visually dominated b y two features: a series o f ever
changing atmospheric bands arranged paraUeI to the equator
and an oval atmospheric blob caUed the Great Red Spot, or,
often, just the "Red Spot.» The bands of clouds, clearly visible

Astronomers generally describe Jupiter's banded appearance
and, to a lesser extent, the appearance of the other jovian
worlds as well-as a series of bright zones and dark belts
crossing the planet. These variations appear to be the result of
convective motion in the planet's atmosphere. 0:> (Sec. 7.2)
Voyager sensors indicated that the light-colored zones lie above
upward-moving convective currents in Jupiter's atmosphere.
The dark belts are regions representing the other part of the
convection cycle, during which material is generaUy sinking
downward, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1 1 .5.
Thus, because of the upwelling material below them,
the zones are regions of high pressure. The belts, conversely,
are low-pressure regions. The belts and zones are Jupiter's
equivalents of the familiar high- and low-pressure systems
that cause our weather on Earth. A major difference be
tween Jupiter and Earth is that Jupiter'S rapid rotation has
caused these systems to wrap all the way around the planet,
instead of forming localized circulating storms, as on our
own world.
Observations made by the Cassini mission in 2000 dur
ing its Jupiter flyby have challenged tlus standard view, sug
gesting instead that upward convection is actually confined

S ECTIO N 11.2

The Atmosphere of Jupiter
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FIGURE 11.4
J upi ter's Red Spot Voyog<f" 1
took this photograph of jupiter's
Great Red Spot (upper right)
from a distance of about

100,000 km. Resolution is about 100 km.
Note the complex turbulence to the
left of both the Red Spot and the
smaller white oval below it (For scale,
planet Earth has been superposed.)

(NASA)

Cool
motorial
sinks

planet's
cent... Warm
I

To

material
...

� vertical convective motion, U"",elling warm gas results i n zones of lighter color, the darker bands
� overlie regions of lower pressure where cooler gas sinks back down into the atmosphere. As on
� FIGURE 11.5 Jupiter's Convection

The colored

bands

in jupiter's atmosphere are associated with

Earth, surface winds tend to bl"", from high- to I""" pressure regions, Unlike weather systems on Earth,

Jupiter's rapid rotation channels

those winds into a global east-west flow pattern, as indicated � the three

yellow-red arrows drawn atop the belts and zones. The inset is a Voyager photo of part of jupiter's doud
layer, as seen from above, showing the planet's actual banded structure, (NASA)
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to the belts. For now, planetary scientists have no dear reso

increases as we descend into the atmosphere, as we will see

Voyager

next) and the resulting differences in chemical reactions are

lution to the apparent contradiction between the
and the

Cassini findings.

the basic reasons for the different colors of these jovian

Underlying the bands is an apparently very stable pattern

features. The zones and belts vary in both latitude and inten

of eastward and westward wind flow, known as Jupiter's zonal

sity during the year, altllough the general banded pattern

flow. Figure 1 1 .5 illustrates how the wind direction alternates

remains. The variations are not seasonal in nature: Having a

between adjacent bands as Jupiter's rotation deflects surface

low-eccentricity orbit and a rotation axis almost exactly

winds into eastward or westward streams. The interaction

perpendicular to its orbital plane, Jupiter has no seasons.

between convective motion in Jupiter's atmosphere and the
planet's rapid rotation channels the largest convective eddies

00

(Sec. 1 .4) Instead, the annual changes appear to be the

result of dynamic motion in the planet's atmosphere.

into the observed zonal pattern. Smaller eddies-like the Red
Spot-cause localized irregularities in the zonal flow.
The connection bet\'1een Jupiter's belts and zones and the
zonal flow pattern is evident in Figure 1 1 .6, which shows the

Atmospheric Structure and Color
None of the atmospheric gases listed earlier can, by itself,

wind speed at different planetary latitudes measured relative to

account for Jupiter's observed coloration. For example, frozen

the rotation of the planet's interior (determined from studies

ammonia and water vapor would simply produce white

of Jupiter's magnetic field). As mentioned earlier, the equato

clouds, not the many colors actually seen. Scientists suspect

rial regions of the atmosphere rotate faster than the planet;

that the colors of tlle douds are the result of complex chemi

their average flow speed is some 85 mis, or about 300 km/h, in

cal processes occurring in the planet's turbulent upper atmo

the easterly direction. The speed of this equatorial flow is quite

sphere, although the details are still not fully understood.

similar to that of the jet stream on Earth. At higher latitudes,

When we observe Jupiter's colors, we are actually looking

there are alternating regions of westward and eastward flow,

down to many different depths in the planet's atmosphere.

roughly symmetric about the equator, with the flow speed

Based on the best available data and mathematical

generally diminishing toward the poles. Near tlle poles, where

models, Figure 1 1 .7 is a cross-sectional diagram of Jupiter's

the zonal flow disappears, the band structure vanishes also.
Because of the pressure difference between the two, the

atmosphere. Since the planet lacks a solid surface to use as a
reference level for measuring altitude, the top of the tropo

zones lie slightly higher in the atmosphere than do the belts.

sphere is conventionally taken to lie at 0 krn. As on all

The associated temperature differences (tlle temperature

planets, weather on Jupiter is the result of convection in the
troposphere, so the douds, which are asso

North pole

ciated with planetary weather systems, all
lie at negative altitudes in tlle diagram. Just
above the troposphere lies a thin, faint
layer of haze created by

photochemical

reactions (reactions involving SUnlight)
similar to those tllat cause smog on Earth.
The temperature at this level is about 1 10 K;
it increases with altitude as the atmo
sphere absorbs solar ultraviolet radiation.
Jupiter'S clouds are arranged in three
main layers. Below the haze, at a depth of
about 40 km (shown as - 40 km in Figure

1 1 . 7), lies a layer of white, wispy douds
made up of ammonia ice. The tempera
ture here is approximately 1 25-150 K; it

Q Jupiter's atmosphere measured relative to
� the planet's internal rotation rate.

<II F IGURE 11.6 lonol Flow The wind speed in

Alternations in wind direction are associated with
the atmospheric band structure. By studying
global cirrulation patterns in the atmospheres of
the jovian worlds, scientim also learn about the
basic processes driving Earth"s atmosphere,
operating in very different contexts.
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browns, and yellows, all colors associated with sulfur or its
compounds. It is also possible that compounds containing
the element phosphorus contribute to the coloration.
Deciphering the detailed causes of Jupiter's distinctive

50
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colors is a difficult task, however. The cloud chemistry is
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spheric conditions, such as pressure and temperature, as well
as to chemical composition. The atmosphere is in incessant,
churning motion, causing conditions to change from place
to place and from hour to hour. In addition, the energy that
powers the reactions comes in many different forms: the
planet's own interior heat, solar ultraviolet radiation, auro
rae in the planet's magnetosphere, and lightning discharges
within the clouds themselves. All of these factors combine to
keep a complete explanation of Jupiter'S appearance beyond
our present grasp.
The preceding description of Jupiter's atmosphere, based
largely on Voyager data, was put to the test in December 1 995,

o

when the Galileo atmospheric probe arrived at the planet.

= (Sec. 6.6) The probe survived for about an hour before
being crushed by atmospheric pressure at an altitude of -150

km (i.e., right at the bottom of Figure 1 1 .7). Overall. Galileo's

findings on wind speed, temperature, and composition were

Temperature (I<)

.. F IGURE 11.7 Jupiter's Atmosphere

Models ofthe vertical
structure of Jupiter's atmosphere suggest that the planefs clouds are
arranged in three main layers, each with quite different colors and
chemistry. The colors we see in photographs of the planet depend on
the cloud cover. The white regions are the tops of the upper ammonia

in good agreement with the picture just presented. However.
the probe's entry location was in Jupiter's equatorial zone and•

(see

as luck would have it, coincided with an atypical "hole"
almost devoid of upper-level clouds

Figure 1 1 .8). The

probe measured a temperature of 425 K at 150 Ian depth-a
little higher than indicated in Figure 1 1 .7, but consistent with

clouds. The yellows, reds, and browns are associated w ith the second
cloud layer, which is composed of ammonium �drosulfide ice. The

the craft's having entered a clearing in Jupiter's cloud decks,

laNest (bluish) cloud layer is water ice; however, the overlying layers

detected) . The probe also measured a slightly lower than

are sufficiently thick that this level is not seen in visible light. The blue

curve shaNS how Jupiter's atmospheric temperature depends on
altitude. (For comparison with Earth, see Figure 7.2.)

where convective heat can more readily rise (and thus be
expected water content, but that, too. may be normal for the

hot, windy regions near Jupiter's equator.
The experts were somewhat surprised by the depth to
which Jupiter's winds continued. Galileo's probe me.1sured
high wind speeds throughout its descent into the clouds, not

increases quite rapidly with increasing depth. A few tens of

just at the cloud tops. implying that heat deep within the

kilometers below the ammonia clouds, the temperature is a

planet, ratller than sWllight, drives Jupiter's weather pat

little warmer-over 200 K-and the clouds are probably

terns. Finally. complex organic molecules were sought, but

made up mostly of droplets or crystals of ammonium hy

not found. Some simple carbon-based molecules. such as

drosulfide, produced by reactions between ammonia and

ethane (CzH6), were detected by one of the onboard spec

hydrogen sulfide in the planet's atmosphere. At deeper levels

trometers. but nothing suggesting prebiotic compounds

in the atmosphere, the ammoruwn hydrosulfide clouds give

(molecules that could combine to form the building blocks

way to clouds of water ice or water vapor. This lowest cloud

of life-see Section 28. 1 ) or bacteria floating in the atmo

layer, which is not seen in visible-light images of Jupiter, lies

sphere was found. That same instrument also detected traces

some 80 km below the top of the troposphere.
Instead of being white (the color of ammoniwn hydro
sulfide on Earth), Jupiter's middle cloud layer is tawny in
color. This is the level at which atmospheric chemistry
begins to play a role in determining Jupiter's appearance.

of phosphine (PH}). which may be a key coloring agent for
Jupiter's clouds.

Weather on Jup iter

Many planetary scientists think that molecules containing

In addition to the zonal flow pattern, Jupiter has many

the element sulfur, and perhaps even sulfur itself, are impor

"small-scale" weather patterns. The Great Red Spot (Figure

tant in influencing the cloud colors--particularly the reds,

1 1 .4) is a prime example. It was first reported by British
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of swirling, circulating winds, rather like a whirlpool or a
terrestrial hurricane--a persistent and vast atmospheric
storm. The size of the spot varies, although it averages about
twice the diameter of Earth. Its present dimensions are
roughly 25,000 km by 1 5,000 km. The spot rotates around
Jupiter at a rate similar to that of the planet's interior, per
haps suggesting that the roots of the Great Red Spot lie far
below the atmosphere.
The origin of the spot's red color is wlcertain, as is its
source of energy, although it is generally supposed that
the spot is somehow sustained by Jupiter's large-scale atmo
spheric motion. Repeated observations show that the gas
flow around the spot is counterclockwise, with a period of
about 6 days. Thrbulent eddies form and drift away from
its edge. The spot's center, however, remains quite tranquil
in appearance, like the eye of a hurricane on Earth. The
ronal motion north of the Great Red Spot is westward,
whereas that to the south is eastward (see Figure 1 1 .9),

e

supporting the idea that the spot is confined and powered
by the ronal flow. However, the details of how it is so con
fined are still a matter of conjecture. Computer simulations
of the complex fluid dynamics of Jupiter's atmosphere only

• FIGURE 11.8 Go/it...,'. Entry Site The arrow on this image shONS
where the Galileo atmospheric probe plunged into Jupiter's cloud deck
on December 7, 1995. The entry location was in Jupiter. equatorial
zone and apparently almost devoid of upper-level clouds. Until its
demise, the probe took numerous weather measurements, transmitting
those signals to the orbiting mother ship, which then relayed them to

resembling lightning. The

Earth. (NASA)

smaller light- and dark-colored spots that are also apparently

hint at answers.
Storms, which as a rule are much smaller than the Great
Red Spot, may be quite common on Jupiter. Spacecraft pho
tographs of the dark side of the planet reveal bright flashes

Voyager mission

circulating storm systems. Note the white
scientist Robert Hooke in the mid- 1 7th century, so we can

discovered many

ovals

in Figures

1 1 .4 and 1 1 .9, south of the spot. Like the spot itself, they

be reasonably sure that it has existed continuously, in one

rotate counterclocJcwise. Their high cloud tops give them

form or another, for over 300 years. It may well be much

their color. These particular white ovals are known to be at

older.

least 40 years old. Figure 1 1 . 1 0 shows a brown oval, a "hole»

Voyager observations showed the spot to

be a region

• F IGURE 11.9 Red Spot Details These Voyage- 2 c1os�up v iews of the Great Red Spot, taken 4 hours
apart, shON clearly the turbulent flow around i15 edges. The general direction of motion of the gas north of
(abCNe) the spot is westward (to the leftl w hereas gas south of the spot nONS east. The spot itself rotates
counterclockwise, suggesting that it is being "rolled" between the two oppositely directed flows. The
colors have been exaggerated somewhat to enhance the contrast. (NASA)
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... F IG U RE 11 .1 0 Brown Oval This brown oval in Jupiters northern
hemisphere is actually a break in the upper cloud layer, allowing us to
see deeper into the atmosphere, where the clouds are brawn. The
oval's length is approximately equal to Earths diameter. (NASA)

in the clouds that allows us to look down into Jupiter's lower

atmosphere. For unknown reasons, brown ovals appear only
at latitudes around 200N. Although not as long lived as the
Great Red Spot, tllese systems can persist for many years or
(b)
even decades.
Continuous monitoring of con
ditions on the outer planets has re
cently yielded important insights into
the formation and evolution of large
storm systems on the jovian worlds.
In ilie late 1990s, astronomers noted
with interest the collision and merger
of three relatively small white ovals in
Jupiter's atmosphere (Figure 1 1 . 1 1a ) .
For several years the resultant larger
system remained a white oval, but in (0)
early 2006 it changed from white to
brown to red, becoming in a matter of ... FI G URE 11.11 Red Spot Junior (a) Between 1997 and 2000. astronomers watch ed as three
months a smaller version of ilie Great � white ovals in Jupiter's southern hemisphere merged to form a single large storm. Each oval.
Red Spot! Figure I l . l l (b) shows a � captured here by the Cassin; spacecraft cameras, is about half the size of Earth (b) In early
Hubble Space Telescope m
i age of the 2006 the white ova l turned red, producing a second red spot! The oclor change may indicate that
new red spot, known as "Junior," as the storm is inten.sifying. (c) In mid-20OS, the Hubble telescope recorded this sequence of images at
well as a third, "baby" red spot iliat
appeared in 2008 at almost the same
i.1titude as the other two storms.

monthly intervals (left to

right). showing a "baby red spot" (arrows) approaching the Great Red Spot
it. Jupiters storm systems allaw terrestrial scientists to probe the
complexities of atmospheric dynamics under conditions not found on Earth. (NASA)
and being destroyed by
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rivaling in violence the prehistoric impact suspected of causing

A Cometary I mpact

the extinction of the dinosaurs on Earth 65 million years ago (see

In July 1994 astronomers were granted a novel alternative means

Discovery

of studying Jupiter's atmosphere and interior-the collision of a

produced the spectacular fireball shown in part (b).

comet (called Shoemaker-Levy 9, after its discoverers) with the
planet!

14-1). One of the largest pieces of the comet, fragment G,

The effects on the planet's atmosphere and the vibrations
produced throughout Jupiter's interior were observable for days

When it was discovered in March 1 993, comet Shoemaker

after the impact. The fallen material from the inlpacts spread

Levy 9 appeared to have a curious, "squashed" appearance.

the planet a fter 5 months. It took years for all the cometary mat

Higher resolution images such as that shown in part (a) on
facing page, revealed that the comet was really made up of several
pieces, the largest no more than 1 km across.

slowly around Jupiter's bands and reached completely around

ter to settle into Jupiter's interior.

All the pieces were

As best we can determine, none of the cometary fragments

following the same orbit, but they were spread out along the

breached the jovian douds. Only Galileo had a direct view of the

comet's path, like a string of pearls 1 million km long.
How could such an unusual object have originated? Tracing

the orbit backward in time, researchers calculated that early in

impacts on the back side of Jupiter, and in every case the explo
sions seemed to occur high in the atmosphere, above the upper

most cloud layer. Most of the dark material seen in the images is

July 1 992 the comet had approached within about 100,000 km of

probably pieces of the comet rather than parts of Jupiter. Spec

Jupiter. TIley realized that the objects shown in the figure were the

tral lines from silicon, magnesium, and iron were detected in the

fragments produced when a previously "normal" comet was cap

aftermath of the collisions, and the presence of these metals

tured by Jupiter and torn apart by its strong gravitational field.

might explain the dark material observed near some of the inl

The data revealed an even more remarkable fact: On its next ap

pact sites (part [ e l l . Water vapor was also detected spectroscopi

proach, roughly a year later, the comet would collide with Jupiter!

cally, again apparently from the melted and vaporized comet

Between July 16 and July 22, 1994, fragments from Shoemaker

the composition of which resembled a "dirty snowball," just as

Levy 9 struck Jupiter's upper atmosphere, plowing into it at a speed

astronomers had long predicted (see Section 14.2) .

of more than 60 km/s and causing a series of enormous explosions.

with Jupiter might not be as rare as was once thought. The inlage

Hubble Space Telescope, Galileo
(which was only 1.5 AU from the planet at th.e time), and even
Voyager 2 were watching. Each impact created, for a period of a few
minutes, a brilliant fireball hundreds of kilometers across with a

Every major telescope on Earth, the

In July 2009 astronomers discovered that comet collisions

in part (d) is from the newly refurbished HST, showing a recent

inlpact

comparable in violence to the 1994 series. The impact

was not predicted and was discovered by chance on the 15th

temperature of many thousands of kelvins. The largest of the fire

anniversary of the Shoemaker-Levy 9 event! Scientists wonder if

balls were bigger than planet Earth. TIle energy released in each ex

SUdl collisions may become an important source of information

plosion was comparable to a billion terrestrial nudear detonations,

about the planet's interior.

Scientists speculate that the red coloration of the Great

masses disrupt the flow patterns that sustain the storm.

Red Spot may be due to that storm's enormous size and
strength, which lifts its cloud tops high above the sur

Jupiter has 110 continents, so once a storm becomes estab
lished and reaches a size at which other storm systems can

rounding clouds, where solar ultraviolet radiation causes
chemical reactions producing the color. In that case, the
reddening of the smaller spot may indicate that that storm

not destroy it, apparently little affects it. The larger the sys
tem, the longer its lifetime.

is intensifying, and might even come to rival the Great Red
Spot some day. Merger and growth may well be the mecha
nism by which large storms on the jovian planets form and
strengthen. Small storms that approach too close to larger
ones are swept up and absorbed. Pigure 1 1 . 1 1 (c) shows a
time sequence of HST images of the Great Red Spot, the
Junior Spot, and the 2008 "baby," which was shredded
within a few months by the swirling winds of the two
larger storms.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V' L ist some similarities and differences between Jupiters belts,
zones, and spots, on the one hand, and weather systems 011
Earth, on the other.

1 1 .3

Inte r n a l Stru ctu re

Much of our knowledge of Jupiter's interior comes from

Despite these many mysteries, we can offer at least a
partial explanation for the longevity of storm systems on

theoretical modeling. Indeed, apart from data gained
following the collision of a comet with Jupiter in 1994 (see

Jupiter. On Earth, a large storm, such as a hurricane, forms
over the ocean and may survive for many days, but it dies

Discovery 1 1-1), we have ve.ry little direct evidence of the

quickly once it encounters land. Earth's continental land-

able bulk data on the planet-mass, radius, composition,

planet's internal properties. Planetary scientists use all avail

S ECT I ON 11.3
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rotation, temperature, etc.-to construct a model of the

including those made by

interior that agrees with observations. Modeling is an inte

that finding.

Voyager and Galileo, have verified

gral part of the scientific method, and our statements about

Although a difference of 20 K may seem small, recall

Jupiter's structure are really statements about the model that

from Chapter 3 that the energy emitted by a planet grows as

best fits the observed facts.

CX)

(Sec. 1.2) However, because

the

fourth

power of the surface temperature (in Jupiter's
CX)

the planet consists largely of hydrogen and heliwn-two

case, the temperature of the cloud tops ) .

simple gases whose physics we think we understand well

planet at 1 25 K tllerefore radiates ( 1 251105) , or about twice

4

(Sec. 3.4) A

we can be fairly confident that Jupiter's internal structure is

as much energy as a planet at 105 K radiates. Put another

now understood.

way, Jupiter actually emits about hvice as much energy as it

A n I nternal Energy Source

planets, Jupiter Imlst have its own internal source of heat.

On the basis of Jupiter's distance from the Sun, astronomers

decay of radioactive elements within the planet. That process

had expected to find the temperature of the cloud tops to be

must be occurring, as in Earth, but estinlates of tile total

receives from the Sun. Thus, unlike any of the terrestrial
What is responsible for Jupiter's extra energy? It is not the

around 105 K. At that temperature, they reasoned, Jupiter

amount of energy released into Jupiter's interior are fur below

would radiate back into space exactly the same amount of

the levels needed to account for the temperature we measure.

energy as it received from the SWl. When radio and infrared

CX)

(Sec. 7.3) Nor is it nuclear fusion, the process that gener

observations were first made of the planet, however, as

ates energy in the SWl. The temperature in Jupiter's interior,

tronomers found tllat its blackbody spectrum corresponded

high as it is,

to a temperature of 125 K instead. Subsequent measurements,

Instead, astronomers theorize that the source of Jupiter's

is

still far too low for that (see Discovery

1 1-2).
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Almost a Star?
hydrogen
of heavier elements. Did jupiter ever
come dose to becoming a star itself! Might the solar system have
fomled as a double-star system? Probably not. Unlike a star,
jupiter is cold. Its central temp erature is fur too low to ignite the
nuclear fires that power our Sun (see Section 16.6). jupiter's
mass would have to increase 80- fold before its central tempera
ture would rise to the point where nudear reactions could begin,
converting jupiter into a small, dim star.
Even so, it is interesting to note that, although jupiter's
present-day energy output is very small (by solar standards, at
least), it must have been much greater in the distant past, while
the planet was still contracting rapidly toward its present size.
For a brief period-perhaps a few hund red million years
jupiter might actually have been as bright as a faint sta r,
although its brightness never cam e within a factor of 100 of the
Sun's. Still, seen from Eanh at that time, jup iter would have been
about 100 times brighter ilian ilie Moon!
What might have happened had our solar system formed as
a double-star system? Conceivably, had jupite r been ma ssive

jupiter has

a

starlike composition-predominantly

and helium, with a tr ace

enough, its radiation might have produced severe temperature
fluctuations on all the planets , perhaps to the point of malcing
life on Eanh impossibl e. Even if jupiter's brightness were too
low to cause us any problems, its gravitational pull (which
would be 1/12 iliat of the Sun if its mass were 80 times its pres
ent value) might have made the establishment of stable, roughly
circular planetary orbits in the inner solar system an improbable

event, again to ilie detriment of life on Earth.
Curiously, in recent years astronomers have come to realize
that, had jupiter been too sll1al� iliat also could have adversely
affected the chances for life on our planet! As we will see in
Chapter 15, jupiter played a crucial role in dearing debris from
the outer solar system during and after the period when the
planets formed. 0:> (Sec. 6.7) Had that not occurred, the
meteoritic bombardment of our planet might have been too
severe and too extended for complex life ever to have evolved.
0:> ( Sec. 8.5) Many stars near the Sun are now lmown to have
jupiter-sized p lanets orbiting iliem. It seems that the size of
the "jupiter," or second-largest body, in a newborn planetary
system may be a c riti cal factor in determi ning the llkeliliood of
the appearance of life there.

excess energy is the slow escape of gravitational energy

of the interior of Jupiter decreases by only about a millionth

released during the planet's formation. As the planet took

of a kelvin per year.

shape, some of its gravitational energy was converted into
heat in the interior. That heat is still slowly leaking out
through the planet's heavy atmospheric blanket, resulting in

00

(More Precisely 3- 1)

J u p iter's Deep I nte rior

the excess emission we observe.

jupiter's clouds, with their complex chemistry, ar e probably

Despite the huge amounts of energy involved-Jupiter
17
emits about 4 X 1 0
watts more energy than it receives

less than

from the Sun-the loss is slight compared with the planet's

"interior» of the planet.

total energy. On the basis of the planet's mass and tempera

ture, as well as the rate at which thermal energy is leaving the
planet, astronomers calculate that the average temperature

200 km thick. Below them, the temperature and

pressure steadily increase as the atmosphere becomes the
Both the temperature and the density of jupiter's at
mosphere increase with depth below the cloud cover.
However, no "surface» of any kind exists any",here inside.
Instead, Jupiter'S atmosphere just becomes denser and
denser bec<1llse of the pressure of the overlying layers. At a
depth of a few thousand kilometers, the gas makes a gradual
transition into the liquid state (see Figure 1 1 . 12). By a depth

... F IG U RE 11.11 Jupiter's Interior Jupiter's internal structure, as
deduced from Vo/ager measurements and theoretical modeling. The
outer radi us represents ilie top of the cloud layers. some 70,000 km
from the planet's center. The density and temperature increase with
depth, and the atmosphere gradually liquefies at a depth of a f!W
thousand kilometers. Below a depth of 20,000 km. the �drogen
behaves like a liquid metal. At the center of the planet lies a large
rocky core. somewhat terrestrial in composition. but much larger than
any of the inner planets. Although the values are uncertain, ilie
temperature and pressure at the center are probably about 25,000 K
and 60 million (Earilil atmospheres, respectively.

S ECT ION 11.4

of about 20,000 km, the pressure is about 3 million times
greater than atmospheric pressure on Earth. Under those
conditions, the hot liquid hydrogen is compressed so much
that it undergoes another transition, this time to a "metallic"
state with properties in many ways similar to those of a
liquid metal. Of particular importance for Jupiter's mag
netic field (see Section 1 1 .4) is that this metallic hydrogen is
an excellent conductor of electricity.
As mentioned earlier, Jupiter's observed flattening re
quires that there be a relatively small (i.e., relatively small
compared with the size of Jupiter), dense core at its center.
On the basis of Voyager data, scientists once thought that the
core might contain as much as 20 Earth masses of material.
However, following GaJileo's arrival, it now appears that the
core's mass could be as low as 5 Earth masses and perhaps
even less. The precise composition of the core is unknown,
but planetary scientists think that it contains much denser
materials than the rest of the planet.
Current best estimates indicate that the core consists of
"rocky" materials, similar to those found on the terrestrial
worlds. (Note that the term rocky here refers to the chemical
composition of the core, not to its physical state. At the high
temperatures and pressures found deep in the jovian interi
ors, the core material bears little resemblance to rocks found
on Earth's surface.) In fact, it now appears that all four
jovian planets contain similarly large rod." cores and that
the formation of such a large "terrestrial" planetary core may
be a necessary stage in the process of building up a gas giant
(see Section 15.2).
Because of the enormous pressure at the center of
Jupiter-approximately 60 million times that on Earth's
surface, or 12 times that at Earth's center-the core must be
compressed to a very high density (perhaps twice the density
of Earth's core). The jovian core is probably not much more
than 20,000 km in diameter (still big enough for Earth to fit
inside, with plenty of room left over), and the central
temperature may be as high as 25,000 K.
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somewhat similar to Earth's Van Allen belts, but much,
much larger. The radio radiation detected on Earth is
emitted when these particles are accelerated to very high
speeds-close to the speed of light-by Jupiter's powerful
magnetic field. This radiation is several thousand times
more intense than that produced by Earth's magnetic field.
The particles present a serious hazard to maImed and
wlmanned space vehicles alike. Sensitive electronic equip
ment (not to mention even more sensitive human bodies)
requires special protective shielding to operate for long in
this hostile environment. Ga.lileo was not expected to
survive as long as it did.
Direct measurements from spacecraft show Jupiter's
magnetosphere to be almost 30 million km across, roughly
a million times more vOlwnU10US than Earth's magneto
sphere and far larger than the entire Sun. As with Earth's,
the size and shape of Jupiter's magnetosphere are deter
mined by the interaction between the planet's magnetic
field and the solar wind. Jupiter's magnetosphere has a
long tail extending away from the Sun at least as far
as Saturn's orbit (over 4 AU farther out from the Sun), as
sketched in Figure 1 1 . 1 3. However, on the sunward side,
the rnagrletopa use-the boundary of Jupiter's magnetic

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
V' HaN have astronomers determined the properties of
Jupiter's core?

1 1 .4

J upiter's Magnetosphere

For decades, ground-based radio telescopes monitored
radiation leaking from Jupiter's magnetosphere, but only
when the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft reconnoitered the
planet in the mid-1 970s did astronomers realize the full
extent of its magnetic field. The Galileo probe spent many
years orbiting within Jupiter's magnetosphere, returning a
we-11th of detailed information about its structure.
Jupiter, it turns out, is surrounded by a vast sea of
energetic charged particles, mostly electrons and protons,

A FI G URE 11.1 3 Pionftf' 10 Mission The Pionel?T /0 spacecraft
(a forerunner of the Voyagl?T missions) did not detect any solar
particles while moving far behind Jupiter in 1976.Accordingly, as
sketched here, Jupiter's magnetosphere apparently extends beyond the
orbit of Saturn.
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... F I G UR E 1 1 .14 Aurorae on jupiter Aurorae on jupiter, as seen
by the Hubble Space Te/escope. The main image was taken in visible
(true-color) light, but the two insets at the poles were taken in the
ultraviolE't part of the spectrum. The eNal-shaped aurorae, extending
hundreds of kilometers above Jupiter's surface, result from charged
particles escaping the jeNian magnetosphere and colliding with the
atmosphere, causing the gas to glow. (NASA)
influence on the solar wind-lies only 3 million Ian from
the planet. Near Jupiter's surface, the magnetic field
channels particles from the mag11etosphere into the upper
atmosphere, forming aurorae vastly larger and more
energetic than those observed on Earth ( Figure 1 1 . 14).
CD

(Sec. 7.5)
The outer magnetosphere of Jupiter appears to be quite

unstable, sometimes defla ting in response to "gusts" in the
solar wind and then reexpanding as the wind subsides. In
the inner magnetosphere, Jupiter's rapid rotation has forced
most of the charged particles into a flat

currellt sheet,

lying

on the planet's magnetic equator, quite unlike the Van Allen
belts surrounding Earth.

CD

(Sec. 7.5) The portion of the

magnetosphere close to Jupiter is sketched in Figure 1 1 . 1 5 .

... F IGU RE 11 .1 5 jupiter's Magnetosphere Jupiter's inner magnetosphere is characterized by a flat
current sheet consisting of charged particles squeezed into the magnetic equatorial plane by the planet's
rapid rotation. The plasma torus, a ring of charged particles associated with the moon 10, is discussed i n
Section 11.5.
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Notice that the planet's magnetic axis is not exactly aligned

small, but complex, worlds still further. We will consider the

with its rotation axis, but is inclined to it at an angle of

Galile.1n satellites in more detail momentarily.

approximately 10°. Jupiter's magnetic field happens to be

Within the orbit of 10 lie four slTmll satellites, all but one

oriented opposite Earth's, with field lines rwming from

discovered by

north to south, rather than south to north as in the case of

Amalthea, is 260 km across and irregularly shaped. Discov

our own planet (see Figure 7. 18) .

Voyager

cameras. The largest of the four,

ered by American astronomer E. E. Barnard in 1892, it orbits

Both growld- and space-based observations of the

at a distance of 1 8 1 ,000 km from Jupiter's center-only

radiation emitted from Jupiter's magnetosphere imply

1 10,000 km above the cloud tops. Like the Galilean moons,

that the

all four inner satellites have roughly circular, prograde

intrinsic

strength of the planet's magnetic field is

nearly 20,000 times greater than Earth's. The existence of

orbits, and they rotate synchronously with their orbital

such a strong field further supports our ilieoretical model

motion due to Jupiter's strong tidal field.

of Jupiter's internal structure. The conducting liquid inte

The remaining 55 small satellites lie well outside the

rior that is thought to make up most of the planet should

Galilean moons. All have been discovered since the start of

combine with Jupiter's rapid rotation to produce a large

the 20ili century, most since the late 1 990s, thanks to

dynamo effect and a strong magnetic field, just as are

painstaking observations using large Earili-based telescopes

observed.

with specially designed instruments and software to scan

CD

(Sec. 7 . 5 )

large areas of the sky for very faint objects. Steadily inlproV
ing technology means that small bodies once far too faint for

C O N C EPT C H E C K

.... Why is Jupiter's magnetosphere so much larger than
Earth's?

Earth-based telescopes to see are now being detected and
cataloged almost routinely. As a class, these outer moons are
small-mostly less than a few tens of kilometers across
and move in eccentric, predominantly retrograde, orbits far

11.5
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from the planet. Their masses, and hence ilieir densities,
are unknown. However, their appearance and size suggest

As o f early 2010, Jupiter's official satellite count stands a t 63.

compositions more like asteroids or comets than their larger

T.1ble 1 1 . 1 presents some properties of the four largest

Galilean companions. Most astronomers tllink that these

members of Jupiter's moon system-ilie Galilean moons.

satellites did not form along with Jupiter, but instead are

The 59 small bodies not listed in the table all have diameters

bodies that were captured by Jupiter's strong gravitational

less than 300 km.

field long after the planet and its larger inner mOOllS

The Galilean moons are each comparable in size to
Earth's Moon.

CD

originally formed.

( Sec. 2 .4) Moving outward from Jupiter,

the four are named 10, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, after
the myiliical attendants of the Roman god Jupiter. They move
in nearly circular orbits about ilieir parent planet. When the

The G a l i lean Moons: a Mode l of
the I n ner Solar System

spacecraft passed close to the Galilean moons in

Jupiter's Galilean moons have several interesting parallels

1 979, it sent some remarkably detailed photographs back to

Witll the terrestrial planets. Their orbits are direct (i.e., in

E.1rth, allowing planetary scientists to discern fine surface fea

the same sellse as Jupiter's rotation), are roughly circular,

Voyager 1

tures on each moon.
1990s, the

CD

(Sec. 6.6 ) More recently, in the late

Galileo mission expanded

N.....

our knowledge of these

Distance from Jupiter

(Ian)

(planetary radII)

Orbital

and lie close to Jupiter's equatorial plane. Figure 1 1 . 1 6 shows
the moons' orbits, with Jupiter to scale.

(days)

Size
(longest diameter, Icm)

Ft.riod

Mass**
(Earth Moon masses)

Density
(g/em')
(kg/m')

10

422,000

5.90

1.77

3640

1 .22

3500

3.5

Europa

671,000

9.38

3.55

3 1 30

0.65

3000

3.0

7. 1 5

5270

2.02

1900

1 .9

4800

1 .46

1900

1.9

Ganymede

1,070,000

1 5 .0

Callisto

1,880,000

26.3

16.7

)i. This table does not include 'he 59 smaU moons described in the text. All of u,ese sttMlI moons are less than 300 km in diameter (most are less than
10 km across).
" Mm, ofEarth', Moon � 7.4 X 10" kg � 3.9 X 1O-5 /llpi..r masse>.
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The four GaWean moons range in size from slightly
smaller than E.1rth's Moon (Europa) to slightly larger than

distance from Jupiter.

00

(Sec.

6.4) Largely on the basis of

detailed measurements made by Galileo of ilie moons'

Mercury (Ganymede). Figure 1 1 . 1 7 is a Voyager 1 image oflo

gravitational fields, together with matllematical models of

and Europa, with Jupiter providing a spectacular backdrop.

the interiors, researchers have built up fairly detailed pic

Figure 1 1 . 1 8 shows ilie four Galilean moons to scale.

tures of each moon's composition and internal structure

The similarity to ilie inner solar system continues with

( F igure 1 1 . 1 8). The innermost two Galilean moons, 10 and

the fact that the moons' densities decrease wiili increasing

Europa, have thick rocky mantles, possibly similar to the

lronl
iron sulfide core
Rocky
mantle

lronl
iron sulfide core
Rocky
mantle

10

Possible water ---.......

Icy crust

Europa

A Interactive F I G U R E 11.16 Galilean Moons

e

The orbits of
Jupiter's Galilean moons. to scale. as seen from abC>.'e the
planefs north pole. The orbits are prograde and circular and lie
in the planet's equatorial plane.

Ganymede
Ice/rock
mixture

Callisto

... F I G URE 11.18 Galilean Moon Interiors Cutaway diagrams
shONing the interior structure of the four Galilean satellites. Moving

... F I G U R E 11.17 Jupiter. Up Close Vo/ager 1 toole this photo of

Jupiter w ith ruddy 10 on the left and pearllike Europa toward the right.
Note the scale of objects here: Both 10 and Europa are comparable in
size to our Moon. and the Red Spot is roughly twice as big as Earth.

(NASA)

outward from 10 to Callisto. we see that the moons' densities steadily
decrease as the composition shifts from rocky mantles and metallic
cores in 10 and Europa, to a thick icy crust and smaller core in
Ganymede. to an almost uniform rock and ice mix In Callisto. Both
Ganymede and Europa are thought to have layers of liquid water
beneath their icy surfaces.

S ECTION 1 1 . 5
crusts of the terrestrial planets, surrounding iron-iron
sulfide cores. lo's core accounts for about half that moon's
total radius. Europa has a water-ice outer shell between
100 and 200 km thick. The two outer moons, Ganymede
and Callisto, are dearly deficient in rocky materials.
Lighter materials, such as water and ice, may account for as
much as half of their total mass. Ganymede appears to have
a relatively small metallic core topped by a rocky mantle
and a thick icy outer shell. Callisto seems to be a largely
undifferentiated mixture of rock and ice.
Many astronomers think that the formation of Jupiter
and the Galilean satellites may in fact have mimicked, on a
small scale, the formation of the Sun and the inner planets.
For that reason, studies of the Galilean moon system could
provide us with valuable insight into the processes that
created our own world. We will return to this parallel in
Chapter 1 5. So interested were mission planners in learning
more about the Galilean moon system that the already
highly successful Galileo mission was extended for 6 more
years to allow for even more detailed study, particularly of
Europa. 00 (Sec. 6.6) The Galilean moons were scrutinized
at resolutions as fine as a few meters during numerous
extremely dose passages by the spacecraft.
Not all the properties of the Galilean moons find
analogs in the inner solar system, however. For example, all
four Galilean satellites are locked into states of synchronous

(a)
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rotation by jupiter's strong tidal field, so they all keep one
face permanently pointing toward their parent planet. By
contrast, of tlle terrestrial planets, only Mercury is strongly
influenced by the Sun's tidal force, and even its orbit is not
synchronous. 00 (Sec. 8.4) Finally, inspection of Table 1 1 . 1
shows a remarkable coincidence in the orbital periods o f the
tllree inner Galilean moons: Their periods are almost exactly
in the ratio 1 :2:4 (and the fourth moon Callisto is not too far
from being the "8" in the sequence). This configuration may
be the result of a complex, but poorly understood, three
body (or perhaps even four-body) resonance in the Galilean
moon system, something not found among the terrestrial
worlds.
1 0:

The Most Active Moon

10, the densest of the Galilean moons, is the most geologi

cally active object in tlle entire solar system. Its mass and
radius are fairly similar to those of Earth's Moon, but there
the resemblance ends. Shown in Figure 1 1 . 19, lo's surface is
a collage of reds, yellows, and blackish browns--resembling
a giant pizza in the minds of some startled Voyager scien
tists. As the spacecraft sped past 10, it made an outstanding
discovery: 10 has active volcanoes! Voyager 1 photographed
eight erupting volcanoes. Six were still erupting when
Voyager 2 passed by 4 months later.

• F IGURE 1 1.1 9 10 Jupiter's innermost moon, 10, is quite different in character from the other three
Galilean satellites. 115 surface is kept smooth and brightly colored by the moon's constant volcanism. The
resolution of the Galileo photograph in (a) is about 7 km. ln the more detailed Voyager image (b1 features as
small as 2 km across can be seen. (NASA)
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tions observed

By the time

Ga/ileo arrived in 1995, several of the erup
by Voyager had subsided. However, many
new ones were seen-in fact, Galileo fowld that lo's surface

volcanoes), but is instead exceptionally smooth, mostly vary

features can change signific.1ntly in as little as a few weeks. In

volcanoes are several kilometers high. The smootlmess is

(the circular features visible in Figures 1 1 . 1 9 and 1 1 .20 are
ing in altitude by less than about I km, altllOugh some

all, more than 80 active volcanoes have been identified on 10.

apparently tlle result of molten matter that constantly fills in

The largest, called Loki (on the far side of Figure 1 1 .20), is

any "dents and cracks." This remarkable moon has tile

larger than the state of Maryland and emits more energy

youngest surface of any known object ill the solar system.

than all of Earth's volc.1noes combined.

10 also has a thin, temporary atmosphere made up primarily

called Prometheus ejecting matter at speeds of up to 2 km/s

volcanic activity.

The top right inset ill Figure 1 1 .20 shows a volcano

to an altitude of about 1 50 km. These high-speed gases are
quite unlike the (relatively) sluggish ooze that emanates
from Earth's volcanoes. According to

Galileo's instruments,

of sulfur dioxide, preswnably the result of gases ejected by
lo's volcanism has a major effect on Jupiter's magneto

sphere. All tile Galilean moons orbit within tile magnetosphere

and play some part ill modifying its properties, but lo's influ

lava temperatures on 10 generally range from 650 to 900 K,

ence is particularly marked. Altllough many of the charged

with the higher end of the range ilnplying that at least some

particles in Jupiter's magnetosphere come from tile solar

of the volcanism is similar to that fOWld on Earth. However,

wind, there is strong evidence iliat lo's volcanism is the

temperatures as high as 2000 K-far hotter than any earthly

prilnary source of heavy ions in ilie inner regions. Jupiter's

volcano--have been measured at some locations. Mission

magnetic field continually sweeps past 10, gathering up ilie

scientists speculate that these "superhot" volcanoes may be

particles its volcanoes spew into space and accelerating tllem
torus

similar to those tllat occurred on Earth more tIlan 3 billion

to high speed. The result is ilie

years ago.

see also Figure 1 1 . 15), a doughnut-shaped region of energetic

The orange color ilnmediately surroWlding the volca
noes most likely results from sulfur compounds in the
ejected material. In stark contrast to the surfaces of the otller
Galilean moons, lo's surface is neither cratered nor streaked

I

Surface

I
I

I
I

A Interactive

fo plasma

(Figure 1 1 .2 1 ;

heavy ions that follows Io's orbital track, completely encircling
Jupiter. (A plasma is a gas tIlat has been heated to such high

temperatures tIlat all its atoms are ionized. A few neutral

atoms have also been observed in the 10 plasma torus.)

F IGU RE 11.20 Volcanoes on 10 The main image shows a GaUleo
view of 10 with a resolution of about 6 km. The dark, circular features are
volcanoes. The left inset shows an umbrella-like eruption of one of Ids
volcanoes, captured as GaUleo flew past this fascinating moon in 1997; the
pl ume measures about 150 km high and 300 km across. The right inset shows another
volcano, th is one face-on, where surface features here are resolved to just . few
kilometers. (NASA)

e
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... FIGU RE 1 1 .21 10 Plasma Torus
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The torus is the result of material being ejected from lo's volcanoes

and swept up by Jupiter's rapidly rotating magnetic field. Spectroscopic analysis indicates that the torus is

made mainly of sodium and sulfur atoms and ions.

The plasma torus is quite easily detectable from Earth,
but before

Voyager its origin was unclear. Calileo made de

toward Jupiter, and the tidal bulge would be stationary witll
respect to the moon.

tailed studies of the plasma's dynamic and rapidly varying

But 10 is not alone. As it orbits, it is constantly tugged by

magnetic field. Spectroscopic analysis shows that sulfur is

the gravity of its nearest large neigllbor, Europa. The tugs are

indeed one of the torus's major constituents, strongly impli

small and not enough to cause any great tidal effect, but tlley

cating lo's volcanoes as its source. As a hazard to spacecraft

are sufficient to make lo's orbit slightly noncircular, prevent

manned or unmanned-the plasma torus is formidable, with

ing the moon from settling into a precisely synchronous

lethal radiation levels.

state. The reason for this effect is exactly the same as in the

What causes such astounding volcanic activity on 101 The

case of Mercury, also as discussed in Chapter 8. 00 (Sec. 8.4)

moon is far too small to have geological activity like that on

In a noncLrcular orbit, the moon's speed varies from place to

Earth. 10 should be long dead, like our own Moon. At one

place as it revolves around its planet, but its rate of rotation

time, some scientists suggested that jupiter's magnetosphere

on its axis remains constant. Thus, it cannot keep one face

might be the culprit: Perhaps the (then-wlknown) processes

always turned toward Jupiter. Instead, as seen from Jupiter,

creating the plasma torus were somehow also stressing the

10 rocks or "wobbles" slightly from side to side as it moves.

moon. We now know that this is not the case. The real source of

The large ( I OO-m) tidal bulge, however, always points

lo's energy is gralrity---Jupiter's gravity. 10 orbits very close to

directly toward Jupiter, so it moves back and forth across lo's

Jupiter--{)lJ.!y 422,000 km, or 5.9 Jupiter radii, from the center

surface as the moon wobbles. These conflicting forces result

of the planet. As a result, Jupiter's huge gravitational field

in enormous tidal stresses tllat continually flex and squeeze

exerts strong tidlJ.! forces on the moon. If 10 were the only

la's interior.

satellite in the Jupiter system, it would long ago have come

Just as the repeated back-and-forth bending of a piece

into a state of synchronous rotation with the planet, just as

of wire can produce heat through friction, the ever-changing

our own Moon has with Earth, for the reasons discussed in

Chapter 8. 00 (Sec. 8.4) In that case, 10 would move in a

perfectly circular orbit, with one face permanently nIrned

distortion of lo's interior constantly energizes the moon.
Tlus generation of large amounts of heat within 10 ulti
mately causes huge jets of gas and molten rock to squirt out
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of the moon's surface. Galileo's sensors indicated extremely
high temperatures in the outflowing material. It is likely that
much of lo's interior is soft or molten, with only a relatively
thin solid crust overlying it. Researchers estimate that the
total amount of heat generated within 10 as a result of tidal
flexing is about 1 00 million megawatts. This phenomenon
makes 10 one of the most fascinating objects in our solar
system.

Europa: liquid Wate r Locked i n Ice
Europa (Figure 1 1 .22) is a world very different from 10.
Lying outside lo's orbit, 671,000 km (9.4 jupiter radii) from
jupiter, Europa showed relatively few craters on its surface
in images taken by Voyager, suggesting geologic youth
perhaps just a few million years. Recent activity has erased
any scars of ancient meteoritic impacts. The dark areas are
rocky deposits that may have come from the moon's interior
or that may have been swept up by Europa as it moved in its
orbit. Europa's surface also displays a vast network of lines
crisscrossing bright, clear fields of water ice. Some of these
linear "bands," or fractures, extend halfway around the
satellite and resemble, in some ways, the pressure ridges that
develop in ice floes on Earth's polar oceans.
On the basis of Voyager linages, planetary scientists had
theorized that Europa might be completely covered by an
ocean of liquid water with its top frozen at the low tempera
tures prevailing so far from the Sun. In this view, the cracks
in the surface are attributed to the tidal lilfluence of jupiter
and the gravitational pulls of the other Galilean satellites,
although these forces are considerably weaker than those
powering lo's violent volcanic activity. However, other re
searchers had contended that Europa's fractured surface was
inste.1d related to some form of tectonic activity-involving
ice rather than rock. High-resolution Galileo observations
now appear to strongly support the former idea. Figure
1 1 .22(c) is a Calileo image of this weird moon, showing
what look like icebergs--flat chunks of ice that have been
broken apart, moved several kilometers, and reassembled,
perhaps by the action of water currents below. Mission
scientists estimate that Europa's surface ice may be several
kilometers thick and that there may be a 1 00-km-deep
liquid ocean below it.
Other detailed linages of Europa's surface lend further
support to this hypothesis. Figure 1 1 .22(d) shows a region
where Europa's icy crust appe.1rs to have been pulled apart
and new material has filled in the gaps between the separat
ing ice sheets. Elsewhere on the surface, Galileo found what
appeared to be the icy equivalent of lava flows on Earth
regions where water apparently "erupted" through the sur
face and flowed for many kilometers before solidifying. The
smooth "trenches" shown in Figure 1 1 .22(d) strongly suggest
local flooding of the terrain. The scarcity of iInpact craters on
Europa iInplies that the processes responsible for these fe.1tures did not stop long ago. Rather, they must be ongoing.

& F I G U R E 1 1.n Europa (a) Voyager ! mosaic of Europa. Resolution
is about 5 km. (b) Europa's icy surface is only lightly cratered, indicating

that some ongoing process must be obliterating impact craters soon
after they form. The origin of the cracks crisscrossing the surface is
uncertain. (c) At 5-m resolution, this image from the Gafl/oo spacecraft
shONs a smooth yet tangled surface resembling the huge ice floes that
cover Earth's polar regions. This region is catted Conamara Chaos.
(d) This detailed Galiloo image shONS 'putted apart" terrain that
suggests liquid water upwelling from the interior and freezing. fitting in
the gaps between separating surface ice sheets. (NASA)
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Further evidence comes from studies of Europa's mag
netic field. Measurements made by

Gali/eo on

repeated fly

bys of the moon revealed that Europa has a weak magnetic
field that constantly changes strength and direction. This
finding is entirely consistent with the idea that tlle field is
generated by the action of Jupiter's magnetism on a shell of
electrically conducting fluid about 100 km below Europa's
surface-in oilier words, ilie salty layer of liquid water
suggested by the surface observations. Ga.lileo's observations
convinced quite a few skeptical scientists of the reality of
Europa's ocean.
The likelihood tllat Europa has an extensive layer of
liquid water below its surface ice opens up many interesting
avenues of speculation about the possible development of
life there. In ilie rest of the solar system, only Earth has
liquid water on or near its surface, and most scientists agree
that water played a key role in the appearance of life on
Earth (see Chapter 28). Emopa may well contain more liq
uid water than exists on our entire planet! Of course, the ex
istence of water does not

necessarily imply the emergence of

life: Europa, even with its liquid ocean, is still a hostile environ
ment compared with Earth. Nevertheless, ilie possibility
even a remote one--of life on Europa was an important
motivating factor in the decision to extend the

Galileo

mission for 6 more years.

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
V Why are scientists so interested in the existence of liquid
water on Europa and Ganymede?

(b)

Ganymede and Cal l i sto: Fraternal Tw ins
The two outermost Galilean moons are Ganymede ( a t 1 .1
million km, or 15 planetary radii, from the center of Jupiter)
and Callisto (at 1 .9 million km, or 26 Jupiter radii). The den
sity of each is only about 2000 kg/mJ, suggesting tllat they
harbor substantial amounts of ice throughout and are not
just covered by thin icy or snowy surfaces. Ganymede, shown
in Figure 1 1 .23, is the largest moon in ilie solar system, ex
ceeding not only Earth's Moon, but also the planet Mercury
in size. It has many impact craters on its surface and patterns
of dark and light markings that are reminiscent of the high

lands and maria on Earth's own Moon. In fact, Ganymede's

history has many parallels with tllat of tlle Moon (with water
ice replacing lunar rock). The L'lrge, d.1rk region clearly
visible in Figure 1 1 .23(a) is called Galileo Regio.

As on the inner planets, we can estimate ages on
Ganymede by counting craters. We learn that ilie darker re
gions, such as Galileo Regia, are the oldest parts of Ganymede's
surface. These regions are ilie original icy surface of the moon,
just as ilie ancient highlands on our own Moon are its original
crust. The smface darkens with age as micrometeorite dust
slowly covers it. The light-colored parts of Ganymede are

much

less heavily cratered, so tlley must be younger. TIley

... FIG URE 11.ll Ganymede

(al and (b) Vo/ager 2 images of

Ganymede. The dark regions are the oldest parts of the moon's surface
and probably represent its original icy crust. The largest dark region
visible here, called Galileo Regio, spans some

3200 km. The lighter,

younger regions are the result of flooding and freezing that occurred

w ithin a billion years or so of Ganymedes formation. The light-colored
spots are recent impact craters. (c) Grooved terrain on Ganymede may
h""e been caused by a process similar to plate tectonics on Earth. The

area shONn i n this Galilro image spans about 50 km and reveals a

m ultitude of ever-smaller ridges, valleys, and craters, right dONn to the
resolution limit of the spacecraft's camera (about 300 m, three times

the length of a football field� The image suggests erosion of some
sort, possibly even caused by water.

(NASA)
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are Ganymede's "maria" and probably formed in a manner
similar to the way that maria on the Moon were created.

CD (Sec. 8.5 ) Intense meteoritic bombardment caused liquid
water---Ganymede's counterpart to om own Moon's molten
lava-to upwell from the interior and flood the affected

implying that Ganymede has a modest iron-rich core.
Ganymede's magnetic field is about 1 percent that of Earth.
In December 2000, the magnetometer team reported fluc
tuations in the field strength sinillar to those near Europa,
suggesting that Ganymede, too, may have liquid or perhaps

regions before solidifying.
Not all of Ganymede's surface featmes follow the lunar

"slushy" water under its surface. Recent observations of sur
face formations similar to those attributed to flowing water

analogy. Ganymede has a system of grooves and ridges (shown
in Figttre 1 1 .23c) that may have resulted from crustal tectonic

"lava" on Emopa appear to support this view.
Callisto, shown in Figure 1 1 .24, is in many ways sinillar

motion, much as Earth's surface undergoes mountain building
and faulting at plate boundaries. 00 (Sec. 7.4) Ganymede's
large size indicates that its original radioactivity probably

in appearance to Ganymede, although it has more craters
and fewer fault lines. Its most obvious feature is a huge series
of concentric ridges surrounding each of two large basins.

helped he.1t and differentiate its interior, after which the moon
cooled and the crust cracked. Ganymede seems to have had

The larger of the two, on Callisto's Jupiter-facing side, is
named Valhalla and measmes some 3000 km across. It is

some early plate tectonic activity, but the process stopped about
3 billion years ago, when the cooling crust became too thick for

clearly visible in the figure. The ridges resemble the ripples
made as a stone hits water, but on Callisto they probably re

such activity to continue. The Calileo data suggest that the sur
fuce of Ganymede may be older than was previously thought.
With the improved resolution of that spacecraft's images

sulted from a cataclysmic impact with an asteroid or comet.
The upthrust ice was partially melted, but it resolidified
quickly, before the ripples had a chance to subside.

(Figttre l 1.23c), some regions thought to have been smooth,
and hence YOWlg, are now seen to be heavily splintered by

Today, both the ridges and the rest of the crust are frigid
ice and show no obvious signs of geological activity (such as

fractttres and thus probably very old.
In 1996, Galileo detected a weak magnetosphere sur

the grooved terrain on Ganymede) . Apparently, Callisto
froze before plate tectonic or other activity could start. The

rounding Ganymede, making it the first moon in the solar
system on which a magnetic field had been observed and

density of impact craters on the Valhalla basin indicates t11at
it formed long ago, perhaps 4 billion years in the past. Yet,

(a)

� F I G U R E 11 .24 Callisto (aJ Callisto, the outermost Galilean moon of Jupiter. is similar to Gaf"o/mede
in overall composition, but is more heavily cratered. The large series of concentric ridges visible at left is

known as Valhalla. Extending nearly 1500 km from the basin center, the ri dges formed when "ripples'
from a large meteoritic i mpact froze before they could disper.;e completely. Resolution in this Voyaga- 2
image I s about 10 km. (b) This hi�r-resolution Galilro image of Callisto's equatorial region, about
300 X 200 km in area, displays more clearly its heavy cratering. (NASA)
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even on this frozen world, there are hints from Galileo's
magnetometers that there might be a thin layer of water, or
more likely slush, deep below the surface.
Ganymede's internal differentiation indicates that the
moon was largely molten at some time in the past; Callisto is
undifferentiated and hence apparently never melted. Re
searchers are uncertain why two such similar bodies should
have evolved so differently. Complicating matters further is
Ganymede's magnetic field and possible subsurface liquid
water, which suggest that the moon's interior may still be
relatively warm. If that is so, then Ganymede's heating and
differentiation must have happened quite recently-less
than a billion years ago, based on recent estimates of how
rapidly the moon's heat escapes into space.
Scientists have no clear e>.1'lanation for how Ganymede
could have evolved in this manner. Heating by meteoritic
bombardment ended too early, and radioactivity probably
could not have provided enough energy at such a late time.
ex>

(Sec. 7.3) Some astronomers speculate that interactions

... FIG URE 11.2 5 Jupiter's Ring Jupiter's fain t ring, as photographed
(nearly edge-on) by Voyager 2. Made of dark fragments of rock and
dust possibly chipped off the Innermost moons by meteorites, the ring
was unknown before the two Voyager spacecraft arrived at the planet
It lies in Jupiter's equatorial plane, only 50,000 km abO\le the cloud
tops. (NASA)

among the inner moons, possibly related to the 1 :2:4 near
resonance mentioned earlier, may have been responsible.
These interactions might have caused Ganymede's orbit to
change signific.1ntly about a billion years ago, and prior tidal
heating by Jupiter could have helped melt the moon's interior.

the planet, inside tlle orbit of the innermost moon. A thin

sheet of material may e>.1end all the way down to Jupiter's

cloud tops, but most of the ring is confined within a region

only a few thousand kilometers across. The outer edge of the
ring

C O N C EPT C H E C K

..... What is the ultimate source of all the activity observed on
Jupiter's Galilean satellites?

is

quite sharply defined. In the direction perpendicular

to the equatorial plane, the ring is only a few tens of kilometers
thick. The small, dark particles that make up tlle ring may be
fragments chipped off by meteoritic impact from two small
moons--Metis and Adrastea, discovered by Voyager-that lie

1 1 .6 J upiter's Ring

very close to the ring itself.

Yet another remarkable finding of the 1979 Voyager missions

Jupiter's ring can perhaps be best understood by studying

Despite

differences

in

appearance

and

structure,

was the discovery of a faint ring of matter encircling Jupiter

the most famous planetary ring system-that of Saturn-so

in the plane of the planet's equator (see Figure 1 1 .25). The

we will postpone further discussion of ring properties Wltil

ring lies roughly 50,000 km above tlle top cloud layer of

the next chapter.

S U M M A RY
Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar
system. Its mass is more than twice the
mass of all the other planets combined,
although still only 1/1000 the mass of the
SWl. Composed primarily of hydrogen
and helium, Jupiter rotates rapidly, pro
ducing a pronounced equatorial bulge. The
planet's flattened shape allows astronomers to
infer the presence of a large rocky core in its interior. Unlike the
terrestrial planets, Jupiter displays differential rotation (p. 261):

.��;;;;�

the planet has no solid surface, and the rotation rate varies from
place to place in the atmosphere. Measurements of radio emission
from Jupiter's magnetosphere provide a measure of the planet's in
terior rotation rate. Jupiter has lllany llloons and a faint, dark ring
extending down to the planet's cloud tops.

2 Jupiter's atmosphere consists of three main cloud layers, form
ing bands of bright zones (p. 262) and darker belts {p. 262} crossing

the planet parallel to the eqnator. The bands are the result of
convection in Jupiter's interior and the planet's rapid rotation.
The lighter zones are the tops of upwelling, warm currents, and the
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darker belts are cooler regions where gas
is sinking. Underlying them is a stable
pattern of eastward or westward wind
flow called a zonal flow (p. 264). TIle
wind direction alternates as we move
north or south away from the equator.
The colors we see are the result of chemi
cal reactions, fueled by the planet's interior heat, solar ultraviolet
radiation, auroral pbenomena, and lightning. The main weather
pattern on jupiter is the Great Red Spot (p. 262), an Earth-sized
hurricane that has been raging for at least three centuries. Other,
smaller weather systems--white ovals (p. 266), brown ovals
(p. 267), and new red spots--are also observed and can persist for
decades.

3 jupiter's atmosphere becomes hotter
and denser with depth, eventually be
coming liquid. Interior pressures are so
high that the hydrogen is "metallic" in
nature near the center. The planet has a
large "terrestrial" core about 10 times the
mass of Earth. jupiter radiates about
twice as much energy into space as it
receives from the Sun. The source of this
energy is most likely heat released into
the planet's interior when Jupiter formed 4.6 billion years ago, now
slowly leaking from the surface.
4 TIle magnetosphere of jupiter is

about a million times more voluminous
than Earth's magnetosphere, and the
planet has a long magnetic "tail" extend
ing away from the Sun to at least the
distance of Saturn's orbit. Energetic

M aste ri...-.
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particles spiral around magnetic field lines, accelerated by jupiter's
rotating magnetic field, producing intense radio radiation.

5 jupiter and its system of moons resemble a small
solar system. Sixty-three moons have been discov
ered so far. The outermost eight resemble asteroids
and have retrograde orbits, suggesting that they may
have been captured by Jupiter's gravity long after the
planets and largest moons formed. Jupiter's four
major moons are called the Galilean moons (p.260),
after their discoverer, Gallieo Galilei. Their densities
decrease with increasing distance from the planet.
The innermost Galilean mOOll, 10, has active volca
noes and a smooth snrface. Europa has a cracked, icy
surface that probably conceals an ocean of liquid
water, making the moon an interesting candidate for
life in the solar system. Ganymede and Callisto bave
ancient, heavily cratered surfaces. Ganymede, the largest moon in
the solar system, shows evidence of past geological activity, but
now appears to be unmoving rock and ice, althougb recent
evidence suggests tbat it, too, may have subsurface liquid water.
Callisto apparently froze before tectouic activity could start there.
6 la's volcanism is powered by the

- .."'t"';'
constant flexing of the moon by Jupiter's
I)
tidal forces. As 10 orbits jupiter, the moon ,
.
'wobbles" because of the gravitational
11'
.", .::�:
pull of Europa. The ever-changing distor
tion of its interior energizes 10, and geyserlike volcanoes keep its
surface smooth with constant eruptions. Europa's fields of ice are
nearly devoid of craters, but have extensive large-scale fractures,
due most likely to the tidal influence of jupiter, the gravitational
effects of the other Galilean satellites, and small-scale "chaos'
caused by the action of the underlying ocean.
v-

For instruaor-assigl1ed homework go to www.masterillgastrol1omy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. In what sense does our solar system consist of only two
inlportant objects?

2. What is differential rotation, and how is it observed on jupiter?
3. What does jupiter's degree of flattening tell us about the
planet's interior?

10. What is Jupiter thought to be like beneath its douds? Why do
we iliink this?

11. What is responsible for jupiter's enormous magnetic field?

12. In what sense are jupiter and its moons like a miniature solar
system?

4. P�S

13. How does the density of the Galilean moons vary with

5. P�S

increasing distance from jupiter? Is there a trend to this
variation? If so, why?

Describe some of tbe ways in which the Voyager
mission cl1anged our perception of jupiter.

Describe some of the ways in which the Galileo
mission changed our perception of jupiter.

6. What is the Great Red Spot? What is known about the source
of its energy?

14. What is the cause of lo's volcanic activity?

15. What evidence do we have for liquid water below Europa's
surface?

7. "''hat is the cause of the colors in jupiters atmosphere?
8. Why has jupiter retained most of its original atmosphere?

16. Why do scientists think that Ganymede's interior may have

9. P�S Explain the theory that accounts for jupiter's internal

17. How does the amount of cratering vary among the Galliean

heat source.

been heated as recently as a billion years ago?

moons ? Does it depend on their location? If so, why?

Chapter Review
18. p�S
Why is there speculation that the Galilean moon
Europa might be an abode for life?
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20. Water is relatively uncommon anlOng the terrestrial planets.
Is it common among the moons of Jupiter?

19. ....'hat might be the consequences of the discovery of life on
Europa?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. Compared with Earth's orbit, the orbit of Jupiter is approxi
mately (a) half as large; (b) tw·ice as large; (c) 5 times larger;
(d) 10 times larger.

7. Jupiter's magnetosphere extends far into space, stretching
about <a) 1 AU; (b) 5 AU; (c) 10 AU; (dJ 20 AU beyond the
planet.

2. Compared with Earth's density, the density of Jupiter is
(a) much greater; (b) much less; (c ) about the same.

8. The moon of Jupiter most similar in size to Earth's Moon is
(a) 10; (b) Europa; (e) Ganymede; (d) Callisto.

1.

9. la's surface appears very smooth because it (aJ is continualiy
resurfaced by volcanic activity; (b) is covered with ice; (e) has
been shielded by Jupiter from meteorite impacts; (d) is liquid.

The main constituent of Jupiter'satmosphere is (a) hydrogen;
(b) helium; (e) ammonia; (d) carbon dioxide.

4. VIS Figure 1 1 .6 ("Zonal Flow") shows that the most rapid
westerly wind flows on Jupiter occur at (a) northern midlati
tudes; (b) equatorial latitudes; (cJ southern mid-latitudes;
(d) polar latitudes.
5. VIS According to Figure 1 1 .7 ("Jupiter's Atmosphere"), if
ammonia and ammonium hydrosulfide ice were transparent
to visible light, Jupiter would appear (aJ bluish; (b) red;
(c) tawny brown; (d) exactly as it does now.

10. The Galilean moons of Jupiter are sometimes described as a
miniature inner solar system because (a) there are the same
number of Galilean moons as there are terrestrial planets;
(b) the moons have generally "terrestrial" composition;
(e) the moons' densities decrease with increasing distance
from Jupiter; (dJ the moons all move on circular, synchro
nous orbits.

6. Jupiter's rod" core is (a) smalier than Earth's Moon;

(b) comparable in size to Mars; (c) almost the same size as
Venus; (d) larger than Earth.

P RO B L E M S
111e number ofdots preceding each Problem indicntes its approximate level of difficulty.
1. • How does the force of gravity at Jupiter's cloud tops com
pare with the force of gravity at Earth's surface?
2. • v.'hat are the angular diameters of the orbits of Jupiter's
four Galilean satellites, as seen from Earth at dosest approach
(asswning, for definiteness, that opposition occurs near
perihelion)?
3. • Using the figures given in the text, calculate how long it
takes Jupiter's equatorial winds to circle the planet, relative to
the interior.
4. •• Calculate the rotational speed (in km/s) of a point on
Jupiter's equator, at the level of the cloud tops. Compare it
with the orbital speed just above the cloud tops.
5. • Given Jupiter's age and current atJnospheric temperature,
what is the smallest possible mass the planet could have and
still have retained its hydrogen atmosphere? 00 (More Pre

cisely 8- 1)

6. • If Jupiter had been just massive enough to fuse hydrogen
(see Discovery 1 1 -2), calculate what the planet's gravitational
force on Earth would have been at closest approach, relative

to the gravitational puU of the Sun. Assume circular orbits.
Also, estinlate what the magnitude of the planet's tidal effect
on our planet would have been, again relative to that of the
Still.
7. • Calculate the ratio of Jupiter's mass to the total mass of the
Galilean moons. Compare your answer with the ratio of
Earth's mass to that of the Moon.
8. ••• At what distance would a satellite orbit Jupiter in the
time taken for Jupiter to rotate exactly once, so that the satel
lite would appear stationary above the planet? 0:0 (More

Preci.<ely 2-2)

9. • Illustrate the 1 :2:4 "resonance" mentioned in the text by
drawing a diagram showing the locations of 10, Europa, and
Ganymede at various times over the course of one Ganymede
orbit. Show the moons' locations at intervals of la's orbital
period.
10 . •• Calculate the strength of Europa's gravitational pull on 10 at
closest approach, relative to Jupiter's gravitational attraction
on 10.

SATU RN
S P ECTAC U LA R R I N GS A N D MYST E RI O U S M O O NS

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
�
4
5
6
7

aturn is one of the most beautiful and enchanting of
all astronomical objects. Its rings are a breathtaking sight

Summarize the orbital and p hysical
properties of Saturn, and compare them
with those of Jupiter.

when viewed through even a small telescope, and they are

Describe the composition and structure
of Saturn's atmosphere and interior.

famous rings, though, Saturn presents us with another

Explain why Saturn's internal heat source
and magnetosphere differ from those of
Jupiter.
Describe the structure and composition of
Saturn's rings.
Define the Roche limit, and explain its
relevance to the origin of Satum's rings.
Summarize the general characteristics of
Titan, and discuss the chemical processes
in its atmosphere.
Discuss some of the orbital and geological
properties of Saturn's smaller moons.

probably the planet's best-known feature. Aside from its

example of a jovian planet, allowing us to explore further
the properties of these giant gaseous worlds.
Saturn is in many ways similar to its larger neighbor,
Jupiter, in terms of composition, size, and structure,
although its lower

mass

and greater distance from the

Sun mean that Saturn's atmospheric colors are far less
pronounced than those on Jupiter, and its weather
patterns, although just as violent, are much harder to

see.

On the other hand, Saturn's rings and moons differ

greatly from those of Jupiter. The comparison between
these worlds provides us with invaluable insight into the

Engineering feats of the modern
space age have allowed us to explore
many of the diverse worlds of our
solar system. The ongoing Cassini
Huygens mission has sent back a wealth of
data about Saturn and its moons, a llowing
astronomers to better understand one of our
solar system's most majestic planets.

structure and evolution of all the jovian planets.

THE BIG
PICTURE

LEFT: Saturn, a huge ball of lightweight gas surrounded by a spectacular

ring system of orbiting rocky debris, is a planet far different from farth.
This image combines visible, infrared, and ultraviolet data acquired by
cameras aboard the Cassini spacecraft as

2005, revealing both

it crused
i
behind Saturn in

the planet and its intricate rings in exquisite detail.

Looking back toward the inner parts of the solar system in this view, we

but also a dim
8 o'clock p05ition)-planet

can see not only part of the bright Sun (bottom center),

�
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and distant speck of reflected lght
i
(at the
farth floating In space.

(JPL)
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Saturn

Orbital and Physical
Properties

Saturn was the outermost planet known to ancient as
tronomers. Named after the father of Jupiter in Roman
mythology, Satmn orbits the SWl at almost twice the distance
of Jupiter. The planet's sidereal orbital period of 29.4 Earth
years was the longest natural unit of time known to the
ancient world.

Overa l l Properties
At opposition, when most of the Earth- (or Earth-orbit)
based photographs of Satmn were taken, the planet is at its
brightest and can lie within 8 AU of Earth. However, its great
distance from the Sun still makes Saturn considerably
fainter than either Jupiter or Mars. Saturn ranks behind
Jupiter, the inner planets, and several of the brightest stars in
the sky in terms of apparent bright11ess.
As with Jupiter, Saturn's many moons allowed an accu
rate determination of the planet's mass long before the arrival
of spacecraft from Earth. Saturn's mass is 5.7 X 1026 kg, or
95 times the mass of Earth. co (Sec. 6. l ) Although less than
one-third the mass of Jupiter, Saturn is still an enormous
body, at least by terrestrial standards.
From Saturn's distance and angular size, the planet's
radius--and hence its average density-quickly follow.
Saturn's equatorial radius is 60,000 km, or 9.5 Earth radii.
The average density is 700 kglm3-less than the density of
water ( 1000 kg/m3). Here we have a planet that would float
in the ocean-if Earth had one big enough! Saturn's low
average density indicates that, like Jupiter, it is composed
primarily of hydrogen and helium. Saturn's lower mass,
however, results in lower interior pressure, so these gases are
less compressed than in Jupiter's case.

indicator of interior rotation as was previously thought.
Saturn's axis of rotation is significantly tilted with respect to
the planet's orbital plane--27", similar to that of both Earth
and Mars. Researchers think that the interaction betw·een
the planet's magnetic field and the moon Enceladus (see
Section 1 2.5) tends to slow the field's rotation, accowlting
for the observed difference in periods.
Because of Saturn's lower density, this rapid rotation
makes Saturn even more flattened than Jupiter. In fact,
Saturn is the «flattest» planet in the solar system, with a polar
radius of just 54,000 km, about 10 percent less than the
planet's equatorial radius. Careful calculations show that
this degree of flattening, large as it is, is less than would be
expected for a planet composed of hydrogen and helium
alone. Accordingly, astronomers think that Saturn also has a
rocky core, perhaps as much as 1 5 times the mass of Earth,
or 1 . 5 times the mass of Jupiter's core.

Rings
Saturn's best-known feature is its spectacular ring system.
Because the rings lie in the planet's equatorial plane, their
appearance (as seen from Earth) changes as Saturn orbits
ilie Sun, as shown in Figure 1 2 . 1 . As Saturn moves along its
orbit, the angles at which the rings are illuminated and at
which we view them vary. When the planet's north or south
pole is tipped toward the Sun during Saturn's summer or
winter, the highly reflective rings are at their brightest.
During Saturn's spring and fall, the rings are close to being
edge-on, both to the Sun and to us, so they seem to disap
pear altogether. The last two «ring crossings" occurred in
1996 and 20 10.
One important deduction that we can make from this
simple observation is tlmt the rings are ve.ry thin. In fact, we
now know that their thickness is only a few tens of meters,
even tllough they are over 200,000 km in diameter.

Rotation Rate
Saturn, like Jupiter, rotates very rapidly and differentially.
co (Sec. 1 1 . 1 ) The atmospheric rotation period, deter
mined by tracking weather features observed in the planet's
atmosphere, is lif14ffi at the equator and roughly lif40ffi
at higher latitudes. However, the rotational period of the
interior, obtained from Cassini measurements of magneto
spheric outbursts, which should better trace the rotation of
the planet's core, is lif46m, significantly longer than the
surface values.
Curiously, the Cassini measurement is about 6 minutes
longer than the corresponding result obtained (using similar
means) by Voyager more than 20 years earlier. Scientists are
uncertain as to the cause of this difference, although they do
not think that Satmn's actual rotation rate has changed by as
much as 1 percent during this relatively short time. Rather,
it seems tllat the planet's magnetic field is not as good an

C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl Why do some of the Earth-based images of Saturn in this
chapter show the rings seen from above, whereas other.;
show them from below?

1 2.2 Saturn's Atmosphere
Saturn is much less colorful tllan Jupiter. Figure 1 2 . 2 shows
yellowish and tan cloud belts that parallel tlle equator, but
these regions display less atmospheric structure than do the
belts on Jupiter. No obvious large, long-lived «spots" or
«ovals" adorn Saturn's cloud decks. Bands and storms do
exist, but tlle color changes that distinguish tllem on Jupiter
are largely absent on Satml1. This is the highest-resolution
global unage ever made of Saturn-a mosaic of more tllan

S EC T I O N 1 2 . 2
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� F IGURE 12.1 Ring Orientation

Over
time, Saturn's rings change their appearance

to terrestrial observers as the tilted ring

plane orbits the Sun. At some times during

Saturn's 29.5-year orbital period the rings
seem to disappear altogether as Earth
passes through their plane and we view
them edge-on. Numbers along Saturn's orbit
indicate the year. The roughly true-color
I mages (inset) span a period of several years
from 1995 (bottom) to 2003 (top1 shC/Wing
how the rings change from our perspective,
from almost edge-on to more nearly
face-on. See also Figure 122 for a close-up
image of its tilted ring system relative to
Earth.

(NASA)

100 photographs taken in true color-showing great subtlety
in the structure of its cloud deck.

Composition and Coloration
Astronomers first observed methane in the spectrum of SUll
light reflected from Saturn in the 1 930s, about the same time
that it was discovered on Jupiter. However, it was not until
the early l%Os, when more sensitive observations became
possible, that ammonia was finally detected on Saturn. In
the planet's cold upper atmosphere, most ammonia is in the
solid or liquid form, with relatively little of it present as a gas
to absorb sunlight and create spectral lines. Astronomers
finally made the first accurate determinations of Saturn's hy
drogen and helium content in the late 1960s. These Earth
based measurements were later confirmed with the arrival of
the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft in the 1 970s.
Saturn's atmosphere consists of molecular hydrogen

on Jupiter, hydrogen and heliwn dominate-these most
ablUldant elements never escaped from Saturn's atmo
sphere because of the planet's large mass and low tempera
ture (see More Precisely 8-1). However, the fraction of
heliwn on Saturn is far less than is observed on Jupiter

( Hv 92.4 percent), heliwn ( He, 7.4 percent), methane

(where, as we saw, helium accounts for nearly 1 4 percent of

(CH4, 0.2 percent), and ammonia (NH3' 0.02 percent). As

the atmosphere) or in the Sun.
It is extremely unlikely that the
processes that created the outer
planets preferentially stripped Saturn
of nearly half its helium or that the
missing helium somehow escaped
from the planet while the lighter
hydrogen remained behind. Instead,
astronomers think that, at some time
in Saturn's past, the heavier helium

� FIGURE 12.2 Saturn

This image,
acquired in 2005 by the Casslnl spacecraft

while approaching Saturn, is actually a

mosaic of many images taken in true color.
Note the subtle coloration of the planet
and the detail in its rings. Resolution is
40 km. (NASA)
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began to sink toward the center of the planet, reducing its
abundance in the outer layers and leaving them relatively rich
in hydrogen. We will return to the reasons for this differenti
ation and its consequences in a moment.
Figure 1 2.3 illustrates Saturn's atmospheric structure
(recall the corresponding diagram for Jupiter, Figure 1 1 .7).
In many respects, Saturn's atmosphere is quite similar to
Jupiter's, except that the temperature is a little lower
because of Saturn's greater distance from the Sun and
because its clouds are somewhat thicker. Since Saturn, like
Jupiter, lacks a solid surface, we take the top of the tropo
sphere as our reference level and set it to 0 km. The top of
the visible clouds lies about 50 km below this level. As on
Jupiter, the douds are arranged in three distinct layers,
composed (in order of increasing depth) of ammonia, am
monium hydro sulfide, and water ice. Above the clouds lies
a layer of haze formed by the action of sunlight on Saturn's
upper atmosphere.
The total thickness of the three cloud layers in Saturn's
atmosphere is roughly 200 km, compared with about 80 km
on Jupiter, and each layer is itself somewhat thicker than its
200

1 00

I

a

�
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�
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-200
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a
100
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... F I G U R E 12.3 Saturn's Atmosphere The vertical structure of
Saturn. atmosphere contains several cloud layers, like Jupiter, but
Saturn, weaker gravity results in thicker clouds and a more uniform
appearance. The colors shown are intended to represent Saturn's
visibl... light appearance.

counterpart on Jupiter. The reason for this difference is
Saturn's weaker gravity (due to its lower mass). At the haze
level, Jupiter's gravitational field is nearly two-and-a-half
times stronger than Saturn's, so jupiter's atmosphere is
pulled much more powerfully toward the center of the
planet. Thus, Jupiter'S atmosphere is compressed more than
Saturn's, and the douds are squeezed more dosely together.
The colors of Saturn's doud layers, as well as the planet's
overall butterscotch hue, are due to the same basic cloud
chemistry as 011 Jupiter. However, because Saturn's douds
are thicker, there are few holes and gaps in the top layer, so
we rarely glimpse the more colorful levels below. Instead, we
see different levels only in the topmost layer, which accounts
for Saturn's rather uniform appearance.

Weather
Saturn has atmospheric wind patterns that are in many ways
reminiscent of those on Jupiter. There is 311 overall east-west
zonal flow, which is apparently quite stable. Computer
enhanced images of the planet that bring out more doud
contrast (see Figure 12.4) dearly show the existence of
bands, oval storm systems, and turbulent flow patterns look
i.ng very mum like those seen on Jupiter. Scientists think that
Saturn's bands and storms have essentially the same cause as
does Jupiter's weather. Ultimately, the large-scale flows and
small-scale storm systems are powered by convective motion
in Saturn's interior wd by tlle planet's rapid rotation.
The zonal flow on Saturn is considerably faster thm on
Jupiter and shows fewer east-west alternations, as can be seen
from Figu.re 12.5 (see also Figure 1 1 .6). The equatorial east
ward jet stream, which reaches a speed of about 400 km/h on
Jupiter, moves at a brisk 1500 km/h on Saturn and extends to
much higher latitudes. Not until latitudes 40° north and
south of the equator are the first westward flows found.
Latitude 4QO north also marks the strongest bands on Saturn
and the most obvious ovals and turbulent eddies. As
tronomers still do not fully wlderstand tlJe reasons for the
differences between Jupiter's md Saturn's flow patterns.
In September 1990, amateur astronomers detected a
large white spot in Saturn's southern hemisphere, just below
the equator. In November of that year, when the Hubble
Space Telescope imaged the phenomenon in more detail, the
spot had developed into a band of douds completely encir
cling the planet's equator. Some of the Hubble images are
shown in Figure 12.6(a). Astronomers suspect that the white
coloration arose from crystals of ammonia ice formed when
an upwelling plume of warm gas penetrated the cool upper
cloud layers. Because the crystals were freshly formed, they
had not yet been affected by the dJemical reactions that still
color the planet's otller douds.
Such large spots are relatively rare on Saturn. The previ
ous one visible from Earth appeared in 1933, but it was mum

S ECT I ON 1 2 . 2
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in Satu rn's cloud cover when
computer processing and artificial color are used to enhance the contrast of the image, as in these Vo/ager
images of the entire gas ba ll and a smaller, magnified piece of it (NASA)

... FIGURE 1 2.4 Saturn's Cloud Structure More structure is seen

North pole

30 �---+��+----1----�

Latitude
(degrees)

-1 0 �---+----+----1----'q...--

smaller than the 1990 system and much shorter lived, lasting
for only a few weeks. Figure 1 2.6(b), taken in 1 998, shows
two somewhat smaller systems. The turbulent flow patterns
seen around the 1 990 white spot had many similarities to the
flow arowld Jupiter's Great Red Spot. Scientists hope that
routine observations of such temporary atmospheric phe
nomena on the outer worlds will enable them to gain greater
insight into the dynamics of planetary atmospheres.
Since Cassini's arrival at Saturn researchers have been
able to study the planet's storm systems in much more
detail. Figure 12.7 shows a particularly large and complex
system that appeared in Saturn's southern hemisphere in
2006. Such storms are thought to be Saturn's equivalent of
thwlderstorms on Earth (although on a scale comparable to
our entire planet). Cassini's detectors measure strong bursts
of radio waves associated with the storms; they are most
likely produced by intense lightning discharges deep below

.... F I G U R E 1 2.5 Saturn's Zonal Flow W i nds on Saturn reach speeds
even greater than those on Jupiter. As on Jupiter, the v isible bands appear

to be associated with variations in wind speed.
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(a)

• FI G URE 12.6 Saturn Storms (a) Circulating and evolving cloud sy stems on Satum, imaged I:tj the
Hubble Space Telescope at approximately 2-hour intervals. (b) This infrared Image, displayed in false color and
created for greater contrast by combining observations made at three different wavelengths-l.O 11m (blue),
1.8 11m (green), and 2.1 � (red)--enhances the belt structure and storms near the equator Blue coloration
indicates regions where the atmosphere is relatively free of haze (see Figure 12J� green and yellON indicate
i ncreasing levels of haze; red and orange indicate high-level cloud� Two small storm systems near the
equator appear whitish. Two of Sa
turns moons are also visible in the image, as noted. (NASA)
the cloud tops. The lightning is thought to be powered by

the "big picture" connecting these large- and small-scale

convection and precipitMion (water and ammonia "rain"),

storm systems on Saturn with the Red Spot, white ovals, and

just as on Earth, but the bursts are millions of times stronger

the recently discovered "Red Spot Junior" on Jupiter, re

than anything ever witnessed here at home. The storms can

mains to be worked out.

also be quite long-lived-a 2009 storm at roughly the same
latitude as the one in Figure 12.7 lasted for almost a year.
Astronomers think that these storms are actually rooted

co

(Sec. 1 1 .2)

The inset in Figure 12.7 shows Cassini's view of all Earth
sized polar vortex at Saturn's south pole. The existence of the
vortex had been known for some years before this inlage was

deep in Saturn's atmosphere-perhaps a little like Jupiter's

obtained in late 2006, but close-up imagery from Cassini has

Great Red Spot_nd normally completely hidden below the

allowed scientists to study the system with wlprecedented

upper cloud layers.

(Sec. 1 1 .2) Only occasionally does

clarity. As mentioned in Chapter 9, such vortices are expected

the storm flare up, producing a bright plume visible from

at the poles of any planet with all atmosphere, and Venus
Express has mapped a similar vortex on Venus in great detail.

co

outside. The outburst shown in Figure 12.7 subsided within a
year, but researchers suspect that a comparable outburst at

co (Sec. 9.5 ) However, the opportunity to compare polar

roughly the same latitude in 2004, as well as the 2009 storm

vortices in two planets with such different atmospheres,

just mentioned, had the same underlying power source.

Cassilli has also detected numerous small dark storms

orbits, and rotational properties as Venus and Saturn offers
astronomers a unique exercise in comparative planetology.

apparently associated Witll this and other large systems.
These smaller storms seem to be "spun off" from the larger
systems and subsequently merge with the planet's zonal
flow, perhaps providing a means for energy to flow from
Saturn's warm interior into the cold atmosphere. However,

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ Wfrj are atmospheric features on Saturn generally less viv id
than those on Jupiter?
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� FIGURE 1 2.7 Storm Alley This false-color,
near-infrared image trom Cassin; shows what is thought to
be a vast thunderstorm on Saturn. This storm generated
bursts of radio W;Ne" resembling the static created by
lightning on Earth. The inset shCMIS the polar vortex at
Satum's south pole, (NASA)

used up long ago. What, then, is happening inside
Saturn to produce this extra heat?
The explanation for the origin of Saturn's
extra heat also explains the mystery of the planet's
apparent helium deficit. At the temperatures and
high pressures found in Jupiter's interior, liquid
helium

dissolves in liquid hydrogen. Inside Saturn,

where the internal temperature is lower, the he
lium doesn't dissolve so e.1sily and tends to form

droplets instead. The phenomenon is familiar to

cooks, who know that it is generally much easier
to dissolve ingredients in hot liquids than in cold
ones. Saturn probably started out with a fairly
uniform solution of helium dissolved in hydro
gen, but the helium tended to condense out of the surround
ing hydrogen, much as water vapor condenses out of Earth's
atmosphere to form a mist. The amount of helium conden

1 2.3

Satu rn's Inte rior a n d
Magnetosphere

Figure 1 2.8 depicts Saturn's internal structure. (Compare

sation was greatest in the planet's cool outer layers, where the
mist turned to rain about 2 billion years ago. A light shower
of liquid helium has been falling through Saturn's interior
ever since. Tills helium precipitation is responsible for de
pleting the outer layers of their helium content.

with Figure 1 1 . 1 2 for the case of Jupiter. ) The picture was

So we can account for the wlllsually low abundance of

pieced together by planetary scientists using the same

helium in Saturn's atmosphere: Much of it has rained down

tools-spacecraft observations and theoretical modeling

to lower levels. But wha t about the excess heating? The

that they employed to infer Jupiter's inner workings. Saturn

answer is simple:

has the same basic internal parts as Jupiter, but their relative

the planet's gravitational field compresses it and heats it up.

As

the heliwn sinks toward the center,

proportions are somewhat different: Saturn's metallic hy
drogen layer is thinner and its core is larger. Because of its
lower mass, Saturn has a less extreme core temperature, den
sity, and pressure than does Jupiter. The central pressure is
around one-fifth of Jupiter's--about 2 to 3 times the pres
sure at the center of Earth.

I nternal Heating
Infrared measurements indicate that Saturn's surface (i.e.,
cloud-top) temperature is 97 K, substantially higher than the
temperature at which Saturn would reradiate all the energy it
receives from the Sun. In fact, Saturn radiates almost 3 times
more energy than it absorbs. TIms, Saturn, like Jupiter, has an
internal energy source.

ex>

(Sec. 1 1 .3 ) But the explanation be

hind Jupiter's eJ«:ess energy-that the planet has a large reser

voir of heat left over from its formation--doesn't work for
Saturn. Smaller than Jupiter, Saturn must have cooled more
rapidly-rapidly enough that its original supply of energy was

.& FI G URE 12.8 Saturn's Interior Saturn's internal structure, as
deduced from Voyager observations and computer modeling.
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Saturn
is the source of Sat

Saturn's magnetosphere extends about 1 million kIn to

urn's internal heat. In the distant future--in a billion years

ward the Sun and is large enough to contain the planet's ring

The gravitational energy thus released

or so-the helium rain will stop, and Saturn will cool until

system and the innermost 16 small moons. Saturn's largest

its outermost layers radiate only as much energy as they re

moon, Titan, orbits about 1 . 2 million krn from the planet, so

ceive from the Sun. When that happens, the temperature at

it is found sometimes just inside the outer magnetosphere

Saturn's cloud tops will be 74 K. As Jupiter cools, it, too, may

and sometimes just outside, depending on the intensity of

someday experience precipitate helium in its interior, caus

the solar wind (which tends to push the sunward side of the

ing its surface temperature to rise once again.

magnetosphere closer to the planet). Because no major

Magnetospheric Activity

its structure are different from those of Jupiter's magneto

moons lie deep within Saturn's magnetosphere, the details of

Saturn's electrically conducting interior and rapid rotation
produce a strong magnetic field and an extensive magneto
sphere. Probably because of the considerably smaller mass of
Saturn's metallic hydrogen zone, the planet's basic maglletic
field strength is only about one-twentieth that of Jupiter, or
about a thousand times greater than that of Earth. The mag

netic field at Saturn's cloud tops (roughly 10 Earth radii from
the planet's center) is approximately the same as that at
Earth's surfuce.

Voyager

sphere. For eX.1Jnple, there is no equivalent of the 10 plasma
torus. 00 ( Sec. 1 1 .5 ) Like Jupiter, Saturn emits radio waves,
but as luck would have it, they are reflected from Earth's ion
osphere (they lie in the AM band) and were not detected
until the Voyager craft approached the planet.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V

WhEre did Saturn's atmospheric helium go?

measurements indicate that, unlike

Jupiter's and Earth's magnetic

3.xes,

which are slightly tilted,

Saturn's magnetic field is not inclined with respect to its axis
of rotation. Saturn's magnetic field, like Jupiter's,

is oriented

opposite tllat of Earth: that is, an Earth compass needle
would point toward Saturn's south pole rather than its north.

00 (Sec. 1 1 .4) Figure 12.9 shows an aurora on Saturn, im
aged in 1998 by the Hubble Space Telescope.

1 2.4 Satu rn's Spectacu l a r
R i n g System
The most obvious and well-known aspect of Saturn's ap
pearance is, of course, its planetary ring system. Astronomers
now know that all the jo\�an planets have rings, but Saturn's
are by far the brightest, the most ell.1:ensive, .1Jld the most
beautiful. 00 (Sec. 1 1 .6)

The View from Earth
Galileo saw Saturn's rings first in 16 10, but he did not recog
nize what he saw as a planet with a ring. At the resolution of
his small telescope, the rings looked like bumps on the
planet, or perhaps (he speculated) parts of a triple planet of
some sort. Figure 1 2 . 1 0(a) and (b) shows two of Galileo's
early sketches of Saturn. By 1 6 1 6, Galileo had already real
ized that the "bumps» were not round, but rather elliptical in
shape. In 1655, tile Dutch astronomer Christian Huygens
realized what the bumps were: a thin, flat ring, completely
encircling the planet (Figure 12. 10c).
In

1 675,

tile

Frendl-Italian

astronomer

Giovanni

Domenico Cass ini discovered the first ring feature: a dark
band about two-thirds of the way out from the inner edge.
From Earth, the band looks like a gap in the ring (an observa

tion that is not too far from the truth, altilOugh we now know
that there is actually some ring material within it). TIns "gap»
is named the

Otssini division,

in honor of its discoverer.

Careful observations from Earth show that the inner "ring" is
in reality also composed of two rings. From the outside in, the

... F IGU RE 12.9 Aurora on Saturn An ultraviolet camera aboard
the Hubble Space Telescope recorded this image of a remarkably
symmetrical (orange) aurora on Saturn during a solar storm in 1998.
(NASA)

three rings are known somewhat prosaically as the A, B, and
C

rings. The Cassini division lies between tile A and B rings.
Encke gap, some 300 km wide, is fowld

The much narrower

in the outer part of tile A ring. These rUlg features are marked

Saturn's Spectacular Ring System
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... FIG URE 12.11 Saturns Rings

Much fine structure, especially
in the ring;, appears in this image of Saturn taken with the Cassin;
spacecraft I n 2005. The main ring features long known from
Earth-based observations-the A, B. and C rings. the Cassini Division.
and the Encke gap-are marked and are shown here in false color in
order to enhance contrast. The other rings listed in Table 121 are not
visible here.

& F IGURE 12.10 Sketches of Saturn's Rings Three artist'.
re-renderings of sketches of Saturn's ring;. made (a) by Galileo in 1610.
(b) by Galileo in 1616. and (e) by Huygens in 1655.

(NASA)

What sort of particles make up the rings? The fact that
they reflect most (over 80 percent) of the swllight striking
them had long suggested to astronomers that they are made

on Figure 1 2. 1 1 . No finer ring details are visible from our

of ice, and infrared observations in the 1 970s confirmed that

Earthly vantage point. Of the three main rings, the B ring is

water ice is indeed a prime constituent of the rings. Radar

brightest, followed by the somewhat fainter A ring, and then

observations and later

by the almost translucent C ring. A more complete list of ring

tered swllight showed that the diameters of the particles

properties appears in Table 12. 1 . (The D, E, F, and G rings

range from fractions of a millimeter to tens of meters, with

Voyager and Cassirli studies

of scat

listed in the table are discussed later in this section.)

What Are Saturn's Ri ngs?
A fairly obvious question-and one that perplexed the best

RinS

scientists and mathematicians on Earth for almost two
centuries--is "What are Saturn's rings made on" By the
middle of the 1 9th century, various dynamic and thermody

Inner Radius
(planetary
radII)

(Ian)
D

67,000

1.11

Outer IUd ius
(planetary
radII)

(km)

74,700

1.24

Width

(Ian)
7700

namic arguments had conclusively proved that the rings

C

74,700

1.24

92,000

1.53

1 7,300

could not be solid, liquid, or gas!

B

92,000

1 .5 3

1 17,500

1.95

25,500

Cassini
Division

1 1 7,500

1.95

1 22,300

2.03

4800

of a great number of small particles, all independently

A

1 22,300

2.03

1 36,800

2.27

1 4,500

orbiting Saturn, like so many tiny moons. That inspired

Encke gap' 1 33,400

2.22

1 33,700

2.22

300

What is left? In 1 857, after showing that a solid ring
would become unstable and break up, Scottish physicist
James Clerk Ma).:well suggested that the rings are composed

speculation was verified in 1895, when Lick Observatory

F

140,300

2.33

1 40,400

2.33

1 00

flected from the rings and showed that the velocities thus

G

1 65,800

2.75

1 73,800

2.89

8000

determined were exactly what would be expected from

E

1 80,000

3.00

480,000

8.00

300,000

astronomers measured the Doppler shift of sunlight re

separate particles moving in circular orbits in accordance
with Newton's law of gravity.

0:>

(Sees. 2 .8, 3.5)

'fIne EncKe gap lies within theA ring.
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Saturn
... F I GURE 12.12 Roche Limit From top to
bottom, these four frames illustrate heM! the tidal
field of a planet first distorts (near top1 and then
destroys (at bottom1 a moon that strays too
close. Note that the distortion is exaggerated in
the middle panels, and the moon's infall does not
happen directly. rather, i15 breakup occurs CNer
the course of many orbits.

toward the planet-that is, to create a
tidal bulge. Recall also that the tidal
force increases rapidly with decreasing
distance from the planet.

ex>

(Sec. 7.6)

As the moon is brought closer to the
planet, it reaches a point where the tidal
force tending to stretch it out becomes

greater than

the internal forces holding

it together. At that point, the moon is
torn apart by the planet's gravity, as
shown in Figure 1 2. 1 2 . The pieces of the
satellite then pursue their own individ
ual orbits around that planet, eventually

spreading all the way around it

in

the

form of a ring.
For any given planet and any given
moon,
most particles being about the size (and composition) of a
large snowball on Earth.
We now know that the rings are truly thin--only 10-15 m
thick, according to

Cassini

measurements. Stars can occa

sionally be seen through them, like automobile headlights

penetrating a snowstorm. Why are the rings so thin? The an

swer seems to be that collisions between ring particles tend to
keep them all moving in circular orbits in a single plane. Any
particle that tries to stray from this orderly motion finds itself

in an orbit that soon runs into other ring particles. Over long

periods, the ensuing jostling serves to keep all of the particles
moving in circular, planar orbits. The asymmetric gravita

tional field of Saturn (a result of its flattened shape) sees to it
that the rings lie in the planet's equatorial plane.

Th e Roche l i m it

the critical distance

inside of

which the moon is destroyed is known as the tidal

stability
limi� or the Roche limit, after the 1 9th-century French math

ematician Edouard Roche, who first calculated it. As a handy
rule of thumb, if our hypothetical moon is held together by its
own gravity and its average density is comparable to that of
the parent planet (both reasonably good approximations for
Saturn's larger moons), then the Roche limit is roughly 2.4

times the radius of the planet. Thus, for Saturn, no moon can

survive within a distance of 144,000 km of the planet's center,

about 7000 km beyond the outer edge of the A ring. The main
(A, B, C, D, and F) rings of Saturn occupy the region inside
Saturn's Roche limit.
These considerations apply equally well to the other
jovian worlds. Figure 1 2 . 1 3 shows the location of the ring
system of each jovian planet relative to the planet's Roche
limit. Given the approximations in our assumptions, we can
conclude that all the major planetary rings are found within

But why a ring of particles at all? What process produced

the Roche limit of their parent planet. Notice that, strictly

the rings in the first place? To answer these questions,

speaking, the calculation of this limit applies only to low

consider the fate of a small moon orbiting close to a mas

density moons massive enough for their own gravity to be

sive planet such as Saturn. The moon is held together by

the dominant force binding them together. Sufficiently

internal forces--its own gravity, for example. As we bring

small moons (less than 10 km or so in diameter) can

our hypothetical moon closer to the planet, the tidal force

survive even within the Roche limit because they are held

on it increases. Recall from Chapter 7 that the effect of

together mostly by interatomic (electromagnetic) forces,

such a tidal force is to stretch the moon along the direction

not by gravity.

S ECTION 1 2.4
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3

2

0 '------"'-Jupiter
Satum

Uranus

Neptune

... F IGURE 12.13 Jovian Ring Systems Th e rings of Jupiter, Satum, Uranus, and Neptune. All distances
are expressed in planetary radii. The red line represents the Roche limit, and all the ri ngs lie within (or very

close to) this limit of their parent planets. Note that the red line is j ust an approximation-the details
depend on the internal structu re of the p lanet, and Neptunes Adams ring is actually consistent with
Roche's calculations.

The Ri ngs in Deta i l
Thus, as the two Voyager probes approached Saturn i n 1980
and 1981, scientists on Earth were fairly conndent that they
understood the nature of the rings. However, there were many
surprises in store. The Voyager flybys changed forever our
view of this spectacular region in Ollr cosmic backyard, re
vealing the rings to be vastly more complex than astronomers
had imagined. Cassini's 4-year tour of the Saturn system a
quarter century later allowed much more extended and de
tailed study of many of the phenomena discovered by Voyager
and yielded many new insights into tlus fascinating system.
As the Voyager probes approached Saturn, it became ob
vious that the main rings were actually composed of tens of
thousands of narrow ringlets, shown (as seen by Cassini) in
Figure 12.14. Although Voyager cameras did find several new
gaps in the rings, the ringlets in the figure are actually not
separated from one another by empty space. Instead, de
tailed studies reveal that the rings contain concentric regions
of alternating high and low concentrations of ring partides.
The ringlets are the high-density peaks. According to theory,
the gravitational influence of Saturn's inner moons and the

mutual gravitational attraction of the ring particles enables
waves of matter to form and move in the plane of the rings,
rather like ripples on the surface of a pond. The wave crests
wrap all the way around the rings, forming tightly WOllild
spiral patterns called spiral density waves tllat resemble
grooves in a huge celestial phonograph record.
Although the ringlets are the result of spiral waves in
the rings, the true gaps are not. The narrower gaps-roughly
20 of them-are thought to be kept clear by the action of
small moonlets embedded in them. These moonlets are
larger (perhaps 10 or 20 km in diameter) than tlle largest
true ring particles, and they simply "sweep up" ring material
through collisions as they go. However, despite careful
searches of Voyager and Cassini images, only hvo of these
moonlets have so far been found. The 30-km-wide moon
Pan, discovered in archival Voyager data in 1 991, orbits in
the Encke gap (marked in Figure 12. 1 1 ) . The 7-km Daphnis,
imaged by Cassini in 2005, resides in the narrow Keeler gap,
dose to tlle outer edge of the A ring.
Astronomers have found indirect evidence for embedded
moonlets in the form of the scalloped "wakes" they leave
behind them in the rings, but no otller direct sightings have
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-< Interactive F IGURE 12.14 Saturn's Rings, Up Close Cassini took this dose-up,
r-- . true-color image of Saturns dauling ring structure just before plunging through the
planefs tenuous outer rings. The ringlets in the B ring. spread over several thousand
kilometers, are resolved here to about 10 km. Note the large number of tiny ringlets
visible in the main rings. Earth is superposed, to proper scale, for a size comparison. The inset is
an ",erhead view of a portion of the B ring. showing the ringlet structure in even more detail; in
fact the resolution here is an incredible 4 km. (NASA)

I�

�----- B ri�

--------�--

occurred. Despite their elusiveness. moonlets are nevertheless
regarded as the best explanation for the small gaps and associ
ated fine structure in the rings. In 2006 Cassin; found evi
dence for a new class of intermediate-sized ( 100-m diameter)
moonlets. which may play an important role in clearing some
small or partial gaps.
Voyager 2 fOlmd a series of faint rings. now known
collectively as the D ring, inside the inner edge of the C ring.
stretching down almost to Saturn's cloud tops. The D ring
contains relatively few particles and is so dark that it is com
pletely invisible from Earth. Two other faint rings. discovered
by Pioneer 1 1 and Voyager 1. respectively. lie well outside the
main ring structure. Both the G ring and the E ring. are faint
and diffuse, more like Jupiter's ring than the main A, B, and C
rings of the Saturn system. 00 (Sec. 1 1 .6) The E ring appears
to be associated with volcanism on the moon Enceladus (see
Section 1 2.5).
Figure 1 2 . 1 5 is a Cassirli image showing the rings from a
perspective never before seen-behind the planet looking
back toward the eclipsed Sun. Just as diffuse airborne dust is
most easily seen against the light streaming in through a
sunlit window, the planet's faint rings show up clearly in this
remarkable back-lit view. In addition. this image reveals
several additional faint rings, some of them also associated
with the orbits of various small moons.
The Voyager 2 cameras revealed one other completely
unexpected fea ture. A series of dark radial "spokes" formed
on the B ring. moved around the planet for about one ring
orbital period, and then disappeared (Figure 12.16). Careful
scrutiny of these peculiar drifters showed that they were
composed of very fine (micron-sized) dust hovering a few
tens of meters above the plane of the rings. Scientists think
that this dust was held in place by electromagnetic forces
generated in the ring plane, perhaps resulting from colli
sions among particles there or interactions with the planet'S
magnetic field. The spokes faded as the ring revolved.

Astronomers had expected that the creation and dissolu
tion of such spokes would be regular occurrences in the Saturn
ring system, but during the first year of Cassini's tour, none
were seen. However, as with the planet's faint rings, lighting
and viewing conditions seem to be critical to the spokes'
visibility. As the planet's orientation changed relative to the
Sun. spokes were finally observed in late 2005. Spoke activity is
expected to be conunon for the remainder of the Cassin;
mission. and researchers hope that repeated observations will
allow them to understand this peculiar phenomenon.

Orbital Resonances and
Shepherd Satel l ites
Voyager images showed that the largest gap in the rings. the
Cassini division. is not completely empty of matter. In fact,
as can be seen in Figure 12. 1 4. the division contains a series
of faint ringlets and gaps (and. presumably, embedded
moonlets. too). The overall concentration of ring particles
in the division as a whole is. however. much lower than in
the A and B rings. The diffuse nature of the division causes it
to appear bright in Figure 12.15. Although its small internal
gaps probably result from embedded satellites, the division
itself does not. Instead. it owes its existence to another solar
system resonarlce, this time involving particles orbiting in
the division. on the one hand, and Saturn's innermost major
moon. Mimas. on the other. 00 ( Sec. 8.4)
A ring particle moving in an orbit within the Cassini
division has an orbital period exactly half that of Mimas.
Particles in the division thus complete exactly two orbits
around Saturn in the time taken for Mimas to orbit once-a
configuration known as a 2:1 resonance. Applying Kepler's
third law (recast to refer not to the planets, but to Saturn's
moons). we can show that tllis 2 : 1 resonance with Mimas
corresponds to a radius of 1 1 7.000 km. the inner edge of the
division. 00 (More Precisely 2-2)
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� Saturn:' shadow. Nate haN the back-lit main ring system differs from the front-lit view shaNn earlier
� in Figure 1211. The normally hard to see F, G, and E outer rings are clearly v isible (and marked) in this
• F IGURE 12.1 5 Back-Lit Rings

Ca55inl took this

spectacular image of Saturn'sr i ngs as it passed through

contrast-enhanced image. The inset shaNS the moon Enceladus orbiting within the E ring; its eruptions
likely give rise to the ring's Icy particles. Without dedicated orbiting missions like Cassini, such detailed
studies of Saturns ring structure would be impossible. (NASA)
The effect of this resonance is that particles in the
division receive a gravitational tug from Mimas at exactly
the same location in their orbit every other time around.

lar orbits at otller radii. The net effect is iliat ilie number of
ring particles in the Cassini division is greatly reduced.
Particles

in "nonresonant" orbits (i.e., at radii whose or

Successive tugs reinforce one another, and the initially circu

bital period is not simply related to the period of Mimas)

lar trajectories of the ring particles soon get stretched out

also are acted upon by Mimas's gravitational pull. But ilie

into ellipses. In their new orbits, these particles collide with

times when the force is greatest are spread uniformly around

other particles and eventually find tlleu way into new cucu-

the orbit, and ilie tugs cancel out. It's a little like pushing a
child on a swing: Pushing at tile same point in tile swing's
motion each tinle produces much better results than do ran
dom shoves. Thus, Mimas (or any other moon) has a large
effect on tlle ring at tilose radii at which a resonance exists
and little or no effect elsewhere.
We now know that resonances between ring particles
and moons play an important role in shaping the fine struc
ture of Saturn's rings. For example, ilie sharp outer edge of
tlle A ring is iliought to be governed by a 3:2 resonance with
Mimas (three ring orbits in hvo Mimas orbital periods) .
Most theories of planetary rings predict that the ring system
should spread out with tinle, hasically because of collisions
among ring particles. Instead, tlle A ring's outer edge is
"patrolled" by a small satellite named Atlas, held in place by

f/ 'i7V"&/I/lkVVvm

... F IGU RE 1 2.16 Spokes in the Rings Saturn's B ring shaNed a series
of dark temporary "spokes" as Voyager 2 flew by at a distance of about
4 million km. The spokes are caused by small particie5 suspended just
above the ring plane. Cassini, too, has seen spokes, although (so far) they
have not been as prominent as those seen by Voyager 25 years earlier.
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Saturn

Distance from Sliturn

(km)

Orbit Period

(planetary radII)

Mirnas

186,000

(days)

3.08

0.94

Mas,"

Siz.

Density

(g/cm')

(Earth moon masses)

(kg/m')

398

0.00051

1 100

L1

(longest diameter, km)

Enceladus

238,000

3.95

1 .37

498

0.00099

1 100

L1

Tethys

295,000

4.89

1 .89

1060

0.0085

1000

1.0

Dione

377,000

6.26

2.74

1 1 20

0.014

1 400

1,4

Rhea

527,000

1 530

0.032

1200

1.2

Titan

1 ,220,000

20.3

16.0

5 1 50

1.83

1 900

1.9

Hyperion

1 ,480,000

24.6

2 1 .3

370

Iapetus

3,560,000

59.1

79.3

1 440

0.022

1000

LO

8.74

� Moons larger tnan 300 km in diameter only.
.. Mass ofEarth', Moon

�

7.4 X

1022 lcg

�

4.52

1.3 X 10-4 Satu,n

masses.

the gravity of Munas, that prevents ring particles from dif
fusing away. Compare Tables 12. 1 and 12.2 and see if you C.1lI
identify other resonant connections between Saturn's moons
or behveen the moons and the rings. (You should be able to
find quite a few-Saturn's ring system is a complex place!)
Outside the A ring lies perhaps the strangest ring of
all. The faint, narrow F ring (shown in Figure 1 2 . 1 7) was
,

discovered by Pioneer 11 in 1 979, but its full complexity
became evident only when Voyager 1 took a closer look.
Unlike the inner major rings, the F ring is narrow-less
than a hl1l1dred kilometers wide. It lies just inside Saturn's
Roche limit, separated from the A ring by about 3500 km.
Its narrowness by itself is l1I1usual, as is its slightly eccentric
shape, but the F ring's oddest feature is its irregular,

,

(b)

'" FIGU RE 1 2.'7 Shepherd Moon (a) Saturn's narrC1N F ring appears to contain kinks and braids, making
it unlike any of Saturn's other rings. Its thinne.ss can be explained by the effects of two shepherd satellites

that orbit near the ring-one a few hundred kilometers inside. the other a similar distance outside.
(b) One of the potato-shaped shepherd satellites (Prometheus, here roughly 100 km across) can be seen
in this enlarged view. (NASA)
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"kinked" structure, making it look as though it is made up
of several separate strands braided together! This remarkable

in tile planet's system-a small moon that may have been hit
by a large comet or even by another moon.

appearance sent dynamicists scrambling in search of an ex
planation. It now seems as though the ring's intricate
structure, as well as its thinness, arise from the influence of

Recently, Cassini has complicated this discussion by
finding that different rings may have different ages and may
even have formed in different ways. The Cassini dat.1, coupled

two small moons, known as shepherd satellites, that orbit
on either side of it (Figure I2. 1 7b ) .

with theoretical simulations, suggest that the B ring might in
fact be billions of years old but manages to preserve its

Two small, dark satellites, each little more than 1 0 0 km
in diameter and called Prometheus and Pandora, orbit
about lOoo km on either side of the F ring. Their gravita
tional influence on the F-ring particles keeps the ring tightly
confined in its narrow orbit. Any particle straying too far out

youthful appearance by continually clumping and recycling
its material, exposing fresh, bright water ice.

of the F ring is gently guided back into the fold by one or the
other of the shepherd moons. (The moon Atlas confines the

an important role. For now, the details of the formation of
Saturn's ring system simply aren't well lUlderstood.

A ring in a somewhat similar way. )
However, tile details of how Prometheus and Pandora
produce the braids in the F ring, and why the two moons are
there at all, in sum similar orbits, remain unclear. Scientists
theorize that there may be many more unseen small moon
lets orbiting near the F ring and affecting its appearance.
There is evidence that other eccentric rings found in the
gaps in the A, B, and C rings may also result from the effects
of shepherd moonJets. Beyond the F ring, the G ring appar
ently lacks ringlets and peculiar internal structure, but its
relative narrowness and sharp edges suggest the presence of
shepherd sMellites, although so far none has been found.

Astronomers prefer not to invoke catastrophic events to
explain specific phenomena, but the more we learn of the
lUliverse, the more we realize that catastrophe probably plays

C O N C E P T C H EC K
V' What do the Roche limit and orbital resonances have to do
with planetary rings?

1 2.5 The Moons of Sat u rn
Saturn has the most e.1d:ensive, and in many ways the most
complex, system of natural satellites of all the planets. The
planet's 8 largest moons, all more than 300 km in diameter,

that seem to move in resonance

are listed in Table 1 2.2. Observations of sunlight reflected
from them suggest that most are covered with snow and ice.
Many of them are probably made almost entirely of water

with Mimas and may harbor a confining moon or moonlets,
but no definitive sighting has yet been made.

ice. Even so, they are a curious and varied lot, and many
aspects of their structure and history are still not well under

Cassini discovered that the G ring has regions of enhanced
brightness, known as

arcs,

stood. Most of our detailed knowledge of these moons
comes from the Pioneer and Voyager flybys in the late 1 970s

The Origin of the Ri ngs
1\1'0 possible origins have been suggested for Saturn's rings. As

tronomers estimate that tile total

mass

of ring material is no

and early 1980s, and from Cassini, which is currently orbit
ing the planet. 00 (Sec. 6.6 )
The moons fall into three fairly natural groups. First,

more than 1 0 15 tons---�llOugh to make a satellite about 250 km
in diameter. If such a satellite strayed imide Saturn's Rome

there are many "small" moons--irregularly shaped chunks of
ice, all less tllan 400 km across-that exhibit a bewildering

limit or was destroyed (perhaps by a collision) near that radius,
a ring could have resulted. An alternative view is that the rings

variety of complex and fascinating motion. Only the largest,
Hyperion, is listed in Table 12.2. Second, there are six

represent material left over from Saturn's formation stage
4.6 billion years ago. In this scenario, Saturn's tidal field pre
vented any moon from forming inside the Roche Iinlit, so the
material has remained a ring ever since. Whim view is correct?
All the dynamic activity observed in Saturn's rings sug

"medium-sized" moons--spherical bodies with diameters
ranging from about 4oo to 1500 km-that offer clues to tile
past and present state of the environment of Saturn willie pre
senting many puzzles regarding their own appearance and
history. Finally, there is Saturn's single "large" moon

gests to many researchers that the rings must be quite
young-perhaps no more than 50 million years old, or 1 00

Tit.1n-which, at 5 1 50 km i.n diameter, is the second-largest
satellite in the solar system. (Jupiter's Ganymede is a little big

times younger than the solar system. There is just too much
going on, the argument goes, for the rings to have remained
stable for billions of years, so they probably aren't left over

ger.) Titan has an atmosphere denser than Earth's and (some
scientists think) surface conditions tllat may be conducive to
life. Notice, incidentally, that Jupiter has no "medium-sized"

from the planet's formative stages. If tins is so, then either
the rings are continuously replenished, perhaps by frag

moons, as just defined: The Galilean satellites are large, like
Titan, and all of Jupiter's oilier satellites are small-no more

ments of Saturn's moons chipped off by meteorites or by
activity on the larger moons (see Section 12.5), or tlley are

than 300 km in diameter.
As in tile case of Jupiter, improving observational

the result of a relatively recent, possibly catastrophic, event

techniques in recent years have led to an explosion in the
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number of known moons orbiting Saturn-to at least 61 as
of early 20 10. Like the many small satellites of Jupiter, these

conclusively detected on Titan ( hydrocarbotls are molecules
consisting solely of hydrogen and carbon atoms; methane,

moons are all very faint (and hence small) and revolve
around Satmn quite far from the planet on rather inclined,
often retrograde, orbits, much as Saturn's other "small»

CH4, is the simplest ) . Radio and infrared observations
made by Voyager 1 and Cassini showed that the atmosphere
is actually Illade up mostly of nitrogen (N2, roughly 98

moons do. Most likely, they are chunks of debris captured
from interplanetary space after close encowlters with Saturn.

percent) and methane (CH4, about 2 percent) , with traces
of argon and other gases.

Titan: A Moo n with an Atmosphere
The largest and most intriguing of all Saturn's moons, Titan,
was discovered by Christian Huygens in 1655. Even through
a large Earth-based optical telescope, this moon is visible
only as a barely resolved reddish disk. However, long before
the Voyager or Cassitli missions, astronomers already knew
from spectroscopic observations that the moon's reddish
coloration was caused by something quite special-an at
mosphere. So eager were mission planners to obtain a closer
look that they programmed Voyager 1 to pass very close to
Titan, even though it meant that the spacecraft could not
then use Saturn's gravity to continue on to Uranus and
Neptune. Instead, Voyager 1 left the Saturn system on a path
taking the craft out of the solar system well above the plane
of the ecliptic. = (Discovery 6. J)

A Voyager 1 unage of Titan is shown itJ Figure 1 2 . 18(a).
Unfortunately, despite the spacecraft's close pass, t he moon's
smface remauled a mystery. A thick, uniform layer of haze
(sunilar to the photochemical smog created by chemical re
actions powered by light found over many cities on Earth)

that envelops the moon completely obscured the spacecraft's
view. Still, Voyager 1 was able to provide mission specialists
with detailed atmospheric data. Figure 12. 18(b) shows one of
the best Earth-based views of the moon, taken in infrared
light to penetrate the smog. A detailed, close-up look at Titan
is a key part of the ongoulg Cassi"i mission. As described
itJ Discovery 12-1, the spacecraft's carefully choreographed
trajectory includes dozens of additional visits to the moon by
the end of its extended mission.
Titan's atmosphere is thicker and denser even than
Earth's, and it is certainly far more substantial than that of

any other moon. Prior to Voyager 1 's arrival itJ 1980, only
methane and a few other simple hydrocarbons had been

� FIGU RE 12.1 8 Titan

(a) Larger than the planet Mercury and
roughly halfthe size of Earth, Titan, Saturn', largest moon, was
photographed in vi,ible light from only 4000 km aWilj as Voyager I
passed by in 1980. Only Titan', upper cloud deck can be seen here. The
inset shCMIs a contrast-enhanced, true-color image of the haze liljers in
Titan's upper atmosphere, taken '<t the Cassini ,pacecraft in 2005.
(b) in the infrared, as captured with the adaptive-optics system on the
Canada-France-Hawaii telescope on Mauna Kea. some large-scale
surface features can be seen. The bright regions are thought to be
highlands, possibly covered with frozen methane. The brightest area is
nearly 4000 km across-about the size ofAustralia (NASA; CFHT)
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'
Danci n g Among Saturn s Moons
In Chapter 6 we described how mission planners routinely use
"gravitational slingshotsU to accelerate and redirect a spacecraft's
trajectory as it speeds toward its target . 00 (Discovery 6-1) Many
of NASA's planetary missions have relied heavily on this expert
ise. 0:> (Sec. 6.6) The Calileo and Cassi"i probes also made heavy
use of gravity assists to control the spacecrafts' intricate orbits
within the moon systems of Jupiter and Saturn. Here we describe
how Cassi"i has managed to make repeated close approaches to
many of the moons in the Saturn system-the key to the extraor
dinary data now streaming back to scientists on E.1rth.
TIle first figure illustrates how a sp acecraft can be moved
onto a higher or lower orbit depending on the details of its inter
action with a moon. Passing behind the moon, the spacecraft
acquires some of the moon's energy and speeds up, moving
farther from the planet. Conversely, passage in front of the moon
slows the spacecraft down, reducing its orbital seminlajor axis.
In either case , the directioll of the spa cecraft's trajectory is
changed, setting it on course for its next destination. In the case
of Cassirl; and Saturn, the moon responsible for the lion's share
of the dose encOlmters is Titan-very convenient, as a dose
study of Titan is one of the mission's prinle objectives.
By carefully combining a series of dose encounters with Titan
and other moons, CAssini's controllers sent the probe throughout
the moon system, allowing it to visit many of the moons multiple
times. The second figure shows a possible trajectory computed be
fore launch. Each orbit is the result of a carefully computed inter
action with Titan or some other moon during the previous pass.
In fact, this diagram differs in detail from Cassin;'s actual flight
path-small errors in the exact distance from eadl moon at one
pass cause large cllanges in the next encOlmter, and the actual
trajectory was revised several times during the mission.
The Cassilli mission was origin ally scheduled to end in
2008, 4 years after its arrival at Saturn, but the gravity-assisted
maneuver that placed the p robe in orbit arowld the planet was
so accurate that almost no fuel had to be used to fine-tune the

traj ectory. As a result, the highly successful mISSion-now
na med Cassini Equinox, after the ring-plane cro ssing in August
2009-has been extended for at least 2 more years, and possi
bly many more. Even as CAssini's fuel supply dwindles, mission
controllers should still be able to adju st its trajectory, using
mainly Titan's gravity, to reach the desired parts of the Saturn
system.
Eventually, though, the maneuve ring fuel will be nearly
gone and the mission will have to be brought to a dose. Mission
planners are undecided as to the best way to end the Cassini
tour. They could place CAss ini into a wide stable orbit, taking
measurements for years to come until the probe's nudear fuel
cells are depleted. Or the probe could crash into Saturn, just as
Galileo did with Jupiter. Even crash-landing on Titan has been
considered, although that would risk polluting the moon with
nudear material. A final option is to send CAss ini flying through
the main rings of Saturn, taking fascinating photographs and
amassing data until it "hits something big." Stay tuned!
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Titan's atmosphere seems to act like a gigantic chemical

ground level is 60 percent greater than on Earth. Titan's

factory. Powered by the energy of sunlight, the atmosphere

atmosphere contains about 1 0 times more gas than Earth's

is undergoing a complex series of chemical reactions that

atmosphere. Titan's surface temperature is a frigid 94 K,

maintain steady (but trace) levels of hydrogen gas (H2), the

roughly what we would expect on the basis of that moon's

hydrocarbons ethane ( C2H6) and propane (C3H8), and

distance from the Sun. At the temperatures typical of the

carbon monoxide (CO), ultimately resulting in the observed

lower atmosphere, methane and ethane may behave rather

smog. The upper atmosphere is thick with aerosol haze
(droplets so small that they remain suspended in the atmo

like water on Earth, raising the possibility of ethane snow

and methane rain, fog, and even oceansI At higher levels

sphere), and the unseen surface appears to be covered with

in the atmosphere, the temperature rises, the result of

organic material that has settled down from the clouds.

photochemical absorption of solar radiation.

Figure 12.19 shOl\fS the probable structure of Titan's
atmosphere. The diagram was drawn following the

Voyager

Bec.1use of Titan's weaker gravitational pull, the atmo
sphere extends some 10 times farther into space than does

flybys, but it is largely consistent with the later data returned

our own. The top of the main haze layer lies about 200 km

by

Despite the moon's low mass (a little less than

above the surface, although there are additional layers, seen

twice that of Earth's Moon), and hence its low surface

primarily through their absorption of ultraviolet radiation,

gravity (one-seventh of Earth's), the atmospheric pressure at

at 300 km and 400 km. (See the inset in Figure 12. 19). Below

Cassini.

the haze the atmosphere is reasonably clear, although rather
gloomy, bec.1use so little sunlight gets through.

Cassini de

tected low-lying methane clouds at roughly the altitudes
predicted by the model, although the clouds were less com
mon than scientists had expected.
Why does Titan have such a thick atmosphere, when
similar moons of Jupiter, such as Ganymede and Callisto,
have none? The answer seems to be a direct result of Titan's
greater distance from the Sun. The moons of Saturn formed
at considerably lower temperature than did those of Jupiter.
Such conditions would have enhanced the ability of the

500

water ice that makes up the bulk of Titan's interior to absorb
methane and ammonia, both of which were present in
abundance at those early times. As a result, Titan was

400

initially laden with much more methane and anullonia gas
than was either Ganymede or Callisto.

As Titan's internal radioactivity warmed the moon, the
ice released the trapped gases, forming a thick methane

300

ammonia atmosphere. Sunlight split the ammonia into
hydrogen, which escaped into space, and nitrogen, which
remained in the atmosphere. The methane, which is more

Main haze lay...

tightly bound and so was less easily broken apart, survived in
tact. Together witll argon outgassed from Titan's interior, tllese
gases form the basis of the atmosphere we see on Titan today.

100

)

Methane rain

clouds

0.01
0.1

o '----'----->.-'---'--' 1 .6
o
100
200
Temperature (I<)

... F IGURE 12.19 Titan's Atmosphere The structure of TItan's
atmosphere, as deduced from Vo/ager 1 observations. The solid blue
line represents temperature at different altitudes. The inset shows the
haze layers in Titan's upper atmosphere, depicted in false-color green
above TItans orange surface in this Vo/ager 1 image. (NASA)

Titan's Su rface and I nterior Structure
Cassini's

observations have refined our models of Titan's

atmosphere, but tlle), have revolutionized our knowledge of
the moon's surface and interior. Under tlle frigid conditions
found on Titan, as on Ganymede and Callisto, water ice
plays the role of rock on Earth, and liquid water the role of
lava. = (Sec. 1 1 .5 ) Before

Cassini came on tlle scene, specu

lation about what might be found on Titan's surface ran the
gamut from oceans of liquid methane or ethane to icy
valleys laden with hydrocarbon sludge.
Figure 12.20 shO\\fS how

Cassirli's

infrared instfUll1ents

can penetrate the moon's atmosphere, revealing details of the
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-<II FIGURE 12.20 Titan Revealed Cassin!'s infrared telescopes revealed this infrared, false-color
view of Titan's surface in late 2004. The circular area n ear the center may be an old impaet bosin
and the dark linear feature to its northwest pemap; mountain ranges caused by ancient tectonic
activity. The inset shCMIs a surface feature thought to be an icy volcano. further suggesting
some geological activity on this icy moons surface. Resolution of the larger image is 25 km; that of
the inset is 10 times better. (NASAIESA)

surface. The image shows light and ci.1rk regions near the
center of the field of view, thought to be icy plateaus, appar
ently smeared with hydrocarbon tar. Ridges and cracks on
the moon's surface suggest that geological activity, in the
form of "titanquakes," may be common. The rather blurred
boundaries between the light and dark regions, the peculiar
surface markings in the light-colored region, and the absence
of extensive cratering suggest that some sort of erosion is oc
curring, perhaps as a result of wind or volcanic activity.
Radar imaging reveals few large ( 1 0 to 100 km diameter)
craters on the moon's surface, but there do not seem to be as
many small craters as would be expected given Titan's loca
tion in Saturn's congested ring plane. The inset in the figure
shows what may be an icy volcano, supporting the view that
the moon's surface is geologically active.
In January 2005, the Hrlygerl5 probe, transported to Sat
urn by Cassini and released 3 weeks earlier, arrived at Titan
and parachuted through the thick atmosphere to the moon's
surface ( Figure 12.21a). Figure 12.21 (b) shows an intriguing
image radioed back from Huygen5 during its descent. Inter
pretations vary, but it appears to show a network of drainage
channels leading to a shoreline. The probe landed on solid
ground, and for the next hour transmitted images and

instrument readings to Cassini as it passed overhead. The
view from the surface (Figure 1 2.21c) reveals a hazy view of
an icy landscape. The "rocks" in the foreground are a few
centimeters across and show evidence of erosion by liq
uid of some sort. The nature of the "ocean" in Figure
12.21 (b) remains uncertain-it may well consist of
slush ratller than liquid.
In 2003, radio astronomers using the Arecibo
telescope reported the detection of liquid hydro
carbon lakes on Titan's surface. co (Sec. 5.5) In
2007, Cassini mission specialists confirmed this
finding, presenting radar unages showing nwner
ous lakes, some many tens of kilometers ul length,
near Titan's north polar regions, currently the
coolest part of the moon (see Figure 1 2 . 1 , and note
that Titan's tidal locking means that its rotation axis
is parallel to that of Saturn). Figure 1 2.22 shows an
example of these new unages. As with the Magellan
radar images of Venus, the darkest regions are extremely
smooth, implying that they are composed of liquid; the
shapes of the regions also strongly suggest liquid bodies.
Given the low surface temperature, scientists thought the
lakes would most likely be composed of methane (which
becomes liquid at temperatures below 1 10 K), possibly with
ethane dissolved in it. In 2008, Cassini confirmed the pres
ence of liquid hydrocarbons on the surface and positively
identified ethane as a component.
Scientists had long maintained that Titan's methane had
to be maultained by liquid lakes on the surface or under
ground. These observations represent the first confirmation
that SUdl lakes actually exist, making Titan only the second
body in the solar system (after Earth) known to have exten
sive liquid features on its surface. Titan's lakes are expected
to vary with the seasons, and scientists hope that repeated
observations on subsequent Cassini passes will show
d1anges in the size and structure of these regions as winter
on Titan gives way to spring. Exploration of the lakes by
Cassini and future missions may afford scientists the oppor
tunity to study the kind of chemistry thought to have
occurred billions of years ago on Earth-the prebiotic
chemical reactions that eventually led to life on our own
planet (see Chapter 28).
Astronomers had also long expected that Titan's inter
nal composition and structure would be similar to those of
Ganymede and Callisto, because all three moons have quite
similar masses, radii, and, hence, average densities. (Titan's
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(a)

Q parachuting through Titan's thick atmosphere. (b) This photograph of the surface was taken
� from an altitude of 8 km as the probe descended. It shows a network of channels reminiscent
� F IGU RE 12.21 The View from HUYBens

(a) Artist's conception

ofthe Huygens lander

of streams or rivers draining from the light-shaded uplifted terrain (at center) into a darker, law-lying

region (at bottom). Resolution is about 20 m. (c) Huygens's view of its landing site, in approximately
a few centimeters across. Landers and
atmospheric probes greatly increase our detai led understanding of distant worlds. (D. Ducros;
NASA/ESA)

(e)

true color. The foreground rocklike objects are only

density is

1900 kg/m3 . co (Sec. 1 1 .5) Titan contains a rocky

core SllffoWlded by a thick mantle of water ice. Each pass of

Cassin;

allows scientists to probe the gravity of Titan, and

repeated passes, coupled with knowledge of the properties of
Titan's likely constituents, have resulted in the construction
of some remarkably detailed models of the moon's interior.
Figure

12.23 shows a recent such model. It indeed shows a

rocky core and an icy mantle, but, intriguingly, also predicts
the presence of a thick layer of liquid water a few tens of
kilometers below the surface. Thus, Titan joins Europa,
Ganymede, and Earth on the list of solar system objects con

taining large bodies of liquid water, with all that that implies

for the prospects of life developing there.

co

(Sec.

1 1 .5)

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K

.,t Why are planetary scientists 50 interested in Titan?

.... FIGU RE 12.22 Titan's Lakes Radar aboard Cassini detected many smooth
regi ons (co lored dark blue in this radio image). thought to be lakes of l iq uid
�drocarbons. near Titans north pole. The image is foreshortened since the
radar system aboard the spacecraft was ·pinging" signals OIer the horizon. The
scene spans about 200 km vertically. with smallest
amazing 0.5 km.

(NASA/ESA)

details resolved to an
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Saturn 's Medium-S i zed Moons

Silicate core
High-pressure ice
Liquid water

Near-surface ice

Saturn's complement of midsized moons consists (in order
of increasing distance from the planet) of Mimas (at 3. 1
planetn.ry radii), Enceladus (4.0), Tethys (4.9), Dione (6.3),
Rhea (8.7), and Iapetus (59. 1 ). These moons are shown, to

proper scale, in Figure 1 2 .24. All six were known from Earth
based observations long before the Space Age. The inner five

move on nearly circular trajectories, and all are tidally locked

Surface

into synchronous rotation (so that one side always faces the
planet) by Saturn's gravity. They therefore all have perma
Based on measurements of Titan's

nently "leading" and "trailing" faces as they move in their or

gravitational field during numerous flybys, Titan's interior appears to be
largely a rocky-silicate mix. Most intriguing is the subsurface I�er of
liquid water, similar to that hypothesized on Jupiter's Europa and

bits, a fact tllat is important in understanding their often

.. F IGURE 12.23 Titan's Interior

Ganymede.

(NASAIESA)

asymmetrical surface markings.
Unlike the densities of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter,
the densities of these six moons do not show any correlation

'eY around its middle and shaws a clear contrast between Its Iight-oolored (icy) surface (at top in this

.. F IGU RE 12.24 Saturn's Midsiled Moons Saturn's six medium-sized satellites, to scale, as seen by the
� Cassin; spacecraft. All are heavily cratered and all are shawn here in natural color. I apetus has a ridge
Image) and Its dark cratered hem isphere (at bottom). The light-colored wisps on Rhea are thought to be
water and Ice released from the moon's Interior d ri ng some 10l'1g"ago period of actlv l1y. Dione and Tethys
show poss i ble evidence of ancient geological activity. Encelad us appears to be volcanically active,
presumably because of Satum's tidal Influence. Mlmas's main surface feature Is the large crater Herschel,
plain ly visi bl e at the center In this Image. For scale, part of Earth's Moon Is shawn at left See also Figure
1225 for a close-up look at the fasonating moon, En celad s. (NASA)

u

u
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with distance from Saturn. The densities of Saturn's mid
sized moons are all between 1000 and 1400 kg/m3, implying

Rhea-its closeness to the rings C.1USes resonant interactions
with the ring particles, resultulg most notably Ul the Cassini

that nearness to the central planetary heat source was a less
important influence during their formation than it was in
the Jupiter system. 00 (Sec. 1 1 .5) Scientists think that the

division, as we have already seen. Possibly because of its
proximity to the rings, Mimas is heavily cratered. The
moon's chief surface feature is an enormous crater, called

midsized moons are composed largely of rock and water ice,
like Titan. Their densities are lower than Titan's primarily

Herschel, on the leading face (at center in Figure 12.24). The
diameter of this crater is almost one-third that of the moon

because their smaller masses produce less compression of
their ulteriors. All show heavy cratering, indicating the clut

itself. The impact that formed Herschel must have come
very close to destroying Munas completely. It is quite possi

tered and violent planetary environment in the e.1fly solar
system as fragments collided to form the outer planets and
their moons. 00 (Sec. 6.7)

ble that the debris produced by such impacts is responsible
for creating or maintaining the spectacular rings we see.
Enceladus, shown in Figure 1 2.25, orbits just outside

The largest of the six, Rhe.1, has a mass only one-thirtieth
that of Earth's Moon, and its icy surface is highly reflective

Mirnas. Its size, mass, composition, and orbit are so similar
to those of Mirnas that one might guess that the two moons

and heavily cratered. At the low temperatures found on the
surface of this moon, water ice is very hard and behaves

would also be similar to each other in appearance and his
tory. However, this is not so. Enceladus is so bright and

rather like rock on the inner planets. For that reason, Rhea's
surface craters look very much like craters on the Moon or
Mercury. The density of craters is similar to that in the lunar

shiny-it reflects virtually 100 percent of the sunlight falling
on it-that astronomers think that its surface must be com
pletely coated with fine crystals of pure ice, the icy "ash" of

highlands, indicatiJlg that the surface is old, and there is no
evidence of extensive geological activity.
Prior to Cassini's arrival, Rhea's main riddle was the
presence of so-called wispy terrain-prominent light
colored streaks-on its trailulg side (the right side of the
unage in Figure 1 2.24). The leading face, by contrast, shows
no such markings, only craters. Astronomers thought that
the wisps might have been caused by some event in the
distant past during which water was somehow released from
the interior and condensed on the surface. However, Cassirli
unages reveal that the ma rkings are in fact bright complexes
of ice cliffs created by tectonic fractures, where stresses in the
moon's icy interior as it cooled and solidified c.1used the
surface layers to crack and buckle. 00 (Sec. 10.4) Any sin1ilar

features on the leading side have presumably been obliter
ated by cratering, which should be more frequent on the
satellite's forward-facing surface.
Inside Rhea's orbit lie the orbits of Tethys and Dione.
These two moons are comparable to each other in size and
have masses somewhat less than half the mass of Rhea. Like
Rhea, they have reflective surfaces that are heavily cratered,
but each shows signs of surface activity, too. Dione's trailing
face (at the left of the moon Ul Figure 12.24) has promulent
bright streaks, which Cassini revealed to be ice cliffs, as just
described on Rhea. The cliffs cut across many craters,
showing them to be considerably more recent than the

period of heaviest bombardment. 00 (Sec. 8.5 ) Dione also
has "maria" of sorts, where flooding appears to have obliter

ated the older craters. The cracks on Tethys (upper left in
Figure 1 2 .24) may also be tectonic fractures, or could possi
bly be the result of a violent impact early in the moon's
history (a large impact basin lies on the far side of the moon
in the view shown here).
The innermost, and smallest, medium-sized moon is
Mimas. Despite its low mass-only 1 percent the mass of

... F I G U R E 1 2.25 Enceladus In this puzzling image taken by the
Cassin; spacecraft, Saturn's til"o/ ice-covered moon Enceladus (only
500 krn in diameter) shONS evidence of a youthful terrain in the south

where crate", are m05tty absent. The long blue streaks (about 1 km
wide) are likely fractures in the ice through which gas escapes to form
a thin but real atmosphere. (]PL)
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water "volcanoes" formed when liquid water emerges under
pressure from the moon's interior.
Voyager found that the moon bears visible evidence of
large-scale volcanic activity of some sort. Much of its surface
is devoid of impact craters, which seem to have been erased
by what look like lava flows, except that the "lava" is water,
temporarily liquefied during recent internal upheavals and
now frozen again. Flybys of Enceladus by Cassini in 2008
and 2009 have detected what appears to the Earth-like
plate tectonics near the moon's south pole. 00 (Sec. 7.4) Ar
guing that the processes involved may actually be more
similar to the geothermal activity found in many volcanic
regions on Earth, some astronomers prefer to describe these
features as geysers, rather than volcanoes. Similar activity has
been fOWld on Neptune's moon Triton (see Section 1 3.5).
Long before Cassini's arrival, the apparent association
of Enceladus with the nea rby thin cloud of small, reflective
particles making up Saturn's E ring provided strong
circumstantial evidence that the moon is responsible for the
ring. The E ring is known to be densest near Enceladus.
Calculations indicate that the ring is wlstable because of
the disruptive effects of the solar wind, supporting the
view that volcanism on Enceladus continually supplies new
particles to maintain the ring.
Cassini confirmed much of the speculation about Ence
ladus's internal activity and its connection with the E ring,
finding evidence for every stage of the scenario just outlined.
The probe detected icy jets emerging from geysers near the
moon's south pole (see Figure 1 2.25) and a transient water
vapor atmosphere surrounding the moon, densest around
the south pole. Cassini also fOlUld a large increase in the
density of E-ring particles near Enceladus as the atmosphere
continually escapes from the moon's weak gravity. Thus
the geysers steadily replenish the atmosphere as it escapes to
replenish the E ring.
These remarkable findings still leave some questions
unanswered. First, why is there so much activity on such a
small moon? The answer remains unclear, but the best cur
rent explanation seems to be that the internal heating is the
result of tidal stresses, much like those driving the volcanism
on 10. 00 (Sec. 1 1 .5) Enceladus appears to be locked into an
orbital resonance with some of the other moons, causing
its orbit to be slightly nonspherical. Even though Saturn's
tidal force on Enceladus is only one-quarter of the force
exerted by Jupiter on 10, the departure from perfect synclJro
nism may be enough to cause the activity observed.
A second question raised by Cassiui is, why is the ac
tivity concentrated on the south pole? Instead of being one
of the coolest spots on the moon, as one might expect
based on the small amount of sunlight reaching the
surface there, the south pole of Enceladus is actually
several kelvins warmer than the equator! One possibility is
that upwelling material at a warm spot on the moon may
have caused the entire moon to "roll over" to place the
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low-density warm region on the rotation axis-that is, at
the pole-in much the same way as a spinning bowling
ball will tend to rotate so as to place the (low-density)
holes on the spin axis.
The outermost midsize moon is Iapetus, which orbits
Saturn on a somewhat eccentric, inclined orbit with a
semimajor axis of 3.6 million kilometers. Its mass is about
three-quarters that of Rhea. Iapetus is a two-faced moon.
The dark, leading face (at tlle bottom in Figure 1 2.24) re
flects only about 3 percent of the sunlight reaching it,
whereas the icy trailing side reflects 50 percent. Similar dark
deposits seen elsewhere in the solar system are thought to
be organic (containing carbon) in nature; they can be pro
duced by the action of solar radiation on hydrocarbon (e.g.,
metllane) ice.
Astronomers have long puzzled over how the dark
markings could adorn only one side of Iapetus, as there
seemed to be no nearby material for it to sweep up as it
orbited the planet. However, in 2009 the Spitzer Space
Telescope discovered a new huge, yet very diffuse ring more
than 6 million km from Saturn, invisible in optical light but
quite prominent in the infrared. 00 (Sec. 5.7) As illustrated
in Figure 1 2.26, Iapetus lies at the inner edge of iliis ring,
and the steady accumulation of ring particles over billions of
years could naturally account for the moon's asymmetric
appearance.
Iapetus's other prominent surface feature is a giant
20-km-high, 1400-km-long ridge spanning half of the
moon's circumference. Discovered by Cassini in 2005, it is
clearly visible cutting across the bottom tllird of the moon
in Figure 1 2 .24. It is unique in the solar system, and so far
defies explanation.

The Smal l Satellites
Finally we come to Saturn's many small moons. Their
masses are poorly known (they are inferred mainly from
their gravitational effects on the rings), but they are thought
to be similar in composition to the small moons of Jupiter.
Most are less than a few tens of kilometers across. The
largest, Hyperioll and Phoebe, were discovered in the 19th
century, in 1 848 and 1898, respectively. The others have all
been discovered since the latter part of the 20th century.
Only the moons in or near the rings themselves were actu
ally discovered by the Voyager and Cassini spacecrafts. These
tiny bodies ph1Y no significant role in the "big picture" of the
Saturn system, but their interactions with the rings and in
tricate dynamics have intrigued astronomers for decades.
Just 10,000 km beyond the F ring lie the so-called
co-orbital satellites Janus and Epimetheus. As the name implies,
these two satellites "share" an orbit, but in a very strange way.
At any given instant, both moons are in circular orbits about
Saturn, but one of tllem has a slightly smaller orbital radius
than the other. Each satellite obeys Kepler's laws, so the inner
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Saturn
� FIGURE 12.26 Saturn's Diffuse
Ring This artist's conception shows
a nearly Invisible ring well b<yond
Saturn and its usual family of
majestic rings; the planet itself
appears as just a small dot at the
center, which is then enlarged in the
circular inset. Composed of thinly
dispersed dust particles that radiate
heat, the ring can be detected
only in the infrared part of the
spectrum-which is wITt it escaped
detection until 2009. (SST/JPL)

satellite orbits slightly faster than the outer one and slowly

in this curious dance. Possibly they are portions of a single

catches up to it. The inner moon takes about 4 Earth years to

leaving tile t\\fO pieces in almost the same orbit.

"lap» the outer one. As the inner satellite gains ground on the
outer one, a strange thing happens: As illustrated in Figure

1 2.27, when the two get dose enough to begin to feel each

moon that broke up, perhaps after a meteoritic impact,
In fact, several of the other small moons also share

orbits, tllis time with larger moons. Telesto and Calypso

other's weak gravity, they switch orbits-the new inner

have orbits that are synchronized Witll ilie orbit of Tethys,

moon (which used to be the outer one) begins to pull away

so that the two smaller moons always remain fixed relative

from its companion, and the whole process begins again! No

to the larger moon, lying precisely 60" ahead of and 600

one knows how the co-orbital satellites Cllme to be engaged

behind it as it travels around Saturn (see Figure 12.28). The

� FIGURE 12.27 Orbit-Sharing
Satellites The peculiar motion of
Saturn's co-orbital satellites Janus
and Epimetheus, which play a
n",er..,nding game oftag as they
mCNe around the planet in their
orbits. The labeled points represent
the locations of the two moons at
a few successive times. From A
to C, moon 2 gains on moon 1.

However, before it can overtake it,

the two moons swap orbits, and
moon 1 starts to pull ahead of

moon 2 again, through points D
and E. The whole process then

repeats, apparently forever.
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... FI G URE 12.2 8 Synchronous Orbits The orbits of the moons Telerto

and Calypso are tied to the motion of the moon Tethys. The com bined

gravitational pulls of Saturn and Tethys keep t he small moons exactly 60·

ahead and behind the larger moon at all times, so all three moons share an
orbit and never change their relative positions.

moon Helene is similarly tied to Dione. These 60° points
are known as lagrangian points, after the French mathe
matician Joseph Louis Lagrange, who first studied them.
L1ter we will see further examples of this special 1 : 1 orbital
resonance in the motion of some asteroids about the Sun,
trapped in the Lagrangian points of Jupiter's orbit.

CONCEPT CHECK
V' Why do Satum's midsize moons show asymmetric surface

markings?

S U M M A RY
Saturn was the outermost planet
known to ancient astrononlers. Its rings
and moons were not discovered until
after the invention of the telescope. The
rings lie in the planet's equatorial plane which is tilted at 27" with
respect to the planet's orbit, so their appearance from Earth
changes as Saturn orbits the Sun. Saturn is smaller than jupiter, but
still much larger than any of the terrestrial worlds. Uke jupiter,
Saturn rotates rapidly, producing a pronounced flattening, and
displays differential rotation. Strong radio emission from the
planet's magnetosphere allows the rotation rate of the interior to
be determined.

2 As on jupiter, weather systems are
seen on Saturn, although they are less
distinct. Large storms are occasionally
seen. Saturn has weaker gravity and a
more extended atmosphere than jupiter.
The planet's overall butterscotch hue is
due to cloud chemistry similar to that oc
curring in jupiter's atmosphere. Saturn,
like Jupiter, has bands, ovals, and turbulent flow patterns powered
by convective motion in the interior. Cassini imaged the planet's
south polar vortex.
3 Again like jupiter, Saturn emits far
more radiation into space than it receives
from the Sun. Unlike jupiter's, Saturn's
excess energy emission is the result of
helilun precipitation (p. 291) in the
planet's interior, where helium liquefies
and forms droplets that then full toward the center of the planet.

This process is also responsible for Saturn's observed heliunl
deficit. Saturn's interior is theoretically similar to that of jupiter,
but with a thinner layer of metallic hydrogen and a larger core. Its
lower mass gives Saturn a less extreme core temperature, density,
and pressure than jupiter's core has. Saturn's conducting interior
and rapid rotation produce a strong magnetic field and an exten
sive magnetosphere that contains the planet's ring system and
many of the innermost moons.

4 From Earth, the main visible

features of the rings are the A, B, and
C rings (p. 292), the Ca ssini division
(p. 292), and the Encke gap (p. 292).
The rings are made up of trillions of icy partides ranging in size
from dust grains to boulders. Their total mass is comparable to that
of a small moon. Both divisions are dark because they are almost
empty of ring particles. The main rings contain tens of thousands
of narrow ringlets (p. 295). Interactions between the ring particles
and the planet's inner moons are responsible for much of the fine
structure observed. The narrow F ring (p. 298) lies just outside the
A ring and has a kinked, braided structure, apparently caused by
two small shepherd satellites (p. 299) that orbit close to the ring
and prevent it from breaking up. Beyond the F ring is the faint, nar
row G ring (p. 296), whose sharp edges and bright arcs suggest a
shepherd moonlet, although none has been found. The faint D ring
(p. 296), lies between the C ring and Saturn's cloud layer. The dif
fuse E ring (p. 296) is associated with the moon Ence/adus.

S The Roche limit (p. 294) of a planet is the distance within
which the planet's tidal field would overwhelm the internal gravity
of a moon, tearing it apart and forming a ring. All known planetary
ring systems lie inside their parent planets' Roche limits. Planetary
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Saturn

rings may have lifetimes of only a few tens
of millions of years. If so, the fact that we

may be channels carved by flowing metllane. The existence of
Titan's atmosphere is a direct consequence of the cold condi

see rings around all four jovian planets

tions that prevailed at the time of the moon's formation.

means that they must constantly be re
formed or replenished, perhaps by mate
rial chipped off moons by meteoritic
impact or by the tidal destruction of
entire moons.

6 Saturn's single large moon Titan is

the second-largest moon in the solar

7 The medium-sized moons of Saturn

are

made up predominantly of rock and
water ice. They show a wide variety of

surface terrains, are heavily cratered, and
are tidally locked into synchronous orbits
by the planet's gravity. The innermost rnidsized moon Mimas
exerts an influence over the structure of the rings. The Cassini di
vision is the result of resonance between ring particles there and

system. Its thick atmosphere obscures
the moon's surface and may be the site

Mimas. The moon Iapetus has an equatorial ridge and a marked

of complex cloud and surface chemistry.

contrast between its leading and trailing faces, and Enceladus has

The moon's surface is so cold that water

a highly reflective appearance, the result of water "volcanoes" on

behaves like rock and liquid methane
flows like water. Sensors aboard Cassini

its surface. Rhea and Dione have extensive ice cliffs on their sur
faces, the result of craclting of the outer layers as the moons

have allowed mission scientists to map

cooled. Saturn's small moons exhibit a wide variety of complex

the moon's surface for the first time,

motion. Several moons "share" orbits, in some cases lying at the

revealing evidence for ongoing erosion and volcanic activity. The

of a larger moon.

Huygem probe landed on the icy surface and photographed what
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Lagrangian points (p. 309) 60° allead of and 60° behind the orbit

For insrnu:tor-assigned homework go to www.tllasteringastronotlly.cotll

Problems labeled pos explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Seen from Earth, Saturn's rings sometimes appear broad and
brilliant, but at other times seem to disappear. Why?

2. What is a ring crossing? When will the next one occur?
3. Why does Saturn have a less varied appearance than jupiter?
4. What does Saturn's shape tell us about its deep interior?
5. Compare and contrast the atmospheres and weather systems
of Saturn and jupiter, and tell how ilie differences affect each
planet's appe.uance.

6. Compare the thicknesses of Saturn's various layers (clouds,
molecular hydrogen, metallic hydrogen, and core) with the
equivalent layers in jupiter. Why do tile thicknesses differ?

7. What mechanism is responsible for the relative absence of
helium in Saturn's atmosphere, compared with jupiter's
atmosphere?

8. Is Saturn as a whole defictent in heliunl relative to jupiter?
9. POS

When were Saturn's rings discovered? When did

astronomers realize what they were?

10. What would happen to a satellite if it came too dose to
Saturn?

11 . POS

What evidence supports ilie idea that a relatively

recent catastrophic event was responsible for Saturn's rings?

12. What effect does Mimas have on Saturn's rings?
13. What are shepherd satellites?
14. When Voyager 1 passed Saturn in 1 980, why didn't it see ilie
surface of Titan, Saturn's largest moon?

15. Compare and contrast Titan wiili jupiter's Galilean moons.
16. Why does TItan have a dense atmosphere, whereas other large
moons in the solar system don't?

17. POS

What is the evidence for geological activity on

Enceladus?

18. What is the connection between Enceladus and Saturn's
rings?

19. What mystery is associated with Iapetus?
20. Describe the behavior of Saturn's co-orbital satellites.

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T: M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. VIS From l'igure 12.1 ("Ring Orientation"), the next time
Saturn's rings will appear roughly edge-on as seen from Earili

will be around (a) 2018; (b) 2022; (el 2025; (dl 2035.

2. Compared wiili the time it takes jupiter to orbit the Sun once,
the time it takes Saturn, which is twice as far away, to orbit the

Sun is <a) significantly less than twice as long; (b) about twice
as long; (e) significantly more than twice as long.

3. Saturn's cloud layers are much thicker than those of jupiter
because Saturn has (a) more moons; (b) lower density; (e) a

weaker magnetic field; (d) weaker surface gravity.
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4. VIS According to Figure 12.5 ("Saturn's Zonal Flow'), the

8. The atmospheric pressure at the surfilce of Titan is (a) less

winds on Saturn are filstest at (a) the north pole; (b) 50° N
latitude; (c) the equator; (d) 50° S latitude.

than; (b) about the sallle as; (c) about one-and-a-half times
greater than; (d) about 1 6 tinles greater than the atmospheric
pressure at Earth's surface.

5. Saturn's icy-rocky core is roughly (a) half the mass of; (b) the
same mass as; (c) twice as massive as; (d) 10 times more
massive than planet Earth.

6. Of the following, which are most like the particles fowld in
Saturn's rings? (a) house-sized rocky boulders; (b) grains of
silicate sand; (c) asteroids from the asteroid belt; (d) fist-sized
snowballs.
7. A moon placed at a planet's Roche limit will (a) change color;
(b) break into smaller pieces; (c) develop a magnetic field;
(d) flatten into a disk.

9. A tidally locked moon of Saturn (a) always presents the same
face to the planet; (b) does not rotate; (c) always stays above
the same point on the planet's surface; (d) maintains a
constant distance from all the other moons.

10. The moons Telesto and Calypso, orbiting at the Lagrangian
points of Saturn and the moon Tethys (a) orbit twice as filr
from Saturn as does Tethys; (b) orbit closer to Saturn than
does Tethys; (e) always stay the same distance apart;
(d) always stay between Saturn and the SWl.

P RO B L E M S
71,. "umber ofdots precedi"g each Problem irldicates its approximate level of diffiCliIty.

1. • What is the angular diameter of Saturn's A ring, as seen
from Earth at closest approach?
2. • What is the size of the smallest feature visible in Saturn's
rings, as seen from Earth at closest approach with a resolution
ofO.OS"?
3. •• What would be the mass of Saturn if it were composed
entirely of hydrogen at a density of 0.08 kglm3, the density of
hydrogen at sea level on Earth? Assume for simplicity that
Saturn is spherical. Compare your answer with Saturn's
actual mass and with the mass of Earth.

4. • How long does it take for Saturn's equatorial flow, moving
at 1500 km/h, to encircle the planet? Compare your answer
with the wind-circulation tinle 011 Jupiter.
5. •• Use Stefan's law to calculate what the surface temperature
on Saturn would be in the absence of any internal heat source
if Satum's actual surface temperature is 97 K and the planet ra
diates three times more energy than it receives from the SWl.

6. •

On the basis of the data given in Sections 1 2 . 1 and 12.3
(Figure 12.8), estimate the average density of Saturn's core.

7. •• The text states that the total mass of material in Saturn's

rings is about 1 0 '5 tons (10 '8 kg). Suppose the average ring
particle is 6 em in radius (the size of a large snowball) and has
a density of 1000 kglm 3. How many ring particles are there?

8. • What is the orbital speed of ring particles at the inner edge
of the B ring, in km/s? Compare your answer with the speed
of a satellite in low Earth orbit (500 km altitude, say). Why
are these speeds so different?
9. • Show that Titan's surfuce gravity is about one-seventh of
Earth's, as stated in the text. What is Titan's escape speed?

10 . •• Assuming a spherical shape and a uniform density of
2000 kglm3, calculate how small an icy moon would have to
be before a fastball pitched at 40 mls (about 90 mph) could
escape.

U RAN S AN D
N EPTU N E
THE OUTER WO RLDS OF THE SO LAR SYSTEM

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to
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Describe how both chance and calculation
played major roles in the discoveries of the
outer planets.
Summarize the similarities and differences
between Uranus and Neptune, and
compare these planets with the other
two jovian worlds.
Describe what is known about the interiors
of Uranus and Neptune.
Explain what the moons ofthe outer
planets tell us about their past.
Contrast the rings of Uranus and Neptune
with those of Jupiter and Saturn.

he two outermost planets were unknown to the
ancients and were discovered by telescopic observations:
Uranus in 178 1 and Neptune in 1 846. Uranus and
Neptune have similar bulk properties, so it is natural to
consider them together; they are part of the jovian
family of planets.
Yet

as

we study the properties of Uranus and

Neptune in more detail, we find important differences
between the outer and inner jovian worlds. The two
outermost jovian planets are the smallest and least
massive of the four, and their internal structures and
the details of their atmospheric composition differ
significantly from those of their larger jovian cousins.
Their moons and rings, too, deviate from those found

The outer planets of our solar system
THE BIG have been explored only briefly, by a
PICTURE robot spacecraft speeding into
interstellar space. It takes time, money,
and patience to reach the most distant planets,
which differ from both Earth and the inner
JOV ian planets. The outer planets likely played
important roles in the formation of our solar
system.

�
Maste r -...:;
ngASTRONCi)MY.

around Jupiter and Saturn. These differences are not
mere anomalies; rather, they have much to tell us about
the environment in which the outer planets formed and
evolved.

LEFT: Neptune, the farthest platlet in the solar system, was
photographed by VOj.ger 2 as it sped by in 1990. At the cetlter of this
image is the Great Dark Spot and its compatlion bright smudge (whitish
streaks), along with numerous other small clouds that persisted for as
long as Voyager's cameras could see them. The color here s
i
approximately as the humatl eye would see it. Given the other priorities
of the u.s. space program, it will likely be many years before robots
revisit these truly remote worlds. OPL)

Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.rom for quiZZes,
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�Ided tutorlal�
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13.1

Uranus and Neptune

The D i scoveri es of U ranus
and N e ptune

The two outermost planets, Uranus and Neptune, were
unknown to ancient astronomers. Both were discovered
after the dawn of the modern scientific age, and both
discoveries are testaments to the power of two pillars of
modern science-improved techrlOlogy and mathematical

modeling.

0:>

(Sec. 1 .2)

U ranus
The planet Uranus was discovered by British astronomer
William Herschel in 178 1 . Herschel was engaged in charting
the faint stars in the sky when he came across an odd-looking
object that he described as "a curious either nebulous star or
perhaps a comet." Repeated observations showed that it
was neither. The object appeared as a disk in Herschel's

• F I G U R E 1 1.1 Uranus from Earth Detai ls are virtually invisible on

6-inch telescope and moved relative to the stars, but it

photographs of Uranus made w ith large Earth-based telescopes.

traveled too slowly to be a comet. Herschel soon realized

(ArrCMIs po i nt to three of the planet's moons.) (UC!Lick Observatory)

that he had found the seventh planet in the solar system.
This was the first new planet discovered in well over

2000 years, and the event caused quite a stir at the time. The
story goes that Herschel's first instinct was to name the new
planet "Sidus Georgium" (Latin for "George's star"), after his
king, George 1II of England. The world was saved from a
planet named George by the wise advice of another as

after Uranus's discovery, the discrepancy had grown to a
quarter of an arc minute, far too big to be e.xplained away as
observational error.
The logical conclusion was that an unknown body must
be exerting a g ravitational force on Uranus--much weaker

tronomer, Joha1ll1 Bode, who suggested instead that the tra
dition of using names from Greco-Roman mythology be
continued and that the planet be named Uranus, after the
father of Satllfn.
Uranus is in fact just barely visible to the naked eye if
you know exactly where to look. At opposition, it has a
maximum angular diameter of 4.1" and shines just above
the unaided eye's threshold of visibility. It looks like a faint,
undistinguished star. No wonder it went unnoticed by the
ancients. Even today, few astronomers have seen it without a
telescope.
Through a large Ea.rth-based optical telescope (Figure

1 3. 1 ) , Uranus appears hardly more than a tiny pale greenish
disk. With the flyby of Voyager 2 in 1986, our knowledge of
Uranus increased dramatic.1lly, although close-up images
of the planet still showed virtually no surface detail (Figure

1 3.2) . The apparently featureless atmosphere of Uranus
contrasts sharply with the bands and spots visible on all the
other jovian worlds.

Neptu ne
Following the discovery o f Uranus, astronomers set about
charting its orbit and quickly discovered a small discrepancy
behveen the planet's predicted position and where they ac
tually observed it. Try as they might, astronomers could not
find an elliptical orbit t11at fit the planet's trajectory to
within the accuracy of their meaSllfements. Half a century

a d istance of about 1 mi ll ion km, was sent back to Earth by the Voyag...

• F I G URE 1 3.2 Uranus, Close Up Th is image of Uranus, taken from

2 spacecraft as it whiued past the giant planet at 10 times the speed
of a ri fle bullet. The image approximates the plan et's true color, but
shCMIs virtually no detai l in the nearly featurele�s upper atmosphere,
except for a few wispy douds in the northern hemisphere. (NASA)
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than that of the SW1, but still measurable. But what body could
that be? Astronomers realized that there had to be another
planet in the solar system perturbing Uranus's motion.
In the 184Os, two mathematicians independently solved
the difficult problem of determining the new planet's mass
and orbit. A British astronomer, John Adams, reached the
solution in September 1 845; in June of the following year,
the French mathematician Urbain Leverrier came up with
essentially the same answer. British astronomers seeking the
new planet found nothing during the summer of 1846. In
September, a German astronomer named Johann Galle
began his own search from the Berlin Observatory, using a
newly completed set of more accurate sky charts. He found
the new planet within one or two degrees of the predicted
position--{)n his first attempt. After some wrangling over
names and credits, the new planet was named Neptune, and
Adams and Leverrier (but not Galle!) are now jointly cred
ited with its discovery.
With an orbital period of 163.7 Earth years, Neptune is
only now completing one revolution since its discovery. Un
like Uranus, distant Neptune cannot be seen with the naked
eye, although it can be seen Witll a small telescope-in fact,
according to his notes, Galileo might actually have seen
Neptune, although he had no idea what it really was at the
time. Through a large telescope, Neptune appears as a bluish
disk, with a maximum angular diameter of 2.4" at opposition.
Figure 1 3.3 shows a long Earth-based exposure of
Neptune and its largest moon, Triton. Neptune is so distant
that surface features on the planet are virtually impossible
to discern. Even under the best observational conditions,
only a few markings can be seen. These features are sugges
tive of multicolored cloud bands, with light bluish hues
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� F I G URE 1 3.3 Neptu"e from Earth Neptune and two ofits
moons, Triton (left arrow) and Nereid (rightl lmaged with a large
Earth-based telescope. (UG/Lick Observatory)

seeming to dominate. With Voyager 2's arrival, much more
detail emerged, as shown in Figure 1 3 .4. Superficially, at
least, Neptune resembles a blue-tinted Jupiter, with atmo
spheric bands and spots clearly evident.
P RO C E S S O F S C I E NC E C H E C K
t/ How did observations of the orbit of Uranus lead to the
discovery of Neptune?

.... F IGURE 1 3.4 Neptune, Close
Up (a) Neptune as seen in natural
color by Voyager 2, from a distance

(b)

of roughly 1 million km. (b) A closer
view, resolved to about 10 km, sheM's
cloud streaks ranging in width from
SO km to 200 km. (NASA)
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1 3.2

Uranus and Neptune
now known to be 1 7.2 hours. Again, as with Jupiter and

Orb ita l and Physical
Properties

Saturn, the planet's atmosphere rotates differentially. How

ever, Uranus's atmosphere actually rotates Jaster at the poles

With orbital semimajor axes o f 1 9.2 and 30.1 AU, respec
t ively, and orbital periods on the order of a century, Uranus
and Neptune lie in the outer reaches of the Sun's planetary
family. Their orbits lie just inside the Kuiper belt, for which
(see Chapters 14 and 15) Uranus and Neptune are largely
responsible.
Figure 13.5 shows Uranus and Neptune to scale, along
with Earth for comparison. The two giant planets are quite
similar to one another in their bulk properties. The radius of
Uranus is 4.0 times that of Earth, that of Neptune 3.9 Earth
radii. Their masses (first determined from terrestrial obser
vations of their larger moons and later refined by

Voyager 2)

are 14.5 Earth masses for Uranus and 1 7 . 1 Earth masses for
Neptune. Uranus's average density is 1300 kg/m3, and Nep
tune's is 1600 kg/m3• These densities imply that large rocky
cores constitute a gre.1ter fraction of the planets' masses than
do the cores of either Jupiter or Saturn. The cores themselves
are probably comparable in size, mass, and composition to
those of the two larger giants.

Like the other jovian planets, Uranus has a short rotation

period. Earth-based observations of the Doppler shifts in

spectral lines first indicated that Uranus's "day" was between
10 and 20 hours long. The precise value of the planet's rota
tion period-accurately determined when

Voyager 2

timed

radio signals associated with Uranus's magnetosphere-is

(where the period is 14.2 hours) than near the equator (where
the period is 16.5 hours).
Each planet in our solar system seems to have some
outstanding peculiarity, and Uranus is no e..xception. Un
like all the other planets, whose spin axes are roughly
perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, Uranus's axis of
rotation lies almost within that plane--98° from the per
pendicular, to be precise. ( Because the north pole lies
below the ecliptic plane, the rotation of Uranus, like that
of Venus, is classified as retrograde.) We might say that,
relative to the other planets, Uranus lies tipped over on its
side. As a result, the north (spin) pole of Uranus, at some
time in its orbit, points almost directly toward the Sun. *
Half a Uranus year later, its south pole faces the Sun, as il
lustrated in Figure 1 3 .6. When

Voyager 2 encountered

the

planet in 1 986, the north pole happened to be pointing
nearly at the Sun, so it was midsummer in the northern
hemisphere.
The strange orientation of Uranus's rotation axis pro
duces some extreme seasonal effects. Starting at the height
of northern summer, when the north pole points closest to
ltAs in Chaprer 91 we adopr rile convenhOtJ that a planers rotation ;s always

cou" terclockw;.sf. as seen /rom above the north pole (i. eo, pla'Jt�ts always rota te

fro'" west '0 east). = (Sec . 9.2)

Jupiter

.... F I GU R E 1 3.5 Jovian Planets Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus. and Neptune, showing their

Earth

Uranus

Neptune

relative sizes compared to Earth. Uranus and
Neptune are qUITe similar in their bulk
properties, each one probably having a core
aboot 10 times more massive than Earth.
JupITer and Saturn are both much larger, but
their rocky cores are probably comparable
in mass to those of Uranus and Neptune.
Note the very different atmospheric
features ofthese fIVe worlds. (NASA)

SECT ION 1 3.2

... FIGURE 13.6 Seasons on Uranus
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Because of Uranus's axial tilt of 98; the planet experiences the most

extreme seasons known in the solar system. The equatorial regions have two ·summers" (warm seasons,
around the times of the two equinoxes) and two "winters" (coo! seasons, at the solstices) each year, and the
poles are altemately plunged into darkness for 42 Earth years at a time.

the Sun, an observer near that pole would find the Sun

No one knows why Uranus is tilted in tl1is way-the

would never set. Rather, it would appear to move in a small

otller planets have rotation axes lying well out of the

circle in the sky around the planet's north celestial pole as

ecliptic plane. Some scientists have speculated tiJat a cata

the planet rotated, completing one circuit (counterclock

strophic event, such as a glancing collision between the

wise) every 1 7 hours.

planet and another planet-sized body during the formative

0:>

(Sec. 1 . 3 ) Over time, as Uranus

moved along its orbit and its rotation axis pointed farther

stages of the solar system, might have altered Uranus's spin

and farther from the Sun, the circle would gradually in

axis.

crease in size, with the Sun dipping slightly lower in the sky

occurrence, however, and no theory to tell us how we

each day. Eventually, the Sun would begin to set and rise

should seek to confirm it.

0:>

(Sec. 6.7) There is no direct evidence for such an

again in a daily cycle, and the nights would grow progres

Neptune's clouds show more variety and contrast than

sively longer with each passing day. Twenty-one Earth years

do tllOse of Uranus, and Earth-based astronomers studying

after the summer solstice, the autumnal equinox would

them determined a rotation rate for Neptw1e even before

occur, with day and night each 8.5 hours long.

Voyager 2's

flyby in 1989. The average rotation period of

The days would continue to shorten, wltil one day the

Neptune's atmosphere is 1 7.3 hours (quite similar to that of

Sun would fail to rise at all. The ensuing period of total

Uranus) . Measurements of Neptune's radio emissions by

darkness would be equal in length to the earlier period of

Voyager 2 showed tiJat the magnetic field of the planet, and

constant daylight, plunging the northern hemisphere into

presumably also its interior, rotates once every 1 6 . 1 hours.

tiJe deptiJs of winter. Eventually, the Sun would rise again;

Thus, Neptw1e is unique among the jovian worlds in that

more slowly than its interior. Neptune's

the days would lengtiJen through the vernal equinox and

its atmosphere rotates

beyond, and in time tiJe observer would again experience a

axis of rotation is inclined 29.6° to a line perpendicular

long summer of wlinterrupted (tiJough dim) sunshine.

to the planet's orbital plane, quite similar to the 27° tilt of

From tiJe point of view of an observer on the equator, by

Saturn.

contrast, summer and winter would be almost equally cold
seasons, with tiJe Sun never rising far above tiJe horizon.
Spring and fall would be the warmest times of year, with the
Sun passing almost overhead each day.

C O N C E P T C H EC K
V What is unusual about the rotation of Uranus?
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The Atmosph e res of U ranus
a n d N e ptune

Spectroscopic studies o f sunlight reflected from Uranus's
and Neptune's dense clouds indicate that the two planets'
outer atmospheres (the parts we actually measure spectro
scopic.111y) are quite similar to the atmospheres of Jupiter
and Saturn. The most abundant element is molecular
hydrogen (H2, 84 percent), followed by helium ( He, about

14 percent) and methane (CH4), which is more abundant on
Neptune (about 3 percent) than on Uranus (2 percent).
Ammonia (NH3)' which plays such an important role in the
Jupiter and Saturn systems, is not present in any significant
quantity in the outermost jovian worlds.
The abundances of gaseous ammonia and methane
vary systematically among the jovian planets. Jupiter has
much more gaseous ammonia than methane, but moving
outward from the Sun, we find that the more distant plan
ets have steadily decreasing amounts of ammonia and
relatively greater amounts of methane. The reason for this
variation is temperature. Ammonia gas freezes into am
monia ice crystals at about 70 K. This temperature is
cooler than the cloud-top temperatures of Jupiter and
Saturn, but warmer than those of Uranus (58 K) and
Neptune (59 K). Thus, the outermost jovian planets have

gaseous ammonia in

ciently,

sunlight reflected from the planets' atmo

their atmospheres, so their

spectra (which record atmospheric gases only) show only

increases, the reflected light should appear bluer-just
the trend that is observed: Uranus, with less methane,
looks bluish-green, whereas Neptune, with more, looks
distinctly blue.

Weather
Voyager 2

detected just a few cloud features in Uranus's

atmosphere (Figure 1 3.2), and even those became visible

13.7
Telescope views of the planet.

only after extensive computer enhancement. Figure
shows a series of Hubble Space

Parts (a) through (c) are heavily processed optical linages
that show the progress of a pair of bright clouds around the
planet. Part (d) shows a false-color, near-infrared rendition
of Uranus. The colors in this image generally indicate the
depth to which we can see into the atmosphere. Blue-green
regions are clear atmospheric regions where astronomers
can study conditions down to tlle lower cloud levels. Yellow
gray colors show sunlight reflecting from higher cloud layers
or from atmospheric haze. Orange-red colors, such as the
prominent "spots» on the south ( right) edge of this image,
indicate very high douds, much like the wispy, white cirrus
clouds often seen at high altitudes in Earth's atmosphere.
Like cirrus clouds on Earth, these Uranian clouds are made

traces of ammonia.
The increasing amounts of methane are largely
responsible for the outer jovian planets' blue coloration.

T F IGURE 13.7 Uranus's Rotation (a1 (b), and (e) These computer-enhanced
HubbleSpace Telescope images, taken at roughly 4-hour intervals, show the motion of
a pair of bright douds (labeled A and B) In the planet's southern hemisphere. (The
numbers at the top give the time of each photo.) (d) A near-infrared image of Uranus
shows the planet's ring system, as well as a number of douds (pink and red regions) in
the upper atmosphere. The clouds circle the planet at speeds of up to 500 kmlh.
(NASA)

so

spheres is deficient in red and yellow photons and appears
bluish-green or blue. As the concentration of methane

Composition

little or no

Methane absorbs long-wavelength red light quite effi
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up predomulantly of ice crystals, formed in the planet's cold

atmosphere seems to be quite efficient at trarlsporting energy

upper atmosphere.

from ilie heated north to the unheated soutllern hemisphere.

Uranus apparently lacks any significant mternal heat
source, and because the planet has a low surface tempera

Aliliough much of ilie soutll is currently in total darkness, ilie
temperature there is only a few kelvins less than in ilie norili.

ture, its clouds are found only at low-lying, warmer levels in

Neptune's clouds and barld structure are much more eas

tlle atmosphere. The absence of high-level clouds means

ily seen ilian Urarms's. Altllough Neptune lies at a greater dis

tllat we must look deep into the planet's atmosphere to see

tarlce from ilie Sun, tlle planet's upper atmosphere is actually

any structure, so the bands and spots that characterize flow

slightly warmer than that of Uranus. Like Jupiter and Saturn,

patterns on the other jovian worlds are largely "washed out"

but unlike Uranus, Neptune has an internal energy source-

on Uranus by intervenulg stratospheric haze.

in fact, Neptune radiates 2.7 times more heat than it receives

From computer-processed images such as tllose shown in

from ilie SWI. The cause of tlus heating is still uncertam.

Figure 1 3.7, astronomers have learned that Uranus's atmos

Some scientists have suggested tllat Neptune's excess meiliane

pheric clouds and flow patterns move around tlle planet in

has

the 5anle sense as the planet's rotation, with wind speeds

tially high internal temperature. If that is so, then the source

rangmg from 200 to 500 kmJh. In fact, tracking tllese clouds
allowed Uranus's differential rotation, mentioned earlier, to

helped "insulate" tile planet, tending

to maintam its ini

of Neptune's mternal heat is ilie same as Jupiter's: energy left

over from the planet's formation. <XI (Sec. l 1 .3 ) The combi

be measured. Despite tile odd angle at which sunlight is cur

nation of extra heat and less haze may be responsible for ilie

rently striking tlle surface (recall that it is now late sununer in

greater visibility of Neptune's atmospheric features (see

tlle noriliern hemisphere), ilie planet's rapid rotation still

Figure 1 3.8), as its cloud layers lie at higher levels m the

charmels ilie wmd flow into bands reminiscent of iliose fowld

atmosphere tllan do those of Uranus.

on Jupiter and Saturn. Wind speeds are greater near ilie norili

Neptune sports several storm systems similar in ap

pole, possibly because tllat part of the planet currently re

pe.1rance to those seen on Jupiter (and assumed to be pro

ceives ilie greatest amount of solar heatmg. Even tllOUgh tlle

duced and sustained by ilie same basic processes) . The

predomUlant wUld flow is in ilie east-west direction, tlle

largest such storm, known simply as tlle Great Dark Spot,
is shown in Figure 1 3.8(.1).

<XI

(Sec.

1 1 .2) Discovered by Voyager 2 in
1 989, the spot was about ilie size of
Eartll, was located near the planet's
equator, and exhibited many of ilie

Q (a) dose-up vie.ws. taken � Voyag,..
� 2 in 1989, of the Great Dark Spot of

� FIGURE n.8

Neptune's Dark Spot

Neptune, a large storm system in the
planet's atmosphere, possibly similar in
structure to J u piters Great Red Spot
Resolution in the photo on the r ight is
'

about SO km; the entire dark spot is
roughly the size of planet Earth. (b) These
Hubble Space Telescope vi e.ws of Neptune
were taken years apart (as marked) when
the planet was some 4.5 b il l ion km from
Earth. Some cloud features (mostly
methane Ice cry sta ls) are tinted pink here
because they were imaged in the iniTared,
but they are really w hite in visible light.
Note that the Great Dark Spot has
disappeared in recent year� for unknONn

reasons. The detailed studies n eeded to
understand Neptunes dy n am ic
atmosphere must await a future mission to

the planet.

(b)

Sl\I\l\lliWm

S 7\7
f

V

(NASA)
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same general characteristics as the Great Red Spot on
Jupiter. The flow around it was counterclockwise, as with
the Red Spot, and there appeared to be turbulence where
the winds associated with the Great Dark Spot interacted
with the zonal flow to its north and south. The flow around
this and other dark spots may drive updrafts to high
altitudes, where methane crystallizes out of the atmosphere
to form high-lying cirrus clouds-tllOse visible in Figure
1 3 .8(a) lie some 50 \em above the main cloud tops.
Astronomers did not have long to study the Dark Spot's
properties, however: As shown in Figure 1 3.8(b), when the
Hubble Space Telescope viewed Neptune after the mid-1990s,
the spot had vanished, although several new storms (bright
spots) had appeared.
Infrared views such as those shown in Figure 1 3 .8(b) re
veal Neptune's dynamic weather patterns. The planet's
weatller can change in as little as a few rotation periods, and
winds blow at speeds in excess of 1500 kmlh-almost half
the speed of sound in Neptwle's upper atmosphere-with
storms the size of Earth more the rule than the exception.
The planet's stormy disposition is well established, but very
difficult to understand. On Earth, weather systems are
driven by the heat of the Sun. However, Neptune lies far
from the Sun, in tlJe outer solar system, and the Sun's heat
ing effect is minuscule-nearly a thousand tinJes less tlJan at
Earth. How can Neptune be so cold, yet so active?
Intriguingly, tlle three images of Neptwle shown in
Figure 1 3.8(b) reveal tl13t tlJe planet's southern hemisphere
has brightened signific.1ntly over the period shown. Appar
ently, despite the Sun's faint heating, the planet is respond
ing to the increase in solar energy as its southern half slowly
moves from winter into spring.

CO N C EPT CHECK
tI' Why are planetary scientists puzzled by the strong winds and

rapidly

1 3.4

changing storm systems on Neptune?

Magnetospheres and
Internal Structu re

Voyager 2 found tlJat both Uranus and Neptune have fairly
strong internal magnetic fields--about a hundred times
stronger tllan Earth's field and one-tenth as strong as
Saturn's. However, because Uranus and Neptune are so
much larger than Earth, the magnetic fields at the cloud
tops-spread out over far larger volumes than is tlJe field on
Earth-are actually comparable in strength to Earth's field.
Uranus and Neptune each have substantial magnetospheres,
populated largely by electrons and protons either captured
from the solar wind or created from ionized hydrogen gas
escaping from the planets themselves.
When Voyager 2 arrived at Uranus, it discovered that the
planet's magnetic field was tilted at about 60° to the axis of

rotation. On Eartll, StIch a tilt would put the north magnetic
pole somewhere in the Caribbean. Furthermore, on Uranus,
the magnetic field lines are not centered on the planet. It is as
though Uranus's field were due to a bar magnet that is tilted
with respect to the planet's rotation axis and displaced from
the center by about one-third the radius of the planet.
Figure 1 3.9 shows the magnetic field structures of the four
jovian planets, with Earth's also shown for comparison. The
locations and orientations of the bar magnets represent tlJe
observed planetary fields, and the sizes of the bars indicate
magnetic field strength.
Because dynamo theories generally predict that a
planet's magnetic axis should be roughly aligned with its ro
tation axis-as on Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun-the
misalignment on Uranus suggested to some researchers that
perhaps the planet's field had been caught in the act of re
versing. co (Sec. 7.5) Another possibility was tlJat the oddly
tilted field was in some way related to tlJe planet's axial tilt
perhaps one catastrophic collision skewed both axes at the
same time. Those ideas evaporated in 1 989 when Voyager 2
found that Neptune's field is also inclined to the planet's axis
of rotation, at an angle of 46° (see Figure 1 3.9d), and also
substantially offset from the center of tlJe planet. [t now
appears that tlle internal structures of Uranus and Neptune
are different from those of Jupiter and Saturn, and this dif
ference changes how the former planets' magnetic fields are
generated.
Theoretical models indicate that Uranus and Neptune
have rocky cores similar to those found in Jupiter and
Saturn-about tlle size of Earth and perhaps 10 times more
massive. However, the pressure outside the cores of Uranus
and Neptune (unlike the pressure within Jupiter and Sat
urn) is too low to force hydrogen into tlJe metallic state, so
hydrogen St.1YS in its molecular form all tlJe way into the
planets' cores. Astronomers theorize that deep below the
cloud layers, Uranus and Neptune may have high-density,
"slushy" interiors containing thick layers of water clouds. [t
is also possible that much of the planets' ammonia is dis
solved in the hypothetical water, accounting for the absence
of ammonia at higher levels. Such an ammonia solution
would provide a tllick, electrically conducting ionic layer
that could conceivably explain the planets' misaligned
magnetic fields if tlle circulating electrical currents that
generate the fields occur mainly in regions far from the
planets' centers and rotation axes.
At present, we simply don't know enough about the
interiors of Uranus and Neptune to assess the correctness of
this picture. Our current state of knowledge is summarized
in Figure 1 3. 1 0, which compares the internal structures of
the four jovian worlds.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
tI' What is odd about the magnetic fields of Uranus

and Neptune?

SECTION 13.4

Magnetospheres and I nternal Structure

� offsets in the four jovian planets: (a) Jupiter, (b) Saturn, (c) Uranus, and (d) Neptune. The planets are
� drawn to scale and in each case the magnetic field is represented as though it came trom a bar magnet
... F IGURE 1 3.9 Jovian Magnetic Fields A comparison of the magnetic field strengths. orientations, and

(a S implification, for purposes of illustration only� The s ize and location of each magnet represent the strength
,

and orientation of the planetary field. Notice

from the center of the

that the fields of Uranus and Neptune are significantly offset
pla net and are much inclined to the p lanets rotation axi� Data such as these are vital

to understanding pl anetary interiors, but detailed, up-dose ob5ervations are essential. Earth's magnetic field
is shawn for comparison. One end of each magnet is marked N to

indicate the polarity of Earth's field.

(a)

(b)

... F I G U R E 13.10 Jovian Interiors A comparison of the interior structures of the four jC1.lian planets.

(al The planets drawn to

scale. (b) The relative proportions of the various internal zones.
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outer moons of Jupiter and Saturn, and like Phobos and

1 3.5 The Moon Systems of U ranus
a n d N e ptune

DeinlOs of Mars, each is thought to be interplanetary debris

captured following a glancing encoWlter with the planet's at
mosphere.

Like Jupiter and Saturn, both Uranus and Neptune have

The five largest Uranian moons are similar in many

extensive moon systems, each consisting of a few large

respects to the six midsized moons of Saturn. co (Sec. 1 2.5)

moons, long known from ground-based observations, and
many smaller moonlets, discovered by

Their densities lie in the range from 1 1 00 to 1 700 kg/m3,

Voyager 2 or recently

suggesting a composition of ice and rock, like Saturn's

detected from Earth.

moons, and their diameters range from 1600 km for Titania
and Oberon, to 1200 km for Umbriel and Ariel, to 480 km

Uranus's Moons

for Miranda. Uranus has no moons comparable to the

As of 2010. 27 moons are known to orbit Uranus. The prop

Galilean satellites of Jupiter or to Saturn's single large moon,

erties of those more than 300 km in diameter are listed in

Titan. Figure 1 3. 1 1 shows Uranus's five large moons to scale,

Table 1 3 . 1 .

alollg with Earth's Mooll and Neptune's two midsize moons

Wtlliarn Herschel discovered and named Titania and

(named Proteus and Nereid) for comparison.

Oberon, the two largest of Uranus's five major moons, in 1 789.

The outermost of the five moons, Titania and Oberon,

British astronomer William Lassell found Ariel and Umbriel,

are heavily cratered and show little indication of geological

the neAt-largest moons, in 185 1 . Gerard Kuiper fowld Mi

activity. Their overall appearance (and quite possibly their

randa, the smallest, in 1948. In order of increasing distance

history) is comparable to tllat of Saturn's moon Rhea, except

that they lack Rhea's wispy streaks. Also, like all Uranian

from the planet, they are Miranda (at 5.1 planetary radii). Ariel

(7.5), Umbriel (10.4). Titania ( 17. 1), and Oberon (22.8). Ten

moons, they are considerably less reflective than Saturn's

smaller moons discovered by Voyager 2 all lie inside the orbit of

satellites, suggesting that their icy surfaces are quite dirty.

Miranda. Many of them are intimately related to the Uranian

One possible reason for the lesser reflectivity may simply

ring system. All of these moons revolve in the planet's skewed

be that the planetary environment in the vicinity of Uranus

equatorial plane, almost perpendicular to tile ecliptic, in circu

and Neptune contains more small "sooty" particles than do

lar, tidally locked orbits, sharing their parent's extreme seasons.

the parts of tile solar system that are doser to the Sun. An alter

planet, was found after careful reanalysis of

planetary scientists, cites the effects of radiation and higl1-

Of the remaining 22 moons, one, orbiting close to the

Voyager 2 images.

All tile rest were discovered via systematic groWld-based
searches made since 1997, with techniques similar to those that
have been so successful in identifying new moons of Jupiter
and Saturn.

co

(Sec. 12.5) These small bodies orbit far from

Uranus, mostly on retrograde. highly inclined orbits. Like the

Name

Distance from Planet
(km)

Miranda (V)

130,000

(planetary radlQ

native explanation, now considered more likely by many
energy particles that strike tile surfaces of these moons. The
impacts tend to break up the molecules on the moons' sur
faces, eventually leading to chemical reactions that slowly build

up a layer of dark, organic material. This radiation darkening

is thought to contribute to tile generally darker coloration of

Orbital Period

Size

(d�s)

(longest diameter. km)

5.08

1 .41

480

7048

--(Earth Moon masses)

0.00090

(kgI",J)

(g/cm')

1 100

1.1

Density

Ariel (V)

1 9 1 ,000

2.52

1 1 60

O.ot8

1600

1 .6

Vmbriel (V)

266,000

lOA

4.14

1 1 70

0.016

1400

1 .4

Titania (V)

436,000

1 7. 1

B.7 1

1 5BO

0.048

1 700

1 .7

1 520

0.041

1 600

1 .6

0.292

2100

2.1

0.0000034

1200

1 .2

Oberon (V)

583,000

Proteus (N)

l lB,OOO

Triton (N)

355,000

Nereid (N)

5,51 0,000

22.8
4.75
14.3
223

1 3.5
1.12

440

-5.B8t

2710
340

360

4- Only mooIU larger rha" 300 Ian in diameter are listed
.
.. Mass ofEarth', Moon � 7.4 X Id'2 kg � 8.5 X 10-< Uranu, mass
t Retrograde orbi,.

�

7.3 X

HT' Neptune mass.
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... FIGURE 13.11 Moons of Uranus and Neptune The five largest moons of Uranus and two midsize
moons of Neptune (Proteus and Nereid) are shawn to scale, with part of Earth's Moon (also to scale) for
comparison. In order of increasing distance from the planet, the U ran ian moons are Miranda. Ariel, Umbriel,
Titania. and Oberon. The smallest details visible on these moons are about 1S km across. The appearance,
structure, and history ofTitania and Oberon may be quite similar to those of Satu rn's moon Rhea. Umbriel
is one of the darkest bodies In the solar system, although it has a bright white spot on its sunward side.
Ariel is s i mi lar in size, but has a brighter surface, with signs of past geological activity. (NASA; Lick
Obsen'atory)
many of the moons and rings in the outer solar system. In ei

astronomers expected that Miranda would resemble Mimas,

ther case, the longer a moon has been inactive and untouched

the moon of Saturn whose size and location it most dosely

by meteoritic impact, the darker its surface should be.

approximates. However, inste.1d of being a relatively unin

The darkest of the moons of Uranus is Umbriel. This

teresting, cratered, geologically inactive world, Miranda

moon displays little evidence of any past surface activity; its

displays a wide range of surface terrains, induding ridges,

only mark of distinction is a bright spot about 30 km across, of
unknown origin, in its northern hemisphere. By contrast,

valleys, large oval faults, and many other tortuous geological
features.

Ariel, similar in size to Umbriel, but doser to Uranus, does ap

To explain why Miranda seems to combine so many dif

pear to have undergone some activity in the past. Ariel shows

ferent types of surface features, some researchers have hy

signs of resurfacing in places and exhibits surface cracks a little

pothesized that this baffling object has been catastrophically

like those seen on another of Saturn's moons, Tethys. However,

disrupted several times (by internal or external processes),

unlike Tethys, whose cracks are probably due to meteoritic im

with the pieces falling back together in a chaotic, jumbled

pact, Ariel's activity likely occurred when internal forces and

way. Certainly, the frequency of large craters on the outer

external tidal stresses (due to the gravitational pull of Uranus)

moons suggests that destructive impacts may once have

distorted the moon and cracked its surface.

been quite common in the Uranian system. It will be a long

Strangest of all of Uranus's icy moons is Miranda,
shown in Figure 13.12. Before the Voyager

2

encowlter,

time, though, before we can obtain more detailed informa
tion to test this theory.
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.. F IGU RE 13.12 Miranda The asteroid.,;ized innermost moon of Uranus, photographed by Vo/ager 2.
Miranda has a strange, fractured surface suggestive of a violent past, but the cause of the grooves and
cracks is urrently unknown. Resolution in the Inset is a remarkable 2 km. The long "canyon" near the
bottom of the inset is nearly 20 km deep. (NASA)

Neptune's Moons

From Earth, we can see only 2 moons orbiting Neptlme.
William L.1ssell discovered Triton, the inner moon, in 1846.
The moon Nereid was located by Gerard Kuiper in 1949.
Voyager 2 discovered 6 additional moons, all less than a few
lllmdred kilometers across and all lying within Nereid's
orbit. Five more small moons, on wide, eccentric orbits, have
been discovered by grOlmd-based snrveys since 2002, for a
total of 13. The planet's 3 moons larger than 300 km in
diameter are listed in Thble 1 3. 1 . Proteus and Nereid,
Neptune's only midsize moons (by onr previous definition)
are shown in Figure 1 3. 1 1 . co (Sec. 1 2.5)
In its moons, we find Nepnme's contribution to our
list of solar system peculiarities. Unlike the other jovian
worlds, Neptune has no regular moon system-that is, no
moons on roughly circular, equatorial, prograde orbits.
The largest moon, Triton, is 2700 km in diameter and
occupies a circular retrograde orbit 355,000 km ( 14.3 plan
etary radii) from the planet, inclined at about 20° to
Neptune's equatorial plane. Triton is the only large moon
in our solar system to have a retrograde orbit. The other
moon visible from Earth, Nereid, is only 340 km across.
This moon orbits Nepttme in the prograde sense, but on an
elongated trajectory that brings it as dose as 1 .4 million
km to the planet and as far away as 9.7 million km. Nereid
is probably similar in both size and composition to Nepnme's
small inner moons.

Voyager 2 approached to within 24,000 km of Triton's
surface, providing us with virtually all that we now know
about that distant, icy world. Astronomers redetermined the
moon's radius (correcting it downward by about 20 percent)
and measured its mass for the first time. Along with Saturn's
Titan and the fonr Galilean moons of Jupiter, Triton is one
of the six large moons in the outer solar system. niton is the
smallest of them, with about half the mass of the next
smallest, Jupiter's Enropa.
Lying 4.5 billion km from the Sun, and with a fairly
reflective surface, Triton has a surfuce temperature of just
37 K. It has a tenuous nitrogen atmosphere, perhaps a hun
dred thousand times thinner than Earth's, and a surface that
most likely consists primarily of water ice. A Voyager 2 mo
saic of Triton's south polar region is shown in Fignre 1 3. 1 3 .
The moon's low temperatnres produce a layer o f nitrogen
frost that forms and evaporates over the polar caps, a little
like the carbon dioxide frost responsible for the seasonal caps
on Mars. The frost is visible as the pinkish region at the right
of the figure.
Overall, Triton exhibits a marked lack of cratering, pre
sumably indicating that surface activity has obliterated the
evidence of most impacts. There are many other signs of
an active past. For example, Triton's face is scarred by large
fissures similar to those seen on Ganymede, and Triton's odd
cantaloupe-like terrain may indicate repeated faulting and
deformation over the moon's lifetime. In addition, Triton
has numerous frozen "lakes" of water ice (Figure 1 3. 1 4) ,

SECTION 13.5

The Moon Systems of Uranus and Neptune
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system, but instead was captured, perhaps not

too long ago, astronomically speaking-maybe even as little
as a few hundred million years. Other astronomers, basing
their views on Triton's chemical composition, maintain that
the moon formed "normally," but was later kicked into its
abnormal orbit by some catastrophic event, such as an inter
action with another, similar-sized body.
The surface deformations on Triton certainly suggest
fairly violent and relatively recent events in the moon's
past. However, they were most likely caused by the tidal
stresses produced in Triton as Neptune's gravity made the
moon's orbit more circular and synchronized its spin, and
they give little indication of the processes responsible for
the orbit.

A FIGURE 13.13 Triton The south polar regi on ofTriton, showing a
va riety of terrains ranging from deep ridges and gashes to what appear
to be lakes of frozen water, all indicative of past surface activity. The
orange region at lower right is nitrogen frost, formi ng the moon's polar
cap. Resolution is about 4 km. The long black streaks at bottom left
were probably formed by geysers of liquid nitrogen on the surface.
(NASA)

which may be volc.1uic in origin. The basic process may be
similar to the water volcanism observed on Saturn's moon
Enceladus. <X> (Sec. 1 2.5)
Triton's surface activity is not
As

Voyager 2

just a thing of the past.

passed the moon, its cameras detected hvo

great jets of nitrogen gas erupting from below the surface
and rising several kilometers above it. It is thought that
these "geysers» form when liquid nitrogen below Triton's
surface is heated and vaporized by some internal energy
source or perhaps even by the Sun's feeble light. Vaporiza
tion produces high pressure, which forces the gas through
fissures in the crust, creating the displays

Voyager 2

saw.

Scientists conjecture that nitrogen geysers may be com
mon on Triton and are perhaps responsible for much of
the moon's thin atmosphere. The long black streaks at
the bottom left of Figure 1 3 . 1 3 may have formed when
geysers carried dark carbon-rich material from the moon's
interior to the surface. Winds in Triton's thin atmosphere
may also play a role in spreading the material over the
surface.
The event or events that placed Triton on a retrograde
orbit and Nereid on such an eccentric path are unknown,
but they are the subject of considerable speculation. Triton's
peculiar orbit and surface features suggest to some as
tronomers that the moon did not form as part of the

� roughly circular lakelikefeature on Triton may have been caused
� by th e eruption of an ice volcano. The water "lava" has since
A FIG URE 13.14 Water Ice on Triton

Scientists

think that this

solidified, leaving a smooth surface. The absence of craters i mpl i es that
th is eruption was a relatively recent event The frozen lake is about 200
km i n diameter; its details are resolved to a superb 1 km. The inset is a
computer-generated view along Triton's surface, illustrating the
topography of the area. Triton will undoubtedly be a prime target of
future missions to the outer planets. (NASA)
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Whatever its past, Triton's future is fairly clear. Be
cause of its retrograde orbit, the tidal bulge Triton raises
on Neptune tends to make the moon spiral

toward

the

planet rather than away from it (as our Moon moves away
from Earth).

0:>

( Sec.

7.6 )

1 3.6 The Ri n gs of the Oute rm ost
J ov i a n Planets
All the jovian planets have rings. However, just as the ring

Thus, Triton is doomed to be

system of Saturn differs greatly from that of Jupiter, the ring

torn apart by Neptune's tidal gravitational field, probably

systems of Uranus and Neptune also differ both from one

in no more than 1 00 million years or so, the time required

another and from those of the two larger jovian worlds.

for the moon's inward spiral to bring it inside Neptune's
Roche limit.

0:>

(Sec. 12.4) The shredded moon will form

a new ring arowld the planet (see Figure 1 2 . 1 2) . By that
t ime, it is conceivable that large portions of Saturn's ring

The Rings of U ranus
The ring system surrounding Uranus was discovered i n

system may have disappeared, so Neptune will then be

1977, when astronomers observed a stellar occultation: The

the only planet in the solar system with spectacular rings!

rings passed

0:>

(Sec. 1 2.4)

in front of a bright

star, momentarily dimming

the star's light (Fi81lre 1 3. 15). Such an alignment happens a
few times per decade and allows astronomers to measure

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' Why is Triton much less heavily cratered than the other moons

of Uranus and Neptune?

planetary structures iliat are too small and faint to be
detected directly. The 1977 observation was actually aimed
at studying the planet's atmosphere by watching how it
absorbed starlight. However, 40 minutes before and after

�------�---L--�� TIme
LeadIng edge
Trailing edge
ot "ng '
ot ring 3
crosses star
crosses star

... F IGURE 13.15 Occultation of Starlight By carefully watching the dimming of distant starlight as a
planet crosses the line of sight. astronomer.; can infer fine details about that planet The rings of Uranu.s
Wefe di5covefed with this technique.

The Rings of the Outermost Jovian Planets
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Uranus itself occulted (passed in front of) the star, the flick

The main rings are shown in Figure 13. 1 6. More details on

ering starlight revealed the presence of a set of rings. The

the rings are given in Table 13.2.

discovery was particularly exciting because, at the time, only

The rings of Uranus are quite different from those of

Saturn was known to have rings. Jupiter's rings went unseen

Saturn. Whereas Saturn's rings are bright and wide, with rel

Voyager 1 arrived there in 1979, and those of Neptune
Voyager 2.

dark, narrow, and widely spaced. With the exception of the

until

were unambiguously detected only in 1 989, by

atively narrow gaps between them, the rings of Uranus are

The ground-based observations revealed the presence of

Epsilon ring and the diffuse innermost ring, the rings of

a total of nine thin rings around Uranus. The main rings, in

Uranus are all less tllan about 10 km wide, and the spacing

order of increasing radius, are named Alpha, Beta, Gamma,

between them ranges from a few hundred to about a thou

Delta, and Epsilon, and they range from 44,000 to 5 1 ,000 km

sand kilometers. However, like Saturn's rings, all Uranus's

from the planet's center. All lie within the Roche limit of

ured in tile direction perpendicula r to the ring plane).

Uranus, which is about 62,000 km from the planet's center. A
fainter ring, known as the Eta ring, lies between the Beta and

Gamma rings, and three other faint rings, known as 4, 5, and 6,

lie between the Alpha ring and the planet itself. In 1986,

Voyager 2

rings are less than a few tens of meters thick (that is, meas
The density of particles within Uranus's rings is compa

rable to that found in Saturn's A and B rings. The particles
that make up Saturn's rings range in size from dust grains to

discovered two more even fainter rings, one be

large boulders, but in the case of Uranus, the particles

tween Delta and Epsilon and one between ring 6 and Uranus.

show a much smaller spread-few, if any, are smaller than a
centimeter or so in diameter. The ring particles are also con
siderably less reflective than Saturn's ring particles, possibly
because they are covered with the same dark material as
Uranus's moons. The Epsilon ring (shown in detail in the
inset for Figure 13. 16) exhibits properties a little like those
of Saturn's F ring. It has a slight eccentricity of 0.008 and is
of variable width, although no braids were found in it. It
also appears to be composed of ringlets.
Like the F ring of Saturn, Uranus's narrow rings require

shepherd satellites to keep them from diffusing. =

(Sec. 1 2.4)

In fact, the theory of shepherd satellites was first worked out
to e.-xplain the rings of Uranus, which had been detected by
stellar occultation even before

RinS

.. F IGURE 13.16 Uranus's Rings The main rings of Uranus. as

imaged � Voyager 2 All nine of the rings knCM'n before the
spacecraft's arrival can be seen in this photo. From the inside out. they
are labeled from 6 to Epsilon. Resolution is about 10 km. which is just
about the width of most of these rings. The two rings discO{ered �
Voyager 2 are too faint to be seen here. The inset at top shows a
close"1.Jp of the Epsilon ring. revealing some internal structure. The
width of this ring averages 30 km; special image processing has
magnified the resolution in the inset to about 100 m-the size of
a football field (NASA)

Inner Radius
(planetary
radII)
(km)

Voyager

2's encounter with

Outer Ra di us·
(planetory
radII)
(km)

Width
(km)

2500

1 986U2R

37,000

1 .45

6

41,800

1 .64

2
2

39,500

1.55

5

42,200

1 .65

4

42,600

1 .67

Alpha

44,700

1 .75

4-10

Beta

45,700

1 .79

'>- 1 1

Eta

47,200

1 .83

2

Gamma

47,600

1 .86

1-4

Delta

48,300

1 .90

3-7

1986UlR

50,000

1 .96

2

Epsilon

5 1,200

2.00

20-100

� Most of Uranus's rings are so thin that ulere is lime difference benvun
their inner Im-d outer radii.
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... F I GURE n.1 8 Neptune's Faint Rings In this long-exposure

A F I G U R E 1 ).17 Uranian Shepherd Moons These two small
moons, named Cordelia (Ul) and Ophelia (U8), were discovered by
Voyager 2 in 1986. Th� tend to shepherd Uranus's Epsilon ring, keeping
it from diffusing. (NASA)
Saturn. Thus, the existence of the F ring did not come as quite
such a surprise as it might have otherwise! Presumably, many
of the small inner satellites of Uranus play some role in
governing the appearance of the rings.

Voyager 2

detected

Cordelia and Ophelia, the shepherds of the Epsilon ring (see
Figure 1 3. 17). Many other, lUldetected, shepherd satellites
must also exist.

I mage, Neptune (center) is heavily overexposed and has been
artificially obsrured � an instrument) to make the rings easier to
see. One of the two fainter rings lies between the inner bright ring
(Leverrier) and the p lanet. The others lie between the Leverrier ring
and the outer bright ring (known as the Adams ring). (NASA)

depend entirely on the particular planet in question? If, as

now appears to be the case, ring systems are relatively short

lived, their formation must be a fairly common event.

Otherwise, we would not expect to find rings around all four

jovian planets at once. There are many indications that the
individual planetary environment plays an important

in

role

determining a ring system's appearance and longevity.

Although many aspects of ring formation and evolution are
now understood, it mllst be admitted that no comprehen
sive theory yet exists.

The Ri ngs of Neptune
As shown in Figure 1 3 . 1 8 and presented in more detail in

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V' What does the Epsilon ring of Uranus have in common with the
F ring of Saturn?

Table 1 3 .3, Neptl.Ule is surrounded by five dark rings. Three
are quite narrow, like the rings of Uranus; the other two are
broad and diffuse, more like Jupiter's ring. The dark col
oration probably results from radiation darkening, as
discussed earlier

in t he context

of the moons of Uranus. All

the rings lie within Neptune's Roche limit. The outermost

RinS

Inner Radius
Outer Radius'" Width
(km)
(planetary (km)
(planetary (km)
radII)
radII)

(Adams) ring is noticeably dumped in places. From Earth,
we see not a complete ring, but only partial arcs-the
unseen parts of the ring are simply too thin (undumped) to

Galle ( 1 989N3R)

40,900

1 .65

be detected. The connection between the rings and the

Leverrier ( 1989N2R) 53,200

2.15

Lassell ( 1989N4R)'· 53,200

2.15

planet's small inner satellites has not yet been firmly estab
lished, but many as tronomers think that the cilUnping is
caused by shepherd satellites.

42,900

I. 73

2000

57,200

2.3 1

4000

100

Arago ( 1989N4R)" 57,200

2.3 1

100

rings themselves differ widely from planet to planet. Is there

Adams ( 1989NIR)

2.54

50

Also, is there a standard manner in which r ing systems

" lAssell QndArago ''''''' origi'IaUy identified as Q singl. ring.

Although all the jovian worlds have ring systems, the

some "standard" way in which rings form around a planet?

evolve? Or do the processes of ring formation and evolution

62,900

� Three ofNeprum'!::S rings are so miN that there is liule difJertmce betweeN

their ;m1fr {Hid outer radii.
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S U M M A RY
The outer planets Uranus and Neptune

Unlike the other jovian planets, Uranus has no excess heat emission.

The source of Neptune's excess energy, like that of jupiter's, is most

were unknown to ancient astronomers.
Uranus was

discovered

in

the

18th

ered

after

mathematical

Neptune have substantial magnetospheres.

the magnetic fields of the two planets are tilted at large angles to the

calculations

of Uranus's slightly non-Keplerian orbit

planets' rotation

revealed the presence of an eighth planet. At

4

opposition, Uranus is barely visible to the
unaided eye. Through a telescope, the
planet

appears

as a pale green

circular
moons

eye, but a telescope shows it as a tiny
and

through data taken by

2

Neptwle

Neptune were relatively poorly known

synchronous

orbits.

of Sattlrn, the

Like the

medium-sized

them are heavily cratered and in some cases must have come dose

-�: : . -,,:/--

-�..
----.--- ..�

flybys in the 1 980s.

Uranus and Neptune have similar bulk properties; they are smaller,

less massive, and denser than jupiter or Saturn. For unknown rea
sons, Uranus's spin axis lies nearly in the plane of the ecliptic, lead

ing to extreme seasonal variations in solar heating on the planet as
it orbits the Sun. Surface features are barely discernible on Uranus,

Voyager 2

revealed atJno

spheric clouds and flow patterns moving beneath the planet's haze.
Neptune, although farther away from us, has atmospheric features
that are dearer because of warmer temperatures and less haze. The
Great

Dark Spot {p. 319} on Neptune had many similarities to
jupiter's Red Spot, but disappeared in 1 994.

3

moons

to being destroyed by the meteoritic in,pacts whose craters we now

orbiting mooDS. The radii of Uranus and

but computer-enhanced images from

of Uranus's

nantly of rock and ,vater ice. Many of

Vo}'ager 2.

The masses of the outer planets are

Voyager 2

axes . The reason for these large tilts is not known.

two

moons of Uranus are made up predomi

mainly

determined from measurements of their

until the

but

almost perpendicular to the ecliptic, in

disk.

bluish disk. Today, we know the giant
Uranus

All

revolve in the planet's equatorial plane,

Neptune cannot be seen with the naked

planets

Both Uranus and
Voyager 2 discovered that

likely heat lett over from the planet's formation.

century, by chance. Neptune was discov

The relatively high densities of Uranus

see. The strange moon Miranda has geological features that suggest
repeated violent impacts in the past. Neptune's large moon Triton

has a fractured surface of water ice and a fuin atJnosphere of nitro

gen, probably produced by nitrogen "geysers" on its surface. Triton
is the only large moon in the solar system to have a retrograde orbit
around its parent planet. This orbit is unstable and will eventually
cause Triton to be torn apart by Neptune's gravity.

5

Urrums has a series of dark, narrow

rings, first detected from Earth by

stellar

occultation {p. 326)-their obscuration
of the light received from background
stars. Shepherd satellites are responsible
for the rings' thinness. Neptune has three
narrow rings like Uranus's and one broad
ring like Jupiter's. The four were discov
ered by

Voyager 2. The dark coloration of

both the rings and the moons of the outer

and NepttUle inlply large, rocky cores

giant planets may be due to radiation darkening

making up greater fractions of the planets'

exposure to solar high-energy radiation slowly causes a dark

masses than in either jupiter or Saturn.

hydrocarbon layer to build up on a body's icy surface.

{p. 322}, whereby
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Problems labeled POS exp lore the process of sci ence I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. POS How was Uranus discovered?
2. POS

Why did astronomers suspect an eighth planet be
yond Uranus?

3. POS

How did astronome.rs determine where to look for
Neptwle?

12. How does Neptune's moon system differ from those of the
other jovian worlds? What do these differences suggest about
the origin of Neptune's moon system?

13. What causes Triton's geysers?
14. What is the predicted fate of Triton?

4. How did Uranus come to be spinning "on its side"?

15. POS How were the rings of Uranus discovered?

5. What is responsible for the overall colors of Uranus and

16. POS How were the rings of Neptune discovered?

Neptune?

6. '.vhy are stomlS and other atmospheric features more easily
seen on Neptwle than on Uranus?
7. How are the interiors of Uranus and Neptwle thought to dif
fer from those of Jupiter and Saturn?

8. How do the magnetic fields of Uranus and Neptune compare
with that of Earth?

9. Describe a day on TItania.
10. What is unique about Miranda? Give a possible explanation.
11. Why are the icy moons of the outer planets so dark?

17. The rings of Uranus are dark, narrow, and widely spaced.

Which of these properties makes them different from the
rings of Saturn?

18. Why are the Uranian rings so narrow and sharply defined?
19. How do the rings of Neptune differ from those of Uranus and
Saturn?

20. POS Why was the discovery of Uranus in 1781 so surpris
ing? Might there be sinwar surprises in store for todays
astronomers?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. The discovery of new planets mostly requires (a) complex

6. Moons that show few craters probably (a) are captured aster

calculations and large supercomputers; (b) the patient use of
improving technology; (e) an astronomy degree from a large
university; (d) pure luck.

oids; (b) have been shielded from impacts by their host
planet; (e) have had their smaller craters obliterated by larger
impacts; (d) have warm interiors.

2. Uranus was discovered about the same time as (a) Columbus
reached North America; (b) the U.S. Declaration of Indepen
dence; (e) the American Civil War; (d) the Great Depression
in the United States.

7. A gas giant planet orbiting a distant star would be expected to
have (a) a ring system like that of Saturn; (b) a density less
than water; (e) lUany large moons orbiting in different direc
tions; (d) evidence for hydrogen in its spectrum.

3. Compared with Uranus, the planet Neptune is (a) much

8. VIS

smaller; (b) much larger; (e) roughly the sanle size; (d) tilted
on its side.

4. The jovian planets with the largest diameters also tend to
(al have the slowest rotation rates; (b) move most slowly in
their orbit aroWld the SWl; (e) have the fewest lUoons;
(d) have magnetic field axes most closely aligned with their
axes of rotation.

5. The five largest moons of Uranus (a) all orbit in the ecliptic

plane; (b) can never come between Uranus and the SW1;
(e) all orbit directly above the planet's equator; (d) all have
Significantly eccentric orbits.

Uranus's rings were discovered by the occultation of
starlight, as shown in Figure 1 3 . 1 5 ("Occultation of
Starlight"). If Uranus were moving more rapidiy relative to
Earth, the graph in that figure would appear (a) more com
pressed horizontally; (b) the same; (e) more stretched out
horizontally.

9. The discovery of a moon orbiting a planet allows astronomers
to measure (a) the planet's mass; (b) the moon's mass and
density; (e) the planet's ring stmcture; (d) the planet's aater
ing history.

10. The solar system object most similar to Neptune is (a) Earth;
(b) Jupiter; (e) Saturn; (d) Uranus.
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P RO B L E M S
11,e number ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of diffimlty.

1. •• What is the angular dianleter of the Sun, as seen from
Uranus? Compare your answer with the angular diameter of
Titania, as seen from the planet's cloud tops. Would you
expect solar eclipses to occur on Uranus?
2. • "''hat is the gravitational force exerted on Uranus by
Neptune, at closest approach? Compare your answer with the
Sun's gravitational force on Uranus.
1

• Estimate the speed of cloud A in Figure 13.7, asswning that
it lies near the equator. Is your estimate consistent with the
rotation speed of the planet?

4. •• If the core of Uranus has a radius twice that of planet

Earth and an average density of 8000 kg/m3 , what is the mass
of Uranus outside the core? What fraction of the planet's total
mass is core?

5. • Add up the masses of all the moons of Uranus and Neptune.
(Neglect the masses of the small moon!>-they contribute
little to the result.) How does this sum compare with the mass
of Earth's Moon?
6 . ••• Astronomers on Earth are observing the occultation of a
star by Uranus and its rings { see Figure 13.15}. It so happens

that the event is occurring when Uranus is at opposition, and
the center of the planet appears to pass directly across the
star. Asswning circular planet.ary orbits and, for simplicity,
taking the rings to be face-on, e.,t1culate {a} how long the
90-km-wide Epsilon ring takes to cross the line of sight and
{b} the time interval between the passage of the Alpha ring
and that of the Epsilon ring. {Hint: The apparent motion of
Uranus is due to a combination of both the planet's own
motion and Earth's motion in their respective orbits around
the Sun.}
7. •• On the basis of the earlier discussion of planetary atmo
spheres, would you expect Triton to have retained a nitrogen
atmosphere? co (More Predsely 8-I)

8. • What would be your weigilt on Neptune? On Triton?
9. • How dose is Triton to Neptune's Roche limit?

10 . • From Wien's law, at what wavelength does Uranus's thermal
emission peak? In what part of the electromagnetic spectrum
does this wavelength lie? co (More Precisely 3-2)

SOLAR SYSTEM
DEBRIS
K EYS TO O U R O RI G I N

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
1
4
5
6
7

Describe the orbital properties of the
major groups of asteroids.
Summarize the composition and physical
properties of a typical asteroid.
Detai l the composition and structure of a
typical comet, and explain the formation
and appearance of its tail.
Discuss the characteristics of cometary
orbits and what they tell us about the
probable origin of comets.
Describe the solar system beyond Neptune,
and explain why astronomers no longer re
gard Pluto as a planet.

Distinguish among the terms meteor,
meteoroid, and meteorite.

Summarize the orbital and physical
properties of meteoroids, and explain what
these properties suggest about the
probable origin of meteoroids.

Earth orbits among billions of small

THE BIG bodies left over from the formation of
PICTURE
the solar system. They hold important

clues to our origin and may also be
critical to the evolution of life on our planet.
Over the course of billions of years, life on Earth
has been repeatedly disrupted by impacts with
these objects. More are surely on the way.

ccording to the current definition, there are only
eight planets in the solar system. But hundreds of
thousands of other celestial bodies are also known to
revolve around the Sun. These minor bodies--the aster
oids, comets, Kuiper belt objects, and meteoroids--are
small and of negligible mass compared with the planets
and their major moons. On the basis of statistical
deductions, astronomers estimate that there are more
than a billion such objects still to be discovered. Yet each
is a separate world, with its own story to tell about the
early solar system.
These small bodies may seem to be only rocky and
icy "debris:' but more than the planets themselves, they
hold a record of the formative stages of our planetary
system. Many are nearly pristine, unevolved bodies with
much to teach us about our local origins.

LEFT:

This typical asteroid, Jtokawo, was photographed in 2005 by the
uncrewedJapanese spaceaaft Hayabusa. Orbiting between Mars and
Jupiter, the asteroid resides some 300 million kilometers from Earth and
resembles a potata about 500 meters long and 300 mete" wide. The
goal of this space mission is to decipher the terrain, composition, and
trajectory of asteroids and other nearby cosmic debris, especially given
the potential threot they pose to life on Earth. (JAXA)
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CH A PT E R 1 4

Solar System Debris

Asteroids

Asteroids are relatively small, predominantly rocky objects
that revolve around tbe Sun. Their name literally means "star
like bodies," but asteroids are definitely not stars. They are too
small even to be classified as planets. Astronomers often refer
to tllem as "minor planets" or, sometimes, "planetoids."
Asteroids cliffer from planets in both their orbits and
their size. As illustrated in Figure 1 4. 1 , they generally move on
somewhat eccentric trajectories between Mars and Jupiter,
unlike tbe almost circular patbs of tbe major plrulets. Few
asteroids are larger tban 300 km in cliameter, our cutoff for a
"midsize" moon, and most are far smaller-as small as a tenth
of a kilometer across. The largest known asteroid, Ceres (inset
to Figure 14.1), is just 1/10,000 the mass of Eartb and meas
ures only 940 km across. Taken togetber, tlle known asteroids
amount to less tllan tlle mass of tlle Moon, so tbey do not
contribute significantly to tbe total mass of tbe solar system.

Orbital Properties
European astronomers cliscovered the first asteroids early in
the 19th century as tlley searched the sky for an additional
planet orbiting between Mars and Jupiter. Italian astronomer

Giuseppe Piazzi was tbe first to discover an asteroid. He
detected Ceres in 1801 and measured its orbital semimajor
axis to be 2.8 AU. Within a few years, tluee more asteroids
Pallas (2.8 AU), Juno (2.7 AU), and Vesta (3.4 AU)-were
discovered.
By the start of tlle 20th century, astronomers had
cataloged several hundred asteroids with well-determined
orbits. Now, at the end of the first decade of the 2 1 st century,
the list has grown to over 250,000. The total number of
known asteroids (inducling those whose orbits are not yet
known witll sufficient accuracy to make them "official")
now exceeds 500,000. The vast majority of tllese bodies are
found in a region of tlle solar system known as the asteroid
belt, 10c.1ted between 2.1 and 3.3 AU from the Sun-roughly
midway between the orbits of Mars ( 1 .5 AU) and Jupiter
(5.2 AU) . All but one of tlle known asteroids revolve about
tlle Sun in prograde orbits, in tbe srune sense as the planets.
Sum a compact concentration of asteroids in a well
defuled belt suggests tbat they are eitller the fragments of a
planet broken up long ago or primal rocks tbat never man
aged to accumulate into a genuine planet. On the basis of
tlle best evidence currently available, and consistent witll tlle
tlleory of planet formation described in Chapter 15, re
searmers favor the latter view: There is far too little mass in

.. FIGU RE 14.1 Inner Solar System (a) The main asteroid belt, alongwith the orbits of Earth, Mars, and Jupiter
(drawn obliquely, that is neither face-on nor edge-on). Note the Trojan asteroids at two locations in Jupiter's orbit.
Some Apollo (Earth-crossing) and Amor (Mars-crossing) orbits are shown. rtVe will learn more about these classes
of asteroids later in the chapter.) (b) An ultraviolet image of the largest kncmn asteroid, the dwarf planet Ceres, a.s
seen by the Hubble Space Telescope. Little surface detail is evident. although image processing reveals what seems
to be a large impact crater some 250 km across near the center of the frame. (NASNSWRI)
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the belt to constitute a planet, and the marked chemical dif

in the asteroid belt resides in objects greater tllan a few tens

ferences among individual asteroids strongly suggest that

of kilometers in diameter.

astronomers think that the strong gravitational field of

size, it appears to have undergone

Jupiter continuously disturbs the motions of these chunks of

past. On the basis of their orbits and their overall spectral

they could not all have originated in a single body. Instead,

Vesta is unique among asteroids in that, despite its small

volcanism

in its distant

primitive matter, nudging and pulling at them and prevent

similarities to Vesta, numerous meteorites (Section 1 4.3)

ing them from aggregating into a planet.

found on Earth are thought to have been chlpped off that
asteroid following collisions with other members of the as
teroid belt. Remarkably, these meteorites have compositions

Phy s ical Properties

similar to that of terrestrial basalt, indicating that they were

With only a few exceptions (such as Ceres, shown in Figure

subject to ancient volcanic activity. Why Vesta should exlubit

1 4 . 1 ), asteroids are too small to be resolved by Earth-based

stich past activity, while the larger Ceres and Pallas do not, is

telescopes, so astronomers must rely on indirect methods to

not known. Possibly, Vesta was once part of a larger body

find their sizes, shapes, and composition. Consequently, only

tllat subsequently broke up. No other fragments of that

a few of their physical and chemical properties are accu

body have yet been conclusively identified, although the

rately known. To the extent that astronomers can determine

spectrum and surface properties of a tiny 2-1an-long aster

their compositions, asteroids have been found to differ not

oid discovered in 1999 suggests that it nlight once have been

only from the eight known planets and their many moons,

part of Vesta.

but also among themselves.
Asteroids are classified by their spectroscopic properties.
The darkest, or least reflective, asteroids contain a large frac
tion of c.1rbon in their makeup. These asteroids are known as
C-type (or

carbonaceous)

asteroids. The more reflective S

Asteroid Observations from Space
The first close-up views of asteroids were provided by the
Jupiter probe

Galileo, which, on

its rather roundabout path

or rocky, material. Generally

to the giant planet, passed twice through tile asteroid belt,

speaking, S-type asteroids predominate in the inner portions

making close encowlters with asteroid Gaspra in October

type asteroids contain silicate,

of the asteroid belt, and the fraction of C-type bodies steadily

199 1 and asteroid Ida in 1 993 (Figure 14.2). ex> (Sec. 6.6)

increases as we move outward. Overall, about 15 percent of

all asteroids are S-type, 75 percent are C-type, and 10 percent

Both Gaspra and Ida are S-type asteroids. Technical prob
lems limited tile amowlt of data that could be sent back

are other types (mainly the M-type asteroids, containing

from tile spacecraft during the

large fractions of nickel and iron) . Many planetary scientists

images produced by

think that the carbonaceous asteroids consist of very primi

photographs made from Earth.

tive material representative of the earliest stages of the solar

flybys.

Nevertheless, the

Galileo showed far more detail than any

Gaspra and Ida are irregularly shaped bodies with

system. Carbonaceous asteroids have not been subject to sig

maximum diameters of about 20 Ian and 60 lan, respec

nificant heating or wldergone chemical evolution since they

tively. They are pitted with craters ranging in size from a

first formed 4.6 billion years ago.

few hundred meters to 2 Ian across and are covered with

In most cases, astronomers estimate the sizes of asteroids

a Jayer of dust of variable thickness. Ida is much more

from the amount of sunlight they reflect and tlle amowlt of

heavily cratered than Gaspra, in part because it resides in a

heat they radiate. These observations are difficult, but size

denser part of the asteroid belt. Also, scientists think that

measurements have been obtained in tlus way for more than

Ida has suffered more from the ravages of time. Ida is

1000 asteroids. On rare occasions, astronomers witness an

about a billion years old, far older than Gaspra, which is

asteroid occulting a star, allowing them to determine the as

estimated to have an age of just 200 million years, based on

teroid's size and shape with great accuracy. The largest aster

the extent of cratering on its surface. Both asteroids are

oids are roughly spherical, but the smaller ones can be highly

thought to be fragments of mtlch larger objects that broke

irregular.

up into many smaller pieces following violent collisions

The three largest asteroids--Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta

long ago.

have diameters of 940 lan, 580 lan, and 540 lan, respectively.

To tile surprise of most mission scientists, closer inspec

Only 1 5 asteroids are more than 300 Ian across, and most

tion of the Ida image (Figure 14.2b) revealed the presence of

are much smaller. Almost assllredly, many hWldreds of

a tiny moon, now named Dactyl, just 1 .5 Ian across, orbiting

thousands more await discovery. However, observers esti

the asteroid at a distance of about 90 Ian. A few such

mate that they are mostly very small. Probably 99 percent of

asteroids (two asteroids

binary

orbiting one another as they circle

all asteroids larger than 100 Ian are known and cataloged,

the

accounted for. Although the vast majority of asteroids are

were all much larger than Ida-a moon tile size of Dactyl

probably less than a few kilometers across, most of the

cannot be detected from the ground. Scientists think tllat,

and at 1e.1st 50 percent of asteroids larger than 10 Ian are

mass

Sun)

had previously been

observed from

Earth.

However, the binary systems known before the Ida flyby
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(a)
... F IGU RE 14.2 Gaspra and Ida (a) The S-type asteroid Gaspra, as seen from a distance of1600 km by
the space probe Galilee on its way to Jupiter. (b) The S-type asteroid Ida, p hotographed by Galileo from a
distance of 3400 km. (Ida's moon, Dactyl. is visible at right) The reso(ution in these photographs is about
100 m. True-oolor images shaw the surfaces of both bodies to be a fairly uniform shade of gray. Sensors on
board the spacecraft indicated that the amount of infrared radiation absorbed by these surfaces varies from
place to place, probably because of variations in the thickness of the dust layer blanketing them. (NASA)

given the relative congestion of the asteroid belt, collisions

Upon arrival at Eros on February 1 4, 2000,

NEAR (by
NEAR Shoemaker) went into orbit around the

between asteroids may be quite common, providing a source

then renamed

of both interplanetary dust and smaller asteroids and possi

asteroid. For 1 year, the spacecraft sent back high-resolution

bly deflecting one or both of the bodies involved onto eccen
tric, Earth-crossing orbits. The less-violent collisions may be

gravitational and magnetic fields, composition, and struc

responsible for the binary systems we see.
By studying the

Galileo

images of Eros (Figme 14.4) and made detailed measure

ments of its size and shape (34 X 1 1 X 1 1 km), as well as its

images, astronomers were able

tme. The craft's various sensors revealed Eros to be a heavily

to obtain limited information on Dactyl's orbit around Ida
and hence ( using Newton's law of gravity-see

cisely 2-2)

More Pre

to estimate Ida's mass at about 5-10 X 1 0

16

kg.

This information in turn allowed them to measure Ida's
3
density as 2200-2900 kglm , a range consistent with the
asteroid's rocky, S-type classification.

In 1997, the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR)

spacecraft visited the C-type asteroid Mathilde on its way to
the mission's main target: the S-type asteroid Eros. Shown in

Figure 14.3, Mathilde is some 60 km across. By sensing its

gravitational pull, NEAR meaSllred Mathilde's mass to be
about 10 17 kg, implying a density of just 1400 kg/m3. Th ac
count for this low density, scientists speculate that the
asteroid's interior must be quite porous. Indeed, many smaller
asteroids seem to be more like loosely bound "rubble piles"
than pieces of solid rock. The interior's relatively soft consis
tency may also explain the unexpectedly large size of many of
the craters observed on M,1thilde's surface. A solid object
would probably have shattered after an impact violent enough
to cause such large craters. However, like crumple zones in a
car, Mathilde's porous interior could have absorbed and dissi
pated the impactor's energy, allowing the asteroid to survive
the event.

... F I G U R E 14.3 Asteroid Mathilde The e-type asteroid Mathilde,
imaged by the NEAR spacecraft en route to the near-Earth asteroid
Eros. Mathilde measures some 60 X 50 km and rotates every 17.5 days.
The largest craters visible in this image are about 20 km across-much
larger than those seen on Gaspra or Ida. The reason may be this
asteroid's low density (approximately 1400 kg/m') and rather soft
oomp osition. (JHU/NASA)
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the next few years. By studying the properties of these ancient,
but very different, bodies, mission planners hope to learn
about the formative St.1ges of our solar system.

CONCEPT CHECK
t/ Describe some basic simil arities and differences between
asteroids and the inner planets.

Earth-Crossing A steroids
The orbits o f most asteroids have eccentricities lying i n the
range from 0.05 to 0.3, ensuring that they always remain
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Very few asteroids
have eccentricities greater than 0.4. Those that do are of par
ticular interest to us, however, as their paths may intersect
Earth's orbit, leading to the possibility of a collision with Ollr

planet. These bodies are collectively known as Earth-crossing
asteroids. Those stray asteroids having highly elliptical

orbits or orbits that do not lie in the main asteroid belt have
probably been influenced by ne.uby Mars and, especially,
Jupiter. The gravitational fields of those two planets can dis
tllrb normal asteroid orbits, deflecting them into the inner
solar system. Earth-crossing asteroids are termed Apollo

'" F IGURE 14.4 Asteroid Eros A mosaic of detailed images of the
asteroid Eros. as seen by the NEAR spacecraft (whim actually landed on
this asteroid). Craters of all sizes. ranging from 50 m (the resolution of
the image) to 5 km, pit the surface. The inset shaws a close'1Jp image of
a "young" section of the surface. where loose material from recent
impacts has apparently filled in and erased all trace of older craters.

(JHU/NASA)

asteroids (after the first known Earth-crossing asteroid,
Apollo) if their orbital seminlajor axes exceed 1 AU and Aten
asteroids otherwise. Asteroids whose orbits cross only the
orbit of Mars are known as Amor asteroids (see Figure 1 4 . 1 ) .
As o f early 2010, more than 6500 Earth-crossing aster
oids are known. Most have been discovered since the late
1 990s, when systematic searches for such objects began.
More than lOOO Earth crossers are officially designated
"potentially hazardous; meaning that tbey are more than

cratered body of mass 7 X lOlS kg and roughly uniform
density around 2700 kglm3. The asteroid's interior seems to

about 1 50 m in diameter (three tinles the size of the inl
pactor responsible for tbe Barringer crater shown in Figure

be solid rock-not rubble, as in the case of Mathilde
although it is extensively fractllred due to innunlerable inl

8 . 1 8) and move in orbits that could bring them within
0.05 AU (7.5 million km) of our planet.
From a human perspective, perhaps the most important

pacts in the past. The measurements are consistent with Eros
being a prinlitive, unevolved &1mple of material from the
early solar system. In February 200 1 , NEAR Shoemaker
landed on Eros, sending back a series of close-up inlages as
the craft descended to the surface. Remarkably, despite its
having no landing gear, the spacecraft survived the low
velocity inlpact and maintained radio contact with Earth for
16 more days before communication finally Ce.1Sed.
Apart from Ida, Mathilde, and Eros, the masses of most
asteroids are unknown. However, a few of the largest aster
oids do have strong enough gravitational fields for their
effects on their neighbors to be measured and their masses
thereby determined to reasonable accuracy. Their computed
densities are generally compatible with the rocky or car
bonaceous compositions just described.
The neA'! major asteroid mission is NASA's Dawn space
craft, which will visit two large asteroids-Vesta and Ceres-in

consequence of the existence of Earth-crossers is the very
real possibility of an actual collision with Earth. For exam
ple, the mile-wide Apollo asteroid Icarus (Figure 14.5)
missed our planet by "only" 6 million km in 1968-3 very
dose call by cosmic standards. More recently, in 2002, the
100-m-diameter asteroid 2002 MN came much closer,
missing us by a mere 1 20,000 km (less than one-third of the

distance to the Moon). It was detected 3 days after it passed
our planet! All told, between 2000 and 2010, more than 200
asteroids (that we know oft) passed within 0.05 AU of our
planet. A similar number are expected to pass within this
distance between 2010 and 2020.
None of the currently known potentially hazardous
asteroids are expected to impact Earth during the next
century-the closest predicted near miss will occur in
April, 2029, when the 350-m asteroid 2004 MN4 (also
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§ W hat K i lled the D i n osau rs?

The name dinosaur derives from the Greek words deinos ("terri
ble") and sauros ("lizard"). Dinosaurs were no ordinary reptiles:
In their prinle, roughly 1 00 million years ago, the dinosaurs were
the all-powerful rulers of Earth. Their fossilized remains have
been uncovered on all the world's continents. Despite their
dominance, according to the fossil record, these creatures van
ished from Earth quite suddenly about 65 million years ago.
What happened to them?
Until fuirly recently, the prevailing view among paleontolo
gists--scientists who study prehistoric life--was that dinosaurs
were rather small-brained, cold-blooded creatures. In chilly cli
mates, or even at night, the metabolisms of these huge reptiles
would have become sluggish, making it difficult for them to move
around and secure food. TI,e suggestion was that they were poorly
equipped to adapt to sudden changes in Earth's climate, so they
eventually died out. However, a competing. and still controversial,
view of dinosaurs has emerged: Recent fossil evidence suggests
that many of these monsters may in fact have been waml-blooded
and relatively fast-moving creatures--not at all the dull-witted,
slow-moving giants of earlier conception. In any case, no species
able to dominate Earth for more than 100 million years could
have been too poorly equipped for survival. For comparison, hu
mans have thus far dominated for a little over 2 million years.
If the dinosaurs didn't die out simply because of stupidity and
inflexibility, then what happened to cause their sudden and com
plete disappearance? Many explanations have been offered for the
extinction of the dinosaurs. Devastating plagues, magnetic field
reversals, increased tectonic activity, severe climate changes, and
supernova explosions have all been proposed. ex:> (Sees. 7.4, 7.5) In
the 1980s, it was suggested that a huge extraterrestrial object
collided with Earth 65 million years ago, and this is now (arguably)
the leading expL1nation for the demise of the dinosaurs.
According to this idea, a 10- to 1 5-km-wide asteroid or
comet struck Earth, releasing as much energy as 10 million or

more of the largest hydrogen bombs hwnans have ever con
structed and kicking huge quantities of dust (including the
pulverized remnants of the inlpactor itself) high into the atmo
sphere. (See the first figure.) The dust may have shrouded our
planet for many years, virtually extinguishing the Sun's rays
during that tinle. On the darkened surface, plants could not
survive. The entire food chain was disrupted, and the dinosaurs,
at the top of that chain, eventually became extinct.
Although we have no direct astronomical evidence to confirm
or refute this idea, we can estimate the d,ances that a large asteroid
or comet will strike Earth today on the basis of observations of the
nwnber of objects that are presently on Earth-crossing orbits. The
second figure mows the likeliliood of an inlpact as a function of
the size of the colliding body. The horizontal scale indicates the
energy released by the collision, measured in ''''o'gat ns of TNT. The
megaton�.2 X 10 16 joules, the explosive yield of a large nuclear

(c. BlltlerIAstrostock-Sanford)

known as Apophis) will pass just 30,000 km above our
planet's surface. That said, calculations imply that most
Earth-crossing asteroids

will in fact eventually collide with

Earth. On average, during any given million-year period,
our planet is struck by about three asteroids. Because
Earth is largely covered with water, two of those impacts
are likely to occur in the ocean and only one on land.

� Interactive FIGURE 14.5 Asteroid Icarus

The Earth-crossing
asteroid Icarus has an orbit that passes within 0.2 AU of the

(.;;i Sun, well within Earth's orbit. Icarus occasionally comes within a
...J few million mites of Eartl\ making i t one of the best-studied
asteroid. in the solar 5)'stem. Its motion relative to the stars
makes it appear as a streak (marked) in this long-exposure
photograph. (Palomar/Caltec/,)

�
�
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warhead-is the only COllunOll terrestrial measure of energy ade
quate to describe the violence of these occurrences.
We see that 100-million-megaton events, like the planet
wide catastrophe that supposedly wiped out the dinosaurs, are
very rare, occurring only once every 10 million years or so.
However, smaller impacts, equivalent to 'only' a few tens of
kilotons of TNT (roughly equivalent to the bomb that destroyed
Hiroshima in 1945), could happen every few years-and we may
be long overdue for one. The most recent large impact was the
Tunguska explosion in Siberia, in 1 908, which packed a roughly
I -megaton punch (see Figure 14.28).
TI,e main geological evidence supporting the theory that the
dinosaurs' extinction was the result of an asteroid in1pact is a
layer of clay enriched with the element iridium. The layer is
found in 65-million-year-old rocky sedinlents all a round our
planet. Iridium on Earth's surface is rare, because most of it sank
into our planet's interior long ago. TI,e abundance of iridium in
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this one layer of clay is about 10 times greater than in other ter
restrial rocks, but it matches closely the abtmdance of iridium
found in meteorites ( and, we assume, in asteroids and comets,
too). The site of the catastrophic impact has also been tentatively
identified as being near Chicxulub, in the Yucatan Peninsula in
Mexico, where evidence of a heavily eroded, but not completely
obliterated, crater of just the right size and age has been found.
The theory is not without its detractors, however. Perhaps
predictably, the idea of catastrophic change on Earth being precip
itated by events in interplanetary space was rapidly accepted by
most astronomers, but it remains controversial aDlong SODIe pale
ontologists and geologists. Opponents argue that the amount of
iriditmI in the clay layer varies greatly from place to place across the
globe, and there is no complete explanation of why that should be
so. Perhaps, they suggest, ti,e iridium was produced by volcanoes,
and has nothing to do with an extraterrestrial impact at all.
Still, in the 30 years since the idea was first suggested, the
focus of the debate seems to have shifted. TI,e realiry of a major
inIpact 65 million years ago has become widely accepted, and
much of the argument now revolves around the question of
whether that event actually caused the extinction of the dinosaurs
or merely accelerated a process that was already underway. Either
way, the realization that such catastrophic events can and do
occur marks an important milestone in our understanding of
evolution on our planet. Tins realization was bolstered by the
Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact on Jupiter in 1 994. 00 (Discovery
I I-I ) In addition, there is growing evidence for even larger im
pacts in the more distant past, with yet more sweeping evolution
ary consequences. As is often the case in science, the debate has
evolved, sometimes erratically, as new data have been obtained,
but a real measure of consensus has already been acllieved, and
in1portant new insights into our planetary environment have
been gained. 00 (Sec. 1 .2)
As a general mle, we can expect that global catastrophes are
bad for the dominant species on a planet. As the dominant species
on Earth, we are the ones who now stand to lose the most.

from the site of the impact) and a possible accompanying

planet are suspected to be sites of ancient asteroid colli

tsunami (tidal wave) from an ocean impact would doubtless

sions (see, for example, Figure 14.27, later in the chapter) .

affect a much larger area still. Should an asteroid hit our

The many large impact craters o n the Moon, Venus, and

planet hard enough, it might even cause the extinction of

Mars are direct evidence of similar events on other worlds
( see also

Discovery 1 1 -1).

Most known Earth-crossing asteroids are relatively
small-about 1 knI in diameter (although one 1 0 km in

entire species-indeed, many scientists think that the ex
tinction of the dinosaurs was the result of just such an
impact (see

Discovery 14-1).

Some astronomers take the prospect of an asteroid

diameter has been identified) . Even so, a visit of even a

impact sufficiently seriously that they maintain an Uasteroid

kilometer-sized asteroid to Earth could be catastrophic by

watch"--an effort to catalog and monitor all Earth-crossing

human standards. Such an object packs enough energy to

asteroids in order to maximize our warning time of any

power would be equivalent to about a million I -megaton

scan the skies for faint objects in our neighborhood. Cur

devastate an area some 100 Ian in diameter. The explosive

impending collision. Several large, dedicated telescopes now

in the event that an impending impactor

nuclear bombs--a hWldred times more than all the nuclear

rently, our options

weapons currently in existence on Earth. A fatal blast wave

is seen are very limited--science fiction movies aside, we

(the shock from the explosion, spreading rapidly outward

could neither destroy nor deflect an asteroid just a few days
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away from our planet. However, scientists are confident that,

planet. All five Lagrangian points revolve around the Sun at

given enough warning, a small "nudge" from thrusters

the same rate as Jupiter.

placed on the impactor's surface years ahead of the collision
could shift its orbit by just enough to miss us.

In principle, an asteroid placed at any of the La
grangian po ints will circle the Sun in lockstep with Jupiter,
always maintaining the same position relative to the planet.
However, the three Lagrangian points that are in line with

Orb ita l Resonances

Jupiter and the Sun are known to be urlstable-a body

Although most asteroids orbit in the main belt, between
about 2 and 3 AU from the Sun, an additional class of
asteroids, called the Trojan asteroids,* orbits at the distance
of Jupiter. Several hundred such asteroids are now known.
They are locked into a 1 : 1 orbital resonance with Jupiter by
that planet's strong gravity, just as some of the small moons
of Saturn share orbits with the medium-sized moons Tethys
and Dione, as described in Chapter 1 2 .

<=

(Sec. 12.5)

Calculations first performed b y the French mathemati
cian Joseph Louis Lagrange in 1772 show that there are
exactly five places in the solar system where a small body can
orbit the Sun in synchrony with Jupiter, subject to the
combined gravitational influence of both large bodies.
(Lagrange in fact demonstrated that five such points exist
for any planet.) These places are now known as the

Lagrangiarl points

of the planet's orbit. As illustrated in

Figure 14.6, three of the points (referred to as LI> �' and L3)
lie on the line joining Jupiter and the Sun (or its extension in
either direction). The other two-L4 and L,-are located on
Jupiter's orbit, exactly 60° ahead of and 60° behind the

"The first few hundred asteroid, discovered were named after characters in
Greek mythology. TI,. first "'t�roid found in thi, orbit wru called Ach,7les. As
more. asteroids 1-WTe !ou"d shari"g this orbit, the.y berome kt,own as the TrojattS.

displaced, however slightly, from any of those points will
tend to drift slowly away from it, not back toward it. Since
matter in the solar system is constantly subjected to small
perturbations-by the planets, the asteroids, and even the
solar wind-matter does not accumulate in these regions.
Thus, no asteroids orbit near the LI> 4 or L3 point of
Jupiter's orbit.
This is not the case for the other two Lagrangian points,
L4 and Is. They are both stable--matter placed near them
tends to remain in their vicinity. Consequently, asteroids
tend to accumulate near these points (see Figure 14. 1 ) . For
unknown reasons, lfojan asteroids tend to be found near
Jupiter's leading (L4> or eastern, as it lies to the east of Jupiter
in the sky) Lagrangian point, rather than the trailing (Is)
point. Recently, a few small asteroids have been found
similarly trapped in the Lagrangian points of Venus, Earth,
and Mars.
The main asteroid belt also has structure due to
resonances-not as obvious as the lfojan orbits or the
prominent gaps and ringlets in Saturn's ring system, but

(t, t, �, etc.)

observable nonetheless. Careful study reveals that asteroids
whose orbital periods are simple fractions

of

Jupiter's period are conspicuously absent from tlle overall
distribution. Just as repeated interactions between moons
and ring particles can result in gaps in Saturn's rings,
resonant gravitational tugs from Jupiter leave "holes" not in
space, but in the distribution of asteroid periods (or semi
major axes).

<=

Kirkwood gaps,

(Sec. 1 2.4) These holes are called the
after their discoverer, the 19th-century

American astronomer Daniel Kirkwood.

C O N C E PT C H EC K

...... W� are astronomers so interested in Earth-crossing asteroids?

1 4.2 Comets
Comets are usually discovered as faint, fuzzy patches of light
on the sky while they are still several astronomical wilts
away from the Sun. lfaveling in a highly elliptical orbit with
the Sun at one focus (Figure 1 4.7), a comet brightens and
develops an extended

... F IGURE 14.6 Lagrangian Points The Lagrangian points of the
Jupiter-Sun system, where a third body could orbit in synchrOl"o/ with
Jupiter on a circular trajectO<y. Only the L., and L5 points are stable.
They are the locations of the Trojan asteroids (see Figure 14J).

tail

as it nears the Sun. (The name

"comet" derives from the Greek word

Ieome,

meaning

"hair.") As the comet departs the SW1'S vicinity, its brightness
and tail diminish until it once again becomes a faint point of
light receding into tlle distance. Like the planets, comets
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� known planets. Their long orbital periods mean that most comets entering the inner solar system
� have never been seen before in human history-making their appearances impossible to predict and
... F IGURE 14.7 Distant Orbit Comets mCNe on highly eccentric paths that carry them far beyond the
giving little waming of any (rare) close encounters with Earth.

emit no visible light of their own-they shine by reflected

no more than a minute point of light. A typical cometary nu

(or reemitted) sunlight. Each year, a few dozen are detected

cleus is extremely small-only a few kilometers in diameter.

as they pass through the inner solar system. Many more

During most of the comet's orbit, far from the StUl, only this

must pass by unseen.

frozen nucleus exists. When a comet comes within a few astronomical units of the Sun, however, its

Comet A ppearance and Structure
TIle various parts of a typical comet are shown in
Figure 14.8. Even through a large telescope, the
nucleus, or main solid body, of a comet is

icy surface be

comes too warm to remain stable. Part of the
comet becomes gaseous and expands into
space, forming a diffuse coma ("halo") of
dust and evaporated gas around the nucleus.
The process by which a solid (in this case ice)

o

r

<

(a)

... F IGURE 14.8 Comet Structure (a) Diagram of a typical comet,
showing the nucleus. coma, hydrogen envelope, and tail. The tail is not a
sudden streak in time across the sky, as in the case of meteors or fhworks.
instead, it travels along with the rest of the comet (as long as the comet is
sufficiently close to the Sun for the tail to exist� Note hem the invisible hydrogen
envelope is usually larger than the visible extent of the comet; it is often even much larger
than drawn here. (b) Halley's Comet in 1986, about 1 month before it rounded the Sun at

perihelion. (NOAO)
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changes directly into a gas, without first becoming liquid, is
called

sublimation.

Frozen carbon dioxide (dry ice) on Earth

much larger still, sometimes spanning as much as 1 AU.
From Earth, only the coma and tail of a comet are visible to

provides a fami!i.1r example of this process. In space, sublima

the naked eye. Despite the size of the tail, most of the light

tion is the rule, rather than the exception, for the behavior of

comes from the coma. However, most of the comet's mass

ice when it is exposed to heat.

resides in the nucleus.

The coma becomes larger and brighter as the comet

Two types of cornet tails may be distinguished. Ion

nears the Sun. At maximum size, the coma can measure

tails are approximately straight and are often made up of

1 00,000 krn in diameter-almost as large as Saturn or

glowing, linear streamers like those seen in Figure 14.9(a).

hydrogen enve

Their spectra show emission lines of numerous ionized

Jupiter. Engulfing the coma, an invisible

lope, usually distorted by the solar wind, stretches across

molecules-molecules that have lost some of their normal

millions of kilometers of space. The comet's tail, which is

complement of electrons-including carbon monoxide,

most pronounced when the comet is closest to the Sun and

nitrogen, and water, among many others.

the rate of sublimation from the nucleus is greatest, is

Dust tails are usually broad, diffuse, and gently curved

0:0

(Sec. 4.4)

... FI G URE 14.9 Comet Tails (a) A comet with a primarily ion taiL
Called comet Giacobini-Zinner and ,een here in 1959, its coma mea,ured
70,000 km aero", it; tail was well over 500,000 km long. (b) Photograph
of a comet having both an ion tail (dark blue) and a du;t tail (w hite blue),
both marked in the inset, showing the gentle curvature and inherent
fuzziness of the dust This is comet Hale-Bopp in 1997. At the comet's
cio,est approach to the Sun, its tail stretched nearly 40" aero" the sky.
(U.S. Naval Observatory; Aarol1 Horowitz/Corbis)
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<II FIGURE 14.1 0 Comet Trajectory As it approaches the Sun, a
comet develops an ion tail, which is always directed ""'� from the
Sun. Closer i n, a curved dust tail also directed generally away from the
Sun, may appear. Notice that although the ion tail always points
directly aw� from the Sun on both the inbound and the outgoing
portions of the orbit, the dusttail has a marked curvature and tends to
lag behind the ion tail (Compare this figure with a photo of a real
comet, for example Figure 14.9.)

(Figure 1 4.9b). TIley are rich in microscopic dust particles
that reflect sunlight, making the tail visible from afar. (Ion
and dust tails are also referred to as TYpe I and TYpe II tails,
respectively.)
Comets' tails are in all cases directed away from the Sun
by the solar wind (the invisible stream of matter and radiation
escaping the Sun). Consequently, as depicted in Figure 14.10,
ilie tail always lies outside the comet's orbit and actually leads
ilie comet during the portion of the orbit that is outbound
from ilie Sun.
Ion tails and dust tails differ in shape because of the
different responses of gas and dust to the forces acting in
interplanetary space. Every tiny particle in space in our solar
system-including t1lOse in comets' tails--follows an orbit
determined by gravity and the solar wind. If gravity alone
were acting, the particle would follow the same curved path
as its parent comet, in accordance wiili Newton's laws of
motion. = (Sec. 2.7) If the solar wind were the only influ
ence, the tail would be swept up by it and would trail radially
outward from the Sun. Ion tails are much more strongly
influenced by the solar wind than by the Sun's gravity, so
those tails always point directly away from the Sun. The
heavier dust particles have more of a tendency to follow the
comet's orbit, giving rise to the slightly curved dust tails.
Arguably ilie most famous comet of all is Halley's
comet. In 1 705, ilie British astronomer Edmund Halley

realized that the appearance of this comet in 1 682 was not
a one-time event. Basing his work on previous sightings of
the comet, Halley calculated its path and found iliat the
comet orbited the Sun with a period of 76 years. He pre
dicted its reappearance in 1 758. Halley's successful deter
mination of the comet's trajectory and his prediction of its
return was an early tritunph of Newton's laws of motion
and gravity. = (Sec. 2.7) Although Halley did not live to
see his calculations proved correct, the comet was named
in his honor.
Once astronomers knew the comet's period, they traced
the appearances of the comet backwards in time. Historical
records from many ancient cultures show that Halley's comet
has been observed at every one of its passages since 240 B.C. A
spectacular show, the tail of Halley's comet can re.1m almost
a full astronomical unit in length, stretching many tens of de
grees across the sky. Figure 1 4. 1 1 (a) shows Halley's comet as
seen from Earth in 1910. Its most recent appearance, in 1986
(Figure 1 4. 1 1b and also Figure 14.8b), was not ideal for ter
restrial viewing, as the perilielion happened to occur on
roughly the opposite side of ilie Sun from Earth, but the
comet was closely scrutinized by spacecraft (see below) . The
comet's orbit is shown in Figure 14.12. Its next scheduled
visit to the inner solar system is in 206 1 .

Physical Properties of Comets
The mass of a comet c.1n occasionally be estimated by
watching how ilie comet interacts with other solar system
objects or by determining the size of the nucleus and assum
ing a density characteristic of icy composition. These meili
ods yield typical cometary masses ranging from 1012 to 1016
kg, comparable to the masses of small asteroids.
A comet's mass decreases with time, because some ma
terial is lost each time the comet rowlds the SUD as material
evaporates from its surface. For comets iliat travel within an
astronomical unit of the Sun, ilie evaporation rate mn re.1Ch
as high as 1010 molecules per second�1bout 30 tons of
cometary material lost for every second the comet spends
near the Stul (witllin Earth's orbit, say) . Astronomers have
estimated that iliis loss of material will destroy even a large
comet, such as Halley or Hale-Bopp (Figure 14.9b), in just a
few thousand orbits.
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• FIGURE 14.11 Halley's Comet (a) Halley's comet as it appeared in 1910. Top, on May 10, with a 30· tail,
bottom, on May 12, with a 40· tail (b) Halley on its return and photographed with higher resolution on
March 14, 1986. (Ca/rech; Mr. StrOIl1/o and Siding Sprirlgs Observatories)
In seeking the physical makeup of a cometary body

itself, astronomers are guided by the observation that

temperature of only a few tens of kelvins. Experts now con
sider cometary nuclei to be made up largely of dust particles

comets have dust that reflects light and also certain gas that

trapped within a mixture of methane, ammonia, carbon

emits spectral lines of hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, and oxy

dioxide, and ordinary water ice. (These constituents should

00

gen. Even as the atoms, molecules, and dust particles boil

be fairly familiar to you as the main components of most of

off, creating the coma and tail, the nucleus itself remains a

the small moons in the outer solar system.)

cold mixture of gas and dust, hardly more than a ball of

(Sees. 12.5,
1 3.5) Because of tlus composition, comets are often de

loosely packed ice with a density of about 100 kglm3 and a

scribed as "dirty snowballs."

• FIGURE 14.12 Halley's Orbit Halley's comet has a smaller orbital path and a shorter period than most

comets, but its orbital orientation is not typical of a short-period comet. Sometime in the past, this comet
must have encountered a jovian planet (probably Jupiter itself), which threw it into a tighter orbit that
extends not to the Oort cloud, but merely a little beyond Neptune. Edmund Halley applied Newton's law
of gravity to predict this comet's return.
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spacecraft were able to discern much surface detail on the

S pace Missions to Comets

nucleus.

So far, three comets have received close-up VISIts from

The spacecraft found direct evidence for several jets of

human spacecraft. When Halley's comet rounded the Sun in

matter streaming from the nucleus. Instead of evaporating

1986, a small armada of spacecraft launched by the (former)

uniformly from the whole surface to form the comet's coma

USSR, Japan, and a group of western European countries

and tail, gas and dust apparently vent from small areas on

went to meet it. One of the Soviet craft,

Vega

the sunlit side of Halley's nucleus. The force of these jets

2, traveled

through the comet's coma and came within 8000 km of the

may be largely responsible for the comet's observed 53-hour

nucleus. Using positional knowledge of the comet gained

rotation period. Like maneuvering rockets on a spacecraft,

Giotto space

such jets c.1 n cause a comet to change its rotation rate

from the Soviet craft encounter, the European

craft (named after the Italian artist who painted an image of

and even to veer away from a perfectly elliptical orbit.

Halley's comet not long after its appearance in the year

Astronomers had hypothesized the existence of tllese non

1301) was navigated to within 600 krn of the nucleus. This

gravitational forces on tlle basis of slight deviations from

was a daring trajectory, since at 70 kIn/s-the speed of the

Kepler's laws observed in some cometary trajectories. The

craft relative to the comet-a colliding dust particle be

Halley encounter was tlle first time astronomers actually saw

comes a devastating bullet. Debris did in fuct damage

the jets at work.

Giotto's camera, but not before it sent home a wealth of data.
Figure 1 4. 1 3 shows Giotto's view of the comet's nucleus,

the objective of collecting the first ever samples of

along with a sketch of its structure.

cometary material and returning tllem to Earth. In 200 1 ,

In 1 999, NASA launched the

Stardust

mission, with

Halley's nucleus is an irregular, potato-shaped object,

the spacecraft used a gravity assist from Earth t o boost it

somewhat larger than astronomers had estimated. Space

onto a path t o intercept comet P/Wild 2 ("Wild" is Ger

craft measurements showed it to be 15 krn long by as

man, pronounced "Vilt"). The comet was chosen because

much as 1 0 krn wide, and almost jet black-as dark as

it is a relative newcomer to the inner solar system, having

finely ground charcoal or soot. The solid nucleus was en

been deflected onto its present orbit by an encounter with

veloped by a cloud of dust, which scattered light through

Jupiter in 1974. It therefore has not been subject to much

out the coma. Partly because of this scattering and partly

solar heating or loss of mass by evaporation since it

because of dimming by the dust, none of the visiting

formed long ago.

(b)

'" F IGURE 14.13 Halley, Up Close (al The European Giotto spacecraft resolved the nudeus of Halley's
comet, showing it to be very dark, although heavy dust in the area obscured any surface features.
Resolution here is about 50 m-half the length of a footb al l field. At the time this image was made, in
March 1986, the comet was within days of per i he l ion, and the Sun was tONard the right. The brightest areas
are jets of evaporated gas and dust spewing from the comet's nucleus. (b) A diagram of Halley's nucleus,
showing its size, shape, jets, and other phys ical and chemical properties. (ESA/Max Plm'ICk 1l1stitllt)
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In 2004, Stardust approached within 200 km of the

detailed physical, chemical, and even biological properties of

comet's nucleus (Figure 1 4. 1 4a), collecting cometary parti

a body that most probably has not changed significantly

cles in a specially designed foamlike "aerogel" detector (see

since our solar system formed. As shown in Figure 14.1 4(c),

Figure 14.14b). Stardust returned to Earth in 2006, returning

the aerogel performed flawlessly, providing researchers with

the debris to mission scientists, who are now studying the

the first-ever samples of cometary material. Among other
findings, detailed chemical analysis of the samples has re
vealed evidence for nitrogen-rich organic material appar
ently formed in deep space and the unexpected presence of
silicate materials that should only have formed at high tem
peratures, possibly challenging astronomers' current models
of solar system formation (Chapter 1 5).
A more recent NASA mission had a much more vio
lent end. On July 4, 2005, a 400-kg projectile from NASA's

Deep Impact

spacecraft crashed into comet Tempel 1 at

more than 10 km/s (23,000 mph), blasting gas and debris
from the comet's surface into interplanetary space, while
the spacecraft itself watched from a safe distance of 500
km. Figure 14. 1 5 shows an image of the resulting explosion
about 1 minute after impact. Spectroscopic analysis of the
ejected gas has provided scientists with their clearest view

(a)

yet of the internal composition of a comet, and hence of
the primordial matter of the early solar system, confirming
the presence of water ice and many organic molecules.
Observations of the crater suggest a low-density "fluffy" in
ternal composition, consistent with the "snowball" picture
of cometary structure presented earlier.

C O N C E PT C H E C K

tI' In terms of composition, how do comets differ from asteroids?

Comet Orbits
Comets tllat survive their close encounter with the Sun
some break up entirely---continue their outward journey to
the edge of the solar system. Their highly elliptical orbits take

(b)

many comets far beyond Pluto, perhaps even as far as 50,000
AU, where, in accord with Kepler's second law, they move
more slowly and so spend most of their time.

c>o

(Sec. 2.5)

Most comets take hundreds of thousands, and some even
take millions, of years to complete a single orbit around the
Sun. These comets are known as
ever, a few

short-period comets,

IOllg-period comets.

How

conventionally defined as

those having orbital periods of less than 200 years, return for
another encowlter within a relatively short tinle. According

� Interactive F IGURE 14.14 Stardust at Wild-2

r.;;i

(a) The

Stardust spacecraft captured this image of cornet wild-2 in
2004, just before the craft passed throu� the comets coma.

-../ (b) Onboard is a detector made of a foam like gel (called aerogel)

that is 99.8"/0 air, yet is strong enough to stop and store cometary dust

particles as they hit the spacecraft. (cl Upon return of the craft to Earth
in 2006, analysis began of the minute tracks in the aerogel, the ends of

which contain captured comet dust fiagments.

(NASA)

S ECTION 14.2

to Kepler's third law, short-period comets do not venture far
beyond the distance of Neptwle at aphelion.
Unlike the orbits of the other solar system objects we
have studied so far, the orbits of comets are not necessarily
confined to within a few degrees of the ecliptic plane. Short
period comets do tend to have prograde orbits lying close to
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the ecliptic, but long-period comets exhibit all inclinations
and all orientations, both prograde and retrograde, roughly
uniformly distributed in all directions from the SWl.
The short-period comets originate beyond the orbit of
Neptune, in the Kuiper belt (named after Gerard Kuiper, a
pioneer in infrared and planetary astronomy) . A little like the
asteroids in the inner solar system, most Kuiper belt comets
move in roughly circular orbits between about 30 and 50 AU
from the Sun, never venturing inside the orbits of the jovian
planets. Occ.1sionally, however, a close encounter between
1\'10 comets, or (more likely) the cwnulative gravitational
influence of one of the outer planets, "kicks" a Kuiper belt
comet into an eccentric orbit that brings it into the inner
solar system and into our view. The observed orbits of these
comets reflect the flattened structure of the Kuiper belt.
What of the long-period comets? How do we account
for their apparently random orbital orientations? Only a tiny
portion of a typical long-period cometary orbit lies within the
limer solar system, so it follows that, for every comet we see,
there must be many more similar objects at great distances
from the SW1. On these general groWlds, many astronomers
reason that there must be a huge "cloud" of comets far beyond
the orbit of Pluto, completely Surrounditlg the Sun. This re
gion, which may contain trillions of comets, with a total mass
comparable to the mass of the inner planets, is named the
Oort cloud, after tlle Dutch astronomer Jan Oort, who first
wrote (in the 1 950s) of the possibility of such a vast reservoir
of inactive, frozen comets orbiting far from the Sun. The
Kuiper belt and the orbits of some typical Oort cloud comets
are sketched in Figure 14.16.
The observed orbital properties of long-period comets
have led researchers to conclude that the Oort cloud may be
up to 100,000 AU in diameter. Like those of the Kuiper belt,

... F I G URE 14.1 6 Comet Reservoirs Diagram of the Oort cloud, shCMIing
a few cometary orbits. Most Oort cloud comets nE.'ll er come close to the
Sun. Of all the orbits soown, only the most elongated ellipse represents a
comet that will actually enter the solar system (which, on the scale of this
drawing, is much smaller than the overlaid box at the center of the figure)
and possibly become visible from Earth. (See also Figure 14].) The magnified
inset at right displays more dearly the Kuiper belt, the source of short-period
comets, whose orbits tend to hug the plane of the ecliptic

�
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however, most of the comets of the Oort cloud never come
anywhere near the Sun. Indeed, Oort cloud comets rarely
approach even the orbit of Pluto, let alone that of Earth.
Only when the gravitational field of a passing star happens
to deflect a comet into an extremely eccentric orbit that
passes through the inner solar system do we actually get to
see the comet.
Because the Oort cloud surrounds the Sun in all direc
tions, instead of being confined near the plane of the ecliptic
like the Kuiper belt, the long-period cornets we see can come
from any direction in the sky. Despite their great distances
and long orbital periods, Oort cloud comets are still gravita
tionally bound to the Sun. Their orbits are governed by pre
cisely the same laws of motion that control the planets' orbits.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
tI' In what sense are the comets we see unrepresentative of
comets in general?

1 4.3

Beyond Neptun e

No one has ever observed any comets in the faraway Oort
cloud-they are just too small and dim for us to see from
Earth. But in the 1 990s such faint objects began to be inven
toried in the relatively nearby Kuiper belt, just beyond
Neptune's orbit, some 30 to 50 AU from the Sun. They are
collectively referred to as Kuiper belt objects. And as the
search has broadened, other, even more distant bodies have
been found. The generic term for any small body orbiting
beyond Neptune-including members of the Kuiper belt
is trans-Neptunian object.
Ground-based telescopes have led the way in recent
years in the painstaking effort to capture the meager
amounts of sunlight reflected from these dark inhabitants of
the outer solar system. However, one resident of the Kuiper
belt has been known for decades-Pluto. Let's begin our
study of this distant region by reviewing what is known
about its most prominent member.

The Serend i pitous D iscovery of Pluto
ArolUJd the end of the 1 9th century, observations of the
orbits of Uranus and Neptune suggested that Neptune's
influence was not sufficient to account for all the irregulari
ties in Uranus's motion. Furthermore, it seemed that
Neptune itself might be affected by some other w1known
body-perhaps even another planet. Following their suc
cess in the discovery of Neptune, astronomers hoped to
pinpoint the location of this new object by using similar
techniques. One of the most ardent searchers was Percival
Lowell, a capable, persistent observer and one of the best
known astronomers of his day. ( Recall that he was also the
leading proponent of the theory that the "canals» on Mars

were constructed by an intelligent race of Martians-see
the Part 2 Opener on p. 130.)
Basing his investigation primarily on the motion of
Uranus (Neptune's orbit was still relatively poorly deter
mined at the time), and using techniques similar to those
developed earlier in the search for Neptune by Adams and
Leverrier, Lowell set about calculating where the supposed
new body should be. He sought it, without success, during
the decade preceding his death in 1 916. Not until 14 years
later did American astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, working
with improved equipment and better photographic tech
niques at the Lowell Observatory, succeed in finding the new
body, only 6° away from Lowell's predicted position. It was
named Pluto, for the Roman god of the dead who presided
over eternal darkness (and also because its first two letters
and its astronomical symbol, E; are Lowell's initials). The
discovery of Pluto was announced on March 1 3, 1 930, Perci
val Lowell's birthday, and also the anniversary of Herschel's
discovery of Uranus.
On the face of it, the discovery of Pluto looked like
another spectacular success for celestial mechanics. How
ever, it now appears that the supposed irregularities in the
motions of Uranus and Neptune did not exist, and that the
mass of Pluto, not measured accurately until the 1 9805, is
far too small to have caused them anyway. The discovery of
Pluto owed much more to simple luck than to complex
mathematics!

P l uto's Orbital and Physical Properties
Pluto's orbit is quite elongated, with an eccentricity of 0.25.
It is also inclined at 1 7 .2° to the plane of the ecliptic. Because
of its substantial orbital eccentricity, Pluto's distance from
the Sun varies considerably. At perihelion, it lies 29.7 AU
(4.4 billion km) from the Sun, imide the orbit of Neptune.
At aphelion, the distance is 49.3 AU (7.4 billion krn), well
outside Neptune's orbit. Pluto last passed perihelion in 1989
and remained inside Neptune's orbit until February 1 999.
Given Pluto's 248-year orbital period, this will not occur
again until the middle of the 23rd century. The orbits of
Neptune and Pluto are sketched in Figure 14.17.
Pluto's orbital period is exactly 1 .5 tinles that of
NeptlUJe-in other words, the two bodies are locked in a 3:2
resonance (hl'o orbits of Pluto for every three of Neptune)
as they orbit the Sun. As a result, even though their orbits
appear to cross, Pluto and Neptune are in no danger of col
liding with each other. Because of the resonance and Pluto's
tilted orbital plane, the distance behl'een the two bodies at
closest approach is actually about 17 AU (compare with
Pluto's closest approach to Uranus of just 1 1 AU). As with
other solar system resonances, Pluto's 3:2 synchronization
with Neptune is not a matter of cllance. As explained in
Section 1 5 .4, it is a direct consequence of the evolution of
the outer solar system billions of years ago.
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Figure 1 4. 1 8 (a). Charon is the small bump near the top of
the image. Figure 14.1 8(b) shows a 2005

Telescope

Hubble Space

view that clearly resolves the two bodies and in

addition shows two more small satellites orbiting the
Pluto-Charon system.
The discovery of Charon permitted astronomers to
meaSllCe the masses and radii of both bodies with great
accuracy. Charon's orbit is inclined at an angle of 1 1 80 to the
plane of Pluto's path around the Silll. By pllCe luck, over the
6-year period from 1985 to 1 99 1 (less than 10 years after
Charon's discovery), the two bodies happened to be oriented
in such a way that viewers on Earth saw a series of eclipses, in
which Pluto and Charon repeatedly passed in front of each
other, as seen from our vantage point. Figure 14.19 sketches

A Interactive F IGURE 14.1 7 Neptune and Pluto The ()(bits of
�. Neptune and Pluto cross, although Pluto's orbital inclination
t
and a 3:2 resonance prevent the planets frO<n actually cO<ning
close to each other. Between 1979 and 1999, Plutowas actually
inside Neptune's orbit

�

Pluto is

so

far away that little is known of its physical

this orbital configuration. With more good fortune, these
eclipses took place while Pluto was closest to the SWl, mak
ing for the best possible Earth-based observations.
Basing their c.11culations principally on the variations in
reflected light as Pluto and Charon periodically hid each
other, astronomers calculated that Pluto and Charon move in
a cirClllar, tidally locked orbit with a period of 6.4 days and a

1022 kg),

separation of 19,700 km, implying a mass for Pluto of 0.002 1

nature. Until the late 1970s, studies of sunlight reflected

Earth mass ( 1 .3 X

from its surface suggested a rotation period of just under a

estimate. 0:>

week, but measurements of its mass and radius were uncer

about one-fifth the size of Earth. Charon is about 1300 km

tain. All this changed in 1978, when astronomers at the U.S.

far smaller th.111 allY previous

(More Precisely 2-2) Pluto's diameter is 2270 km,

Naval Observatory discovered that Pluto has a companion.
It was named Charon, after the mythical boatman who
ferried the dead across the river Styx into Hades, Pluto's
domain. The discovery photograph of Charon is shown in

(a)
'" F IGURE 14.18 Pluto and Charon (a) The photograph frO<n which Pluto's moon, Charon, was discovered.
The moon is the small blotch of light at the top right portion of the image. The larger blob of reflected
sunlight Is Pluto itself. (b) The Pluto-Charon system, shown to the same scale and better resolved than in
part (a), as seen by the Hubble Space Telescope. The angular separatioo of the planet and its mooo is about
0.0/'. The two additional small moons shCMIn here are called Nix and Hydra. (US. Naval Observatory;
NASA)
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� FIGU RE 14.19 Pluto-Charon Eclipses The orbital orientation
of Charon produced a series of eclipses between 1985 and 1991,
Observations of eclipses of Charon by Pluto and of P\uto by Charon
have prCNided detailed information about the sizes and orbits of both
bodies,

across. If both bodies have the same composition (probably a
reasonable assumption), Charon's mass must be about one
sixth that of Pluto.
The masses and radii of Pluto and Charon imply
average densities of 2 1 00 kg/mJ-just what we would expect
for bodies of that size made up mostly of water ice, like the
large moons of the outer planets. => (Sec. 6.2) In fact, Pluto
is very similar in both mass and radius to Neptune's large
moon, Triton-which, as we have seen, is thought to be a
captured Kuiper belt object. 0:> (Sec. 1 3.5) Spectroscopy
reveals the presence of frozen methane as a major surface
constituent of Pluto, implying a temperature of no more
than 50 K. Pluto may also have a thin methane atmosphere,
associated with the methane ice on its surface.
Recent computer-generated maps (Figure 14.20) have
begun to hint at surface features on Pluto and suggest that
Charon may have bright polar caps, although their composi
tion and nature are unknown. Some of the dark regions may
be craters or impact basins, as on Earth's Moon. => (Sec.
8. 3) However, astronomers eager for a closer look will have
to wait wltil 2015, when NASA's New Horizons mission to
Pluto and the Kuiper belt, launched in 2006, is sclleduled
to reach its destination.

Properties of Tra ns- Neptu nian Objects
Most Kuiper belt objects are not nearly as well observed as
Pluto, which happens to be the largest known member of the
class and orbits near the inner edge of the belt, making it ap
pear relatively bright as seen from Earth. Most trans-Neptunian
objects--even the large ones--are very faint: Figure 1 4.21
shows some of the best available images (apart from those
of Pluto and Charon) of some of these distant bodies.

� F I G U R E 1 4.20 Pluto A three-dimensional surface map of
Pluto-not a photograph, but rather a "modeled" v i"", created by
carefully combining 24 Hubble Space Telescope images with a
mathematical descri ption of the surface. (NASA)
Astronomers generally have only limited information on
them-a segment of1m orbit, from whicll distance, semimajor
axis, period, and eccentricity can be inferred; its brightness,
which translates into an estimated diameter; and sometimes
brightness variations, whicll may imply rotation or the pres
ence of a companion.
Nevertheless, as astronomers have refined their observa
tional techniques, the number of known objects beyond
Neptune has risen rapidly. As of early 2010, the count stands
at just over 1 100; most are in the Kuiper belt. Because they
are so small and distant, researcllers reason iliat only a tiny
fraction of the total have so far been observed, and the total
number of Kuiper belt objects larger than 100 km is estimated
to be more ilian 1 00,000. If that is so, then the combined
mass of all the debris in the Kuiper belt could well be hun
dreds of times larger than the mass of ilie inner asteroid belt
(although still less ilian the mass of Earth).
Unfortunately for Pluto's planetary status, as the
details were ftlled in and the numbers of known trans
Neptunian objects increased, it became more and more
clear to astronomers that Pluto is not distinctly different
from ilie oilier small bodies in the outer solar system, as
had once been supposed. The Kuiper belt object Quaoar
( pronounced "KWAH-o-wahr,» and named for a Native
American creation god), discovered in 2002, is roughly
1 200 km across-larger tllan the largest asteroid, Ceres,
and more tllan half the size of Pluto. The Kuiper belt objects
Haumea, discovered in 2003, and Makemake, discovered
in 2005, are larger still-both some 1 500-2000 km across
( their names are drawn from Hawaiian mythology). But

Beyond Neptune
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... FIGURE 14.21 Kuiper Belt
Object (a) Some ofthe best
available images of a Kuiper belt
object. Known as Pholus, the
object itself is the fuzzy blob
(marked w ith an arrcm) that
changes position between one
frame and the next. It may be
almost 1000 km across and lies
more than 40 AU from Earth.
(b) The trans-Neptunian object Erls
and its small moon Dysnomla
(named after the Greek goddess of
discord and her daughter, goddess
of chaos and lawlessness) were
recently imaged in the infrared at
the Keck Observatory in Hawaii.
(LPLIKeck)

the final blow came with the confirmation in 2005 of
the (non-Kuiper belt) object Eris (appropriately named
for the Greek goddess of discord, and shown in Figure
1 4. 2 1 b), whose diameter, measured in 2006 by HST, is
2400 km-larger than Pluto.
The sizes of some of the biggest known trans-Neptunian
objects are compared in Figure 1 4.22, and their orbits are
sketched in Figure 14.23. These figures include yet another
intriguing object called Sedna, discovered in 2003 and
thought to have a diameter of about 1500 km. It is the far
thest known object in the solar system. Its highly elliptical
orbit takes it out to almost 1 000 AU from the SW1-almost
to the (theoretical) inner edge of the Oort cloud. There may
well be more Pluto-sized (or larger) objects still out there,
waiting to be discovered-the possibility has not been con
clusively ruled out. Systematic faint surveys of a broad swath
of the sky that includes the entire plane of the ecliptic (as are
planned within the next decade) will be needed before any
definitive statement can be made.

Varuna
Orcus

Makemake
Sedna

Eris

Haumea

Quaoar

Pluto

Earth

.. F IGURE 14.22 Trans-Neptunian Objects Some large trans-Neptunian objects, including Pluto and
the largest
called Eris, with part of Earth and the
added for scale. Most diameters are
appraclmate, as they have been estimated from the objects observed brightness. (NASA; Caltech)

known,

Moon

Moon
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own orbital neighborhoods of interplanetary debris.) As if
for consolation, so as not to completely strip Pluto of its
title, the International Astronomical Union invented a new
term for bodies that satisfy criteria 1 and 2 but not 3--dwarf
planet. Eris, Pluto, Makemake, Haumea, and Ceres all fall
into this category. Some of the other bodies in Figure 1 4.22
may also be classified as dwarf planets once their properties

are better determined. iJl 2008 the IAU decided that the icy

dwarf planets beyond Neptune would henceforth be known
collectively as plutoids.
The lAU decision has sparked controversy among as
tronomers. Some are unhappy at Pluto's demotion from the
solar system "A list." They argue (probably correctly) that the

new definition was concocted largely to exclude Pluto and
Eris from planetary status and that criterion 3 in its current
form is really too vague to be of much scientific value.

• F IGURE 14.23 Orbits in the Outer Solar System Orbits of
some prominent residents of the outer solar system: Jupiter, Neptune,
Sednas orbit extends for 10 times the outermost distance to Eris.

the Kuiper belt, Pluto, and s,",eral more trans-Neptunian objects.

Others applaud the redefinition as long-overdue recognition
of Pluto's true identity as a large Kuiper belt object, but
object to the new term "dwarf planet" as redundant and
ullnecessarily confusing.
The arguments over terminology are probably not over,
but it seems uulikely that future changes will restore Pluto to
its former status. Simply put, it is not sufficiently different

The K i ng of the Kuipe r Belt

from the other known Kuiper belt objects to warrant

Even before the discovery of Eris, many astronomers had

inclusion ill a different category. Few astronomers doubt

already concluded that Pluto was not a different type of

that if Pluto were discovered today, its classification as a

object at all, but simply the largest known member of the

member (the largest yet, the headlines would say!) of the

Kuiper belt, playing much the same role in the Kuiper belt as

Kuiper belt would be assured.

Ceres does among the asteroids. Once it became clear that

Pluto's reclassification illustrates the way in which sci

Eris was most likely larger than Pluto, pressure mounted to

ence evolves. Our conception of the cosmos has undergone

find a classification that reflected astronomers' new under

standing of the outer solar system. In 2006 the International

Astronomical Union (lAU) adopted the first ever

definition

of a planet: A body is considered a planet if

1.

2.
3.

many changes-some radical, oiliers more gradual-since
the time of Copernicus.

=>

(Sec. 2.3) We have seen several

examples already, and we will see many more later in this
book. As our understanding grows, our terminology and
classifications change. The situation with Pluto has a close

it orbits the SUll ,

parallel in the discovery of the first asteroids in the early

it is massive enough that its own gravity has caused its

19th century. They, too, were initially classified as planets

shape to be approximately spherical, and

indeed, in the 184Os, leading astronomy texts listed no

it has "cleared the neighborhood" around its orbit of

fewer than 1 1 planets in our solar system, including as

other bodies.

numbers 5 through 8 ilie asteroids Vesta, Juno, Ceres, and
Pallas. Within a couple of decades, however, the discovery

"dearing the neighborhood" means that the body has swept

of several dozen more asteroids had made it clear that

up (collided with) any debris whose orbit happens to inter

these small bodies represented a whole new class of solar

sect its path, or that its gravity has kicked most such debris

system objects, separate from the major planets, and

to other parts of the solar system. co

(Discavery 6-1)

Pluto certainly satisfies the first two criteria. However,
part 3 of this definition excludes Pluto from planetary status.
The wording is chosen specifically to ensure that a planet is

the number of planets fell to 8 (including the then newly
discovered Neptune ) .
Much of the observational work o n the Kuiper belt

began as a search for a 1 0ili planet. It is ironic that the end

massive enough to dominate its immediate neighborhood,

result of these efforts has been a reduction in the number of

and Pluto, which orbits within the congested Kuiper belt

"true" solar system planets back to eight!

and is resonantly tied to Neptune's orbital motion, clearly
does not meet tllat condition. (Indeed, as we will see in
Chapter 1 5, the Kuiper belt was formed as Neptune and
Uranus established themselves as planets by clearing their

C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl' Why do astronomers no longer regard Pluto as a planet?

SECTION 14.4

1 4 .4 Meteoroids
O n a clear night, i t i s possible to see a few meteors-"shooting
stars"-----{!very hour. A meteor is a sudden streak of light in
the night sky caused by friction between air molecules in
Earth's atmosphere and an incoming piece of interplanetary
matter--an asteroid, a comet, or a meteoroid The friction
heats and excites the air molecules, which then emit light as
they return to their ground states, producing the character
istic bright streak shmvn in Figure 1 4.24. Recall from
Section 6.5 that the distinction between an asteroid and a
meteoroid is simply a matter of size. Both are chunks of
rocky interplanetary debris; meteoroids are conventionally
taken to be less than 100 m in diameter.
Note that the brief flash that is a meteor is in no way
similar to the broad, steady swath of light associated with a
comet's tail. A meteor is a fleeting event in Earth's anno
sphere, whereas a comet tail exists in deep space and can
be visible in the sky for weeks or even months. Before en
countering the atmosphere, the piece of debris causing a
meteor was almost certainly a meteoroid, because these
small interplanetary fragments are far more common than
either asteroids or comets. Any piece of interplanetary de
bris that survives its fiery passage through our atmosphere
and finds its way to the ground is called a meteorite.

Cometary Fragments
Smaller meteoroids are mainly the rocky remains of broken
up comets. Each time a comet passes near the Sun, some

M eteoro id s
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cometary fragments are dislodged from the main body. The
fragments initially travel in a tightly knit group of dust or
pebble-sized objects, called a meteoroid swarm, moving in
nearly the same orbit as the parent comet. Over the course of
time, tlle swarm gradually disperses along the orbit, and
eventually the micrometeoroids, as these small meteoroids
are known, become more or less smoothly spread all tlle way
around the parent comet's orbit.
If Earth's orbit happens to intersect the orbit of such a
young duster of meteoroids, a spectacular meteor shower
can result. Earth's motion takes our planet across a given
comet's orbit at most twice a year ( depending on the precise
orbit of each body) . Intersection occurs at the same time
each year (see Figure 14.25), so the appearance of certain
meteor showers is a regular and (fairly) predictable event.
Table 14.1 lists some prominent meteor showers, the
d.1tes they are visible from Eartll, and the comets from whidl
they are thought to originate. Meteor showers are usually
named for their radiant, the constellation from whose direc
tion tlley appear to come (Figure 1 4.26). For e.xample, tlle
Perseid shower is seen to emanate from the constellation
Perseus. It can last for several days, but readles maximwn
every year on the morning of August 1 2, when upward of
50 meteors per hour can be observed. Astronomers can use
the speed and direction of a meteor's flight to compute the
meteor's interplanetary trajectory. This is how certain
meteoroid swarms have come to be identified with well
known comet orbits. Por example, the Perseid shower shares
the same orbit as comet 1862III (also known as comet Swift
Thttle), the third comet discovered in the year 1 862.

(a)
• F IGURE 14.24 Meteor Trails A bright streak called a meteor is produced when a fragment of
interplanetary debris plunges into the atmosphere. heating the air to incandescence. (a) A small meteor
photographed against stars and the Northern Lights provide a stunning background for a bright meteor
trail. (b) These meteors (one with a red smoke trail) streaked across the sky during the height of the Leonid
meteor storm of Novernber 20m. (P. Pan·iain.n; J. Lodrigllss)
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becomes and the faster it burns up. A few large meteoroids
enter the atmosphere at such high speed (about 75 km/s) that
they either fragment or disperse entirely at high altitudes.
The more massive meteoroids (at least a ton in mass and
a meter across) do make it to Earth's surface, producing a
crater such as the kilometer-wide Barringer Crater shown in
Figure 8.18. From the size of this crater, we can estimate that
the meteoroid responsible for its formation must have had a
mass of about 200,000 tons. Since only 25 tons of iron mete
orite fragments have been fOWId at the crash site, the remain
ing mass must have been scattered by the explosion at impact,
broken down by subsequent erosion, or buried in the growld.
Currently, Earth is scarred with nearly 100 craters
larger than 0 . 1 km in diameter. Most of these craters are so
heavily eroded by weather and distorted by crustal activity
that they can be identified only in satellite photography, as
shown in Figure 14.27. Fortunately, such major collisions
between Earth and large meteoroids are thought to be rare
events now. Researchers estimate that, on average, they
occur only once every few hundred tllousand years (see
Discovery 14-1).
The orbits of large meteorites that survive their plunge
through Earth's atmosphere can be reconstructed in a manner
similar to that used to determine the orbits of meteor show
ers. In most cases, their computed orbits do indeed intersect

... F IGURE 14.15 MetQOr Showers A meteoroid swarm associated
with a given comet intersects Earth's orbit at specific Iccations, giving
rise to meteor showers at certain fixed times of the year. A portion of
the comet breaks up as it rourds the Sun, at the point marked 1.
Fragments continue along the comet's orbit, gradually spreading out
(points 2 and 3). The rate at which the debris disperses around the orbit
is much slower than depicted here. It actually takes many orbits for the
material to disperse as shown, but eventually the fragments extend all
around the orbit, more or less uniformly. If the orbit happens to
intersect Earth's, the result is a meteor shower each time Earth passes
through the intersection (point4�

Stray Asteroids
Larger meteoroid�more than a few centimeters in
diameter-are usually riot associated with swarms of
cometary debris. Generally regarded as small bodies that
have strayed from the asteroid belt, possibly as the result of
collisions with or between asteroids, these objects have
produced most of the cratering on the surfaces of the Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, and some of the moons of the jovian
planets. When these large meteoroids enter Earth's atmo
sphere with a typical velocity of nearly 20 km/s, they produce
energetic shock waves, or "sonic booms," as well as bright
streaks in the sky and dusty trails of discarded debris. Such
large meteors are sometimes known as fireballs. The greater
the speed of the incoming object, the hotter its surface

Mornins of
Maximum
Activity

Name of
Shower

Ian. 3

Quadrantid

ROUSh
Hourly
Count

Pa,..nt Comet

40

Apr. 2 1

Lyrid

10

1 86 1 l (TI1.tcher)

May 4

Eta Aquarid

20

Halley

IWle 30

Beta Taurid

25+

Encke

Iuly 30

Delta Aquarid

20

Aug. I I

Perseid

Oct. 9

Draconid

Oct. 20

Orionid

30

Halley

Nov. 7

Taurid

10

Encke

Nov. 16

Leonid

12'

1 8661 (Tuttle)

Dec. 13

Geminid

50

3200 (Phaeton) t

50

up to 500

1862m (Swift-Thttle)
Giacobini-Zinner

'"Every 33 years, as Enrth paSSe5 through the. densest regjo�1 of this

meteoroid swarm, we see. inte.nse showers that can excud

1000 meteors

per minute. for briefperiods. This intense. activity is next expected to OCC1"
in 2032

tPhaeton ;s actuaRy an asteroid and shows no signs ofcometary activity.

but irs orbit matches the meteoroid paths very well

* Meteor count peaks after sunrise.
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Meteoroid

swarm

Observer
Seen from the side

(a)

� photograph, taken from orbit by the u.s. Skylab space station,
� shows the ancient impact basin that forms Quebec's
.. FI G URE 14.27 Manicouagan Reservoir

This infrared

IlAanicouagan Reservoir. A large meteorite landed there about 200

million years ago. The central floor of the crater rebounded after the
impact, forming an elevated central peak. The lake, 70 km in diameter,
nem fills the resulting ring-shaped depression The mal'o/ impact

.. FIGU RE 14.26 Radiant

(a) A group of meteoroids approaches an

observer. All are moving in the same direction at the same speed.

features, large and small that dot our planet remind us that Earth is
under constant barrage

by interplanetary

debris.

(NASA)

(b) From the observer's viewpoint, the trajectories of the meteoroids
(and the meteor shower they produce) appear to spread out from a
central point. called the radiant, in much the same w� as parallel
railroad tracks seem to converge in the distance (c�

the asteroid belt, providing the strongest evidence we have
that they were once part of the belt before being redirected,
probably by a collision with another asteroid, into the Earth
crossing orbit that led to the impact with our planet. Not all
meteoroids come from the asteroid belt, however: As we
have already seen, some are known to have originated on the
surface of Mars.

ex>

(Discovery 1 0-1)

In addition, detailed

composition studies reveal that others most likely came
from the Moon, blasted off the lunar surface by violent
impacts long ago.

Not all encounters of meteoroids with Earth result in an

impact. One of the most recent meteoritic events occurred in
central Siberia on June 30, 1908 (Figure 14.28). The presence
of only a shallow depression, as well as a complete absence of

.. FI GURE 14.28 Tunguska Debris

fragments, implies that this Siberian intruder exploded

leveled trees over a vast area. Although the impact of the blast was

several kilometers above the ground, leaving a blasted de

tremendous and

pression at ground level, but no well-formed crater. Recent
calculations suggest that the object in question was a rocky

meteoroid about 30 m across. The explosion, estimated to

The Tunguska event of1908

its sound audible for hundreds of kilometers, the

Siberian site is so remote that little was knCMIn about the event
until sdentific expeditions arrived to study it m"l'o/ years later.

(SovfotoIEastfoto)
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have been equal in energy to a 10-megaton nuclear detona

were molten. Some meteorites show clear evidence of strong

tion, was heard hundreds of kilometers away and produced

heating at some time in their past, most likely indicating that

measurable increases in atmospheric dust levels all across the

they originated on a larger body that either under.vent some

Northern Hemisphere.

geological activity or was partially melted during the colli
sion that liberated the fragments that eventually became the

Meteorite Properties

meteorites. Others show no such evidence and probably date
from the formation of the solar system.

One feature that distinguishes small micrometeoroids,

Most primitive of all are the carbonaceous meteorites, so

which burn up in Earth's atmosphere, from larger meteoroids,

called because of their relatively high carbon content. These

which reach the ground, is their composition�1s evidenced

meteorites are black or dark gray and may well be related to

by their strikingly different densities. The average density of

the carbon-rich C-type asteroids that populate the outer

meteoritic fireballs that are too small to reach the ground

asteroid belt. (Similarly, the silicate-rich stony meteorites are

(but that "1n be captured by high-flying aircraft) is about

probably associated with the inner S-type asteroids.) Many

500-1000 kg/m3. Such a low density is typical of comets,

carbonaceous meteorites contain significant amounts of ice

which are made of loosely packed ice and dust. In contrast,

and other volatile substances, and they are usually rich in

the meteorites that reach Earth's surface are often much

organic molecules.

denser-up to 5000 kg/m3--suggesting a composition more
like that of the asteroids. Meteorites like those shown in

Finally, almost all meteorites are

old.

Direct radioactive

dating shows most of them to be between 4.4 and 4.6

Figure 14.29 have received close scrutiny from planetary

billion years old-roughly tbe age of the oldest lunar rocks.

scientists--prior to the Space Age, they were the only type

Meteorites, along with lunar rocks, comets, and Kuiper belt

of extraterrestrial matter we could touch and examine in

objects like Pluto, provide essential clues to the original

terrestrial laboratories.

state of matter in the solar neighborhood. We will return to

Most meteorites are rocky in composition (Figure
1 4.30a), although a few percent are composed mainly of iron

their critical role in our lUlderstanding of solar system
formation in Chapter 1 5 .

and nickel (Figure 14.30b). The basic composition of the
rocky meteorites is much like that of the inner planets and
the Moon, except that some of their lighter elements--such
as hydrogen and oxygen�1ppear to have boiled away long

C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl' What are meteoroids, and why are they important to planetary

ago when the bodies from which the meteorites originated

scientist5?

(a)
A FIGU RE 14.29 Large Meteorites (a) The world's second largest meteorite,
the Ahnighito. on display at the American Museum of Natural History in New York.
serves as a jungle gym for curious children. This 34-ton rock is so heavy that the
Museum floor had to be specially reinforced to support its weight (b) The Wabar
meteorite, discovered in the Arabian de5ert. Although small fragments of the
original meteor had been collected more than a century before, the 2000-kg
main body was not found until 1965. (Garbis-Blair; JOI1 Ma"daville/Aramco

World)

(b)

Chapter Review

(a)
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(b)

� F IGU RE 1 4.30 Meteorite Sample. (a) A stony (silicate) meteorite often has a dark fusion crust,
created when its surface is melted bt the tremendoos heat generated during its passage throogh the
atmosphere. The coin at the bottom is for scate. (b) Iron meteorites are much rarer than the stony variety
and often contain some nicket as welt. Most show characteristic crystaltine patterns when their surfaces are
cut, polished, and etched with add.

(Science Graphics)

S U M M A RY
More than 1 00,000 a steroids (p. 334)
have been cataloged. Most orbit in a
broad band called the asteroid belt
(p. 334) between the orbits of Mars ruld
Jupiter. They are probably primal rocks
that never clumped together to form a
plrulet. The Trojan asteroids (p. 340) share Jupiter's orbit, remain
ing 60" ahead of or behind that planet as it moves arowld the SW1.
A few Earth-crossing asteroids (p. 337) have orbits that intersect
Earth's orbit and will probably collide with our plrulet one day.

2 The largest asteroids are a few hun
dred kilometers across. Most are much
smaller. The total mass of all asteroids
combined is less thrul the mass of Earth's
Moon. Asteroids are classified according
..
to the properties of their reflected light:
Brighter, S-type (silicate) asteroids domi
nate the inner asteroid belt, whereas
V;;-'
'-;;;
darker, C-type (carbonaceous) asteroids
are more plentiful in the outer regions. The C-type asteroids are
thought to have cl1anged little since the solar system formed.
Smaller asteroids tend to be irregular in shape and may have under
gone violent collisions in ilie past.

.:t

�jJf;l
",
(

.
.

3 Comets (p. 340) are fragments of icy material iliat normally
orbit far from ilie Sun. As a comet approaches the SW1, its surface
ice begins to vaporize. We see ilie comet by ilie sunli ght reflected
from the dust ruld vapor released. The nucleus (p. 34 1 ) of a comet

may be only a few kilometers in diameter.
It is surrowlded by a coma (p. 341) of

dust and gas and 3J1 extensive invisible
hydrogen envelope (p. 342). Stretching
behind the comet is a long tail (p. 340),
formed by the interaction between ilie
cometary material and the solar wind.
The comet's ion tail (p. 342) consists of ionized gas particles and
always points directly away from the Sun. The comet's dust tail
(p. 342) is less affected by the solar wind and has a somewhat
curved shape. Comets are icy, dusty bodies, sometimes called "dirty
snowballs," that are iliought to be leftover material unchanged
since the formation of the solar system. Their masses are compara
ble to ilie masses of small asteroids.

4

Unlike ilie orbits of most other bod

ies in the solar system, comets' orbits are
often highly elongated and not confined
to the ecliptic plane. Most comets are
iliought to reside in ilie Oort cloud
(p. 347), a vast "reservoir" of cometary
material, tens of thOUS3Jlds of astronomi
cal units across, completely SurroWlding
ilie Sun. A very small fraction of comets happen to have highly
elliptical orbits iliat bring them into the inner solar system. Comets
with orbital periods less than about 200 yea rs are t110nght to origi
nate not in the Oort cloud, but in the Kuiper belt (p. 347), a broad
band lying roughly in ilie pla ne of tile ecli ptic beyond ilie orbit of

,
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Neptwle. More than 1 100 Kuiper bdt objects (p. 348) are now
known. Pluto is the largest member of the class.

5 Pluto is the best-known body orbiting
beyond Neptune. It was discovered in
the 20th century after a laborious
search for a planet that was supposedly
affecting Uranus's orbital motion. How
ever, we now know that Pluto is fur too
small to have any detectable influence on
Uranus's path. Pluto has a moon, Charon,
whose mass is about one-sixth that of the planet
itself. Studies of Charon's orbit arowld Pluto have allowed the
masses and radii of both bodies to be accurately determined.
Several bodies comparable in size to Pluto and Charon orbit be
yond Neptune. At least one--Eris-is larger than Pluto. Eris and
Pluto are currently classified as dwarf planets (p. 352) because
their masses are too low to have cleared their orbital neighbor
hoods of other bodies.
6 Meteors (p. 353), or "shooting stars;' are bright streaks of light
that flash across the skI' as meteoroids (p. 353)-pieces of inter
planetary debris---enter Earth's amlOsphere. If a meteoroid reaches
the ground, it is called a m eteo rite (p. 353). Each tinle a comet
rOWlds the SWl, some cometary material becomes dislodged, forming
.,......,.

a meteoroid swarm (p. 353)-a group of
small mierometeoroids (p. 353) following
the comet's original orbit. If Earth hap
pens to pass through the comet's orbit, a
meteor shower (p. 353) occurs. Larger
meteoroids are probably pieces of
material chipped off asteroids following
collisions in the asteroid belt.

7

The major difference between mete
oroids and asteroids is their size: The
dividing line between them is convention
ally taken to be 100 m. Meteorites are
thought to be composed of the same
material that makes up the asteroids, and
the few orbits that have been determined
are consistent with an Origin in the aster
oid belt. Some meteorites show evidence
of heating, but the oldest ones do not.
Most meteorites are between 4.4 and 4.6
billion years old. Comets and stray asteroids are responsible for
most of the cratering on the various worlds in the solar system.
The most recent large inlpact on Earth occurred in 1908, when an
asteroid apparently exploded several nilles above Siberia.

.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
I . What are the Trojan, Apollo, and Arnor asteroids?

13. Describe two ways in which a comet's orbit may change.

2.

14.

How are asteroid masses measured?

l. How have the best photographs of asteroids been obtained?

4.

"''hat do you think might happen if a near-Earth asteroid
were found to be on a collision course with &1Tth?

5.
6.

How do the C-type and S-type asteroids differ?
Are all asteroids found in the asteroid belt?

7. What are comets like when they are fur from the Sun? What
happens when they enter the inner solar system?
8. Where in the solar system do most comets reside?

9. Describe the various parts of a comet while it is near the Sun.
10. What are the typical ingredients of a comet nucleus?
11. P�S How do we know what comets are made of?
12. What are some possible fates of comets?

In what ways is the Kuiper belt sinillar to the asteroid belt? In
what ways do they differ?

15. P�S

Why has the mmlber of planets in the solar system
recently decreased?

16.

Explain the difference between a meteor, a meteoroid, and a
meteorite.

17. What causes a meteor shower?

18. P�S

What do meteorites reveal about the age of the solar

system?

19.

Why can comets approach the Sun from any direction, but
asteroids generally orbit close to the plane of the ecliptic?

20.

What might be the consequences if a IO-km-diameter mete
orite struck Earth today?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. VIS

According to Figure 1 4. 1 ("Inner Solar System"), the
asteroid groups with tl,e smallest perihelion distances also
tend to have orbits that (a> are slowest; (b) are nearly circular;
(e) are most eccentric; (d) extend nearly to Jupiter.

2.

Most main-belt asteroids are about the size of <a) the MOOD;
(b) North America; (e) a U.S. state; (d) a small U.S. city.

1. Spectroscopic studies indicate that the majority of asteroids
contain large fractions of (a) carbon; (b) silicate rocks; (e) iron
and nickel; (d) ice.

Chapter Review
4. Trojan asteroids orbiting at jupiter's Lagrangian points are
located (a) far outside Jupiter's orbit; (b) close to jupiter;
(e) behind and in front of Jupiter, sharing its orbit; (d) between
Mars and jupiter.
5. The tails of a comet (a) point away from the Sun; (b) point
opposite the direction of motion of the comet; (c) curve
from right to left; (d) curve clockwise with the interplanetary
magnetic field.
6. Compared with the orbits of the short-period comets, the
orbits of long-period comets (.) tend to lie in the plane of the
ecliptic; (b) look like short-period orbits, but are simply
much larger; (c) are much less eccentric; (d) can come from
all directions.
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low to clear other bodies from their orbital paths; (e) they
are all irregular in shape; (d) they are predominantly icy in
composition.

8. According to the figure in Discovery 14-1, an inlpact resulting
in global catastrophe is expected to occur roughly once per
(al year; (b) century, (c) millennium, (d) million years.
9. A meteorite is a piece of interplanetary debris that (al burns
up in Earth's atmosphere; (b) misses Earth's surface;
(e) glances off Earth's atmosphere; (d) survives the trip to the
surface.
10. According to Table 14.1, the meteor shower that occurs
closest to the autumnal equinox is the (a) Lyrids; (b) Beta
Thurids; (c) Perseids; (d) Orionids.

7. Kuiper belt objects are not regarded as planets because
(.) they orbit too far from the Sun; (b) their masses are too

P RO B L E M S
TI,e """,ber ofdots precedi"g each Problem i"dicates its approximate level ofdiffiCllIty.
1. • (a) The asteroid Pallas has an average diameter of 520 km
and a mass of 3.2 X 1020 kg. How much would a 100-kg as
tronaut weigh there (b) What is the asteroid's escape speed?
2. • You are standing on the surface of a spherical asteroid 10
km in diameter, of density 3000 kglm'. Could you throw a
small rock fast enough that it escapes? Give the speed re
quired in km!s and mph.

1. •• Using the data given in the text, estimate Dactyl's orbital
period as it orbits Ida.

4. • •• (a) NEAR's initial orbit around Icarus had a periapsis
(distance of dosest approach) of about 100 kill from the
asteroid's center. If the mass of Eros is 6.7 X 10 15 kg and the
orbit has an eccentricity of 0.3, calculate the spacecraft's or
bital period. (b) Subsequently, NEAR moved into a doser
orbit, with periapsis 14 km and apoapsis (greatest distance)
60 km. What was the new orbital period?
5. •• (a) Calculate the orbital period of a comet with a perille
lion distance of 0.5 AU and aphelion in the Oort cloud, at a
distance of 50,000 AU from the SWI. (b) A short-period
comet has a perilielion distance of 1 AU and an orbital period
of 125 years. What is its maxinlwn distance from the SWI?
6. • •• As comet Hale-Bopp rounded the Sun, nongravitational
forces changed its orbital period from 4200 years to 2400
years. By what factor clid the comet's seminlajor axis change?
Given that the perihelion remained wlChanged at 0.914 AU,
calculate the old and new orbital eccentricities.

7. • Astronomers estimate that comet Hale-Bopp lost mass at an
average rate of about 350,000 kgls during the time it spent
close to the Sun-a total of about 1 00 days. Estimate the total
amount of mass lost and compare it with the comet's
estimated mass of 5 X 1 0 15 kg.

8. •• It has been hypothesized that Earth is under continuous
bombardment by house-sized "minicornets' with typical
diameters of 1 0 m, at the rate of some 30,000 per day. As
suming spherical shapes and average densities of 100 kglm ',
calculate the total mass of material reaching Earth each year.
Compare the total mass received in the past 1 billion years
(assuming that all rates were the same in the past) with the
mass of Earth's oceans ( see Chapter 7, problem 3).
9. • A particular comet has a total mass of 10 13 kg, 95 percent of
which is ice aud dust. The remaining 5 percent is in the form
of rocky fragments with an average mass of 100 g. How many
meteoroids would you expect to find in the swarm formed by
the breakup of this comet?
10. •• It is observed that the number ofasteroids or meteoroids of a
given diameter is roughly inversely proportioual to the square
of the dianleter. Approximating the actual distribution of aster
oids first as a single l 000-km body (e.g., Ceres), then as one
hundred l 00-km bodies, then as ten thousand lO-km asteroids,
and so on, and assUllling constant densities of 3000 kglm3,
calculate the total mass (in units of Ceres's mass) in the form of
l OOO -km bodies, lOO-km bodies, to-km bodies, l -km bodies,
and l00-m boclies.

TH E FOR ATI O N OF
PLAN TA Y SYSTEMS
T H E SO L A R SYSTEM A N D B EYO N D

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to
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aving completed the chapters on the planets, you
may be struck by the vast range of physical and chemi

Explain how the terrestrial planets formed.

cal properties found in the solar system. The planets

Discuss the leading theories for the formation of the JOY ian worlds.

present a long list of interesting features and bizarre

Describe how comets and asteroids
formed, and explain their role in determin
ing planetary properties.
Describe some techniques astronomers
use to detect planets beyond the solar
system.

peculiarities, and the list grows even longer when we
also consider their moons. Every object has its idiosyn
crasies, some of them due to particular circumstances,
others the result of planetary evolution. Each time
a new discovery is made, we learn a little more about the

Outline the properties of known extrasolar
planets.

properties and history of our planetary system. Still, our

Discuss how extrasolar planets fit in
with current theories of solar system
formation.

j unkyard than a smoothly running planetary system.

astronomical neighborhood might seem more like a great

Can we really make any sense of the collection of
solar system matter? Are there underlying principles
that unify the knowledge we have gained? And if there

Our solar system formed long ago,

THE BIG and now, some 4.5 billion years later,
PICTURE

It's not easy to reconstruct the details of that ancient event. Just as com
parative planetology helps us better under
stand Earth's history, studies of extrasolar
planetary systems show us what other types of
solar system are possible besides our own.

Masteri�
�STRON0MY

Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.com for qulzzes,
animations, videos. Interactive figures. and self-gulded tutorials.

are, do they extend to planetary systems beyond our
own? The answer, as we will see, is "Maybe . . . "

LEFT: Astronomers routinely observe other young star systems, hoping to
gain insight into the origins of our own sol17 system. The Spitzer
Space Telescope recently took this infr17ed /mage of W5 about 6500
light-years distant. with its towering pill17s of cool gas illuminated at
their tips with light from w17m embryonic stars-and probably planets.
Several generations of st17S can be identified in this one image;younger
(bluer) ones are at the center. The widespread nebulosity is due to dust.
(SSC/JPL)
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C HAPTER 1 5

The Formation of Planetary Systems

Mod e l i ng Planet Formation

The origin o f the planets and their moons is a comple.x and
as yet incompletely solved puzzle, although the basic out
lines of the processes involved are becoming understood.
00 (Sec. 6.7) Most of our knowledge of the solar system's
formative stages has come from studies of interstellar gas
clouds, fallen meteorites, and Earth's Moon, as well as of the
various planets observed with ground-based telescopes and
planetary space probes. Ironically, studies of Earth itself do
not help much because information about our planet's early
stages eroded away long ago. Meteorites and comets provide
perhaps the most useful information, for nearly all have
preserved within them traces of solid and gaseous matter
from the earliest times.
Until the mid-1990s, theories of the formation of
planetary systems concentrated almost exclusively on our
own solar system, for the very good reason that as
tronomers had no other examples of planetary systems
against which to test their ideas. However, all that has now
changed. As of mid-201O, we know of more than 450
extrasolar planets (or exopla nets)-planets orbiting stars
other than the SW1-to challenge our theories. And chal
lenge them they do! As we will see, the other planetary
systems discovered to date have properties in many ways
different from our own and may well require us to rethink
our conception of how stars and planets form. Figure 1 5 . 1
i s one o f the first images ever obtained of a n extrasolar
planet. Taken with the European Very Large Telescope in
Chile, it shows a nearby system containing a planet a few
times more massive than Jupiter. = (Sec. 5.2) Astronomers
hope that studies of the diversity of e.xtrasolar planetary
systems will shed further light on the formation of our
own solar system and on Earth's place in the universe as an
abode for life.
Still, realize that although we now know of many extra
solar planets, we have only limited information on each
estimates of orbits and masses, and fragmentary data on
composition in a relatively few cases. Accordingly, we begin
our study of planetary systems by reviewing the theory that
accounts for most of the observed properties of the plane
tary system we know best: the solar system. We then fill in
some more details of the condensation theory in light of
the solar system data we have gathered in Chapters 7-14.
Finally, we will be ready to confront the condensation the
ory with the fast-growing list of exoplanetary systems to
assess how it holds up in the face of new observational
data. = (Sec. 1 .2 )
Figure 1 5 .2 provides a useful summary o f o u r earlier
discussion in Chapter 6 (especially Figure 6.17) of the
formative stages of our planetary system. Here, the con
densation theory traces the formation of the solar system
along the following broad lines, each part keyed to the

• FI G UR E 1 5.1 Extrasolar Planet Most knONn extrasolar planets
are too faint to be detectable against the glare of their parent stars.
However, in this system, called 2M1207, the parent itself (centered) is
very faint-a so-called brown dwarf (see Chapter 19)-allowing the
planet (lower left) to be detected in the infrared. This plan et has a
mass about 5 times that ofJupiter and orbits 55 AU from the star,
which is 230 light-years aw�. (ESO)

figure: (a) An interstellar cloud, actually very much larger
than the resulting planetary system, began to contract. As
the cloud collapsed, it rotated faster, because of the law
of conservation of angular momentum, and began to
flatten. 00 (More Precisely 6-1) (b) By the tin1e it had
shrunk to a diameter of about 100 AU, the solar nebula
had formed an extended, rotating disk. The temperature
was greatest in the center, near the red proto-Sun, and
coolest at the edges. (e) Dust grains acted as condensation
nuclei, forming clumps of matter that collided, stuck to
gether, and grew into moon-sized (and larger) planetesi
mals. The composition of the grains and planetesimals
depended on location in the nebula: rocky near the cen
ter, icy farther out. (d) After a few million years, strong
winds from the still-forming Sun expelled the nebular
gas, but some massive planetesimals in the outer solar
system had already accreted gas from the nebula. (e) With
the gas ejected, planetesimals in the inner solar system
continued to collide and grow, forming the terrestrial
planets. The outer jovian planets had already formed,
and the Sun had become a star. (f) Over the course of
100 million years or so, planetesimals were accreted or
ejected, leaving a few large planets moving in roughly
circular orbits.
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1 5.2 Terrestrial and J ov i a n Planets
Armed with our new knowledge of the planets, their moons,
and the small bodies of the solar system, let's complete the
story of planet formation by considering in more detail
the sequences of events resulting in planet formation in the
inner and outer solar system.

Making the I n ner Planets
As we saw in Chapter 6, the high temperatures near the Sun
meant that only rocky and metallic grains could survive in
the inner part of the solar nebula.

c:o

(Sec. 6.7) The relative

scarcity of these dense materials elements is one important
reason why the inner planets never became as massive as the
jovian worlds-there was simply less raw material from
which terrestrial planets could form. In addition, accretion
could begin in the inner parts of the nebula only

after the

temperature dropped to the point where the grains ap
peared. In contrast, beyond the "snow line" at 3-4 AU, the
temperature was low enough that condensation and accre
tion began much sooner--almost with the formation of the
nebula itself-and with more resources to draw on. The
larger masses of the outer planets reflect the significant
"head start" they thus had in the formation process.
Figure 1 5.3 shows a computer simulation of accretion
in the inner solar system over the course of about 100 million
years, spanning parts Cd-f) of Figure 1 5.2. Notice how, as
the number of bodies decreases, the orbits of the remainder
become more widely spaced and more nearly circular. The
fact that this particular simulation produced exactly four
terrestrial planets is strictly a matter of chance. The nature
of the accretion process means that the eventual outcome
is controlled by random events-which objects happen to
collide and when. However, regardless of the precise number
of planets formed, the computer models do generally repro
duce both the planets' approximately circular orbits and
their incre.1sing orbital spacing as one moves outward from
the Sun.

Making the Jovian Worlds
The accretion picture just described has become the ac
cepted model for the formation of the terrestrial planets.

Q theory of planet formation is arti stically illustrated by these
� half-dozen changes, from i nfa l l i ng interstellar cloud at the

However, although similar processes may also have occurred
in the outer solar system, the origin of the giant jovian

'" F I GURE 1 5 . 2 Solar System Formation The condensation

worlds is decidedly less clear. 1\'{0 somewhat different views,

newly emerged planetary system at the bottom. Compare
to Figure 6.17, and consult the text on the opposite page for
descriptions of each of the frames of this figure. The condensation
theory was constructed to explain the observed properties of our
own solar system. Now astron ome rs have the opportunity to test it
agai nst observations of pl aneta ry systems elsewhere In the universe.

standing of e>..1:rasolar planets, have emerged.

top to

with potentially important consequences for our under
The first, more conventional, scenario is the chain of
events illustrated in Figure 1 5 .2. With raw material readily
available in the form of abundant icy grains, protoplanets in
the outer solar system grew quickly and soon became mas
sive enough for their strong gravitational fields to capture
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... FIG URE 1 5 .3 Making the Inner Planets Accretion in the inner solar system: Initially, many moon
sized planetesimals orbited the Sun. Over the course of about 100 million years, they gradually collided
and coalesced, forming a fffl large planets in roughly circular orbits.

large amounts of gas directly from the solar nebula. In this
view, called the core-accretion theory, four large protoplan

collapse of the initial interstellar cloud. => (Sec. 6.7 ) In this
alternative gravitational instability ilieory, illustrated in

ets became the cores of the jovian worlds; the captured gas
becHme their atmospheres. 00 (Sees. 1 1 . 1 , 1 2 . 1 , 13 .2) The

Figme 15.5, the jovian proto planets formed directly from ilie
nebular gas, skipping the initial condensation-and-accretion

smaller, inner protoplanets never reached this stage-yet
another reason why their masses remained relatively low.
Recently, some astronomers have highlighted a poten

stage and perhaps taking no more than a thousand years to
acquire much of their mass. Right from the start, these first
protoplanets had gravitational fields strong enough to scoop

tially serious snag in tllis picture: There may not have been
enough time for these events to have taken place. Most

up more gas and dust from the solar nebula, allowing them
to grow into tlle giants we see today before the gas supply

yOlmg stars apparently go through a highly active evolution
ary stage known as the T Tallri phase (see Chapter 19), in

dispersed.
If both these theories eventually lead to gas-rich jovian

which their radiation and stellar winds become very intense.
During this period, much of the nebular gas behveen the
p lanets was blown away into interstellar space (Figure 1 5.4).

planets, how can we distinguish between them? One possible
way involves the composition of the rocky jovian cores. Be
cause the planets formed so quickly in the instability theory,

The problem is that the nebular disk was probably at
most a few million years old when all this occurred, leaving

more than about six Earth masses of rocky material. The

very little time for the L1!ge jovian cores to grow and capture
gas from the nebula before it was destroyed. Furthermore,

core-accretion theory, by contrast, predicts much larger core
masses--up to 20 times tbat of Earth. Detailed measure

computer models suggest that their cores should contain no

some researchers argue that, in the relatively dense stellar envi

ments of the jovian interiors by future space missions could

ronments in which most stars are born (see Chapter 19), close
encounters between still-forming stars may destroy many

settle the a rgwnent. Another decisive observation would be
the detection of a Jupiter-sized extrasolar planet orbiting far

disks even sooner than that, giving gimlt planets perhaps as lit
tle as a few hundred thousand years in which to form.

from its parent star-out where Neptune is in our solar sys
tem. The accretion theory suggests that such a planet would

The second formation scenario s uggests that the giant
planets formed through instabilities in the cool outer regions

take too long ( 1 00 million years or more) to form, so finding
one would argue strongly in favor of the instability model.

of the solar nebula, where portions of tlle cloud began to col
lapse under their own gravity-a pictme not so far removed
from Laplace's basic idea-mimicking, on small scales, the

Many of the moons of the jovian planets preswnably also
formed tluougb accretion, but on a smaller scale, in the gravi
tational fields of their parent planets. Once the nebular gas
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As an alternative to the

growth of massive protoplanetary cores followed by the accretion of

nebular gas. it is possible that some or all of the giant planets formed

directly through instabilities in the cool gas of the outer solar nebula
Part (a) shems the same Instant as Figure 15.2(b), (b) Only a few

thousand years later, four gas giants hiNe already formed, preceding
and circumventing the accretion process sketched in Figure 15,2. With
the nebula gone (c), the giant planets have taken their place in the
outer solar system, (See Figure 15.2e,)

Gi ant-Planet Migration

... F IGURE 15.4 T Tauri Star

(a) Strong stellar winds from the newborn

Srn sweep aw"l the gas disk of the solar nebula, (b) leaving only giant

plan ets and planetesimals behind, This stage of stellar evolution occurs
only a few million years after the formation of the nebula

began to accrete onto the large jovian protoplanets, conditions
probably resembled a miniature solar nebula, with condensa
tion and accretion continuing to occur. The large moons of the
outer planets (with the possible exception of Triton) almost
certainly formed in this way. => (Sees. 1 1 .5, 1 3.5) The smaller
moons are more likely captured planetesimals.

Many aspects of the formation of the giant planets remain
lUlresolved. Interactions among the growing planets, and
between the planets and their environment, probably played
a critical role in determining just how and where the planets
formed. One particularly intriguing scenario, accepted by
most-but not all-planetary scientists, is the possibility
that Jupiter-and maybe all four giant planets-formed
considerably farther from the Sun than its present orbit and
subsequently "migrated» inward. This supposed migration is
indicated schematically in Figures 15.2 and 1 5.5 by the
changing locations of the jovian protoplanets.
The idea of planetary migration has been around since
the mid-1980s, when theorists realized that friction be
hveen massive planets and the nebula in which they moved
would have caused just such an inward drift. Observational
support came in 1999, when Galileo scientists announced
much higher than expected concentrations of the gases
nitrogen, argon, krypton, and xenon in Jupiter's atmosphere.
00 (Sec. 1 1 .2) These gases, which are thought to have been
carried to the planet by captured planetesimals, could not
have been retained in the planetesimal ice at temperatures
typical of Jupiter's current orbit. Instead, they imply that
the planetesimals-and, presumably, Jupiter too-formed
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at much lower temperatures. Either the nebula was cooler
than previously thought, or Jupiter fornled out in what is
now the Kuiper belt!

Fo rmation Stops
The events just described did not take long, astronomically
speaking. The giant planets formed within a few million
years of the appearance of the flattened solar nebula-the
blink of an eye compared with the 4.6-billiol1-year age of the
solar system. At that point, intense radiation and strong
winds from violent activity on the surface of the newborn
Sun ejected the nebular gas, effectively halting further growth
of the outer worlds. Accretion in the inner solar system pro
ceeded more slowly, taking perhaps 100 million years to form
the planets we know today (Figure 15.2f). The rocky aster
oids and icy comets are all that remain of the matter that
originally condensed out of the solar nebula-the last surviv
ing witnesses to the birth of our planetary system.

CO N C EPT CHECK

� Why is the rate at which the Sun formed important in a theory
of the formation of the jovian planets?

1 5.3

I nterplaneta ry Debris

Regardless o f the precise chain o f events that led to the for
mation of the gas-rich jovian planets, once the solar nebula
was ejected into interstellar space, all that remained in orbit
around the Sun were protoplanets and planetesinlal frag
ments, ready to continue their long evolution into the solar
system we know today. To place all these formative processes
in perspective, Figure 1 5.6 presents a simplified time line of
the first billion years after the formation of the solar nebula.

The Asteroid Belt
In the inner solar system, planetesimal fragments that es
caped capture by one of the terrestrial planets received re
peated "gravity assists" from those bodies and were eventu
ally boosted beyond the orbit of Mars. 0:> (Discovery 6-1)
Roughly a billion years were required to sweep the inner
solar system clear of interplanetary "trash." This was the pe
riod that saw the heaviest meteoritic bombardment, most
evident on Earth's Moon and tapering off as the nwnber of
planetesimals decreased.
( Sec. 8.5)
The myriad rocks of the asteroid belt between Mars and
Jupiter failed to accumulate into a planet. Probably, nearby
=>

Jovian planets form
by instabilities
Outer
solar
system

Inner
UJ
� solar
e; system

Solar
nebula

o

1 years
million

10 million
years

TIME

100years
million

1years
billion

� billion years of our solar system. The various tracks show the evolution of the Sun and the solar nebula,
� as well as that of the inner and outer solar system. Note that the tracks are intended to illustrate

.. FIGU RE 1 5.6 Solar System Formation Schemat ic time line of some k€)l events occurring during the "rst

approximate relationships between events, not the predse t i mes at which th€)l occurred. Planetary scientists
think that all of the processes represented here should have occurred in other planetary systems, too.
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destructively to coalesce. Strong tidal forces from Jupiter on

Their existence lends strong support to the condensation
theory of planetary formation.

the planetesimals in the belt would also have hindered the
development of a protoplanet. The result is a band of rocky
planetesimals, still colliding and occasionally fragmenting,

Computer simulations reveal that the ejection of the
planetesimals involved a remarkably complex interplay
among tlle jovian planets, whereby Uranus and Neptune

but never coalescing into a larger body.

kicked some bodies out into tlJe Kuiper belt but deflected
others inward toward Jupiter and Saturn, whose strong grav

Comets and the Kuiper Belt

itational fields then propelled tlle planetesimals out into tlJe
distant Oort cloud. As shown in Figure 1 5.7, the orbits of all

In the outer solar system, with the formation of the four
giant jovian planets, the remaining planetesimals were sub
ject to those planets' strong gravitational fields. Over a pe

four giant planets were significantly modified by these inter
actions. By the time the outer solar system had been cleared
of comets, Jupiter had moved slightly closer to the Sun, its

riod of hundreds of millions of years, interactions with the
giant planets, especially Uranus and Neptune, flWlg many of

orbital semimajor axis decreasing by a few tenths of an AU.
The other giant planets moved outward-Saturn by about 1

the outer region's interplanetary fragments into orbits tak

AU, Uranus by 3 or 4 AU, and Neptune by some 7-10 AU.
Note that these orbital changes occurred long after tlle sup

that those icy bodies now make up the Oort cloud, whose
members occasionally visit the inner solar system as cornets.

posed inward migrations mentioned earlier. Life as a jovian
planet is far from simple!
Strong support for the preceding ideas comes from one

jupiter's huge gravitational field caused them to collide too

ing them far from the Sun (Figure 1 5 .7). Astronomers think
=

(Sec. 14.2)

A key prediction of this model is that some of the orig
inal planetesimals remained behind, forming the broad

curious feature of the Kuiper belt: A large fraction of its
members--perhaps 1 5 percent of the entire belt-orbit in a

band known as the Kuiper belt, lying beyond the orbit of
Neptune, some 30 to 40 AU from the Sun. = (Sec. 14.3)

3:2 resonance with Neptune. That is, they orbit the Sun twice
for every three orbits of Neptune. Pluto shares this reso

More than 1 100 Kuiper belt objects, having diameters rang

ing from 50 km to more than 2000 km, are now known.

(a)

nance, and the Kuiper belt objects orbiting in this manner
have accordingly been dubbed plutinos.

(b)

• F IGU RE 1 5.7 Planetesimal Ejection The ejectioo of icy p lanete.simals to form the Oort cloud and
Kuiper belt. (a) Initially. once the giant planets had formed. leftover planetesimals werefound throughout
the solar system. Interactioos with Jupiter and Saturn apparently "kicked" planetesimals out to very large
radii (the Oort cloud� Interactions with Uranus and especially Neptune tended to keep the Kuiper belt
populated, but also deflected many planetesimals inward to interact with Jupiter and Saturn. (b) After
hundreds of mlilioos of years and as a result of the inward and outward "traffic,' the orbits of all four giant
planen were significantly modified � the time the planetesimals interior to Neptune's orbit had been
ejected As depicted here, Neptune was affected most and may have moved outward by .s much as 10 AU.

c>o

(Sec. 14.3) The
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presence of one object ( Pluto) in such an exceptional orbit
might conceivably be attributed to chance: It is possible for a
planet such as Neptune to "capture" a Pluto-sized object into
a resonant orbit if the object's orbit started out dose to reso
nance. However, to account for more than 100 similar or
bits, a more comprehensive theory is needed.
The leading explanation of the pluti.nos is that, as
Neptune's orbit moved slowly outward, the radius corre
sponding to the 3:2 resonance also swept outward through
the survivi.ng planetesi.mals. Apparently, this process was
slow enough that many, if not most, of the planetesimals on
near-resonant orbits ( Pluto included) were captured and
subsequently carried oul:\vard, locked forever in synchrony
with Neptune as that planet's orbit drifted outward to its
present location. These are the plutinos we see today.
During this period, many icy planetesi.mals were also
deflected into tlle inner solar system, where they played an
important role in the evolution of the inner planets. A long
standing puzzle in the condensation theory's account of the
formation of tlle inner planets has been where the water and
otller volatile gases on Earth and elsewhere origi.nated. At
the inner planets' formation, thei.r surface temperatures
were far too high, and thei.r gravity too low, to capture or re
tain tllOse gases. The most likely explanation seems to be
that ilie water and other light gases found on Earth and else
where in the inner solar system arrived there in ilie form of
comets from ilie outer solar system. Kicked into eccentric
orbits as the gravitational fields of the jovian planets deared
the outer solar system of leftover planetesimals, these icy
fragments bombarded the newborn terrestrial worlds, sup
plying them with water after tllei.r formation.

CO N C EPT CHECK
.., Would you expect to find comets and asteroids orbiting
other Itars?

1 5.4

Solar System Regularit i es
a n d I rregu larities

The modern theory of solar system formation-the conden
sation theory-naturally accounts for eight "dlaracteristic"
solar system properties listed and discussed in Chapter 6. CIO
(Sec. 6.7) Specifically, the planets' orbits are nearly circular
(2), i.n the same plane (3), and i.n ilie same direction as the
Sun's rotation on its axis (4) as a direct consequence of the
nebula's shape and rotation. The growth of planetesimals
throughout the nebula, wiili each protoplanet ultimately
sweeping up the material near it, accounts for ilie fact ( 1 ) that
tlle planets are widely spaced�ven i.f the theory does not quite
explain the regularity of the spacing. The heating of the nebula
and ilie Sun's eventual ignition resulted in the observed differ
entiation (5), and the debris from ilie accretion-fragmentation

stage naturally accounts for ilie asteroids (6), the Kuiper belt
(7), and the Oort cloud comets (8).
The condensation theory is an example of an evolutionary
theory-one that describes the development of the solar sys
tem as a series of gradual and natural steps, understandable
i.n terms of well-established physical principles. Evolution
ary theories may be contrasted wiili catastrophic theories,
which invoke accidental or unlikely celestial events to inter
pret observations. A good example of such a theory is the
collision hypothesis, which i.magines that the planets were
torn from the SW} by a dose encounter with a passing star.
This hypothesis enjoyed some measure of popularity duri.ng
the 19th century, due in part to the inability of the nebular
ilieory to aCCowlt for the observed properties of the solar
system, but no scientist takes it seriously today. Aside from
its extreme i.mprobability, the collision hypothesis is com
pletely unable to explain the orbits, the rotations, or ilie
composition of the planets and iliei.r moons.
The nebular/condensation ilieory was constructed in
large part to "predict" the regular solar system properties
just discussed. But in addition to its many regularities, our
solar system has many notable irregularities, as we have seen
repeatedly in previous chapters. Far from threatening our
ilieory, however, iliese irregularities are i.mportant facts for
us to consider in shapi.ng our explanations. For example, ilie
explanation for the solar system must not insist that all
planets rotate in tlle same sense or have only prograde
moons because that is not what we observe. Instead, ilie the
ory of the solar system should provide strong reasons for
observed planetary characteristics, yet be flexible enough to
allow for and explain the deviations, too.
In the condensation theory, the ability to accommo
date the possibility of imperfections-<ieviations from the
oilierwise well-ordered srueme of tllings--is provided by
the randomness inherent in the encounters that combined
the planetesimals into protoplanets. Scientists generally try
not to invoke chance to explain the universe, but there are
many instances where random events really were critical in
determining the present state of the solar system. As the
munbers of large bodies decreased and thei.r masses i.n
creased, i.ndividual collisions acqui.red greater and greater
importance. The effects of these events can still be seen
today in many parts of the solar system-for example, the
large craters on many of the moons we have studied thus
far. Having started with eight regular features for the con
densation theory to explain, we end our discussion of solar
system formation with eight irregular features iliat still fall
within the tlleory's scope:
1.

Mercury's exceptionally large nickel-i.ron core may
be the result of a collision between two partially dif
ferentiated protoplanets. The cores may have merged,
and much of the mantle material may have been lost.
= (Sec. 8.7 )

SECTION 1 5.5
2.

Two large bodies could have merged to form Venus,
giving it its abnormally low rotation rate. co (Sec. 9.2)

3.

The Earth-Moon system may have formed from a col
lision between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized ob
ject. 00 (Sec. 8.8 )

4.

ejected much of the planet's atmosphere.
The tilted rotation

=

(Sec. 1 0.4)

axis of Uranus may have been caused

by a grazing collision with a sufficiently large planetesi
mal or by a merger of two smaller planets.

6.
7.

8.
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.,. Why is it important that a theory of solar system formation
make clear statements about haw planets arose yet not be too
rigid in its predictions?
,

A late collision with a large planetesimal may have
caused Mars's curious north-south asymmetry and

5.

Searching for Extrasolar Planets

=

(Sec. 13.2)

15.5

Search i ng for
Extrasolar Planets

The test of any scientific theory is how well it holds up in
situations different from those in which it was originally
<:0

Uranus's moon Miranda may have been almost de

conceived.

stroyed by a planetesimal collision, accounting for its

of nwnerous extrasolar planets orbiting other stars, as

bizarre surface terrain.

tronomers now have tile opportunity-indeed, the scientific

=

(Sec. 13.5)

Interactions behveen the jovian protoplanets and one

(Sec. 1 .2) With the discovery in recent years

obligation-to test their theories of solar system formation.

or more planetesimals may account for the irregular

The detection of planets orbiting other stars has been

moons of those planets and, in particular, Triton's ret

a long-standing goal of generations of astronomers. Many

rograde motion. co (Sec. 1 3.5 )

claims of extra solar planets have been made since the

The Plut�haron system and the other known binary

middle of the 20th century, but before 1 994 none had

Kuiper belt objects may have formed by collisions or
near misses between two icy planetesimals before most
were ejected by interactions with the jovian planets.

00 (Sec. 1 4.3 )
Note that it is impossible to test any of these assertions

been confirmed and most have been discredited. Since
then, however, this fast-growing field of research has made
enormous advances and is now one of the most vibrant
areas in all of astronomy. For the most part, the advances
have corne not because of dramatic scientific or technical
breakthroughs, but rather through steady improvements

directly, but it is reasonable to suppose that some (or even

in telescope and detector technology and computerized

all) of tile preceding "odd" aspects of the solar system can be

data analysis.

explained in terms of collisions late in the formative stages

Extrasolar planets are very faint and generally lie

of the protoplanetary system. Not all astronomers agree

close to their parent stars, making them hard to resolve

with all of the explanations. However, most would accept at

with current equipment. Figures 1 5 . 1 (on p. 364) and 1 5.8

least some.

show images of two nearby systems containing planets

.... F I G U R E l S.8 Extrasolar Planet
Imaged The Fomalhaut star system. about
25 light-years Offlay, is seen here in this

false-colored visible image taken � the

Hubble telescope (see also Figure 618 for
an infrared image taken by the Spitzer
telescope). The parent star itself is the
small white dot at center surrounded by a
vast disk of dusty material that is likely
condensing into planets. (The darkened
areas near the star are instrumental
artifacts.) The newly discC>lered planet.
called Fomalhaut b. was found within the
small boxed area. which is expanded at
lower right to show the planet at two
positions along its orbital track about the
star. The )upiter-1ype planet orbits about

100 AU from the star and has a period of

nearly a thousand years. (NASA)
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orbit of
star

Center of

� FIGURE 1 5.9 Detecting Extrasolar
Planets As a planet orbits its parent star,

b-..

it causes the star to "wobble" back and

\
"

forth. The greater the mass of the planet,

,"\

mass

the larger is the wobble. The center of
mass of the planet-star system stays
fixed If the wobble happens to occur

Observer
sees star

(a)

blueshifted

Orbij of /planet

along our line of sight to the star. as
shCMIn

by the yellow arrow. we can

detect it 0/ the Doppler effect.

(In principle, side-to-side motion
perpendicular to the line of sight

�

is

also

measurable. although there are as yet no
confirmed cases of planets being
detected this way.)

\"

Star

,"\
'

Center of

mass

,

Observer

(b)

�

Planet

'-

sees star

..

redshifted

somewhat more massive than Jupiter, but these are excep

first substantiated evidence for an extrasolar planet orbiting

tions rather than the rule, In the former case, the parent

a Sun-like star.*

to be dis

The regular 50-m/s fluctuations in the star's velocity have

cussed below) happens to be very faint, so the planet can

since been confirmed by several groups of astronomers and

be seell; in the latter, the planet moves on a wide orbit,

imply that a planet of at least half the mass of Jupiter orbits 5 1

"star» (actually, an object called a

brown dwarf,

again allowing it to be distinguished from the star's glare.

Pegasi in a circular orbit with a period of just 4.2 days. (For

In fact, only a handful of extrasolar planets have so far

comparison, the corresponding fluctuation in the Sun's veloc

been detected by direct imaging. In all other cases, the

ity due to Jupiter is roughly 12 m/s.) Note that we say "at least

indirect,

half" here because Doppler observations suffer from a funda

based on analyses of light from the parent stars, not from

mental limitation: They cannot distinguish between low-speed

the planets themselves.

orbits seen edge-on and high-speed orbits seen almost face-on

Rad ial Velocity Measurements

to the line-of-sight Doppler effect). As a result, only lower lim

techniques used to find the planets have been

(so only a small component of the orbital motion contributes

Figure 1 5.9 illustrates the basic detection method responsi
ble for the discovery of the vast majority-more than 90
percent--of all known extrasolar planetary systems. As a
planet orbits a star, gravitationally pulling first one way and
then the other, the star "wobbles» slightly as the planet and
star orbit their common center of mass. 00 (Sec. 2.8) The
more massive the planet, or the less massive the star, the
greater is the star's movement. If the wobble happens to
occur along our line of sight to the star, then we see small
fluctuations in the star's radial velocity, which can be meas
ured using the Doppler effect. 00 (Sec. 3.5) Those fluctua
tions allow us to estimate the planet's mass.
Figure 1 5 . 1 0 shows two sets of radial velocity data that
betray the presence of planets orbiting other stars. Part (a)
shows the line-of-sight velocity of the star 51 pegasi, a near
twin to our Sun lying some 40 light-years away. The data, ac
quired in 1 994 by Swiss astronomers using the 1. 9-m tele
scope at Haute-Provence Observatory in France, were the

its to planetary masses can be obtained by this method.

Figure 1 5.l0(b) shows another set of Doppler data, this

time revealing a more complex system: a triple-planet system
orbiting another nearby Sun-like star named Upsilon An

dromedae. TIle three planets have minimum masses of 0.7, 2.1 ,

and 4.3 times the mass of Jupiter and orbital semirnajor axes of

0.06, 0.83, and 2.6 AU, respectively. Figure 1 5. 1 0(c) sketches
their orbits, with the orbits of the solar terrestrial planets shown

for scale. All told, as of mid-2010, more than 400 planets have
been detected by means of radial velocity searches.
If the wobble produced in a star's motion is predomi
nantly

perpendicular to

our line of sight, then little or no

Doppler effect will be observed; thus, the radial velocity
�As

we

willsu irl Chapter 22, two orl,er plane.ts having masses comparable to

Earth, (wd orle planet with a mass comparable to that of Eart"$ Moon, had

previously been detected orbiring a particular kind of coHaps"; suor called a

pulsar. However, theirformarjotl was the result ofa chain 0/e.vetlts very differ
ent from those. thatformed Earrh and the solar system.
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night to night, and, in principle at least, measuring this
transverse motion can provide an alternative means of de
tecting extrasolar planets. Unfortwlately, these side-to-side
wobbles have proved difficult to measure accurately, as the
angles involved are very small and the star in question has to
be quite close to the Sun for useful observation to be possi
ble. Based on observations of this type, a few candidate
planetary systems have been proposed, but none has yet
been placed on the "official" list of confirmed observations.

A

�
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technique cannot be used to detect a planet. However, in
that case, the star's position in the sky changes slightly from

: - - - - ---- - - - -:
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0
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0
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(b)

o
00

• •i

Searching for Extrasolar Planets

�

_I
2000

Planetary Transits
As just noted, the radial velocity technique suffers from the

limitation that the angle between the line of sight and the
planet's orbital plane cannot be determined. However, in
some systems, many of them originally discovered through
Doppler measurements, that is not the case. Figure 1 5. 1 1 (a)
shows how observations of a distant solar-type star (known
only by its catalog name of HD 209458 and lying some
1 50 light-years from Earth) reveal a cie.1r drop in brightness
each time its 0.6-Jupiter-mass companion, orbiting at a dis
tance of just 7 million km, passes between the star and Earth
(Figure 1 5. 1 1 b). The drop in brightness is just 1 .7 percent,
but it occurs precisely on sclledule every 3.5 days, the orbital
period inferred from radial-velocity measurements.
Such planetary transits, similar to the transit of Mercury
shown in Figure 2 . 1 7, are relatively rare, as they require us to
see the orbit almost exactly edge-on. When they do occur,
however, taken in conjunction with radial velocity meas
urements, they allow the \mambiguous determination of
the planet's mass and radius, and hence its mean density.

00 (Sec. 6.2) In the case shown in Figure 1 5. 1 1 , the planet's
radius is found to be 100,000 km ( 1 .4 times the radius of
Jupiter), implying a density of just 200 kg/m3, indicating a
high-temperature gas-giant planet orbiting very close to its
parent star. Some 70 extrasolar planets-about 1 5 percent of
tlle total currently known-produce me.1surable fluctuations
in brightness in their partner stars.

A Interactive RGURE 15.10 Planets Revealed

I�

Given that only a small fraction of planetary systems are
expected to be oriented in just the right way to show transits,
planet hunters adopt the strategy of repeatedly surveying
(a) M",surement5 of

r"", . the Doppler shift of the star 51 Pegasi reveal a dear periodic

signal indicating the presence of a planetary companion of mass
at least half the mass ofJupiter. (b) Radial-velocity data for

Upsilon Andromedae are much more complex, but are well fit (solid
line) by a three-planet system orbiting the star. For reference in parts
(a) and (bl the maximum possible signal produced by Jupiter orbiting
the Sun (i.e., the wobble our Sun would display, as seen by a distant
observer looking edge-on at our solar system) is shown in blue.

(c) A sketch of the inferred orbits of three planets from the Upsilon
Andromedae system (in orange), with the orbits of the terrestrial
planets superimposed for comparison (in white).

tllOusands of stars in the hope of detecting a transit should
one occur. Space-based telescopes are particularly well suited
to this task, as they can stare continuously at a given region of
the sky, making simultaneous, high-precision observations of
the target stars. The stable observing conditions above the
clouds, haze, and turbulence of Earth's atmosphere mean
that orbiting instruments can measure tiny brightness
manges-less than the 1 part in 1 04 needed to detect an
Earth-like planet orbiting a Sun-like star.
The European

CoRoT mission (short for Convection,

Rotation, and planetary Transits), launched in December
2006, is designed to study some 120,000 Sun-like stars,
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� Interactive

FIGURE 1 5.11
An Ext.rasolar Transit

I)

•

•
\

•
TIme

•
I

•

�i (a) If an extrasolar planet

....." happens to pass between us
and ts
i parent star, the light from
the star dims in a characteristic wi1j.
(b) Artist's conception of the planet
orbiting a Sun-like star known as
HD 209458. The planet is 200,000
km aaoss and transits every
35 di1js. blocking about 2 percent of
the star's light each time it does so.

(a)

1 5.6

Properties of Exoplanets

Th date, astronomers have discovered some 450 extrasolar
planets orbiting 380 stars. Most lie within about 500 light
years of the Sun, although a few dozen planets discovered by
CoRoT, Kepler, and using some specialized techniques to be
described in later chapters ( Sections 22.3 and 23.6) lie at
much greater distances. About 1 0 percent of the nearby stars
surveyed to date have been found to host planets. In most
cases only a single planet has been detected, but roughly 50
multiple-planet systems are also knO\\ITI-30 two-planet sys
tems, 10 three-planet systems (one of them depicted by
Figure 1 5 . IOc), 2 four-planet systems, and 1 five-planet sys
tem have been confirmed. These numbers are almost cer
tainly limited by technological shortcomings, however, and
most astronomers expect both the fraction of stars with plan
ets and the number of planets per star to increase as detection
capabilities and data analysis techniques continue to improve.

Hot Jup iters and Su per- Earths

(b)

monitoring them for (among other things) brightness fluc
tuations due to planetary transits. So far, it has observed 7
transits, including one of the smallest exoplanets yet dis
covered, just S times the mass and 1 . 7 times the diameter
of Earth. CoRoT's originally planned 2.S-year mission life
time has been extended to at least 20 1 3 . NASA's Kepler
mission, launched in March 2009, monitors a similar
number of stars. Its first five transit detections were re
ported in early 2 0 1 0 . M ission planners anticipate that,
over its 6 -year lifetime, Kepler may detect h undreds of
planetary transits, possibly including dozens of Earth
sized bodies.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
..... Describe the two main ways in which a>fronomers search
for extrasolar planets? Why don't we have many images
of these bodies?

Figure 1 5 . 1 2(a) presents the observed masses and semimajor
axes of roughly 400 extrasolar planets and introduces some
jargon commonly used in the field. Each dot in the figure
represents a planet, and we have added points correspon
ding to Earth, NeptlUle, and Jupiter in our own solar system.
Figure 1 5 . 1 2(b) shows the orbital semimajor axes and eccen
tricities of these same planets.
Massive exoplanets are often referred to as Jllpiters, while
less massive, but presumably still "jovian" planets are called
Neptulles. The dividing line between Jupiters and Neptunes is
somewhat arbitrary, but is typically taken at about twice the
mass of Neptune, or 0 . 1 Jupiter masses. The terminology is
suggestive and is intended to distinguish between planets that
are mostly gas, like Jupiter, and those that have substantial
rocky cores, like Neptune, but realize tllat the practical divi
sion is based only on mass--we have little or no information
on most of these planets' composition or internal structure.
Planets witll masses between roughly 2 and 10 Earth
masses ( about half the mass of Neptune) are known as
super-Earths. The upper limit in tills case is significant, as
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� orbital semimajor axes of approximately 400 knONn extrasolar
� planets. Each point represents one planetary orbit. The

A F IGU RE 1 5.12 Extrasolar Planetary Parameters (aJ Masses and
corre'ponding points for Earth, Jupiter, and Neptune in our solar
system are also shCMIn. Planets are classified t>t familiar solar system
names, depending on mass, and as hot or cold, depending on distance
from their parent star, although it remains unclear whether a� of
these systems actually bears much resemblance to our own. (b) Orbital
semimajor axes and eccentricities of the same planets The known
extrasolar planets generally mcwe on smaller, much more eccentric
orbits than do the planets circling the Sun.

theorists think that 10 Earth masses represents the mini
mum mass of a planetary core needed to accrete large
amounts of nebular gas and begin to form a gas giant (see
Section 15.3). Below 2 Earth masses, exoplanets will be likely
be called Earths, although no such planets have yet been dis
covered orbiting any nearby star.
Exoplanets are further subdivided depending on their
distances from their parent stars. Planets with orbital semi
major axes less than 0.1 AU are said to be hot, while those on
wider orbits are called cold. Again, the dividing line is some
what arbitrary--the actual temperature of a planet depends
not just on the size of its orbit, but also on the composition
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of the planet's atmosphere and temperature and brightness
ofthe central st.ar.
The basic properties of the known extrasolar planets
shown in Figure 1 5. 1 2 may be summarized as follows:

Cold------- Earths

0.10

Properties of Exoplanets

3.

Most of the planets observed so far-just under 70 per
cent of the total-- fall into the "cold Jupiter" or "cold
Neptwle" categories, like the jovian planets in our own
solar system. However, their orbits are generally some
what smaller than those of the jovian planets-less than
a few astronomic.11 units across-and are much more
eccentric (Figure 15. 12b). Fewer than 20 percent of the
cold Jupiters and Neptunes detected so far have eccen
tricities less than 0.1, while no jovian planet in our solar
system has an eccentricity greater than 0.06. Figure
1 5 . 1 3 plots the actual orbits of some of these planets,
with the orbit of Earth superimposed for comparison.
A sizable minority--roughly 30 percent--of observed
exoplanets move in "hot" orbits very close to their par
ent stars and have surface temperatures as high as
1 000-2000 K. The most massive Olles were the first to
be discovered (see Figure 1 5 . 10a), and they were
quickly dubbed hot ,upiters. They represent a new
class of planet and have no counterparts in our own
solar system. Notice in Figure 15.12(b) that the hot
Jupiters tend to have nearly circular Oow-eccentricity)
orbits. This is not a matter of chance. These bodies re
side so close to their stars that their orbits have been
circularized and synchronized by tidal effects similar to
those controlling the orbits of Earth's Moon and the
Galilean moons of /upiter. = (Secs. 8.4, 1 1 .5)
The super-Earths are a third, small, but rapidly grow
ing, category of planets. About two dozen are currently
known. They are fotmd in bOtll hot and cold orbits and
are thought to be planetary cores that never managed
to accrete nebular gas. Low-mass super-Earths may ac
tually be large terrestrial planets, but many as
tronomers think that, like the hot Jupiters, tlle larger
ones (with masses 5-10 times that of Earth) represent
another new class of planet.

So far, no terrestrial planets (Earths) have been found.
The fact that we don't see many low-mass planets or more
massive planets on wide orbits ( i.e., toward the right or lower
part of Figure 1 5. 1 2a) is not too surprising. It is what as
tronomers call a selection effect. Lightweight andlor distant
planets simply don't produce large enough velocity fluctua
tions for them to be easily detectable-compare the current
practical detection limit of about 1 mls with the 12 mls solar
velocity variation produced by Jupiter's motion and the
0.5 m/s and 0.1 mls due to Neptulle and Earth, respectively. In
addition, the observations must span at least one orbit, and
preferably several for better accuracy, so planets with long
orbital periods can take a long time to confirm. Finally, small
or distant planets are either very unlikely to produce a transit
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.... FIGURE 1 5.13 Extrasolar Orbits The
orbits of mal"o/ extrasolar planets residing
more than 0.15 AU from their parent star,
superimposed on a single plot, with Earth's
orbit shawn for comparison. All these
extrasolar planets are comparable in mass
to Jupiter. A plot of all known ""trasolar
planets would be very cluttered, but the
message would be much the same: These
planetary S)lstems don't look much like
oursl
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or dim the light of their host star by such a small amount that
they are hard to find by this method. CoRoT and Kepler are
designed to detect Earth-like transits, but even here a defini
tive observation will likely require several years' worth of
measurements close to the limits of the equipment.
Generally speaking, the methods employed so far are bi
ased toward finding large and/or massive objects orbiting
close to their parent stars. Those systems would be expected
to give the strongest signal, and they are precisely what have
been observed.

Planetary Composition
By themselves, radial velocity measurements yield only a
mass limit and some orbital parameters for an exoplanet.
But as we have just seen, if the planet happens also to transit
its star, then we can accurately determine both its mass and
its radius and hence estimate its density and even its compo
sition. Some 60 transiting hot Jupiters have been measured
in this way, but when astronomers compute their densities
they run into a problem-the numbers they obtain are
much lower than the values predicted by theory. The com
puted densities range from 1 300 kgfm3 (the density of
Jupiter) down to just 200 kglm3 ( roughly the density of sty
rofoam) and are generally inconsistent, by a wide margin,
with theoretical models, even those assuming the lightest
possible composition of pure hydrogen and helium. The
leading explanation for this discrepancy is that the heat of
the nearby parent star has puffed these planets up far be
yond their normal sizes. Possibly, the star's tidal effect also
contributes. However, no current model can account for the
observed range in densities, and for now a complete expla
nation of this phenomenon eludes astronomers.

2

Based purely on observed masses, astronomers had ex
pected the observed super-Earths to fall into two basic
dasses--"rocky" planets comparable to Earth in composition
and "ocean" planets composed largely of water---<:iependi.ng
Oil where in the planetary system the super-Earth formed.
Only two transiting super-Earths are currently known, botll of
them discovered in 2009. As luck would have it, they seem to
cover both possibilities! The planet CoRoT 7b is 4.8 times
more massive and 1 .7 times larger than Earth, implying a
mean density of 5300 kg/m3, almost identical to that of Earth,
and suggesting an overall "terrestrial" composition (although
this is probably a bad term, as conditions on the planet, which
orbits just 0.02 AU from its parent Sun-like star, are unlikely to
resemble anything found on our own). Meanwhile, the pl.1net
GJ 1 2 14b has a mass 5.7 times that of Emth and a radius of2.7
Earth radii, for a mean density of 1600 kg/m3. Definitely not
rocky, this planet may be composed mainly of water, possibly
surrounding a small rocky core, with an atmosphere of hydro
gen and helium. The composition, structure, and history of
super-Earths is a subject of great interest to astronomers as
they seek to understand how these bodies form and why they
are absent in the solar system. Figure 1 5.14 presents a visual
comparison of Earth, Neptune, and tlle two super-Earths
whose properties are currently well known.
Planetary transits provide another important benefit to
observers. Because the transit times, once measured, c.1n be
accurately predicted, astronomers can time their observa
tions to obtain spectroscopic and other information on the
starlit face of the planet during its "quarter" phase, allowing
them to probe the planet's atmospheric composition and
dynamics. 0:> (Sec. 4.5) Since planets---even the hot ones
are cooler than their parent stars, their reflected light is most
easily distinguished from the background starlight at infrared
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CoRoT 7b

-

GJ 1214b

Neptune

... F IGURE 1 5.14 Super-Earth Comparison The two transiting super-£arths whose m"",es and radii are
accurately known are shown here compared with Earth and Neptune. Based on their average densities,
these two new worlds seem to be very different from one another-one is rocky, somewhat like Earth or
Neptune\; core, but the other may well be composed predominantly ofwaterl
wavelengths, and the

Spitzer Space Telescope has played a vital

role in these studies.

(Sees. 3.4, 5.7 ) So far, a variety of

=

A re They Rea l ly Planets?

atoms and molecules, including hydrogen, sodium, methane

Given that these systems seem so alien from our own, for a

(CH4), and carbon dioxide (C02), have been detected in nu
merous planetary atmospheres; Spitzer has also observed

time some astronomers questioned whether the mass meas
urements, and hence the identification of some of these ob

water vapor in a few cases.

jects as "planets," could be trusted. Eccentric orbits are

The infrared observations also allow scientists to probe

known to be common among double-star systems (pairs of

the atmospheric temperatures of a few of these worlds. The

stars in orbit around one another-see Section 17.7), and

tidal effects of their parent stars mean that these planets ro

some researchers suggested tllat many of tlle newly found

tate synchronously, with one face permanently lit and the
other permanently dark.

=

(Sec. 8.4) Yet despite the 2000-K

planets were really brown dwarfs-"failed stars» having in
sufficient mass to become true stars (Section 1 9.3).

dayside temperatures, the data reveal remarkably small (200 K)

The dividing line between genuine Jupiter-like planets

temperature differences between the bright and dark sides,

and star-like brown dwarfs is uncertain, but it is tllought to

suggesting efficient transport of heat between tlle hemi

be around 1 2 Jupiter masses, a number comparable to tlle

spheres by dynamic, windy atmospheres, probably via zonal

largest extrasolur planet

flows much like those seen in the jovian planets of our own

1 5. 1 2a) . Planet proponents argue that this is not a coinci

solar system.

=

(Sees. 1 1 .2, 1 2.2, 1 3 .3 )

masses

measured

(see

Figure

dence, but rather indicates that planets up to the maximum

Finally, the mass of the parent stars of the known plan

possible mass have in fact been observed. Detractors have

ets are mostly comparable to or less than that of the Sun-

suggested that we might just be seeing some orbits almost

that is, they are typical of stars in the solar neighborhood (see

face-on, greatly reducing the parent star's radial velocity and

Chapter 1 7). Spectroscopic observations of planet-hosting

fooling us into tllinking that we are observing low-mass

stars reveal what may well be a crucial piece in the puzzle of e.x

planets instead of higher-mass brown dwarfs. However, tlle

trasolur planet formation. Stars having compositions sinlilar

latter view has a serious problem, which worsens with every

have

new low-mass extrasolar planet reported: Since the orienta

planets orbiting them than are stars containing smaller frac

tions of the actual orbits are preslUnably random, it is ex

tions of the key elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon, and

tremely unlikely that we would just happen to see all of

iron. Bec.1use the elements found in a star reflect the composi

them face-on, and tllere is no observational evidence for the

to that of the Sun are statistically

much more likely to

tion of the nebula from which it formed, and the elements

many edge-on (and much easier to detect) systems we

just listed are the main ingredients of interstellar dust, this

would also expect to see on statistical grounds.

finding provides strong support for the condensation theory.
00

(Sec. 6.7) Dusty disks really are more l ikely to form planets.

However, the deciding factor against the brown-dwarf
suggestion was the discovery of many

transiting systems

in
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which the orbital inclination is known and the planet masses
well determined. The masses of those planets range from a
few Earth masses to 10 Jupiter masses, completely consistent
with the "planetH interpretation of the radial velocity data.
Consequently, astronomers have concluded that, although
there may be a few brown dwarfs lurking among the list of
extrasolar planets, tlley probably do not constitute a signifi
cant fraction of the total.

tile orbit planes can be determined, but in at least one
transiting hot Jupiter system the planet orbit is perpen
dicular to the star's rotation, or may even be retro
grade. The most likely explanation for this unusual
state of affairs seems to be an early encounter with an
other body that kicked the aberrant planet out of tl1e
disk and into its current inclined orbit.

3.

teroids and Kuiper belt objects, cannot be seen in ex
trasolar planetary systems. However, the debris disks
observed by Hubble and Spitzer surrounding many
stars (see Figures 6.18 and 1 5.8) have convulCed most
astronomers that the basic processes of accretion and
fragmentation predicted by ilie condensation fueory
really are occurring in e.xtrasolar systems.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' Describe three distinct ways in which observed extrasolar

planetary systems differ from the solar system.

1 5.7

Is O u r Solar System U n usual?

Not s o long ago, many astronomers argued that the conden
sation scenario described in Chapter 6 and discussed in
more detail earlier in tllis chapter was in no way unique to
our own system. 00 (Sec. 6.7) The same basic processes
could have occurred, and perhaps did occur, they said, dur
i.ng the formative stages of many of the stars in our Galaxy,
so planetary systems like our own should be common.
Today we know tllat planetary systems are apparently quite
common, but, by and large, the ones we see don't look much
like oursl. We can thus legitimately ask whether our solar sys
tem really is unusual and whether the observations de
scribed in the previous sections undermine our current the
ory of solar system formation.

Overa l l Pla netary Properties

Cold and Hot J u piters
As noted in the previous section, most cold extrasolar
Jupiters and Neptunes move in orbits that are considerably
more eccentric than the orbits of tile jovian planets in tl1e
solar system. Does this make our system fundamentally dif
ferent from tile otl1ers? Probably not. To a large extent, this
discrepancy can be explained by the selection effect discussed
Ul Section 1 5.6--eccentric orbits tend to produce larger ve
locities and hence are more re.1di1y discovered. As search
techniques improve, astronomers are finding more and more
Jupiter-mass (and lower-mass) planets on wider and less ec
centric orbits. Figure 1 5 . 1 5 shows evidence for one of tl1e
most "Jupiter-likeH planets yet detected: a 0.95-Jupiter-mass
object moving on a roughly circular orbit arowld a near-twin

The condensation theory was constructed to account for tile
observed properties of our solar system. Having studied the
corresponding properties of e.xtrasolar planetary systems,
let's compare some basic solar system features with those
fOlUld in extrasolar systems.
1.

2.

Plarretary orbits irr the solar system are relatively isolated
arrd coplanar. Since few multiple e.1(oplanetary systems
are known, and none contain transiting planets, it is
difficult to assess whetller their planets move on copla
nar orbits, so extrasolar systems neither support nor
challenge the condensation theory on this point. The
multiple-planet fits to tile observational data often
assume coplanar motion in order to determine the
planetary orbits. Multiple systems like that shown in
Figure 15.10 do seem to have widely spaced orbits,
broadly consistent with the orbits ill our solar system;
in addition, a few exoplanetary orbital resonances are
known. = (Sec. 8.4)

The planets in the solar system all orbit in the same direc
tion as the Sun's rotation. This generally seems to be the
case in e.xtrasolar planetary systems, to the extent tha t

The solar system contairrs interplanetary debris lift over
from its formation. Individual small bodies, such as as
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A FIGU RE 15.15 Jupiter-like Planet? Velocity wobbles" in the star
HD 154345 reveal the presence of the extrasolar planet with the most
"Jupiter-like" orbit yet disCO>lered. The parent star is almost identical to
the Sun, and the 0.95-Jupiter-mass planet orbi15 at a distance of 4.2 AU
with an orbital eccentridty of 0.04. As in Figure 15.10, the blue line
marks the corresponding plot for Jupiter itself.
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of our own Sun. The planet's period is 9 . 1 years. It is too early
to say whether cold Jupiters on nearly circular orbits will turn
out to be unusual or common among exoplanets, but they
clearly exist among the systems already observed.
Are the eccentric extra solar orbits we see consistent
with the condensation theory? The answer seems to be yes.
The theory actually allows many ways in which massive
planets

can

end up in eccentric orbits. Indeed, an important

aspect of solar system formation not mentioned in our ear
lier discussion is the fact that many theorists have worried
about how Jupiter could have remained in a stable orbit after
it formed in the protosolar disk! Jupiter-sized planets may
be knocked into eccentric orbits by interactions with other
Jupiter-sized planets or by the tidal effects of nearby stars.

And if these planets formed by gravitational instability, they
could have eccentric orbits right from the start (and then we

must explain how those orbits circularized in the case of the
solar system).
Note that although the observed eccentric Jupiters prob
ably do not represent a serious challenge to the condensation
theory, the most eccentric orbits may pose significant prob
lems for any terrestrial planets those systems may contain. In
our solar system, the presence of a massive Jupiter on a nearly
circular orbit is known to have a stabilizing influence on the
other planetary orbits, tending to preserve the relative tran
quility of our planetary envirorul1ent. In e.xt:rasolar systems

... F I G U R E 1 5.1 6 Sinking Planet Friction between a giant planet
and the nebular disk in which it formed tends to make the planet
spiral inward. The process continues until the disk is dispersed by
the wind from the central star. possibly leaving the planet in a
"hot-Jupiter" orbit.

with very eccentric giant orbits, not only is this stabilization
absent, but also having a Jupiter-sized planet repeatedly plow
through the inner parts of the system means that any terres
trial planets have almost certainly been ejected from the sys
tem. Fortunately, only a relatively small fraction of the wide
(few astronomical units) Jupiter orbits seen so far have ec
centricities high enough for this to be the case.
What of the hot Jupiters, which have no counterparts
among the planets of the solar system? Here too there is an
explanation that fits within the condensation theory! In
Section 1 5.2 we described how the gravitational interaction
between massive planets and the gas disk in which they
formed probably led to the inward migration of the jovian
planets early in the history of the solar system. However,
even before the first hot Jupiter was observed, theorists had
realized that, depending on how long the disk survived be
fore being dispersed by the newborn Sun, the process could

to the formation of terrestrial planets. Note from the time
line in Figure 1 5 .6 that the hot Jupiters must have reached
tlleir scorched orbits before the gas disk dispersed-that is,
within

a

few million years of the formation of the solar neb

ula and long before the formation of the terrestrial planets
was complete. Computer sinlulations indic<1te that the in
ward migration was a fairly rapid process that stirred up the
planetesimals as the giant planet moved th.rough, but for the
most part did not disrupt or eject them. The main conse
quence may have been to mix in more icy material from fur
ther out, possibly resulting in planets more massive and
more water-rich than would otherwise have been the case.

Search i ng for Earths
Giant pL1nets are interesting objects, and hot Jupiters pre

easily have deposited the planet in an orbit very close to the

sent a fascinating variety of novel problems to observers and

parent star, as illustrated in Figure 1 5 . 16. The theorists were

theorists alike, but to many astronomers the real goal of ex

right, and the observed hot Jupiters may provide a mucl1-

trasolar planet research is the detection of terrestrial planets

needed connection between extrasolar planetary systems

with conditions similar to those found on Earth-and, by

and our own. Interestingly, it appears that the presence of

e.'{tension, the possible discovery of life elsewhere in the uni

Saturn may have helped stabilize Jupiter's orbit against this

verse. As we have seen in Chapters 10--1 2, this latter goal is

last effect. Isolated or particularly massive Jupiters are pre

increasingly becoming the motivation behind solar system

cisely the planets one would expect to find on hot orbits.

exploration, too. No Earth-mass planets have yet been found,

Finally, strange as it might seem, having a Jupiter-sized

but the growing nunlbers of super-Earths in our exoplane

planet sink inward through the disk in which planetesinlals

tary catalog suggest that detection of an Earth is just a mat

are still forming and merging is not necessarily detrimental

ter of time.
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If Earth-like bodies are our ultimate goal, what orbital
parameters are of greatest interest to astronomers? As we saw
earlier, many astronomers think that a key requirement for
the development of life as we know it is the existence of liquid
water on (or under) a planet's surface, implying a surface
temperature roughly in the 0-100° C range. co (Sec. 10.5)
The planet's temperature depends both on its distance
from its parent star and on the star's intrinsic brightness.
Figure 1 5 . 1 7 illustrates how a habitable zone ( really, a three
dimensional shell) surrounds any given star. Within that
zone, liquid water can exist on the planet, making it a possi
ble abode for life.* Notice how, for low-mass, faint stars, the
habitable zone is small and lies close to the star, while for
more massive, brighter stars it lies much farther out and can
be 1 AU or more wide. Three terrestrial planets-Venus, Earth,
and Mars-lie in or ne<1C the Sun's habitable zone. As we saw in
Chapter 10, any or all of them might have seen the develop
ment of life, given the right circumstances. coo (Sec. 10.6)
At the time of writing. three super-Earths (about 10 per
cent of the current total) are known to orbit in or near the
habitable zones of their parent stars. They are indicated on
Figure 1 5 . 1 7 . One is the low-density GJ 1 2 1 4b discussed ear
lier (see Figure 15.14). It orbits just 2.1 million ken from its
low-mass parent. The other two potentially habitable super
Earths orbit another low-mass star called Gliese 481 . However,
they do not transit the star, and neither has been observed
directly, so their compositions are currently unknown.
Assuming that planetary systems like our own do exist,
with Jupiter-like planets in circular, or at least nondisrup
tive, orbits and some terrestrial planets on stable, maybe
even habitable, orbits close to their parent star, how might
we go about searching for planets like our own? Current es
timates suggest that looking for "wobbles" is not likely to be
successful, as the radial velocity variations will in most cases
be so small as to be lost within the natural internal motions
of the parent star itself. Direct imaging of terrestrial planets
is a long-term goal of NASA, but tangible results are proba
bly decades away.
Instead, the approach given the best chance of success
entails searching for planets transiting their parent stars. The
effect of such a transit on a star's brightness is tiny-less
than one part in 104 for an Earth-like planet crossing the
face of the Sun-and also very unlikely to occur, as only
nearly edge-on systems will show it; but as discussed in
"IQJ course, planetary atmospheres can greatly affect surface conditions, (Hid
t.here are t1lays in which liquid lWlter might exist atother locations--u"der t.he
surface ofa jovian mOOtl, for aample---bu t tile habitable zone still provides a
ha,.dy rule of ",11mb to indicate where pla"ets lik.e Earth might reside. 00
(Sec.,. 1 1.5,12.5)
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Q hab itable zone, within which the surface temperature on a
� terrestrial planet would lie in the range 'Il3-373 K (0-100' e}
• F I G U R E 1 5.17 Habitable Zones

Evety star is surrounded by a

that is, the planet could have li q u id water on its surface. The habitable
zone is small for cool, faint stars and much larger for hotter, bright ones.
Earth-like planets orbiting within the habitable zone of their parent
stars are thought to be the best candidates for finding life as we know it
beyond the solar system. The planets of the solar system and three
extrasolar super-Earths lying cl05e to their habitable zones are marked.

Section 1 5.5, it is measurable with existing teclulOlogy. The
detection by CoRoTor Kepler of even one planet with prop
erties similar to our own could revolutionize our view of the
universe, as it would suggest that Earth-like planets are com
mon in our Galaxy.
Many planet hunters are confident that within the next
decade (or sooner), observational techniques will reach the
level of sophistication at which jovian and even terrestrial
planets similar to those in our solar system should be readily
detectable-if they exist. Advances during the next decade
will either bring numerous detections of extrasolar planets
in "solar system" orbits or allow astronomers to conclude
that systems like our own really are a small minority. Either
way, the consequences are profound.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
tI' How does the condensation theory accommodate the dissimi

larities between the properties of planets in our solar system
and those of the known extrasolar planets?
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S U M M A RY
4

The solar nebula was ejected by
strong winds from the still-forming Sun a

The vast majority of the currently

few million years after the nebula formed.

known extrasolar planets were discov

By that time, rocky and metallic dust

ble back and forth as the planet orbits. A

grains had already condensed out in the inoer solar system, and

significant minority have been observed

ered by observing their parent star wob

-

. .!,.

�f.

these were left behind when the gas dispersed. The terrestrial plan

as they

ets formed by accretion and growth of these planetesimals during

passing directly in front of it and slightly reducing its brightness.

the subsequent 100 million years. A few large bodies came to dom

Other detection methods include direct imaging and studies of cir

inate, eventually becoming the four terrestrial planets we see today.

cumstellar disks.

The final stages of this process were likely marked by catastrophic

More than 400 extrasolar planets
(p. 362) are now known. Most extrasolar

collisions between planet-sized bodies.

2

In

transit (p. 373) their parent star,

5

the outer solar system, the nebula

planetary systems found so far contain a

was cooler, and ices of water and an1mo

single, massive planet comparable in

nia could also form. According to the

mass to jupiter, moving on a relatively

gravitational instability theory (p. 364),

wide, sOlnewhat eccentric, "cold" orbit.

the jovian planets formed directly and

About 50 multiple planet systems are also known. More than

100
hot jupiters (p. 373)-jovian-sized planets orbiting within a

In the more standard core
accretion theory (p. 364), icy protoplanet

fraction of an astronomical w1it of their star-are known. No

cores became so large that they could capture hydrogen and he

of

very rapidly through instabilities in the

nebular disk.

Earth-sized planets have yet been found, but a growing number

lium gas from the nebula. Before the nebula was ejected, interac
tions between the giant planets and the gas probably ca used the
former to migrate inward from their initial orbits.

3

gravitational

silicon, are more likely to have planets, lending support to the
condensation theory.

because of

influence.

selection effect (p. 373)-these

taining larger fractions of "dusty' elements, such as carbon and

The asteroid belt is a collection of

jupiter's

planets we do is at least in part a

are the planets we can best see with current techniques. Stars con

rocky planetesimals that never managed
to form a terrestrial planet

super-Earths (p. 372), with masses less than 10 times that of

Earth, have been detected. The fact that we see the extrasolar

6

Many

It is not known whether systems

like

leftover planetesimals in the outer solar

our solar system are c.ommon or rare

system were ejected into the Oort cloud

among

and the Kuiper belt by the gravitational

number of observed exoplanetary systems

fields of the outer planets. Some now oc

contain jupiter-sized planets on wide,

casionally revisit our part of the solar system as comets. In the

roughly circular orbits, and the eccentric

inner solar systen1, light elements such as hydrogen and helium

jupiters, hot jupiters, and super-Earths

would have escaped into space. Much, if not

all,

of Earth's water

extrasolar planets. A growing

f

!,
i

o

seen elsewhere can be accommodated

was carried to our world by comets deflected from the outer solar

within the condensation theory, even though they have no COW1-

system. The expulsion of the icy planetesimals may have signifi

terparts

cantly changed the giant planets' orbits. Uranus and Neptune

within the

As Neptw1e's orbit
and the Kuiper belt pllltitWS, sending

in the solar system. A few super-Earths are known to orbit
habitable zone (p. 378) of their parent star-the region

probably moved outward during this period.

surrounding the star where liquid water can exist on a planet's sur

expanded, it captured Pluto

face. Transit detection is thought to be the most promising ted1-

them into resonant orbits.

nique for discovering Earth-like exoplanets.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

REV I EW A N D D I SC U SS I O N
1. P�S

Give three examples of present-day properties that

11. What are plutinos, and how did they come to be in their pres

our solar system model does not have to explain, and say why
no explanation is necessary.

2. P�S

Explain the difference between evolutionary theories

and catastrophic theories of the solar system's origin.

3.

ent orbits?

12.

Earth, starting with its birth in the solar nebula somewhere

Describe some ways in which random processes played a role
in the determination of planetary properties.

near the planet jupiter.

14. P�S

4. Describe how the terrestrial planets fomled.

Describe three ways in which astronomers set about

looking for extrasolar planets.

5. Why are the jovian planets so much larger than the terrestrial

15. In what ways do extrasolar planetary systems differ from our
own solar system?

planets?

6.

How did the Kuiper belt and the Oort cloud fornl?

U. Describe a possible history of a single comet now visible from

Describe two possible ways in which the jovian planets may
have fomled.

16.

What is a hot jupiter?

17. What is a super-Earth?

7. What role did the Sun play in governing the formation of the
giant planets?

18. P�S

Do the observed extrasolar planets inlply that EHrth

like planets are rare?

8. Why do giant planets "migrate?"

19. P�S

9.

20.

What solar system objects, still observable today, resulted
from the process of fragmentation?

Is our solar system unusual among planetary systems?

If transits are so rare, why do astronomers think they are the
best way to search for extrasolar Earths?

10. What happened to the outer planets as the solar system was
cleared of icy planetesimals?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

extremely tilted rotation axis; (d) there is no planet between

A successful scientific model of the origin of planetary sys
tems must be able to account for

all of the following solar sys

tem features, except for (a) intelligent life; (b) the roughly cir

cular planetary orbits; (c) the roughly coplanar planetary

Mars and jupiter.

6.

(b) ten; (c) several hundred; (d) several thousand planets be

orbits; (d) the extremely distant orbits of the comets.

2.

After the central star has formed, the gas malting up the orig
inal nebular cloud is (a) blown away into interstellar space;

(b) absorbed into the star; (c) ignited by the stHr'S heat;
(d) incorporated into jovian planet atmospheres.

3.

The inner planets fornled (a) when the Sun's heat destroyed
all the smaller bodies in the inner solar system;

(b) in the

outer solar system and then were deflected inward by inter
actions with jupiter and Saturn; (c) by collisions and merg
ers of planetesimals; (d) when a larger planet broke into

yond our own solar system.

7. VIS From Figure 15.12 (nExtrasolar Planetary Parameters"),
most known extrasolar planets are (a ) hot and massive (com
parable in mass to jupiter); (b) cool and light (similar in mass
to Earth); (cl hot and light; (d) cool and massive.
8. Super-Earths are thought to be composed primarily of
(a) hydrogen and helil1l11; (b) nickel and iron; (c) rock or
water; (d) hydrocarbon compounds.

9. VIS

the jovian planets fomled (a ) at the same time as the terres

(b) after the terrestrial planets; (c) within a few

million years of the formation of the Sun; (d) at the same
time as the Oort cloud.

5.

Using the standard model of planetary system formation, sci
entists invoke catastrophic events to explain why (a) Mercury
has no moon;

(b) Pluto is not a gas giant; (c) Uranus has an

( a) is centered at

roughly 3 AU from the star; (b) is more than 10 AU wide;

According to Figure 1 5.6 ("Solar System Formatiou"),

trial planets;

In Figure 1 5. 1 7 ("Habitable Zones"), the habitable

zone of a star twice as massive as the Sun

pieces.

4. VIS

Astronomers have confirmed the existence of at least (a) one;

(c) lies entirely within 1 AU of tbe star; (d) is the same size as
the Silll'S habitable zone.

10.

Astronomers have not yet detected any Earth-like planets or
biting other stars because (a) there are none; (b) they are not
detectable with current technology; (c) no nearby stars are of
the type expected to have E.1!th-like planets; (d) the govern
ment is preventing them from reporting their discovery.
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P RO B L E M S
11,e number ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of diffimlty.
1. • If Neptune formed by gravitational instability in just a
thousand years at a distance of 25 AU from the SW1, how
many orbits did Neptune complete while it was forming?
2 . • How many l00-km-diameter rock" (3000 kg/m 3 ) planetesi
mals would have been needed to fom, Earth?

l. •• What was the period of a plutino's orbit when Neptune's
orbital semimajor axis was 25 AU?

4. • Use the data given in the text to calculate Neptune's orbital
period before interactions with planetesimals expanded the
orbit to its present size.

5. •• The two planets orbiting the nearby star Gliese 876 are ob
served to be in a 2:1 resonance (i.e., the period of one is twice
that of the other). The inner planet has an orbital period of
30 days. If the star's mass is the mass of the SW', calculate the
semimajor axis of the outer planet's orbit.
6. •• The planet orbiting star HD187123 has a semimajor axis
of 0.042 AU. If the star's mass is 1.06 tin1es the mass of the
Sun, calculate how many tin1es the planet has orbited its star
since the paper announcing its discovery was published on
December 1, 1998.

7. ••• Given that Mercury's noontime surface temperature at
periheliou is 700 K, estinlate the temperature of a "1,ot jupiter"
tnoving on a 3-day circular orbit around a Sun-like star.

8. •• Stellar radial velocity variations as small as 1 mls can
be detected with current technology. Por a jupiter-mass
planet orbiting a Suu-Uke star, this corresponds to a plane
tary orbital velocity of approximately 1 km/s. Based on this
information, what is the radius of the widest circular orbit
on which jupiter could currently be detected orbiting the
SW,?

9. • Given the data provided in the text, calculate the gravita
tional acceleration at the surfaces of the two transiting super
Earths (CoRoT 7b and Gj 12 14B) discussed in Section 1 5.6.
10 . ••• According to Stefan's law, the rate at which a planet ra
diates energy into space is proportional to the fourth power
of its surface temperature. co (Sec. 3.4) If the parent star
emits energy uniformly in all directions, the rate at which
stellar energy reaches the planet is proportional to the total
energy ontput of the star (in watts) divided by the square of
the planet's distance from the star ( see Section 17.2). The
two rates must be equal, detem1ining the temperatnre.
Based on this infomlation, and given that the SW1'S habit
able zone extends from about 0.7 AU to 1.5 AU, estimate the
extent of the habitable zone aronud a star half as luminous
as the Snu.

TH E SU N
O U R P A R E N T S TA R

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to
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1
1
4
S
6
7
8

Summarize the overall properties and
internal structure of the Sun.
Describe the concept of luminosity, and
explain how it is measured.
Explain how studies of the solar surface tell
us about the Sun's interior.
List and describe the outer layers of the
Sun.
Discuss the nature and variability of the
Sun's magnetic field.
Describe the various types of solar activity
and their relation to solar magnetism.
Outline the process by which energy is
produced in the Sun's interior.
Explain how observations of the Sun's core
changed our understanding of fundamental
physics.

1VlUg in the solar system, we have the chance to
study at close range perhaps the most common type of
cosmic object-a star. Our Sun is a star, and a fairly aver
age one at that, but with a unique feature: It is very dose
to us-some 300,000 times closer than our next nearest
neighbor, Alpha Centauri. Whereas Alpha Centauri is
4.3 light-years distant, the Sun is only 8 light-minutes
away from us. Consequently, astronomers know far
more about the properties of the Sun than about any of
the other distant points of light in the universe.
A good fraction of all our astronomical knowledge
is based on modern studies of the Sun-from the
production of seemingly boundless energy in its core to
the surprisingly complex activity in its atmosphere. Just
as we studied our parent planet, Earth, to set the stage
for our exploration of the solar system, we now examine
our parent star, the Sun, as the next step in our

The Sun is our star-the main source
THE B IG of energy that powers weather, cli
PICTURE
mate. and life on Earth. Although we
take it for granted each and every day.
the Sun is v itally important to us in the cosmic
scheme of things. Simply put. without it. we
would not exist.

'""'lII

•

M a s er ngASTRON0 MY

exploration of the universe.

The Sun, much like the planet's. experiences a kind of weather,
Including storms. This spectacular Image shows a particularly large solar
prominence on the 11mb of the Sun, arising from a powerful active region
In 2005. The image was acquired by the Solar and Heliospherlc
Observatory-a 2-ton robot 'parked" in space between Earth and the
Sun. Itsjob is to stare at thl! Sun unblinkingly 24 hailS a day,
eavesdropping on its atmosphl!rl!, surface, and interior. (ESA/NASA)
LEFT:

Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.romfor quizzes,
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self-gJided tutorials.
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The Sun

Physical Properties of the Sun

The Sun is the sole source o f light and heat for the mainte
nance of life on Earth. The Sun is a star-a glowing ball of
gas held together by its own gravity and powered by nuclear
fusion at its center. In its physical and chemical properties,
the Still is similar to most other stars, regardless of when and
where they formed. Indeed, our Sun appears to be a rather
typic.1l s1:.1r, lying right in the middle of the observed ranges
of stellar mass, radius, brightness, and composition. Far
from detracting from our interest in the Sun, tlus very medi
ocrity is one of the main reasons that astronomers study it
they can apply knowledge of solar phenomena to many
other stars in the universe.

Ove ra l l Properties

The SW1'S radius, roughly 700,000 knl, is determined most
directly by measuring the angular size (0.5°) of the Sun and
then employing elementary geometry. co (Sec. 1 .6) The
Sun's mass, 2.0 X 1 030 kg, follows from Newton's laws of
motion and gravity, applied to the observed orbits of the
planets. co (More Precisely 2-2) The average solar density de
rived from its mass and volume, approximately 1400 kglm3,
is quite similar to that of the jovian planets and about one
quarter the average density of Earth.
Solar rotation can be measured by timing sunspots and
other surface features as they traverse the solar disk.
ex> (Sec. 2.4) These observations indicate that the Sun ro
tates in about a month, but it does not do so as a solid body.
Instead, it spins differentially, like Jupiter and Saturn-faster
at the equator and slower at the poles. co (Sec. l l . l ) The
equatorial rotation period at the equator is about 25 days.
Sunspots are never seen above latitude 60° (north or south),
but at that latitude they indicate a 3 1 -day period. Other
measurement teclmiques, such as those discussed in Section
1 6.2, reveal that the Sun's rotation period continues to in
crease as we approach the poles. The polar rotation period is
not known with certainty, but it may be as long as 36 days.
The Sun's surface temperature is measured by applying
the radiation laws to the observed solar spectrwn. co (Sec.
3.4) The distribution of solar radiation has the approximate
shape of a blackbody curve for an object at about 5800 K.
The average solar temperature obtained in this way is known
as the Sun's effective temperature.
Having a radius of more than 100 Earth radii, a mass of
more than 300,000 Earth masses, and a surface temperature
well above the melting point of any known material, the Sun
is clearly a body that is very different from any other we have
encountered so far.

Solar Structure
The Sun has a surface of sorts-not a solid surface (the
Sun contains no solid material), but rather that part of
the brilliant gas ball we perceive with our eyes or view

through a heavily filtered telescope. This "surface" -the
part of the Sun that emits the radiation we see-is called
the photosphere. Its radius is about 700,000 km. However,
the thickness of the photosphere is probably no more than
500 km, less than 0.1 percent of the radius, which is why
we perceive the Still as having a well-defuled, sharp edge
(Figure 1 6. 1 ) .
The main regions o f the Sun are illustrated in Figure
16.2 and summarized in Table 16. 1 . We will discuss them all
in more detail later in the chapter. Just above the photo
sphere is the SW1'S lower atmosphere, called the
chromosphere, about 1 500 km thick. From 1 500 krn to
1 0,000 krn above the top of the photosphere lies a region
called the transition zone, in which the temperature rises
dramatically. Above 1 0,000 krn, and stretching far beyond,
is a tenuous (thin), hot upper atmosphere: the solar corona.
At still greater distances, the corona turns into the sola r
wind, which flows away from the Sun and permeates the
entire solar system. co (Sec. 6.5 ) E.xtending down some
200,000 km below the photosphere is the convection zone,
a region where the material of the Sun is in constant con
vective motion. Below the convection zone lies the
radiation zone, in which solar energy is transported toward
the surface by radiation rather than by convection. The
term solar interior is often used to mean both the radiation
and convection wnes. The central core, roughly 200,000
km in radius, is the site of powerful nuclear reactions that
generate the SW1'S enormous energy output.

Lum inosity
The properties of size, mass, density, rotation rate, and tem
perature are familiar from our study of the planets. But the
Sun has an additional property, perha ps the most important
of all from the point of view of life on Earth: The Sun
radiates a great deal of energy into space, uniformly (we as
sume) in all directions. By holding a light-sensitive device
a photoelectric cell, perhaps-perpendicular to the Sun's
rays, we can measure how much solar energy is received per
square meter of surface area every second. Imagine our
detector as having a surface area of 1 square meter ( 1 m2 )
and as being placed at the top of Earth's atmosphere. The
amount of solar energy reaching this surface each second
is a quantity known as the solar constant, whose value is
approximately l 400 watts per square meter (W/m2 ).
About 50 to 70 percent of the incoming energy from the
Sun reaches Earth's surface; the rest is intercepted by the
atmosphere (30 percent) or reflected away by clouds (0 to 20
percent). Thus, on a clear day, a sunbather's body having a
total surface area of about 0.5 m2 receives solar energy at a
rate of rough/y 1400 W/m2 X 0.70 (70 percent) X 0.5 m2 ::::;
500 W, equivalent to the output of a small electric room heater
or five l00-watt lightbulbs.
Let us now ask about the tota.l amount of energy radi
ated in all directions from the Sun, not just the small fraction

S E C T I O N 1 6 .1
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• FI GURE 16.2 Solar Structure
• FIGURE 16.1 The Sun

The main regions of the Sun,

not drawn to scale, with some physical dimensions labeled. The

The inner part of this composite, filtered

photosphere is the visible ·surface" of the Sun. Belem it lie the

image of the Sun shows a sharp solar edge, although our star, like all

convection zone, the radiation zone, and the core. Above the

stars, is made of a gradually thinning gas. The edge appears sharp

photosphere, the solar atmosphere consists of the chromosphere,

because the solar photosphere is so thin. The outer portion of the

the transition zone, and the corona.

image is the solar corona, normally too faint to be seen, but visible
during an edipse, when the light from the solar disk is blotted out.

Note the blemishes; they are sunspots. CD

(Sec. 2.4) (NOAa)
the sphere (i.e., the solar constant) by the total surface area of
our imaginary sphere, we can determine the total rate at

intercepted by our detector or by Earth. Imagine a thcee
dimensional sphere is centered on the Sun and just large
enough that its surface intersects Earth's center (Figure 1 6.3).
The sphere's radius is 1 AU, and its surface area is therefore
4'll' X ( 1 AU)2, or approximately 2.8 X 1 023 m2. Multiplying
the rate at which solar energy falls on each square meter of

Re&ion

Inner Radius (km)

Temperature (K)

which energy leaves the Sun's surface. This quantity is known
as the luminosity of the Sun. It turns out to be just under

4 X 1 026 w.

The Sun is an enormously powerful source of energy.

Every second, it produces an amount of energy equivalent
to the detonation of about 10 billion I -megaton nuclear

Den.ity (q/m')

0

1 5,000,000

1 50,000

200,000

7,000,000

1 5,000

Convection lOne

496,000'

2,000,000

1 50

Photosphere

696,000'

5800

2 X 10--4

Chromosphere

696,500'

4500

5 X 10-

Core
Radiation lOne

-<i

Definin& Properties

Energy generated by nuclear fusion
Energy transported by electromagnetic radiation
Energy carried by convection
Electromagnetic radiation c.ln escape-the part
of the Sun we see
Cool lower atmosphere

Rapid increase in temperature

Transition lOne

698,000'

8000

2 X 10- 10

Corona

706,000'

3,000,000

10- 12

Hot, low·density upper atmosphere

> 1 ,000,000

10-23

Solar material escapes into space and flows
outward through the solar system

Solar wind
If

10,000,000

These radii are based on the accurately determined radius of the photosphere. The other radii quoted are apprax.;ttUl� rour,d twmbers.
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mathematical models of the Sun, combining all available data
with theoretical insight into solar physics to find the model
that agrees most closely with observations.

0:0

(Sec. 1 .2) Re

call from Chapter 1 1 how similar techniques are used to infer
the structures of the jovian planets.
in the case of the Sun is the

CD

(Sec. 1 1 .3) The result

standard solar model, which has

gained widespread acceptance among astronomers.

Mode l i ng the Structure of the Sun
The Sun's bulk properties--its mass, radius, temperature,
and luminosity-do not vary much from day to day or from
year to year. Although we will see in Chapter 20 that stars
like the Sun do change significantly over periods of

billions

of years, for our purposes here this slow evolution may be
ignored. On "human» time scales, the Sun may reasonably
be thought of as unchanging.
Based on this simple observation, as illustrated in
Figure 16.4, theoretical models generally begin by assuming
that the Sun is in a state of hydrostatic

� around the Sun so thatthe sphereS surface passes through Earth's
� center. The radius of this imaginary sphere equals 1 AU. Overall,
'" FIGU RE 1 6.3 Solar Luminosity

W e can draw an imaginary sphere

equilibrium,

in

which pressure's outward push exactly counteracts gravity's
inward pull. This stable balance between opposing forces is
the basic reason that the Sun neither collapses under its own

gigawatts-ten thousand times the current energy consumption of our

2
entire planet. The "solar constant" is the amount of power striking a l-m

(More Pre
cisely 8-1) The assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, cou
pled with our knowledge of some basic physics, tllen lets us

detector at Earth's distance, as suggested � the i"set. By multiplying the

predict the density and temperature in tile solar interior.

Earth receives energy from the Sun at a rate of roughly 200 million

spheres surface area � the solar constant, we can measure the Sun's

luminosity-the amount of energy it emits each second.

weight nor explodes into interstellar space. co

This information, in turn, allows the model to make predic
tions about other observable solar properties--luminosity,
radius, spectrum, and so on-and the internal details of
the model are fine-tuned until the predictions agree with

bombs, Six seconds worth of solar energy output, suitably
focused, would evaporate all of Earth's oceans. Three min
utes would melt our planet's crust. The scale on which the
Silll operates simply defies earthly comparison. Let's begin

our more detailed study with a look at where all this energy
comes from.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
ItI' Why must we assume that the Sun radiates equally in all

directions when we compute the solar luminosity from the

solar constant?

1 6.2 The Solar I nterior
How do astronomers know about conditions in the interior
of the Sun? As we have just seen, the fact that the SWl shines
tells us that its center must be very hot, but our direct
knowledge of the solar interior is actually quite limited. (See
Section 16.7 for a discussion of one in1portant "window»
we do have into the solar core.) Lacking direct measure
ments, researchers must use other means to probe the inner
workings of our parent star. To this end, they construct

'" F I G URE 1 6.4 Hydrostatic Equilibrium

In the interior of a star

such as the Sun, the outward pressure of hot gas exactly balances the
inward

pull of grilll ity. This is true at �ery point within the star,

guaranteeing its stability.

S ECTION 1 6 .2
observations. This is the scientific method at work; the stan
dard solar model is the result. 00 (Sec. 1 .2 )
Hydrostatic equilibrium has an important consequence
for the solar interior. Because the Sun is very massive, its
gravitational pull is very strong, so very high internal pres
sure is needed to maintain the balance. This high pressure in
turn requires a very high central temperature, a fact crucial
to our understanding of solar energy generation (Section
16.6). Indeed, calculations of this sort carried out by British
astrophysicist Sir Arthur Eddington around 1920 provided
astronomers with the first inkling that fusion might be the
process that powers the Silll.
To test and refine the standard solar model, astronomers
are eager to obtain information about the solar interior.
However, with so little direct information about conditions
below the photosphere, we must rely on more indirect tech
niques. In the 1960s, measurements of the Doppler shifts of
solar spectral lines revealed that the surface of the Sun oscil
lates, or vibrates, like a complex set of bells. ex> (Sees. 3.5,
4.5) These vibrations, illustrated in Figure 16.5(a), are the
result of internal pressure waves (somewhat like sound waves
in air) that reflect off the photosphere and repeatedly cross
the solar interior (Figure 1 6.5b). Because the waves can pene
trate deep inside the Silll, analysis of their surface patterns
allows scientists to study conditions far below the Sun's
surface. The process is similar to the way in which seismolo
gists learn about the interior of Earth by observing the p- and
S-waves produced by eartllquakes. ex> (Sec. 7.3) For this rea
son, the study of solar surface patterns is usually called
helioseismology, even though solar pressure waves have

The Solar Interior
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nothing whatever to do with solar seiSlniC activity-there is
no such thing.
The most extensive study of solar oscillations is the on
going Global Oscillations Network Group (GONG) project.
By making continuous observations of the Sun from many
clear sites around Earth, solar astronomers can obtain Wlin
terrupted high-quality solar data spanning many days and
even weeks-almost as though Earth were not rotating and
the Sun never set. The Solar arid Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO), launched by the European Space Agency in 1995
and now permanently stationed behveen Earth and the Sun
some 1 .5 million km from our planet (see Discovery 16-1),
also provides continuous monitoring of the Sun's surface
and atmosphere. Analysis of ground- and space-based data
provides important additional information about tlle tem
perature, density, rotation, and convective state of the solar
interior, allowing detailed comparisons behveen theory and
reality to be made. Direct comparison is possible through
out a large portion of the Sun, and the agreement between
model and observations is spectacular: The frequencies
and wavelengths of observed solar oscillations are within
0 . 1 percent of the predictions of the standard solar model.
Figure 16.6 shows the solar density and temperature,
plotted as functions of distance from the Sun's center, ac
cording to the standard solar model. Notice how the den
sity drops ratller sharply at first and then decreases more
slowly near the solar photosphere, some 700,000 km from
the center. The variation in density is large, ranging from a
core value of about 1 50,000 kg/m3, 20 times the density of
iron, to an intermediate value (at 350,000 km) of
about 1000 kg/m3, the density of water, to
an extremely small photospheric value
of 2 X 10-4 kg/m3, 10,000 times less
dense than air at the surface of
Earth. Because the density is so
high in the core, roughly 90
percent of the Sun's mass is
contained within tlle inner half
of its radius. The solar density
continues to decrease out be
yond the photosphere, reaching
values as low as 10-23 kg/m3 in
the far corona-about as thin as
the best vacuum physicists can cre
ate in laboratories on Earth.
(a)
(b)
The solar temperature also decreases
with increasing radius in the solar interior,
.. F IGURE 1 6.5 Solar Osc.illations (a) The Sun has been found to vibrate in a vf!PJ
but not as rapidly as the density. Computer
complex w�. By observing the motion ofthe solar surface, scientists can determine the
models indicate a temperature of about
wavelengths and the frequencies of the individual waves and deduce information about the
Sun not obtainable by other means. The alternating patches represent gas moving dawn (red)
15 million K at the core, consistent with
and up (blue� (See also Discavwy 16-1.) (b) Depending on their in itial directions, the w�es
the mininmm 1 0 million K needed to initi
contributing to the observed oscillati ons ITl<lf travel deep inside the Sun, providing vital
ate the nuclear reactions known to power
information about the solar interior. The w�e shown closest to the surface here corresponds
most stars, decreasing to the observed
approximately to the v ib rati on pattern depicted in part (a). (Natiotlal Solar Obsermtory)
value of about 5800 K at tlle photosphere.
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Photosphere

Convection
zone

rates. Just below the surface are wide "rivers" of lower
speed (at the equator) and higher speed (polar) rotation.
The material at the base o f the convection wne appears to
oscillate in rotation speed, sometimes moving faster (by
about 10 percent) than the surface layers, sometimes

zone

slower, with a period of about

1 .3 years. Deeper still, the

radiative interior rotates more or less as a solid body, once
every 26.9 days. A full explanation of the Sun's rotation
currently eludes theorists.

Energy Transport
(a)

The very hot solar interior ensures violent and frequent col
lisions among gas particles. Particles move in all directions

1 60

at high speeds, bumping into one another unceasingly. In
and near the core, the extremely high temperatures guaran

;>;- E
'05 '"

.,....

�"'o

c ""

G

120

tee that the gas is completely ionized. Recall from Chapter 4

80

that can boost their electrons to more excited states.

that, under less extreme conditions, atoms absorb photons
=

(Sec. 4.2) With no electrons left on atoms to capture the

photons, however, the deep solar interior is relatively

40

transparent to radiation. Only occasionally does a photon
encounter and scatter off of a free electron or proton. The

Distance from cen ter (km)

energy produced by nuclear reactions in the core travels
outward toward the surface in the form of radiation with

(b)

relative ease.

As we move outward from the core, the temperature falls,

16

atoms collide less frequently and less violently, and more and
more electrons manage to remain boWld to their parent
nuclei. With more and more atoms retaining electrons that can
absorb the outgoing radiation, the gas in the interior changes
from being relatively transparent to being alrnost totally
opaque. By the outer edge of the radiation zone, roughly
500,000 km from the center (actually, 4%,000 km, according

4

to the best available
a

700,000

SOHO data), all the photons produced in

the Still'S core have been absorbed. Not one of them reaches

700,000

Distance from center (km)
(c)

... FIGURE 1 6.6 Solar Interior (a) A cross-sectional cut through
the middle of the Sun, with corresponding graphs of (b) density and
(c) temperature across the cut, according to the standard solar
theoretical model.

the surface. But what happens to the energy they carry?
The photons' energy must travel beyond the Sun's
interior: That we see sunlight-visible energy-proves that
energy escapes. The escaping energy reaches the surface by

convection--tlle same basic

physical process we saw in our

study of Earth's atmosphere, although it operates in a very
different environment in the Sun.

00

(Sec. 7.2 ) Hot solar

gas moves outward while cooler gas above it sinks, creating
a characteristic pattern of convection cells. All through the

As

the data improve and old mysteries are resolved,

convection wne, energy is transported to the surface by

new ones often emerge. For example, helioseismology in

physical motion of the solar gas. (Note that this actually

dicates that the Sun's rotation speed varies with depth

represents a departure from hydrostatic equilibrium, as de

perhaps not too surprising, given the surface differential

fined above, but it can still be handled within the standard

rotation mentioned earlier and the fact that similar behav

solar modeL) Remember tl13t there is no physical move

ior has been noted in the outer planets. What is puzzling,

ment of material when radiation is tlle energy-transport

though, is the

complexity of

the differential motion. The

mechanism; convection and radiation are

surface layers show a "zonal flow" of sorts, with alternat

different ways in which energy can

ing bands of higher- and lower-than-average rotation

place to another.

fundamentally

be transported from one

S ECTION 16.2
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SOHO: Eavesdropping on the Sun
Throughout the few decades o f the Space Age, various nations,
led by the United States, have sent spacecraft to all but one of the
major bodies in the solar system. That unexplored body is the
Sun. Currently, the next best thing to a dedicated reconnoitering
spacecraft is the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO),
which has radioed back to Earth volumes of new data-and
more than a few new puzzles---about our parent star since the
spacecraft's launch in 1995.
SOHO is a billion-dollar mission operated primarily by the
European Space Agency. The 2-ton robot is now on station about
1.5 million km sunward of Earth-about 1 percent of the dis
tance from Earth to ti,e Stm. This is the so-called Ll Lagrangian
point, where the gravitational pull of the Sun and Earth are

precisely equal-a good place to park a monitoring platform.
a> (Sec. 1 4. 1 ) From this vantage point, SOHO continuously
monitors our parent star, studying its surface, atmosphere, and
interior. The automated vehicle carries a dozen instruments ca
pable of measuring almost everything from ti,e SW1'S corona and
magnetic field to its solar wind and internal vibrations. The ac
companying figure shows a false-color unage of the SWl'S lower
corona, obtained by combining SOHO data captmed at three
different ultraviolet wavelengths.
SOHO is positioned just beyond Earth's magnetosphere, so
its instruments can cleanly study the charged particles of the
solar wind-high -speed matter escapulg from the Sun, fiowulg
outward from the corona. Coordinating these on-site measure
ments with SOHO images of the Sun itself, astronomers now
think they can follow solar magnetic field loops expanding and
breaking as the Sun prepares itself for mass ejections several days
before they actually occur (see Section 16.5). Given that such
coronal storms can wreak havoc on commwlications, power
grids, satellite electronics, and other hWllan activities, the
prospect of having accurate forecasts of disruptive solar events is
a welcome development.
Section 16.2 discusses how astronomers can "take the
pulse" of the Sun by measuring its complex rhythmic motions.
SOHO also has the ability to study the weak soWld waves that
echo and resonate ulside the SWl and can map tllese vibrations
with much higher resolution than was previously possible. It
does so not by sensing sound itself, but by watching the SW1'S
surface move up and down ever so slightly. The SWl'S "loudest"
vibrations are extremely low pitched (0.003 Hz, or one oscilla
tion every 5 mumtes), more like rolling rwubles, just as we
might expect from such a huge and massive object.
As of early 2010, SOHO is still operating, 1 2 years beyond its
planned lifetime, having survived assaults from both the SWl and
Earth. Twice so far, skillful engiIleers have brought the spacecraft
back from apparent death after mission controllers mistakenly
sent incorrect commands from the ground. It is a good thillg that
they did, for this remarkable spacecraft has radioed back to Earth
a wealth of new scientific insight into our parent star.

Figure 16.7 is a schematic diagram of the solar convec

At some distance from the core, the solar gas becomes

tion zone. There is a hierarchy of convection cells, organized

too thin to sustain further upwelling by convection. Theory

in tiers of many different sizes at different depths. The deepest

suggests that this distance roughly coincides with the photo

tier, lying approximately 200,000 km below the photosphere,

spheric surface we see. Convection does not proceed into the

is thought to contain large cells some tens of thousands of

solar atmosphere; there is simply not enough gas there-the

kilometers in diameter. Heat is then successively carried up

density is so low that there are too few atoms or ions to in

ward through a series of progressively smaller cells, stacked

tercept much swliight, so the gas becomes transparent again

one on another, until, at a depth of about 1000 km, the indi

and radiation once more becomes the mechanism of energy

vidual cells are about 1 ()()() km across. The top of this upper

most tier of convection is the visible surface of the Silll, where

transport. Photons reaching the photosphere escape more or
less freely into space, and the photosphere emits thermal

astronomers can directly observe the cell sizes. Information

radiation, like any other hot object. The photosphere is nar

about convection below that level is inferred mostly from

row, and the "edge" of the Sun sharp, because this transition

computer models of the solar interior.

from opacity to complete transparency is very rapid. Just
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bright granule measures about
1000 Jan across---comparable
in size to a continent on
Earth-and has a lifetime of
between 5 and 10 minutes.
Together, several million gran
ules constitute the top layer of
the convection zone, immedi
ately below the photosphere.
Each granule forms the
topmost part of a solar con
vection cell. Spectroscopic ob

& FIGURE 1 6.7 Solar Convection Physical transport of energy in the Sun's convection zone. The upper
interior region is visualized as a boiling seething sea of gas, Near the surface, each convective cell is about
1000 Ian across, The sizes of the convective cells become progre.ssively larger at greater depths, reaching
some 30,000 Ian in diameter at the base of the convection zone, 200,000 km below the photosphere.
(This is a highly simplified diagram; there are many different cell sizes, and they are not so neatly arranged,)

below the bottom of tile photosphere the gas is still convec
tive, and radiation does not reach us directly. A few hundred

kilometers higher, the gas is too tl1in to emit or absorb any
significant amount of radiation.

Granulation
Figure 16.8 is a high-resolution photograph of the solar
surface. The visible surface is highly mottled, or granulated,
with regions of bright and dark gas known as granules. Each

servation within and around
the bright regions shows direct
evidence for the upward mo
tion of gas as it "boils" up from
within-evidence that convection really does occur just
below the photosphere. Spec

tral lines detected from the bright granules appear slightly
bluer than normal, indicating Doppler-shifted matter ap
proaching us at about 1 km/s. 00 (Sec. 3.5) Spectroscopes
focused on the darker portions of the granulated photo
sphere show the same spectral lines to be redshifted, indicat
ing matter moving away from us.
The variations in brightness of the granules result
strictly from differences in temperature. The upwelling gas is
hotter and therefore emits more radiation than the cooler,
downward-moving gas. The adjacent bright and dark gases
appear to contrast considerably, but in reality their tempera
ture difference is less than about 500 K. Careful measure
ments also reveal a much larger-scale flow on the solar surface.
Supergranulation is a flow pattern quite similar to granula
tion, except that supergranulation cells measure some
30,000 Ian across. As with granulation, material upwells at
the center of the cells, flows across the surface, then sinks
down again at tlle edges. Scientists suspect that supergran

ules are the imprint on the photosphere of a deeper tier of
large convective cells, like those depicted in Figure 16.7.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ What are the two d istinct ways in which energy moves
outward from the solar core to the

photosphere?

<III FI G URE 1 6 . 8 Solar Granulation A photograph of the granulated
solar photosphere, taken with the 1-m Swedi sh Solar Telescope
looking directly down on the Sun's surface, Typical solar granules are
comparable in size to Earths continents. The bright portions of the
image are regions where hot material is upwelling from below, as
illustrated in Figure 16.7. The darker (redder) regions correspond to
cooler gas that is sinking back dONn into the interior, The inset drawing
shCINs a perpendicular cut through the sclar surface. (SST)
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Astronomers <:'1n glean an enormous amount of infor
mation about the StUl from an analysis of the absorption
lines that arise in the photosphere and lower atmosphere.
CIO (Sec. 4.4) Figure 16.9 (see also Figure 4.4) is a detailed
spectrwn of the Sun spanning a range of wavelengths
from 360 to 690 nm. Notice the intricate dark Fraunhofer
absorption lines superposed on the background continuous
spectrwn.
Tens of thousands of spectral lines have been observed
and cataloged in the solar spectrwn. In all, some 67 elements
have been identified in the Sun in various states of ioniza
tion and excitation. 0:> (Sec. 4.2) More elements probably
exist there, but they are present in such small quantities that
our instruments are s imply not sensitive enough to detect
them. Table 1 6.2 lists the 10 most common elements in the
Sun. Notice that hydrogen is by far the most abtUldant
element, followed by helium. This distribution is just what
we saw on the jovian planets, and it is what we will find for
the universe as a whole.

Hydrogen

440

430

420

Percentap

91.2

7 1 .0

8.7

27.1

Oxygen

0.078

0.97

Carbon

0.043

0.40

Nitrogen

0.0088

0.096

Silicon

0.0045

0.099

Magnesium

0.0038

0.076

Neon

0.0035

0.058

0.0030

0.14

0.0015

0.040

Iron

indeed, the spectra of all stars), we must slightly modify our
earlier description of the formation of absorption lines. We
explained these lines in terms of cool foreground gas inter
cepting light from a hot backgrOlUld source. In actuality,
both the bright background and the dark absorption lines
in Figure 16.9 form at roughly the same locations in the
Sun-the solar photosphere and lower chromosphere. To
wlderstand how these lines are formed, consider again the
solar energy emission process in a little more detail.

As discussed in Chapter 4, spectral lines arise when electrons
in atoms or ions make transitions between states of well
defined energies, emitting or absorbing photons of specific
energies (i.e., wavelengths or colors) in the process. co (Sec.
4.2) However, to explain the spectnun of the StUl (and,
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... FI G URE 16.9 Solar Spectrum
A detailed visible spectrum of our

Sun shows thousands of dark
Fraunhofer (absorption) spectral lines
indicating the presence of 67
different elements in various stages
of excitation and ionization in the
lower solar atmosphere. The numbers
give wavelengths, In nanometers.
(Palomar Obsen1atory/Caltech)
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Below the photosphere, the solar gas is sufficiently

chromosphere results from its low density-large nUll1bers of

dense, and interactions among photons, electrons, and ions

photons sinlply cannot be emitted by a tenuous gas containing

sufficiently common, that radiation cannot escape directly

very few atoms per unit volume. Still, altlJough it is not nor

into space. In the solar atmosphere, however, the probability

maly seen, astronomers have long been aware of the chromo

that a photon will escape without further interaction with

sphere's existence. Figure 16.10 shows the Sun during an eclipse

matter depends on the photon's energy. Rec.111 from Chapter 4

in whicll the photosphere-but not the clJromosphere--is

that an atom or ion can absorb a photon only if that

obscured by tlJe Moon. The chromosphere's characteristic red

photon's energy has just the right value to cause an electron

dish hue is plainly visible. This coloration is due to tlJe red Ha

to jump from one energy level to another.

00

( Sec. 4.3)

Hence, if the photon energy happens to correspond to some
electronic transition in an atom or ion in the gas, then the

(hydrogen alpha) emission line of hydrogen, which dominates
the cllromospheric spectrum.

00 (More Precisely 4-/)

The chromosphere is mr from tranquil. Every few minutes,

photon may be absorbed again before it can travel very far

small solar storms erupt, expelling jets of hot matter known as

the more elements present of the type suitable for absorp

spicules into the Sun's upper atmosphere (Figure 16. 1 1). These

tion, the lower the escape probability. Conversely, if the

long, thin spikes of matter leave tlJe Sun's surface at typical

photon's energy does not coincide with any such transition,

speeds of about 100 km/s and reach several thousand kilome

then the photon cannot interact further with the gas, and it

ters above the photosphere. Spicules are not spread evenly

leaves the Sun headed for interstellar spaces, or perhaps the

across the solar surmce. Instead, they cover only about 1 percent

detector of an astronomer on Earth.

of the total area, tending to aCCUll1ulate around the edges of

Thus, when we look at the Sun, we are actually peering

supergranules. The Sun's magnetic field is also known to be

down into the solar atmosphere to a deptll that depends on the

somewhat stronger than average in tlJose regions. Scientists

wavelength of the light wlder study. Photons with wavelengths

speculate that the downward-moving material there tends to

far from any absorption fe.1ture (i.e., having energies far from

strengthen the solar magnetic field, and spicules are the result

any atomic transition) are less likely to interact with matter as

of magnetic disturbances in the Sun's churning outer layers.

they travel through the soL1r gas and so come from deeper in
the photosphere. However, photons with wavelengths ne.1C the
centers of absorption lines are much more likely to be cap
tured by an atom or ion and tllerefore escape mainly from
higher (and cooler) levels. The lines are darker than their sur
roundings because the temperature where tlley form is lower

The Transition Zone and the Corona

During the brief moments of an eclipse, if the Moon's angular

size is L1rge enough that botlJ the photosphere and tlJe chro

mosphere are blocked, the ghostly solar corona can be seen

than the 5800-K temperature at the base of the photosphere,
where most of the continuous emission originates. (Recall
that, by Stefan's law, the brightness of a radiating object de
pends on its temperature--the cooler tlle gas, the less energy it

radiates.) 0::> (Sec. 3.4) Thus, the existence of Fraunhofer lines
is direct evidence that the temperature in the Sun's atmosphere

decreases Witll height above the photosphere.
Strictly speaking, spectral analysis allows us to draw
conclusions only about the part of the Sun where the
lines form-the photosphere and chromosphere. However,
most astronomers think that, with the exception of the
solar core (where nuclear reactions are steadily changing
the composition-see Sec. 16.6), the data in Table 16.2 are
representative of the entire Sun. That assumption is
strongly supported by the excellent agreement between the
standard solar model, which makes the same asswnption,
and helioseismological observations of the solar interior.

The Chromosphere
Above the photosphere lies the cooler chromosphere, tlJe inner
part of the solar atmosphere. This region emits very little light
of its own and cannot be observed visually under normal
conditions. The photosphere is just too bright, dominating
tlle clJromosphere's radiation. The relative dimness of tlJe

.. F I G URE 1 6.1 0 Solar Chromosphere This photograph of a total
solar eclipse shcms the solar chromosphere a few thousand kilometers
above the Sun's surfuce. (G. Schneider)
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<III F I G U R E 1 6.11 Solar Spicules
Short-lived, narrow jets ofgas that
typically last mere minutes can
be seen sprouting up from the solar
chromosphere in this Ha image of
the Sun. These so-called spiQJles
are the thin, dark, splkelike regions.
They appear dark against the face
of the Sun because they are cooler
than the underlying photosphere.
(SST)

(Figure 16. 12). With the photospheric light removed, the pat
tern of spectral lines changes dramatically. The intensities of
the usual lines alter (suggesting changes in composition or
temperature, or both), the spectrum shifts from absorption to
emission, and an entirely new set of spectral lines suddenly
appears. The shift from absorption to emission is entirely in
accordance with Kirchhoff's laws, because we see the corona
against the blackness of space, not against the bright continu
ous spectrum from the photosphere below.

0:>

( Sec. 4.1 )

These new coronal (and in some cases chromospheric)
lines were first observed during eclipses in the 1 920s. For
years afterward, some researchers (for want of any better ex
planation) attributed them to a new nonterrestrial element,
which they dubbed "coroniwn." We now recognize that
these new spectral lines do not inclicate any new kind of
atom. Coroniwn does not exist. Rather, the new lines arise
because atoms in the corona have lost several more electrons
than atoms in the photosphere-that is, the coronal atoms
are much more highly ionized. Therefore, their internal elec
tronic structures, and hence their spectra, are quite different
from the structure and spectra of atoms and ions in the pho
tosphere. For example, astronomers have identified coronal
lines corresponclillg to iron iOIlS with as many as 13 of their
normal 26 electrons missing. In the photosphere, most iron
atoms have lost only 1 or 2 of their electrons.

� FI G URE 1 6.1 2 Solar Corona When both the p hotosphere
and the chromosphere are obscured � the Moon during a solar
eclipse, the faint corona becomes visible. This photograph dearly
shows the emission of radiation from a relatively

(Be"c/lO Al1gelOV)

inactive solar corona
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the speed of light, taking 8 minutes to reach Eartll. The par

Chromosphere

ticles travel more slowly, although at the still considerable
speed of about 500 kmls, readling Earth in a few days. This
constant stream of escaping solar particles is the solar wind.

1 ,000,000

The solar wind results from the high temperature of

g

�1:'
'"

�

the corona. About 10 million km above the photosphere, ilie

coronal gas is hot enough to escape ilie Sun's gravity, and it

1 00,000

begins to flow outward into space. At tlle same time, the solar
atmosphere is continuously replenished from below. If that

'"
f-

were not ilie c.1se, ilie corona would disappear in about a day.
The Sun is, in effect, "evaporating"-constantly shedding

1 0,000
6,000
4,500

mass through ilie solar wind. The wind is an extremely thin
medium, however. Even iliough it carries away roughly 2
million tons of solar matter each second, less tlun 0 . 1 percent
of the Sun's mass has been lost this way since the solar system
formed 4.6 billion years ago.
Distance above photosphere (km)

... FIGURE 1 6.13 Solar Atmospheric T..mperature The change
of gas temperature in the lower solar atmosphere is dramatic. The
temperature, i ndicated � the blue line. reaches a minimum of 4500
in the chromosphere and then rises sharply in the transition zone,
finally leveling off at around 3 million K in the corona.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
II' Describe two wilfs in which the spectrum of the solar corona
K

The cause of this extensive electron stripping is the
high coronal

temperature. The degree of ionization inferred

differs from that of the photosphere.

1 6.4 Solar Magnet i sm
The Sun has a powerful and complex magnetic field.

from spectra observed during solar eclipses tells us that the

Discovered in 1908 by American astronomer George Ellery

temperature of the upper chromosphere exceeds that of

Hale, the solar field still presents puzzles to scientists today.

the photosphere. Furthermore, the temperature of the

The structure of the Sun's magnetic field lines is crucial to

solar corona, where even more ionization is seen, is higher

understanding many aspects of the Sun's appearance and

still. Figure 16. 1 3 shows how the temperature of the Sun's

surfuce activity, yet ilie details of the field-line geometry, and

atmosphere varies with altitude. The temperature decreases

even the mechanism responsible for generating and sustain

photosphere, after which it rises steadily. About 1 500 km

Curiously, the keys to understanding many aspects of solar

to a minimum of about 4500 K some 500 km above the

ing the entire solar field, remain subjects of intense researdl.

above the photosphere, in the transition zone, the temper

magnetism lie in a phenomenon first observed nearly three

ature begins to rise rapidly, reaching more than 1 million K

centuries before Hale's groundbreaking discovery.

at an altitude of 1 0,000 km. Thereafter, in the corona, the
temperature remains roughly constant at around 3 million

K, although SOHO and other orbiting instruments have
detected coronal "hot spots" having temperatures many
times higher tllan tllis average value.
The cause of the rapid temperature rise is not fully
understood. The temperature profile runs contrary to intu
ition: Moving away from a heat source, we would normally

Sunspots
Figure 16.14 is an optical photograph of ilie entire Sun,
showing numerous dark blemishes on its surface. First stud
ied in detail by Galileo around 1 6 1 3, these "spots" provided
one of the first clues iliat the Sun was not a perfect, unvary
ing creation, but ratller a place of constant change.

=

(Sec.

lower atmosphere of the Sun. The corona must have another

2.4) The dark areas are called sunspots and typically meas
ure about 10,000 km across, approxinlately tlle size of Earth.

energy source. Astronomers now think that magnetic distur

As shown in the figure, they often occur in groups. At any

expect the heat to diminish, but this is not the case in the

bances in the solar photosphere are ultimately responsible

given time, ilie Sun may have hundreds of sunspots, or it

for heating the corona (Section 16.5).

may have none at all.

The Solar W i nd

rowlded by a grayish penumbra. The close-up views in

Electromagnetic

radiation

Studies of sunspots show an umbra, or dark center, sur
Figure 16.15 show each of iliese dark areas and tlle brighter

and fust-moving particles

mostly protons and electrons-escape from the Sun all the
tinle. The radiation moves away from the photosphere at

undisturbed photosphere nearby. This gradation in darkness

is really a gradual change in photospheric temperature
sunspots are simply

cooler regions

of ilie photospheric gas.
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(a)

1-- 50,000 km -l

... F IGURE 1 6.14 Sunspots This photograph of the entire Sun, taken
during a period of maximum solar activity, shows several groups of
sunspots. The largest spots in the Image are more than 20,000 km
across, nearly twice the diameter of Earth. Typical sunspots are only
about halfthat size. (Palomar Observatory/Calteeh)

... F I G U R E 16.1 5 Sunspots, Up Close (a) An enlarged photograph
The temperature of the umbra is about 4500 K, compared
with the penumbra's 5500 K. The spots, then, are certainly
composed of hot gases. They seem dark only bec.1use they
appear against an even brighter background (the 5800 K
photosphere) . If we could magically remove a sunspot from
the Sun (or just block out the rest of the Sun's emission), the
spot would glow brightly, just like any other hot object hav
ing a temperature of roughly 5000 K.

of the largest pair of sunspots In Figure 16.14 shows how each spot
consists of a coo� dark inner region called the umbra surrounded by a
warmer, brighter region called the penumbra The spots appear dark
because they are slightly cooler than the surrounding photosphere.
(b) A high-resolution image of a single typical sunspot-about the size
of Earth-shows details of its structure as well as the surface granules
surrounding it. (Palomar Observatory/Caltecl,; SST/Royal Swedish
Academy ofScience)

The Sun's Magnetic Field

photospheric regions (which is itself several times stronger
than Earth's magnetic field). Furthermore, the field lines are
not randomly oriented, but instead are directed roughly
perpendicular to (Ollt of or into) the Sun's surface. Scientists
think that sunspots are cooler than their surroundings
because these abnormally strong fields tend to block (or
redirect) the convective flow of hot gas, whim is normally
toward th.e surface of the Sun.
The polarity of a sunspot simply indicates which way
its magnetic field is directed relative to the solar surface. We
conventionally label spots where field lines emerge from the
interior as US" and those where tlle lines dive below the
photosphere as "N" (so field lines above the surface always
run from S to N, as on Earth). Sunspots almost always come
in pairs whose members lie at roughly the same latitude and
have opposite magnetic polarities. Figure 16. 16(a) illustrates

What causes a sunspot? Why is it cooler than the surround
ing photosphere? The answers to tllese questions are closely
tied to tlle structure of tlle Sun's magnetic field. We saw in
Chapter 4 that analysis of spectral lines can yield detailed
information about the magnetic field at the location where
the lines originate. co (Sec. 4.5) Indeed, Hale's discovery of
solar magnetism was made through observations of the
Zeeman effect (broadening or splitting of spectral lines by a
magnetic field) in Ha lines observed in sunspots. Most
importantly, both tlle strength of the magnetic field and the
orientation of a field line along the line of sight (toward or
away from the observer) can be determined.
The magnetic field in a typical SWlsPOt is about 1 000
times greater than the field in neighboring, undisturbed
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Nortr pole
Solar rotation cb
I

s

� F I G U R E 1 6.16 Solar Magnetism (a) Sunspot pairs (dark ""'nge) are linked �
magnetic field lines (blue curves). The Sun s magnetic field lines emerge from the
surface through one member of a pair and reenter the Sun through the other member.
The leading members of all sunspot pairs in the solar northern hemisphere h;rve the
'

N

------N

s

same polarity (labeled

\

Magnetic

field lines
South pole

(a)

N or S, as described in the text� If the magnetic field lines are

directed into the Sun In one leading spot, they are inwardly directed in all other
leading spots in that hemisphere. The same is true in the southern hemisphere, except
that the polarities are always opposite those in the north. (b) A far-ultraviolet image
taken by the Transition il2gion and Coronal Explorer (rRACE) satellite in 1999, shONing

magnetic field lines arching between two sunspot groups. Note the complex structure
of the field lines, which are seen here via the radiation emitted by superheated gas
fiONlng along them. Resolution here is about 700 km. (NASA)

how magnetic field lines emerge from the solar interior

Despite the irregular appearance of the sunspots them

through one member (S) of a sunspot pair, loop through the

selves, there is a great deal of order ill the underlying solar

solar atmosphere, and then reenter the photosphere through
the other member (N). As in Earth's magnetosphere,

field. All the sunspot pairs in the same solar hemisphere
( north or south) at any instant have the same magnetic con

charged particles tend to follow the solar magnetic field
lines. = (Sec. 7.5) Figure 16.16(b) shmvs an actual image of
solar magnetic loops, revealing high-temperature gas flow
ing along a complex network of magnetic field lines con
necting two sunspot groups.

figuration. That is, if the leading spot (measured in the di
rection of the Sun's rotation) of one pair has N polarity, as
shown in the figure, then all leading spots in that hemi
sphere have the same polarity. What's more, in the other
hemisphere at the same time, all sunspot pairs have the

SECTION 16.4
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Pole

South Pole

(a)

(b)

(e)

• F IGURE 16.17 Solar Rotation (a, b) The Sun's differential rotation wraps and distorts the solar magnetic
field. (c) Occasionally, the field lines burst out of the surface and loop through the lower atmosphere,
the� creating a sunspot pair. The underlying pattern of the solar field lines explains the observed pattem
of sunspot polarities. If the loop happens to ocrur on the edge of the Sun and is seen against the blackness
of space, we see a phenomenon called a prominence, described

opposite magnetic configuration

in Section 16.5. (See Figure 16.11.)

(S polarity leading). To un

lines become kinked like a twisted garden hose, causing the

derstand these regularities in sunspot polarities, we must

field strength to increase. Occasionally, the field becomes so

look at the Sun's magnetic field in a little more detail.
The combination of differential rotation and convection

strong that it overwhelms the Sun's gravity, and a "tube� of
field lines bursts out of the surface and loops through the lower

radically affects the character of the Sun's magnetic field, whidl

atmosphere, forming a sunspot pair. The general east-west ori

in turn plays a major role in determining the numbers and

entation of the underlying solar field aCCowlts for the observed

location of SW1SPOts. As illustrated in Figure 16.17, the Sun's

polarities of the resulting sunspot pairs in eadl hemisphere.

differential rotation distorts the solar magnetic field, "wrap
ping" it arOlmd the solar equator and eventually causing any
originally north-south magnetic field to reorient itself in an
east-west direction. At the same time, convection causes the
magnetized gas to well up toward the surface, twisting and

tangling the magnetic field pattern. In some places, the field

The Solar Cycle
Sunspots are not steady. Most change their size a n d shape,
and all come and go. Figure 16. 18 shows a time sequence
in which a number of spots varied-sometimes growing,

T FIGU RE 16.18 Sunspot Rotation The evolution of some sunspots and lower chromospherlc activity
over a period of12 days. The sequence runs from left to right. An HO'. filter was used to make these
photcgraphs, taken from the Skylab space station. An arrow follows one set of sunspots over the course of
a week as they are carried around the Sun by its rotation. (NASA)
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sometimes dissipating-over a period of several days.
Individual spots may last anywhere from 1 to 1 00 days; a
large group typically lasts 50 days. Not only do sunspots
come and go with time, but their numbers and distribu
tion across the face of the Sun also change fairly regularly.
Centuries of observations have established a clear sunspot
cycle. Figure 1 6 . 1 9(a) shows the number of sunspots
observed each year during the 20th century. The average
number of spots reaches a maximum every 1 1 or so years
and then falls off almost to zero before the cycle begins
afresh.
The latitudes at which sunspots appear vary as the
sunspot cycle progresses. Individual sunspots do not move
up or down in latitude, but new spots appear closer to
the equator as older ones at higher latitudes fade away.
Figure 1 6 . 1 9(b) is a plot of observed sunspot latitude as a
function of time. At the start of each cycle, at solar mini
mum, only a few spots are seen, and these are generally
confined to two narrow zones about 250 to 300 north and
south of the solar equator. Approximately four years into
the cycle, around solar maximum, the number of spots has
increased markedly, and they are found within about 1 50
to 200 of the equator. Finally, by the end of the cycle, at
solar minimum, the number has fallen again, and most
sunspots lie within about 100 of the solar equator. The be
ginning of each new cycle appears to overlap the end of
the last.
Complicating this picture further, the l l -year sunspot
cycle is actually only half of a longer 22-year solar cycle.

During the first 1 1 years of the cycle, the leading spots of
all the pairs in the northern hemisphere have the same
polarity, while spots in the southern hemisphere have the
opposite polarity ( Figure 1 6 . 1 6) . These polarities then
reverse their signs for the next 1 1 years, so the full solar cycle
takes 22 years.
Astronomers think that the Sun's magnetic field is both
generated and amplified by the constant stretching, twist
ing, and folding of magnetic field IUles that results from the
combined effects of differential rotation and convection, al
though the details are still not well understood. The theory
is similar to the "dynamo» theory that accounts for the
magnetic fields of Earth and the jovian planets, except that
the solar dynamo operates much faster and on a much
larger scale. 0:> (Sec. 7.5 ) One prediction of this theory is
that the Sun's magnetic field should rise to a maximum,
then fall to zero, and reverse itself, more or less periodically,
just as is observed. Solar surface activity, such as the
sunspot cycle, sunply follows the variations in the magnetic
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A FIGURE 16.19 Sunspot Cyde (a) Monthly number of sunspots during the 20th century, and
beyond, shONingyearly averages of the data to make long-term trends more ",ident. The (roughly)
II-year solar cycle is clearly visible. At the time of minimum solar activity, hardly any sunspots
are seen. About 4 years later, at maximum solar activity, about 100 to 200 spots are observed
per month. The most recent solar maximum occurred in 2001. (b) Sunspots cluster at high latitudes
when solar activity is at a minimum. They appear at lONer and lower latitudes as the number of
sunspots peaks. Th"t are again prominent near the Sun's equator as solar minimum is approached
once more. The blue lines In the upper plot indicate how the "average" sunspot latitude varies over
the course of the cycle.
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much more irregular component, characterized by explosive
and WI predictable surface activity. Solar activity contributes
little to the Sun's total luminosity and probably has no
significant bearing on the evolution of the Sun, but it does af
feet us here on Eartll. The size and duration of coronal holes
are strongly influenced by the level of solar activity. Hence, so
is tlle strenglh of the solar wind, and that in turn directly af
feets Earth's magnetosphere.

Year

four centuries. Note the absence

... F IG U R E 16.20 Maunder Minimum
occurring each month a./er the past

The Active Sun

Averagenumber of sunspots

of spots during the late 17th century.

field. The changing numbers of sunspots and their migra
tion to lower latitudes are both consequences of the
strenglhening and eventual decay of the field lines as they
become more and more tightly wrapped arowld the solar
equator.
Figure 16.20 plots sunspot data extending back to the
invention of the telescope. As can be seen, the l l -year
«periodicity" of the solar sunspot cycle is far from regular.
Not only does the period range from 7 to 1 5 years, but the
sunspot cyde disappeared entirely over a number of years
in the relatively recent past. The lengthy period of solar
inactivity that extended from 1645 to 1 7 1 5 is called
the Maunder minimum, after the British astronomer who
drew attention to these historical records. The corona
was apparently also less prominent during total solar
eclipses around that time, and Earth aurorae were sparse
throughout the late 1 7th century. Lacking a complete
understanding of the solar cycle, we cannot easily explain
how it could shut down entirely. Most astronomers
suspect changes in the Sun's convection zone or rotation
pattern, but the specific causes of the Sun's century-long
variations, as well as the details of the connection between
solar activity and Earth's climate, remain a mystery (see

Discovery 1 6-2).
C O N C EPT C H E C K

t/ What do observations of sunspot polarities tell us about the

solar magnetic field?

1 6.5 The Active S u n
Most of the SWI'S luminosity results from continuous emis
sion from the photosphere. However, superimposed on this
steady, predictable aspect of our star's energy output is a

Active Regions
The photosphere surrounding a pair or group of sunspots
can be a violent place, sometimes erupting explosively,
spewing forth large quantities of energetic particles into
the corona. The sites of these energetic events are known as
active regions. Most groups of sunspots have active re
gions associated with them. Like all otller aspects of solar
activity, these phenomena tend to follow the solar cycle
and are most frequent and violent around tlle time of solar
maximwn.
Figure 16.2 1 shows nvo large solar prominences-
loops or sheets of glowing gas ejected from active regions
on the solar surface, moving through the inner parts of the
corona WIder the influence of tlle Sun's magnetic field.
Magnetic instabilities in the strong fields found in and near
sunspot groups may cause the prominences, although the
details are not fully understood. The arching magnetic field
lines in and around the active region are also easily seen
(see also Figure 16.16b). The rapidly changing structure of
the field lines and the fact that they can quickly transport
mass and energy from one part of the solar surface to an
other, possibly tens of thousands of kilometers away, make
the theoretical study of active regions an extraordinarily
difficult task.
Quiescent promil1ences persist for days or even weeks,
hovering high above the photosphere, suspended by the
Sun's magnetic field. Active promil1ences come and go much
more erratically, changing their appearance in a matter of
hours or surging up from the solar photosphere and then
immediately falling back on themselves. A typical solar
prominence measures some 100,000 kn1 in extent, nearly
10 tinles the diameter of planet Earth. Prominences as large
as tlle one shown in Figure 16.21(a) (whidl traversed almost
half a million kilometers of the solar surface) are less com
mon and usually appear only at times of greatest solar activ
ity. The largest prominences can release up to 1025 joules of
energy, counting both particles and radiation--not much
compared with the total solar luminosity of 4 X 1 026 W,
but still enormous by terrestrial standards. (All the power
plants on Earth would take a billion years to produce that
much energy.)
Flares are another type of solar activity observed low in
the Sun's atmosphere near active regions. Also the result of
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magnetic instabilities, flares, like that shown i n Figure 16.22,

So energetic are these cataclysmic explosions that some

are even more violent (and even less well understood) than

researchers have likened flares to bombs exploding in the

prominences. They often flash across a region of the Still in

lower regions of the Sun's atmosphere. A major flare can

minutes, releasing enormous amounts of energy as they go.

release as much energy as the largest prominences, but in a

Space-based observations indicate that X-ray and ultraviolet

matter of minutes or hours rather than days or weeks. Unlike

emissions are especially intense in the extremely compact

the gas that makes up the characteristic loop of a prominence,

hearts of flares, where temperatures can reach 100 million K.

the particles produced by a flare are so energetic that the
Sun's magnetic field is unable to hold them and shepherd
them back to the surface. lnstead, the particles are simply
blasted into space by the violence of the explosion.
Figure 1 6.23 shows a

coronal mass ejection

from the

SUllo Sometimes (but not always) associated with flares
and prominences, these phenomena are giant magnetic
«bubbles» of ionized gas that separate from the rest of
the solar atmosphere and escape into interplanetary space.
Such ejections occur about once per week at times of
sunspot minimum, but up to two or three times per day at
solar maximum. Carrying an enormous amount of energy,
they can-if their fields are properly oriented-merge with
Earth's magnetic field via a process known as

reconnection,

dumping some of their energy into the magnetosphere
and potentially causing widespread communications and
power disruptions on our planet ( Figure 1 6 .23b; see also

Discovery 16-2).

(a)

... F IGURE 16.21 Solar
Prominence. (a) This particularly
large solar prominence was
observed � ultraviolet detectors
aboard the 501-10 spacecraft in
2002 (b) like a phoenix rising from
the solar surface, this filament of
hot gas measures more than
100,000 km in length. Earth could
easily fit between its outstretched
"arms." Dark regions in this TRACE
image have temperatures less than
20,000 K; the brightest regions are
about 1 million K. The ionized gas
follows the solar magnetic field
lines _"I from the Sun. Most of
the gas will subsequently cool and
fall back into the photosphere.
(NASA)
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The Chang i ng Solar Corona
Unlike the 5800 K photosphere, which emits most strongly
in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the hot
coronal gas radiates at much higher frequencies-primarily
in the X-ray range.

CIO

(Sec. 3.4) For tilis reason, X-ray tele

scopes have become important tools in the study of the solar
corona. Figure 16.24(a) shows several X-ray linages of the
Sun. The full corona extends well beyond the regions shown,
but the density of coronal particles emittiIlg the radiation
dUninishes rapidly with distance from the Sun. The intensity
of X-ray radiation farther out is too dUn to be seen here .

... FIGURE 16.22 Solar Flare Much more violent than a
prominence, a solar flare is an explosion on the Suns surface that
sweeps across an active region in a matter of minutes, accelerating
solar material to high speeds and blasti ng it into space. (USAF)

Coronal
mass ejection

-

(b)

High-energy
charged particles
ChBl1led particles
enter Earth's
magnetosphere

(cl

� on average, a giant magnetized "bubble" of solar material
� detaches itself from the Sun and rapidly escapes into space, as

.... FIGURE 16.23 Coronal Mass Ejection (alA few times per week,
.hown in this SOHO image taken in 2002 The circles are artifacts of an
imaging system designed to block out the light from th e Sun itself and
exaggerate faint features at larger radii. (b) Should a coronal mass
ejection encounter Earth with its magnetic field oriented opposite to
our own, as illustrated, the field lines can join together as i n part (c1
allowing high-energy particles to enter and possibly severely disrupt
our planet's magnetosphere, as well as human activities on and near
the surface. By oontrast, if the fields are oriented differently, the
coronal mass ejection can slide by Earth with little effect.
(NASNESA)
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D I S C O V E RY 1 6 - 2
@ Solar-Terrestrial Relations
Our Sun has often been worshipped a s a god with power over
hwnan destinies. Obviously, the steady stream of solar energy
arriving at our planet every day is essential to our lives, but
over the past century there have also been repeated claims of a
correlation between the SWl'S activity and Earth's weather.
Only recently, however, has the subject become scientifically
respectable---that is, more natural than supernatural.
In fact, there do seem to be some correlations between the
22-year solar cycle (two SlUlspot cycles with oppositely directed
magnetic fields) and periods of climatic dryness here on E<1rth.
For example, near the start of the past eight cycles, there have
been droughts in North America-at least within the middle
and western plains from South Dakota to New Mexico. Another
possible SWI-Earth connection is a link between solar activity
and increased atmospheric circulation on our pla net. As circula
tion increases, terrestrial stornl systems deepen, extend over
wider ranges of latitude, and carry more moisture. The relation
ship is complex 31ld the subject controversial, because no one
has yet shown ally physical mechanism (other than the Sun's
heat, which does not vary much during the solar cycle) that
would allow solar activity to stir our terrestrial atmosphere.
Without a better wlderst31lding of the physical mechanism in
volved, none of these effects can be incorporated into our
weather-forecasting models.

Solar activity may also influence long-term dintate on
Earth. For example, the Maunder minimum (see Section 1 6.6)
seems to correspond fuirly well with the coldest years of the so
called Little Ice Age that chilled northern Europe 31ld North
America during the late 1600s. The accompanying "winter" scene
actually captured one sununer season in 17th-century Holland.
How the active Sun 31ld its abwldance of sunspots may affect
Earth's climate is a frontier problem in terrestrial climatology.
Measurements of the solar constant made over the past two
decades indicate that the Sun's energy output varies with the
solar cycle. Paradoxically, the Sun's luminosity is greatest when
many dark sunspots cover its surfuce! Thus, the Maunder mini
mum does correspond to an extended period oflower-thall-ilverage
solar emission. However, recent observed changes in the Sun's lu
minosity have been small-no more than 0.2 or 0.3 percent. It is
not known by how much, if at all, the Sun's output declined dur
ing the Mawlder minimum, nor how large a change would be
needed to account for the alterations in clin,ate that occurred.
One correlation that is definitely established, and also bet
ter understood, is that between solar activity and geomagnetic
disturbances at Earth. The extra radiation and particles thrown
off by flares or coronal mass ejections inlpinge on Earth's envi
ronment, overloading the Van Allen belts, thereby causing
brilliant auroras in our atmosphere and degrading our commu
nication networks. We are only beginning to wlderstand how
the radiation and particles emitted by solar phenomena also
interfere with terrestrial radars,
power networks , and other tech
nological equipment. Some power
outages on Earth are actnally
caused, not by increased customer
demand or malfunctioning equip
ment, but by weather on the Sun!
We cannot yet predict just
when and where solar flares or
coronal lnass ejections will occur.
However, it would certainly be to
our advantage to be able to do

(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, HoilandfThe Bridgman Art I..Jbrary)

so, as that aspect of the active Sun
affects our lives. This is a highly
fertile area of astronomical re
search and one with clear terres
trial applications.

Skylab

10 times lower than the already tenuous, normal corona.

space station revealed that the solar wind escapes mostly

Note that the underlying solar photosphere looks black in

through solar "windows" (;'111ed coronal holes. The dark

these images because it is far too cool to emit X rays in any

area moving from left to right in Figure

significant quantity.

In the mid- 1970s, instruments aboard NASA's

1 6 .24(a), which

shows more recent data from the Japanese

Yohkoh

X-ray

Coronal holes are lacking in matter because the gas

solar observatory, represents a coronal hole. Not really

there is able to stream freely into space at high speeds, driven

holes, such structures are simply deficient in matter-vast

by disturbances the Sun's atmosphere and magnetic field.

regions of the Sun's atmosphere where the density is about

Figure

16.24(b) illustrates how, in coronal holes, the solar
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magnetic field lines extend from the surface far out into in
terplanetary space. Because charged particles tend to follow
the field lines, they can escape, particularly from the Sun's
polar regions, according to findings from SOHO and NAS�s

Ulysses

spacecraft, which flew high above the ecliptic plane

to explore the Sun's polar regions. In other regions of the
corona, the solar magnetic field lines stay close to the Sun,
keeping charged particles near the surface and inhibiting the
outward flow of the solar wind (just as Earth's magnetic field
tends to prevent the incoming solar wind from striking
Earth), so the density remains relatively high. Because of the
"open» field structure in coronal holes, flares and other
magnetic activity (which, as we have seen, are related to
magnetic loops near the solar photosphere) tend to be sup
pressed there.
The largest coronal holes, like that shown in Figure

16.24(a), can be hundreds of thousands of kilometers across

and may survive for many months. Structures of this size are
seen only a few times per decade. Smaller holes-- perhaps
only a few tens of thousand kilometers in size--are much
more common, appearing every few hours.
Coronal holes appear to be an integral part of the
process by which the Sun's large-scale field reverses and
replenishes itself over the course of the solar cycle. Long
lived holes persist at the Sun's polar regions over much of
the magnetic cycle, and the numbers and locations of
other holes appear to change in step with solar activity.
However, like many aspects of the solar magnetic field,
the structure and evolution of coronal holes are not fully
understood; they are currently the subject of intense
research.

�\ �
C �
Field lines
loop back to

(s
)

==----- extend
Field lines
into

�\0���'Y�
(e)

(b)

... F IG U R E 1 6.24 Coronal Hole (al Images ofX-ray emission from the Sun observed by the Yohkoh satellite.
These frames were taken at roughly 2-day intervals, starting at the top. Note the dark, V-shaped coronal hole
traveling from left to right, where the X-ray observations outline in dramatic detail the abnormally thin regions
through which the high-speed solar wind streams forth. (b) cr.arged particles follow magnetic field lines (blue
curves) that mpete with gravity. When the field is trapped and loo ps back toward the photosphere, the particles
are also trapped; otherwise, they can escape as part of the solar wind. (ISAS/Lockheed Martil1)
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Finally, the solar corona varies with the sunspot cycle.
The photograph of the corona in Figure 1 6 . 1 2 shows the
quiet Sun, at sunspot minimum. At such times, the co
rona is fairly regular in appearance and seems to sur
round the Sun more or less uniformly. Compare that
image with Figure 16.25, which was taken in 1994 near a
peak in the sunspot cycle. The active corona is much
more irregular in appearance and extends farther from
the solar surface. The "streamers" of coronal material
pointing away from the Sun are characteristic of this
phase.
Astronomers think that the corona is heated prima
rily by activity in the photosphere, which can inject large
amounts of energy into the lower solar atmosphere. The
myriad spicules and small-scale magnetic disturbances in
the photosphere probably provide most of the energy
needed to heat the corona. More extensive disturbances
often move through the corona above an active site in the
photosphere, distributing the energy throughout the
coronal gas. Given this connection, it is hardly surprising
that both the appearance of the corona and the strength

of the solar wind are closely correlated with the solar
cycle.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V Why is soiar activity important to life on Earth?

1 6.6 The Hea rt of the Sun
What powers the Sun? What forces are a t work in the Sun's
core to produce its enormous luminosity? By what process
does the Sun shine, day after day, year after year, eon after
eon? Answers to these questions are central to all astronomy.
Without them, we can understand neither the physical
existence of stars and galaxies in the universe nor the biolog
ical existence of life on Earth.

Solar Energy Prod uction
In round numbers, the Sun's luminosity is 4 X 1 026 W and
its mass is 2 X 1 0 30 kg. We can quantify how efficiently the
Sun generates energy by dividing the solar luminosity by the
solar mass:
solar luminosity
solar mass

... F I G URE 1 6.25 Active Corona Photograph of the solar corona
during the July 1994 eclipse, near the peak of the sunspot cycle. At
these times. the corona is much less regular and much more extended
than at sunspot minimum (compare to Figure 16.12). Astronomers think
that coronal heati ng is caused � surface activity on the Sun. The
changing shape and size of the corona is the direct result of variations

in prominence and flare activity over the course of the solar cycle.
(NCAR High Altitude Observatory)

=

4

2 X 10- W/kg.

This simply me.111S that, on average, every kilogram of solar
material yields about 0.2 milliwatt of energy--O.OOO2 joule
(J) of energy every second.
Tllis is not much energy-a piece of burning wood
generates about a million times more energy per unit mass
per unit time than does our Sun, so the equivalent solar
lun'linosity could (in principle) be created by a pile of burn
ing logs comparable in mass to planet Earth. But there is one
very important difference: The logs cannot continue to burn
at this rate for billions of years.
To appreciate the magnitude of the energy generated by
our Sun, we must consider not tlle ratio of the solar lumi
nosity to the solar mass, but instead the total amount of
energy generated by each gram of solar matter over the entire
lifetime of the Sun as a star. This is easy to do. We simply
multiply the rate at which the Silll generates energy by the
age of the Sun, about 5 billion years. We obtain a value of
3 X 10 1 3 Jlkg. This is the average amount of energy radiated
by every kilogram of solar material since the Sun formed. It
represents a minimum value for the total energy radiated
by the Sun, for more energy will be needed for every
additional day the Sun shines. Should the Sun endure for
another 5 billion years (as is predicted by theory), we would
have to double this value.
Either way, this energy-to-mass ratio is very large. At
least 60 trillion joules (on average) of energy must arise

S ECTI O N 1 6 . 6
from every kilogram of solar matter to power the Sun
throughout its lifetime. But the Sun's generation of energy is
not explosive, releasing large amounts of energy in a short
period. instead, it is slow and steady, providing a uniform
and long-lived rate of energy production. Only one known
energy-generation mechanism can conceivably power the
Sun in this way: nuclear fusion-the combining of light
nuclei into heavier ones.

Nuclear Fus ion

Charged Particle I nteractions
All atomic nuclei are positively charged, so they repel one
another. Furthermore, by the inverse-square law, the closer
I:\'{O nuclei come to one another, the greater is the repulsive
force behveen them ( Figure 16.26a). 0:> (Sec. 3.2) How,
then, do nuclei-two protons, say--ever manage to fuse
into anything heavier? The answer is that if they collide at
high enough speeds, one proton can momentarily plow
deep into the other, eventually coming within the exceed
ingly short range of the strong nuclear force, which binds

We can represent a typical fusion reaction symbolically as
-->

nucleus 1 + nucleus 2

Proton

nucleus 3 + energy.

For powering the Sun and other stars, the most important
piece of this equation is the energy produced.
The essential point here is that, during a fusion reac
tion, the total mass decrease�the mass of nucleus 3 is
less than the combined masses of nuclei 1 and 2 . Where
does this mass go? It is converted into energy in accor
dance with Einstein's famous equation of mass-energy

equivalence
E

=

=

Proton

nu;'l,

or
energy
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mass X (speed of lightf

This equation expresses the discovery, made by Albert
Einstein at the beginning of the 20th century, that matter and
energy are interchangeable-<me can be converted into the
other. To determine the amount of energy corresponding to a
given mass, simply multiply the mass by the square of the
speed of light (c in the equation) . For e.xample, the energy
equivalent of 1 kg of matter is 1 X (3 X 1 08)2, or 9 X 1016 J.
The speed of light is so large that even small amowlts of mass
translate into enormous amounts of energy.
The production of energy by a nuclear fusion reaction
is an example of the law of conservation of mass and en
ergy, which states that the sum of mass and energy (suitably
converted into the same units, using Einstein's equation)
must always remain comta"t during any physical process.
There are rio known exceptions. According to this law, an
object can literally disappear, provided that some energy
appears in its place. If magicians really made rabbits dis
appear, the result would be a flash of energy equaling the
product of the rabbit's mass and the square of the speed of
light-enough to destroy the magician, everyone in the
audience, and probably all of the surrounding state as
well! In the case of fusion reactions in the solar core, the
energy is produced primarily in the form of electromag
netic radiation. The light we see coming from the Sun
means that the Sun's mass must be slowly, but steadily, de
creasing with time.

(9)

Neutrino 0

Proton

(b)

... FIGURE 16.26 Proton Interactions (a) Since like charges repel
lem-speed protons veer aw� from one another, never coming
close enough for fusion to occur. (b) Suffidently high-speed protons
m� succeed in o<ercoming their mutual repulsion, approaching close
enough for the strong force to bind them together-in which case
they collide violently. triggering nuclear fusion that ultimately powers
the Sun.

two
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nuclei together (see More Precisely 16-1). At distances less
than about 1 0 15 m, the attraction of the nuclear force
overwhelms the electromagnetic repulsion, and fusion oc
curs. Speeds in excess of a few hundred kilometers per sec

cists attach a number to the symbol representing the ele
ment. This number indicates the total number of particles

ment. Thus, ordinary hydrogen is denoted by l a, deuterium

(protons plus neutrons) in the nucleus of an atom of the ele

ond, corresponding to a gas temperature of 107 K or more,

by 2H. Normal heliwn (two protons plus two neutrons) is

are needed to slam protons together fast enough to initiate

4He (also referred to as heliwn-4), and so on. We will adopt

fusion. Such conditions are found in the core of the Sun

this convention for the rest of the book.

and at the centers of all stars.
The fusion of t""o protons is illustrated schematically in
Figure 1 6.26(b). In effect, one of the protons turns into a
neutron, creating new particles in the process, and combines
with the other proton to form a deuteron, the nucleus of
a special form of hydrogen called

Deuterium

deuterium.

(also referred to as "heavy hydrogen") differs from ordinary
hydrogen by virtue of an extra neutron in its nucleus. We
can represent the reaction as follows:

proton + proton --+ deuteron + positron + neutrino.

The Proton-Proton Chain
The basic set o f nuclear reactions powering the S Wl (and the
vast majority of all stars) is sketched in Figure 16.27. lt is not a

single reaction, but rather a sequence called the proton-proton
chain. The following stages are shown in the figure.
I.

II. The resulting positrons arUliliilate with electrons,
releasing energy in the form of gamma rays. The

The positron in this reaction is a positively charged elec

deuterons combine with protons to create an isotope of

tron. Its properties are identical to those of a normal, neg

helium called helium-3 (containing only one neutron),

atively charged electron, except for the positive charge.

releasing additional energy, again in the form of

Scientists call the electron and the positron a "matter-

antimatter pair"-the positron is said to be the

gamma-ray photons. 1Wo of each of these sets of reac

antiparticle

of the electron. The newly created positrons find themselves
in the midst of a sea of electrons with which they interact

tions are shown in Figure 1 6.27.
III.

immediately and violently. The particles and antiparticles
annihilate (destroy) one another, producing pure energy in
the form of gamma-ray photons.
The final product of the reaction is a particle known as
a neutrino, a word derived from the Italian for "little neu
tral one." Neutrinos carry no electrical charge and are of
very low mass--at most 1 /100,000 the mass of an electron,
which itself has only 1 /2000 the mass of a proton. (The
exact mass of the neutrino remains uncertain, altllough ex
perimental evidence strongly suggests that it is not zero.)
Neutrinos move at almost tile speed of light and interact
with hardly anything. They can penetrate, without stop
ping, several light-years of lead (a very dense material,

erned by the

cisely 1 6-1.

weak nuclear force,

described in

More Pre

Despite their elusiveness, neutrinos can be de

Finally, two helium-3 nuclei combine to produce helium-

4, t\'l"O protons, and still more gamma-ray energy.

Gargantuan quantities of protons are fused into helium by
the proton-proton chain in the core of the Sun each and
every second. The energy released ultimately becomes the
sunlight that warms our planet.
Setting aside the temporary intermediate nuclei pro
duced, we see that the

net effect of the

proton-proton chain

is that four hydrogen nuclei (six protons consumed, two
returned) combine to create one nucleus of the next lightest
element, helium-4 (containing two protons and two neu
trons, for a total mass of four), creating two neutrinos, and
releasing energy in the form of gamma rays: -= (Sec. 4.2)
4 protons --+ heliwn-4 + 2 neutrinos + energy,

widely used in terrestrial laboratories as an effective shield
against radiation). Their interactions with matter are gov

First, two protons combine to form deuterium, as in
Figure 16.26.

or
4 eH)

--+

4He + 2 neutrinos + energy.

tected with carefully constructed instruments. In the final

As discussed in more detail in

section of this chapter we discuss some rudimentary neu

Sun's present energy output, hydrogen must be fused into he

trino "telescopes" and the important contribution they have
made to solar astronomy.
Nuclei such as normal hydrogen and deuterium, con
taining the same number of protons, but different numbers

More Precisely 16-2, to fuel the

liwn in the core at a rate of 600 million tons per second-a
lot of mass, but only a tiny fraction of the total amount avail

able. The Sun will be able to sustain this rate of core burning
for about anotller 5 billion years (see Chapter 20).

of neutrons, represent different forms of the same element

The Sun's nuclear energy is produced in the core in

they are known as isotopes of that element. Usually, there

the form of gamma rays. However, as it passes through the

are about as many neutrons in a nucleus as protons, but the

cooler layers of the solar interior and photons are absorbed

exact number of neutrons can vary, and most elements exist

and reemitted, the radiation's blackbody spectrWll steadily

in a number of isotopic forms. To avoid confusion when

shifts toward lower and lower temperatures and, by Wien's

talking about isotopes of the same element, nuclear physi-

law, the dlaracteristic wavelength of the radiation increases.
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r-a. electrons) are converted into two protons. one helium-4 nucleus. and two neutrinos. The two
I� leftover protons are available as fuel for new proton-proton reactions. so the net effect is that four

FIGURE 16.27 Solar Fusion In the proton-proton chain. a total of six protons (and two

� reactions (I), (II), and (III) descnbed In the text. ThIS baSIC process paNers the Sun, most stars, and

protons are fused to form one helium-4 nudeus. Energy. in the form of gamma rays, is produced at

a each stage. (Most of the photons �e omitted fO.r darH), ) The three stages indicated correspond to
.

ultimately life on Earth.

-= (Sec. 2.4) The energy eventually leaves the photosphere
mainly in the form of visible and infrared radiation. A compa

1 6.7

rable amount of energy is carried off by the neutrinos, which
escape unhindered into space at almost the speed of light.
Other reaction sequences can produce the same end
result as the proton-proton chain (see More Precisely

20-1).

16.27 is the simplest
90 percent of the Still'S luminosity.

Observations of Sol a r
Neutrinos

Theorists are quite sure that the proton-proton chain oper
ates in the core of the Sun. However, because the gamma-ray
energy created in the proton-proton chain is transformed

However, the sequence shown in Figure

into visible and infrared radiation by the time it emerges

and produces almost

from the Sun, astronomers have no direct electromagnetic

Note how, at each stage of the chain, more massive, complex

evidence of the core nuclear reactions. Instead, the

nuclei are created from simpler, lighter ones. We will see in

created in the proton-proton chain are our best bet for learn

Chapters

20 and 2 1 that not all stars are powered by hydro

gen fusion. Nevertheless,

nile/ear

fusion-the slow, but

steady, transformation of light elements into heavier ones,

neutrinos

ing about conditions in the solar core. They travel cleanly out
of the

Sun, interacting with virtually nothing, and escape

into space a few seconds after being created. Of course, the

creating energy in the process-is responsible for virtually

fact that they can pass through the entire Sun without inter

all of the starlight we see.

acting also makes neutrinos difficult to detect on Earth! Nev
ertheless, with knowledge of neutrino physics it is possible to

C O N C EPT C H E C K
..... Why does the fact that we see sunlight imply that the Sun's
mass is slowly decreasing?

construct neutrino detectors.
Over the past four decades, several experiments have
been designed to detect solar neutrinos reaching Earth.
Some detectors use large quantities of the elements chlorine
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 6 - 1
Fun damenta l Forces
Our studies of nuclear reactions have uncovered new ways in
which matter can interact with matter at the subatomic level.
Let's pause to consider in a slightly more systematic fashion the
relationships among the various forces of nature.
As best we can tell, the behavior of all matter in the universe-
from elementary particles to clusters of �axies-is ruled by just
four (or fewer) basic forces, which are fill1damentaito everything in
the uni_se. In a sense, the searcll to understand the nature of the
universe is the quest to understand the nature of these forces.
The gravitational force is probably the best known of the
four. Gravity binds galaxies, stars, and planets together and holds
hwnans on the surface of Earth. As we saw in Chapter 2, its mag
nitude decreases with distance according to an inverse-square
law. 00 (Sec. 2.7) Its strength is also proportional to the masses
of each of the two objects involved. Thus, the gravitational field
of an atom is extremely weak, but that of a �axy, consisting of
huge numbers of atoms, is very powerful. Gravity is by far the
weakest of the forces of nature, but its effect accunmlates as we
move to larger and larger volnmes of space, and notlling can can
eel its attractive pull. As a result, gravity is the dominant force in
the universe on all scales larger than that of Earth.
The electromagnetic force is another of nature's basic agents.
AllY particle having a net electric charge, SUcll as an electron or a
proton in an atom, exerts an electromagnetic force on any other
charged particle. The e_}Uay thing; we see around us are held to
gether by this force. As with gravity, the strength of the electromag
netic force decreases with distance according to an inverse-square
law. c:>O (Sec. 3.2) However, for subatonlic particles, electromagnet
ism is much stronger than gravity. For example, the electromagnetic
force � two protons exceeds their gravitational attraction by a
'"
factor of about 10 . Unlike gravity, electromagnetic forces can repel
(like cllarges) as well as attract (opposite charges). Positive and nega
tive charges tend to neutralize eacll oilier, greatly diminishing their
net electromagnetic influence. Above the microscopic le""I, most
objects are in fact very close to being electrically neutral. Thus, except
in unusual circumstances, the electromagnetic force is relatively
unimportant on macroscopic scales.
A iliird fundamental force of nature is simply termed the
weak nuclear force. This force is much weaker than electromag
netism, and its influence is somewhat more subtle. The weak
nuclear force governs the emission of radiation from some

or galliwn, which happen to be slightly more likely than
most to interact with neutrinos. The interactions turn chlo
rine nuclei into argon, or gallium into germanium. The new
nuclei are radioactive, and tile detection of the radiation
from their decay signals the neutrino capture. Other detec
tors (two of whim are shown in Figure 16.28) look for light
produced when a high-energy neutrino occasionally collides
with an electron in a water molecule, accelerating tl1e elec-

radioactive atoms; the emission of a neutrino during the first
stage of the proton-proton reaction (Figure 16.26) is also the
result of a weak interaction. The weak nuclear force does not
obey the inverse-square law. Its effective range is much less than
the size of an atomic nucleus--ilbout 1 0-18 m.
It is now known that electromagnetism and the weak force
are not really separate forces at all, but rather two different aspects
of a more basic eleetroweak force. At "low" temperatures, such as
tllOse found on Earth or even in stars, the electromagnetic and
weak forces have quite distinct properties. However, as we ,viII see
in Chapter 27, at very high temperatures, such as tl,ose that pre
vailed in the universe when it was much less ilian a second old, ilie
two are indistinguishable. Under those conditions, electromagnet
ism and the weak force are said to be "unified" into the electroweak
force, and ilie universe has only three fundamental forces, rather
ilian four.
Strongest of all the forces is the strong nuclear force. This
force binds atomic nuclei and subnuclear particles (e.g., protons
and neutrons) together and governs the generation of energy ill
the SWl and all other stars. Like ilie weak force, and unlike ilie
forces of gravity and electromagnetism, the strong force operates
only at very close range. It is wlimportant outside a distance of a
15
hundredth of a millionth of a millionth ( 1 0- ) of a meter. How
ever, within that range (e.g., in atomic nuclei), it binds particles
wiili enormous strength. In fact, it is ilie range of the strong force
that detemwes the typical sizes of atomic nuclei. Only when two
protons are brought ,vithin about 10- 15 m of one anoilier can
the attractive strong force overcome their electromagnetic repul
sion. High-energy accelerator experinlents suggest that, at very
close quarters (less than 1 0-16 m), the strong force has a ''hard"
core where the attraction turns into repulsion. (This scale is too
small to affect atomic nuclei, but it may be crucial in determitling
the physics of supernovae explosion�see Section 21 .2.)
Very loosely speaking, we can say iliat the strong force is
about 100 times stronger ilian electromagnetism, I million
times stronger ilian the weak force, and 1038 times stronger
than gravity. But not all particles are subject to all types of force.
All particles interact through gravity because all have mass.
However, only charged particles interact electromagnetically.
Protons and neutrons are affected by ilie strong nuclear force,
but electrons are not. Finally, under ilie right circumstances, the
weak force can affect any type of subatomic particle, regardless
of its charge.

tron to almost the speed of light. As the high-speed electron
moves through the water, it emits electromagnetic radiation,
mainly in tile ultraviolet part of the spectrwll. At visible
wavelengtl1s, the water appears blue. Large photomultiplier
tubes (light-amplification devices) detect the resultant faint
glow that betrays the neutrino's passage. In all cases, the
probability of a given neutrino interacting witl1 matter in
tile detector is extraordinarily small-only 1 in 10 15 of tile
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Observations of Solar Neutrinos
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... FIGURE 1 6.28 Neutrino Telescopes (a) This swimming pool
sized "neutrino telescope" is buried beneath a mountain near Tokyo.
Japan. Called Super Kamiokande. it is filled (in operation) with 50.000
tons of purified water. and contains 13.000 individual light detectors
(some shown here being Inspected by technicians) to sense the telltale
signature-a brief burst of light-of a neutrino passing through the
apparatus (b) The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). situated 2 km
u n derground in Ontario. Canada The SNO detector is similar in design
to the Kamiokande device. but by using "heavy" water (with hydrogen
replaced by deuterium) instead of ordi nary water. and adding 2 tons
of salt. it also becomes sensitive to other neutrino types. The device
contains 10.000 light-sensitive detectors arranged on the inside of the
large sphere shown here. (ICRR, SNO)

(a)

observed (and in fact have measured energies in the range
predicted by the standard solar model), there is a real differ
ence between the Sun's theoretical neutrino output and the
number of neutrinos actually detected on Earth. The num
ber of sola r neutrinos reaching E..1fth is substantially less
(by 50 to 70 percent) than the prediction of the standard
solar model. This discrepancy is known as the solar neu
trino problem.
How can we explain this clear disagreement between
theory and observation? The broad agreement among sev
eral independent, well-designed, and thoroughly tested ex
periments implies to most scientists that experimental error
is not the c.1use, and researchers are confident that the
experimental results can be trusted. Indeed, the lead investi
gators of the two e.xperiments ShOWll in Figure 16.28 re
ceived the strongest possible scientific endorsement of their
work in the form of the 2002 Nobel Prize. In that case, there
are really only two possibilities: Either solar neutrinos are not
produced as frequently as we think, or not all of them make it
to

(b)
neutrinos passing through the apparatus is actually
detected. Large amounts (tons) of target material and long
duration experiments (months or years) are needed to ob
tain accurate measurements.
The detectors' designs differ widely, they are sensitive
to neutrinos of very different energies, and they disagree
somewhat in the details of their results, but they all agree on
one very important point: Although solar neutrinos are

Earth.

It is very unlikely that the resolution of the solar
neutrino problem lies in the physics of the Sun's interior.
For example, we might think of reducing the theoretical
number of neutrinos by postulating a lower temperature in
the solar core, but the nuclear reactions described in the
previous section are just too well known, and the agreement
between the standard solar model and helioseismological
observations (Section 16.2) is far too close for conditions in
the core to deviate much from the predictions of the model.
Instead, the answer involves the properties of the neutri
nos themselves and has caused scientists to rethink some very
fundamental concepts in particle physics. If neutrinos have
even a minute amount of mass, theory indicates that it should
be possible for them to change their properties-even to
transform into other particles--during their 8-minute flight
from the solar core to Earth through a process known as
neutrino oscillations. In this picture, neutrinos are produced
in the Sill} at the rate required by the standard solar model,
but some turn into something else-actually, other types of
neutrinos--on their way to Earth and hence go undetected in
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us to relate the Sun's total luminosity to the consumption of

Energy Generation i n the Proton
Proton Chain

hydrogen fuel in the core. Careful laboratory experiments have

in the solar core and compare it with the energy needed to ac
count for the SWl'S luminosity. Using the notation presented in
the ext, the proton-proton chain may be compactly described

t

by the following reactions:

proton fusion:

l

deuterium fusion:

heliwn-3 fusion:
As discussed

in

H +

2

H +

'

l

2
H -> H + positron + neutrino.

l

3
H -> He + energy.
3

l

4

He + H e -> He + H +

l

(1)

(Il)

H + energy. (III)

the text and illustrated below, the net effect of the

fusion process is that four protons combine to produce a nucleus
of heliwn-4, in the process creating two neutrinos and two
positrons (which are quickly converted into energy by annihila

tion with electrons).
We can calculate the total

amount

of energy released by ac

counting carefully for the total masses of the nuclei involved and

pplying Einstein's famous formula E

a

=

mCl. This in turn allows

Proton
E
n
e
r
g
y
Proton � �OO"ro",
�

-

Helium-4

o

ll the particles involved in the above
27
reaction: The total mass of the protons is 6.6943 X 10- kg, tile
27
mass of tl,e helium-4 nucleus is 6.6466 X 10- kg, and tl,e neu

determined the masses of

Let's look in a little more detail at the energy produced b y fusion

o

Neutrinos

a

trinos are virtually massless. We om it the positrons here-their

will end

masses

up being counted as part of the total energy

released. The difference between the total mass of the four pro
tons and
of the fu,al helium-4 nucleus, 0.0477 X 10-27 kg, is

tIlat

not great, but it is easily measurable.
Multiplying the vanished mass by the square of ilie speed of
2
27
light yields 0.0477 X 10- kg X (3.00 X lOB m/s) = 4.28 X
12
1 0- J. This is the energy produced in the form of radi tion
27
when 6.69 X 10- kg (the rounded-off mass of the four protons)

a

of hydrogen fuses to helium. It follows tl,at fusion of 1 kg of hydro
27
14
12
gen ge nerates 4.28 X 10- /6.69 X 10= 6.40 X 1 0
J. Put
another way, the process converts about 0.71 percent of ilie
original mass into energy. A ne gligi ble fraction (actually, about
2 percent ) of
energy is carried away by the neutrinos. The

tIlis

rest appears in tl,e form of gamma rays and ultimately is radi
ated away from the solar photosphere-that is, it becomes ilie

solar lu

inosity.

m

TIms we have established a direct connection between ilie

SWl'S energy outp ut and ilie consumption of hydrogen in ilie
26
core. The Sun's luminosity of 3.84 X 1 0 W ( see Table 1 6 . 1 ) , or
26
3.84 X 10 /Is (joules per second), implies a mass consumption
26
11
14
rate of 3.84 X 10 )lsI6.40 X 1 0 IIkg = 6.00 X 10 kgls-

600 million tons of hydrogen every second

( 1 ton

=

1000 kg). A

mass of 600 million tons sounds like a lot-the mass of a small

mountain -but it represents only a few million million millionilis
of ilie total mass of tile Sun. Put another way, of this 600 million
tons, roughly 600 million tons/s X 0.0071 = 4.3 million tons
per second of solar matter is converted into radiatioll -<:omparable
the mass carried away by the solar wind. Our parent star will

to

be able to sustain this loss rate for a very long tiDle.

Proton
the experiments just described. (In the jargon of the field, the

detector, reported in 2002, confirmed the result. The total

neutrinos are said to "oscillate» into other particles.)

numbers of neutrinos observed are completely consistent

In 1 998 the 'apanese group operating the Super

with the standard solar model. The solar neutrino prob

Kamiokande detector shown in Figure 16.28 ( a ) reported

lem has been solved, the scientific method has proved

the first experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations

itself again-and neutrino astronomy can claim its first

(and hence of nonzero neutrino masses), although the ob

major triumph!

served oscillations did not involve neutrinos of the type

produced in the Sun. In 200 1, m easurements made at the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) in Ontario, Canada

( Figure 16.28b), revealed strong evidence for the "other»
neutrinos into which the Sun's neutrinos have been
transformed. Further SNO observations with a modified

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
It!' Using the solar neutrino problem as an example, discuss how
scientific theory and observation
come into conflict.

evolve and adapt when they
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S U M M A RY
Our Sun is a star (p. 386), a glowing

ban of gas held together by its own gravity

and powered by nuclear fusion at its
center. The photosphere (p. 386) is the re
gion at the Sun's surface from whicll
virtually all the visible light is emitted.
The main interior regions of the Sun are
the core (p. 386), where nuclear reactions generate energy; the
radiation zone (p. 386), where the energy travels outward in
the form of electromagnetic radiation; and the convection zone
(p. 386), where the Sun's matter is in constant convective motion.

2

The amount of solar energy reaching a 1
m2 at the top of Earth's atmosphere each
second is a quantity known as the solar
constant (p. 386). The Sun's luminosity
(p. 387) is the total amount of energy
radiated from the solar surface per second.
11 is determined by multiplying the solar
constant by the area of an imaginary sphere of
radius 1 AU.

3 Much of our knowledge of the solar in
terior comes from mathematical models.
The model that best fits the observed
properties of the Sun is the standard
solar model (p. 388). Helioseismology
... .� I ,.
{p. 389)-the study of vibrations of the
\"
..
.. , '
solar surface caused by pressure waves in
'" , . " "
the interior-provides further insight into
the Sun's structure. The effect of the solar convection zone can be seen on the surface in the form of granulation
(p. 392) of the photosphere. Lower levels in the convection zone
also leave their mark on the photosphere in the form oflarger tran
sient patterns called supergranulation (p. 392).

",�\\\
�l . '
�

4 Above the photosphere lies the
chromosphere (p. 386), the Sun's lower
atmosphere. Most of the absorption lines
seen in the solar spectrum are produced
in the upper photosphere and the chro
mosphere. In the transition zone (p. 386)
above the chromosphere, the temperature
increases from a few thousand to around
a million kelvins. Above the transition zone is the Sun's thin, hot
upper atmosphere, the solar corona (p. 386). At a distance of about
1 5 solar radii, the gas in the corona is hot enough to escape the
Sun's gravity, and the corona begins to flow outward as the solar
wind (p. 386).

5 Sunspots (p. 396) are Earth-sized
regions on the solar surface that are a
little cooler than the surrounding photo
sphere. They are regions of intense mag
netism. Both the nunlbers and locations
of sun spots vary ill a roughly I I -year
sunspot cycle (p. 400) as the Sun's mag
netic field rises and falls. The overall direction of the field reverses
from one sunspot cycle to the next. The 22-year cycle that results
when the direction of the field is taken into account is called the
solar cycle (p.400).
6 Solar activity tends to be concentrated

in active regions (p. 401) associated with
groups of sunspots. Prominences (p. 401)
are looplike or sheetlike structures pro
duced when hot gas ejected by activity on
the solar surface interacts with the S,ill'S
magnetic field. The more intense flares (p. 401) are violent surface
explosions that blast particles and radiation into interplanetary
space. Coronal mass ejections (p. 402) are huge blobs of magnetized
gas escaping into interplanetary space. Most of the solar wind flows
outward from low-density regions of the corona called coronal
holes (p.404).

7 The Sun generates energy by convert

ing hydrogen to helium in its core by the
process of nuclear fusi on (p. 407). Nuclei
are held together by the strong nuclear
force (p. 407). When four protons are
converted to a helium nucleus in the
f!!...
proton-proton chain (p. 408), some
mass is lost. The law of conservation of mass and energy (p. 407)
requires that this mass appear as energy, eventually resulting in the
light we see. Very high temperatures are needed for fusion to occur.

S Neutrinos (p. 408) are nearly mass
less particles that are produced in the
proton-proton chain and escape from the
Sun. They interact via the weak nuclear
force (p. 408). Despite their elusiveness, it
is possible to detect a small fraction of the
neutrinos streaming from the Sun. Ob
servations over several decades led to the solar neutrino problem
(p. 4 1 1}-substantially fewer neutrinos are observed than are pre
dicted by theory. The accepted explanation, supported by recent
observational evidence, is that neutrino oscilL'ltions (p. 411) con
vert some neutrinos to other (undetected) particles en route from
the Sun to Earth.
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Problems labeled PCS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

RE V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.
2.
1.

Name and briefly describe the main regions of the Sun.
How massive is the Sun, compared with Earth?
How hot is the solar surface? The solar core?

4. What is Iwninosity, and how is it measured in the case of the
SW!?
5. What fuels the Sun's enormous energy output?
6.
7.

What are the ingredients and the end result of the
proton-proton chain in the Sun?
Why is energy released in the proton-proton chain?

8. PCS How do scientists construct models of the Sun?
9. What is helioseismology, and what does it tell us about the SW!?
10.
11.

PCS How do observations of the SW!'S surface tell us about
conditions in the solar interior?

1 2.
n.

Why does the Sun appear to have a sharp edge?
PCS Give the history of "coronium," and tell how it increased our understanding of the Sun.

14. What is the solar wind?
15. Why do we say that the solar cycle is 22 years long ?
What is the cause of sunspots, flares, and prominences?

16.
17.

18.

Describe how coronal mass ejections may influence life on
Earth.
Why are scientists so interested in solar neutrinos?

19. PCS What is the most likely solution to the solar neutrino
problem?
20.

Describe how energy generated in the solar core eventually
reaches Earth.

What would we observe on Earth if the Sw,'s internal energy
source suddenly shut off? How long do you think it might
take--minutes, days, years, or millions of years---f- or the Sun's
light to begin to fade? Repeat the question for solar neutrinos.

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

2.

1.

(a) at about the same rate as the temperature decreases; (b) faster
than the temperature decreases; (e) more slowly than the tem
perature decreases; (d) but the temperature increases.

C<lmpared with Earth's diameter, the SW!'s diameter is about
(a) the s am e; (b) ten times larger; (e) one hWldred times
larger; (d) one million times larger.
Overall, the Sun's average density is roughly the same as that
of (a) rain clouds; (b) water; (el silicate rocks; (d) iron-nickel
meteorites.
The Sun spins on its axis roughly once each (a) hour; (b) day;
(e) momh; (d) year.

4. If astronomers lived on Venus instead of on £lrth, the solar con
stant they measure would be (a) larger; (b) smaller; (e) the same.

5. The primary source of the Sun's energy is (a) fusion of light
nuclei to make heavier ones; (b) fission of heavy nuclei into
lighter ones; (e) the slow release of heat left over from the
Sun's formation; (d) the solar magnetic field.
6. VIS According to the standard model ofthe Sun (Figure 16.6),
as the distance from the center increases, the density decreases

typical solar granule is about the size of (a) a U.S. city;
(b) a large U.S. state; (e) the Moon; (d) Earth.

7. A

we move to greater and greater distances above the solar
photosphere, the temperature in the Sw,'s atmosphere
(a) steadily increases; (b) steadily decreases; (e) first decreases
and tben increases; (d) stays the same.

8. As

9. The time between successive sunspot maxima is about (a) a
month; (bl a year; (e) a decade; (d) a century.
10.

The solar neutrino problem is that (a) we detect more solar
neutrinos than we expect; (b) we detect fewer solar neutrinos
than we expect; (e) we detect the wrong type of neutrinos ;
(d) we can't detect solar neutrinos.

Chapter Review
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P RO B L E M S
71,. n"",ber ofdots preceding each Proble", indicates its approximate level of diffiCllIty.
1.

2.

• Use the reasoning presented in Section 16.1 to calculate the
value of the "solar constant" (a) on Mercury at perihelion,
(b) on Jupiter.

• Use Wien's law to determine the wavelength corresponding
to the peak of the blackbody curve (a) in the core of the Sun,
where the temperature is 107 K, (b) in the solar convection
zone ( 105 K), and (c) just below the solar photo sphere
( 104 K). ex> (Sec. 3.4) . What form (visible, infrared, X ray,
etc.) does the radiation take in each case?

3. •• The largest-amplitude solar pressure waves have periods of
about 5 minutes and move at the speed of sound in the outer
layers of the Sun, roughly 10 kmls. (a) How far does such a
wave move during one wave period? (b) Approximately how
many wavelengths are needed to completely encircle the Sun's
equator? (c) Compare the wave period with the orbital period
of an object moving just above the solar photosphere.

ex> (More Prec�<ely 2-2)

4. • If convected solar material moves at 1 kmls, how long does

it take to flow across the 1OOO-km expanse of a typical gran
ule? Compare your answer with the roughly 10-minute life
times observed for most solar granules.

IX r, where Tis the temperature in
kelvins) to calculate how much less energy (as a fraction) is

5. •• Use Stefan's law (flux

emitted per wlit area of a 4S00-K sunspot than from the sur
rounding 5800-K photosphere. ex> (Sec. 3 .4)

6. • The solar wind carries mass away from the Sun at a rate of
about 2 million tonsls (I ton = 1000 kg). At this rate, how
long would it take for all of the Sun's mass to escape?

7. • Use the data presented in this chapter and in More Precisely
8-1 to estimate the radius at which the speed ofprotons in the
corona first exceeds the solar escape speed.

8.

•• <a) Assuming constant luminosity, calculate how much
equivalent mass (relative to the current In.1SS of the Sun) the
Sun has radiated into space in the 4.6 billion years since it
formed. How much hydrogen has been consumed? (b) How
long would it take the SWl to radiate its entire mass into
space?

9. •• How long does it take for the Sun to convert one Earth
mass of hydrogen into helium?

10. ••• The entire reaction sequence shown in Figure 16.27 gen

erates 4.3 X 10-12 J of electromagnetic energy and releases
two neutrinos. Assuming that neutrino oscillations transform
half of these neutrinos into other particles by the time they
travel 1 AU from the Sun, estin,.te the total number of solar
neutrinos passing through Earth each second.

G I A NTS, DWARFS, A N D TH E MA I N S EQ U E N C E

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J
4
5
6
7
S

e have now studied Earth, the Moon, the solar
system, and the Sun. To continue our inventory of the

Explain how stellar distances are determined.

contents of the universe, we must move away from our

Discuss the motions of the stars through
space and how those motions are
measured from Earth.

ter, we take a great leap in distance and consider stars in

Distinguish between luminosity and
apparent brightness, and explain how
stellar luminosity is determined.
Explain the usefulness of classifying
stars according to their colors, surface
temperatures, and spectral characteristics.
Explain how physical laws are used to
estimate stellar sizes.
Describe how a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
is used to identify stellar properties.
Explain how knowledge of a star's
spectroscopic properties can lead to an
estimate of its distance.
Explain how the masses of stars are
measured and how mass is related to other
stellar properties.

local environment into the depths of space. In this chap

general. Our primary goal is to comprehend the nature
of the stars that make up the constellations, as well as the
myriad more distant stars we cannot perceive with our
unaided eyes. Rather than studying their individual pe
culiarities, however, we will concentrate on determining
the physical and chemical properties they share.
T here is order in the legions of stars scattered across
the sky. By cataloging and comparing their basic
properties-luminosities, temperatures, composition,
masses, and radii-astronomers gain new insights into
how stars form and evolve. Like comparative planetol
ogy in the solar system, the study of the stars plays a vital
role in furthering our understanding of the Galaxy and

The total number of stars is virtually
THE BIG
beyond our ability to count.
PICTURE
Relatively few have been studied in
detail. Yet by studying the light stars
emit, astronomers have learned an enormous
amount about their properties-their masses,
luminosities, ages, and ev en their destinies.
......

.

M a ste r ngASTRON0 MY
�

the universe we inhabit.

The Hubble Space Telescope recently imagedthe magnificent stcr
duster NGC 265, a rich g-oup of more than a thousand steTS spanning some
65 light-years of sparn. Known as an open cluster, it is full ofyouthful steTS
shown here shinng
i brightly (mostfy) in blue light. This steT fiefd is pert of
the 5maU Mageflanic Cloud, located necrfy 200,000 light-years away in the
southern sky. (ESNNASA)
LEFT:

Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
.nlmatlon� videos. interactive figures, and self-gulded tutorlal�
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C H A PT E R 1 7

The Stars

The Solar N e ighborhood

The Galaxy in which we live-the Milky Way-is an enor
mous collection of stars and interstellar matter held together
by gravity. It contains more than 100 billion stars, spread
throughout a volume of space nearly 100,000 light-years
across, all orbiting the galactic center some 25,000 light-years
from Earth (see Chapter 23). The Sun-and, in fact, every
other star you see wllile gazing at the nigh t sky-is pa rt of
this vast system. In this chapter we describe some of the
distance-measurement techniques by which astronomers
have extended their studies to larger and larger volumes of
space, mapping out the distribution of stars on these vast scales.

As with the planets, knowing the distances to the stars is
essential to determining many of their other properties.

Looking deep into space within our Galaxy, astronomers
can observe and study literally millions of individual stars.
By observing other distant galaxies, we can statistically

infer the properties of trillions more. All told, the observ
able universe probably contains several tens of sextillions
( 1 sextillion = 1 021 ) stars. Yet, remarkably, despite their

i.ncredible numbers, the essential properties of stars-their
appearance in the sky, their births, lives, deaths, and even
their interactions with their environment--can be lUlder
stood in terms of just a few basic physical stellar quantities:
luminosity (brightness), temperature (color), chemical
composition, size, and mass. co (Sec. 16. 1 )
The twin goals of measuring stellar distances and cate
gorizing stellar properties have advanced hand in hand. As
we will see, as more stellar distances become known, new
insights into stellar properties are obtained, and these in
turn present new techniques for distance measurement,
applicable to even greHter distances. In many ways, the story
of how these techniques have evolved in tandem is the
history of modern astronomy.

Stellar Para l lax
Recall from Chapter 1 how surveyors and astronomers use

parallax to me.1sure distances to terrestrial and solar system
objects. Parallax is the apparent shift of a foreground object
relative to some distant background as the observer's point of

view changes. co (Sec. 1 .6) Th determine an object's parallax,
we observe it from either end of some baseline and measure
the angle through which the line of sight to the object shifts. In
astronomical contexts, the angle is usually obtained by com
paring photographs made from the two ends of the baseline.

As the distance to the object increases, the parallax
becomes smaller and therefore harder to measure. Even the
closest stars are so far away that no baseline on Earth is
sufficient to allow an accurate deternlination of their dis
tances. Their parallactic shifts, as seen from different points
on Earth, are just too small. However, by observing a star at
differtmt times of the year, as shown in Figure 17.1 (see also
Figure 1 .30) and then comparing our observations, we can

A Interactive FI GU RE 17.1 Stellar Parallax (aJ For observations of
�. stars made 6 months apart, the baseline is twice the Earth-Sun
I�

distance, or 2 AU. Comparewith Rgure 130, which shows the
same geometry. but on a rruch smaller scale. (b) The parallactic
shift (exaggerated here, and indicated by the white arrow in this
draNing) is usually measured photograpllcally, as illustrated by the
red star seen here. Images of the same region of the sky made at different
times of the year are used to determine a star's apparent movement
relative to background stars. This basic measurement is key to
undemanding the properties of stars throughout the universe.

'C:/'
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extend our baseline to the diameter of Earth's orbit around
the Sun, namely, 2 AU. Only with this enormously longer
baseline do some stellar parallaxes become measurable. As
indicated in the figure, a star's parallactic angle---or, more
commonly, just its "parallax"-is conventionally defined to
be half its apparent shift relative to the back ground as we
move from one side of Earth's orbit to the other.
Because stellar parallaxes are so small, astronomers gen
erally find it convenient to measure parallax in arc seconds
rather than in degrees. If we ask at what distance a star must
lie in order for its observed parallax to be exactly 1", we get an
answer of 206,265 AU, or 3.1 X 1 016 m
(More Preci5e/y
1-2) Astronomers call this distance 1 parsec ( 1 pc), from
"parallax in arc seconds." Because parallax decreases as dis
tance increases, we can relate a star's parallax to its distance
by the following simple formula:
=>

distance (in parsecs)

=

1

.

parallax (in arc seconds)

Thus, a star with a measured parallax of 1" lies at a distance of
1 pc from the Sun. The parsec is defined so as to make the
conversion between distance and parallactic angle easy: An
object with a parallax of 0.5" lies at a distance of 1/0.5
2 pc,
an object with a parallax of 0.1" lies at 1/0. 1
10 pc, and so
on. One parsec is approximately
equal to 3.3 light-years.
=

=

The Solar Neighborhood
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sand to millimeter-sized pellets and all lying within SO m of the
"Sun," nothing else of consequence exists in the 270 km separat
ing the two stars. Such is the void of interstellar space.
The next nearest neighbor to the Sun beyond the Alpha
Centauri system is called Barnard's star. Its parallax is 0.55",
so it lies at a distance of 1 .8 pc, or 6.0 light-years-370 km
in our model-from Earth. Figure 1 7.2 is a map of our
nearest galactic neighbors-the 30 or so stars lying within
4 pc of Earth.
Ground-based images of stars are generally smeared out
into a disk of radius 1" or so by turbulence in Earth's atmo
sphere.
(Sec. 5.4) However, astronomers have special
equipment that can routinely measure stellar parallaxes of
0.03" or less, corresponding to stars within about 30 pc ( 100
light-years) of Earth. Several thousand stars lie within this
range, most of them of much lower luminosity than the Sun
and invisible to the naked eye. High-resolution adaptive
optics systems allow even more accurate measurements of
stellar positions, extending the parallax range to over 100 pc
in a few cases, although such measurements are not yet
"routine." 0:> (Sec. 5.4)
Even gre.1ter precision can be achieved by placing in
struments in space, above Earth's atmosphere. In the 1 990s,
data from the European Hipparcos satellite e.xtended the
=>

Our Nearest Neighbors
The closest star to Ea rth (besides
the Sun) is called Proxima Centauri.
This star is a member of a triple
star system (three separate stars
orbiting one another, bOlUld to
gether by gravity) known as the
Alpha Centauri complex. Proxima
Centauri displays the largest
known stellar parallax, 0.77", which
means that it is about 1/0.77
1 .3
pc away_pproximately 270,000
AU, or 4.3 light-years. That's the
distance of the nearest star to
E.1rth-almost 300,000 times the
distance from Earth to the Sun!
This is a fairly typical interstellar
distance in the Milky Way Galaxy.
Vast distances can sometimes be
grasped by means ofanalogies. Imag
ine Earth as a grain of sand orbiting a
marble-sized Sun at a distance of 1
m. The nearest star, also a marble
sized object, is then more than 270
kilometers away. E.xcept for the other
planets in our solar system, them
selves ranging in size from grains of
=

� F IGURE 1 7. 2 The Solar Neighborhood A plot of the 30 closest stars to the Sun, proj ected so as
to reveal their thre... dimensional relationships. The circu lar gridlines represent distances from the Sun

in the galactic plane; the vertical lines denote distances perpendicular to that plane. Notice that many
stars are members of multiple-star systems. All lie within 4 pc (about B light-years) of Earth.
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range of accurately measured parallaxes to well over 200 pc,

The annual movement of a star across the sky, as seen

encompassing nearly a million stars. Even so, the vast major

from Earth and corrected for parallax, is called proper

ity of stars in our Galaxy are far more distant. Following

motion. It describes the transverse component of a star's ve

European Space Agency ( ESA) has ambitious

locity relative to the Sun. (BotlJ the star and the Sun are mov

plans to greatly expand tlle scope of its stellar measure

Lng tllrough space as they travel tl1rough tlle Galaxy; however,

Hipparcos, the

ments. ESA's proposed

GAIA project will have the astonish

ing range of 25,000 pc-spanning our entire Galaxy and
encompassing roughly 1 billion stars!

only their

relative motion causes the

star's position in the sky

to change, as seen from EarTh.) Like parallax, proper motion

is currently

is measured in terms of angular displacement. Since the an

scheduled for launch in 2 0 1 2. In addition to mapping out

gles involved are typically very small, proper motion is usually

GAIA

the structure of the Milky Way Galaxy to unprecedented

expressed in arc seconds per year. Barnard's star moved 228"

precision, tills mission will allow astronomers to study in

in 22 years, so its proper motion is 228"/22 years, or 10.4"lyr.

also greatly expand our knowledge of extrasolar planet.1ry

proper motion and its distance are known. At tlJe distance of

detail the properties of nearby stars of all masses and will

A st.1r's transverse velocity is easily calculated once its

( Sec. 15.6 ) With these new dat.1, in a time span

Barnard's star ( 1 .8 pc), an angle of 10.4" corresponds to a phys

of just three decades the fundament.11 stellar database upon

ical displacement of 0.00009 1 pc, or about 2.8 billion km.

systems.

ClO

which almost all of astronomy depends will have increased

Barnard's star takes a year (3.2 X 107 s) to travel this distance,

in size by a factor of a million. The results may be nothing

so its transverse velocity is 2.8 billion km/3.2 X 107 s, or 89
kmls.

short of revolutionary.

-=

(More Precisely 1-2) Even tlJough stars' transverse ve

locities are often quite large-tens or even hundreds of kilome
ters per second-their great distances from the Sun mean that

Stellar Motion
In addition to the apparent motion caused by parallax, stars
have real spatial motion Through the Galaxy. In Chapter 23,
we will see how astronomers have measured the Sun's actual
motion around the galactic center. However,

relative to

the

their proper motion is small, and it usually takes many yea.rs for
us to discern tlJeir movement across the sky. In all probability,

every star in Figure 17.3 has some transverse motion relative to
tlJe Sun. However, only Barnard's star has proper motion large

enougl1 to be visible in tlJese frames. In fact, Barnard's star has

Sun-that is, as seen by astronomers on Earth as we travel

tlJe largest known proper motion of any star. Only a few hun

through space along with our parent st.1r-stellar motion

dred stars have proper motions greater than l"/yr.

has t:\vo components. A star's

radial

velocity-along the

line of sight-can be measured using the Doppler effect.

-= ( Sec. 3.5) For many nearby stars, Their transverse velocity

Now consider tlJe three-dimensional motion of our near

est neighbor, tlJe Alpha Centauri system, sketched in Figure

17.4 in relation to our own solar system. Alpha Centauri's

perpendicular to our line of sight-can also be determined

proper motion has been measured to be 3.7'/yr. At Alpha

by careful monitoring of the star's position in the sky.

Centauri's dist.1nce of 1 .35 pc, that measurement inJplies a

Figure 17.3 compares two photographs of the sky

transverse velocity of 24 km/s. We can determine the otlJer

around Barnard's star. The photographs were made on the

component of motion-tlJe radial velocity-by means of

same day of the year, but 22 years apart. Note that The st.1r,

tlJe Doppler effect. Spectral lines from Alpha Centauri

marked by the arrow, has moved during the 22-year interval

shown: If the hVo inJages were superimposed, the images of

are blueshifted by a tiny amount-{lbout 0.0067 percent
allowing astronomers to measure the star system's radial

the other stars in the field of view would coincide, but those

velocity (relative to tlJe Sun)

of Barnard's star would not. Because Earth was at the same

10-5

point in its orbit when these photographs were taken, the

not the result of parallax caused by
the Sun. Instead, it indicates real

=

as

300,000 km/s X 6.7 X

20 kmls toward us. -= (Sec. 3.5)

What is the true spatial motion of Alpha Cent.1uri? Will

observed displacement is

this alien system collide with our own sometime in the fu

Earth's motion around

ture? The answer is no: Alpha Cent.1uri's transverse velocity

spatial motion of Barnard's star relative to the Sun.

t

30
arc

min.

�

will steer it well clear of the Sun. We can combine the trans-

<III F IG U RE 17.3 Proper
Motion A comparison of two
photog�hic plates taken
22 years apart shows evidence
of real spatial motion for
Barnard's star (denoted by an
arrow). (Harvard College
Obsen'atory)
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not of a star's luminosity, but of the energy flux (energy per
ill)it area per unit time) produced by the star, as seen from
Earth. A star's apparent brightness depends on our distance
from the star. In this section, we discuss in more detail how
these important quantities are related to one another.

Another I nverse-Square Law

... F IGURE 17.4 Real Spatial Motion The motion ofthe Alpha
Centauri star system drawn relative to our solar system. The transverse
component of the velocity has been determined by observing the
system's proper motion. The radial compo ne nt is measured t", using
the Doppler shift of lines in A lpha Centauri's spectrum. The true spatial
velocity, indicated by the red arrON. results from the combination of
the two.

verse (24 km/s) and radial (20 km/s) velocities according
to the Pythagorean theorem, as indicated in Figure 17.4.
The total velocity is V242 + 202, or about 3 1 krnIs, in the
direction shown by the horizontal red arrow. As the figure
indicates, Alpha Centauri will get no closer to us than about
1 pc, and that won't happen until 280 centuries from now.

Figure 1 7.5 shows light leaving a star and traveling through
space. Moving outward, the radiation passes through imagi
nary spheres of increasing radius surrounding the source.
The amount of radiation leaving the star per unit time-the
star's IUllli.nosity-is constant, so the farther the light travels
from the source, the less energy passes through each unit of
area. Think of the energy as being spread out over an ever
larger area and therefore spread more thinly, or "diluted," as
it expands into space.
Because the area of a sphere grows as the square of the
radius, the energy per unit area-the star's apparent bright
ness, as seen by our eye or our telescope-is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the star.
Doubling the distance from a star makes it appear 22, or 4,
times dimmer. 1ripling the distance reduces the apparent
brightness by a factor of 32, or 9, and so on.
Of course, the star's luminosity also affects its apparent
brightness. Doubling the luminosity doubles the energy cross
ing allY spherical shell surrounding the star and hence doubles
the apparent brightness. We t:.1n therefore say that the apparent
brightness of a star is directly proportional to the star's lumi
nosity and inversely proportional to the square of its distance:
.
apparent bnghtness (energy flux)

ex

.

luminosity
distance2

.

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V Why can't astronomers use simultaneous observations from
different parts of Earth's surface to determine stellar distances?

V Why are the spatial velocities of d istant stars generally poorly

known?

17.2

Lum i n osity and Apparent
Brightness

Lwninosity is an intrinsic property of a star-it does not de
pend in any way on the location or motion of the observer.
Lwninosity is sometimes referred to as the star's absolute
brightness. However, when we look at a star, we see, not its
luminosity, but rather its apparent brightness-the amount
of energy striking a unit area of some light-sensitive surface
or device (such as a charge-coupled device [eeD] chip or a
human eye) per unit time. Apparent brightness is a measure,

... FI G URE 17. S Invers ... Square Law As light moves awi£j from
� a source such as a star, it steadily d ilutes while spreading over
� progressively larger surface areas (depicted here as sections of
spherical shells). Thus, the amount of radiation received t", a detector
(the source's apparent b rightness) varies inversely as the square of its
distance from the source. Once the d istance to a star is known. its
luminosity-a fundamental stellar property-can then be determined.
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first magnitude. The next brightest stars were labeled second
magnitude, and so on, down to the faintest stars visible to the
naked eye, whidl were classified as sixth magnitude. The range
1 (brightest) through 6 (faintest) spanned all the stars known to
the ancients. Notice that magnitudes are really rankings in

terms of apparent brightness (energy flux}- a /argemagnitude
means a foint star. Just as "first rate" means "good" in everyday
speern, "first magnitude" in astronomy means "bright."
When astronomers began using telescopes with sophisti

cated detectors to measure the light received from stars, they
quickly discovered two ilnportant facts about the magnitude
scale. First, the 1-6 magnitude range defined by Hipparchus
spans about a factor of 100 in apparent brightness--a first
magnitude star is approxilnately 100 tilnes brighter than a
sixth-magnitude star. Second, the physiological characteristics
of the hwnan eye are such that earn change in magnitude of
1 corresponds to a factor of about 2.5 in apparent brightness.
In other words, to the human eye, a first-magnitude star is
roughly 2.5 times brighter than a second-magnitude star,

'" FIGURE 17.6 Luminosity Two stars A and B of different
luminositi", can appear equally bright to an observer on Earth if
the brighter star B is more distant than the fainter star A

which is roughly 2.5 times brighter than a third-magnitude
star, and so on. (By combining factors of2.5, you can confirm

Thus, two identic.11 stars can have the same apparent bright
ness if (and only if) they lie at the same distance from Earth.

Modern astronomers have modified and extended the
magnitude scale in a number of ways. First, we now define a
change of 5 in the magnitude of an object (going from

However, as illustrated in Figure 1 7.6, two nonidentical
stars can also have the same apparent brightness if the more

that a first-magnitude star is indeed (2.5) 5
brighter than a sixth-magnitude star.)

""

100 times

luminous one lies farther away. A bright star (i.e., a star with

magnitude 1 to magnitude 6, say, or from magnitude 7 to
magnitude 2) to correspond to exactly a factor of 1 ()() in

large apparent brightness) is a powerful emitter of radiation
(high luminosity), is near Earth, or both. Without additional

apparent brightness. Second, because we are really talklllg
about apparent (rather than absolute) brightnesses, the

information, we cannot distinguish between the effects of
increasing luminosity and decreasing distance. Similarly, a

numbers in Hipparrnus's ranking system are called apparent
magnitudes. Third, the scale is no longer limited to whole
numbers: A star of apparent magnitude 4.5 is intermediate in

faint star (a star with small apparent brightness) is a weak
emitter (low IWllinosity), is far from Earth, or both.
Determuling a star's luminosity is a twofold task. First,
the astronomer must detennllle the star's apparent bright
ness by measuring the amount of energy detected through a
telescope in a given amount of time. Second, the star's dis
tance must be measured-paralla.1( for nearby stars and by
other means (to be discussed later) for more distant stars.
The IWnlllOsity can then be fowld from the inverse-square
law. This is basically the same reasoning we used earlier in
Chapter 1 6, in our discussion of how astronomers measure
solar luminosity. (In our new terminology, the solar constant
is just the apparent brightness of the Still.) coo (Sec. 16. 1 )

The Magnitude Sca le
Instead of measuring apparent brightness in SI units (e.g., watts
per square meter, the unit used for the solar constant in
Chapter 16), astronomers often find it more convenient to
work in terms of a construct called the magnitude scale.
00 (Sec. 16.1 ) TIle scale dates from the second century B.C.,
when the Greek astronomer Hipparchus classified the naked

eye stars into six groups. The brightest stars were categorized as

apparent brightness between a star of apparent magnitude 4
and one of apparent magnitude 5. Finally, magnitudes out
side the range from I to 6 are allowed: Very bright objects can
have apparent magnitudes much less than 1, and very faint
objects can have apparent magnitudes far greater than 6.
Figure 17.7 illustrates the apparent magnitudes of some
astronomical objects, ranging from the Sun, at -26.7, to the
faintest object detectable by the Hubble or

Keck telescopes,

an object having an apparent magnitude of 3D-about as
faint as a firefly seen from a distance equal to Earth's diame
ter. Note that this range in magnitudes corresponds to a very
large factor (actually, of 1056.712 5 = 1022.7 "" 5 X 1 022 ) in
apparent brightness. Indeed, one of the main reasons that
astronomers use this (admittedly rather intimidating) scale
is that it allows them to compress a large spread in observed
stellar properties into more "manageable" form."
Apparent magnitude measures a star's apparent bright
ness when the star is seen at its actual distance from the Sun.

lI-P",tthlg irl the numbers, we can calculate that magnitude 1 corresponds to a
2
z
fl"x of 1.1 X 10- 8 Wlm , mag"ihlde 20 to 2.9 X 10-16 WI", , ."d so on,
but astronomers find the "magnitude" 1'ers;ons more imuitive ot.d much

easier to remember.
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Hubble, Keck

(30)
Hale e e (28)
4-meter telescope (CCD
detector) limit (26)

30

limit
l escop limit

t

20

l-meter telescope limit (18-20)

25-cm (1 0-inch) telescope limit (1 4)
Binocular limit (10)
Barnard's star (9.5)

N ked-eye limit (6)
Polaris (2.5)
Betelgeuse (0.8)
Centa u i (0)
Sirius (-1.5)
Venus
-4.4)
a

Alpha

r

(at brightest

-10
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tor of 10, so (by the inverse-square law) its apparent bright
ness would increase by a factor of 102 = 100 . Its apparent
magnitude (by definition) would therefore decrease by 5. In
other words, at 1 00 pc distance, the star's apparent magni
tude exceeds its absolute magnitude by 5.

For stars closer than 10 pc, the reverse is true. An ex
treme exmnple is our Sun. Because of its proximity to Earth,
it appears very bright and thus has a large negative apparent
magnitude (Figure 17.7). However, tbe Sun's absolute mag

nitude is 4.83. If the Sun were moved to a distance of 10 pc
from Earth, it would be only slightly brighter than the
faintest stars visible to the naked eye in the night sky.
Knowledge of a star's apparent magnitude and distance
allows us to compute its absolute magnitude (luminosity).
Conversely, the numerical difference between a star's ab
solute and apparent magnitudes is a direct measure of the
distance to the star. More Precisely 17-1 presents more detail
and some examples for the connection be"veen absolute
magnitude and luminosity and on tlle use of the magnitude
sCHle in computing stellar luminosities and distances.

Full moon (-1 2.5)

CONCEPT C H ECK

-20

.., Two stars are observed to have the same apparent magnitude.
On the basis of this information, what, if anything, can be said
about their luminosities?

Sun (-26.7)

A Interactive FIGURE 1 7.7 Apparent Magnitude This graph
/"""' . I llustrates the apparent magnitude.s of some astronomical
(� objects and the limiting magn it d s (that is, the faintest
magnitudes attainable) of some telescopes used to observe
original agn itude scale was defined so that the brightest
stars in the night sky have magnitude 1, w hereas
fai ntest stars
visible to the naked eye have magn itude 6. The scale has since been
extended to cover much br ighter and much fainter objects. An
increase of1 in appare nt m agn itud co rrespo nds to a decrease In
apparent brightness by a factor of approximately 25.

-30
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Th compare intrinsic, or absolute, properties of stars, however,
astronomers imagine looking at all stars from a standard dis
taJlce of 10 pc. There is no particular reason to use 10 pc-it
is simply convenient. A star's absolute magnitude is its ap
parent magnitude when it is placed at a distance of 10 pc

1 7.3

Ste l l a r Tem peratu res

Looking at the night sky, you can tell at a glance whidl stars
are hot and whidl are cool. In Figure 1 7.8, which shows the
constellation Orion as it appears through a small telescope, the
colors of the cool red star Betelgeuse

(0.) and the hot blue star

Rigel (13) are dearly evident. Note that tllese colors are intrin

sic properties of the stars and have nothing to do with Doppler
redshifts or blueshifts. However, to obtain these stars' tempera
tures (3200 K for Betelgeuse and 1 1,000 K for Rigel), more
precise observations are required. Th make such measure

ments, astronomers turn to the radiation laws and the detailed
properties of stellar spectra. co (Secs. 3.4, 4.3)

Co lor and the Blackbody Curve

from the observer. Because the distance to the star is fixed in
this definition, absolute magnitllde is a measure of a star's

Astronomers can determine a star's surface temperature by

absolute brightness, or luminosity.

several frequencies and then matching tlle observations to

We can use the earlier discussion of the inverse-square

measuring the star's apparent brightness (energy flux) at

I.'lW to relate absolute and apparent magnitudes if the distance

the appropriate blackbody curve. co (Sec. 3.4) In the case of
the Sun, the theoretical curve that best fits the emission de

increases and hence its apparent magnitude decreases. Stars
more than 10 pc from Earth therefore have apparent magni

well wlderstood, astronomers can estimate a star's tempera

to the star is known. When a star farther than 10 pc away from
us is moved to a point 10 pc away, its apparent brightness

scribes a 5800-K emitter. co (Sec. l6. l ) The same technique
works for any other star, regardless of its distance from Earth.
Because the basic shape of the blackbody curve is so

tudes that are greater than their absolute magnitudes. For

tme using as few as

example, if a star at a distance of 100 pc were moved to the

lengths (which is fortunate, as detailed spectra of faint stars
are often difficult and time conswning to obtain). This is

standard 10-pc distance, its distance would decrease by a fac-

two measurements at selected wave
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<OIl F IGU RE 17.8 Star Colors

(a) The different colors of the stars

comprising the constellation O rion are easily distinguished in this
photograph taken by a wid.,.field camera attached to a small telescope

The bright red star at the upper left is Betelgeuse (a); the bright blue

white star at the lower right is Rigel (fl� (Compare with Figure 1.8.) The
scale of the photograph is about 20' across. (b) An incredibly rich field
of colorful stars, this time in the direction of the center of the Milky
Way. Here, the field ofview is just 2 arc minutes across-much smaller
than in (a). The image is heavily populated with stars of many different
temperatures.

(a)

(J Sal1fordIAstrostock-Sal1ford; NASA)

covers the near ultraviolet, and infrared filters span longer
wavelength parts of the spectrum.
Figure 1 7.9 shO\'IS how the B and V filters admit different
amounts of light for objects radiating at different temperatures.
In curve (a), corresponding to a very hot 3O,OOO -K emitter, con
siderably more radiation (about 30 percent more) is received
through the B filter than through the V filter, so this object
looks brighter in B than in V. In curve (b), the temperature is
10,000 K, and the B and V fluxes are about the same. In the cool
3000 -K curve (c), about five times more energy is received in
the V range than in the B range, so the B image now is much
fainter than the V image. In each case, it is possible to recon
struct the entire blackbody curve on the basis of only those
two measurements, because no other blackbody curve can be
drawn through both measured points. To the extent that a star's

1 00

accomplished through the use of telescope filters that block
out all radiation except that within specific wavelength
ranges. For example, a B (blue) filter rejects all radiation ex
cept for a certain range from violet to blue light. Defined by
international agreement to extend from 380 to 480 nm, this
range corresponds to wavelengths to which photographic
film happens to be most sensitive. Similarly, a V (visual)
filter passes only radiation within the 490- to 590-nm range
(green to yellow), corresponding to that part of the spec
trum to which human eyes are particularly sensitive. Many
other filters are also in routine use--a U (ultraviolet) filter

1 0'5
Frequency (Hz)

1 0'6

Q and V (II i.sual) filters, with blackbody curves for three different
� temperatures. Star (a) is very oot-30,000 K-so its B intensity is
A FIGURE 17.9 Blackbody Curves The locations ofthe B (blue)

greater than its V intensity (as is actually the case for Rigel in Figure 17.8a).

Star (b) has roughly equal B and V readings and so appears white. Its
temperature Is aboutl0,Ooo K. Star (c) is red; its V intensity greatly exceeds
the Bvalue,and its temperature is 3000 K (much as for Betelgeuse in

Rgure 17&� Thus, by using our knowledge of electromagnetc radiation,

we can determine the temperatures of distant objects.

SECTION 17.3
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 7 - 1
the luminosity L differs from the solar luminosity by a factor of
100-{M-4·8 3)15, or 1O-(M-4.83)125. We can therefore write

More on the Magn itude Scale
Let's recast our discussion of two important topics-stellar lu
minosity and the inverse-square law-itl terms of magnitudes.
Absolute magl1itude is equivalent to luminosity-an intrinsic
property of a star. Given that the Sun's absolute magnitude is 4.83
(see Appendix 3, Table 6), we can construct a conversion chart
(shown below) relating these two quantities. Since an increase in
brightness by a factor of 100 corresponds to a decrease in magnitude
by 5 units, it follows that a star with luminosity 1 00 times that of the
Sun has absolute magnitude 4.83 - 5 = -0. 1 7, wlille a 0.Q1 -so1ar
luminosity star has absolute magnitude 4.83 + 5 = 9.83. We can
fill in the gaps by noting that i magnitude corresponds to a factor of
1 00115 ", 2.512; 2 magnitudes to 100215 ", 6.310, andsoon. A fac
tor of 10 in brightness corresponds to 2.5 magnitudes. You can use
this chart to con""rt between solar luminosities and absolute maglu
tudes in many of the figures itl this and later chapters.

10,000

:w
c

100

].
a

-5

0

::l

�

'115

B
'e:
::l
....J

0.01

+1 0

=

1O-M-4.8 3)12.5 .

Plugging itl some numbers (taken from Appendix 3, Tables 5
and 6), we find that the SWl, with M = 4.83, of course has
L = 1 0° = I. Sirius A, with M = 1 .45, has IWlllnosity
10 1. 35 = 22 solar units, Barnard's star, with M = 13.24, has lumi
nosity 10-3. 35 = 4.3 X 10-4 solar units, Betelgeuse has
M = - 5.14 and Iwninosity 9700 Suns, and so on.
To cast the il1verse-sq/./are law itl these temlS, recall that
increasing the distance to a star by a factor of 10 decreases its
apparent brightness by a factor of 100 (by the inverse-square
law) and hence increases its apparent magnitude by 5 wlits.
increasitlg the distance by a factor of 100 increases the apparent
ma gnitude by 10, and so OIl. Every increase in distance by a
factor of J 0 increases the apparent magnitude by 5. Since
absolute magnitude is sinlply apparent magnitude at a distance
of 10 pc, we can write
apparent magnitude - absolute magnitude

=

5 10gl O

(---)

distance
.
10 pc

(The logarithm function-the WG key on your calculator-is
defined by the property that if a = 10glO(b), then b = 10".)
Even though it doesn't look much like it, this equation is pre
cisely equivalent to the inverse-square law presented in the text!
Note that for stars more than 1 0 pc from Earth, the apparent
ma gnitude is greater than the absolute magnitude, while the
reverse is true for stars closer than 10 pc.

]
Q)

'"
..
c

+5

L (solar wlits)

E
Q)

"5
0
In

�

EXAMPLE 2 The SWl, with an absolute magnitude of 4.83, seen
from a distance of 1 00 pc, would have an apparent magnitude of
= 14.83, since 10glO( i00) = 2. This is well
below the threshold of visibility for binoculars or even a large
amateur telescope (see Figure 1 7.7) . We can also tum this
around to illustrate how knowledge of a star's absolute and
apparent magnitudes tells us its di.stance. The star Rigel Kentau
ms (also known as Alpha Centauri) has absolute magnitude
+4.34 and is observed to have apparent magnitude -0.0 1 . The
ma glutude difference is -4.35, so its distance must therefore
be 10 pc X 10-4. 3415 = 1.35 pc, in agreement with the result
(obtained by parallax) presented in the text.

4.83 + 5 10glO(100)

0.0001

+1 5

EXAMPLE 1 Let's calculate the luminosity (in solar units) of a
star having absolute magnitude M (the conventional symbol for
absolute magnitude, not to be confused with mass!). n,e star's
absolute magnitude differs from that of the Sun by (M - 4.38)
magnitudes , so, itl accordance with the reasonitlg just presented,
spectrum is well approximated as a blackbody, measurements

temperatures derived by photometric means, along with the

curve and thus yield its surface temperature.

color that would be perceived in the absence of filters.

simply by measu ring and comparing the amount of light

Stellar Spectra

discussed in

Color is a useful way to describe a star, but astronomers

Chapter 5, tlus type of non-spectral-line analysis using a

often use a more detailed scheme to classify stellar proper

of the B and V fluxes are enough to specify the star's blackbody
Thus, astronomers can es timate a star's temperature

received through different colored filters.

As

standard set of lilters is known as photometry.

=>

(Sec. 5.3)

Thble 1 7. 1 lists, for several prominent stars, the surface

ties, incorpo ra ting additional knowledge of stellar physics

obtained through spectroscopy. Figure 17.10 compares the
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element in all stars. At these high temperatures, how
ever, much of the hydrogen is ionized, so there are few

Approxi mat.
Surface
Temperoture (K)

Color

Familiar Examples

intact hydrogen atoms to produce strong spectral lines.
Hydrogen lines are strongest in stars having intermediate
surface temperatures of around 1 0,000 K. This tempera

30,000

Blue-violet

Mintaka (8 0riollis)

20,000

Blue

Rige!

10,000

White

Vega, Sirius

characteristic visible hydrogen spectrum. 0:>

citation, are rarely observed in the spectra of these stars,

7000

Yellow-white

Ca nopus

Yellow

Sun, Alpha Centa uri

4000

Orange

Arcturus, Aldebara 11

Betelgeuse, Barnard's star

Red

spectra of several different stars, arranged in order of de
creasing surface temperature (as determined from measure
ments of their colors). All the spectra extend from 400 to
nm,

ture is just eight for electrons to move frequently between
hydrogen's second and higher orbitals, producing the

6000

3000

650

•

and each shows a series of dark absorption lines

cisely 4-1 ) Lines oftightly bound atoms--for e.xample, of
(More Pre

helium and nitrogen-which need lots of energy for e.x
whereas lines from more loosely bound atoms-such as
those of calcium and titanium-are relatively common.

• Hydrogen lines are again weak in stars with surface
temperatures below about 4000 K, but now because the
temperature is too low to boost many electrons out of the
ground state. co (Sec. 4.2) The most intense spectral
lines in these stars are due to weakly excited heavy atoms;

superimposed on a backgrolllld of continuous color, like the
spectrum of the Sun.

0:>

650 nm

(Sec. 16.3) However, the precise

strong lines in the long-wavelength part of the spectrum

30,000 K

(to the left in the figure). Other stars have their strongest

J _ '-"-----'--'-'

20,000 K

trrun. What do these differences tell us?
Although spectral lines of many elements are present
with widely varying strengths, the differences among the
spectra in Figure 17. 10 are not due to differences in composi

1 0 ,000 K

tion. Detailed spectral analysis indicates that the seven stars
shown have similar elemental abundances--all are more or
less solar in makeup.

0:>

(Sec. 16.3) Rather, as discussed in

Chapter 4, the differences are due almost entirely to the stars'

temperatures. 00 (Sec. 4.5) The spectrum at the top of the
figure is exactly what we would expect from a star with solar

[

7000 K

Carbon --'

o

6000 K

second spectrum is what we would anticipate from a 20,000-K

B

'--'-- Helium

A

L---- Iron

Sodium--" Magnesium"

composition and a surface temperature of about 30,000 K, the
star, and so on, down to the 3000-K star at the bottom.

II�
I I
I I l Il
I t y /I
II /I I

'--- Helium ------'

lines at short wavelengths (to the right). Still others show
strong absorption lines spread across the whole visible spec

400 nm

.--- Hydrogen

patterns of lines reveal many differences. Some stars display

'-- O><

F

gen

G

4000 K

K

3000 K

M

The main differences among the spectra in Figure 17. 10
are a s follows:
•

Spectra of stars having surface temperatures exceeding

2 5,000 K usually show strong absorption lines of singly

Many m:,lecules

ionized helium (i.e., helium atoms that have lost one or
biting electron) and multiply ionized heavier elements,
such as oxygen, nitrogen, and silicon (the latter lines are
not shown in the figure). These strong lines are not seen

in the spectra of cooler stars because only very hot stars
•

c.1 n excite and ionize such tightly bound atoms.

In contrast, the hydrogen absorption lines in the spectra
of very hot stars are relatively

weak.

The reason is not a

lack of hydrogen, which is by far the most abundant

... F I G UR E 17.10 Stellar Spectra

Comparison of spectra observed

for seven different stars having a range of surface temperatures. These
are not actual spectra, which

are messy and complex, but simplified

artists' render ings illustrating a few spectral features. The spectra of the
hottest stars, at the top, shON lines of helium and multiply ionized
heavy elemen15. In the coolest stars, at the bottom, helium lines are
absent, but Iine5 of neutral atoms and molecules are plentiful. At
i ntermediate temperatures, �drogen lines are strongest All seven stars
have about the same chemical composition.

SECTI ON 17.3
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no lines from ionized elements are seen. Temperatures in

lines, were thought to have more hydrogen than did B stars,

the coolest stars are low enough for molecules to survive,

and so on. The classification extended as far as the letter P.

In the 1920s, scientists began to understand the intricacies

and many of the observed absorption lines are produced
by molecules rather than by atoms. 00 (Sec. 4.4)

of atomic structure and the causes of spectral lines. As

Stellar spectra are the source of aJJ the detailed informa

tronomers quickly realized that stars could be more meaning

tion we have on stellar composition, and they do in fact reveal

of adopting an entirely new scheme; however, they chose to

significant differences in composition among stars, particularly
in the abwldances of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and heavier el
ements. However, as we have just seen, these differences are

not

the prin1ary reason for the different spectra that are observed.
Instead, the main determinant of a star's spectral appearance is
its temperature, and stellar spectroscopy is a powerful and
precise tool for measuring this in1portant stellar property.

fully classified according to their surface temperature. Instead
shuffle the existing alphabetical categories-those based on
the strengths of the hydrogen lines-into a new sequence
based on temperature. In the modern sclleme, the hottest
stars are designated 0, because they have very weak absorp
tion lines of hydrogen and were classified toward the end of

the original scheme. In order of decreasing temperature, the

surviving letters now

rwl

are caJJed spectral classes

S pectral Classification
Stellar spectra like those shown in Figure 17. 10 were ob
tained for many stars well before the start of the 20th century
as observatories around the world amassed spectra from
stars in both hemispheres of the sky. Behveen 1880 and
1920, researchers correctly identified some of the observed
spectral lines on the basis of comparisons behveen those
lines and lines obtained in the laboratory. The researchers,
though, had no firm wlderstanding of how the lines were

0, B, A, F, G, K, M. (The other

letter classes have been dropped.) These stellar designations
(or spectral types). Use the tin1e

honored (and politicaJJy incorrect) mnemonic "Oh, Be A Fine
Girl, Kiss Me" to remember them in the correct order."
Astronomers further subdivide each lettered spectral
classific.1tion into 10 subdivisions, denoted by the numbers
0-9. By convention, the lower the number, the hotter is the
star. For example, our Sun is classified as a G2 star (a little
cooler than Gl and a little hotter than G3), Vega is a type AO,
Barnard's star is MS, Betelgeuse is M2, and so on. Table 17.2

produced. Modern atomic theory had not yet been devel
oped, so the correct interpretation of the line strengths, as
just described, was inlpossible at tlle time.

Lacking a full understanding of how atoms produce spec

tra, early workers classified stars prin1arily according to their

hydrogen-line intensities. They adopted an alphabetic A, B, C,

0, E . . . scheme in which A stars, Witll the strongest hydrogen

Spectnol CI...

A pproximatt
Surfa..
Temperature (K)

0

:.E-Some astronomers have proposed me "dditiorl of two additional spectral
classes--L and T-for low-mass, low-temperature stars whose odd spectra
djsti"guish them from the M-class .stars i" tllt� cr4rretlt scJreme. For now, at
leas', 'he new classification has not be,n widely adopted. Astronomers are stiU
tmarta;" whether these new objects are Iftrue" stars, /usi"g hydrogen into
Ilelium in their cores, or whether they are ubrowrl dwarfs" (see Chapter 20)
that rleverachieved high e"ough central temperature. for fusio n to begi""

Noteworthy Absorpti on Li n.s

Flmiliar Examples

30,000

Ionized helium strong; multiply ionized heavy elements;
hydrogen faint

Mintaka (09 )

B

20,000

Neutral helium moderate; singly ionized heavy elements;
hydrogen moderate

Rigel (BS)

A

10,000

Neutral helium very faint; singly ionized heavy elements;
hydrogen strong

Vega (AO),

F

7000

Singly ionized heavy elements; neutral metals;
hydrogen moderate

G

6000

Singly ionized heavy elements; neutral metals; hydrogen
relatively faint

Sun (G2),
Alpha Centauri (G2)

Singly ionized heavy elements; neutral metals strong;
hydrogen faint

(K2),
Aldebaran (K5)

K
M

4000

3000

Neutral atoms strong; molecules moderate; hydrogen
very faint

Sirius (Al )

Canopus (PO)

Arcturus

Betelgeuse (M2),
Barnard's star (MS)
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lists the main properties of each stellar spectral class for the
stars presented in Table 1 7. 1 .
We should not tmderestimate the importance of the
early work in classifying stellar spectra. Even though the orig
inal classification was based on erroneous assmnptions, the
painstaking accumulation of large quantities of accurate data
paved the way for rapid improvements in understanding
once a theory came along that explained the observations.

small bodies at the same temperature. Because the surface
area is proportional to the square of the radius, we have
lwninosity

ex

radius2 X temperature4.

This radius-luminosity-temperature relationship IS lln
portant because it demonstrates that knowledge of a star's
lmnulosity and temperature can yield an estimate of the
star's radius-an indirect determination of stellar size.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V Why does a star's spectral classification depend on its
temperature?

1 7.4

Ste llar S i zes

Most stars are tmresolved points of light in the sky, even when
viewed through the largest telescopes. Even so, astronomers
can often make quite accurate determinations of their sizes.

D i rect and I nd i rect Measurem ents
Some stars are big enough, bright enough, and close enough
to allow us to measure their sizes directly. One well-known
example is the bright red star Betelgeuse, a prominent mem
ber of the constellation Orion (Figure 17.8). In a technique
known as speckle interferometT)\ many short-exposure images
of a star, each too brief for Earth's turbulent atmosphere to
smear it out into a disk, are combined to make a high-resolu
tion map of the star's surface. 00 (Sec. 5.4) In some cases, the
results are detailed enough to allow a few surface features to
be distinguished (Figure 17.1 1a). As shown in Figure
1 7. 1 1 (b), Betelgeuse is also (barely) large enough to be re
solvable by the Hubble Space Telescope at short wavelengths.
Steadily improving speckle and adaptive-optics techniques
have allowed astronomers to construct very-high-resolution
stellar unages in a small nmnber of cases. 00 (Sec. 5.4)
Once a star's all gular size has been measured, if its dis
tallCe is also known, we Call determine its radius by simple
geometry. 00 (Sec. 1 .6 ) For example, with a distance of 1 3 0
pc and an angular diameter o f u p t o 0.045", Betelgeuse's
maxunum radius is 630 times that of the Sun. (We say
"maximum radius" here beC<1Use, as it happens, Betelgeuse is
a l'ariable sta r-its radius and llUninosity vary somewhat ir
regularly, with a period of roughly 6 years.) All told, the sizes
of perhaps a few dozen stars have been measured in this way.
Most stars are too distant or too small for such direct
measurements to be made. Instead, their sizes must be
ulferred by uldirect means, USUlg the radiation laws.
co (Sec. 3.4) The radiation emitted by a star is governed by
the Stefan-BoltzmaIID law, which states that the energy
emitted per utlit area per lUlit of time increases as the fourth
power of the star's surface temperature. 00 (More Precisely
3-2) To determine the star's lumulosity, we must multiply by
its surface area-large bodies radiate more energy thaIl do

f/ F'vi\I�717\L"�

Size of Earth's orbit

.. FI G URE 17.11 Betelgeuse

(a) The swollen star Betelgeuse

(shown here in false color) i"s close enough for us to resolve in; size

d irectly, alongwith some surface features thou�t to be storms similar
to those thatoCOJr on the Sun. Betelgeuse is such a huge star (about

600 times the size of the Sun) that its photosphere exceeds the size
of Mars's orbit Most of the surface features d iscernible here are larger
than the entire Sun. (The dark lines are added contours of constant
brightneos, not part of the star Itself.) (b) An ultraviolet v iew of

Betelgeuse, in false color, as seen by a European camera onboard the

Hubble Space Telescope, shows more clearly just how large this huge
star is. (NOAa; NASNESA)

S E C T I O N 1 7. 4

Gian ts and Dwa rfs
Let's consider some examples to clarify these ideas. The star
known as Aldebaran (the orange-red "eye of the bull" in the
constellation Taurus) has a surface temperature of about
4000 K and a luminosity of 1 . 3 X 1029 W. Thus, its surface
temperature is 0.7 times and its luminosity about 330 times,

Stellar Sizes 429

the corresponding quantities for our Sun. The radiu!;-
luminosity-temperature relationship (see More Precisely 17-2)
then implies that the sta r's radius is almost 40 times the solar
value. If our Sill1 were that large, its photosphere would
extend ha l fway to the orbit of Mercury and, seen from
Earth, would cover more than 20 degrees on the sky. A star
as large as Aldebaran is known as a giant. More precisely,

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 7 - 2
Esti mating Stel lar Rad i i

We can combine the Stefan-Boltzmann law F

u Y! with the for

4rr Jil, to obtain the relationship
(R), Iwninosity (L), and temperature (1)

mula for the area of a sphere, A

betwee n a star's radius

=

=

described in the text

L

=

4rru Jilyl,

EXAMPLES In the solar units defined above, the star Aldebaran

1.3 X 1029 '11'/3.9 X 1026 '11' = 3 30 units
4000 KI5800 K = 0.69 wlit. Thus, ac
cording to the equation, its radius is R = V330/0.692 =
1 8/0.48 wlits = 39 solar radii-Aldebaran is a giant star. At the
26
opposite extreme, Procyon B has L = 2.3 X 1 023 '11'/3.9 X 1 0
'II' = 0.0006 unit and T = 8500 K/5800 = 1.5 wlits, so its ra
dius is R = YO.0006 /1 .52 = 0.01 times the radius of the SWl
has luminosity

L

=

and temper ture T

a

=

Procyon B is a dwarf.

or
luminosity ex radius

The following table lists
2

IWllinos ities, temperatures,

and

calculated radii (aU in solar wlits) for some of the other stars

X temperature4•

mentioned in this chapter.

L is measured in
1026 '11' ), R in solar radii (696,000 km),
T in units of the solar temperature (5800 K), we can elilni

If we adopt convenient "solar" units, in which
solar lwninosities (3.9 X
and

nate the constant 4rru and write this equation as

� ( in solar radii) X y! (in ,mits of 5800 K).
As illustrated in the accompanying figure, both the radius and the

St.,

l

Luminosity,

Blue giant

Red giant

20 Ro
1 3 ,000 K

20Ro
4000 K

1 04

LO

BO L O

Red dwarf
0.05 LO
0.5 Ro
4000 K

R

Radius

Sirius B

0.D25

4.7

0.007

Barnard's star

0.0045

0.56

0.2

Sun

temperature are inlportant in determining the star's luminosity.

•

T

Temperature,

S irius A

23

2. 1

1.9

Vega

55

1.6

2.8

160

0.78

21

Arcturus

Rigel

63,000

1.9

70

Betelge use

36,000

0.55

630

Note that some of the luminosities shown in the table differ
6, Tables 5 and 6, and else
where in the text. TIus is because the values used elsewhere refer to
significantly from those in Appendix

To compute the radius of a star from its luminosity and
temperature, we rearrange terms so that the equation reads (in

visible Ught only, whereas the radiation laws (and the values in the

the same units)

diates its energy o,""r a broad range of wavelengths that often ex

This simple application of the radiation laws is the basis for al

table) refer to total lWllinosities. As we saw in Chapter 3,

a star ra

tends well beyond the visible domain. co (Sec.

3.4) A star like the
SWl, whose emission happens to peak near the midclle of the visi
ble spectrum, enuts most (roughly 80 percent) of its energy in the
form of visible light. However, the cooler Aldebaran emits the bulk

most every estimate of stellar size made in this text. Let's illustrate

( about 75 percent) of its energy at infrared wavelengths, while the

the process by computing the radii of two stars discussed in

hot white dwarf Sirius B shines mainly in the ultraviolet--<>nly

the text.

about 10 percent of its energy is visible.
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Sun itself). Because any 8500 K object glows white-hot, Pro
cyon B is an example of a white dwarf.
The radii of the vast majority of stars (me.1sured mostly
with the radius-luminosity-temperature relationship) range
from less tllan 0.01 to over 1 00 times the radius of tlle Sun.
Figure 17.12 illustrates the estimated sizes of a few well
known stars.

C O N C E PT C H E C K

V' Can we measure the radius of a star without knowi ng the star's

distance from Earth?

1 7.5

.. F IGURE 17.12 Stellar Sites Star sizes vary greatly. Shown here
are the estimated sizes of several well-knONn stars. including a few of
those discussed in this chapter. Only part of the red-giant star Antares
can be shONn on this scale. and the supergiant Betelgeuse would fill
the entire page. (Here a nd in other figures. the symbol "0" stands for
the Sun. so the symbol "R0. means 'solar radius:)

giants are stars having radii between 10 and 1 00 times that
of the Sw). Since any 4000-K object is reddish in color, Alde
baran is known as a red giant. Even larger stars, ranging up
to 1000 solar radii in size, are known as supergiants. Betel
geuse is a prime example of a red supergiant.
Now consider Procyon B, a faint companion to Procyon
A, one of the brightest stars in the night sky (see Appendix 3,
Table 5). Procyon B's surface temperature is roughly 8500 K,
about one and a half times that of the Sun. The star's total
luminosity is 2.3 X 1025 W, about 0.0006 times the solar
value. Again using the radius-Iwninosity-temperature
relationship, we obtain a radius of 0.01 solar radii-slightly
larger than that of Earth. Procyon B is hotter, but smaller
and much less Iwninous, than our Sun. Such a star is known
as a dwarf. In astronomy, the term dwarf refers to any star of
radius comparable to or smaller than the Slill (including the

The H ertzsprung-Russe ll
D i agram

Astronomers use luminosity and surface temperature to
classify stars in much the same way that height and weight
serve to classify the bulk properties of hwnan beings. We
know that people's height and weight are well correlated:
Thll people tend to weigh more tllan short ones. We might
na turally wonder if the two basic stellar properties are also
related in some way.
Figure 1 7. 1 3 plots luminosity versus temperature for
several well-known stars. Figures of this sort are called
Hertzspnmg,RlIssell diagrams, or H-R diagrams, after Dan
ish astronomer Ejnar Hertzsprung and U.S. astronomer
Henry Norris Russell, who independently pioneered the use
of such plots in the second decade of the 20th century. The
vertical scale, expressed in units of the solar luminosity
(3.9 X lif6 w), extends over a large range, from 10--4 to 104;
the Sun appears right in the middle of the luminosity range,
at a luminosity of 1 . Surface temperature is plotted on the
horizontal axis, although in the WIconventional sense of tem
perature i.ncreasing to the left (so that the spectral sequence 0,
B, A . . . reads from left to right). To change the horizontal
scale so tllat temperature would increase conventionally to the
right would play havoc with historical precedent.
As we have just seen, astronomers often use a star's
color to measure its temperature. Indeed, the spectral
classes plotted along the horizontal a.xis of Figure 1 7. 1 3
are equivalent to the B N color index. Also, because as
tronomers commonly express a star's luminosity as an
absolute magnitude, stellar magnitllde instead of stellar
luminosity could be plotted on the vertical axis (see More
Precisely 1 7-1). Many astronomers prefer to present their
data in these more "observational" terms, and the diagrams
corresponding to plots like Figure 1 7. 1 3 are called color
magnitud e diagrams. In this book, we will cast our discus
sion mainly in terms of the more "theoretical" quantities,
temperature and lwninosity, but realize tllat, for many
purposes, color-magnitude and H-R diagrams represent
pretty much the same thing.

The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
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spectral class1 knONn as an H-R diagram, is a useful way to
compare stars. Plotted here are the data for some stars

mentioned earlier in the text The Sun, of course, has a luminosity

of 1

Its temperature, read off the bottom scale, is 5800 K-that

r

h n 10,000

of a G-type star. Similarly, the B-type sta Rigel, attop left, has a
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FIGURE 17.14 H-R Diagram of Nearby Stars

Most stars hill/ e properties within the long. thin, shaded

p

regi n
u n.
o

� Each dashed diagonal line corresponds to a constant stellar
� radius, so that stellar size can be indicated on the same diagram

I�

of the H-R diagram knONn as the main sequence. The oi nts

plotted here are for stars lying within about 5

pc

of the S

as stellar luminosity and temperature. (Recall that the symbol "Re"

temperature of about 11,000 K and a luminosity more t a

means "solar radius:') The main sequence is one of the most important

times that of the Sun. The M-type star Proxima Centauri, at bottom

correlations in all of astronomy; it allONS us to expand our knONledge

right, has a temperature ofabout 3000 K and a l

of stellar properties from the Sun's local neighborhood to the far

ri

um nosi
i

n ert

ty less than

lO OO that of the Sun. (See also Overlay 1 of the acetate i s

.)

The Main Sequence
The handful of stars plotted in Figure 17. 1 3 gives little indi
cation of any particular connection between stellar proper
ties. However, as Hertzsprung and Russell plotted more and
more stellar temperatures and luminosities, they found that
a relationship does in fact exist: Stars are not uniformly scat
tered across the H-R diagram; instead, most are confined to
a fairly well-defined band stretching diagonally from the top
left (high temperature, high luminosity) to the bottom right
(low temperature, low luminosity) . In other words, cool
stars tend to be faint (less luminous) and hot stars tend to be
bright ( more luminous). This band of stars spalming the
H-R diagram is known as the main sequence.
Figure 1 7. 1 4 shows a more systematic study of stellar
properties, covering the 80 or so stars that lie within 5 pc of
the SWl. As more points are included in the diagram, the
main sequence "filJs up,» and the pattern becomes more

reaches of our Galaxy.

evident. The vast majority of stars in the inunediate vicinity
of the Sun lie on the main sequence.
The surface temperatures of main-sequence stars range
from about 3000 K (spectral class M) to over 30,000 K
(spectral class 0) . This relatively small temperature range
a difference of only a factor of 1 00is determined mainly by
the rates at which nuclear reactions occur in stellar cores.
(Sec. 1 6.6) In contrast, the observed range in luminosi
ties is very large, covering some eight orders of magnitude
(i.e., a factor of 100 million), ranging from 1 0 4 to 1 04 times
the lwninosity of the SWl.
Using the radiuHuminosity-temperature relationship
(Section 17.4), astronomers find that stellar radii also vary
alollg the main sequence. The faint, red M-type stars at the
bottom right of the H-R diagram are only about one-tenth
the size of the Sun, whereas the bright, blue Ootype stars in
the upper left are about 1 0 times larger than the Sun. The di
agonal dashed lines in Figure 1 7. 1 4 represent constant stellar
01:>
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radii, meaning that anystar lying on a given line has the same
radius, regardless of its luminosity or temperature. Along
a constant-radius line, the radius-luminosity-temperature
relationship implies that
ex

luminosity

temperature4.

By including such lines on our H-R diagrams, we c.1n indicate
stellar temperatures, luminosities, and radii on a single plot.
We see a very clear trend as we traverse the main sequence
from top to bottom. At one end, the stars are large, hot, and
bright. Because of their size and color, they are referred to as
blue giants. The very largest are called blue supergiants. At
the other end, stars are small, cool, and faint. They are known
as red dwarfs. Our Sun lies right in the middle.
Figure 17. 1 5 shows an H-R diagram for a different
group of stars--the 1 00 stars of known distance having the
gre.1test apparent brightness, as seen from Earth. Notice the
much larger number of very luminous stars at the upper end
of the main sequence than at the lower end. The reason for
this excess of blue giants is simple: We can see very luminous
stars a long way off. The stars shown in this figure are scat
tered through a much greater volume of space than those
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• FIGURE 17.15 H-R Diagram of Brightest Stars An H-R di agram

est
closest stars.

for the 100 brightest stars in the sky is biased in favor of the most
luminous stars-which appear toward the upper left-because we can
see them more easily than we can the faint stars. (Com pare with
Rgure 17.14, which shows only the
Note that neither of
these two figures is representative of a given region of space; rather,
each is biased tONard a different population of stars.)

depicted in Figure 1 7. 1 4, but the sample is heavily biased
toward the brightest objects. In fact, of the 20 brightest stars
in the sky, only 6 lie within 10 pc of US; the rest are visible, de
spite their great distances, because of their high lurninosities.
If very luminous blue giants are overrepresented in
Figure 17. 1 5, low-luminosity red dwarfs are surely under
represented. In fact, no dwarfs appear on the diagram. Tllis
absence is not surprising because low-luminosity stars are
difficult to observe from Earth. In the 1 970s, astronomers
began to realize that they had greatly underestimated the
number of red dwarfs in our galaxy. As hinted at by the H-R
diagram in Figure 17.14, which shows an unbiased sample of
stars in the solar neighborhood, red dwarfs are actually the
most common type of star in the sky. In fact, they probably
account for upward of 80 percent of all stars in the universe.
In contrast, 0- and B-type supergiants are extremely rare,
with only about 1 star in 1 0,000 falling into these categories.

Wh ite Dwarfs and Red G iants
Most stars lie on the main sequence. However, some of the
points plotted in Figures 17.13 through 17. 15 clearly do not.
One such point in Figure 17. 1 3 represents Procyon B, the
white dwarf discussed earlier (Section 1 7.4), with surface
temperature 8500 K and luminosity about 0.0006 times the
solar value. A few more SUcll faint, hot stars can be seen in
Figure 1 7. 1 4 in tlle bottom left-hand corner of the H-R dia
gram. This region, known as the white-dwarf region, is
marked on Figure 17. 14.
Also shown in Figure 17. 1 3 is Aldebaran (discussed in
Section 1 7.4), whose surface temperature is 4000 K and
whose lunlinosity is some 300 times greater than the Sun's.
Another point represents Betelgeuse (Alpha Orionis), the
n intll-brightest star in the sky, a little cooler than Aldebaran,
but more than 100 times brighter. The upper right-hand cor
ner of tlle H-R diagram, where these stars lie (marked on
Figure 17.15), is called the red-giant region. No red giants
are found within 5 pc of the Slll1 (Figure 1 7. 14), but many of
the brightest stars seen in the sky are in fact red giants (Figure
17.15). Though relatively rare, red gi311ts are so bright tllat
they are visible to great distances. They form a third distinct
class of stars on the H-R diagram, very different in their
properties from both main-sequence stars and white dwarfs.
The Hipparcos mission (Section 1 7. 1 ), in addition to de
termining hundreds of thousands of stellar parallaxes with
unprecedented accuracy, also measured the colors and lumi
nosities of more than 2 million stars. Figure 17.16 shows an
H-R diagram based on a tiny portion of tlle enormous
Hipparcos data set. The main-sequence and red-giant re
gions are clearly evident. Few white dwarfs appear, however,
simply because the telescope was limited to observations of
relatively bright objects--brighter than apparent magnitude
1 2 . Almost no white dwarfs lie close enough to Earth that
their magnitudes fall below this limit.
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• F IGURE 17.1 6 HippCl'cCls H-R Diagram This simplified versi on
of one of the mo51 com plete H-R diagram, ever comp i led represents
more than 20,000 data points, as measured by the European Hipparco5
spacecraft for 51ars with i n a f"", hundred parsecs of the Sun.
About 90 percent of all stars in our solar neighborhood,
and probably a similar percentage elsewhere in the universe,
are main-sequence stars. About 9 percent of stars are white
dwarfs, and I percent are red giants.
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V' Only a t iny fraction of all stars are giant,. Why, then, do giants

account for so many of the brightest stars in the night sky?
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Suppose you are driving down an unfamiliar street and see a
red traffic light in the distance. Your knowledge of the light's
luminosity enables you immediately to make a mental esti
mate of its distance. A light that appears relatively dim (low
apparent brightness) must be quite distant (assuming it's
not just dirty). A bright one must be relatively close. Thus,
measurement of the apparent brightness of a light source, com

bined with some knowledge of its luminosity, can yield
estimate ofits distance.

'"

-�
.,
g
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Extending the Cosmic Distance Scale

Exte n d i ng the Cosm i c
D istance Scale

We have already discussed the connections between lumi
nosity, apparent brightness, and distance. Knowledge of a
star's apparent brightness and its distance allows us to deter
mine its luminosity using the inverse-square law. But we can
also turn the problem around. If we somehow knew a st.1r's
lwninosity and then measured its apparent brightness, the
inverse-square law would tell us its distance from the Sun.

arl

For stars, the trick is to find an independent measure of
the luminosity without knowing the distance. The H-R dia
gram can provide just that. For example, suppose we obse.rve
a star and determine its apparent magnitude to be 10. By
itself, that doesn't tell us much-the star could equally well
be faint and close, or bright and distant (Figure 17.6). But
suppose we have some additional information: The star lies
on the main sequence and has spectral type AO. Then we can
read the star's huninosity off Figure 1 7. I S. A main-sequence
AO star has a luminosity of approximately 100 solar units.
According to More Precisely 1 7-1, this corresponds to an ab
solute magnitude of 0 and hence to a distance of 1000 pc.
This process of using stellar spectra to infer distances is
called spectroscopic parallax. * The key steps are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

We measure the star's apparent brightness and spectral
type without knowing how far away it is.
Then we use the spectral type to estimate the star's
luminosity.
Finally, we apply the inverse-square law to determine
the distance to the star.

The existence of the main sequence allows us to make a con
nection between an easily measured quantity (spectral type)
and the star's luminosity, which would otherwise be un
known. The term spectroscopic parallax refers to the specific
process of using stellar spectra to infer luminosities and
hence distances. However, as we will see in upcoming chap
ters, this essential logic (with a variety of different tech
niques replacing step 2) is used again and again as a means
of distance measurement in astronomy. In practice, the
«fuzziness" of the main sequence translates into a small
( 1 0----20 percent) uncertainty in the distance, but the basic
idea remains valid.
In Chapter 2 we introduced the first «rung" on a ladder
of distance-measurement techniques that will ultimately
cauy us to the edge of the observable universe. That rung is
radar ranging on the inner planets. co (Sec. 2.6) It estab
lishes the scale of the solar system and defines the astronom
ical unit. ln Section 1 7 . 1 , we discussed a second rung in the
cosmic distance ladder-stellar parallax-which is based on

S pectroscopic Parallax
Most of us have a rough idea of the approximate intrinsic
brightness (that is, the luminosity) of a typical traffic signal.

common with stellar (geometric) parallax. otl,er than its use as a meaNS of
»This unfortunare name is very misle.ading,

determining steUar distances.

115

t',e method has mothi,.,g i"
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'" F IG U RE 17.17 SteUar Distances Kncmledge of a stars luminosity
and apparent brightness can y iel d an estimate of its distance.

Astronomers use this third rung on the distance ladder, called
spectroscopic parallax, to measure distances as far out as individual
sta rs can be dearly discerneci-sE"Ieral thousand parsecs.

the first, since Earth's orbit is the baseline. Now, having used
the first two rungs to determine the distances and other
physical properties of many nearby stars, we can employ that
knowledge in turn to construct a third rung in the ladder
spectroscopic parallax. AI; illustrated schematically in Figure
1 7. 1 7, this new rung e.xpands our cosmic field of view still
deeper into space.
Spectroscopic parallax can be used to determine stellar
distances out to several thousand parsecs. Beyond that, spec
tra and colors of individual stars are difficult to obtain. The
"standard" main sequence is obtained from H-R diagrams
of stars whose distances can be measured by (geometric)
parallax, so the method of spectroscopic parallax is cali
brated by using nearby stars. Note that, in employing this
method, we are assuming (without proof) that distant stars
are basically similar to nearby stars and that they fall on the
same main sequence as nearby stars. Only by making this
assumption can we expand the boundaries of our distance
measurement techniques.
Of course, the main sequence is not really a line in the
H-R diag-ram: It has some thlckness. For example, the
luminosities of main-sequence stars categorized as type AO
(Vega, for example) can actually range from about 30 to 100
times the luminosity of the Sun. The main reason for this
range is the variation in stellar composition and age from
place to pl.1ce in our Galaxy. AI; a result, there is considerable
uncertainty in the luminosity obtained by this method and
hence a corresponding uncertainty in the distance of the
star. Distances obtained by spectroscopic parallax are gener
ally accurate to no better than about 25 percent.
Although this may not seem very accurate-a cross
COWltry traveler in the United States would hardly be im
pressed to be told that the best estimate of the distance
between Los Angeles and New York is some,vhere between

3000 and 5000 km-it illustrates the point that, in astron
omy, even something as simple as the distance to another
star can be very difficult to measure. Still, an estinlate with
an uncertainty of ±25 percent is far better than no estimate
at all. The deployment of the next generation of astrometry
satellites (Section 1 7. 1 ) promises to remedy this situation,
combining radical improvements in both the range and
accuracy of stellar parallax measurements.
Finally, realize that, because each rung in the distance
ladder is calibrated using data from the lower rungs, changes
made at any level will affect measurements made on all
larger scales. AI; a result, the impact of new high-quality ob
servations, such as those made by the Hipparcos mission
(Section 1 7. 1 ), extends far beyond the volume of space actu
ally surveyed. By rec.1librating the local foundations of the
cosmic distance scale, Hipparcos caused astronomers to
revise their estimates of distances on all scales-up to and
including the sc.lIe of the universe itself. All distances quoted
throughout this te.xt reflect updated values based on
Hipparcos data.

Lu m i nosity Class

What if the star in question happens to be a red giant or a
white dwarf and does not lie on the main sequence? Recall
from Chapter 4 that detailed analysis of spectral line widths
can provide information on the density of the gas where the
line formed. 0:> ( Sec. 4.5) The atmosphere of a red giant is
much less dense than that of a main-sequence star, and this
in turn is much less dense than the atmosphere of a white
dwarf. Figure 1 7. 1 8(b) and (c) illustrate the difference
between the spectra of a main-sequence star and a red giant
of the same spectral type.
Over the years, astronomers have developed a system
for classifying stars according to the widths of their spec
tral lines. Because line width depends on density in the
stellar photosphere, and because this density in turn is well
correlated with luminosity, this stellar property is known
as luminosity class. The standard lwninosity classes are
listed in Table 1 7.3 and shown on the H-R diagram in
Figure 17.18(a). By determining a star's luminosity class,

i

Classes

CI•••

Description

Ia

Bright supergiants

Ib

Supergiants

II

Bright gia nts

III

Giants

N

V

Subgiants
Main-sequence stars and dwarfs

SECTION 17.6

Appl'Clll.imate
S ••face Temperature IK)

Luminosity
(solar luminosities)

4900

Radius
(solar radII)

Objoct

0.8

0.3

Example

1 10

21

4300

4000

140

B

K2V main-sequence star
K2IIl red giant

4500

astronomers can usually tell with a high degree of confi
dence what sort of object it is. Now we have a way of speci
fying a star's location in the diagram in terms of properties
that are measurable by purely spectroscopic means:
Spectral type and luminosity class define a star on the H-R
diagram just as surely as do temperature and luminosity. The
full specification of a star's spectral properties includes its
luminosity class. For example, the Sun, a G2 main
sequence star, is of class G2V, the B8 blue supergiant Rigel
is B81a, the red dwarf Barnard's star is MSV, the red super
giant Betelgeuse is M21a, and so on.
Consider, for example, a K2-type star (Table 17.4)
with a surface temperature of approximately 4500 K. If
the widths of the star's spectral lines tell us that it lies on the
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Eridani

Arcturus
B

K2Ib red supergiant

Pegasi

main sequence (i.e., it is a K2V star), then its luminosity is
about 0.3 times the solar value. If the star's spectral lines are
observed to be narrower than lines normally found in
main-sequence stars, the star may be recognized as a K2III
giant, with a luminosity 1 00 times that of the SW} (Figure
1 7. 1 8a) . If the lines are very narrow, the star might instead
be classified as a K2lb supergiant, brighter by a further
factor of 40, at 4000 solar luminosities. In each case, knowl
edge of lwninosity classes allows astronomers to identify
the object and make an appropriate estimate of its luminos
ity and hence its distance.

CONCEPT CHECK
101 Suppose astronomers discO'Ier that, due to a calibration error,
all d i stances measured by geometric parallax are 10 percent
larger than current� thought. What effect would this finding

n

K range

have on the "standard" main sequence used in spectroscopic

parallax?
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.. F IGU RE 17.1 8 Luminosity Classes (a) Approximate lorntions of the standard stellar luminosity classes
In the H-R diagram. The widths of absorption lines also provide information on the density of a stars
atmosphere. The denser atmosphere of a main-sequence K-type star has broader lines (e) than a giant star
of the same spectral class (b�

410

nm

KV-type
main sequence
star
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Ste l l a r Masses

What ultimately determines a star's position on the main
sequence? The answer is its

mass and

its

composition.

Mass

and composition are fundamental properties of any star.
Together, they uniquely determine the star's internal struc
ture, its external appearance, and even (as we will see in

if we

Chapter 20) its future evolution. TIle ability to measure these

�

..

two key stellar properties is of the utmost importance

are to understand how stars work. We have already seen how
spectroscopy is used to determine composition. 00 ( Sec.

16.3) Now let's turn to the problem of finding a star's mass.

As with all other objects, we measure a star's mass by

observing its gravitational influence on some nearby
body--another star, perhaps, or a planet. If we know the
distance between the two bodies, then we can use Newton's
laws to calculate their masses. The extrasolar planetary
systems that have recently been detected have not been
studied well enough to provide independent stellar mass
measurements, and we are a long way from placing our
own spacecraft in orbit around other stars.

co

( Sec. 1 5.5)

Nevertheless, there are ways of determining stellar masses.

... FIGURE 17.1 9 Visual Binary The period and separation of a
binary-star system can be observed directly if each star is clearly seen.
At the left is an orbital diagram for the double star Kruger 60; at the right
are actual photographs taken In some of the years indicated. (Harvard
College Observatory)

Binary Stars
Most stars are members of

multiple-star systems-groups of

two or more stars in orbit arowld one another. The majority
of stars are found in

binary-star systems, which

consist of

two stars in orbit about a common center of mass, held to
gether by their mutual gravitational attraction.

<=

(Sec. 2.7)

The more common spectroscopic binaries are too distant to
be resolved into separate stars, but they

can

be indirectly

perceived by monitoring the back-and-forth Doppler shifts of
their spectral lines

as

the stars orbit earn other. Recall that

motion toward an observer shifts the lines toward the blue

Other stars are members of triple, quadruple, or even more

end of the electromagnetic spectrum and motion away from

complex systems. The Sun is not part of a multiple-star

the observer shifts them toward the red end. 00 (Sec. 3.s) In a

system--if it has anything at all uncommon about it, it may

double-line spectroscopic binary, two distinct sets of spectral

be its lack of stellar companions.

lines--one for each star-shift back and forth as the stars

Astronomers classify binary-star systems (or simply

binaries)

according to their appearance from Earth and the

ease with which they can be observed. Visual

binaries have

move. Because we see particular lines alternately approaching
and receding, we know that the objects emitting the lines are
in orbit. In the more common

single-line systems, such as that

widely separated members that are bright enough to be

shown in Figure 1 7.20, one star is too faint for its spectrum to

observed and monitored separately, as shown in Figure 17.19.

be distinguished, so only one set of lines is observed to shift

� Interactive

Lab

spectrum
(reference)
Starlight
redshifted
at time 1
Starlight
blueshifted
at time 2
Lab

spectrum
(reference)

- Motion away
from obselVer
causes redshift
(1 )

Motion
toward
observer causes
blueshift

(2)

F IG U RE 17.20
Spectroscopic Binary Properties
of binary stars can be determined
.....,/ � measu ri ng the periodic Doppler
shift of one star relative to the other as
they move in their orbits. Here we show
a so-<:alled single-line system, in which
on ly one spectrum (from the brighter
component) is visible. Reference spectra
are shown at top and bottom at left.
An obselVer would see the spectrum
redshi fted as the visible component moves
away (top right) and blueshifted as it
moves toward the obseNer (bottom right).

r.:;;i
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back and forth. The shifting means that the star that is ob
served must be in orbit around another star, even though the
companion caJUlOt be observed directly. (If tllis idea sowlds
famili.1r, it should---all of the extra solar planetary systems
discovered to date are extreme examples of single-line spec
troscopic binaries.) 0:> (Sec. 1 5.5)
In the much rarer eclipsing binaries, ilie orbital plane
of ilie pair of stars is almost edge-on to our line of sight.
In this situation, depicted in Figure 17.2 1 , we observe a
periodic decrease in starlight as one star passes in front of
(transits) the other. By studying the variation in the light
from the binary system-the binary's light curve
astronomers can derive detailed information not only about
ilie stars' orbits and masses, but also about their radii. Thus,
eclipsing binaries provide all alternative means of measur
ing stellar radii that is independent of either the direct or the
indirect methods described in Section 1704.
For example, in the sequence shown in Figure 17.21, the
maximum brightness (frames 1 , 3, and 5) represents the com
bined brightnesses of the two stars, whereas the shallower
minimum (frame 4) represents ilie brighter (larger) compo
nent only. These two pieces of information allow us to infer the
individual brightnesses of the two stars. The deeper minima
(frames 2 and 6) occur because the fainter red star partially
blocks the light of the much brighter yellow star. The change in
brightness tells us what fraction of the brighter star is ob
scured, and iliat in turn tells us the ratio of the areas of tlle two
stars and hence (since area is proportional to radius squared)
the ratio of ilieir radii. If we also knew ilie components' orbital
speeds--from Doppler measurements, say-then ilie widtllS of
the minima and the time taken to go from minimwn to maxi
mum light would tell us ilie actual radii of the stars.
The preceding categories of binary-star systems are not
mutually exclusive. For example, a single-line spectroscopic
binary may also happen to be an eclipsing system. In that
case, astronomers can use ilie eclipses to gain extra informa
tion about the fainter member of the pair. Occasionally, two
unrelated stars just happen to lie close together in the sky,

#2

flu

#3

#4

"--./

#5

Iffi

\f

A Interactive F IGURE 17.21 Eclipsing Binary If the two stars in
/""'A . a binary-star system happen to eclipse one another, additional
I� information on their radii and ma;ses can be obtained by
observing the periodic decrease in starlight as one star passes
in front of the other.
TIme
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even though they are actually widely separated. These optical
doubles are just chance superpositions and carry no useful
information about stellar properties.

Mass Determi nation
By observing the actual orbits of ilie stars, ilie back-and-forth
motion of the spectral lines, or the dips in the light curve
whatever information is available-astronomers can measure
the binary's orbital period. Observed periods span a broad
range-from hours to centmies. How much additional
information can be extracted depends on the type of binary
involved.
If ilie distance to a visual binary is known, the semima
jor axis of its orbit can be determined directly by simple
geometry. Knowledge of the binary period and orbital semi
major axis is all we need to determine the combined mass of
the component stars using the modified form of Kepler's
third law. 0:> (Sec. 2.7) Since the orbits of both stars can be
separately tracked, it is also possible to determine each of ilie
individual stars' masses. Recall from Section 2.8 that, in any
system of orbiting objects, each object orbits the common
center of mass. Measuring the distance from each star to the
center of mass of a visual binary yields the ratio of the stellar
masses. Knowing both the sum of the masses and their ratio,
we can then find the mass of each star.
For spectroscopic binaries, it is not possible to determine
the semimajor axis directly. Doppler shift measurements give
us information on the orbital velocities of the two stars, but
only with regard to their radial components-that is, along
the line of sight. A1; a result, we cmIDot determine tlle
inciinatiorl of the orbit to our line of sight, and this inlpOses a
limitation on how much information we can obtain-sinlply
put, we cannot distinguish between a slow-moving binary
seen edge-on and a fast-moving binary seen almost face-on
(so that only a small component of the orbital motion is
along the line of sight). We have already encountered tllis
limitation in our study of extrasolar planets. 00 (Sec. 15 .6)
For a double-line spectroscopic system, uldividual radial
velocities, and hence the ratio of the component masses, can
be determined, but the uncertainty Ul the orbital ulclination
means iliat only lower limits on the individual masses can be
obtained. For single-line systems, even less information is
available, and only a fairly complicated relation between
the component masses (known as the mass fllnction) can
be derived. However, if, as is often the case, ilie mass of
the brighter star can be determined by other means (e.g.,
if the brighter star is recognized as a main-sequence star of a
certain spectral class-see Figure 17.22), a lower limit can
then be placed on the mass of the fainter, unseen star.
Finally, if a spectroscopic binary happens also to be an
eclipsing system, then the uncertaulty in the inclination is
removed, as the binary is known to be edge-on or very
nearly so. In that case, both masses can be determined for a
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Measuring Stellar Masses i n Binary Stars

8 ....,

As discussed in the text, most stars are members of binary

systems-where two stars orbit one another, bound together by
gravity. Here we describe-in an idealized case where the

Center

of mass

relevant orbital parameters are known-how we can use the
observed orbital data, together with our knowledge of basic

Sirius A

physics, to detemline the masses of the component stars.
Consider

the

nearby visual binary system made up of the

bright star SirillS A and its faint companion Sirius B, sketched in the

accompanying figure. The binary's orbital period can be measured

Further study of the orbit allows us to determine the individ

ual stellar masses. Doppler observations show that Sirius A moves

sinlply by watching the stars orbit one another, or alternatively by

at approximately half the speed of its companion relative to their

following the back-and-forth velocity wobbles of Sirius A due to its

center of mass. 00 (Sees. 2.8, 3.5) This implies that Sirius A must

faint companion. It is almost exactly 50 years. TI,e orbital semima

have twice the mass of Sirius

jor axis can also be obtained by direct observation of the orbit, al

Sirius A and Sirius B are 2.1 and 1 . 1 solar masses, respectively.

though in this case we

must

use some additional knowledge of

Kepler's laws to correct for the binary's 46° inclination to the line of

B. It tllen follows that the masses of

Often the calculation of the masses of binary components
is complicated by the fuct that only partial information is avail

distance of 2.7 pc. 00 (More Precisely 1 -2) Once we knowthese two

It is 20 AlJ-a measured angular size of 7.5" at a

able-we might ollly be able to see one star, or perhaps only spec

key orbital parameters, _ can use the modified version of Kepler's

Nevertheless, this technique of combining elementary physical

third law to calculate the sum of the masses of the two stars. TI,e re
sult is 203/502

principles with detailed observations is how virtually every stellar
mass quoted in this text has been determined.

sight 00 (Sec. 1.5)

= 3.2 times the mass of the Sun. 00 (Sec. 2.8)

1 0,000

troscopic velocity information is available (see Section 1 7.7).

double-line binary. For a single-line system, the mass func
tion is simplified to the point where the mass of the unseen

• 1 5 M0

star is known if the mass of the brighter star can be fowld by
other means (e.g., by recognizing it as a main-sequence star

"'

1 00

."!e
C
::>

�

of known spectral type).

• 5 M0

Despite all these qualifications and difficulties, the masses

to

""

nearby binary systems. More Precisely

• 1 M0
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17-3 presents a simple

of individual component stars have been obtained for many
example of how this is accomplished in practice.

1 7.8

0.01
02 M0

Mass a n d Other
Ste l la r Prope rties

We end our introduction t o the stars with a brief look a t how
mass is correlated with the other stellar properties discussed

0.0001

in this chapter. Figure 1 7.22 is a schematic H-R diagTam

30,000

1 0,000

6000

3000

Surface temperature (I<)

showing how stellar mass varies along the main sequence.
There is a clear progression from low-mass red dwarfs to
high-mass blue girulls . With few exceptions, main-sequence

Spectral classification

� property, mass determines a star's position on the main
� sequence. LON-mass stars are cool and faint; they l ie at the
... F IGURE 1 7.22 Stellar Mas,e,

More than any other stellar

bottom of the main sequence. Very massive stars are hot a nd bright;
they lie at the top of the main sequence. (The symbol "Me' means
'solar mass:') This connection be1ween mass and luminosity is central
to understanding hON stars evolve in time.

stars range in mass from about 0 . 1 to 20 times the mass of
the Sun. The hot

0-

and B-type stars are generally about 10

to 20 times more massive than our Sun. TIle coolest K- and
M-type stars contain only a few tenths of a solar mass. The
mass of a star at the time of its formation determines the
star's location on the main sequence. Based on observations
of stars within a few hWldred light-years of the Silll, Figure

17.23 illustrates how the masses of main-sequence stars are
distributed. Notice the huge fraction of low-mass stars, as
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S ECTION 17.8

both radius and luminosity increase with mass. As an approxi
mate rule of thumb, we can say that radius increases propor
tionally to stellar mass, \\lhereas lumi.nosity increases much
faster-almost as the fourth power of the mass (as indicated by
the line in Figure 17.24b). Thus, a 2 -solar-mass main-sequence
star has a radius about twice that of the Sun and a luminosity

of 16 (24) solar luminosities; a 0.2-solar-mass main-sequence

star has a radius of roughly 0.2 solar radii and a lumi.nosity of

arowld 0.0016 (0.24) solar luminosity.

Table 1 7.5 compares some key properties of several
well-known main-sequence stars, arranged in order of de
creasing mass. Notice that the central temperature (obtained
from mathematical models sinlilar to those discussed in
Chapter 16) differs relatively little from one star to another,
compared with the large spread in stellar luminosities.

0:> (Sec. 16.2) The rapid rate of nuclear burning deep inside
a star releases vast amounts of ellergy per unit time. How
long can the fire continue to burn? We can estimate a main
sequence star's

lifetime

simply by dividing the amoWlt of

fuel available (the mass of the star) by the rate at which the
fuel is being consumed (the star's luminosity):

... F IGURE 17.23 Stellar Mass Distribution The range of masses of
main-sequence stars. as determined from careful measurement of stars
in the solar neighborhood.

stellar lifetime 0::

well as the tiny fraction contributed by stars of more than a

stellar mass

The mass-luminosity relation tells us that a star's luminosity

few solar masses.

is roughly proportional to the fourth power of its mass, so

Figure 1 7.24 illustrates how a main-sequence star's radius

we can rewrite this expression to obtain, approximately,

and luminosity depend on its mass. The two plots shown, of
the

.

. '
stellar Iummoslty

mass-mdills and mass-u-l minosity relations,

are based on

stellar lifetime 0::

observations of binary-star systems. Along the main sequence,

1 ,000,000

19"
'c

:a
C5
$
Z.

1 0,000

"

'§

'j::
"
-'

1 00

1 .0
.�

0.01

0.0001

Mass (solar units)

(a)

(b)

0.1

Mass (solar units)

... F IGURE 17.24 Stellar Radii and Luminosities (a) Dependence of stetlar radius on mass for
main-sequence stars; actual measurements are plotted here. The radius increases nearly in proportion
to the mass aver much of the range (as indicated by the straight line drawn through the data points�
(b) Dependence of main-sequence luminosity on mass. The luminosity increases roughly as the fourth
pONer of the mass (i dicated again by the straight line�

n

1
(stellar mass) 3

.
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Spectr.1 Type

Mass, M
(Solar M......)

Spica B'

B2V

6.8

25

800

90

Vega

AOV

2.6

21

50

500

22

Star

(10' K)

Central Tempemure

Luminosity, ..
(Solar Luminosities)

Estimated Ufetime
(MA) (10' ye.�)

Sirius A

AIV

2.1

20

Alpha Centauri

G2V

1.1

17

1.6

7000

Sun

G2V

1.0

15

1.0

10,000

Proxima Centauri

M5V

0. 1

It

0.6

The. "'star" Spica is, j" fact, a biMarysyste.m comprising a BlIlI giant primary (Spica A)

0.00006

mid a B2V mair,-seque"Cf seco"dary (Spica B).

1000

16,000,000

The final column in Table 1 7.5 lists estimated lifetimes,

their low core densities and temperatures, their proton

based on the above proportionality and noting that the life

reactions churn away rather sluggishly, much more slowly

time of the Sun (see Chapter 20) is about 10 billion years.

than those in the Sun's core. The small energy release per

For example, the lifetime of a 10-solar-mass main

unit time leads to low ltunil10sities for these stars, so they

lifetime of the Sun, or about 10 million years. The nuclear

have very long lifetimes. Many of the K- and M -type stars we
now see in the night sky will shine on for at least another

is quickly depleted, despite its large mass. We can be sure that

the subject of Chapters 20 and 2 1 .

4

sequence O-type star is roughly 10/10

=

1/ 1000 of the

reactions in such a massive star proceed so rapidly that its fuel

all the 0- and B-type stars we now observe are quite young

trillion years. The evolution of stars--Iarge and small-is

less than a few tens of millions of years old. Massive stars older
than that have already exhausted their fuel and no longer emit
large amowlts of energy. They have, in effect, died.

At th e opposite end of the main sequence, the cooler
K- and M-type stars have less mass than our Sun has. With

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V How do we knCNV the masses of stars that aren't components
of binarie5?
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S U M M A RY
The distances to the nearest stars can be
measured by trigonometric parallax. A star

with a parallax of 1 arc second 0") is 1
parsec (p. 419)-about 3.3 light-years
away from Earth.

2 Stars have real motion through space as
well as apparent motion as Earth orbits the
Sun. A star's proper motion {p. 420)-its
true motion across the sky-is a measure of
the star's velocity perpendicular to our line
of sight. The star's radial velocity-along
the line of sight-is measured by the
Doppler shift of the spectral lines emitted
by the star.

3 The apparent brightness (p. 421) of a star
is the rate at which energy from the star
reaches a detector. Apparent brightness fulls
off as the inverse square of the distance.
Optical astronomers use the magnitude scale
(p. 422) to express and compare stellar
brightnesses. The greater the magnitude,
the fillnter the star; a difference of five
magnitudes corresponds to a fuctor of
100 in brightness. Apparent magnitude
(p. 422) is a measure of apparent brightness.
The absolute magnitude (p. 423) of a star is
the apparent magnitude it would have if placed at a
standard distance of 10 pc from the viewer. It is a measure of the
star's luminosity.
4

Astronomers often measure the
temperatures of stars by measuring their
brightnesses through two or more opti
cal filters and then fitting a blackbody
curve to the results. The measurement
of the amount of starlight received
through each member of a set of filters
is called photometry (p. 425). Spectro
scopic observations of stars provide an
accurate means of determining both
stellar temperatures and stellar compo
sition. Astronomers classify stars accord
ing to the absorption lines in their spec
tra. The standard stellar spectral classes
(p. 427), in order of decreasing tempera
ture, are 0, B, A, F, G, K, and M.

5 Only a few stars are large enough
and close enough that their radii can be
measured directly. The sizes of most
stars are estimated indirectly through
the radius-Iurninosity-temperature re-

Iationship (p. 428). Stars comparable in size to, or smaller than, the
Sun are categorized as dwarfs (p. 430), stars up to 100 times larger
than the Sun are called giants (p. 430), and stars more than 100
times larger than the Sun are known as supergiants {p. 430). In ad
dition to "normal" stars such as the Sun, two other important
classes of star are red giants (p. 430) (and red supergiants) (p.
430), which are large, cool, and luminous, and white dwarfs (p.
430), which are small, hot, and fuint.

6 A plot of stellar luminosities versus

stellar spectral dasses (or temperatures)
is called an H-R diagram (p. 430), or a
color-magnitude diagram (p. 430).
About 90 percent of all stars plotted on
an H-R diagram lie on the main se
quence (p. 431), which stretches from
hot, bright blue supergiants (p. 432) and
blue gi.w.ts (p. 432), through intermedi
ate stars such as the Sun, to cool, fuint red
dwarfs (p. 432). Most main-sequence stars are red dwarfs; blue gi
ants are quite rare. About 9 percent of stars are in the white-dwarf
region (p. 432), and the remaining 1 percent are in the red-giant
region (p.432).

7 If a star is known to be on the main
sequence, measurement of its spectral
type allows its luminosity to be esti
mated and its distance to be measured.
This method of determining distance,
which is valid for stars up to several
thousand parsecs from Earth, is called
spectroscopic parallax (p. 433). A star's
luminosity class (p. 434) allows as
tronomers to distinguish main-sequence
stars from giants and supergiants of the
same spectral type.

�.
�.
�. .

���"-;
, ,
, ,

: :

\1

S Most stars are not isolated in space,
but instead orbit other stars in binary-star
systems (p. 436). In a visual binary
(p. 436), both stars can be seen and their
orbit charted. In a spectroscopic binary
(p. 436), the stars canllot be resolved, but
their orbital motion can be detected spectroscopically. In an eclipsing binary (p. 437), the orbit is oriented in
SUdl a way that one star periodically passes in front of the other as
seen from Earth and dims the light we receive. Studies of binary-star
systems often allow stellar masses to be measured. The mass of a star
determines the star's size, temperature, and brightness. Hot blue gi
ants are mudl more massive than the Sun; cool red dwarfs are much
less massive. High-mass stars bum their fuel rapidly and have much
shorter lifetimes than the Sun. Low-mass stars consume their fuel
slowly and may remain on the main sequence for trillions of years.
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Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

RE V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. How is parallax used to measure the distances to stars?
2. What is a parsec? Compare it with the astronomical unit.

l Explain two ways in which a star's real motion through space
translates into motion that is observable from Earth.

4. How do astronomers go about measuring stellar luminosities?
5. Describe how astronomers measure stellar radii.
6. Describe some characteristics of red-giant alld white-dwarf
stars.

7. What is the difference between absolute and apparent
brightness?
8. How do astronomers measure stellar temperatures?

9. POS

Briefly describe how stars are classified according to
their spectral characteristics.

10. Why do some stars have very few hydrogen lines in their
spectra?

11. What information is needed to plot a star on the H-R
diagranl?

12. What is the main sequence? What basic property of a sta r
determines where it lies on the main sequence?

13. How are distances determined by spectroscopic parallax?
14. Why does the H-R diagram constructed from data on the
brightest stars differ so much from the diagram constructed
from data on the nearest stars?

15. Which stars are most common in our Galaxy? Why don't we
see many of them in H-R diagrams?

16. Which stars are least common in our Galaxy?
17. POS

How can stellar masses be determined by observing
binary-star systems?

18. High-mass stars start off with much more fuel than low-mass
stars. Why don't high-mass stars live longer?

19. POS

In general, is it possible to determine the age of all
individual star simply by noting its position on all H-R
diagram? Explain.

20. Visual binaries and eclipsing binaries are relatively rare com
pared with spectroscopic binaries. Why is this?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. VIS

If Earth's orbit around the Sun were smaller, the
parallactic angle to the star shown in Figure 1 7. 1 ("Stellar
Parallax") would be (a) smaller; (b) larger; (e) the same.

2. From a distance of 1 parsec, the angular size of Earth's orbit
would be (a) I degree; (b) 2 degrees; (e) 1 arc minute; (d) 2
arc seconds.

). According to the inverse-square law, ifthe distance to a light
bulb increases by a factor of 5, the bulb's apparent brightness
(a) stays the same; (bl becomes 5 times less; (el becomes 1 0
times less; (d) becomes 2 5 times less.

4. Compared with a star of absolute magnitude -2 at a distance
of 100 pc, a star of absolute magnitude 5 at a distance of 10 pc
will appear (al brighter; (b) fainter; (e) to have the same
brightness; (d) bluer.

S. VIS

Pluto's apparent magnitude is approximately 1 4.
According to Figure 1 7.7 ("Apparent Magnitude"), Pluto can
be seen (al with the naked eye on a dark night; (b) using
binoculars; (e) using a I -m telescope; (d) only with the

H..bble Space Telescope.

6. Stars of spectral class M do not show strong lines of hydrogen

in their spectra because (a) they contain very little hydrogen;
(b) their surfaces a re so cool that most hydrogen is in the
ground state; (c) their surfaces are so hot that most hydrogen
is ionized; (d) the hydrogen lines are swamped by even
stronger lines of other elements.

7. Cool stars can be very luminous if they are very Ca) small;
(b) hot; (e) large; (d) close to our solar system.

8. VIS According to Figure

1 7 . 1 3 ("H-R Diagram of Promi
nent Stars"), Barnard's star must be (a) hotter; (b) larger;
(e) closer to us; (d) bluer thall Proxima Centauri.

9. VIS

Figure 1 7. 1 5 ("H-R Diagram of Bright Stars") shows
Vega and Arcturus at approximately the same level on the
vertical axis. TIlis means that Arcturus must be (a) hotter
than; (b) fainter thall; (e) larger than; (d) of the same spectral
class as Vega.

10. The mass of a star maybe determined (al by measuring its lu

minosity; (b) by determining its composition; (e) by measur
ing its Doppler shift; (d) by studying its orbit around a binary
companion.
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P RO B L E M S
The "umber ofdots precedi"g each Problem indicates its approximate level of diffiCllIty.
How far away is the star Spica, whose parallax is 0.012"1
What would Spic a's parallax be if it were measured from an
observatory all Neptune's 11100n Tritoll as Neptune orbited
the Sun?

1. •

2. •• A star lying

20 pc from the Sun has proper motion

of

0.5"Iyr. What is the star's transverse velocity? If the star's

spect ral lines are observed to be redshifted by 0.01 percent,
calculate the magnitude of its three -dimensional velocity rel
ative to the Sun.
1. • What is the luminosity of a star having three times the ra
dius of the SWl and a surface temperature of 10,000 K?

4. • A certain star has a temperature twice that of the Sun and a
l uminos ity 64 times greater than the solar value. What is the
radius of the star, in solar units?
5. •• Two stars--A and B, with luminosities 0.5

and 4.5 times
the luminosity of the Sun, respectively-are observed to have
the same apparent brightness. Which star is more distant, and
how much farther away is it than the other?

6. •• C,lculate

the solar energy flux (energy received per unit

unit time), as seen from a distance of 10 pc from the
S,ll. Compare your an swer with the solar constant at Earth.
area per

7. •• Using the data shown in Figure 17.7, ca l culate the great
est distance at which a star like the SIll could be seen with
(a) binoculars, (b) a typical I - m telescope, (c) a 4-m tele
scope, and (d) the Hubble Space Telescope.

8. • A star ha s

apparent magnitude 10.0 and absolute magni
tude 2.5. How far away is it?

9. • •• Two stars in an eclipsing spectroscopic binary are ob
served to have an orbital period of 25 days. Further observa
tions reveal that the orbit is c ircular, with a separation of 0.3
AU, and that one star is 1.5 times the mass of the other. What
are the masses of the stars?

10 . •• Given that the Sun's lifetime is about
Ilmllnosity red dwarf, (b)
star, (cl

a IO-solar mass,

10 billion years, esti

0.2-solar mass, O.OI -solar
a 3-s01ar mass, 30-s01ar luminosity

mate the life expectancy of (a) a

1000 -solar luminosity blue giant.

TH E I NTERSTELLAR
MED I M
G A S A N D D U ST A M O N G T H E STA RS

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
�
4
S

Summarize the composition and physical
properties of the interstellar medium.
Describe the characteristics of emission
nebulae, and explain their significance
in the life cycle of stars.
Discuss the properties of dark interstellar
clouds.
Specify the radio techniques used to probe
the nature of interstellar matter.
Discuss the nature and significance of
interstellar molecules.

tars and planets are not the only inhabitants of our
Galaxy. The space around us harbors invisible matter
throughout the dark voids between the stars. The
density of this matter is extremely low-approximately
a trillion trillion times less dense than matter in either
stars or planets, far more tenuous than the best vacuum
attainable on Earth. Only because the volume of
interstellar space is so vast does its mass amount to
anything at all.
So why bother to study this near-perfect vacuum?
We do

so

for three important reasons. First, there is

nearly as much mass in the "voids" among the stars
as there is in the stars themselves. Second, interstellar
space is the region out of which new stars are born.

Interstellar space is the place both

THE BIG where stars are "born" and to which
PICTURE

they return at "death." Rich in gas and
dust, yet spread extraordinarily thinly
throughout the vast, dark regions among the
stars, normally dark interstellar matter glows
brightly as gas clouds contract and form new
stars.

�

.

M a ste r n gASTRON0M Y
�

Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�lded tutorlal�

Third, interstellar space is also the region into which old
stars expel their matter when they die. It is one of the
most

significant

crossroads through which matter

passes anywhere in our universe.

LEFT: This remarkable jmag_actually a large mosaic of a billion bits of
data stitched together from hundreds of smaller images-shows a classic
star-forming region. The Hubble Space Telescope captured this optical
view of the Orion Nebula, a stellar nur>ery lying roughly 1500 light-year>
from Earth, populated with thousands of young stars that have recently
emwged from the loose matter comprisjng the surrounding nebulosity.
Unprecedented detail has revealed much complexity in this nebula-but
much jnsight as well. (STSd)
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I nterstel l a r Matter

Figure 18.1 is a mosaic of photographs covering a much
greater expanse of universal "real estate" than anything we
have studied thus far. From our vantage point on Earth, the
panoramic view shown here stretches all the way across
the sky. On a clear night, it is visible to the naked eye as the
Milky Way. In Chapter 23, we will come to recognize this
band as the flattened disk, or plane, of our Galaxy.
The bright regions in this in1age are congregations of
innumerable unresolved stars, merging together into a con
tinuous blur at the resolution of the telescope. However, the
dark areas are not simply "holes" in the stellar distribution.
They are regions of space where

interstellar matter obscures

(blocks) the light from stars beyond, blocking from our view
what would otherwise be a rather smooth distribution of

up mainly of individual atoms, of average size 1 0-

10 m

(0.1 run) or so, and small molecules, no larger than about
10-9 m across. Interstellar dust is more complex, consisting
of clumps of atoms and molecules-not wlIike chalk dust or
the microscopic particles that make up smoke, soot, or fog.
Apart from nwnerous narrow atomic and molecular
absorption lines, the gas alone does not block radiation to
any great extent. The obscuration that is evident in Figure

18.1 is caused by the dust. Light from distant stars cannot
penetrate the densest accumulations of interstellar dust any
more than a car's headlights can illuminate the road ahead
in a thick fog.

Extinction and Redden i ng
We can use its effect on starlight to measure both the

bright starlight. Their very darkness means that they cannot

amount and the size of interstellar dust. As a rule of thumb,

easily be studied by the optical methods used to e.xamine

a beam of light can be absorbed or scattered only by parti

stellar matter. There is, quite simply, nothing to see!

cles having diameters comparable to or larger than the
wavelength of the radiation involved. Thus, a range of dust
particle sizes will tend to block shorter wavelengths most

Gas and Dust

effectively. Furthermore, even for particles of a given size,

From Figure 18. 1 (see also Figure 1 8.4), it is evident that inter

stel11r matter is distributed very unevenly throughout space. In
some directions, the obscuring matter is largely absent, allow
ing astronomers to study objects literally billions of parsecs

the amount of obscuration (that is, absorption or scattering)
produced by particles of a

given size

increases

with

decreasillg wavelength. The size of a typical interstellar dust

7

particle-or dust grain-is about 10- m (0.1 !-Lm), compa

from the Sun. In other directions, there are small amounts of

rable in size to the wavelength of visible light. Consequently,

interstellar matter, so the obscuration is moderate, preventing

dusty regions of interstellar space are transparent to long

us from seeing objects more than a few thousand parsecs away,

wavelength radio and infrared radiation, but opaque to

but still allowing

to study nearby stars. Still other regions

shorter wavelength optical and ultraviolet radiation. The

are so he.wily obscured that starlight from even relatively

overall dimming of starlight by interstellar matter is called

nearby stars is completely absorbed before reaching Earth.

extinction.

us

The matter among the stars is collectively termed the

Because the interstellar mediw11 is more opaque to short

interstellar medium. It is made up of two components-gas

wavelength radiation than to radiation of longer wavelengt!1s,

and dust-intermixed throughout all space. The gas is made

light from distant stars is preferenti.1lly robbed of its higher

A FIGURE 1 8.1 Milky Way Mosaic The M i lky Way Galaxy photographed almost from horizon to

horizon. thus spanning nearly 180". This band contains high concentrations of stars. as weil as Intersteilar gas
and dust. The white box shows the field of view of Figure 18.4. (Axel MeU;"ger)
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frequency ("blue") components. Hence, in addition to being

along the line of sight to the star. By repeating these mea

generally diminished in brightness, stars also tend to appear

surements for stars in many different directions and at many

redder than they really are. This effect, known as

reddening,

different distances from Earth, astronomers have built up a

is conceptually similar to the process that produces spectacu

picture of the distribution and overall properties of the

lar red sunsets here on Earth.

CIO

(More Precisely 7-1)

interstellar medium in the solar neighborhood.

As illustrated in Figure 1 8.2(a), extinction and redden

Reddening can be seen very clearly in Figure 18.2(b),

ing change a star's apparent brightness and color. However,

which shows a type of compact, dusty interstellar cloud

the patterns of absorption lines in the original stellar spec

called a

trum are still recognizable in the radiation reaching Earth,

in Section 18.3.) The center of this cloud, called Barnard 68,

globule.

(We will discuss such clouds in more detail

so the star's spectral class can be determined. Astronomers

is opaque to all optical wavelengths, so starlight cannot pass

can use this fact to study the interstellar medium. From

through it. However, near the edges, where there is less inter

a main-sequence star's spectral and luminosity classes, as

vening cloud matter, some light does make it through. No

tronomers learn the star's true luminosity and color.

tice how stars seen through the cloud are both dimmed and

00

( Secs. 17.5, 1 7.6 ) They then me.1sure the degree to which

reddened relative to those seen directly. Figure 1 8.2(c) shows

the starlight has been affected by extinction and reddening

the same cloud in the infrared part of the spectrum. Much

en route to Earth, and this, in turn, allows them to estimate

more of the radiation gets through, but even here reddening

both the numbers and the sizes of interstellar dust particles

(or its infrared equivalent) can be seen.

(a)

'" F IGU RE 1 8.2 Reddening (a) Starlight passing through a dusty region of space is both d i mmed
and reddened, but spectral lines are still recognizable in the l ight that reaches Earth. By recognizing

stellar spectral features and inferri ng a star's intrinsic properties, astronomers can estimate the
nothing to do with the
Doppler effect-the frequencies of the lines are u nchanged, although their intensities are reduced.
(b) This dusty interstellar cloud, called Barnard 68, is opaque to visible light, except near its edges,
amount of obscuring dust along the line of sight Note that this reddening has

where some light from background sta", can be seen. Because blue light is more easily scattered or
absorbed by dust than is red light, stars seen through the cloud appear red. The cloud spans about
0.2 pc and lies about 160 pc �ay. Frarne (c) illustrates (in false color) how infrared radiation can
penetrate Bamard 68, although it too is preferentially stripped of its shorter wavelengths. (ESO)
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Ove ra l l Density
Gas and dust are found everywhere in interstellar space-no
part of our Galaxy is truly devoid of matter. However, the
density of the interstellar medium is extremely low. Overall,
the gas averages roughly 106 atoms per cubic meter-just
1 atom per cubic centimeter--although there are large vari
ations from place to place: Densities ranging from 104 to 109
atoms/m] have been found. Matter this diffuse is far less
dense than the best vacuum-about 1010 molecules/m3ever attained in laboratories on Earth.
Interstellar dust is even rarer. On average, there is only
one dust particle for every trillion or so atoms-just 10-6
dust particles per cubic meter, or 1000 per cubic kilometer.
Some parts of interstellar space are so thinly populated that
harvesting all the gas and dust in a region the size of Earth
would yield barely enough matter to make a pair of dice.
How can such fantastically sparse matter diminish light
radiation so effectively? The key is size-interstellar space is
vast. The typical distance between stars ( 1 pc or so in the
vicinity of the Sun) is much, much greater than the typical
size of the stars themselves (around 10-7 pc). Stellar and
planetary sizes pale in comparison to the vastness of inter
stellar space. Thus, matter can accumulate, regardless of how
thinly it is spread. For example, an imaginary cylinder 1 m2
in cross section and extending from Earth to Alpha Centauri
would contain more than 10 billion billion dust particles.
00 ( Sec. 1 7. 1 ) Over huge distances, dust particles accumu
late slowly, but surely, to the point at which they can
effectively block visible light and other short-wavelength
radiation. Even though the density of matter is very low,
interstellar space in the vicinity of the Sun contains about as
much mass as exists in the form of stars.
Despite their rarity, dust particles make interstellar
space a relatively dirty place. Earth's atmosphere, by
comparison, is about a million times cleaner. Our air is
tainted by only one dust particle for about every
billion billion ( 101B) atoms of atmospheric gas. if we
could compress a typical parcel of interstellar
space to equal the density of air on Earth, this
parcel would contain enough dust to make a fog
so thick that we would be unable to see our hand
held at arm's length in front of us.

the gas-about 90 percent by number-is atomic or molecu
lar hydrogen; some 9 percent is helium, and the remaining 1
percent consists of heavier elements. The abundances of some
heavy elements, such as carbon, oxygen, silicon, magnesium,
and iron, are much lower in interstellar gas than in our solar
system or in stars. The most likely explanation for this finding
is that substantial quantities of these elements have been used
to form the interstellar dust, taking them out of the gas and
locking them up in a form that is much harder to observe.
In contrast to interstellar gas, the composition of inter
stellar dust is currently not very well known. We have some
infrared evidence for silicates, graphite, and iron-the same
elements that are underabundant in the gas-lending sup
port to the theory that interstellar dust forms out of inter
stellar gas. The dust probably also contains some "dirty ice, »
a frozen mixture of ordinary water ice contaminated with
trace amounts of ammonia, methane, and other chemical
compounds. This composition is quite similar to that of
cometary nuclei in our own solar system. 00 (Sec. 14.2 )

Dust Shape
Curiously, astronomers know the shapes of interstellar dust
particles better than their composition. Although the minute
atoms in the interstellar gas are basically spherical, the dust
particles are not. Individual dust grains are apparently elon
gated or rodli.ke, as shown in Figure 18.3(a), although recent

Composition
The composition of interstellar gas is reasonably
well understood from spectroscopic studies of
absorption lines formed when light from a distant
star interacts with gas along the observer's line of
sight (see Section 18.3). ill most cases, the elemen
tal abundances detected in interstellar gas mirror
those found in other astronomical objects, such as
the Sun, the stars, and the jovian planets. Most of

(a)
... F IGU RE 1 8.3 Interstellar Dust

(b)

(a) A diagram of a typical Interstellar dust

particle, as inferred from polarization studie>. The il\Iel<lge size of such particles is

only one ten-thousandth of . millimeter, yet space contains enough of them to
obscure our view in certain directions. Part (b) shows the results of a computer
simulation of h"", grains may grON as dust particle> col l i de, stick, and fragment in
interstellar space. The resulting grains are linear, or rod like, on small scales, but may
become tangled and twisted in complex ways on larger scales.
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theoretical studies of how dust particles collide, stick, and
break up suggest that their larger scale structure may be con

and polarization of starlight thus yield information about
the size and shape of interstellar dust particles, as well as

siderably more complex (Figure lS.3b).

about magnetic fields in interstellar space.

Astronomers infer this elongated structure from the
fact that the light emitted by stars is dimmed and partially
polarized, or aligned, by the intervening dust. Recall from
Chapter 3 that light consists of electromagnetic waves
composed of vibrating electric and

magnetic fields.

C O N C E P T C H EC K
." If ,pace i, a near-perfect vacuum, how can there be enough
dust

in it to block starlight?

0:> (Sec. 3.2, Fig. 3 .7) Normally, these waves are randomly
oriented, and the radiation is said to be unpolarized. Stars
emit unpolarized radiation from their photospheres. How
ever, under the right conditions, the radiation can become
polarized en route to Earth, with the electric fields all
vibrating in roughly the same plane. One way in which this
can happen is if the radiation interacts with an elongated
dust grain, which tends to absorb electric waves vibrating
parallel to its length.
Thus, if the light detected by our telescope is polarized,
it is because some interstellar dust lies between the emitting
object and Earth. Based on this reasoning, astronomers have
determined not only that interstellar dust particles must be
elongated in shape, but also that they tend to be aligned over
large regions of space.
The alignment of the interstellar dust is the subject of
ongoing research among astronomers. The current view,
accepted by most, is that the dust particles are affected by
a weak interstellar magnetic field, perhaps a million times
weaker than Earth's field. Eacl} dust particle responds to the
field in much the same way that small iron filings are aligned
by an ordinary bar magnet. Measurements of the blockage

1 8.2 Em ission N e b ulae
Figure IS.4 shows a magnified view o f the central part of
Figure 18.1 (the region indicated by the rectangle in the
earlier figure), in the general direction of the constellation
Sagittarius. The field of view is mottled with stars and inter
stellar matter. The patchiness of the obscuration is evident.
In addition, several large fuzzy patmes of light are clearly
visible. These fuzzy objects, labeled MS, M 16, M 1 7, and
M20, correspond to the 8th, 16th, 17th, and 20th objects in a
catalog compiled by Charles Messier, an ISth-century
French astronomer.'" Today they are known as emission
nebulae-glowing clouds of hot interstellar matter. Figure
IS.5 enlarges the left side of Figure 18.4, showing the nebu
lae more clearly.

lfMes.sier was actually more concerned with makiNg a list ofcelestial objects
fl,at might be confused with comets, his main astrONomical interest. However,
tIle cam log of 109 4fMessier objects" is "ow regarded as a mtlch more impor
t{Hlt contributJ'otl to astrorlOmy than emy comets Mes.sjer discow:red.

... FIGURE 1 8.4 Milky Way A wide-angte
photograph of a great swath of space in
the direction of the center of our Galaxy,
showing region, of brightness (vast field, of
stars) as well as regions of darkness (where
interstellar matter obscures the light from
more distant stars� The field of view is
roughly 30' across. The four nebulae
discussed later in the chapter are labeled.
(Palomar/Caltee/,)
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<III F IGURE 18.5 Galactic Plane A black-and-white photograph of a small
portion (about 12· across) of the region ofthe sky shown in Figure 18.4.
showing stars. gas, and dust, as well as several distinct fuzzy patches of light
known as emission nebulae. The plane of the Milky W"I is marked with a
white diagonal tine. (Harvard College Observatory)
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"-

"-

'"

'"

\

.i. FI G URE 18.6 M10-M8 Region A true-color
enlargement of the bottom of Figure 18.5, showing M20
(top) and M8 (bottom) more clearly. The two nebulae are
only a few degrees apart on the sky. (P. PerkillS)

\

\

.i. F IG U R E 18.7 Trifid Nebula Dotted throughout the Milky W"I, star-forming

� regions stand out brightly against the surrounding darkness-ifyou look
� closely enough. (a) Further enlargement of the top of Figure 18.6, showing

only M20 and its interstellar environment. The nebula itself (in red) is about 6 pc in

diameter. It is often called the Trifid Nebula because of the dust lanes (in black)
that trisect its midsection. The blue reflection nebula is unrelated to the red

emission nebula; it is caused by starlight reflected from intervening dust particles.
(b) A false-color infrared image taken by the Spitzer Space Te(es<Dpe reveals bright

regions of star-forming activity mostly in those lanes of dust.

(AURA; NASA)
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Observations of Em iss ion Nebulae
Historically, astronomers have used the term

nebula to refer
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viewed in the larger context of the Milky Way, as in Figure
18.4. Perspective is crucial in astronomy.

The emission nebulae shown in Figures 18.5-lB.7 are re

to any "fuzzy" patch (bright or dark) on the sky-any region

gions of glowing, ionized gas. At or near the center of each is at

of space that was clearly distinguishable through a telescope,

least one newly formed hot 0- or B-type star producing huge

but not sharply defined, wllike a star or a planet. We now

amounts of ultraviolet light. As ultraviolet photons travel out

know that many (although not all) nebulae are clouds of

ward from the star, they ionize the surrounding gas. As elec

interstellar dust and gas.

trons recombine with nudei, they emit visible radiation, caus

If a cloud happens to obscure stars lying behind it, we
see it as a dark patch on a bright background, as in Figures

ing the gas to fluoresce, or glow.

co

(Sec. 4.2) The reddish hue

of these nebulae--and, in fact, of all emission nebulae-

1B.1 , 1 B.2(b), and IB.4-a dark nebula. But if something

results when hydrogen atoms emit light in the red part of the

within the c1oud-a group of hot young stars, for exam

visible spectrum. Specifically, it is caused by the emission of

ple--causes it to glow, then we see a bright emission nebula

radiation at 656.3 nm-the Ha line discussed in Chapter 4.

instead. The method of spectroscopic parallax applied to

co (More Precisely 4-1) Other elements in the nebula also

stars that are visible within the emission nebulae shown in

emit radiation as their electrons recombine, but because hy

Figure 18.5 indicates that their distances from Earth range

drogen is so plentiful, its emission usually dominates.

all four nebulae are near the limit of visibility for any object

visible in Figures 1 8.5--18.7, are lanes of dark, obscuring

from 1200 pc (MB) to IBOO pc (MI6). co (Sec. 17.6) Thus,

embedded in the dusty galactic plane. M 1 6, at the top left, is
approximately 1000 pc from M20, near the bottom.
We c.1n gain a better appreciation of these nebulae by
examining progressively smaller fields of view. Figure IB.6 is

an

enlargement of the region near the bottom of Figure

IB.5, showing M20 at the top and MB at the bottom, only a

Woven through the glowing nebular gas, and plainly
dust. These dust lanes are part of the nebulae and are not
just unrelated dust clouds that happen to lie along our line
of sight. The bluish region visible in Figures 18.6 and 18.7
immediately above M20 is another type of nebula unrelated
to the red emission nebula itself. Called a reflection

nebula,

it is caused by starlight scattered from dust particles in inter

few degrees away. Figure IB.7 is an enlargement of the top of

stellar clouds located j ust off the line of sight betw·een Earth

Figure IB.6, presenting a dose-up of M20 and its immediate

and the bright stars within M20. Reflection nebulae appear

environment. The total area of the dose-up view displayed

blue for mum the same reason that Earth's daytime sky is

measures some 10 pc across. Emission nebulae are among

blue: short-wavelength blue light is more easily scattered by

the most spectacular objects in the entire universe, yet they

interstellar matter back toward Earth and into our detectors.

appear only as small, undistinguished patches of light when

co (More Precisely 7-1) Figure 18.8 sketmes some of the key

• F IGURE 1 8.8 Nebular Structure An emission nebula results when ultraviolet radi ation from one or
more hot stars ionizes part of an interstellar cloud The nebula's reddish color is produced as electrons and
protons recombine to form hydrogen atoms. Dust lanes may be seen if part of the p arent cloud happens
to obscure the emitting region. If some starlight happens to encounter another dusty cloud (or perhaps
another part of the cloud harbor ing the emi;sion nebula� some of the radiation, particularly at the shorter
wavelength blue end of the spectrum, may be scattered back toward Earth, forming a reflection nebula
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(b)

(d)
A F IGU RE 18.9 Emission Nebulae Enlargements of selected portions of Figure 18.5. (a) M16. the Eagle
Nebula. (b) A Hubble image of huge pillars of cold gas and dust inside M16 shaws delicate sculptures
created by the action of stellar ultraviolet radiation on the original cloud. (c) MS. the Lagoon Nebula. (d) A

high-resolution v iew of the core of MB. a region known as the Hourglass. Notice the irregular shape of the
emitting regions, the characteristic red color of the light in the left frames. the bright stars within the gas.

and the patches of obscuring dust. The insets at right are not shown in true color. rather the various colors
accentuate observations at different wavelengths: Green represents emission from �drogen atoms, red

em ission from singly ionized sulfur. and blue emission from doubly Ionized oxygen.

(AURA; NASA)

SECTION 1 8.2
features of emission nebulae, illustrating the connection be
tween the central stars, the nebula itself, and the surround
ing interstellar medium.
Figure 18.9 shows enlargements of two of the nebulae
visible in Figure 18.5. Notice again the hot, bright stars em
bedded within the glowing nebular gas and the predominant
red coloration of the emitted radiation in parts (a) and (c).
The relationship between the nebulae and their dust lanes is
again evident in Figures lS.9(b) and (d), where regions of
gas and dust are simultaneously silhouetted against back
ground nebular emission and illuminated by foreground
nebular stars.
The interaction between stars and gas is particularly
striking in Figure 18.9(b). The three dark "pillars" visible in
this spectacular Hubble Space Telescope image are part of the
interstellar cloud from which the stars formed. The rest of
the cloud in the vicinity of the new stars has already been
heated and dispersed by their radiation in a process known
as photoevaporation. The fuzz around the edges of the pil
lars, especially at the top right and center, is the result of this
ongoing process. ( See also an up-close view of another such
pillar in M 1 6 in the chapter-opening photo.) As photoevap
oration continues, it eats away the less dense material first,
leaving behind delicate sculptures composed of the denser
parts of the original cloud, just as wind and water create
spectacular structures in Earth's deserts and shores by erod
ing away the softest rock. The process is a dynamic one:
The pillars will eventually be destroyed, but probably not for
another hundred thousand or so years.
Spectroscopists often refer to the ionization state of an
atom by attaching a roman nwneral to the chemical symbol
for the atom-I for the neutral (that is, not ionized) atom, II
for a singly ionized atom (an atom missing one electron),
III for a doubly ionized atom (one missing two electrons),
and so on. BecHllSe emission nebulae are composed mainly
of ionized hydrogen, they are often referred to as HlI regions.
Regions of space containing primarily neutral (atomic) hydro
gen are known as Hl regions.

Nebular S pectra
Most of the photons emitted by the recombination of elec
trons with atomic nuclei escape from the emission nebulae.
Unlike the ultraviolet photons originally emitted by the em
bedded stars, these reemitted photons do not have enough
energy to ionize the nebular gas, so they pass through the
nebula relatively unhindered. Some eventually reach Earth.
By studying these lower-energy photons, we can learn much
about the detailed properties of emission nebulae.
Because at least one hot star resides near the center of
every emission nebula, we might think that the combined
spectrwn of the star and the nebula would be hopelessly
confused. In fact, they are not: We can e.1sily distinguish
nebular spectra from stellar spectra because the physiC<11
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conditions in stars and emission nebulae differ so greatly.
In particuL1r, emission nebulae are made of hot, thin gas
that, as we saw in Chapter 4, yields detectable emission lines.
= (Sec. 4. 1 ) When our spectroscope is trained on a star, we
see a familiar stellar spectrlUn, consisting of a blackbody-like
continuous spectrum and absorption lines, together with
superimposed emission lines from the nebular gas. When no
star appears in tlle field of view, only the emission lines are
seen. Analyses of nebular spectra show compositions close
to those derived from observations of the Sun and other
stars and elsewhere in the interstellar medium: Hydrogen is
about 90 percent abundant by number, followed by helilUn
at about 9 percent; the heavier elements together make up
the remaining 1 percent.
Unlike stars, nebulae are large enough for their actual
sizes to be measurable by simple geometry. Coupling this
information on size with estimates of the amount of mat
ter along our line of sight (as revealed by the nebula's total
emission of light), we can find the nebula's density. Gener
ally, emission nebulae have only a few hundred particles,
mostly protons and electrons, in each cubic centimeter-a
density some 1 022 times lower tlIan that of a typical planet.
Spectral-line widths imply that the gas atoms and ions
have temperatures around 8000 K. = (Sec. 4.5) Table 1 8 . 1
lists some vital statistics for each o f the nebulae shown in
Figure 1 8.5.

" Forb idden" Lines
When astronomers first studied the spectra of emission
nebulae, they found many lines iliat did not correspond to
anything observed in terrestrial laboratories. For example, in
addition to the dominant red coloration just discussed,
many nebulae emit light with a characteristic green color
(see Figure 1 8 . 10). The greenish tint of portions of tlJese
nebulae puzzled astronomers in the early 20th century and
defied explanation in terms of the properties of spectral
lines known at the time, prompting speculation that the
nebulae contained elements that were unknown on Earth.
Some scientists even went so far as to invent the term
"nebulium" for a supposed new element, much as the name
helium came about when that element was first discovered
in the Sun (recall also the fictitious element "coronium"
from Chapter 16). = ( Sec. 1 6.3)
Later, with a fuller wlderstanding of the workings of the
atom, astronomers realized that these lines did in fact result
from electron transitions within the atoms of familiar ele
ments, but under unfamiliar conditions that were not repro
ducible in laboratories. Astronomers now understand that
the greenish tint in Figure 18. 1O(b) and (c) is caused by a
particular electron transition in doubly ionized oxygen.
However, the structure of oxygen is such tllat an ion in the
higher energy state for tlus transition tends to remain there
for a very long time-many hours, in fact-before dropping
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back to the lower state and emitting a photon. Only if the

lab-collisions kick it into some other state long before that

ion is left undisturbed during this time, and not kicked into
another energy state by a random interaction with another

occurs. For this reason, the line is usually called forbidden,
even though it violates no law of physics; it simply occurs on

atom or molecule in the gas, will the transition actually
occur and the photon be emitted.
In a terrestrial experiment, no atom or ion is left lUldis

Earth with such low probability that it is never seen.
In a typical emission nebula, the density is so low that
collisions between particles are extremely rare. There is

turbed for long. Even in a "low-density" laboratory gas,
there are many trillions of particles per cubic meter, and

plenty of time for the excited ion to emit its photon, so the
forbidden line is produced. Numerous forbidden lines are

each particle undergoes millions of collisions with other gas
particles every second. The result is that an ion in the partic

known ill nebular spectra. These lines remind us once
again that the environment in the interstellar medium is

ular energy state that produces the peculiar green line in the
nebular spectrum never has time to emit its photon in the

very different from conditions on Earth and warn us of the
potential difficulties involved in extending our terrestrial

... FIGURE 18.1 0 Orion Nebula (a) Lying some 450 pc from Earth, the Orion Nebula (M42) is visible to
the naked eye as the fuzzy middle "star' of Orion's sword. (b) Like all emission nebulae, the Orion Nebula
consists of hot, glowing gas powered by a group of bright stars In the center. I n addition to exhibiting red
Ha emission, parts of the nebula show a slight greenish tint, caused by a so-called forbidden transition in
ionized oxygen. (c) A high-resolution image shows rich detail in a region about O.S light-year across.
Structural details are visible down to a level of OJ: or 6 light-hours-a scale comparable to the dimensions
of our solar system. (NASA; ESO)

SECTION 18.3
experience from our laboratories to the study of interstel
lar space.
Some regions of interstellar space contain extremely di
lute, even hotter gas than is found within emission nebulae.
Ultraviolet observations by space-based instruments have
found that these superheated interstellar "bubbles:' making up
the imercJoud medium, may extend far into interstellar space
beyond our local neighborhood and, conceivably, into the even
vaster spaces among the galaxies. This high-temperature gas is
probably the result of the violent expansion of debris from
stars that eA-ploded long ago. Somewhat like the Sun's faint
corona, these regions are dark despite their high temperatures
because the density of matter there is very low. co (Sec. 16.3)
The Sun seems to reside in one such low-density
region-a huge cavity called the "Local Bubble," sketched in
Figure 1 8. 1 1 . The Local Bubble contains about 200,000 stars
and extends for nearly 100 pc. It was probably carved out
by multiple supernova explosions (see Chapters 20 and 2 1 )
that occurred several hundred thousand years ago in the
Scorpiu�entaurus association, a rich cluster of bright
young stars. Perhaps our hominid ancestors may have seen
these ancient events-stellar C<1tastrophes as bright as the
full Moon-that now aid modern astronomers.

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V' If emission nebulae are powered by ultraviolet radiation from

very hot (blue-white) stars, why do they appear red?

1 8.3
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Emission nebulae and even the much larger interstellar
bubbles are only small components of the interstellar
medium. Most of space--in fact, more than 99 percent of
it-is devoid of such regions and contains no stars. It is
simply cold and dark. Look again at Figure 1 8 .4, or just
ponder the evening sky. The dark regions are by far the
most representative of interstellar space. The average
temperature of a typical dark region of interstellar matter is
about 100 K. Compare this with 273 K, at which water
freezes, and 0 K, at which atomic and molecular motions
cease. co (More Precisely 3-1)
Within these vast, dark interstellar voids lurks another
type of astronomical object: the dark dust cloud. Dark dust
clouds are even colder than their surrolUldings (with tem
peratures as low as a few tens of kelvins) and thousands or
even millions of times denser. Along any given line of sight,
their densities can range from 107 atoms/m3 to more than
1 0 12 atoms/m3 ( 1 06 atoms/cm3). Dark dust clouds are often
called der/se interstellar douds by researchers, but we must
recognize that even these densest interstellar regions are
barely denser than the best vacuum achievable in terrestrial
laboratories. Still, it is because their density is much larger
than the average value of 106 atoms/m3 in interstellar space
that we can distinguish these douds from the surrounding
expanse of the interstellar medium.

Obscuration of V isible Light
Interstellar clouds bear little resemblance to terrestrial
clouds. Most are much bigger than our solar system, aJld
some are many parsecs across. (Yet even so, tlley make up no
more than a few percent of the entire volwne of interstellar
space.) Despite their name, these clouds are made up prima
rily of gas, just like the rest of the interstellar medium.
However, their absorption of starlight is due almost entirely
to the dust they contain.
Figure 18. 12(a) shows a region called L977, in the
constellation Cygnus. L977 is a classic example of a dark
dust cloud. The dense globule Barnard 68, shown in Figure
18.2(b), is another. Some early (1 8th-century) observers
thought that these dark patches on the sky were simply
empty regions of space that happened to contain no bright
stars. However, by the late 19th century, astronomers had
discounted this idea. They realized that seeing c1e.1r spaces
among the stars would be like seeing clear turmels between
the trees in a huge forest, and it was extremely unlikely that

... F IGURE 1 8.11 Local Bubble The Sun resides in a vast low-density
region ofspace that engulfs us nearly spherically. This cavity was likely
c.used by stetlar explosions long ago, which then heated the nearbt
intersteltar gas and expelted it welt out of the solar neighborhood.
S....eral prominent stars In our nightti me sky are plotted in this artist's
conception, which depicts what the "bubble" m ight look like from afar.

as many tunnels would lead away from Earth as would be
required to explain the observed dark regions.
Despite this realization, before the advent of radio as
tronomy astronomers had no direct means of studying
clouds such as L977. Emitting no visible light, they are gen
erally undetectable to the eye, except by the degree to which
they dim starlight. However, as shown in Figure 18. 12(b),
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... FIGURE 18.12 Obscuration and
Emission (a) At optical

wavelengths, this dark dust cloud
(knCMIn as L977) can be seen only
� its obscuration of background
stars. (b) At radio wavelengths, it
emits strongly in the CO molecular
line, with the most intense
radiation coming from the densest
part of the cloud (C and E. LaeID)

the cloud's radio emission-in this case from carbon

nearby-about 1 70 pc from the Sun-making it one of the

monoxide (CO) molecules contained within its volume

most intensely studied regions of star formation in the Milky

outlines the cloud clearly at radio wavelengths, providing an

Way. Pockets of heavy blackness mark regions where the dust

indispensible tool for the study of such objects. We will re

and gas are especially concentrated and the light from the

turn to the subject of molecular emission from interstellar

background stars is completely obscured. Measuring several

clouds in Section 18.5.
Figure 18.13 is a spectacular wide-field image of another

parsecs across, the Ophiuchus cloud is only a tiny part of the
grand mosaic shown in Figure 18.1. The cloud clearly is far

dark dust cloud. Taking its name from a neighboring star

from spherical. Indeed most interstellar clouds are very

system, Rho Ophiuchus, this dust cloud resides relatively

irregularly shaped. Note especially the long "streamers» of

� The Ophiuchus dark dust cloud
� resides only 170 pc aWilj,

<III FIGURE 1 8.1 3 Dark Dust Cloud

surrounded by colorful stars and
nebulae that are actually small
illuminated parts of a much bigger, and
invisible, molecular cloud engulfing
much of the 6-degree-wide region
shown. Many stages of star formation
can be seen in this spectacular four
image mosaic. The dark cloud itself is
'visible" only because it blocks light
coming from stars behind it. Notice the
clouds irregular shape, and especially
its long "streamers" at upper left. The
bright, giant star Antares, the (much
more distant) star duster M4, and a
near� blue reflection nebula are also
noted, (R. Gendler)

SECTION 1 8.3
(relatively) dense dust and gas at upper left. By contrast, the
bright patches within the dark regions are foreground
objects--emission nebulae and groups of bright stars. Some
of them are part of the cloud itself, where newly formed stars
near the edge of the cloud have created "hot spots» in the
cold, dark gas. Others have no cOlmection to the cloud and
just happen to lie along the line of sight.
Dark and dusty interstellar clouds are sprinkled through
out our Gahu:y. We can study them at optical wavelengths only
if they ha ppen to block the light emitted by more distant stars
or nebulae. The dark outline of the L997 cloud in Figure
18.1 2(a) and the dust lanes visible in Figures 18.7 and 18.9 are
good examples of this obscuration. Figure 18.14 shows an
other well-known, and particularly striking, example of such a
cloud-the Horsehead Nebula in Orion. This curiously
shaped finger of gas and dust projects out from the much
larger dark cloud (called L 1630) that fills the bottom half of
the image and stands out clearly against the red glow of a back
ground emission nebula. For reference, the stars and bright
emission nebulae lie in front of the dark cloud; the red glow
that silhouettes the Horsehead lies behind and above it.

Absorption Spectra
Astronomers first became aware of the true extent of dark
interstellar clouds in the 1 930s, as they studied the optical
spectra of distant stars. The gas in such a cloud absorbs some
of the stellar radiation in a manner that depends on the
cloud's own temperature, density, and elemental abundance.

Dark Dust Clouds
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The absorption lines thus produced contain information
about dark interstellar matter, just as stellar absorption lines
reveal the properties of stars. = (Sec. 4. 1 )
Because the interstellar absorption lines are produced
by cold, low-density gas, astronomers can easily distinguish
them from the much broader absorption lines formed in
stars' hot lower atmospheres. = (Sec. 4.5) Figure 18.1 5(a)
illustrates how light from a star may pass through several
interstellar clouds on its way to Earth. These clouds need
not be close to the star, and, indeed, they usually are not.
Eacl1 absorbs some of the stellar radiation in a manner that
depends on its own temperature, density, velocity, and
elemental abundance. Figure 18.1 5(b) depicts part of a typi
cal spectrum produced in this way.
The narrow absorption lines contain information about
dark interstellar clouds, just as stellar absorption lines reveal
the properties of stars and nebular emission lines tell us
about conditions in hot nebulae. By studying these lines, as
tronomers can probe the cold depths of interstellar space. In
most cases, the elemental abundances detected in interstella r
clouds mirror those found in other astronomical objects
perhaps not surprising, since (as we will see in Chapter 19)
interstellar clouds are the regions that spawn emission nebu
lae and stars.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V How do astronomers use optical observations to probe the
properties of dark dust clouds?

� FIGU RE 18.14 Horsehead Nebula (a) Located in the constellation Orion, not far from the Orion
Nebula, this Horsehead Nebula is a striking example of a dark dust cloud, silhouetted against the bright
background of an emission nebula. (b) A stunning image of the Horsehead, taken at highest resolution by
the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile. CIO (Sec. 5.2) The "neck" of the horse is about 0.25 pc across. This
nebular region is roughly 1500 pc ITom Earth. (Royal Observatory ofBelgium; £SO)
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Frequency

(b)
... F I GU RE 1 8.15 Absorption by Interstellar Clouds
(a) Si m plified di agram of some interstellar clouds between a
hot star and Earth, Optical observations might show an
absorption spectrum like that traced in (b). The wide, intense
lines are formed in the star's hot atmosphere; narrower,
weaker lines arise from the cold interstellar clouds. The
smaller the cloud, the weaker are the lines. The redshifts or
blueshifts of the narrow absorption lines provide
i nformation on cloud velocities, The widths of all the
spectral lines depicted here are greatly exaggerated for the
sake of clarity.

1 8.4 21 -Centimeter Rad iation

crucial difference between planetary and atomic systems:

A planet orbiting ilie Sun is free to move in any orbit and

A basic difficulty with the optical technique just described is

spin at any rate, but witl1in an atom, all physical quantities,

that we can examine interstellar douds only along the line

such

of sight to a distant star. To form an absorption line, a back

(spin), are quantized-they are permitted to take on only

ground source must provide radiation to absorb. The need to

specific, distinct values.

see stars through douds also restricts this approadl to relatively

as energy, momentum, and angular momentum
ClO

( Sec. 4.2 )

The laws of physics dictate iliat there are exactly two

local regions, within a few thousand parsecs of Earth. Beyond

possible spin configurations for a hydrogen atom in its

that distance, stars are completely obscured, and optical obser

ground state. The electron and proton can rotate in the same

vations are impossible. As we have seen, infrared observations

direction, with their spin axes parallel, or they can rotate with

provide a means of viewing the emission from some douds,

their

but they do not completely solve the problem because only

Figure 18. 1 6 shows these two configurations. The antiparallel

the denser, dustier douds emit enough infrared radiation for

configuration has slightly less energy than the parallel state.

axes antiparallel

(i.e., parallel, but oppositely oriented).

astronomers to study them in that part of the spectrum.
To probe interstellar space more thoroughly, we need a
more general, more versatile observational method-one
that does not rely on conveniently located stars and nebulae.
In short, we need a way to detect cold, neutral interstellar
matter anywhere in space through its

own

radiation. This

may sound impossible, but such an observational technique
does in fact exist. The method relies on low-energy

�tonn 9t:

ctron

Parallel spi s

radio

emissions produced by the interstellar gas itself.

Electron S p i n

,

Emitted

7

Recall that a hydrogen atom has one electron orbiting a
single-proton nucleus. Besides its orbital motion around
the central proton, the electron also has some rotational

motion-that is, spin-about its own axis. The proton also

spins. This model is analogous to a planetary system in
which, in addition to ilie orbital motion of a planet about

a central star, botll ilie planet (electron) and the star
(proton) rotate about their own axes. But bear in mind the

n

Antiparallel spins

• F I G UR E 1 8.16 Hydrogen 21-cm Emission A ground-state
hydrogen atom chan gi g from a higher-energy state (electron and
proton spinning i n the same direction) to a lower-energy state
(spinning in opposite directions� The emitted photon carries away an
energy equal to the energy difference between the two spin states

.
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21-Centimeter Radiation
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Rad io Emission

spectral profiles of 2 1 -cm radio signals observed from sev
eral different regions of space. These tracings are the charac

energy state, and interstellar gas is no exception. A slightly
excited hydrogen atom with the electron and proton spin

teristic signatures of cold, atomic hydrogen in our Galaxy.
Needing no visible starlight to help calibrate their signals,
radio astronomers can observe any interstellar region that

All matter in the wuverse tends to achieve its lowest possible

ning in the same direction eventually drops down to the less
energetic, opposite-spin state as the electron suddenly and
spontaneously reverses its spin. As with any other such
change, the transition from a high-energy state to a low
energy state releases a photon with energy equal to the
energy difference between tlle two levels.
Because that energy difference is very small, the energy
of the emitted photon is very low. Consequently, the wave
lengili of the radiation is rather long-in fact, it is 2 1 . 1 cm,
roughly ilie width of this book. That wavelengili lies in the
radio portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Researchers
refer to the spectral line iliat results from this hydrogen
spin-flip process as 21 -centimeter radiation. This spectral
line provides a vital probe into any region of the universe
containing atomic hydrogen gas. Figure 18.17 shows typical

contains enough hydrogen gas to produce a detectable sig
nal. Even the low-density regions between the dark douds
can be studied.
As can be seen in the figure, actual 2 1 -cm lines are
quite jagged and irregular, somewhat like nebular enlission
lines in appearance. The irregularities arise because there
are usually nwnerous clwnps of interstellar gas along any
given l ine of sight, each wiili its own density, temperature,
radial velocity, and internal motion. Thus, the intensity,
width, and Doppler shift of the resultant 2 1 -cm line vary
from place to place. 00 (Sec. 4.5 ) All these different lines
are superimposed in the signal we evelltuaUy receive at
Earth, alld soplusticated computer analysis is generally
required to disentangle them. The "average" figures quoted
earlier for ilie temperatures ( 1 00 K) and densities ( 106
atoms/m3) of the regions between the dark dust clouds are
based on 2 1 -cm measurements. Observations of the dark
clouds iliemselves using 2 1 -cm radiation yield densities and
temperatures in good agreement with those obtained by
optical spectroscopy.
All interstellar atonllc hydrogen emits 2 1 -cm radiation.
But if all atoms eventually fall into their lowest-energy con
figuration, then why isn't all the hydrogen in the Galaxy in

the lower energy state by now? Why do we see 2 1 -cm radia
tion today? The answer is that the energy difference between
the two states is comparable to the energy of a typical atom
at a temperature of 1 00 K or sO. As a result, atomic collisions
in the interstellar mediwn are energetic enough to boost the
electron into the lugher energy configuration and so main
tain comparable nwnbers of hydrogen atoms in eitller state.
At any instant, any sample of interstellar hydrogen will con
tain many atoms in tile upper level, so conditions will always
be favorable for 2 1 -cm radiation to be emitted.
Of great importance, the wavelengtlJ of this characteris
tic radiation is much larger than the typical size of interstellar

I

�

dust particles. Accordingly, 2 1 -cm radiation reaches Earth
completely lllscattered by interstellar debris. The opportu

I

�

nity to observe interstellar space well beyond a few thousand
parsecs, and in directions lacking background stars, makes
2 1 -cm observations among tile most importallt and useful in

Frequency

420 MHz
(Wavele1 ngth
21 .1 em)
=

... F I G U R E 1 8.17 21-cm Lines Typical Z1-an radio spectral lines
observed from several different regions of interstellar space. The peaks
do net all occur at a wavelength of exactly Z1.1 em, cor es pon d ing to a
frequency of 1420 MHz, because the gas in
Galaxy is moving w ith
respect to Earth.

our

r

all astronomy. We will see in Chapters 23 tluough 25 how
such observations are indispensable in allowing astronomers
to map out the large-scale structure of our own and other
galaxies .

CONCEPT CHECK
.,. Why is 21-cm radiation so useful as a probe of galactic
structure?
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I nterste l la r Molecules

In some particularly cold (typically, 20-K) interstellar re
gions, densities can reach as high as 1 012 particles/m3• Until
the late 1970s, astronomers regarded these regions simply as
abnormally dense interstellar clouds, but it is now recog
niled that they belong to an entirely new class of interstellar
matter. The gas particles in these regions are not in atomic
form at all; they are molecules. Because of the predominance
of molecules in these dense interstellar regions, they are
known as molecular douds. They literally dwarf even the
largest emission nebulae, which were previously thought to
be the most massive residents of interstellar space.

Molecular Spectral Lines
As noted in Chapter 4, much like atoms, molecules can be
come excited through collisions or by absorbing radiation.
00 (Sec. 4.4) Furthermore, again like atoms, molecules
eventually return to their ground states, emitting radiation
in the process. The energy states of molecules are much
more complex than those of atoms, however. Once more
like atoms, molecules can undergo internal electron transi
tions, but unlike atoms, they can also rotate and vibrate.
They do so in specific ways, obeying the laws of quantum
physics. Figure 1 8. 1 8 depicts a simple molecule rotating
rapidly-that is, a molecule in an excited rotational state.
After a length of time that depends on its internal makeup,
the molecule relaxes back to a slower rotational rate (a state
of lower energy) . This change causes a photon to be emit
ted, carrying an energy equal to the energy difference
between the two rotational states involved. The energy
differences between these states are generally very small, so
the emitted radiation is usually in the radio range.
We are fortunate that molecules emit radio radiation,
because they are invariably found in the densest and dustiest
parts of interstellar space. These are regions where the absorp
tion of shorter wavelength radiation is enough to prohibit the
use of ultraviolet, optical, and most infrared tecluliques that

o

)

"\. �iolon
tled
\

... F IGURE 1 8.1 8 Molecular Emission As a molecule changes from
a rapid rotation (left) to a slower rotation (right), a
Is emitted
that can be detected with a radio telescope. Depicted here is the
formaldehyde molecule, H2CO. The lengths of the curved arrows are
proportional to the
rate of the molecule.

photon

spin

might ordinarily detect changes in the energy states of the
molecules. Only low-frequency radio radiation can escape.
Why are molecules found only in the densest and darkest
of the interstellar clouds? One possible reason is that the dust
serves to protect the fragile molecules from the normally harsh
interstellar environment-the same absorption that prevents
high-frequency radiation from getting out to our detectors
also prevents it from getting in to destroy the molecules.
Another possibility is that the dust acts as a catalyst that helps
form the molecules. The grains provide both a place where
atoms can stick together and react and a means of dissipating
any heat associated with the reaction, wllich nlight otherwise
destroy the newly formed molecules. Probably the dust plays
both roles; the close association behveen dust grains and mole
cules in dense interstellar clouds argues strongly in favor of
this view, although the details are still being debated.

Molecular Tracers
In mapping molecular clouds, radio astronomers are faced
with a problem. Molecular hydrogen (H2) is by far the most
conunon constituent of these douds, but unfortUllately, de
spite its abundance, this molecule does not emit or absorb
radio radiation. Rather, it emits only short-wavelength ultravi
olet radiation, so it cannot easily be used as a probe of cloud
structure. Nor are 2 1 -cm observations helpful--they are sensi
tive only to atomic hydrogen, not to the mo/eCIIJar form of the
gas. Theorists had e�:pected H2 to abound in these dense, cold
pockets of interstellar space, but proof of its existence was hard
to obtain. Only when spacecraft measured the ultraviolet spec
tra of a few stars located near the edges of some dense clouds
was the presence of molecular hydrogen confirmed.
With hydrogen effectively ruled out as a probe of
molecular clouds, astronomers must use observations of
other molecules to study the dark interiors of these dusty
regions. Molecules such as carbon monoxide (CO), hydro
gen cyanide (HCN), ammonia (NH3), water (H20), methyl
alcohol (CH)OH), formaldehyde ( H2CO), and about 150
others, some quite complex, are now known to exist in
interstellar space.* These molecules are found only in very
small quantities-they are generally 1 million to 1 billion
times less abundant than H2-but they are important as
tracers of a cloud's structure and physical properties. They
are produced by chemical reactions within molecular
clouds. When we observe them, we know that the regions
under study must also contain high densities of molecular
hydrogen, dust, and other important constituents.
'Some "
"
...rkablycomplex org<ln;c molecules, ;ndudi"gformaUJehyde (HzCO).

etll}'l alcohol (CHjCHzOH). methylnm;ne (CH�Hv. arid formic acid
(HPJv. h",,,, been follnd in the densest of the dark ;nterstel1ar clollds. Their
presence has fueled speculation about the origins oflife, both on Earth and in the
iNterstellar me.dium-especially since the. report (ShU unconfimfed) by mdio
astrorlomers in the mid-l990s o/evide-rlce that glycine (NH2CH2COOH), one
of the. ke.y am1no acids thatform the large.profein molecules in lnl;ng ceUs, may
also be present it, interstellar space.

S ECTION 1 8 . S
The rotational properties of different molecules often
make them suitable as probes of regions with different
physical properties. Formaldehyde may provide the most
useful information on one region, carbon monoxide on an
other, and water on yet another, depending on the densities
and temperatures of the regions involved. The data obtained
thereby equip astronomers with a sophisticated spectro
scopic "toolbox" for studying the interstellar medium.
For example. Figure 18.19 shows some of the sites where
formaldehyde molecules have been detected near M20. At
practically every dark area sampled between M 1 6 and MS, the
formaldehyde molecule is present in surprisingly large abun
dance (although it is still far less common than H2)' Analyses
of spectral lines at many locations along the 1 2°-wide S\vath
shown in Figure 18.5 indicate that the temperature and den
sity are much the same in all the molecular clouds studied (50
K and 1 0 1 1 molecules/m3, on average). Figure lS.20 shows a
contour map of the distribution of formaldehyde molecules
in the immediate vicinity of the M20 nebula. After radio spec
tral lines of formaldehyde were observed at various locations,
contours connecting regions of similar abundance were drawn.
Notice that the amount of formaldehyde (and, we assume, the
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� observations of star-forming regions produce more striking
� images. but radio studies yield vital information unobtainable at

� FI G URE 18.20 Molecules Near M20

Optical and infrared

other wavelengths. This contour map of formaldehyde near the M20

nebula shows how that type of molecular gas is especially abundant in

the darkest interstellar regions. Other kinds of molecules are similarly

distributed. The contour values increase from the outside to the inside,
so the maximum density of formaldehyde lies just to the bottom right
of the v isible nebula. The red and green contours outline the intensity
of formaldehyde lines at different rotational frequencies. The nebula
itself is about 6 pc across.

(Background image: AURA)

amount of hydrogen) peaks in a dark region well away from
the visible nebula.
Radio maps of interstellar gas and infrared maps of
interstellar dust reveal that molecular clouds do not exist as
distinct objects in space. Rather, they make up huge molecular
cloud complexes, typically up to 50 pc across and containing
enough gas to make a million stars like our Sun. About a thou
sand such giant complexes are currentlyknown in our GalaAl'.
The discovery of many interstellar molecules in the 1 970s
forced astronomers to retllink and reobserve interstellar
space. In doing so, tlley realized tllat tllis active and vital
domain is far from the void suspected by theorists not long
before. As we will see in Chapter 19, regions of space once
thought to contain nothing more than galactic "garbage"
tlle cool, tenuous darkness among tile stars--now play a criti
cal role in our understanding of stars and the interstellar
medium from which they are born.

� F IGURE 1 8.19 M20'. Environment

Spectra indieate that

formaldehyde molecules exist in the extended environment (arrows)
around M20. The lines, which are formed by the absorption of
background radiation. are most intense both in the dark dust lanes
trisecting the nebula and in the dark regions beyond the nebula.

(Background image:A URA)

PRO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V' In mapping molecular clouds. why do astronomers use observa
tions of "minority" molecules such as carbon monoxide and
formaldehyde when these molecule, constitute only a tiny
fraction of the total number of molecules in interstellar space?
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S U M M A RY
The interstellar medimn (p. 446)
occupies the space among the stars. [t is
made up of cold (less than lOO K) gas, mostly atomic or molecular
hydrogen and helium, and dust grains (p. 446). Interstellar dust is
highly effective at blocking our view of distant stars, even though
the density of the interstellar medium is very low. The spatial dis
tribution of interstellar matter is patchy. The general diminution of
starlight by dust is called extinction (p.446). In addition, the dust
preferentially absorbs short-wavelength radiation, leading to a
distinct reddening (po 447) of light passing through interstellar
clouds. Interstellar dust is thought to be composed of silicates,
graphite, iron, and "dirty ice. » Interstellar dust particles are appar
ently elongated or rodlike. The polarization (p. 449) of starlight
provides a means of studying these particles.

2 A nebula (po 451) is a general term
for any fuzzy bright or dark patch on the
sk'}'. Emission nebulae (po 449) are ex
tended clouds of hot, glowing interstellar
gas. Associated with star fomlation, they
result when hot 0- and B-type stars heat
and ionize their surroundings. Studies
of the emission lines produced by excited
nebular atoms allow astronomers to mea
sure the properties of nebulae. Nebulae are often crossed by dark
dust lanes (po 451), part of the larger cloud from which they
formed.
3 Dark dust clouds (p.455) are cold, irregularly shaped regions
in the interstellar medium whose constituent dust diminishes or
completely obscures the light from background stars. The inter
stellar medium also contains many cold, dark molecular clouds

(p. 460), which are cool and dense
enough that much of the gas exists in
molecular form. Dust within these
douds probably both protects the mole
cules and acts as a catalyst to help them
form. Often, several molecular clouds
are found close to one another, fomling
an enormous molecular cloud complex
(p. 46 1) millions of times more massive
than the Sun.
4 Cold, dark regions of interstellar

space containing atomic hydrogen can be
observed in tlle radio spectrum via the
2 1-centimeter radiation (po 459) pro
duced when the electron in an atom of
hydrogen reverses its spin, changing its
energy slightly in the process. Molecular
clouds are observed mainly through the radio radiation emitted by
the molecules they contain. Radio waves are not appreciably
absorbed by the interstellar medium, so astronomers making obser
vations at these wavelengths can often "see" to great distances.

5 Hydrogen is by far the most common
constituent of molecular clouds, but mo
lecular hydrogen happens to be very hard
to observe. Astronomers usually study
these douds through observations of
other Utracer" molecules that are less con1mon, but much easier to detect. Many
complex molecules have been identified
in these regions.

.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Give a brief description of the interstellar mediunl.

2. What is the composition of interstellar gas? What about
interstellar dust?

3. Why is interstellar dust so much more effective than interstellar
gas at absorbing starlight?

4. How dense., on average, is interstellar matter?

5. How is interstellar matter distributed throughout space?
6. What are some methods that astronomers use to study inter
stellar dust?

7. What is an emission nebula?
8. "''hat is photoevaporation, and how does it change the stHlC
ture and appearance of an emission nebula?

9. Why are some spectral lines that are observed in emission
nebulae not normally seen in laboratories on Earth?

10. What is the Local Bubble? How did it foml?
11. P�S Describe some ways in which we can "see" a dark
interstellar cloud.

12. Give a brief description of a dark dust cloud.
13. What is 2 1 -cm radiation? With what element is it associated?
14. Why is 2 1 -cm radiation useful to astronomers?

15. How does a molecular cloud differ from other interstellar
matter?

16. P�S Why can't astronomers use observations of hydrogen
to explore the structure of molecular cloud complexes?

Chapter Review
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17. P�S How do astronomers explore the structure of molec

19. Compare the reddening of stars by interstellar dust with the

18. If our Sun were surrounded by a cloud of gas, would this

20. What does the polarization of starlight tell us about the

ular cloud complel<es?

reddening of the setting Sun.

interstellar medium?

cloud be an emission nebula? Why or why not?

CO N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. The chemical composition of the interstellar medium is basi

region; (b) the stars in this region are young and faint;
(c) starUght from behind the cloud does not penetrate the
cloud; (d) the region is too cold to sustain stellar fusion.

cally sinlilar to that of (a) the Sun; (b) Earth; (e) Venus; (d) Mars.

2. The density of atoms in the interstellar medium is most
similar to (a) wildfire smoke; (b) dark rain clouds; (e) deep
ocean water; (d) the interior of a TV tube.

7. If a proton and an electron within a hydrogen atom initially
have parallel spins, then change to have antiparallel spins,
the atom must (a) absorb energy; (b) emit energy;
(c) become hotter; (d) become larger.

1. Of the following objects, the one that shines most like an

emission nebula shines is (a) a regular incandescent Ughtbulb
with a filament; (b) a red hot ember from a campfire; (e) a
glOWing fluorescent light tube; (d) a star like the Sun.

8. Of the following telescopes, the one best suited to observing
dark dust clouds is (a ) an X-ray telescope; (b) a large visible
light teleseope; (e) an orbiting ultraviolet telescope; (d) a radio
telescope.

4. Stars interact with emission nebulae by (a) exiting their
atoms enough to emit light; (b) illuminating them like an ad
vertising billboard; (e) causing them to contract; (d) heating
them so they explode.

9. Of

the following, the largest interstellar clouds are
(al molecular clouds; (b) dark dust clouds; (e) emission
nebulae; (d) globules.

S. A dark interstellar globule is about the same size as (a) a
cloud in Earth's atmosphere; (b) the entire planet Earth; (c) a
star like the Sun; (d) the Oort cloud.

10. Molecular clouds are routinely studied using spectral lines
from all but which of the following? (a) Molecular hydrogen;
(b) Carbon monoxide; (e) Formaldehyde; (d) Water.

6. VIS

The Ophiuchi cloud, shown in Figure 1 8. 1 3 ("Dark
Dust Cloud"), is dark because (a) there are no stars in this

P RO B L E M S
The ,',umber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffiCliIty.

1. • The average density of interstellar gas within the "Local

Bubble" is much lower than the value mentioned in the
tert-in fact, it is roughly 103 hydrogen atoms/m3. Given that
the mass of a hydrogen atom is 1.7 X 1-27 kg, calculate the
total mass of interstellar matter contained within a bubble
volume equal in size to planet Earth.

of 2 maglkJX, calculate the star's absolute magnitude and
luminosity.

7. •• Spectroscopic observations of a certain star reveal it to be a
B2II giant, with absolute magnitude -6. 00 ( Secs. 1 7.2, 1 7.6)
The star's apparent magnitude is 14. Neglecting the effects of
interstellar ertinction, calculate the distance to the star. If the
star's true distance is known (by other means) to be 5000 pc,
calculate the average el<Iinction, in maglkpc, along the line of
sight. 00 (More Precisely 1 7-1 )

2 . • Assume the same average density as in the previous ques

tion, and calculate the total mass of interstellar hydrogen
contained within a cylinder of cross-sectional area 1 m2,
ertending from Earth to Alpha Centauri.

1. •• Given the average density of interstellar matter stated in

8. • To carry enough energy t o ionize a hydrogen atom, a

photon must have a wavelength of less than 9. 12 X 1 0-8 m
(91.2 nm). Using Wien's law, calculate the temperature a star
must have for the peak wavelength of its blackbody curve to
equal this value. 00 (Sec. 3.4)

Section 1 8 . 1 , calculate how large a volume of space would
have to be compressed to make a cubic meter of gas equal in
density to air on Earth ( 1 .2 kgim3).

4. • Interstellar ertinction is sometin1es measured in magni
tudes per kiloparsec (1 kpc = 1000 pc). Light from a star
1 500 pc away is observed to be di.nlinished in intensity by a
factor of 20 over and above the effect of the inverse-square
law. What is the average interstellar e:<ti.nction, in maglkpc,
along the line of sight?

S. •• A beam of light shining through a dense molecular cloud is
diminished in intensity by a factor of 2 for every 5 pc it travels.
By how many magnitudes is the light from a background star
dinuned if the total thickness of the cloud is 60 pc?

6. •• A star of apparent magnitude 10 lies 500 pc from Earth.

If interstellar absorption results in an average el<Iinction

9.

•• Estimate the escape speeds near the edges of the four enllS
sion nebulae listed in Table 18.1, and compare them with
the average speeds of hydrogen nuclei in those nebulae.
00 (More Precisely 8-1) Do you think it is possible that the
nebulae are held together by their own gravity?

10 . •• If a group of interstellar clouds along the line of sight have
radial velocities in the range 75 knlls (receding) to 50 km/s
(approaching), calculate the range of frequencies and wave
lengths over which the 2 l . l -cm (1420-MHz) line of hydrogen
will be observed. 00 (Sec. 3.5)

STAR o MATION
A T R A U M AT I C B I RT H

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J
4
5

Summarize the sequence of events leading
to the formation of a star like our Sun.
Explain how the formation of a star
depends on its mass.
Describe some of the observational
evidence supporting the modern theory
of star formation.
Explain the nature of interstellar shock
waves, and discuss their possible role in the
formation of stars.
Explain why stars form in clusters, and
distinguish between open and globular star
clusters.

e n ow move from the interstellar medium-the
gas and dust among the stars-- back to the stars them
selves. The next four chapters discuss the formation and
evolution of stars. We have already seen that stars must
evolve as they consume their fuel supply, and we have
extensive observational evidence of stars at many differ
ent evolutionary stages. With the help of these observa
tions, astronomers have developed an understanding of
stellar evolution-the complex changes undergone by
stars as they form, mature, grow old, and die.
We begin by studying how interstellar clouds of gas
and dust are transformed into the myriad stars we
the night sky. As we will

see,

see

in

the process is far from

gentle-stellar nurseries are scenes of violent outbursts,
interstellar shock waves, even actual collisions, as

Few issues in astronomy are more

THE BIG basic than knowing how stars form.
PICTURE Stars are the most numerous and

obvious residents of the nighttime sky,
and astronomers want to know in detail how
they originate and evolve, and how they affect
the i r su rrou nd I ngs.

.
.,....,..
Maste rmgASTRO
NO MY
.....:;,.;

prestellar fragments grow in mass and compete for
resources in a newborn cluster. The Sun and planet
Earth are survivors of a similarly violent environment,
some 4.5 billion years ago.

LEFT: In this combined visible-infrared Image capnred by the new wide
field camera on the Hubble Space Telescope, we see a highly detailed
view of the largest stellar nursery in our local galactic neighborhood.
Called R136 and lying some 170,000 light-years away. this 100 light
year-wide region harbors a rich collection of thousands ofyoung blue
stars still embedded in the glowing reddish gas from which they formed
a few million years ago. (STSd)

Visit the Study Area in www.masterlngastronomy,rom for qu Izzes,
anlmatlon� vkJeos, Interactive figures, and self-g.Jided tutorlal�
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Star Formation
abruptly ceased! Stars are forming all across the Milky Way,

Sta r-Formi ng Regions

even as you read this.

Our universe i s constantly renewing itself. Literally billions

In fact, star-forming regions are observed in many re

of stars have been born, lived out their lives, and died since

gions of the universe far beyond our own Galaxy. Figure 19.1

our Galaxy formed. We do not see this activity when we
gaze at the nighttime sky, because the time scales on which
stars play out this cosmic drama are enormously long by 11U
man standards. Even the shortest-lived O-type stars survive
for millions of years.

=

(Sec. 17.8) Nevertheless, we have

plenty of evidence for ongoing stellar evolution throughout
the cosmos.

shows one o f tlle largest such regions discovered t o date.

It lies in a galaxy quite similar to our own, about 1 million

parsecs away. Almost SOO pc across, this vast stellar nursery
dwarfs any emission nebula known in our Galaxy. Conceiv
ably, the Milky Way may contain sinlilarly large nebulae. If
they exist, they are obscured by so much interstellar matter in

our Galactic plane tllat we cannot

see

them. But whatever

their size--large or small�mission nebulae are the birth
places of all the stars in our night sky.

Young Stars in the Universe

How and where do stars form? What factors determine

Our SWl, and probably most of the stars in our immediate
cosmic neighborhood, formed billions of years ago.

=

the masses, luminosities, and spatial distribution of stars

(Sec.

in our Galaxy and beyond? The association of bright emis

1 5.2) However, we know that many relatively nearby stars are
much younger than this. The magnificent emission nebulae
discussed in Chapter 18 and the ultraluminous, short-lived

sion nebulae with much larger dark dust clouds provides the
key.

=

(Sec. 18.3 )

Simply put, star formation begins when part of the in

stars that power them are direct proof that star formation is a

terstellar medium-one of those cold dark clouds-starts to

(Sec. 18.2) The hottest stars in these

collapse under its own weight. The cloud fragment heats up

continuing process.

ex>

regions must have formed less than a few million years ago-

as it shrinks, and eventually its center becomes hot enough

the blink of an eye, in cosmic terms--and there is no reason

for nuclear fusion to begin. At that point, the contraction

to suppose that galactic star formation has recently and

stops and a star is born .

... F IGU RE 1 9.1 Extragalactic Star Formation The giant star-forming region at the right, called NGC
604, is roughly 500 pc across. It is found in the nea� galaxy M33, displayed at the left on the much larger
scale of 40,000 pc across. (R. Gendler; NASA)

S E C T I O N 1 9 .1

Grav ity and Heat
What determines which interstellar douds collapse? For
that matter, since all clouds exert a gravitational pull, why
didn't they all collapse long ago? Th answer these questions
and llilderstand the processes leading to the stars we see, we
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must explore ill a little more detail the factors that compete
with gravity in determining a cloud's fate. By far the most
important of these is the random motion of atoms--<Jr
heat. More Precisely 19-1 discusses some other factors that
influence-and complicate-the star formation process.

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 1 9 - 1
field strength increases. In this way, the strength of the magnetism

Competition i n Star Formation

in a cloud can become mum larger than that normally permeat

In the text we describe star formation in terms of a competition

ing general interstellar space. The primitive solar nebula may have

between gravity, which tends to make interstellar douds col

contained a strong magnetic field created in just that manner.

lapse, and heat, which tends to oppose it. In fact, the interstellar
medium is a lot more complicated than our simple picture sug
gests, and heat is not the only factor that tends to oppose gravi
tational contraction. Two other important factors affecting star
fonnation are ratatial1 and

RatlitiDrl-that is,

magl1etism.

spin--<:an compete with gravity's

inward

having

even a

pull. Ai; we saw in Chapter 6, a contracting cloud

small spin tends to develop

a

bulge around its midsection.

ex> (Sec. 6.7) Ai; the cloud contracts, it must spin faster (to con

serve its angular momentum), so the bulge grows and material

on the edge tends to fly off into space. (Consider the analogy of
mud flung from

a

rapidly rotating bicycle wheel.) Eventually, as

ill Figure 6. 15, the cloud forms a flattened, rotating disk.

For rnaterial to remain part of the cloud and not be spun off

into space, a force must be applied-in this case, the force of gravity.
The more rapid the

rotation, the greater is the tendency for the gas

to escape, and the greater is the gravitational force needed to retain
it. It is in this sense that we can regard rotation as opposing the in

ward pull of gravity. Should the rotation of a contracting gas cloud
overpower

gravity,

the cloud would simply disperse. Thus, more

mass is needed for a rapidly rotating interstellar cloud to contract to
form a star than is needed for a cloud that does not rotate at all.

Magl1etism can also hinder a cloud's contraction. Just as Earth,
and the Sun all have some magnetism, magnetic

the outer planets,

fields pern1""te most interstellar clouds. Ai; a cloud contracts, it

heats up, and atomic encounters become violent enough to (partly)

ionize the gas. Ai; we noted in Chapter 7 in discussing Earth's Van
Allen belts, and in Chapter 16 in discussing activity on the Sun,
magnetic fields can exert electromagnetic control over cl1arged par

ticles. 00 (Sees. 7.5, 16.5)

In effect, the particles tend to become

"tied" to the magnetic field-they are free to move along the field
lines, but are inhibited from moving perperldiClllarto them.
As sketched in the accompanying figure, magnetism can

hinder the contraction of an interstellar gas cloud, causing it to
contract in a distorted way. Because the charged particles

and the

magnetic field are linked, the field itself follows the contraction of

Theory suggests that even small quantities of rotation or

magnetism can compete quite effectively with gravity and can

greatly alter the evolution of a typical gas cloud. Unfortwlately,

the cloud. 111e charged particles literally pull the magnetic field

the interplay of these factors is not well understood--both can

toward the cloud's center in

lead to highly complex behavior as a cloud contracts, and the

the direction perpendicular to the

two is extremely difficult to study theoreti

field lines (shown in red). The three frames trace the evolution,

combination of the

top to bottom, of a slowly contracting interstellar cloud having

cally. In this chapter, we will try to gain

some magnetism. The dashed lines within the cloud represent

broad outlines of the star-formation process by neglecting

the regions where the field lines are distorted and compressed as

the cloud shrinks. Ai; the field lines are compressed, the magnetic

an

appreciation for the

these two complicating factors. Bear in mind, however, that both
are probably important in determining the details.
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CHAPTER 19

Star Formation
... F I G U R E 1 9.2 Atomic Motions
The motion, of a fffl atoms within an
Interstellar cloud are Influenced by
gravity so ,lightly that the atoms' paths
are hardly changed (a) before. (b) during,
and (c) after an accidental, random
encounter.

We have already seen numerous instances of the com

problem incorporating gravity, heat, nuclear reaction rates,

(More Precisely 8-1)

elemental abundances, and other physical conditions speci

petition between heat and gravity. 0:>

The temperature of a gas is simply a measure of the average
speed of the atoms or molecules in it, so the higher the
temperature, the greater the average speed of the molecules,
and hence the higher the pressure of the gas. TIus is the main

Precisely 19-1).

fying the state of contracting interstellar clouds (see

More

Scientific theories always develop in response to experi

mental or observational data, and theories of star formation

reason that the Sun and other stars don't collapse: The out

are no exception. co (Sec. 1 .2) The theory of star formation

ward pressure of their heated gases exactly balances gravity's

has evolved to explain innumerable observations of stars

inward pull.

CD

(Fig. 16.2)

and star-forming regions. However, the phenomenology

Consider a small portion of a large cloud of interstellar

in this case is so complex and diverse that it is helpful to

19.2. Even though the cloud's temperature is very low, each

phenomena that might otherwise appear unrelated. Accord

gas. Concentrate first on just a few atoms, as shown in Figure
atom still has some random motion because of the cloud's
heM. 0:>

(More Precisely 3-1) Each atom is also

influenced by

the gravitational attraction of all its neighbors. The gravita

have a theoretical framework to "connect the dots" between
ingly, we present the theory first and then discuss how
and where the observational data fit into and support the
theoretical picture.

tional force is not large, however, because the mass of each
atom is so small. When a few atoms accidentally cluster for an

instant, as shown in Figure 1 9.2(b), their combined gravity is
insufficient to bind them into a lasting, distinct clump of mat

C O N C E PT C H E C K

t/ What basic competitive process controls star formation?

ter. This accidental cluster will disperse as quickly as it forms.
The effect of heat is much stronger than the effect of gravity.
Now consider a larger group of atoms. Imagine, for

example,

50, 1 00, !OOO_ven a million-atoms, each gravita

tionally pulling on all the others. With increased mass, the
force of gravity is now stronger than before. Will tlus many
atoms exert a combined gravitational attraction strong enough
to prevent the clump from dispersing again? The answer-at
least under the conditions found in interstellar space-is still

no. The gravitational attraction of even tllis mass of atoms is

still far too weak to overcome the effect of heat.
How many atoms must be accumulated in order for their
collective pull of gravity to prevent them from dispersing back
into interstellar space? The answer, even for a typical cool

( 1 00 K) cloud, is a truly huge number. Nearly 1057 atoms are

required-much more than the Hi25 grains of sand on all the

5
beaches of the world and even more than tlle 1 0 1 elementary

particles that constitute all tlle atomic nuclei in our entire
planet. There is simply notlling on Earth comparable to a star.

Mode l i ng Star Formation
The next two sections describe the currently accepted

1 9.2 The For m at i on of Sta rs Like
the Sun
Star formation begins when gravity begins to dominate over
heat, causing a cloud to lose its equilibriwn and start con
tracting. Only after the cloud has undergone radical changes

i.n its internal structure is equilibrium finally restored.
In tlle process of becoming a main-sequence star like
the Sun, an interstellar cloud goes through seven basic
evolutionary stages, as listed in Thble 1 9 . 1 . The stages are
characterized by varying central

temperatures, surface

temperatures, central densities, and radii of the prestellar
object. They trace its progress from a cold, dark interstellar
cloud to a hot, bright star. The numbers given in the table
and in the following discussion are valid

only for

stars of

approxinlately the same mass as that of the Sun. In the next
section, we will relax tlus restriction and consider tlle forma
tion of stars with masses different from that of the sun.
Note again the time scales involved in these stages
even the shortest spans a thousand human generations.
Astronomers have not gained this insight by watching a sin

theoretical view of star formation, derived in large part from

gle cloud or group of clouds evolve from start to finish.

numerical experinlents performed on lugh-speed computers.

Rather, they combine theory and observation to refine a still

The results are mathematical predictions of a multifaceted

evolving mathematical model of how stars form.

SECTION 19.2

Approximate Time
to Ne.xtStap
(yr)

Stop

tenlnol
Tempemure

(K)

2 X 1 06

10

3 X 1 04

2

100

Surface
Temperature

tenlnol
Density
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Diameter*
(Ian)

Object

10

(partldes/m')
109

1 014

Interstellar cloud

10

1 0 12

1 01 2

Cloud fragment

1 010

(K)

Cloud fragment/protostar

1 05

10,000

100

1 018

4

1 06

1 ,000,000

3000

1 024

108

5

107

5,000,000

4000

107

6

3 X 107
10 10

10,000,000

4500

1 02 8
1031

2 X 10

15,000,000

6000

1 032

6
1.5 X 1 0

7
iIf-

Rollnd ntlmbers;/or compariso", remU that the diameter Dfthe Sll" is 1.4 X

Protostar
Protostar

6

Star

Main -sequence star

1(/ Km, whereas that ofthe solar system is roughly 1.5

X

Jel° kin.

fragmentation into smaller and smaller clumps of matter

Stage 1 : An I nterstellar Cloud

naturally follows, as gravitational instabilities continue to

The first stage in the star-formation process is a dense

operate in the gas. A1; illustrated in Figure 19.3, a typical

interstellar cloud-the core of a dark dust cloud or perhaps

cloud can break up into tens, hWldredS, or even thousands,

a molecular cloud. These clouds are truly vast, sometimes

of fragments, each imitating the shrinking behavior of the

14

spanning tens of parsecs (10 _10

15 krn) across. T)'pical

parent cloud and contracting ever faster. The whole process,

temperatures are about 10 K throughout, with a density of

from a single stable cloud to many collapsing fragments,

perhaps 10 particles/m3. Stage- 1 clouds contain thousands

takes a few million years.

9

of times the mass of the SW}, mainly in the form of cold

In this way, depending on the precise conditions under

atomic and molecular gas. (The dust in a stage-l cloud both

which fragmentation takes place, an interstellar cloud can

cools the cloud as it contracts and plays a crucial role in

produce either a few dozen stars, each much larger than our

planet formation, but it constitutes a negligible fraction of

Sun, or a whole cluster of hundreds of stars, each compara

the total mass of the cloud.) 0:> (Sec. 1 5.2)

be to or smaller than our Sw}' There is little evidence of

Despite their low internal temperatures, most observed

stars born in isolation, one star from one cloud. Most

dark interstellar clouds seem to have enough internal pressure

stars--perhaps even all stars-appear to originate as mem

ex:> (More
Precisely 8-1) However, if sum a cloud is to be the birthplace of

to support thelllSelves against the force of gravity.

stars, it must become unstable, stmt to collapse under its own

gra\�ty, and eventually break lip into smaller pieces. Most as

tronomers think that the process of star formation is triggered

bers of multiple systems or large groups of stars. The Sun,
which is now found alone and isolated in space, probably
escaped from the larger system in which it formed, perhaps
after an encounter with another star or some much larger
object (such as a molecular cloud) .

when some external event, sum as the
shock of a nearby stellar axplosion or
the pressure wave produced when a
nearby 0- or B-type star forms and
ionizes its surroundings, squeezes a
cloud beyond the point where pres
sure can resist gravity'S inward pull.
CIt>

(Sees. 16.2, 17.5) Or perhaps the

cloud's

supporting

magnetic

field

leaks away as charged particles slowly
drift across the confining field lines,

leaving the gas wlable to support its

own weight (Mare Precisely 19-1).

Whatever the cause, theory sug

gests that once the collapse begins,

� F IGURE 19.3 Cloud Fragmentation As an interstellar cloud contracts, gravitational
instabilities cause it to fragment into smaller pieces. The pieces themselves continue to fall inward

and fragment, eventually forming many tens or hundreds of individual stars.
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CHAPTER 19

Star Formation

Stage 2: A Col lapsing Cloud Fragment
The second stage in our evolutionary scenario represents the
physical conditions in just one of the many fragments that
develop in a typical interstellar cloud. A fragment destined
to form a star like the Sun contains between one and two
solar masses of material at this stage. Estimated to span a few
hWldredths of a parsec across, this fuzzy, gaseous blob is
still about 100 times the size of our solar system. Its central
density by this time is roughly 1012 particles/m3.
Even though the fragment has shrunk substantially, its
average temperature is not much different from that of the

shrinking, fragment. However, the protostar's radius contin
ues to decrease bec.1use pressure is still unable to overcome
the relentless pull of gravity. After stage 3, we can distinguish
a "surface» on the protostar-its photosphere. Inside the
photosphere, the protostellar material is opaque to the radi
ation it emits.* From here on, the surface temperatures
listed in Table 19.1 refer to the photosphere of the collapsing
fragment and not to its low-density "periphery," where radi
ation can easily escape and the temperature remains low.

Stage 4: A Protostar

original cloud. The reason is that the gas constantly radiates
large amounts of energy into space. The material of the

As the protostar evolves, it shrinks, its density grows, and its
temperature rises, both in the core and at the photosphere.

fragment is so thin that photons produced within it easily
escape without being reabsorbed by the cloud, so virtually
all the energy released in the collapse is radiated away and

Some 100,000 years after the fragment began to form, it
reaches stage 4, where its center seethes at about 1 ,000,000 K.

does not cause any significant increase in temperature. Only
at the center, where the radiation must traverse the greatest

Electrons and protons ripped from atoms whiz arowld at
hundreds of kilometers per second, yet the temperature is
still well short of the 107 K needed to ignite the proton

amount of material to escape, is there any appreciable tem
perature rise. The gas there may be as warm as 100 K by this

proton nuclear reactions that fuse hydrogen into heliwn.
0:> (Sec. 1 6.6) Still much larger than the SW1, our gassy heap

stage. For the most part, however, tlle fragment stays cold as
it shrinks.
The process of continued fragmentation is eventually
stopped by the increasing density within the shrinking
cloud. As stage-2 fragments continue to contract, they even

is now about the size of Mercury's orbit. Heated by the
material falling on it from above, it now has a surface
temperature of a few thousand kelvins.
Knowing the protostar's radius and surface tempera

tually become so dense that radiation cannot get out of the
cloud easily. The trapped radiation then causes the tempera

ture, we can calculate its lwninosity. Surprisingly, it turns
out to be several thousand times the luminosity of the Sun.
Even though the protostar has a surface temperature only

ture to rise, the pressure to increase, and the fragmentation
to cease.

about half that of the Sun, it is hundreds of times larger,
making its total luminosity very large indeed-in fact, much

Stage 3: Fragmentation Ceases

greater than the luminosity of most main-sequence stars.
Because nuclear reactions have not yet begun, tlle protostar's
Iwninosity is due entirely to the release of gravitational en

By the stMt of stage 3, several tens of thousands of years
after it first began contracting, a typical stage-2 fragment has

ergy as the protostar continues to shrink and material from
the surrounding fragment continues to fall onto its surface.

shrunk to roughly the size of our solar system (still 10,000
times the size of our Sun). The density in the inner regions
has just become high enough that the gas is opaque to the
radiation it emits, so the core of the fragment begins to
heat up considerably, as noted in Table 1 9. 1 . The central
temperature has reached about 10,000 K-hotter than the
hottest steel furnace on Earth. However, the temperature in
the fragment's outer parts has not increased much. The gas
there is still able to radiate its energy into space and so
remains cool. The density increases much faster in the center
of the fragment than near the edge, so the outside is
both cooler and thinner than the interior. By this time, the
central density is approximately 1 0 18 particles/m3 (still only
1 0--<) kg/m3 or so).

By the time stage 4 is reached, our protostar's physical
properties can be plotted on the Hertzsprung-Russell
(H-R) diagram, as shown in Figure 19.4. Recall that an H-R
diagram is a plot of two key stellar properties: surface tem
perature ( increasing to the left) and IlIll1inosity (increasing
upward). 0:> ( Sec. 17.5) The luminosity scale in the figure is
expressed in terms of the solar luminosity (4 X 1 026 W).

Our G2-type Sun is plotted at a temperature of 6000 K and a
lwninosity of 1 unit. As before, the dashed diagonal lines in
the H-R diagram represent an object's radius, allowing us to
follow the changes in the protostar's size as it evolves. At
each phase of the star's evolution, its surface temperature
and luminosity can be represented by a point on the dia
gram. The motion of that point as the star evolves is known

For the first time, our contracting cloud fragment is
beginning to resemble a star. The dense, opaque region at

as the star's evolutionary track. It is a graphical representa
tion of a star's life.

the center is called a protostar-an embryonic object at the
dawn of star birth. The protostar's mass grows as more and
more material rains down on it from the surrounding, still

*Note that this is the same definiriotl of "surface" that we used for the Stm ill
Chapter l6. QO (Sec. 16.1)
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The red track in Figure 19.4 depicts the approximate
path followed by our interstellar cloud fragment since it
became a protostar at stage 3 (which itself lies off the right
hand edge of the figure) . This early evolutionary track is
known as the Kel1'in-Helmholtz contraction phase, after the
two European physicists (Lord Kelvin and Hermann von
Helmholtz) who first studied the subject .
Figure 1 9 .5 is an artist's sketch of an interstellar gas
cloud proceeding along the evolutionary path outlined so
far. As the stage-3 fragment contracts, it spins faster (to
conserve angular momentum) and flattens into a rotating
protostellar disk perhaps 100 AU in diameter, surrounding
the central stage-4 protostar. CD (More Precisely 6-1) Recall
that we first saw this process in Chapter 6, where we referred
to the disk as the solar nebula. ex> (Sec. 6.7) If the star is
ultimately going to have a planetary system, by stage 4 that
process is already well underway. ex> (Sec. 1 5.2 ) However,
regardless of whether planets actually form, astronomers
think that protostellar disks are common-the vast majority
of protostars (perhaps all) are accompanied by disks at this
stage of their evolution.
Our protostar is still not in equilibrium. Even though its
temperature is now so high that oUhvard-directed pressure
has become a powerful countervailing influence against
gravity's continued inward pull, the balance is not yet per
fect. The protostar's internal heat gradually diffuses out
from the hot center to the cooler surface, where it is radiated
away into space. As a result, the overall contraction slows,
but it does not stop completely. From our perspective on
Earth, this is quite fortunate: If the heated gas were
somehow able to counteract gravity completely before the
star reached the temperature and density needed to start
nuclear burning in its core, tlle proto
star would simply radiate away its heat
and never become a true star. The
night sky would be abwldant in faint
protostars, but completely lacking in
the genuine article. Of course, there
would be no Sun either, so it is unlikely
that we, or any other intelligent life
form, would exist to appreciate these
astronomical subtleties.

� FIGURE 19.5 Interstellar Cloud
Evolution Artist's conception ofthe
changes in an i nterstellar cloud during the
early evolutionary stages outlined in
Table 19.1. (Not drawn to scale.) Shown are a
stage-1 interstellar cloud; a stage-2 fragment;
a smaller. hotter stage-4 fragment with jets;
and a stage-S protostar. The duration of

each stage. in years, is also indicated.
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Stage 6: A Newborn Star

A. Interactive FIGURE 1 9.6 Newborn Staron the H-R
r"' . Diagram The changes in a protestar's observed properties are
I� shONn by the path of decreasing lum inosity, from stage 4 to

Spectral classification

Some 1 0 million years after its first appearance, the proto
star finally becomes a true star. By the bottom of the
Hayashi track, at stage 6, when our roughly I -solar-mass

stage 6, often called the Hayashi track. At stage 7, the nE.wbom
star has arrived on the main sequence.
After stage 4, the protostar on the H-R diagram moves

down (toward lower luminosity) and slightly to the left
(toward higher temperature), as shown in Figure 19.6. Its
surface temperature remains almost constant, and

it

becomes less luminous as it shrinks. This portion of our

object has shrunk to a radius of about 1 ,000,000 km,
the contraction has raised the cent.ral temperature to
10,000,000 K, enough to ignite nuclear burning. Protons
begin fusing into helium nuclei in the core, and a star is
born. As shown in Figure 1 9.6, the star's surface tempera
ture at this point is about 4500 K, still a little cooler than
the Sun. Even though the newly formed star is slightly
larger in radius

than our Sun,

its lower temperature means

that its luminosity is somewhat less than (actually, about

protostar's evolutionary path, running from point 4 to

two-thirds of) the solar value.

point 6 in Figure 1 9.6, is often called the

Stage 7: The Main Sequence at Last

Hayashi track,

after C. Hayashi, a 20th-century Japanese astrophysicist
whose groundbreaking work in the 1 960s on the evolution
of pre-main-sequence stars still provides the theoretical

Over the next 30 million years or so, the stage-6 star con

Protostars on the Hayashi track often exhibit violent

star's central density rises to about 1032 partic\es/m3

basis for all studies of star formation.

surface activity during this phase of their evolution, result
ing in e>..tremely strong protostellar winds, much denser
than the solar wind that flows from our own Sun. As men
tioned previously, this portion of the protost.1f'S evolution is
often called the

T Tauri

phase, after T Tauri, the first "star"

(actually protostar) to be observed in that stage of prestellar
development.

ex:>

(Sec. 1 5.3)

Stage 5: Protostellar Evolution

tracts

a little more. In making tllis slight adjustment, the

(more conveniently expressed as 1 05 kg/m3) , the central
temperature increases to 1 5,000,000 K, and the surface
temperature reaches 6000 K. By stage 7, the star finally
arrives at the main sequence, just about where our Sun
now resides. Pressure and gravity are finally balanced, and
the rate at which nuclear energy is generated in the core
exactly matches the rate at which energy is radiated from
th e surfa ce.
The evolutionary events just described occur over the
course of some 40 to 50 million years. Although this is a

By stage 5 on the Hayashi track, the protostar approaches

long time by human standards, it is still less than 1 per

the main sequence. It has shrunk to about 1 0 times the size

cent of the Sun's lifetime on the main sequence. Once an

of the Sun, its surface temperature is about 4000 K, and its

object begins fusing hydrogen in its core and establishes a

S EC T I O N 1 9. 3
"gravity-in, pressure-out» equilibrium, it is destined to
burn steadily for a very long time. The star's location on

......

the H-R diagram-that is, its surface temperature and
luminosity-will remain virtually unchanged for the next
10 billion years.

CONC EPT C H ECK
t/

What distinguishes a collapsing cloud from a protostar and a
protostar from a star?

1 9.3
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The numerical values and the evolutionary track just de
scribed are valid only for the case of a I -solar-mass star. The
temperatures, densities, and radii of prestellar objects of
other masses exhibit similar trends, but the numbers and
the tracks differ, in some cases considerably. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the most massive fragments within interstellar
clouds tend to produce the most massive protostars and,
eventually, the most massive stars. Similarly, low-mass
fragments give rise to low-mass stars. Whatever the mass,
the end point of the prestellar evolutionary track is the
main sequence.

0.0001
30,000

1 0,000
6000
Surface temperature (I<)

3000

Spectral classification

• FIGURE 19.7 Prestellar Evolutionary Tracks Some pre-main
sequence evolutionary paths for stars more massive and less massive
than our Sun.

The Zero-Age Ma i n Sequence
Figure 19.7 compares the theoretical pre-main-sequence
track taken by the Sun with the corresponding evolution
ary tracks of a O.3-solar-mass star and a 3-s01ar-mass star.

All

three tracks traverse the H-R diagram in the same
general manner, but cloud fragments that eventually form
stars more massive than the Sun approach the main se
quence along a higher track on the diagram, whereas those
destined to form less massive stars take a lower track. The

If all gas clouds contained precisely the same ele
ments in exactly the same proportions, mass would be the
sole determinant of a newborn star's location on the H-R
diagram and the zero-age main sequence would be a well
defined line rather than a broad band. However, the com
position of a star affects its internal structure (mainly by
changing the opacity of its outer layers), and this in turn

time required for an interstellar cloud to become a main

affects both the star's temperature and its luminosity on

sequence star also depends strongly on its mass. The most

the main sequence. Stars with more heavy elements tend
to be cooler and slightly less luminous than stars that

massive cloud fragments heat up to the required 10 million

to

K and become O-type stars in a mere million years,
roughly
the time taken by the Silll. The opposite is the
case for prestellar objects having masses less than that of
our Sun. A typical M-type S(.1r, for example, requires nearly

have the same mass, but contain fewer heavy elements. As
a result, differences in composition between stars "blur"
the zero-age main sequence into the broad band we
observe.
It is important to realize that the main sequence is itself
not an evolutionary track-stars do not evolve alorlg it.

a billion years to form.
A star is considered to have reached the main sequence
when hydrogen burning begins in its core and the star's

Rather, it is just a "way station" on the H-R diagram where

properties settle down to stable values. The main-sequence

stars stop and spend most of their lives-low-mass stars at

line thus predicted by theory is called the zero-age main

sequence (or ZAMS, for short). The fact that the theoreti
cally derived zero-age main sequence agrees very well with
the actual main sequences observed for stars in the vicinity
of the Sun and in more distant star clusters (see Section
19.6) provides strong support for the modern theory of star
formation and stellar structure. """ (Sec.

1 .2)

the bottom, high-mass stars at tlle top. Once on the main
sequence, a star stays in essentially the same location on
the H-R diagram during its whole time as a stage-7 object.
(In other words, a star that arrives on the main sequence
as, say, a G-type star can never "work its way up" to become
a B- or an O-type main-sequence blue supergiant or move
down to become an M-type red dwarf. ) As we will see in
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Chapter 20, the next stage of stellar evolution occurs when
a star moves away from the main sequence. A star leaving
the main sequence and entering this next stage has pretty

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V' Do stars evolve along the main sequence?

much the same surface temperature and luminosity it had
when it arrived on the main sequence millions (or billions)
of years earlier.

1 9.4

Fa i led Stars
Some cloud fragments are too small ever to become stars.
Consider, for example, the giant planet Jupiter. It formed in
the Sun's protostellar disk (the solar nebula) and contracted
under the influence of gravity. The resultant heat is still
detectable, but the planet did not have enough mass for
gravity to crush its matter to the point of nuclear ignition.
<:>0

(Sec. 1 1 . 3 ) Instead, Jupiter became stabilized by heat and

rotation before the planet's central temperattlre became hot
enough to fuse hydrogen-Jupiter never evolved beyond the
p rotostar stage. If it, or any of the other jovian planets, had
continued to accumulate gas from the solar nebula, it might
have become a star (almost certainly to the detriment of life
on Earth). However, that did not occur-virtually all the
matter present dllfing the formative stages of Ollf solar sys
tem is now gone, swept away by the solar wind during the

Observations of C loud
Fragm e nts and P rotosta rs

How can we verify the theoretical picture just outlined? The
age of our entire civilization is much shorter than the time
needed for a single interstellar cloud to contract and form a
star. We can never observe individual objects proceed
through tile full panorama of star birth. However, we can do
the next best thing: We can observe many different objects
interstellar clouds, protostars, and young stars approaching
the main sequence-{ls they appear today at different stages
of their evolutionary paths.
The various evolutionary stages just described draw on
evidence from different parts of the electromagnetic spec
trum, and earn observation is like part of a j igsaw puzzle.
0:> ( Sec. 3.3) When properly oriented relative to all the

otilers, tile pieces can be used to build up a picture of the full

life cycle of a star.

Slill'S T Thuri phase. 0:> (Sec. 1 5.2)
Low-mass gas fragments sinlply lack the mass needed
to initiate nuclear burning. Rather than turning into stars,

Evid ence of Cloud Contraction

they continue to cool, eventually becoming compact, dark

Prestellar objects at stages 1 and 2 are not yet hot enough

"clinkers»-cold fragments of lUlbllfned matter-orbiting a

to emit much infrared radiation, and certainly no optical

star or moving alone through interstelL"lr space. On the basis of

radiation arises from their dark, cool interiors. The best

theoretical modeling, astronomers think that the minimum

way to study the early stages of cloud contraction and

mass of gas needed to generate core temperantres high enough

fragmentation is to observe the radio emission from inter

mass of Jupiter). Our practical definition of a star requires that

M20, the splendid emission nebula srudied in Chapter 1 8

to begin nuclear fusion is about 0.08 solar mass (80 times the

stellar molecules within til0se clouds. Consider again

it shine via the energy released by nuclear fusion reactions in

0:> (Sec. 18 .2) The brilliant region o f glowing, ionized gas

its core. Thus this mass of 0.08 times the mass of the Sun is a

shown in Figure 1 8.7 is not our main interest here, how

lower limit on the masses of all stars in the universe.

ever; instead, the youthful 0- and B-type stars that ener

Vast numbers of «substellar� objects may well be scat

gize the nebula alert us to the general environment in

tered throughout the universe-fragments frozen in time

which stars are forming. Emission nebulae are indicators

somewhere along the Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction phase.

of star birth.

Small, faint, and cool (and growing ever colder), they are

The region surrounding M20 contains galactic matter

known collectively as

that seems to be contracting. The presence of (optically)

in more detail

brown dwarfs. For reasons discussed
in Discovery 19-1, researchers generally re
browl! dwarf to mean a low-mass prestellar

invisible gas there was illustrated in Figure 1 8 .20, which

serve the term

showed a contour map of the abundance of the formalde

fragment of more than about 12 Jupiter masses (so Jupiter

hyde ( H2CO) molecule. Formaldehyde and many other

itself is not a brown dwarf, by this definition). Anything

molecules are widespread in the vicinity of the n ebula,

smaller is simply called a planet.

especially throughout the dusty regions below and to

Observationally, these faint, low-mass objects are diffi

the right of the emission nebula itself. Further analysis

cult to study, be they planets or brown dwarfs associated

of the observations suggests that this region of greatest mo

with stars or interstellar cloud fragments far from any star

lecular abwldance is also contracting and fragmenting and

(see Discovery 19-1). Current observations suggest that up

is well on its way toward forming a star-or, more likely, a

to 100 billion cold, dim substellar objects may hlfk in the

sta r cluster.

depths of interstellar space�1 nlU11ber comparable to the
total number of "real» stars in our Galaxy.

The interstellar clouds in and around M20 thus pro
vide tentative evidence of three distinct phases of star

SECT I O N 1 9.4
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O bservations of Brown Dwarfs
Cruelly put, brown dwarfs are stellar fuilures---objects that
formed through the contraction and fragmentation of an inter
stellar cloud, just as stars do, but fell short of the critical mass
of abo ut 0.08 solar mass ( 80 times the mass of Jupiter) needed
to start hydrogen fusion in their cores. Interstellar space could
contain huge numbers of these dim objects.
Although hundreds of brown dwarfS are now known, detect
ing them is no easy task, as they are small, cool, and hence very faint.
ClO (Sec. 3.4) We can detect stars by means of telescopes, and we
can infer the presence of interstellar atoms and molecules by
spectroscopic analysis, but astronomical objects of intermediate size
outside our solar system remain hard to see. One place astronomers
have looked is in binary-star systems, using many of the san,e
techniques they employ in the search for extrasolar planets.
co (Sec. 1 5.5) TI,e accompanying images show two binary-star sys
tems containing brown dwarf candidates (marked by arrows). Note
in each case how much fainter the brown dwarf is than its compan
ion. Very high resolution is usually needed to separate the two.
The first (left) is an image of Gliese 623, which was origi
nally identified as a binary system because of its variations ill
radial velocity. co (Sees. 1 5.5, 1 7.7) From the binary's measured
orbital separation and period, the mass of the faint companion
appears to be approximately 0. 1 solar mass---very dose to the
limit for a brown dwarf, although astronomers still aren't certain
of its exact mass. ClO (Sec. 2.8) The "rings" in the image are in
strumental artifacts. The second image shows the binary-star
system Gliese 229. TI,ese two objects are 7" apart; the fainter
"star" has a luminosity only a few millionths that of the Sun and
an estimated mass about 50 times that of jupiter. (The diagonal
streak in the image is caused by an overexposure of the brighter
star in the CCD chip used to record it.)
Actually, the dividing line between brown dwarfs and Jupiter
like planets is not completely clear-cut, especially given the varied
properties of the many extrasolar planetary systems now known.
co (Sec. 1 5.6) Researcllers distinguish between "stellar" objects
(stars and brown dwarfS), which form within their own contract
ing cloud fragment as described in the text, and planets, which
form in the nebular disk around a larger parent. For definiteness,
many draw the dividing line at about 12 times the mass of jupiter.
Above that mass (but below 80 jupiter masses), although core
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temperatures never become high enough for hydrogen fusion to
occur, a contracting fragment will experience a brief phase of
dellteri"rn IusiOll, as the core becomes hot enough for any deu
terium nuclei that are present in the original cloud to combine.
The phase ends once the deuterium is consumed, and the frag
ment's "nuclear" lifetime is over. Below 12 jupiter masses, no nu
clear fusion of any kind is expected. The art rendering in this box
compares the sizes of some stars, brown dwarfs, and planets.
Infrared and spectroscopic studies offer other ways of search
ing for brown dwarfs, especially those that are not in binaries. In
frared observations are particularly effective because brown
dwarfs emit most of their radiation in that part of the spectrum,
whereas true stars tend to be brightest at the near-infrared and
optical ranges. The final image below captures a star duster just
north of the Orion Nebula taken by the Spitzer Space Telescnp,,
The bright objects are stars, but many of the faint specks are
brown dwarf candidates. Researchers estimate that some 10-15
percent ofthe "stars" in Orion are actually brown dwarfs.
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formation, as shown in Figure 19.8. The huge, dark molec

the molecular emission of radio energy is strongest, are

ular cloud surrounding the visible nebula is the stage- l

stich denser, warmer fragments. Here, the total gas density

cloud. Both its density and its temperature are low-about

is observed to be at least 1 09 particles/m3, and the tempera

1 08 particles/m3 and 20 K, respectively. Greater densities

ture is about 1 00 K. The Doppler shifts of the radio lines

and temperatures typify smaller regions within this large

observed in the vicinity of region B imply that this portion

cloud. The totally obscured regions labeled A and B, where

of M20, labeled "contracting fragment" in the figure, is in
falling. Recent infrared observations ( Figure 19.8c) reveal
the candidate protostars themselves, identified by the
warmth of their growing embryos tucked inside. Less than
a light-year across, the region has a total mass over a thou
sand times the mass of the Sun--considerably more than
the mass of M20 itself. The region lies somewhere between
stages 1 and 2 of Table 19. 1 .
The third star-formation phase shown in Figure 19.8 is
M20 itself. The glowing region of ionized gas results directly
from a massive O-type star that formed there within the past
million years or so. Because the central star is already fully
formed, this final phase corresponds to stage 6 or 7 of our
evolutionary scenario.

Evid ence of Cloud Fragments
Other parts of our Milky Way Galaxy provide sketchy evi
dence for prestellar objects in stages 3 through 5. The Orion
complex, shown in Figure 19.9, is one such region. Lit from
within by several O-type stars, the bright Orion Nebula is
partly surrounded by a vast molecular cloud that extends
even beyond the roughly 3 X 6-pc region bounded by the
photograph in Figure 19.9(b).
The Orion molecular cloud harbors several smaller
sites of intense radiation emitted by molecules deep within
the core of the cloud fragment. Their ex'tent, shown in

<III FIGURE 19.8 Star Formation
Pha.e. (a) The M20 region shows
observational evidence for three
broad phases in the birth of a star.
The parent doud is stage 1 of
Table 19l. The region labeled
'contracting fragment" likely lies
between stages 1 and 2 RnaUy, the
emission nebula (M20 itself) results
trom the formation of one or more
massive stars (stages 6 and 7�
(b) A dose-up (including Hubble
inlays) of the area near region B
outlines (in drawn ""als) especially
dense knots of dusty matter.
(clA Spitzl!1' Telescope infrared
image of the same scene r<Neals
those cores thought to be stellar
embryos (arrows� (AURA; NASA)
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The Orion Nebula has long been a treasure

trove of information about star formation. (a) The constellation Orion, with the

region around its

famous emission nebula marked � a rectangle. The Orion Nebula is the middle "star" of Orion's

Q partly surrounded by a vast molecular cloud. Various parts ofthis cloud are probably fragmenting and
� contracting. with even smaller sites forming protestars. The three frames at the right shCMI some of
sword (see Figure 1.8). (b) Enlargement of the framed region in part (a1 suggesting how the nebula is

the evidence for those protostars: (c) nearly real-color visible image of embedded nebular "knots" thought

to harbor protostars, (d) false-<:olor radio image of some intensely emitting molecular sites, and (e) high

young stars surrounded by disks of gas and dust where planets might
(Astrostock-Sanford; SST; qA; NASA)

resolution image of one of ma�

ultimately form.

Figures 19.9(d) and (e), measures about 10 10 km, or

Idoo of

a light-year, about the diameter of our solar system. Their
density is about 1 0 15 particles/m3, much denser than the
surrowlding cloud. Although the temperature of these
smaller regions cannot be estimated reliably, many re
searchers regard the regions as objects well on their way to
stage 3. We cannot determine whether those regions will
eventually form stars like the SW1, but it does seem certain
that the intensely emitting objects in them are on the
threshold of becoming protostars.

Evide nce of Protostars
In the hunt for, and study of, objects at more advanced
stages of star formation, radio techniques become less
useful, because stages 4, 5, and 6 have increasingly higher
temperatures. By Wien's law, their emission shifts toward
shorter wavelengths, so these objects shine most strongly
in the infrared.

c>o

(Sec. 3.4) One particularly bright in

frared emitter, known as the

Becklin-Nellgeballer

object,

was detected in the core of the Orion molecular cloud in
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edge-on infrared image of a planetary
')'stem-sized dusty disk in the Orion
region, showing heat and light emerging
from its center. On the basis of its
temperature and luminosity, this
unnamed source appears to be a
law-mass protostar on the Hayashi
track (around stage 5) in the H-R
diagram. (b) An optical, face-on
image of a slightly more advanced
circumstellar disk surrounding an
embedded protomr in Orion.

(NASA)

(a)
the 1 970s. Its luminosity is around a thousand times the
luminosity of the Sun. Most astronomers agree that this
warm, dense blob is a high-mass protostar, probably in or
around stage 4.

Until the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) was
launched in the early 1 980s, astronomers were aware of

giant stars forming only in douds far away. 0:> (Sec. 5.7)
But lRAS showed that many such stars are forming much
closer to home, and some of these protostars have masses
comparable to that of our Sun. Figure 1 9 . 1 0 shows two
examples of low-mass protostars, both spotted by HST in a

rich star-forming region in Orion. Their infrared heat
signatures are those expected of an object on the Hayashi
track, at around stage 5.
The energy sources for some infrared objects seem to be
lmninous hot stars that are hidden from optic.1l view by sur
rounding dark douds. Apparently, these stars are already so
hot tllat they emit large amounts of ultraviolet radiation,
which is mostly absorbed by "cocoons» of dust surrounding
them. The absorbed energy is then reemitted by the dust as

... F I GU R E 1 9.1 1 ProtosteUar Wind (a) The nebular disk around a
protostar can be the s ite of intense heating and strong outflaw5, forming a
b ipolar jet perpendi cu lar to the disk. (b) As the disk is blawn awi?j by the
w ind, the jets fan out, eventually (c) merging into a spherical wind. In
contrast tothis art. part (d) is an actual infrared image of a hot young star
(at right) whose powerful winds are ripping aWi?j the disk (at left)
surrounding a Su n -l ike star (at center). This system is located about 750 pc
away in the sta r-form i ng cloud Ie 1396. (SST)

S ECT I O N 1 9.4
infrared radiation. These bright infrared sources are known
as cocoon nebulae. 1\'10 considerations support the idea that
the hot SL1rs heating the dust have only recently ignited:
( 1 ) The dust cocoons are predicted to disperse quite rapidly
once their central stars form, and (2) they are invariably
found in the dense cores of molecular douds. The central
stars probably lie near stage 6.

Protoste l lar W i nds
Protostars often exhibit strong winds. Radio and infrared
observations of hydrogen and carbon monoxide molecules
in the Orion molecular cloud have revealed gas expanding
outward at velocities approaching 100 kmIs. High-resolution
interferometric observations have disclosed expanding knots
of water emission within the same star-forming region and
have linked the strong winds to the protostars themselves.
CIO (Sec. 5.6) These winds may be related to the violent
surface activity associated with many protostars.
As mentioned earlier, a yOWlg protostar may be embed
ded in an extensive protostellar disk of nebular material in
which planets are forming. co (Sec. 1 5.2) Strong heating
wiiliin the turbulent disk and a powerful protostellar wind
combine to produce a bipolar flow, expelling two "jets" of
matter in the directions per pendicular to the disk, as illus
trated by me art in Figure 19. 1 1 (a)-(c). As the protostellar
wind gradually destroys the disk, blowing it away into space,
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the outflow widens until, Witll the disk gone, the wind flows
away from the star equally in all directions, as is approxi
mately shown by actual infrared imagery in Figure 19. 1 1 (d).
Figure 19.12 shows the emission from an especially clear
bipolar flow, along with an artist's conception of the system
producing it.
These outflows can be very energetic. Figure 19. 1 3
shows a portion o f the Orion molecular cloud, south o f the
Orion Nebula, where a newborn star is seen still surrounded
by a bright nebula, its turbulent wind spreading out into me
interstellar medium. Below the star (enlarged in the inset)
are twin jets known as HHI and HH2. ("HH" stands for
Herbig-Haro, the investigators who first cataloged such ob
jects.) Formed in another (unseen) protostellar disk-the
protostar itself is still hidden within the dusty cloud
fragment from which it formed-these jets have traveled
outward for almost half a light-year before colliding with
interstellar matter. More Herbig-Haro objects can be seen in
the upper-right portion of the figure. One of them, the
oddly shaped "waterfall," may be due to an earlier outflow
from the same protostar responsible for the existence of
HHI and HH2.

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
t/ How can a "snapshot" of the universe today test our theories
of the evolution of individual objects?

(b)

... F IGURE 1 9.12 Bipolar Jets (aJ This remarkable image shONs two jets emanating from the young
star system HH30, the result of infalli ng matter being expelled from an embryonic star near the center.
The system is viewed roughly edg ...on to the disk. (b) An artist's idealized conception of a you ng star
system, showing two jets flowi ng perpendicular to the disk of gas and dust rotating around the star.
(NASA; D. Berry)
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� Protostel lar jets are one important
� way In which newbom stars interact
<II

FIGURE 1 9.11 Protostellar Outflow

w ith their environment This view of the
Orion molecu lar cloud shows the outflcm
from a newbom star, still surrounded by
nebular gas. The inset shems a pair of jets
called HHl and HH2, for med when matter
fa lling onto another protostar (still
obscured by the dusty cloud fragment
from which it formed) creates a pair of
high-speed gas jets perpendicular to the
flattened protostellar disk. The jets are
nearly

1 light-year across. Several more
Herbig-Haro objects can be seen at the
top right. One of them, the oddly shaped
·waterfall: may be due to an earlier
outflow from the same protostar
respons ible for HHl and HH2. (AURA;
NASA)

1 9.5

Shock Waves and Star
Format i on

The subject of star formation is really much more complicated

effectively squeeze it from many directions. Atomic bomb tests
have e.xperimentally demonstrated

this

squeezing: Shock

waves created in the blast tend to surround buildings, causing
them to be blown together (imploded) rather than apart

than the preceding discussion suggests. Interstellar space is

(exploded). The "contracting fragment" in Figure 19.8 may

populated with many kinds of clouds, fragments, protostars,

well have been triggered by the shock wave from the M20

stars, and nebulae, all interacting in a complex fashion and

nebula. Note

each type of object affecting the behavior of all the other types.

compressed region at the lower right and the high-density mo

For example, the presence of an emission nebula in or near a

lecular gas revealed by radio studies (Figure 18.19). Once

molecular cloud probably influences the evolution of the en

shock waves have begun compressing an interstellar cloud,

the correspondence

between

the

shock

tire region. We can easily imagine expanding waves of matter

natural gravitational instabilities take over, dividing the cloud

driven ounvard by the high temperatures and pressures in the

into the fragments that eventually form stars.

nebula. As the waves crash into the surrounding molecular

Emission nebulae are by no means the only generators

cloud, interstellar gas tends to pile up and become com

of interstellar shock waves. At least four other driving forces

pressed. Such a shell of gas, rushing rapidly through space,

are available: the relatively gentle deaths of old stars in the

known as a shock wave, (;'1n push ordinarily thin matter into

form of planetary nebulae (to be discussed in Chapter 20);

dense sheets, just as a plow pushes snow.

the much more violent ends of certain stars in supernova

Many astronomers regard the passage of a shock wave

explosions (Chapter 2 1 ) ; the spiral-arm waves that plow

through interstellar matter as the triggering mechanism

through the Milky Way (Chapter 23); and interactions be

needed to initiate star formation in a galaxy. Calculations show

tween galaxies (Chapter 24). Supernovae are by far the most

that when a shock wave encounters an interstellar cloud, it

energetic, and probably also the most efficient, means of

races around the thinner exterior of the cloud more rapidly

piling up matter into dense clWllpS. However, they are

than it can penetrate the cloud's thicker interior. Thus, shock

relatively few and far between, so tlle other mechanisms may

waves do not blast a cloud from only one direction, but

be more important overall in triggering star formation.

SECTIO N 19.5
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F I G U R E 1 9.14 GRnerations of Star
Formation (a) Star birth and (b) shock
waves lead to (c) more star bi rths and more
shock waves in a continuous cycle of star
formation in many areas of our Galaxy. As in
a chain reaction, old stars trigger the
formation of new stars ever deeper into an
interstellar cloud.

This picture of shock-induced
star formation

is complic.1ted by the

fact that 0- and B-type stars form
quickly, live briefly, and die explosively. These massive stars, them
selves perhaps born of a passing
shock wave, may in turn create
new shock waves, either through
the expanding nebular gas pro
duced by their births or through
their explosive deaths. The new
shock waves can produce "second
generation� stars, which in turn will

explode and give rise to still more
shock waves, and so on. As depicted
in Figure

19.14, star formation

resembles a chain reaction. Other,
Although the evidence is somewhat circumstantial, the pres
ence of young (and tllllS fast-forming)

0-

and B-type stars

in the vicinity of supernova renmants does suggest that the
birth of stars is often initiated by the violent, explosive
deaths of others.

lighter stars are also formed in the process, of course, but they
are largely "along for the ride." It is the 0- and B-type stars
that drive the star-formation wave through the cloud.
Observational evidence lends some support to this
chain-reaction picture. Groups of stars nearest molecular
clouds do indeed appear to be the
youngest, whereas those farther
away seem to be older. Figure

1 9 . 1 5 shows

an

HST

image of a

star-forming region in the galaxy
NGC 4214, which lies some 1 3
million light-years from Earth. A
series of bright emission nebulae,
powered by hot young stars, can be
seen, suggesting that a wave of star
formation recently swept across
the region, triggering the sequence
seen here.

• FIGURE 19.15 A Wave of Star
Formation? A group of star-forming
regions in the galaxy NGC 4214, possibly
representing several generations in a
chain of star formati on. (NASA)
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CO N C E P T C H E C K

..... Wrry might we expect multi pie episodes of star formation to
occur in some locations?

1 9.6

Star Cl usters

The end result of the collapse of a cloud is a group of stars, all
formed from the same parent cloud and lying in the same re
gion of space. Such a collection of stars is called a star cluster.
Figure 19.16 shows a spectacular view of a newborn star clus
ter and (part of) the interstellar cloud from which it came.
Bec.1use all the stms formed at the same time out of the
same cloud of interstellar gas and under the same environ
mental conditions, clusters are near-ideal "laboratories" for
stellar studies-not in the sense that astronomers can perform
experin1ents on them, but because the properties of the stars
are very tightly constrained. TIle only factor distinguishing one
star from anotller in the same cluster is mass, so theoretical
models of star formation and evolution can be compared with
reality without tlJe complications introduced by tlJe broad
spreads in age, chemical composition, and place of origin
found when we consider all stars in our galactic neighborhood.

Clusters and Associations
Figure 19.1 7(a) shows a small star cluster called the Pleiades,
or Seven Sisters, a well-known naked-eye object in the
constellation Taurus, lying about 120 pc from Eartll. This
type of loose, irregular duster, found mainly in tlJe plane of
tlJe Milky Way (see Figure 18.4), is called an open duster.
Open dusters typically contain from a few hundred to a few
tens of tlJousands of stars and are a few parsecs across.
Figure 19. 17(b) shows the H-R diagram of stars in the
Pleiades. The duster contains stars in almost all parts of
tlJe main sequence--{)nly the very brightest main-sequence
stars are missing. (The brightest six or seven stars in the dia
gram have just left the main sequence, as will be discussed in
Chapter 20.) Thus, even though we have no direct evidence
of tlJe duster's birtll, we can estimate its age as less than
about 100 million years, tlJe lifetime of a main-sequence
B-type star. c:o (Sec. 1 7.8) If all tlJe stars in the duster
formed at the same time, then the red stars must be young,
too. The wisps of leftover gas evident in the photograph are
further evidence of the duster's relative youth. In addition,
tlJe system is abundant in heavy elements tlJat (as we will
see) could have been created only witlJin the cores of many
generations of ancient stars long since perished.

� cloud in which it formed. The cluster contains about 2000 bright stars and lies some 6000 pc from
� Earth. The field of v iew shONn here spans about 20 light-years. The cluster is a few million years old,
• F IGU RE 1 9.1 6 Newborn Cluster The star cluster NGC 3603 and a portion of the larger molecular

and the intense radiation from its most massive stars has cleared a ciNity in the cloud several light-years
across. The inset shows the central area more clearly, including the most massive star in the region (called
Sher 25, above and to the left of the cluster1 which is already near the end of its lifetime, having ejected
part of its outer layers and formed a ring of gas. Many low-mass stars, less massive than the Sun, can also be
seen. (E50; NASA)
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Less massive, but more extended, clusters are known as
associations. These clusters typically contain no more than

19.20a below), are called

Star Clusters 483

OB associations.

It is quite likely

that the main difference bet\veen associations and open

a few hundred bright stars, but may span many tens of

clusters is simply the efficiency (as measured by the fraction

parsecs. Associations tend to be rich in very young stars.

of gas that eventually ends up in stars) with which stars

Those containing many pre-main-sequence T Tauri stars are

formed from the parent cloud.

known as

T associations, whereas

those with prominent 0-

and B-type stars, such as the Trapezium in Orion (see Figure

Figure 19.18(a) shows a very different type of star cluster,

called a globular cluster. All globular clusters are roughly
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... F IGURE 1 9.17 Open Cluster (a) The P le iades cluster (also mawn

as the Seven Sisters or M4S) lie. about 120 pc from the Sun. The naked
eye can see only six or seven of its bri ghtest stars, (b) An H-R diagram
for all the stars of this welH<nawn open duster. (AURA)
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... FIG URE 19.18 Globular Cluster (a) The globular duster Omega
Centauri is approximately 5000 pc from Earth and spans some 40 pc
in diameter. (b) A H-R diagram of some of its stars. (J. Lodriguss)
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spherical (which accounts for their name), are generally
found away from the Milky Way plane, and contain hundreds
of thousands, and sometimes millions, of stars spread out

over about 50 pc. Figure 19.18(b) is an H-R diagram of the

cluster shown, which is called Omega Centauri. Notice the

In general, the more massive the collapsing region, the

more stars are likely to form there. In addition, we know from

H-R diagrams of observed stars that low-mass stars are mucl1
more common than high-mass ones.

<=

(Sec. 1 7.8) For every

0- or B-type giant, hundreds or even thousands of G-, K-, and

many differences between this H-R diagram and that of

M-type dwarfs may form. The precise number of stars of any

Figure 19.1 7(b)-globular clusters present a stellar environ

given mass or spectral type likely depends in a complex (and

ment very different from that of open clusters like the

poorly understood) way upon conditions within the parent

Pleiades. The distance to Omega Centauri cluster has been

cloud. The same is true of the ejJiciencyof star formation-the

determined by a variation on the method of spectroscopic

fraction of the total mass that actually finds its way into stars

parallax, applied to the entire cluster rather than to individual

which determines the amount of leftover material. However, if,

stars. => (Sec. 17.6) It lies about 5000 pc from Earth.
The most outstanding spectroscopic feature of globular
clusters is their lack of upper-main-sequence stars. Astro

as is usually the

case,

one or more 0- or B-type stars form,

their intense radiation and winds will c.1use the surrounding

gas to disperse rapidly, leaving behind a young star cluster.

nomers in the 1 920s and 1 930s, working with instruments
incapable of detecting stars fainter than about 1 solar lumi
nosity at the distances of globular clusters, and having no

The Cluster Environment

theory of stellar evolution to guide them, were puzzled by the

In recent years, astronomers have come to realize that physical

H-R diagrams they saw when they looked at the globular

interactions--close encowlters and even collisions--between

clusters. Indeed, a comparison of just the top halves of the di

protostars within a star cluster may be very important in de

agrams (so that the lower main sequences cannot be seen) re

termining the properties of the stars that eventually form. Su

veals few similarities between Figures 1 9. 1 7(b) and 19. 18(b).
Most globular clusters contain no main-sequence stars

percomputer simulations of star-forming clouds suggest that,
while the seven stages presented earlier (and listed in Table

with masses greater than about 0.8 times the mass of the

19. 1 ) remain a good description of the overall formation

SW1. The more massive 0- through F-type stars have long

process, the sequence of events leading to a main-sequence

since exhausted their nuclear fuel and disappeared from the

star can be strongly influenced by events within the cluster it

main sequence (in fact becoming the red giants and other

self. Figure 19.19 presents frames from one such simulation,

luminous stars above the main sequence, as we will see in

illustrating some of the interactions just described.

Chapter 20). 0:> (Sec. 17.8) From the theory of stellar

The simulations reveal that the strong gravitational

evolution (Chapter 20), theA-type stars in Figure 19.18(b) are

fields of the most massive protostars give them a competitive

now known to be stars at mucl1 1ater stages in their evolu

advantage over their smaller rivals in attracting gas from the

tion that just happen to be passing through the location of

surrounding nebula, causing the giant protostars to grow

the upper main sequence. On the basis of these and other

even roster. Such encounters usually disrupt the smaller pro

observations, astronomers estimate that most globular clus

tostellar disks, terminating the growth of the central proto

ters are at least 10 billion years old-they contain the oldest

stars and ejecting planets and low-mass brown dwarfs from

known stars in our Galaxy.

the disk into intracluster space. In dense dusters these

Other observations confirm the great ages of globular

interactions may even lead to mergers and further growth

clusters. For example, their spectra show few heavy elements,

of massive objects. Thus, even before the intense radiation of

implying that these stars formed in the distant past, when

newborn 0 and B stars begins to disperse the cluster gas,

heavy elements were much less abundant than they are today

the formation of a few large bodies can significantly inhibit

(Chapter 2 1 ) . Astronomers speculate that the 150 or so globu

the growth of smaller ones.*

lar clusters observed today are just the survivors of a much
larger population of clusters that formed long ago.

All these considerations clearly illustrate the important

role p!.1yed by a future star's environment in the star
formation process and provide important insight into why

Clusters and Nebulae

low-mass stars are so mucl1 more common than high-mass

How many stars form in a cluster, and of what type are they?

formation of additional high-mass stars by stealing their "raw

How mucl1 gas is left over? What does the collapsed cloud

material" and ultimately disrupting the environment in whicl1

stars. The first few massive bodies to form tend to prevent the

look like once star formation has run its course? At present,

otller stars are growing. This tendency also helps explain the

although the main stages in the formation of individual

existence of brown dwarfs, by providing at least two natural

stars (stages 3-7) are becoming clearer, the answers to these
more general questions (involving stages 1 and 2) are still
sketchy. They await a more thorough underst.1nding of the
star-formation process.

�Compare. this picture of large objects dominating the accretion process at the
expeme. of the smaUer bodies arou"d them witl, tIle standard view ofplatlet
formarion presented in Chapter 15. 0::> (S,e. 15.1-3)
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� Interactive F IGURE 19.19 Protosteliar Collisions

In the congested environment of a young cluster, star

(.;'i formation is a competitive and vlotent process. Large
-.,./ protostars may grow by "stealing" gas from smaller

�
protostars can lead to collisions and E'II en mergers.
�
ones, and the extended disks surrounding most

The cluster environment can play a crucial role in
determining the types of stars that form. This frame from a
supercomputer simulation shows a small star cluster
emerging from an interstellar cloud that originally contained
about 50 solar masses of material distributed over a votume
1 light-year across. Remnants of the cloud are shown here in
red. (M. Bate, 1. Bonllell, and V. Bromm)

Nebula. The optical image in Figure 19.20(a) shows
the Trapezium, the group of four bright stars re
sponsible for ionizing the nebula; the infrared
image in Figure 1 9.20(b) reveals an extensive clus
ter of stars within and behind the visible nebula.
This remarkable infrared image shows many stages
of star formation, most notably nearly 1 000 new
stars forming and giving rise to the speckled green
fuzz created when jets of gas shoot out from those
young stars and ram into the surrounrung cloud.

ways (disk destruction and gas dispersion) in which star for
mation can stop before nuclear fusion begins in a growing
stellar core. Discollery 1 9-2 describes another system in which
the gas-dispersal process may be almost complete.
Young star clusters are often shrouded in gas and dust,
making them hard to see in visible light. However, infrared
observations clearly demonstrate that stars really are found
within star-forming regions. Figure 19.20 compares optical
and infrared views of the central regions of the Orion

Cl uster Lifet i mes
Eventually, star dusters russolve into inruvidual stars. In
some cases, the ejection of unused gas reduces a duster's
mass so much that it becomes gravitationally unbOlmd and
dissolves rapidly. In clusters that survive the early gas-loss
phase, stellar encounters tend to eject the lightest stars from
the cluster, j ust as the gravitational slingshot effect can pro
pel spacecraft around the solar system. co (Discovery 6- 1)
At the same time, the tidal gravitational field of the Milky
Way Galaxy slowly strips outlying stars
from the duster.
(Sec. 7.6) Occa
sional distant encounters with giant
molecular douds also tend to remove
stars from a cluster. Even a near miss
may disrupt the cluster entirely.
<:>0

� Interactive F I G U R E 19.20 Star

Formation in Orion Some views of

� the central regions ofthe Orion

-.,./ Nebula. (a) A short-exposure visible
light image (observed with a filter that is
transparent only to certain emission lines of
orygen) shows the nebula itself and four
bright O-type stars known as the Trapezium,
but few ol:Nious other stars. (b) A Spitza'
Space Telescope vi"" of the same part of the
nebula shows more clearly the irregular gas
and dust amidst many young stars still
embedded in that dust (see also Figure 5.28).
(Lick Observatory; NASA)
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in the 1843 outburst, now racing away from the star at hundreds of

Eta Cari nae

At the heart of the Carina emission nebula (shown in the main

figure at left) lies a remarkable object called Eta Carinae (object at

right bottom). With an estimated mass of around 100 tinles the
mass of the Sun and a luminosity of S million times the solar value,

Eta Carinae is one of the most massive stars known. Formed prob
ably only a

few hWldred thousand years ago, this star has had an

kilometers per second-perhaps enough to expel the surrounding
nebular gas and con",rt the Carina Nebula into the Carina duster.

Perpendicular to the line joining these two blobs is a thin disk of
gas, also moving outward at high speed.

The details of the events leading to the Eta Carinae outburst
are unclear. Quite possibly, such episodes of violent activity are
the norm for supermassive stars. In 200S, astronomers discov

explosive, though brief, life. In the mid- 1 9th century, Eta Carinae

ered that Eta Carinae has a binary companion, an even hotter,

produced an outburst that made it one of the brightest stars in the

but fainter star orbiting just 1 1 AU away-not much more than

southern sky (even though it lies some 2200 pc away from Earth, a

Eta Carinae's estinlated radius of 5 AU. Many researchers suspect

very long way compared to most of the bright stars visible in our

that the interaction between the two stars may have been re

night sky). During this "Great Eruption:' which peaked in 1 843,

sponsible for the Great Eruption. However, although a few com

the star expelled more than 2 solar masses of material in less than a

parable outbursts have been observed in other galaxies, they are

(see Chapter 2 1 ), yet it somehow survived the event.
The right inlages are close-ups of the most active part of the

so rare that astronomers still do not know what constitutes

decade and released as much visible energy as a supernova explo
sion

nebula: At top a Chandra X-my Telescope inlage that gives a glimpse
of the object's violence, and at bottom a

Hubble Telescope image

that was carefully processed to reveal fine detail, is the highest
resolution view of the explosion obtained to date. Dust lanes,

/
/

tiny condensations in the outflowing material, and dark ra _
dial streaks of unknown origin all appear with exquisite

/

clarity. The star itself is the white dot at the center of
the inlage. The two ends of the "peanut" (at the top
right and bottom left) are blobs of material ejected

,
,

/F

"

"

"typical" behavior for such exotic objects.

Chapter Review
As a result of all these influences, most open clusters
break up in a few hundred million years, although the actual
lifetime depends on the duster's mass. Loosely bound
associations may survive for only a few tens of millions of
years, whereas some very massive open dusters are known
from their H-R diagrams to be almost 5 billion years old. In
a sense, only when a star's parent duster has completely
dissolved is the star-formation process really complete. The
road from a gas cloud to a single, isolated star like the Sun is
long and tortuous indeedl

487

Take another look at the sky one clear, dark evening.
Ponder all of the cosmic activity you have learned about as
you peer upward at the stars. After studying this chapter, you
may find that you have to modify your view of the night sky.
Even the seemingly quiet nighttime darkness is dominated
by continual change.

CONCEPT CHECK
tI' If stars in a cluster all form at the same time, how can some
influence the formation of others?

S U M MA RY

�.

Stars form when an interstellar doud
collapses under its own gravity and
. .. .
breaks up into pieces comparable in mass J
"....
..*.
....
...
to our Slill. A cold interstellar cloud may
fragment into many smaller clumps of
......
_..
.....
matter, from whicb stars eventually foml.
The evolution of the contracting cloud Call be represented as an
evolutionary track (p. 470) on the Hertzspnmg-Russell diagram.
As a collapsing prestellar fragment heats up and becomes denser, it
evenhlally becomes a protostar {p. 470)-a warnl, very luminous
object that emits mainly infrared radiation. Eventually, a proto
star's central temperature becomes high enough for hydrogen
fusion to begin, and the protostar becomes a star.

2 For a star like the Sun, the whole for

mation process takes about 50 million
years. More massive stars pass through
similar formation stages, but much more
rapidly. Stars less massive than the Sun
take much longer to form. The zero-age
main sequence (p. 473) is the region in
the H-R diagram where stars lie when the
formation process is over. Mass is the key
property in determining a star's charac
teristics and life span. The most massive stars have the shortest for
mation tinles and main-sequence lifetimes. At the other extreme,
some low-mass fragments never reach the point of nuclear ignition
and become brown dwarfs (p.474).

3 Many of the objects predicted by the
theory of star formation have been ob
served in real astronomical objects. The
dark interstellar regions near emission
nebulae often provide evidence of cloud
fragmentation and protostars. Radio tele
scopes are used in studying the early
phases of cloud contraction alld fragmen
tation; infrared observations allow us
to see later stages of the process. Many

well-known emission nebulae, lit by several 0- and B-type stars, are
partially engulfed by molecular clouds, portions of which are frag
menting and contracting, with smaller sites fomling protostars.

4

,.

Protostars can produce powerful pro
.. .
.
tostellar winds. These winds encounter
less resistance in the directions perpendi
.
,.
cular to a star's protostellar disk and often
expel two jets of matter in the directions I
", .
•
of the protostar's poles in a bipolar flow
/J
(po 479). The protostellar winds gradually
destroy the disk, alld eventnally the wind flows away from the star
equally in all directions. Shock waves (p. 480) are produced as
young hot stars ionize the surrounding gas, forming emission neb
ulae. These shock waves can compress other interstellar douds and
trigger more star formation, possibly producing chain reactions of
star formation in molecular cloud complexes.

5 A single collapsing and fragmenting
cloud can give rise to hundreds or thou
sands of stars-a star cluster (p. 482).
The formation of the Illost massive
stars may play all important role in sup
pressing the further formation of stars
from lower-mass cluster members. Open
clusters (p. 482), with a few hundred to a
few thousand stars, are found mostly in
the plane of the Milky Way. They typically
contain many bright blue stars, indicat
ing that they formed relatively recently.
Globular clusters (p. 483) are found
mainly away from the Milky Way plane
and may contain millions of stars. They
include no main-sequence stars much
more massive than the Sun, indicating that they formed long ago.
Infrared observations have revealed young star clusters or associa
tions in several emission nebulae. Eventnally, clusters break up into
individual stars, although the entire process may take hundreds of
millions or even billions of years.
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

RE V I EW A N D D I S C U SS I O N
1. Briefly describe the basic chain of events leading to the
formation of a star like the Sun.

2. What is the role of heat in the process of stellar birth?
3. What is the role of rotation in the process of stellar birth?
4. What is the role of magnetism in the process of stellar birth?
5. What is an evolutionary track?
6. Why do stars tend to form in groups?

7.

Why does the evolution of a protostar slow down as the star
approaches the main sequence?

8. In what ways do the formative stages of high-mass stars differ
from those of stars like the Sun?

n.

Why has it been difficult until recently to demonstrate that
stars and protostars actually exist within star-forming regions?

14. What

is a shock wave? Of what significance are shock waves
in star formation?

15. P�S Explain the usefulness of the H-R diagram in study
ing the evolution of stars. Why can't evolutionary stages 1 -3
be plotted on the diagram?

16. Compare the times necessary for the various stages in the
formation of a star like the Sun. Why are some so short and
others so long?

17.

What do star clusters and associations have to do with star
formation?

9. What are brown dwarfs?
10. What are T Tauri stars?

18. Compare and contrast the observed properties of open star

11. P�S Stars live much longer than we do, so how do as

19. P�S How can we tell whether a star cluster is yOWlg or old?

tronomers test the accuracy of theories of star formation?

20. In the formation of a star cluster with a wide range of stellar

12. At what evolutionary stages must astronomers use radio and
infrared radiation to study prestellar objects? Why can't they
use visible light?

clusters and globular star clusters.

masses, is it possible for some stars to die out before others
have finished forming? Do you think this will have any effect
on the dusterls formation?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. If a newly forming star has an excess of heat, then it will likely
have (a) more gravity; (b) less gravity; (e) a slower contraction
rate; (d) a rapid contraction rate.

2. The gravitational contraction of an interstellar cloud is prinla
rily the result of its (a) mass; (b) composition; (c) diameter;
(d) pressure.

3. The interstellar cloud from which our SWl formed was
(a) slightly larger than the Sun; (b) comparable in size to Sat
urn's orbit; (e) comparable in mass to the solar system;
(d) thousands of times more massive than the Sun.

4. A protostar that will eventually turn into a star like the SWl is
Significantly (a) smaller; (b) more Iwninous; (e) fainter;
(d) less massive than the Sun.

5. Prestellar objects in which nuclear fusion never starts are re
ferred to as (a) terrestrial planets; (b) brown dwarfs; (e) prot
ostars; (d) globules.

6. The current theory of star formation is based upon
(a) amassing evidence from many different regions of our
Galaxy; (b) carefully studying the births of a few stars;
(e) systematically measuring the masses and rotation rates of

interstellar clouds; (d) observations made primarily at short
wavelengths.

7. VIS

If the initial interstellar cloud ill Figure 1 9. 14 ("Gener
ations of Star Formation") were much more massive, the re
sult would be (a) the formation of more stars; (b) contraction
of the cloud due to stronger gravitational attraction; (e) stars
forming doser together; (d) stronger shock waves.

8. VIS

One of the primary differences between the Pleiades
cluster, shown in Figure 19.17(a), and Omega Centauri,
shown in Figure 1 9. 18(a), is that the Pleiades cluster is much
(a) larger; (b) younger; (e) farther away; (d) denser.

9. VIS lfthe H-R diagram shown in Figure 1 9. 1 8(b) ("Globu
lar Cluster") were redrawn to illustrate a much younger duster,
the main-sequence turnoff would shift to (a) higher tempera
ture; (b) higher pressure; (e) higher frequency; (d) a spectral
classification of K or M.

10. A typical open cluster will dissolve in about the same amount

of time as the time since (a) North America was first visited
by Europeans; (b) dinosaurs walked on Earth; (e) Earth was
formed; (d) the universe formed.

Chapter Review
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P RO B L E M S
The number ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level of difficulty.
1. •• In order for an interstellar gas cloud to contract, the aver

6. •• Use the H-R diagrams in this chapter to estinlate by what

age speed of its constituent particles must be less than half
the cloud's escape speed. co (More Precisely 8-1 ) Will a
(spherical) molecular hydrogen cloud with a mass of 1000
solar masses, a radius of 10 pc, and a temperature of 10 K
begin to oollaps.? Why or why not?

factor a 1OOO-solar-luminosity, 3OOO- K protostar is larger
than a main -sequence star of the same luminosity.

2. •• Under the same assumptions as in Problem 1, estinIate the
mininlUm mass needed to cause a l000-K, I-pc cloud to
collapse.

3. •• Use the radius-luminosity-temperature relation to ex
plain how a protostar's luminosity changes as it moves from
stage 4 (temperature 3000 K, radius 2 X J08 km) to stage 6
(temperature 4500 K, radius 1 06 km). What is the change in
absolute magnitude? co (Sec. 17.2)

4. • A protostar on the Hayashi track evolves from a tempera
ture of 3500 K and a luminosity 5000 times that of the Sun to
a temperature of 5000 K and a huninosity of 3 solar units.
What is the protostar's radius (a) at the start and (b) at the
end of the evolution?

5. • What is the (approxinlate) absolute magnitude of a stage-S
protostar? (See Figure 19.6.)

7. • By how many magnitudes does a 3-solar-mass star decrease
in brightness as it evolves from stage 4 to stage 6? (See Figure

19.7.)
8. •• As a sinlple model of the final stage of star formation,
imagine that, between stages 6 and 7, a star's surface telnpera
ture increases with tinle at a constant rate, whereas the
luminosity remains oonstant at the stage-7 level. The stage-7
radius is equal to the solar value. Using the temperatures
given in Table 1 9 . 1 , calculate the star's radius at a tinle exactly
halfway between these two stages.

9. • What is the luminosity, in solar units, of a brown dwarf
whose radius is 0. 1 solar radius and whose surface tempera
ture is 600 K (0.1 tinles that of the SW1)?

10 . •• What is the maxinllml distance at whlch the brown dwarf
in the previous problem could be observed by a telescope of
limiting apparent magnitude (a) 18, (b) 301

STELLAR EVOLUTI ON
T H E L I F E A N D D E A T H O F A STA R

LEARN I NG G OALS

fier reaching the main sequence, a newborn star

Studying this chapter will enable you to

changes little in outward appearance for more than

Explain why stars evolve off the main
sequence.

90 percent of its lifetime. However, at the end of that

1

1

,
4
S
6
7

Outline the events that occur as a Sun-like
star evolves from the main sequence to the
giant branch.
Explain how the Sun will eventually come
to fuse helium in its core, and describe
w hat happens when that occurs.

period, as the star begins to run out of fuel and die, its
properties once again change greatly. Aging stars travel
along evolutionary tracks that take them far from the
main sequence as they end their lives. In this and the
next two chapters, we will study the evolution of stars

Summarize the stages in the death of
a typical low-mass star, and describe the
resulting remnant.

during and after their main-sequence burning stages.

Contrast the evolutionary histories
of high-mass and low-mass stars.

primarily on its mass-although interactions with

We will find that the ultimate fate of a star depends

other stars can also play a decisive role-and that

Discuss the observations that help verify
the theory of stellar evolution.

the final states of stars can be strange, indeed. By

Explain how the evolution of stars in binary
systems may differ from that of isolated
stars.

detailed observations of stars and binaries of all types,

continually comparing theoretical calculations with

astronomers have refined the theory of stellar evolution

No one has ever seen a Single star
move through all of its evolutionary
stages. Like archaeologists who study
bones and artifacts of different ages to
learn more about the development of human
culture, astronomers observe stars of many dif
ferent ages, then assemble the data into a con
sistent model of how stars evolve over billions
of years.

THE BIG
PICTURE

M a ste r

�

.

into a precise and powerful tool for understanding the
universe.

LEFT: This striking composite image combines visible light (colored red

and purple) acquired by the Hubble telescope and X-ray radiation
(blue) by the

Chandra telescope. Known as NGC 6543, or informally as

the Cats Eye, this complex object is a planetary nebula-an old star

(at center) shedding its outer layers over light-year dimensions as it ends

its life. (STSd/CXC)
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Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy,com for qulzze�
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20.1

Stellar Evolution

Leav i ng the Mai n Seq uence

Most stars spend most o f their lives o n the main sequence.
A star like the Still, for exmnple, after spending a few tens of

another ulstance where astronomers use a fairly familiar term
m a quite unfamiliar way: To astronomers "burnlllg" always

means nuclear fusion m a star's core and not the chemical

reaction (such as the combustion of wood or gasoline ill air) we

millions of years Ul its formative stages ( 1 -6 in Chapter 19),

would normally tlllilk of Ul everyday speech. Chemical bunllilg

resides on or near the mam sequence (stage 7) for 10 billion

does not directly affect atomic nuclei.

years before turnulg into somethulg else.

0:>

(Sec. 1 9.2 )

That "something else" is the maUl topic of this chapter.

As discussed m Chapter 16 (see Figure 1 6 .4), a main

sequence star is in a state of hydro5tatic equilibrium, in which
pressure's outward push exactly counteracts gravity's inward
pull.

Observ ing Stellar Lifetimes

CIO

(Sec. 16.2 ) This is a stable balance between gravity

and pressure in which a small change m one always results in

No one has ever witnessed (or ever will witness) the com

a small compensating change in the other. You should keep

plete lifetune of any star, from birth to death. Stars take an

that figure in mind as you study the various stages of stellar

enormously long tline-millions, billions, and even trillions

evolution described next. Much of a star's complex behavior

of years-to evolve.

00 (Secs. 1 7.8, 1 9.2)

Virtually all the

low-mass stars that have ever formed still exist as stars.
The coolest M -type stars-red dwarf�onsume their nu
clear fuel so slowly that not one of them has yet left the maUl
sequence. Some of them will shme steadily for a trillion

can be understood m these simple terms.

As the main-sequence star ages, its core temperature

rises, and both its luminosity and radius increase. These

changes are very slow, though--only a factor of tllree or
four

Ul

lwninosity over the Sun's entire 10-billion-year

years or more. By contrast, the most massive 0- and B-type

main-sequence lifetime, for example. As a result, the star's

stars exhaust their fuel and leave the main sequence after

location on the H-R diagram remains almost unchanged

only a few million years. Most of the high-mass stars that

during this phase (which is why we see the maUl sequence

have ever existed perished long ago.

when we plot an H-R diagram for any reasonably large

How then can we talk so confidently about what took

group of stars).

0:>

(Sec. 1 7.5) Eventually, as the hydrogen

place billions of years in the past and what will happen bil

lions of years m the future? The answer is that, although we

in the wre is consumed, the star's internal balance starts

can never hope to follow the evolution of an individual star,

we can observe billions of stars Ul the universe; that is

appearance begin to change more rapidly: The star leaves

to shift, and both its mternal structure and its outward
the maUl sequence.

enough to see examples of every possible stage of stellar de

Once a star begins to move avtay from the main se

velopment, thereby allowing us to test and refine our theo

quence, its days are numbered. The post-mam-sequence

retical ideas. Just as anthropologists might piece together a

stages of stellar evolution-the end of a star's life--depend

picture of the human life cycle by studying snapshots of all

critically on the star's mass. As a rule of thumb, we can say

the residents of a large city, so can astronomers construct a

that low-mass stars die gently, whereas high-mass stars die

picture of stellar evolution by studying the myriad stars we

catastrophically. The dividulg IUle between these two very

see in the night sky.

different outcomes lies around eight times the mass of the

Note that astronomers use the term "evolution" in tllis
context to mean change

star.

Sun, and m this chapter we will refer to stars of more than

durirlg the lifetime of all illdividual

8 solar masses as ''high-mass" stars. Within both the ''high

Contrast this usage with the meanulg of the term Ul

mass" and the "low-mass" (i.e., less than 8 solar masses)

biology, where it refers to changes Ul the characteristics of a

populatiorl

of plants or anullals over many generations. In

fact, as we will see in Chapter 2 1 , populations of stars do
evolve m the latter "biological" sense, as the overall composi
tion ofthe interstellar medium (and hence of each new stel

categories, tllere are substantial variations, some of which
we will pornt out as we proceed.
Rather than dwelling on the many details, we will con

centrate on a few representative evolutionary sequences. We
begUl by considermg the evolution of a fairly low-mass star

lar generation) changes slowly over time due to nuclear

like the SW1. The stages described in the next few sections

evolution" always refers to changes that occur during a

5 billion years from now. The nwnbers contmue the sequence

fusion Ul stars. However, Ul astronomical parlance, "stellar
sUlgle stellar lifetune.

pertam to the Sun as it nears the end of its fusion cycle

begun in Chapter 19. In fact, most of the qualitative features
of the discllssion apply to any low-mass star, although the

exact numbers vary considerably. Later, we will broaden our

Structura l Change

discussion to include all stars, large and small.

On the mam sequence, a star slowly fuses hydrogen mto helium

m its core. This process of nuclear fusion is called core hydrogen
burning. In Chapter 16, we saw how the proton-proton fusion
cham powers the SW1.

0:>

(Sec. 1 6.6) Here, by the way, is

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
tI' How can astronomers "see" stars evolve in time?

SECTION 20.2

20.2 Evo l ution of a Sun-l i ke Star

c

The surface of a main-sequence star like the Sun occasion

a;

�
�

m

ally erupts in flares and spots, but for the most part the star

1 00

.r:.

does not exhibit any sudden, large-scale changes in its
properties. Its average surface temperature remains fairly
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M ��

1-----n-1
=:-----�
Heium
Hydrogen

constant, whereas its luminosity increases very slowly with
time. The Sun has roughly the same surface temperature as
it had when it formed nearly 5 billion years ago, even though

(s)

O L--------�
--------�___
Distance from center (km)

it is some 30 percent brighter than it was at that tinle.
This state of affairs cannot continue indefinitely, how

'E
�

�

ever. Eventually, drastic changes occur in the star's interior

a;

structure. After approximately 10 billion years of steady core
hydrogen burning, a Sun-like star begins to run out of fuel.

�
�

.r:.

The situation is a little like that of an automobile cruising

15

effortlessly along a highway at a constant speed for many
hours, only to have the engine suddenly cough and sputter
as the gas gauge reaches empty. Unlike automobiles, though,
stars are not easy to refi.lel.

1 00

Helium

50
o

(b)

After 5
billion years

Hydrogen
-Core
Distance from center (km)

Stage 8: The Subgiant Branch

After 1 0
billion years

As nuclear fusion proceeds, the composition of the star's
interior changes as its hydrogen fuel is depleted. Figure 20.1

'0

illustrates the increase in helium abundance and the corre

'E

sponding decrease in hydrogen abundance that take place

�

in the stellar core as the star ages. Three cases are shown:
(a) the chemical composition of the original core, (b) the
composition after 5 billion years, and (c) the composition
after 10 billion years. Case (b) represents approxinlately
the present state of our Sun.
The star's helium content increases fastest at the center,
where temperatures are highest and tile burning is fastest.
The helium content also increases near the edge of the core,
but more slowly because the burning rate is less rapid there.
The inner, helium-rich region becomes larger and more
deficient in hydrogen as the star continues to shine. Eventu

(e)

�

He lium
50

0

Hydrogen
'-""
'-__
__
__
'__
__
__
__
-'-_

700,000
350,000
Distance from center (km)

... FIG URE 20.1 Solar Composition Change Theoretical estimates

of the changes in a Su n- l ike star's composition. Hydrogen (yellow) and
helium (blue) abundances are shown (a) at birth, just as the star arrives
on th e zero-age main sequence; (b) after 5 b illion years; and (c) after
10 billion years. At stage (b) only a few percent of the star's total mass
has been converted from hydrogen into helium. This change speed s up
as the n uclear buming rate i ncreases with time.

ally, about 1 0 billion years after the star arrived on the main
sequence (Figure 20.1c), hydrogen becomes depleted at the
center, the nuclear fires there subside, and the location of

helium at tile center calmot burn-not yet, anyway. Despite

principal burning moves to higher layers in the core. An

its high temperature, the core is far too cold to fuse helium

inner core of nonburning pure helium starts to grow.

into anything heavier.

Without nuclear burning to maintain it, the outward

Recall from Chapter 16 that a minimum temperature of

pushing gas pressure weakens in the helium inner core.

about 1 07 K is needed to fuse hydrogen into helium. Only

However, the inward pull of gravity does not. Once tile out

above tllat temperature do colliding hydrogen nuclei (i.e.,

ward push against gravity is relaxed-even a little-structural

protons) have enough speed to overwhelm tile repulsive
=

cllanges in the star become inevitable. As the hydrogen is

electromagnetic force between them.

consumed, the inner core begins to contract. When all the

helium nuclei, with two protons each, carry a greater

hydrogen at the center is gone, the process accelerates.
If more heat could be generated, then the core might

(Sec. 16.6) Because

positive charge, their electromagnetic repulsion is larger,
and even higher temperatures are needed to cause them to

regain its equilibrium. For example, if helium in the core

fuse-at least 108 K. A core composed of helium at 107 K

were to begin fusing into some heavier element, then energy

thus cannot generate energy through fusion.

would be created as a by-product of helium burning, and

The shrinkage of the helium core releases gravitational

the necessary gas pressure would be reestablished. But the

energy, driving up the central temperature and heating the
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<III FI G URE 2 0.2 Hydrogen-Shell
Burning A5 a star's core converts

more and more of its hydrogen into
helium, the hydrogen in the shell

Hydrogen
burning shell

surrounding the nonbuming helium

"ash" burns ever more violently. By
the time shown here (a little after
stage 8 in Table 20.1), the core has
shrunk to a few tens of thousands
of kilometers in diameter, whereas
the star's photosphere is ten times
the star's original size.

Nonburning
helium "ash"

Star

0.01 R0
Core

overlying burning layers. The higher temperatures--now

well over 1 07 K (but still less than 108 K)-cause hydrogen
nuclei to fuse even more rapidly than before. Figure 20.2

kilograms per cubic meter and sizes are expressed as radii

depicts this situation, in which hydrogen is burning at a

rather than diameters. The numbers in the "Stage" column

furious rate in a shell surrounding the nonburning inner

refer to the evolutionary stages noted in the figures and

core of helium "ash" in the center. This phase is known as

discussed in the text.

the hydrogen-shell-burning stage. The hydrogen shell

After a lengthy stay on the main sequence, the star's tem

generates energy faster than did the original main-sequence

perature and luminosity are once again beginning to change,

]

�

..t

-E
�
�

�

.m
'"

oJ:

'"

-

�
!
-

e

can

star's hydrogen-burning core, and the shell's energy produc

and we

tion continues to increase as the helium core continues to

track on the H-R diagram.

shrink. Strange as it may seem, the star's response to the

the star's path away from the main sequence, labeled as stage

disappearance of the fire at its center is to get brighter!

is
'!j
'0

Table 1 9. 1 , except that the density wlits have been changed
from particles per cubic meter to the more convenient

trace these changes via the star's evolutionary
-=

(Sec. 19.2 ) Figure 20.3 shows

7. The star first evolves to the right on the diagram, its surface

Table 20.1 summarizes the key stages through which

temperature dropping whereas its luminosity increases only

a solar-mass star evolves. The table is a continuation of

slightly. By stage 8, the star's radius has increased to about

Stop

Approximlltlt Time
to NeIt Stap

(Y�

7
8

10 10
lOB

Central
TemperatuN

(106 K)
15
50

9

5
10

100

10

5 X 1 07

200

11

104

250

12

5
10

300

Surface
Temperatur.

(K)

4000
4000

6000

4000

5000

100,000

3000
13

100

14

Close to 0

lI!- Values refer to the envelope.

50,000

Close to O

�

Central
D.nli

(kg/m
105

Radius

(km)

Object

(solar radII)

S
7 X lO

Main-sequence star

107

2 X 1 06

8

7 X 1 07

100

1 07
108

7 X 1 06

10

4 X lOB

500

10 10

1 04

10-1 7

7 X 1 08

10 10

1 04

0.01

White dwarf

1 0 10

1 04

0.01

Black dwarf

10

Subgiallt branch

0.01
1 000

Helium flash

Horizontal branch
Asymptotic-giant branch
Carbon core

Planetary nebula'
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that convection is that the star's surface temperature remains
path followed by the star between those stages is known as the
red-giant branch of the H-R diagram. By stage 9, hydrogen
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sheil burning in the still-shrinking core is proceeding so
ferociously that the giant's luminosity is many hundreds of
times the solar value. Its radius by this time is around 100
solar radii.
The red giant is huge-about the size of Mercury's orbit.
In contrast, its heliwn core is surprisingly small-only about
a thousandth the size of the entire star, making the core just a

......

......
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nearly constant between stages 8 and 9. The almost vertical
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R0
R0

3000

few times larger than Earth. The central density is enormous:
Continued shrinkage of the red giant's core has compacted its
heliwn gas to approximately lOB kg/m3. Contrast this value

with the 1 0-) kg/m) in the giant's outermost layers, with the
5000 kg/m) average density of Earth, and with the 1 50,000

kg/m3 in the present core of the Sun. About 25 percent of the
mass of the entire star is packed into its planet-sized core.
A familiar example of a low-mass star in the red-giant
phase is the KIll giant Arcturus (see Figure 1 7 . 1 5), one of the
brightest stars in the sky. Its mass is about 1 . 5 times that of the

Sun. Currently Ul the hydrogen-sheil-burning stage and as

Spectral classification

& F IGURE 20.3 Red Giant on the H-R Diagram As its helium core
shrinks and its outer envelope expands, the star leaves the main
sequence (stage 7� At stage 8, the star is well on its w� to beocming
a red giant. The star continues to brighten and grON as it ascends the
red-giant branch to stage 9. As noted in Chapter 17, the dashed
diagonal lines are lines of constant radius, allowing us to gauge the
changes in the size of the star.

cending the red-giant branch, Arcturus has a radius some 2 1

tinles that o f the Sun and emits about 1 6 0 times more energy
than the Sun, much of it in the infrared part of the spectrum.

Stage 1 0: H e l i u m Fusion
Should the unbalanced state of a red-giant star continue, the
core would eventually collapse, and the rest of the star would
slowly drift into space. The forces and pressures at work
inside a red giant would literally tear it apart. In fact, for

three times the radius of the SWI. The star at this stage is
called a subgiant. Its roughly horizontal path from its main
sequence location (stage 7) to stage 8 on the figure is called
the subgiant branch.

Stage 9: The Red-Giant Bra nch

stars less than about one-quarter the mass of the Sun, that is
precisely what will eventually happen (in a few hundred
billion years-see Section 20.3).
However, for a star like the Sun, this simultaneous
shrinking and e.xpanding does not continue indefinitely. A
few hundred million years after a solar-mass star leaves the
main sequence, something else happens:

Helium begins to

Our aging star is now far from the main sequence and no

bum ill the core.

longer in stable equilibriwn. The helium core is wlbaJanced

about 108 kg/m3 (at stage 9), the temperatltre has reached

By the time the central density has risen to

and shrinking. The rest of the core is also unbalanced, fusing

the l OB K needed for helium to fuse into carbon, and the

hydrogen into helium at an ever-increasing rate. The gas

central fires reignite.

pressure produced by this enhanced hydrogen burning

The reaction that transforms heliwn into carbon occurs

causes the star's nonburning outer layers to increase in ra

in two steps. First, hvo helium nuclei come together to form

dius. Not even gravity can stop this inexorable change. While

a nucleus of beryllium-8 (8Be), a highly unstable isotope

the core is shrinking and heating up, the overlying layers are

that would normally break up into hvo helium nuclei in

expanding and cooling. The star is on its way to becoming a
red giant. The transformation from normal main-sequence
star to elderly red giant takes about 100 million years.
By stage 8, the star's surface temperature has fallen to the

about 10-12 s. However, at the high densities found in the

core of a red giant, it is possible that the berylliwn-8 nucleus
will encowlter another helium nucleus before breakup oc

curs, fusing with the helium nucleus to form carbon - 1 2

point at which much of the interior is opaque to the radiation

( '2C). This i s tlle second step o f the helium-burning reac

from within. Beyond this point, convection carries the core's

tion. In part, it is because of the electrostatic repulsion be

enormous energy output to the surface. One consequence of

hveen beryllium-8 (containing four protons) and heliwn-4
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(containing two) that the temperature must reach 108 K be
fore that step c.1 n take place.
Symbolically, we
fusion as follows:

can

represent this neA't stage of stellar

4He + 4He

�

becomes unstable, with literally explosive consequences. In a
star supported by thermal pressure, the increase in tempera
ture produced by the onset of helium fusion wouJd lead to
an increase in pressure. The gas wouJd then expand and
cool, reducing the burning rate and reestablishing equilib

8Be + energy,

8Be + 4He � 12c + energy.

Helium-4 nuclei are traditionally known as

rium, just as discussed earlier.
In the electron-supported core of a solar-mass red

alpha particles.

The term dates from the early days of nuclear physics, when
the true nature of these particles, emitted by lUany radio ac
tive materials, was wlknown. Because three alpha particles

giant, however, the pressure is largely

independent

of tile

temperature. When burning starts and tile temperature
increases, there is no corresponding rise in pressure, no
expansion of the gas, no drop in the temperature, and no

are required to get from helium-4 to carbon - 1 2, the forego

stabilization of the core. Instead, the core is unable to re

ing reaction is usually called the triple-alpha process.

spond to tile rapidly changing conditions within it. The

The Helium Flash

action rates increase, and the temperature rises rapidly in a

pressure remains more or less unclunged as the nuclear re

For stars comparable in mass to the Sun, a complication arises

when helium fusion begins. At the high densities found in the

core, the gas has entered a new state of matter whose properties

are governed by the laws of quantum mechanics (the branch of
physics describing the behavior of matter on subatomic scales),
rather than by those of classical physics.

0::>

(Sec. 4.2 )

U p to now, we have been concerned primarily with the
n c1ei-protons, alpha particles, and so on-that make up
�
vl!tually all the star's mass and that participate in the reac
tions that generate its energy. However, the star contains an
other important constituent: a vast sea of electrons stripped
from their parent nuclei by the ferocious heat in the stellar
interior. At tillS stage in our story, these electrons play an
important role in detern1ining the star's evolution.
Under the conditions fOWld in the stage-9 red-giant
core, a ruJe of quantum mechanics known as the Pailli exclu

sion principle

(after Wolfgang Pauli, one of the founding

fathers of quantum physics) prohibits the electrons in the
core from being squeezed too close together. In effect, the
exclusion principle tells us tIlat we can think of tile electrons
as tiny rigid spheres that can be squeezed relatively easily up
to the point of contact, but that become virtually incom
pressible thereafter. 10 the language of quantwn mechanics,
this condition is known as

electron degeneracy; the

pressure

associated with the contact of the tiny electron spheres is
called electron degeneracy pressure.* It has nothing to do
with the

thermalpressure (due to the star's heat)

that we have

been studying up to now. In fact, in our red-giant core, the
pressure resisting the force of gravity is supplied almost
entirely by degenerate electrons. Hardly any of the core's sup
port results from "normal" thermal pressure, and this fact has
dramatic consequences once the helium begins to burn.
Under normal ("nondegenerate") circumstances, the
core couJd react to, and accommodate, the onset of helium
burning, but in the core's degenerate state, tile burning
»The. term refers to atJ idealized condition in which all particles (electrofJS in
this case) are in hei,
t
lowest possible energy states. As a result, the. star cannot

be compressed into a more compact cotlfiguration.

runaway condition called the heliwn flash.
For a few hours, the helium burns ferociously. Eventu
ally the flood of energy released by this period of runaway
:
fuSIOn heats the core to the point at which normal thermal
pressure once again dominates. Finally able to react to the
energy dwnped into it by helium burning, the core expands,
its density drops, and equilibriwn is restored as the inward
pull of gravity and tile out\Vard push of gas pressure come
back into balance. The core, now stable, begins to fuse
helium into carbon at temperatures well above 1 08 K.
The helium flash terminates the giant star's ascent of the
red-giant branch of the H-R diagram. Yet, despite the violent
ignition of helium in the core, the flash does

/lot increase the

star's luminosity. On the contrary, the energy released in the
helium flash expands and cools the core and uJtinlately resuJts
in a

reduction in the energy output.

On the H-R diagram, the

star j umps from stage 9 to stage 10, a stable state with steady
helium burning in the core. As indic.1ted in Figure 20.4, the
surface temperature is now higher than it was on tile red-giant
branch, but the luminosity

is

considerably less than at the

helium flash. This adjustment in the star's properties occurs
quite quickly-in about 100,000 years.
At stage 10, our star is now stably burning helium in its
core and fusing hydrogen in a shell surrounding it. The star
resides in a well-defined region of tile H-R diagram known as
the horizontal branch, where core-helium-burning stars
remain for a time before resun1ing their journey around the

H-R diagram. The star's specific position within tlus region

is determined mostly by its mass-not its original mass, but
whatever mass remains after its ascent of the red-giant
branch. The two masses differ because, during the red-giant

stage, strong stellar winds eject large amounts of matter from
a star's surface. As much as 20 to 30 percent of the original
stellar mass may escape during tllat period. It so happens tIlat
more massive stars have lower surface temperatures at tIlis

stage, but all stars have roughly the same luminosity after the
helium flash. As a resuJt, stage- l 0 stars tend to lie along a

horizontal line on the H-R diagram, with more massive stars
to the right and less massive ones to the left.
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The triple-alpha helium-to-carbon fusion reaction
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like the proton-proton and CNO-cycle hydrogen-to-helium
reactions before it-proceeds at a rate that increases rapidly

with temperature. At the extremely high temperatures found
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in the horiwntal-branch core, the helium fuel doesn't last

long-no more than a few tens of millions of years after the
initial flash.
As helium fuses to carbon, a new carbon-rich inner core
begins to form, and phenomena similar to those that took
place during the earlier buildup of helium recur. Helium
becomes depleted at the center of the star, and eventually
fusion ceases there. The nonburning carbon core shrinks in
size-even as its mass increases due to helium fusion--and
heats up as gravity pulls it inward, causing the hydrogen

0,01

and helium-burning rates in the overlying lay of the core to

increase. As illustrated in Figure 20.5, the star now contains

a contracting carbon core surrounded by a helium-burning

0.0001
30,000

shell, which is in turn surrounded by a hydrogen-burning

1 0,000

6000

3000

Surface temperature (K)

shell. The outer envelope of the star-the nonburning layers
surrowlding the core--<!Xpands, much as it did earlier
during the first red-giant stage. By the time it reaches stage
1 1 in Figure 20.6, the star has become a swollen red giant for

Spectral classification

.& F IGURE 20.4 Horizontal Branch A large increase in luminosity
occurs as a star ascends the red-giant branch, ending in the helium
flash. The star then settles down into another equilibrium state at
stage 10, on the horizontal branch.

Stage 1 1 : Back to the G iant Branch
The nuclear reactions i.n our star's helium core burn on, but
not for long. Whatever helium exists in the core is rapidly
consumed, and the dying star once again ascends the giant
branch.

the second time.
To distinguish the second ascent of the giant branch
from the first, the star's track during the second phase is
often referred to as the

asymptotic-giant branch.*

The

burning rates in the shells around the carbon core are much
�Th;s rather in timida ting te,.,n is borr01vMfrom mathematics. An asymptot.e

;5 a sfco"d ct4rve that approaches f\/f:r closer to the first as the nvo
exterldea to infinity_ Theoretically, if me star remajned intact, the asymp
toric-gitmt braNch would approacl, the red-giant braNch /rom the left as the
lumiriOsily in creased and would effecrively merge with the red-giant branch
near the top ofFigr4Te 20.6. However, as we wjll see in Section 20.3, a Sun-like
to a curve

are

star will "ot live lorlg etlOugh fDr

that m oa:ur.

... F IGURE 2 0.5 Helium-Shell
Burning W ithin a few million years
after the onset of helium burning
1 00 R0
Star

•

•

Core

(stage 9), carbon ash accumulates in
the star's inner co<e. Above this core,
hydrogen and helium are still burning
in concentric shells.
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S

ga t

g

like the Sun will pass over the course of its evolution. As our
star moves from stage 10 (the horizontal branch) to stage 1 1
(the asymptotic-giant branch), its envelope swells, while its

t

inner carbon core, too cool for further nuclear burning,
continues to contract. If the central temperature could
become high enough for carbon fusion to occur, still heavier
products could be synthesized, and the newly generated
energy might again support the star, restoring for a time the

"-

0.0001

equilibrium between gravity and heat. However, as we will

see in a moment, only high-mass stars reach temperatures

0.1 R0

high enough for this to occur.

1 0,000

30,000

6000

3000

For solar-mass stars, the central temperature never

Surface temperature (K)

reaches the 600 million K needed for a new round of nuclear
reactions to occur. The red giant is very close to the end of
its nuclear-burning lifetime.

Spectral classifica i n
to

£ F IGURE 20.6 Reascending the Red-Giant Branch

The Fi res Go Out

A
carbon-core star reenters the giant region of the I+-R diagram-this
time on a track called the asym,xatic-giant branch (stage TI}-for the
same reason it evolved there the first time around: Lack of nuclear
fusion at the center causes the core to contract and the overlying
I�ers to expand

Before the carbon core can attain the incredibly high
temperatures needed for carbon ignition, its density reaches
a point beyond which it cannot be compressed further. At
3
about 1 010 kg/m , the electrons in the core once again
become degenerate, the contraction of the core ceases, and
the core's temperature stops rising. This stage (stage 12 in
Thble 20. 1 ) represents the maximmn compression that the

fiercer this time around, and the star's radius and lwninosity
increase to values even greater than those reached at the he

star can achieve-there is simply not enough matter in

limn flash on the first ascent. The carbon core grows in mass

the overlying layers to bear down any harder.

as more and more carbon is produced in the heliwn-burning

The core density at this stage is extraordinarily high. A

shell above it, but continues to shrink in radius, driving the

single cubic centimeter of core matter would weigh 1000 kg

hydrogen-burning and helium-burning shells to higher and

on Earth-a ton of matter compressed into a volwne about

higher temperatures and lwninosities.

the size of a grape! Yet, despite the extreme compression of

T F IGURE 20.7 G-Type Star Evolution Artist's conception of the relative sizes and changing color.;

of a normal G-type star (such as our Sun) during its formative stages, on the main sequence, and while
passing through the red-giant and white-dwarf stages. At maximum swellin& the red giant is apprClld mately
70 times the size of its main-sequence parent; the core of the giant is about ,'sth the main-sequence size
and would be barely discernible if this figurewere drawn exactly to scale. The duration of time spent in
the various stages-protostar, main-sequence star, red giant, and white dwarf-is roughly proportional
to the lengths sha.vn in this imaginary trek through space. The star's brief stay on the horizontal and
asymptotic-giant branches are not shown.
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the core, the central temperature is "only" about 300 million

K. Some oxygen is formed via reactions between carbon and
helium at the inner edge of the helium-burning shell-that is,

-W

9

.'l
Q)

§ B
:i!
(;
� 7
J1

However, collisions among nuclei are neither frequent nor
violent enough to create any heavier elements. For all practi
cal purposes, the central fires go out once carbon has

I

formed.

!l 6
'ii
'"
a:
5

Stage 1 2: A Planetary Nebula
OUf aged stage - 1 2 star is now in quite a predicament. Its
inner carbon core no longer generates energy. The outer
core shells continue to burn hydrogen and helium, and as

0.25

0.0

more and more of the inner core reaches its final, high
density state, the nuclear burning increases in intensity.
Meanwhile, the envelope continues to expand and cool,
reaching a maximum radius of about 300 times that of the
Sun-big enough to engulf the planet Mars.
Around this time, the burning becomes quite unstable.
The helium-burning shell is subject to a series of explosive

helillm-shell flashes,

0.75
0.5
Time (millions of years)

1 .0

... FI G URE 20.8 Red-Giant Instability Buffeted � hel ium-shell
flashes from w ithi n, and subject to the destabilizing influence of
recombination, the outer layers of a red giant become unstable and
enter into a series of growing pulsations. Eventually, the envelope is
ejected and forms a planetary nebula.

caused by the enormous pressure in

the helium-burning shell and the extreme sensitivity of the
triple-alpha burning rate to small changes in temperature.
The flashes produce large fluctuations in the intensity of the

stage 12 of Table 20. 1. At the center is a small, well-defined core

of mostly carbon ash. Hot, dense, and still very luminous, only

radiation reaching the star's outermost layers, causing those

tile outermost layers of this core still fuse helium into carbon

layers to pulsate violently as the envelope repeatedly is

and oxygen. Well beyond the core lies an e.xpanding cloud of

heated, expands, cools, and then contracts (Figure 20.8). The

dust and cool gas--the ejected envelope of the giant-spread

amplitude of tile pulsations grows as the temperature of

over a volume roughly tile size of our solar system.

As the core exhausts its last remaining fuel, it contracts

the core continues to increase and the nuclear burning
intensifies in the surrouncling shells.

and heats up, moving to the left in the H-R cliagram. Eventu

Compounding the star's problems is the increasing

ally, it becomes so hot that its ultraviolet radiation ionizes the

instability of its surface layers. Around the peak of each pul

inner parts of the surrounding cloud, producing a spectacu

sation, tile surface temperature drops below the point at

lar display called a

which electrons can recombine with nuclei to form atoms.

amples are shown in Figures 20.9 and 20.10. In all, more than

ex>

planetary nebula. Some well-known ex

(Sec. 4.2 ) Each recombination produces additional pho

1 500 planetary nebulae are known in our Galaxy. The word

tons, giving the gas a little extra outward "push" and causing

planetary here is misleading, for these objects have no associ

some of it to escape. Thus, driven by increasingly intense ra

ation with planets. The name originated in the 18th century,

diation from Witllin, and accelerated by instabilities in both

when, viewed at poor resolution ilirough small telescopes,

the core and the outer layers, virtually all of the star's enve

these shells of glowing gas looked to some astronomers like

lope is ejected into space in less than a few million years at a

the circular disks of planets in our solar systenl.
Note that the mechanism by which planetary nebulae

speed of a few tens of kilometers per second.

In time, a rather unusual-looking object results. The"star"

shine is basically the same as that powering the emission

now consists of two distinct parts, both of which constitute

nebulae we studied earlier: ionizing racliation from a hot star

. . . . . . . . .
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(a)

(b)

<II F I G U R E 20.9 Ejected Envelope A planetary nebula is an
extended region of glowing gas surrounding an i ntense ly hot central
star (marked w ith an arrow here� The small, dense star is the core of
a former red giant The gas is what remains of the giant's envelope,
now ejected into space. (a) Abel l 39, some 2100 pc aw�, is a classic
planetary nebula shedding a spherical shell of gas about 1.5 pc
across. (b) The brightened appearance around the edge of Abel l 39 is
caused by the thinness of the shell of glowing gas around the
central core. Very little gas exists along the line of sight between the
observer and the central star (path A1 so that part of the shell is
invisible. Near the edge of the shell however, more gas exists along
the line of sight (paths B and C), so the observer sees a glowing ring.
(c) The Ring Nebula, perhaps the most famous of all planetary
nebulae at 1500 pc aw� and 0.5 pc across, is too small and dim to
be seen with the naked eye. Astronomers once thought its
appearance could be explained in much the same way as that of
Abell 39. However, it now seems that the Ring really is ring shaped I
Researchers are still u nsure as to why a spherical star should eject a
ring of material during its final days. (AURA; NASA)

embedded in a cool gas cloud. eo (Sec. 18.2) However, rec
ognize that these two classes of object have very different

However, such cases now seem to be in the minority.
There is growing evidence that, for reasons not yet fully un

origins and represent completely separate phases of stellar
evolution. The emission nebulae discussed in Chapter 1 8 are

derstood, the final stages of red-giant mass loss are often de
cidedly rlOlIspherical. For example, the famous Ring Nebula

signposts of recent stellar birth. Planetary nebulae, by con
trast, indicate impending stellar death.
Astronomers once thought that the escaping giant en

shown in Figure 20.9(c) may well actually be a ring, and not
just our view of a glowing spherical shell, and many plane
tary nebulae are much more complex than that. As illus

velope would be more or less spherical in shape, completely
surrounding the core in three dimensions, just as it had

trated in Figure 20. 1 0, planetary nebulae may exhibit jetlike
and other irregular structures. Apparently, bOtil the details

while still part of the star. Figure 20.9( a) shows an example
where tlus may well in fact be the case. The "ring" of this

of the gas-ejection process and the star's environment (such
as whether a binary companion is present) play inlportant

planetary nebula is in reality a three-dimensional shell of
glowing gas-its halo-shaped appearance is only an illu
sion. As illustrated in Figure 20. 9(b), the nebula looks

roles in determining the nebula's shape and appearance.
The central star fades and eventually cools, and the ex
panding gas cloud becomes more and more diffuse, eventu

brighter near the edges simply because there is more emit
ting gas along the line of sight there, creating the illusion of

ally dispersing into interstellar space. After just a few tens of
thousands of years, the glowing planetary nebula disappears

a bright ring.

from view. As the cloud rejoins the interstellar medium, it
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... FIGURE 20.1 0 Planetary Nebulae (a) The Eskimo Nebula dearly
shows several "bubbles" (or sheHs ) of material being blown into space
from this planetary nebula, which resides some 1500 pc awJ!j In the
constellation Gemini. (h) The Cat's Eye Nebula, about 1000 pc away and
0.1 pc across, is an example of a much more complex planetary nebula,
possibly produced by a pair of binary stars (unresolved at center) that
have both shed envelopes, (c) M2-9, some 600 pc away and 0.5 pc
end-to-end, shows surprising twin lobes (or jets) of glowing gas
emanating from a central, dying star and racing out at speeds of about
300 km/s, (AURA; NASA)

envelope by convection during the star's final years, to
enrich the interstellar mediwn when the giant envelope

(a)

escapes. The evolution of low-mass stars is the source of
virtually all the carbon-rich dust observed throughout the
plane of our own and other galaxies. 0:> ( Sec. 1 8 . 1 )

Stage 13: A W h ite Dwarf
The carbon core-the stellar remnant at the center of the
planetary nebula--continues to evolve, Formerly concealed
by the atmosphere of the red-giant star, the core becomes
visible as the envelope recedes. Several tens of thousands of
years are needed for the core to appear from behind the veil
of expanding gas. The core is very small. By the time the en
velope is ejected as a planetary nebula, the core has shrunk
to about the size of Earth. (In some cases, it may be even

(b)

smaller than our planet.) Its mass is about half the mass of
the Sun. Shining only by stored heat, not by nuclear reac
tions, this small "star» has a white-hot surface when it first
becomes visible, although it appears dim because of its small
size. The core's temperature and size give rise to its new
name: white dwarf. This is stage 13 of Table 20. 1 . The
approximate path followed by the star on the H-R diagram
as it evolves from stage- l l red giant to stage - 1 3 white dwarf
is shown in Figure 20. 1 1 .
Not all white-dwarf stars are found as the cores of plane
tary nebulae: Several hundred have been discovered "naked"
in our Galaxy, their envelopes expelled to invisibility (or per
haps stripped away by a binary companion-to be discussed
shortly) long ago. Figure 20. 1 2 shows an example of a white
dwarf, Sirius B, that happens to lie particularly close to Earth;
it is the faint binary companion of the much brighter and
better known Sirius A. coo

plays a vital role in the evolution of our Galaxy. During the

(More Precisely 1 7-2) Some prop

erties of Sirius B are listed in Thble 20.2. With more than the

final stages of the red giant's life, nuclear reactions between

mass of the Sun packed into a volume smaller than Earth,

carbon and wlbumed helium in the core create oxygen and,

Sirius B has a density about a million times greater tllan any

in some cases, even heavier elements, such as neon and mag

thing familiar to us in the solar system. In fact, Sirius B has an

nesium. Some of these reactions also release neutrons,

WlUSUaily high mass for a white dwarf-it is thought to be

which, carrying no electrical charge, have no electrostatic

the evolutionary product of a star roughly four times the

Discovery 20-1

barrier to overcome and hence can interact with existing nu

mass of the Sun.

clei to form still heavier elements (see Chapter 2 1 ). All of

peculiarity of Sirius B's evolution.

these

elements-helium,

carbon,

oxygen,

and

heavier

ones-are "dredged up» from the depths of the core into the

discllsses another possible

Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

observations of nearby

globular clusters have revealed the white-dwarf sequences
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A star's passage from the horizontal branch (stage 10) to the

white-dwarf stage (stage 13) by W'*f of the asymptotic-giant

� lifetime of a lyplcal low-mass star, and provides a basis for

9

branch creates an evolutionary path that cuts across the entire
� � diagram. �is diagram illustrates the entire evolutionary

detailed compariso n between theory and observations.

long predicted by theory, but previously too faint to detect at
such large distances. Figure 20. 13(a) shows a ground-based
view of the globular cluster M4, lying 1700 pc from Earth.
Part (b) of the figure shows an HST closeup of a small por
tion of the cluster, revealing dozens of white dwarfs among
the cluster's much brighter main sequence, red-giant, and
horizontal-branch stars. When plotted on an H-R diagram
(see Figure 20. 1 4), the white dwarfs fall nicely along the path
indicated in Figure 20. 1 1 .
Not all white dwarfs are composed o f carbon and oxy
gen. As mentioned earlier, theory predicts that very low
mass stars (less than about one-quarter the mass of the Sun)
will never reach the point of heliunl fusion. Instead, the
core of sum a star will become supported by electron degen
eracy pressure before its central temperature reaches the
100 million K needed to start the triple-alpha process. The
interiors of sum stars are completely convective, ensuring
that fresh hydrogen continually mixes from the envelope
into the core. As a result, unlike the case of the Sun illus
trated in Figure 20.2, a nonburning helium inner core never
a ppears, and even tually all of the star's hydrogen is converted
to helium, forming a helium white dwarf.

'" F I GURE 20.12 Sirius Binary System Sirius B (the speck of light

to the right of the much larger and brighter star Si ri us A) is a white
dwarf star, a companion to Sirius A The "spikes" on the image of Sirius

A are not real; they are caused by the support struts of the telescope.

(Palomar Observatory)

The time needed for this kind of transformation to
occur is very long-hundreds of billions ofyears-so no he
lium white dwarfs have ever actually formed in this way.
co (Sec. 1 7.8) However, if a solar-mass star is a member of a
binary system, it is possible for its envelope to be stripped
away during the red-giant stage by the gravitational pull of
its companion (see Section 20.6), exposing the helium core
and terminating the star's evolution before helium fusion
can begin. Several such low-mass heliwn white dwarfs have
in fact been detected in binary systems.
Finally, in stars somewhat more massive than the Sun
(close to the 8-solar-mass limit on "low-mass" stars at the
time the carbon core forms), temperatures in the core may
become high enough that an additional reaction,
1 60

+ 4He --+ 2'Ne + energy,

can occur, ultimately leading to the formation of a rare

neon-oxygen white dwarf.

Mass

1 . 1 solar masses

Radius

0.0073 solar radius (5100 km)

Lwninosity (total)

0.0025 solar Iwninosity ( 1 024 W)

Surface temperature

27,OOO K

Average density

3.9 X 1 09 kglm3
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D I S C O V E RY 2 0 - 1
Learn i ng Astronomy from H i story
Sirius A, the brighter of the two objects shown in Figure 20. 1 2 ,
app ears twice as luminous a s any other visible star, excluding
the Sun. Its absolute brightness is not very great, but because it
is not very far from us (less than 3 pc away), its apparent
brightness is very large. = (Sec. 1 7.2) Sirius has been promi 

nent in the

nighttime sl.:1' since the beginning of recorded

history. CWIeifoml texts of the ancient

Babylonians refer to the
star as far back as 1000 B.C., and historians know that the star
strongly influenced the agriculture and religion of the Egyp
tians of 3000 B.C.
Even though a star's evolution takes such a long time, we
might have a chance to detect a slight cltange in Sirius because
the recorded observations of this star go back several thousand
yo.1rs. The chances for success are improved in this case because
Sirius A is so bright that even the naked-eye observations of the
ancients should be reasonably accurate. Interestingly, recorded

history does suggest that Sirius A has changed in appearance,
but the observations are confusing. Every piece of information
about Sirius recorded between the years 100 B.C. and A.D. 200
claims that this stm was red. (No earlier records of its color are
known.) In contrast, modem observations now show it to be
white or bluish white---definitely I10t red.

If these reports are accurate, then Sirius has apparently
changed from red to blue white in the intervening years. Accord
ing to the theory of stellar evolution, however, no star should be
able to change its color in this way in that short a time. Such a
color cltange should take at least several tens of thousands of
years and perhaps a lot longer. It should also leave some evi
dence of its occurrence.
Astronomers have offered several explanations for the
rather sudden change in Sirius A, including the suggestions that
(l) some ancient observers were wrong and other scribes copied
their mistaken writings; (2) a galactic dust cloud passed between
Sirius A and Earth some 2000 years ago, reddening the star much
as Earth's dusty atmosphere often reddens our Sun at dusk; and
(3) the companion to Sirius A, Sirius B, was a red giant and the
dom inant star of this double-star system 2000 yo.1rS ago, but has
since expelled its planetary nebular shell to reveal the white
dwarf star that we now observe.
Each of these explanations presents problems. How could
the color of the sky's brightest star have been incorrectly
recorded for hundreds of years? Where is the intervening galac
tic cloud now? Where is the shell of the former red giant? We are
left with the Wleasy feeling that the sky's brightest star doesn't fit
partic ularly well into the currently accepted scenario of stellar
evolution.

.. F I G U R E 20.13 Distant White Dwarfs (a) The globular duster M4, as seen through a large ground

based telescope at Kilt Peak National Observatory in Arizona (see also Figure 1a13� At 1700 pc away, M4 is

the closest globular cluster to us; it spans some 16 pc. (b) A peek at M4's 'suburbs" by the Hubble Space
Telescope shONs nearly a hundred white dwarfs wtthin a small 0.2 square-parsec region. (AURA; NASA)
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... F I G URE 20.14 Globular Cluster H-R Diagram (a) The globular
� duster M80, some 8 kpc away. (b) Combined H-R d iagram, based
� on ground- and space-based observations, for several globu lar

clusters similar in <:Nerall composition to M80. The various evolutionary

er

stages predicted bt theory an d depicted schematically in Figure 20.11 are
clearly visible. Note also the blue stragglers-main-sequence stars that
appear to have been 'left behind" as oth

stars evolved into giants. They

are probably the result of merging binary systems or actual collisions
between stars

of lemer m ass in this remarkably dense stellar system. (See

e

20.19.) The inset shows the H-R diagram of another globular
cluster, NGC 2808, revealing that the main sequ nce is actually made up
of three d istinct sequences, increasing in helium content from right to
left, and suggesting mUltiple generations of star formation shortly after

also Figure

c

the l u ster formed,

(NASA; dat.a cOllrtesy W.E, Harris)

cold, dense, burned-out ember in space. This is stage 1 4 of
Thble 20. 1 , the graveyard of stars,
The cooling dwarf does not shrink much as it fades away.
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Com pari ng Theory w ith Reality

All the H-R diagrams and evolutionary tracks presented so

far are theoretical constructs based largely on computer

models of the interior workings of stars. Before continuing
our study of stellar evolution, let's take a moment to com

6000
1 0,000
Surface temperature (K)
Spectral classification

3000

m

(b)

pare our models with actual observations. Figure 20.14(a)
shows the beautiful globular cluster M80, which lies about
BOOO pc from Earth. Figure 20. 14(b) shows a composite

H-R diagram recently constructed by using the stars of a
number of other globular clusters of roughly the same age
and composition as M80. The diagram spans the entire
range of stellar luminosities, from bright red giarJts to

Stage 14: A Black Dwarf

faint red and white dwarfs. Fitting theoretical models of
the main-sequence, giant, and horiwntal branches (see

Once an isolated star becomes a white dwarf, its evolution is

Section 20.5) implies an age of about 1 2 billion years, mak

systems may undergo further activity.) The isolated white

Milky Way Galaxy and, as such, key indicators of condi

dwarf continues to cool and dim with time, following the

tions in the early universe.

over. (As we will see in Chapter 2 1 , white dwarfs in binary

ing these clusters among the oldest-known objects in the

white-yellow-red track near the bottom of the H-R diagram

The great age of this cluster means that stars more mas

of Figure 20. 1 1 and eventually becoming a black dwarf-a

sive than about O.B solar mass have already evolved beyond
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the red-giant stage, becoming mainly white dwarfs. The

amounts of helium, carbon, and nitrogen and are thought to

H-R diagram for this cluster can therefore be compared

be tlle result of distinct episodes of star formation occurring

directly with Figure 20. 1 1 , as the red-giant, horizontal

over tlle course of about 100 million years, the heavier ele

branch, and asymptotic-giant-branch stars are all of roughly

ments produced by each stellar generation contributing to the

1 solar mass. The similarity between theory and observation

composition of the next. Astronomers are uncertain just how

is striking: Stars in each of the evolutionary stages 7-13 can

this occurred, but it appears to have been quite common, as

be seen in numbers consistent witll the theoretical models.

high-resolution studies of many globular clusters now reveal

(See also tlle acetate inset in this cllapter.) Astronomers

similar multiple populations.

place great confidence in the theory of stellar evolution pre
cisely because its predictions are so often found to be in
excellent agreement with plots of real stars.
Note that tlle points in Figure 20. 14(b) are actually

C O N C E P T C H EC K
.., Why does fusion cease in the core of a

low-mass star?

shifted a little to the left relative to Figure 20. 1 1 . This is
because of differences in composition between stars such as
the Sun and stars in globular clusters. For reasons to be
discussed more fully in Chapter 2 1, the old globular cluster
stars contain much lower concentrations of "heavy" ele
ments (astronomical jargon for anything more massive than
helium). One result of this relative paucity of these elements
is that the interiors and atmospheres of those stars tend
to be slightly more transparent to radiation from within,
allowing the energy to escape more easily and making
the stars slightly smaller and hotter than solar-type stars of
the same mass.
The objects labeled as blue stragglers

in

Figure

20. 14(b) appear at first sight to contradict the theory just
described. They are observed in many star clusters, lying on
the main sequence, but in locations suggesting that they
should have evolved into white dwarfs long ago, given the
parent cluster's age. They are main-sequence stars, but they
did not form when the cluster did. Instead, they formed
much more recently, through

mergers of lower mass stars-

so recently, in fact, that they have not yet had time to evolve
into giants.

20.4 Evolut i on of Stars More
Massive than the Sun
High-mass stars evolve much faster than their low-mass
counterparts. The more massive a star, the more ravenous is
its fuel consumption and the shorter is its main-sequence
lifetime. The Sun will spend a total of some 10 billion years
on the main sequence, but a 5-solar-mass B-type star will
remain tllere for only a Illmdred million years. A 10-solar-mass

0-type star will depart in just 20 million years or so. This
trend toward much faster evolution for more massive stars
continues even after the star leaves the main sequence.

All evolutionary changes happen much more rapidly for
high-mass stars because their larger mass and stronger grav
ity generate more heat, speeding up

all phases of stellar evo

lution. In fact, helium fusion proceeds so quickly tllat the
high-mass star has a very different evolutionary track. Its
envelope swells and cools as the star becomes a

supergiant.

Red S upergiants

In some cases, these mergers are the result of stellar evo

Stars leave the main sequence for one basic reason: They nUl

lution in binary systems, as the component stars evolved,

out of hydrogen in their cores. As a result, the early stages of

grew, and came into contact (see Section 20.6). In others, the
mergers are thought to be the result of actual

collisions

stelL1r evolution beyond the main sequence are qualitatively

the same in all cases: Main-sequence hydrogen burning in the

between stars. The core of M80 contains a huge number of

core (stage 7) eventually gives way to the formation of a non

stars packed into a relatively small volume. For example, a

burning, collapsing heliwn core surrounded by a hydrogen

sphere of radius 2 pc centered on the Sun contains exactly

burning shell (stages 8 and 9 ). A high-mass star leaves the

four stars, including the SWl itself. 0:> (Sec. 1 7. 1 ) At the

main sequence on its journey toward the red-giant region

center of M80, the same 2-pc sphere would contai.tl more
than 10

million

stars--our night sky would be ablaze with

with an internal structure quite similar to that of its low-mass

COllSin. Thereafter, however, tlleir evolutionary tracks diverge.

thousands of objects brighter than Venus! The dense central

Figure 20. 1 5 compares the post-main-sequence evolu

cores of globular clusters are among the few places in the

tion of three stars, respectively, having masses 1, 4, and 10

entire universe where stellar collisions are likely to occur.
Recent high-precision measurements from

HST have

times the mass of the Sun. Note that, whereas stars like the
re

Sun ascend the red-giant branch almost vertically, stars of

vealed another, and as yet incompletely resolved, mystery

higher mass move nearly horizontally across the H-R dia

about globular clusters tlMt may change significantly our view

gram after leaving the upper main sequence. Their lumi

of how these systems formed. The inset to Figure 20. 1 4 shows
the H-R diagram of the cluster NGC 2808, revealing

three dis

tinct main sequences previously undetected in ground-based
observations. The stars in the iliree sequences contain different

nosities stay roughly constant as their radii increase and
tlleir surface temperatures drop.
ill stars having more than about 2.5 times the mass of
the Sun, helium burning begins smoothly and stably,

not
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• FI G URE 20.1 5 High-Ma •• Evolutionary Tracks Evolutionary
tracks for stars ofl, 4, and 10 solar masses (shemn only up to helium
ignition in the lem-mass case). Stars with masses comparable to that of
the Sun ascend the giant branch almost vertically, whereas higher-mass
stars mCNe rough ly horizontally across the H-R diagram from the mai n
sequence into the red-giant region. The most massive stars experience
smooth transitions into each new burning stage. No helium flash occurs
for stars more massive than about 25 solar masses. Some points are
labeled with the element that has just started to fuse in the inner core.
explosively-there is no helium flash. Calculations indicate
that the more massive a star, the lower is its core density

region before helium fusion begins. The star achieves a
central temperature of 1 08 K while it is still quite close to the
main sequence. As each element is burned to depletion at
the center, the core contracts and heats up, and fusion starts
again. A new inner core forms, contracts again, heats again,
and so on. The star's evolutionary track continues smoothly
across the supergiant region of the H-R diagram, seemingly
unaffected by each new phase of burning. The star's radius
increases as its surface temperature drops, so the star swells
to become a red supergiant.

<=

(Sec. 17.4)

With heavier and heavier elements forming at an ever
increasing rate, the high-mass star shown in Figure 20. 1 5 is
very close to the end of its life. We will discuss the evolution
and ultimate fate of such a star in more detail in the next
chapter, but suffice it to say here that it is destined to die in
a violent supernova-a catastrophic e.1(plosion releasing en
ergy that will most likely literally blow the star to pieces
soon after carbon and O>.:ygen begin to fuse in its core.
High-mass stars evolve so rapidly that, for most practical
observational purposes, they e.xplode and die shortly after
leaving the main sequence.
A good example of a post-main-sequence blue super
giant is the bright star Rigel in the constellation Orion. With
a radius some 70 times that of the Sun and a total luminosity
of more tllan 60,000 solar luminosities, Rigel is thought to
have had an original mass about 17 times that of the Sun,
although a strong stellar wind has probably carried away a
significant fraction of its mass since it formed. Although still
near the main sequence, Rigel is probably already fusing
helium into carbon in its core.
Perhaps the best-known red supergiant is Betelgeuse
(shown in Figures 17.8 and 1 7 . 1 1 ), also in Orion, and Rigel's
rival for the title of brightest star in the constellation. Its lumi

when the temperature reaches the 108 K necessary for

nosity is roughly 104 times that of the Sun in visible light and

pressure from degenerate electrons. As a result, above 2.5

that Betelgeuse is currently fusing helium into carbon and

helium ignition, and the smaller is the contribution to the
solar masses, the unstable core conditions described earlier
do not occur. The 4-solar-mass red giant in Figure 20. 1 5 re
mains a red giant as heliwn starts to fuse into carbon. There
is no sudden jump to the horizontal branch and no subse
quent reascent of the giant branch. Instead, the star loops
smoothly back and forth near the top of the H-R diagram.
A much more important divergence occurs at approxi
mately 8 solar masses-the dividing line between high and
low mass mentioned in Section 20. 1 . A low-mass star never
achieves the 600 million K needed to fuse carbon nuclei, so
it ends its life as a carbon-oxygen (or possibly neon-oxygen)

white dwarf. A high-mass star, however, can fuse not only
hydrogen and helium, but

also

carbon, oxygen, and even

heavier elements as its inner core continues to contract and
its central temperature continues to rise. The rate of burning
accelerates as the core evolves.

perhaps four times t11at in the infrared. Astronomers think
oxygen in its core, but its eventual fate is uncertain. As best we

can tell, the star's mass at formation was between 1 2 and 1 7

times the mass of the Sun. However, like Rigel and many
other supergiants, Betelgeuse has a strong stellar wind and is
known to be surrounded by a huge shell of dust of its own
making (see

Discovery 20-2). It also pulsates, varying in radius

by about 60 percent. The pulsations and strong wind may be

related to the huge spots observed on the star's surface (Figure

1 7. 1 1 ) . Together, they suggest that Betelgeuse has lost a lot of
mass since it formed, but just how much remains uncertain.

The End of the Road
Protostars and stars evolve because gravity always tends to
cause a nonburning stellar core to contract and heat up. The
contraction continues until it is halted eitller by electron

SECTION 20.4

Evolution of Stars More Massive than the Sun
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D I S C O V E RY 2 0 - 2
Mass Loss from G iant Stars
Astronomers now know that stars of all spectral types are active
and have stellar winds. Consider the highly luminous, hot, blue
0- and B-type stars, which have by far the strongest winds.
SatelUte and rocket observations have shown that their wind
speeds may reach 3000 km/s. The result is a yearly mass loss
sometimes exceeding 10-6 solar mass per year. Over the rela
tively short span of 1 million years, these stars blow a tenth of
their total mass-more than an entire solar mass of material
into space. The powerful stellar winds, driven directly by the
pressure of the intense ultraviolet radiation emitted by the stars
themselves, hollow out vast cavities in the interstellar gas.
The black-alld-white photograph here shows the super
giant star AG Ca rinae-50 tiDles more massive than the Sun alld
a million times brighter-shedding its outer atmosphere. The

star is shown puffing out vast clouds of gas and dus!. (The star,
at the center, is intentionally obscured to show the surrounding
faint nebula more clearly; the bright vertical line is also an
artifact-an effect of the optical system used to hide the star.)
The four-part aCCOmpallying HI/bble image captures an
other stellar outburst in the second half of the year 2002, during
which a star brightened more than a balf-million times our Sun's
luminosity. This star, with the tongue-twisting name V838
Monocerotis, is a highly variable (and poorly wlderstood) red
supergiallt about 20,000 light-years distall!. Actually, what we
are seeing here is not matter being expelled outward as fast as
the inlages imply; rather, a burst of light-often called a "light
echo"-is illuminating shells of gas and dust now surroWlding
the star, but that had been shed long ago. For scale, the rightmost
image is about 7 light-years across.
Observations made with radio, infrared, and optical tele
scopes have shown that lWllinous cool stars (e.g., K- alld M-type
red giants) also lose mass at rates comparable to those at whiell
lWllinous hot stars lose mass. Red-giant wind velocities, how
ever, are much lower, averaging merely 30 km/s. TIley carry
roughly as muell mass into space as do a-type stellar winds,
beca use their densities are generally much greater. Also, because
luminous red stars are inherently cool objects (with surface
temperatures of only about 3000 K), they emit virtually no
ultraviolet radiation, so the meChallism driving the winds must
differ from that driving the winds of luminous hot stars. We can
only surmise that gas turbulence, magnetic fields, or both in
the atmospheres of the red giants are somehow responsible.
The surface conditions in red giants are in some ways siDlilar to
those in T Tauri protostars, which are also known to exhibit
strong winds. Possibly the same basic mechanism-violent
surface activity-is responsible for both kinds of winds.
Unlike winds from hot stars, winds from these cool stars are
rich in dust particles and molecules. Nearly all stars eventually
evolve into red gialltS, so such winds are a major source of new
gas and dust to interstellar space and also provide a vital link
between the cycle of star formation and the evolution of the
interstellar medium.
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Stel lar Evolution
In Chapter 19, we saw how astronomers estunate the
ages of star clusters by determining which of their stars

Initi.1 M... (501.r Ma....)

have already left tile main sequence. 0:> (Sec. 19.6) In fact,
the main-sequence lifetimes that go UltO those age measure

Fin.1 5_

less than 0.08

(hydrogen) brown dwarf

0.08-0.25

helium white dwarf

0.25-8

carbon-<>xygen white dwarf

8-12 (approx.»

neon-<>xygen white dwarf

greater than 12'

supernova (Chapter 2 1 )

J!-Precise. numbers doe-pend at, tile (poorly hwwt1) amount ofmass lost

while the. star is on, and after it l£tlves, the main stqutmce.

up, and the process repeats. The more massive the star, the
more repetitions occur before the star finally dies. Thble 20.3
lists some possible outcomes of stellar evolution for stars of
dwarfs-the end

product of low-mass protostars unable even to fuse hydro
gen in their cores-are included in the list

co

(Sec. 1 9.3 )

Note that our earlier dividing line of 8 solar masses
between "low mass" and "high mass" really refers to the
mass at the time the carbon core forms. Since very lumi
nous stars often have strong stellar winds

the zero-age main sequence, astronomers can predict exactly
how a newborn cluster should look at any subsequent
time-which stars are on the main sequence, which are
becoming giants, and which have already burned themselves
out. Although we cannot see into the interiors of stars to test
our models, we can compare stars' outward appearances
between theory and observation is remarkably good.

clear fusion. In the latter case, a new nonburning core builds

brown

from theoretical models of stellar evolution. Starting from

with theoretical predictions. The agreement-in detail

degeneracy pressure or by the onset of a new round of nu

different masses. For completeness,

ments represent only a tiny fraction of the data obtained

(Discovery 20-2),

main-sequence stars as massive as 10 to 12 times the mass
of the SWl may still manage to avoid gOUlg supernova.
Unfortunately, we do not know e;(.1ctly how much mass
either Rigel or Betelgeuse has lost, so we cannot yet tell
whether they are above or below the threshold for becom
Ulg a supernova. Either might explode or instead become a
neon-oxygen white dwarf, but for now we can't say which.
We may just have to wait and see-in a million years or so
we will know for sure!

CO N C E PT C H E C K
V' What is the essential evolutionary difference between
high-mass and low-mass stars?

The Evolving Cluster H-R D iagram
We begin our study shortly after the cluster's formation,
with the upper main sequence already fully formed and
burning steadily and with stars of lower mass just beguming
to arrive on the maUl sequence, as shown in Figure 20.16(a).
The appearance of tile duster at this early stage is dominated
by its most massive stars: the bright blue supergiants. Now
let's follow the cluster forward in time and see how it evolves
by using an H-R diagram.
Figure 20. 16(b) shows the appearance of our cluster's
H-R diagram after 10 million years. The most massive
Ootype stars have left the main sequence. Most have already
exploded and vanished, as just discussed, but one or two
may still be visible as red supergiants. The remaining stars in
the cluster are largely unchanged in appearance--their evo
lution is slow enough that little happens to them in such a
relatively short period. The cluster's H-R diagram shows the
main sequence slightly cut off, along with a rather poorly
defined red-giant region. Figure 20. 1 7 shows the twin open
clusters h and chi Persei, along with their combined H-R
diagram. Comparing Figure 20. 17(b) with such diagrams as
those in Figure 20. 16, astronomers estilnate the age of tllis
pair of clusters to be about 10 million years.
After 1 00 million years ( Figure 20.16c), stars brighter
than type B5 or so (about 4-5 solar masses) have left the
main sequence, and a few more red supergiants are visible.
By this tinle, most of the cluster's low-mass stars have finally

20.5 Obse rvi ng Ste l l a r Evol ution
i n Sta r C luste rs

arrived on the main sequence, altllOugh the dimmest

Star clusters provide excellent test sites for the theory of

main-sequence stars and brighter red supergiants.

M-type stars may still be in their contraction phase. The
appearance of the cluster is now dominated by bright B-type

stellar evolution. Every star in a given cluster formed at

At any tinle during the cluster's evolution, the original

the same time, from the same interstellar cloud, and with

main sequence is intact up to some well-defined stellar mass,

virtually the same composition. Only the mass varies from

corresponding to the stars iliat are just leaving the main se

one star to another, thus allowing us to check the accuracy of

quence at that instant. We

our theoretical models in a very straightfonvard way.

beulg "peeled away" from the top down, witll fainter and

can

inlagine the main sequence

Having studied tile evolutionary tracks of individual stars in

fainter stars turning off and heading for the giant brancl1 as

some det.1il, let's now consider how their collective appear

time goes on. Astronomers refer to the high-luminosity end of

ance changes in time.

the observed main sequence as the main-sequence

turnoff.

SECTION 20.S

Observing Stellar Evolution in Star Clusters
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The mass of a star tha t is just evolving off the main sequence at
any moment is known as the tumoff mass.

At 1 billion years, the main-sequence turnoff mass is

100

around 2 solar masses, corresponding roughly to spectral

..:; . ..
.to

.,"
": : ::': : .

the evolution of low-mass stars are just becoming visible, as
indicated in Figure 20. 1 6(d). The formation of the lower

main sequence is now complete. 111 addition, the first \vilite

dwarfs have just appeared, although they are often too faint

0.01 Ti m e 0

(a)

type A2. The subgiant and giant branches associated with

=

to be observed at the distances of most clusters. Figure 20. 1 8
shows t h e Hyades open duster and its H-R diagram, which
appears to lie between Figmes 20. 16(c) and 20. 1 6(d), sug
gesting that the cluster's age is about 600 million years.
At 1 0 billion years, the turnoff point has reached solar

100

mass stars of spectral type G2. The subgiant and giant
brandIes are now clearly discernible (see Figure 20. 16e), and
t.he horizontal and asymptotic-giant branches appear as
distinct regions in the H-R diagram. Many \vilite dwarfs are
also present in the duster. Although stars in all these evolu

0.01

(b)

Time

=

tionary stages are also present in the I -billion-year-old dus

1 07 yr

ter shown in Figure 20.16(d), they are few in number then
typically only a few percent of the total number of stars

�

.$.

100

sequence .
turnoff

in the duster. Also, because they evolve so rapidly, these
.
'. �:
: . : r..
. " <.

high-mass stars spend very little time in the various regions.
Low-mass stars are much more numerous and evolve more
slowly, so more of them spend more time in any given

: : ', .-:-.. .
. . .. ::

region of the H-R diagram, allowing their evolutionary
tracks to be more easily discerned.
Figttre 20. 1 9 shows the globular duster 47 Thcanae. By

(c)

0.01

Ti me =

carefully adjusting their theoretical models until the duster's

10· yr

main sequence, subgiant, red-giant, and horizontal branches

are all well matched, astronomers have determined the age

of 47 Tucanae to be between 10 and 12 billion years, a little
older than our hypothetical duster in Figure 20. 1 6(e). In

100

(d)

0.01

Main- 

sequence
turnoff

Time =

fact, globular-duster ages determined in this \\fay show a

.. �:

remarkably small spread: All the globular dusters in our

I··: ::�·;.I ..:.. . .
...<:

10· yr

Asymptoti c g i an t

billion years ago.

. ,.,:.

b ranch '-..

Horizontal
b ranch
. :.:

1 00

Galaxy appear to have formed between about 10 and 1 2

R ed-g i ant

:.

Q star clusters make them nearly ideal test-beds for the theory of stellar
V evolution. Here we shCHII the changing H-R d i agram of a �pothetical star
... FIGURE 20.16 Cluste. Evolut.ion on the H-R Diagram

'-..

b ranch

cluster. (al Initially, stars on the upper ma in sequence are already burn i ng steadily

while the ICHller main sequence is still formi ng. (b) At 107 years, o-type stars have
al ready left the main sequence (as indicated by the arrCHllsl and a few red giants

B have evolved off the main
sequence. More red giants are visible, and the lower main sequence is almost
'
fully formed. (dl At 10 years. the main sequence is cut off at about spectral type
A. The subgiant and red-giant branches are just becoming evident, and the
formation of the lower main sequence is complete. A few white dwarfs may be
present (el At 10'0 years. only stars less massille than the Sun still remain on the
main sequence. The cluster's subgiant. red-giant. horizontal and asymptotic-giant
branches are all discernible. Many white dwarfs have now formed.
are visible. (cl By 10" years, stars of spectral type

Wh i te
dwarfs

. '. ' . '

(e)

0.01

Time

=

1 010 yr

.
:

•....

The properties of
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& FIGURE 20.17 Newborn Cluster H-R Diagram (a) The "dou ble

30,000

duster" h and chi Persei, two open clusters that apparently formed

at the same time, possibly even orbiting one another. (b) The H-R
diagram ofthe pair indicates that the stars are v ery young-probably
only a bout 10 mi llion years otd. Even so, the most massive stars have
already left the main sequence. (AURA)
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& F I G URE 20.18 Young Cluster H-R Diagram (a) The Hyades

Th e Theory of Stellar Evo l ution
The modern theory o f the lives and deaths o f stars is one more
excellent example of the scientific method in action. = (Sec.
1 .2) Faced with a huge volume of observational data, with little

or no theory to organize or explain it, astronomers in the late
19th and early 20th centuries painstakingly classified and cate
gorized the properties of the stars they observed. = (Sec.

17.5) During the first half of the 20th century, as quantum me
chanics began to yield detailed explanations of the behavior of

cluster, a relatively young group of stars v is ible to the naked eye, is
found 46 pc awilj in the constellation Taurus. (b) The H-R diagram for
this duster is cut off at a bout spectral type A, imply i ng an age of about
600 mi ll ion years. A few mass ive stars have already become white
dwarfs. (AURA)

light and matter on subatomic scales, theoretical explanations
of many key stellar properties emerged. = (Sec. 4.2) Since the
195Os, a truly comprehensive theory has emerged, tying
together the basic disciplines of atomic and nuclear physics,

Stellar Evolution i n Binary Systems

S E CTION 20.6
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(aJ The s outhern globular cluster 47 Tucanae. (b) Fitting its
its giant and horizontal branches to theoretical models gives 41 Tucan ae an age
of between 11 and 14 bi ll ion years, maki ng it one of the oldest-known objects in the Milky W� Galaxy. The
inset Is a high-resolution ultraviolet image of 41 Tucanae', core region, taken with the Hubble Space
Telescope and show ing many blue stragglers-massive stars lying on the main sequence above the turnoff
point, resulting perhaps from the merging of bi nary-star systems. (See also Figure 20.14.) The points
representing white dwarfs, some red dwarfs, and blue stragglers have been added to the original data set,
based on Hubble observations of this and other clusters. The white-dwarf data are for the cluster M4 (Figure
20.13). Data on the faintest main-sequence stars shown were obtained from ground-based observations. The
thickness of the lower main sequence is due almost entirely to observational limitations, which make it
difficult to determ i ne accurately the apparent b rightnesses and color, of lem-Iuminos ity stars. (£SO; NASA)

... FIGURE 20.19 Old Cluster H-R Diagram
main-sequence turnoff and

electromagnetism, thermodynamics, and gravitation into a
coherent whole. Theory and observation have proceeded hand

in hand, each refining and validating the details of the other as
astronomers continue to hone their understanding.

20.6 Ste l la r Evol ution i n
Bi n a ry Systems
We have noted that most stars in our Galaxy are not isolated

Stellar evolution is one of the great success stories of

objects, but are actually members of binary-star systems.

nite testable predictions about the universe while remaining

cused exclusively on isolated stars. This narrow focus

astrophysics. Like all good scientific theories, it makes defi

However, our discussion of stellar evolution has

so

far fo

flexible enough to incorporate new discoveries as they occur.

prompts us to ask how membership in a binary-star system

At the start of the 20th century, some scientists despaired of

changes the evolutionary tracks we have just described. In

ever knowing even the compositions of the stars, let alone

deed, because nuclear burning occurs deep in a star's core,

why they shine and how they change. Today, the theory of

does the presence of a stellar companion have any significant

stellar evolution is a cornerstone of modern astronomy. Its

effect at all? Perhaps not surprisingly, the answer depends on

predictions extend our understanding of the cosmos literally

the distance between the two stars in question.

to the limits of the observable universe.

For a binary system whose component stars are very
widely separated-that is, the distance between the stars is

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
V' Why are observations of star clusters so important to
the theo ry

of stellar evolution?

greater than perhaps a thousand stellar radii-the two stars
evolve more or less independently of one another, each

if the two stars are doser, then the

following the track appropriate to all isolated star of its
particular mass. However,
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gravitational pull of one may strongly influence the envelope

ponents lying well within their respective Roche lobes.

of the other. In that C.1Se, the physical properties of both may

For reference, let us label the component that is now the

deviate greatly from those calculated for isolated single stars.

As an example, consider the star Algol (Beta Persei, the

O.S-solar-mass subgiant as star 1 and the 3.7 -solar-mass
main-sequence star as star 2. Initially, star 1 was the more

second-brightest star in the constellation Perseus). By study

massive of the two, having perhaps three times the mass of

ing its spectrum and the variation in its light intensity,

the Sun. It thus turned off the main sequence first. Star 2 was

astronomers have determined that Algol is actually a binary

originally a less massive star, perhaps comparable in mass to

(in fact, an eclipsing double-lined spectroscopic binary, as

the Sun. As star 1 ascended the giant branch, it overflowed

described in Chapter 1 7), and they have measured its prop

its Roche lobe and gas began to flow onto star 2. This trans

erties very accurately.

fer of matter had the effect of reducing the mass of star 1

=

(Sec. 1 7.7) Algol consists of a 3.7-

solar-mass main-sequence star of spectral type BS (a blue

and increasing that of star 2, which in turn caused the Roche

giant) with a 0.8-solar-mass red-subgiant companion moving

lobe of star 1 to shrink as its gravity decreased. As a result,

in a nearly circuL'lt orbit around it. The stars are 4 million km

the rate at which star 1 overflowed its Roche lobe increased,

apart and have an orbital period of about 3 days.

and a period of unstable rapid

A moment's thought reveals that there is something odd

mass transfer ensued, trans

porting most of star 1 's envelope onto star 2. Eventually, the

about these findings. On the basis of our earlier discussion,

mass of star 1 became less than that of star 2. Detailed calcu

the more massive main-sequence star should have evolved

lations show that the rate of mass transfer dropped sharply

Jaster

than the less massive component. If the two stars

at that point, and the stars entered the relatively stable state

formed at the same time (as is assumed to be the case), there

we see today. These cllanges in Algol's components are illus

should be no way that the 0.8-solar-mass star could be

trated in Figure 20. 2 1 .

approaching the giant stage first. Either our theory of stellar

Being part o f a binary system has radically altered the

evolution is seriously in error, or something has modified

evolution of both stars in tlle Algol system. The original

the evolution of the Algol system . Fortunately for theorists,

high-mass star 1 is now a low-mass red subgiant, whereas

the latter is the case.

the roughly solar mass star 2 is now a massive blue-giant

As sketched in Figure 20.20, each star in a binary sys

main-sequence star. The removal of mass from the envelope

tem is surrounded by its own teardrop-shaped "wne of in

of star 1 may prevent it from ever reaching the helium flash.

fluence," inside of which its gravitational pull dominates the

Lnstead, its naked core may eventually be left behind as a

effects of both the other star and the overall rotation of the

helium white dwarf. In a few tens of millions of years, star 2

binary. Any matter within that region "belongs" to the star

will itself begin to ascend the giant branch and fill its own

and cannot easily flow onto the other component or out of

Roclle lobe. If star 1 is still a subgiant or a giant at that time,

the system. Outside the hvo regions, it is possible for gas to

a contact binary system will result. If, instead, star 1 has by

flow toward either star relatively easily.
The two teardrop-shaped regions are
c.1lled Roche lobes, after Edouard Roche,
the French mathematician who first stud
ied the binary-system problem in the
19th century and whose work we have
already encountered in the context of
planetary rings.

CIO

(Sec. 1 2.4) The Roche

lobes of the two stars meet at a point
on the line joining

them-the inner

Lagrangian point (L1 ), which we saw
in Chapter 14 in discussing asteroid mo
tions in the solar system.

00

(Sec. 14. 1 )

This Lagrangian point is a place
where the gravitational pulls of the two
stars exactly balance the rotation of the
binary system. The greater the mass of
one component, the larger is its Roche
lobe and the further from its center (and
the doser to the other star) is the La
grangian point.
Astronomers think that Algol started
off as a

detached binary,

with both com-

... F IGU RE 20.20 Stellar Roche Lobes Each star in a binary system can be pictured as

being surrounded by a ·zone of influence," or Roche lobe, inside of which matter may be
thought of as being "part" of that star. The two teardrop-shaped Roche lobes meet at the
Lagrangian point between the two stars. Outside the Roche lobes. matter may flow onto
either star with relative ease.
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.... FI G URE 20.21 Algol Evolution The evolution of the binary
star Algol. (a) Initially, Algol was probably a detached binary made up
of two main-sequence stars: a relatively massive blue giant and a less
ma;sive companion similar to the Sun. (b) As the more massive
component (star 1) left the main sequence, it ""panded to fill. and
eventually overflON, its Roche lobe, transferring large amounts of
matter onto its smaller companion (star 2). (c) Today, star 2 is the more
ma>sive of the two, but it Is on the main sequence. Star 1 is still i n the
subgiant phase and fills its Roche lobe, causing a steaely stream of
matter to pour onto its companion.

then become a white dwarf, a new mass-transfer period
with matter streaming from star 2 back onto star I-will
begin. In that case (as we will see in Chapter 2 1 ), Algol may
have a very active and violent future in store for it.
Just as molecules exhibit few of the physical or chemi
cal properties of their constituent atoms, binaries can display
types of behavior that are quite different from the behavior
of either of their component stars. The Algol system is a
fairly simple example of binary evolution, yet it gives us an
idea of the sorts of complications that can arise when two
stars evolve interdependently. We will return to tile subject
in the next two chapters, when we continue our discussion
of stellar evolution and the strange states of matter tllat
may ensue.

CONCEPT CHECK
V" Why is it important to understand the evolution of binary stars?

S U M M A RY
Stars spend most of their lives on the
main sequence, in the core-hydrogen
burning (p. 492) phase of stellar evolu
tion, stably fusing hydrogen into helium
at their centers. Stars leave the main
sequence when the hydrogen in their cores is exhausted. The Sun is
about halfway through its main-sequence lifetime and will reach
this stage about 5 billion years from now. Low-mass stars evolve
much more slowly than the Sun, and high-mass stars evolve much
faster.
2 When the =1tral nuclear fires in the
interior of a solar-mass star cease, the
helium in the star's core is still too cool to
-fuse into anything heavier. With no inter- ___
'nal energy source, the helium core is
unable to support itself against its own gravity and begins to

shrink. At this stage, the star is in the hydrogen-shell-burning
(p. 494) phase, in which the nonburning helium at the center is
surrounded by a layer of burning hydrogen. The energy released by
the contracting helium core heats the hydrogen-burning shell,
greatly increasing the nuclear reaction rates there. As a result, the
star becomes much brighter, while the envelope expands and cools.
A low-mass star like the Sun moves off
the main sequence Oil the H-R diagram
first along the subgiant branch (p. 495)
and then almost vertically up the
red-giant branch (p. 495).
3 Eventually, the contracting core of a
Sun-like star reaches the point at which
helium begins to fuse into carbon, but
conditions at the onset of helium burning
are such that the electrons in the core have
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become degenerate-they Crul be thought of as tiny, hard spheres
that, once brought into contact, present stiff resistance to being com
pressed any further. This electron degeneracy pressure (p. 496)
makes the core unable to "react" to the new energy source, and he
lium burning begins violently in a he1iwn flash (p. 496). The flash
expands the core and reduces ilie star's luminosity, sending the star
onto ilie horizontal branch (p. 496) of the H-R diagram. The star
now has a core of burning helium surrounded by a shell of burning
hydrogen.

4 Ai; helium bums in the core, it forms
an inner core of nonburning carbon. The
carbon core shrinks and heats the overlying
burning layers, andthe star once again be
comes a red giant, even more lunlinous
than before. It reenters the red-giant region
of the H-R diagram along the asymptotic-giant branch (p. 497).
The core of a low-mass star never becomes hot enough to fuse car
bon. Such a star continues to ascend the asymptotic-giant branch
until its envelope is ejected into space as a pllll1etary nebula (p.499).
At that point, the core becomes visible as a
hot, faint, and extremely dense white
dwarf, whereas the planet.lry nebula dif
fuses into space, carrying helium and some
carbon into the interstellar medium. The
white dwarf cools and fades, eventnally be
conling a cold black dwarf (p. 504).
5 High-mass stars evolve more rapidly
than low-mass stars because larger mass

Ma

ste n.'"'""
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results in higher central temperature. High-mass stars never initi
ate a helium flash, and they attain central temperatures high
enough to fuse carbon. These stars become red supergirults,
forming heavier and heavier elements in their cores at an increas
ingly rapid pace, and eventually die explosively.

6 The theory of stellar evolution can be
tested by observing star clusters, all of
whose stars formed at the same time. Ai;
time goes by, the most massive stars leave
the main sequence first, then the interme
diate-mass stars, and so on. At any in
stant, no stars with masses above the cluster's main-sequence
turnoff (p. 5(8) mass remain on tl,e main sequence. Stars below
this mass have not yet evolved into giants and so still lie on the
main sequence. By comparing a particular cluster's main-sequence
turnoff mass with theoretical predictions, astronomers can meas
ure the age of the cluster.

7

Stars in binary systems can evolve
quite differently from isolated stars
beca use of interactions with their com
prulions. Each star is surrowlded by a
teardrop-shaped Roche lobe (p. 5 12),
which defines the region of space within which matter "belongs"
to the star. As a binary star evolves into the giant phase, it may
overflow its Roche lobe, ruld gas flows from ilie giant onto its
companion. Stellar evolution in binaries can produce states that
are not achievable in single stars. In a sufficiently wide binary,
both stars evolve as though they were isolated.

For instructor-assigned homework go to www.masterillgastrollomy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Why don't stars live forever? Which types of stars live the
longest?

11. How do the late evolutionary stages of high-mass stars differ
from those of low-mass stars?

2. P�S

How do astronomers tesl Ihe theory of stellar
evolution?

12. What is the internal structure of a star on the asymptotic

3. How long crul a star like the Sun keep burning hydrogen in its

13. What is a planetary nebula? Why do many planetary nebulae

core?

4. Why is the depletion of hydrogen in the core of a star such an
inlportant event?

5. What makes an ordinary star become a red giant?
6. Roughly how big (in AU) will lhe SWl become when it enlers
the red-girult phase?

7. How long does it take for a star like the Sun to evolve from
the main sequence to the top of the red-giant branch?

giant brrulch?
appear as rings?

14. What are white dwarfs? What is their ultin,.te fale?
15. Can you think of a way in which a helium white dwarf mighl
exist today?

16. Why are white dwarfs hard to observe?

17. Do many black dwarfs exist in our Galaxy?

18. p�s

How Crul astronomers measure the age of a star

duster?

8. Do all stars eventually fuse heliwn in their cores?

19. What are the Roche lobes of a binary system?

9. What is a heliunl flash?

20. Why is it odd that the binary system Algol cousists of a

10. Describe an importrult way in which winds from red-giant
stars are linked to the interstellar medium.

low-mass red giant orbiting a high-mass maill-sequence star?
How did Algol come to be in this configuration?
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C O N C E PTU A L S E L F-T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. A star will evolve "off the main sequence" when it uses up

(a) all of its hydrogen; (b) half of its hydrogen; (e) most of the

hydrogen in the core; (d)

all of its gas.

2. On the main sequence, massive stars

(a) conserve their hy

drogen fuel by burning helium; (b) burn their hydrogen fuel
more rapidly than the Sun; (e) burn their fuel more slowly

than the SWl; (d) evolve into stars like the SWl.
3. Compared to other stars on the H-R diagram, red-giant stars

so named because they are (a) cooler; (b) fainter;
(e) denser; (d) younger.
are

4. When the Sun is on the red-giant branch, it will be found at

the (a) upper left;

(h) upper right; (e) lower right; (d) lower

left of the H-R diagram.

5.

6. VIS

If the evolutionary track in Overlay 3, showing a

Sun-like star, were instead illustrating a significantly more

(a) up and
(e) up and to the left;

massive star, its starting point (stage 7) would be
to the right; (b) down and to the left;

(d) down and to the right.
7. A white dwarf is supported by the pressure of tightly packed

(a) electrons; (b) protons; (e) neutrons; (d) photons.

8. VIS When the Sun leaves the main sequence, in Figure 20.3,

"Red Giant on the H-R Diagram: it will become (a) hotter;

(b) brighter; (e) more massive; (d) younger.

9. A star like the Sun will end up as a (a) blue giant; (b) white

dwarf;

(e) binary star; (d) red dwarf.

1 0. Compared to the Slm, stars plotted near the bottom left of the

After the core of a Sun-like star starts to fuse helium on the
horizontal branch, the core becomes (a) hotter; (b) cooler;

(e) larger; (d) dinulle r with time.

H-R diagram are much

(e) brighter; (d) denser.

(a) YOlmger; (b) more massive;

P RO B L E M S
TIle """,ber ofdots precedi"g each Problem i"dicates its approximate level ofdiffimlty.
1. • The SWl will leave the main sequence when roughly

10 percent of its hydrogen has been fused into helium. Using

ti,e giant branch, during which tinle its temperature drops by
a factor of three and its radius increases a hundredfold. What

the data given in Section 16.5 and Table 16.2, caIeulate the

is the new maximum distance at which the star would still be

total amount of

visible in the same telescope?

mass destroyed (i.e., converted into energy)

and the total energy released by the fusion of that amount of
matter.

7. • A Sun-like star goes through a rapid change in luminosity

2. • Use the radius-hmunosity-temperature relation to caku

between stages 8 and 9, when its Iwninosity increases by
about a factor of 100 in 1 05 years. On average, how rapidIy

late the radius of a red supergiant with temperature 3000 K

does the star's absolute magnitude change, in magnitudes

(half the solar value) and total lwninosity 1 0,000 times that

per year? Do you think this mange would be noticeable in a

of the Sun. = (Sec. 1 7.4) How many planets of our solar
system would this star engulf?
3. • What would be the lunlinosity of the Sun if its surface tem

perature were 3000 K and its radius were a. 1 AU, b. 5 AU?
4. • Use the radius-luminosity-temperature relation to caku

late the radius of a 1 2 ,OOO- K (twice the temperature of the
Sun), 0.OOO4-solar-lluninosity white dwarf.

5. •• The Sun will

reside on the main sequence for 1 0

distant star within a human lifetime?

8. • Calculate the average density of a red-giant core of 0.25

solar mass and radius 1 5,000

ties with the central density of the Sun. co (Sec. 16.2)
9. • A

10

years. If

the luminosity of a main-sequence star is proportional to the
fourth power of the star's mass, what is the mass of a star that
is just now leaving the main sequence in a duster that formed
a. 400 million years ago, b. 2 billion years ago?

6. •• A main-sequence star at a distance of 20 pc is barely visible
through a certain telescope. The star subsequently ascends

km. Compare your answer with

ti,e average density of the giant's envelope, if it has a 0.5 solar
mass and its radius is 0.5 AU. Compare each of the two densi

I S-solar-mass blue supergiant with a surface temperature

of 20,000 K becomes a red supergiant with the same total lu
minosity and a temperature of 4000 K. By what factor does its
radius change?

10 . •• The radius of Betelgeuse varies by about 60 percent within

a period of 3 years. If the star's surface temperature remains
constant, by how much does its absolute magnitude change
during this time?

STELLAR
EXPLOSI NS
N OVA E, S U P E R N O VA E , A N D T H E
F O R M AT I O N O F T H E E L E M E N T S
LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J
4
5

6

Explain how white dwarfs in binary-star
systems can become explosively active.
Summarize the sequence of events leading
to the v iolent death of a massive star.
Describe the two types of supernovae, and
explain how each is produced.
Describe the observational evidence for
the occurrence of supernovae in our
Galaxy.
Explain the origin of elements heavier than
helium, and discuss the significance of
these elements for the study of stellar
evolution.
Outline how the universe continually
recycles matter through stars and the
interstellar medium.

hat fate awaits a star when it runs out of fuel? For
a low-ma ss star, the white-dwarf stage is not necessarily
the end of the road: The potential exists for further
violent activity if a binary companion can provide
additional fuel. High-mass stars-whether they are or
are not members of binaries-are also destined to die
explosively, releasing vast amounts of energy. creating
many

heavy

elements.

and

scattering

the

debris

throughout interstellar space.
T hese cataclysmic explosions may trigger the for 
mation o f new stars. continuing the cycle o f stellar birth
and death. In this chapter. we will study in more detail
both the pro cesses responsible for the explosions and
the mechanisms that create the elements from which we
ourselves are made.

There is something philosophically

THE BIG intriguing about the idea that the
PICTURE

deaths of some stars cause the birth
of others, at the same time forming
many of the elements that make up our own
world. There is also something fantastic about
the idea that we are made of stardust-yet it
happens to be true.

M a ste r

LEFT: A" elements heavier than iron were created in supernovae-violent

stellar

explasions that mark the deaths ofmassive stirS. Supernovae

have been observed in many locations across the sky. often In galaxies

far from our own. This billion-bit mosoic of severol images from the
Hubble Space Telescope shows 0 much doser example-the Crab
Nebula, the debris field of a massive star that was actually seen in the
sky about a thousond yelrs ago as it blew itself to smithereens. (STScI)

ngASTRON0MY.
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C H A PT E R 2 1

Stellar Explosions

Life after Death
for W h ite Dwarfs

Although most stars shine steadily day after day and year
after year, some change dramatically in brightness over very
short periods of time. One type of star, called a nova (plural:
novae) , may increase enormously in brightness---by a factor
of 10,000 or more-in a matter of days and then slowly
return to its initial luminosity over a period of weeks or
months. The word nova means "new" in Latin, and to early
observers these stars did indeed seem new because they
appeared suddenly in the night sky. Astronomers now recog
nize that a nova is not a new star at all. It is instead a white
dwarf-a normally very faint star-wldergoing an explo
sion on its surface that results in a rapid, temporary increase
in the star's luminosity.
Figures 2 1 . 1 (a) and (b) illustrate the brightening of a
typical nova. Figure 2 1 . 1 (c) shows a nova light curve,
demonstrating how the luminosity rises dramatically in a
matter of days and then fades slowly back to normal over the
course of several months. On average, two or three novae are
observed each year. Astronomers also know of many
recurrent novae--stars that have been observed to "go nova"
several times over the course of a few decades.
What could cause such an explosion on a faint, dead
star? The energy involved is far too great to be explained by
flares or other surface activity, and as we saw in the previous
chapter, there is no nuclear activity in the dwarf's interior.
co (Sec. 20.3) To understand what happens, we must con
sider again the fate of a low-mass star after it enters the
white-dwarf phase.
We noted in Chapter 20 that the white-dwarf stage
represents the end point of a star's evolution. Subsequently,
the star simply cools, eventually becoming a black dwarf-a
burned-out ember in interstellar space. This scenario is
quite correct for an isolated star, such as our SWl. However,
should the star be part of a binary system, an important new
possibility exists. If tlle distance behveen the two stars is
small enough, then the dwarf's tidal gravitational field can
pull matter-primarily hydrogen and helium-away from
the surface of its main-sequence or giant companion.
co (Sec. 7.6) The system then becomes a mass-transferring

� F IGURE 21.1 Nova A nova is a star that suddenly increase,s
enormously in brightness, then slowly fades back to its original
luminosity. N""ae are the result of explosions on the surfaces of faint
wh ite-dwarf stars caused by matter falling onto their su rfaces from the
atmosphere of larger bi nary companions. Shown is N""a Herculis 1934
in (a) March 1935 and (b) May 1935, after brightening by a factor of
60,000. (c) The light curve of a typical nova. The rapid rise and slow
decline in the light received from the star, as well as the maximum
brightness attained, are in good agreement with the explanation of
the nova as a nudear flash on a white-dwarfs surface. (UG/Lick
Obsermtor),)

binary, sinlilar to those discussed in Chapter 20. A stream of
gas leaves the companion through the inner (L1) Lagrangian
point and flows onto the dwarf. 00 (Sec. 20.6)
Because of the binary's rotation and the white dwarf's
small size, material leaving the companion does not fall
directly onto the dwarf, as indicated in Figure 20.2 1 . Instead,
such material "misses" the compact star, loops arowld be
hind it, and goes into orbit around it, forming a swirling,
flattened disk of matter called an accretion disk (shown in
Figure 2 1 .2). Due to the effects of viscosity (i.e., friction)
within the gas, the orbiting matter in the disk drifts gradu
ally inward, its temperature increasing steadily as it spirals
down onto the dwarf's surface. The inner part of the accretion
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.... F IG U RE 21.2 Close Binary System
If a wh ite dwarf in a semidetached binary
system is dose enough to its companion
On this case, a main-sequence star), its
gravitational field can tear matter from the
companion's surface. Compare Figure 20.11,
but note that, unlike the s cenario shown in
that earlier figure, the matter does not fall
directly onto the white dwarf's surface.
Instead, it forms an accretion disk of gas
spi raling down onto the dwarf.

disk becomes

so

hot that it radiates strongly in the visible,

apparently caught in the act of expelling mass from their

the ultraviolet, and even the X-ray portions of the electro
magnetic spectrum. In many systems, the disk outshines the

surfaces. A nova's decline in brightness results from the
expansion and cooling of the white dwarf's surface layers

white dwarf itself and is the main source of the light emitted
between nova outbursts. X rays from the hot disk are rou
tinely observed in many galactic novae. The point at which

as they are blown into space. Studies of the details of
the brightness curve associated with a nova provide as
tronomers with a wealth of information about both the

the infalling stream of matter strikes the accretion disk often
forms a turbulent "hot spot," causing detectable fluctuations

dwarf and its binary companion.
A nova represents one way in which a star in a binary

in the light emitted by the binary system.
The "stolen" gas becomes hotter and denser as it builds
up on the white dwarf's surface. Eventually, its temperature
exceeds 1 0 7 K, and the hydrogen ignites, fusing into helium

system can extend its "active lifetime" well into the white
dwarf stage. Recurrent novae can, in principle, repeat t11eir
violent outbursts many dozens, if not hundreds, of times.
But even more extreme possibilities exist at the end of stellar
evolution. Vastly more energetic events may be in store,

at a furious rate. (Figure 2 1 .3a--<l illustrates the sequence
of events.) This surface-burning stage is as brief as it is
violent: The star suddenly flares up in luminosity and then

given the right circumstances.

fades away as some of the fuel is exhausted and the remain
der is blown off into space. If the event happens to be visible
from Earth, we see a nova. Figure 2 1 .4 shows two novae

CONCEPT CHECK

V' Will the Sun ever become a nova?

(e)

.. F IGURE 21.3 Nova Explosion In this artist's concepti on, a white-dwarf star (actually faraway at upper
left) orbits a cool red giant (a). As the dwarf swings around in an el li pti cal orbit, coming closer to the giant,
material accretes from the giant to the dwarf and accumulates on the white dwarf's surface (b and c� The
dwarf star then ignites in hydrogen fusion as a nova outburst (d). (D. Berry)
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21.2 The End of a H igh-M ass Sta r
A low-mass star-a star with a mass of less than about
8 solar masses--never becomes hot enough to burn carbon
in its core. It ends its life as a carbon-oxygen (or possibly
neon-oxygen) white dwarf. co (Sec. 20.3) A high-mass star,
however, can fuse not just hydrogen and helium, but also
carbon, oxygen, and even heavier elements as its inner core
continues to contract and its central temperature continues
to rise.
(Sec. 2004 ) The burning rate accelerates as the
core evolves. Can anything stop this runaway process? Is
there a stable "white-dwarf-like» state at the end of the
evolution of a high-mass star? \>\'hat is the ultimate fate of
such a star? To answer these questions, we must look more
carefully at fusion in massive stars.
-=

(a)

Fusion of Heavy Elements

• F I G URE 21.4 Nova Matte. Ejection (a) The ejection of material
from a star's surface can dearly be seen in this image of NOla Persei.
taken some SO years after it suddenly brightened by a factor of
40.000 in 1901. This corresponds apprc.dmately to Figure 21.3(d).
(b) Nova Cygni, imaged here with a European camera on the Hubble
Space Telescope, erupted in 1992. At left, more than a year after the
blast, a rapidly billowing bubble is seen; at right, 7 mo nths after that,
the shell continued to expand and distort The images are fuzzy
because the object is more than 10,000 light-years aWilj.
(Palomar Observatory; ESA)

Figure 2 1 . 5 is a cutaway diagram of the interior of a highly
evolved star of large mass. Note the numerous layers in
which various nuclei burn. As the temperature increases
with depth, the ash of each burning stage becomes the fuel
for the next stage. At the relatively cool periphery of the
core, hydrogen fuses into heliwn. In the intermediate layers,
shells of helium, carbon, and m.:ygen burn to form heavier
nuclei. Deeper down reside neon, magnesium, silicon, and
other heavy nuclei, all produced by nuclear fusion in the lay
ers over/ying the core. ( Recall that, to astronomers, a "heavy»
element is anything more massive than helium.) The core
itself is composed of iron. We will study the key reactions in
this burning chain in more detail later in the chapter.
As each element is burned to depletion at the center, the
core contracts, heats up, and starts to fuse the ash of the previ
ous burning stage. A new urner core forms, contracts again,

Core

OlIygen

- - - _N.!"� fusion ---=lI1I1=Fl�

Magnesium
fusion

Silicon fusion
Iron ash

Star

Core

� Interactive

F IGURE 21.5
Heavy-Element Fusion
Cutaw",>, diagram ofthe interior
.,.J of a highly evolved star of mass
greater than 8 solar masses (not to
scale). The interior resembles the liljers
of an onion, with shells of progressively
he""ier elements buming at smaller and
smaller radii and at higher and higher
temperatures.
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heats again, and so on. Through each period of stability and

However, splitting a heavy nucleus ( such as uranium, or

instability, the star's central temperature increases, the nuclear

plutonium, which lies just off the right edge of the figure)

reactions speed up, and the newly released energy supports the

into lighter nuclei does release energy-this is how nuclear

star for ever-shorter periods of time. For example, in round

re.Ktors and atomic bombs work.

numbers, a star 20 times more massive than the Sun burns hy

Iron lies at the dividing line between these two types of

drogen for 10 million years, helium for 1 million years, carbon

behavior-at the lowest point of the curve in the figure.

for a thousand years, oxygen for a year, and silicon for a week.

Its iron core grows for less than a day.

ting them into lighter ones. In effect, iron plays the role of a
fire extinguisher, damping the inferno in the stellar core.

Col lapse of the I ron Core
Once the inner core begins to change into iron, our high

mass star is in trouble. At; illustrated in Figure 2 1 .6, iron is

the

most stable element

there is. To understand the figure,

imagine fusing four protons to form helium-4. According to
the figure, the mass per particle of a helium-4 nucleus is less
than the mass of a proton, so mass is lost and (in accordance
with the law of conservation of mass and energy) energy is
released.

=

(Sec. 1 6.6) Similarly, combining three helium-4

nuclei to form carbon results in a net loss of mass, again
rele.1sing energy. In other words, the left side of the figure
shows how light elements can fuse to release energy. The
right side of the figure shows the opposite process, known as

fission.

Iron nuclei are so compact that energy cannot be extracted
either by combining them into heavier elements or by split

Here, combining nuclei will increase the total mass

per particle and hence absorb energy, so fusion can't occur.

With the appearance of substantial quantities of iron, the
central fires cease for the last time, and the star's internal
support begins to dwindle. The star's foundation is de
stroyed, and its equilibrium is gone forever. Even though
the temperature in the iron core has reached several billion
kelvins by this stage, the enormous inward gravitational
pull of matter ensures catastrophe in the very near future.
Gravity overwhelms the pressure of the hot gas, and the star
implodes, falling in on itself.
The core temperature rises to nearly 10 billion K.
According to Wien's law, at that temperature individual pho
tons have tremendously high energies-enough to split iron
into lighter nuclei and then to break those lighter nuclei
apart until only protons and neutrons remain.

00

(Sec- 4.2)

Tlus process is known as photo disintegration of the heavy el
ements in the core. In less than a second, the collapsing core
Ulldoes all the effects of nuclear fusion that occurred during
the previous 1 0 million years! But to split iron and lighter

Hydrogen
.Ill
"

.�a.
�
g

0;
a.
c

�

nuclei into smaller pieces reqllires a lot of energy (Figure

Deuterium

2 1 .6, moving from iron to the left). After all, this splitting
is just the opposite of the fusion reactions that generated
the star's energy during earlier times. Photodisintegration

uSion

absorbs some of the core's thermal energy-in other words,
it cools the core and thus reduces the pressure there. As
nuclei are destroyed, the core of the star becomes even less

"'

� Heli

Uranium

Now the core consists entirely of simple elementary

50

�'.IG

able to support itself against its own gravity. The collapse
accelerates.

1 00
1 50
200
Number of particles in nucleus
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• F IGURE 21.6 Nuclear Masses This graph shows how the masses

(per nudear partide-proton or neutron) of most known nudei
"""". vary with nuclear mass. It contains a lot of information about
nuc ear structure and stability. When light nuclei fuse (left side of the
flgurel the mass per partide decreases and ener� is released.
co (Sec. 16.6) Similarly, when heavy nudei split apart (right side), the
total mass again decreases and ener� is again released. The nudeus
with the smattest mass per nuclear particle-the most stable
element-is iron. It can be neither fused nor split to release energy.
Nuclear burning in stars starts at �drogen and mCNes through
progressively heavier and heavier elements, att the way to iron. But
fusion cannot form elements heavier than iron; those elements are
created in the violent explosion that inevitably follows the appearance
of iron in the star's core.

particles--electrons, protons, neutrons, and photons--at

enormously high densities, and it is still shrinking. At; the

density of the core continues to rise, the protons and elec

trons are crushed together, forming neutrons and neutrinos:
p + e -> n + neutrino.
This process is sometimes called the

neutronization of

the core. Recall from our discussion in Chapter 16 that the
neutrino is an extremely elusive particle that hardly interacts
at all with matter.

=

(Sec. 1 6 .6) Even though the central

density by this time may have reached 1 0 1 2 kg/m3 or more,

most of the neutrinos produced by neutronization pass
through the core as if it weren't there. They escape into
space, carrying away energy as they go, further reducing the
core's pressure support.
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... F IGURE 21.7 Supernova 1987A
A .upernova ca lied SN 1987A (arrow)
was ""ploding near this nebula (called
30 Doradus) at the moment the
photograph on the right was taken.
The photograph on the left is the
normal appearance of the star field.
(See Discovery 21-1.) (AURA)

S upernova Exp losion
The disappearance of the electrons and the escape of the
neutrinos make matters even worse for the core's stability.
There is now nothing to prevent it from collapsing all the way
to the point at which the neutrons come into contact with
one another, at the incredible density of about 1015 kglm3. At
this point, the neutrons in the shrinking core offer rapidly
increasing resistance to further compression, producing
enormous pressures that finally slow the core's gravitational
collapse. By the time the collapse is actually halted, however,
the core has overshot its point of equilibrium and may reach
densities as high as 1017 or 1018 kg/m3 before turning around
and beginning to reexpand. Like a fast-moving ball hitting a
brick wall and bouncing back, the core becomes compressed,
stops, and then rebounds--with a vengeance!
The events just described do not take long. Only about
a second elapses from the start of the collapse to the
"bounce" at nuclear densities. At that point, the core re
bounds. An enormously energetic shock wave sweeps
through the star at high speed, blasting all the overlying
layers--including all the heavy elements just formed out
side the iron inner core-into space. Although computer
models are still somewhat inconclusive, and the details of
how the shock reaches the surface and destroys the star
remain uncertain, the end result is not: The star explodes,
in one of the most energetic events known in the universe
(see Figure 2 1 .7). For a period of a few days, the exploding

21.3

Supernovae

Let's compare a supernova with a nova. Like a nova, a
supernova is a star that suddenly increases dramatically in
brightness and then slowly dims again, eventually fading
from view. In its unexploded state, a star that will become a
supernova is known as the supernova's progenitor. In some
cases, supernovae light curves can appear quite similar to
those of novae, and a distant supernova can look a lot like a
nearby nova-so much so, in fact, that the difference be
tween the two was not fully appreciated until the 1920s. But
novae and supernovae are now known to be quite different
phenomena. Supernovae are much more energetic events,
driven by very different underlying physical processes.*

Novae and Supernovae
Well before they tmderstood the causes of either novae or
supernovae, astronomers knew of clear observational differ
ences between them. The most important of these differences
is that a supernova is more than a million times brighter
than a nova. A supernova produces a burst of light billions
of times brighter than the Sun, reaching that level of bright
ness within just a few hours after the start of the outburst.
The total amount of electromagnetic energy radiated by a
supernova during the few months it takes to brighten and
fade away is roughly 1 043 J-nearly as much energy as the

star may rival in brightness the entire galaxy in which it
resides. This spectacular death rattle of a high-mass star is
known as a

core-collapse supernova.

"-'"Note rlu:u, in discI4ssing novae and 5upe.rno110t; astronomers tend to blllr ,I,e

distinction benvee.tl the observed event (he
t sudden appearance and hrigJwm 

CO N C EPT CHECK
ttl' Why does the i ron core of a high-mass star collapse?

it'g of0'1 object i" ,lre sly), the process responsible for the event (0 violent ex

it. or Otl a star), and the object i"t.se1f{the star itself is called a nova ora
as fl,e c as e ttlay be). Vie "va terms can have any of the three

5Upen'lOva,

plos;o,1

mea"itlg� depetlding OM tllf context
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supernova mechanism, we must return to the processes that

-20

Type 11 -

10·

Supernovae

200

Time (days)

.. F IG U R E 21 .8 Supernova Light Curves The light curves of typical
Type I and Type II supernovae. In both cases, the maximum luminosity
can sometimes reach that of a billion suns, but there are characteristic
differences in the falloff of the luminosity after the initial peak. Type I
light curves somewhat resemble those of nCNae (see Fi gure 21.1), but
the total release of energy is much larger. Type II curves have a

characteristic plateau during the declining phase.

c.1use

novae and consider the long-term consequences of

their accretion�plosion cycle.
Novae eject matter from a white dwarf's surface, but
they do not necessarily expel or burn all the material that

has accumulated since the last outburst. In other words,
there is a tendency for the dwarf's mass to increase slowly
with each new nova cycle. As its mass grows and the internal
pressure required to support its weight rises, the white dwarf
c.1 n enter into a new period of instability-with disastrous
consequences.
Recall that a white dwarf is held up not by thermal pres
sure (heat), but by the degeneracy pressure of electrons that
have been squeezed so close together that they have effec
tively come into contact with one another.

=

(Sec. 20.3)

However, there is a limit to the pressure that these electrons
can exert. Consequently, there is a limit to the mass of a
white dwarf, above which electrons cannot provide the pres
sure needed to support the star. Detailed calculations show
that the maxin1um mass of a white dwarf is about 1 .4 solar

Sun will radiate during its

entire

lO
l O -year lifetime! (Enor

mous as this energy is, however, it pales in comparison with
the energy emitted in the form of neutrinos, which may be

100 times greater.)
A second important difference is that the same star may
become a nova many times, but a star can become a
supernova only once. This fact was unexplained before
astronomers knew the precise nature of novae and super
novae, but it is easily understood now that we understand
how and why these explosions occur. The nova accretion
explosion cycle described earlier c.1n take place over and over
again, but a supernova destroys the star involved, with no
possibility of a repeat performance.
In addition to the distinction between novae and super
novae, there are also important observational differences

among

supernovae. Some supernovae contain very little

hydrogen, according to their spectra, whereas others contain
a lot. Also, the light curves of the hydrogen-poor supernovae
are qualitatively different from those of the hydrogen-rich
ones. On the basis of these observations, astronomers divide
supernovae into two classes, known sirnply as Type I and
Type II. Type I supernovae, the hydrogen-poor kind, have a
light curve somewhat similar in shape to that of typical
novae; Type II supernovae, whose spectra show lots of
hydrogen, usually have a characteristic "plateau" in the light
curve a few months after the maximum (see Figure 21.8).
Observed supernovae are divided roughly equally between
these two categories.

Carbon-Detonation Su pernovae

masses, a mass often called the
tile

Indian-American

Chandrasekhar mass,

astronomer

Subramanyan

after

Chan

drasekhar, whose work in tlleoretical astrophysics earned
him a Nobel Prize in physics in 1983.
If an accreting white dwarf exceeds the Chandrasekhar
mass, the pressure of the degenerate electrons in its interior
becomes unable to witllstand the pull of gravity, and the
star immediately starts to collapse. Its internal temperature
rapidly rises to the point at which carbon can fuse into
heavier

elements.

Carbon

fusion

begins

everywhere

throughout the white dwarf almost simultaneously, and the
entire star explodes in another type of supernova-a so
called ca rbon-detonation supernova-comparable in vio
lence to the "implosion» supernova associated with the
death of a high-mass star, but born of a very different cause.
In an alternative and (many astronomers think) possibly
more common scenario, two white dwarfs in a binary sys
tem may collide and merge to form a massive, unstable star.
The end result is the same: a carbon-detonation supernova.
We can now understand the differences between Type I
and Type II supernovae. The explosion resulting from the
detonation of a carbon white dwarf, the descendant of a
low-mass star, is a supernova of Type I. Because this con
flagration stems from a system containing virtually no hy
drogen, we can readily see why the spectrum of a Type I
supernova shows little evidence of that element. The appear
ance of the light curve (as we will soon see) results almost
entirely from the radioactive decay of unstable heavy ele
ments produced in the e.xplosion itself.
The irnplosio�plosion of the core of a massive star,
described earlier, produces a Type II supernova. Detailed

What is responsible for these differences among supernovae?

computer models indicate that the characteristic shape of

Is there more than one way in which a supernova explosion

the Type II light curve is just what would be expected from

can occur? The answer is yes. To understand the alternative

the e.xpansion and cooling of the star's outer envelope as it is
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D I S C O V E RY 2 1 - 1
Su pernova 1 987 A
In 1 987, astronomers were treated to a spectacular supernova in
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), a small satellite galaxy or
biting our own (see Section 24.2). Observers in Chile first saw
the explosion on February 24, and within a few hours, nearly all
Southern Hemisphere telescopes and every available orbiting
spacecraft were focused on the object. It was officially named SN
1 987A. (The SN stands for "supernova; 1987 gives the year, and
A identifies the supernova as the first seen that year.) This was
one of the most dramatic changes observed in the wliverse in
nearly 400 years. A I S-solar-mass B-type supergiant star with
the catalog name SK�9"202 exploded and outshone all the
other stars in the LMC combined for a few weeks, as shown in
the ''before'' and "after" images of Figure 2 1 .7.
Because the LMC is relatively dose to Earth and because the
explosion was detected so soon after it occurred, SN 1 987A has
provided astronomers with a wealth of detailed information on
supernovae, allowing them to make key comparisons between
theoretical models and observational reality. By and large, the
theory of stellar evolution described in the text has held up very
well. Still, SN 1987A did hold some surpri.ses.
According to its hydrogen-rich spectrum, the supernova was
of Type II-the core-collapse type---as expected for a high-mass
parent star sum as SK-69°202. But according to Figure 20. 1 5
(which was computed for stars in our own Galaxy), the parent star
should have been a red supergiant at the time of the explosion
not a blue supergiant, as was actually observed. This unexpected
finding caused theorists to scramble in search of an exphmation. It
now seems that, relative to young stars in the Milky Way, the par
ent star's envelope was deficient in heavy elements. This deficiency
had little effect on the evolution of the core and on the supernova
explosion, but it did mange the star's evolutionary track on the
H-R diagram. Unlike a Milky Way star with the same mass,
SK�9°202 shrank and looped back toward the main sequence
once heliWll ignited in its core. Following the ignition of carbon,
the star, with a surface temperahlTe of around 20,000 K, had just
begun to return to the right on the H-R diagram when the rapid
chain of events leading to the supernova occurred.
The shape of the light CllTVe of SN 1987A, shown in the first
figure, also differed somewhat from the "standard" Type II shape
(see Figure 2 1 .8). The peak brightness was less th31l the expected
value. For a few days after its initial detection, the supernova faded
as it expanded 311d cooled rapidly. After about a week, the surfuce
temperahlTe had dropped to about SOOO K, at whim point elec
trons and protons near the expanding surfuce recombined into
atomic hydrogen, making the surfuce layers less opaque 311d

blown into space by the shock wave sweeping up from

allowing more radiation from the interior to leak out. As a result,
the supernova brightened rapidly as it grew. The temperahlTe
of the expanding layers reamed a peak in late May, by whim point
the radius of the expanding photosphere was about 2 X 1 0 lO km
-<I little larger than our solar system. Subsequently, the photo

sphere cooled as it exp3l1ded, and the Iwninosity dropped as the
internal supply of heat from the explosion dissipated into space.

Time (days)
Much of the preceding description would apply equally well
to a Type II supernova ill our own Galaxy. The differences be
tween the SN 1 987A light curve shown here 311d the Type II light
curve in Figure 2 1 .8 are mainly the result of the (relatively) small
size of SN I 987A's parent star. TI,e peak luminosity of SN 1987A
was less th3l1 that of a "nornlal" Type II supernova because
SK-69"202 was small and quite tighdy bowld by gravity. A lot of
the energy emitted in the form of visible radiation (and evident in
Figure 2 1 .8) was used up ill expanding SN 1987A's stellar enve
lope, so far less was left over to be radiated into space. Thus, SN
1 987A's luminosity during the first few months was lower thrul ex
pected, 311d the early peak evident in the figure did not occur. The
peak in the SN 1987A light curve at about 80 days actually corre
sponds to the plateau in the Type II light curve in Figure 2 1 .8.
About 20 hours before the supernova was detected optically,
a brief ( 13-second) burst of neutrinos was sinlUlt3l1eously
recorded by undergrollI1d detectors in Japan and the United
States. (X) (Sec. 16.7) As discussed in the text, the neutrinos are
predicted to arise when electrons 311d protons in the star's
collapsing core merge to form neutrons. The neutrinos preceded
the light because they escaped during the collapse, whereas the
first light of the explosion was emitted only after the supernova
shock had plowed through the body of the star to the surface.
In fact, theoretical models consistent with these observations
suggest that vastly more energy was emitted in the form of neu
trinos than in any other form. The supernova's neutrino lumi
nosity was many tens of thousands of times greater d,an its
optical energy output.

well-studied Type II supernova that confirmed many basic

below. The expanding material consists mainly of unburned

theoretical predictions, while also forcing astronomers to re

gas-hydrogen and helium-so it is not surprising that

vise the details of their models.)

those elements are strongly represented in the supernova's
observed spectrum. (See

Discovery 21-1

for an account of a

Figure 2 1 .9 summarizes the processes responsible for
the two different types of supernovae. We emphasize that,

S ECT I O N 2 1 . 3

1994

1 998

2001

Despite some unresolved details in SN 1987A's behavior, the
detection of the neutrino pulse is considered to be a brilliant
confirmation of theory. This singular event-the detection of
neutrinos-may well herald a new age of astronomy. For the
first time, astronomers have received infomlation from a specific
body beyond the solar system by radiation outside the electro
magnetic spectrwn.
TI1eory predicts that the expal1(iing remnant of SN 1987A is
now on the verge of being resolvable by optical telescopes. The
accompanying photographs show the barely resolved renmant
(at center) surrounded by a much larger shell of glowing gas (in
yellow). Scientists reason that the progenitor of the supernova
expelled this shell during its red-giant phase, some 40,000 years
before the explosion. The image we see results from the initial flash
of ultraviolet light from the supernova hitting the ring and causing
it to glow brightly. As the debris from the explosion itself strikes the
ring, it has become a temporary, but intense, source of X rays. The

despite the similarity in the total amounts of energy in
volved, Type I and Type II supernovae are unrelated to one
another. They occur in stars of very different types, under
very different circumstances. All high-mass stars become
Type II (core-collapse) supernovae, but only a tiny fraction

2003

Supernovae
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2007
2004
f/ F'j\1�l\I\L'lVvm

2000 Chandra X-roy image and diagran1 at top rigl1t show the
fastest-moving ejecta impacting the irregular inner edge of the
ring, forn1ing the small ( 1000 AU in diameter) glowing regions on
its left side. The six insets to the main in1age dearly show the ring
'1ighting up" as the shock wave from ilie explosion reaches it.
These images also show core debris (purple) moving out
ward toward the ring. The six insets show material cooling and
becoming fainter as it expands at nearly 3000 km/s. The main
image also revealed, to everyone's surprise, two additional faint
rings that might be caused by radiation sweeping across an
hourglass-shaped bubble of gas, itself perhaps the result of a
nonspherical ''bipolar'' steUar wind from the progenitor star be

fore the supernova occurred.
Buoyed by the success of steUar-evolution theory and
armed with firm ilieoretical predictions of what should happen
next, astronomers eagerly await future developments in the story
of this remarkable object.

of low-mass stars evolve into white dwarfs that ultimately
explode as Type I (carbon-detonation) supernovae. How
ever, there are far more low-mass stars than high-mass stars,
so, by a remarkable coincidence, the two types of supernova
occur at roughly the same rate.
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(a) Type I Supernova

(b) Type II Supernova
Heavy
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Hydrogen
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wave

Explosion

Massive star imploding

... F I G U RE 21.9 Two Types of Supernova Ty pe I and Type II supernCNae have different causes. These
sequences depict the evolutionary h i story of each type. (a) A Type I supernova usually results whe n a
carbon-rich white dwarf pulls matter onto ts
i elf from a nearby red-giant or main-sequence companion.
(b) A Type II supernCNa occurs when the core of a high-mass star collapses and then rebounds in a
catastrophic explosion.

S upernova Remnants
We have plenty of evidence that supernovae have occurred
in our Galaxy. Occasionally, the explosions themselves are
visible from Earth. In many other cases, we can detect their
glowing remains, or supernova remnants. One of the best
studied supernova remnants is known as the Crab Nebula,
shown in Figure 2 1 . 1 0. The Crab has greatly dimmed now,
but the original explosion in the year A.D. 1054 was so bril
liant that manuscripts of ancient Chinese and Middle East
ern astronomers claim that its brightness greatly exceeded
that of Venus and-according to some (possibly exagger
ated) accounts-even rivaled that of the Moon. For nearly a
month, this exploded star reportedly could be seen in broad
daylight. Native Americans also left engravings of the event
in the rocks of what is now the southwestern United States.
The Crab Nebula certainly has the appearance of e.xploded
debris. Even today. the knots and filaments give a strong indi
cation of past violence. In fact, astronomers have proof that
this matter was ejected from some central explosion. Doppler
shifted spectral lines indicate that the nebula-the envelope of
the high-mass star that e.xploded to create this Type II super
nova-is expanding into space at several thousand kilometers
per second. A vivid illustration of tlle phenomenon is provided
by Figure 21.1 1, which was made by superimposing a positive
image of the Crab Nebula taken in 1960 and a negative image

taken in 1974. If the gas were not in motion, the positive and
negative images would overlap perfectly, but they do not. The
gas moved outward in the intervening 14 years. nacing the
motion backward in time, astronomers have found that the ex
plosion must have occurred about nine centuries ago, consis
tent wiili ilie Chinese observations.
The nighttime sky harbors many relics of stars that blew
up long ago. Figure 2 1 . 1 2 is anotller example. It shows tlle
Vela supernova remnant, whose expansion velocities imply
that its central star exploded around 9000 B.C. The remnant
lies only 500 pc away from Earth. Given its proximity, the Vela
supernova may have been as bright as the Moon for several
mOllilis. We can only speculate what impact such a bright su
pernova mig\lt have had on ilie myilis, religions, and cultures
of Stone Age humans when it first appeared in the sky.
Although hundreds of supernovae have been observed
in oilier galaxies during the 20th century, no astronomer
using modern equipment has ever observed a supernova
in our own Galaxy. A viewable Milky Way star has not
exploded since Galileo first turned his telescope to the heav
ens almost four centuries ago. The last supernovae observed
in our Galaxy, by Tycllo in 1 572 and Kepler (and others) in
1 604, caused a worldwide sensation in Renaissance times.
The sudden appearance and subsequent fading of these very
bright objects helped shatter tlle Aristotelian idea of an
unchanging universe.

SECTION 21.3

h lnteractive FIGURE 21 .10 Crab Supernova Remnant

Supernovae
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This remnant of an ancient Type II

/"'. supernova is called the G-ab Nebula (or Ml in the Messier catalog). It resides about 1800 pc from
Earth and has an angular diameter about on.e-flfth that of the full Moon. Its debris is scattered o;er

(�
a region about pc. Chinese astronomers observed this superno;a explosion in
The main
i
9 image was taken with the Very Large Telescope in Chile. the inset � the
telescope in orb t.
�

2

A.D. 1054.

Hubble

Supernova remnants like the Crab offer astronomers v ital information not only on the physics of
supemovae, but also on hem heavy elements formed in stars are dispersed back into interstellar space.

(ESA; NASA)

.... FIGURE 21.11 The Crab in Motion

Positive and negative photographs of the
Crab Nebula taken 14 years apart do not
superimpose exactly, indicating that the
gaseous filaments are still moving away
from the site of the explosion. The positive
image in gleming white was taken first, and
then the black (negative) filaments were
overlaid later-hence the black (but still
glowing) outlying debris is farther from the
center of the blast The scale is roughly the
same as in Figure 21.10. (Harvard CoUege

Observatory)
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... F I G U R E 21 .12 Vela Supernova Remnant TheglONing
gases ofthe Vela supernova remnant are spread across 6° of
the sky. The i nset shows more clearly some of the details of
the nebulas extensive filamentary structure. (The long
diagonal streak was caused by the passage of an Earth
orbiting satellite while the photo was being exposed.)
(D. Ma/;I1/AAT)

On the basis of stellar evolutionary theory, astronomers
calculate that an observable supernova ought to occur in ou.r
Galaxy every 1 00 years or so. Even at a distance of several
kiloparsecs, a supernova would (temporarily)

outshine

Venus, the brightest planet in our sky, so it seems unlikely
that astronomers could have missed any since the last one
nearly four centuries ago. Our part of the Milky Way seems
long overdue for a supernova. However, a truly nearby
supernova-within a few hundred parsecs, say-would be a
very rare event, occurring only every 100,()()() years or so. Hu
manity may be destined to see all supernovae from a distance.

P R O C E S S O F S C I EN C E C H E C K
.,I How did astronomers know, even before the mechanisms were

understood. that there were at least two distinct physical
processes at work in creating supernovae?

combining nuclear physics with astronomy, is a complex sub
ject and a very important problem in modern astronomy.

Ty pes of Matter
We currently know of 1 1 5 different elements, ranging from tlle
simplest-hydrogen, containing one proton-to the most
complex, first reported in 2004 and known for now as

UIlUll

pentium which has 1 1 5 protons and 184 neutrons in its nu

cleus (see Appendix 3, Thble 2). In 1999, researchers claimed
the discovery of elements 1 16 and 1 18, but the experimental
findings have not been replicated, and these elements are not
"officially" recognized.) All elements exist in different

isotopes,

each having the same number of protons, but a different num
ber of neutrons. We often think of the most common or stable
isotope as being the "nonnal" form of an element. Some ele
ments, and many isotopes, are radioactively wlstable, mearJing
that they eventually decay into other, more stable, nuclei.
The 81 stable elements found on Earth make up the

21 .4

Fo rmat i on of the Elements

Up to now, we have studied nuclear reactions mainly for their

overwhelming bulk of matter in the universe. In addition, 1 0
radioactive elements-including radon and uranium-also
occur naturally on our planet. Even though the half-lives (the

role in stellar energy generation. Now let's consider them again,

tinle required for half the nuclei to decay into something

but this time as the processes responsible for creating much of

else) of these elements are very long (typically, millions or

the world in which we live. The evolution of the elements,

even billions of years), their slow, but steady, decay over the

SECTION 21.4
4.5 billion years since the solar system formed means that

( More Precisely 7-2, Sec. 14.4)

They are not observed in

stars-there is just too little of them to produce detectable

Helium

spectral lines.

1 0-'

Besides these 10 naturally occurring radioactive ele
ments, 19 more radioactive elements have been artificially
produced wlder special conditions in nuclear laboratories
on Earth. The debris collected after nuclear weapons tests
also contains traces of some of these elements. Unlike the
naturally occurring radioactive elements, the artificial ones
decay into other elements quite quickly (in much less than a
million years). Consequently, they, too, are e.xtremely rare in
nature. "IWo other elements round out our list: Promethium

is a stable element that is found on our planet only as a by

product of nuclear laboratory experiments; technetium is an
unstable element that is found in stars, but does not exist on
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Iron
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Earth-any technetium that existed in our planet at its
formation decayed long ago.

A b und ance of Matter

Boron
Lithium
Beryllium

10-12

10

20

How and where did all these elements form? Were they
always present in the universe, or were they created after the
universe formed? Since tlle 1950s, astronomers have come to
realize that tlle hydrogen and most of the helium in the
universe are primordial-that is, these elements date from

the very e.1rliest times (see Chapter 27). All other elements

in our universe result from stellar nucleosynthesis-that is,
they were formed by nuclear fusion in the hearts of stars.

Th test this idea, we must consider not just the different
kinds of elements and isotopes, but also their observed abun
dances, graphed in Figure 2 1 . 1 3 . The curve shown is derived
largely from spectroscopic studies of stars, including the Sun.
The essence of the figure is summarized in Table 2 1 . 1 , which

combines all the known elements into eight gTOUps based on
the total nmnbers of nuclear particles (protons and neutrons)

Elemental Group of Particle.
Hydrogen ( 1 nuclear particle)
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Hyd rogen

they are scarce on Earth, in meteorites, and in lunar samples.
co

Formation of the Elements

30

40

Atomc
i n umber

50

.. FIGURE 21.13 Elemental Abundance A summary of the cosmic
abundances ofthe elements and their isotopes, expressed relative to
the abundance of � drogen. The horizontal axis sheM's each of the
listed elements' atomic number-the number of protons in the
nucleus. Notice heM' many oommon terrestrial elements are found on
·peaks' of the distribution, surrounded by elements that are tens or
hundreds of times less abundant. Notice also the large peak around
the element iron. The reasons for the peaks are discussed in the text.
that they contain. (All isotopes of all elements are included in
both the table and the figure, although only a few elements are
marked by dots and labeled in the figure.) Any theory pro
posed for the creation of the elements must reproduce these
observed abundances. The most obvious feature is that heavy

Percent Abundance by Number*
90

Helium (4 nuclear particles)

9

Lithium group (7-1 1 nuclear particles)

0.00000 1

Carbon group ( 12-20 nuclear particles)

0.2

Silicon group (23-48 nuclear particles)

0.01

Iron group ( 50-62 nuclear particles)

0.01

Middle-weight group (63-100 nuclear particles)

0.0000000 1

Heaviest-weight group (over 100 nuclear particles)

0.00000000 1

Jf.The toral does not equal 100 perc:.ent because of uncertainties i" t1.e abundance of helium. All isotopes ofaU elements are included.
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Energy

Proton

Proton �

��"�"

�

Helium-4

Helium-4

Helium-4

•

Q
o Neutri nos

P"""/
•

Proton

carbon-

... F I G URE 21.15 H"lium Fusion Diagram of the basic tri ple-alpha

... F IGU RE 21.14 Proton Fusion Diagram of the basic
proton-proton hydrogen-burning reaction. Four proton,s combine
to form a nucleus of helium-4, releasing energy in the process.
elements are generally much less abundant than lighter
elements. However, the many peaks and troughs evident in
the figure also represent important constraints.

heli um-burning reaction occurring in post-main-sequence stars. Three
helium-4 nuclei combine to form carbon-12

Carbon Burn i ng and Helium Capture
At higher and higher temperatures, heavier and heavier nuclei
can gain enough energy to overcome the electrical repulsion
between them. At about 600 million K (reached only in the

Hydrogen and H e l i u m Burning
Let's begin by reviewin g the reactions leading to the produc
tion of heavy elements at various stages of stellar evolution.

cores of stars much more massive than the Sun) , carbon nuclei
can fuse to form magnesium, as depicted in Figure 2 1 . 16(a):
12C + 12 C

Look again at Figme 2 1 .6 as we discuss the reactions in
volved. Stellar nucleosynthesis begins with the proton
proton chain studied in Chapter 16.

00

(Sec. 16.6) Provided

that the temperature is high enough--at least 10 million

K-a series of nuclear reactions occurs, ultimately forming a

nucleus of ordinary heliwn (4He) from four protons eH):
4e H)

->

4He + 2 positrons + 2 neutrinos + energy.

nearby free electrons, producing high-energy gamma rays
through matter-antimatter annihilation. The neutrinos rap

idly escape, carrying energy with them, but playing no direct

role in nucleosynthesis. The existence of these reactions has

massive stars, an alternate sequence of reactions called the
CNO cycle, involving nuclei of carbon, nitrogen, and oxy
gen, may greatly accelerate the hydrogen-burning process,
but the basic four-protons-to-one-helium-nucleus reaction,

Carbon-12

.�

Carbon-l�
(a)

we discussed in Chapter 20

3(4 He)

->

to

CIO

12C + energy.

the

triple-alpha

are combined into one carbon- 1 2 nucleus (Figure 2 1 . 1 5),
releasing energy in the process.

Helium-

(Sec. 20.2):

The net result of this reaction is that three helium-4 nuclei

•

� Energy
e

�

Magnesi

.�

As heliwn builds up in the core of a star, the bllrning

ceases, and the core contracts and heats up. When the tempera

ture exceeds about 100 million K, heliwn nuclei can overcome

rapidly mowlting nuclear

Carbon-12

illustrated in Figure 2 1 . 14, is unchanged.

their mutual electrical repulsion, leading

24M g + energy.

However, because of the

been directly confirmed in nuclear experiments conducted
in laboratories around the world dming recent decades. In

->

charges--that is, the increasing nwnber of protons in the

Recall that the positrons immediately interact ,vith

reaction, which

�

(b)

�

/ ��

Energy

•
Oxyge�
can

... F I G U R E 21.16 Carbon Fusion Carbon
form heavier elements
(al by fusi on w ith other carbon nudei or, more commonly, (b) by fusion
with a helium nucleus.
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nuclei-fusion reactions between any nuclei larger than car

Thus, as the star evolves, he-wier elements tend to form

bon require such high temperatllres that they are actually quite

through helium capture rather than by fusion of like nuclei.

uncommon in stars. The formation of most heavier elements

As a result, elements with nuclear masses of 4 units (i.e.,

occurs by way of an easier path. For example, the repulsive

helium itself) , 12 units (carbon), 1 6 lmits (oxygen), 20 units

force between two carbon nuclei is three times greater than the

(neon), 24 units (magnesium), and 28 units (silicon) stand

force between a nucleus of carbon and one of helium. Thus,

out as prominent peaks in Figure 2 1 . 13, our chart of cosmic

carbon-helium fusion occurs at a lower temperature than that

ablmdances. Each element is built by combining the preced

at whidt carbon--<:arbon fusion occurs. As we saw in Section

ing element and a heliwn-4 nucleus as the star evolves.
Helium capture is by no means the only type of nu

20.3, at temperatures above 200 million K, a carbon- 12 nucleus

colliding with a helium-4 nucleus can produce oxygen-16:

clear reaction occurring in evolved stars. As nuclei of

12C + 4He -'> 160
+ energy.

many different kinds accumulate,

a

great variety of reac

tions become possible. In some, protons and neutrons are

If any helium-4 is present, this reaction, shown in Figure

freed from their parent nuclei and are absorbed by others,

2 1 . 1 6(b), is much more likely to occur than the carbon

forming new nuclei with masses intermediate between

carbon reaction.

those formed by helium capture. Laboratory studies con

Similarly, the oxygen-16 thus produced may fuse with

firm that common nuclei, such as fluorine- 1 9, sodium-23,

other oxygen- 1 6 nuclei at a temperature of about 1 billion K

phosphorus-3 1 , and many others, are created in this way.

to form sulfur-32:

However, their abundances are not as great as those

160 + 1 6 0 -'> 32S + energy.

produced directly by helium capture, simply because the
helium-capture reactions are much more common in

However, it is much more probable that an oxygen- 1 6

stars. For this reason, many of these elements (those with

nucleus will capture a helium-4 nucleus (if one is available)

masses not divisible by four, the mass of a helium nucleus)

to form neon-20:

1 60 + 4He -'> 20 Ne + energ
y.

are found in the troughs of Figure 2 1 . 1 3 .

I ron Formation

The second reaction is more likely because it occurs at a lower
temperature than that necessary for oxygen-o�:ygen fusion.

Arolmd the time silicon-28 appears i n the core of a star, a
competitive struggle begins between the continued cap
ture of helium to produce even heavier nuclei and the
tendency of more complex nuclei to break down into sim
pler ones. The cause of this breakdown is heat. By now, the
star's core temperature has reached me unimaginably
large value of 3 billion K, and the gamma rays associated
with that temperature have enough energy to break a nu
cleus apart, as illustrated in Figure 2 1 . 1 7(a) . This is the
same process of photodisintegration that will ultimately
accelerate tlle star's iron core in its final collapse toward a

Energy �

Type II supernova .

... FI G URE 21.17 Alpha Process (a) At high temperatures, heavy
nuclei (such as silicon, sheMIn here) can be broken apart into
helium nuclei by high-energy photons. (b) Other nuclei can capture
the helium nuclei-or alpha particles-thus produced, forming heavier
elements by the so-called alpha process. This process continues all the
wilj to the formation of ni ckel-56 (in the iron group).

(a)

•

Helium-4

\

(b)

Helium-4

\

�

S i l icon-2 B

•

Helium-4

�

�

Helium-4

Sulfur-32

\

Argon -36

\

Helium-4

\

�

Calcium-40

Heli um -4

+\

�

Titanium-44

Helium-4

\

�

Ch rom i um -4B

Iron-52

�
Nickel-56
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Under the intense heat, some silicon-28 nuclei break
apart into seven helium-4 nuclei. Other nearby nuclei that
have not yet photodisintegrated may capture some or all of
these helium-4 nuclei, leading to the formation of still
heavier elements (Figure 2 1 . 1 7b). The process of photodis
integration provides raw material that allows helium cap
ture to proceed to greater masses. Photodisintegration
continues, with some heavy nuclei being destroyed and
others increasing in mass. In succession, the star forms sul
fur-32, argon-36, calciwn-40, titanium-44, chromium-48,
iron-52, and nickel-56. The chain of reactions building
from silicon-28 up to nickel-56 is
285i + 7(4He)

-'>

5�i + energy.

This two-step process-photodisintegration followed by the
direct capture of some or all of the resulting heliwn-4 nuclei
(or alpha particles)-is often called the alpha process.
Nickel-56 is llllstable, dec.
lying rapidly first into cobalt56 and then into a stable iron-56 nucleus. Any wlstable
nucleus will continue to decay until stability is achieved, and
iron-56 is the most stable of all nuclei (Figure 2 1 .6). Thus,
the alpha process leads inevitably to the buildup of iron in
the stellar core.
Another way of describing Figure 2 1 .6 is to say that
iron's 26 protons and 30 neutrons are bound together more
strongly than the particles in any other nucleus. Iron is said
to have the gre.1test nuclear binding energy of any element
more energy per particle is required to break up (wlbind) an
iron-56 nucleus than the nucleus of any other element. This
enhanced stability of iron explains why some of the heavier
nuclei in the iron group are more abundant than many
lighter nuclei (see Table 2 1 . 1 and Figure 2 1 . 1 3): Nuclei tend
to "accumulate" near iron as stars evolve.

Making E lements Beyond I ron
If the alpha process stops at iron, how did heavier
elements, such as copper, zinc, and gold, form? To form
them, some nuclear process other than helium capture
must have been involved. That other process is neutron
capture: the formation of heavier nuclei by the absorption
of neutrons.
Deep in the interiors of highly evolved stars, conditions
are ripe for neutron capture to occur. Neutrons are pro
duced as "by-products" of many nuclear reactions, so there
are many of them present to interact with iron and other
nuclei. Neutrons have no charge, so there is no repulsive
barrier for them to overcome in combining with positively
charged nuclei. As more and more neutrons join a nucleus,
its mass continues to grow.
Adding neutrons to a nucleus-iron, for example-
does not change the element. Rather, a more massive isotope
of the same element is produced. Eventually, however, so
many neutrons have been added to the nucleus that it

becomes unstable and then decays radioactively to form a
stable nucleus of some other element. The neutron-capture
process then continues. For example, an iron-56 nucleus can
capture a single neutron to form a relatively stable isotope,
iron-57:
56Fe + n -'> 57Fe.

This reaction may be followed by another neutron capture:

Thus, another relatively stable isotope, iron-58, is produced,
and this isotope c.l n capture yet another neutron to produce
an even heavier isotope of iron:
58Fe + n

-'>

59Fe.

iron-59 is known from laboratory experiments to be ra
dioactively wlstable. 1t dec.1YS in about a month into cobalt-59,
which is stable. The neutron-capture process then reswnes:
Cobalt-59 captures a neutron to form the llllstable cobalt-60,
which in turn decays to nickel-60, and so on.
Eacll successive capture of a neutron by a nucleus
typically takes about a year, so most unstable nuclei have
plenty of time to dec.1Y before the next neutron comes
along. Researchers usually refer to this "slow" neutron
capture mechanism as the s-process. It is the origin of the
copper and silver in the coins in our pockets, the lead
in our car batteries, and the gold (and the zirconium) in
the rings on our fingers. As mentioned earlier, similar
slow neutron-capture processes involving nuclei of lower
mass are responsible for many of the elements intermedi
ate between those formed by helium capture. These reac
tions are thought to be particularly important during the
late (asymptotic-giant branch) stages of low-mass stars.
co (Sec. 20.3)

Making the Heaviest Elements
The s-process explains the synthesis of stable nuclei up to,
and including, bismuth-209, the heaviest-known nonra
dioactive nucleus, but it cannot account for the heaviest
nuclei, such as thoriwn-232, uraniwn-238, or plutoniwn-242.
Any attempt to form elements heavier than bismuth-209 by
slow neutron capture fails because the new nuclei decay
back to bismuth as fast as they form. Accordingly, there must
be yet another nuclear mechanism that produces the very
heaviest nuclei. This process is called the r-process (where r
stands for "rapid;' in contrast to the "slow" s-process just
described). The r-process operates very quickly, occurring
(we think) literally during the supernova explosion that
SigllalS the death of a massive star.
During the first 15 minutes of the supernova blast, the
nwnber of free neutrons increases dramatically as heavy
nuclei are broken apart by the violence of the explosion.

SECTION 21.4
Unlike the s-process, which stops when it runs out of stable
nuclei, the neutron-capture rate during the supernova is so
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Second, the presence of one particular nucleus
technetium-99--provides direct evidence that heavy ele

great that even unstable nuclei can capture many neutrons

ments really do form in the cores of stars. Laboratory

before they have time to decay. Jamming neutrons into

measurements show that the technetium nucleus has a ra

light- and middleweight nuclei, the r-process is responsible

dioactive half-life of about 200,000 years, a very short time,

for the creation of the he.wiest-known elements. The heavi

astronomically speaking. No one has ever fOWld even traces

est of the heavy elements, then, are actually born

of naturally occurring teclmetiwn on Earth, because it all

after their

parent stars have died. However, because the time available

decayed long ago. The observed presence of technetium in

for synthesizing these heaviest nuclei is so brief, they never

the spectra of many red-giant stars implies that it must have

become very abundant. Elements heavier than iron (see

been synthesized in their cores through neutron capture

Table 2 1 . 1 ) are a billion times less common than hydrogen

the only known way in which technetiwn can form-within

and helium.

the past few hundred thousand years and then transported

Observational Ev idence fo r
Stel lar N ucleosynthes i s

observe it. Many astronomers consider the spectroscopic

by convection to the surface. Othenvise, we would not
evidence for technetium as proof that the s-process really
does operate in evolved stars.

The modern picture of the formation of the elements

Third, the study of typical light curves from Type I su

involves many different types of nuclear reactions occurring

pernovae indicates that radioactive nuclei form as a result of

at many different stages of stellar evolution, from main

the explosion. Figure 2 1 . 18(a) (see also Figure 2 1 .8) displays

periodic table from hydrogen to iron are built first by fusion

and the characteristic slower decrease in brightness. De

and then by alpha capture, with proton and neutron capture

pending on the initial mass of the e.xploded star, the lumi

sequence stars all the way to supernovae. Elements of the

the dramatic rise in luminosity at the moment of explosion

filling in the gaps. Elements beyond iron form by neutron

nosity takes from several months to many years to decrease

capture and radioactive decay. Ultimately, these elements are

to its original value, but the

ejected into interstellar space as the stars in which they form

nearly the same for all exploded stars. These curves have two

reach the ends of their lives.

distinct features: After the initial peak, the luminosity de

shape

of the decay curve is

Scientific theories must continually be tested and

clines rapidly; then it decreases at a slower rate. This abrupt

validated by experiment and observation, and the theory

cllange in the rate of luminosity decay invariably occurs

of stellar nucleosynthesis is no exception.

ex>

(Sec. 1 . 2) Yet

almost all of the nuclear processes just described take

about 2 months after the explosion, regardless of the inten
sity of the outburst.

place deep in the hearts of stars, hidden from our view,

We can explain the two-stage decline of the luminosity

and the stars responsible for the heavy elements we see

curve in Figure 2 1 . 18(a) in terms of the radioactive decay

today are all long gone. How, then, can we be sure that the

of unstable nuclei, notably nickel-56 and its decay product

sequences of events presented here actually occurred (and

cobalt-56, produced in abwldance during the early mo

are still occurring today)? The answer is that the theory of

ments of the supernova. From theoretical models of the

stellar nucleosynthesis makes many detailed predictions

explosion, we can calculate tile amounts of these elements

about the numbers and types of elements formed in stars,

expected to form, and we know their half-lives from

affording astronomers ample opportunity to observe and

laboratory experiments. Because each radioactive decay

test its consequences. We are reassured of the theory's

produces a known amount of energy, we can ti1en deter

basic soundness by three particularly convincing pieces of

mine how the light emitted by these unstable elements

evidence.
First, the rates at which various nuclei are captured and

should vary in time. The result is in very good agreement

with the observed light curve in Figure 2 1 . 1 8(b)-the lu

the rates at which tiley decay are known from laboratory ex

minosity of a Type I supernova is entirely consistent with

periments. \"'hen these rates are incorporated into detailed

the decay of about 0.6 solar mass of nickel-56. More direct

computer models of the nuclear processes occurring in stars

evidence for the presence of these wlstable nuclei was first

and supernovae, the resulting elemental abun<i.1nces agree

obtained in the 1 970s, when a gamma-ray spectral feature

extremely well, point by point, with the observational data

of decaying cobalt-56 was identified in a supernova ob

presented in Figure 2 1 . 1 3 and Table 2 1 . 1 . The match is re

served in a distant galaxy.

markably good for elements up through iron and is still
fairly close for he.wier nuclei. Although tile reasoning is
indirect, the agreement between tileory and observation is
so striking that most astronomers regard it as very strong
evidence in support of the entire theory of stellar evolution
and nucleosynthesis.

CONCEPT CHECK
V' Why are the elements carbon, oxygen, neon, and magnesium,

whose masses are multiples of four, as well as the element iron,
so common on Earth?
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21.5 The Cyc l e of Ste l l a r Evol uti on
The theory of stellar nucleosynthesis can naturally account
for the observed differences in the abundances of heavy ele
ments between the old globular-cluster stars and stars now
forming in our Galaxy.

ex>

(Sec. 20.5) Even though an

evolved star continuously creates new heavy elements in its
interior, changes in the star's composition are confined

o

(a)

Time (years)

2

largely to the core, and the star's spectrum gives little indica
tion of events within its core. Convection may carry some
reaction products (such as the technetiunl observed in many
red giants) from the core into the envelope, but the outer
layers largely retain the star's original composition. Only at
the end of the star's life are its newly created elements re
leased and scattered into space.
Thus, the spectra of the

youngest stars

show the

most

heavy elements, because each new generation of stars in
creases the concentration of these elements in the interstel
lar clouds from which the next generation forms. Accord
ingly, the photosphere of a recently formed star contains a

(b)

o

Time (years)

2

much greater abundance of heavy elements than that of a
star that formed long ago. Knowledge of stellar evolution al
lows astronomers to estimate the ages of stars from purely
spectroscopic studies, even when the stars are isolated and
are not members of any cluster.

ex>

(Sec. 20.5) In the last

iliree chapters, we have seen all the ingredients that make up
the complete cycle of star formation and evolution in our
Galaxy. Let's briefly swnmarize that process, which is illus
trated in Figure 2 1 . 1 9:

1.

Stars form

when part of an interstellar cloud is com

pressed beyond the point at which it can support itself
against its own gravity. The cloud collapses and frag
ments, forming a duster of stars. The hottest stars heat
and ionize the surrounding gas, sending shock waves
tllrough the surrounding cloud, modifying the forma
tion of lower-mass stars, and possibly triggering new

.. F IG U R E 21.1 8 Supernova Energy Emission (a) The light curve of

a Type I supernova, showing not only the dramatic increase and slow
decrease in luminosity, but also the characteristic change in the rate
of dec"1 about 2 months after the explosion (the time indicated by
the arrow). This particular supernova occurred in the faraway galaxy
Ie 4182 in 1938. The crosses are the actual observations of the
supernova's light. (b) Theoretical calculations of the light emitted
by the radioactive decay of nickel-56 and cobalt-56 produce a light
curve similar to those actually observed in real supernova
explosions, lending strong support to the theoty of stellar
nucleosynthesis. (c) This is a composite image of the remains of the
Kepler supernova-the last such object seen to explode in our Milky
Will Galaxy, in 1604. The bubble-shaped debris field resides about
3000 pc away, is 4 pc across, and is expanding at 2000 km/s. X-ray
data are blue and green; infrared data are red; optical data are yellow.

(NASA)

2.

rounds of star formation.
Within tlle cluster,

=

(Sec. 1 9.6 )

stars evolve. The most

massive stars

evolve fastest, creating the heaviest elements in their
cores and spewing them forth into the interstellar

mediwn in supernovae. Lower-mass stars take longer

to evolve, but they, too, can create heavy elements and
contribute significantly to the "seeding" of interstellar
space when they shed their envelopes as planetary neb
ulae. Roughly speaking, low-mass stars are responsible
for most of the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen that make
life on Earth possible. High-mass stars produced the
iron and silicon that make up Earth itself, as well as
the heavier elements on which much of our technology
is based.

3.

The creation and

explosive dispersal of newly formed ele

ments are accompanied by furtller shock waves, whose

Chapter Review
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r;;; . formation and evolution
� continuously replenishes our Galaxy
n""" heavy elements and
Q with
e
provides the driving force for the
Recycling

F IGURE 21.19 Stellar
The cyde of star

creation of new generations of stars.

dockwise from the top are an interstellar

cloud (Barnard 68� a star-forming region

(ROO 38� a massive star ejecting a "bubble"
and about to explode (NGC 7635), and a

supernova remnant and its heavy-element
debris (N49). Earth and humani1y are both
direct consequences of this truly grand
cosmic cycle.

(ESO; NASA)

Stellar evolJtiOO
pass.1ge through the interstellar mediwn simultaneously

the preceding generation had. From the old globular clus

enridles the mediwn and compresses it into further star

ters, which are observed to be deficient in heavy elements

formation. E.1m generation of stars increases the concen

relative to the SUll, to the young open clusters, containing

tration of heavy elements in the interstellar douds from

much larger amounts of these elements, we observe this en

whidl the ne>.1 generation forms. As a result, recently

richment process in action. Our Sun is the product of many

formed stars contain a much greater abundance of heavy

sum cycles. We ourselves are another. Without the elements

elements than do stars that formed long ago.

synthesized in the hearts of stars, neither Earth nor the life it

In th.is way, although some material is used up in each

cycle-turned into energy or locked up in low-mass stars-
the galaxy continuously recycles its matter. Each new round
of formation creates stars with more heavy elements than

harbors would exist.

CONCEPT CHECK
V' Why is stellar evolution important to life on Earth?

S U M M A RY
A nova (p. 518) is a star that sud
denly increases greatly in brightness, then
slowly fades back to its normal appear
rulee over a period of months. It is tile
result of a white dwarf in a binary system

drawing hydrogen-rich material from its companion. The gas spi

rals inward in an accretion disk (p. 518) and builds up on the
white-dwarfs surface, eventually becoming hot and dense enough
for the hydrogen to bum explosively, temporarily causing a large
increase in the dwarf's luminosity.
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ble from Earth should occur within our

of burning shells of successively heavier elements. The process

nova in the form of a supernova remnant

2

Stars more massive than about 8

:��: ��: : �:�� ;;:� :: : ! :: :�;
s

n

i

e

t

c

s

a

o

more rapid pace. As they do so, their
cores form a layered structure consisting

--..---

4

Theory predicts that a supernova visi

Galaxy about once a century, although
none has been observed in the last 400
years. We can see evidence of a past super

stops at iron, whose nudei can neither be fused together nor split

(p. 526)--i\ shell of exploded debris surroWlding the site of the

to produce energy. As a star's iron core grows in mass, it eventu

explosion and expanding into space at a speed of thousands of

ally becomes unable to support itself against gravity and begins

kilometers per second.

to collapse. At the high temperatures produced during the col
lapse, iron nudei are broken down into protons and neutrons.
The protons combine with electrons to form more neutrons.
Eventually, when the core becomes so dense that the neutrons are
effectively brought into physical contact with one another, the
collapse stops and the core rebowlds, sending a violent shock
wave out through the rest of the star. The star explodes in a

core-collapse supernova (p. 522).

3

Astronomers

5 All elements heavier than helium are

formed

by
stellar nucleosynthesis
{p. 529)-the production of new ele

ments by nudear reactions in the cores of
evolved stars. Elements heavier than car
bon tend to form by

helium capture (p. 531), rather than by the
fusion of more massive nuclei At high enough core temperatures,

photodisintegration breaks apart some heavy nuclei, providing he

lium-4 nuclei for the synthesis of even more massive elements, up
to iron. Elements beyond iron form by neutron capture (p. 532)

dassify

supernovae
(p. 522) into two broad categories: Type I
and Type [I. These classes differ by their
light curves and their composition. Type
I supernovae (p. 523) are hydrogen poor

between theoretical predictions of element production and obser

and have a light curve sinlilar in shape

vations of element abWldances in stars and supernovae provide

to that of a nova. Type

strong support for the theory of stellar nucJeosynthesis.

(p.

in the cores of evolved stars. During a supernova, rapid neutron
capture occurs, producing the he.wiest nudei of all. Comparisons

II supernovae

6

523) are hydrogen rich and have a

dlaracteristic plateau in the light curve a
few months after maxinmm. A Type [I supernova is a core-collapse
supernova. A Type I supernova occurs when a carbon-<lxygen
white d,varf in a binary system gains mass, collapses, and explodes
as its carbon ignites. This type of supernova is called a

carbon

detonation supernova (p. 523).

ngASTRON0MY.

.�

M aste n

�

The processes of star formation, evolution,

and explosion fonn a cycle that constantly
enriches the interstellar mediWll with heavy

elements and sows the seeds of new genera
tions of stars. Without the elements pro

duced in supernovae, life on Earth would be

impossible.

....asterillgastrollorny.co...

For instructor-assigl,ed homework go to www

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.

Under what circumstances will a binary star produce a nova?

2.

What is an accretion disk, and how does one form?

3. What is a light curve? How can it be used to identify a nova or
a supernova?

4.
5.

How do photodisintegration and neutronizatioll contribute

What occurs in a massive star to cause it to explode?

7. What are the observational differences between Type I and
Type II supernovae?
8. What is the Chandrasekhar mass, and what does it have to do
with supernovae?
9.

How do the mechanisms responsible for Type I and Type
supernovae explain their observed differences?

Roughly how often would we expect a supernova to occur in

our own Galaxy? How often would we expect to see a galactic

supernova?

11. P�S

What evidence is there that many supernovae have

occurred in our Galaxy?

Why does the core of a massive star collapse?
to the demise of a massive star?

6.

10.

II

1 2. P�S

How can astronomers estin1ate the age of an isolated

star?

13.

What proof do astronomers have that heavy elements are

14.

As a star evolves, why do heavier elements tend to fonn by

15.

Why do the cores of massive stars evolve into iron and not

formed in stars?
helium capture rather than by fusion of like nudei?

heavier elements?

16.
17.

How are nuclei heavier than iron fonned?
What is the r-process? When and where does it occur?

Chapter Review
18. Why was supernova 1987A so important?
19. p�S Why are neutrino detectors important to the study of
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20. Describe the role played by supernovae in "recycling" galactic
matter.

supernovae?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. A white dwarf can dran,atically increase in brightness only if
it (a) has another star nearby; (b) can avoid nuclear fusion in
its core; (e) is spinning very rapidly; (d) is descended from a
very massive star.

2. A nova differs from a supernova in that the nova (a) can
occur only once; (b) is much more luminous; (e) involves
only high-mass stars; (d) is much less luminous.

1 Which of the following stars will become hot enough to form

elements heavier than oxygen? (a) A star that is half the mass
of the Sun. (b) A star having the same mass as the Sun. (e) A
star that is twice as massive as the Sun. (d) A star that is eight
times more massive than the Sun.

4. A massive star becomes a supernova when it (a) collides with a
stellar companion; (b) forms iron in its core; (e) suddenly in
creases in surface temperature; (d) suddenly increases in mass.

5. VIS Pigure 2 1 .8 ("Supernova Light Curves") indicates that
a supernova whose luminosity declines steadily in time is
most likely associated with a star that is (a) without a binary
companion; (b) more than eight tin,es the mass of the Sun;
(e) on the main sequence; (d) comp."U"able in mass to the Sun.

6. An observable supernova should occur in our Galaxy about
once every (a) year; (b) decade; (c) century; (d) millennium.

7. Whicl, one of the following does not provide evidence that
supernovae have occurred in our Galaxy? (a) The rapid ex
pansion and filamentary structure of the Crab Nebula.
(b) Historical records from China and Europe. (e) The exi.s
tence of binary stars in our Galaxy. (d) The existence of iron
on Earth.

8. Nuclear fusion in the Sw, will (a) never create elements heav
ier than helium; (b) create elements up to and including
oxygen; (e) create all elements up to and including iron;
(d) create some elements heavier than iron.

9. Most of the carbon in our bodies originated in (a) the core of
the Sw,; (b) the core of a red-giant star; (e) a supernova; (d) a
nearby galaxy.

10. The silver atoms found in jewelry originated in (a) the core of
the Sun; (b) the core of a red-giant star; (e) a supernova; (d) a
nearby galaxy.

PRO B LE M S
The number ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffimlty.

1. ••• Estimate how close a O.5-solar-mass white dwarf must

come to the center of a 2-so1ar-mass subgiant with radius 10
times that of the Sun in order for the white dwarf's tidal field
to strip matter from the companion's surface.

2. • Calculate the orbital speed of matter in an accretion disk just
above the surface of a 0.6-so1ar-mass, 1 5,OOO-km-diameter
white dwarf.

1. • A certain telescope can just detect the Sw, at a distance of
10,000 pc. What is the apparent magnitude of the Sw, at this
distance? ( For convenience, take the Sun's absolute magni
tude to be 5.) What is the max:Ununl distance at which the
telescope can detect a nova having a peak luminosity of
105 solar luminosities?

6. • A (hypothetical) supernova at a distance of 1 50 pc has an
absolute magnitude of -20. Compare its apparent magnitude
with that of (a) the full Moon and (b) Venus at its brightest
(see Pigure 1 7.7). Would you expect a supernova to occur this
close to us?

7. • A supernova's energy is often compared to the total energy
output of the Sun over its lifetinle. Using the Sun's current
energy output, calculate its total energy output, asswuing
that the sun has a 1 0 10 year main-sequence lifetime. How
does this compare with the energy released by a supernova?

8. •• The Hubble Space Telescope is observing a distal,t Type I
supernova with peak apparent magnitude 24. Using the light
curve in Figure 2 1 .8, estinlate how long after the peak bright
ness the supernova will become too faint to be seen.

4. • Repeat the previous calculation for a supernova having a
peak luminosity 10 10 times that of the SWl. What would be
the apparent magnitude of the explosion if it occurred at a
distance of 10,000 Mpc? Would it be detectable by any exist
ing telescope?

9. • 11,e Crab Nebula is now about 1 pc in radius. [f it was ob

5. •• At what distance would a supernova of absolute magnitude

10. •• Suppose that stars form in our Galaxy at an average rate of

-20 look as bright as the SlUl? As the Moon? Would you expect
a supernova to occur that close to us?

served to explode in A.D. 1054, roughly how fast is it expal,d
ing? (Asslm,e a constant expansion rate. [s that a reasonable
asswuption?)
10 per year. Suppose also that all stars greater than 8 solar
masses explode as supernovae. Use Figure 1 7.23 to estimate
the rate of Type U supernovae in our Galaxy.

N EUTRO STARS
AN D BlA K HOLES
ST R A N G E S TAT E S O F M AT T E R

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

,
4
5
6
7
8

ur study of stellar evolution has led us to some
very unusual and unexpected objects. Red giants, white

Describe the properties of neutron stars,
and explain how these strange objects are
formed.

dwarfs, and supernovae surely represent extreme states

Explain the nature and origin of pulsars, and
account for their characteristic radiation.

stellar evolution-and in particular, its end point,

List and explain some ofthe observable
properties of neutron-star binary systems.
Discuss the basic characteristics of gamma
ray bursts and some theoretical attempts
to explain them.
Describe how black holes are formed, and
discuss their effects on matter and radia
tion in their vicinity.

of matter completely unfamiliar to us here on Earth. Yet

the death of a star-can have even more bizarre conse
quences. The strangest states of all result from the
catastrophic implosion-explosion of stars much more
massive than our Sun.
The almost unimaginable violence of a supernova
may bring into being objects so extreme in their behav
ior that they require us to reconsider some of our most

Describe Einstein's theories of relativity,
and discuss how they relate to neutron
stars and black holes.

hallowed laws of physics. They open up a science fiction

Relate the phenomena that occur near black
holes to the warping of space around them.

one day force scientists to construct a whole new theory

Discuss the difficulties in observing black
holes, and explain some of the ways in
which a black hole might be detected.
Neutron stars and black holes are

THE BIG among the most exotic objects in the
PICTURE

universe. They are the end of the
road for massive stars, and their
bizarre properties boggle the imagination. Yet
theory and observation seem to agree that,
fantastic or not, they are real.

M a ste r

writer's dream of fantastic phenomena. They may even

of the universe.

LEFT: This stunning image is actually a composite of three images tcten

by telescopes in orbit: optical light (In yellow) observed with

Hubble,

X-ray radiation (blue and green) with Chandra, and infrared radiation

Spitzer. This object is known as Cassiopeia A, the remnant of a
about 300 years ago. The
small turquoise dot at the center may be a neutron star created in the
blast, the sole survivor of the explosion. (NASA)

(red) with

supernova whose radiation first reached Earth

mlA STRONSMY

�
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22.1

Neutron Stars and Black Holes

Neutron Stars

In Chapter 21 we saw how some stars can explode violently as

supernovae,

scattering debris across large regions of interstel

lar space. What remains after a supernova? Is the entire pro
genitor (parent) star blown to bits and dispersed throughout
interstellar space, or does some portion of it survive?

Stellar Remnants
For a Type I (carbon-detonation) supernova, most as
tronomers regard it as quite unlikely that any central rem
nant is left after the explosion. The entire star is shattered by
the blast. However, for a Type II supernova, involving the
implosion and subsequent rebowld of a massive star's iron
core, theoretical calculations indicate that part of the star
may survive. = (Sec. 2 1 .2) The explosion destroys the par
ent star, but it may leave a tiny u1tracompressed remnant at
its center-all that remains of a star's inner core after stellar
evolution has ceased. A white dwarf, the dense end-point of
the evolution of a low-mass star, is another example of a
stellar remnant.* = ( Sec. 20.3) Even by the high-density
standards of a white dwarf, though, the matter within this
severely compacted core is in a very strange state, unlike
anything we are ever likely to find (or create) on Earth.
Recall from Chapter 21 that during the moment of
implosion of a massive star-just prior to the supernova
itself-the electrons in the core violently smash into the pro
tons tlIere, forming neutrons and neutrinos. = (Sec. 21.2)
The neutrinos leave the scene at (or nearly at) the speed of
light, accelerating the collapse of the neutron core, which
continues to contract until its particles come into contact. At
that point, tlle central portion of the core rebounds, creating
a powerful shock wave that races outward tlIrough the sL1r,
expelling matter violently into space.
The key point here is tlIat the shock wave does not start at
the very center of the collapsing core. The ilmermost part
of th.e core--the region that "bounces"-remains intact as the
shock wave it causes destroys the rest of the star. After the vio

... F I G URE 22.1 Neutron Star Neutron stars are not much larger
than ma� of Earth's major cities. In this fanciful comparison, a typical
neutron star sits alongside Manhattan Island. (NASA)
its mass is greater than that of the Sun. With so much mass
squeezed into such a small volume, neutron stars are incredi
bly dense. Their average density can reach 1017 or even
1 0 1 8 kg/m}, nearly a billion times denser than a white dwarf.
( For comparison, tile density of a normal atomic nucleus is

1
about 3 X 10 7 kg/m}.) A single thimbleful of neutron-star
material would weigh 100 million tons--about as mum as a
good-sized terrestrial mountain. In a sense, we can think of a
neutron star as a single enormous nucleus, witl1 an atomic
mass of around 1057! At these densities, neutrons resist
furtlIer packing in very much the same way as electrons do
(at much lower densities) in a white dwarf-tlus neutron
degeneracy pressure supports the neutron star.
Neutron stars are solid objects. Provided that a suffi
ciently cool one could be found, you might even imagine
standing on it. However, doing so would not be easy, as a neu

lence of the supernova has subsided, tlus ball of neutrons is all

tron star's gravity is extremely powerful. A 70-kg ( 1 50-potUld)

neutron star, although it is not a star in any true sense of the

kg ( 1 0 billion tons). The severe pull of a neutron star's gravity

that is left. Researchers colloquially call this core remnant a

human would weigh the Eartll equivalent of about 10 trillion

word because all of its nuclear reactions have ceased forever.

would flatten you much thinner than this piece of paper!

Neutron-Star Properties

neutron stars have two other very important properties.

In addition to large mass and small size, newly formed

Neutron stars are extremely small and very massive.
Composed purely of neutrons packed together in a tight ball
about 20 km across, a typic.ll neutron star is not mum bigger
than a small asteroid or a terrestrial city (see Figure 22. 1 ), yet
"'These remNtmts are smaU and c.ompact-no larger rhan Earth in the case of
a white dwarf and far smaller still for a neutrOfJ star. They should "ot be
corlfused with supernova re.mnatlts: glowing clouds of debris scattered across
many P"""'" of;n",,,,.llar space.

00

(Sec. 21.3)

First, they

rotate

extremely rapidly, with periods measured

in fractions of a second. This is a direct result of the law of

conservation of angular momentum, which tells us that any

rotating body must spin faster as it shrinks. =

Precisely 6-1 )

Even

if the

(More

core of the progenitor star were

initially rotating quite slowly (once every couple of weeks,
say, as is observed in many upper main-sequence stars), it

would be spinning a few times per second by the time it had

reamed a diameter of 20 km.

S ECTION 22.2
Second, newborn neutron stars have very strong

magnetic fields.

The original field of the progenitor star is

amplified by the collapse of the core because the contracting
material squeezes the magnetic field lines closer together,
creating a magnetic field trillions of times stronger than
Earth's.
In time, theory indicates, our neutron star will spin
more and more slowly as it radiates its energy into space,
and its magnetic field will diminish. However, for a few
million years after its birth, these two properties combine to
provide the primary means by which

this strange object can

be detected and studied.

Pulsars

541

The Lighthouse Model
When Bell made her discovery in 1967, she did not know
what she was looking at. Indeed, no one at the time
knew what a pulsar was. The explanation of pulsars as spin
ning neutron stars won Bell's thesis advisor, Antony Hewish,
a share of the 1974 Nobel Prize in physics. Hewish reasoned
that the only physical mechanism consistent with such
precisely timed pulsations is a small rotating source of radia
tion. Only rotation can cause the high degree of regularity of
the observed pulses, and only a small object can account for
the sharpness of each pulse. Radiation emitted from differ
ent regions of an object larger than a few tens of kilometers
across would arrive at Earth at slightly different times,

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V Are all supernovae expected to lead to neutron stars?

blurring the pulse profile.
Figure 22.3 outlines the important features of this pulsar
model. 1Wo " hot spots" on the surface of a neutron star, or in
the magnetosphere just above the surface, continuously emit

22.2 Pu lsars

radiation in a narrow "searclilight" pattern. These spots are

Can we be sure that objects as strange as neutron stars really

most likely localized regions near tile neutron-star's mag

exist? The answer is a confident yes. The first observation of

netic poles, where charged particles, accelerated to extremely

a neutron star occurred in 1%7, when Jocelyn Bell, a gradu
ate student at Cambridge University, made a surprising dis
covery. She observed an astronomical object emitting radio
radiation in the form of rapid pulses. Each pulse consisted of

high energies by the star's rotating magnetic field, emit radia

tion along the star's magnetic axis. The hot spots radiate

more or less steadily, and the resulting beams sweep through

space like a revolving lighthouse beacon, as the neutron star

an 0.01 -second burst of radiation, after which there was

rotates. Indeed, tlus pulsar model is often known as the

nothing. Then, 1 .34 s later, another pulse would arrive. The

Jighthouse model. If the neutron star happens to be oriented

interval between the pulses was astonishingly wliform-so

such tlmt the beam sweeps across Earth, we see the star as a

accurate, in fact, that the repeated emissions could be used

pulsar. The beams are observed as a series of rapid pulses-

as a precise clock. Figure 22.2 is a recording of part of the

each time one of the beams flashes past Earth, a pulse is seen.

radio radiation from the pulsating object Bell discovered.

The period of the pulses is the star's rotation period.

More than 1500 of these pulsating objects are now
known in the Milky Way Galaxy. They are called pulsars.

A few pulsars are definitely associated with supernova

remnants, although not all such remnants have a detectable

Each pulsar has its own characteristic pulse period and

pulsar within them. Figure 22.4( c) shows a pair of optical pho

duration. In some cases, the pulse periods are so stable

tographs of the Crab pulsar, at the center of the Crab supernova

that they are by far the most accurate natural docks

remnant (Figures 22.4a and b). co (Sec. 2 1 .3) In the left

known in the universe-more accurate even than the best

frame, the pulsar is off; in the right frame, it is on. The rapid

atomic clocks on Earth. In some cases, the period is pre
dicted to change by only a few seconds in a million years.

variation in the pulsar's light, with a pulse period of about 33

milliseconds, is shown in Figure 22.4( d). The Crab also pulses

The best current model describes a pulsar as a compact,

in the radio and X-ray parts of the spectrum. By observing the

spinning neutron star that periodically flashes radiation

speed and direction of tile Crab's ejected matter, astronomers

toward Earth.

have worked backward to pinpoint the location in space at

o

5

10

15
Time (s)

20

25

30

... F IGURE 22.2 Pulsar Radiation Pulsars emit periodic bursts of radiation. Th is recording shows the
regular change in the intensi1y of the radio radiation emitted by the first such object discOiered. know n as
CP 1919. Some of the object's pulse.s are marked by arrows.
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.. F IGU RE 22.3 Pulsar Model This diagram of the 'Iighthou.se model" of neutron-star emission accounts
for many of the observed properties of pulsars. Charged particles, accelerated by the magnetism of the
neutron star, flON along the magnetic field lines, producing radiation that beams outward. At greater
distances from the star, the field lines channel these particles into a high-speed outft"", i n the star's
equatorial plane, form i ng a pulsar w ind. The beam sweeps across the sky as the neutron star rotates. If it
happens to intersect Earth, we see a pulsar-much like a lighthouse beacon.

which the explosion must have occurred and where the super
nova core remnant should be located. co (Sec. 2 1 .3) It corre
sponds to the location of the pulsar. TIus is all that remains of
the once massive star whose supernova was observed in 1054.
As indicated in Figure 22.3, the neutron star's strong
magnetic field and rapid rotation channel high-energy
particles from near the star's surface into the surrounding
nebula (d. the expanding envelope of the 1054 supernova
Figure 22.4a). The result is an energetic pulsar wind that
flows outward at almost the speed of Light, primarily in the
star's equatorial plane. As it slams into the nebula, the wind
heats the gas to very lugh temperatures. Figure 22.4(b)
shows this process in action in the Crab--the combined
Hubble/Chandra image reveals rings of hot X-ray-emitting
gas moving rapidly away from the pulsar. Also visible in the
unage is a jet of hot gas (not the beam of radiation from the
pulsar) escaping perpendicular to the equatorial plane.
Eventually, the energy from the pulsar wind is deposited into

the Crab nebula, where it is radiated into space by the nebu
lar gas, powerulg the spectacular display we see from Earth.
co (Fig. 2 1 . 10)
Most pulsars enut pulses in the form of radio radiation,
but some (Like the Crab) have been observed to pulse Ul the
visible, X-ray, and gamma-ray parts of the spectrum as well.
Figure 22.5 shows the Crab and the nearby Geminga pulsar
in gamma rays. Geminga is unusual in that, although it pul
sates strongly in gamma rays, it is barely detectable in visible
light and not at all at radio wavelengths. v"hatever types of
radiation are produced, these electromagnetic flashes at dif
ferent frequencies all occur at regular, repeated intervals, as
we would e>.:pect, since they arise from the same object.
However, pulses at different frequencies do not necessarily
all occur at the same instant in the pulse cycle. The periods
of most pulsars are quite short, rangit1g from about 0.03 s to
0.3 s (that is, flashulg between 3 and 30 times per second).
The human eye is insensitive to such rapid flashes, making it

S ECTION 22.2

Pulsars
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� stars offer the only working explanation of pulsars, and their association
� with supernova remnants ties them squarely to the theory of stellar
... FI G URE 22.4 Crab Pulsar Despite their extreme properties. neutron

evolution. Here, in the core of the Crab Nebula (a). the Crab pulsar (c) blinks on
and off about 30 times each second. In this pair of optical images, the pulsing
can be clearly seen. In the right frame, the pulsar (arraw) is on; i n the left frame,
it is off. (b) This more recent Chana-a X-ray image of the Crab, superimposed
on a Hubble optical image, shaws the central pulsar, as well as rings of hot X
ray-emitting gas in the equatorial plane, driven bj the pulsar wind and moving
rapidly outward. Also visible in the image is a jet of hot gas (not the beam of
radiation from the pulsar) escaping perpend icular to the equatorial plane. (d)
The light curve shows the main pulse and its precursor. (The latter is probably
related to the beam directed away from Earth.) (ESO; NASA)

"

"

"

(d)

impossible to observe the flickering of a pulsar by eye, even
with a large telescope. Fortunately, instruments can record
pulsations of light that the human eye cannot detect.
Most known pulsars are observed (usually by Doppler

o

0.01

0.02
Time (seconds)

0.03

Neutron Stars and Pu lsa rs
All pulsars are neutron stars, but not all neutron stars are
observed as pulsars, for two reasons. First, the two ingredi

measurements) to have high speeds--much greater than the

ents that make the neutron star pulse-rapid rotation and

typical speeds of stars in our Galaxy. The most likely expla

a strong magnetic field-both diminish with time, so the

nation for these anomalously high speeds is that neutron

pulses gradually weaken and become less frequent. Theory

stars may receive substantial "kicks" due to asymmetries in

indicates that, within a few tens of millions of years, the

the supernovae in which they formed. Such asymmetries,

beam weakens and the pulses all but stop. Second, even a

which are predicted by theory, are generally not very pro

young, bright neutron star is not necessarily detectable as a

nounced, but if the supernova's enormous energy is chan

pulsar from our vantage point on Earth. The pulsar beam

neled even slightly in one direction, the newborn neutron

depicted in Figure 22.3 is relatively narrow-perhaps as

star can recoil in tlle opposite direction with a speed of

little as a few degrees across in some cases. Only if the neu

many tens or even hundreds of kilometers per second. Thus,

tron star happens to be oriented in just the right way do we

observations of pulsar velocities give theorists additional

actually see pulses. When we see those pulses from Earth,

insight into the detailed physics of supernovae.

we call the body a pulsar. Note that we are using the term
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.... F IGU RE 2 2 .5 Gamma-Ray Pulsars (a) The Crab and Geminga

pulsars, which happen to lie fairly close (about 45 degrees) to one
another in the sky. Unlike the Crab, Geminga is barely visible at
optical wavelengths and undetectable in the radio region of the
spectrum. (b) Sequence of Compton Garrma-Ray Observatory
images showing Gemingas 024-5 pulse period. [The Crab's
33-millesecond period is too rapid to be resolved by the detector.)
(NASA)

(e)

"pulsar" here to mean the pulsing object we observe if the
beam crosses Earth. However, many astronomers use
the word more generically to mean any young neutron star
producing beams of radiation as in Figure 22.3. Such an

C O N C E PT C H E C K

... Why don't we see pulsars at the centers of all supernova
remnants?

object will be a pulsar as seen from some directions--just
not necessarily ours!
Given our current knowledge of star formation, stellar

22.3 Neutron-Star B i n a ries

evolution, and neutron stars, our observations of pulsars are

We noted in Chapter 1 7 that most stars are not single, but

a supernova explosion, (2) most supernovae leave a neutron

Although many pulsars are known to be isolated (i.e., not

consistent with the ideas that ( 1 ) every high-mass star dies in

sta r behind (a few result in black holes, as discussed in a
moment), and (3) aI/ young neutron stars emit beams of ra
diation, just like the pulsars we actually detect. A few pulsars
are definitely associated with supernova remnants, dearly
establishing those pulsars' explosive origin. On the basis of
estimates of the rate at which massive stars have formed over
the lifetime of the Milky Way, astronomers reason that, for
every pulsar we know of, there must be several hundred
thousand more neutron stars moving unseen somewhere in
our Galaxy. Some formed relatively recently-less than a few
million years ago-and simply happen not to be beaming

instead are members of binary systems.

0:>

(Sec. 1 7.7)

part of any binary), at least some do have binary compan
ions, and the same is true of neutron stars in general (even
the ones not seen as pulsars). One important consequence of
iliis pairing is that the masses of some neutron stars have
been determined quite accurately. All the measured masses
are fairly close to 1 .4 times tlle mass of the Sun-the
Chandrasekhar mass of the stellar core that collapsed to
form the neutron-star remnant.

X- Ray So urces

their energy toward Earth. However, tlle vast majority are

The late 1 970s saw several important discoveries about neu

old, their youthful pulsar phase long past.

tron stars in binary-star systems. Numerous X-ray sources

Neutron stars (and black holes too) were predicted

were found near the central regions of our Galaxy and also

by theory long before they were actually observed, al

near the centers of a few rich star clusters. Some of these

though their extreme properties made many scientists

sources, known as X-ray

doubt that they would ever be found in nature. The fact

energy in violent eruptions, eacl1 thousands of times more

that we now have strong observational evidence, not just

llUninous tllan our Sun, but lasting only a few seconds. A

for their existence but also for the vitally important roles

typical burst is shown in Figure 22.6.

bursters,

emit much of their

they play in many areas of high-energy astrophysics, is yet

This X-ray emission arises on or near neutron stars that

another testament to the fundamental soundness of the

are members of binary systems. Matter torn from tlle surface

theory of stellar evolution.

of the (main-sequence or giant) companion by the neutron

SECTION 22.3
•

Neutron-Star Binaries

F IGURE 22.6 X-Ray Burster

intense flash of X rays, followed
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by a period of relative inactivi1y lasting
An X-ray burster produces a sudden.

as long as several hours. Then another burst occurs. The bursts are

thought to be caused � explosive nuclear burn ing on the surface of an
accreting neutron star, si mi lar to the explosions on a wh ite dwarf that

give rise to n""ae. (al An optical photograph of the globular star duster

Terzan 2, showing a 2" dot at the center where the X-ray bursts originate.

taken before and during the outburst. The most intense
rays correspond to the position of the blac\: dot shaN" in (a). (SAO)

(b) X-ray images

X

star's strong gravitational pull accumulates on the neutron
star's surface. As in the case of white-dwarf accretion (see
Chapter 2 1 ) , the material does not fall directly onto the
surface. Instead, as illustrated in Figure 22.7(a), it forms an
accretion disk (compare witll Figure 2 1 .2, which depicts the
white-dwarf equivalent).

CIO

(Sec. 2 1 . 1 ) The gas goes into a

tight orbit around ilie neutron star and then spirals slowly
inward. The inner portions of the accretion disk become
extremely hot, releasing a steady stream of X rays.
As gas bu.ilds up on the neutron st,1r's surface, its
temperature rises due to the pressure of overlying material.
Soon the temperature becomes hot enough to fuse hydrogen.
The result is a sudden period of rapid nuclear burning iliat
releases a huge amount of energy in a brief, but intense, flash
of X rays--an

X-ray burst.

After several hours of renewed

accumulation, a fresh layer of matter produces the next
burst. Thus,

an

X-ray burst is much like a nova on a white

dwarf, but occurring on a far more violent scale because of
the neutron star's much stronger gravity.

CIO

(Sec. 2 1 . 1 )

Not all the infalling gas makes i t onto the neutron star's
surface, however; in at least one case--an object known as
SS 433,* lying roughly 5000 pc from Earth-we have direct
'tfoThe name simply identifies the. o bject as the 433rd e.nrry in a particular cata
�
.s
•
log ofstars with strong optical emiss;orl ljm

•

FIGURE 22.7 X-Ray Emission

(al Matter flows from a normal star

taNard a compact neutron-star companion
an accretion disk. As the gas spirals

and falls taNard the surface i n

inward under the neutron star's intense
gravity, it heats up, becoming so hot that it emits X rays. In at least one
Instance-the peculiar object 55 433-some materi al may be ejected in
the form oftwo h igh-s peed jets of gas. (b) False-color rad iographs of
55 433, made at monthly intervals (left to r ight), show the jets moving
Jet

outward and the central

source rotating under the gravitational influence

of the companion star. (NRAO)
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observational evidence that some material is instead shot

globular cluster since the duster itself came into being. Thus,

completely out of the system at enormously high speeds.

no new neutron star has been produced in a globular duster

SS 433 expels more than one Earth mass of material every

in a very long time. But the pulsar produced by a supernova is

year in the form of two oppositely directed narrow jets

expected to slow down in only a few million years, and after

moving roughly perpendicular to the disk. Observations of

10 billion years its rotation should have all but ceased. Thus,

the Doppler shifts of optical emission lines produced within

the rapid rotation of the pulsars found in globular clusters

more than 25 percent of the speed of light! As the jets inter

have been "spun up"-that is, had tlleir rotation rates in

act with the interstellar medium, they emit radio radiation,

creased-by some other, much more recent, mechanism.

the jets themselves imply speeds of almost 80,000 kmJs

as shown in Figure 22.7(b).

cannot be a relic of their birili. Instead, these objects must

The most likely explanation for the high rotation rate

Jets of this sort are apparently quite common in astro

of pulsars is that the neutron star has been spun up by

nomical systems in which an accretion disk surrounds a

drawing in matter from a companion star. As matter spirals

compact object (such as a neutron star or a black hole).

down onto ilie star's surface in an accretion disk, it

They are thought to be produced by the intense radiation

provides a "push" that makes tile neutron star spin faster

and magnetic fields near the inner edge of the disk, although

(see Figure 22.8). Theoretical calculations indicate that iliis

the details of their formation are still uncertain. Once again,

process can spin the star up to breakup speed in about a

not the "lighthouse" beams of radia

hundred million years. This general picture is supported by

tion from the neutron star itself, shown in Figure 22.3, that

the finding that, of the 1 50 or so millisecond pulsars seen

can result in a pulsar, nor are they associated ,vith a pulsar

in globular clusters, roughly half are known to be members

note that these jets are

of binary systems. The remaining solo millisecond pulsars

wind, as in Figure 22.4(b).
Since the discovery of SS 433, roughly a dozen stellar

were probably formed when an encowlter with another

mass objects with comparable properties have been discov

star ejected the pulsar from the binary or when the pulsar's

ered in our Galaxy, and we will see examples of similar phe

own intense radiation destroyed its companion.

nomena on much larger scales in later chapters. Indeed, the

Thus, although a pulsar like tile Crab is the direct result of

current terminology for "stellar-scale" objects like SS 433-

a supernova, millisecond pulsars are the product of a two

microquasar-derives from their much more energetic
galactic counterparts (called

quasars;

see Sec. 24.4). SS 433

stage process. First, the neutron star was formed in an ancient
supernova, billions of years ago. Second, through a relatively

has been particularly important in the study of microquasars

recent interaction with a binary companion, the neutron star

because we can actually observe both its disk and its jets, in

then achieved the rapid spin that we observe today. Once

stead of simply having to assume their existence, as we do in

again, we see how members of a binary system can evolve in

ways quite different from the manner in which single stars

more distant cosmic objects.

evolve. Notice that the scenario of accretion onto a neutron
star from a binary companion is the same scenario that we just

M i l l isecond Pulsars

used to explain tile existence of X-ray bursters. In fact, the 1\'10

In the mid- 1980s an important new category of pulsars was

phenomena are closely linked. Many X-ray bursters may be on

fOWld: a class of very rapidly rotating objects called

their way to becoming millisecond pulsars, and many millisec

millisecond pulsars. Some 250 are currently known in the

ond pulsars are X-ray sources, powered by the trickle of mate

Milky Way Galaxy. These objects spin hundreds of times per

rial still falling onto them from their binary companions.

second (i.e., their pulse period is a few milliseconds) . This
speed is about as fast as a typical neutron star can spin ,vith
out flying apart. In some cases, the star's equator is moving
at more than 20 percent of tile speed of light, a speed that

Figme 22.9 shows the globular cluster 47 Thcanae, to
gether with a

Charrdra

image of its core showing no fewer

than 108 X-ray sources-about 10 times the number that had

been known in the cluster prior to Chandra's lawlCh. Roughly

suggests a phenomenon bordering on tile incredible: a cos

half of these sources are millisecond pulsars; the cluster also

mic object of kilometer dimensions, more massive than om

contains two or three "conventional" neutron-star binaries.

Stll1, spinning almost at breakup speed and making nearly a

Most of the remaining sources are white-dwarf binaries,

thousand complete revolutions every

second!. Yet

the obser

vations and their interpretation Ie.we little room for doubt.

similar to those discussed in Chapter 2 1 .

00

(Sec. 2 1 . 1 )

The way in which a neutron star can become a member of

The story of these remarkable objects is further compli

a binary system is the subject of active research, because ilie vi

cated because many of them are found in globular clusters.

olence of a supernova explosion would be expected to blow the

This is odd, since globular clusters are known to be very old--

binary apart in many cases. Only if the supernova progenitor

10 billion years, at least.

lost a lot of mass before the explosion would the binary system

00

(Sec. 20.5) Yet, Type II super

novae (the kind that create neutron stars) are associated with
massive stars that e.xplode wiiliin a few tens of

millions

of

years after tlleir formation, and no stars have formed in any

be likely to survive. Alternatively, by interacting ,vith an exist
ing binary and displacing one of its components, a neutron
star may become part of a binary system

after it is formed, as

S E CT I O N 2 2 . 3

I nfall i ng
matter
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depicted in Figure 22.10. Astronomers are eagerly searching the

Matter strikes star moving
parallel to surface

-------

Neutron-Star Binaries

skies for more millisecond pulsars to test their ideas.

Pulsar Planets
Radio astronomers can capitalize on the precIsion with
which pulsar signals repeat themselves to make e>.:tremely
accurate measurements of pulsar motion. In January 1992,

Neutron
star

radio astronomers at the Arecibo Observatory found that

pc from Earth varied in an unexpected, but

the pulse period of a recently discovered millisecond pulsar
lying some 500

quite regular, way. Careful analysis of the data has revealed

.. F IGU RE 22.8 Millisecond Pulsar Gas !Tom a companion star
spirals down onto the surface of a neutron star. As the infalling matter
strikes the star, it moves almost parallel to the surface, so it tends to
make the star spin faster. Eventually, this process can resu lt in a
millisecond pulsar-a neutron star spinning at the incred ible rate of
h u nd red s of revolutions per second.

that the period fluctuates on two distinct time scales--one
of 67 d.1YS, the otller of 98 days. The changes in the pulse

7

period are small-less than one part in 10 -but repeated
observations have confirmed their reality.
The leading explanation for these fluctuations holds
that they are caused by the Doppler effect as tile pulsar wob

bles back and forth in space. But what causes the wobble?
The Arecibo group thinks that it is the result of the com

bined gravitational pulls of not one, but

two, planets, each

about three times the mass of Earthl One orbits the pulsar at
a distance of 0.4 AU and the other at a distance of 0.5 AU.
Their orbital periods are 67 and 98 days, respectively, match
ing the timing of tile fluctuations. In April 1994, the group
announced further observations that not only confirmed
their earlier findings, but also revealed the presence of a

third body, with mass comparable to Earth's Moon, orbiting
only 0.2 AU from the pulsar.
These remarkable results constituted the first definite

--

evidence of planet-sized bodies outside our solar

--

system. A few other millisecond pul
sars have since been found with
sinlilar behavior. However, it is
unlikely that any of these plan
ets formed in the same way as
our own. Any planetary system
orbiting the pulsar's progenitor
star was almost certainly de
stroyed in the supernova explo
sion that created the pulsar. As a
result, scientists are still unsure
about how these planets came
into being. One possibility in
volves the binary companion
that provided the matter neces
S.1ry to spin the pulsar up to
millisecond speeds. Possibly, the
pulsar's intense radiation and
strong

gravity

destroyed

the

companion and then spread its

.. F IGU RE 22.9 Cluster X-Ray Binaries The dense core of the old globular cluster 47 Tucan ae harbors
more than 100 separate X-ray sources (shONn in the OlandrG image at the right). More than half of these
are thought to be bi nary mil li second pulsars, still a=eting small amounts of gas from their companions
after an earlier period of mass transfer spun them up to millisecond speeds. (ESO; NASA)

matter out into a disk (a little
like the solar nebula) in whose
cool outer regions the planets
might have condensed.
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22.4 Gamma-Ray Bu rsts
Discovered serendipitously in the late l%Os by military
satellites looking for violators of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty

and first made public in the 1970s, gamma-ray bursts con

sist of bright, irregular flashes of gamma rays typically
lasting only a few seconds (Figure 22. 1 1a ) . Until the 1 990s, it
was thought that gamma-ray bursts were basically "scaled
up" versions ofX-ray bursters in which matter accreted from
the binary companion was subjected to even more violent
nuclear burning, accompanied by the release of the more

.. F IGURE 2 2.10 Binary Exchange A neutron star can encounter a

energetic gamma rays. However, this is not the case.

Distances and Lu minosities

binary made up of two ICNV-mass stars, ejecting one of them and taking
its place. This mechanism provides a means of forming a binary system
with a neutron-star component (which may later ",olve into a
millisecond pulsar) without having to explain how the binary survived
the supemova explosion that formed the neutron star.

Compton Gam ma -Ray Observa

Figure 22. 1 1 (b) shows an all-sky plot o f the positions of
2704 bursts detected by the

(CGRO) during its nine-year operational lifetime.

tory

0:> (Sec. 5.7) On average, CGRO detected gamma-ray bursts
at the rate of about one a day. Note that the bursts are
Astronomers have been searching for decades for plan

distributed uniformly across the sky (their distribution is

ets orbiting main-sequence stars like our Sun, on the as

said to be

sumption that planets are a natural by-product of star

tively narrow band of the Milky Way (cf. Figure 5.36). The

isotropic),

rather than being confined to the rela

formation. 0:> (Sec. 6.7) As we have seen, these searches

bursts seemingly never repeat at the same location, show no

have now identified many extrasolar planets, although the

obvious clustering, and appear unaligned with any known

planetary systems discovered to date don't look much like

large-scale structure, near or far.
The isotropy of the CGRO data convinced most as

our own---only a few planets even comparable in mass to
Earth have

so

far been detected.

0:>

tronomers that the bursts do not originate within our own

(Sec. 1 5.6) It is ironic

that the first Earth-sized planets to be found outside the

Galaxy, as had once been assumed, but instead are produced

solar system orbit a dead star and have little or nothing in

far beyond

common with our own world!

distances,

the

Milky Way-at

so-called

cosmological

comparable to the scale of the universe itself.

However, although CGRO detected thousands of gamma
ray bursts, it was unable to determine the distance to any of

CO N C E P T C H E C K
V'

What is the connection between X-rwy sources and
millisecond pulsars?
April 21 , 1991

'1J
c:
0
0

40,000

'E
is

20,000

ill

'"'

them. The reason for

this

distances in the universe.

April 25, 1991

0:>

(Sec. 1 7.6)

2704 gamma-ray bursts
+90

May 1 8, 1 991

30,000

0

-1 80

+1 80

u

(a)

brings us bade to a fundamental

issue in astronomy: the difficulties involved in measuring

0

5

10

0 20 40 60 80
Time (seconds)

0

0.4

0.8

-90

1 .2
(b)

• F IGU RE 2 2.1 1 Gamma-Ray Bursts (a) Plots of intensity versus time (in seconds) for three gamma-ray
bursts. Note the substantial differences between them. Some bursts are irregular and spiky, whereas others
are much more smoothly varying. Whether this wide variation in the burst appearance means that more
than one p�sical process is at work is presently unknown. (b) Pos itions on the sky of all the gamma-ray
bursts detected by Compton Observatory during its nearly 9-year operating lifetime. The bursts appear to
be distributed i sotropi cally (uniformly) across the entire sky. The plane of the Milky Way Galaxy runs
horizontally across the center of the map, which ,s also the direction to the center of our Galaxy. (NASA)

SECTION 22.4
Gamma-ray observations in and of themselves do not
provide enough information to tell us how far away a

Gamma-Ray Bursts
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5 billion pc away. By the time the

Hubble unage (b) was taken
(about 2 months after the Keck image and 4 months after the

burst is. Rather, in order to determine the distance, as

initial burst of gamma rays), the afterglow had faded, but a

tronomers must somehow associate the burst with some

faint image of a host galaxy remained.

other object in the sky whose distance can be measured

In all, more than 200 optical or X-ray afterglows of

by other means. Such objects are referred to as burst

gamma-ray bursts have been detected, and several dozen

cormterparts, and the techniques for studying them usually

distances are known. All are very large, implying that the

involve observations in the optical or X-ray parts of the

bursts must be extremely energetic, since otherwise they

electromagnetic spectrum. Unfortunately, as we saw in

wouldn't be detectable by our equipment. If we assume that

Chapter 5, gamma rays are far too penetrating to be fo
cused by conventional optics.

CD

(Sec. 5 .7) A1; a result,

CGRO's burst positions were uncertain by several degrees,

the gamma rays are emitted equally in all directions (a big

asslUnption!), then we can calculate the total energy emitted
from the fraction we see, using the inverse-square law.

so optical or X-ray telescopes had to scan very large

CD (Sec. 17.2 ) We find that each burst apparently generates

regions of the sky as they looked for the counterpart.

more energy-and in some cases hundreds of times more

Compounding this problem, the "afterglows" of a burst at

energy-than a typical supernova explosion, all in a matter

X-ray or optical wavelengths generally fade quite rapidly,

of seconds! According to this calculation, GRB 97 1 2 1 4 was

severely limiting the time available to complete the search.

the most violent explosion ever observed in the universe.

The first direct measurement of the distance to a

Finding the counterpart to a gamma-ray burst requires an

gamma-ray burst was made on May 8, 1997, thanks to a com

accurate measurement of the burst's location (to wnit the re

bination of gamma-ray, X-ray, and optical observations of

gion of the sky that must be scanned) and fast communication
can

the gamma-ray burst GRB 970508. (The number simply in

(so that other telescopes

dicates the date of the burst's detection.) The Italian-Dutch

fades) . The most successful searches for burst counterparts

BeppoSAX satellite

recorded the burst in both the garnma

and X-ray regions of the spectrum. The importance of the
X-ray observations is that they allowed a much more accu

start to look before the afterglow

have been carried out by satellites combining gamma-ray

detectors with X-ray and/or optical telescopes. An example is
NASA's

Swift mission, in operation since 2005. Swift combines

rate determination of the burst's location in the sky-in fact,

a wide-angle gamma-ray detector (to monitor as much of

to within a few arc minutes. That was enough for ground

the sky

based optical astronomers to look for

as

possible) with two telescopes: one X-ray and one

and find GRB 970508's optical after
glow. For the first time, astronomers
had observed an optical counterpart to
a gamma-ray burst.
The counterpart's optical spec

trum,

obtained with the Keck telescope,

revealed a very important piece of
information. Several absorption lines

of iron and magnesium were identi
fied, but they were redshifted by almost
a factor of two in wavelength. Such
redshifts, as we will see in Chapter 24,
are the result of the expansion of the
universe, and they are dear proof-a
"smoking gun," if you will-that at
least this gamma-ray burst, and pre

sumably all others, really did occur at
cosmological distances. The events re
sponsible for GRB 970508 occurred
more than 2

billion parsecs from Earth.

Figure 22. 1 2 shows optical images
of another gamma-ray burst, GRB
971214, along with the "host" galaxy in
which it resided. According to the
redshift of lines observed in the galaxy's
spectrum,

this

burst

was

almost

... FIGURE 22.1 2 Gamma-Ray Burst Counterparts O pti cal images of the gamma-ray burst
GRB 971214 (the numbers simply mean December 14, 1997, the day the burst was recorded� Image
(a), taken with the Keck telescope, shows the visible afterglow of the gamma-ray source (arrow) to
be quite bright, comparable to two other prominent sources in the overlaid box. A spectrum of the
afterglow shawed it to be highly redshifted, placing it near the limits of the observable universe,
almost 5 billion parsecs aw�. By the time the Hubble image (b) was taken (about 2 months
after the Ked: image and 4 months after the initial burst of gamma rays was detected by the
Italian- D utch BeppoSax satellite), the afterglow had faded, but a fai nt image of a host galaxy
remains. The different cators result from the use of different filters to observe the light
(Keck; NASA)
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optical!ultraviolet instrument. The gamma-ray detector spots
the burst and determines its direction to an accuracy of about
4 arc minutes. Within seconds, the on-board computer auto
matically points the X-ray and optical telescopes toward the
burst and relays its coordinates to other telescopes, in space
and on the grOlUld. Swift 10c.1tes burst counterparts at the rate
of about 1 per week, and bas played a pivotal role in advancing
our understanding of these violent phenomena.

What Causes the B u rsts?
Not only are gamma-ray burst sources extremely energetic,
they are also very small. The millisecond flickering in the
bursts implies that whatever their origin, all of their energy
must come from a volume no larger than a few hundred
kilometers across. The reasoning is as follows: If the emitting
region were, say, 300,000 lan-- l light-second-across, even
an instantaneous change in intensity at the source would be
smeared out over a time interval of 1 s as seen from Earth,
bec.1use light from the far side of the object would take 1 s
longer to reach us than light from the near side. For the
gamma-ray variation not to be blurred by the light-travel
time, the source cannot be more than 1 light-millisecond, or
just 300 lan, in diameter.

Most theoretical attempts to explain gamma-ray bursts
picture tbe burst as a relativistic fireball-an expanding
region, probably a jet, of superhot gas radiating furiously in
the gamma-ray part of the spectrum. (The term "relativis
tic" here means that particles are moving at nearly the speed
of light and that Einstein's theory of relativity is needed to
describe them-see Section 22.6.) The complex burst struc
ture and afterglows are produced as the fireball expands,
cools, and interacts with its surroundings.
If the gamma-ray burst is emitted as a jet, then its total
energy may be reduced to more "manageable» levels, because
the bright flash we see is representative of only a small frac
tion of the sky. This may make the apparently huge luminos
ity of the December 1997 burst somewhat easier to explain. As
an analogy, consider a handheld laser pointer of the sort com
monly used in talks and lectures. It radiates only a few miIli
watts of power, much less than a household lightbulb, but it
appears enormously bright if you happen to look directly into
the beam. (Don't do this, by the way!) The laser beam is bright
because all of its energy is concentrated in almost a single di
rection, instead of being radiated isotropically into space.
Two leading models for the energy source have emerged,
as sketdled in Figure 22.13. The first (Figure 22. 1 3a) is the
"true" end point of a binary-star system-the merger of the

(a) Merging stars
Time

(b) Hypernova

�
�

... F I G UR E 22.1 1 Gamma-Ray Burst Models Nrutron stars and black holes are intimately connected
with the most violent phenomena in the universe. Two models have been proposed to explain
gamma-ray bursts. Part (a) depicts the merger of two nrutron stars; part (b) shows the core collapse,
implosion. and stalled supemO<la. or hypernova. of a single massive star. Both models predict a relativistic
fireball, perhaps releasing energy in the form ofjets, as shONn.

SECTION 22.5
component stars. Suppose that both members of the binary
evolve to become neutron stars. As the system continues to
evolve, gravitational radiation (see Discovery 22-2) is released,
and the two ultradense stars spiral in toward each other. Once
they are within a few kilometers of one another, coalescence is
inevitable. Such a merger will likely produce a violent e.xplo
sion comparable in energy to that generated by a supernova
and perhaps energetic enough to explain the flashes of gamma
rays we observe. The overall rotation of the binary system may
channel the energy into a high-speed, high-temperature jet.
The second model ( Figure 22. 1 3b), sometimes called a
hypemova, is a "failed" supernova-but what a failure! In
this picture, a very massive star undergoes core collapse
much as described earlier for a Type II supernova, but in
stead of forming a neutron star, the core collapses to a black
hole (see Section 22.5). 00 (Sec. 2 1 .2) At the same time, the

Black Holes
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22.5 Black Holes
Table 22.1 lists the properties of some of the dense stellar rem
nants we have encountered in iliis text. Brown, white, and black

dwarfs are held up by electron degeneracy-the resistance of
tightly packed electrons to further compression. 0:> (Sees.
20.2, 20.3) The much denser neutron stars, as we have just
seen, are supported by a similar mechanism involving neutrons

instead. Squeezed together, me neutrons in a neutron star form
a hard ball of matter that not even gravity can compress fur
ther. Or can it? Is it possible that, given enough matter packed
into a small enough volume, the collective pull of gravity can
eventually crush any opposing pressure? Can gravity continue

to compress a massive star into an object the size of a planet, a
city, a pinhead�ven smaller? The answer, apparently, is yes.

blast wave racing outward through the star stalls. Instead of
being blown to pieces, the inner part of the star begins to
implode, forming an accretion disk around the black hole

The Final Stage of Stellar Evolution

and creating a relativistic jet. The jet punches its way out of
the star, producing a gamma-ray burst as it slams into the

behavior of matter at very high densities is not well enough
lUJderstood, most researchers concur that the mass of a neu

surrounding shells of gas expelled from the star during the
final stages of its nuclear-burning lifetime. 00 (Discovery

tron star ca.n.not exceed about 3 solar masses. That is the
neutron-star equivalent of the white dwarf's Chandrasekhar

Although the precise figure is uncertain, mainly because the

20-2) At the same time, intense radiation from the accretion
disk may restart the stalled supernova, blasting what re
mains ofthe star into space.

mass limit discussed in ilie previous chapter. 00 (Sec. 2 1 .3)
Above this limit, not even tightly packed neutrons can with
stand the star's gravitational pull. In fact, we know of no

The idea of a relativistic fireball has become widely
accepted among workers in this branch of astrophysics.

force that can counteract gravity once neutron degeneracy
pressure is overwhelmed. If enough material is left behind

Many researchers regard it as likely tllat the energy is re
leased as a jet and iliat the most intense gamma-ray bursts

after a supernova such that the central core e.xceeds ilie
3-solar-mass linlit, gravity wins the battle with pressure
once and for all, and tlle star's central core collapses forever.

occur when the jet is directed toward us ("looking into the
laser") . Which of the two models just described is correct?
Most experts in the field would now say that the answer
is probably

both. The hypernova model predicts bursts of
relatively long duration and is the leading explanation of the
"long" gamma-ray bursts lasting more than about 2 seconds.
Detailed calculations indicate that the neutron star merger

model can naturally account for the short bursts.
Thanks to the "rapid response network" provided by
Swift and other instnunents, astronomers now have detailed

Stellar evolution theory indicates that this is the fate of any
star whose main-sequence mass exceeds about 25 times the
mass of ilie Sun.
The limit of 3 solar masses is uncertain, in part because
it ignores the effects of magnetism and rotation, bOtll of
which are surely present in the cores of evolved stars. Be
cause these effects can compete with gravity, they influence
stellar evolution. 00 (Sec. 19. 1 ) In addition, we do not know
precisely how the basic laws of physics might change in re

observations of many afterglows of both types of burst.
Both the spectra and the light Cltrves of the long-burst after

gions of very dense matter that is both rapidly spinning and
strongly magnetized. Generally speaking, theorists expect

glows are precisely what astronomers would expect from a
supernova produced by a very massive (25-solar mass) star.
00 (Sec. 2 1 .3) The rapidly fading X-ray afterglows from the

that tlle neutron-star mass limit increases when magnetism
and rotation are included because even larger amoUllts of
mass will then be needed for gravity to compress stellar

gamma-ray bursts, and tllat both of the models depicted in
Figure 22. 1 3 contribute to the total.

As the stellar core shrinks, the gravitational pull in its
vicinity eventually becomes so great tllat even light itself is

short bursts are consistent with the predictions of ilie merger
scenario. It seems that there are, in fact, two distinct classes of

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V What are gamma-ray bursts, and why have they posed such a
challenge to current theory?

cores into neutron stars or black holes, but the amount of
tlle increase is not currently known.

Ullable to escape. The resultant object therefore emits no
light, no radiation, and no information whatsoever. As
tronomers call this bizarre end point of stellar evolution, in
which a massive core remnant collapses in on itself and
vanishes forever, a black hole.
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Remnant

Typical mass
(solar masses)

Typic.l radius
Ikm )

Typical density
Ikg/m')

brown dwarf

less than 0.08

70,000

white dwarf

less than 1 .4

black dwarf

less than 1 .4

neutron star
black hole

Support

Context lsection)

105

electron
degeneracy

H fusion never started ( 19.3)

10,000

1 09

electron
degeneracy

10,000

109

electron
degeneracy

"cold» white dwarf ( 20.3)

1 .4-3 (approx.)

10

10 18

neutron
degeneracy

remnant of a core coUapse supernova (22. 1 )

more than 3

10

infinite at the
center

mechanics-up

to

now our

reliable

and

indispensable tool in understanding the universe---cannot
adequately describe conditions in or near black holes.
co

remnant

of a core collapse supernova with
massive progenitor (22.5)

surface would reach 300,000 km/s. But this is no ordinary

Escape Speed
Newtonian

none

steUar core after fusion stops at ao (20.3)

(Sec. 2.8) To comprehend these collapsed objects, we

must turn instead to the modern theory of gravity: Einstein's

general theory of relativity, discussed in Section 22.6.

Still, we

can usefully discuss some aspects of these strange bodies
in more or less Newtonian terms. Let's consider again the
familiar Newtonian concept of escape speed-the speed
needed for one object to escape from the gravitational pull

speed-it is the speed of light, the fastest speed allowed by
the laws of physics as we currently know them.
Thus, if, by some fantastic means, the entire planet
Earth could be compressed to less than the size of a grape,
the escape speed would exceed the speed of light. However,
because nothing can in fact exceed that speed, the com
pelling conclusion is that

nothing-absolutely 1I0thinr
could escapefrom the surface ofsuch a compressed body.

Black Hole Properties

of another-supplemented by two key facts from relativity:

The origin of the term

( 1) Nothing can travel faster than the speed of light, and

form of radiation-radio waves, visible light, X rays, indeed,

(2) all things, inc/udirlg light, are attracted by gravity.
A body's escape speed is proportional to the square root
of the body's mass divided by the square root of its radius.
co

black hole now

becomes clear: No

photons of any wavelength-would be able to escape the in
tense gravity of our grape-sized Earth. With no photons
leaving, our planet would be invisible and uncommunica

(Sec. 2.8) Earth's radius is 6400 km, and the escape speed

tive. No signal of any sort could be sent to the tUliverse

pothetical experiment in which Earth is squeezed on all sides

Earth could be said to have disappeared from the universe!

from Earth's surface is just over 1 1 km/s. Now consider a hy

by a gigantic vise. As our planet shrinks under the pressure, its

mass remains

the same, but its escape speed increases because

the planet's radius is decreasing. For example, suppose Earth
were compressed to one-fourth its present size. Then the pro

beyond. For all practical purposes, such a supercompact

O nly its gravitational field would remain behind, betraying
the presence of its mass, now shrwlk to a point.
The "one-way� nature of the flow of energy and matter

into a black hole means that almost all information about

portionality mentioned in the first sentence of this paragraph

tlle matter falling into it-gas, stars, spaceships, or people

predicts that our pL'illet's escape speed would double. Conse

is lost. Only a few scraps survive. In fact, we now know that,

quently, any object escaping from this hypothetically com

regardless of the composition, structure, or history of the

pressed Earth would need a speed of at least 22 km/s to do so.

objects that formed the hole, only three physic.11 properties

Imagine compressing Earth some more. Squeeze it
by an additional factor of, say, a thousand, making its

can be measured from the outside: the hole's
and

angular momentum. All

mass, charge,

other information is lost once

radius hardly more than a kilometer. Now a speed of about

matter enters the hole. Thus, just

630 km/s would be needed to escape from the planet's gravi

to completely describe a black hole's outward appe.1rance

three numbers are

tational pull. Compress Earth still further, and the escape

and interaction with the rest of the tmiverse.

required

speed continues to rise. If our hypothetical vise were to

In this chapter, we will concentrate on black holes tllat

squeeze Earth hard enough to crush its radius to about a

formed from nonrotating, electrically neutral matter. Such

centimeter, then the speed needed to esc.1pe the planet's

objects are

completely specified once their masses are known.

can

The Event Horizon

even light

Astronomers have a special name for the critical radius at

special and general relativity.

which the escape speed from an object would equal the speed
of light and within which the object could no longer be seen.
It is the Schwarzschild radius. after Karl Schwarzschild.
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escape, these "workhorse" theories must give

way to more refined tools. These tools are the theories of

Special Relativity

the German scientist who first studied its properties. The

By the latter part of the 19th century, physicists were well

Schwarzschild radius of any object is simply proportional to

aware of the special status of the speed of light, c. It was, they

the object's mass. For Earth, the Schwarzschild radius is 1 em;

knew, the speed at which all electromagnetic waves traveled,

for Jupiter. which is about 300 Earth masses. it is approxi

and, as best tlley could tell, it represented an upper limit on

mately 3 m; for the Sun, with a mass of 300,000 Earth masses,

the speeds of

it is 3 Ian. For a 3-solar-mass stellar core renmant, the

out success to construct a theory of mechanics and radiation

Schwarzschild radius is about 9 Ian. As a convenient rule of

in which c was a natural speed limit.

all known

particles. Scientists struggled with

thumb, the Schwarzschild radius of an object is simply 3 Ian.

In 1887, a fundamental experiment carried out by the

multiplied by the object's mass, measured in solar masses.

American physicists A. A. Michelson and E. W. Morley com

Every object has a Schwarzschild radius; it is the radius to

pOUllded theorists' problems further by demonstrating another

which the object would have to be compressed for it to be

important and wllque aspect of light: The measured speed of

come a black hole. Put another way, a black hole is an object

a beam of light is independent of the motion of either the ob

that happens to lie within its own Schwarzschild radius.
The surface of an imaginary sphere with radius equal to
the Schwarzschild radius and centered on a collapsing star is

server or the source (see

Discovery 22-1). No matter what our

motion may be relative to tile source of tile radiation, we always
measure precisely the same value for c: 299,792.458 kmJs.

called the event horizon. It defines the region within which

A moment's thought tells us that this is a decidedly

no event can ever be seen, heard, or known by anyone out

non intuitive statement. For example, if we were traveling in

side. Even though there is no matter of any sort associated

a car moving at 100 Ian/h and we fired a bullet forward with

with it, we can think of the event horizon as the "surface" of

a speed of 1000 Ian/h relative to the car, an observer stand

a black hole.

ing at the side of the road would see the bullet pass by at

A 1 .4-solar-mass neutron star has a radius of about 10 Ian
and a Schwarzschild radius of 4.2 Ian. If we were to keep in
creasing the star's mass, the star's SchwarzsdUld radius would

100 + 1000

=

1 1 00 kmlh, as illustrated in Figure 22. 14(a).

However, the Michelson-Morley experiment tells us that if
we were traveling in a rocket ship at one-tenth the speed of

grow, although its actual physical radius would not. In fact, the

light,

radius of a neutron star decreases slightly with increasing mass.

(Figure 22.1 4b), an outside observer would measure the

By the time the neutron star's mass exceeded about 3 solar

masses,

it would lie just within its own event horizon, and it

O. l c,

and we shone a searchlight beam ahead of us

speed of the beam not as 1 . 1 C, as the example of tile bullet
would suggest, but as

c.

The rules that apply to particles

would collapse of its own accord. It would not stop shrinking

moving at or near the speed of light are different from those

at the Schwarzschild radius: TIle event horizon is not a physi

we are used to in everyday life.

cal boUlldary of any kind-just a commUllications barrier.

The

special

theory of relativity

(or

just

special

TIle remnant would shrink right past the Schwarzschild radius

relativity) was proposed by Einstein in 1905 to deal with the

to ever-diminishing size on its way to being crushed to a point.

preferred status of the speed of light. The theory is the

Thus, provided that at least 3 solar masses of material

mathematical framework that allows us to extend the famil

remain behind after a supernova explosion, the remnant

iar laws of physics from low speeds (i.e., speeds much less

core will collapse catastrophically, diving below the event

than

c, which are often referred to as non relativistic) to very
relativistic) speeds, comparable to c. The essential

horizon in less than a second. The core simply "winks out,"

high (or

disappearing and becoming a small dark region from which

features of tile theory as follows:

nothing can escape-a literal black hole in space. Theory
indicates that this is the likely fate of stars having more than

1.

about 20 to 25 times the mass of the Sun.

The speed of light,

c,

is the maximum possible speed in

tile Ulllverse, and all observers measure the same value
for c, regardless of tlleir motion. Einstein broadened this

principle of relativity: The basic laws
the same to all unaccelerated observers.

statement into the

22.6 Einste i n's Theories
of Rel ati vity

2.

TIle objects we have been studying in tillS and the last few

of physics are

There is no absolute frame of reference in tile Ulliverse;

that is, there is no "preferred" observer relative to

chapters have taken us far beyond the scope of Newtoruan me

whom all other velocities can be measured. Put another

chanics and gravitation discussed in Chapter 2.

way, there is no way to tell who is moving and who is

co

(Sec. 2.8)

Now, in tile face of extreme states of matter, speeds compara

not. Instead, only relative velocities between observers

ble to that of light, and gravitational fields

matter (hence the term "relativity") .

so

intense that not
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rewrote the laws of motion ex
pounded by Newton more than two
centuries previously. = (Sec. 2.7)
But Newton's other great legacy-the
theory of gravitation-does not deal
with observers moving at constant
relative

velocities.

Rather, gravity

causes observers to

accelerate relative

to one another, making for a much
more complex mathematical prob
lem. Fitting gravity into special rela
tivity took Einstein another decade.
The result once again overturned sci
entists' conception of the universe.

In 1915, Einstein illustrated the

connection between special relativity
and gravity with the following famous
"thought experiment." Imagine that
you

are

enclosed in

an

elevator \\lith

no windows, so that you cannot di

& FIGURE 12.14 Speed ofLight (a) A bullet fired from a speeding car would be measured by an
outside observer to have a speed equal to the sum of the speeds of the car and of the bullet (b) A
beam of light shining forward from a high-speed spacecraft would sti ll be observed to have speed c,
regardless of the speed of the spacecraft The speed of light is thus independent of the speed of the
source or of the observer.

rectly observe the outside world,
and the elevator is floating in space.
You are weightless. Now suppose that
you begin to feel tlle floor press up
against your feet. Weight has apparently returned. There are two possible

3.

explanations for this, as shm\fn in
Neither space nor time can be considered independently

Figure 22.15. A large mass could have come nearby, and you

of one another. Rather, they are each components of a

are feeling its downward gravitational attraction (Figure

single entity: spacetime. There

is

no absolute, univer&11

time--observers' clocks tick at different rates, depending

22. 15a),

or

the elevator has begun to accelerate upward, and

the force you feel is that exerted by the elevator as it accelerates

on the observers' motions relative to one another.
Special relativity is equivalent to Newtonian mechanics
in describing objects that move much more slowly than the
speed of light, but it differs greatly in its predictions at
relativistic velocities. (See

Discovery 22-1.) Yet, despite their

often nonintuitive nature, all of tlle theory's predictions
have been repeatedly verified to a high degree of accuracy.
Today, special relativity lies at the heart of modern science.
No scientist seriously doubts its validity.

General Re lativity
Einstein's special theory of relativity is cast in terms of frames
of reference ("observers") moving at

cOr/stant speeds

with

respect to one anotller. In constructing his theory, Einstein

� F IGURE 22.15 Einstein's Elevator A passenger in a closed
elevator floating in space feels weight return-he feels a force exerted
on his feet by the elevator floor. Einstein reasoned that no experiment
conducted entirely within the elevator can tell the passenger whether
the force is (a) due to the gravity of a nearby massive object or
(b) caused by the acceleration of the elevator itself.

Elevator

Elevator
accelerates
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that, as approaches c, the measured length of the meterstick will

shrink to nearly zero and the clock will slow to a virtual stop.

In 1887 the Michelson-Morley experiment attempted to deter

Of course, from the point of view of an astronaut on board

mine Earth's motion relative to the "absolute" space through

the spaceship,

which light supposedly moved. As illustrated in the first figure,

ship, you appear to be compressed in the direction of motion,

Michelson and Morley expected the measured speed of a beam of

and your clock runs slowly! How can this be? The answer is that,

light to change as their equipment moved due to Earth's rotation

and orbit around the SUll-faster when the beam was moving op

posite to Earth's motion (to the left in the figure) and slower when

you are the one moving rapidly. Seen from the

in relativity, the familiar concept of sim ulta,wit}-"-the idea that
two events happen "at the same tirne"-is no longer well
defined, but depends on the observer.

Earth was "catching up' on it (to the right). In fact, they measured

When measuring the length of the moving meterstick, you

precisely the same speed of light for any orientation of their appa

at the same time, according to
your clock. But those two events-the two measurements-do not

ratus. This meant either that Earth was not movi.ng through
space-which con8.icts with the fact that we see steUar paraUax
or that Newtonian thinking and human intuition

note the positions of the two ends

occur at the same time as seen by the astronaut on the spaceship.
Prom her viewpoint, your measurement of the leading end of
the meterstick occurs

somehow go awry when light is involved. Far
from measuring the properties of absolute
space, the Michelson-Morley experi

observe. A similar argument applies to measure
ments of tirne, such as the period between two

ment ultimately demolished the entire

clock ticks. TIme dilation occurs because

concept-and with it, the 1 9th-cen

and different times in one frame, but at

With the special theory of

differem places and times in the other.

relativity, Einstein explained the
Michelson-Morley experiment and

Further experimentation would
show that the

elevated the speed of light to the
status of a constant of nature. He
new fact

and

mass of the rocket ship

also rises as the ship accelerates, becoming
nearly infinite as the ship's speed approaches

rewrote the laws of mechanics to re
that

the

measurements occur at the same location

tury view of the universe.

flect

before your measurement of the

trailing end, resulting in the Lorentz contraction you

that of light. Finally, perhaps the best-known

thereby

opened the door to a flood of new

prediction of special relativity is that the rocket

physics and a much deeper U1lderstand-

ship's

ing of the universe. But many commonsense

energy and mass are proportional to one an
= me?

other, connected by the famous equation E

ideas had to be abandoned in the process and
replaced with some decidedly less intuitive concepts.

Einstein's revolutionary ideas required physicists to
abandon some long-held, cherished, and ·obvious" facts about

past at relative velocity v and that the craft is close enough for

Imagine that you are an observer watching a rocket ship fly

the universe. Perhaps not surprisingly, they encoUlltered initial

you to make detailed observations inside its cabin. If v is much

opposition from many of Einstein's colleagues, but the gain in

less than the speed of light, c, you would see nothing out of the

scientific tmderstanding soon overcame the price in unfamiliar
ity. Within just a

ordinary-special relativity is consistent with familiar Newton

universally accepted, and Einstein was on his way to becoming

ian mecllanics at low velocities. As the ship's velocity increases,

the best-known scientist on the planet.

however, you begin to notice that it appears to

few years, special relativity had become almost

colltract in the di

rection i.n which it is moving. A meterstick on board, identical at
launch to the one in your laboratory, is now shorter than its
twin. This is called Lorentz contraction (or Lorentz-Fitzgerald
contraction ). The graph shows the stick's measured length
aboard the moving ship: At low speeds (bottom) the meterstick
measures 1 meter, but at high speeds (top) the stick is shortened
considerably. A meterstick moving at 90 percent of the speed of
light would shrink to a little less than half a meter.
At the same time, the ship's clock, synchronized prior to

more slowly. This phenomenon,
time dilario,� has been observed many times in labora

launch with your own, now ticks
known as

tory experiments in which fast-moving radioactive partides are
observed to decay more slowly than if they were at rest in the lab.
Their internal docks-their half-lives-are slowed by their rapid
motion. co

(More PreCISely 7-2) Although no material particle

can actually reach the speed of light, Einstein's theory implies

0.25

0.5

Length (meters)

0.75
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you at the same rate (Figme 2 2 . 1 5b). The crux of Einstein's ar
gument is this: There is 110 experiment that you can perform
within the elevator (without looking outside) that will let you
distinguish between these 1\'10 possibilities.
Thus, Einstein reasoned, there is no way to tell the differ
ence bet\Veen a gravitational field and an accelerated frame
of reference (such as the rising elevator in the thought
experiment). This statement is known more formally as the
equivalence principle. Using it, Einstein set about incorpo
rating gravity into special relativity as a general acceleration
of all particles. However, he found that another major modi
fication to the theory of special relativity had to be made. As
we have just seen, a central concept in reL1tivity is the notion
that space and time are not separate quantities, but instead
must be treated as a single entity, spacetime. 1b incorporate
the effects of gravity, the mathematics forced Einstein to the
wlavoidable conclusion that spacetime had to be curved.
The resulting theory, the result of including gravity within the
framework of special relativity, is called general relativity.
The central concept of general relativity is this:
Matter-all matter-tends to "warp" or cmve space in its
vicinity. Objects such as planets and stars react to this
warping by changing their paths. In the Newtonian view of
gravity, particles move on cmved trajectories because they
are acted upon by a gravitational force. ex> (Sec. 2.7) In
Einsteinian relativity, those same particles move on curved
trajectories because they are falling freely through space,
following the cmvature of spacetime produced by some
nearby massive object. The more the mass, the greater is the
warping. Thus, in general relativity, there is no such thing as
a "gravitational force" in the Newtonian sense. Objects move
as they do because they follow the curvature of spacetime,
which is determined by the amount of matter present.
Stated more loosely, as summed up by the reknowned physi
cist John Archibald Wheeler, "Spacetime tells matter how to
move, and matter tells spacetime how to curve."
Some props may help YOll visualize these ideas. Bear in
mind, however, that these props are not real, but o nly tools
to help you grasp some exceedingly strange concepts. Imag
ine a pool table with the tabletop made of a thin rubber
sheet rather than the usual hard felt. As Figme 2 2 . 1 6 sug
gests, such a rubber sheet becomes distorted when a heavy
weight (e.g., a rock) is placed on it. The heavier the rock
(Figure 22. 16.1), the larger is the distortion.
Trying to play pool on this table, you would quickly find
that balls passing near the rock were deflected by the curvature
of the tabletop (Figure 22.16b). The pool balls are not at
tracted to the rock in any waYi rather, they respond to the cm
vature of the sheet produced by the rock's presence. In much
the same way, anything that moves through space-matter or
radia.tioll-is deflected by the curvature of spacetime near a
star. For example, Earth's orbital path is the trajectory that
results as om pLlIlet falls freely in the relatively gentle curva
ture of space created by our SW1. When the cnrvatllJ'e is small

(i.e., gravity is weak), bOtll Einstein and Nel'tton predict the
same orbit-the one we observe. However, as the gravitating
mass increases, the two theories begin to diverge.

Cu rved Space and B lack Holes
Modern notions about black holes rest squarely on the
general theory of relativity. Although white dwarfs and (to a
lesser extent) neutron stars can be adequately described by
the classical Newtonian theory of gravity, only the modern
Einsteinian theory of relativity can properly account for the
bizarre physical properties of black holes.
In Figure 2 2. 1 6, we saw how the distortion of space (the
rubber sheet in om analogy) increases as the mass of the
object causing the distortion increases. In these terms, a
black hole is a region of space where the gravitational field
becomes overwhelming and the curvature of space extreme.
At the event horiwn itself, the curvature is so great that

(a)

A Interactive

(b)

FIGURE 22.16 Curved Space (alA pool table made
of a thin rubber sheet sags when a weight is placed on it
likEWise, space is bent, O( warped, In the vicinity of any massive
object. (b) As the weight increases, so does the warping of
'pace. A ball shcmn rolling across the table is deflected by the
curvature of the surface, in much the ,arne wi'1j as a planet" OJrved
orbit is determined by the curvature ofspacetime produced by the Sun.

e
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(e)
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(d)

• F IGURE 22.17 Space Warping Any mass causes a rubber sheet (space) to be curved. As people
assemble at the appointed spot on the sheet (marked by an X), the curvature grows progressively larger, as
shown in frames (a), (bl and (e). The blue ""ONS represent some directions in which information can be
transmitted from place to place. (d) The people are Nentually sealed inside the bubble, forever trapped
and cut off from the outside world.

space "folds over" on itself, causing objects within to become
trapped and disappear.
Let's consider another analogy. Imagine a large extended
family of people living on a huge rubber sheet-a sort of gi

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
II' How do Newton's and Einstein's theories differ in their
descriptions of gravity?

gantic trampoline. Deciding to hold a reunion, they converge
on a given place at a given time. As shown in Figure 22.17,
one person remains behind, not wishing to attend. She keeps
in touch with her relatives by means of "message balls" rolled

22.7 Space Trave l Near Black Hol es

out to her (and back from her) along the surface of the sheet.
These message balls are the analog of radiation carrying in
formation through space.

Black holes are not cosmic vacuum deaners. They don't
cruise around interstellar space, sticking up everything in

k; the people converge, the rubber sheet sags more and
more. Their accumulating mass creates an increasing
amount of space curvature. The message balls can still reach
the lone person far away in nearly flat space, btlt they arrive
less frequently as the sheet becomes more and more warped
and stretched---as shown in Figures 22 .l7(b) and (c)-and
the balls have to dimb out of a deeper and deeper well.
Finally, when enough people have arrived at the appointed
spot, the mass becomes too great for the rubber to support
them. k; illustrated in Figure 22. 1 7( d), the sheet pinches off
into a "bubble;' compressing tlle people into oblivion and
severing their communications with the lone survivor out
side. This final stage represents the formation of an event
horizon around the reunion party.
Right up to the end-the pinching off of the bubble
two-way communication is possible. Message balls can reach
the outside from within (but at a slower and slower rate as
the rubber stretches), and messages from outside can get in
without difficulty. However, once the event horizon (the
bubble) forms, balls from the outside can still fall in, but
they can no longer be sent back out to the person left
behind, no matter how fast they are rolled. They cannot
make it past the "lip" of the bubble in Figure 22.l7(d). This
analogy (very) roughly depicts how a black hole warps space
completely around on itself, isolating its interior from the
rest of the universe. The essential ideas-the slowing down
and eventual cessation of outward-going signals and the
one-way nature of the event horizon once it forms---al! have
parallels in the case of stellar black holes.

sight. The orbit of an object near a black hole is basically the
same as its orbit near a star of the same mass. Only if the

object happens to pass within a few Schwarzschild radii
(perhaps 50 or 100 km for a typical 5- to I O-solar-mass
black hole formed in a supemova) of the event horizon is
there any significant difference between its actual orbit and
the one predicted by Newtonian gravity and described by
Kepler's laws. Of course, if some matter does happen to fall
into a black hole-if the object's orbit happens to take it too
close to the event horizon-it will be unable to get out.
Black holes are like turnstiles, permitting matter to flow in
only one direction: inward.
Because a black hole will accrete at least a little material
from its surroundings, its mass, and hence also the radius of
its event horizon, tends to increase slowly over time.

Tidal Forces
Matter flowing into a black hole is subject to great tidal
stress. An unfortunate person falling feet first into a solar
mass black hole would find himself stretched enormously in
height and squeezed unmercifully laterally. He would be
torn apart even before he reached the event horizon, for the
pull of gravity would be much stronger at his feet (which are
closer to the hole) than at his head. The tidal forces at work
in and near a black hole are the same basic phenomenon
that is responsible for ocean tides on Earth and the spectac
ular volcanoes on 10. The only difference is that tlle tidal
forces near a black hole are far stronger than any other force
we know in the solar system.
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AI; illustrated (with some artistic license) in Figure 22.18,
a similar fate awaits any kind of matter fulling into a black

hole. Whatever falls in-gas, people, space probes-is verti
cally stretched and horizontally squeezed and accelerated to
high speeds in the process. The net result of all this stretching

without being torn apart. The gravity field around a black
hole is basically no different; however, even from a stable cir
cular orbit, a close investigation of the hole would be Wlsafe
for humans. Endurance tests conducted on astronauts of
the United StMes and the former Soviet Union indicate that

and squeezing is numerous, and violent collisions among the
torn-up debris cause a great deal of frictional heating of

the human body cannot withstand stress greater than
about 1 0-20 tinles the pull of gravity on Earth's surface.

the infalling matter. Material is simultaneously torn apart
and heated to high temperatures as it plunges into the hole.

This breaking point would occur about 3000 km from a
10-solar-mass black hole (,,,hieb, recall, would have a 30-km
event horizon). Closer than that, the tidal effect of the hole
would tear a human body apart.
Let's instead send an imaginary indestructible astronaut

So efficient is the heating that, before reaching the hole's
event horizon, matter falling into the hole emits radiation of
its own accord. For a black hole of mass comparable to the
SW1, the energy is expected to be emitted in the form of
X rays. In effect, the gravitational energy of matter outside

a mechanical robot, say-in a probe toward the center of the
hole. Watching from a safe distance in our orbiting space

the black hole is converted into heat as that matter falls to
ward the hole. Thus, contrary to what we might expect from

craft, we can then examine the nature of space and time near
the hole. Our robot will be a useful explorer of theoretical

an object whose defining property is that nothing can escape
from it, the region surroWlding a black hole is �'qJected to
be a source of energy. Of course, once the hot matter falls

ideas, at least down to the event horiwn. After that bound
ary is crossed, there is no way for the robot to return any
information about its findings.

below the event horizon, its radiation is no longer detectable-
it never leaves the hole.

Suppose, for example, our robot has an accurate clock
and a light source of known frequency mOWlted on it. From

Approaching the Event Horizon
One safe way to study a black hole would be to go into orbit
around it well beyond the disruptive influence of the hole's
strong tidal forces. After all, Earth and the other planets of
our solar system orbit the Sun without fulling into it and

our safe vantage point far outside the event horizon, we
could use telescopes to read the dock and measure the
frequency of the light we receive. What might we discover?
We would find that the light from the robot would become
more and more redshifted as the robot neared the event
horizon. Even if the robot used rocket engines to remain
motionless, a redshift would still be detected. The redshift. is
not caused by motion of the light source, nor is it the result
of the Doppler effect arising as the robot falls into the hole.
Rather, it is a redshift induced by the black hole's gravita
tional field, predicted by Einstein's general theory of relativ
ity and known as gravitational redshift.
We can �1{plain gravitational redshift as follows: Accord
ing to general relativity, photons are attracted by gravity. AI;
a result, in order to escape from a source of gravity, photons
must expend some energy. They have to do work to get out
of the gravitational field. They don't slow down at all
photons always move at the speed of light-they just lose
energy. Bec.1use a photon's energy is proportional to the fre
quency of its radiation, light that loses energy must have its
frequency reduced (or, equivalently, its wavelength length
ened). In other words, as illustrated in Figure 22.19, radiation
coming from the vicinity of a massive object will be red
shifted to a degree depending on the strength of the object's
gravitational field.
AI; photons traveled from the robot's light source to the
orbiting spacecraft, they would become gravitationally red
shifted. From our standpoint on the orbiting spacecraft, a

.. F IGURE 22.18 Black-Hoi.. Heating A"I matter falling Into the

clutches of a black hole will become severely distorted and heated.
This sketch shows an imaginary planet being pulled apart by a black
hole's gravitational tides.

green light, say, would become yellow and then red as the
robot astronaut neared the black hole. From the robot's
perspective, the light would remain green. AI; the robot got
closer to the event horizon, the radiation from its light source
would become undetectable with optical telescopes. The
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radiation reaching us in the orbiting spacecraft would by
then be lengthened so much that infrared and then radio tel
escopes would be needed to detect it. When the robot probe
got closer still to the event horizon, the radiation it emitted as
visible light would be shifted to wavelengths even longer than
conventional radio waves by the time it reached us.
Light emitted from the evellt horizon itself would be
gravitationally redshifted to infinitely long wavelengths. In
other words, each photon would use all its energy trying to
escape from the edge of the hole. What was once light (on
the robot) would have no energy left upon its arrival at the
safely orbiting spacecraft. Theoretically, this radiation would
reach us--still moving at the speed of light-but with zero
energy. Thus, the light radiation originally emitted would be
redshifted beyond our perception.
Now, what about the robot's dock? Assuming that we
could read it, what time would it tell? Would there be any
observable change in the rate at which the dock ticked as it
moved deeper into the hole's gravitational field? From the
safely orbiting spacecraft, we would find that any dock dose to
the hole would appear to tick more slowly than an equivalent

... FIGURE 22.19 Gravitational Redshift As a photon escapes from
the strong gravitational field dose to a black hole, it must expend
energy to overcome the hole's gravity. This ener� does not come from
a change in the speed at which the photon travels. (That speed is
alwa)15 300,000 km/s, even under these extreme conditions.) Rather,
the photon "gives up· energy by increasing its wavelength. Thus, the
photon's frequency changes, and the photon is (red)shifted into a less
energetic region of the spectrum. This figure shows the effect on two
beams of radiation, one of visible light and one of X rays, emitted from
a space probe as it nears the event horizon of a l-solar-mass black
hole. (Note that the light is nat coming from within the black hole
itself.) The beams are shifted to longer and longer wavelengths as th"i
move farther from the e.oent horizon.
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dock on board the spacecraft. The closer the clock came to the
hole, the slower it would appear to run. On reaching the event
horizon, the clock would seem to stop altogether. It would be
as if the robot astronaut had found immortality!. All action
would become virtually frozen in time. Consequently, an ex
ternal observer would never actually witness an infillling
astronaut sink below the event horizon. Such a process would
appear to take forever.
This apparent slowing down of the robot's dock is
known as time dilation. It is another clear prediction of
general relativity and in fact is closely related to the
gravitational redshift. To see this connection, imagine that
we use our light source as a clock, with the passage of (say) a
wave crest constituting a "tick." The dock thus ticks at
the frequency of the radiation. As the wave is redshifted, the
frequency drops, and fewer wave crests pass the distant
observer eacll second-ilie clock appears to slow down. This
tllought experiment demonstrates that the redshift of ilie
radiation and the slowing of ilie clock are one and the same.
From tlle point of view of the indestructible robot,
however, relativity theory predicts no strange effects at all.
Th the infalling robot, the light source hasn't reddened, and
the clock keeps perfect time. In the robot's frame of refer
ence, everytllulg is normal. Nothing prohibits it from com
ing within ilie Schwarzschild radius of the hole. No law of
physics constrains an object from passulg through an event
horizon. There is no barrier at the event horizon and no
sudden lurch as it is crossed; it is only an imaginary bound
ary in space. Travelers passing ilirough the event horizon of
a sufficiently massive hole (such as might lurk in ilie heart
of our own Gala>..,)" as we will see) might not even know it-at
least until they tried to get out!
The gravitational fields of most astronomical objects
are far too weak to produce any significant gravitational red
shift, although in many cases the effect can still be measured.
Delicate laboratory experiments on Earth and on satellites
in near-Earth orbits have succeeded Ul detecting the tiny
gravitational redshift produced by even our own planet's
weak gravity. Sunlight is redshifted by only about a thou
sandth of a nanometer. A few white-dwarf stars do show
some significant gravitational reddening of their emitted
light, however. Their radii are much smaller than that of our
Sun, so their surface gravity is very much stronger than the
Sun's. Neutron stars should show a substantial shift in their
radiation, but it is difficult to disentangle the effects of grav
ity, magnetism, and environment on the signals we observe.

Deep Down I nside
N o doubt you are wondering what lies witllin the event
horizon of a black hole. TIle answer is simple: No one really
knows. However, the question is of great interest to
theorists, as it raises some fundamental issues that lie at ilie
forefront of modern physics.
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Can an entire star simply shrink to a point and vanish?
General relativity predicts that, without some agent to
compete with gravity, the core remnant of a high-mass star
will collapse all the way to a point at which both its density
and its gravitational field become infinite. Such a point is
called a singularity. We should not take this prediction of
infinite density too literally, however. Singularities are not
physical-rather, they always signal the breakdown of the
theory producing them. In other words, the present laws
of physics are simply inadequate to describe the final
moments of a star's collapse.
As it stands today, the theory of gravity is incomplete
because it does not incorporate a proper (i.e., a quantum
mechanic.11) description of matter on very small scales. As
our collapsing stellar core shrinks to smaller and smaller
radii, we eventually lose our ability even to describe, let
alone predict, its behavior. Perhaps matter trapped in a black
hole never actually reaches a singularity. Perhaps it just ap
proaches this bizarre state in a manner that we will someday
understand as the subject of quantum gravity---the merger
of general relativity with quantum mechanics--develops.
Having said that, we can at least estimate how small
the core can get before current theory fails. It turns out
that by the time that stage is reached, the core is already
much smaller than any elementary particle. Thus, although
a complete description of the end point of stellar collapse
may well require a major overhaul of the laws of physics,
for all practical purposes the prediction of collapse to a
point is valid. Even if a new theory somehow succeeds in
doing away with the central singularity, it is muikely that
the external appearance of the hole or the existence of its
event horizon will change. Any modifications to general
relativity are expected to occur only on submicroscopic
scales, not on the macroscopic (kilometer-sized) scale of
the Scllwarzschild radius.
Singularities are places where the rules break down,
and some very strange things may occur near them. Many
possibilities have been envisaged-gateways into other
universes, time travel, the creation of new states of matter
but none of them has been proved, and certainly none of
them has ever been observed. Because these regions are
places where science fails, their presence causes serious
problems for many of our cherished laws of physics, from
causality (the idea that cause should precede effect, which
runs into immediate and severe problems if time travel is
possible) to energy conservation (which is violated if mate
rial can hop from one universe to another through a black
hole). It is currently unclear whether the removal of tlle
central singularity by some future all-encompassing theory
would necessarily also eliminate all of these problematic
side effects.
Disturbed by the possibility of such chaos in science,
some researchers have even proposed a "principle of cosmic
censorship»; Nature always hides any singularity, such as

that found at tlle center of a black hole, inside an event
horizon. In that case, even though physics fails, its break
down cannot affect us outside, so we are safely insulated
from any effects the singularity may have. What would
happen if we one day found a so-called naked singularity
somewhere-a singularity uncloaked by an event horizon?
Would relativity theory still hold there? For now, we j ust
don't know.
What sense are we to make of black holes? Do black
holes and all the strange phenomena that occur in and
around them really exist? The basis for understanding these
weird objects is the relativistic concept tllat mass warps
spacetime-which has already been found to be a good rep
resentation of reality, at least for the weak gravitational fields
produced by stars and planets (see More Precisely 22-1 and
Discovery 22-2) . The larger the concentration of mass, the
greater is the spacetime warping and, apparently, the
stranger are the observational consequences. These conse
quences are part and parcel of general relativity, and black
holes are one of its most striking predictions. As long as
general relativity stands as the correct theory of gTavity in
the universe, black holes are real.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
II' Why would you never actually witness an i nfalling object

crossing the event horizon of a black hole?
22.8 Observational Evi dence
for Black H oles
Theoretical ideas aside, is there any observational evidence
for black holes? Can we prove that these strange invisible
objects really do exist?

Ste llar Trans its?
One way in which we might think we would detect a black
hole is if we observed it transiting (passing in front of) a
star. Unfortunately, such an event would be eA1:remely hard
to see. The approximately 12,OOO-km-diameter planet Venus
is barely noticeable when it transits the Sun, so a 1 0-km
wide object moving across the image of a faraway star would
be completely invisible with either current equipment or
any equipment available in the foreseeable future.
Actually, we are even worse off than the previous para
graph suggests. Suppose we were close enough to the star to
resolve the disk of the transiting black hole. Then the observ
able effect would not be a black dot superimposed on a bright
background; instead, the background starlight would be de
flected as it passed the black hole on its way to Earth, as indi
cated in Figure 22.20. The effect is the same as the bending of
distant starlight around the edge of the Sun, a phenomenon
that has been repeatedly measured during solar eclipses
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shrouded by dust or other debris, making it invisible to even
the best available equipment. In either case, the invisible
object is riot a black hole.
A few close binary systems, however, have peculiarities
suggesting that one of their members may be a black hole.
Some of the most interesting observations, made during
the 1970s and 1980s by Earth-orbiting satellites, revealed
binuy systems in which the invisible member emits large
amounts of X rays. The mass of the emitting object is
measured as several solar masses, so we know that it is not
simply a small, dim star. Nor is it likely that visible radia
tion from the X-ray source is obscured by dusty circum
stellar debris--in the cases of interest, intense radiation
from the binary components would have dispersed the
debris into interstellar space long ago.
One particular binary system drawing much attention
lies in the constellation Cygnus. Figure 22.2 1 (a) shows the
area of the sky in Cygnus where astronomers have reason
ably good evidence for a black hole. The rectangle outlines

... FIGURE 22.20 Gravitational Light Deflection The gravitational
bending of light around the edges of a small, massive black hole makes
it impossible to observe the hole as a black dot superimposed against
the bright background of its stellar companion.

throughout the last several decades (see More Precisely 22-1).
With a black hole, much larger deflections would occur. As a
result, the image of a black hole in front of a bright compan
ion star would show not a neat, well-defined black dot,
but rather a fuzzy inlage virtually impossible to resolve, even
from neuby.

B lack Holes i n B i nary Systems
A much better way to find black holes is to look for their
effects on other objects. Our Galaxy harbors many binary
star systems in which only one object can be seen. Recall
from our study of binary-star systems in Section 17.7 that
we need to observe the motion of only one star to infer the
existence of an unseen companion and measure some of its
properties. In the majority of cases, the invisible companion
is simply small and dim, nothing more than an M-type star
hidden in the glare of an 0- or B-type partner or perhaps

.. F IGURE 22.21 Cygnus X-I (a) The brightest star in this photograph
is a member of a binary system whose unseen companion, called
Cygnus X-1, is a leading black hole candidate. (b) An X-I"<o/ image of field
ofview outlined by the rectangle in part (aJ. Of course, X rays cannot
be seen directly; X rays emitted by the Cygn us X-1 source were
captured in space by an X-ray detector aboard a satellite changed into
radio signals for transmi ss i on to the ground, and changed again into
electronic signals that were then v iewed on a video screen, from
which this picture was taken. (Harvard-Smithsonian Centerfor
,

Astrophysics)

the celestial system of interest, some 2000 pc from Earth .
The black-hole candidate is an X-ray source c.1lled Cygnus

X-I, studied in det.1il by tI1e Uhllru satellite in the early
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I 970s. The main observational features of this bUlary system
are as follows:
1.

2.

1.
4.

5.

The visible companion of the X-ray source-a blue
B-type supergiant with the c.1talog name HDE 226868was identified a few years after Cygnus X-I was discov
ered. Assuming that the companion lies on the main
sequence, we know that its mass must be around 25 times
the mass of the Sun.
Spectroscopic observations indicate that the binary
system has an orbital period of 5.6 days. Combining this
information with further spectroscopic measurements
of the visible component's orbital speed, astronomers
estimate the total mass of the system to be around 35
solar masses, implying that Cygnus X- I has a mass
about 10 times the mass of the Sun. co (Sec. 1 7.7)
Other detailed studies of Doppler-shifted spectral lines
suggest that hot gas is flowing from the bright star
toward an unseen companion. co (Sec. 4.5)
X-ray radiation emitted from the immediate neighbor
hood of Cygnus X- I implies the presence of very high
temperature gas, perhaps as hot as several million
kelvuls (see Figure 22.2 Ib).
Rapid time variations of this X-ray radiation imply that
the size of the X-ray-emitting region of Cygnus X- I must
be extremely small--in fact, less than a few hundred
kilometers across. The reasoning is basically the same as
in the discussion of gamma-ray bursts in Section 22.4: X
rays from Cygnus X-I have been observed to vary in in
tensity on time scales as short as a millisecond. For this
variation not to be blurred by the travel tiDle of light
across the source, Cygnus X- I caJllot be more than I
light-millisecond, or 300 km, in diameter.

These properties suggest that the invisibleX-ray-emitting
companion could be a black hole. The X-ray-emitting
region is likely an accretion disk formed as matter
drawn from the visible star spirals down onto
the unseen component. The rapid variability of the
X-ray emission indic.1tes that the unseen compo
nent must be compact-a neutron star or a black
hole. The mass limit of the dark component
argues for the latter, for a neutron star's mass
cannot exceed about 3 solar masses. Figure 22.22 is

� Interactive F I GURE 22.22 Black-Hole Binary

of
binary systems provide
e Observations
o g evidence for stellar-mass black holes.

X-ray
n
This
is an artist's conception of a binary system
� contai ning a large, bright, visible star and an
� invisible, X-ray-emitting black hole. This painting
is based on data obtained from detailed observations of
Cygnus X-l . (L. Chaisson)
str

an artist's conception of this intriguing object. Note that
most of the gas drawn from the visible star ends up in a
doughnut-shaped accretion disk of matter. AI; the gas flows
toward the black hole, it becomes superheated and emits the
X rays we observe just before they are trapped forever below
the event horizon.
A few other black hole candidates are known. For
example, the third X-ray source discovered in the Large
Magellanic Cloud-LMC X-3----is an invisible object that,
like Cygnus X- I , orbits a bright companion star. Reasoning
similar to that applied to Cygnus X- I suggests that LMCX-3
has 10 times more mass than the Sun-too massive to be
anything but a black hole. Similarly, the X-ray binary system
A0620-00 contains an invisible compact object of mass 3.8
times that of the Sun. In total, perhaps two dozen known
objects in or near our Galaxy may be black holes. Cygnus
X-I, LMC X-3, and A0620�0 have the strongest claims.

B lack Holes in G a lax ies
Perhaps the strongest evidence for black holes comes not
from binary systems in our own Galaxy, but from observa
tions of the centers of many galaxies, including our own.
Using high-resolution observations at wavelengths ranging
from radio to ultraviolet, astronomers have found that stars
and gas near the centers of many gaJaxies are moving ex
tremely rapidly, orbiting some very massive, unseen object.
Masses inferred from Newton's laws range from millions to
billions of times the mass of the Sun. co (More Precisely 2-2)
The intense energy emission from the centers of these
galaxies and the short-timesc.1Ie fluctuations in that emis
sion suggest the presence of massive, compact objects. In
addition, as in the mdio galaxy shown in Figure 22.23, these
objects are also observed to have extended jets reminiscent
of-but vastly larger than-tllOse associated with neutron
stars and black holes. The leading (and at present, the only)

SECTION

� harbor massive black holes at their centers. Indeed, the best
� evidence for black holes anywhere in the universe is found in
.... FIGURE 22.ll Active Galaxy Many galaxi es are thought to

galactic nuclei. SheM'n here in false color is the galaxy 3C296. Blue
color sheM's the distribution of stars i n the central elliptical galaxy;
red shows huge jets of radio emission extend i ng 500,000 light-years
across. (See also the opening image of Chapter 24.) (NRAO)
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explanation is that these energetic objects are powered by
huge central supermassive black holes accreting stars and
gas from their surroundings. The radio-emitting jets are
rooted in the parsec-sized accretion disks surrounding the
black holes themselves. We will return to the observations,
and the question of how these black holes might have
formed, in Chapters 23-25.
Thus, astronomers know of "stellar-mass" black holes,
comparable in mass to the Sun, and supermassive black holes
of millions or billions of solar masses. The former are the re
sult of stellar evolution, as discussed in the last few chapters;
the latter have grown in the centers of galaxies, as we will see
in Part 4 of the text. Is there anything in between? In 2000,
X-ray astronomers reported the first evidence for the long
sought, but elusive, missing link between these two classes of
black holes. Figure 22.24 shows an unusual-looking galaxy
called M82, currently the site of an intense and widespread
burst of star formation (see Chapter 24); the red plumes are
winds of hot gas escaping from numerous star-forming sites
in the othenvise quiescent part of the galaxy (shown in blue).
The inset shows a Chandra image of the innermost few thou
sand parsecs of M82, revealing a number of bright X-ray
sources close to-but not at-the center of the galaxy. Their
spectra and X-ray luminosities suggest that some may be
accreting compact objects with masses ranging from 100 to
almost 1000 times the mass of tlle Sun. If confirmed, they
will be the first intermediate-mass black holes ever observed.
Too large to be remnants of normal stars and too small
to warrant the "supermassive" label, tllese objects present a
puzzle to astronomers. Where did tlley come from? One pos
sible origin is suggested by follow-up infrared observations
from the Subaru and Keck telescopes on Mauna Kea, indicat
ing that some of the X-ray sources are apparently associated
with dense, young star dusters. = (Sees. 5.2, 19.6) Theorists
speculate that collisions between high-mass main-sequence
stars in the congested cores of such clusters could lead to the
runaway growth of extremely massive and highly wlstable
st.1rs, which could then collapse to form intermediate-mass

� F I G UR E 22.24 Intermediate-Mass Black
HoI"s? X-ray observations (inset below) of the
interior of the starburst galaxy M82 (at top,
about 100,000 light-yea rs across and

12 million light-years away) reveal a

collection of bright sources thought
to be the result of matter accreting
onto intermediate-mass black holes.
The black holes are probably young.
have masses between 100 and 1000 times
the mass of the Sun, and lie relatively far
(about 600 light-years) from the center of M82
The brightest (and possibly most massive)
intermediate-mass black hole can d idate is marked
� an arreM'. (Subam; NASA)
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 2 - 1
Tests of General Relativity
Special relativity is the most thoroughly tested and most accu
ratey verified theory in the history of science. General relativity,
however, is on somewhat less-firm experimental ground.
The problem with verifying general relativity is that its
effects on Earth and in the solar system-the places where we
"'11 most easily perform tests--are very small. Just as special
relativity produces major departures from Newtonian mechan
ics only when velocities approach the speed of light, general
relativity predicts large departures from Newtonian gravity
only when extremely strong gravitational fields are involved
effect, when orbital speeds 311d escape velocities become
relativistic.
We will encounter other experimental 311d observational tests
of general relativity elsewhere in this chapter. (See DisClwery 22-2.)
Here, we consider just two "classical" tests of the theory-the de
flection of light by the Sun and the effect of relativity on the orbit
of Mercury. TI,ese tests are solar
system observations that helped
ensure the acceptance of Einstein's
theory. Later, more accurate meas
urements confimled and strength
ened the test results. Bear in mind,
however, that there are currently
no tests of general relativity in the
"strong-field" regime--that part
of the theory that predicts black
holes, for exrunple--so the full
theory has never been experimen
tally tested. Scientists hope that
the experiments described in
Discovery 22-2 will be able to test
that part of the theory.

black holes. Figure 22.25 shows the current best candidate for
a "nearby" star duster harboring an intermediate-mass black
hole-the globular duster G l in the Andromeda Galaxy.
CD (Sec. 3. 1 ) The peculiar orbits of stars near the center of
this duster suggest a black hole of mass 20,000 times that of
the Still, and observations of the duster in both radio and
X rays are consistent with theoretical expectations of the
emission from such a massive object in the cluster's core.
However, both theory and observations remain controver
sial, and further systematic studies of many other galaxies
will be needed to resolve the issue.

.. FIGURE 22.25 Black-Hole Host? Astronomers have found that
stars near the center of the massive globular cluster Gl do not mO>le as
expected if the cluster's mass is distributed like its light. The
observations suggest that an intermediate-mass black hole may reside
at the cluster's center.

(NASA)

At the heart of general relativity is the premise that every
thing, including light, is affected by gravity because of the curva
ture of spacetime. Shortly after he published his theory in 1915,
Einstein noted that light from a star should be deflected by a
measurable amount as it passes the Sun. According to the theory,
the closer to the Sun the light comes, the more it is deflected.
Thus, the maximum deflection should occur for a ray that just
grazes the solar surface. Einstein calculated that the deflection
angle should be 1 .75"-a small, but detectable, 31l10unt. Of
course, it is normally impossible to see stars close to the S,ill.
However, during a solar eclipse, when the Moon blocks the Slill'S
light, the observation becomes possible, as illustrated in the first
(highly exaggerated) figure.
In 1919, a team of observers led by the British astronomer
Sir Arthur Eddington succeeded in measuring the deflection
of starlight during an eclipse. The results were in excellent
agreement with the prediction of general relativity. Virtually
overnight Einstein becanle world famous. His previous major

S ECT ION 22.8

accomplishments notwithstanding, this single prediction as
sured him a permanent position as the best-known scientist on
Earthl The high-precision Hipparcos satellite observed shifts in
the apparent positions of many stars, even those whose line of
sight is far from the Sun. ex> (Sec 1 7. L) The shifts are exactly as
predicted hy Einstein's theory.

EXAMPLE According to general relativity, a beam of Ught passing

an object of mass M at distance R is deflected through an angle (in
radians) of 4GM/R,2, where G = 6 .67 X 10- 1 1 N m2/kg2 is the
gravitational constant and c = 3 .00 X 108 mls is the speed of
light. Putting in the numbers for the Sun, we obtain M = 1 .99 X
1 030 kg and R = 696,000 km, and remembering that 1 radian =
57.3°; we can calculate the deflection to be (4 X 6 .67 X
30
8
11
10- X 1 .99 X 1 0 )/(6 .96 X 10 X [ 3 .00 X 1 08]2) X 57.3
(degrees per radian) X 3600 (arc seconds per degree) = 1 .75" ,
as previously stated. 00 (Afore Precisely J -2) In more convenient
WlitS, we can write
deflection (are seconds )

= 1.7
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perfect ellipses of Kepler's laws. Again, the effect is greatest where
gravity is strongest-that is, closest to the Sun. Thus, the largest
relativistic effects are found in the orbit of Mercury. Relativity
predicts tllat Mercury's orbit is not a closed ellipse. Instead, its
orbit should rotate slowly, as shown in the second (again exagger
ated) diagram. The amount of rotation is very small-only
43" per century-bnt Mercury's orbit is so well charted that even
this tiny effect is measurable.
In fact, the observed rotation rate is 540" per century, much
greater than that predicted by relativity. However, when other
(nonrelativistic) gravitational influences-primarily the pertur
bations due to the other planets---are taken into account, the
rotation is in complete agreement with the foregoing prediction.

M (solar masses )
R

(solar radii)

Note that the deflection is proportional to the mass M and
inversely proportional to the distance R Thus, Earth, with
mass M = 3.0 X 10-6 and radius R = 9.2 X 10- > solar units,
would produce a deflection of just 0.57 milli-arc second (thou
sandths of an arc second), whereas a white dwarf such as Sirius B,
with M = 1 . 1 and R = 0.0073 in the same units would deflect
the beanl by 4.4 arc minutes. 00 (Sec. 20.3 ) (Neutron stars and
black holes produce even greater effects, but the preceding
simple formula is valid only when the deflection is small-less
tha n a few degrees. )
TIle second prediction of general relativity testable within
the solar system is that planetary orbits deviate slightly from the

Do B lack Holes Exist?
You may have noticed that the identification of an object as
a black hole really proceeds by elimination. Loosely stated,
the argument goes as follows: "Object X is compact and very
massive. We don't know of anything else that can be that
small and that massive. Therefore, object X is a black hole."
For the very massive compact objects observed (or inferred
to be) in the centers of galaxies, the absence of viable alter
natives means that the black-hole hypothesis has become
widely accepted among astronomers. However, Cygnus X-I
and the other suspected stellar-mass black holes in binary
systems all have masses relatively close to the dividing line
separatillg neutron stars from black holes. Given the present
uncertainties in both observation and theory, might they
conceivably be merely dim, dense neutron stars and not
black holes at all?

Most astronomers do not think this likely but it high
lights a problem. It is difficult to unambiguously distinguish
a lO-solar-mass black hole from, say, a 1 0-solar-mass neu
tron star (if one could somehow exist). Both objects would
affect a companion star's orbit in the same way; both would
tear mass from its surface, and both would form an accre
tion disk arowld themselves that would emit illtense X rays
(although many researchers think that the accretion disks
may differ sufficiently ill detail that the nature of the central
object might be identifiable from observations) .
We have stressed throughout tllis text that scientific theo
ries unsupported by observational or e.'qJerimental evidence
are destined not to survive. cx> (Sec. 1.2) Black holes are a clear
prediction of Einstein's general theory of relativity, whim is
widely regarded as the correct description of gravity in the
presence of strong fields and orbital speeds comparable to
the speed of light. But we have also seen that general relativity
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D I S C O V E RY 2 2 - 2
Grav ity Waves: A New Wi ndow
on the U n i verse
Electromagnetic waves are common everyday phenomena. They
involve periodic changes in the strengths of electric and mag
netic fields. co (Sec. 3.2) Electromagnetic waves move through
space and transport energy. Any accelerating charged partide,
such as an electron in a broadcasting antenna or on the surface
of a star, generates electromagnetic waves.
The modem theory of gravity-Einstein's theory of relativ
ity---ilso predicts waves that move through space. A gmvity wave is
the

gravitational

colllterpart

of

an

electromagnetic

wave.

Grav;tano,,,,/ radiatio" results from changes in the strength of a
gravitational field. Any

time

an object of any mass accelerates, a

gravity wave should be emitted at the speed of light. The wave
should produce small distortions in the space through which it
passes. Gravity is an exceedingly weak force compared with elec
tromagnetism, so these elistortions are expected to be very small
in fuct, much smaller than the diameter of an atomic nucleus.

co (Mo re Precisely 1 6- 1) Yet many researellers think that these tiny
elistortions are measurable.
The objects most likely to produce gravity waves detectable
on Earth are dose binary systems containing black holes, neutron
stars, or white dwarfs. As these massive components orbit one an
other, their acceleration results in rapidly dlanging gravitational

fields and the emission of gravitational radiation. As energy es

capes in the form of gravity waves, the two objects spiral toward
one another, orbiting more rapidly and emitting even more grav

itational radiation. As we saw in Section 22.4, neutron-star merg
ers may well also be the origin of some gamma-ray bursts, so
gravitational radiation might provide an alternative means of
studying these violent and mysterious phenomena.
Such a slow but steady decay in the orbit of a binary system
has in fuct been detected. In 1974, radio astronomer Joseph
Taylor and his student Russell Hulse at the University of Massa
chusetts eliscovered an unusual binary system. Both components
are neutron stars, and one is observable from Earth as a pulsar.
This system has become known as the b;IIQO Y

p ulsar.

are pulsars, ruld since the system, by pure luck, also happens to be
seen almost exacdy edge on by observers on Earth, leaeling to
eclipses, this system has provided a wealth of detailed informa
tion on both neutron stars and gravitational physics.
The second figure shows part of an anlbitious gravity-wave
observatory called UGO-short for Laser Illterferollletric Gravity

Wave Obsernitory-whidl became

operational in 2003. Twin de

tectors, one (shown here) in Hanford, Washington, the other in
Uvingston, Louisiana, use interference be�en two laser beruns to
measure the tiny distortions of space produced by gravitational ra
eliation in the lengths of the 4-km-Iong arms should a gravity wave
pass by.

ex> (Discovery 3-I ) The instfUlllent is in theory capable of

detecting gravity waves from many galactic and extragalactic
sources, although, so fur, no gravity waves have been detected.

NASA has ambitious plans to launch a space-based interferome
ter millions of kilometers across, sensitive to the long-wave
length gravitational waves produced by supemlassive black holes
in the hearts of galaxies across the universe. However, its status is
currendy uncertain, and no launch date has been

set.

Measure

ments of the periodic Doppler shift of the pulsar's radiation
prove that its orbit is shrinking at exactly the rate preelicted by
relativity theory if the energy were being carried off by gravity
waves. 11,e two neutron stars should merge in an energetic burst
of gravitational radiation and gamma rays in less than 300 mil
lion years (although most of the raeliation will be emitted during
the last few seconds). Even though the waves themselves have not
been detected, the binary pulsar is regarded by most astronomers
as very strong evidence in favor of general relativity. Taylor ruld
Hulse received the 1 993 Nobel Prize in physics for their eliscovery.
The first accompanying figure illustrates the scale of, and pre
elicted orbital d1aJlges in, the binary pulsar's orbit.
In 2004, raelio astronomers announced the discovery of a

dOr4ble-pr;lsar binary system with an even shorter period than the
binary pulsar, implying stronger relativistic effects and a shorter
merger time-about 85 million years. Because both components

NSF
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weak and velocities are relatively low, and not at all under the
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of theoretic.11 reasoning that support the case for black holes.
The crucial role played by black holes in the theories of stellar

extreme conditions expected near a black hole. So we can legit

evolution, gamma-ray bursts, and (as we will see in Chapters

imately ask, "Do we have any unambiguous evidence that the
massive, compact objects just described really are black holes?»

24 and 25) the structure and evolution of galaxies is a clear in
dic.1tion of their widespread acceptance in astronomy.

size alone are insufficient to convince you of a black bole's re

of compact objects will not invalidate some or all of our argu

ality-is no. Detailed measurements of black-hole properties

ments? No, but similar statements could be made in many areas

are hard to make and even barder to interpret. Black holes

We conclude that, strange as they are, black holes have been de

The short answer-at least, if measurements of mass and

tend to live in very messy astrophysical environments. As
tronomers have uncovered tantalizing hints of black-hole

Can we guarantee that future modifications to the theory

of astronomy-indeed, about any theory in any area of science.

tected, both in our Galaxy and beyond. Perhaps someday future

event horiwns (rather than hard neutron star surfaces) in

generations of space travelers will visit Cygnus X-l or the cen

several systems, but none have as yet proved conclusive. How

ter of our Galaxy and (carefuIIy l) test these conclusions first

ever, as technology continues to improve, we can expect many

hand. Until then, we will have to continue to rely 011 improving

more such observations, with increasing precision, as as

theoretical models and observational techniques to guide our

tronomers test a key prediction of Einstein's theory.

discussions of the mysterious objects known as black holes.

So have black holes really been discovered? Despite the
uncertainties, the answer is probably yes. Skepticism is healthy

in science, but only the most stubborn astronomers (and
some do exist!) would take serious issue with the many lines

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK
ttl How do astronomers "see" black holes?

S U M M A RY
tion of the inner part of the accretion disk causes the neutron star
to spin faster as new gas arrives on its surn.ce. The eventual result is
a very rapidly rotating neutron star-a millisecond pulsar
(p. 546). Many millisecond pulsars are found in the hearts of old
globular clusters. They cannot have formed recently, so iliey must
have been spun up by interactions with oilier stars. Analysis of the
radiation received shows iliat some pulsars are orbited by planet
sized objects.

A core-collapse supernova may leave
behind a remnant {p. 540)--an ultra
compressed ball of material called a
neutron st ar (p. 540). Neutron stars are
extremely dense and, at formation, are
predicted to be very hot, strongly mag
netized, and rapidly rotating. TIley cool
down, lose much of their magnetism, and
slow down as iliey age.

Gamma-ray bursts (p. 548) are very
energetic flashes of gamma rays observed
about once per day, distributed uniformly
over ilie entire sky. In some cases, their
distances have been measured, placing
them far away from us and inlplying that
they are extremely luminous. TIle leading
theoretical models for these explosions
postulate the violent merger of neutron
stars in a distant binary system or the rec
ollapse and subsequent violent explosion
following a "failed" supernova in a very
nlassive star.

4

1 According to the lighthouse model
(p. 541), neutron stars, because they are
magnetized and rotating, send regular
bursts of electromagnetic energy into
space. The beams are produced by
charged particles confined by the strong
magnetic fields. When we can see ilie beams from Earth, we call
the source a pulsar (p. 541). The pulse period is the rotation pe
riod of the neutron star. Because the pulse energy is beamed into
space and because neutron stars slow down as they radiate en
ergy into space, not all neutron stars are seen as pulsars.

.
. . .."
"
3 A neutron star in a close binary sys
tem can draw matter from its companion,
fonning an accretion disk. The material
in the disk heats up before it reaches the
neutron star, making the disk a strong source of X rays. As gas
builds up on the star's surface, ilie star eventually becomes hot
enough to fuse hydrogen. When hydrogen burning starts, it does so
explosively, and an X-ray burster (p. 544) results. The rapid rota-

: �":�":'�'�f< . .

5 Einstein's special ilieory of relativiry
deals with the bellavior of particles mov
ing at speeds comparable to the speed of
light. It agrees wiili Newton's theory at low
velocities, but makes many very different
predictions for high-speed motion. All of
its predictions have been repeatedly
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verified by experiment. The modern replacement for Newtonian

(p. 558) as the light climbed out of the hole's intense gravitational

(p. 556), which de
scribes gravity in terms of the warping, or bending, of spacetime
(p. 554) by the presence of mass. The more mass, the greater the

field. At the same time, a clock on the spaceship would show time
approached the event horizon. The observer would never see the

warping.

ship reach the sumce of the hole. Once within the event horizon,

gravity is Einstein's general theory of rdativity

All

particles-including photons--respond to that warp

ing by moving along curved paths.

6

dilation

(p. 559}--the clock would appear to slow down as the ship

no known force can prevent a collapsing star from contracting all
the way to a point-like singul.rity (p. 560), at which point both the

The upper limit on the mass of a

neutron star is about 3 solar masses.

density and the gravitational field of the star become infinite. This

support itself against its own gravity, and

places where the known laws of physics break down.

Beyond that mass, the star can no longer
it collapses to form a black hole

prediction of relativity theory has yet to be proved. Singularities are

S

(p. 551),

a region of space from which nothing can

Once matter falls into a black hole,

it can no longer conununicate with the

escape. Very massive stars, after exploding as supernovae, form

outside. However, on its way in, it can

black holes rather than neutron stars. Conditions in and near black

form an accretion disk and emit X rays,

holes can only be described by general relativity. The radius at

just as in the case of a neutron star. The

which the escape speed from a collapsing star equals the speed of

nary

light is called the

Schwarzschild radius

(p. 553). The surf3ce of an inlaginary
sphere, of radius equal to the Schwarz
scl1ild radius, surrounding a black hole is
called the

7

event horizon (p. 553).

To a distant observer, light leaving a

,�
�
-

,
�'. '
-

,.

spaceship that is falling into a black hole
would be subject to gravitatiOlml redshift

.......

.
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systems in which one component is a compact X-ray

source. Cygnus X - I , a well-studied X-ray source in the constel

lation Cygnus, is a long-standing black-hole candidate. Studies
of orbital motions imply that some binaries contain compact
objects too massive to be neutron stars, leaving black holes as
the

only

alternative.

There

is

also

strong evidence

for

superm.ssive black holes (p. 563) in the centers of many galax
ies, including our own.

.
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best candidates for black holes are bi

For instructor-assigned homework go to www.tllaster;lIgastronotlly.cotll

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.

How does the way in whicl1 a neutron star forms determine

12.

some of its most basic properties?

2.

What would happen to a person standing on the surf3ce of a

According to special relativity, what is special about the speed
of light?

13. P�S

neutron star?

Why is it so difficult to test the predictions of general

relativity? Describe two tests of the theory.

3.

Why aren't all neutron stars seen as pulsars?

14.

What would happen to someone falling into a black hole?

4.

Why do many neutron stars move at high speeds relative to

15.

What is an event horizon?

their neighbors?

5.

16. POB

What are X-ray bursters?

6.

What is the favored explanation for the rapid spin rates of
millisecond pulsars?

7.

sar with a planetary system?
distant and very energetic?

9.
10.

Describe

two leading models for gamma-ray bursts.

What does it mean to say that the measured speed of a light
beam is independent of the motion of the observer?

11.

17. What makes Cygnus X- I a good black-hole candidate?
18. P�S What evidence is there for black holes much

Why do you think astronomers were surprised to find a pul

8. Why do astronomers think that ganuna-ray bursts are very

Use your knowledge of escape speed to explain why black
holes are said to be "black:'

What is the principle of cosmic censorship? Do you

think it is a sound scientific principle?

more

massive than the Sun?

19.

Imagine that you had the ability to travel at will through the
Galaxy. Explain why you would discover many more neutron
stars than those known to observers on Earth. Where would

you be most likely to find these objects?

20. P�S

Do you think that planet-size objects discovered

orbiting a pulsar should be called planets? Why or why not?

Chapter Review
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CO N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. A neutron star is about the same size as (a) a school bus; (b) a
u.s. city; (e) the Moon; (d) Earth.
2. A neutron star's immense gravitational attraction is due
primarily to its small radius and (a) rapid rotation rate;
(b) strong magnetic field; (e) large mass; (d) high temperature.
3. The most rapidly "blinking" pulsars are those that (a) spin
fastest; (b) are oldest; (e) are most massive; (d) are hottest.

4. The X-ray emission from a neutron star in a binary system
comes mainly from (a) the bot surface of the neutron star
itself; (b) beated material in an accretion disk around the
neutron star; (e) the neutron star's magnetic field; (d) the
surface of the companion star.
5. VIS
According to Figure 22. 1 1 , ganuna-ray bursts are
observed to occur (al mainly near the Sun; (b) throughout
the Milky Way Galaxy; (e) approximately unifomuy over the
entire sky; (d) near pulsars.

6. Black holes result from stars having initial masses (a) less

than the mass of the SW1; (b) between I and 2 times the mass

of the Sun; (e) up to 8 times the mass of the Sun; (d) more
than 25 times the mass of the Sun.

7. If the Sun were magically to turn into a black hole of the same
mass, (a) Earth would start to spiral inward; (b) Earth's orbit
would remain unchanged; (cl Earth would fly off into space;
(d) Earth would be tom apart.

S. VIS According to the second figure in Discovery 22-1, a
meterstick in a spaceship traveling at half the speed of light
would appear to have a length of (a) I meter; (b) 0.87 meter;
(e) 0.50 meter; (d) 0.15 meter.
9. The best place to search for black holes is in a region of
space that (a) is dark and empty; (b) has recently lost some
stars; (e) has strong X-ray emission; (d) is cooler than its
surroundings.
10. The best evidence for supermassive black holes in the centers
of galaxies is (a) the absence of stars there; (b) rapid gas
motion and intense energy emission; (e) gravitational red
shift of radiation emitted from near the center; (d) unknown
visible and X-ray spectral lines.

P RO B L E M S
TIle "u",ber ofdots precedi"g each Proble", irldicates its approximate level of diffiCliIty.
1. • The angular momentwn of a solid body is proportional to
the angular velocity of ilie body times ilie square of its radius.
a:> (More Precisely 6-1) Using the law of conservation of an
gular momentum, estimate how fast a collapsed stellar core
would spin if its initial spin rate was 1 revolution per day and
its radius decreased from 10,000 krn to 10 km.
2. • What would your mass be if you were composed entirely of
neutron-star material of density 3 X 1017 kg/m3? (Assume that
your average density is 1000 kg/m3.) Compare your answer
with the mass of a typical IO-km-diameter rocky asteroid.
1. • Calculate the surface gravitational acceleration and escape
speed of a 1 .4-solar-mass neutron star with a radius of 10 km.
What would be the escape speed from a neutron star of the
same mass and radius 4 krn?
4. •• Use the radius-luminosity-temperature relation to calcu
late the luminosity of a 10-km-radius neutron star for tem
peratures of 105 K, 107 K, and 109 K. At what wavelengths
does the star radiate most strongly in each case? What do you
conclude about the detectability of neutron stars? Could ilie
brightest of iliem be plotted on an H-R diagram?
5. •• A gamma-ray detector of area 0.5 m2 in the midst of a
gamma-ray burst records photons having total energy 10-8
joule. If the burst occurred 1000 Mpc away, calculate the total
amount of energy it released (assun1ing that the energy was
emitted isotropically), and compare your answer with the Sun's
total energy output on the main sequence. How would this fig
ure change if the burst occurred 10,000 pc away instead, in the
halo of our Galaxy? What if it occurred within ilie Oort cloud
of our own solar system, at a distance of 50,000 AU?

6. •• A gamma-ray burst 5000 Mpc away releases 1045 joules of
energy isotropically in the foml of gruruna rays, each of energy

250 keY. C» (More PrecIsely 4-1) Some of the rays are detected
by an instnU11ent in Earth orbit with an effective collecting area
of 0.75 m2. How many gamma-ray photons strike the detector?

7. • A IO-km-radius neutron star is spuming 1000 times per sec
ond. Calcluate ilie speed of a point on its equator, and com
pare your answer with the speed of light. ( The equator is the
circumference of a circle, and recall that the circW1lference is
equal to 2.".r, where r is ilie diameter.) Also, calculate the or
bital speed of a particle in a circular orbit just above the sur
face if the neutron star's mass is 1 . 4 times the mass of the Sun.

S. • Super1l1assive black holes are thought to exist in tlle centers
of many galaxies. What would be the Schwarzscllild radii of
black holes of 1 million 3lld 1 billion solar masses, respec
tively? How does the l -million-solar-mass black hole com
pare in size with ilie Sun? How does the l-billion-solar-mass
black hole compare in size with the solar system?
9. •• Use the infom13tion presented in More Precisely 22-1 to
estimate the deflection of a beam of light iliat just grazes the
surface of (a) the Moon, (b) Jupiter, 3lld (c) Sirius B. (d) A fu
ture generation of space astrometry missions may be able to
measure 3llgles as small as 10-6 arcsec accurately. At what
distance from the Sun would this deflection occur?
10. •• Calculate the tidal acceleration on a 2-m-tall human
falling feet-first into a I -solar-mass black hole; that is, com
pute the difference Ul the accelerations (forces per unit mass)
on their head 3lld their feet just as ilie feet cross the event
horizon. a:> (Sec. 7.6) Repeat the calculation for a I-million
solar-mass black hole and for a I -billion-solar-mass black
hole (see question 8). Compare these accelerations with the
acceleration due to gravity on Earth (g = 9.8 m/s2 ).

TH M I LICY WAY
GALAXY
A S P I RA L I N S PAC E

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

)

4
5

6

Describe the overall structure of the Milky
Way Galaxy, and specify how the various
regions differ from one another.
Explain the importance of variable stars in
determining the size and shape of our
Galaxy.
Describe the orbital paths of stars in
different regions of the Galaxy, and explain
how these motions are accounted for by
our understanding of how the Galaxy
formed.

ooking Up on a dark, clear night, we are struck by
two aspects of the night sky. The first is that the individ

ual stars we see are roughly uniformly distributed in all
directions. They all lie relatively close to us, mapping out
the local Galactic neighborhood within a few hundred
parsecs of the Sun. But this is only a local impression.
Ours is a rather provincial view. Beyond those nearby
stars, the second thing we notice is a fuzzy band of
light-the Milky Way-stretching across the heavens.
From the Northern Hemisphere, this band is most

Discuss some possible explanations for the
existence of the spiral arms observed in
our own and many other galaxies.

easily visible in the summertime, arcing high above

Explain what studies of Galactic rotation
reveal about the size and mass of our
Galaxy, and discuss the possible nature of
dark matter.

encompasses the entire celestial sphere. This is the in

Describe some of the phenomena observed
at the center of our Galaxy.

The Milky Way is just one galaxy out
THE BIG of nearly a hundred billion in the
PICTURE
observable universe, but for astronomers it plays much the same role
among galaxies as the Sun does among stars.
Our understanding of galaxies throughout the
cosmos rests squarely on our knowledge of the
size, structure, and dynamics of our own.
.

.
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Visit the Study Area in www.masterlngastronomy.mm for quizzes
.nlmatlon� vkJeos, Interact"" f;gures, and self1'JkJed tutorials.

the horizon. Its full extent forms a great circle that

sider's view of the galaxy in which we live-the blended
light of countless distant stars. N; we consider much
larger volumes of space, on scales far, far greater than
the distances between neighboring stars, a new level
of organization becomes apparent as the large-scale
structure of the Milky Way Galaxy is revealed.

LEFT: Galaxies like thi> one, known as M51 or the Wh "poo(
i
contain
roughly a humked billion stars, bound together by gravity. The graceful
winding arms of this majestic spiral galaxy sweep aaoss some 100,000
light-years of space; the whole object is 33 million light-years distant, Its
size, shape, and mass approximate those of or.v own Galaxy, which has
never been photographed in its entirety because we live inside it. If this
were or.v Galaxy, the Sun would reside in one of its spiral arms, two-thirds
of the way out from the center. (STSd)
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23.1

The Milky Way Galaxy

O u r Parent Galaxy

one particular park bench. In some directions, the interpre
tation of what we see is ambiguous and inconclusive. In

A galaxy is a gargantuan collection of stellar and interstellar

others, foreground objects completely obscure our view of

matter-stars, gas, dust, neutron stars, black holes-isolated

what lies beyond, but we cannot move aroWld them to get a

in space and held together by its own gravity. Astronomers

better look. As a result, astronomers who study the Milky

are aware of literally billions of gala..xies beyond our own.

Way Galaxy are often guided in their efforts by comparisons

The particular galaxy we happen to inhabit is known as the

with more distant, but much more easily observable, systems.

Milky Way Galaxy, or just

the Galaxy, with a capital G.

Our SllI1 lies in a part of the Gala>.1' known as the

Figures 23.2 and 23.3 show three galaxies thought to
resemble our own in overal.l structure. Figure 23.2 is the

Galactic disk--an immense, circular, flattened region con

Andromeda GalaAl', the nearest major galaxy to the Milky

taining most of our Galaxy's huninous stars and interstellar

Way Galaxy, lying nearly 800 kpc (roughly 2.5 million light

matter (and virtual.ly everything we have studied so far in

years) away. Andromeda's apparent elongated shape is a con

this book). Figure 23.1 illustrates how, viewed from within,
the Galactic disk appears as a band of light stretching across
our night sky, a band known as the

Milky Way. As indicated

sequence of the angle at which we happen to view it. In fact,

our Galaxy, like tills one, consists of a circular galactic disk of
matter that fattens to a Galactic bulge at the center. The disk

in the figure, if we look in a direction away from the Galactic

disk (red arrows), we see relatively few stars in our field of

and bulge are embedded in a roughly spherical bal.l of faint
old stars known as the Galactic halo. These three basic galac

view. However, if our line of sight happens to lie within the

tic regions are indicated on tile figure. (The halo stars are so

disk (white and blue arrows), we see so many stars that their

faint that they carulOt be discerned here.) Figures 23.3(a) and

light merges into a continuous blur.
Paradoxical.ly, although we can study individual stars

(b) show views of two other galaxies--one seen face-on, the
other edge-on-that illustrate these points more dearly.

and interstellar douds that lie near the SllI1 in great detail,

our location within the Galactic disk makes deciphering
our Galaxy's large-scale structure from Earth a very difficult
task-a little like trying to wlravel the layout of paths,
bushes, and trees in a city park without being able to leave

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ Why do we see the Milky Wifj as a band of light across the

night sky?

<OIl FIGURE 23.1 Galactic Plane
� The CNerall shape of our
e Galaxy can be inferred from

some very basi c observations. (a)
Gazing from Earth toward the
Galactic center (white arrow) in this

(a) Artist's view of Milky Way from afar

artist's conception, we see myriad
stars stacked up within the thin
band of light known as the Milky
Wilf. Looking in the opposite
direction (blue arrow), we sti II see
the Milky Way b an d, but now it is
fainter because our Sun lies far from
the Galactic center, so we see more
stars when looking toward the
center than when looki ng in the
opposite direction. Looking
perpendicular to the d isk (red
arrows1 we see far fewer stars.
(b) Th is is a real optical view of the
sky around us. The white band is the
disk of our Milky Way Galaxy
dimly seen wi th the naked eye from
very dark locations on Earth. This is
what one sees looki ng tCN\lard the
Galactic center-in the direction
of the white arrCN\l i n part (a).

(Llmd Observatory)

SECT I O N 23.1

... F I G U R E 23.2 Andromeda Structure (al The Andromeda Galaxy probably resembles fairly dosely
the overali layout of our own Milky Way Galaxy. The disk and bulge are dearly visible in this image,
which is about 30,000 pc across. The faint stars of the halo, oompletely surrounding the disk and bulge,
cannot be seen here. The white stars sprinkled all across this image are not part of Andromeda's halo;
they are foreground stars in our own Galaxy, lying in the same region of the sky as Andromeda, but
about a thousand times closer. (b) More detail within the inner parts of the galaxy. (c) The galaxy's
peculiar-and stili unexplained-double core; this inset cOo'ers a region only 1 5 pc across. (R. Gendler;
Palomar/Caltee/,; NASA)

... FIGURE 23.3 Spiral Galaxies (a) This galaxy, catalogued as M10l
and seen nearly face-on, is somewhat similar in its overall structure to
our ONn Milky Way Galaxy and Andromeda. (b) The galaxy NGC 4565
happens to be oriented in such a way that we see it edge-on, aliONing
us to make out its dlsk and central bulge. (R. Gendler)

Our Parent Galaxy
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23.2 Measuring the M i l ky Way

extent of Figure 23.4 corresponds approximately to the span
of the blue and white arrows in Figure 23. 1 .

Before the 20th century, astronomers' conception of the cos

Radiation coming to us from above or below the plane

mos differed markedly from the modern view. The fact that

of the Galaxy, where there is less gas and dust along the line

we live in just one of many enormous "islands� of matter

of sight, arrives on Earth relatively unscathed. There is still

separated by even larger tracts of apparently empty space

some patchy obscuration, but the Sun happens to be located

was completely unknown, and the clear distinction between

where the view out of the disk is largely unimpeded by

"our Galaxy" and "the Ulliverse" did not exist. The twin ideas

nearby interstellar clouds.

the Sun is rIOt at the cemer of the Galaxy and (2) the
Galaxy is not at the cemer of the r.miver.;e required both time

that ( 1)

and hard observational evidence before they gained wide
spread acceptance. The growth in our knowledge of our
Galaxy, as well as the realization that there are many other

distant galaxies similar to our own, has gone hand in hand
with the development of the cosmic distance scale.

S p i ral Nebulae and Globular Cl usters
We have j ust seen how astronomers' attempts to probe the
Galactic disk by optical means are frustrated by the effects
of t he interstellar medium. However, looking in other direc
tions, out of the Milky Way plane, we can see to much
greater distances. During the first quarter of the 20th century,
studies of the large-scale structure of our Galaxy focused on

Star Counts

two particularly important classes of objects, both found

In the late 1 8th century, long before the distances to any

mainly away from the Milky Way. The first is globular cluster.;,

stars were known, the English astronomer William Herschel

those tightly bOWld swarms of old, reddish stars we met in
0::>

tried to estimate the size and shape of our Galaxy simply by

Chapter 19.

counting how many stars he could see in different directjons

own Galaxy. The second class consisted of objects that were

in the sky. Assuming that all stars were of about equal

known at the time as

brightness, he concluded that the Galaxy was a somewhat

Figures 23.2(a) and 23.3(a ) . We know them today as spiral

flattened, roughly disk-shaped collection of stars lying in the

galaxjes, comparable in size to our own.

(Sec. 1 9.6) About 1 50 are now knmvn in our

spiral nebulae.

Examples are shown in

cellter

Early 20th-century astronomers had no means of deter

(Figure 23.4). Subsequent refinements to this approach led

mining the distances to any of these objects. They are too far

plane of the Milky Way, with the Sun at or near its

to much the same picture. Early in the 20th century, some

away to have any observable parallax, and with the technol

astronomers went so far as to estimate the dimensions of

ogy of the day, main-sequence stars (after the discovery of

this "Gala}.:y" as about 1 0 kpc in diameter by 2 kpc thick.

the main sequence in 1 9 1 1 ) could not be clearly identified

Thday the Milky Way Galaxy is ktlO\vn to be several tens

and measured. For these reasons, neither of the techniques

of kiloparsecs across, and the SWl is known to lie far from the

discussed in Chapter 17 -trigonometric and spectroscopic

center. How could the older picture have been so flawed? The

parallax-was applicable.

answer is that the earlier observations were made in the visi

even the most basic properties--size, mass, and stellar and

=

(Secs. 1 7. 1 , 17.6 ) As a result,

ble part of the electromagnetic spectrum, and astronomers

interstellar content---of globular clusters and spiral nebulae

failed to take into account the (tllen-Ulwlown) absorption

were unknown. It was assmned that the globular clusters lay

of visible light by interstellar gas and dust.

within our own Galaxy, which was thought at the time to be

=

(Sec. 18. l )

Only in the 1 930s did astronomers begin to realize the true
extent and importance of the interstellar medium.
Any objects in the Galactic disk more than a few
kiloparsecs away from us are hidden from our
view (in visible light) by the effects of interstellar
dust. The apparent falloff in the density of
stars with distance in the plane of tlle Milky
Way is thus not a real thinning of their num-

bers in space, but simply a consequence of the

murky environment in the Galactic disk. The
long "fingers" in Herschel's map are directions
in which the obscuration happens to be a little

less severe than in others. However, because

some obscuration occurs in all directions in the

disk, the falloff is roughly s imilar no matter
which way we look, so the Sun appears to be
more or less at the center. The horizontal

3 kpc

... F I G U R E 23.4 Herschel's Galaxy Mod"l Eighteenth-century astronomer William
Herschel constructed this "map" ofthe Galaxy � counting the numbers of stars he saw
In different directions of the sky. Our Sun (marked � the large yellow dot) appears to lie
near the center of the distribution. The long axis of the diagram lies in the plane of the
Galactic disk.
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relatively small (using the size estimates just mentioned).

light of tlle other. co (Sec. 17.7) In novae and supernovae, bi

The locations of the spiral nebulae were much less clear.

nary membership has more violent consequences.

Knowing the distance to an object is vitally important
to understanding its true nature. As an �xample, consider

2 1 .3 ) These latter objects are called

CIO

( Sec.

cataclysmic variables,

because of their sudden, large changes in brightness.

again the Andromeda "nebula" (Figure 23.2). In the late 1 9th

In other instances, however, the variability is a basic

century, when improved telescopes and photographic tech

trait of a star and is not dependent on its being a part of a

intrinsic variable.

niques allowed astronomers to obtain images showing detail

binary system. We call such a star an

comparable to that in Figure 23.2(a), the newly released

particularly important class of intrinsic variables is the

photographs caused great excitement among astronomers,

pulsating variable stars, which vary cyclically in luminosity

A

variable

who thought they were seeing the formation of a star from a

in very characteristic ways. '!\vo types of pulsating

swirling gaseous disk! Comparing Figure 23.2(a) with the

stars that have played central roles in revealing both the true

figures in Chapter 1 5 (especially Figure 1 5.2b), we can per

�xtent of our Galaxy and the distances to our galactic neigh

haps understand how such a mistake could be made-ifwe

bors are the RR

thought that we were looking at a relatively close, star-sized

long-standing astronomical practice, the names come from

Lyrae

and

Cepheid variables.

Following

object. Far from demonstrating that Andromeda was distant

the first star of each class to be discovered-in this case,

and large, the new observations seemed to confirm that it

the variable star labeled RR in the constellation Lyra and the

was just a small part of our own Galaxy.
Further observations soon made it clear that Andromeda

variable star Delta Cephei, the fourth brightest star in
the constellation Cepheus. Note, by the way, that these stars

nothing whatsoever to do with tlle pulsars discussed in

was not a star-forming region. Andromeda's parallax is too

have

small to measure, indicating that it must be at least several

the previous chapter! Pulsars are rapidly rotating neutron

hundred parsecs from Earth, and, even at 100 pc-which we

stars beaming energy into space as they spin; as we will see

now know is vastly less than Andromeda's true distance-an

in a moment, pulsating variable stars are "normaln stars un

object the size of the solar nebula would be inlpossible to

dergoing a temporary period of instability as they evolve.

resolve and simply would not look like Figure 23.2(a).

00 (Sec. 22.2 )
RR Lyrae and Cepheid variable stars are recognizable by

(See Section 22.4 for another, more recent example of how
distance measurements directly affect our theoretical wlder
standing of observational data.)
During the first quarter of the 20th century, both the

the characteristic shapes of their light curves. RR Lyrae stars

all pulsate similarly (Figure 23.5a), with only small differ

ences in period between them. Observed periods range from

size of our Galaxy and the dist<1nces to the spiral nebulae

about 0.5 to I day. Cepheid variables also pulsate in distinc

were hotly debated in astronomical circles (see below, and

tive ways (the regular "sawtooth" pattern in Figure 23.5b),

also the discussion in the Part 4 Opener on p. 570). One

but different Cepheids can have quite different pulsation pe

school of thought maintained tllat the spiral nebulae were
relatively small systems contained within our GalllA")'. Other

riods, ranging from about 1 to 100 days. The period of any

given RR Lyrae or Cepheid variable is, to a high degree of ac

astronomers held that the spirals were much larger objects,

curacy, the same from one cycle to the next. The key point is

lying far outside tlle Milky Way Galaxy and comparable to it

that pulsating variable stars can be recognized and identified

in size. However, with no firm distance information, both

just by observing the variatiorls in the light they emit.

arguments were inconclusive. Only with the discovery of a

Why do Cepheids and RR Lyrae variables pulsate? The

new distance-measurement technique-which we discuss

basic mechanism was first suggested by the British astro

next-was the issue finally settled in favor of the latter view.

physicist Sir Arthur Eddington in 194 1 . The structure of

However, in the process, astronomers' conception of our

any star is determined in large part by how easily radiation

own Galaxy changed radically and forever.

can travel from the core to the photosphere-that is, by the

opacity of the interior, the degree to which the gas hinders

A New Yardsti ck
An imporL1nt by-product of the laborious effort to catalog
stars around tlle turn of the 20th century was the systematic
study of

variable

stars--stars whose luminosity changes

the passage of light through it. If the opacity rises, the radi
ation becomes trapped, the internal pressure increases, and
the star "puffs up.» If the opacity falls, radiation can escape
more easily, and the star shrinks. According to theory,
wlder certain circumstances a star can become unbalanced

with time, some quite erratically, others more regularly.

and enter a state in which the flow of radiation causes the

Only a small fraction of stars fall into this category, but

opacity first to rise-making the star expand, cool, and di

those that do are of great astronomical significance.
We encountered several examples of variable stars in ear

minish in Iwninosity-and then to fall, leading to the pul
sations we observe.

lier chapters. Often, the variability is the result of membership

The conditions necessary to cause pulsations are not

in a binary system. In an eclipsing binary, for exanlple, the

fOlUld in main-sequence stars. Rather, tlley occur in evolved

total brightness varies because one star periodically blocks the

post-main-sequence stars as tlley pass through a region of the
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... F IG URE 23.6 Variable Stars on the H-R Diagram Pulsating
variable stars are found in the instability strip of the H-R diagram. As a
h igh-mass star evolves through the strip, it becomes a Cepheid
variable. Low-mass horizontal-branch stars in the Instabi lity strip are
RR Lyrae variables,

stability strip, they become Cepheid variables.

=

( Sec. 2004)

RR Lyrae variables are low-mass horiwnt11-branch stars that

lie within the lower portion of the instability strip.

=

(Sec.

20.2) Thus. puIs..1ting variables are normal stars passing
through a brief-roughly million-year-phase of instability as
a natural part of stellar evolution .

... F I G U RE n.s Variable Stars (a) Light curve of the pulsati ng
variable star RR Lyrae. All RR Lyrae-type variables have essentially
similar light curves, with periods of less than a day. (b) The light curve
of a Cepheid variable star called WW Cygni, having a period of ,,,,,eral
days. (c) This Cepheid is shawn here (baxed) on successive nights,
near its maximum and minimum brightness; two photos, one from
each night, were superimposed and then slightly displaced.
(Harvard College Observatory)

The Cosmic D istance Scale
The importance of these stars to Galactic astronomy lies in

the fact that once we recognize a star as being of the RR
Lyrae or Cepheid type. we can infer its luminosity, and that
in turn allows us to measure its distance. The distance calcu
lation is precisely the same as that presented in Chapter 1 7
during our discussion o f spectroscopic parallax. = ( Sec.

H-R diagram known as the instability strip (Figure 23.6).
When a star's temperature and luminosity place it in this strip.

17.6) Comparing the star's (known) luminosity with its
(observed) apparent brightness yields an estimate of its dis

the star becomes internally unstable. Both its temperature and
its radius vary in a regular way, c.1using the pulsations we ob
serve: For the reasons just described, as the star brightens, its
radius shrinks and its surface becomes hotter; as its luminosity
decreases, the star expands and cools. As we learned in Chapter

tance by the inverse-square law:

20, high-mass stars evolve across the upper part of the H-R di
agram. When their evolutionary tracks take them into the in-

apparent brightness

=
IX

(Sec. 1 7.2)
.

2

luminosity
distance

In this way, astronomers can use pulsating variables as a
means of determining distances. both within our own
Galaxy and far beyond.

SECTION 23.2
\

How do we infer a variable star's luminosity? For RR

Lyrae stars, doing so is simple. As we saw in Chapter 20, all

horizontal branch stars have basically the same luminosity (av

\

-25 Mpc

\

-1 0,000 pc

nized as being of the RR Lyrae type, its lwninosity is immedi
ately known. For Cepheids, we make use of a close correlation
in 1908 by Henrietta Leavitt of Harvard University (see

Discovery 23-1)

\-----:----1

-200 pc ',---:-;---i

between average luminosity and pulsation period, discovered
and known simply as the period-luminosity

relationship. Cepheids that vary slowly-that is, that have
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eraged over a complete pulsation cycle)-about 100 times that
of the Sun. 0:> (Sec. 20.2) Thus, once a variable star is recog

Measuring the Milky Way

Variable
stars

Spectroscopic
parallax

j

long periods-have large luminosities; conversely, short-period
Cepheids have low luminosities.

o
VI

Figure 23.7 illustrates the period-luminosity relation
ship for Cepheids found within a thousand parsecs or so of
E.1rth. Astronomers can plot such a diagram for relatively
nearby stars because they can measure their distances by
using stellar or spectroscopic parallax. Once the distances
are known, the lwninosities of those stars can be calculated.
We know of no exceptions to the period-luminosity rela
tionship, and it is consistent with theoretical calculations of
pulsations in evolved stars. Consequently, we assume that it
holds for all Cepheids, near and far. Thus, a simple measure
ment of a Cepheid variable's pulsation period immediately
tells us its luminosity-we just read it off the plot in Figure

23.7. (The roughly constant luminosities of the RR Lyrae
variables are also indicated in the figure.)
This distance-measurement technique works well,
provided that the variable star can be clearly identified
and its pulsation period measured. With Cepheids, the
method allows astronomers to estimate distances out to
about 25 million parsecs, enough to take us all the way
to the nearest galaxies. The less-luminous RR Lyrae stars
are not so easily seen as Cepheids, so their useful range is
not as great. However, they are much more com111on, so,
within their limited range, they are actually more useful
than Cepheids.

I

A Interactive F IGURE 23.8 Variable Stars on Distance Ladder
r,;;. Application of the period-luminosity relationship of Cepheid

�

variable stars allONS us to determine distances out to about 25
Mpc with reasonable accuracy.

Figure 23.8 extends our cosmic distance ladder, begun in
Chapter 2 with radar ranging in the solar system and

ex

panded in Chapter 17 to include stellar and spectroscopic
parallax, by adding variable stars as a fourth method of deter
lnining distance. Note that because the period-luminosity
relationship is calibrated by using nearby stars, this latest rung

inherits any and all uncertainties and errors present in the
lower levels. Uncertainties also arise from the "scatter" of data
points shown in Figure 23.7. Although the overall connection
between period and luminosity is unmistakable, the individual
data points do not quite lie on a straight line; instead, a range
of possible luminosities corresponds to any measured period.

The S ize and Shape of Our Ga laxy

Many RR Lyrae variables are found in globular clusters.
Early in the 20tll century, the American astronomer Harlow
Shapley used observations of variable stars to make two very

:t:
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important discoveries about the Galactic globular cluster
'
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system. First, he showed that most globular clusters reside at
great distances--many thousands of parsecs--from the Sun.
Second, by measuring the direction and distance of each
cluster, he was able to determine the tllTee-dimensional dis
tribution of the clusters in space (Figure 23.9). In this way,
Shapley demonstrated that the globular clusters map out a
truly gigantic, and roughly spherical, volume of space, about

3 5

10

20

Pulsation period (days)

.. FIGU RE 23.7 Period-Luminosity Plot A plot of pulsation period
versus average absolute brightness (that is, luminosity) for a group of
Cepheid variable stars. The two properties are quite tightly correlated.
The puisation periods of some RR Lyrae variables are also shown.

30 kpc across.* However, the center of the distribution lies
nowhere near our SW1; ratller, it is located nearly 8 kpc away
from us, in the direction of the constellation Sagittarius.

·The Galactic globular cluster system and the Galactic halo, ofwhich it is a
part, are somewhatflattened jn the directum pe.rptmdicular to the disk, but the
degree o/fla nening is quite unartain. The halo is certain'y much less flattened
11,a" the. disk, however.
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D I S C O V E RY 2 3 - 1
Early "Computers"
A large portion of the early research in observational astronomy
focused on monitoring stellar luminosities and a1l31yzing stellar

spectra. Much of this pioneering work was done using photo

graphic methods. What is not so well known is that most of
the labor was accomplished by women. Around the turn of the
twentieth century, a few dozen dedicated women�1Ssistants at
the Harvard College Observatory-created an enormous data
base by observing, sorting, measuring, and cataloging photo
graphic information that helped form the foundation of
modern astronomy. Some of them went far beyond their duties
in the lab to make several of the basic astronomical discoveries
often taken for granted today.
The lirst photograph below taken in 1 910, shows several of
those women carefully examining star images and measuring
variations in lwninosity or wavelengths of spectral lines. In the

cramped quarters of the Harvard Observatory, they inspected
image after image to collect a vast body of data on millions of

several of these women made fund3111ental contributions to

measurements of hundreds of thousands of stars. Note the plot

astronomy. In 1897 Antonia Maury (who is also pictured in the

of stellar luminosity changes pasted on the wall at the left. The

lirst photo at left rear) undertook the most detailed study of

pattern is so regular that it likely belongs to a Cepheid variable.

stellar spectra to that time, enabling Hertzsprwlg and Russell

Known as "computers" (there were no electronic devices then),

independently to develop what is now called the H-R diagram.

these women were paid

25 cents an hour.

The second photograph, taken in 1913, shows a more for
mal portrait of another group of staff members, along with their

director, E.e. Pickering. Though looking rather stern here, Pick

In 1 898 Annie Calmon proposed the spectral classification
system (described in Chapter [7) that is now the international
st311dard for categorizing stars. co (Sec. 1 7.5) And in 1908

Henrietta Leavitt discovered the period-luminosity relationship

ering was often described as a true Victorian gentleman who

for Cepheid variable stars, which later allowed Pickering's suc

the staff. Also prominent here (and symmetrically positioned

for Part 4), to recognize our Sun's true position in the universe.

championed a policy, unique at the time, of admitting women to

to Pickering's left) is Annie Cannon, perhaps the most accom
plished of the early group of women who, beginning in 1 880,

cessor as director, Harlow Shapley (see the introductory essay
All was not work, however, 311d socializing was common

31110ng this generation of astronomers. The third photograph

undertook a survey of the skies that lasted for more than half a

(below) shows a [920s scene from a humorous play portraying life

century-work that netted Cannon the first Oxford honorary

at the Observatory, starring (at center) the then youngest of the

degree awarded to a woman.

The lirst major result of tillS work was a record of the

brightnesses 311d spectra of tens of thousands of stars, published
in 1 890 under the direction of Williamina Fleming (seen st311d
ing in the photograph below) . On the basis of this compilation,

"lady computers:' Cecilia Payne, who would go on to become one
of the foremost astronomers of the 20th century (see the intro
ductory essay for Part 3).
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the distribution, based on modern data, of the 1 38 globular
clusters lying within 20 kpc of the center. As illustrated in

Figme 23.10, we live in the "suburbs" of this huge ensemble

in the Galactic disk, the thin sheet of young stars, gas, and
dust that cuts through the center of the halo. Since Shapley's
time, astronomers have identified many individual stars-
that is, stars not belonging to any globular cluster-within
the Galactic halo.
Shapley's bold interpretation of the globular clusters as
defining the overall distribution of stars in our Galaxy was an
enormous step forward in human understanding of our
place in the universe. Five hundred years ago, Earth was con
sidered the center of all things. Copernicus argued otherwise,
demoting our planet to an wldistinguished location removed
from the center of the solar system. In Shapley's time, as we
have just seen, the prevailing view was that our Sun was the
center not only of the Galaxy, but also of the wUverse. Shap
ley showed otherwise. With his observations of globular
clusters, he simultaneously increased the size of our Galaxy
by almost a factor of 10 over earlier estimates and banished

.. FI G U R E 23.9 Globular Cluster Distribution Our Sun does not
coindde with the center ofthe very large collection of globular cluster>
(indicated � the pink do15). Instead. more globular clusters are found in
one direction than i n any other. The Sun resides doser to the edge of
the collection, which measures roughly 30 kpc across. The globular
clusters outline the true d istri bution of stars in the Galactic halo.

our parent Sun to its periphery, virtually overnight!

The Shapley-Curtis Debate
Curiously, Shapley's dramatic revision of the size of the
Milky Way Galaxy and our place in it only strengtllened his
erroneous opinion that the spiral nebulae were part of our

In a brilliant intellectual leap, Shapley realized that the

Galaxy and that our Galaxy was essentially the entire uni

distribution of globular clusters maps out the true extent of

verse. He regarded as beyond belief the idea that there could

stars in the Milky Way Galaxy-the region that we now call

be other structures as large as our Galaxy. The scientific

the Galactic halo. The hub of tlus vast collection of matter,

issues involved in understanding tile nature of the spiral neb

8 kpc from the Sun, is the Galactic center. Figure 23.9 shows

ulae were clearly drawn in a famous 1920 debate between

� Interactive F I G URE 23.10 Stellar

r.z;:i

Populations in Our Galaxy Based
on observations of young stars and

� and globular dusters in the halo,
� astronomers hCNe constructed a
..J

gas in the disk, and the old stars

comprehensive picture of the structure of

our Galaxy. This artist's conception of a
(nearly) edge-on view of the Milky Way
Galaxy shems schematically the
distributions of young blue stars, open
clusters, old red stars, and globular

clusters. (The brightness and size of our
Sun are greatly exaggerated for clarity.)
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Shapley and Lick Observatory astronomer Heber Curtis. (See

We

see

that both men made some correct and some in

also p. 570. ) We list here some key elements of the debate:

correct statements (or conclusions) about the problem. How

1.

could not be resolved, and the debate was inconclusive. But

Size of the Milky Way.

Shapley correctly asserted that

the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy was much larger
than the "conventional" scale based on star counts,
but then incorrectly concluded that similar-sized galaxies
beyond our own could not exist. Curtis incorrectly
accepted tile smaller size for om Galaxy, but correctly

2.

argued that sinlilar galaxies might exist beyond our own.

Distribution of the nebulae on the sky.

ever, with the observations of the day, their disagreenlents
technology marches on, and just a few years later, ill 1925,

American astronomer Edwin Hubble reported that he had
observed Cepheids in the Andromeda Galaxy and finally suc

ceeded in measuring its distance. His work firmly established

Andromeda as a separate galaxy lying far beyond our own, fi
nally extending the Copernican principle to tile Galaxy itself.

Curtis noted

that the observed spiral nebulae were generally found
away from the plane of the Galaxy, and he suggested
that our Galaxy had a "ring" of occulting material in its
plane, like tllose observed in many edge-on spirals,

C O N C E PT C H E C K
fI' Can variable stars be used to map out the structure of the
Galactic dis!<?

preventing us from seeing the nebulae in the plane.
Shapley simply had to accept the notion that spiral
nebulae were, for some unknown reason, not found in
the Galactic plane. Curtis was almost correct in this
point. Note, however, that the effects of absorption by
interstellar dust were completely unknown at the time.

3.

ex> (Sec. 18. 1 )

Observations of novae.

Shapley argued (correctly) that

the observed apparent brightnesses of some "novae"
seen in spiral nebulae implied enormous lwninosities
if tlle nebulae lay at large distances.

0:>

(Sees. 1 7.2,

2 1 . 1 ) Cmtis suggested (also correctly) that these anom
alous events might be members of a second, much
brighter, class of nova-today we call them supernovae.

ex> (Sec. 2 1 . 3 )

4.

Based on optical, infrared, and radio observations of stars,
gas, and dust, Figure 2 3. 1 0 illustrates tlle different spatial
distributions of the disk, bulge, and halo of the Milky Way
Galaxy. The extent of the halo is based largely on optical
observations of globular dusters and other halo stars.
However, as we have seen, optical techniques can cover only
a small portion of the dusty Galactic disk. Much of our
knowledge of the structure of the disk on larger sc.1les is
based on radio observations, particularly of the 2 1 -cm radio
emission line produced by atomic hydrogen. ex> (Sec. 18.4)
The center of the gas distribution coincides roughly
with the center of the globular cluster system, lying about

Brightness and spectra of the nebulae.

Shapley pointed

out that the measured brightnesses and colors of spiral
nebulae differed from what he would have expected to
see if our Galaxy were observed from afar, suggesting
that the nebulae were somehow fundamentally different
from tlle Milky Way. Curtis had no answer. We know
today that these differences exist because of interstellar
absorption and reddening, which prevent astronomers
from getting a comparable view of our own Galaxy, but
all this was unknown at the time.

=

(Sec. 18. 1 ) Curtis

did correctly note that spectral linesseen in spiral nebu
lae were generally consistent with the nebulae's being
assemblages of large numbers of stars, supporting his

5.

23.3 Galactic Structu re

8 kpc from the Sun. In fact , tlle location of the Galactic
center is determined most accurately from radio observa
tions of Galactic gas. The densities of both stars and gas in
the disk decline quite rapidly beyond about 15 kpc from the
Galactic center (although some radio-emitting gas has been
observed out to at least 50 kpc).

The S patial Distri bution of Stars
Perpendicular to the Galactic plane, tlle disk in the vicinity
of the Sun is relatively thin-"only" 300 pc thick, or about
fooled, though: Even if you could travel at the speed of light,

one hWldredth of the 30-kpc Galactic diameter. Don't be

argument that they were stellar systems comparable to

it would take you a thousand years to traverse tlle thickness

om own Galaxy. ex> (Sec. 4.2)

of the Galactic disk. The disk may be thin compared with

Rotatioll of the nebulae.

Shapley cited published

tlle Galactic diameter, but it is huge by hlUllan standards.

measurements of the angular rotation speeds of some

Actually, the thickness of the Galactic disk depends on

spiral nebulae, which implied that tlle nebulae would

the kinds of objects measured. Young stars and interstellar

have to be spinning faster than the speed of light if

gas are more tightly confined to the plane than are stars like

they were very distant and hence very large.

the Sun, and solar-type stars in turn are more tightly con

=

(More

Curtis simply responded that the obser

fined than are older K- and M-type dwarfs. The reason for

vations were in error. Curtis was right, but he couldn't

these differences is that stars form in interstellar douds close

prove it at the time.

to the plane of tlle disk, but tllen tend to drift out of the disk

Precisely 1-2)

SECTION 23.3

over time, mainly due to their interactions with other stars
and molecular clouds. Thus, as stars age, their abundance
above and below the plane of the disk slowly increases. Note
that these considerations do not apply to the Galactic halo,
whose ancient stars and globular clusters extend far above
and below the Galactic plane. As we will see in a moment,
the halo is a remnant of an early stage of our Galaxy's evolu
tion and predates the formation of the disk.
Recently, improved observational techniques have re
vealed an intermediate category of Galactic stars, midway
between the old halo and tile younger disk, botll in age and
in spatial distribution. Consisting of stars with estimated
ages in the range of 7-10 billion years, this thick-disk com
ponent of the Milky Way Galaxy measures some 2-3 kpc
from top to bottom. Its thickness is too great to be explained
by the slow drift just described. Like the halo, it appears to
be a vestige of our Galaxy's distant past.
Also shown in Figure 23.10 is our Galaxy's central
bulge, measuring roughly 6 kpc across in the plane of the
Galactic disk by 4 kpc perpendicular to the plane. Obscura
tion by interstellar dust makes it difficult to study the de
tailed structure of the Galactic bulge in optical images of the
Milky Way. (See, for example, Figure 1 8.4, which would
clearly show a large portion of the bulge were it not for in
terstellar absorption.) However, at longer wavelengths,
whidl are less affected by interstellar matter, a much clearer
picture emerges (Figure 23. 1 1; see also Figure 23.3b). De
tailed measurements of the Illotion of gas and stars in and
near the bulge imply that it is actually football shaped, about
half as wide as it is long, with the long axis of the "football�
lying in the Galactic plane. On the basis of these observa
tions, astronomers speculate that the central part of our
Galaxy may have a distinctly elongated, or barlike, appear
ance and that we may live in a galaxy of the "barred-spiraJ»
type, as discussed further in Chapter 24.
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star-forming regions. In contrast, the cooler, redder stars
including those found in the old globular dusters-are
more uniformly distributed throughout the disk, bulge, and
halo. Galactic disks appear bluish because main-sequence
0- and B- type blue supergiants are very much brighter than
G-, K-, and M-type dwarfs, even though the dwarfs are
present in far greater numbers.
The explanation for the marked difference in stellar con
tent between disk and halo is this: Whereas the gas-riell Galac
tic disk is the site of ongoing star formation and so contains
stars of all ages, all the stars in the Galactic halo are old The
absence of dust and gas in the halo means that no new stars
are forming there, and star formation apparently ceased long
ago-at least 10 billion years in the past, judging from the
types of halo stars we now observe. (Recall from Chapter 20
that most globular clusters are thought to be between 10 and
12 billion years old.) ex:> (Sec. 20. 5 ) The gas density is very
high in the inner part of the Galactic bulge, making that region
tile site of vigorous ongoing st.1r formation, and both very old
and very young stars mingle there. The bulge's gas-poor outer
regions have properties more similar to those of the halo.
Support for tllls picture comes from studies of the
spectra of halo stars, which indicate that these stars are far
less abundant in heavy elements (i.e., elements heavier than
helium) than are nearby stars in the disk. In Chapter 2 1 , we
saw how each successive cycle of star formation and evolu
tion enriclles the interstellar medium with the products of
stellar nudeosynthesis, leading to a steady increase in heavy
elements with time. c>o ( Sec. 2 1 .5) Thus, the scarcity of
these elements in halo stars is consistent with the view that
the halo formed long ago.
Astronomers often refer to YOWlg disk stars as Population I
stars and to old halo stars as Population II stars. The idea of

Stel lar Populations
Aside from their distributions in space, the
three components of th.e Galaxy-disk,
bulge, and halo-have several other proper
ties that distinguish them from one another.
First, the halo contains almost rIO gas or
dust-just the opposite of the disk and bulge,
in which interstellar matter is common. Sec
ond, there are clear differences in both appearance
and composition among disk, bulge, and halo stars:
Stars in the Galactic bulge and halo are found to be dis
tinctly redder than stars found in tile disk. Observations of
other spiral galaxies also show this trend-the blue-white
tint of the disk and the yellowish coloration of the bulge are
evident in Figures 23.2(a) and 23.3(a) .
All the bright, blue stars visible in our sky are part of
the Galactic disk, as are the young, open star clusters and

A Interactive F I GU R E 23.1 1 Infrared View ofthe Milky Way
r,;; . A wid..-angle infrared image of the disk and bulge of the Milky

�

Witj Galaxy, a. observed by the Two Micron All Sky Survey.
Compare Rgure 23.3(b� (UMass/Caltecl,)
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hvo stellar "populations" dates from the 1940s, when the dif
ferences benveen disk and halo stars first became dear. The
names are something of an oversimplification, as there is
actually a continuous variation in stellar ages throughout
the Milky Way Galaxy, not a simple division of stars into
hvo distinct "young" and "old" categories. Nevertheless, the
terminology is widely used.

�
I

Redshift

Orb ita l Motion
Now let's turn our attention to the dynamics of the Milky
Way Galaxy-that is, to the motion of the stars, dust, and
gas it contains. Are the internal motions of our Galaxy's
members disordered and random, or are they part of some
gigantic "traffic pattern"? The answer depends on our per
spective. The motion of stars and douds we see on small
scales (within a few tens of parsecs from the Sun) seems
random, but on larger scales (hundreds or thousands of
parsecs) the motion is much more orderly.
As we look around the Galactic disk in different direc
tions, a dear pattern of motion emerges (Figure 23.12). Ra
diation received from stars and interstellar gas douds in the
upper-right and lower-left quadrants of the figure is gener
ally billeshifted. At the same time, radiation from stars and
gas sampled in the upper-left and lower-right quadrants
tends to be redshifted. In other words, some regions of the
Galaxy (those in the blueshifted directions) are approaching
the Sun, whereas others (the redshifted ones) are receding
from us. 00 (Sec. 3.5)
Careful study of the positions and velocities of stars and
gas douds near the SWl leads us to nvo important conclu
sions about the motion of the Galactic disk. First, the entire
disk is rotating-stars, gas, and dust all move in roughly cir
cular paths around the Galactic center, their orbits governed
by the Galaxy's gravitational pull. The orbital speed in the
vicinity of the SWl is about 220 kmJs. Thus, at the Sun's dis
tance of 8 kpc from the Galactic center, material takes about
225 million years (an interval of time sometimes called 1
Galactic year) to complete one circuit.
Second, the Galactic rotation period depends on dis
tance from the Galactic center, being shorter doser to the
center and longer at greater distances. In other words, the
Galactic disk rotates not as a solid object, but differentially.
00 (Sees. 1 1 . 1 , 1 6. 1 ) Accurate measurements, made by the
Hipparcos satellite, of stars within a few hundred parsecs of
the SWl have proved particularly valuable in measuring
these important Galactic properties. = ( Sec. 1 7. 1 ) Similar
differential rotation is observed in Andromeda and many
other spiral galaxies.
This picture of orderly circular motion about the
Galactic center applies only to the disk: Stars in the Galac
tic halo and bulge are not so well behaved. The old globu
lar dusters in the halo and the faint, reddish individual
stars in both the halo and the bulge do not share the disk's

I
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... F IGURE 21.12 Orbital Motion in the Galactic Disk Stars and
Interstellar douds in the neighborhood of the Sun show systematic
Doppler motions, implying that the disk of the Galaxy is spinning in a
well-ordered way. These four Galactic quadrants are drawn to intersect
not at the Galactic center, but at the Sun, the location from which our
observations are made. Because the Sun orbits faster than stars and gas
at larger radii, we are moving awi1f from material at top left and gaining
on that at top right, resulting in the Doppler shifts indicated Similarly,
stars and gas in the bottom left quadrant are gaining on us. while
material at bottom right is pulling away. The curved arrows represent
the angular speed of the disk material.

well-defined rotation. Instead, their orbital orientations are
largely random.* Although these objects do orbit the
Galactic center, they move in all directions, their paths
filling an entire three-dimensional volume rather than a
nearly nvo-dimensional disk.
Figure 23.13 contrasts the motion of bulge and halo
stars with the much more regular orbits of stars in the
Galactic disk. At any given distance from the Galactic cen
ter, bulge, or halo, stars move at speeds comparable to the
disk's rotation speed at that radius, but in all directions,
not just one. Their orbits carry these stars repeatedly
through the plane of the disk and out the other side. (They
don't collide with stars in the disk because interstellar dis
tances are huge compared with the diameters of individual
stars-a star or even an entire star cluster passes through
the disk almost as though it weren't there-see Section
25.2.) Some well-known stars in the vicinity of the Sun
the bright giant Arcturus, for example-are actually halo
:.t-Halo stars do, In fact, have some net ratatiotl about the. Galactic center, but
the rotational compo,umt of their motion is O1'erwhelmed by the larger Mtl

dom component. The motior. of bulge stars also has t1 rotational componetlt,
larger than that of ,.he halo, b14t still smaUer tI,t," the random component of
,tellar moho" j" tJr. blllg'.
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Galactic Disk

G.lactic Halo

Galactic Bulp

highly flattened

roughly spherical--mildly flattened

somewhat flattened and elongated in the

contains both young and old stars

contains old stars only

plane of the disk ("football shaped")
contains young and old stars; more old
stars at greater distances from the center

contains gas and dust

contains no gas and dust

contains gas and dust, especially in the

site of ongoing star formation

no star formation during the last

ongoing star fonnation in the inner

gas and stars move in circular orbits in the

stars have random orbits but some net

Galactic plane

stars have random orbits in three

dimensions

rotation about the Galactic center

spiral arms

no obvious substructure

central regions probably elongated into a

inner regions

10 billion years

regions

bar; ring of gas and dust near center
overall white coloration, with blue spiral arms

yellow-white

reddish in color

stars that are "just passing through" the disk on orbits that

galaxies (see Sec. 24. 1 ) torn apart by our Galaxy's tidal field.

take them far above and below the Galactic plane.

Just as micrometeoroid swarms in our solar system follow

tidal

the orbit of their disrupted parent comet long after the

the Galactic halo--groups of stars thought to be

comet itself is gone, stars in a tidal stream are now spread

Recently, astronomers have detected numerous

streams in

the remnants of globular clusters and even small satellite

out around the entire original orbit of their parent cluster or
galaA")'. oo ( Sec. 14.4) We will discuss the processes responsi
ble for them further in Chapter 25.
Table 23. 1 compares some key properties of the three
basic components of the Galaxy.

CONCEPT CHECK
.,t

Why do astronomers regard the disk and the halo as d ifferent
components of our Galaxy?

23.4 The Formation of
the M i l ky Way
Is there some evolutionary scenario that can naturally
account for the Galactic structure we see today? The an
swer is that there is, and it takes us all the way back to the
birth of our Galaxy, more than 1 0 billion years ago.

00

(Sec. 20.5) Not all the details are agreed upon by all

astronomers, but the overall picture is now fairly widely

... FIGURE 23.1 3 Stellar Orbits in Our Galaxy Stars in the Galactic

disk (blue curves) ma.-e in orderly, drcular orbits about the Galactic
center. In contrast, halo stars (orange curves) have orbits with largely
random orientations and eccentricities. The orbit of a typical halo star
takes it high aba.-e the Galactic disk, then down through the disk
plane, and then out the other side and far bel""" the disk. The orb ita l
properties of bulge stars are intermediate between those of disk stars
and those of halo stars.

accepted. For simplicity, we confine our discussion here to
the Galactic disk and halo; in many ways, the bulge is inter
mediate in its properties between these two extremes.
Figure 23. 1 4 illustrates the current view of our Galaxy's
evolution, starting (not unlike the star-formation scenario
outlined in Chapter 19) from a contracting cloud of pre
galactic gas. 00 (Sec. 1 9. 1 )
When the first Galactic stars and globular clusters
formed, the gas in our Galaxy had not yet accwnulated into
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� Theoretical scenarios for the
� formation ofour Galaxy and others

.... F I G U RE 23.14 Milky Way Format.ion

account for the disk and halo. (al The
Milky Way Galaxy possibly formed

through the merger of sE.'/eral smaller
systems. (b) Astronomers reason that early

on, our Galaxy was irregularly shaped, with

gas distributed throughout its volume.

When stars formed during this stage, there
was no preferred direction in which they
mOled and no preferred location in which
they were found. Their orbits carried

them throughout an extended three
dimensional volume surrounding the

newborn Galaxy. (cl In time, the gas and
dust fell to the Galactic plane and formed
a spinning disk The stars that had already
formed were left behind in the halo.

(d) New stars forming in the disk inherit its
OIerall rotation and 50 orbit the Galactic

center on ordered, circular orbits.

a disk. Instead, it was spread out over an irregular and quite
eA1:ended region of space, spanning many tens of kiloparsecs
in all directions (Figure 23. 1 4b). When the first stars formed,
they were distributed throughout that volume. Their distri
bution today (the Galactic halo) reflects that fact-it is an
imprint of their birth. Many astronomers think that the very
first stars formed even earlier, in smaller systems that later
merged to create our Galaxy ( Figure 23. 1 4a). Probably,
many more stars were born during the mergers themselves,
as interstellar gas douds collided and began to collapse.
co (Sec. 19.5) Whatever the details, the present-day halo
would look mudl the same in either case.
Since those early times, rotation has flattened the gas in
our Galaxy into a relatively thin disk (Figure 23.14c). Physi
cally, the process is sinlilar to the flattening of the solar nebula
during the formation of the solar system, as described in
Chapters 6 and 15, except on a vastly larger scale. co (Sees.
6.7, 15.2) Star formation in the halo ceased billions of years
ago when the raw materials--the gas and dust--cooled and
fell toward tlle Galactic plane. Ongoing star formation in the
disk gives it its bluish tint, but the halo's short-lived bright
blue stars have long since burned out, leaving only the long
lived red stars that give the halo its characteristic pinkish glow.
The Ga11ctic halo is ancient, whereas the disk is full of youth-

ful activity. The thick disk, with its
intermediate-age stars, may repre
sent an intermediate stage of star for
mation that occurred while the gas
was still flattening into the plane.
Recent studies of the composi
tion of stars in the Galactic disk
suggest that the infall of halo gas is
still going on today. The best available models of star forma
tion and stellar nudeosynthesis predict that the fraction of
heavy elements in disk stars should be significantly greater
than is actually observed, wlless the gas in tlle disk is steadily
being "diluted» by relatively unevolved gas arriving from the
halo at a rate of perhaps 5-10 solar masses per year. 0:> (Sec.
2 1 .5) This may not sound like much mass, but accumulated
over billions of years it actually amounts to a significant frac
tion of tlle total mass of the disk (see Section 23.6).
This theory also explains the randomly oriented orbits
of the halo stars and me more ordered motion of me disk
( Figure 23.14d). When the halo developed, the irregularly
shaped Galaxy was rotating only very slowly, so mere was no
strongly preferred direction in which matter tended to move.
As a result, halo stars were free to travel along nearly any pam
once they formed (or when their parent systems merged),
leading to the random halo orbits we observe today. After the
Galactic disk formed, however, stars that formed from its gas
and dust inherited its rotational motion and so move on
well-defuled, circular orbits. Again, the thick disk's orbital
properties are consistent wim me idea that it formed while
gas was still sinking to the Galaxy's midplane.
In principle, the structure of our Galaxy bears witness
to the conditions that created it. In practice, however, me

S ECTION 2 3 . S

interpretation of the observations is made difficult by the
sheer complexity of the system we inhabit and by the many
competing physical processes that have modified its appear
ance since it formed. As a result. the early stages of the Milky
Way are still quite poorly understood. We will return to the
subject of galaxy formation in Chapters 24 and 25.

C O N C EPT C H E C K

.... Why are there no young halo stars?
23.5 Galacti c S p i ra l A rms
I f we want to look beyond our immediate neighborhood
and study the full extent of the Galactic disk. we cannot rely
on optical observations. as interstellar absorption severely
limits our vision. In the 1950s. astronomers developed a very
important tool for exploring the distribution of gas in our
Galaxy: spectroscopic radio astronomy.

Rad io Maps of the M i l ky Way
The keys to observing Galactic interstellar gas are the 2 1 -cm
radio emission line produced by atomic hydrogen and the
many radio molecular lines formed in molecular cloud
complexes. = (Sec. 1 8.4) Long-wavelength radio waves are
largely unaffected by interstellar dust. so they travel more or
less unimpeded through the Galactic disk. allowing us to "see"
to great distances. Because hydrogen is by far the most abun
dant element in interstellar space. the 2 1 -cm signals are strong
enough that a large portion of the disk can be observed in this
way. As noted in Chapter 18. observations of spectral lines
from "tracer" molecules. such as carbon monoxide. allow lIS

Redshift

Galactic Spiral Arms
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to study the distribution of the densest interstellar clouds.
00 (Sec. 18.5)
Earlier. we noted that observations of stars within sev
eral hundred parsecs of the Sun have allowed astronomers
to measure the rotation rate of the Galaxy in the solar neigh
borhood. As indicated in Figure 23. 15. in order to probe to
greater distances. astronomers often turn to radio observa
tions (illustrated here with 2 1 -cm radiation). because long
wavelength radio waves are largely unaffected by interstella r
dust. allowing astronomers to study virtually the entire
Galactic disk. = (Sec. 1 8.4)
However. the distances to the douds emitting the radio ra
diation are often poorly known. How. then. can we determine
just where in the disk a cloud lies? Astronomers accomplish
this by using all available data. coupled with our knowledge of
Newtonian med1anics, to construct a mathematical model of
the rotation of stars and gas throughout the Galactic disk.
00 (Sec. 2.8) Assuming circular orbits. the model allows lIS to
turn a measured radial velocity into a distance along the line of
sight. As in so many areas of astronomy. theory and observa
tions complement one another: The data refine the theoretical
model. whereas the model in turn provides the framework
needed to interpret further observations. 00 (Sec. 1.2)
Radio astronomers couple their observations with this
Galactic model to turn their measurements into detailed
information about the distribution of gas along the line of
sight. Because of the differential rotation described in
Section. 23.3, the measured velocity of a cloud depends on its
distance from the Sun (Figure 23.15). and the Galactic model
provides the connection between the two. Furthermore. the
strength of the signal is a measure of the density of gas in
the doud--denser douds contain more gas and emit more
radiation. Thus, knowing direction. distance. and density,

Blueshift
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112
111

Sun

Une of
sight
..,

1 420 MHz
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Freque ncy

<III FI G URE 23.1 5 Gas in the Galactic Disk Because the disk of our
Galaxy is rotating differentially. Zi-cm radio s ign als from different clumps of

Une of
sight

Blueshift

To Galactic center

Redshift

hydrogen matter along any given line of sight are Doppler shifted by
different amounts, allowing both their densities and distances to be
measured. As in Fi gure 23.12. the b lack arraws represent the angular speed at
which gas orbits the Galactic center. The graph at right is a typical radio
spectrum, showing how cloud 112, which is part of an outer spiral arm in the
upper right quadrant, is blueshifted more than cloud 11, which is in an inner
spiral arm. By repeating these observat ions in many different directions,
astronomers map out the distribution of gas in our Galaxy.
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astronomers can use observations along different lines of
sight to map out the radio-emitting gas in our Galn)'.

Spi ra l Structure
Interstellar gas in the Galactic disk exhibits an organized
pattern on a grand scale. Near the center, the gas in the disk
fattens markedly in the Galactic bulge. Radio-emitting gas
has been observed out to at least 50 kpc from the Galactic
center. Over much of the inner 20 kpc or so of the disk,
the gas is confined within about 100 pc of the Galactic
plane. Beyond that distance, the gas distribution spreads out
somewhat, to a thickness of several kiloparsecs, and shows
definite signs of being "warped; possibly because of the
gravitational influence of a pair of nearby galaxies (to be dis
cussed in Chapter 24; see also Figure 23.16).
Radio studies provide perhaps the best direct evidence that
we live in a spiral galaxy. Figure 23.16 is an artist's conception
(based on observational data) of the appearance of our Galaxy
as seen from far above the disk. The figure clearly shO\\IS our
Ga11Xy'S spiral arms, pinwheel-like structures originating close
to the Galactic bulge and ex"tending outward throughout much
of the Ga11ctiC disk. Our Sun lies near the edge of one of these
arms, which wraps around a large part of the disk. Notice, inci
dentally, the scale markers on Figures 23.9, 23.10, and 23.16:
The Galactic globular-cluster distribution ( Figure 23.9), the lu
minous stellar component of the disk (Figure 23.10), and the
known spiral structure (Figure 23.16) all have roughly the same
diameter-about 30 kpc. This scale is fairly typical of spiral
galaxies observed elsewhere in the universe.

S u rvival of the Spiral Arms
The spiral arms i n our Galaxy are made u p of much more
than just interstellar gas and dust. Studies of the Galactic
disk within a kiloparsec or so of the Sun indicate that young
stellar and prestellar objects--emission nebulae, 0 - and B
type stars, and recently formed open clusters--are also
distributed in a spiral pattern that closely follows the distri
bution of interstellar clouds. The obvious conclusion is that
the spiral arms are the part of the Galactic disk where star
formation takes place. The brightness of the young stellar
objects just listed is the main reason that the spiral arms of
other galaxies are easily seen from afar (e.g., Figure 23.3a).
A central problem facing astronomers trying to under
stand spiral structure is how that structure persists over long
periods. The basic issue is simple: Differential rotation makes
it impossible for any large-scale structure "tied" to the disk
material to survive. Figure 23.17 shows how a spiral pattern
consisting always of the same group of stars and gas clouds
would necessarily disappe.1r within a few hundred million
years. How, then, do the Galaxy's spiral arms retain their
structure over long periods in spite of differential rotation?
A leading explanation for the existence of spiral arms
holds that they are spiral density waves--coiled waves of
gas compression that move through the Galactic disk,
squeezing clouds of interstellar gas and triggering the
process of star formation as they go. oc> (Sec. 19.5) The spi
ral arms we observe are defined by the denser-than-normal
douds of gas the density waves create and by the new stars
formed as a result of the spiral waves' passage.
This explanation of spiral structure avoids the
problem of differential rotation, because the wave
pattern is not tied to any particular piece of the
Galactic disk. The spirals we see are merely pat
terns moving through the disk, not great masses of
matter being transported from place to place. The
density wave moves through the collection of stars
and gas making up the disk just as a sowld wave
moves through air or an ocean wave passes
through water, compressing different parts of the

Q
�

... FI G URE 23.1 6 Milky Way Spiral Structure An
artist's conception of our Milky W� Galaxy seen
face-on illustrates the spiral structure of the
Galactic disk. This image is based on data accumulated by
many teams of astronomers during the past few decades,
including radio and infrared maps of stars, gas. and dust in
the Galactic disk. Painted from the perspective of an
observer 100 kpc abo.-e the Galactic plane, the spiral arms
are at their best-determined positions, apparently
emanating from a bar whose length is twice its width. All
the features are drawn to scale (except for the o.-ersized
yellCMI dot near the top, which represents our Sun� The
two small blotches to the left are dwarf galaxies, called
the Magellanic Clouds. We study them in Chapter 24.
(Adapted from JPL)
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A Interactive

FIGU RE 13.17 Differential Galactic Rotation The disk of our Galaxy rotates
differentially-stars close to the Galactic center take less time to orbit the center than those farther
out (The white arrows represent the angular speed of the disk; the big red arrows denote time
evolution from left to right) If spiral arms were somehow tied to the material of the Galactic di.sk, this
differential rotation would cause the spiral pattern to wind up and disappear in a few hundred million years.
Spiral arms would be too short-lived to be consistent with the numbers of spiral galaxies we observe today.

I�

,-.. .

disk at different times. Even though the rotation rate of the
disk material varies with distance from the Galactic center,
the wave itself remains intact,
defining the Galaxy's spiral arms.
In fact, over much of the visi
ble portion of the Galactic disk
(within about I S kpc ofthe center),

the spiral wave pattern is predicted
to rotate

more slowly than the stars

and gas. Thus,

as

shown in Figure

23.18, Galactic material catches
up with the wave, is temporarily
slowed down and compressed as it
passes through, and then continues
on its way. (For a more down
to-earth example of an analogous
process, see Discovery 23-2.)

As material enters the density
wave from behind, the gas is compressed and forms stars.
Dust lanes mark the regions of highest-density gas. The most

prominent stars-the bright 0- and B-type blue giants--live
for only a short time,

so

young stellar associations, emission

nebulae, and open clusters with long main sequences are
fOlUld only within the anns, near their birth sites, just ahead
of the dust lanes. The brightness of these young systems em
phasizes the spiral structure. Further dowllstream, ahead of
the spiral arms, we see mostly older stars and star clusters.
These objects have had enough time since their formation to

outdistance the wave and pull away from it. Over millions of
years, their random individual motions, superimposed on
their overall rotation arOlUld the Galactic center, distort and

.& F I G U R E n.1 8 Spiral Density Waves Densi1y-wa'Ve theory holds
that the spiral arms seen in our own and many other galaxies are waves
of gas compression and star formation mOIling through the material of
the galactic disk In the painting at right, gas motion is indicated by red
arrows and arm motion by white arrows. Gas enters an arm from
behind, is compressed, and forms stars. The spiral pattern is delineated
� dust lanes, regions of high gas density, and newly formed (). and
B-1ype stars. The inset at left shows the spiral galaxy NGC 1566, which
displays many of the features ju.st described. (AURA)
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down temporarily. Then they speed up again as they pass th.e

Den s i ty Waves
In the late 1 960s, American astrophysicists

e.c. Lin

work site and continue on their way. The result,

as might be

and Frank

reported by a high-flying traffic helicopter, is a region of high

Shu proposed a way in which spiral arms in the Galaxy could

traffic density, concentrated around the location of the work

persist for many Galactic rotations. They argued that the arms

crew and moving with it. An observer on the side of the road,

themselves contain no "permanent" matter. They should thus

however, sees that the jam never contains the saJlle cars for very

not be viewed

long. Cars constantly catch up to the bottleneck, move slowly

as assemblages of stars, gas, and dust moving in

tact through the disk-those would quickly be destroyed by dif

through it, and then speed up again, only to be replaced by more

ferential rotation. Instead, a spiral arnl should be envisaged

ears arriving from behind

as a

density wave-a wave of compression and expansion sweeping
through the Galaxy.

A wave in water builds up material temporarily in some

places (crests) and lets it down in others (troughs). The

patre", moves across the water,

wave

even though the water compris

The traffic jam is analogous to the region of high stellar
density in a Galactic spiral arm. Just as the traffic density wave is
not tied to any particular group of cars, the spiral arms are not
attached to any particular piece of disk material. Stars and gas
enter a spiral arm, slow down for a while, then continue on their

is a moving region
of high stellar and gas density, involving different parts of the

ing the peaks and troughs does not. co (Sec. 3. 1 ) Similarly, as

orbits around the Galactic center. 111e result

the spiral density wave encounters galactic matter, the gas is

disk at different times. Notice also that, just as ill our Galaxy, the

compressed to form a region of slightly higher than normal den
sity. Galactic material enters the wave, is temporarily slowed
down and compressed as it passes through, and then continues

wave moves more slowly than, and independently of, the overall
traffic flow.

on its way. The compression triggers the formation of new stars

We can extend our traffic analogy a little further. Most driv

and nebulae. In this way, the spiral amlS are formed and re

ers are well aware tllat the effects of such a tie-up can persist long

fornled repeatedly, without disappearing completely. Lin and

after the road crew responsible for it has stopped work 3Jld gone

Shu showed that the process can in fact maintain a spiral pattern
for very long periods.

home for the night. Similarly, spiral density waves can continue

to move through the disk even after the disturbance that origi

The aa:ompanying figure illustrates the fOmlation of a den

nally produced them has long since subsided. According to spiral

sity wave in a much more familiar context: a traffic jam on a

density wave theory, that is precisely what has happened in the

highway, triggered by the presence of a repair crew moving
slowly down the road. As cars approach the crew, they slow

Milky

Way. Some disturbance in the past produced tlle wave,

which has been moving through the Galactic disk ever since.

Traffic speed

eventually destroy their original spiral configuration, and
they become part of the general disk population.
Note, incidentally, that although the spirals shown in

An alternative possibility is that the formation of stars

drives the waves, instead of the other way aromld. Imagine a

row of newly formed massive stars somewhere in the disk.

Figure 23. 1 8 have two arms each, astronomers are not

The emission nebula created when these stars form, and the

certain how many arms make up the spiral structure in our

supernovae when they die, send shock waves through the

own Galaxy (see Figure 23. 16). The theory makes no strong

surrounding gas, triggering new star formation.

predictions on this point.

0::> ( Sees.
19.5, 2 1 .5) Thus, as illustrated in Figure 23. 19(a), the formation
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... F I G UR E 23.19 Self-Propagating Star
Formation In this theory of the formation of
spiral arms, the shock WiINes produced by the
formation and later evolution of a group of
stars provide the trigger for new rounds of star
formation. Supemova ,",plosions are used to
illustrate the point here, but the formation of
emission nebulae and planetary nebulae is also
important.

of one group of stars provides the mechanism for the cre
ation of others. Computer simulations suggest that it is pos

sible for the "wave» of star formation created in this manner
to take on the form of a partial spiral and for the pattern to

C O N C E P T C H EC K

..., Why can't spiral arms simp ly be clouds of gas and young stars
orbiting the Galactic center?

persist for some time. However, the process, sometimes
known as self-propagating star formation, can produce
only pieces of spirals, as are seen in some galaxies (Figure
23.19b). It apparently cannot produce the galaxy-wide spiral
arms seen in otller galaxies and present in our own. It may
well be that there is more than one process at work in the
spectacular spirals we see.

23.6 The Mass of the M i l ky
Way Galaxy
We can measure our Galaxy's mass by studying the motions
of gas clouds and stars in the Galactic disk. Recall from
Chapter 2 that Newton's Law of Gravity (in the form of the

Origin of Spira l Structure

modified version of Kepler's third law) connects the period,
orbital size, and masses of any two objects in orbit arowld

An important question (but one that unfortunately is not
answered by either of the two theories just described) is
Where do these spirals come from? What was responsible for

each other:

=

( Sec. 2.8)

total mass (solar masses)

generating the density wave in the first place or for creating

=

orbital size (AU)3
orbital period (years)2

the line of newborn stars whose evolution drives tlle ad

As we saw earlier, the distance from the

vancing spiral arm? Scientists speculate tllat ( 1 ) the gravita

center is about 8 kpc, and the SWl'S orbital period is 225 million

tional effects of our satellite galaxies (the Magellanic Clouds,

years. Substituting these nwnbers into the preceding equation,

to be discussed in Chapter 24), (2) instabilities in the gas

Sun to the Galactic

we obtain a mass of (8000 X 206,(00)3/(225,000,000)2, or

near the Galactic bulge, or (3) the possible barlike asymme

almost 9 X 1010 solar masses-90

try within the bulge itself may have had a big enough

our Sun! The Milky Way Galaxy is truly enormous, in mass as

influence on the disk to get the process going.

well as in size.

billiorl

times the mass of

The first possibility is supported by growing evidence

But what mass have we just measured? When we per

that many other spiral galaxies seem to have been affected

formed tlle analogous calculation in tlle case of a planet

by gravitational interactions with neighboring systems in

orbiting the SWl, there was no ambiguity: The result of our

the relatively recent past (see Chapter 24). However, many

calculation was the mass of the Sw).

astronomers still regard the other two possibilities as

However, the Galaxy's matter is not concentrated at the Galactic

isolated

coo

(More Precisely 2-2)

spirals,

center (as the Sun's mass is concentrated at the center of the

whose structure clearly cannot be the result of an external

solar system); instead, Galactic matter is distributed over a

equally likely. For example, they point to
interaction. The fact is that we still don't

1000W

for sure

large volume of space. Some of it lies inside the SWl'S orbit

how galaxies-including our own-acquire such beautiful

(i.e., within 8 kpc of the Galactic center), and some lies out

spiral arms.

side, at large distances from both the Sun and the center of the
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orbital speed of stars and gas beyond 15 kpc would
decrease with increasing distance from the Galactic
center, just as the orbital speeds of the planets diminish as we move ouhvard from the Sun. The dashed
line in Figure 23.21 indicates what the rotation curve would

look like in that case. However, the true rotation curve is quite

different: Far from falling off at larger distances, it

'" F IGURE 23.2 0 Weighing the Galaxy The orbital speed of a star
or gas cloud moving arou nd the Galactic center is determined only by
the mass of the Galaxy lying in side the orbit (within the gray-shaded
sphere), Thus, to measure the Galaxys total mass, we must look for
objects orbiting at large distances /Tom the center,

rise implies that the amount of mass contained within succes
Sun, apparently out to a distance of at least 40 or 50 kpc.

sively larger radii continues to grow beyond the orbit of the
According to the equation presented at the beginning of

l Ol l

X lO l l

this section, the amount of mass within 40 kpc is approxi
mately 6 X

Galaxy. What portion of the Galaxy's mass controls the Sun's

rises slightly,

out to the limits of our measurement capabilities. This slight

solar masses. Since 2

solar masses

lie within 15 kpc of the Galactic center, we have to conclude

outside the

orbit? Isaac Newton answered this question three centuries

that at least twice as much mass lies

ago: TIle Sun's orbital period is determined by the portion of

part of our Galaxy-the part made up of stars, star clusters,

the Galaxy that lies

within the orbit of the Sun

(Figure 23.20).

luminous

and spiral arms-as lies inside!

This is the mass computed in the foregoing equation.

Dark Matter

Ga lacti c Rotation

On the basis of these observations of the Galactic rotation

The Sun's motion arowld the Galactic center tells us that the

curve, astronomers now regard the luminous portion of tlle

total Galactic mass within the Sun's orbit is about 90 billion

Milky Way Galaxy-the region outlined by tlle globular clus

solar masses, but it says nothing about the mass lying outside
that orbit-that is, more than 8 kpc from the center. Th deter

ters and by the spiral arms--as merely the "tip of the Galactic
iceberg." Our Galaxy is in reality very much larger. The lmru

mine the mass of the Galaxy on larger scales, we must measure

nous region is surroWlded by an extensive, invisible dark halo,

the orbital motion of stars and gas at greater distances from the

which dwarfs the imler halo of stars and globular clusters and

Galactic center. Astronomers have fOWld that the most effec

extends well beyond the 15-kpc radius once thought to repre

tive way to do this is to make radio observations of gas in the

sent the limit of our Galaxy. But what is the composition of

Galactic disk, because radio waves are relatively Wlaffected by

this dark halo? We do not detect enough stars or interstellar
us

interstellar absorption and allow us to probe to great distances,

matter to account for the mass that our computations tell

far beyond the Sun's orbit. On the basis of these studies, radio

must be tllere. We are inescapably drawn to the conclusion

astronomers have determined our Galaxy's rotation rate at various distances from the Galactic center. The resultant plot of rotation speed
versus distance from the center (Figure 23.21)
is called the Galactic rotation curve.

Knowing the Galactic rotation curve, we

can now repeat our earlier calculation to
compute the total mass that lies within any
given distance from the Galactic center. We
find, for

example,

that the mass within about

15 kpc from the center-the volume defined

X lO l l solar masses,

by the globular clusters and the known spiral
structure-is roughly 2

about twice the mass contained within the
Sun's orbit. Does the distribution of matter in
the Galaxy "cut off" beyond 1 5 kpc, where the
luminosity drops off sharply? Surprisingly, it
does not.
Newton's laws of motion predict that if all
of the mass of the Galaxy were contained
within the edge of the visible structure, then the
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A F IGURE B.21 Galaxy Rotation Curve The rotation curve for the Milky WiIj Galaxy
plots rotation speed against distance from the Galactic center. We can use this curve to
com pute the ma" of the Galaxy that lies with in any given radius. The dashed curve is the
rotation curve expected if the Galaxy "ended" abruptly at a radius of1S kpc, the limit of
most of the known spiral structure and the globular duster distribution. The fact that the
red curve does not follow this dashed line, but instead stays well above it, indicates that
additional unseen matter must be beyond that radius,
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that most of the mass in our Galaxy exists in the form of invis

very low mass may be unexpectedly rare, at least in the

ible dark matter, which we presently do not understand.

Galactic halo.

Note, incidentally, that even the "visible" portion of our

A radically different alternative is that the dark matter is

subatomic particles that pervade the entire

Galaxy contains substantial amounts of dark matter. The

made up of exotic

total mass of stars and gas witllin 1 5 kpc of tile center is

wliverse. In order to account for tile properties of dark mat

estimated, from direct meaSllfements of the luminosities of

ter, these particles must have mass (to produce the observed

stars and radio emission from the interstellar medium, to

gravitational effects), but also must interact hardly at all with

the disk. Comparing this mass with that inferred from the

them ) . One class of candidate particles satisfying these re

be around 6 X 1 0 10 solar masses. Most of this mass lies in

"normal" matter (because otherwise we would be able to see

Galactic rotation curve, we see that, even inside this lumi

quirements has been dubbed Weakly Interacting Massive

nous region, dark matter accowlts for roughly two-thirds of

Particles, or WIMPs. Many theoretical astrophysicists think

the Galaxy's total mass.

that sum "dark-matter particles" could have been produced

The term

dark here does not

refer just to matter that

in abwldance during the very earliest moments of Ollf uni

all wavelengths, from radio to gamma

verse. If they survived to the present day, there might be

is undetectable in visible light: The material has (so far)
escaped detection at

rays. Only by its gravitational pull do we know of its exis

enough of them to account for all the dark matter apparently

out there. We \vill discuss this possibility and its far-reaching

tence. Dark matter is not hydrogen gas (atomic or molecu

implications in more detail in Chapter 27. These ideas are

lar), nor is it made up of ordinary stars. Given the amount of

hard to test, however, because these particles would necessar

matter that must be accowlted for, we would have been able
to detect it with present-day instruments if it were in either
of those forms. Its nature and its consequences for the
evolution of galaxies and the universe are among the most

ily be very difficult to detect. Several detection experiments

on Eartll have been attempted, so far without success.

A few astronomers have proposed a very different ex

planation for the "dark matter problem," suggesting that its
resolution may lie not in the nature of dark matter, but

important questions in astronomy tOd.1Y.
Many candidates have been suggested for this dark mat
ter, although none is proven. Stellar-mass black holes may

rather in a modification to Newton's law of gravity that in
creases the gravitational force on very large (Galactic) scales,

supply some of the unseen mass, but given that they are the

doing away with the need for dark matter in the first place.

evolutionary products of ( relatively rare) massive stars, it is

We must emphasize that the vast majority of scientists do

unlikely that there could be enough of them to hide large

not accept this view in any way. However, the very fact tllat it

amounts of Galactic matter.
among

the

strongest

0:>

"stellar"

( Sec. 22.8)

contenders

Currently

are

brown

dwarfs-low-mass prestellar objects that never reached the
point of core nuclear burning-white
dwarfs,

and

faint,

low-mass

red

dwarfs. co (Sees. 19.3, 20.3 ) In the
jargon of the field, these objects
are collectively known as MAssive
Compact Halo Objects, or MACHOs
for short. In principle, they could
exist in great numbers throughout
the Galaxy, yet would be exceedingly
hard to see because they are so faint.

Hubble Space Telescope

observa

tions of globular clusters seem to
argue against at least the last of the
three possibilities listed for MACHOs.
Figttre 23.22 shows a

Hubble image of

a relatively nearby globular cluster
one close enough that very faint red
dwarfs could have been detected if any
existed. The

Hubble data

suggest that

there is a cutoff at about 0.2 solar
mass, below which stars form mum
less frequently than had previously
been supposed. As a result, stars with

.. FIGURE ll.ll Missing Red Dwarfs Sensitive visible-liltlt obsE'fVations with the Hubble
Space Teiesrope have apparently ruled out faint red-dwarf stars as candidates for dark matter. The
object shCMIn here, the globular cluster 41 Tucanae, is one of many regions searched in the Milky
W�. The inset, 0.4 pc on a side, a high-resolution Hubble image of part of the cluster. The red
dwarfs that would be expected if they existed in sufficient numbers to account for the dark matter
in the Galaxy are not found. (The red stars that are seen are giants.) (AAT; NASA)

is
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has been proposed-and is being seriously discussed in
scientific circles--is a testament to our current level of un
certainty. Dark matter is one of the great unsolved mysteries
in astronomy today.

The Search for Stellar Dark Matter
Recently, researchers have obtained insight into the distribu
tion of stellar dark matter by using a key element of Albert
Einstein's theory of general relativity: the prediction that a
beam of light can be deflected by a gravitational field, which
has already been verified in the case of starlight that passes
close to the Sun. = (Sec. 22.6, More Precisely 22- 1) The
effect is small in the case of light grazing the Sun, but it has
the potential for making distant and otherwise invisible
stellar objects observable from Earth. Here's how.
Imagine looking at a distant star as a faint foreground
object (a MACHO, such as a brown or white dwarf) happens to

;;;

�

Ii Interactive

cross your line of sight. As illustrated in Figure 23.23, the inter
vening object deflects a little more starlight than usual toward
you, resulting in a temporary, but quite substantial, brightening
of the distant star. In some ways, the effect is like the focusing of
light by a lens, so the process is known as gravitational lensing.
The foreground object is referred to as a gravitational lens. The
amount of brightening and the duration of the effect depend
on the mass, distance, and speed of the lensing object. 1}'pically,
the apparent brightness of the background star increases by a
factor of two to five for a period of several weeks. Thus, even
though the foreground object cannot be seen directly, its effect
on the light of the background star makes it detectable. (In
Chapter 25, we will encounter other instances of gravitational
lensing in the lmiverse, but on very much larger scales.)
Of course, stars are very small compared with the distance
scale of the Galaxy, and the probability that one star will pass
almost directly in front of another, as seen from Earth, is e.x
tremely low. But by observing millions of stars every few days

(a)

F IG U RE 23.23 Gravitational Lensing (a) Gravitational lensing by a faint foreground
object (such as a bremn dwarf) can temporarily cause a background star to brighten significantly,
providing a means of detecting otherwise invisible stellar dark matter. (b) The brightening of a star
during a lensing event, this one implying that a massive, but unseen, object passed in front of the
unnamed star at the center of the two boxes imaged 6 months apart (AURA)

e
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over a period of years (using automated telescopes and high
speed computers to reduce the bmden of coping with so much
data), astronomers have been able to see enough of these
events to let them estimate the amount of stellar dark matter
in the Galactic halo. The tedmique represents an e.xciting new
me.1ns of probing the structure of our Galaxy. The first lensing
events were reported in late 1993. Subsequent observations are
consistent with lensing by low-mass white dwarfs and suggest
that such stars could account for a significant fractioll
perhaps as much as 20 percent-but apparently not all, of the
dark matter inferred from dynamical studies.
Bear in mind, though, that the identity of the dark matter
is not necessarily an all-or-nothing proposition. It is perfectly
conceivable--and, in fact, most astronomers tllink it likely
that more than one type of dark matter exists. For example,
it is quite possible that most of the dark matter in the inner
(visible) parts of galaxies is in the form of brown dwar1S and
very low mass stars, whereas the dark matter farther out may
be primarily in the form of exotic particles. We will return to
this perplexing problem in later chapters, when we discuss
some theories of how galaxies form and evolve, and how
matter in the universe may have come into being.

Theory predicts that the Galactic bulge should be densely
populated with billions of stars, Witll the highest densities
found dosest to the Galactic center. However, we are unable
to see this central region of our Galaxy-the interstellar
medium in the Galactic disk shrouds what otherwise would
be a stunning view. Figllre 23.24 shows the optical view we
do have of the part of the Milky Way toward the Galactic
center, in the general direction of the constellation Sagittar
ius. Here, the Galactic plane is nearly vertical.
Observations at other wavelengths allow us to peer more
deeply into the congested central regions of om Galaxy. The
inset to Figttre 23.24 is an adaptive-optics infrared image of
the innermost parsec. <::0 (Sec. 5.4) It shows a dense central
duster containing roughly 1 lruJlion stars. That's a stellar
density some 10 million times greater than in our solar
neighborhood, high enough that stars must e.xperience fre
quent dose encounters and even collisions with one another.
Over the past two decades, combined radio, infrared,
and X-ray observations have allowed astronomers to paint a
detailed-and intriguing-picture of the Galactic center.
They reveal comple.x structure on many scales, and violent
activity in our Galaxy's core.

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
V The nature of dark matter part i cles is unknown. yet most
scientists regard these particles as the best solution to the dark
matter problem How do you t hink these statements square with

Ga lactic Activ ity
Figure 23.25(a) is an infrared view of a somewhat smaller part
of Figure 23.24, and here the Galactic plane is horizontal. On

the experimental scientific method presented in Section 1.27

/
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� another important component of galactic structure. (a) An infrared image of part of the Galactic plane
� shows many bright stars packed into a relatively small volume surrounding the Galactic center (white
... FI GURE 21.25 Galactic Center Close-Up Detailed observations of the center of our Galaxy reveal

box). The average density of matter in this boxed region is estimated to be about a million times that In the
solar neighborhood. (b) The central portion of our Galaxy, as observed in the radio part of the spectrum. This
image sheM's a region about lOO pc across surrounding the Galactic center (which lies within the bright blob
at the bottom right). The long-wavelength radio emission cuts through the Galaxy's dust, pra.iding a view of
matter in the immediate vidnity of the Galaxy's center. (c) A recent Chanaa image sheM'ing the relation of a
hot supernova remnant (red) and Sir A*, the suspected black hole at the very center of our Galaxy. (d) The
spiral pattern of radio emission arising from Sagittarius A itself suggests a rotating ring of matter only a few
parsecs across. All images are false-color, since they lie outside the visible spectrum. (SST; NRAO; NASA)

this scale, infrared radiation has been detected from what ap
pear to be huge clouds rich in dust. In addition, radio obser
vations indicate a ring of molecular gas nearly 400 pc across,
containing hWldredS of thousands of solar masses of material
and rotating around the Galactic center at about 100 tan/s.
The origin of this ring is unclear, although researchers suspect
that the gravitational influence of our Galaxy's elongated, ro-

tating bulge may well be involved, deflecting gas from farther
out into the dense central regions.
Higher-resolution radio observations reveal further
structure on smaller scales. Figure 23.2S(b) shmvs a region
called Sagittarius A. (The name sinJply means that it is
the brightest radio source in the constellation Sagittarius.) It
lies at the center of the boxed region in Figure 23.24 and
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Compton Gamma Ray Observatory found

Figure 23.25(a)-and, we think, at the center of our Galaxy.

In the late 1990s, the

On a scale of about 25 pc, extended filaments can be seen.

indirect evidence for a fountain of high-energy particles, pos

Their presence suggests to many astronomers that strong

sibly produced by violent processes close to the event horiwn,

magnetic fields operate in the vicinity of the

gushing outward from ilie hole into the halo more than a

center, creating

structures similar in appearance to (but much larger than)
those observed on the active Sun.

co

(Sec. 16.5)

On even smaller scales (Figure 23.2Sc),

thousand parsecs beyond tile Galactic center. co (Sec. 5.7) As
tronomers have reason to suspect that similar events are oc

Chandra observa

curring at tile centers of many oilier galaxies.

tions indicate an extended region of hot X-ray-emitting gas,
apparently associated with a supernova remnant, in addition
to many other individual bright X-ray sources. And within

The Central B lack Hole

that lies a rotating ring or disk of molecular gas only a few par

Astronomers have identified a candidate for the supermas

sees across, with streams of matter spiraling inward toward

sive black hole at the Galactic center. At the very heart of

the center (shown, again in the radio, in Figure 23.2Sd). Note

Sagittarius A, is a remarkable object with the odd-sounding

that the scale of this disk is comparable to that of the dense

name Sgr A* (pronounced "saj ay star"). By the standards of

central cluster shown in the inset to Figure 23.24.

the active galaxies to be studied in Chapter 24, this compact

What could cause all tlus activity? An important clue

Galactic nucleus is not particularly energetic. Still, radio

comes from tile Doppler broadening of infrared spectral

observations made during ilie past hvo decades, along wiili

lines emitted from the central swirling whirlpool of gas.

more recent X- and gamma-ray observations, suggest iliat it

co (Sec. 4.5) The extent of the broadening indicates that the
gas is moving very rapidly. In order to keep this gas in orbit,

is nevertlleless a pretty violent place. Its total energy output
33
(at all wavelengths) is estimated to be 1 0 W, more than a

whatever is at tile center must be n1:remely massive--more

million times that of the Sun.

than a million solar masses. Given the twin requirements

VLBI observations using radio telescopes arrayed from

of large mass and small size, a leading contender is a

Hawaii to Massachusetts inlply that Sgr A* cannot be mum

5upermassil'e black hole. co

larger than 10 AU, and it is probably a good deal smaller ilian

(Sec. 22.8)

The hole itself is not the source of the energy, of course.

Instead, the vast accretion disk of matter drawn toward the

that.

<:0

(Sec. 5.6) This size is consistent with the view iliat the

energy source is a massive black hole. Figure 23.26 is perhaps

hole by the enormous gravity emits the energy as it falls in, just

ilie strongest evidence to date supporting the black-hole

as we saw (on a mum smaller scale) in Chapter 22 when we

picture. It shows a high-resolution infrared image of the

discussed X-ray emission from neutron stars and stellar-mass

itmermost 0.04 pc (or 8000 AU across) near the Galactic

black holes. co (Secs. 22.3, 22.8) TIle strong magnetic fields,

center, centered on Sge A*. Using advanced adaptive-optics

thought to be generated within the accretion disk as matter
spirals inward, may act as "particle accelerators," creating e.x
tremely hlgh-energy particles detected on Earth as

cosmic rays.

teclmiques on ilie Keck telescopes and ilie vcr, U.S. and Euro

pean researmers have created ilie first-ever diffraction -limited
(0.05" resolution) itnages of the region.

CIO

(Sec. 5.4)

... F IGU RE 23.26 Orbits Near
the Galactic Center This
extremely close-up map of the
Galactic center (left) was obtai ned
by infrared adaptive optic;, resulting
in an ultra-high-resotution image of
the innermost 0.1 pc of the Milky
Way. The resotution is high enough
that the orbits of individual stars
can be tracked with confidence
around a still-unseen Sgr A* (marked
with a cross). The inset sheM's the
orbit of the innermost star in the
frame, labeled 52, between 1992 and
2003. The solid line sheM's the
best-fitting orbit for 52 around a
black hole of 4 m i ll ion solar masses.
located at 5gr A*. (ESO)
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50 kpe

6 kpe

(b)

(e)

500pe

... FIGURE 21.27 Galactic Center Zoom Six artist's conceptions, centered on the Galactic center and
each increasing in resolution by a factor of10. Frame (al shows the same scene as Fi gure 23.16. Frame (f) is a
rendition of a vast whirlpool within the innermost 05 parsec of our Galaxy. The data imaged in Figure 23.25
do not closely match these artistic renderings because the Figure 23.25 vi"", is parallel to the Galactic
disk-along the line of sight from the Sun to the Galactic center-whereas these six paintings portray a
simplified view perpendicular to the disk, while progressively zooming down onto that disk. (L. Chaisson)

Remarkably, the image quality is good enough that the
proper motions of several of the stars--their orbits around
the Galactic center---can clearly be seen. The inset shows a
series of observations of one of the brightest stars---<:aIIed
S2-{)ver a 10-year period. The motion is consistent with an
orbit around a massive object at the location of Sgr A*, in
accordance with Newton's la\'/s of motion.
(Sec. 2.7).
The solid curve on the figure shows the elliptical orbit that
best fits the observations: a 15-year orbit with a semimajor
axis of 950 AU, corresponding (from Kepler's third law, as
modified by Newton) to a central mass of approximately
4 million solar masses. The small size of the central object is
very clearly demonstrated by the motion of another star in
the group (516), whose extremely eccentric orbit brings it
within just 45 AU of the center.
Other observations, using adaptive-optics infrared
imaging techniques, have revealed a bright source very close
to Sgr A* that seems to vary with a lO-minute period.
C>O (Sec. 5.4) The source could be a hot spot on the accre
tion disk that circles the purported hole. Note that, even
with the large mass just mentioned, if Sgr A* is a genuine
black hole, the size of its event horizon is still only 0.02 AU.
00 (Sec. 22.5) Such a small region, 8 kpc away, is currently
unresolvable with any telescope now in existence.
Figure 23.27 places these findings into a simplified per
spective. Each frame is centered on the Galaxy's core, and
CI:>

each increases in resolution by a factor of 10. Frame (a) ren
ders the Galaxy's overall shape, as painted in Figure 23.16.
This frame measures about 50 kpc across. Frame (b) spans a
distance of 5 kpc from side to side and is nearly filled by the
Galactic bar and the great sweep of the innermost spiral
arm. Moving in to a 500-pc span, frame (c) depicts part of
the 400-pc ring of matter mentioned earlier and some
young dense star clusters, evidence of recent star formation
near the Galactic center. The dark blobs represent giant mo
lecular clouds, the pink patches emission nebulae associated
with star formation within those clouds. In parts (b) and
(c), the artist has peeled away the bright bulge, enabling us
to "see" better into the central regions.
In Figure 23.27( d), at 50 pc, a pinkish (thin, warm) re
gion of ionized gas surrowlds the reddish ( thicker, warmer)
heart of the Galaxy, corresponding approximately to the im
ages shown in Figure 23.25(b) and(c). The sources of the en
ergy responsible for this vast ionized cloud are supernovae
and activity in the Galactic center. The central cluster and
the surrounding star-forming ring can also be seen. Figure
23.27(e), spanning 5 pc, depicts the central cluster and ring
in more detail, along with the tilted, spinning whirlpool of
hot ( 104 K) gas surrounding the center of our Galaxy. The
innermost part of this gigantic whirlpool is shown in Figure
27.27(f), in whim a swiftly spuming, white-hot disk of gas
with temperatures in the millions of kelvins nearly engulfs

Chapter Review
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(e)

5 pc

the central black hole. Small star clusters within the central
cluster are torn apart by the black hole's gravitational pull.
The black hole and even the stellar orbits shown in Figure
23.26 are still too small to be pictured (even as minute dots)
on this scale.
The last decade has seen an explosion in our knowledge
of the innermost few parsecs of our Galaxy, and astronomers
are working hard to decipher the clues hidden within its

(I)

0.5 pc

invisible radiation. Still, we are only now beginning to appre
ciate the full magnitude of this strange new realm deep in the
heart of the Milky Way.

CONCEPT CHECK
V W hat i, the most likely explanation for the energetic events
observed at the Galactic center?

S U M M A RY
A galaxy (p. 574) is a huge collection
of stellar and interstellar matter isolated
in space and bound together by its own
gravity. Because we live within it, the
Galactic disk (p. 574) of our own Mill-y
Way Galaxy appears as a broad band of
light across the sl..-y, a band called the NUlky Way. Near the center,
the disk thickens into the Galactic bulge (p. 574). The disk is sur
rounded by a roughly spherical G.I.,ctic halo (po 574) of old stars
and star clusters. Like many others visible in the sky, our Galaxy is a
spiral galaxy (p. 576).

2 The halo can be studied using
variable stars (p. 577), whose Iwninosity
changes with time. Pulsating variable
stars (p. 577) vary in brightness in a
repetitive and predictable way. Of partic
ular importance to astronomers are RR
Lyrae variables (p. 577) and Cepheid

-......

/r'-'

.�-�*{�

--------=--

variables (p. 577). All RR Lyrae stars have roughly the same lumi
nosity. For Cepheids, the luminosity can be determined using the
period-lmninosity relationship (p. 579). Knowing the luminos
ity, astronomers can apply the inverse-square law to determine the
distance. The brightest Cepheids o.,n be seen at distances of mil
lions of parsecs, extending the cosmic distance ladder well beyond
our own Galaxy. In the early 20th century, Harlow Shapley used RR
Lyrae stars to determine the distances to many of the Galaxy's
globular clusters and found that they have a roughly spherical
distribution in space, but the center of the sphere lies far from the
Sun. The center of their distribution is
close to the Galactic center (p. 581),
about 8 kpc away.

3

The Galactic halo lacks gas and dust,
so no new stars are forming there. All

halo stars a re old. The gas-rich disk is the
site of current star formation and
contains many young stars. Stars in the
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halo and bulge move on largely random three-dimensional orbits

center. By applying Newton's laws of motion, astronomers can de

that pass repeatedly through the plane of the disk, but have no pre

termine the mass of the Galaxy. They find that the Galactic mass

ferred orientation. Stars and gas in the disk move on roughly drcu

clusters and the spiral structure we observe. Our Galaxy, like many

lar orbits around the Galactic center. Halo stars appeared early on,
before the Galactic disk took shape, when there was no preferred
orientation for their orbits. After the disk fomled, stars born there
inherited its overall spin and so move on circular orbits in the

continues to increase beyond the radius defined by the globular

others, has an invisible dark halo (p. 592) containing far more

mass than can be accounted for in the foml of luntlnous matter.
The dark In.1tter (p. 593) making up these dark halos is of un

Galactic plane.

known composition. Leading candidates include low-mass stars

4 Radio observations clearly reveal the
extent of our Galaxy's spiral arms
(p. 588), regions of the densest interstel

and exotic subatontic particles. Recent attempts to detect stellar
dark matter have used the fact that a faint foreground object can

occasionally pass in front of a more distant star, deflecting the star's

lar gas where star formation is taking

light and causing its apparent brightness to increase temporarily.

place. The spirals cannot be "tied' to the

6

disk material, as the disk's differential ro
tation would have wound them up long
ago. instead, they may be spiral density

This deflection is called gravitational lensing (p. 594).
Astronomers working at infrared and

radio wavelengths have uncovered evi
dence for energetic activity within a few

waves (p. 588) that move through the

parsecs of the Galactic center. The leading

disk, triggering star formation as they

explanation is that a black hole roughly

pass by. Alternatively, the spirals may arise from self-propagating

4 million times more massive than the

star formation (p. 591), when shock waves produced by the

Sun resides there. n,e hole lies at the cen

formation and evolution of one generation of stars trigger the for

ter of a dense star cluster containing mil

mation of the next.

lions of stars, which is in turn surrounded by a star-forming disk of

5

The Galactic rotation curve (p. 592)

plots the orbital speed of matter in the
disk versus distance from the Galactic

·�
M aste n

accretion onto the black hole, as well as by supernova explosions in
the cluster surrounding it.

•
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molecular gas. The observed activity is thought to be powered by

For instructor-assigl1ed homework go to www.masterillgastrollomy.com

Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. P�S

What evidence do we have that we live in a disk galaxy?

12. Describe what happens to interstellar gas as it passes through
a spiral density wave.

2. Why is it difficult to map out our Galaxy from our vantage

3.

point on Earth?

11. What is self-propagating star formation?

What are spiral nebulae? How did they get that name?

14.

What do tbe red stars in the Galactic halo tell us about the

15.

What does the rotation curve of our Galaxy tell us about the

history of the Milky Way?

4. In what region of the Galaxy are globular clusters found?
5.
6.

How are Cepheid variables used in determining distances?
Rougllly how far out into space ( looking out of the Galactic
disk) can we use Cepheids to measure distance?

Galaxy's total mass?

16. p�s

Wha! evidence is there for dark matter in the Galaxy?

7.

What important discoveries were made early in the twentieth

17.

century by using RR Lyrae variables?

18.

What is gravitational lensing, and can astronomers use it to

8.

Of what use is radio astronomy in the study of Galactic

19.

Why can't optical astronomers easily study the center of our

structure?

9.
10.

Contrast the motions of disk and halo stars.
How do we know that the Milky WayGalaxy has spiral arms?

11. P�S

E."Plain why galactic spiral arms are thought to be re

gions of recent and ongoing star fomtation.

Describe some candidates for Galactic dark matter.
search for dark matter?
Galaxy?

20. P�S

Describe some ways in which astronomers can ob

serve the Galactic center.

Chapter Review
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C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. Most of the bright stars in our Galaxy are located in the
Galactic (a) center;
2.

VIS

(b)

7.

bulge; (e) halo; (d) disk.

According to Figure 23.7 ("Period-Luminosity Plot"), a

1

(e)

10 days; (d) 50 days.

(b)

3 days;

(b)

orbit in the Galactic plane;

(e) orbit closest to the Galactic center; (d) orbit in the same
direction as the MilkyWay spins.

Cepheid variable star with luminosity 1000 times that of the
Sun has a pulsation period of roughly (a) 1 day;

The first stars that formed in the Milky Way now (a) have
random orbits in the halo;

8.

VIS

Figure 23.21 ("Galaxy Rotation Curve") tells us that

(a) the Galaxy rotates like a solid body; (b) far from the cen

Globular clusters are found mainly (a) in the Galactic center;

ter, the Galaxy rotates more slowly than we would expect

(b) in the Galactic disk; (e) in spiral arms; (d) in the Galactic

rotates more rapidly than we would expect based on the light

halo.

4. Shapley measured the distances to globular clusters by using
(a) trigonometric parallax; (b) a comparison of the absolute

(e)

based on the light we see; (e) far from the center, the Gala)."}"

we see; (d) there is no matter beyond about 1 5 kpc from the
Galactic center.

spectroscopic

9. Most of the mass of the Milky Way exists in the form of

5. In the Milky Way Galaxy, our Sun is located (a) near the

10. A black hole probably exists at the Galactic center because

and apparent magnitudes of variable stars;
parallax; (d) radar ranging.
Galactic center;

(b)

about halfway out from the center;

the outer edge; (d) in the halo.

(e)

at

6. A telescope searching for newly formed stars would make the
most discoveries if it were pointed (a) directly ",vay from
the Galactic center;

(b)

perpendicular to the Galactic disk;

(a) stars; (b) gas; (e) dust; (d) dark matter.

(a) stars near the center of the Milky Way are disappearing;
(b) no stars can be seen in the vicinity of the Galactic center;

(e) stars

near the center of the Milky Way are orbiting some

l11seen object; (d) the Galaxy rotates faster than astronomers
would expect.

(e) within a spiral aml; (d) between spiral anns.

P RO B L E M S
11,e "umber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffiCIIIty.
1. • Calculate the angular diameter of a prestellar nebula of ra

6. ••• What is the maximwn distance at which

Hubble could see

dius 100 AU lying 100 pc from Earth. Compare this with the

the Cepheid in the previous question if it lay in the Galactic

roughly 6° diameter of the Andromeda Galaxy (Figure 23.2a).

disk, with au average interstellar extinction of2.5 magnitudes

2. •• How close would the nebula in the previous question have

per kiloparsec?

to be in order to have the same angular diameter as Androm

7. •• Calculate the proper motion (in arc seconds per year) of a

eda? Calculate the apparent magnitude of the central star if it

globular cluster with a transverse velocity (relative to the

had a luminosity 10 times that of the Sw,.

3. • What is the greatest distance at whicll an

RR Lyrae star of

absolute magnitude 0 could be seen by a telescope capable of
detecting objects as faint as 20th magnitude?
4. • A typical Cepheid variable is 100 times brighter than a typi

Sun) of 200 km/s and a distance of 3 kpc. Do you think that
this motion is measurable?

8. •• Calculate the total mass of the Galaxy lying within 20 kpc
of the Galactic center if the rotation speed at that radius is
240 lan/s.

cal RR Lyrae star. How mum farther away than RR Lyrae stars

9. •• Using the data presented in Figure 23.21, estimate the dis

5. •• An astronomer looking through the Hubble Space Telescope

million years and (b) 500 million years to complete one orbit.

can see a star with solar Iwninosity at a distance of 100,000

10 . •• Material at an angular distance of 0.2" from the Galactic

pc. The brightest Cepheids have lununosities 30,000 times

center is observed to have an orbital speed of 1200 km/s. If

can Cepheids be used as distance-measuring tools?

tance from the Galactic center at which matter takes (a) 100

greater than that of the Sun. Talting the Sun's absolute magni

the Sun's distance to the Galactic center is 8 kpc, and the ma

tude to be 5, calculate the absolute magnitudes of these bright

terial's orbit is circular and is seen edge-on, calculate the ra

Cepheids. Neglecting interstellar absorption, how far away
can HST see them?

dius of the orbit and the mass of the object around which the
material is orbiting.

GALAXI
B U I L D I N G B LO C K S O F T H E U N I V E RS E

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
�
4
S
6
7

Describe the basic properties of normal
galax ies.
Discuss the distance-measurement
techniques that enable astronomers to
map the universe beyond the Milky Way.

s our field of view expands to truly cosmic scales,
the focus of our studies shifts dramatically. Planets
become inconsequential, stars themselves mere points of
hydrogen consumption. Now entire galaxies become the
"atoms" from which the universe is built-distant realms
completely unknown to scientists just a century ago.

Describe how galaxies are observed to
clump into clusters.

We know of literally millions of galaxies beyond our

State Hubble's law and explain how it
is used to derive distances to the most
remote objects in the observable universe.

own. Most are smaller than the Milky Way, some

Specify the basic differences between
active and normal galaxies.

witnessed in our own Galaxy. All are vast, gravitation

Describe some important features of active
galax ies.

ally bound assemblages of stars, gas, dust, dark matter,

Explain w hat drives the central engine
thought to power all active galaXies.

comparable in size, a few much larger. Many are sites of
explosive events far more energetic than anything ever

and radiation separated from us by almost incompre
hensibly large distances. The light we receive tonight
from the most distant galaxies was emitted long before
Earth existed. By studying the properties of galaxies,

The light we see from most galaxies

THE BIG is fairly well explained as the
PICTURE cumulative output of billions of

stars. But some "active" galaxies are
different. They are much more luminous, and
most of their energy comes from intensely
bright central nuclei harboring supermassiv e
black holes.

M a ste r

ngASTRON0MY.

�

we gain insight into the history of our Galaxy and the
universe in which we live.

LEFT:

This is a double image, superposing optical light (acquired by the

Hubble Space Telescope in Earth orbit) on radio emission (captured by

the V...y Large Array in New Mexico). At center (in white) is a giant,
visible e{{;ptical galaxy cataloged as NGC 1316, which /s probably
devouring its small northern neighbor. The result is the complex radio
emission (In orange), called Fomax A, spanning more than a mmlon
{{ght�years of space. (NRAO/STSd)

�

Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
anlmatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�gulded tutorlal�
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Galaxies

H ubb le's Galaxy C l assification

Figure 24.1 shows a vast expanse o f space lying about
1 00 million pc from Earth. Almost every patch or point of

light in this figure is a separate galaxy-hundreds can be seen
in just this one photograph. Over the years, astronomers
have accumulated similar images of many millions of galax

ies. We begin our study of these enormous accumulations of
matter simply by considering their appearance on the sky.
Seen through even a small telescope, images of galaxies
look distinctly nonstellar. They have fuzzy edges, and many

irregulars-solely on the basis of tiJeir visual appearance.
Many modifications and refinements have been incorporated
over the years, but tlle basic Hubble
still widely used today.

classification scheme is

S p i rals
We saw several examples of spiral galaxies in Chapter 23for example, our own Milky Way Galaxy and our neighbor
Andromeda.

00

(Sec. 23. 1 ) All galaxies of tllis type contain

a flattened galactic disk in which spiral arms are found, a

are quite elongated-not at all like the sharp, pointlike im

central galactic bulge with a dense nucleus, and an e�1:ended

ages normally associated with stars. A1tllough it is difficult to

halo of faint, old stars.

tell from tlle photograph, some of tlle blobs of light in

( i.e., the number of stars per unit volwne) is greatest in the

00

(Sec. 23.3) The stellar density

Figure 24.1 are spiral galaxies like the Milky Way Galaxy and

galactic nucleus,

Andromeda. Others, however, are definitely not spirals--no

tills general description, spiral galaxies exhibit a wide variety

disks or spiral arms can be seen. Even when we take into

of shapes, as ill ustrated in Figure 24.2.

account their different orientations in space, galaxies do

riot

all look the same.

at tl1e center of the bulge. However, witllin

In Hubble's scheme, a spiral galaxy is denoted by tiJe
letter S and classified as type a, b, or c according to tl1e size of

The Anlerican astronomer Edwin Hubble was the first to

its central bulge. Type Sa galaxies have the largest bulges,

categorize galaxies in a comprehensive way. Working with the

Type Sc the smallest. The tightness of tl1e spiral pattern is

then recently completed 2.5-m optical telescope on Mount

quite well correlated with the size of the bulge (although tl1e

Wilson in California in 1 924, he classified tiJe galaxies he saw
into four basic types-spirals, barred

spirals, ellipticals,

and

correspondence is not perfect). Type Sa spiral galaxies tend
to have tightly wrapped, almost circular, spiral arms, Type Sa
galaxies typically have more open spiral arms, and

Type Sc spirals often have a loose, poorly defined
spiral structure. The arms also tend to become
more "knotty," or dumped, in appearance as tl1e
spiral pattern becomes more open.

& F I G U R E 24.1 Coma Cluster (al A collection
of many galaxies, each consisting of hundreds of
billions of star.;. Called the Coma duster, this group
of galaxies lies more than 100 million pc from Earth.
(The blue spiked object at top right is a nearby star;
virtually every other object in this image is a galaxy.)
(b) A recent Hubble Space Telescope image of part of
the cluster. (AURA; NASA)

(b)

S E CT I O N 2 4 .1

(a) M81

Type Sa

(b) M51

Type Sb

Hubble's Galaxy Classification

(c) NGC 2997

.& FIGU RE 24.2 Spiral Galaxy Shapes Variation in shape among spiral galaxies. As we progress from
type Sa to Sb to Sc, the bulges become smaller and the spral arms tend to become less tightly wound.
(R. Gendler; NOAO; D. Malin/AAT)

The bulges and halos of spiral galaxies contain large
numbers of reddish old stars and globular clusters, similar to
those observed in our own Galaxy and in Andromeda. Most
of the light from spirals, however, comes from A- through
G-type stars in the galactic disk, giving these galaxies an
overall whitish glow. We assume that thick disks exist, too,
but their faintness makes this assumption hard to confirm
the thick disk in the Milky Way contributes only a percent or
so of our Galaxy's total light. ex> ( Sec. 23.3)
Like the disk of the Milky Way, the flat disks of typ ical
spiral galaxies are rich in gas and dust. Type Sc galaxies con
tain the most interstellar matter, Sa galaxies the least. The 2 1 c m radio radiation emitted by spirals betrays the presence of
the gas, and obscuring dust lanes are clearly visible in many
systems (see Figures 24.2b and c). ex> (Sec. 1 8.4) Stars are
forming within the spiral arms, which contain numerous
emission nebulae and newly formed 0- and B-type stars.
ex> (Secs. 1 8.2, 23.5) The arms appear bluish because of the
presence of bright blue 0- and B-type stars there. The photo
of the Sc galaxy NGC 2997 shown in Figure 24.2(c) reveals
the preponderance of interstellar gas, dust, and young blue
stars tracing the spiral pattern particularly clearly. Spirals
are not necess.1rily young galaxies, however: Like our own
Galaxy, they are simply rich enough in interstellar gas to pro
vide for continued stellar birth.
Most spirals are not seen face-on, as they are shown in
Figure 24.2. Many are tilted with respect to our line of sight,
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Type Sc

making their spiral structure hard to discern. However, we do
not need to see spiral arms to classify a galaxy as a spiral. The
presence of the disk, with its gas, dust, and newborn stars, is
sufficient. For example, the gala>..')' shown in Figure 24.3 is
classified as a spiral because of the clear line of obscuring
dust seen along its midplane. (Incidentally, this relatively
nearby galaxy was another of the unebulae" figuring in the
Shapley-Curtis debate discussed in Chapter 23. ex> (Sec.
23.2) The visible dust lane was interpreted by Curtis as an
obscuring "ring" of material, leading him to suggest that our
Galactic plane might contain a similar feature.)

Barred Spirals
A variation o f the spiral category i n Hubble's classification

scheme is the barred-spiral galaxy. Barred spirals differ
from ordinary spirals mainly by the presence of an elon
gated ubar" of stellar and interstellar matter passing through
the center and extending beyond the bulge, into the disk.
The spiral arms project from near the ends of the bar rather
than from the bulge (their origin in normal spirals). Barred
spirals are desig"nated by the letters SB and are subdivided,
like the ordinary spirals, into categories SBa, SBb, and SBc,
depending on the size of the bulge. Again, like ordinary spi
rals, the tightness of the spiral pattern is correlated with the
size of the bulge. Figure 24.4 shows the variation among
barred-spiral galaxies. In the case of the SBc category, it is
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.... F IGU R E 24.3 Sombrero Galaxy The Sombrero
Galaxy, a spi ra l system seen edge-on. Officially cataloged
as Ml04, thi s galaxy has a dark band composed of
Interstellar gas and dust. The large size of this galaxy's
central bulge marks it as type Sa, even though its spiral
arms cannot be seen from our perspective. The inset
shows this galaxy i n the infrared part of the spectrum,
highlighting its dust content in false-colored pi nk.
(NASA)

often hard to tell where the bar ends and the spiral arms

researchers do not even bother to distinguish between them.
Others, however, regard the differences in their structures as

begin.
Frequently, astronomers cannot distinguish between

very important, arguing that these differences suggest basic

spirals and barred spirals, especially when a galaxy happens

dissimilarities in the ways the two types of galaxies formed

to be oriented with its galactic plane nearly edge-on toward

and evolved.

Earth, as in Figure 24.3. Because of the physical and chem

The discovery that the bulge of our own Galaxy is

ical similarities of spiral and barred-spiral galaxies, some

elongated suggests that the Milky Way may be a barred

(a) NGC 1 300

Type SBa

(b) NGC 1 365

Type SBb

(c) NGC 6872

... F IGURE 24.4 Barred-Spiral Galaxy Shapes Variation in shape among barred-spiral galaxies. The
variation from 5Ba to sSe is similar to that for the spirals in Figure 24.2, except that now the spiral arms
begin at either end of a bar through the galactic center. In frame (cl the bright star is a foreground object in
our own Galaxy; the object at top center is another galaxy that is probably interacting with NGC 6ifl2
(NASA; MT; ESO)

Type SBc

SECTION 24.1
spiral, of type SBb or SBc. However, the full extent of the bar
remains uncertain. Some astronomers place our Galaxy in
an intermediate category lying between Hubble's spiral and
barred-spiral types. co (Sec. 23.3)

E l l i pticals
Unlike the spirals, elliptical galaxies have n o spiral arms and,
in most cases, no obvious galactic disk-in fact, other than
possessing a dense central nucleus, they often exhibit little in
ternal structure of any kind As with spirals, the stellar density
increases sharply in the central nucleus. Denoted by the letter
E, these systenls are subdivided according to how elliptical
they appear on the sky. The most circular are designated EO,
slightly flattened systems are labeled E1, and so on, all the way
to the most elongated elliptic.1ls, of type E7 (Figure 24.5).
Notice, by the way, tllat the Hubble type of an ellip
tical galaxy depends both on the galaxy's intrinsic tluee
dimensional shape and on its orientation relative to tlle line
of sight. Consider, for example, a spherical galaxy, a cigar
shaped galaxy seen end on, and an M&M-shaped galaxy
seen face on; all would appear circular in the sky. As a result,
it is often difficult to decipher a gala.xy's true shape from its
visWlI appearance.
There is a large range in both tlle size and the nwnber of
stars contained in elliptic.11 galaxies. The largest elliptical
galaxies are much larger than our own Milky Way Galaxy.
These giant ellipticals can range up to hundreds of kiloparsecs
across and contain trillions of stars. At the otller extreme,
dwarf ellipticals may be as small as 1 kpc in diameter and con
tain fewer than a million stars. The significant observational
differences between giant and dwarf ellipticals have led many
astronomers to conclude that these galaxies are members of

(a) M49

Type E2

(b) M84

Hubble's Galaxy Classification
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separate classes, with quite different histories of fomlation
and stellar content. The dwarfs are by far the most common
type of ellipticals, outnumbering their brighter counterparts
by about 10 to 1 . However, most of the mass that exists in the
form of elliptical galaxies is contained in the larger systems.
The absence of spiral arms is not the only difference be
tween spirals and ellipticals: Most ellipticals also contain little
or no cool gas and dust. The 2 1 -cm radio emission from
neutral hydrogen gas is, with few exceptions, completely
absent, and no obscuring dust lanes are seen. In most cases,
there is no evidence of young stars or ongoing star forma
tion. Like tlle halo of our own Galaxy, ellipticals are made up
mostly of old, reddish, low-mass stars. Also, as in tlle halo of
our Galaxy, the orbits of stars in ellipticals are disordered,
exhibiting little or no overall rotation; objects move in all di
rections, not in regular, circular paths as in our Galro.:y's
disk. Ellipticals differ from our Galaxy's halo in at least one
important respect, however: X-ray observations reveal large
amounts of very hot (several million kelvins) interstellar gas
distributed throughout their interiors, often extending well
beyond the visible portions of the galaxies ( Figure 24.5a,b).
Some giant ellipticals are exceptions to many of the
foregoing general statements about elliptical galaxies, as they
have been found to contain disks of gas and dust in whim
stars are forming. Astronomers think that these systems may
be the results of collisions among gas-rich galaxies (see
Section 25.2). lndeed, galactic collisions may have played an
important role in determining the appearance of many of
the systems we observe today.
lntermediate between the E7 ellipticals and the Sa spirals
in the Hubble classification is a class of galaxies that show
evidence of a tlun disk and a flattened bulge, but that contain
no gas and no spiral arms. TWo such objects are shown in

Type E3

(e) M1 1 0

... F IGURE 24.5 Elliptical Galaxy Shapes Variation in shape among elliptical galaxi es (al The EI galaxy
M49 i s nearly drcular in appearance. (b) M84 is a slightly more elongated elliptical galaxy, classified as E.3.
Both galaxies lack spiral structure, and neither sheM's evidence of cool intef5tellar du>t or gas, although
each has an extensive X-ray halo of hot gas that extends far beyond the visible portion of the galaxy.
(c) MnO is a dwarf elliptical companion to the much larger Andromeda Galaxy. (AURA; SAO; R. Gendler)
.

Type E5
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... F I G URE 24.6 SO Galaxies (a) SO (or lenticular)
galaxies contain a disk and a bulge, but no interstellar
gas and no s pi ral arms. They are in many res pects
intermediate between E7 ellipticals and Sa spirals in their
properties. (b) SBO galaxies are similar to SO galaxies,
except for a bar of stellar material extending beyond the
central bulge. (PalomarICaltech)

appearance does not allow us to place them into

(e) NGC 1 201

any of the other categories just discussed. Irregu-

Type SO

(b) NGC 2859

Type SSO

VV�"
�G�
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Figure 24.6. These galaxies are known as SO galaxies if no bar

lars tend to be rich in interstellar matter and
young, blue stars, but they lack any regular structure, such as well-defined spiral arms or central

bulges. They are divided into two subclasses: Irr I galaxies

is evident and SBO galaxies if a bar is present. They are also

and Irr II galaxies. The Irf I galaxies often look like misshapen

known as

spirals.

lenticular galaxies, because of their lens-shaped ap

pearance. They look a little like spirals whose dust and gas have
been stripped away, leaving behind just a stellar disk. Observa

Irregular galaxies tend to be smaller than spirals, but

tions in recent years have shown that many normal elliptical

somewhat larger than dwarf ellipticals. They typically contain
between 108 and 1 0 10 stars. The smallest such galaxies are

with the SOs, the origin of these disks is uncertain, but some re

type is the most common irregular. Dwarf ellipticals and

galaxies have fuint disks within them, like the SO galaxies. As
searchers suspect that SOs and ellipticals may be closely related.

called

dwarf irregulars.

As with elliptical galaxies, the dwarf

dwarf irregulars occur in approximately equal numbers and
together make up the vast majority of galaxies in the universe.

I rregulars

They are often found close to a larger "parent" galaxy.

The final class of galaxies identified by Hubble is a catch-all

of Irr I gaL1xies that orbit the Milky Way Galaxy. They are

category-irreguL'Ir galaxies-so named because their visual

shown to proper scale in Figure 23. 16. Studies of Cepheid

Figure 24.7 shows the Magellanic Clouds, a famous pair

... F IGURE 24.7 Magellanic Clouds The Magellanic douds are
prominent features of the night sky in the Southern Hemisphere. Named
for the 16th-century Portuguese expl ore r Ferdinand Magellan, whose
around-the-world expedition first brought word of these fuzzy patches
of light to Europe, they are dwarf irregular (Irr 1) galaxies, gravitationally
bound to our emn Milky Way Galaxy. They orbit our Galaxy and
accompany it on its trek through the cosmos. (a) The doud s' relationship
to one another in the southern sky. Both the Small (b) and the large
(c) Magellanic Cloud h<rve distorted, irregular shapes, although some
observers claim they can discem a single spiral arm in the large doud.
(F. Espel1ak; Harvard Obsen'atory)
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variables within the Clouds show them to be approximately
50 kpc from the center of our Galaxy. 0::> (Sec. 23.2) The
Large Cloud contains about 6 billion solar masses of material
ruld is a few kiloparsecs across. Both Clouds contain lots of
gas, dust, and blue stars (and the recent, well-documented
supernova discussed in Discovery 21-1), indicating ongoing
star formation. Both also contain many old stars and several
old globular clusters, so we know that star formation has
been going on in them for a very long time.
Radio studies hint at a possible bridge of hydrogen
gas connecting the Milky Way to tlle Magellanic Clouds,
although more observational data are still needed to
establish this link beyond doubt. It is possible that the tidal
force of the Milky Way tore a stream of gas from the Clouds
the I.1st time their orbits brought them close to our Galaxy.
Of course, gravity works both ways, and many researchers
reason that the forces exerted by the Clouds may in turn be
responsible for distorting our Galaxy, warping and thicken
ing the outer parts of tlle Galactic disk. 0::> (Sec. 23 .5)
The much rarer Irr II galaxies (Figure 24.8), in addition
to their irregular shape, have other peculiarities, often ex
hibiting a distinctly explosive or filamentary appearance.
Their appearance once led astronomers to suspect that
violent events had occurred within them. However, it now
seems more likely that, in some (but probably not all) cases,
we are seeing the result of a close encolUlter or collision be
tween two previously "normar systems .

Table 24.1 swnmarizes the basic characteristics of the vari
ous types of galaxies. When he first developed his classifica
tion scheme, Hubble arranged the gala.c-ries into the "tuning
fork" diagram shown in Figure 24.9. The variation in types
across the diagram, from ellipticals to spirals to irregulars, is
often referred to as the Hubble sequence.
Hubble's primary aim in creating this diagram was to
indicate similarities in appearance among galaxies. However,
he also regarded the tuning fork as an evolutionary sequence
from left to right, with EO ellipticals evolving into flatter el
lipticals and SO systems and ulti-mately forming disks and
spiral arms. Indeed, Hubble's terminology referring to ellip
ticals as "early-type" and spirals as "late-type" galaxies is still
widely used today. However, as far as modern astronomers
can tell, there is no direct evolutionary connection of this
sort along the Hubble sequence. Isolated normal galaxies do
not evolve from one type to another. Spirals are not ellipti
cals that have grown arms, nor are ellipticals spirals that
have somehow expelled their star-forming disks. Some as
tronomers do suspect that bars may be trrulsient features
and that barred-spiral galaxies may therefore evolve into or
dinary spirals, but, in general, astronomers know of no sim
ple parent--child relationship among Hubble types.
However, the key word i.n the previous paragraph is
isolated. As described in Section 25.2, there is now strong

Some irregular (Irr II) galaxies. (a) The strangely shaped
galaxy AM 0644-741 is probably plunging headlong into a group of several other galaxies (two of
them shCNl'n here). causing huge rearrangements of its stars, gas, and dust. (b) The galaxy

NGC 1569

seems to shCNl' an explosive appearance, probably the result of a recent galaxywide burst of star

(NASA)
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Spi....IlBarred Spi....'

Shape and
structural
properties

IrNlular
(Irr)

(5/58)

Elliptica"
(E)

Highly flattened disk of stars and gas,

No disk.

No obvious structure.

containing spiral arms and thickening
central bulge. Sa and SBa galaxies have the

Stars smoothly distributed through an
ellipsoidal volume ranging from nearly

Irr IT galaxies often
have "explosive"

la rgest bulges, the least obvious spiral

spherical (EO) to very flattened (E7) in

structure, and roughly spherical stellar

shape. No obvious substructure other

halos. SB galaxies have an elongated central

than a dense central nudeus.

appearanc es.

"bar" of stars and gas.
Stellar

Disks contain both young and old stars;

content

halos consist of old stars only.

Gas and
dust

a nd dust; halos contain little of either.

Star

Ongoing star formation in spiral arms.

Contain old stars only.

Contain hot X-ray emitting gas, little
or no cool gas and dust.

Disks contain substantial amounts of gas

formation

arowld the galactic center; halo stars have

motion

Very abwldant in gas
and dust.

No significant star formation during

Vigorous ongoing star

Stars have random orbits in furee

Stars and gas have

the last 10 billion years.
Gas and stars in disk move in circular orbits

Stellar

Contain both young
and old stars.

dimensions

random orbits in three dimensions .

formation.

highly irregular orbits.

a

:IfAs rIOted in the t.exf, 5o",e.giarl � e1Uptjcal.s appear to be me. re.suIt of rollisiorl5 betwet'mgas-ridt gaJaxie.s and re exceptions to many o/the stafemerlf.S listed �,e.r&.

observational evidence that collisions and tidal interac
tions between galaxies are commonplace and that these
encounters are the main physical processes driving the
evolution of galaxies. We will return to this important
subject in Chapter 25.

:: .... . .
,

EO

E4

I
E7

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/ In what ways are large spirals like the Milky Way and
Andromeda not representative of galaxie.s as a whole?

Sa

Sb

P

�

Irr

SO

SBa

� classification scheme. The terminology is widely used today, and still defines our discussion of
� "normal" galaxies in the universe. Hubble's placement of the four basic types of galaxies-ellipticals,
24.9

•

•
..
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Galactic "Tuning Fork" Hubble's tuning fOfk diagram, showing his basic galaxy

spirals. barred spirals, and irregulars-in the diagram is suggestive of E'IIolution, but In fact the tuning fork
has no physical meaning. As we will see in Chapter 25, galaxies do evolve, but not (in either direction) along
the ··Hubble sequence·· defined by this figure.

.....
SBb

f
SBc

SECTION 24.2
24.2 The D istr i b ution of Galaxies
i n Space
Now that we have seen some of their basic properties, let us
ask how galaxies are spread through the expanse of the uni
verse beyond the Milky Way. Gala.x.ies are not distributed
uniformly in space. Rather, they tend to clump into still
larger agglomerations of matter. As we will see, this uneven
distribution is crucial in determining both their appearance
and their evolution. As always in astronomy, our under
standing hinges on our ability to tell how far away an object
lies. We therefore begin by looking more closely at the means
used by astronomers to measure distances to gala.x.ies.

Extend i ng the Di stance Scale
Astronomers estimate that some 40 billion galaxies as bright
as (or brighter than) our own exist in the observable uni
verse. Some reside close enough for the Cepheid variable
technique to work-astronomers have detected and meas
ured the periods of Cepheids in galaxies as far away as 25
Mpc (see Figure 24.10). = (Sec. 23 .2) However, some
gala.x.ies contain no Cepheid stars (can you think of some
reasons that this might be?), and, in any case, most known
galaxies lie much farther away than 25 Mpc. Cepheid vari
ables in very distant galaxies simply cannot be observed well
enough, even through the world's most sensitive telescopes,

The Distribution of Galaxies i n Space

to allow us to measure their apparent brightnesses and peri
ods. Th e>.1end our distance-measurement ladder, therefore,
we must find some new class of object to study. What indi
vidual objects are bright enough for us to observe at great
distances?
One way in which researchers have tackled this problem
is through observations of standard candles--easily recog
nizable astronomical objects whose lwninosities are confi
dently known. The basic idea is very simple. Once an object
is identified as a standard candle-by its appearance or by
the shape of its light curve, say-its luminosity can be esti
mated. Comparison of the luminosity with the apparent
brightness then gives the object's distance and, hence, the
distance to the galaxy in which it resides. = (Sec. 17.2)
Note that, apart from the way in which tlle luminosity is de
termined, the Cepheid variable technique relies on identical
reasoning. However, the term standard candle tends to be
applied only to very bright objects.
To be most useful, a standard candle must ( 1 ) have a weI/
defined luminosity, so that the wlcertainty in estimating its
brightness is small, and (2) be bright enough to be seen at large
distances. Over the years, astronomers have explored the use of
many types of objects as standard candles--novae, emission
nebulae, planetary nebulae, globular clusters, 'lYpe I (carbon
detonation) supernovae, and even entire galaxies have been
employed. Not all have been equally useful, however: Some
have larger intrinsic spreads in their lwninosities than others,
making them less reliable for measuring distances.
In recent years, planetary nebulae and 'lYpe I super
novae have proved particularly reliable as standard candles.
= (Sees. 20.3, 2 1 . 3 ) The latter have remarkably consistent
pe.1k luminosities and are very bright, allowing them to
be identified and measured out to distances of many
hundreds of megaparsecs. The small lurninosity spread
of Type I supernovae is a direct consequence of the
circwnstances in which these violent events occur. As
discussed in Chapter 21, an accreting white dwarf ex
plodes when it reaches the well-defined critical mass at
which carbon fusion begins. = (Sec. 2 1 .3) The magnitude of the explosion is rela
tively insensitive to the details
of how the white dwarf formed
or how it subsequently reached
critical mass, with the result
that all such supernovae have

f 7 \Z\7\1\l\l\l�
R

... FIGURE 24.10 Cepheid in Virgo
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This sequence of six snapshots chronicles the periodic changes in a
Cepheid variable star in the spiral galaxy M100, a member of the Virgo Cluster of galaxies. The Cepheid
appears at the center of each inset, taken at the different times i ndicated d u r ing 1994. The star looks like a
sq u are because of the high magnification of the digital ceo camera-we are seeing individual pixels of the
image. The 24th-magnitude star vanes by about a factor of two in brightness every 7 weeks. (NASA)
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.. F IGU RE 24.11 Galaxy Rotation A galaxy s rotation causes some ofthe radiation it emits to be
b lueshifted and some to be redshifted (relative to what the emission would be from an unmoving source}
From a distance, when the rad i ati on from the galaxy is combined I nto a single beam and analyzed
spectroscopically, the redshifted and blue.shifted components combine to p roduce a broadening of the
galaxy's spectral lines. The amount of broadening is a direct measure of the rotation speed of the galaxy,
such as the one at the right, NGC 4603, about 100 million light-years away. (NASA)
'

quite similar properties.* Thus, when a Type

I

supernova is

observed in a distant galaxy (we assume that it occurs

galaxy,

in the

not in the foregrowld), astronomers can qllickly

obtain an accurate estimate of the galaxy's distance.

An important alternative to standard candles was dis

covered in the 1 970s, when astronomers found a close corre
lation between the rotational speeds and the luminosities of

-1 G

spiral galaxies within a few tens of megaparsecs of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Rotation speed is a measure of a spiral galaxy's
total mass, so it is perhaps not surprising that this property
should be related to luminosity.

-200 Mpc

00 (Sec. 23.5) What is
-25 Mpc

surprising, though, is how tight the correlation is. The Thlly

Fisher relation,

as it is now known (after its discoverers),

allows us to obtain a remarkably accurate estimate of a spiral

-1 0,000 pc

galaxy's lwninosity simply by observing how fast the galaxy
rotates.

As usual, comparing the galaxy's (true) lwninosity

LL

Standard
candles

TIm.

�

Tully-Fisher

� A.L
TIm.

Variabl e
stars
Spectroscopic
parallax

with its (observed) apparent brightlless yields its distance.

Th see how the method is used, imagine that we are

Stellar parallax

looking edge-on at a distant spiral galaxy and observing one
particular emission line, as illustrated in Figure 24. 1 1 . Radi
ation from the side of the galaxy where matter is generally
approaching us is blueshifted by the Doppler effect. Radia
tion from the other side, which is receding from us, is red
shifted by a similar amount. The overall effect is that line
radiation from the galaxy is "smeared out," or broadened, by
:t!-Recall from Chapfer 21 thtH a Type II supernova also occurs whtm a growirlg
stella, core-this time elf. the ceNfer ofa massive star-reache:s a cri rical mass.
00 (Sec. 21.2) However, the o"nvard appem'(Hlce of tile explosiON can be

sigNificaNtly modified by the .,11011,,, of s.dln, materi.1 tllrollgn whim the
blast �mve muSf travel before it readies the srarJ surface, re.st4ltir'g in n gre.tHer
spread i" observed lumirlOs;t;e.s,. co (D;scol-'ery 21-1)

A Interactive

Earth

FIGURE 24.12 Extragalactic Distance Ladder An
inverted py rami d summarizes the di stan ce tl'Chniques used to
study different realms of the univer.;e. The techniques shown
in the bottom four layers-radar ranging, stellar parallax,
spectroscopic parallax, and variable stars-take us as far as the n earest
ga laxies. To go farther, we must use new tech n i ques-the Tully-Rsher
relation and the use of standard candles-based on distances
determined by the four lowest techniques.

e
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The Tully-Fisher relation can be used
to measure distances to spiral galaxies out
to about 200 Mpc, beyond which the line
broadening becomes increasingly difficult

... F IGURE

24.1 3 Local Group The Local Group is made up of nearly 50 galaxies w ithin
approximately 1 Mpc of our Milky W;ry Galaxy. Only a few are spirals; most of the rest are
dwarf-elliptical or irregular galaxies, only some of which are shown here. Spirals are colored blue.
ellipticals pink, and irregulars white, all of them depicted approximately to scale. The inset map
(top right) shows the Milky W;ry in relation to some of Its satellite galaxies. The photographic
insets (top left) show two well-known neighbors ofthe Andromeda Galaxy (M31), the spiral
galaxy M33 and the dwarf-elliptical galaxy M32 (also visible in Figure 23.2a, a larger-scale view of
the Androrneda system). (M. BenDaniel; NASA)

to measure accurately. A somewhat simi
lar connection, relating line broadening
to a galaxy's

diameter, exists for

elliptical

galaxies. Once the galaxy's diameter and
angular size are known, its distance can be
computed from elementary geometry.

co (More Precisely 1 -2) These methods
bypass many of the standard candles

often used by astronomers and so provide
the galaxy's rotation. The faster the rotation, the greater the

independent means of determining distances to faraway ob

amount of broadening (see Figure 4. 1 8 for the stellar equiv

jects.

therefore determine the galaxy's rotation speed. Once we

1hlly-Fisher relation form the fifth and sixth rungs of our cos

alent) . By measuring the amount of broadening, we can

As indicated in Figure 24. 1 2, standard candles and the

know that, the ThIly-Fisher relation tells us the galaxy's lu

mic distance ladder, introduced in Chapter 1 and expanded in

minosity.

Chapters 17 and

The particular line normally used in these studies actu

23.

co

(Secs.

1 .6, 1 7. 1 , 17.6, 23.2 ) In fact,

they stand for perhaps a dozen or so related, but separate,

ally lies in the radio part of the spectrwn. It is the 2 1 -cm line

techniques that astronomers have employed in their quest

of cold, neutral hydrogen in the galactic disk. co (Sec.

18.4)

to map out the universe on large scales. Just as with the

This line is used in preference to optical lines because

lower rungs, we calibrate the properties of these new tech

( 1 ) optical radiation is strongly absorbed by dust in the disk
under study and (2) the 2 1-crn line is normally very narrow,

this way, the distance-measurement process "bootstraps" it

making the broadening easier to observe. In addition, as

self to greater and greater distances. However, at the same

infrared,

niques by using distances measured by more local means. In

rather than optical, lwninosi

time, the errors and uncertainties in each step accumulate,

ties, to avoid absorption problems caused by dust, both in

so the distances to the farthest objects are the least well

our own Galaxy and in others.

known.

tronomers often use
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... F IGURE 24.14 Virgo Cluster
The central region of the Virgo
Cluster of galaxies, about 17 Mpc
from Earth. Many large spiral and
elliptical galaxies can be seen. The
inset shows several galaxies
surrounding the giant elliptical
known as M86. An even bigger
elliptical gaiaJcy, M87, noted at the
bottom, will be discussed later in
the chapter. (M. BenDanie�
AURA)

- -

Clusters of Galaxies
Figure 24. 1 3 sketches the locations of all the known major
astronomical objects within about 1 Mpc of the Milky
Way. Our Galaxy appears with its dozen or so satellite
gala.x:ies-including the two Magellanic Clouds discussed
earlier and a recently discovered companion (labeled
"Sagittarius dwarf" in the figure) lying almost within our
own Galactic plane. The Andromeda Galaxy, lying 800 kpc
from us, is also shown, surrounded by satellites of its own.
1\vo of Andromeda's galactic neighbors are shown in in
sets. M33 is a spiral, and M32 is a dwarf elliptical, easily
seen in Figure 23.2(a) below and to the right of Androm
eda's central bulge.
All told, nearly 50 galaxies are known to populate our
Galaxy's neighborhood. Three of them (the Milky Way,
Andromeda, and M33) are spirals; the remainder are dwarf
irregulars and dwarf ellipticals. Together, these gala.xies form
the Local Group-a new level of structure in the universe
above the scale of our Galaxy. As indicated in Figure 24. 1 3 ,
the Local Group's diameter i s a little over 1 Mpc. The Milky
Way Galaxy and Andromeda are by far its largest members,
and most of the smaller galaxies are gravitationally bound to
one or the other of them. The combined gravity of the

galaxies in the Local Group binds them together, like stars in
a star cluster, but on a millionfold larger scale. More gener
ally, a collection of galaxies held together by their mutual
gravitational attraction is called a galaxy cluster.
Moving beyond the Local Group, the next large con
centration of galaxies we come to is the Virgo Cluster
(Figure 24.14), named after the constellation in which it is
found. Lying some 1 7 Mpc from the Milky Way, the Virgo
Cluster does not contain a mere 50 galaxies, however.
Rather, it houses more than 2500 galaxies, bound by gravity
into a tightly knit group about 3 Mpc across.
Wherever we look in the universe, we find galaxies, and
the majority of galaxies are members of groups or clusters
of galaxies. In practice, the distinction between a "group"
and "cluster" is mainly a matter of convention. Groups gen
erally contain only a few bright galaxies (such as the Milky
Way and Andromeda) and are quite irregular in shape,
whereas large, "rich" clusters like Virgo may contain thou
sands of individual galaxies distributed fairly smoothly in
space. The Coma cluster, shown in Figure 24. 1 and lying
approximately 100 Mpc away, is another example of a rich
cluster. Figure 24. 1 5 is a long-exposure photograph of a
much more distant rich cluster, lying about 700 Mpc
from Eartll. A sizeable minority of galaxies (perhaps 20 to
30 percent) are not members of any group or cluster, but
are apparently isolated systems, moving alone through
intercluster space. (For simplicity, we will use the term
"cluster" below to refer to any gravitationally bound collec
tion of galaxies, large or small.)
We will return to the large-scale distribution of matter
in tlle wliverse in Chapters 25 and 26.
P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
.... What are some of the probl ems astronomers encounter
in measuring the distances to faraway galaxies?

SECTION 24.3

... F IGURE 24.1 5 Distant Galaxy Cluster

The galaxy duster Abell

1689 contains huge numbe!5 of galaxies and resides roughly 2 billion
light-years from Earth. Virtually every patch of light in this photograph
is a separate galaxy. Thanks to the high resolution of the optics on
board the Hubble Space Telescope, we can nON discern, even at this
great distance, spiral structure in some of the galaxies. We also see
ma� galaxies colliding-some tearing matter from one another, othe!5
merging into single systems. (NASA)

24.3 H u b b l e's Law
Now that we have seen some basic properties of galaxies
throughout the universe, let's turn our attention to the
large-scale motions of galaxies and galaxy clusters. Within a
galaxy cluster, individual galaxies move more or less ran
domly. You might expect that, on even 1.1rger scales, the clusters
themselves would also have random, disordered motion-
some clusters moving this way, some that. In fact, that is not
the case: On the largest scales, galaxies and galaxy clusters
alike move in a very ordered way.

U n iversal Recession
In 1917, the American astronomer Vesto M. Slipher, working
under the direction of Percival Lowell, reported that virtually
every spiral galaxy he observed had a redshifted spectrum-it
was receding from our Galaxy. ex> (Sec. 3.5) It is now known
that, except for a few nearby systems, every galaxy takes part in
a general motion away from us in all directions. Individual
galaxies that are not part of galaxy clusters are steadily reced
ing. Galaxy clusters, too, have an overall recessional motion,
although their individual member galaxies move randomly

Hubbies Law 615

with respect to one another. (Consider a jar full of fireflies
that has been thrown into the air. The fireflies within the jar,
like the galaxies within the duster, have random motions due
to their individual whims, but the jar as a whole, like the
galaxy duster, has some directed motion as well.)
Figure 24.16 shows the optical spectra of several galaxies,
arranged in order of increasing distance from the Milky Way
Galaxy. The spectra are redshifted, indicating that the associ
ated galaxies are receding. Furthermore, the extent of the
redshift increases progressively from top to bottom in the fig
ure. There is a connection between Doppler shift and dis
tance: The greater the distance, the greater the redshift. This
tcend holds for nearly all gala.."ties in the universe. ('TWo galax
ies within our Local Group, including Andromeda, and a few
galaxies in the Virgo Cluster display blueshifts and so are
moving toward us, but this results from their local motions
within their parent dusters-recall the fireflies in the jar.)
Figure 24. 1 7 (a) shows recessional velocity plotted
against distance for the galaxies of Figure 24.16. Figure
24.17(b) is a similar plot for some more galaxies within
about 1 billion parsecs of Earth. Plots like these were first
made by Edwin Hubble in the 1920s and now bear his name:
Hubble diagmms. The data points generally fall close to a
straight line, indicating that the rate at which a galaxy recedes
is directly proportional to its distance from us. This rule is
called Hubble's law. We can construct such a diagram for any
collection of galaxies, provided that we can determine their
distances and velocities. The universal recession described by
the Hubble diagram is sometimes called the Hubble flow.
The recessional motions of the galaxies prove that the
cosmos is neither steady nor unchanging on the largest
scales. The universe (actually, space itsel�see Section 26.2) is
expanding! However, let's be clear on just what is expanding
and what is not. Hubble's law does not mean that humans,
Earth, the solar system, or even individual galaxies and gala..xy
clusters are physically increasing in size. These groups of
atoms, rocks, planets, stars, and galaxies are held together by
their own internal forces and are not themselves getting big
ger. Only the largest framework of the universe-the vast dis
tances separating the galaxy dusters-is e.xpanding.
To distinguish recessional redshift from redshifts caused
by motion within an object-for example, galactic orbits
within a cluster or explosive events in a galactic nudeus
the redshift resulting from the Hubble flow is called the
cosmological redshift. Objects that lie so far away that they
exhibit a large cosmological redshift are said to be at
cosmological distances-<lis tances comparable to the scale of
the universe itself.
Hubble's law has some fairly dramatic implications. If
nearly all galaxies show recessional velocity according to
Hubble's law, then doesn't that mean that they all started their
journey from a single point? If we could run time backw'ard,
wouldn't all the galaxies fly back to this one point, perhaps the
site of some violent event in the remote past? The answer is
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� FI GURE 24.1 6 Gal ax y Spectra Optical spectra,

shawn at left, of several galaxies named on the right.
Both the extent of the redshift (denoted by the
horizontal red arrows) and the d;<,tance from the Milky
WirY Galaxy to each galaxy (numbers in center
column) increase from top to bottom. The vertical
yellow arrow in each spectrum highlights a particular
spectral feature (a pair of dark absorption lines). The
horizontal red arrows indicate hCMI this feature shifts
to longer wavelengths in spectra of more distant
galaxies. The white line,s at the top and bottom of
each spectrum are laboratOl)' references.
(palomar/Caltech)

per second per megaparsec, the most com
monly used unit for lIn). Astronomers con
I I
I
tinually strive to refine the accuracy of the
310
Hubble diagram and the resulting estimate of
Ho, because Hubble's constant is one of the
!
I
i I
most fundamental quantities of nature; it
21 ,600
Corona Borealis
specifies the rate of expansion of the entire
cosmos.
I
i. I I
Hubble's original value for flo was about
._ L
560
500 km/s/!vIpc, far higher than the currently ac
cepted value. This overestimate was due almost
entirely to errors in the cosmic distance sc,ue at
39,300
Bootes
the time, particularly the calibrations of
Cepheid variables and standard candles. The
!
I I·
measured value dropped rapidly as various ob
....��. ,
870
servational errors were recognized and resolved
and distance measurements became more reli
I
able. Published estimates of Hn entered the
61 ,200
Hydra
"modern" range (within, say, 20 percent of the
current value) in roughly the mid- I%Os.
)I
During the last two decades of the 20th
yes--but not in the way you might expectl In Chapters 26 and
century, tile various distance-measurement techniques then
27, we will explore the ramifications of the Hubble flow for
in use appeared to disagree fundamentally in their values for
the past and future evolution of our universe. For now, how
Ho. For example, infrared Thlly-Fisher observations and
HST studies of Cepheid variables as far away as the Virgo
ever, we set aside its cosmic inlplications and use Hubble's law
simply as a convenient distance-measuring tool.
cluster seemed to produce systematically high results (70-80
km/s/Mpc). co (Sec. 23.2) On the other hand, visible-light
Tully-Fisher studies and techniques using standard candles,
H ubble's Constant
including Type I supernovae, tended to return lower values
( 50-65 km!sIMpc).
The constant of proportionality between recessional velocity
Was this discrepancy the result of unknown errors in
and distance in Hubble's law is known as Hubble's constant,
some (or all) of the approaches used? Apparently not. As
denoted by the symbol Ho. The data shown in Figure 24. 1 7
tronomers worked hard to refine their methods still further,
then obey the equation
and now, early in the 2 1 st century, the leading measurements
of Ho are all remarkably consistent with one another. We will
recessional velocity
Hn X distance.
adopt a rounded-off value of flo
70 km/s/Mpc (a choice
The value of Hubble's constant is the slope of the straight
roughly in the middle of all recent results, and also consistent
line-recessional velocity divided by distance-in Figure
Witll some precise cosmological measurements to be dis
cussed in Chapter 27) as the best current estinlate of Hubble's
24. 1 7(b). Reading the numbers off the graph, we get roughly
70,000 kmls divided by 1000 !vIpc, or 70 km/sIMpc (kilometers
constant for tile remainder of the text.
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these most distant objects originated long ago. Incredibly,
that radiation was emitted almost 1 3 billion years ago (see
Table 24.2), well before our planet, our SWl, and perhaps
even our Galaxy came into being!

The Top of the Distance Ladder

Using Hubble's law, we can derive the distance to a remote
object simply by measuring the object's recessional velocity
and dividing by Hubble's constant. Hubble's law thus tops
our inverted pyramid of distance-measurement techniques
CONCEPT CHECK
(Figure 24. 1 8 ) . This seventh method simply assumes that
t/ How does the use of Hubble's law differ from the other
Hubble's law holds. If that asswnption is correct, Hubble's
extragalactic distance-measurement techniques we have seen
law enables us to measure great distances in the lUliverse
i
n this text?
so long as we can obtain an object's spectrwn, we can deter
mine how far away it is. Notice, however, that
the uncertainty in Hubble's constant transHubble's
Useful
lates directly into a similar wlcertainty in all
law
beyond
distances determined from Hubble's law.
1
00
million pc
DIstance
Many redshifted objects have recessional -1 G pc �------------ --------------------�
�
motions that are a substantial fraction of the
Supernovae
useful within
speed of light. The most distant objects thus
1 billion pc
far observed in the universe-some young
-200 Mpc\------���galaxies and quasars (Section 24.4)-have
Tully-Fisher
redshifts (fractional increases in wavelength )
useful within
200 million pc
o f more than 7 , meaning that their radiation
-25 Mpc �-------1
has been stretched in wavelength not by just
Variable stars
a few percent, as with most of the objects we
useful within
have discussed, but eightfold. Their ultravio
25 million pc
let spectral lines are shifted all the way into
-1 0,000 pc \-_________
TlmO
__
__
__
__
-{
the infrared part of the spectrum! More
Spectroscopic
parallax useful
Precisely 24-1 discusses in more detail the
within 1 0,000 pc
meaning and interpretation of such large
-200 pc \-----'-----{
redshifts, apparently implying recessional
Stellar parallax
velocities comparable to the speed of light.
useful within
200 pc
According to Hubble's law, the objects that
-1 AU \--'7:"/
exhibit these redshifts lie almost 9000 Mpc
to
o
away from us, as close to me limits of the

f�
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observable universe as astronomers have yet
been able to probe.
The speed of light is finite. It takes time
for light---or, for that matter, any kind of
radiation-to travel from one point in space to
another. The radiation that we now see from

j
I

A Interactive

�

Earth

F IGU RE 24.1 8 Cosmic Distance Ladder H ubbies law tops the

/""'0 . hierarchy of distance-measurement techniques. It is used to find the distances of
astronomical objects all the wJ:f out to the limits of the observable universe,
I
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 4 - 1
Relativistic Redshifts and
Look-Bac k Ti me
In discussing very distant objects, astronomers usually talk
about their redshifrs rather than their distances. Indeed, it is
common for researchers to speak of an event occurring "at" a
certain redshift-meaning that the light received today from
that event is redshifted by the specified amount. of course, be
cause of Hubble's law, redshift and distance are equivalent to one
another. However, redshift is the preferred quantity because it is
a directly observable property of an object, whereas distance is
derived from redshift with the use of Hubble's constant, whose
value is not accurately known. (In Chapter 26 we will see an
other, much more fundamental, reason why astronomers favor
ti,e use of redshift in studies of the cosmos.)
The redshift of a beam of light is, by definition, the
fractional increase in the wavelength of the light resulting from
ti,e recessional motion of the source. ex> (Sec. 3. 5) Thus, a red
shift of I corresponds to a doubling of the wavelength. From the
formula for the Doppler shift given previously, the redshift of
radiation received from a source moving away from us with
speed v is given by

redshift =

o_
b_
ser
ed
w
v.::.
e:.:
gt=
h=--tru
e_'.:
le::
a:. v..:
n.'O
n�
gt
h.
v::
::
_
:.::.
v.::.
.:. ::...
:.:
.:. a:.:
1e.::
--=
=
e
c:::
true wavelength
recessional velocity, v
speed of light, c

EXAMPLE
Let's illustrate tllis relationship with two examples,
rounding the speed of light, C, to 300,000 km/s. A galaxy at a
distance of 100 Mpc has a recessional speed (by Hubble's law)
of 70 km/s/Mpc X 100 Mpc = 7,000 km/s. Its redshift is
therefore 7,000 km/s � 300,000 km/s = 0.023. Conversely, an
object that has a redshift of 0.05 has a recessional velocity of
0.05 X 300,000 km/s = 1 5,000 km/s and hence a distance of
1 5,000 km/s � 70 km/s/Mpc = 210 Mpc.

24.4 Act i ve Galact i c Nuclei
The galaxies described in Section 24.1-those falling into
the various Hubble classes-are generally referred to as
normal galaxies. The majority of galaxies fall into this
broad category. As we have seen, their luminosities range
from a million or so times that of the Sun for dwarf ellipti
cals and irregulars to more than a trillion solar luminosities
for the largest giant ellipticais known. For comparison, in
round numbers, the luminosity of the Milky Way Galaxy is
2 X 10 10 solar luminosities, or roughly 1037 W.

Unfortwlately, although the foregoing equation is correct for
low speeds, it does not take into account the effects of relativity. As
we saw in Chapter 22, the rules of everyday physics have to be
modified when speeds begin to approach the speed of light.
ex> (Disco1'ery 22- 1) The fommla for the Doppler shift is no ex
ception. In particular, although the formula is valid for speeds
much less than t11e speed of light, when v = c the redshift is not
unity, as tile equation suggests, but is in fact infinite. That is, radia
tion received from an object moving away from us at nearly the
speed of light is redshifted to almost infulite wavelength.
TI1t1S, do not be alamled to find that many galaxies and
quasars have redshifts greater than wlity. This does not mean that
they are receding faster than light! It sinlply means that the pre
ceding sinlple formula is not applicable. In fact, the real COllllec
tion between redshift and distance is quite complex, requiring us
to make key assumptions about the past history of the universe
(see Chapter 26). In place of a formula, we CHn use Table 24.2,
which presents a conversion chart relating redshift and distance.
All of the values shown are based on reasonable assumptions and
are usable even for large redshifts. We take Hubble's constant to
be 70 km/s/Mpc and assunle a flat universe in which matter
(mostly dark) contributes just over one-quarter of the total den
sity (see Section 26.6). The conversions in the table are used con
sistently throughout this text. The column headed 'vlC' gives
equivalent recessional velocities based on the Doppler effect, tak
ing relativity properly into account. Even though this is not the
correct interpretation of the redshift (see Section 26.2), we in
clude it here for comparison, simply because it is so often quoted
in the popular media.
Because tile wliverse is expanding, the "distance" to a galaxy
is not very well defined. Do we mean the distance to the galaxy
when it emitted the light we see today, the present distance to the
galaxy (as presented in the table, even though we do not see the
galaxy as it is today), or some other, more appropriate measure?
Largely because of this ambiguity, astronomers prefer to work in
terms of a quantity known as the look-back time (shown in the last
column of Thble 24.2), which is simply how long ago an object
emitted the radiation we see today. Astronomers talk frequently
about redshifts and sometimes about look-back times, but they

In these last two sections we focus our attention on
"bright" galaxies, conventionally taken to mean galaxies with
lwninosities more than about 10 10 times the solar value. 1n
these terms, our Gala.xy is bright, but not abnormally so.

Gal actic Rad iation
A substantial fraction of bright galaxies-perhaps as many as
40 percent---don't fit well into the "normal" category. Their
spectra differ signific.1ntly from those of their normal
cousins, and their luminosities can be extremely large. Known
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hardly ever talk of distances to high-redshift ob

never about recession velocities, despite

jects (and

what you hear on the news!). Bear in mind, how
ever, that redshift is the only unambiguously
measured quantity in this discussion. Statements
about "derived" quantities, sllch as distances and
look-back times, all require that we make specific
assumptions about how the universe has evolved
with time.
For nearby sources, the look-back time is
numerically equal to the distance in light-years:
The light we receive tonight from a galaxy at a
distance of 100 million light-years was emitted

100 million years ago. However, for more distant

TABLE 24.2
Redshift
0.000

Active Galactic Nuclei

Redshlft, Distance, and Look-Back Time
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As a simple analogy, in1agine an ant crawling
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across the surface of an expanding balloon at a

1.500

0.724

4400

14,400

9320

2.000

0.800

5250

1 7, 1 00

10,300
1 1 ,500

objects, the look-back time and the present dis
tance in light-years differ because of the expan
sion of the universe, and the divergence increases
dramatically with increasing redshift.

constant speed of I em/s relative to the balloon's
surfuce. After 10 seconds, the ant may think it has
traveled a distance of 10 em, but an outside ob

3.000

0.882

6460

2 1 , 1 00

ally more than 10 em from its starting point

4.000

0.923

7310

23,800

12,100

(measured along the surfuce of the balloon) be

5.000
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7.000
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8820

28,800

12,900

8.000

0.976

9 1 50

29,800

1 3 ,000

server with a tape measure will find that it is actll

cause of the balloon's expansion.

In exactly the

same way, the present distance to a galaxy with a
given redshift depends on how the universe ex

panded in the past. For example, a galaxy now lo

cated 1 5 billion light-years from Earth was much
closer to us when it emitted the light we now see.

Consequently, its light has taken conSiderably less
than 1 5 billion years--in fuct, about 10 billion

years--to reach us.
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collectively as active galaxies, they are of great interest to as

the radiation from stars. Indeed, to a large extent, the light we

tronomers. The brightest among them are the most energetic

see from a normal galaxy

if intermittent,

objects known in the universe, and all may represent an
important,

is just the accumulated light of its

many component stars (once the effects of interstellar dust

phase of galactic evolution (see

are taken into account), e.1ch described approximately by a

Section 25.4). At optical wavelengths, active galaxies often

blackbody curve. co (Sec. 3.4) By contrast, as illustrated

look

schematically in Figure 24.19, the radiation from active galax

like normal galaxies--familiar components such as

disks, bulges, stars, and dark dust lanes can be identified. At

ies does

other wavelengths, however, their unusual properties are

substantial amounts of visible radiation, but far more of their

much more apparent.
Most of a normal galaxy's energy is emitted in or near the
visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, much like

not peak in

the visible. Most active galaxies do emit

energy is emitted at invisible wavelengths, both longer and
shorter than those in the visible range. Put another way, the
radiation from active galaxies is

inconsistent

with what we
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Active
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Radio

Infrared

Visible
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_

X ray

_

Longer wavelength

• F IGURE 24.1 9 Galaxy Energy Spect.ra The energy em itted � •
normal galaxy differs significantly from that em itted by an active
galaxy. This plot illustrates the general run of intensity for all galaxies
of a particular type and does not represent any one individual galaxy.

would expect if it were the combined radiation of myriad
stars. Their radiation is sa id to be nonstellar.
Many luminous galaxies with nonstellar emission are
known to be starburst galaxies-previously normal systems
currently characterized by widespread episodes of star for
mation, most likely as a result of interactions with a neigh
bor. The irregular galaxy M82 shown in Figure 24.8 is a
prime example. We will study these important systems and
their role in galaxy evolution in Chapter 25. For purposes of
this text, however, we will lise the term "active galaxy" to
mean a system whose abnormal activity is related to violent
events occurring in or near the galactic nile/ells. Such sys
tems are also known as active galactic nuclei.
Even with tllis restriction, there is still considerable
variation in the properties of galaxies, and astronomers
have identified and cataloged a bewildering array of systems
falling into the "active" category. For example, Figure 24.20
shows an active galaxy exhibiting both nuclear activity and
widespread star formation, Witll a blue-tinted ring of new
born stars surrounding an extended l -kpc-wide core of
intense emission. Ratller than attempting to describe the
entire "zoo" of active galaxies, we will instead discuss three
basic species: the energetic Seyfert galaxies and radio
galaxies and tlle even more luminous quasars. Although
these objects all lie toward the "high-luminosity" end of
the active range and represent perhaps only a few percent
of the total number of active galaxies, their properties will
allow us to identify and discuss features common to active
galaxies in general.
The association of galactic activity wiili the central nu
deus is reminiscent of the discussion in Chapter 23 of the
center of the Milky Way. co (Sec. 23.7) In our own Galaxy,

• F I G URE 24.2 0 Active Galaxy This image of the galaxy NGC 7742
resembles a fried egg. with a ring of blue star-forming regions
surrounding a very bright yel low core that spans about 1 kpc. An active
galaxy, NGC 7742 combines star formation with intense emission from
its central nucleus and lies roughly 24 Mpc """ay. (NASA)

it seems clear that ilie activity in the nucleus is associated
with ilie central Sl/permassive black hole, whose presence is
inferred from observations of stellar orbits in the innermost
fraction of a parsec. As we will see, most astronomers think
that basically the same thing is going on in ilie nuclei of
active galaxies and that "normal" and "active" galaxies may
differ principally in the degree to which the nonstellar
nuclear component of the radiation outshines the light from
the rest of the galaxy. This is a powerful unifying theme for
understanding the evolution of galaxies, and we will return
to it in Chapter 25. For ilie remainder of this chapter, we
concentrate on describing the properties of active galaxies
and the black holes that power them.

Seyfert Galaxies
In 1943, Carl Seyfert, an American optical astronomer
studying spiral galaxies from Mount Wilson Observatory,
discovered the type of active galaxy that now bears his name.
Seyfert galaxies are a class of astronomical objects whose
properties lie between those of normal galaxies and those of
ilie most energetic active galaxies known.
Superficially, Seyferts resemble normal spiral galaxies
(Figure 24.2 1a). Indeed, the stars in a Seyfert's galactic disk
and spiral arms produce about the same amount of visible
radiation as do the stars in a normal spiral galaxy. However,
most of a Seyfert's energy is emitted from ilie galactic
nucleus-ilie center of the overexposed white patch in the
figure. The nucleus of a Seyfert galaxy is some 1 0,000 times
brighter than the center of our own Galaxy. In fact, the

Active Galactic Nuclei
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... F IGURE 24.21 Seyfert Galaxy (a) The Circinus galaxy, a Seyfert with a bright compact core, lies some
4 Mpc away. It is one of the closest active galaxies. (b) This graph illustrates the irregular variation, in
luminosity of the Seyfert galaxy 3C 84 OJer two decades. Because this Seyfert emits strongly in the radio
part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the,e observations were made with large radio telescopes. The
optical and X-ray luminosities vary as well. (NASA; NRAO)

brightest Seyfert nuclei are 10 times more energetic than
the

entire Milky Way.
Some Seyferts produce radiation spanning a broad

Together, the rapid time variability and large radio and

infrared luminosities observed in Seyferts imply violent

nOllStellar activity in their nuclei. As mentioned earlier, this

range in wavelengths, from the infrared all the way through

activity is likely sirnilar in

nature to

processes occurring at

ultraviolet and even X rays. However, the majority (about

the center of our own Galaxy, but its

magnitude is thousands

75 percent) emit most of their energy in the infrared. Scien

tists think that much of the high-energy radiation in these

of times greater than the comparatively mild events within
our own Galaxy's heart. co (Sec. 23.7 )

Seyferts is absorbed by dust in or near the nucleus and then

Rad i o Galaxies

reemitted as infrared radiation.
Seyfert spectral lines have many similarities to those ob
served toward the center of our own Galaxy. co (Sec. 23.7)
Some of the lines are very broad, most likely indicating rapid

(5000 kmts or more) internal motion within the nuclei.
ex> (Sec. 4.5) However, not all of the lines are broad, and

some Seyferts show no broad lines at all.

In

addition, their

energy emission often varies in time (Figure 24.2 1b) .

A

Seyfert's luminosity can double or halve within a fraction
of a year. These rapid fluctuations in luminosity lead us to
conclude that the source of energy emissions in Seyfert
galaxies must be quite compact-simply put, as we saw in
Chapter 22, an object cannot "flicker" in less time than radi
ation takes to cross it.

co

(Sec. 22.4) The emitting region

must therefore be less than 1 light-year across--an eA1:raor
dinarily small region, considering the amount of energy em
anating from it.

As the name suggests,

radio galaxies

are active gala.xies that

emit large amounts of energy in the radio portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. They differ from Seyferts not only
in the wavelengths at which they radiate, but also in both the

appearance and the extent of their emitting regions.
Figure 24.22(a) shows the radio galaxy Centaurus

A,

which lies about 4 Mpc from Earth. Almost none of this
galaxy's radio emission comes from a compact nucleus.

In

stead, the energy is released from two huge extended regions
called radio lobes--roundish clouds of gas spanning about
half a megaparsec and lying well beyond the visible galaxy.*
Undetectable in visible light, the radio lobes of radio galaxies
"»The term "visible galaxy" is commonly t�sed to refer to those compOflet1f:s of
an active galaxy tltatemit visible "stellar)' radjatiotl, as opposed to the MOttS tei
lar and itwisible "acrive" compOtleMt oft11e galaxy's emission.
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... F IGURE 24.22 Centauru, A Radio Lobe, Radio galaxies are the largest and arguably
� the most impressive active galaxies. Centaurus A, sho"1n here optically in (a), has
� giant radio-emitting lobes (b) extending a million parsecs or more beyond the
central galaxy and emitting large amounts of invisible energy. This entire object is thought
to be the result of a collision between two galaxies that took place about 500 million
years ago. The lobes cannot be imaged in visible light and are mainly observable with radio
telescopes; they are shown here in pastel false colors, with decreasing intensity from red
to yellow to green to blue. The inset (at right) shows a Chandra image of one of the lobes
up dose, prC7>'ing that at least the jets in the inner parts of the lobes do emit X rays.
(ESO; NRAO; SAO)

are truly enormous. From end to end, they
typically span more than 10 times the size of
the Milky Way GalID.'y, comparable in scale
to the entire Local Group.
Figure 24.22(b) shows the relationship
between the galaxy's visible, radio, and x
ray emissions. In visible light, Centaurus A
is apparently a large E2 galaxy some 500 kpc in diameter,
bisected by an irregular band of dust. Centaurus A is a
member of a small cluster of galaxies, and numerical simu
lations suggest that this peculiar galaxy is probably the re
sult of a collision between an elliptical galaxy and a smaller
spiral galaxy about 500 million years ago. In the crowded
confines of a cluster, such collisions may be commonplace
(see Section 25.2). The radio lobes are roughly symmetri
cally placed, jutting out from the center of the visible galaxy
and roughly perpendicular to the dust lane, suggesting that
they consist of material ejected in opposite directions from
the galactic nucleus. This conclusion is strengthened by the
presence of a pair of smaller secondary lobes closer to the
visible galaxy and by the presence of a roughly l-kpc-long
jet of matter in the galactic center, all aligned with tlle main
lobes (and marked in tlle figure).
If the material was ejected from the nucleus at dose to
the speed of light and has subsequently slowed, then Cen
taurus Xs outer lobes were created a few hundred million
years ago, quite possibly around the time of the collision
thought to be responsible for the galaxy'S odd optical ap
pearance. The secondary lobes were expelled more recently.
Apparently, some violent process at the center of Centaurus

A-most probably triggered by the collision-started up
around tllat time and has been intermittently firing jets of
matter out into intergalactic space ever since.
Centaurus A is a relatively low-luminosity source that
happens to lie very dose to us, astronomically speaking,
making it particularly easy to study. Figure 24.23 shows a
much more powerful emitter, called Cygnus A, lying roughly
250 Mpc from Earth. The high-resolution radio map in
Figure 24.23(b) dearly shows two narrow, high-speed jets
joining the radio lobes to the center of the visible galaxy (the
dot at the center of the radio image). Notice that, as with
Centaurus A, Cygnus A is a member of a small group of
galaxies, and the optical image (Figure 24.23a) appears to
show tVI"O galaxies colliding.
The radio lobes of the brightest radio galaxies (such as
Cygnus A) emit roughly 10 times more energy than the
Milky Way Galaxy does at all wavelengths, coincidentally
about the same amount of energy emitted by the most
luminous Seyfert nuclei. However, despite their names,
radio galaxies actually radiate far more energy at shorter
wavelengths. Their total energy output can be a hundred
(or more) times greater than their radio emission. Most of
this energy comes from the nucleus of the visible galaxy.

Active Galactic Nuclei 623
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... FIGURE 24.24 Core-Dominated Radio Galaxy As shCMIn by this
radio contour map of the radio galaxy M86, the radio emission comes
from a bright central nucleu.s, which is surrounded by an extended,
less-intense radio halo. The radio map is superimposed on an optical
image of the galaxy and some of its neighbors, a wider-field version of
which was shown pr... i ous ly in Figure 2414. (CiA)

have jets and lobes, but what we observe depends on our
perspective. As illustrated in Figure 24.25, when a radio
galaxy is viewed from the side, we see the jets and lobes.
However, if we view the jet almost head-on-in other
words, looking

... F IGURE 24.23 Cygnus A la) Cygnus A also appears to be two

through the lobe-we see a core-dominated

system .

galaxie.s in collision. (b) On a much larger scale, it d isplays radic>
emitting lobes on either side of the optical i mage. The opti cal galaxy
in la) is about the size of the small dot at the center of (b� Note the
thin line of radio-emitting material joining the right lobe to the central
galaxy. The distance from one lobe to the other is approximately a
million light-years. (NOAO; NRAO)

With total luminosities up to a thousand times that of the
Milky Way, bright radio galaxies are among the most ener
getic objects known in the universe. Their radio emission
lets us study in detail the connection between the small-sC<1Ie
nucleus and the large-scale radio lobes.
Not all radio galaxies
.
have obvious radio lobes. Figure
24.24 shows a

core-dominated radio

galaxy, most of whose

energy is emitted from a small central nucleus (which
radio astronomers refer to as the core) less than 1 pc across.
Weaker radio emission comes from an extended region

surrounding the nucleus. It is likely that all radio galaxies

� F IG U RE 24.25 Radio Galaxy A central energy source produces
h igh-speed jets of matter that interact with intergalactic gas to form
radio lobes. The system may appear to us as either radio lobes or a
core-dominated radio galaxy, depend ing on our location with respect to
the jets and lobes.
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In fact, jets are a fairly common feature of active
galaxies of all types. Figure 24.26 presents several images
of the giant elliptical galaxy M87, a prominent member of
the Virgo Cluster ( Figure 24. 14). A long-time exposure
(Figure 24.26a) shows a large, fuzzy ball of light-a fairly
normal-looking El galaxy about 100 kpc across. A shorter
exposure of M87 ( Figure 24.26b), capturing only the
galaxy's bright inner regions, reveals a long (2 kpc) thin jet
of matter ejected from the galactic center at nearly the
speed of light. Computer enhancement shows that the jet
is made up of a series of distinct "blobs" more or less
evenly spaced along its length, suggesting that the material
was ejected during bursts of activity. The jet has also been
imaged in the radio, infrared (Figure 24.26c), and X-ray
regions of the spectrum.
Our location with respect to a jet also affects the type
of radiation we see. The theory of relativity tells us that ra
diation emitted by particles moving close to the speed of
light is strongly concentrated, or beamed, in the direction
of motion. 00 (Discovery 22-1) As a result, if we happen to
be directly in line with the beam, the radiation we receive is
both very intense and Doppler shifted toward short wave
lengths. 00 (Sec. 3.5 ) The resulting object is called a
blazar ( Figure 5.35b). Much of the luminosity of the hun
dred or so known blazars is received in the form of X- or
gamma rays.

CO N C E P T C H E C K

tI' The energy emission from an active galactic nucleus does not
resemble a blackbody curve. Why is this important?

Quasars
In the early days of radio astronomy, many radio sources
were detected for which no corresponding visible object was
known. By 1 960, several hundred such sources were listed in
the Third Cambridge Catalog, and astronomers were scan
ning the skies in search of visible counterparts to these
radio sources. Their job was made difficult both by the low
resolution of the radio observations (which meant that
the observers did not know exactly where to look) and
by the faintness of the objects at visible wavelengtlls.
In 1960, astronomers detected what appeared to be a
faint blue star at the location of the radio source 3C 48 (the
48th object on tlle third Cambridge list) and ObtaUled its
spectrum. Containing many unknown and unusually broad
emission lines, the object's peculiar spectrwn defied inter
pretation. 3C 4S remained a unique curiosity until 1%2,
when another similar-looking-and similarly mysterious-
faint blue object with "odd" spectral lines was discovered
and identified wim the radio source 3C 273 ( Figure 24.27).
The following year saw a breakthrough when astronomers
realized tllat tlle strongest unknown lines in 3C 273's spectrum
were sinlply familiar spectral lines of hydrogen redshifted by a

FIGURE 24.26 M87
The giant elliptical galaxy
(also called Virgo A) is displayed here in a series of zooms.
I
(a) A long optical exposure of the galaxy's halo and embedded
central region. (b) A short optical exposure of its c()(e and an
intriguing jet of matter, on a somewhat smaller scale. (c) An infrared
image of MBTs jet, examined m()(e closely compared with (b). The bright
point at left in (c) marks the bright nucleus of the galaxy; the bright blob
near the center of the image corresponds to the bright "knot" visible in
the jet in M (NOAO; NASA)

h lnte,active

�
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M87

Jet

S EC T I O N

(a)

... F IGURE 24.27 Quasar 3C 271 (aj The bright quasar 3C 273
displays a luminous jet of matter, but the main body of the quasar is
starlike in appearance. (b) The jet extends for about 30 kpc and can be
seen better in this high-resolution image. (AURA)
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1040 W, comparable to 20 trillion Suns or a thousand Milky
Way Galaxies. More generally, quasars range in luminosity
from around 1038 W--about the sanJe as the brightest
Seyferts--up to nearly 1 042 W. A value of 1040 W (comparable
to the luminosity of a bright radio galaxy) is fairly typical.
Clearly not stars (because of their enormous luminosi
ties), these objects bec.1me known as quasi-stellar radio sources
("quasi-stellar" means "starlike»), or quasars. (The name
persists even though we now know that not all such highly
redshifted, st.1rlike objects are strong radio sources.) More
than 1 00,000 quasars are now known, and the numbers are
increasing rapidly as large-scale surveys probe deeper and
deeper into space (see Discovery 25-1). The distance to the
closest quasar is 240 Mpc, and the farthest lies more than 9000
Mpc away. Most quasars lie well over 1000 Mpc from Earth.
Since light travels at a finite speed, these faraway objects rep
resent the universe as it was in the distant past. The implica
tion is that most quasars date back to much earlier periods of
galaxy formation and evolution, rather than more recent
times. The prevalence of these energetic objects at great dis
tances tells us that the universe was once a much more violent
place than it is today.
Quasars share many properties with Seyferts and radio
galaxies. Their radiation is nonstellar and may vary irregu
larly in brightness over periods of months, weeks, days, or
(in some cases) even hours, and some quasars show
evidence of jets and e�"tended emission features. Note the
jet of lwninous matter in 3C 273 (Figure 24.27), reminiscent
of the jet in M87 and extending nearly 30 kpc from the cen
ter of the quasar. Figure 24.30 shows a quasar with radio
lobes similar to those seen in Cygnus A ( Figure 24.23b).

very unfamiliar amount-about 16 percent, corresponding to
a recession velocity of 48,000 km/s! Figure 24.28 shows the
spectrunl of 3C 273. Some prominent emission lines and
the extent of their redshift are marked on the diagram. Once
the nature of the strange spectral lines was known, astronomers
quickly found a similar explanation for the spectnun of 3C 48,
whose 37 percent redshift implied that it was receding from
Earth at the astonishing rate of almost one-third the speed
of light!
Their huge speeds mean that neither of these two ob
Hy
H�
HI;
jects can be members of our Galaxy. In fact, their large
redshifts indicate that they are very far
away indeed. Applying Hubble's law (with
our adopted value of the Hubble constant,
Ho = 70 km/s/Mpc), we obtain distances
Blue
of 650 Mpc for 3C 273 and 1 400 Mpc for Red
3C 48. (See again More Precisely 24-1 for
more information of how these distances
are determined and what the large redshifts
really mean.)
, Comparison
However, tlus explanation of the un
� spectrum
H�
Hy Hii
usual spectra cre.1ted an even deeper mystery.
400 nm
500 nm
600 nm
A simple c.llculation using the inverse-square
L1W reveals that, despite their unimpressive .. F IGURE 24.28 Quasar Spectrum Optical spectrum of the distant quasar 3C 273.
optical appearance (see Figure 24.29), these Notice both the redshift and the widths of the three hydrogen spectral lines marked
faint "stars» are in fact among the brightest as H�, I-ty, and Hl'i. 0:> (Sec. 1 4.3) The redshift Indicates the quasar's enormous distance.
known objects in the universeI Object 3C The width of the lines implies rapid internal motion within the quasar. (Adapted from
Palomar/Caltech)
273, for e.xample, has a luminosity of about
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� luminous objects in the universe, they are often unimpressive in
� appearance. In this optical image, a distant quasar (marked by an
• FIGURE 24.29 Typical Quasar Although quasars are the most

arrCMI) is seen close (in the sky) to nearby normal stars. The q uasar s
much greater distance makes it appear fainter than the stars, but
intri nsically it is much, much brighter. Often st arl i ke in appearance,
quasars are generally Identified vi a their unusual nonsteUar colors or
'

spectra.

(SDSS)

Quasars have been observed in all parts of the electromag

netic spectrum, although many emit most of their energy in
the optical and infrared. About 1 0- 1 5 percent of quasars
(called aradio-loud" quasars) also emit substantial amoWlts
of energy at radio wavelengths, presumably as a result of

• F I G URE 24.30 Quasar Jets Radio image of the qu asar 3(175,
s hCMIing radio jets feeding faint radio lobes, The bright (white) central
object is the quasar, some 3000 Mpc aWilf. The lobes th emselves spa n
approx i mate ly a million Iight-year5-cornparable in size to the radio
galaxi es discussed earlier. (NRAO)

24.5 The Centra l Engi ne of
an Acti ve Galaxy
The present consensus among astronomers is that, despite
their differences in appearance and luminosity, Seyferts,

unresolved jets.
Astronomers once distinguished between active galaxies

radio galaxies, quasars--as well as anormal" galactic nuclei-
share a common energy-generation mechanism.

and quasars on the basis of their appearance, spectra, and
distance from us, but today most astronomers think that

As a class, active galactic nuclei have some or all of the
following properties:

quasars are in fact just the intensely bright nuclei of distant
active galaxies lying too far away for the galaxies themselves
to be seen. (Figure 2 5 . 1 9 presents Hubble Space Telescope
observations of several relatively nearby quasars in which
the surroWlding galaxies are clearly visible,)

1.
2.

They have high

luminosities, generally greater than the

1037 W characteristic of a bright normal galaxy.

Their energy emission is mostly

nonstellar-it cannot

be explained as the combined radiation of even tril
lions of stars.

P RO C E S S O F S C I EN C E C H EC K
t/ How did the determinati on of quasar distances change
astronomers understanding of these objects?

3.

Their energy output can be highly variable, implying
that their energy is emitted from a small central nu
cleus much less than a parsec across.

'

4,

They may exhibit jets and other signs of explosive activity.

S ECTIO N 24.5

5.
6.
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Their optical spectra may show broad emission lines,

less lumulous active galaxies would require correspondillgly

indic.lting

within the energy

more or less fuel. Thus, to power a 104o_W quasar, which is

Often the activity appears to be associated with

times more fuel, or 1 0 stars per year. The central black hole

rapid irlternai motion

producing region.

100 times brighter, the black hole sinlply consumes 100

interactions between galaxies.

of a 1 036_W Seyfert galaxy would devour only one Sun's
worth of material every thousand years.

The principal questions, then, are How can such vast
quantities of energy arise from these relatively small regions
of space? Why is the radiation nonsteUar? and What is the
origin of the jets and extended radio-emitting lobes? We first
consider how the energy is

produced and then turn to the
question of how it is actually emitted uno intergalactic space.

The smaIl size of the emitting region is a direct conse
quence of the compact central black hole. Even a billion
solar-mass black hole has a radius of only 3 X 109 km, or
10-4 pc-about 20 AU-and theory suggests that the part
of the accretion disk responsible for most of the emission
would be much less than 1 pc across. = (Sec. 22.5) Instabil

ities in the accretion disk C3l1 cause fluctuations in the energy

released, leading to the variability observed in many objects.

En ergy Production
As illustrated m Figure 24.31, the leading model for the cen
tral engine of active galaxies is a scaled-up version of
the process powering X-ray bUlaries in our own Galaxy and

The broadening of the spectral lines seen in the nuclei of
many active galaxies may result from the rapid orbital

motion of the gas in the black hole's Ultense gravity.

the activity in our Galactic center-accretion
of gas onto a supermassive bLlck hole, rele.1S
Ulg huge amounts of energy as the matter
sulks onto the central object. = (Sees. 22.3,

22.8, 23.7) In order to power the brightest ac

tive galaxies, theory suggests that the black
holes involved must be

billions of times more

massive than the Sun.

As with this model's smaller scale coun
terparts, the ulfailing gas forms an

accretion
disk and spirals down toward the black hole,
heatmg up to high temperatures by friction
within the disk and emittulg large amounts of
radiation as a result. In the case of an active
galaxy, however, the origin of the accreted gas
is not a bmary companion, as it is m stellar X
ray sources, but entire stars and clouds of m
terstellar gas--most likely diverted into the
galactic center by an encounter with another
galaxy-that come too close to the hole and
are torn apart by its strong gravity.
Accretion is extremely efficient at con

verting mfalling mass (Ul the form of gas)

into energy (in the form of electromagnetic

radiation).

Detailed

calculations

indicate

that as much as 10 or 20 percent of the total
mass-energy of the infalling matter can be
radiated away before it crosses the hole's
event horizon and is lost forever. = (Sec.

22.5) Since the total mas�energy of a star
like the Sun-the mass times the speed of
light squared-is about 2 X 1047 }, it follows
that the 1038_W luminosity of a bright active
galaxy can be accounted for by the consump
tion of "only" 1 solar mass of gas per dec.lde
by a billion-solar-mass black hole. More or

4 F IGURE 24.31 Active Galactic Nucleus The lead ing theory for the energy source in
active galactiC nuclei hold, that these objects are powered by material accreting onto a
supermassive b lack hole. As matter spirals toward the hole, it heat' up, producing large
amounts of energy. At the ,arne time, high-speed jets of gas can be ejected perpendicular
to the accretion di,k. forming the jets and lobes observed in many active objects. The jets
transport magnetic field, generated in the disk out to the radio lobes. where they play a
crucial role in producing the ob,erved radiation.
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... F IGURE 24.12 Giant Elliptical
Galaxy (a) A combined opticaVradio
image of the giant elliptical galaxy NGC
4261, in the Virgo Cluster. shows a white
v isible galaxy at center, from which
blue-orange (false-color) radio lobes
extend for about 60 kpc. (b) A close-u p
photograph of the galaxy's nucleus
reveals a 100-pc-diameter disk
s u rrou nding a bright hub thought to
harbor a b lack hole. (NRAO; NASA)

11le jets shown in Figure 24.31 consist of material (mainly

electrons and protons) blasted out into space--and completely

out of the visible portion of the galaxy-from the inner regions of

light and eject them parallel to the disk's rotation axis. Figure
24.32 shmvs a Hubble Space Te1escnpe image of a disk of gas and

These fields accelerate charged particles to nearly the speed of

the disk. The details of how jets form remain uncertain, and many

dust at the core of the radio galaxy NGC 4261 in theVirgo duster.

consensus among theorists that jets are a fairly common feature of

lar to the huge jets emarmting from the galaxy's center.

strong magnetic fields produced within the a=etion

model, in the form of imaging and spectroscopic data from

active galactic nuclei do not have them, but there is a growing

accretion flows, large and small. They are most likely formed by

... F IGU RE

24.33 M87 Disk

disk itself.

Consistent with the model just described, the disk is perpendicu
Figure 24.33 shows further evidence in favor of this

Recent images and spectra of /.NjJ support the idea of a rapidly whirling

accretion disk at the galaxy's heart (a) An image of the central region of 1V87, similar to that shONn in Figure
24.26(c), shows the gal axy's bright nucleus and jet (b) A magnified view of the nucleus suggests a spiral
swarm of stars, gas, and dust. (c) Spectral-line features observed on opposite sides of the n ucl eus show
oppo>ite Doppler shifts, i mplying that material on one side of the nucleus is co m i ng toward us and materi al
on the other side is moving iffli'l'j from us. The implication is that an accretion disk spins perpend icu lar to
the jet and that at its center is a black hole hav ing some 3 billion times the mass of the Sun. (NASA)
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the center of M87, suggesting a rapidly rotating
disk of matter orbiting the galaxy's center, again
perpendicular to the jet. Measurements of the
gas velocity on opposite sides of the disk indi
cate that the mass within a few parsecs of the
center is approximately 3 X 1 09 solar masses;
we assume that this is the mass of the central
black hole. At M87's distance, HST's resolution
of 0.05 arc second cor responds to a scale of
about 5 pc, so we are still far from seeing the
(solar system-sized) central black hole itself,
but the improved ·circumstantial» evidence has
convinced many astronomers of the basic cor
rectness of the theory.

Energy Em ission
lheory suggests that the radiation emitted by the
hot accretion disk surrounding a supermassive
black hole should span a broad range of wave
lengths, from infrared through X rays, corre
sponding to the broad range of temperatures in

the disk as the gas heats up. This accounts for the

observed spectra of at least some active galactic
nuclei. However, it also appears that in many
cases the high-energy radiation emitted from
the accretion disk is "reprocessed»-that is, ab
sorbed and reemitted at longer wavelengths-by
material beyond the nucleus before eventually
reaching our detectors.
Researchers think that the most likely site
of this reprocessing is a rather fat, donut
shaped ring of gas and dust surrounding the
inner accretion disk where the energy is actu

ally produced. AI; illustrated in Figure 24.34,

if our line of sight to the black hole does not
intersect this dusty donut, then we see the
"bare» energy source emitting large amounts
of high-energy radiation (with broad emis
sion lines, since we can see the rapidly moving
gas near the black hole) .

ex>

(Sec. 4.5) If

the donut intervenes, we see instead large
amoUllts

of infrared

radiation

reradiated

from the dust (and only narrow emission
lines, from gas farther from the center). The
structure of the donut itself is quite uncertain
and may in reality bear little resemblance to

G most researchers think that a single "generic" model can account for thei r
� observed properties. The accretion disk surrounding a massive black

£ FI G URE 24.34 Dusty Donut Remarkably, given the diversity of active galaxies,

hole, draw n here w ith some artistic license. consists of hot gas at many different
temperatures (hottest nearest the center� When viewed from above or below, the disk
radiates a broad spectrum of electromagnetic energy extending into the X-ray b and .
Hcmever, the dusty i nfalli ng gas that ultimately powers the system is thought to form a
rather fat, donut-shaped region outside the accretion disk (shcmn here in dull red).
which effectively absorbs much of the hig h-energy radi ation reach ing it. re-emitting it
mai nly in the form of coo ler. infrared radiation. Thus, when the accretion disk is viewed
from the side. strong infrared emission is observed. For systems with jets (as shown here1
the appearance of the jet, radiating mostly radio wave.s and X ra,ys. also depends on the
v iewing angle. (See a lso Figure 24.25.) (Adaptedfrom D. Berry)

the rather regular-looking ring shown in the
figure. Many astronomers suspect that the absorbing re
gion may actually be a dense outflow of gas driven from the
accretion disk's outer edge by the intense radiation within.
A different reprocessing mechanism operates in many
jets and

radio

magnetic fields

disk and transported by the jets into intergalactic space
(Figure 24.3 1 ) . As sketched in Figure 24.35(a), whenever a
charged particle (here an electron) encounters a magnetic

involves the

field, t.he particle tends to spiral around the magnetic

possibly produced wiiliin the accretion

field lines. We have already encountered this idea in the

lobes. This

mechanism
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• F IGU RE 24.35 Synchrotron Radiation (a) Charged particles, especially fa>t-moving electrons (red),

emit synchrotron radiation (blue) while spiraling in a magnetic field (black� This process is not confined to
active galaxies. It occurs on smaller scales as well, when charged particles interact with magnetism in Earths
Van Allen belts 0:> (Sec. 7.5), when charged matter arches above sunspots 0:> (Sec. 16.5), in the vicinity
of neutron stars 0:> (Sec. 22.2 ), and at the eenter of our own Galaxy 0:> (Sec. 23.7). (b) Variation ofthe
intensity of thermal and synchrotron (nonthermal) radiation with frequency. Thermal radiation, described
by a blackbody curve, peaks at some frequency that depends on the temperature of the source.
Nonthermal synchrotron radiation, by contrast, is more intense at low frequencies and is independent of
the temperature of the emitting object

discussions of Earth's magnetosphere and solar activity.
00 (Secs. 7.5, 1 6 .5 )

As the particles whirl around, they emit electromagnetic
radiation.

ex>

The existence of the inner lobes of Centaurus A and the
blobs in M8Ts jet imply that the formation of a jet may be

(Sec. 3.2) The radiation produced in this

way-<:aIIed synchrotron radiation, after the type of particle

an intermittent process (or, as in the case of the Seyferts dis
cussed earlier, may not occur at all), and, as we have seen,
there is also evidence

to

indicate that much, if not all, of the

nomhennal in

activity observed in nearby active galaxies has been sparked

nature, meaning that there is no link between the emission

by recent interaction with a neighbor. Many nearby active

accelerator in whidJ it was first observed-is

and the temperature of the radiating object. Hence, the radi
ation is not described by a blackbody curve. Instead, its

galaxies (e.g., Centaurus A) appear to have been "caught in
the act" of interacting with another galaxy, suggesting that
can

intensity decreases with increasing frequency, as shown in

the fuel supply

Figure 24.35(b) . This is just what is needed to explain the

tidal forces involved divert gas and stars into the galactic nu

be "turned on" by a companion. The

overall spectrum of radiation from radio galaxies and radio

cleus, triggering an outburst that may last for many millions

loud quasars. Observations of the radiation received from

of years.

the jets and radio lobes of active galaxies are completely con
sistent with synchrotron radiation.

\¥hat do active galaxies look like between active out
bursts? \¥hat other connections exist between them and the

Eventually, the jet is slowed and stopped by the inter

normal galaxies we see? To answer these important ques

galactic medium, the flow becomes turbulent, and the mag

tions, we must delve more deeply into the subject of galaxy

netic field grows tangled. The result is a gigantic radio lobe

evolution, to which we turn in Chapter 25.

emitting virtually all of its energy in the form of synchrotron
radiation. Thus, even though the radio

emission comes

from

an enormously extended volume of space that dwarfs the visi
ble galaxy, the

source of the energy is still the accretion disk

a billion billion times smaller in volume than the radio lobe
lying at the galactic center. The jets serve merely as a conduit
that transports energy from the nucleus, where it is generated,
into the lobes, where it is finally radiated into space.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V How does accretion onto a 5upermassive black hole power

the energy emission from the extended radio lobes of a radio
galaxy?
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S U M M A RY
The Hubble classification scheme
(p. 604) divides galaxies into several
classes, depending on their appearance.
Spiral galaxies (p. 6(4) have flattened
disks, central bulges, and spiIal arms.
Their halos consist of old stars, whereas
the gas-rich disks are the sites of ongoing
star formation. Barred-spiral galaxies (p. 605) contain an ex
tended "bar" of material projecting beyond the central bulge.
E1liptic.1 galaxies (p. 607) have no disk and contain little or no
cool gas or dust, although very hot interstellar gas is observed. In
most cases, they consist entirely of old stars. They range in size
from dwarf ellipticals, which are much less massive than the Milky
Way Galaxy, to giant ellipticals, wh ich may contain trillions of
stars. SO and SBO galaxies (p. 608) are intermediate in their prop
erties between elIipticals and spirals. Irregular galaxies (p. 608)
are galaxies that do not fit into any of the other categories. Many
are rich in gas and dust and are the sites of vigorous star formation.

2 Astronomers often use standard can
dles (p. 61 1) as distance-measuring tools.
These are objects that are easUy identifi
able and whose luminosities lie within
some reasonably well-defined range. Com
paring luminosity and apparent bright
ness, astronomers determine distance with
the use of the inverse-square law. An
alternative approach is the Tully-Fisher
relation (p. 612), an empirical correlation between rotational ve
locity and luminosity in spiral galaxies.
3

The Milky Way, Andromeda, and
several other smaller galaxies form a
small gravitationally bound collection of
galaxies called the Local Group (p. 614).
G.laxy clusters (p. 6 14) consist of many
galaxies orbiting one another, bound
together by their own gravity. The nearest
large galaxy cluster to the Local Group is
the Virgo duster.

4 Distant galaxies are observed to be re

eeding from the Milky Way at speeds pro
portional to their distances from us. This
relationship is called Hubble's law (p. 61 5).
The constant of proportionality in the law
is Hubble's constant (p. 616). Its value is
thought to be around 70 km/slMpc. As
tronomers use Hubble's law to detemline
distances to the most remote objects in the universe. The redshift
associated with the Hubble expansion is called the cosmological
redshift (p. 615).

5 Active g alaxies (p. 619) can be much
more luminous than normal galaxies and
have nonstellar spectra, emitting most of
their energy outside the visible part of the
electromagnetic spectnun. Often the
nonstellar activity suggests rapid internal
motion and is associated with a bright active galactic nucleus
(p. 620). Many active galaxies have high-speed, narrow jets of
matter shooting out from their central nuclei. The jets transport
energy from the nucleus, where it is generated, to enormous radio
lobes (p. 621) lying far beyond the visible portion of the galaxy,
where it is radiated into space. The jets often appear to be made up
of distinct "blobs" of gas, suggesting that the process that generates
the energy is intermittent.
6 A Seyfert galaxy (p. 620) looks like
a normal spiral, but has an extremely
bright central galactic nucleus. Spectral
lines from Seyfert nudei are very broad,
indicating rapid internal motion, and
the rapid variability in the luminosity of
Seyferts inlplies that tbe source of the
radiation is much less than 1 light-year across. Radio galaxies
(p. 62 1 ) emit large amounts of energy in the radio part of the
spectrum. The corresponding visible galaxy is usually elliptical.
Quasars (p. 625), or quasi-stellar objects, are the most luminous
objects known. In visible Hght they appear starlike, and their
spectra are usually substantially redshifted. All quasars are very
distant, indicating that we see them as they were iJl the remote
past.

lz=1
�
':::: ::

7 The generally accepted explanation
for the observed properties of all active
galaxies is that their energy is generated
by the accretion of galactic gas onto a
supermassive (million- to billion-solar-mass) black hole lying in the galactic
cellter. The small size of the accretion disk explains the compact
extent of the emitting region, and the high-speed orbit of gas in
the black hole's intense gravity accounts for the rapid motion that
is observed. Typical luminosities of active galaxies require the
consumption of about 1 solar mass of material every few years.
Some of the in falling matter may be blasted out into space, pro
ducing magnetized jets that create and feed the galaxy's raclio
lobes. The accreHon disk emits at a broad range of temperatures,
producing a nonstellar spectrum. In addition, much of the radia
tion may be reprocessed into the infrared by a ring of dust sur
rounding the disk. On larger scales, charged particles spiraling
around magnetic field lines produce synchrotron radiation
(p. 630), whose spectrum is consistent with the radio emission
from radio galaxies and jets.

f
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Problems labeled P�S explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1.

What distinguishes one type of spiral galaxy from another?

11.

1.

4.

galaxies and the halo of our own Galaxy.

12. Are there any "nearby" active galaxies-within 50 Mpc of Earth,
say?

Describe the four rungs in the distance-measurement ladder
used to determine the distance to a galaxy lying 5 Mpc away.
Describe the contents of the Local Group. How much space

13. Describe some of the bask properties of Seyfert galaxies.
14. P�S What is the evidence that the radio lobes of some active

does it occupy compared with the volwne of the Milky Way?

5.

What are standard candles, and why are they important to

galaxies consist of material ejected from the galaxy's center?

15. P�S

How is the ThIly-Pisher relation used to measure distances to
galaxies?

7.

What is the Virgo Cluster?

8.

What is Hubble's law?

9. P�S

How is Hubble's law used by astronomers to measure

distances to galaxies?

10.

How do we know that the energy-emitting regions of

many active galaxies must be very small1

astronomy?

6.

Name two bask differences between normal galaxies and
active galaxies.

2. Describe some similarities and differences between elliptical

16.

What was it about the spectra of quasars that was so unex

17.

Why do astronomers prefer to speak in terms of redshifts
rather than distances to faraway objects?

18.

How do we know that quasars are extremely luminous?

19.

Briefly describe the leading model for the central engine of an
active galaxy.

What is the most likely range of values for Hubble's constant?
What are the uncertainties in its value?

pected and surprising?

20. P�S

How is the process of synchrotron emission related to

observations of active galaxies?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

Young stars in a galactic disk are (a) evenly distributed within

According to Figure 24.17 ("Hubble's Law"), a galaxy
500 million parsecs away has a velocity of roughly (a) 25,000
kmls away from us; (b) 35,000 knl/s toward us; (e) 35,000
kmls away from us; (d) 75,000 kmls toward us.

6. VIS

and between spiral arms; (b) mostly found in the space
between spiral amlS;

(e)

mostly found in the spiral arms;

(d) older than stars in the halo.

2. Astronomers classify elliptical galaxies by (a) the nwnber of
stars they contain; (b) their colors; (e) how flattened they

7. VIS

lengths; (b) emit very little energy at high frequencies;

appear; (d) their diameters.

(e)

). Using the method of standard candles, we can, in principle,

(b) the fire's temperature; (e) the length of time the

8.

9.

(e) a narrower combined line;

(d) a larger combined amplitude.

5. Within 30 Mpc of the Sun, there are about (a) 3 galaxies;
(b) 30 galaxies; (el a few thousand galaxies; (d) a few million
galaxies.

If the light from a galaxy fluctuates in brightness very rapidly,

Quasar spectra (a) are strongly redshifted;
tral lines;

it correctly, the figure should be redrawn to show (a) a greater
bluesllift; (b) a greater redshift;

emit

(b) very small; (e) very hot; (d) rotating very rapidly.

If the galaxy in Figure 24. 1 1 ("Galaxy Rotation") were

smaller and spinning more slowly, then, in order to represent

all wavelengths; (d)

the region producing the radiation must be (a) very large;

fire has been burning; (d) the type of wood used in the fire.

4. VIS

emit large amounts of energy at

most of their energy in the visible part of the spectrwn.

find the distance to a campfire if we know (a) the number of
logs used;

According to Figure 24.19 ("Galaxy Energy Spectra"),

active galaxies (a) emit most of their energy at long wave

sion

10.

(e)

(b) show no spec

look like the spectra of stars; (d) contain emis

lines from wUcnown elements.

Active galaxies are very luminous because they (a) are hot;

(b) contain black holes in their cores; (e) are surrowlded by
hot gas; (d) emit jets.
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P RO B L E M S
The 'lUmber ofdots precedi"g each Problem i"dicates its approxima te level of di!fiCIIIty.
1. • A supernova of luminosity 1 billion times the luminosity of

6. •• A certain quasar has a redshift of 0.25 and an apparent

the Sun is used as a standard candle to measure the distance

to a faraway galaxy. From Earth, the supernova appears as

magnitude of 13. Using the data from Table 24.2, calculate the

bright as the SWl would appear from a distance of 10 kpc.

pare the apparent brightness of the quasar, viewed from a dis

What is the distance to the galaxy?

tance of 10 pc, with that of the Sun as seen from Earth.

2. •• A Cepheid variable star in the Virgo duster has an absolute
magnitude of -5 and is observed to have an apparent magni
tude of 26.3. Use these figures to
Virgo duster.

calc ulate the distance to the

3. • According to Hubble's law, with flo = 70 krn/s/Mpc, what
is the recessional velocity of a galaxy at a distance of 200 Mpc?

How far away is a galaxy whose recessional velocity is 4000
km/sl How do these answers change if Ho = 60 km/s/Mpcl
If Ho = 80 krn/s/Mpel

4. •• According to Hubble's law, with flo = 70 km/s/Mpe, how
long will it take for the distance from the Milky Way Galaxy
to the Virgo Cluster to doublel

5. • •• Assuming Hubble's law with Ho = 70 km/s/Mpc, what
would be the angular diameter of a giant elliptical galaxy of
actual diameter 80 kpc if its 656.3-nm HOl line is observed at
700 nml

quasar's absolute magnitude and hence its luminosity. Com

7. •

What

are the absolute magnitude and lununosity of a

quasar with a redshift of 5 and 311 apparent magnitude of 221

8. • On the basis of the data presented in the text, calculate the
orbital speed of material orbiting at a dist31lce of 0.5 pc from
the center of M87.
9. •• Spectral lines from a Seyfert galaxy are observed to be
redshifted by 0.5 percent and to have broadened emission

lines indicating 311 orbital speed of 250 km/s at an angular

distance of 0.10 from its center. Assuming circular orbits, use

Kepler's laws to estimate the mass withill this 0.10 radius.
0::0 (Sec. 23 .6)

10. • A quasar consumes 1 solar mass of material per year, con
vertillg

IS

percent of it directly into energy. What is the

quasar's luminosity, in solar units?

AN D
GALAXI
DARK MA:rT R
T H E LARG E-SCALE STRUCTURE
OF THE COSMOS
LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
J
4
S
6

Describe some of the methods used to
determine the masses of distant galaxies.
Explain why astronomers think that most
of the matter in the universe is invisible.
Discuss some theories of how galaxies
form and evolve.
Explain the role of black holes and active
galax ies in current theories of galactic
evolution.
Summarize w hat is known about the
large-scale distribution of galaxies in the
universe.
Describe some techniques used by
astronomers to probe the universe on
very large scales.

n scales much larger than even the largest galaxy
clusters, the dynamics of the universe itself becomes
apparent, new levels of structure are revealed, and
a humbling new reality emerges. We may be star stuff, the
product of countless cycles of stellar evolution, but we are
not the stuff of the cosmos. The universe in the large is
composed of matter fundamentally different from the
familiar atoms and molecules that make up our bodies,
our planet, our star and Galaxy, and all the luminous mat
ter we observe in the heavens. Only its gravity announces
the presence of this strange kind of matter, providing the
backdrop against which galaxies form and evolve.
By comparing and classifying the properties of
galaxies near and far, astronomers have begun to
understand their formation, dynamics, and evolution.

Galaxies are among the grandest,
THE BIG most beautiful objects in the sky, and
PICTURE they dominate our view of deep
space, but they represent just a tiny
fraction of all matter in the cosmos. Vast quan
tities of unseen cosmic material-dark matter
actually account for most of the mass in the
universe.

By mapping out the distribution of those galaxies in
space, astronomers trace out the immense realms of
the universe. Points of light in the uncharted darkness,
they remind us that our position in the universe is no
more special than that of a boat adrift at sea.

LEFT: Some galaxies

...-..-

.

ngASTRON0MY
-...:;.;
Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy,rom for qulzzes,
M a ste r

are bright and splendid, like the five big ones in this
image, known as Stephans Quintet. Others are dim and distant, like
several that appear smaller in the background One member of this
group. NGC 7320 (upper left). is actually seven times closer to Earth than
the other four, whim are in the {Xocess of colliding. Mergers and
acquisitions are common among galaxies. but astronomers still don't
fully understand how galaxies formed long ago. (STScI)

anlmatlon� videos, interactive figures. and self-�lded tutorials.
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Da rk Matter i n the U n i ve rse

In Chapter 23, we saw how measurements of the orbital
velocities of stars and gas in our own Galaxy reveal the
presence of an extensive dark-matter halo surrOlUlding
the galaxy we see. co (Sec. 23.6) Do other galuies have
similar dark halos? And what evidence do we have for dark
matter on larger scales? To answer these questions, we
need a way to calculate the masses of galaxies and galaxy
clusters, then compare those masses with the huninous
matter we actually observe.
How can we measure the masses of such large systems?
Surely, we can neither count all their stars nor estimate their
interstellar content very well: Galaxies are just too complex for
us to take a direct inventory of their material makeup. Instead,
we must rely on indirect techniques. Despite their enormous
sizes, ga11xies and ga11XY clusters obey the S.1lne physical laws
as do the planets in our own solar system. Th calculate galaxy
masses, we tmn as usual to Newton's law of gravity.

Masses of Galax ies and Galaxy Cl usters
Astronomers can calculate the masses of some spiral ga11Xies
by determining their rotario71 curves, which plot rotation
speed versus distance from the galactic center, as illustrated
in Figure 25. 1 . Rotation CtIrves for a few nearby spirals are
shown in Figure 25. 1 (b ) . The mass within any given radius
then follows directly from Newton's laws. <:0 (Sec. 2.7) The
rotation curves shown imply masses ranging from about
lO l l to 5 X 1011 solar masses within about 25 kpc of the
center--comparable to the results obtained for our OW11
Galaxy using the same technique. co (Sec. 23.6)
Distant galaxies are generally too far away for such detailed
CtIrves to be drawn. Nevertheless, by observing the broadening
of their spectral lines---as discussed in Chapter 24 in the con
text of the ThIIy- Fisher relation-we can still measure the over
all rotation speed of these galaxies. co (Sec. 24.2) Estimating a
galaxy's size then leads to an estimate of its mass. Similar tecil
niques have been applied to ellipticals and irregulars. In gen
eral, the approach is useful for measuring the mass lying within
about 50 kpc of a galaxy's center-the extent of the electro
magnetic emission from stellar .1l1d interstellar material.
To probe farther from the centers of galaxies, astronomers
turn to binary galaxy systems (Figure 25.2.1), whose compo
nents may lie hundreds of kiloparsecs apart. The orbital
period of sum a system is typically bill10ns of years, far too
long for the orbit to be accurately measured. However, by
estimating the period and semimajor axis from the available
information-the line-of-sight velocities and the angular
separation of the components�1n approximate total mass
can be derived. co (More Precisely 2-2)
Galaxy masses obtained in this way are fairly uncer
tain. However, by combining many such measurements,
astronomers can obtain quite reliable statistical information
about galaxy masses. Most normal spirals (the M ilky Way
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FIG U RE 2 5.1 Galaxy Rotation Curves

(a) By

15

(b)
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�

observing orbital v elocities at different distances from the

� distant. (b) Rotation curves for some near� spiral galaxies, with
� the corresponding rurve for our own Galaxy (from Figure 23.11)
center of a dis k galaxy, astronomers can plot a rotation rurve

for the galaxy. This is M64, the "Evil Eye" galaxy, some 5 Mpc

marked in red for comparison. These rurves Indicate masses of a f"""
hundred billion times the mass of the Sun, much greater than can be

accounted for � the observed stars and gas, prOJiding strong evidence
for dark matter in the universe. (NASA)

Galaxy included) and large eUipticals contain between l O l l
and 1012 solar masses of material. Irregular galuies often
contain less mass, about 108 to 1010 times that of the Sun.
Dwarf ellipticals and dwarf irregulars can contain as little
as 1 06 or 107 solar masses of material.
We C.111 use another statistical teclUlique to derive the
combined mass of all the galaxies within a galaxy cluster. k;
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V i s i b le Matter and Dark Ha los
The rotation curves of the spiral galaxies shown in Figure

25. 1 remain flat (that is, do not decline, and even rise
slightly) far beyond the galaxies' visible images, implying
that those galaxies--and perhaps all spiral galaxies
contain large amounts of dark matter, in the form of invis
ible dark halos similar to that surrounding tile Milky Way.
00 (Sec. 23.6) Overall, spiral galaxies seem to contain
from 3 to 10 times more mass than can be accounted for
in the form of luminous matter. Studies of elliptical galax
ies suggest similarly large dark halos surrowlding these
(a)

galaxies, too.
Astronomers find even greater discrepancies between
visible light and total mass when they study galaxy clusters.
Calculated cluster masses range from 1 0 to nearly 1 00 times
tile mass suggested by tile light emitted by individual cluster
galaxies. Put another way, a lot more mass is needed to bUld
galaxy clusters than we can see. Thus, the problem of dark
matter exists not just in our own Galaxy, but also in other
galaxies and, to an even greater degree, Ul galaxy clusters as
well. In that case, we are compelled to accept the fact that

upwards of 90 percellt of the matter ill the universe is dark
and not just in the visible portion of the spectrum. The mass
goes lUldetected at any electromagnetic wavelength.
As discussed in Chapter 23, many possible explana
tions for the dark matter have been suggested, ranging
from stellar remnants of various sorts to exotic subatomic

particles. ex:> ( Sec. 23.6) Whatever its nature, the dark
matter in clusters apparently cannot simply be the accu
mulation of dark matter within individual galaxies. Even
including the galaxies' dark halos, we still cannot account
for all the dark matter in galaxy clusters. As we look on
(b)
2 5.2 Galaxy Masses (al In a binary galaxy system, galaxy
masses may be estimated by observing the orbit of one galaxy about
the other. (b) The mass of a galaxy cluster I1'l"f be estimated by
observing the motion of many galaxies in the cluster and estimating
how much mass is needed to prevent the cluster from flying apart.

larger and larger scales, we find that a larger and larger
fraction of the matter in the universe is dark.

.... F IGURE

depicted in Figure 25.2 (b), each galaxy within a cluster moves
relative to all other members of the cluster, and we can esti
mate the cluster's mass simply by asking how massive it must
be in order to bind its galaxies gravitationally. For example, if
we find that galaxies in a cluster are moving with an average
speed of 1000 km/s and the cluster radius is 3 Mpc (both typ
ical values), it follows from Newton's laws--assumillg that the

cluster is gravitationally bOlUld-that the mass of the cluster
must be around (3 Mpc) X ( 1000 km(s)2(G "'" 7 X 1 0 14

solar masses. ex:> (More Precisely 2-2) Cluster masses obtained
1 5 solar
14
in this way generally lie in the range of 1 0 _10

masses. Notice that this calculation gives llS no information
whatsoever about the masses of individual galaxies. It tells us
only about the total mass of the cluster.

I ntracluster Gas
In addition to the luminous matter observed within the
cluster galaxies themselves, astronomers also have evidence
for large amounts of intracluster gas--superhot (more than
10 million K), diffuse mtergalactic matter filling the space
among tile galaxies. Satellites orbiting above Earth's atmo
sphere have detected substantial amounts of X-ray radiation
from many clusters. Figure 25.3 shows false-color X-ray
images of one such system. The X-ray-emittulg region is cen

tered on, and comparable Ul size to, the visible cluster ilnage.
Further evidence for intracluster gas can be found in the
appearance of the radio lobes of some active galaxies.

00 (Sec. 24.4) In some systems, known as head-tail radio
galaxies, the lobes seem to form a "tail" behuld the main part
of the galaxy. For example, the lobes of radio galaxy NGC
1265, shown in Figure 25.4, appear to be "swept back" by
some onrushing wind, and, indeed, this is the most likely
explanation for the galaxy's appearance. If NGC 1 265 were
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.... F IGURE l S . l Galaxy Cluster X-Ray
Emission (a) Superposition of infrared and
X-ray rad i ati on from the distant galaxy
cluster Abell

1835. The X 'ays are shown as

a fuzzy, bluish cloud of hot gas filling the

intracluster spaces among the galaxies.
(b) A longer infrared exposure of the
central region, showing the richness of this
cluster, which spans about a million
parsecs. Images like these demonstrate
that the space between the galaxies within

galaxy clusters is filled with superheated
gas. (NASA; AURA; ESA)

from 10 to 100 times more mass in
gas than exists in stars.
Why is the intracluster gas so
hotl Simply because its particles
are bOlUld by gravity and hence are
moving at speeds comparable to
those of the galaxies in the clusterat rest, it would be just another double-lobe source, perhaps

IS

1000 kmls or so. Since temperature
Just a measure of the speed at which the gas particles

quite similar to Centaurus A (Figure 24.22). However, the

move, this speed translates (for protons) to a temperature of

galaxy is traveling through the intergalactic mediwn of its

40 million K. co

parent galaxy cluster (known as the Perseus Cluster), and the

(More Precisely 8-1)

Where did the gas come from? There is so much of it that

outflowing matter forming the lobes tends to be left behind

it could not have been expelled from the galaxies themselves.

as NGC 1 265 moves.

Instead, astronomers think that it is mainly primordial-gas

How much gas do these observations reveal? At 1e.1st as
much matter-and, in most c.1ses, signifi=tly

that has been around since the wliverse formed and that

more--exists

within clusters in the form of hot gas as is visible in tile fonn of

never became part of a galaxy. However, the intracluster gas
does contain some heavy elements--carbon, nitrogen, and so

stars. This is a lot of material, but it still doesn't solve the

dark-matter problem. Th account for the total masses of galaxy

on-implying that at least some of it is material ejected from
galaxies after enrichment by stellar evolution.

clusters implied by dynamical studies, we would have to find

Just how this occurred remains a mystery.

C>O

(Sec. 2 1 .5)

PROCESS OF SCIENCE
CHECK
ttl What assumptions are we making
when we infer the mass of a galaxy

cluster from observations of the
spectra of its constituent galaxies?

.... F IGU RE 25.4 Head-Tail Radio
Galaxy (a) Radiograph i n false color, of
,

the head-tail radio galaxy

NGC 1265.

(b) The same radio data. i n contour form,
superposed on the

optical image of the

galaxy. Astronomers reason that this
object is

moving rapidly through space,
(NRAO;
Palomar/Caltech)

trailing a "tail" behind as it goes.
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25.2 Galaxy Col l isions
Contemplating the congested confules of a rich galaxy clus
ter (such as Virgo or Coma, with thousands of member
galaxies orbiting within a few megaparsecs), we might ex
pect that collisions among galaxies would be common.

= (Sec. 24.2) Gas particles collide in our atmosphere, and

hockey players collide in the rink. So, do galaxies in clusters
collide, too? The answer is yes, and this simple fact plays a
pivotal role in our understanding of how galaxies evolve.
Figure 25.5 apparently shows the aftermath of a bull's-eye
collision between a small galaxy (perhaps one of the two at
the right, although that is by no means certain) and the
larger galaxy at tlle left. The result is tlle "Cartwheel" galaxy,
about 150 Mpc from Earth, its halo of young stars resem
bling a vast ripple in a pond. The ripple is most likely a den

sity wave created by the passage of the smaller galaxy
through the disk of the larger one. 00 (Sec. 2 3.5) The
disturbance is now spreading outward from the region of
impact, creating new stars as it goes.
Figure 25.6 shows an example of a close encounter that
hasn't (yet) led to an actual collision. Two spiral galaJcies are
apparently passing each other like majestic ships in the night.
The larger and more massive galaxy on the left is called NGC

2207; tlle smaller one on the right is IC 2 163. Analysis of tllis
unage suggests that IC 2 1 63 is now swinging past NGC 2207

Ul a counterclockwise direction, havulg made a close approach
some 40 million years ago. The two galaxies seem destined to
undergo further close encounters, as IC 2 1 63 apparently does
not have enough energy to escape the gravitational pull of

... FIGURE 2 5.5 Cosmic Cartwheel The "Cartwheel" galaxy (upper
left) appears to be the result of a collision that has led to an expanding
ring of star formation moving outward through the galactic disk. The
offending galaxy might be one of the smaller objects at right, or as
implied � recent radio observations of loose, linking gas. it might have
been another galaxy now farther aw� and beyond the field of v ie.v.
This is a false-color composite image combining four spectral bands:
infrared in red (from Spitzer� optical in green (from Hubb/e� ultraviolet
in blue (from Ga/ex). and X r� in purple (from Chanaa� (NASA)

NGC 2207. Each tinle the two galaxies experience a close
encounter, bursts of star formation erupt in both as their

These examples illustrate how an ulteraction with an

interstellar clouds of gas and dust are pushed, shoved, and

other galaxy-a close encounter or an actual collision--<:an

shocked. In roughly a billion years, these two galaxies will

have dramatic consequences for a galaxy, especially its inter

probably merge into a single, massive galID..l'.

stellar gas. The rapidly varying gravitational forces during
the

Ul teraction compress

the gas, often resulting ill a

galaxy-wide episode of star

formation. The result is a
starburst galaxy, a spectac
ular example of which is

shown Ul Figure 25.7.

No human will ever
witness an

entire galaxy

collision, for it lasts many

<III FI G URE 2 5.6 Galaxy
Encounter This encounter
between two spirals, NGC 1207
(left) and IC 2163, has already
led to bursts of star formation
in each. Eventually the two will
merge, but not for a billion
years or so. (NASA)
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.... F I G U R E 2 5.7 Starburst Galaxy

This interacting galaxy pair

(IC 694, at the left, and NGC 3690) shems starbursts now under wilj in

both galaxies-hence the bluish tint. Su ch intense, s hort-l iv ed bursts

probably last for no more than a few tens of millions of years-a small

fraction of a typical galaxy's lifetime.

(W Keel)

shown in Figure 25.6, but the details of the original structure
have been largely obliterated by the collision. Notice the sinli
iarity to the real image of NGC 4038/4039 (Figure 25.8a), the
so-c:illed Antennae galaxies, which show extended tails, as well

as double galactic centers only a few hlllldred parsecs across.
Star formation induced by the collision is clearly traced by the

blue light from thousands of YOWlg, hot stars. The sinlulations
indicate that, as with the galaxies in Figure 25.6, ultimately the
two galaxies will merge into one.
Galaxies in clusters apparently collide quite often. Many
collisions and near misses similar to those shown in the pre
millions of years. However, computers can follow the event

vious figures have been observed (see also Section 24.4), and

in a matter of hOllrs. Simulations modeling in detail the

conditions in even a modest cluster, close encounters are the

gravitational interactions among stars and gas, and incorpo

norm rather than tlle exception. The reason is simple: The

rating the best available models of gas dynamics, allow

distance between adjacent galaxies in a cluster averages a

astronomers to better wlderstand the effects of a collision

few hWldred thousand parsecs, which is not much greater

a straightforward calculation reveals that, given the crowded

on the galaxies involved and even estimate the eventual out

(certainly less than five times more) than the size of a typical

come of the interaction.

galaxy, including its extended dark halo. Galaxies sinlply do

The particular calculation shown in Figure 25.8(b) began
with two colliding spiral galaxies, not

so

different from those

not have that much room to roam around witlJout bwnping
into one another. Many researchers tllink that most galaxies

(b)

� ago. The long tidal "tails" (black-and-white image at the left) mark their final plunge. Strings of young.
� bright "super star clusters' (color image at center) are the result of violent shock waves produced in
... F IGURE 25.8 Galaxy Collision (a) The 'J\n tennae" gal axies collided a few tens of millions of years

the gas disks ofthe two colli d i ng galaxies. (b) A computer simulation ofthe encounter shows many of the

same features as the real thing, strengtheni ng the case that we really are see i ng a collision in progress. Such
simulations also demonstrate the crucial role pliljed by dark-matter hal o> in mediating galaxy interactions.

(AURA; NASA; J. Bames)
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in most clusters have been strongly influenced by collisions,

making it mud1 harder to decipher their pasts. Indeed,

in some cases in the relatively recent past.

collisions like those described in the previous section blur the

In the smaller groups, the galaxies' speeds are low
enough that interacting galaxies tend to "stick together;' and

distinction between formation and evolution to the point
where it can be hard to separate one from the other.

mergers, as shown in the computer simulation, are the most

Nevertheless, some general ideas have begun to gain

common outcome. In larger groups, galaxies move faster and

widespread acceptance, and we can offer some insights into

tend to pass through one anoth.er without sticking. Either

the processes responsible for the galaxies we see. We first

way, the encounters have substantial effects on the galaxies

describe a general scenario for how large galaxies form from

have an opportunity to see for ourselves what a galaxy colli

to both internal stellar evolution and external influences.

involved (see Section 25.3). If we wait long enough, we will

smaller ones, then discuss how galaxies d1ange in time due

sion is really like: Our nearest large neighbor, the Andromeda

Finally, we consider how the galaxy types in Hubble's classi

Galaxy (Fig. 23.2), is currently approaching the Milky Way at

fication might fit in to this broad picture.

a velocity of 120 kmJs. In a few billion years it will collide
with our GalaA1', and we will then be able to test astronomers'
theories firsthand!
Curiously, although a collision may wreak havoc on the

Mergers and Acq u is itions
The seeds of galaxy formation were sown in the very early

large-scale structure of the galaxies involved, it has essentially

universe, when small density fluctuations in the prinlordial

no effect on tile individual stars they contain. The stars within

matter began to grow (see Section 27.5). Our discussion here

each galaxy just glide past one another. In contrast to galaxies

begins witll these "pregalactic" blobs of gas already formed.

in the cluster, the stars in a ga11xy are so small compared with

The masses of the various fragments were quite smaJl..-only a

the distances between tllem that when two galaxies collide,

few million solar masses, comparable to the masses of the

the star population merely doubles for a tinle, and the stars

smallest present-day dwarf galaxies, which may in fact be rem

continue to have so much space that they do not run into each

nants of that early time. Most astronomers think that galaxies

otller. Collisions can rearrange the stellar and interstellar

grew by repeated

contents of each galaxy, often producing a spectacular burst of

Figure 25.9(a). Contrast tllis with the process of star forma

star formation that may be visible to enormous distances, but

tion, in which a large cloud fragments into smaller pieces that

from the point of view of the stars, it's clear sailing.

eventually become stars.

merging of smaller objects,

ex:>

as illustrated in

(Sec. 19.2)

Theoretical evidence for this picture of hierarchical

merging

C O N C EPT C H E C K

., What rol e do collisions play in the evolution of galaxies?

is provided by computer simulations of the early

lUliverse, which clearly show merging taking place. Further
strong support comes from observations that galaxies at
large redshifts (meaning that they are very distant and the
light we see was emitted long ago) are distinctly smaller and

25.3 Galaxy Form ation
and Evo l ution

more irregular than those found nearby. Figure 25.9(b) (see
also Figure 25.10) shows some of these images, which in
clude objects up to 5

billion parsecs away. The vague bluish

With Hubble's law a s our guide to distances i n the universe,

patd1es are separate small galaxies, each containing only a

and armed now with knowledge of the distribution of dark

few percent of the mass of the Milky Way Galaxy. Their

matter on galactic and larger scales, let's turn to the question of

irregular shape is thought to be the result of galaxy mergers;

how galaxies came to be the way they are. Can we explain the

the bluish coloration comes from young stars that formed

different types of galaxy we see? Astronomers know of no

during tile merging process.

sinlple evolutionary connections among the various categories
in the Hubble classification scheme.

ex:>

(Sec. 24. 1 ) To answer

tile question, we must wlderstand how galaxies formed.

Figure 25.9( c) shows more detailed views of some of the
objects in Figure 25.9(b), all lying in the same region of
space, about 1 Mpc across and almost 5000 Mpc from Earth.

Unfortunately, compared with the theories of star forma

Each blob seems to contain several billion stars spread

tion and stellar evolution, the theory of galaxy formation and

throughout a distorted spheroid about a kiloparsec across.

evolution is still very much in its infancy. Galaxies are far

Their decidedly bluish tint suggests that active star forma

more complex tllan stars, tlley are harder to observe, and the

tion is already lUlderway. We see them as they were nearly

observations are harder to interpret. In addition, we have only

10 billion years ago, a group of YOlUlg galaxies possibly

partial information on conditions in the universe during the

poised to merge into one or more larger objects.

formation process, quite wllike the corresponding situation
for stars.

=>

almost never

Hierarchical merging provides the conceptual frame

(Sec. 18.3) Finally, and most important, stars

work for all modern studies of galaxy evolution. It describes

collide

witll one another, with the result tllat

a process that began billions of years ago and continues

most single stars and binaries evolve in isolation. Galaxies,

(albeit at a greatly reduced rate) to the present day, as galaxies

however, may suffer numerous collisions during their lives,

continue to collide and merge. By studying how galaxy
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(0)
... FIGURE 25.9 Galaxy Formation (a) The presentview of galaxy formation holds that large ,),stems
were built up from smaller ones through collisions and mergers, as shown schematically in this drawing.
(b) This photograph, one of the deepest ever taken of the universe (i.e, looking at the faintest, most distant
objects), prov ides "fossi l evidence" for hundreds of galaxy shards and fragments, up to 5000 Mpc d istant.
(e) Enlargements of selected portions of (b) reveal rich (bIllion-star) "star dusters; all ly ing within a relatively
small volume of space (about 1 Mpc across). Their proximity to one another suggests that we may be seeing
a group of pregalactlc fragments about to merge to form a galaxy. The events pictured took place about
10 billion years ago. (NASA)

properties vary with distance, and hence look-back time,
astronomers try to piece together the merger history of the
universe. => (More Precisely 24-1)
Figure 25. 1 0 is a remarkable image from the Hubble
Space Telescope showing billions of years of galaxy evolution
in a single tiny patch of the sky. The large, bright galaxies
with easily discernible Hubble types are mostly (according
to their redshifts) relatively nearby objects. They are seen
here against a backdrop of small, faint, irregular galaxies
lying much farther away. The size and appearance of these
distant galaxies compared with those in the foreground
strongly support the basic idea that galaxies grew by merg
ers and were smaller and less regular in tlle past.

Evolution and I nteracti on
Left alone, a galaxy will evolve slowly and fairly steadily as
interstellar douds of gas and dust are turned into new genera
tions of stars and main-sequence stars evolve into giants and,
ultimately, into compact remnants--white dwarfs, neutron
stars, and black holes. The galaxy's overall color, composition,

and appearance change in a more or less predictable way as
the cycle of stellar evolution recycles and enriches the galaxy's
interstellar matter. = (Sec. 2 1 . 5) If the galaA")' is an elliptical,
lacking interstellar gas, it will tend to become fainter and
redder in time as the more massive stars burn out and are not
replaced. => (Sec. 20.5) For a gas-rich galaxy, such as a spiral
or an irregular, hot, bright stars will lend a bluish coloration
to the overall light for as long as g-as remains available to form
them. As in our own Galaxy, the star-forming lifetime of a
spiral disk may be prolonged by infall of fresh gas from the
galaxy's surrOlU1dings. co (Sec. 23.4)
But many-perhaps most-galaxies are not alone. They
reside in small groups and clusters, and, as we have just seen,
may interact with other galaxies repeatedly over extended
periods of time. As described in the previous section, these
interact.ions can rearrange a galaxy's internal structure, com
pressing interstellar gas, and triggering a sudden, intense burst
of star formation. Encounters may also divert fuel to a central
black hole, powering violent activity in some galactic nuclei.
C>O (Sec. 24.4) Thus, starbursts and nuclear activity are key
indicators of interactions and mergers between galaxies.
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Careful studies of starburst galaxies and active galactic

suggest, making interactions and mergers all the more likely.

nudei indicate that most galactic encounters probably took

Consider two galaxies approaching one another. As they

place long ago--at redshifts greater than about 1, when the

(More Precisely 24-1)

dusters were more compact and galaxy collisions were corre
spondingly more frequent. co

orbit, the galaxies interact with each other's dark halos,
slowing the galaxies' motion and stripping halo material by

We see

tidal forces. The halo matter is redistributed between the

the majority of these violent events as they unfolded roughly

galaxies or is entirely lost from the system. In either case, the

10 billion years ago. Nevertheless, the gala>..,), interactions

interaction changes the orbits of the galaxies, causing them

observed locally are extensions of this same basic process into

to spiral toward one another and eventually to merge.

the present day. We have ample evidence that galaxies evolved,
and are still evolving, in response to external factors long after
the first pregalactic fragments formed and merged.
Computer simulations have shown that the extensive

Types of Merger
The different types and masses of galaxies can lead to an

dark-matter halos surrowlding most, if not all, galaxies are

almost bewildering variety of possible interactions. Here we

crucial to galaA,), interactions. The dark halos make the

consider just a few of the many possibilities.

galaxies mum larger than their optical appearance would

If one galaxy of an interacting pair happens to have a
much lower mass than the other, its interaction with the other's

halo causes it to spiral inward, ultimately to be disrupted near

the center of the larger system. This process is colloquially
termed galactic cannibalism and may explain why supermassive
galaxies are often found at the cores of ridl galaxy clusters.
Having "dined� on their companions, they now lie at the center
of the duster, waiting for more "food" to arrive. Figure 25. 1 1 is
a remarkable combination of images that has apparently
captured tlus process at work in a distant duster.
We also have examples of galactic calmibalism doser
to home. The small Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Figure

24.13) is already well on its way to suffering a similar fate
at the center of the Milky Way, and tlleory indicates that
the Magellaluc Clouds (Figure

24.7) will eventually meet the
same end. As illustrated in
Figure 25.12, the "streams� of
halo stars, all with similar or
bits and composition, in the
halo of the Milky Way Galaxy
may well be the stellar rem
nants of such disruption in the
past. CIO (Sec. 23. 3 )
Now consider two inter
acting disk galaxies, one a little
smaller tlml the otller, but
each having a mass comparable
to the Milky Way Galaxy. As
shown in the computer-gener
ated frames of Figure 25.13, the
smaller galaxy can distort the

• F IGURE 2S.10 Hubble Deep Field Numerous small, irregularly shaped young galaxies can b e seen in

image. Known a.s the Hubble Deep Field-North, this image, made with an exposure
of approximately 100 hours, captured objects as fai nt a.s 30th magnitude. 00 (Sec. 1 7.2) (As in Figure 25.9,
"deep" in this context implies "faint; meaning that we are looking at objects far iNlay and as they were long
ago.) Redshift measurements (as denoted by the superposed values observed at the Keck Observatory in
HiNlaii) indicate that some of these galaxies lie well over 1000 Mpc from Earth. 00 (More Precisely 24-1 )
The field of vi<?N is about 2 arc m in utes across, or less than 1 percent of the area subtended by the full
Moon. (NASA; Ket:k)
this very deep optical

larger one substantially, causing
spiral arms to appear where
none existed before, triggering
an e.xtended episode of star
formation. The entire event re
quires several hundred million
years__ span of evolution that

a supercomputer can model i.n
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.... FI G URE 25.11 Galactic Cannibalism

Here we have a dramatic

glimpse of a large and massive galaxy under asse mbly by the merging
of smaller. lighter galaxie.,. This is the wilY most galaxies probably
d€'\letoped in the earlier univer.;e-by means of a "bottom up·
\

\

scenario that hierarchically built really big objects by merging
star-rich building block,. This image captures a formative process
that occurred about 10 billion years ago, only a few billion years

\
\

after the Big Bang. The bigger image highlights a region at upper

\

\

left (in the white bQ)() catalogued MRC TI3S-262 and nicknamed
\

the ·Spiderweb" Galaxy. The inset shCMIs more dearly dozens
of small galaxies about to merge into a single huge object, in
fact altogether one of the most massive galaxies known.

(NASA/ESA)

- - - - -

minutes. The final frame of the figure looks
remarkably similar to the double galax)' shown
in the opening photo for Chapter 23, and in
fact, the simulation was constructed to mimic
the sizes, shapes, and velocities in that binary
galaxy system. The magnificent spiral galaxy
is M51 , popularly known as the ""hirlpool
Ga lax)', about 10 Mpc from Eartll. Its smaller
companion is an irregular galaxy that may have
drifted past M5 1 millions of years ago.
What if the colliding galaxies are compa
rable in size and mass? Computer simulations
reveal that such a merger can destroy a spiral galaxy's disk,
creating a galaxy-wide starburst episode. The violence of the
merger and the effects of subsequent supernovae eject much
of the remaining gas into intergalactic space, creating the
hot intraduster gas noted in Section 24. 1 . Once the burst of
star formation has subsided, the resulting object looks very
much like an elliptical galaxy. The elliptical's hot X-ray halo
is the last vestige of the original spiral's disk. The merging
galaxies in Figures 25.7 and 25.8 may be examples of this
phenomenon in progress.

Making the Hubble Sequence
if galaxies form and evolve by repeated mergers, can we
accolmt for the Hubble sequence and, specifically, differences
between spirals and ellipticals? = (Sec. 24. 1 ) nle details are
still far from certain, but, remarkably, the answer now seems to

be a qualified yes. Collisions and dose encounters are random
events and do not represent a "genuine" evolutionary connec

• F I G U R E 25.12 Tidal Streams in the Milky Way

This illustration

depicts the breakup and d ispersion of the contents of an incoming

tion behveen galaxies. Nevertheless, observations and com
puter simulations do suggest some plausible ways in which the

star-rich galaxy companion captured by our Milky Way. Such streams

observed Hubble types might have arisen, starting from a uni
verse populated only by irregular, gas-rich galaxy fragments.
As we have just seen, the sinmlations reveal that "major"

are found in the halo of our Galaxy today. Eventually, the smaller

mergers--<:ollisions between large galaxies of comparable

of star>, all in 'imilar orbits and having much the same composition,

galaxy dis>olves within the larger one, a case of the littler one being
"digested; much as other dwarf companion galaxies were probably
"consumed" � our Galaxy long ago.
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... F IGURE 25.13 Galaxy Interaction Galaxies can change their shapes long after their formation. In
this computer-generated sequence, two galaxies closely interact CJ\Ier sel/eral hundred million years. The
s mal ler galaxy, in red, has grav itationally disru pted the larger galaxy, in blue, changing it into a spiral galaxy.
Compare the result of this supercomputer simulation with the opening image of Chapter 23 (p. 572). which
shows the spiral galaxy M51 and its small companion. (I. Barnes & L Hernqllist)
size-tend to destroy galactic disks, effectively turning
spirals into ellipticals (Figure 25. 1 4.'1). On the other hand,
"minor" mergers, in which a small galaxy interacts with,
and ultimately is absorbed by, a L'lfger one, generally leave
the larger galaxy intact, with more or less the same Hub
ble type as it had before the merger (Figure 25.l4b). Tills
is the most likely way for large spirals to grow-in partic
ular, our own Galaxy probably formed in such a manner.
Supporting evidence for this general picture comes
from observations that spiral galaxies are relatively rare
in regions of high galaAl' density, such as the central
regions of rich galaxy clusters. 111ese observations are
consistent with the view that the fragile disks of spiral
galaxies are easily destroyed by collisions, which are
more common in dense galactic environments. Spirals
also seem to be more common at larger redshifts (that is,
in the past), inlplying that their numbers are decreasing
with tinle, presumably also as the result of collisions.
However, nothing in this area of astronomy is clear ClIt,
and astronomers know of numerous isolated elliptic.11
galaxies in low-density regions of the universe that are
hard to explain as the result of mergers. In addition, the
competition between infall, which acts to sustain galactic
disks, and collisions, which tend to destroy them, re
mains poorly w1derstood, as is the effect of activity in
galactic nuclei, to be diSCl\ssed in Section 25.4.
In principle, the starbursts associated with galaxy
mergers leave their imprint on the star-formation
history of the universe in a way that can be correlated
with the properties of galaxies. As a result, studies of
star formation in distant galaxies have become a very inlpor
tant way of testing and quantifying the details of the entire
hierarchical merger scenar io.

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V Other than scale, in what important wifjs does galaxy evolution
differ from that of stars?

... FIGURE 25.14 Galaxy Mergers

(a) When compar ably sized

galaxies come together, the result is probably an el li ptically shaped
galaxy, as their original arms and disks do not likely survive the

encounter. (b) By contrast, if a large s pira l absorbs a smaller com pa ni on,
the probable result is merely a larger spiraL with much of its origi nal
geometry u nchanged.
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25.4 Black Holes i n Galaxies
Now let's ask how quasars and active galaxies fit into the
framework of galaxy evolution just described. The fact that
quasars are more common at great distances from us demon
strates that they were much more prevalent in the past than
they are today. """ (Sec. 24.4) Quasars have been observed
with redshifts of up to 6.4 (the current record, as of early
2010), so the process must have started at least 13 billion years
ago (see Table 24.2). However, most quasars have redshifts
between 2 and 3, corresponding to an epoch some 2 billion
years later. Most astronomers agree that quasars represent an
early stage of galaxy evolution-an "adolescent" phase of de
velopment, prone to frequent flare-ups and "rebellion" before
settling into more steady "adulthood:' This view is reinforced
by the fact that the same black hole energy-generation meclm
nism can account for the luminosities of quasars, active galax
ies, and the central regions of normal galaxies like our own.

Black Hole Masses
In Chapter 24 we saw the standard model of active galactic nu
clei accepted by most astronomers--accretion of gas onto a su
permassive black hole. 00 (Sec. 24.5) We also saw that a large
fraction of all "hright" galaxies exhibit activity of some sort,
even though in many cases it represents only a small fraction of
the galaxy's total energy output. This suggests that these galax
ies may also harbor central black holes, with the potential of far
greater activity wlder the right circumstances. Our own Galaxy
is a case in point. """ (Sec. 23.7) The 4-million-solar-mass
black hole at the center of the Milky Way is not currently ac
tive, but if fresh fuel were supplied (say, by a star or molecular
cloud coming too dose to the hole's intense gravitational field),
it might well become a (relatively weak) active galactic nucleus.
In fact, in recent years, astronomers have amassed
evidence that many bright normal galaxies contain supermas
sive b1.1ck holes at their centers. Figure 25. 15 presents perhaps
the most compelling evidence for suclJ a black hole in a nor
mal gal.1XY. It comes from a radio study of NGC 4258, a spiral
galro..l' about 6 Mpc away. Using the Very Long Baseline Array,
a continent-wide interferometer comprising 10 radio tele
scopes, a U.S.-Japanese team has achieved an angular resolu
tion hundreds of times better than that attainable with HST.
""" (Sec. 5.6) The observations reveal a group of molecular
clouds swirling in an organized fashion about the galaxy's
center. Doppler measurements indicate a slightly warped,
spinning disk centered precisely on the galaxy's heart. The ro
tation speeds imply the presence of more than 40 million
solar masses packed into a region less than 0.2 pc across.
Similar evidence e.xists for supermassiye black holes in
the nuclei of several dozen bright galaxies--some normal,
some active-within a few tens of megaparsecs of the Milky
Way. Some observers would go so far as to say that in every
case where a galaxy has been surveyed and a black hole could

• F I G U R E 25.15 Galactic Black Hole A network ofradio
telescopes has probed the core of the spiral galaxy NGC 4258, shown
here in the light of mostly hydrogen emission. Within the Innermost
0.2 pc (inset), observations of Doppler-shifted molecular clouds
(designated by red, green, and blue dots) shON that they ob� Kepler's
third law perfectly and have rE'llealed a slightly warped disk of rotating
gas (shown in the inset as an artist's conception). At the center of the
disk presumably lurks a huge black hole. (I. Moran)
have been detected, given the resolution and tile sensitivity
of the observations, a black hole has in fact been found. It is
a small step to the remarkable conclusion that every bright

galaxy-active or rlOt--colltaills a central supermassive black
hole. This unifying principle connects our theories of nor

mal and active galaxies in a very fundamental way.
Astronomers have also found that there is a correlation
between the masses of the central black holes and tile prop
erties of the galaxy in whiclJ they reside. As illustrated in
Figure 25.16, the largest black holes tend to be found in the
most massive galaxies (as measured by the mass of the
bulge). The reason for this correlation is not fully under
stood, but most astronomers take it to mean that, at the very
Ie-1st, the evolution of normal and active galaxies must be
very closely connected, as we now discuss.

The Quasar Epoch
Where did the supermassive black holes in galaxies come from?
Th be honest, the answer is not yet known. The processes
whereby the first billion-solar-mass black holes formed early in
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& F IGURE 25.16 Black-Hole Masses

Careful observations of

nearby normal and active galaxies reveal that the mass of the central

black hole is well correlated with the mass of the galactic bulge. In this
diagram, each point represents a different galaxy. The straight line is

the best tit to the data, implying a black-hole mass ofl/200 the mass
of the bulge, (Data COf.lrtesy L

Ferrarese)

the history of the universe are not fully understood. However,
the accretion responsible for quasar energy emission also natu
rally accounts for the mass of the bL1ck hole--only a few per
cent of the infa\ling mass is converted to energy; the rest is
trapped forever in the black hole once it crosses the event hori
ron. <= (Sec. 22.5 ) Simple estimates suggest that the accretion
rates needed to power the quasars are generally consistent with
black hole masses inferred by other means,
Since the brightest known quasars devour about a thou
sand solar masses of material every year, it is unlikely that
they could maintain their luminosity for very long--even a
million years would require a billion solar masses, enough to
account for the most massive black holes known. <= (Sec.
24.4) This suggests that a typic.11 quasar spends only a fairly
short amount of time in its highly luminous phase
perhaps only a few million years in some cases--before run
ning out of fuel. Thus, most quasars were relatively brief
events that occurred long ago.
To make a quasar, we need a black hole and enough fuel
to power it. Although fuel was ablUldant at early times in the
universe's history in the form of gas and newly formed stars,
black holes were not. They had yet to form, most probably
by the same basic stellar evolutionary processes we saw in
Chapter 2 1 , although the details are again not well known.
<= (Sec. 2 1 .2) The building blocks of the supermassive
black holes that would ultimately power the quasars may
well have been relatively small black holes having masses
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tens or perhaps a few hundreds of times the mass of the Sun,
formed by the first generations of stars. These small black
holes sank to the center of their still-forming parent galaxy
and merged to form a single, more massive black hole.
As galaxies merged, so, too, did their central black holes,
and eventually supennassive (I-million- to I -billion-solar
mass) black holes existed in the centers of mallY young galax
ies. Some supermassive black holes may have formed directly
by the gravitational collapse of the dense central regions of a
protogalactic fragment or perhaps by accretion or a rapid se
ries of mergers in a particularly dense region of the universe.
These events resulted in the earliest (redshift-6) quasars
known, shining brightly 1 3 billion years ago. However, in most
C.1Ses, all those mergers took time-roughly another 2 billion
years. By then (at redshifts between 2 and 3, roughly I I billion
years ago), many supermassive black holes had formed, and
there was still plenty of merger-driven fuel available to power
them. This was the height of the "quasar epodl" in the wliverse.
Until recently, astronomers were confident that black
holes would merge when their parent galaxies collided, but
they had no direct evidence of the process--no image of
black holes "caught in the act." In 2002, the Chandra X-ray
observatory discovered a binary black hole-two supermas
sive objects, each having a mass a few tens of millions of
times that of the Sun-in the center of the u1traluminous
starburst galaxy NGC 6240, itself the product of a galaxy
merger some 30 million years ago. Figure 25 . 1 7 shows optical
and X-ray views of tlle system. The black holes are the two
blue-white objects near the center of the (false-color)
X-ray image. Orbiting just 1000 pc apart, they are losing
energy through interactions with stars and gas and are pre
dicted to merge in about 400 million years. NGC 6240 lies
just 120 Mpc from Earth, so we are far from seeing a quasar
merger in the early universe. Nevertheless, astronomers think
that events similar to this must have occurred countless times
billions of years ago, as galaxies collided and quasars blazed.
Distant galaxies are generally muciJ fainter tlIan tlleir
bright quasar cores. As a result, until quite recently, as
tronomers were hard pressed to discern any galactic stmc
tllre in quasar images. Since the mid-1990s, several groups
of astronomers have used the Hubble Space Telescope to
search for the "host" galaxies of moderately distant quasars.
After removing the bright quasar core from the HST images
and carefully analyzing the remnant light, the researchers
have reported that, in every case studied-several dozen
quasars so far-a host galaxy c.1 n be seen enveloping the
quasar. Figure 25. 1 8 shows some of the longest quasar
exposures ever taken. Even without sophisticated computer
processing, the hosts are dearly visible.
As we saw in Chapter 24, the connection between active
galaxies 3l1d galaxy dusters is well established, and many
relatively nearby quasars are also known to be members of
dusters. <= (Sec. 24.4) The link is less dear-cut for the most
distant quas.1fs, however, simply because they are so far away

two
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'" F IGU RE 25.17 Binary Black Hole

These (al optical �ubble) and (b) X-ray (Chand-a) image5 of the starburst

galaxy NGC 6240 show two supermassive black holes (the blue-white objects near the center of the X-ray image)
orbiting about 1 kpc apart Acrording to theoretical estimates, th"" will merge in about 400 million year.;, releasing
an intense burst of gravitational radiation in the process. QO

(Discovery 22-2) The colors of the optical image are
(NASA)

rea� the false colors in the X-ray image indicate a range of energies in the X-ray band.

that other cluster members are very faint and extremely hard

surrounding galactic gas, might explain the correlation of

to see. However, as the nwnber of known quasars continues to

black hole and bulge masses shown in Figure 25.16. In

increase, evidence for quasar clustering (and presumably,

this picture, which is appealing but by no means certain,

therefore, for quasar membership in young galaxy clusters)

the absorbed energy expels the gas from the galaxy, simulta

mounts. Thus, as best we can tell, quasar activity is intimately

neously shutting down both galactic star formation and the

related to interactions and collisions in young galaxy clusters.

quasar's own fuel supply.

This connection also suggests a possible way in which
the growth of black holes might be tied to the growth
of their parent galax:ies. Many astronomers think that a
process called quasar

feedback,

Active and Normal Galaxies

in which some fraction of

Early on, frequent mergers may have replenished the quasar's

the quasar's enormous energy output is absorbed by the

fuel supply, e,nending its luminous lifetime. However, as the

... F I GU RE 2 5.1 8 Quasar Host Galaxies
These long-exposure Hubble Space

Telescope images of distant quasars dearly
shem the young host galaxies in which the
quasars reside, lending strong support to the
view that quasars represent an early, highly
luminous phase of galactic evolution. The
quasar at the top left is the best example,
having the catalog name PG0052 + 251 and
residing roughly 700 Mpc ITom Earth. Note
that several of the quasars appear to be
associated with interacting galaxies,
ronsi,tent with current theories of galaxy
evolution. (NASA)
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merger rate declined, these systems spent less and less of their
time in the "quasar" phase. The rapid decline in the number

flood of new fuel to be directed toward the central black
hole of one or both. The engine starts up for a while, giving

of bright quasars roughly 10 billion years ago marks the end
of the quasar epoch. Today, the number of quasars has
dropped virtually to zero (recall that the nearest lies hun

rise to the nearby active galaxies--radio galaxies, Seyferts,
and others-we observe.
Should this general picture be correct, it follows that

dreds of megaparsecs away) . co ( Sec. 24.4)
Large black holes do not simply vanish. If a galaxy con

many relatively nearby galaxies (but probably not our own
Milky Way, whose central black hole is even now only a pal

tained a bright quasar 10 billion years ago, the black hole re
sponsible for all that youthful activity must still be present

try 3-4 million solar masses) must once have been brilliant
quasars. co (Sec. 23.7) Perhaps some alien astronomer,

in the center of the galaxy today. We see some of these black
holes as active galaxies. The remainder reside dormant in
normal galaxies all around us. In this view, the diffrrence

thousands of megaparsecs away, is at this very moment ob
serving the progenitor of M87 in the Virgo cluster-seeing
it as it was billions of years ago-and is commenting on

betweeTl an active galaxy and a normal one is mainly a matter
of fuel supply. When the fuel runs out and a quasar shuts

its enormous lwninosity, nonstellar spectrum, and possibly its
high-speed jets, and wondering what exotic physical process

down, its central black hole remains behind, its energy out
put reduced to a relative trickle. The black holes at the hearts
of normal galaxies are simply quiescent, awaiting another

can accolUlt for its violent activity! co (Sec. 24.4)
Finally, Figure 25. 1 9 suggests some possible (but un

interaction to trigger a new active outburst. Occasionally,
two nearby galaxies may interact with each other, ca using a

F

proven!) evolutionary connections among quasars, active
galaxies, and normal galaxies. If the largest black holes reside
in the most massive galaxies, and also tend to power the

• IGU RE 2 5.19 Galaxy Evolution Some possible evolutionary sequence. fO( galaxie., beginning with
galaxy mergers leading to the highly luminous quasars, decreasing in violence through the radio and Seyfert
galaxie., and ending w ith normal eIlipticals and spirals. The central black holes that powered the early
activi1y are still there at later times; they simply run out of fuel as time goes on.
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brightest active galactic nuclei, then we would expect that

Together, the galaxies and clusters in the vicinity of the

Local SlJpercluster,

the most luminous nuclei should reside in the largest galaxies,

Milky Way form the

which probably carne into being via "major" mergers of

Virgo Supercluster. Aside from the Virgo Cluster itself, it

also known as the

other large galaxies. Since the products of such mergers are

contains the Local Group and numerous other clusters lying

elliptical galaxies, we have a plausible explanation of why

within about 20-30 Mpc of Virgo. Figure 25.20 shows a

the brightest active galaxies-the radio galaxie&-should be

three-dimensional rendering of our extended cosmic neigh

associated with large ellipticals.

borhood' illustrating the Virgo supercluster ( near the center)

c::o

(Sec. 24.4) Furthermore,

the path to spiral galaxies would necessarily have entailed a

relative to other "nearby" galaxy superclusters within a vast

series of mergers involving smaller galaxies, resulting in the

imaginary rectangle roughly 1 00 Mpc on its short side.

less-violent Seyferts along the way.

All told, the Local Supercluster is about 40-50 Mpc
across, contains some 1015 solar masses of material (several

Active G alax ies and the Scientific Method
When active galactic nuclei--especially quasars-were first
discovered, their extreme properties defied conventional
explanation. Initially, the idea of supermassive (million- to
billion-solar-mass) black holes in galaxies was just one of
several competing, and very different, hypotheses advanced to
account for the enormous luminosities and small sizes of those
baflling objects. However, as observational evidence mounted,
the other hypotheses were abandoned one by one, and massive
black holes in galactic nuclei became first the leading, and
eventually the standard, theory of active galaxies.
As often happens in science, a theory once itself consid

tens of thousands of galaxies), and is very irregular in shape.
The LOC.ll Supercluster is significalltly elongated perpendi
cular to the line joining the Milky Way to Virgo, with its center
lying ne.l r the Virgo Cluster. By now it should perhaps come
as no surprise that the Local Group is

riot found at the heart

of tlle Local Supercluster-we live far off in the periphery,
about 1 8 Mpc from the center.

Redsh ift Surveys
The farther we peer into deep space, the more galaxies, dus
ters of galaxies, and superclusters we see. Is there structure
on scales even larger than superclusters? To answer these

ered extreme is now the accepted explanation for these phe
nomena. Far from thre.ltenillg the laws of physics, as some
astronomers once feared, active galaxies are now an integral
part of our understanding of how galaxies form and evolve.
The synthesis of studies of normal and active galaxies,
galaxy formation, and large-scale structure is one of the
great triumphs of extragalactic astronomy.

CO N C EPT CHECK
V' Does every galaxy have the potential for activity?

25.5 The U n i verse on La rge Sca les
Many galaxies, including our own, a re members of galaxy
cluster&-megaparsec-sized structures held together by tlleir
own gravity.

-=

(Sec. 24.2) Our

mVJl

small cluster is called

the Loc.ll Group. Figure 25.20 shows the locations of the
Virgo cluster, the closest "large" large cluster, and several
other well-defined clusters in our cosmic neighborhood. The
region displayed is about 70 Mpc across. Each point in the
figure represents an entire galaxy whose distance has been
determined by one of the methods described in Chapter 24.

Clusters of Cl usters
Does the universe have even greater groupings of matter,
or do galaxy clusters top the cosmic hierarchy? Most
astronomers have concluded that the galaxy clusters are
themselves clustered, forming titanic agglomerations of
matter known as superdusters.

• F I G UR E 25.20 Virgo Superc\uster in J.. D The elongated
structure of the Virgo s uperd uster (left center) is mapped relative to
other neighboring galaxy superclusters within about lOa Mpc of the
Milky Will. Individual galaxies are not shown; rather, smoothed
contour plots outline galaxy dusters. each named or numbered � t
is
most prominent member.
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The first slice of a survey of the
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universe, covering 1732 galaxies

. .'

out to an appradmate distance of

that galaxies
and clusters are not randomly

200 Mpc, dearly shONs

distributed on large scales. Instead,

they appear to Mve a filamentary

structure, surrounding vast. nearly

empty voids. We assume that
Ho = 70 km/S/Mpc. This slice
cavers

6' of the sky

in the direction

out of the plane of the paper.
(Harvard-Smithsonian Centerfor

Astrophysics)

questions, astronomers use Hubble's law to map out the dis
tribution of galaxies in the universe.
Figure 25.21 shows part of an early survey of the
universe performed by astronomers at Harvard University
in the 1 980s. Using Hubble's law as a distance indicator, the
team systematically mapped out the locations of galaxies
within about 200 Mpc of the MilkyWay in a series of wedge
shaped "slices," each 6° thick, starting in the northern sky.
The first slice (shown in the figure) covered a region of the
sky containing the Coma Cluster (see Figure 24. 1 ), which
happens to lie in a direction almost perpendicular to our
Galaxy's plane. Because redshift is used as the primary dis
tance indicator, these studies are known as redshift surveys.
The most striking feature of maps such as that of Figure
25.21 is that the distribution of galaxies on very large scales
is decidedly nonrandom. The galaxies appear to be arranged
in a network of strings, or filaments, surrounding large, rela
tively unpopulated regions of space known as voids. The
biggest voids measure some 100 Mpc across. The most likely
explanation for the voids and the filamentary structure
shown in the figure is that the galaxies and galaxy clusters
are spread across the surfaces of vast "bubbles" in space. The
voids are the interiors of these gigantic bubbles. The galaxies
seem to be distributed like beads on strings only because of
the way our slice of the universe cuts through the bubbles.
Like suds on soapy water, these bubbles fill the entire uni
verse. The densest clusters and superc!usters lie in regions
where several bubbles meet. The elongated shape of the
Virgo Supercluster (Figure 25.20) is a local example of this
same filamentary structure.
Most theorists think that this "frothy" distribution of
galaxies, and in fact all structure on scales larger than a few
megaparsecs, traces its origin directly to conditions in the
very euliest stages of the lUliverse (Chapter 27). Conse-

quently, studies oflarge-scale structure are vital to our efforts
to understand the origin and nature of the cosmos itself.
The idea that the filaments are the intersection of a sur
vey slice with much larger structures (the bubble surfaces)
was confirmed when the next three slices of the survey, lying
above and below the first, were completed. The region of
Figure 25.21 indicated by the red outline was found to con
tinue through both the other slices. This extended sheet of
galaxies, which has come to be known as the Great Wall,
measures at least 70 Mpc (out of the plane of the page) by
200 Mpc (across the page). It is one of the largest known
structures in the universe.
Figure 25.22 shows a more recent redshift survey, con
siderably larger than the one presented in Figure 25.2 1 . This
survey includes nearly 24,000 galaxies within about 750 Mpc
of the Milky Way. Numerous voids and "Great Wall-like"
filaments can be seen (some are marked), but apart from tlle
general falloff in numbers of galaxies at large distances
basically because the more distant galaxies are harder to see
due to the inverse-square law-there is no obvious evidence
for any structures on scales larger than about 200 Mpc.
Careful statistical analysis confirms this impression. Appar
ently, voids and walls represent the largest structures in the
universe. We will return to the far-reaching implications of
this fact in Chapter 26.

Qu asar A b sorption Lines
How can we probe the structure of the universe on very large
scales? As we have seen, much of the matter is dark, and even
the "luminous" component is so faint that it is hard to detect
at large distances. One way to study large-scale structure is to
take advantage of tlle great distances, pointlike appearance,
and i.1rge luminosities of quasars. Since quasars are so far
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... F IGURE 25.22 The Universe on Larger Scales
Th i s large-scale galaxy survey, carried out at the Las
Campanas Observatory in Chile, consists of 23,697
galaxies within about 1000 Mpc, in two 800 X 4.so
wedges of the sky. Many voids and 'waILs" on scales
of up to 10D-200 Mpc can be seen, but no larger
structures are evident For scale, the extent of the
survey shONn in Figure 25.21 is marked as a thin blue arc
in the northern sky.

North

1 1 ,263

Velocity
(km/s)

galaxies

South
1 2 ,434 galaxies

.� -

away, light traveling from a quasar to Earth has a pretty good
chance of passing through or near "something interesting» en
route. By analyzing quasar inlages and spectra, it is possible
to piece together a partial picture of the intervening space.
The quasar approach is reminiscent of the use of bright
stars to probe the interstellar medium near the Sun, and
it suffers from the same basic drawback: We can study only
regions of the sky where quasars happen to be found.
= (Sec. 18. 1 ) However, this problem will diminish in time

1 00
-+------

80

Red

as ongoing and planned large-scale surveys
scan the sky for fainter and fainter objects.
Foremost among these surveys is the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (Discovery 25-1), which has
constructed a map of much of the northern
sky, including several million galaxies and
more than 100,000 quasars.
in addition to exhibiting their own strongly
Distance
redshifted spectra, many quasars show addi
(M p c)
tional absorption features that are redshifted by
substantially less than the lines from the quasar
itself. For example, the quasar PHL 938 has an
emission-line redshift of 1 .954, placing the
quasar at a distance of some 5700 Mpc, but it
also shows absorption lines having redshifts of
just 0.6 1 3. These lines with lesser redshifts are
interpreted as arising from intervening gas that
is mucl] closer to us (only aoout 2400 Mpc
away) than the quasar itself. Most probably, this
gas is part of an otherwise invisible galaxy lying
along the line of sight. Quasar spectra, then, afford as
tronomers a means of probing previously undetected parts of
the universe.
The absorption lines of atomic hydrogen are of particular
interest, since hydrogen makes up so much of all matter in
the cosmos. Specifically, hydrogen's ultraviolet ( 122-nm)
"Lyman-alpha» line, associated with transitions between the
ground and first excited states, is often used in this context.
co ( Sec. 4.3) As illustrated in Figure 25.23, when astronomers

... F I G UR E H.ll Lyman-Alpha "Forest"

shift --------1t

Ly-a
1 22 nm

When light from a distant quasar passes
through a foreground cloud of atomic
�drogen, the absorption lines produced
bear the doud's redshift. The huge number
of absorption li nes in the spectrum of this
quasar (called QSO 1422 + 2309) are the
ultraviolet Lyman-al pha lines from hund reds
of clouds of foreground hydrogen gas, eac
redshifted by a slightly different amount
(but less than the quasar t
i self). The peak at
left marks the Ly man-alpha emission
from the quasar, emitted at 122 nm but
redshifted here to a wavelength of 564 nm,
in the visible range.
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D I S C O V E RY 2 5 - 1
The Sloan D i gital Sky Survey

Many of the photographs used in this book-not to mention
most of the headline-grabbing imagery fotUld in the popular
media-come from large, high-profile, and usually very expen
sive instruments such as NASXs Hubble Space Telescope and the
European Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescope in Chile.
co (Secs. 5.3, 5.4) Their spectacular views of deep space have
revolutionized our view of the universe. Yet a less well-known,
considerably cheaper, but no less ambitious, project currently
wlderway may, in the long run, have every bit as great an impact
on astronomy and our wlderstanding of the cosmos.
TIle Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a 5-year project, now
"""tended for a further 3 years, designed to systenlatically map out a
quarter of the entire sky on a scale and at a level of precision never
before attempted. It has catalogued more than 100 million celestial
objects, recording their apparent brightnesses at five different col
ors (wavelength ranges) spread across the optical and near-infrared
part of the spectrum. In addition, spectroscopic follow-up obser
vations have determined redshifts and hence distances to 1 million
galaxies and 100,000 quasars. These data have been used to con
struct detailed redshift surveys (see Section 26. 1 ) , and to probe
the structure of the universe on very large scales. The sensitivity
of the survey is SUdl that it can detect bright galaxies like our own
out to distrulces of more than I billion parsecs. Very bright objects,
sudt as quasars and yOWlg starburst galaxies, are detectable almost
throughout the entire observable universe.
TIle first figure shows the Sloan Survey telescope, a special
purpose 2.5-m instrument sited in Apache Point Observatory,
near Sunspot, New MeJdco. This reflecting telescope (whose
boxlike structure protects it from the wind) is not space-based,
does not employ active or adaptive optics, and cannot probe as
deep ( that is, fur) into space as larger instruments. How can it
possibly compete with these other systems? TIle answer is that,
unlike most other large telescopes in current use, where hun
dreds or even thousands of observers share the instrument and
compete for its time, the SDSS telescope was designed specifi
cally for the purpose of the survey. It has a wide field of view and
is dedicated to the task, carrying out observations of the sky on
every dear night during the duration of the project.
TIle use of a single instrument night after night, combined
with tight quality controls on which nights' data are actually in
corporated into the survey (nights with poor seeing or other
problematic conditions are discarded and the observations re
peated) mean that the end product is a database of exceptionally
high quality and uniformity spanning an enormous volume of
space--a monumental achievement and an indispensible tool
for the study of the wliverse. The survey field of view covers
much of the sky away from the Galactic plane in the north,
together with three broad ·wedges" in the south.
Ardliving images and spectra on millions of galaxies produoes
a lot of data. The full survey consists of roughly I S trinion bytes of
infomJation-<amparable to the entire library of Congress! Data
for some 350 nlillion objects (more than 1,000,000 with measured
spectra), has been released to the public. The second figure shows

the distant galaxy NGC 5792 and a bright red star much doser to
us, i.n fuct in our DIm Milky Way Galaxy, just one of htmdreds of
thousands of inlages that make up the full dataset. Among recent
highlights, SDSS has detected the largest known structure in the
universe, observed the most distant known galaxies and quasars,
and has been instrumental in pimling down the key observational
parameters describing our U1liverse (see Chapter 26).
SDSS inlpacts astronomy in areas as diverse as the large
scale structure of the universe, the origin and evolution of
galaxies, the nature of dark matter, the structure of the Milley
Way, and the properties and distribution of interstellar matter.
Its unifornl, accurate, and detailed database is likely to be used
by generations of scientists for decades to come.
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observe the spectrum of a high-redshift quas.1r, they typically
see a "forest" of absorption lines, starting at the (redshifted)
wavelength of the quasar's own Lyman-alpha emission line
and extending to shorter wavelengths. These lines are inter
preted as Lyman-alpha absorption features produced by gas
clouds in foreground structures-galaxies, clusters, and so
on-giving astronomers crucial

information

about

the

distribution of matter along the line of sight.
The quasar light thus ell:plores an otherwise invisible
component of cosmic gas. In principle, every intervening
cloud of atomic hydrogen leaves its own characteristic im
print on the quasar's spectrwn in a form that lets us explore
the distribution of matter in the universe. By comparing these

Lyman-alpha forests

with the results of simulations, as

tronomers hope to refine many key elements of the theories
of galaxy formation and the evolution of large-scale structure.

... F I G U R E

Quasar "Mirages"
In 1979, astronomers were surprised to discover what appeared
to be a binary quasar-two quasars with exactly the same red

shift and similar spectra, separated by only a few arc seconds on

the sky. Remarkable as the discovery of such a binary would
have been, the truth about this pair of quasars turned out to be

even more amazing: Closer study of the quasars' radio

revealed that they were

not two

emission

distinct objects; instead, they

were two separate images of the same qu.1sar! Optical views of

such a

2 5.24

Twin Quasar This "double" quasar (designated

A014 and located about 2 billion parsecs away) is not two separate

twin quasarare shown in Figure 25.24.

What could produce such a "doubling" of a quasar
image? The answer is gravitational lensing-the deflection
and focusing of light from a background object by the grav

objects at all Instead, the two large "blobs' (at upper left and lONer
right) are images of the same object, created by a gravitational lens.
The lensing galaxy itself is probably not visible in this image-the two
objects near the center of the frame are thought to be unrelated
galaxies in a foreground cluster. (NASA)
allowing astronomers to detect otherwise invisible stellar
dark matter. 00 (Sec. 23.6) In the

case

of quasars, the idea

is the same, except that the foreground lensing object is an
entire galaxy or galaxy cluster, and the deflection of the light
is so great (a few arc seconds) that several separate images of
the quasar may be formed, as shown in Figure 25.26.* About
two dozen such gravitational lenses are known. As telescopes

we saw how lensing by compact objects in the halo of the

�I" fact} much of the t�leory ofgmvimt;o"al lens;ng was worked out after the
first lensed quasar obsen'tltWns and subsequently applied to dark-matter

Milky Way Galaxy may amplify the light from a distant star,

searches in ol4r Galaxy.

ity of some foreground body (Figure 25.25). In Chapter 23,

A. Interactive FIGURE 25.25 Gravitational Lens When light from a distant object passes close to a
(;;. galaxy or a cluster of galaxies along the line ofsight, the image of the background object (here, the

� quasar) can sometimes be split intotwo or more separate images (A and B). The foreground object is
a gravitational lens.
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(b)

... F IGURE 2 5.26 Einstein Cross (a) The "Einstein Cross,· a multiply-imaged quasar. In this Hubble view,

spanning only a couple of arc seconds, four separate Images of the same quasar have been produced by the
galaxy at the center. (b) A simplified artist's conception of what might be occurring here, with Earth at right
and the di stan t quasar at left (NASA; D. Berry)

probe the universe with greater and greater sensitivity, as
tronomers are beginning to realize that gravitational lenses
are relatively common features of the cosmos.
The existence of these multiple images provides as
tronomers with a number of useful observational tools.
First, lensing by a foreground galaxy tends to amplify the
light of the quasar, as just mentioned, making it easier to
observe. At the same time, microlensing by individual
stars within the galaxy may cause large fluctuations in the
quasar's brightness, allowing astronomers to study both
the quasar and the galaxy's stellar content. 0:0 (Sec. 23.6)
The amount of brightening due to microlensing depends
on the size of the emitting region, and this in turn depends
on the wavelength of the radiation observed-for example,
the X rays are emitted from a smaller region closer to the
central black hole than is the quasar's visible light (see
Figure 24.34). By carefully comparing the amounts of bright
ening at different wavelengths, astronomers can probe the
structure of the quasar's accretion disk on scales inaccessi
ble by any other means.
Second, because the light rays forming the images usu
ally follow paths of different lengths, there is often a time
delay, ranging from days to years, between them. This delay
provides advance notice of interesting events, such as sudden
changes in the quasar's brightness. Thus, if one image flares
up, in time the other(s) will, too, giving astronomers a
second chance to study the event. The time delay also allows
astronomers to determine the distance to the lensing galaxy.
This method provides an alternative means of measuring
Hubble's constant that is independent of any of the techniques
discussed previously. The average value of Ho reported by
workers using this approach is 65 krnJs/Mpc, a little less than
the value we have assumed throughout the t�1:.

Finally, by studying the lensing of background quasars
and galaxies by foreground galaxy dusters, astronomers can
obtain a better understanding of the distribution of dark
matter in those clusters, an issue that has great bearing on
the large-scale structure of the cosmos.

Mapp i ng Dark Matter
Astronomers have extended the ideas first learned from
studies of quasars to the lensing of any distant object in
order to better probe the universe. Distant, faint irregular
galaxies--the raw material of the universe if current theories
are correct (see Section 25.3)-are of particular interest here;
because they are far more common than quasars, they pro
vide much better coverage of the sky. By studying the lensing
of background quasars and galaxies by foreground galaxy
dusters, astronomers can obtain a better understanding of
the distribution of dark matter on large scales.
Figures 25.27(a) and (b) show how tlle inlages of faint
background galaxies are bent into arcs by the gravity of a fore
ground galaxy duster. The degree of bending allows Ille total
mass of Ille cluster (including the mass of Ille dark matter) to
be measured. The (mostly blue) loop- and arc-shaped fea
tures visible in Figure 25.27(b) are multiple images of a single
distant (tUlseen) spiral or ring-shaped galaxy, lensed by the
foregrowld galaxy duster (the yellow-red blobs in the image).
It is even possible to reconstruct tlle foregrowld dark
matter distribution by c.1fefully analyzing Ille distortions of
the background objects, tllereby providing a means of trac
ing out the distribution of mass on scales far larger than
have previously been possible. Figure 25.28 is a recon
structed map showing the presence of dark matter many
megaparsecs from Ille center of a small galaA")' duster (tlte
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FI G URE 2 5.27 Galaxy Cluster Lensing (a) This spectacular example of g<III itational

ro- . lensing shows more than a hundred faint arcs from very distant galaxies. The wispy pattern spread
across the foreground galaxy cluster (A 2218. about a billion parsecs distant) resembles a spiders

,�

web. but it is really an illusion caused by A 2218's gravitational field. which deflects the tight from
background galaxies and distorts their appearance. By measu ri ng the extent of the distorti on. astronomers
can estimate the mas> of the intervening cluster. (b) An approximately true-color image of the galaxy
cluster knONn on ly by its catalog name. 0024 + 1654, residing some 1.5 billion pc away. The reddish-yellow
blobs are mostly normal elliptical galaxy members of the duster. concentrated toward the center of the
image. The bluish looplike features are images of a single background galaxy. (NASA)
brightest blob near the center of the map). Notice the elon

In

2006, astronomers used these techniques to obtain

gated structure of the dark-matter distribution, reminiscent

what may be the first direct observational evidence for dark

of the Virgo Supercluster and filamentary structure seen in

matter. Figure

large-scale galaxy surveys.

ages of a distant galaxy cluster called

25.29 shows combined optical and X-ray im
1E 0657 -56. The fuzzy

red region shows the location of the hot X-ray-emitting gas
in the system, the dominant

luminous

component of the

mass. The blue regions indicate where most of the mass actu
ally lies, as determined from lensing studies of background
galaxies. Note that the bulk of the mass

is not found

in the

form of hot gas, implying that the dark matter is distributed
differently from the "normal" matter in the cluster.
The explanation for this odd state of affairs is that we
are witnessing a collision between two clusters. Each initially
contained hot gas and dark matter distributed throughout
the cluster, but when the two collided the pressure of each
gas cloud effectively stopped the other, Ie.wing the gas
behind in the middle as the galaxies and dark matter moved
on. Tllis separation between the gas and the dark matter
directly contradicts some alternative theories of gravity that
have been invoked to explain away the "dark matter prob
lem" in gala.x:ies and clusters and may prove to be a crucial
piece of evidence in our understanding of large-scale struc
ture in the universe.

A F IGURE 25.28 Dark-Matter Map By measuring distortions in the
images of background objects, astronomers can make maps of dark
matter in the universe. These contours show the distribution of dark
matter in and near a small galaxy cluster, derived by analyzi ng the
images of background galaxies. (Data courtesy J. A. Tyson, Bell Labs)

C O N C E PT C H E C K
tI' How do observations of distant quasars tell us about the

structure of the universe closer to home?
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� Interactive F IGURE 25.29 Cluster

Collision dusters of galaxies must also
as is the case here. This
-.../ cluster has the innocuous catalog name lE
� 0657-56 and the nickname "bullet duster."
� This is a composite image of a region about
1 billion parsecs ""'<rt. shONing optical light tram
the galaxies themselves in white and hot X-ray
emitting gas from the intraduster gas in red. By
contrast. the blue color represents the inferred dark
matter within the two large dusters that is
distinctly displaced from the gas. The arrows
indicate the approximate directions in which the
two dusters are moving By showing how dark
matter behaves differently from intraduster gas, the
bullet cluster prO>lides critical evidence supporting
the current theory of dark matter in the universe.
Astronomers estimate that tthis m ight hiNe been the
most energetic collision in the universe since tthe
Big Bang. (NOAO/NASA)

�i occasionally collide,

S U M M A RY
The masses of nearby spiral galaxies

burst of star formation. Mergers between spirals most likely result

c.1n be detem1ined by studying their rota

in elliptical galaxies.

tion curves. Astronomers also use studies

4

of binary galaxies and galaxy clusters to
obtain statistical estimates of the masses of
the galaxies involved.

2

reveal

the

sequence. When galaxies began to form
and merge, conditions may have been

Measurements of galaxy and duster

masses

Quasars, active galaxies. and normal

galaxies may represent an evolutionary

presence

of

large

suitable for the formation of large black
holes at their centers. and a highly lumi
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amounts of dark matter. The fraction of

nous quasar could have been the result. The brightest quasars

dark matter grows as the scale under con

consume so much fuel that their energy-emitting lifetimes must be

sideration increases. More than 90 percent

quite short. As the fuel supply of such a quasar diminished,

of the mass in d,e lUtiverse is dark. Large

the qua"" dimmed, and the galaxy in which it was embedded be

amounts of hot X-ray-emitting gas have

canle intermittently visible as an active galaxy. At even later times,

been detected among the galaxies in many

the nudeus became virtually inactive, and a nomlal galaxy was all

dusters, but not enough to account for the dark matter inferred

that remained. Many normal galaxies have been found to contain

from dynamical studies.

massive central black holes, suggesting that most galaxies have the

3

Researchers know of no simple evo

lutionary sequence

that

links

spiral,

elliptical, and irregular galaxies. Most
astronomers think that large galaxies

capacity for activity should they interact with a neighbor.

masses of black holes are correlated with the masses of their parent
galaxies.

formed by the merger of smaller ones

5

and that collisions and mergers among

clump together into superclusters (p.650).

galaxies play very important roles in

The Virgo duster, the Local Group, and

galactic evolution. A

starburst galaxy

Quasar

feedback (p. 648) may provide a partial explanation of why the

Galaxy cIusters themselves tend to

several other nearby clusters form the Local

(p. 639) may result when a galaxy has a close encounter or a

Supercluster. On even larger saUes, galaxies

collision with a neighbor. The strong tidal distortions caused by

and gala."<)' dusters are arranged on the

the encounter compress galactic gas, resulting in a widespread

surfaces of enormous "bubbles" of matter

=

311
::
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surrounding vast low-<lensity regions called voids (p. 65 1). The
origin of this structure is thought to be closely related to conditions
in the very earliest epochs of the universe.

.
can be used as probes
. ..
of the universe along the observer's line of . '! .
sight. Some quasars have been observed to
have double or multiple images, caused by
6 Quasar spectra
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gravitational lensing, in which the gravitational field of a fore
ground galaxy or galaxy cluster bends and focuses the light from the
more distant quasar. Analysis of the inlages of distant galaxies,
distorted by the gravitational effect of a foreground cluster, provides
a means of determining the masses of galaxy clusters--including
the dark matter within them--far beyond the infomlation that the
optical images of the galaxies themselves afford.

For instructor-assigned homework go to www.master;ltgastroltomy.com

Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems fcc us on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Describe two techniques for measuring the mass of a galaxy.

11. What evidence do astronomers have for supermassive black

holes in galactic nuclei?

2. Why do astronomers think that galaxy clusters contain more

mass than we can see?

12. Why do astronomers think that quasars represent an early

stage of galaxy evolution?

3. Why are galaxies at great distances from us generally smaller

and bluer than nearby galaxies?

13. Why do astronomers think that quasars are relatively short

lived phenomena?

4. POS What evidence do we have that galaxies collide with
one another?

14. What happened to the energy source at the center of a
quasar?

5. Describe the role of collisions in the formation and evolution
of galaxies.

15. POS Why does the theory of galaxy evolution suggest that
there should be supermassive black holes at the centers of
many normal galaxies?

6. Give an example of how mergers can transform one type of
galaxy into another.
7. Do you think that collisions between galaxies constitute

"evolution' in the same sense as the evolution of stars?

8.

Do we have any evidence that our own Galaxy has collided
with other galaxies in the past?

9. ""hat are starburst galaxies, and what do they have to do with

16. What is a redshift survey?

17. What are voids?

18. Describe the distribution of galactic matter on very large
(more than 100 Mpc) scales.
How can observations of distant quasars be used to
probe the space between them and Earth?

19. POS

galaxy evolution?

10. ""'hat conditions result in a head-tail radio galaxy?

20. POS How do astronomers "see" dark matter?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
piece of string; (b) a din1e; (e) a clenched fist; (d) a basketball
held at arm's length.

1. The more massive a galaxy is, (a) the more distant it is; (b) the
fuster star formation in it occurs; (e) the larger the proportion
of old stars it contains; (d) the faster it rotates.

6. Galaxies evolve by (a) fragmenting into smaller galaxies;

(a) appear darker; (b) spin faster; (el repel other galaxies;
(d) have more tightly wowld arms.

(b) merging to fonn larger galaxies; (e) ejecting their gas and
dust into intergalactic space; (d) using up all their gas and e""n
tnally becoming ellipticals.

3. According to X-ray observations, the space between galaxies

7. According to current theories of galactic evolution, quasars

in a galactic cluster is (a) completely devoid of matter;
(b) very cold; (el very hot; (d) filled with faint stars.

occur (a) early in the evolutionary sequence; (b) near the
Milky Way; (e) when elliptical galaxies merge; (d) late in
the evolutionary sequence.

2. A galaxy containing substantial amounts of dark matter will

4. Relative to lwninous stellar matter, the fraction of dark
matter in clusters is (a) greater than the fraction in galaxies;
(b) less than the fraction in galaxies; (e) the same as the frac
tion in galaxies; (d) unknown.

5. VIS The Hubble Deep Field (Figure 25.10) shows a patch of
sky that has the same angular size as (a) the thickness of a

8.

Many nearby galaxies (a) will become black holes; (b) contain
quasars; (e) have radio lobes; (d) were more active in the past.

9.

VIS If light from a distant quasar did not pass through any
intervening atomic hydrogen clouds, then Figure 25.23
("Lyman-Alpha 'Forest" ) would have to be redrawn to show

Chapter Review 659
(a) more absorption features; (b) few absorption features;
(e) a single large absorption feature; (d) more features at

shan wavelengths, but fewer at long wavelengths.

If Figure 25.25 ( "Gravitational Lens") showed a more
massive lensing galaxy, the quasar images would be (a) farther
apart; (b) closer together; (e) fainter; (d) redder.

10. VIS

PRO B L E M S
The nllmber ofdots preceding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffiCliIty.

is approaching our Galaxy with a
radial velocity of 120 km/s. Given the galaxies' present sepa
ration of 800 kpc, and neglecting both the transverse compo
nent of the velocity and the effect of gravity in accelerating
the motion, estimate when the two galaxies will collide.

1. •• The Andromeda Galaxy

2 . •• Based on the data in Figure 2 5 . 1 , estimate the mass of the
galaxy NGC 4984 inside 20 kpc.

1. •• Use Kepler's third law (Section 23.6) to estimate the mass
required to keep a galaxy moving at 750 lall/S in a circular
orbit of radius 2 Mpc around the center of a galaxy cluster.
Given the approxinlations involved in calculating this mass,
do you think it is a good estimate of the duster's true mass?
4. • •• Assuming that the average speed of the protons in the
(ionized) X-ray-emitting gas in a galaxy duster is the same as
the mean orbital speed of the galaxies in the duster, estimate
the temperature of the X-ray-emitting intracluster gas in a
galaxy duster of mass 1015 solar masses and radius 3 Mpc.

0:> (More Precisely 8-J)
5. •• Calculate the average speed of hydrogen nudei (protons)
in a gas of temperature 20 million K. Compare your answer
with the speed of a galaxy moving in a circular orbit of radius
1 Mpc around a galaxy cluster of mass 1014 solar masses.
6. • III a galaxy collision, two sinillar-sized galaxies pass through

each other with a combined relative velocity of 1 500 km/s. If
each galaxy is 1 00 kpc across, how long does the event last?

7. • •• A small satellite galaxy is moving in a circular orbit
around a much more massive parent and happens to be mov
ing exactly parallel to the line of sight as seen from Eanh. The
recession velocities of the satellite and the parent galaxy
are measured to be 6450 km/s and 6500 km/s, respectively,
and the two galaxies are separated by an angle of 0 . 1 0 in the
sky. Assuming that HO = 70 km/s/Mpc, calculate the mass
of the parent galaxy.
8. • •• Galaxies in a distant galaxy duster are observed to have
recession velocities ranging from 1 2,500 kmis to 1 3,500 km/s.
TIle duster's angular dianleter is 55'. Use these data to estimate
the duster's mass. What assumptions do you have to make in
order to obtain this estimate? Take HO = 70 km/s/Mpc.
9. • Assuming an energy-generation efficiency (Le., the ratio of
energy released to total mass-energy available) of 1 0 percent,
calculate how much mass a 104I-w quasar would consume if
it shone for 1 0 billion years.

10 . • The spectrum of a quasar with a redshift of 0.20 contains

two sets of absorption lines redshifted by 0. 1 5 and 0.155,
respectively. If Ho = 70 km/s/Mpc, estimate the distance
between the intervening galaxies responsible for the two sets
of lines.

COSMOL GY
T H E B I G B A N G A N D T H E F AT E
O F THE U N I VERSE

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1

,
4
S
6
7
S

ur field of view now extends for billions of parsecs
into space and billions of years back in time. We have

State the cosmological principle. and
explain its significance and observational
underpinnings.

asked and answered many questions about the structure

Explain what observations of the dark night
sky tell us about the age of the universe.

in a position to address the central issues of the biggest

Describe the Big Bang theory of the
expanding universe.

been around, and how long will it last? What was its

Discuss the possible outcomes of the
present cosmic expansion.

origin, and what will be its fate? Is the universe a one-time

Describe the relationship between the
density of the universe and the overall
geometry of space.

and evolution of planets, stars, and gaia'ties. At last we are
puzzle of all : How big is the universe? How long has it

event, or does it recur and renew itself, in a grand cycle of
birth, death, and rebirth? How and when did matter,
atoms, and our Galaxy form? These are basic questions, but

Say why astronomers think the expansion
of the universe is accelerating. and discuss
the cause.

they are hard questions. Many cultures have asked them, in

Explain what dark energy implies for the
composition and age of the universe.

mologies-theories about the nature, origin, and destiny

Describe the cosmic microwave
background and explain its importance
to the science of cosmology.

one form

or

another, and have developed their

own

cos

of the universe-to answer them. In this and the next
chapter, we will see how modern scientific cosmology
addresses these important issues and what it has to tell us
about the universe we inhabit. After more than 10,000

The universe began in a fiery expansion
THE BIG some 14 billion years ago. and that
PICTURE expansion continues today. Will it
continue forever? Can we predict the
future of the universe? This is the science of
cosmology. the study of the origin. structure. and
evolution ofthe cosmos on the largest scales.

M a ste r
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.
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Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy.com for qulzze�
anlrnatlon� videos. interactive figures. and self�lded tutorlal�

years of civilization, science may be ready to provide some
insight regarding the origin of all things.

LEFT: This image-called the Ultra Deep Field-was t'*en

with the

Advanced Camera for Surveys aboard the Hubble telescope. It is one of

the finest photographs of deep space ever made. More than a thousand
galaxies are aowded into this one image, displaying many different
types, shapes, and colors. In

all, astronomers estimate that the

observable universe contains about 100 billion such galaxies.

(NASNESA)
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The U n iverse on the Largest
Sca les

Hubble's law to construct three-dimensional maps of the
universe on truly "cosmic" scales.

=

(Sec. 25.5) Figure 26.1

is a map similar in concept to those shown in Chapter 25,
but based on data from the most extensive redshift survey to

The universe shows structure on every scale we have exam
ined so far. Subatomic particles form nuclei and atoms.

date: the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.

Atoms form planets and stars. Stars form star clusters and

figure plots the positions of some 67,000 galaxies lying in a

<:>0

(Discovery 25-1) The

galaxies. Galaxies form galaxy clusters, superclusters, and

120° wide "slice" of the sky within a few degrees of the celes

even larger structures-voids, filaments, and sheets that

tial equator. The distances shown assume a Hubble constant

stretch across the sky.

of Ho

<:>0

(Sec. 25.5) From the protons in a

=

70 km/s/Mpc. -= (Sec. 24.3)

The region of the sky shown in Figure 26. 1 extends out

nucleus to the galaxies in the Great Wall, we can trace a hier
archy of "clustering" of matter from the very smallest to the

to a distance of approximately 1000 Mpc. This reach is com

very largest scales. It is natural to ask, "Does the clustering

parable to the extent of Figure 25.22, but because the Sloan

ever end? Is there some scale on which the universe can be

survey includes much fainter galaxies, the map in Figure

regarded as more or less smooth and featureless?" Perhaps

26.1 contains nearly three times more points than the earlier

surprisingly, given the trend we have just described, most

figure, making structure somewhat easier to discern, partic

astronomers think the answer is yes. This turns out to be a

ularly at large distances. The extended "filament" of galaxies

crucial assumption in the science of cosmology-the study

near the center of the wedge, some 300 Mpc from Earth, is

of the structure and evolution of the entire universe.

called the Sloan Great Wall. Discovered in 2003 and measur

Th e End of Structure

largest known structure in the universe.

ing some 250 Mpc long by 50 Mpc thick, it is currently the
Plots such as this contain huge amounts of information

We saw in Chapter 25 how astronomers use

redshift sllrveys

about the structure and evolution of the universe. Yet,

to explore the large-scale distribution of galaxies in space,

although they cover wide areas of the sky and enormous

combining position on the sky with distances inferred from

volumes of space, the studies on which they are based are
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� F I G U R E 26.1 Galaxy Surv..y This map of the universe is drawn using data from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey. 00 (Discovery 25· 1) It shows the locations of 66,976 galaxie5 lying within 12° of the celestial
equator and extends out to a distance of almost 1000 Mpc (or a redshift of about 0.25). The largest known
structure in the universe, the Sloan Great Wall, is marked, stretching n early 300 Mpc across the center of
the frame. There is no evidence for any structure on larger scales. (Astrophysical Research
CO/lSortiurn/SDSS Collaboration)
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still relatively "local," in the sense that they span only about
10 percent of the distance to the farthest quasars (which
lie over 9000 Mpc from Earth). 00 (Sec . 24.4) The main
obstacle to extending these wide-angle surveys to much
greater distances is the sheer observational effort involved
in measuring the redshifts of all the galaxies within larger
and larger volumes of space.
An alternative approach is to narrow the field of view
to only a few small patches of the sky, but to study extremely
faint (and hence very distant) galaxies within those
patches. The volume surveyed then becomes a long, thin
"pencil beam" extending deep into space rather than a
wide swath through the local universe. As illustrated in
Figure 26.2, along the line of sight clusters and walls show
up as "spikes" in the distribution-groups of galaxies with
similar redshifts, separated by broad empty regions of
space (the voids).
The data from both kinds of survey seem to agree that
the largest known structures in the local universe are "only"
200--300 Mpc across.

galaxies are seen.

No larger voids, sllperc/usters, or walls of

(a)

Rich superclusters measure tens of mega

50

parsecs across, whereas the largest voids are perhaps 100 Mpc

in diameter. Most walls and filaments are less than t OO Mpc in
length, and even the largest structures-the Great Walls men

tioned previously-can be explained statistically as chance
superpositions of smaller structures. Studies of Lyman-alpha
forests in quasar spectra lead to generally similar conclusions.

00 (Sec. 25.5) In short, there is no evidence for structure in
the universe on scales greater than about 300 Mpc.
We will turn to the

origin of large-scale cosmic structure

" 40
'"

.�
Z!l

�
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z

30

Great Wall

Toward south

Galactic pole
-

absellce of structure

on the very largest scales to frame

our discussion of the Ii.!ture of the universe.

The Cosmological Principle
The results o f the large-scale studies just mentioned strongly
suggest that the universe is homogeneous (the same every
where) on scales greater than a few hundred megaparsecs.
In other words, if we took a huge cube-300 Mpc on a side,
say-and placed it anywhere in the universe, its overall con

Galactic pole
-

20

"

10

in Chapter 27. In the current chapter, however, we focus on
the

/Toward north

1000

(b)

o
1000
2000
Distance (megaparsecs)

3000

A FI G URE 26.2 Pencil-Beam Survey The results of a deep
·pencil-beam" survey of two small portions of the sky in opposite
directions from Earth, perpendicular to the Galactic plane (a), are
plottec In [b). The graph shows the number of galaxies found at
different distances from us, out to about 2000 Mpc. Wher<!ller we look
on the sky, the distinctive "picket fence" pattern highlights voids and
sheets of galaxies on scales of 100-200 tvIpc, but gives no indication
of any larger structures.

tents would look mucll the same no matter where it was
centered. Some of the galaxies it contained would be clus

In other words, any deep pencil-beam survey of the sky

tered and clumped into fairly large structures and some

should count about the same nwnber of galaxies, regardless

would not; we would see numerous walls and voids, but

of which patch of the sky is chosen.

the total nwnbers of these objects would not vary much

Cosmologists generally assume that the universe is

as the cube was moved from place to place. In this sense, the

homogeneous and isotropic on sufficiently large scales. These

universe appears smooth on the largest scales.

hvin assumptions are known as the cosmological principle.

all directions) on these large scales. Excluding directions that

rect, but we can at least say tllat tlley are consistent with cur

The universe also appears to be isotropic (the same in

No one knows whether these asswnptions are precisely cor

are obscured by our Galaxy, we count roughly the same

rent observations, and they provide helpful guidance to our

number of galaxies per square degree in any patch of the sky

studies of the cosmos. Note that the cosmological principle

we choose to observe, provided that we look deep (far)

also includes the important asswnption made throughout

enough that local inhomogeneities don't distort our sample.

tlus book (and indeed throughout astronomy) that the laws
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of physics are the same everywhere. In this chapter, we sim

!.

ply assume that it holds.
The cosmological principle has far-reaching implications.
For example, it implies that there can be no edge to the uni
verse, because that would violate the assumption of homo

U)

geneity. Furthermore, it implies that there is no center, because
that would mean that the universe would not be the same in

all directions from any noncentral point, a violation of the
assrnnption of isotropy. This

is the familiar Copernican princi

�

�

we not central to the universe, but that
because the unillerse has

tlO

one can be central,

,

no center! ex:> ( Sec. 2.3)

CONC EPT CHECK

V' In what sense, and on what scale, is the universe homogeneous
and isotropic?

dark, you are making a profowld cosmological observation.
Here's why.
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" F I G U R E 26.3 011>.rs'$ Paradox

If the universe were

26.2 The Expan d i ng U n i verse
Every time you go outside at night and notice that the sky is

�

�

�

"

I

p

ple expanded to truly cosmic proportions-not only that are

�

..

�

�

homogeneous, isotropic, infinite in extent, and unchanging, then any
line of sight fi-om Earth should eventually run into a star and the entire

night sky should be bright. This obvious contradiction of the facts is

Olbers's Paradox

known as Olbers's paradox.

Let's assume that, in addition to being homogeneous and
isotropic, the universe is infinite in spatial extent and unchang

other two assunlptions must be false: Either the universe is

ing in time--precisely the view of the universe that prevailed

finite in ex1ent, or it evolves over time. In fact, the answer in

lmtil the early part of the 20th century. On average, then, the

volves aspects of each and is intimately tied to the behavior

universe is uniformly populated with galaxies filled with stars.

of the universe on tile largest scales.

In that case, when you look up at the night sky, your line
of sight must

eventually

eI1COwlter a star, as illustrated in

Figure 26.3. The star may lie at an eI1ormous distance in some
remote galaxy, but the laws of probability dictate that, in an
infinite wliverse, sooner or later any line drawn outward from

The Bi rth of the Un iverse
In Chapter 24, we saw that all the galaxies in the universe are

Earth will run into a bright stellar surface.
Of course, faraway stars appear fainter than those nearby
because of the inverse-square law.

ex:>

(Sec. 1 7.2 ) However,

they are also much more numerous, because the nrnnber of
stars we see at any given distance in fact increases as the square
of the distance. ( Just consider the area of a sphere of increasing
radius.) Thus, the diminishing brightnesses of distant stars are
exactly balanced by their increasing nwnbers, and stars at all
distances contribute equally to the total amount of light re
ceived on E.1rth. This fact has a dramatic implication: No mat

ter where you look, the sky should be as bright as the surface of
a star; in otller \vords, the entire night sky should be as brilliant

as the surface of the Sun! The obvious difference between

this prediction and the actual appearance of the night sky is
known as albers's

paradox,

after the 1 9th-century German

astronomer Heirlridl albers, who popularized the idea.
So why is it dark at night? Given that tile wliverse ap
pears to be homogeneous and isotropic, one (or both) of the

Ho X distance,
Ho to be 70 kmls/Mpc.

rushing away from us in a !Ummer described by Hubble's law,
recession velocity

=

where we take Hubble's constant
CD

(Sec. 24.3 ) Up to now, we have used tllis relation as a

conveI1ient means of determining the distances to galaxies
and quasars, but it is much more than that.
Assuming for the moment tllat all velocities have remained

constant in time, we can ask a simple question: How long has it
taken for any given galaxy to reach its present distance from us?

The answer follows from Hubble's law. TIle time taken is simply
the distance traveled divided by the velocity, so
.
nme

=

distance

--

velocity

distance

He X distance
1

(using Hubble's law
for the velocity)

SECTION 2 6 .2

For Ho = 70 krnIs/Mpc, this time is about 14 billion years.
Notice that it is independent of the distance: Galaxies twice
as far away are moving twice as fast, so the time they took to
cross the intervening distance is the same.
Hubble's law therefore implies that, at some time in the
past-14 billion years ago, according to the foregoing simple
calculation-all the galaxies in the universe lay right on top
of one another. In fact, astronomers think that everything
in the universe-matter and radiation alike-was confined
at that instant to a single point of enormously high tempera
ture and density, often referred to as the primeval fireball.
Then the universe began to expand at a furious rate, its den
sity and temperature falling rapidly as the volume increased.
This stupendous, unimaginably violent event, involving lit
erally everything in the cosmos, is known as the Big Bang. It
marked the beginning of the universe.
Thus, by measuring Hubble's constant, we can estimate
the age of the universe to be 1/Ho '" 14 billion years. The
range of possible error in this age is considerable, both be
cause Hubble's constant is not known precisely and because
the assumption that galaxies moved at constant speed in the
past is not a good one. We will refine our estimate in a mo
ment, but regardless of the details, the critical fact here is
that the age of the universe is jirlite.
The Big Bang provides the resolution of Olbers's
paradox. Whether the universe is actually finite or infinite
in extent is irrelevant, at least as far as the appearance of
the night sky is concerned. The finite age of the universe
implied by Hubble's law is the key. We see only a finite part

of the cosmos--the region lying within rougWy14 billion
light-years of us. What lies beyond is unknown-its light
has not yet had time to reach us.
Note that, even though it appears to place us at the
center of the expansion, Hubble's law does not violate the
cosmological principle in any way. Th see this, consider
Figure 26.4, which shows how observers in five hypothetical
galaxies perceive the motion of their neighbors. For simplic
ity, the galaxies are taken to be equally spaced, 100 Mpc
apart, and they are separating in accordance with Hubble's
law with Ho = 70 krnIs/Mpc, as seen by an observer in the
middle galaxy, number 3. The first pair of numbers beneath
each galaxy represents its distance and recessional velocity as
measured by that observer. For definiteness, let's take galaxy
number 3 to be the Milky Way and the observer to be an
astronomer on Earth.
Now consider how the expansion looks from the point of
view' of the observer in galro."y 2. GaL'l..xy 4, for example, is
moving with velocity 7000 kmls to the right relative to gala.x
,y
3, and galaxy 3 in turn is moving at 7000 kmls to the right as
seen by observer 2. Therefore, galaxy 4 is moving at a velocity
of 14,000 km/s to the right as seen by the observer in galaxy 2.
But the distance between the two galaxies is 200 Mpc, so the
Hubble constant measured by the observer on galaxy 2 is
14,000 km/s/lOO Mpc = 70 kmls/Mpc, the same as the Hubble
constant measured by the observer on galaxy 3. The distances
and velocities that would be measured by observer 2 are noted
in the second row. You can verify for YOllCseJf that the ratio of
recession velocity to distance is the same for all galaxies.

2

3

4

�

�

�

�

1 4,000 kmfsl200 Mpc

7,000 km/sl1 00 Mpc

-

7,000 kmfsl1 00 Mpc

o km/slO Mpc

-

o kmfslO

Mpc

7,000 km/sl1 00 Mpc

• FIGURE 26.4 Hubble Expansion

5

�

o kmfslO Mpc

7,000 kmfsl100 Mpc

1 4,000 kmfsl200 Mpc

7,000 kmfsJ100 Mpc

1 4.000 kmfsl200 Mpc

21 .000 kmfsl300 Mpc

1 4,000 kmfsl200 Mpc

21 ,000 kmfsl300 Mpc

28,000 kmfsl400 Mpc

Hubble's law is the same, regardless of who makes the

numbers are the distances and recessional velocities as seen by an observer on the
m id dle of fIVe galaxies, galaxy 3. The bottom two sets of numbers are from the points of v i ew of observers
on galaxies 2 and 1, respectively. In all cases, Hubbies law holds: The ratio of the observed recession velodty
to the distance is the same.
measurements. The top
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Similarly, the measurements made by an observer on

«specia]» direction in space and violate the assumption of

galaxy 1 are noted in the third row. Again, the ratio of veloc

isotropy. On the contrary, the portion of the galaxies' motion

Each ob

that makes up the Hubble flow is really an expansion of

ity to distance is the same. The conclusion is clear:

server sees an overall expansion described by Hubble's law,

space itself. The expanding universe remains homogeneous

and the constant of proportionality-Hubble's constant-is

at all times. There is no «empty space" beyond the galaxies

the same in all cases. Far from singling out any one observer

into which they rush. At the time of the Big Bang, the galax

only expansion law pos

ies did not reside at a point located at some well-defined

as central, Hubble's law is in fact the

place within the universe. Rather, the

sible if the cosmological principle holds.

entire universe was

a

point. That point was in no way different from the rest of
the universe; that point

Where Was the B ig Bang?
Now we know when the Big Bang occurred. Is there any way
of telling

where?

was the

universe. Therefore, there

was no one point where the Big Bang «happened"-because

We think that the universe is the same

the Big Bang involved the entire lU1iverse, it happened

everywhere at once.

everywhere, yet we have just seen that the observed recession

Th illustrate these ideas, imagine an ordinary balloon

of the galaxies described by Hubble's law suggests that all the

with coins taped to its surface, as shown in Figure 26.5. ( Bet

galaxies expanded from a point at some time in the past.

ter yet, do the experiment yourself1 ) The coins represent

Wasn't that point, then, different from the rest of the uni

galaxies, and the two-dimensional surface of the balloon rep

verse, violating the assrunption of homogeneity expressed in

resents the «fabric» of our three-dimensional universe. The

the cosmological principle? The answer is a definite nol.

cosmological principle applies to the balloon because every

Th understand why there is no «center» to the expansion,

we must make a great leap in our perception of the universe.

lf we were to imagine the Big Bang as simply an enormous
explosion that spewed matter out into space, ultimately to

point on the balloon looks pretty much the same as every
other. Imagine yourself as a resident of one of the three dark

colored COill «galaxies» ill the leftmost frame, and note your
position relative to your neighbors. As the balloon inflates

form the gala.xies we see, then the foregoing reasoning would

( i.e., as the universe expands), the other galaxies recede from

be quite correct-there would be a center and an edge, and

you; more distant gal<Lxies recede more rapidly. Notice, inci

not expand along with

the cosmological principle would not apply. But the Big Bang

dentally, that the coins themselves do

was

the balloon, any more than people, planets, stars, or galaxies-

rIOt an explosion in

an otherwise featureless, empty uni

verse. The only way that we can have Hubble's law hold

and

retain the cosmological principle is to realize that the Big
Bang involved the entire universe-not just the matter and
radiation within it, but the universe

itself

In other words, the galaxies are not flying apart into the

rest of the universe.

The Imiverse itself is expanding.

Like

raisins in a loaf of raisin bread that move apart as the bread
expands in an oven, the galaxies are just along for the ride.
Let's consider again some of our earlier statements
in light of this new perspective. We now recognize that
Hubble's law describes the expansion of the universe itself.

all of which are held together by their own internal forces-
0::> (Sec. 24.3)
Regardless of which galaxy you chose to consider, you

expand along with the universe.

would see all the other galaxies receding from you. Nothing is
speci.al or peculiar about the fact that all the galaxies are reced

illg from you. Such is the cosmological principle: No observer

anywhere in the universe has a privileged position. There is no
center to the expansion and no position that can be identified
as the location from which the universal expansion began.
Everyone sees an overall e.xpansion described by Hubble's law,

with the same value of Hubble's constant in all cases.

Although galaxies have some small-scale, individual random

Now ilnagine letting the balloon deflate. This corresponds

not moving with respect to the

to running the universe backward from the present time to the

motions, on average they are

fabric of space-any such overall motion would pick out a

t> Interactive F I GURE 26.5

Receding Galaxies Coins taped

�i to the surface of a spherical

-../ balloon recede from one another
as the balloon inflates (left to right�
Similarly, galaxies recede from one another
as the universe expands. As the coins
recede, the distance between any two of
them increases, and the rate of increase of
this distance is proportional to the
distance between them. Thus, the balloon
expands according to Hubble's law.

Big Bang.

All

the gai<Lxies (coins) would arrive at the same
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FIGURE 2 6.6
Cosmological R.. dshift As the
universe expands, photons of
radiation are stretched in wavelength,
giving rise to the cos mological redshift. In
this case, as the baseline in the diagram
stretches, the radiation shifu from the
short-wavelength blue r egion of the
spectrum to the longer wavelength red

e

region. co (Sec. 3. 1 )

place at the same time-at the instant the balloon reached zero

at tllat time).

size. But there is no one point on the balloon that could be said

photon's redshift, the smaller tile Ulliverse was at tile time the

to be

photon was emitted, so the longer ago that emission occurred.

the

place where that occurred. The entire balloon

CD

(More Precisely 24-1) In general, the larger a

expanded from a point, just as the Big Bang encompassed the

Because the Ulliverse expands with tiJne and redshift is related

entire universe and e.xpanded from a point.

to that expansion, cosmologists routinely use redshift as a

This analogy has its shortcomings. The main difficulty

convenient me.1ns of expressing tUne.

with it is that we see the balloon, which, Ul our illustration,

These concepts are difficult to grasp. The notion of the

we imagined as two dimensional, expanding into the

entire universe expanding from a hot, dense fireball-with

third dimension of space. This might suggest that the three

nothing,

dimensional wliverse is expandulg "into" some fourth spa

ting used to. Nevertheless, tllis description of the Wliverse

tial dimension. It is not, so far as we know. At the very least,

lies at the heart of modern cosmology.

not even space and time, outside-takes some get

if higher spatial dimensions are involved, they are not rele
vant to our theory of the universe.

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V' Why does Hubble's law imply a Big Bang?

The Cosmological Redsh ift
This view of the expandiJlg wliverse requires us to reinter
pret the cosmological redshift.

CD

(Sec. 24.3 ) Previously, we

26.3 The Fate of the Cosmos

discussed the redshift of galaxies as though it were a Doppler

Will the Wliverse expand forever? This fWldarnental ques

shift-a consequence of their motion relative to us. How

tion about the fate of the universe has been at the heart of

Ul fact

cosmology since Hubble's law was first discovered. Until the

moving with respect to the universe, in which case the

ever, we have just argued that the galaxies are

late 1990s, the prevailing view among cosmologists was that

not

Doppler interpretation is incorrect. The true explanation is

the answer would most likely be found by determining the

that, as a photon moves through space, its wavelength is in

extent to which gravity would slow, and perhaps ultimately

fluenced by the expansion of the universe. In a sense, we can

reverse, the current expansion. However, it now appears that

thulk of the photon as beUlg attached to the expanding fabric

the answer is more subtle--and perhaps a lot more pro

of space, so its wavelength expands along with tile universe,

found in its implications-than was hitherto thought.

as illustrated in Figure 26.6. Although it is common practice
in astronomy to refer to the cosmological redshift in terms
of recessional velocity, bear in mind that, strictly speaking,

Critical Density

that is not the right thing to do. The cosmological redshift is

Let's begin with another analogy. Assume for the moment

a consequence of the changing size of the universe--it is

that gravity is the only force affecting large-scale motion in

not

related to velocity at all.

The redshift of a photon measures the amount by which

the universe has e.xpanded since that photon was emitted. For

the universe, and consider a rocket ship launched from the
surface of a planet. Until relatively recently,

this scenario was

mudl more than just an analogy-this basic picture and its

example, when we measure the light from a quasar and find

implications represented the conventional wisdom among

that it has a redshift of 5, it means that the observed wave

cosmologists. However, as we will see Ul Section 26.5, llew ob

length is 6 tUnes (1 plus the redshift) greater than the wave

servations have forced fundamental changes in astronomers'

length at the time of emission, and tlus in turn means that the

view of the universe. Nevertheless, tile sinlplified view we now

light was emitted at a t.ime when the wllverse was just one
sixth its present size (and we are observing the quasar as it was

present is a convenient starting POUlt, as it allows us to define
some basic ideas and terminology.
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'" F IGURE 26.7 EsC3p<! Speed (a) A spacecraft (arreM/s) leaving a
planet (blue ball) with a speed greater than the planet's escape
speed fol lows an unbound trajectory and escapes. The graph shows
the distance between the ship and the planet as a functio n of time.
(b) If the launch speed is less than the escape speed, the ship
eventually drops back to the planet. Its distance tram the planet
first rises, then falls.

as a function of time In each of the two basic universes discussed
in the text a low-density universe that expands forever and a
high-density cosmos that collapses. The point where the two curves
touch represents the present time.

present expansion will someday stop and turn around into a
contraction. The two curves in the figure are drawn so that
they pass through the same point at the present time. Both
are possible descriptions of the universe, given its current
size and expansion rate.
What determines which of the t\vo possibilities will
actually occur? In the case of a rocket ship of fixed launch
speed (analogous to a universe with a given expansion rate),

What are the likely outcomes of the rocket ship's mo

the mass of the planet (for given radius) determines

tion? According to Newtonian mechanics, there are just two

whether or not escape will occur-a more massive planet

basic possibilities, depending on the launch speed of the ship

has a higher escape speed, making it less likely that the

relative to the escape speed of the planet.

rocket can escape. For the universe, the corresponding

<=

(Sec. 2.8) If the

launch speed is high enough, it will exceed the planet's escape
speed, and the ship will never return to the surface. The
speed will dimi.nish because of the planet's gravitational pull,
but it will never reach zero. The spacecraft leaves the planet
on an unbound trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 26.7(.1).

factor is the

density of the

cosmos. A high-density universe

contains enough mass to stop the expansion and eventually
cause a collapse. A low-density universe, conversely, will
expand forever.
The dividing line between these outcomes-the density

Alternatively, if the launch speed is lower than the escape

corresponding to a universe in which

speed, the ship will reach a maximum distance from the

would be just sufficient to halt the present e.xpansion-is

planet and then fall back to the surface. Its bound trajectory
is shown in Figure 26.7 (b).
Similar reasoning applies to the expansion of the uni
verse. Imagine two galaxies at some known distance from
each other, moving apart with their current relative velocity
given by Hubble's law. The same two basic possibilities e.xist

gravity acting alone

called the universe's critical density. For flo

=

70 kmJs/Mpc

the critical density is about 9 X 1O-27kglrn3. That's an ex
traordinarily low density-just five hydrogen atoms per cubic
meter, a volume the size of a small household closet. In more
"cosmological" terms, it corresponds to about 0.1 Milky Way

Galaxy (including the dark matter) per cubic megaparsec.

for these galaxies as for our rocket ship: The distance be
tween them can increase forever, or it can increase for a
while and then start to decrease. What's more, the cosmolog
ical principle says that, whatever the outcome for galaxy A

Two Futures
The two possibilities just presented represent radically dif

and galaxy B, it must be the same for any two galaxies-in

ferent futures for our universe. If the cosmos emerged from

Thus, as illustrated in Figure 26.8, the universe has

enough matter to halt its own expansion, and the recession

only t\vo options: It can continue to expand forever, or the

of the galaxies will eventually stop. At some time in tlle

other words, the same statement applies to the universe as a

whole.

the Big Bang with sufficiently high density, then it contains
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<III FIGURE 26.9 Two Futures If gravity is the
W only force influencing the cosmic
� expansion, then the mass density of the
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unive",e determines its fate. (al A high-density
unive",e has a beginning, an end, and a finite
lifetime. The lower frames illustrate its E'IIolution,
from initial expansion, to maximum size, to
collapse. (b) A low-density universe expands
forever, with galaxies getting farther and farther
apart as time passes.

(b)

future, astronomers everywhere--{)n any planet within any
gala},:y-will announce that the radiation received from
nearby galaxies is no longer redshifted. (The light from
distant galaxies will still be redshifted, however, because we
will see them as they were in the past, at a time when the
universe was still expanding.) The bulk motion of the uni
verse, and of the galaxies within, will be stilled-at least
momentarily.
The expansion may stop, but the pull of gravity will
not. The universe will begin to contract. Nearby galaxies
will begin to show blueshifts, and both the density and the
temperature of the universe will start to rise as matter col
lapses back onto itself. Al; illustrated in Figure 26.9(a), the
universe will collapse to a point, requiring just as much
time to fall back as it took to rise. First galaxies and then
stars will collide with increasing frequency and violence as
the available space diminishes and the entire wliverse
shrinks toward a superdense, superhot singularity much
like the one from which it originated. The cosmos will ulti
mately-billions of years from now--experience a "heat
death,n in which all matter and life are destined to be incin
erated. Some astronomers call the final collapse of this
high-density universe the "Big Crunch." Cosmologists do
not know what will happen to the universe if it ever reaches
the point of collapse. The laws of physics as we presently
understand them are simply inadequate to describe those
extreme conditions.
A quite different fate awaits a low-density universe
whose gravity is too weak to halt the present expansion. Al;
illustrated in Figure 26.9(b), such a universe will expand
forever, the galaxies continually receding, their radiation
steadily weakening with increasing distance. In time, an
observer on Earth will see no galaxies in the sky beyond the
Local Group (which is not itself expanding). Even with
the most powerful telescope, the rest of the observable
universe will appear dark, the distant galaxies too faint to be
seen. Eventually, the Milky Way and the Local Group, too,
will peter out as their fuel supply is consumed. This universe
will ultimately experience a "cold death": All radiation, mat
ter, and life are eventually destined to freeze.

How long might the "cold death" of the universe take?
Al;tronomers estimate that our Galaxy probably contains
enough gas to keep forming stars for several tens of billions
of years, and tlle majority of stars (the low-mass red dwarfs)
can shine for hundreds of billions of years or more. co (Sec.
1 7.8) Thus, we can expect om Galaxy (and om neighbor
Andromeda) to shine on-albeit feebly-for another tril
lion years or so.
We will see in a moment that the separation between
never-ending expansion and cosmic collapse is not quite as
straightforward as the foregoing simple reasoning would
suggest. Several independent lines of evidence now indicate
that gravity is not the only influence on the dynamics of the
universe on large scales (Section 26.5). As a result, while
the "futmes" just described are still the only two possibilities
for the long-term evolution of the universe, the distinction
between them turns out to be more than just a matter of
density alone. Nevertheless, the density of the universe--{)r,
more precisely, the ratio of the total density to the critical
value-is a vitally important quantity in cosmology.

CONCEPT CHECK
V What are the two basic possibilities for the future expansion
of the universe?

26.4 The Geometry of S pace
Our discussion in ilie previolls section used the familiar
notions of Newtonian mechanics and gravity because
speaking in Newtonian terms made the evolution of the
universe easier to understand. But in reality, the proper
description of the universe as a dY1l3mic, evolving object is
far beyond the capabilities of Newtonian mechanics,
which up to now has been our indispensable tool for un
derstanding the cosmos. = (Sec. 2.8) Instead, the more
powerful techniques of Einstein's general relativity, with its
built-in notions of warped space and dynamic spacetime,
are needed. co (Sec. 22.6)
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Relativity and the U niverse
We encountered general relativity in Chapter 22 when we
discussed the strange properties of black holes. 0:> (Sec.
22.S) We can loosely summarize its description of the uni

-

verse by saying that the presence of matter or energy causes
a warping, or curvature, of

spacetime

and that the curved

trajectories of freely falling particles within warped space
time are what Newton thought of as orbits under the influ
ence of gravity. The amount of warping depends on the
amount of matter present.
When applied to the orbits of planets, stars, even of
galaxies, the predictions of general relativity are, for the
most part, in accord with those of Newtonian mechanics.
But on the scale of the entire universe, relativity has some
inlplications that simply have no counterpart within Newton's
theory. Foremost among these non-Newtonian predictions
is the fact that the space around us is

CIIrved, and that
total density of

the degree of curvature is determined by the

the cosmos. 0:> ( Sec. 22.6) This is the general relativistic re
statement of the message in the previous section, but there is
an important clarification to be made. In our earlier discus
sion, we did not specify exactly what we meant by "density."
Our discussion implicitly focused on tlle density of matter,

(E)

but according to tlle tlleory of relativity, mass
ergy

relation

E

( m)

of light launched in one direction might return somedilf from the
opposite direction after circli ng the un iverse, just as motion in a
·straight line" on Earth's surface will eventually encircle the globe.

and en

nul-. 00 (More Precisely 22-1)

are equivalent, connected by Einstein's famous
=

.. F I G UR E 26.1 0 Einstein', Curve Ball In a closed universe, a beam

no ("omega nought") . In terms of tllis quantity, tllen,
no 1 ,
"low-density" cosmos has no less tllan 1 , and a "high

symbol

a universe with density equal to tlle critical value has

What, then, actually contributes to the curvature of
space? General relativity's answer is clear: Both matter

and

energy must be taken into account, with energy properly
converted into matter units by division by the square of the

a

=

(no greater than I ), space is

density" universe has no greater than 1 .
In a high-density universe

curved so much that it bends back on itself and "closes off,"

speed of light. [That is, an energy of 1 joule is counted as its

making this universe finite in size. Such a universe is known

mass equivalent of 1 J/(3 X 108 m/S)2

1 . 1 X 10- 17 kg

as a dosed universe. It is difficult to visualize a three

universe includes not just the atoms and molecules that

way, but the two-dimensional version is well known: It is

make up the familiar "normal" matter around us, but also

just the surface of a sphere, like that of the balloon we dis

the invisible dark matter that dominates the masses of

cussed earlier. Figure 26.S, then, is the two-dimensional like

galaxies and galaxy clusters, as well as

ness of a three-dimensional closed universe. Like the surface

=

not much, but it adds up!] In this way, the density of the

everything that carries

energy-photons, relativistic neutrinos, gravity waves, and
anything else we can think of.

dimensional volwne uniformly arching back on itself in tllis

of a sphere, a closed wliverse has no boundary, yet is finite in

extent.* One remarkable property of a closed universe is
illustrated in Figure 26. 10: Just as a traveler on the surface of
a sphere can keep moving forward in a straight line and

Cos m ic Curvature

eventually return to her starting point, a flashlight beam

In a homogeneous universe, the curvature (on sufficiently
large scales) must be the same everywhere, so there are really
only three distinct possibilities for the large-sc.-ue geometry of
space. (For more information on tlle different types of geome
try involved, see

More Precisely 26-1.)

General relativity tells

us that the geometry of the universe depends only on the ratio
of the density of the universe to tlle critical density (delined

in the previous section). As just noted, for Ho

=

70 km/s/Mpc,

the critical density is 9 X 1O-27 kg/mJ. Cosmologists conven

tionally call tlle ratio of tlle wuverse's actual density to the crit

ical value tlle

cosmic density pammeter and

denote it by the

shone in some direction in space might eventually traverse
the entire universe and return from the opposite direction!
The surface of a sphere curves, loosely speaking, "in the
same direction," no matter which way we move from a given
point. A sphere is said to have positive CII rvatllre. However, if
the average density of tlle universe is below the critical value,

an alogy to work we must ;mag;"e. ourselves as
"jlarifmde.rs" who emmat visualize or experience. in any
way ,he u,i,d dimension perpendicular to tile sphere's surface. Flarla"ders
and thei, �ght "'y' are confined to the ,phere� '"'face, just as we are confined
"*Notice thar. for the sphere

n�o-d;ttlel1Sio"al

to the three-dimensional volume of our universe.
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case it has negative
ClIr1'ature. Most people have a good idea of what a saddle

structed in three-dimensional Euclidean space! It is just "too

looks like-it curves "up" in one direc tion and "down" in

in extent and is usually c.111ed an open Wliverse.

the surface curves like a saddle, in which

another-but no one has ever seen a uniformly negatively
curved surface, for the simple reason that it cannot be con-

big" to fit. A low-density, saddle-curved universe is infinite
The intermediate case, in which the density is precisely

equal to the critic.11 density (i.e., no

=

I ), is the easiest to

M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 6 - 1
Cu rved Space

Atlantic Ocean, as you might expect from looking at a flat map.

Euclideall geometry is the geometry of flat space---the geometry

above the Arctic Circle, finally coming in over Scotland for a land

Instead, it goes far to the north, over Canada and Greenland,

taught in high school. Set forth by one of the most famous of

ing at London. This is the great-circle route---the shortest path be

the ancient Greek mathematicians, Euclid, who lived arowld

tween the two cities, as yon can easily see ifyou inspect a globe.

usually built with flat floors. Writing tablets and blackboards

possible departure from flat space. Another is the "negatively

are also flat. We work easily with flat, straight objects, because

curved" space first studied by Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachevsky, a

300 B.C. , it is the geometry of everyday experience. Houses are

the straight line is the shortest distance between any two points.
When we construct houses or any other straight-walled

The "positively curved" space of Riemann is not the only

19th-century Russian mathematician. In this geometry, there are
an

i,lji"ite number of lines ilirough any given point that are par

buildings on the surface of Earth, the other basic axioms of Eu

allel to another line, the smn of the angles of a triangle is less than

clid's geometry also apply: Parallel lines never meet, even when

greater thall 1T times its diameter. This type of space is described

extended to infinity; the angles of any triangle always sum to

1 80°; the circumference of a circle equals 1T times the diameter of

the circle. (See the accompanying figure.) If these axioms did not
hold, walls and roof would never meet to form a house!

1800 (see the first figure), and the circWllference of a circle is

by the surfuce of a curved saddle, rather than a flat plane or a
curved sphere. It is a hard geometry to visualize!

Most of the local reaInl of the rhree-dimensional universe

In reality, though, the geometry of Earth's surnce is not

(including the solar system, the neighboring stars, and even our

really flat; it is curved. We live on the surface of a sphere, and on

MilkyWay Galaxy) is correctly described by Euclidean geometry.

surface Euclidean geometry breaks down. Instead, the rules
for the surnce of a sphere are those of Riemanllian geornerry,

to be correct, then the whole universe is, too!

that

If the currently favored cosmology described in the text turns out

named after the 19th-century German mathematician Georg
Friedrich Riemann. There are no parallel "straight" lines on a
sphere. The analog of a straight line on a sphere's surface is a
"great circle"-the arc foroled when a plane passing through the
center of the sphere intersects the surface. Any two such lines
must eventually intersect. The sum of a triangle's angles, when
drawn on the surface of a sphere, exceeds 1 80·-in the

90°-90"-90" triangle shown in the accompanying figure, the sum
is actually 270°-and the clrcWllference of a circle is less than 1T

times the circle's diameter.
We see that the curved surnce of a sphere, governed by the
spherical geometry of Riemann, differs greatly from the flat
space geometry of Euclid. The two are approximately the same

only if we confine ourselves to a small patch 011 the surface. If the

patch is small enough compared with the sphere's radius, the sur
face looks "flat" nearby, and Euclidean geometry is approximately

valid. This is why we can draw a usable map of our home, our

city, and even our state, on a flat sheet of paper, but an accurate
map of the entire Earth must be drawn on a globe.

When we work with larger parts of Earth, we must abandon

Euclidean geometry. World navigators are fully aware of this.
Aircraft do not fly along what might appear on most maps as a
straight-wle path from one point to another. instead, they follow
a great circle on Earth's surface. On the curved surface of a sphere,
such a path is always the shortest distance between two points. Por
example, as illustrated

in the

figure, a flight from Los Angeles to

London does not proceed directly across the United States and the

Euclidean

Rat apace

�D
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visualize. This universe, called a critical universe, has no
curvature. It is said to be "flat" and is infinite in extent. In
this case, and

only in

tlus case, the geometry of space on

large scales is precisely the familiar Euclidean geometry

Galaxy counts thus yield a value of Do of only a few percent.
If that measure were correct, and galaxies were all that
existed, then we would live in a low-density open wliverse
destined to expand forever.
But there is a c.1tch. We have noted (Chapters 23 and 25)

taught in high schools. Apart from its overall expansion, this
is basically the universe that Newton knew.

that most of tile matter in tile universe is dark-it exists

Euclidean geometry-the geometry of flat space-is

in the form of invisible material that has been detected

familiar to most of us because it is a good description of

only through its gravitational effect in galaxies and galaxy
CIC)

(Secs. 23.6, 25. 1 ) Currently, we do not know

space in the vicinity of Earth. It is the geometry of everyday

clusters.

experience. Does tllis mean that tile universe is flat, wluch

what the dark matter is, but we

would in turn mean that it has exactly the critical density?

Galaxies may contain as much as 10 times more dark matter

do

know that it is there.

Not necessarily: Just as a flat street map is a good representa

than luminous material, and the figure for galaxy clusters is

tion of a city, even though we know Earth is really a sphere,

even lugher-perhaps as much as 95 percent of the total

Euclidean geometry is a good description of space witllin

mass in clusters is invisible. Even though we cannot see it,

the solar system, or even the Galaxy, because the curvature

dark matter contributes to the density of tile wliverse and

of the universe is negligible on scales smaller than about

plays its part in opposing the cosmic expansion. Including

1 000 Mpc. Only on the very largest scales would the geomet

all the dark matter that is known to exist in galaxies and

ric effects we have just discussed become evident.

galaxy clusters increases tile value of Do to about 0.25.
Unfortunately, tile distribution of dark matter on larger
scales is not very well known. We can infer its presence in

CO N C E P T C H E C K
V" How i s the curvature of space related to the density

galaxies and galaxy dusters, but we are largely ignorant of its
extent in superdusters, voids, or otller larger structures.

of the universe?

There are indications tIlat dark matter may account for a
greater fraction of the mass on large scales tIlan it does
in galaxy clusters. Observations of gravitational lensing by

26.5 W i l l the U n i ve rse Expand
Fo rever?

galaxy clusters suggest that dark matter may be considerably
more extensive than is indicated by the motions of galaxies

Is tIlere any way for u s t o determine which o f tile futures we

have described actually applies to our universe (that is, apart

from simply waiting to find out)? Will the universe end as

a

dense fireball much like that from which it began? Or will it
expand forever? And can we hope to measure the geometry
of the vast cosmos we inhabit? Finding answers to these
questions has been the dream of astronomers for decades.
We are fortunate to live at a time when astronomers can
subject these questions to intensive observational tests and
come up with defulite answers-even though they aren't
what most cosmologists expectedl Let's begin by looking at
the density of the universe (or, equivalently, the cosmic den
sity parameter D o).

The Dens ity of the U n iverse

within the clusters.

=

(Sec. 25.5) One of tile few mass esti

mates for an object much larger tIlan a supercluster comes

from optical and infrared observations of tile overall motion

of galaxies (including tile Local Group) within the Local
Supercluster. The measured velocities suggest tile presence
of a nearby huge accumulation of mass known as the Great

Attractor, with

a total mass of about 1 017 solar masses and a

size of 100--1 50 Mpc. The average density of this structure
may be quite close to tile critical value.
However, it seems that, when averaged over tile entire
universe, even the densities of objects like tile Great Attrac
tor don't raise the overall cosmic density by much. In short,
there doesn't seem to be much additional dark matter
"tucked away" on very large scales. Most cosmologists
agree that the density of matter (luminous plus dark) in tile
universe is not much greater tIlan about 30 percent of

How might we determine tile density of tile wliverse? On

the critic.11 value-not enough to halt the wliverse's current

the face of it, it would seem simple: Just measure the total

expansion.

mass of the galaxies residing witl1in some large parcel of
space, calculate the volume of that space, and then divide
the mass by the volume to compute the average density.
When astronomers do this, they usually fuld a little less than
1 0-28 kg/m) in the form of IW1linous matter. Largely inde
pendent of whether the chosen region contains many scat

Cos mic Acce leration
Determining tile mass density of tile lUliverse is an example

local measurement that provides an estimate of D o. But
the result we obtain depends on just how local our measure
of a

tered galaxies or only a few rich galaxy clusters, the resulting

ment is-{ls we have just seen, there are many uncertainties

density is about the same, within a factor of two or three.

in tile result, especially on large scales. In an attempt to get

SECTI ON 26.5
around tllis problem, astronomers have devised alternative
methods that rely instead on global measurements, covering
much larger regions of the observable universe. In principle,
such global tests should indic.1te the universe's overall den
sity, not just its value in our cosmic neighborhood.
One such global method is based on observations of
Type I (carbon-detonation) supernovae. ex:> (Sec. 2 1 .3) Re
call that these objects are very bright and have a remarkably
narrow spread in luminosities, making them particularly
useful as standard candles. 00 (Sec. 24.2) They can be used
as probes of the ulliverse because, by measuring their dis
tances ( without using Hubble's law) and their redshifts, we
can determine the rate of cosmic expansion in the distant
past. Here's how the method works:
Suppose the universe is decelerating, as we would expect if
gravity were slowing its expansion. Then, because the expan
sion rate is decreasing, objects at great distances--that is, ob
jects that emitted their radiation long ago-should appear to
be receding foster than Hubble's law predicts. Figure 26. 1 1 (a)
illustrates this concept. If the wliversal expansion were con
stant in time, recessional velocity and distance would be re
lated by the black line. (The line is not quite straight, because it
takes the expansion of the universe properly into accowlt in
computing the distance.) 00 (More Precisely 24-1) ill a decel
erating wliverse, the velocities of distant objects should lie
above the black curve, and the deviation from that curve
should be greater for a denser universe, in which gravity has
been more effective at slowing the expansion.
How does theory compare with reality? In the late
1990s, two groups of astronomers announced the results
of independent, systematic surveys of distant supernovae.
Some of these supernovae are shown in Figure 26. 1 1 (b);
the data are marked on Figure 26 . 1 1 (a). Far from clarify
i.ng the picture of cosmic decelaration, these findings
indicate that the expansion of the universe is not slowing,
but actually accelerating! According to the supernova
data, galaxies at large distance are receding less rapidly
than Hubble's law would predict. The deviations from the
decelerating curves appear small in the figure, but they are
statistically very significant, and both groups report simi
lar findings. Subsequent supernova observations, most re
cently from HST in 2006, are generally in agreement with
the initial findings.
These observations are inCollsistellt with the "gravity
only" Big Bang model just described and have sparked a
major revision of our view of the cosmos. The measure
ments are diffic ult, and the results depend quite sensitively
on just how "standmd" the supernovae lwninosities really
are; some astronomers initially questioned the accuracy of
the method. In particular, if supernovae at great distances
(i.e., long ago) were for some reason slightly less luminous
than those nearby, then we would think that these distant
supernovae were farther away tl13n they actually are, and the
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£ FI G URE 26.11 Accelerating Universe (al Observations of
distant supernovae allow astronomers to measure changes in the ",te
of expansion of the universe. In a decele",ting univel'5e (purple and
red curves), redshifts of distant objects are greater than would be
predicted from Hubbies law (black curve). The reverse is true for an
accelerating universe. The points showing observations of some 50
supernovae strongly suggest that the cosmic expan.sion is accelerating.
The vertical scale shows redshift; for small velocities. redshift is just
velocity divided by the speed of light 00 (More Precisely 24-1)
(b) The bottom fr.Imes show three ofthe above-g",phed supernovae
(marked by arrows) that exploded in distant galaxies when the
univel'5e was nearly half its current age. The top f",mes show
the same areas prior to the detonation of those s upernovae,
which were originally discovered in 1997 during a ground-based
survey with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope on Mauna Kea.
(CfNNASA)
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� F IGURE 26.1 2 Dark Energy The
� expansion of the universe is opposed
� by the attractive force of gravity and
sped up by the repulsion due to dark energy.
As the universe expands, the gl"illl itational
force weakens. whereas the force due to
dark energy increases. Several billion years
ago, dark energy came to dominate, and the
expansion of the cosmos has been
accelerating ever since. A universe
dominated by dark energy is destined to
expand for",er.

Big
Bang

Past

error would appear as a deviation to the right of the black
curve in Figure 26. 1 1 (a)-in other words, as an acceleration
in the cosmic expansion rate.
Not surprisingly, since so much hangs on this measure
ment, the reliability of the supernova measurement technique
has been the subject of intense scrutiny by cosmologists.
However, no convincing argument against the method has
yet been put forward, so there is no reason to think tha t we
are somehow being "fooled» by nature. As far as we can tell,
the measurements are good, and the acceleration is real.

Dark Energy
What could cause an overall acceleration of the universe?
Frankly, cosmologists don't know, although several possibili
ties have been suggested. Whatever it is, the mysterious cos
mic field causing the universe to accelerate is neither matter
nor radiation. Although it carries energy, it exerts an overall
repulsive effect on the universe, speeding up the expansion of
empty space. It has come to be called dark energy, and it is
perhaps the leading puzzle in astronomy today.
One leading dark-energy candidate is an additional
"vacuum energy" force associated with empty space and
effective only on very large scales. Known simply as the
cosmological constant, it has a long and checkered his
tory. It was first proposed by Einstein as a way to force his
new theory of general relativity into "predicting" a static
universe, but was subsequently dropped from Einstein's
equations following Hubble's discovery that the wliverse
is not static, but instead is expanding (see Discovery 26-1).
Since the 1 990s, the cosmological constant has arisen
again, to become a staple of astronomers' models of the
universe. Note, however, that although models that take
this force into account can fit the observational data, as
described in the next section, astronomers have riO
clear physical interpretation of what the force actually is.

Present

Future

It is neither required nor explained by any known law of
physics.
As illustrated in Figure 26.12, the repulsive effect of
dark energy is proportional to the size of the universe, so it
increases as the universe expands. Thus, it was negligible at
early times, but today, given the magnitude of the observed
acceleration, it is the major factor controlling the cosmic
expansion. Furthermore, since the effect of gravity weakens
as the expansion proceeds, it follows that once dark energy
begins to dominate, gravity can never catch up, and the
universe will continue to accelerate at an ever-increasing
pace. Thus, despite the considerable uncertainty as to the
nature of dark energy, we can at least say that, by opposing
the attractive force of gravity, dark energy's repulsion
strengthens our earlier conclusion that the universe will
expand forever.
One additional problem for cosmologists is the fact that
the present value of the repulsive force is comparable to the
attractive force of gravity opposing further e.xpansion. Why is
that a problem? Because, when we calculate the evolution of a
universe containing a cosmological constant consistent with
current observations (see Figure 26.14), we find that this state
of affairs was not true in the early universe (when galaxies
were forming, say), nor will it be true in 10 or 20 billion years'
time. In other words, the observations seem to suggest that we
live at a special time in the history of the universe_ conclu
sion viewed with great suspicion by astronomers who grew up
with the Copernican principle as their guide.
One promising alternative dark-energy candidate, called
quimessence,* might offer a means of avoiding this problem.
Whereas the cosmological constant is a property of empty
space and is independent of any matter or "normal» energy
""1M mlcietlt alchetn)� quintessence was the "fifth element.,,' after earth, air, firt;
tmd water. It lW1S believed to be me perfoa substance composing the heavens
and .11 heaYe"l), bodies.

SECTI O N

that space contains, quintessence evolves in time in a way that
depends on the matter and radiation in the universe. By cou
pling the behavior of dark energy to the other contents of the
cosmos, quintessence may provide a natural mechanism for
dark energy to emerge as the dominant force as the universe
expands and cools, and galaxies begin to form and grow.
With little hard data to constrain them, theorists cur
rently have considerable freedom in constructing models
of the dark-matter content of the universe. Cosmologists
are searching for experimental and observational tests to
refine their models and to distinguish between competing
theories.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
V' Why do astronomers think the univer5e will expand forever?

26.6 Dark Ene rgy and Cosmo logy
As we proceed through the remainder of this dlapter and the
next, it is worth bearing in mind that the Big Bang is a scien
tific theory and, like any other, must continually be challenged
and scrutinized. c>c> (Sec. 1 .2) The Big Bang theory makes de
tailed, testable predictions about the state and history of the
cosmos and must change--{)r be replaced-if these predic
tions are found to be at odds with observations. The super
nova observations just described are a case in point.
Even though the supernova observations and their inter
pretation have so far withstood intense scrutiny, the idea of an
accelerating universe driven by some completely unknown
field called dark energy probably w"()uld not have gained such
rapid and widespread acceptance among cosmologists were it
not strongly supported by several other pieces of evidence.
In tlus section, we discuss how the existence of dark matter
fits in with observations of the universe and even helps resolve
some long-standing riddles. Every independent piece of evi
dence, and every old puzzle solved, provides further support
not just for the idea of dark energy, but also for the entire Big
Bang tlleory of the universe.

The Compos ition of the U niverse
In addition to measuring density and acceleration, as
tronomers have several other means of estimating the "cos
mological parameters" that describe the large-scale proper
ties of our universe.
Theoretical studies of the early universe (to be dis
cussed in more detail in Chapter 27) strongly suggest that
the geometry of the universe should be precisely flat-iliat
is, tl13t the total density of the cosmos should exactly equal
ilie critical value. This idea first became widespread in the
1980s, and for many years there seemed to be a major dis
crepancy between it and observations tllat clearly showed a
cosmic matter density of less than 30 percent of the critical
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value, even t.1king tlle dark matter into account. Dark
energy resolves tllat conflict by providing another form
in which the "extra" density can exist, although not all
astronomers are happy at the price of this resolution, which
has introduced yet another unknown component into the
cosmic mix!
Recent detailed measurements of ilie radiation field
known to fill tlle entire cosmos (see Section 26.7 and
Chapter 27) strongly support the theoretical prediction that
no = 1 and are also consistent with tile dark energy in
ferred from ilie supernova shldies. Further independent
corroboration comes from careful analyses of galall.l' surveys
such as those discussed in Section 26.1, which allow as
tronomers to measure the growth of large-scale structure in
the universe. Simply put, the more mass there is in the uni
verse, ilie easier it is for dusters, superclusters, walls, and
voids to grow as gravity gathers matter into larger and larger
dlUnps. Higher density implies more rapid formation of
structure--or, equivalently, less structure in ilie past, given
the structure we see around us today. Thus, structure meas
urements constrain the value of no.
Remarkably, all the approaches just described yield con
sistent results! As of early 2007, the consensus among cos
mologists is that the universe is of precisely critical density,
no = 1, but that this density is made up of both matter
(mostly dark) and dark energy (converted into mass units as
discussed earlier in Section 26.4). Radiation contributes
negligibly to the total (see Section 27. 1 ) . Thus, the current
best estimate, based on all tile available data, is tllat normal
"luminous" matter accounts for 4 percent of the total, dark
matter for 23 percent, and dark energy for the remaining 73
percent. This is the assumption underlying Table 24.2 and
used consistently throughout this book.
Note that such a universe will expand forever and, the
heavy machinery of general relativity and curved spacetime
notwithstanding, is perfectly flat (Figure 26. 1 3 )-an irony
that would no doubt have amused Newton!

Cos mic Age Estimates
We have at least one other independent, noncosmological
way of testing the preceding important conclusion. In
Section 26.2, when we estimated the age of the universe

• FIGURE 26.13 Geomet.ry ofthe Universe As bestwe can tell.
the universe 011 the largest scales is geometrically flat-governed by
the same familiar Euclidean geometry taught in high schools.
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D I S C O V E RY 2 6 - 1
Einstein ultroduced the cosmological constaJlt to

fix

what he

E i n stei n and the Cosmological
Constant

thought was a serious problem with his equations, but he dis

Even the greatest minds are fallible. The first scientist to apply

existed. As a result, the cosmological constaJlt fell out of favor

general relativity to the universe was, not surprisingly, the theory's
inventor, Albert Einstein. When he derived and solved the equa
tions describing the behavior of the Wliverse, Einstein ruscov
ered that they predicted a universe that evolved in time. But in
1 9 1 7, neither he nor anyone else knew about the expansion of

the Wliverse, as described by Hubble's law, which would not be
discovered for another 10 years.

00

(Sec. 24.3) At the time,

Einstein, like most scientists, believed that the universe was
static-that is, unchanging aJld everlasting. The ruscovery that
there was no static solution of his equations seemed to Einstein
to be a near-fatal flaw in his new theory.
To bring the theory into line with his beliefs, Einstein tin
kered with the equations, introducing a "fudge mctor" describ
ing a hypothetical repulsive force operating on large scales in the
universe. This factor is now known as the cosmolOgical constant.
One possible solution to Einsteiu's modified equations described
a universe in which the repulsive cosmological constaJlt just bal
anced the attractive force of gravity, allowing the size of the cos
mos to remain constant for an indefinite period of time. Einstein
took this to be the static universe he expected.
Instead of predicting an evolving cosmos, which would have
been one of general relativity's greatest triumphs, Einstein yielded
to a preconceived notion of the way the universe "should be," un
supported

by observational

evidence. Later, when the expaJlsion

of the universe was ruscovered aJld Einstein's equations--without
the fudge factor-were found to describe it perfectly, he declared
that the cosmological constant was the biggest blunder of his sci
entific career.
Scientists are reluctaJlt to introduce unknown quantities
into their equations purely to make the results "come out right."

from the accepted value of Hubble's constant, we made the
assumption that the expansion speed of the cosmos was
constant in the past. However, as we have just seen, tlus is a
considerable oversimplification. Gravity tends to slow the
universe's e.xpansion, whereas dark energy acts to accelerate
it, and the actual expansion of the universe is the result of
the competition between the two. In the absence of a cosmo
logical constant, the universe would have expanded faster in
the past than it does today, so the assumption of a constant
expansion rate leads to an overestimate of the universe's
age--such a universe is younger than the 14 billion years
calcul.ated earlier. Conversely, the repulsive effect of dark en
ergy tends to increase the age of the cosmos.
Figure 26.14 illustrates these points. It is similar to Figure
26.8, except that we have added two extra lines, one correspon
ding to a constant expansion rate at the present value--a com
pletely empty 14-billion-year-old universe-the other to the

carded it immediately once he realized that no problem actually
among astronomers for many years.
In the 1 980s, the concept made somethulg of a comeback
with the realization by physicists that the very early universe ruay
have gone through a phase when its evolution was determined

by a "cosmological constant" of sorts (see Section 27.4), aJld this
id"" is now firmly entrenched Ul many cosmologists' models of
the universe. Today, as discussed in the text, the cosmological
constant has apparently been completely rehabilitated and iden
tified as a leading canrudate for the "dark energy" whose

exis

tence is inferred from sturues of the universe on very large scales.

As shown in Figure 26.14, inclusion of a suitable dark-energy
term in Einstein's equations can cause the expansion of the uni
verse to accelerate, instead of slowing down as it would if only
gravitywere involved.
For many researcher�Einstein included-the maUl prob
lem with the cosmological constant was (and still is) the fact that
we have no clear explanation for either its existence or its present

value. The leadulg theories of the strucnrre of matter do Ul

fact

preruct repulsive forces of tlus sort, but these forces generally op
erate only under extreme conditions, and, in any case, their "nat
ural" energy scale is vastly greater (by something like a factor of
1 120,)
0
than anything consistent with cosmological observations.
As discussed in the text, theoretical efforts are underway to

combine aspects of the cosmological constaJlt with a more

rea

sonable scale on which such a cosmic repulsive force might act.
But before we make too maJ1Y sweeping statements about the
role of the cosmological constaJlt in cosmology, we should
probably remember the experience of its inventor and bear in
mUld that-at least for now-its physical meaJling remaUlS
completely unknown.

best-fit accelerating universe with the parameters just de
scribed. The age of a critical-density universe with no cosmo
logical constant is about 9 billion years. A low-density open
universe (again with no cosmological constant) is older than 9
billion years, but still less than 14 billion years old. The age cor
responding to the accelerating universe is 13.7 billion years,
coincidentally very close to the value for constant expansion.
How does tlus kind of calculation compare with an age
estimated by other means? On the basis of the theory of
stellar evolution, the oldest globular clusters formed about
12 billion years ago, and most are estimated to be between
10 and 1 2 billion years old. 0:> (Sees. 1 9.6, 20.5) This range
is indicated in Figure 26.14. These ancient star clusters
are thought to have formed at around the same time as
our Galaxy, so they date the epoch of galaxy formation.
More important, they can't be older than tlle universe! The
figure shows that globular cluster ages are consistent with a
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26.7 The Cos m i c
M i crowave Background

Accelerating
Low

Looking out into space is equivalent to look
ing back into time. = (More Precisely 24-1)
But how far back in time can we probe? Is
there any way to study the universe beyond
the most distant quasar? How dose can we
come to perceiving the edge of time--the
very origin of the universe-directly?
High density
A partial answer to these questions
was discovered by accident in 1964, during
an experinlent designed to improve the
U.S. telephone system. As part of a project
Time
o
5
10
(billion years)
to identify and eliminate interference in
Globular cluster
planned satellite communications, Arno
�)
\. formation �
_
_
Penzias and Robert Wilson, t\vo scientists
y
1,
Present
at Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jer
Ho
time
sey, were studying the Milky Way's emission at microwave (radio) wavelengths,
.. F IGU RE 26.14 Cosmic Age Both the expansion and the age of the cosmos are
Q gC1Verned bt the com petition between gravity and dark energy. According to current using the horn-shaped antenna shown in
� observations. dark energy seems destined to win. The age of a universe w ithout dark
Figure 26. 1 5 . In their data, they noticed a
energy (represented by all three leMler curves) is always less than l/Ho and decreases for
bothersome background "hiss» that just
larger values of the present-day dens ity. The existence of a repulsive cosmological constant
would not go away-a little like the back
(green curve) increases the age of the cosmos. The green curve is drawn usi ng the best
ground static on an AM radio station. Re
available cosmic para meters, as described in the text. Coincidentally, the age of the universe
gardless
of where and when they pointed
happens to be almost exactly l/Ho .
their antenna, the hiss persisted. Never di
minishing or intensifying, the weak signal
was detectable at any time of the day, any day of the year, ap
14-billion-year-old cosmos and even allow a couple of
parently filling all space.
billion years for galaxies to form and g row, as discussed in
Chapter 25. 00 (Sec. 25.3) Note also that the duster ages are
What was the source of this radio noise? And why did it
appear to come uniformly from all directions, unchanging
not consistent with a critical-density universe without dark
energy. This independent check of a key prediction is an im
portant piece of evidence supporting the modern version of
the Big Bang theory.
Thus, for Ho
70 km/s/Mpc, our current best guess of
the history of the universe places the Big Bang at 14 billion
years ago. The first quasars appeMed about 13 billion years
ago (at a redshift of 6), the peak quasar epoch (redshifts 2-3)
occurred during the next 1 billion years, and the oldest
known stars in our Galaxy formed during the 2 billion years
after tl1at. Even though astronomers do not currently under
stand the nature of dark energy, the good agreement behveen
so many separate lines of reasoning has convinced many tl1at
the dark-matter, dark-energy Big Bang theory just described
is the correct description of the universe. But astronomers
aren't ready to relax just yet: The history of this subject sug
gests that there may be a few more unexpected hvists and
turns in the road before the details are finally resolved.
d ensity

T

I

=

C O N C EPT C H E C K
V Why have astronomers concluded that dark energy is
the major constituent of the universe?

.. FI G URE 26.1 5 Microwave Background Discoverers Th is
"sugar-scoop· antenna was bui lt to communicate with Earth-orbiting
satellites, but was used by RobertWilson (left) and Aroo Pemias to
discC1Ver the 2J-K cosmic background radiation. (Bell Labs)
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... FIGURE 26.1 6 Cosmic Blackbody Curves Theoretically derived
blackbody curves for the entire universe (al l second after the Big Bang.
(bl 100,000 years after the Big Bang. (cl IO million years after the Big
Bang, and (dl today, apprQ)(imately 14 billion years after the Big Bang.

... F I G UR E 26.17 Microwave Bac.kground Spectrum The intensity
of the cosmic background radiation, as measured by the COBE satellite,

agrees very well with theory. The curve is the best fit to the data,
corresponding to a temperature of 2T25 K. The experimental errors in
this remarkably accurate observation are smaller than the dots
representing the data poin15.

in time? Unaware that they had detected a signal of great

part of the electromagnetic spectrum happens to be difficult to

cosmological significance, Penzias and Wilson sought many

observe from the ground, and it was 25 years until as

different origins for the excess emission, including atmo

tronomers could demonstrate conclusively that the radiation

spheric storms, interference from the ground, short circuits

was described by a blackbody curve. In 1989, the Cosmic Back

of equipment--even pigeon droppings inside the antenna!

grOlmd Explorer (COB£) satellite

Eventually, after conversations with colleagues at Bell Labs

microwave background at wavelengths straddling the peak of

and theorists at nearby Princeton University, the two experi

the curve, from a half millimeter up to about 1 0 cm. The

measured the intensity of the

mentalists realized that the origin of the mysterious static

restJ.!ts are shown in Figure 26.17. The solid line is the black

was nothing less than the fiery creation of the universe itself.

body curve that best fits the

The radio hiss that Penzias and Wilson detected is now

corresponds to a tlI1iversal temperature of about 2.7 K.

known as the

cosmic microwave background Their discov

ery won them the 1978 Nobel Prize in physics.
In fact, researchers had predicted the existence and gen

Figure 26. 18 shows a

COBE data.

The near-perfect fit

COBE map of the microwave back

grotll1d temperature over the entire sky. TIle blue regions
are hotter than average, by about 0.0034 K, the red regions

eral properties of the microwave background well before its
discovery. As early as the 1 940s, physicists had realized that, in
addition to being extremely dense, the early universe must
also have been very hot, and shortly after the Big Bang the
wllverse must have been filled with extremely high-energy
thermal radiation-gamma rays of very short wavelength. Re
searchers at Princeton had extended these ideas, reasoning
that the frequency of this prinlOrdial radiation would have
been redsllifted (simply by cosmic expansion) from gamma
ray, to X ray, to ultraviolet, and eventuaIIy all the way into the
radio range of the electromagnetic spectrum as the wllverse
expanded and cooled (Figure 26. 16). ex> (Sec. 3.4) By the
present time, they argued, this redshifted "fossil remnant" of
the primeval fireball should have a temperature of no more
than a fewtens of kelvins, peaking in the microwave part of the
spectrum. The Princeton group was in the process of con

... F I G URE 26.18 Microwave Sky A COBE map of the microwave

structing a microwave antenna to search for this radiation

sky reveals that the micrONave background appears a little hotter in
direction of the constellation Leo and a little cooler in the
opposite direction. The maximum temperature deviation from the
average is about 0.0034 K, corresponding to a velocity of 400 km/s In
the direction of Leo. (NASA)

when Penzias and WJ.!son announced their discovery.
The Princeton researchers confirmed the existence of the
microwave background and estimated its temperature at
about 3 K. However, because of atmospheric absorption, this

the
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.... FIGURE 26.19 Earth's Motion
through t.... Cosmos (a) To an observer
at rest with respect to the expanding
univen;e. the microwave bad<ground
appears isotropic. (b) A moving observer
measures "hot" blueshifted radiation in
one direction (the direction of motion)
and "cool" redshifted radiation in the
opposi te direction.

cooler by the same amount. This temperature range is not an

direction on the sky to another, lending strong support to one

inherent property of the microwave background, however.
Rather, it is a consequence of Earth's mation through space.
If we were precisely at rest with respect to the universal expan
sion (like the coin taped to the surface of the expanding
balloon in Figure 26.5), then we would see the microwave

of the key assumptions underlying the cosmological principle.
When we observe the microwave background, we are
looking almost all the way to the very beginni ng of the uni

background as almost perfectly isotropic, as illustrated in
Figure 26.19(a). However, ifwe are moving with respect to that

frame of reference, as in Figure 26. 19(b), then the radiation
from in front of us should be slightly blueshifted by our mo
tion, whereas that from behind should be redshifted. Thus, to a
moving observer, the microwave background should appear a
little hotter than average in front and slightly cooler behind.

The data indicate that Earth's velocity is about 380 kmJs in
the approximate direction of the constellation Leo. Once the ef

fects of this motion are corrected for, tile cosmic microwave
background is found to be strikingly isotropic. Its intensity is
virtually constant (in fact, to about one part in lOS) from one

verse. The photons that we receive as these radio waves today
have not interacted with matter since the universe was a mere

400,000 years old, when, according to our models, it was less
than a thousandth of its present size. To probe further, back
to the Big Bang itself, requires that we enter the world of
nuclear and particle physics. The Big Bang was the biggest
and the most powerful particle accelerator of all! In the next
cllapter, we will see how studies of conditions in the primeval
fireball aid lIS in understanding the present-day structure
and future evolution of the universe in which we live.

CONCEPT CHECK

V When was the cosmic micrcmave background formed?

S U M M A RY
reveal that, 011

The fuct that the l1ight sky is dark is called Olbers's paradox (p. 664).

scales larger than a few hWldred mega

Its resolution lies in the fuct that, regardless of whether the universe is

parsecs, the universe appears roughly

finite or infuilte, we see only a finite part of it from Earth--the region

homogeneous (the same everywhere,
p. 663) and isotropic (the same in all di
rections, p. 663). In cosmology (p. 662)-the study of the wilverse

from which light has had time to reach us since the universe began.

Redshift

surveys

as a whole-researchers usually assume that the universe is homo
geneous and isotropic. This assumption
is known as the cosmological principle

(p. 663)

and implies that the wllYerSe

cannot haye a center or an edge.

2

If

the umyerse "",re homogeneous,

3

Tracing the observed motions of

galaxies back in time implies that some

14 billion years ago the universe consisted
of a hot, dense primeval fireball (p. 665)
that expanded rapidly in the Big Bang (p. 665). However, the
galaxies are not flying apart into the rest of an otherwise empty
wliverse; rather, space itself is expanding. The Big Bang did not
happen at any particular location in space, because space itself was

isotropic, infinite, and unchanging, the

compressed to a point at that instant-the Big Bang happened

night sky would be bright because any line

everywhere at once. The cosmological redshift occurs as a photon's

of sight would eventually intercept a star.

wavelength is "stretched" by cosmic expansion. The extent

of the
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observed redshift is a direct measure of the expansion of the uni
verse since the photon was emitted

4

There are only two possible outcomes to the current expansion:

Either the universe will expand forever, or it will eventually recol
lapse. The

critical density (p. 668) is the

density of matter needed for gravity alone
to overcome the present expansion and
cause the universe to collapse. Most as
tronomers think that the total mass den
sity of the universe today is no more than
about 30 percent of the critical value.

5

I

�
--

-=;

1
,

-

-

-.

__

-

candidates

include the cosmological
constant (p. 674) and qlli"'essellce.

7

The best available observational data

are consistent with the idea that the universe is Bat-that is, of exactly critical

ergy making up the rest. Sum a universe is
spatially Bat and will expand forever. Por
flo

=

70 km/s/Mpc, the age of a critical

density Wliverse without dark energy
estimate conflicts with the 10- to 1 2 -bil
lion-year ages of globular clusters derived

the largest scales. The curvature of space

from studies of stellar evolution. The in

time is determined by the total density of

clusion of dark energy increases the age of

the universe, including that of matter,
radiation, and dark energy. The curvature

the Wliverse to 14 billion years, consistent

in a high- (greater-than-critical) density

with the cluster ages.

universe is sufficiently large that the uni

8

The cosmic microwave background
(p. 678) is an isotropic blackbody radia
tion field that fills the entire Wliverse. Its

verse "bends back" on itself and is finite in extent, somewhat like the
surface of a sphere. Such a wliverse is said to be a

closed universe

low-density open universe (p. 671) is infinite in extent

K. The ex

istence of the microwave backgroWld is

Observations of distant supernovae indicate that the expansion

from a hot, dense state. As the Wliverse has

has a density precisely equal to the critical value and is spatially Bat.

6

present temperature is about 3

critical universe (p. 672)

and has a "saddle-shaped" geometry. The

...... -,,--..

ingup 27 percent of the total and darken

would be about 9 billion years. This age

General relativity provides a descrip

tion of the geometry of the universe on

(p. 670). A

I ,·

density-with matter (mostly dark) mak

of the universe is accelerating, apparently driven by the effects of dark
energy (p. 674), a mysterious repulsive force that exists throughout
all space. The physical nature of dark energy is unknown. Possible

direct evidence that the universe expanded

expanded, the initially high energy radia
tion has been redshifted to lower and
lower temperatures.

·.......
M aste n ng ASTRON0MY For instructor-assiglled homework go to www.masterillgastrollomy.cotll
�
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Problems labeled POS explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1 . POS

What evidence do we have tI,at there is no structure

12.

in the universe on very large scales? How large is "very large"?

2.

What is the cosmological principle?

3.

What is Olbers's paradox? How is it resolved?

4. Explain how an accurate measure of Hubble's constant can

13.

We appear to be at the center of the Hubble flow. Why doesn't

expansion of the wtiverse?
do with the future of the universe?

15. POS

involves galaxies Bying outward into empty space?

7.
8.
9.

How does the cosmological redshift relate to the expansion of
What properties of the universe determine whether it will or

will not expand forever?

10. What will be the ultinlate fate of the universe if it does ex
pand forever?

11.

16. What is the significance of the cosmic nticrowave backgroWld?

17.

Why does the temperature of the microwave backgroWld fall

18.

How can we measure Earth's motion

as the universe expands?

INhere did the Big Bang occur?
the Wliverse?

Is there enough luminous matter to halt the current cosmic
expansion?

Why are measurements of globular cluster ages inl

portant to cosmology?

this observation violate the cosmological principle?
6. Why isn't it correct to say that the expansion of the universe

What do observations of distlnt supernovae tell us about the

14. What is the cosmological constant, and what does it have to

lead to an estimate of the age of the universe.

5.

Is there enough dark matter to halt the current cosmic
expansion?

verse?

19. POS

with respect to the uni

Many cultures throughout history have developed their

own cosmologies. Do you think the modem scientific cosmol

ogy is more likely to endure than any other? Why or why not?

20. POS

Do you think it constitutes good science to explain

the wliverse mainly in terms of dark matter and dark energy,
neither of which is known or lUldeestood?
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C O N C E P T U A L S E L F -T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. If observations made from the middle of a large city are
isotropic, then (a) there are tall buildings in every direction ;
(b) all buildings are exactiy the same height; (e) all buildings
are the same color; (d) some buildings are taller than others.

6.

2. The cos mological principle would be invalidated if we fOWld
that (a) the universe is not expanrung; (b) galaxies are older
than currentiy estimated; (e) the number of galaxies per
square deg ree is the same in every direction; (d) the observed
structure of the unive rse depends on the direc tion in which

7.

we

look.

3. When we use Hubble's law to estimate the age of the universe,
the answer we get (a) depends on whic h galaxie s we choose ;
(b) is the sa me for all galaxies ; (e) depends on the direction in
the sky toward which we are looking; (d) proves that we are at
the center of the universe.
4.

albers's paradox is resolved by (a) the finite size of the uni 
verse; (b) the finite age of the wliverse; (e) light from distant
galaxies being redshifted so we can't see it; (d) the fact that
there is an edge to the universe.

5. VIS The data points in Figure 26.1 1 ("Accelerating
Universe") (a) prove that the universe is not expanding;
(b) imply that the expansion is decelerating faster than
expec ted; (e) allow a me asurem ent of Hubble's constant;
(d) indicate that the redshi fts of distallt galaxies are greater
than would be expected if gravity alone were acting.

The galactic distances used to measure the acceleration of the

universe are determined by observations of (a) trigonometric
parallax; (b) line broadening; (e) C epheid variable stars;
(d) exploding white dwarfs.

observed a cc eleration of the universe means that (a) we
understand the nature of dark energy; (b) the amount of dark
energy is small compared with the luminous mass in galaxies;
(e) the amotmt of dark energy exceeds the total mass-energy
of matter in the universe; (d) dark energy has a higher
temperature than expected.
The

8. On the basis of our current best estirnate of the present mass
density of the universe, astronomers think that (a) the universe
is tinite in extent and will expand forever; (b) the universe is
tinite in extent and will eventually collapse; (e) the universe
is intinite in extent and will expand forever; (d) the universe is
infinite in extent and will eventually collapse.
9. The age of the universe is estimated to be (a) less than Earth's
age; (b) the same as the age of the Sun; (e) the same as the age
of tile Milky Way Galaxy; (d) greater than the age of the
Milky Way Galaxy.

10. The cosmic background radiation is observed to come from
(a) the center of our Galaxy; (h) the center of the universe;
(e) radio antennae in New Jersey; (d) all direc tions equally.

P RO B L E M S
TI,e ""mber ofdots precedi"g eac/, Problem i"dicares its approximate level ofdifficulty.

1. • What is the greatest distance at which a galaxy survey sensitive to objects as faint as 20th magnitude could detect a galaxy
as bright as the Milky Way (a bsolute magnitude -20)1

2 . •• Prom Table 24.2, estimate the redshift of the Milky Way at
the distance ca lculated in the previous question .

1 • If the entire wliverse were tilled with Milky Way-like galaxies, with an average density of 0. 1 galaxy per cubic megaparsec, calculate the total number of galaxies observable by
the survey in Problem l if it covered the entire s\.-y.
4.

• •• Asstmling that the entire universe is uniformly filled with
Sun-like stars with a density of 5 billion stars per cubic mega
parsec (corresponding to 50 billion stars per galaxy and critical
mass density) , calculate how far out into space one would have
to look, on average, before the line of sight intersects a star.

5. •• Eight galaxies are located at the corners of a cube. TI,e pres
ent distance from each galaxy to its nearest neighbor is
10 Mpc, and the entire cube is expa nding accorrung to Hub
ble's law, with Ho = 70km/s/Mpc. Calculate the recession ve
locity of one comer of the cube relative to tile opposite comer.
6. • According to the Big Bang theory described in this chapter,
without a cosmological C011Stru,� what is the maximwn possible

age of the universe if He
80 km/s/Mpc?

= 60 km/s/Mpc?

70 km/s/Mpc?

7. • For a Hubble constant of 70 km/s/Mpc, the critical density
is 9 X 1 0-23 kglm • (a) How much mass does this correspond to with.in a volume of 1 cubic astronomical unit?
(b) How large a cube would be required to enclose l Earth
3

mass of material?

8. •• The Virgo Cluster is observed to have a recession velocity
of 1200 km/s. Por He = 70 km/s/Mpc and a critical-density
universe, calculate the total mass contained within a sphere
eentered on Virgo and just enclosing the Milky Way. What is
the escape speed from the surface of this sphere?
9. •• Ca} What is the present peak wavelength of the cosmic mi
crowave background? Calculate the size of the universe rela
tive to its present size when the radia tion background peaked
in (b) the infrared, at 10 I'm, (c) in the ultraviolet, at 100 nm,
and (d) in the gamma-ray region of the spectrwn, at 1 nm.

10 . •••

Using the information given in Problem 8, calculate the
distance from our location to tile point tilat would one day
become the center of the Virgo Cluster at the time when
tile temperature of the microwave background was equal to
the present surface temperature of the Sun.

TH E EARLY U N IVERSE
TOWA RD T H E B EG I N N I NG O F T I M E

LEARN I NG G OALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
S
4
5
6
7
8

Describe the characteristics of the universe
immediately after its birth.
Explain how matter emerged from the
primeval fireball.
Describe how radiation and matter evolved
as the universe expanded and cooled.
Explain how and when the simplest nuclei
formed.
Discuss the consequences of the formation
of the first atoms.
Summarize the horizon and flatness
problems and describe how the theory of
cosmic inflation solves them.
Describe the formation of large-scale
structure in the cosmos.
Explain how studies of the microwave
background allow astronomers to test and
quantify their models of the universe.

hat were the conditions during the first few
seconds of the universe, and how did those conditions
change to give rise to the universe we see today? In
studying the earliest moments of our universe, we enter
a truly alien domain. As we move backward in time
toward the Big Bang, our customary landmarks slip
away one by one. Atoms vanish, then nuclei, and then
even the elementary particles themselves.
In the beginning, the universe consisted of pure en
ergy at unimaginably high temperatures. As it expanded
and cooled, the ancient energy gave rise to the particles
that make up everything we see around us today. Modern
physics has now arrived at the point where it can reach
back almost to the instant of the Big Bang itself, allow
ing scientists to unravel some of the mysteries of our
beginnings in time.

Modem cosmology makes the mind

THE BIG boggling prediction that the entire
PICTURE observable universe can be traced to

microscopic "quantum" fluctuations in
the very early universe a fraction of a second
after the Big Bang. The large-scale structure of
the cosmos is inextricably tied to the smallest
scales known to physics.
----

Underground on the Swiss-French border near Geneva, technicians
are using the world's biggest physics experiment to explore matter more
deeply than ever before. The Large Hadron Collider simulates events
i second after the origin of the universe by
that occurred within the frst
violently smashing together subatomic protons. Scientists are now
testing their best theoretical ideas about how the universe began against
the data aeated in this machine. (CERN)
LEFT:

.

M a ster ngASTRONOMY
Visit the Study Area In www.masterlngastronomy.comfor qul12e..
•nlmatlon� videos. Interactive figures. and self-g,Jlded tutorials.
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The Early Universe

Back to the B ig Bang

O n the very largest scales, the universe i s a roughly homoge
neous mixture of matter (mostly dark), radiation, and dark
energy. 0:> (Sec. 26 .5 ) AI; we have seen, "matter" includes
both normal matter, made up of protons, neutrons, and
electrons, and dark matter, whose composition is still being
debated by astronomers. Dark energy is the mysterious
repulsive force that permeates even the apparent vacuum of
intergalactic space. As best we can tell, we live in a geometri
cally "flat" universe in which the total mass--energy density
of all the constituents of the cosmos exactly equals the criti
cal value. 0:> (Sees. 26.3, 26.4, 26.6) According to theoretical
models, there is not enough matter in the cosmos for the
attractive force of gravity to overcome the repulsion of dark
energy and reverse the current expansion.
Thus, the future of the cosmos seems clear: The uni
verse is destined to expand forever. In this chapter, we turn
our attention to the past. Th understand the early universe,
just after the Big Bang, we must look more closely at the
roles played by matter, radiation, and dark energy in the cos
mos. We begin by taking stock of their contributions to the
total energy density of the universe.

Cosmic Compos ition
On the basis of the best available observational data, cosmol
ogists have concluded that, today, just over 70 percent of the
tOL11 mass-energy of the lUliverse exists in the form of dark
energy. 0:> (Sec. 26.6) Virtually all of the remaining 30 percent
is accounted for by matter. Thus, at the present moment,
dark energy dominates the density of the universe, with matter
a rather distant second. We can quantify this statement using
the results of Chapter 26. For a Hubble constant Ho
70
kmls/Mpc, the critical density is 9 X 10-27 kg/m3 • =- (Sec.
26.3) Thus, in round nunlbers, the density of dark energy in
the universe today is just over 6 X 10-27 kg/m3; the current
density of matter is slightly less than 3 X 10-27 kg/m3 •
Most of the radiation in the universe is in the form of the
cosmic microwave background-the low-temperature (3 K)
radiation field that fills all space. =- (Sec. 26.7) Surprisingly,
although the microwave backgrolmd radiation is very weak, it
still contains more energy than has been emitted by all the stars
and galaxies that have ever existed! The reason is that stars and
galaxies, though very intense sources of radiation, occupy only
a tiny fraction of space. Averaged out over the volume of the
entire universe, their energy falls short of tlle energy of the mi
crowave background by at least a factor of 10. For our current
purposes, then, we can ignore most of the first 26 chapters of
tlus book and regard the cosmic microwave background as the
only significant form of radiation in the universe!
Does radiation play an imporLlIlt role in the evolution of
the universe on large scales? In order to compare matter and
radiation, we must first as usual convert them to a "common
currency"--either mass or energy. We will compare their
=

masses. We can express tlle energy in the microwave back
ground as an equivalent density by first calculating the nlUll
ber of photons in any meter of space and then converting the
total energy of these photons into a mass using the relation
E
rnCl. 0:> (Sec. 16.6) When we do this, we arrive at an
equivalent density for the microwave background of about
5 X 10-3 1 kg/m3• Thus, at the preserlt moment, the densities
of both dark energy and matter in the lmiverse far exceed the
density of radiation.
=

Ra d iation i n the U n iverse
Was the lUliverse always dominated by dark energy? To an
swer this question, we must ask how tlle densities of dark en
ergy, matter, and radiation dlanged as the universe expanded.
Th this end, cosmologists construct theoretical models of the
universe, taking into account the effects of Einstein's general
relativity and incorporating boili the known properties of
matter and radiation and the asslUned properties of dark en
ergy. =- (Sec. 22.6) These models describe how cosmic quan
tities (sudl as the densities of the various components)
change as the universe evolves. They also make detailed
predictions, which can be compared directly with observa
tions. 0:> (Sec. 1 .2) The outstanding agreement between
models and reality (see Section 27.5) is the main reason that
astronomers attach so mum weight to the measurements of
cosmic density, composition, and evolution described in the
previous chapter.
As illustrated in Figure 27.1, the models indicate that, as
the scale of the universe increases, the densities of matter and
radiation both decrease, with the expansion diluting the
numbers of atoms and photons alike. But the radiation is also
diminished in energy by the cosmologic.11 redshift, so its
density falls foster tllan that of matter as the tuUverse grows.
The dark energy behaves in a very different way. According to
theory, it is a large-scale phenomenon, increasing in impor
tance as the universe expands (see Figure 26.12). In fact (at
least, if it behaves like Einstein's cosmological constant), the
density associated with the dark energy remains col1stant as
the universe expands. 0:> (DisC01'ery 26-1)
Hence, as we look back in time, closer and closer to ilie
Big Bang, the density of tlle radia tion increases faster than
that of matter, and both increase faster tllan tllat of dark
energy. These facts allow us to draw two important conclu
sions about the composition of the universe in the past.
1.

2.

Even though dark energy dominates the density of the
lUuverse today, it was unimportant at early times, and
we can neglect it in our discussion of conditions in
tlle very early universe. Astronomers estimate that the
densities of matter and dark energy were equal about
4 billion years ago. Before then, in cosmological parl
ance, the universe was matter dominated.
Although the radiation density is currently much less
tllan that of matter, there must have been a time even
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wliverse shortly after the Big Bang, we must delve more
deeply into the behavior of matter and radiation at very high
temperatures.

1 0-6

The key to underst:.1nding events at very early times lies ill

Matter-radiation

MATIER
DOMINATED

a process called pair production, in which two photons give

DARK
ENERGY

DOMINATED

rise to a

particle-antiparticle pair,

as shown in Figure 27.2(a)

for the particular case of electrons and positrons. Through
pair production, matter is created directly from energy in the
form of electromagnetic radiation. The reverse process can
also occur: A particle and its antiparticle can

annihilate each

other to produce radiation, as depicted in Figure 27 .2(b).
Energy in the form of radiation can be converted into matter
in the form of particles and antiparticles, and particles and
antiparticles can be converted back into radiation, subject
only to the law of conservation of mass and energy.

1 0-"0
1 0'

1 0·

The higher the temperature of a radiation field, the

1 0"

greater the energy of the typical constituent photons, and

Time since Big Bang (yr)

� F IGURE 27.1 Radiation-Matter Dominance As the universe
expanded, not only did the number of both matter particles and
photons per unit volume decrease, but the photons were also reduced
in energy by the cosmologi cal redshift, reduang their equivalent mass,
and hence their density, still further. As a result, the densi1y of radiation
fell faster than the densi1y of matter as the universe grew. Thus
radiation dominated matter at early times, before the crossover point

tile greater the masses of the particles that can be created by
pair production.

=

(Secs. 3.4, 4.2, 16.6) For any given par

ticle, the critical temperature above which pair production is
possible and below which it is not is called the particle's

threshold temperature.

The ilireshold temperature increases

as the mass of tile particle increases. For electrons, it is about

6 X 1 09 K. For protons, which are nearly 2000 times more
13
massive, it is just over 1 0 K.
As an example of how pair production affected the

farther in the past when they, too, were equal. Before

composition of the early universe, consider the production of

that time, radiation was the main constituent of the

electrons and positrons as ilie universe expanded and cooled.

cosmos, which is said to have been radiation domi

At high temperatures-above about

nated The crossover point-the time at which the

had enough energy to form an electron or a positron, and

densities

of matter

and

radiation

10 10 K-most photons

were equal

pair production was commonplace. Space seethed with elec

50,000 years after the Big Bang, when
the universe was about 6000 times smaller than it is

trons and positrons, constantly created from the radiation

occurred about

field and annihilating one anoilier to form photons agaill.

today. The temperature of the backgrowld radiation at

Particles and radiation are said to have been ill

16,000 K, so it peaked in the near
ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. = (Sec. 26.7)

equilibrium: New particle-antiparticle pairs

that time was about

Throughout this book, we have been concerned with

thermal

were created by

pair production at the same rate as they annihilated one
anoilier. As the universe e.xpanded and the temperature
decreased, so did tile average photon energy. By the time tile

the history of the universe long after it became dominated

temperature had fallen below

by matter andlor dark energy-the formation and evolu

longer had enough energy for pair production to occur, and

1 billion kelvins, photons no

tion of galaxies, stars, and planets as the wliverse thinned

only radiation remained. Figure 27.3 illustrates how this

and cooled toward the state we see today. In this chapter, we

change took place.

consider some important events in the early, hot, radiation

Pair production in the very early universe was directly

dominated universe, long before any star or galaxy existed,

responsible for all the matter iliat exists in ilie universe today.

that played no less a role in determining the present condi
tion of the cosmos.

Everything we see around liS was created Ollt of radiation as the
cosmos expanded and cooled. Because we are here to ponder
the subject, we know that some matter must have survived

Particle Prod uction
The existence of the microwave background implies that the

those early violent moments. For some reason, there was a
slight excess of matter over antimatter at early times--about
one extra proton for every billion proton-antiproton pairs.

early universe was domillated by an intense radiation field

That small residue of particles that outnumbered their

whose temperature feU steadily as the cosmos expanded. The

antiparticles was left behind as ilie temperature dropped

temperatures and densities prevailing at these times were far

below the tllreshold for creating them. With no antiparticles

greater than anything we have encountered thus far, even in

left to annillilate them, ilie number of particles has remained

the hearts of supernovae. To wlderstand conditions in the

constant ever since. These survivors are said to have frozen
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(a) �arays
Electron

... F I G U R E 27.2 Pair Production (a) Two photons can produce a
particle-antiparticle pair-in this case an electron and a positron-if their

total e nergy exceeds the mass energy of the particles produced. (b) The

reverse process is particle-antiparticle annihilation. i n which an electron
and a positron destroy each oth er. vanishing in a flash of gamma rays. (c) A

particle detector (an instrument designed to show the tracks of otherwise
invisible subatomic particles) allows us to visualize pair production. Here. a
gamma ray. whose path is invisible because it is electrically neutral. arrives
from the left, dislodging an atomic electron and sending it fly ing (the

longest path). At the same time. the gamma ray prOliides the energy to
produce an electron-positron pair (the spiral paths. which curve in

opposite directions in the detector's magnetic field because of their
opposite electric charges� The V-shaped tracks at the right are the result

of a separate particle interaction. (Fermi National Laboratory)

... FIGU RE 27.1 Thennal Equilibrium

(a) At 10 billion K. most
photons have enough energy to create particle-anti parti cle
(electron-positron) pair.;. so these particles exist in great numbers in
equilibrium with the radiation. The label e - refers to the electrons. e+

to positrons. (b) Below about 1 billion K. photons have too little energy
for pair production to occur. so electrons and positrons are no longer
in thermal equi librium with the background radiation field.

out of the radiation field as the universe expanded and
cooled.
According to tJle models, the first hundred or so sec
onds of the universe's existence saw the creation of all of the
basic "building blocks" of matter we know today. Protons
and neutrons froze out when the temperature dropped
below 1 013 K, when the universe was only 0.0001 s old; the
lighter electrons froze out somewhat later, about a minute or
so after the Big Bang, when the temperature fell below 109 K.
This "matter-creation" phase of the universe's evolution
ended when the electrons--the lightest known elementary
particles-appeared out of the cooling primordial fireball.
From then on, matter has continued to evolve, clmnping
into more and more complex structures, eventually forming
the atoms, planets, stars, galaxies, and large-scale structure
we see today, but for all practical purposes no new matter
has been created since that early time.
C O N C E PT C H E C K
V What does it mean to say that the early universe was radiation
dominated?

SECTIO N 27.2
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27.2 The Evo l ution of the U n i ve rse

Before the B ig Bang?

For the first few thousand years after the Big Bang, the

The Big Bang was a

universe was small, dense, and dominated by radiation. We

instant when the present laws of physics imply that the

will refer to this period as the

radiation era.

As we saw ill

be taken too literally.

to

(Sec. 22.7) The presence of sUlgu

making the predictions-ill this c.1Se, general relativity-has

universe cooled and thulled toward the state we see

dark-energy era,

oc>

larities signals that, under extreme conditions, the theory

dominate. Atoms, molecules, and galaxies formed as the
today. Today we live in the

Chapter 22, where we discussed the sillgulari

ties at the center of black holes, these predictions should not

in the blinding gamma-ray light of the primeval Big

matter era, matter came

space and time-an

wliverse had zero size and infinite temperature and density.

Some matter

existed during this time, but it was a mere contaminant
Bang fireball. Afterward, in the

singularity Ul

broken down.

in which dark

At present, no theory exists to let us penetrate the sillgu

energy is becoming an increasulg1y important component

larity at the start of the universe. We have no means of

of the cosmos.

describing these earliest of tunes, so we have no way of an

Let's begin our study of the early universe by summa

swerulg the question "What c.1 me

rizing in broad terms the history of the cosmos, starting at
the Big Bang. Figure

before

the Big Bang?"

Indeed, given the laws of physics as we currently know them,

27.4 illustrates how the cosmic

temperature and density dropped rapidly during the Radi

the question itself may be meaningless. The Big Bang repre

ation and Matter Eras and identifies eight significant

sented ilie begillning of the entire universe-mass, energy,

and

epochs in the development of the universe. Notice how the

space,

time scale on the horizontal axis ulcreases from tiny frac

time, the notion of "before" does not exist. Consequently,

tinle came illto being at that instant. Without

some cosmologists mailltain tllat asking what happened

tions of a second to thousands of years as we move from

before the Big Bang is a little like asking what lies north of

left to right-the rate of change of the cosmos slowed dra
matically as the universe expanded. We will focus on these

tIle North Pole! Others disagree, however, arguing that when

epochs in greater detail in the next few sections, but let's

the correct tlleory of quantwn gravity-the "Theory of

not lose sight of the big picture and the place of each

Everyiliing" that unifies gravity and quantum mechanics

epoch in it.

is constructed it will remove the singularity and allow us to

�

I

address ilie question of what came before.
Strong force
decouples

,,�
��'..1

<)

I

Radiation
Era

Matter
Era

Primordial
nucleosynthesis
I
I
I
I
I

1 0'0

The B i rth of the Cosmos

Dark
Energy
Era

Aliliough ignorant of ilie moment of cre

ation itself, ilieorists nevertheless think that
the physical conditions in ilie universe can be
understood ill terms of present-day physics

��:7:
� form

I
I
I
I

back to

I I
I I

edge back to tlle Big Bang itself? The answer
is iliat we presently have no theory capable

I I

o

1 0-20

I

I

10-'0

TIme

10-43 s of

mental forces (electromagnetism, the strong

��7T---rQ"-u�aIrk�---n���-u�-�--��S�t�"l-ar
I

of tinles. Under the extreme conditions of
density and temperature withill

the Big Bang, gravity and tl1e oilier funda

Atomic

GUT

Why can't theorists push our knowl

of describing ilie universe at iliese earliest

star
I I
I I formation

Planck

extraordinarily short time---a

mere

: �Peak
1 0-",0
Epoch

an

10-43 s, ill fact�'lfter ilie Big Bang.

I I Quasars

I

I

force, and the weak force, as described in

More Precisely 27-1)
•

1020 Seconds

Years

.. FIGURE 27.4 Epochs in Cosmic History The average temperature and average densi1y
� throughout the history of the universe. At the earliest times, the universewas a 5ea of
'e:' radiation with a single unined force ofnature. Some subsequent key ",ents in the h ist
. ory
of the cosmos as it expanded and cooled are marked; th� are discussed later in the chapter.

were indistinguishable

from one anoilier---a far cry from the radi
cally different characteristics we see today,
listed in Table

27.1 . The four forces are said

to have been

unified

at that early time

there was, ill effect, only one force of nature.
The theory iliat combilles quantwn
mechanics (the proper description of micro
scopic phenomena) wiili genera.! relativity
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M O R E P R E C I S E LY 2 7 - 1
More on Fu ndamental Forces

In More Precisely 16-1, we noted that the behavior of all matter
in the lmiverse is ruled by j ust three fundamental forces: gravity,
the electroweak force (the unification of the electromagnetic
and weak forces), and the strong (nuclear) force. In terrestrial
laboratories, these forces display properties that are very differ
ent from one another (see Table 27. 1 ). Gravity and electromag
netism are long-r ange, inverse-square forces, whereas the strong
and weak forces have very short ranges-1 0-1S and 10-17 m,
respectively. Furthermore, the forces do not all a ffect the same
partides. Gravity affects everything. TI,e electromagnetic force
affects only marged particles. The strong force operates between
nudear particles, such as protons and neutrons, but it does not
affect electrons and neutrinos. The weak force shows up in
certain nuclear reactions and radioactive decays. The strong
force is 1 3 7 times stronger than the electromagnetic force,
100,000 times stronger than the weak force, and 1039 times
stronger than gravity.
In fact, there is more structure below the level of the nudeus.
Protons and neutrons are not truly "elementary" in nature, but are
actually made of subparticles called qll<U"ks. (The name derives
from a meaningless word coined by novelist James Joyce in his
book FilmegallS Wake.) According to current theory, there are six
distinct types of quark in the universe (with the obscure names
"p, dowl� c1"ml� strange, top, and bottom). What we call the
strong nudear force is actually a manifestation of the interactions
that bind quarks to one another.
On the face of it, one might not inlagine that there could be
any deep underlying c01Ulection between forces as dissimilar
as those just described, yet there is strong evidence that they are
really just different aspects of a single basic phenomenon. In the
1 960s, theoretical physicists succeeded in explaining the electro
magnetic and weak forces in terms of the electroweak force.
Shortly thereafter, the first attempts were made at combining the
strong and electroweak forces into a single all-encompassing
"superforce." A central idea in the modern version of this super
force is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
quarks, whim interact via the strong force, and partides called
leptons, which are affected only by the electroweak force. The six
known types of quark are paired with six distinct types of lepton:
the electron, two related "electronlike" partides (called muons
and taus), and three types of neutrino.
Theories that combine the strong and electroweak forces
into one are generically known as Grand Unified Theories, or
GUTs for short. (Note that the term is plural-no one GUT has
yet been proven to be "the" correct description of nature.) One
general prediction of GUTs is that the three nongravitational
forces are indistinguishable from one another only at enor
mously high energies, corresponding to temperatures in excess of
1028 K. Below that temperature, the superforce splits into two,
displaying its separate strong and electroweak aspects. In particle
physics parlance, we say that there is a symmetry between the

strong and the electroweak forces that is broken at temperatures
below 1028 K, allowing the separate d,aracters of the two forces to
become apparent. At "low" temperatures-less than about 1015
K, a range that includes almost everything we know on Earth and
in the stars-there is a second symmetry breaking, and the elec
troweak force splits to reveal its more familiar electromagnetic
and weak natures.
The key predictions of the electroweak theory were experi
mentally verified in the 1970s, winning the theory's originators
(Sheldon Glashow, Steven Weinberg, and Abdus Salam) the
1979 Nobel Prize ill physics. The GUTs have not yet been
experimentally verified (or refuted), in large part because of the
extremely high energies that must be reached in order to ob
serve their predictions.
An important idea that has a risen from the realization that
the strong and the electroweak forces can be unified is the no
tion of supersymmetry, which extends the idea of symmetry
between fundamental forces to place all particles-those that are
acted on by forces (such as protons and electrons) and those that
transmit those forces (sum as photons and gluons; see Section
27.4)-on an equal footing. One particularly important predic
tion of supersymmetry is that all particles should have so-called
supersYlll metric pa rt11ers--extra particles that must exist in order
for the theory to remain self-consistent. None of these new par
ticles has yet been detected, yet many physicists are convinced of
the theory's essential correctness.
TI,ese new particles, if they exist, would have been produced
in abwldance in the Big Bang and should still be around today.
They are also expected to be very massive---<lt least a thousand
times heavier than a proton. So-called supersymmetric relics,
the new particles, are among the current leading candidates
for the dark matter in the universe (see Section 27.5).
Efforts to include gravity within this picture have so far been
unsuccessful. Gravitation has not yet been incorporated into a
single "Super GUT," in whicll all the fundamental forces are
united. Some theoretical efforts to merge gravity with the other
forces have tried to fit gravity into the quantum world by postu
lating extra particles-called gravirolls--that transmit the gravi
tational force. However, this is a different view of gravity from the
geometric picture embodied in Einstein's general relativity, and
combining the two into a consistent theory of quantum gravity
has proved very difficult.
One promising theory that is currently under active
investigation seeks to interpret all particles and forces in terms
of particular modes of vibration of submicroscopic objects
known as strirlgs. String theory is complex, but it solves a
number of intractable technical problems that plagued previ
ous efforts, and mallY theorists feel that it currently offers the
greatest promise of wlifying the forces of nature. Promise
aside, though, realize that at present, 110 theory has yet suc
ceeded in making a ny definite statement about conditions in
the very early universe. A complete theory of quantum gravity
continues to elude researchers.

SECTION 27.2

Force

Rans- Im)

"",ticl•• Affected

strong

10-15

matter composed of quarks
(protons, neutrons, etc.)

electromagnetic

infinite

charged particles (protons,
electrons, etc.)

weak

1 0-17

gravity

infinite

leptons (electrons, muons,
taus, neutrinos)
everything

(which describes the universe on the largest scales) is generi

)
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Unification (temperature)

GUT/superforce
( 1028 K)

d,ctro="
( lOiS K)

quantum gravity
( 1 032 K)

T', all of which have been observed in laboratory experiments.

Gravity is (theoretically) mediated by gravitons, and so on. All

cally known as quantum gravity. 00 (Sec. 22.7) The period
from the beginning to 1 0-43 s is often referred to as the

of the particles we have encowltered so far in this book

Planck epoch, after Max Planck, one of the creators of quan

electrons, protons, neutrons, neutrinos-play "catm" with at

tum mechanics. Unfortunately, for now at least, there is no

least some of these "balls."

working theory of quantum gravity, so we simply cannot talk
meaningfully about the universe during the Planck epoch.

In Section

27. 1 we saw how particles "froze out" of the

universe as its temperature dropped below the threshold

By the end of the Planck epoch, the temperature was

temperature for their creation by pair production. Now that

around 1 032 K, and the tUliverse was filled with radiation

we know that the basic forces of nature are mediated by par

and a vast array of subatomic particles created by the mech

ticles, we can understand-in general terms, at least-how

anism of pair production. At around that time, gravity

t.he fundamental forces froze out, too, as the universe cooled.

parted company with the other forces of nature-it became

According to the GUTs, the particle that unifies the strong

distinguishable from them and has remained so ever since.

and electroweak forces is extremely massive--at least 1 0 15

The strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces were still uni

times the mass o f the proton (and possibly much more). I t is

fied. The present-day theories that describe this epoch are

because this particle is s o massive that the unification o f

collectively known as Grand Unified Theories, or GUTs for

t. he strong and electroweak forces becomes evident only at

short (see

More Precisely 27-1). Accordingly, we
GUT epoch.

refer to this

period as the

extremely high temperatures.
At temperatures below 1028 K, the strong nuclear force be
comes distinguishable from the electroweak force (the unified

Freeze-Out

weak and electromagnetic forces). Once the universe had
cooled to that temperature, about 10-35 s after the Big Bang,

Grand Unified Theories predict that three of the four basic

the GUT epoch ended. According to many GUTS, one impor

forces of nature--electromagnetism and the strong and weak

tant legacy of that epoch may have been the appearance

nuclear forces-are in reality aspects of a single, all-encom

and subsequent freeze-out of a veritable "wo" of very massive

passing "superforce." However, tllis unification is evident only

(and as yet unobserved) elementary particles that interact only

at enormously high energies, corresponding to temperatures

in excess of 1 028 K. At lower temperatures, the superforce re

veals its separate electromagnetic, strong, and weak characters.

A fundamental concept in quantum physics is the idea that

forces behveen elementary particles are exerted, or mediated, by

exam

the exchange of another type of particle, generically called a
boson. We might imagine the !\vo particles as playing a rapid
game of catch, using a boson as a ball, as illustrated in Figure

27.5. As the ball is thrown back and forth, the force is transnlit

ted. For

ple, in ordinary electromagnetism, the boson in

always travels at the speed of light. The strong force is mediated

volved is the photon-a bundle of electromagnetic energy that
by particles known as gluons. The electroweak theory includes a

total of four bosons-the massless photon and three other

massive particles, called (for historical reasons) W+ , Vv, and

Particle 1

Particle 2

• F I G URE 27.5 Fund.mental Force, Forces between elementary
particles are transmitted through the exchange of other particles
called bosons. As two particles interact, they exchange bosons. a little
like playing catch with a submicroscopic ball.
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very weakly with normal matter. These "exotic" particles are
prime candidates for the dark matter of unknown composi
tion thought to exist in ablUldance both within galaxies and in
the unseen depths of intergalactic space.

<=

(Sees. 23.6, 25.1 )

The Matte r and Dark-Energy Eras
TIme passed, the universe continued to expand and rool, and
radiation gave way to matter as the dominant constituent of the
years (the end of the Radiation Era) to about

Quarks and Leptons

50,000
100 million years

universe. Our next major epoch extends in time from

after the Big Bang. As the primeval fireball diminished in inten

Our next major subdivision of the Radiation Era covers the

sity, a crucial dlange occurred-perhaps the most important

the way down in mass to protons, neutrons, and their con

epoch, radiation still overwhelmed matter.

stituent quarks-were in thermal equilibrium with the

and electrons rombined, radiation broke them apart again, pre

period when all "heavy" elementary particles-that is, all

radiation. We refer to this period as the

quark epoch,

since

quarks are the fundamental components of all particles that

As

fast as protons

venting the formation of even simple atoms or molecules.
However, as tile wliverse expanded and cooled, the early dOnll

nance of radiation eventually ended. Once formed, atoms re

interact via the strong force.
The universe continued to expand and cool. At a tempera

10 15 K ( 10-10 s after the Big Bang), the weak and

ture of about

change in the history of the wllverse. At the end of the nuclear

the electromagnetic components of the electroweak force
began to display their separate characters. The W and Z parti

mained intact. We will call this period tile

atomic epoch.

It

ended about 200 million years after the Big Bang, when the first
stars formed and their intense radiation

reionized the universe.

The last two epochs together bring

us

to the current age

cles responsible for the electroweak force have masses about

of the universe. During these late stages, change happened at a

100 times the mass of a proton. The threshold temperature for
1015 K-marks the point at which

3 billion years old, large-sc.'lle structure and most galaxies had

their production-roughly

much more sedate pace. By the time the universe was about

the weak and electromagnetic forces parted company.

formed. For the first time, the universe departed from homo

0.1 millisecond ( 10-4 s) after the Big Bang, the
temperature had dropped well below the 10 13 K threshold

geneity on macroscopic scales. The largely uniform universe

By about

for the creation of protons and neutrons (the lightest stable

of the Radiation Era became a universe containing large ag
glomerations of matter. We call the period from 200 million

galactic epoch, given

particles composed of quarks), and the quark epoch ended.

to 3 billion years after the Big Bang the

The main constituents of the universe were now lightweight

that the main events at the time concerned galaxy construc

particles-muons (see

More Precisely 27-1),

electrons, neu

tion. At its end, large-scale structure and tile bulk of most

trinos, and their antiparticles-all still in thermal equilib

galaxies had formed, quasars were shining brightly, and early

rium with the radiation. Compared with the numbers of

generations of stars were burning and exploding, helping to

these lighter particles, only very few protons and neutrons

determine the future shape of tIleir parent galaxies.

remained at this stage, because most had been annihilated.
Electrons, muons, and neutrinos are collectively known

Since then, galaxies have continued to merge and
evolve, stars peaked their formation rate, and planets and life

after the Greek word meaning "light" (i.e., not

appeared in tile universe. These last two epochs, including

heavy) . Accordingly, we refer to this period in the history

the current stellar epoch-so named for the myriad sta.rs that

as

leptons,

of the universe as the

lepton epoch. During that epoch, at a
1 010 K-approximately 1 second

temperature of about 3 X

are still forming within galaxies-have been the subject of
the first 25 chapters of this book.

after the Big Bang-the rapidly thinning universe became
transparent to neutrinos, and these ghostIy particles have
been streaming freely through space ever since. (Most neu
trinos have not interacted with any other particle since the
universe was a few seconds old!) The lepton epoch ended

1 00 s old and the temperature
1 billion K-too low for electron-positron pair

when the universe was about
fell to about

production to occur. The density of tile universe by this time
was about

10 times the density of water.

The final significant event in the Radiation Era occurred

when protons and neutrons began to fuse into heavier nuclei.

At the start of this period, which we will call the

nuclear epoch,

tile temperature was a few hundred million kelvins, and

C O N C E PT C H E C K

." Why did lighter and lighter particles "freeze out" of the
universe as the cosmos expanded?

27.3 The Form ation of Nuclei
a n d Atoms
We now have all the ingredients needed to complete our story
of the creation of the elements, begun in Chapter 21, but never
quite finished.

<=

(Sec. 2 1 .4) The theory of stellar nucleosyn

thesis accounts very well for tile observed abundances of heavy

fusion occurred very rapidly, forming deuterium ("heavy"

elements in the wliverse, but there are discrepancies between

hydrogen-see Section 16.6) and helium in quick succession

theory and observation when it comes to the abundances of

before conditions became too cool for further reactions to

the light elements, especially helium. Simply put, tile total

15 minutes old,

amount of helium in the universe today-about 25 percent by

occur. By the time the universe was about

mucll of the helium we observe today had been formed.

mass-is far too large to be explained by nuclear fusion in

SECTION 27.3
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stars. The accepted explanation is that this base level of helium

occurred, the denterium was quickly converted mto heavier

is primordial-that is, it was created durUlg the early, hot

elements by numerous reactions, including:

epochs of the universe, before any stars had formed. The pro
duction of elements heavier than hydrogen by nuclear fusion
shortly after the Big Bang is called prilnordial nucleosynthesis.

Heli um Formation in the Early Universe
100 s after the Big Bang, the temperature had fallen
to about 1 billion K, and apart from "exotic» dark-matter par
By abont

ticles, matter in the wliverse consisted of electrons, protons,
and neutrons, with the protons outnumbering the neutrons by
about five to one. The stage was set for nuclear fusion to occur.
Protons and neutrons combined to produce deuterium nuclei
(also called deuterons), containing
IH (proton) + neutron

->

1 proton and 1 neutron:

2H (deuteron) + energy.

Although this reaction must have occurred frequently during
tile lepton epoch, tile temperature then was still so high that
tile deuterium nuclei were broken apart by high-energy
gamma rays as soon as they formed. The universe had to wait
until it became cool enough for the deuterium to survive. This
waiting period is sometilnes called the deuterium bottleneck.

Only when the temperature of the universe fell below

about

900 million K, roughly 2 Inllutes after the Big Bang,

was deuterium at last able to form and endure. Once tllat

2H + IH
2H + 2H

->

->

3He + energy,

3He + neutron + energy,

3He + neutron -> 4He + energy.

The result was that, once the universe passed tile deuterium
bottleneck, fusion proceeded rapidly and large amounts of
helium were formed. In just a few mmutes most of the free
neutrons were consumed, leavmg a universe whose matter
content was prilnarily hydrogen and helium. Figure

27.6

illustrates some of the reactions responsible for helium
formation. Contrast it with Figure

1 6 .27, which depicts how

helium is formed today m the cores of mam-sequence stars
such as the Sun."

<:0

(Sec. 16.6)

We might ilnagme that fusion could have continued to
create heavier and heavier elements, just as it does m the
cores of stars, but that did not occur. In stars, the density and
the temperature both

increase

slowly with time, allowing

primordial helium formation. The proton-proton reaction that starts the
:f.TI.f prototl-proton chain that P0111efS the Sun played

t'O

sigtlificant role in

c11t�jn is very slow compared with r.he proton-tteutron discussed here and is

important in the Sun only because t.he solar itlterior cotltain5 no free tlelltrOtlS
to make the latter reaction po.s.sible.

... F IGURE 27.6 Helium Formation Some of the reaction sequences that led to the formation of helium
in the early universe. (A deuteron is a nucleus of deuterium, the heavy form of hydrogen.) Compare this
figure with Figure 16.27, which depicts the proton-proton chain in the Sun.
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more and more massive nuclei to form, but in the early

ceased. Observations of deuterium-especially those made by

universe exactly the opposite was true. The temperature and

orbiting satellites able to capture deuterium's strongest spec

density were both

decreasing rapidly,

making conditions less

tral feature, which happens to be emitted in the ultraviolet
a

and less favorable for fusion as time went on. Even before the

part of the spectrum-indicate

supply of neutrons was completely used up, the nuclear reac

about two deuterium nuclei for every 100,000 protons. How

present-day abundance of

tions had effectively ceased. Reactions between helium nuclei

ever, unlike helium, deuteriwn is not produced to atly signifi

and protons may also have formed trace amounts of lithium

cmt degree ill stars (in fact, deuterilUn tends to be destroyed

(the next element beyond helium) by this time, but for all
practical purposes, the expansion of the universe caused
fusion to stop at helium. The brief epoch of primordial
nucleosynthesis was over about 15 minutes after it began.
By the end of the period of nucleosynthesis, some 1000 s

in stars), so any deuterium we see today

must be primordial.

Tills observation is of great ilnportance to astronomers

beC.1Use it provides them with a sensitive method-and one

that is completely independent of the tedmiques discussed in
previous chapters--of probing the present-day density of

after the Big Bang, the temperature of the wliverse was

matter in the universe. AccordiJlg to tlleory, as illustrated in

about 300 million K and the cosmic elemental abundances

Figure 27.7, the denser the universe is today, the more particles

were set. Careful calculations indicate that about one helium

there were at early times to react with deuterimn as it formed

nucleus had formed for every 1 2 protons remaining. Be

and the less deuteriunl was left over when nudeosynthesis

cause a helium nucleus is four times more massive than a

ended. A comparison of the observed deuteriunl abundatlce

proton, helium accounted for about one-quarter of the total
mass of matter in the universe:

1 helium nucleus

4 mass units

12 protons + 1 helium nucleus

12 mass wlits + 4 mass wlits

4
1
= - = _.

75 percent of the matter in the universe was

hydrogen. It would be almost a billion years before nuc\eosyn

thesis in stars would change these numbers. = (Sec. 2 1 .4)

The foregoing calculation implies that all stars and

galaxies should contain

percent of the critical density.
But before we jwnp to any far-reaci1ing cosmic conclu
sions based on this number, we must make a very important
qualification. As just described, primordial nucleosynthesis

4

16

The remaining

(marked on the figure) with the theoretic.11 results ilnplies a
most 3 X 10-28 kg/m3--onJy a few

present-day density of at

depends

only on the presence of protons md neutrons

in the

early universe. Thus, measurements of the abundance of he
lium and deuterium tell us only about the density of"normaI"
matter-matter made up of protons and neutrons--in the

at least 25 percent helium by mass.

The figure for the Sun, for example, is about

28 percent.

However, it is difficult to disentangle the contributions to the
present-day helium abundance from primordial nucleosyn

Critical density

1 0-2

(Ho = 70 kmlsfMpc)

thesis and later hydrogen burning in stars. Our best hope of
determining the atllOWlt of primordial helium is to study the
oldest stars known, since they formed early on, before stellar
nucleosynthesis had had time to change the heliwn content
of the universe significantly. Unfortunately, stars surviving
from th.at early time are of low mass and hence quite cool,
making the helium lines in their spectra very weak atld hard
to measure accurately.

CIO

(Sees.

17.5, 17.8) Nevertheless,

despite tllis uncertainty, the observations are generally con
sistent with the theory just described.
Bear in mind that while all this was going on, matter
was just an insignificant "contaminant" in the radiation
donllnated wllverse. Radiation outmassed matter by about a
factor of 5000 at the time helium formed. The existence of
heliwll is very important in determining the structure and
appearance of stars today, but its creation was completely
irrelevatlt to the evolution of the universe at the time.

Deuterium and the Density of the Cosmos
During the nuclear epoci1, aItllOugh most deuterium was
quickly fused into heliwll as soon as it formed, a small
amount was left over when the primordial nuclear reactions

1 0-10 '--=-c----'-=-"----'----'-=----'----'-o1 0-27
1 0-2·
1 0-26
Present-day density
of normal matter (kg/m�

,\ F I G UR E 27.7 Deuterium Abundance The present-day
abundance of deuterium depends strongly on the amount of matter
present at early times, and this, in tum, dE'l:ermines the present-day
density of the universe. Thus. measuring the amount of deuterium in
the univerlie gives us an estimate of the overall density of matter. The
best deuterium measurements are marked; they imply that the dens i ly
of matter in the universe is at most a feN percent of the critical value.
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S ECTI O N 27.3
cosmos. This finding has a momentous implication for the
overall composition of the universe.

As

we saw earlier, as

As a result, a photon could not travel far before encountering

an electron and scattering off it. In effect, tlle universe was

tronomers have concluded, for a variety of reasons, that the

opaque to radiation. Matter and radiation were strongly

total density of matter is about the critical value. co (Sec.

"tied," or

26.5) In that "1se, if the density of normal matter is only a few

the electrons combined with nuclei to form atoms of hydro

coupled, to one another by these

interactions. After

percent of the critical value, then we are forced to admit that

gen and heliwn, only certain wavelengths of radiation-the

not only is most of the matter in the UIliverse dark, but most

ones corresponding to the spectral lines of iliose atoms-

of the dark matter is IlOtcomposed of protons and neutrons.

could interact wiili matter. co (Sec.

4.2) Radiation of oilier

We will see in Section 27.5 that, because normal matter

wavelengtlls could travel virtually forever without being ab

and dark matter interact differently with the backgrowld ra

sorbed. Thus, the universe became nearly transparent. From

diation field, studies of the cosmic microwave background

that tinle on, most photons passed generally unhindered

allow us to distinguish between these two types of matter.

through space. As the universe expanded, ilie radiation sun

Observations made by the WMAP satellite have found the

density of normal matter to be just

4 percent of the critical

density, in excellent agreement with estimates based on the
abundance of deuterium.

ply cooled, eventually becoming the microwave backgrowld
we see today.
The microwave photons now detected on Earth have
been traveling through ilie lUliverse ever since they decou

90 percent) of the matter in the

pled. According to the models that best fit the observational

universe apparently exists in the form of elusive subatomic

data, tlle last interaction these photons had with matter

Thus, the bulk (about

particles (for example, the WIMPs discussed as dark-matter

(at the epoch of decoupling) occurred when ilie universe was

candidates in Chapter 23) whose nature we do not fully un

about 400,000 years old and roughly

derstand and whose very existence has yet to be conclusively

hotter) than it is today-that is, at a redshift of

1 100 times smaller (and
1 100. As

demonstrated in laboratory experiments. co (Sec. 23.6) For

illustrated in Figure 27.8, ilie epoch of atom formation cre

the sake of brevity, from here on we will adopt the convention

ated a kind of "photosphere" in the wuverse, completely sur

that the term "dark matter" refers only to these wlknown par

rounding Eartll at a distance of approximately

14,000 Mpc,

ticles and not to "stellar" dark matter, such as black holes and
brown and white dwarfs (also discussed in Chapter 23), which
are made of relatively well-understood normal matter.

The Fi rst Atoms
A few tens of thousands of years after the Big Bang,
radiation ceased to be the dominant component of the uni
verse. The Matter Era had begun. At the start of the atomic
epoch, matter consisted of electrons, protons, helium nuclei
(formed by primordial nucleosynthesis), and dark matter.
The temperature was several tens of thousands of kelvins-
far too hot for atoms of hydrogen to exist (although some
heliwn ions may already have formed). During the next few
hundred thousand years, a major change occurred: The lUli
verse expanded by anotller factor of

10, the temperature

dropped to a few thousand kelvins, and electrons and nuclei
combined to form neutral atoms. By the time the tempera
ture had fallen to about

3000 K, the universe consisted of

atoms, photons, and dark matter.
The period during which nuclei and electrons com
bined to form atoms is called the epoch of decoupling, for it
was during tllis period that the radiation background parted
company with normal matter. Many astronomers also refer
to this period as

recombination

(although, technically

speaking, protons and electrons had never previously been
combined in the form of atoms).
At early times, when matter was ionized, the universe
was filled with large nlUllbers of free electrons that interacted

frequently witll electromagnetic radiation of all wavelengths.

;. FI G URE 27.8 Radiation-Matter Oecoupling When atoms
fOfmed, the universe became virtuaUy transparent to radiation. Thus.
observations of the cosmic background radiation aUCMI us to study
conditions in the universe around a time when the redshift was
1100 and the temperature had dropped below about 3000 K. For an
explanation of hCMI we can see a region of space 14.000 Mpc
(46 bi llion light-year.;) awifj when the universe is just 14 billion years
old, see More PredS4/y 24-1.
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(More Precisely 24-1)

the distance at which photons last interacted before they

otller. In cosmological parlance, the two regions are said to be

decoupled. 0:>

outside each other's

horizon.

But if that

is

so, then how do

On om side of the photosphere-that is, since decou

they "know" that they are supposed to look the same? With no

pling'-the universe is transparent. On the far side-before

possibility of commlmication between them, the only alterna

decoupling-it was opaque. Thus, by observing the microwave

tive is that regions A and B simply started off looking alike

backgrolmd, we are probing conditions in the universe almost

an assumption that cosmologists are reluctant to make.

as studying sunlight tells us about the surface layers of the Sun.

called the flatness problem. Whatever tile exact value of

all the way back in time to the Big Bang, in much the same way

PROCESS OF SCIENCE CHECK

V' How do we know that most of the dark matter in the universe
is n ot of "normal"' composition?

no,

The second problem with the standard Big Bang model is
it appears to be very close to unity-the total density of the

universe is fairly near the critical value. In terms of spacetilne

curvature, we can assert that tile wliverse is remarkably close
to being flat. 0:> (Sec. 26.4) We say "remarkably" here be
cause, again, there is no particular reason that tile universe
should have formed with a density very close to the critical
value. Why not a millionth of, or a million times, that value?

27.4 The Inflationary U n i verse

Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 27.10, a wliverse that

In the late 1970s, cosmologists trying to piece together the

starts off close to, but not e.xactly on, the critical curve soon
so

if the universe is close to critical

evolution of the wliverse were confronted with two nagging

deviates greatly from it,

problems that had no easy explanation within the standard

now, it must have been extremely close to critical in the past.

Big Bang model. The resolution of these problems has

(The acceleration due to dark energy does Ul fact tend to push

caused cosmologists to completely rethink their views of the

the universe toward critical density, but dark energy has not

very early universe.

dominated the expansion for long enough for this fact to
change our basic conclusion.) For e.xample, if

The Horizon and Flatness Pro b lems
The first problem is known as the horizon problem, and it
concerns the remarkable

isotropy of the

no

=

0.3 today

(approximately the density of "known" dark matter) , then the
departme from critical density at the time of nucleosyntllesis

would have been only 1 part ul l0 lS (a thousand trillion) !

cosmic microwave

background. 0:> (Sec. 26.7) Recall that the temperatme of

this radiation is virtually constant, at about 2.7 K, in all direc
tions. Imagine observing the microwave background in two
opposite directions of the sky, as illustrated in Figure 27.9. As
we have just seen, that radiation last interacted with matter in
the universe at around a redshift of 1 100. Thus, in observing
these

hvo distant regions of the universe, marked A and B

on the figme, we are studying regions that were separated
by several million parsecs at the time they emitted this
radiation. The fact that the background radiation is isotropic
to high acmracy means that regions A and B had sinlilar
densities and temperatures at the time the radiation we see
left them.

no good reason why these regions should

The problem is, accordulg to the Big Bang theory as just
described, there is

in fact be similar to each other. To take an everyday example,
we all know that heat flows from regions of high tempera

ture to regions of low temperatme, but it takes time for tllis
to occur. If we light a fire in one corner of a room, we have to
wait a while for the other corners to warm up. Eventually,
the room reaches

a

more or less uniform temperature, but

itlfomlatiotl that the fire is there-has had time to spread.

only after the heat from the fire---or, more generally, the
Sunilar reasoning applies to regions A and B in Figure

27.9. These regions are separated by many megaparsecs, and
there has not been enough tune for information, which can
go no faster than the speed of light, to travel from one to the

'" F I G URE 27.9 Horizon Problem The isotropy o f the microwave
background indicates that regions A and B in the universe were very
similar to each other when the radiation we observe left them, but
there has not been enough time s ince the Big Bang for them ever to
have interacted p�sically with one another. Why then should they
look the same?

S ECT I O N
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What does all tlus have to do with cosmology? In the early

1980s. physicists realized tha t it was possible for these scalar
fields to become temporarily

increased in

energy above their

normal equilibrium states. Due to random fluctuations at the
quantwn level. regions of the universe could find themselves
in this "elevated" state for some period of time. Under these
circwnstances. theory indicates that these parts of the universe
would find tllemselves in a very odd and lmstable condition

empty space would have acquired vacuWll energy. Abstract

as this may seem. these regions are of direct interest to us--if

theorists are correct. we live in one!

The temporary appearance ofvacuum energy within sum

a region--{)ucs. say--had dramatic consequences. For a short
while. as illustrated in Figure 27.1 1. the extra energy caused the
region to expand at an enormously accelerated rate. The vac
uum energy density remained almost constant as the region
grew, and ilie expansion accelerated with time willie this condi
tion persisted. In fact, the size of the region doubled many
times over. For definiteness. Figure 27. 1 1 shows the expansion
occurring near the end of tlle GUT epoch, with a doubling
tinle of roughly 10-34 s. Tills period of unchecked cosnlic ex

.. F IGURE 27.10 Flatness Problem If the universe deviates even
slightly from critical density, that deviation grows rapidly in time.
For the u niverse to be as dose to critical as it is today, it must have
differed from the critical density in the past by only a ti ny amount.

pansion is known as the epoclJ of inflation.
Actually. biz.ure though this may seem, we have already
seen a universal expansion along these lines. albeit at a much
more leisurely pace. The leading models for dark energy (the
cosmological constant and quintessence) are both scalar
fields. Their nonzero vacuum energy is responsible for the

These observations constitute "problems· because cos
mologists want to be able to

explain the present condition of

the universe. not just accept it "as is:' They would prefer
to resolve the horizon and flatness problems in terms of
physic.11 processes that could have taken a wliverse with no

cosmic acceleration discussed in Chapter 26.

1025

=>

(Sec. 26.5)

I

Inflation

--t-I

special properties and caused it to evolve into the cosmos we
now see. The resolution of both problems takes us back in
time even earlier than nucleosynthesis or the formation of
any of the elementary particles we know today-back. in
fact. almost to the instant of the Big Bang itself.

Cosmic I nflation
As we saw in Section 27.2. at very early times, during the
GUT and Planck epochs, most or all of the fundamental
forces of nature were wlified-that is, indistinguishable
from one another. The various theories that describe tlus
unification (for example. those outlined in

27-1)

More Precisely

predict--and in fact. rely upon-the existence of

certain quantum-mechanical fields. generically called sca lar

fields in particle physics jargon. whose interactions with
particles in the theory determine those particles' properties.
For our purposes. we can think of tllese fields as cosmic

forces permeating all space, separate from. but closely re

lated to. physical particles in tlle universe. These fields define
the differences between the various forces of nature. and
ultimately set the scale on whim unification occurs.

Planck
epoch

10�5 ����� -L�
__

10-435

Quark
epoch

�

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__

1 0-3'.

Time since Big Bang

.. FI G URE 27.11 Cosmic Inflation D u ri ng the peri od of inflation at
� the end ofthe GUT epoch, the universe expanded enormously
� in a very short time. Afterward, It resumed its earlier "normal"
expans i on rate, except that the size of the cosmos had become about
1050 times bigger than it was before inflation, as submicroscopic scales
had expanded to "cosmic" sizes.
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Eventually, the scalar field returned to its equilibrium
state, the region recovered its normal vacuum, and inflation
stopped. For the example shown in Figure 27. 1 1 , the whole
episode lasted a mere 10-32 50 but during that time the patch of
the wliverse that had become unstable swelled in size by the
incredible factor of about 1050• After the inflationary phase,
the universe once again resumed its (relatively) leisurely ex
pansion. However, a nwnber of important changes had
occurred that would have far-reaching ramifications for the
evolution of the cosmos.
The original theory of inflation was developed in the
early 1 980s and associated the inflationary period (as in
Figure 27. 1 1) with the end of the GUT epoch. The scalar
field in that case was the one responsible for distinguishing
beh'leen the strong and electroweak forces. However, since
that time, researchers have realized that conditions suitable
for inflation could have occurred under many different
circumstances---and possibly many times-during the evo
lution of the early universe. This generalization actually
strengthens inflation as a theory by loosening the restric
tions on when it might have happened, although it blurs the
question of E!.'{actly when the inflationary epoch(s) leading
to "our" universe actually occurred.
Nevertlleless, the basic idea of a quantum fluctuation
expanding to become the universe we know is now quite
well established. Some theorists have gone so far as to sug
gest that a quantum fluctuation during the Planck epoch

may have been the trigger that caused the Big Bang.
Others even speculate that we might be living in a sort of
"self-creating universe" that erupted into existence spon
taneously from inflation in one such random fluctuation!
This sort of "statistical" creation of the primal cosmic
energy from absolutely nothing has been dubbed "the
ultimate free lunch."
Note that it is possible_ven likely, according to many
theorists--tllat not all of the universe underwent inflation.
Only some regions became unstable, causing huge inflated
"bubbles" to appear in the cosmos. We apparently live in one
such bubble; the universe outside is probably unknowable
to us. Henceforth, we will use the term "universe" to refer to
just tIus bubble and its contents.

I m p l ications for the U niverse
The inflationary epoch provides a natural solution to the
horizon and flatness problems. The horizon problem is solved
beC.1l1se inflation took regions of the wUverse tIIat had already
had time to colnmWlicate with one another-and so had es
tablished similar physical properties--and then dragged them
far apart, well out of communication range of one another.
For exan1ple (again using the assumptions in Figure 27. 1 1),
regions A and B in Figure 27.9 have been out of contact since
10-32 s after creation, but they were in contact before then. As
illustrated in Figure 27.12, their properties are the same today

... F IGU RE 27.12 Inflation and the Horizon Problem Inflation solves the horizon problem by taking a
small region of the very early universe-wh05e parts had already had time to interact with one another and
that had thus already become homogeneous-and expanding it to enormous size. In (a1 points A and B are
well within the (shaded) homogeneous region of the universe centered on the eoventual site of the Milky
W� Galaxy. In (b), after inflation, A and B are far outside the horizon (indicated by the dashed line1 so they
are no longer visible from our location. Subsequently, the horizon expands faster than the universe as a
whole does, so that tod� (e) A and B are just reentering our field of view. They have similar properties now
because they had similar properties before the inflationary epoch.

SECT ION
bec.1use they were the same long ago, before inflation sepa
rated them.
Figure 27.12(a) shows a small piece of the universe just
before the onset of inflation. The point that will one day
become the site of the Milky Way Galaxy is at the center of the
shaded region, which represents the portion of space "visible"
to that point at that time-that is, there has been enough time
since the Big Bang for light to have traveled from the edge of
this region to its center. That entire region is more or less
homogeneous, because different parts of it have been able to
interact with one another, so any initial differences between
the parts have largely been smoothed out. The points A and B
of Figure 27.9 are also marked. They lie within the homoge
neous patch, so they have very similar properties. The actual
size of the shaded region is about 1 0-26 m-only a trillionth
the size of a proton.
Immediately after inflation, as shown in Figure 27 . 12(b),
the homogeneous region has expanded by 50 orders of mag
nitude, to a diameter of about 1 024 m, or 30 Mpc-larger
than the largest supercluster. By contrast, the visible por
tion of the universe, indicated by the dashed line, has
grown only by a factor of a thousand and is still micro
scopic in size. In effect, the universe expanded much faster
than the speed of light during the inflationary epoch, so
what was once well within the horizon of the point that is
to become the site of our Galaxy now lies far beyond it. In
particular, points A and B are no longer visible, either to us
or to each other, at this time. (Note that, while the theory
of relativity restricts matter and energy to speeds less than
the speed of light, it imposes no such limit on the universe
as a whole.)
Since the end of inflation, the universe has expanded
by a further factor of 1027, so the size of the homogeneous
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region of space surrowlding us is now about 1 051 m
( 1028 Mpc)-10 trillion trillion times greater than the dis
tance to the most distant quasar. As shown in Figure
27.1 2(c), the horizon has expanded faster tIlan the uni
verse, so points A and B are just now becoming visible
again. As tile portion of the universe that is now observ
able from Eartil grows in time, it remains homogeneous
because our cosmic field of view is simply reexpanding
into a region of the universe that was within our horizon
long ago. We will have to wait a very long time-at least
1 035 years--before tile edge of the homogeneous patch
surrounding us comes back into view.
To see how inflation solves the flatness problem, let's re
turn to our earlier balloon analogy. = (Sec. 26.2) Imagine
that you are a 1 -mm-long ant sitting on the surface of the
balloon as it expands, as illustrated in Figure 27. 13. When
tile balloon is just a few centimeters across, you can easily
perceive the surface to be curved-its circumference is only
a few times your own size. When the balloon expands to, say,
a few meters in diameter, tile curvature of the surface is less
pronounced, but perhaps still perceptible. However, by the
time the balloon has expanded to a few kilometers across,
an "ant-sized" patch of tile surface will look quite fiat, just as
the surface of Earth looks flat to us.
Now imagine tIlat tile balloon expands 1 00 trillion
trillion trillion trillion times, as tile universe did during
the period of inflation. Your local patch of the surface is
now completely indistinguishable from a perfectly flat
plane, deviating from flatness by no more than one part in
1 050. Exactly the same argument applies to the universe:
Because it has expanded so much, for all practical pur
poses the lUliverse is perfectly flat on all scales we can ever
hope to observe.

... F I G URE 27.13 Inflation and the Flatness
Problem I nflation solves the flatness problem
by taking a curved surface, here represented
by the surface of the expanding balloon, and
expanding it enormously in size. To an ant on
the surface, the balloon looks virtually flat
when the expansion is complete.
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Notice that this resolution of the flatness problem-the
universe appears close to being flat because the universe is in

section, astronomers are now subjecting these predictions to
rigorous scrutiny.

fact precisely flat, to very high accuracy-bas a very important
consequence: Because the universe is geometrically flat,
relativity tells us that the total density must be exactly equal to
the critical value of no

=

1.

CIO

C O N C E PT C H E C K
t/

(Sec. 26.4) This is the key re

sult tllat led us to conclude in Chapter 26 that dark energy
whatever it is-must dominate the density of the universe.
CIO

(Sec. 26.5)

I nflation as a Theory
Even though inflation solves the horizon and flatness
problems in a quite convincing way, for nearly two decades
after it was first proposed the theory was resisted by many
astronomers. The main reason was that its prediction of

no

Why does the theory of inflation imply that much of the
density of the universe may be neither matter nor
radiation?

energy

1 was clearly at odds with the growing evidence that
the density of matter in the universe was no more than 30
=

percent or so of the critical value. Actually, many cosmolo
gists had considered the possibility that a cosmological con
stant offered a way to account for the remaining 70 percent
of the cosmic density, but without independent corrobora
tion a conclusive case could not be made. That is why the
supernova observations were so important: By providing
empirical evidence for acceleration in the cosmic expansion
rate, they established independent evidence for the effects of
dark energy and, in doing so, reconciled inflation with the
otherwise discrepant observations.

CIO

(Sec. 26.5)

Thus, the combined weight of theory and observation
force us to the conclusion that not only is most matter dark

27.5 The Fo rmat i on of Structu re
i n the U nive rse
Just as stars formed from inhomogeneities-deviations from
perfectly uniform density-in interstellar clouds, so too are
galaxies,

galaxy

clusters, and larger structures thought to

have grown from small density fluctuations in tile matter of
tile expanding universe.

ex:>

(Sec. 1 9.1 )

Where did these density fluctuations come from?
According to current theories of structure formation, they
were the result of microscopic "quantum" fluctuations in tile
very early universe, expanded to macroscopic scales by tile
effects of inflation! In a very real sense, the quantum
universe j ust after the Big Bang is the progenitor of all the
cosmic structure we see around us today.
Given the conditions in the universe during the atomic
and galactic epochs (Table 27. 1 ) , cosmologists calculate that
regions of higher-tilan-average density that contained more
than about a million tinles the mass of the Sun would have
begull to contract. There was thus a natural tendency for

(Section 27.3), but

most of the cosmic density isn 't made lip of
matter at all. In a sense, this is the ultimate statement of the

million-solar-mass "pregalactic" objects to form. In Chapter

Copernican principle: Not only is Earth in no way central to

interacted and merged to form galaxies.

the cosmos, but the stuff of which we are made is unrepre
sentative of matter in general, and matter itself is tile minor
ity constituent of the universe!
Physicists will probably never create in terrestrial
laboratories conditions even remotely similar to those tilat

25, we learned how these pregalactic fragments might have
CIO (Sec. 25.3) In

tile rest of tllis chapter, we concern ourselves mostly with the
formation of structure on much larger scales.

The Growth of I nh omogeneities

existed in the universe during the inflationary epoch. The

By the early 1980s, cosmologists had come to realize that

creation of our own vacuum energy is (safely) beyond our

galaxies could not have formed from tile contraction of in

reach. Nevertheless, cosmic inflation seems to be a natural

homogeneities involving only

consequence of many Grand Unified Theories. It explains

lines of reasoning led to this conclusion:

normal matter. The following

two otllerwise intractable problems within the Big Bang
theory-and, following the empirical observations of cos

1.

Calculations show that, before decoupling (which oc
curred at a redshift of 1 100), the intense background

mic acceleration, it is now reconciled Witll measurements of
the matter density of tile universe with the inclusion of dark

radiation would have prevented clumps of normal

energy into the cosmic mi.x.

matter from contracting. Matter and radiation were
just too strongly coupled for structure to form. Thus,

For all these reasons, despite the absence of direct evi

any such clwnps would have had to wait until after de

dence for tile process, inflation theory has become an inte
gral part of modern cosmology. Inflation makes definite,
testable predictions about the large-scale geometry and

2.

coupling before their densities could start to increase.
Because radiation was "tied" to normal matter up until

structure of the universe that are critically important to cur

decoupling, any variations in the matter density at that

rent theories of galaxy formation. As we will see in the next

time would have led to temperature variations in the

S ECTIO N 27.5
cosmic background radiation--denser regions would
have been a little hotter than less dense ones. The high
degree of isotropy observed in the microwave back
ground indicates that any density variations from one
region of space to another at the time of decoupling
must have been small_t most a few parts in lOs.
ex:> (Sec. 26.7)
3.

Galaxies--or, at least, quasars_ce known to have
formed by a redshift of 6. Furthermore, some tlleorists
think iliat, in order to produce ilie densest galactic
nuclei we see today, ilie formation process must have
already been well established as long ago as a redshift of
20. ex:> (Sec. 25.3) Thus, tlle initial fluctuations, which,
as we have just seen, must have been very small at a
redshift of 1 1 00, had to grow to form the first stars and
galaxies by a redshift of 20.

4.

The contracting matter had to "fight" tlle general expansion of the universe. As a result,
theory shows, iliese contracting pregalactic
clumps could have increased in density by a
factor of at most 50 to 100 in the time avail
able. As a result, the small inhomogeneities
permitted by observations of the microwave
background could not have grown into galaxies
in the time available-the lUJiverse would still
have been almost perfectly homogeneous at a
time when we know galaxies had already
formed.

Put another way, if galaxies had grown from den
sity fluctuations in the normal-matter component
of the early universe, then the fluctuations would
have had to be so large as to leave a clearly observ
able imprint on the cosmic microwave back
ground. That imprint is not observed.

The Formation of Structure in the Universe
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the wliverse probably began to grow as soon as matter
first began to dominate the universe at a redshift of about
6000.
Because ilie dark matter was not directly tied to ilie
radiation, these inhomogeneities could have been quite large
at the time of decoupling, without having a correspondingly
large effect on the microwave backgrowld. In short, dark
matter could clump to form large-scale structure in ilie
wliverse witlJOut running into any of the problems just
described for normal matter.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 27. 14, dark matter deter
mined the overall distribution of mass in the wuverse and
clumped to form the observed large-scale structure without
violating any observational constraints on the microwave
background. Then, at later times, normal matter was drawn by
gravity into ilie regions of lughest density, eventually forming

Dark
matter
Normal
matter
Space _
(a) Time = 1 second

Dark
matter
Normal

L-_____________ matter
Space __
(b) Time = 1000 years

Dark Matter
Normal matter, then, cannot account for the
large-scale structure we see today. Fortunately
for cosmology (and for life on Earth), much of
the universe is made of dark matter, which has
properties quite different from those of normal
matter and which provides a natural explana
tion for the large-scale structure we see today.
Whatever the nature of dark matter, its defining
property is iliat it interacts only very weakly
with normal matter and radiation, so its natural
tendency to clump and contract under gravity
was not hindered by the radiation background.
Dark matter started clumping well before de
coupling (redshift 1 100)-in fact, density inho
mogeneities in the dark-matter component of

Space _
(e) Time = 1 0" years

... F IG U R E 27.14 Structure Formation The formation of structure in the cosmos
depended crucially on the existence of dark matter. (a) The universe started out as a
normal matter. (b) A few thousand years after the Big
Bang, the dark matter began to dump. (e) Eventually, the dark matter formed large
structures (represe n ted here by the two high-density peaks) into which normal

mixture of (mostly) dark and

matter flowed, ultimately to form the galaxies we see today. The three frames at the
right represent the densities of dark m atter (red) and normal matter (yell"",)

respective graphs at left.

in the
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galaxies and galaxy clusters. This picture explains why so much
dark matter is fOlllld outside the visible galaxies. The luminous
material is strongly concentrated near the density peaks and
dominates the dark matter there, but the rest of the universe is
largely devoid of normal matter. Like foam on the crest of an
ocean wave, the universe we can see is only a tiny fraction of
the total.
Given that the nature of the dark matter is still llll
known, theorists have considerable freedom in choosing its
properties when they attempt to simulate the formation of
structure in the universe. Cosmologists conventionally
classify dark matter as either "hot" or "cold," on the basis of
its temperature at the time when galaxies began to form.
The two types predict quite different kinds of structure
in the present-day wliverse.
Hot dark matter consists of lightweight particles-
mudl less massive than the electron. Neutrinos, which appear
to have small, but nonzero, masses, are leading candidates
for hot dark-matter particles. => (Sec. 16.6 ) However, simu
lations of a universe filled with hot dark matter indicate
that, whereas large structures, such as superclusters and
voids, form fairly naturally, structure on smaller scales does
not. Small amounts of hot material tend to disperse, not
clump together. As a result, most cosmologists have con
cluded that models based on hot dark matter are unable to
explain the observed structure of the universe.
Cold dark matter consists of very massive particles,
possibly formed during the GUT epoch or even before.
Computer simulations modeling the universe with these

particles as the dark matter easily produce small-scale struc
ture. With the understanding that galaxies form referentially
in the densest regions--as is predicted particularly by mod
els that include a cosmological constant-these models also
predict large-scale structure that is in excellent agreement
with what is actually observed.
Figure 27. 1 5 shows the results of a recent supercomputer
simulation of a "best-bet" wliverse consisting of 4 percent
normal matter, 23 percent cold dark matter, and 73 percent
dark energy (in the form of a cosmological constant) .
=> (Sec. 26.6) Y
ellow dots represent regions in earn frame
where significant star formation is occurring--qllasars at red
shift 6 and bright interacting galaxies today. The sinlilarities
with real observations of cosmic structure, shown in Figures
25.21 and 26. 1, are striking, and more detailed statistical
analysis confirms that these models agree extremely well with
reality. Notice the large-scale extended filamentary structure
evident in the last two frames, whim may be compared to the
observed structure presented earlier in the text. The visible
galaxies are also surrounded by extensive dark-matter halos.
Although calculations like this cannot prove that these
models are the correct description of the universe, the agree
ment in detail between models and reality strongly favor the
dark-energy/cold-dark-matter model of the cosmos.

C O N C E PT C H E C K
ttl' Wn.; was dark matter necessary for structure formation in the
universe?

� structure we see in the universe today is the direct descendent
� of quantum flu ctuations in the early u n iverse, inflated to macroscopic

.. F IG U RE 27.1 5 Structure Simulated The large-scale

scales. These frames shON three v iews of a (present-day) 100

cube i n a simulated cold dark-matter universe with no

=

X

100

X 100-Mpc

1. The cube expands with the

universe, so that it encloses the same material at all times. The three frames shON the grONth of

structure resulting from the growth of small density fluctuations in the very early universe, displayed at
redshifts of 6 0 billion years after the Big Bang), 2 (4 billion years), and 0 (the present day). (V. Springel!
Max-Pkmck irlStit"t fur Astropl,ysik)
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27.6 Cosmic Structure and the
M i c rowave Backg rou n d
Because dark matter does not interact directly with photons,
its density variations do not cause large (and easily observ
able) temperature variations in the microwave background.
However, that radiation is influenced slightly by the gravity
of the growing dark dumps, which produces a slight gravita
tional redshift that varies from place to place, depending on
the dark-matter density. As a result, cosmological models
predict that there should be tiny "ripples" in the microwave
backgroll1ld-temperature variations of only a few parts per
million from place to place on the sky.
Until the late 1 980s tllese ripples were too small to be
measured accurately, altllOugh cosmologists were confident
that they would be found. In 1992, after almost 2 years of
careful observation, the COBE team annoll1lced that the
expected ripples had indeed been detected. c>o (Sec. 26.7)
The temperature variations are tinY-{)lliy 30-40 millionths
of a kelvin from place to place in the sky-but they are there.
The COBE results are displayed as a temperature map of the
microwave sky in Figure 27. 1 6 . The temperature variation
due to Earth's motion (see Figure 26.18) has been subtracted
out, as has the radio emission from the Milky Way, and tem
perature deviations from tlle average are displayed.
The ripples seen by COBE, combined with computer
simulations such as that shown in Figure 27. 1 5, predict pres
ent-day structure iliat is consistent with the superciusters,
voids, filaments, and Great Walls we see aroll1ld us. Altllough
the COBE data were limited by relatively low (roughly 7°)
resolution, detailed analysis of the ripples also supports ilie
key prediction of inflation theory-that the wliverse is of
exactly critical density and hence spatially flat. For these
reasons, the COBE observations rank alongside ilie discovery
of the microwave backgroll1ld itself in terms of ilieir impor
tance to ilie field of cosmology. The lead investigators of the
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COBE program won tile 2006 Nobel Prize in physics for their
grolUldbreaking work.
The decade following the end of the COBE mission in
late 1 993 has seen dramatic improvements in both tile
resolution and sensitivity of microwave background mea
surements. Figure 2 7. 1 7 shows results returned by two more
recent e.xperiments that have radically improved our view of
tlle microwave background, confirming and refining tile
COBE results.
The main inlage in Figure 27. 1 7 shows an all-sky
map made by tlle Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP), launched by NASA in 200!. Permanently sta
tioned some 1 .5 million km outside Earth's orbit along tile
Sun-Earth line and always pointing away from the Sll1l to
keep its delicate heat-sensitive detectors in shadow, WMAP
completes a scan of the entire sky every 6 months. The
instrwnent's angular resolution is rouglliy 20-30', some
20 times finer than that of COBE (cf. Figure 27. 1 6), allowing
extraordinarily detailed measurements of many cosmologi
cal parameters to be made. The inset shows a smaller scale
Gust 2° wide), but even higher resolution (7') unage returned
by Cosmic Background Imager, a ground-based microwave
telescope located high in the Chilean Andes. (Recall from
Chapter 3 that the microwave part of the spectrum is only
partly transparent to electromagnetic radiation, so microwave
detectors must be placed above as much of Earth's absorbing
atmosphere as possible.) c>o ( Sec. 3.3 )
Both maps show temperature fluctuations of a few
hundred microkelvins, with a characteristic angular scale
of about 1°. This temperature range is larger than tile
fluctuations seen by COBE because COBE's low resolution
effectively averaged the data over a large area of the sky,
smearing out the peaks and troughs seen in the higher reso
lution observations.
The amount of structure seen ill the data on different
angular scales clearly shows a peak at about 1 degree-pretty

... F IGURE 27.16 Cosmic Microwave
Background Map COBE map of tempera
ture fluctuations in the cosmic microwave
background OIer the entire sky. Hotter
than-average regions are in yellow, cooler
than-average regions in blue. The total
temperature r.mge shown is ±200 millionths
of a kelvin. The temperature variation due to
Earth's motion has been subtracted, as has the
radio emission from the Mi lky Way Galaxy,
and temperature deviations from the average
are displayed. (NASA)
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F I G U R E 27.1 7 Early Structure The entire microwave sky, as seen � the WMAP
22 and 90 GHz (wavelengths ranging from 14 to 3 mm� This nf!N

spacecraft at frequencies between

� right shows a 7'-resolution map of a roughly 2° patch ofsky, obtained � the ground-based Cosmic
� BackgroundImager instrument at 30 GHz � em wavelength), The bright blobs are slightly denser
map m<ry be compared directly with the COBE map shown in Figure 27.16. The effective resolution

of this WMAP multiwavelength survey is about 25' (compared with 7' for COBE), The i nset at the

than-average regions of the universe at an age of roughly

400,000 years-long after the epoch of inflation,

but well before the formation of significant large-scale structure. They are destined to collapse to form

clusters of galaxies,

(NASA)

mudl what your eyes see in Figure 27. 17.

This is in excellent

in

2009, is further refining these observations, improving

agreement with the theoretical prediction for a universe with

tlJeir accuracy and making still more precise measurements

1 (actually, with 27 percent matter and 73 percent dark
26 and earlier in tlus mapter),

has seen the basic parameters of the universe measured

no

=

energy, as quoted in Chapter

of tile microwave sky. The first decade of the

2 1 st century

strongly supporting the prediction from inflation that no is

(even if not yet fully understood) to an accuracy only

very close to unity, witll a small margin of error.

dreamed of just a few years ago.

More detailed analysis provides a we.11th of information
on the lustory and composition of the wliverse. Indeed, the

WMAP data are our primary source for the cosmological

parameters used in More Precisely 24-1 and tluoughout this

text. The European Space Agency's Planck mission, launched

P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V' What do observations of fluctuations in the micrawave
background tell us about the structure of the universe?
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S U M M A RY
At present, the universe is domi
nated by dark energy, which exceeds the
:.
-.::
=.
i' ....
_
_
matter density by more than a factor of t
==
-=
2. The densities of dark energy and mat
....
ter both greatly exceed the equivalent
....
mass density of radiation: The density
. �--...; .
of matter was much greater in the past,
when the wliverse was smaller and the universe was matter
dominated (p. 684), a few billion years ago. However, because
radiation is redshifted as the universe expands, the density of ra
diation at early times was greater still. Thus, the early universe
was radiation dominated (p. 685).

i:

'-�

2 During the first few minutes after the
Big Bang, matter was formed out of the
,-.
.
prinlOrdial fireball by the process of pair
production (p. 685). In the early universe, matter and radiation were linked
by this process. Panicles and forces
"froze out" of the radiation background
as the temperature feU below the threshold for creating them. The existence of
matter today means that there must have been unequal amowlts
of matter and antimatter early on.

;

3 The physical state of the wtiverse can
be understood in terms of present-day
/'
physics back to about 10--43 s after the Big
.LBang. Before that, the four fundamental ::::=
forces of nature---gravity, electromagnetism, the strong force, and the weak force---were all indistinguish
able. There is presently no theory that can describe these extreme
conditions. As the universe expanded and its temperature dropped,
the forces became distinct from one another. First gravity, then the
strong force, and then the weak and electromagnetic forces sepa
rated out. Subsequently, nuclei, then atoms, and eventually large
clumps of matter destined to become galaxies and stars formed as
the universe continued to cool.

4 All of the hydrogen in the universe is

,,'

,,�'':='

primordial, formed from radiation as the !
,universe expanded and cooled. Most of
=
the helium observed in the universe
,,' =
today is also primordial, created by n ,,
__
'
primordial nucleosyntbesis (p. 69 1 ) in ,
..:E:..
'-:-ro
.....
the early universe a few minutes after the
::......:
.--_1
Big Bang. Some deuterium was also
formed at these early times, and it provides a sensitive indicator of
the present density of the universe in the form of "normal" (as op
posed to dark) matter. Studies of deuterium indicate that normal

h or
h

~

matter can account for at most 3 or 4 percent of the critical deu
sity. The remaining mass inferred from studies of clusters must
then be made of dark matter, in the form of unknown particles
formed at some very early epoch.

5

When the wliverse

was

about 1 100

times smaller than it is today, the temper
atllre became low enough for atoms to
form. At that time, the (then -optical)
background radiation decoupled (p. 693)
from the matter. The universe became
transparent. The photons that now make
up the microwave background have been
traveling freely through space ever since.

..
6 Very early on, the universe underwent
a brief period of rapid expansion called
the epoell of inflation (p. 695), during ..... .--- I"AL . :0J'.
which the size of the cosmos increased by
.. ...\.
a huge factor-IOSO or more. The horizon
problem (p. 694) is the fuct that, accord
ing to the standard (that is, noninflationary) Big Bang model, there
is no good reason for widely separated parts of the universe to he as
similar as they are. Inflation solves the horizon problem by talcing a
small homogeneous patro of the early universe and expanding it
enormously. The patch is still homogeneous, but it is now much
larger than the portion of the universe we can see today. Inflation
also solves the flatness problem (p. 694), which is the fact that there
is no obvious reason why the present density of the universe is so
close to the critical value. Inflation implies that the cosmic density
is, for all practical purposes, e:",ctiy critical.

� �. .
Ci ""

7 Large-scale structure in the universe

"

£

II

formed when density fluctuations in the I ;=rdark matter c1wnped and grew to form
_""_
the "skeleton" of the structure we observe. Normal matter then
flowed into the densest regions of space, eventually forming the
galaxies we now see. Cosmologists distinguish between hot dark
matter and cold dark matter (p. 700), depending on the tempera
ture of dark matter at the end of the Radiation Era. In order to
explain the observed large-scale structure in the universe, much of
the dark matter must be cold.

S "Ripples" in the microwave back
ground are the imprint of early density
inhomogeneities on the radiation field.
These ripples were observed by the COBE
satellite. Subsequent observations made by the WMAP spacecraft
proVide accurate measurements of many cosmological parameters
and lend strong support to the inflationary prediction that we live
in a flat, critical-density universe.
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Problems labeled P�S exp l ore the process of science I VIS problems fcc us on reading and interpreting visual information

R E V I EW A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. For how long was the universe dominated by radiation? How
hot was the universe when the dominance of radiation
ended?

2. What was the role of dark energy in the very early universe?
). Why is our knowledge of the Planck epoch so limited?

4. When and how did the first atoms foml?

11. When did the universe become transparent to radiation?

12.

1l.

How can we observe the epoch at which the universe became
transparent?
What is the epoch of inflation, and what happened to the
early universe during that time?

14. P�S How does inflation solve the horizon problem?

5. Describe the universe at the end of the galactic epoch.

15. P�S How does inflation solve the flatness problem?

6. Why do all stars, regardless of their abundance of heavy

16. What does inflation tell us about the total density of the

elements, seem to contain at least one-quarter heliwn by
mass?

7. Why didn't heavier and heavier elements form in the early
universe, as they do in stars?

8. If large amounts of deuterium formed ill the early universe,
why do we see so little deuterium today?

9. How do measurements of the cosmic abundance of deuteriunl
provide a reliable estimate of the density of normal matter?

tmiverse?

17. What is the difference between hot and cold dark matter?

18. What is the connection between dark matter and the forma
tion of large- and small-scale structures?

19. P�S Why were the observations made by the COBE
satellite so important to cosmology?

20. P�S What key measurement was made by the WMAP
experiment?

10. P�S How do we know that most matter in the universe is
not "normal"?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E S T : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1. Immediately after its birth, the wliverse (al was dominated by

6. It is likely that the density of the universe is made up mostly

photons; (bl was made mostly of protons; (e) had equal
amounts of matter and antimatter; (d) formed stars and
galaxies.

7. The horizon problem in the standard Big Bang model is

2. Present-day Grand Unified Theories unite all of the funda
mental forces except (al the strong force; (b) the weak force;
(e) the electromagnetic force; (d) the gravitational force.

solved by having the universe (a) accelerate; (b) inflate rap
idly early in its existence, (e) have tiny, but signific.1nt fluctua
tions in temperature; (d) be geometrically flat.

3. About half a million years after the Big Bang, the wllverse had
cooled to the point that (a) protons and electrons could com
bine to form atoms; (h) particle-antiparticle annihilation
ceased; (e) gas could condense to form stars; (d) carbon con
densed to make dust.

4. One of the problems with the standard Big Bang model is

that (a) galaxies are redshifted; (b) the temperature is almost
exactly the same everywhere; (e) the universe is hottest in the
center; (d) the galaxy will expand forever.

5. VIS

According to our best estimates, the line that best
describes the universe in Figure 27. 1 0 ("Flatness Problem") is
(a) accelerating; (b) open; (e) critical; (d) closed.

of (a) hydrogen; (h) electromagnetic radiation; (e) dark en
ergy; (d) cold dark matter.

we observe in the wliverse is the result of
(a) dark matter c1unlping long ago; (b) galaxies colliding;
(e) the freezing out of electrons; (d) radiation dominance in
the early universe.

8. The structure

9. Elements more massive than lithiunl were not formed in the

early universe because the temperature was (al too high;
{bl too low; (el not related to density; (d) lmstable.

10. Matter and energy dumping in the early Ulllverse result in
(a) the formation of atoms; (b) rapid inflation; (e) small but
observable red shifts; (d) lower temperatures.
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P RO B L E M S
The "umber ofdots precedi"g each Problem irldica!es its approximate level of diffiCllIty.
1. • What was the distance between the points that would some-

1800 times more massive than an electron, calculate the thresh
old temperature for proton-antiproton pair production .

day become, respectively, the center of the Milky Way Galaxy

and the center of the Virgo Cluster at the time of decoupling?
(The p resent separation is 1 8 Mpc.)

7.

the start of the epoch of nucleosynthesis? In what part of the

2. •• What was the equivalent mass density of the cosmic

electromagnetic spectrum does this wavelength lie?

rarua-

tion field when the universe was one-thousandth its present

8.

size? (Hirlt: Don't forget the cosmological redshift! )

the time when deuterium could first survive untU the time

and density of the universe when the first quasars for med?

at which all nuclear re action s ceased? By what factor did

•• of matter and radiation, which dominated the tmiverse,

the matter de nsity of the tmiverse d ec rease during that
period?

and by what factor in density (asswning critical density
today), at the start of (a) decoupling, (b) nucleosynthes is?

5.

•• By what factor did the volwne of the universe increase
during the ep och of p rimordi al nucleosynthesi s, from

1. • Asswning critical de nsity today, what were the temperature
4.

• At what wavelength rud the backgrmmd raruatioll peak at

9.

pair production. TIle mass of an elec tron is

14,000 Mpc from us. (See Figure 27.8.) How far away was a

9.1 X 1 0-31 kg.

E = m tf to find the energy involved in the reaction
(Discovery 22- J). Then use E = hf and Af = c to find the

point on the photosphere when the background radiation we

Use

wavelength A of the two photons contributing to that energy

( see Section 4.2 and Section 27. 1 ). Finally, use Wien's law to

• From Table 24. 1 , the ·photosphe re" of the universe corre
sponding to the epoch of decoupling presently lies some

••• Estimate the temperatnre needed for electroa-positron

see today was emitted?

10.

•• The blobs evident in the inset to Figure 27.17 are about 20'
across. If those blobs represent clunlPS of matter arowld the
1 100), estimate the diameter

find the temperatnre at which a blackbody spectrum peaks at

time of decoupling (redshift

that wavelength (Section 3.4). How does your answer com-

of the clumps at the time of decoupling, assuming Euclidean

pare with the threshold temperature given in the text?

geometry.

6. •• G iven that the threshold temperature for the production of
electron-positron pairs is about 6 X 1 09 K and that a proton is

=

LI FE I N T E U N IVERSE
A R E W E A LO N E?

LEARN I NG GOALS
Studying this chapter will enable you to

1

1
S
4

Summarize the process of cosmic
evolution as it is currently understood.
Evaluate the chances of finding life
elsewhere in the solar system.
Summarize the various probabilities used
to estimate the number of advanced
civilizations that might exist in the Galaxy.
Discuss some of the techniques we might
use to search for extraterrestrials and to
communicate with them.

re we unique? Is life on our planet the only exam
ple of life in the universe? These are difficult questions:
Earth is the only place in the universe where we know
for certain that life exists, and we have no direct
evidence for extraterrestrial life of any kind. Yet these
are important questions, with profound implications
for our species.
In this chapter we take a look at how humans
evolved on Earth and then consider whether those
evolutionary steps might have happened elsewhere.
We then assess the likelihood of our having galactic
neighbors and consider how we might learn about them
if they do exist.

Is there intelligent life elsewhere in

THE BIG the universe? The simple answer is
PICTURE

that we don't know. None of the hundreds of extrasolar planets discovered
in recent years have (yet) shown any sign of life,
intelligent or otherwise. But that hasn't
stopped astronomers from searching.

LEFT:

This fanciful painting, entitled Galaxyri,e Over Alien Planet, suggests
a plurality of life-some perhaps extinct, some perhaps exotic-on alien
worlds we" beyond Earth. Despite blockbuster movies, scienc",fiction
novels, and a host of claims for extraterrestrial contact, astronomers
have so far found no unambiguous evidence for life of any kind anywhere
else in the universe. (© Dana Berry)

.......
Maste r �
ngASTRON0 MY
.

Visit the Study Area In www.masteringastronomy,com for qulzze�
anlmatlon� videos, interactive figures, and self-gulded tutorlal�
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Life in the Universe

Cosmic Evo l ution

I n our study o f the universe, we have been very careful to
avoid any inference or conclusion that places Earth in a
special place in the cosmos. This Copernican principle, or
principle of mediocrity, has been our invaluable guide in
helping us define our place in the "big picture." However,
when discussing life in the universe, we face a problem: ours
is the only planet we know of on which life and intelligence
have evolved, making it hard for any discussion of intelligent
life riot to treat humans as special cases.
Accordingly, in this final chapter we adopt a decidedly
different approach. We first describe the chain of events
leading to the only technologically proficient, intelligent civ
ilization we know-us. Then we try to assess the likelihood
of finding and communicating with intelligent life elsewhere
in the cosmos.

Life i n the Universe
With this human-centered view clearly evident, Figure 28. 1
identifies seven major evolutionary phases that have con
tributed to development of life on our planet: partiClllate,
galactic, stellar, planetary, chemical, biological, and cultural
evolution. Matter formed from energy in the early universe,
then cooled and clumped to form galaxies and stars. Within
galaxies, generation after generation of stars formed and
died, seeding the interstellar mediwn with heavy elements
so that, when our SW) formed billions of years after the first
star blazed, the rocky planet Earth formed along with it.
Eventually, on Earth, life appeared and slowly evolved into
the diverse environment we see today.
Thgether, these evolutionary phases represent the grand
sweep of cosmic evolution-the continuous transformation

of matter and energy that has led to the appearance of life
and civilization on our planet. The first four represent, in
reverse order, the contents of this book. We now e.xpand our
field of view beyond astronomy to include the other three.
From the Big Bang, to the formation of galaxies, to the
birth of the solar system, to the emergence of life, to the evo
lution of intelligence and culture, the universe has evolved
from simplicity to complexity. We are the result of an incredi
bly complex chain of events that spanned billions of years.
Were those events random, making us unique, or are they in
some sense natural, so that technological cil'ilization--which,
as a practical matter, we will take to mean "civilization capable
of off-planet communication by electromagnetic or other
means"-is inevitable? Put another way, are we alone in the
universe, or are we just one among countless otller intelligent
life-forms in our Galaxy?
Before embarking on our study, we need a working
definition of life. Defining life, however, is not an easy task:
The distinction between the living and the nonliving is not
as obvious as we might at first think. Although most physi
cists would agree on the definitions of matter and energy,
biologists have not arrived at a clear-cut definition of life.
Generally speaking, scientists regard the following as charac
teristics of living organisms: ( 1 ) They can react to their
environment and can often heal themselves when damaged;
(2) they can grow by taking in nourishment from their
surroundings and processing it into energy; (3) they can
reproduce, passing along some of their own characteristics to
their offspring; and (4) they have the capacity for genetic
change and can therefore evolve from generation to genera
tion and adapt to a changing environment.
These rules are not strict, and there is great leeway in
interpreting them. Stars, for example, react to the gravity of
their neighbors, grow by accretion, generate energy, and

T F I G U R E 28.1 Arrow of Time Some highlights of cosmic history, as it relates to the emergence of life on
Earth, are noted along this arrow of time, from the beginn i ng of the universe to the present Along the bottom
of the arrem are seven "windows" outlining the major phases of cosmic evolution: evolution of primal energy
into elementary particles; of atoms into galaxies and stars; of stars into heavy elements; of elements
into solid, rocl<¥ planets; of those same elements into the molecular building blocks of life;
of those molecules into life itself; and of advanced life forms into intelligence,
culture, and technological civil ization (D. Berry)
.
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D I S C O V E RY 2 8 - 1
The Vi rus
The central idea of chemical evolution is that life evolved from
nonliving molecules. But aside from insight based on bio
chemical knowledge and laboratory simulations of some key
events on primorrual Earth, do we have any direct evidence
that life could have developed from nonliving molecules? The
answer is yes.
The smallest and simplest entity that sometimes appears
to be alive is a virus. We say "sometimes" beca use viruses seem
to have the attributes of both nonliving molecules and living
cells. Virus is the Latin word for ·poison," an appropriate name,
since viruses often cause disease. Although they come in many
sizes and shapes-a representative example is the polio virus,
shown here magnified 300,000 times--all viruses are smaller
than the size of a typical modem cell. Some are made of only a
few thousand atoms. In terms of size, then, viruses seem to
bridge the gap between cells that are living and molecules that
are not.
Viruses contain some proteins and genetic information
(in the form of DNA or the closely related molecule RNA, the
two molecules responsible for transmitting genetic characteris
tics from one generation to the next), but not much else-none
of the material by which living organisms normally grow and re
produce. How, then, can a virus be considered alive? Indeed,
alone, it cannot; a virus is absolutely lifeless when it is isolated
from living organisms. But when it is inside a living system, a
virus has all the properties of life.
Viruses come alive by transferring their genetic material
into living cells. The genes of a virus seize control of a cell and
establish themselves as the new master of chemical activity.

"reproduce» by triggering the formation of new stars, but no
one would suggest that they are alive. By contrast, a virus
(see

Discovery 28-1)

is inert when isolated from living or

ganisms, but once inside a living system, it exhibits all the

properties of life, seizing control of a living cell and using
the cell's own genetic machinery to grow and reproduce.
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Viruses grow and reproduce copies of themselves by using the
genetic machinery of the invaded cell, often robbing the cell of
its usual function. Some viruses multiply rapidly and wildly,
spreading disease and-if unchecked--eventually killing the
invaded organism. In a sense, then, viruses exist within the gray
area between the living and the nonliving.

(R. Willimns)

biological events unlikely to have occurred anywhere else in
the universe. The purpose of this chapter is to examine some
of the arguments for each of these viewpoints.

Chemica l Evolution

Most researchers now think that the clistinction between

What information do we have about the earliest stages of

living and nonliving matter is more one of structure and

planet Earth? Unfortunately, not very much. Geological
hints about the first billion years or so were largely erased by

complexity than a simple checklist of rules.
The general case in favor of extraterrestrial life is

assumptions of

bombarded our planet; subsequent erosion by wind and

Because life on Earth depends on just a few

water has seen to it that little evidence of that era has sur

summed up in what are sometimes called the

mediocrity: (1)

violent surface activity, as volcanoes erupted and meteorites

basic molecules, and (2) because the elements that make up

vived to the present. Scientists think that the early Earth was

these molecules are (to a greater or lesser e>..ient) common to

barren, with shallow, lifeless seas washing upon grassless,

all stars, and (3) if the laws of science we know apply to the

treeless continents. Gases emanating from our planet's inte

entire universe, as we have supposed throughout this book,

rior through volcanoes, fissures, and geysers produced an

then-given sufficient tirne-life must have originated else

atmosphere rich in hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon com

where in the cosmos. The opposing view maintains that

pounds and poor in free oxygen. As Earth cooled, ammonia,

intelligent life on Earth is the product of a series of extremely

methane, carbon clioxide, and water formed. The stage was

fortunate accidents-astronomical, geological, chemical, and

set for the appearance of life.
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The surface of the yOlmg Ea.rth was a very violent place.
Natural radioactivity, lightning, volcanism, solar ultraviolet
radiation, and meteoritic impacts all provided large
amounts of energy that eventually shaped the ammonia,
methane, carbon dioxide, and water on our planet into more
complex molecules known as amino acids and nucleotide
bases--o rganic (ca.rbon-based) molecules that are the
building blocks of life as we know it. Amino acids build
proteins, and proteins control metabolism, the daily utiliza
tion of food and energy by means of which organisms
stay alive and carry out their vital activities. Sequences of
nucleotide bases form genes-parts of the DNA molecule
which direct the synthesis of proteins and thus determine
the characteristics of the organism (Figure 28.2). These
same genes, via the DNA contained within every cell in
the organism, transfer hereditary characteristics from one
generation to the next th.rough reproduction. In all living
creatuJes on Earth-from bacteria to amoebas to humans-
genes mastermind life and proteins maintain it.
The idea that complex molecules could have evolved
naturally from simpler ingredients found on the primitive
Earth has been around since the 1920s. The first experimen
tal verification was provided Ul 1953, when scientists Harold
Vrey and Stanley Miller, using laboratory equipment some
what similar to that shown Ul Figure 28.3. The Vrey-Miller

-G

-C

T

-

.... F IGU RE 28.2 DNA Molecule DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the
molecule containing all the genetic information needed for a living
organism to reproduce and survive. Often consisting of literally tens of
billions of individual atoms, its double-helix structure allows it to
'unzip;' exposing its intemal structure to control the creation of
proteins needed for a cell to function. The ordering of its constituent
parts is unique to each individual organism. The letters represent the
four types of nucleotide bases that make up DNA: adenine, cytosine.
guanine. and thymine.

-

t

current

Spark
discharge

Condenser

Trapped water

containing
amino acids

.... F I G U R E 28.3 Urey-Miller Experiment This chemical apparatu.s
is designed to synthesize complex biochemical molecules by
energizing a mixture of simple chemicals. A mixture of gases (ammonia,
methane. carbon dioxide. and water vapor) is placed in the upper bulb
to simulate Earth's primordial atmosphere and then energized by
spark-discharge electrodes to simulate lightning. After about a week,
amino acids and other complex molecules are found in the trap at the
bottom. which simulates the primordial oceans into which heavy
molecules produced in the O>Ierlying atmosphere would have fallen.

experiment took a mixture of the materials thought to be
present on Earth long ago---a "primordial soup" of water,
methane, carbon dioxide, and ammonia-and energized it
by passulg an electrical discharge ("lightning") through the
gas. After a few days, they analyzed their mixture and found
that it contained many of the same amino acids fOlU1d in all
living things on Earth. About a decade later, scientists suc
ceeded in constructulg nucleotide bases in a similar manner.
These experunents have been repeated in many different
forms, with more realistic miA1:ures of gases and a variety of
energy sources, but always with the same basic outcomes.
Although none of these experiments has ever produced
a livUlg organism, or even a single strand of DNA, they do
demonstrate conclusively that "biological" molecules--the
molecules involved in the functioning of living organ
isms--can be synthesized by strictly nonbiological means,
using raw materials available on the early Earth. More ad
vanced experiments, in which amino acids are united under
the influence of heat, have fashioned proteinlike blobs that
behave to some extent like true biological cells. Such near
protein material resists dissolution in water (so it would re
main intact when it fell from the primitive atmosphere into
the ocean) and tends to cluster into small droplets called mi
crospheres---a little like oil globules floating on the surface
of water. Figure 28.4 shows some of these laboratory-made

S E CT I O N 2 8 .1

.... FIGURE 28.4 Ch .. mical Evolution These carbon-rich, proteinlike
droplets display the dustering of as many as a billion amino add
molecules in a liquid. The droplets can "grow;' and parts of them can
separate from their "parent" droplet to become new individual
droplets (as at A, B, and C). The scale of 25 microns noted here is
1/4000 of a centimeter. (5. Fox)
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.... FIG URE 28.S Primitive CeUs The photograph on the left, taken
through a microscope, shows a fossilized organism found in sediments
radioactively dated as 2 billion years old. This primitive system
possesses concentric spheres or walls connected by smaller spheroids.
The roundish fossils here measure about a thousandth of a centimeter
in diameter. The photograph on the right, on apprO)(imately the
same scale, d isplays modern blue-green algae. (E. Barg/lOom)

proteinlike microspheres, whose walls permit the inward

necessary chemical reactions and the early atmosphere may

passage of small molecules, which then combine within the

not have contained enough raw material for the reactions to

droplet to construct more complex molecules that are too
large to pass back out through the walls. As the droplets
"grow," they tend to "reproduce," forming smaller droplets.
Can we consider these proteinlike microspheres to be

have become important in any case. They suggest instead

that much, if not all, of the organic (carbon-based) material

that combined to form the first living cells was produced in

interstellar space and

subsequently arrived on Eartll in the

alive? Almost certainly not. Most biochemists would say that

form of comets, interplanetary dust, and meteors that did

the microspheres are not life itself, but they contain many of

not burn up during their de.scent through the atmosphere.

the basic ingredients needed to form life. The microspheres

Several pieces of evidence support this idea. Interstellar

lack the hereditary DNA molecule. However, as illustrated in

molecular clouds are known to contain complex molecules-

Figure 28.5, they do have similarities to ancient cells found

indeed, there have even been reports (still unconfirmed)

in the fossil record, which in turn have many similarities to

of at least one amino acid (glycine) in interstellar space.

modern organisms (such as blue-green algae). Thus, while
no actual living cells have yet been created "from scratch" in

0::>

(Sec. 18.5)
To test the interstellar space hypoiliesis, NASA researchers

any laboratory, many biochemists feel that the chain of

have carried out ilieir own version of the Vrey-Miller exper

events leading from simple nonbiological molecules almost

iment in which iliey exposed an icy mixture of water,

to the point of life itself has been amply demonstrated.

meilianol, ammonia, and carbon monoxide-representative
of many interstellar grains-to ultraviolet radiation to siln
ulate the energy from a nearby newborn star. As shown in

A n I nterste llar Origin?

Figure 28.6, when they later placed the irradiated ice in

Recently, a dissenting view has emerged. Some scientists have

not

water and examined ilie results, they found that the ice had

in fact

formed droplets surrounded by membranes and containing

have been a particularly suitable environment for tlle pro

complex organic molecules. As with the droplets found in

argued that Earth's primitive atmosphere might

duction of complex molecules. These scientists say that there
may not have been sufficient energy available to power the

earlier experiments, no amino acids, proteills, or DNA were

observed ill the mix, but the results, repeated numerous
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... F I G U R E 2 8.6 Interstellar Globules These oily, holiON droplets
rich in organic molecules were made by exposing a freezing mixture of
primordial matter to harsh ultraviolet radiation. The larger ones span
abo ut 10 microns across and, when immersed in water, show cell-like
membrane structure. Although they are not alive, they bolster the idea
that life on Earth could have come from space. (NASA)

... F I G U R E 28.7 Murchison Meteorite The Murchison meteorite
contains relatively large amounts of amino adds and other organic
material, indicating that chemical evolution of some sort has occurred
beyond our ONn planet. In this magnified view of a fragment trom
the meteorite, the arrON points to a microscopic sphere of organic
matter. (CfA)

In addition, a small fraction of the meteorites that survive
the plunge to Earth's surfuce-including perhaps the contro

versial «Martian meteorite" discussed in Chapter lO--contain
organic compounds. 00 (Discovery 1 0- 1) The Murchison

times, clearly show that even the harsh, cold vacuum of in
terstellar space can be a suitable medium in which complex

meteorite (Figure 28.7), which fell near Murchison, Australia,
in 1969, is a particularly well-studied example. Located soon

molecules and primitive cellular structures can form.
As described in Chapter 15, these icy interstellar

after crashing to the ground, this meteorite has been shown to
contain 12 of the amino acids normally found in living cells,
although the detailed structures of these molecules indicate

grains are thought to have formed the comets in our own
solar system. = (Sec. 1 5.3 ) Large amounts of organic ma

terial were detected on comet Halley by space probes when

potentially important differences between those found in
space and those found on Earth. At the very least, though,

Halley last visited the inner solar system, and sin1ilarly
complex molecules have been observed on many other

these discoveries argue that complex molecules can form in an
interplanetary or interstellar environment and that they could

well-studied comets, such as Hale-Bopp. = (Sec. 1 4.2 )
Also as discussed in Chapter 1 5 , there is reason to suspect

that cometary impacts were responsible for most of
Earth's water, and it is perhaps a small step to imagining
that this water already contained the building blocks for
life. -= (Sec. 1 5.3)

4

have reached Earth's surface lmscathed after their fiery descent.
Thus, the hypothesis that organic matter is constantly
raining down on Earth from space in the form of interplan
etary debris is quite plausible. However, whether this was the

primary means by whim complex molecules first appeared
in Earth's oceans remains unclear.

3

SECT I O N 2 8 .1
Diversity and Culture
However the basic materials appeared on Earth, we know that
life did appear. The fossil record chronicles how life on Earth
became widespread and diversified over the course of time.
TIle study of fossil remai.ns shows the initial appearance of
simple one-celled organisms such as blue-green algae more
than 3.5 billion years ago. These were followed by more com
plex one-oilled creatures, sum as the amoeba, about 2 billion
years ago. Multicellular organisms sum as sponges did not
appear until about 1 billion years ago, after which there
flourished a wide variety of increasingly complex organisms
insects, reptiles, and manlillals. Figure 28.8 illustrates some of
the key developments in the evolution of life on our planet.
The fossil record leaves no doubt that biological organ
isms have changed over time--all scientists accept the reality
of biological evolution. As conditions on Earth shifted and
Earth's surface evolved, those organisms that could best take
advantage of their new SurroWldingS succeeded and thrived
often at the expense of organisms that could not make the nec
essary adjustments and consequently became extinct.
What led to these changes? Chance. An organism that
ha ppened to have a certain useful genetically determined
trait-for example, the ability to run faster, cli.mb higher, or
even hide more easily-would find itself with the upper
hand in a particular environment. That organism was tllere
fore more likely to reproduce successfully, and its advanta
geous characteristic would then be more likely to be passed
on to the next generation. The evolution of the rich variety
of life on our planet, including human beings, occurred as
chance mutations--cilanges in genetic structure-led to
changes in organisms over millions of years.
What about the development of intelligence? Many an
thropologists think that, like any other highly advantngeous
trait, intelligence is strongly fuvored by natural selection. As
hwnans learned about fire, tools, and agriculture, the brain
became more and more elaborate. The social cooperation that
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went with coordinated hunting efforts was anotller important
competitive advantage that developed as brain size increased.
Perhaps most inlportant of all was the development of
language. Indeed, some anthropologists have gone so far as to
suggest that human intelligence is human language. Througl1
language, individuals could signal one another willie hWlting
for food or seeking protection. Even more inlportantly, now
our ancestors could share ideas as well as food and shelter.
Experience, stored in the brain as memory, could be passed
down from generation to generation. A new kind of evolution
had begun, namely, cultural evolution, the changes in the ideas
and behavior of society. Within only the past 10,000 years
or so, our more recent ancestors have cre.1ted the entirety of
human civiliz.1tion.
To put all this into historical perspective, let's imagine the
entire lifetime of Earth to be 46 years rather than 4.6 billion
ye.1rs. On this scale, we have no reliable record of the first
decade of our planet's existence. Life originated at least 35
years ago, when Earth was about 10 years old. Our planet's
middle age is largely a mystery, although we can be sure that
life continued to evolve and that generations of mountain
chains and oceanic trenches came and went. Not until about 6
years ago did abundant life flourish throughout Earth's
oceans. Life came ashore about 4 years ago, and plants and an
imals mastered the land only about 2 years ago. Dinosaurs
reached their peak about 1 year ago, only to die suddenly
about 4 months later. = (Discovery 11 -1) Hwnanli.ke apes
changed into apelike humans only last week, and tile latest ice
ages occurred only a few days ago. Homo sapiell5--Our
species----<lid not emerge until about 4 hours ago. Agriculture
was invented within the last hour, and the Renaissance
along with all of modern science-is just 3 minutes old!

G of life on our planet. The scale begins at left with the origin of Earth about
� 4.6 billion years ago and extends linearly to the present day at right. Notice

... FIGURE 28.8 Life on Earth A simplified timeline of the origin and evolution

how life forms most familiar to us emerged relatively recently in the history of our
planet Technological civilization has existed on Earth for just a few millionths of
1 percent of our planet's lifetime.

2
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nitrogen; liquid methane on its surface; and liquid water be

CO N C E P T C H E C K
t/ Has chemical evolution been verified in the laboratory?

neath it, is another site where life might conceivably have
arisen. c:>o (Sec. 12.5) Titan's frigid surface conditions are in
hospitable for anything familiar to us, but (as we discuss

Simple one-celled life-forms reigned supreme o n Earth for

once regarded as wlulhabitable.
bored it m the past) seems to be Mars. The Red Planet is

The planet most likely to harbor life (or to have har

ple plants, to continue to evolve into complex animals, and

harsh by Earth standards: Liquid water is scarce, the atmo

to develop intelligence, culture, and technology. Have those

sphere is thin, and the absence of magnetism and an
ozone layer allows solar high-energy particles and ultravi

try to assess what little evidence we have on the subject.

olet radiation to reach the surface unabated. But the Mart

Life as We Know It

warmer and much wetter, in the past.

ian atmosphere was thicker, and the surface probably
=

(Sec. 1 0.5) In

deed, there is strong photographic evidence from orbiters

"Life a s we know it" i s generally taken to mean carbon -based

such as

life that origmated in a liquid water environment-in other

standmg water on Mars m the distant (and perhaps even

Vikirlg and Mars Global Surveyor for

flowmg and

words, life on Earth. Might such life exist elsewhere in our

relatively recent) past. In 2004, the European

solar system?

orbiter confirmed the long-hypothesized presence of

The Moon and Mercury lack liquid water, protective

water ice at the Martian poles, and NASA's

Mars Express
Opportunity

annospheres, and magnetic fields, so these two bodies are

rover reported strong geological evidence that the region

subjected to fierce bombardment by solar ultraviolet radia

around its landing site was once "drenched" with water for

tion, the solar wind, meteoroids, and cosmic rays. Simple

an extended period.

molecules could not survive in such hostile environments.
Venus, by contrast, has far too

much protective atmosphere!

All of these lmes of reasoning strongly suggest that

Mars�'lt least at some tune in its past-harbored large

Its dense, dry, scorchingly hot atmospheric blanket effec

amounts of liquid water. However, none of the Mars landers

tively rules it out as an abode for life, at least like us.

has detected anythiJlg that might be ulterpreted as the re

The jovian planets have no solid surfaces (although some

!!

of ter

most of our planet's history. It took time-a great deal of

(or similar) events occurred elsewhere Ul the universe? Let's

;:;
'"

examples

restrial organisms able to survive and thrive in environments

time-for life to emerge from the oceans, to evolve into sim

I

below) scientists are findillg more and more

28.2 Life i n the Solar System

mains (fossilized or otherwise) of large plants or animals,

Viking landers

researchers have suggested that life might have evolved in

and only the

their atmospheres), and Pluto and most of the moons of the

performing the detailed biological analysis needed to detect

carried equipment capable of

Viking

outer planets are too cold. However, the likelihood of liquid

bacterial life (or its fossil remnants). The

water below the icy surfaces of Europa and other jovian

scooped up Martian soil (Figure 28.9) and tested it for the

moons has refueled speculation
about the development of life
there, makillg these bodies prime
candidates for future exploration.
c:>o (Sec. 1 1.5) For now at least,
Europa is high on the priority list
for missions by both NASA and
the European Space Agency. Sat
urn's moon Titan, with its atmo
sphere of methane, ammonia, and

� F I G U R E 2 8.9 Search for Martian
Life Several trenches were dug by the
Viking robots, such as Viking 2 seen here
on Mars's Utopia Planiti.. Soil samples
w","e scooped up and taken inside the
robot, where instruments tested them
for chemical composition and a� signs
of life. (NASA)

robots
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presence of life by conducting chemical experiments de

based solely on its extreme properties. Figure 28.1 0 shows a

signed to detect the waste gases and other products of meta

very hostile environment on a deep-ocean floor, where hy

bolic activity, but no W1ambiguous evidence of Martian life
has emerged. 0:>

(Discovery 10-1)

Of course, we might

drothermal vents spew forth boiling hot water from vertical
tubes a few meters tall. The conditions are quite unlike any

argue that the landers touched down on the safest Martian

thing on our planet's surface, yet life thrives in an environ

terrain, not in the most interesting regions, such as near the

ment rich in sulfur, poor in oxygen, and completely dark.
Such undergrOlmd hot springs might conceivably exist on

moist polar caps.
Some scientists have suggested that a different type of

alien worlds, raising ilie possibility of life-forms with much

biology may be operating on the Martian surface. They pro

greater diversity over a much wider range of conditions than

pose that Martian microbes capable of eating and digesting

those known to us on Earth.

oxygen-rich compoW1ds in the Martian soil could also ex
plain the

Viking

results. This speculation would be greatly

In recent years scientists have discovered many in
stances of so-called extremophiles--life-forms that have

strengthened if recent annOW1cements of fossilized bacteria

adapted to live in extreme environments. The superheated

in meteorites originating on Mars were confirmed (although

hydroiliermal vents in Figure 28.10 are one example, but

it seems that tile weight of scientific opinion is currently

e.x:tremophiles have also been found in frigid lakes buried

rwming against that interpretation of ilie data). The con

deep under the Antarctic glaciers, in ilie dark, oxygen-poor

sensus among biologists and chemists today is that Mars

and salt-rich floor ofthe Mediterranean Sea, in the mineral

does not house any life similar to that on Earth, but a solid
verdict regarding past life on Mars will not be reached until
we have thoroughly explored our intriguing neighbor.
In considering ilie emergence of life W1der adversity, we
should perhaps not be too quick to rule out an environment

rich superalkaline environment

of California's

Mono

lake, and even in the hydrogen-rich volcanic darkness far
below Earth's crust. In many c.1Ses iliese organisms have
evolved to create the energy iliey need by purely chemical
means, lIsing

chemosynthesis

instead of photosynthesis, ilie

process whereby plants turn sun
light into energy. These environ
ments may present conditions not
so different from those fmmd on
Mars, Europa, or Titan, suggesting
iliat even "life as we know it" might
well be able to tluive in iliese hostile,
alien worlds.

A Iternative B iochemistries
Conceivably, some types of biology
might be so different from life on
Earili that we would not recognize
them and would not know how to
test for them. What might these
other biologies be?
Some scientists have pointed out
iliat the abundant element silicon has
chemical properties somewhat simi
lar to those of carbon and have suggested silicon as a possible
alternative to carbon as the basis for living organisms .

.... F I G UR E 28.1 0 Hydrothermal Vents A small two-person submarine

(the Alvin. partly seen at bottom) took this pi ctu re of a hot spring. or
"black smoker'"-one of many along the midocean ridge in the eastem
Padfic Ocean. As hot water rich in sulfur pours out of the top of the
vent's tube (near center). black clouds bill"", forth. providing a strange
environment for many life-forms thriving near the vent The inset shows
a dose-up of the vent base, where extremophilic life thrives, includi ng. as
seen here, giant red tube worms and huge crabs. (WHOI)
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Ammonia (made of the common elements hydrogen and
nitrogen) is sometimes put forward as a possible liquid
medium in which life might develop, at least on a planet cold
enough for anunonia to exist in the liquid state. Together or
separately, these alternatives would surely give rise to organ
isms with biochemistries (the basic biological and chemical
processes responsible for life) radically different from those
we know on Earth. Conceivably, we might have difficulty
even identifying these organisms as alive.
Although the possibility of such alien life-forms is a
fascinating scientific problem, most biologists would argue
that chemistry based on carbon and water is the one most
likely to give rise to life. Carbon's flexible chemistry and
water's wide liquid temperature range are just what are
needed for life to develop and thrive. Silicon and ammonia
seem unlikely to fare as well as bases for advanced life-forms.
Silicon's chemical bonds are weaker than those of carbon
and may not be able to form complex molecules--an appar
ently essential aspect of carbon-based life. Also, the colder
the environment, the less energy there is to drive biological
processes. The low temperatures necessary for ammonia to
remain liquid might inhibit or even completely prevent the
chemical reactions leading to the equivalent of amino acids
and nucleotide bases.
Still, we must admit that we know next to nothing
about noncarbon, nonwater biochemistries, for the very
good reason that there are no examples of them to study ex
perimentally. We can speculate about alien life-forms and
try to make general statements about their characteristics,
but we can say little of substance about them.
CO N C E PT C H E C K
V' Which solar system bodies (other than Earth) are the leading

candidates in the search for extraterrestrial life?

28.3 I nte l l igent Life i n the Galaxy
Witll humans apparently the only intelligent life in the solar
system, we must broaden our search for extraterrestrial in
telligence to otller stars and perhaps even other galaxies. At
such distances, though, we have little hope of actually de
tecting life with current equipment. Instead, we must ask,
"How likely is it that life in any form---<:arbon based, silicon

number of
technological,
intelligent
civilizations
now present in
the Galaxy

average
rate of star
number of
formation,
fraction
habitable
averaged
of stars
planets
X
X
X
over the
having
wiiliin
lifetime
planetary
those
systems
of the
planetary
Galaxy
systems

based, water based, ammonia based, or something we "1n
not even dream of-exists?» Let's look at some numbers
to develop estimates of the probability of life elsewhere in
the universe.

The Dra ke Equation
An early approach to this problem is known as the Drake
equation below, after the U.S. astronomer who pioneered
the analysis (below). It attempts to express the probability of
life in our Galaxy in terms of specific factors with roots in
astronomy, biology, and anthropology.
Of course, several of the factors in this formula are largely
a matter of opinion. We do not have nearly enough informa
tion to determine--even approximately---every factor in
the equation, so the Drake equation cannot give us a hard
and-fast answer. Its real value is that it subdivides a large and
difficult question into smaller pieces that we can attempt to
answer separately. The equation provides the framework
within which the problem can be addressed and parcels out
the responsibility for tile final solution among many different
scientific disciplines. Figure 28. 1 1 illustrates how, as our re
quirements become more and more stringent, only a small
fraction of star systems in the Milky Way is likely to generate
the advanced qualities specified by the combination of factors
on the right-hand side of the equation.
Let's examine the factors in the eqll.1tion one by one and
make some educated guesses about their values. Bear in mind,
though, that if you ask tVI"O scientists for their best estinlates of
any given factor, you will likely get two very different answ'ers!

Rate of Star Formation
We can estimate the average number of stars forming each
year in the GalaJ\.1' simply by noting that at least 100 billion
stars now shine in the Milky Way. Dividing this number by
the lO-billion-year lifetime of the Galaxy, we obtain a for
mation rate of 10 stars per year. This rate may be an overesti
mate, because we think that fewer stars are forming now
than formed at earlier epochs of the Galaxy, when more
interstellar gas was available. However, we do know tllat
stars are forming today, and Ollr estinlate does not include
stars that formed in the past and have since died, so our
value of 10 stars per year is probably reasonable when aver
aged over tlle lifetime of the Milky Way.
fraction
fraction
of those
of those
fraction
average
of those
life-bearing
intelligentlifetime of a
habitable
planets
life planets
technologically
X
X
X
planets on
on which
that develop
competent
which life
intelligence
civilization.
technological
aris es
evolves
so ciety
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we assign a value near wlity to this factor-that is, we
think that neuly all stars form with planetary systems of
some sort.

Number of H a b itable Planets per
Planetary System

All atara in the
Mlky Way

What determines the feasibility of life on a given planet?

Star systems

with:

._
_

" planets
planetary
hab�ats
s im ple life
_
_
i ntell i ge n ce
'_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
...L.Ju..."-',-'?
.J

Q W� Galaxy (represented by the largest box). progressively
� fewer and fewer hilli e each of the qualities typical of a

'" FIGURE 28.11 Drake Equation Of all the star systems in our Milky
long-lasting technological society (represented by the smallest box
at the lower right comer). The Drake Equation (presented in detail i n
this section) is not a solution t o the problem of finding
extraterrestrial i ntelligence. but it does provide a useful breakdCMIn
of the basic scientific issues i nvolved.

Fraction of Stars Hav ing Planetary Systems

Temperature

is perhaps the single most important factor,

although the possibility of catastrophic external events, such
as cometary impacts or even distant supernovae, must also
c>o

be considered.

(Discovery 1 1-1, Sec. 2 1 .3)

The surface temperature of a planet depends on two
things: the planet's distance from its parent star and the
thickness of the planet's atmosphere. Planets with a nearby
parent star (but not too dose) and some atmosphere
(though not too thick) should be reasonably warm, like
Earth or Mars. Planets far from the star and with no atmo
sphere, like Pluto, will surely be cold by our standards. And
planets too dose to the star and with a thick atmosphere,
like Venus, will be very hot indeed.

As discussed in Chapter 1 5, a three-dimensional stellar

habitable zone
every star.

c>o

of "comfortable» temperatures surroWlds

(Sec. 1 5.7) It represents the range of distances

within which a planet of mass and composition similar to
Earth's would have a surface temperature between the

Many astronomers regard planet formation a s a natural

freezing and boiling points of water. (Our Earth-based bias

result of the star-formation process. If the condensation

is again dear here!) The hotter the star, the larger is this zone

theory (Chapter 16) or some variant of it is correct, and

if there is nothing special about our Sun, as we have argued

(Figure 28. 1 2). A- and F-type stars have rather large
habitable zones, but the size of the zone diminishes rapidly

throughout this book, then we would expect many stars to

as we proceed through G-, K-, and M-type stars (although

(Secs. 6.7, 1 5.5) Indeed, as we

we note that some of the "super-Earth» planets mentioned

have at least one planet.

<%>

have seen, increasingly sophisticated observations indicate

in Chapter 1 5 do in fact lie within the habitable zones of

the presence of disks around young stars. Could these disks

their low-mass parent stars).

be protosolar systems? The condensation theory suggests that

<%>

(Sec. 1 5.7)

In addition to their small habitable zones, lightweight

they are, and the short (theoretical) lifetimes of disks imply

M-type stars are thought to be prone to such violent

the existence of many planet-forming systems in the neigh

surface acti.\�ty that they are generally not considered likely

borhood of the Sun.

hosts of life-bearing planets, despite their large numbers.

seen orbiting any

00 (Sec. 17.8) At the other extreme, massive 0- and B-type

other star. The light reflected by an Earth-like planet circling

stars are also considered u.nlikely candidates, both because

even the closest star would be too faint to detect even with

they are rare and because they are not expected to last long

the best equipment. The light would be lost in the glare of

enough for life to develop, even if they do have planets.

No planets like our own have yet been

the parent star. Large orbiting telescopes may soon be able to

Three planets-Venus, Earth, and Mars--reside in or

detect Jupiter-sized planets orbiting the nearest stars, but

near the habitable zone surrounding our Sun. Venus is too

even those huge planets will be barely visible. However, as

hot because of its thick atmosphere and proximity to the

described in Chapter 1 5, there is now overwhelming evi

Sun. Mars is a little too cold because its atmosphere is too

dence for planets orbiting other stars.

ex>

( Sec. 15.6) The

thin and it is too far from the Silll. But if the orbits of Venus

planets found so far are Jupiter sized rather than Earth sized

and Mars were swapped-not inconceivable, since chance

and generally have rather eccentric orbits, but astronomers

played such a large role in the formation of the terrestrial

are confident that an Earth-like planet (in an Earth-like

planets--then both of these nearby planets might conceiv

orbit) will one day be detected, and plans to build the neces

ably have evolved surface conditions resembling those on

sary equipment are well underway.

Earth. 00 (Sees. 10.5, 1 5.4) In that case our solar system

Accepting the condensation theory and its consequences,

would have had three habitable planets instead of one. P rox

and without being either too conservative or narvely optimistic,

imity to a giant planet may also render a moon (such as
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<III FIGURE 28.12 Stellar
Habitable Zones The extent of
the habitable zone is much larger
around a hot star than around a
cool one. For a star like the Sun (a
G-type star), the zone extends from
a bout 0.85 to 20 AU. For a hotter
Hype star, the range is 1.2 to 28 AU.
For a cool M-type star, only Earth
like planets orbiting between about
0.02 and 0.06 AU would be
habitable.

Europa) habitable, the planet's tidal heating making up for
the lack of sunlight. 00 (Sec. 1 1 . 5)
A planet moving on a "habitable" orbit may still be ren
dered uninhabitable by e>.1ernal events. Many scientists
think that the outer planets in our own solar system are
critical to the habitability of the inner worlds, both by stabi
lizing their orbits and by protecting them from cometary
impacts, deflecting would-be impactors away from the inner
part of the solar system. The theory presented in Chapter 15
suggests that a star with inner terrestrial planets on stable
orbits would probably also have the jovian worlds needed to
safeguard their survival. 00 (Sec. 1 5.2) However,
observations of extrasoiar planets are not yet
sufficiently refined to determine the fraction of
stars having "outer planet" systems like our own.
0:> (Sec. 1 5.7 )
Other external forces may also influence a
planet's survival. Some researchers have suggested
that there is a galactic habitable zone for stars
in general, outside of which conditions are llnfavor
able for life (see Figure 28.13). Far from the
Galactic center, the star formation rate is low and
few cycles of star formation have occurred, so there
are insufficient heavy elements to form terrestrial

� FIGURE 2 8.1 3 Galactic Habitable Zone Some
regions of the Galaxy may be more conducive to life than
others. Too far from the Galactic center, there may not be
enough heavy elements for terrestrial planets to form or
technological society to evolve. Too dose, the radiative
or gravitational effects of nearby stars may render life
impossible. The result is a ring-shaped habitable zone,
colored here in green. This zone presumably encloses the
orbit of the Sun, but its radial extent in both directions is
uncertain.

planets or populate them with technological civilizations if
any should form. 0:> ( Sec. 2 1 .5) Too close, and the radiation
from bright stars and supernovae in the crowded inner part of
the GaJ.1XY might be detrimental to life. More importantly, the
gravitational effects of nearby stars may send frequent show
ers of comets from the counterpart of the Oort cloud into the
inner regions of a planetary system, striking the terrestrial
planets and terminating any chain of evolution that might
lead to intelligent life.
Thus, to estimate the number of habitable planets per
planetary system, we must first take inventory of how many
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st<lrs of each type shine in the Galactic habitable zone, then

about their planetary systems. Taking these uncertainties into

calculate the sizes of their stellar habitable zones, and, fi

aCColmt as best we can, we assign a value of 1/10 to this factor

nally, estinlate the number of planets likely to be found

in our equation. In other words, we think that, on average,

there. We must elinlinate almost all of the 1 0 percent of

there is one potentially habitable planet for every 10 planetary

surveyed stars around which planets have so far been

systems that might exist in our Galaxy. Single F-, G-, and

observed, and, presumably, a similar fraction of stars in

K-type stars are the best candid.1tes.

general, because the large jovian planets seen in most cases
have eccentric orbits that would destabilize the motion of
any inner terrestrial world, either ejecting it completely
from the system or malting conditions so extreme that
the chances for the development of life are severely reduced.
=

Fraction of Habitable Planets
on Which Life Actually Arises
The number of possible combinations of atoms is incredibly

(Sec. 1 5.7)

large. If the chemical reactions that led to the complex mole

Finally, we exclude the majority of binary-star systems,

cules that make up living organisms occurred completely at

because a planet's orbit within the habitable zone of a binary

random, then it is extremely tullikely that those molecules

would be unstable in many cases, as illustrated in Figure 28.14.

could have formed at all. In that case, life is extraordinarily

expect that most habitable planetary orbits would be unstable,

the Galaxy, perhaps even in the entire universe.

Given the observed properties of binaries in our Galaxy, we

so there would not be time for life to develop.
The inner and outer radii of the Galactic habitable zone

rare, this factor is close to zero, and we are probably alone in
However, laboratory experiments (such as the Urey

Miller experiment described earlier) seem to suggest that

not random. Of the billions

are not known with any certainty, and we still have insuffi

certain chemical combinations are strongly favored over

cient data about most stars to make any definitive statement

others-that is, the reactions are

upon billions of basic organic groupings that could occur

on Earth from the random combination of all sorts of
simple atoms and molecules, only about 1 500 actually do
occur. Furthermore, these 1 500 organic groups of terrestrial
biology are made from only about 50 sinlple "building
blocks" (including the amino acids and nucleotide bases
mentioned earlier). This suggests that molecules critical to
life are not assembled by chance alone; apparently, addi
tional factors are at work on the microscopic level. If a rela
tively small number of chemical "evolutionary tracks" are
likely to exist, then the formation of complex molecules
and hence, we assume, life-becomes much more likely,
given sufficient time.
To assign a very low value to this factor in the equation
is to think that life arises randomly and rarely. To assign a
value close to unity is to think that life is inevitable, given
the proper ingredients, a suitable environment, and a long
enough time. No simple experiment can distinguish be
t\veen these extreme altematives, and there is little or no
middle ground. To many researchers, the discovery of life
(past or present) on Mars, Europa, Titan, or some other
body in our solar system would convert the appearance of
life from an unlikely miracle to a virtual cert.1inty through
out the Galaxy. We will take the optimistic view and adopt a

• FIGURE 18.14 Binary-Star Planets In

binary-star systems.

planen; are restricted to only a f""" kinds of orbi15 that are

gravitationally stable. (a) The orbit is stable only if the planet lies very
close to in; parent star. so that the gravity of the other star is negligible.

(b) A planet circulat ing at a great distance about both stars in an

elliptical orbit, in whi ch case the orbit is stable only If It l ies far from

both stars. (e) Another possible but unstable path interweaves between

the two stars

in a Agure-eight pattern.

value Of wlity.

Fraction of Life-Bearing Planets
on Which I ntel lige nce Ari ses
As with the evolution of life, the appearance of a well
developed brain is a highly unlikely event if only chance is
involved. However, biological evolution through natural
selection is a mechanism that generates apparently higll1y
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improbable results by singling out and refining useful

The fact tllat only one technological society exists on Earth

characteristics. Organisms that profitably use adaptations

does not imply that the smh factor in our Drake equation

can develop more complex behavior, and complex behavior
provides organisms with the variety of choices needed for
more advanced development.
One school of thought maintains that, given enough

must be very much less than unity. On the contrary, it is pre

cisely because some species will probably always fill the niche

of teclmological intelligence that we will take this factor to

be close to unity.

time, intelligence is inevitable. On this view, assuming that
co

i=
..

!!

natural selection is a universal phenomenon, at least one or

ganism on a planet will always rise to the level of "intelligent
life." If this is correct, then the fifth factor in the Drake equa
tion equals or nearly equals unity.
Others argue that there is only one known case of
intelligence: human beings on Earth. For 2.5 billion years-
from the start of life about 3.5 billion years ago to the first
appearance of multicellular organisms about 1 billion years
ago-life did not advance beyond the one-celled stage. Life
remained simple and dumb, but it survived. If this latter
view is correct, then the fifth factor in our equation is very
small, and we are faced with the depressing prospect that
hwnans may be the smartest form of life anywhere in the
Galaxy. As with the previous factor, we will be optimistic
and simply adopt a value of unity here.

Fraction of Planets on Wh ich I ntell igent
Life Develops and Uses Technology

Average Lifetime of a Technological
Civ i l ization
The reliability of the estimate of eacll factor in tlle Drake
equation declines markedly from left to right. For exam
ple, our knowledge of astronomy enables us to make a
reasonably good stab at the first factor, namely, the rate of
star formation in our Galaxy, but it is much harder to
evaluate some of the later factors, such as the fraction of
life-bearing planets that eventually develop intelligence.
The last factor on the right-hand side of the equation,
the longevity of technological civilizations, is totally un
known. There is only one known example of such a civi
lization: humans on planet Earth. Our own civilization
has survived in its "technological" state for only about

100 years, and how long we will be around before a natu
ral or human-made catastrophe ends it all is inlpossible to
tell.

=>

(Discovery 1 1-1)

To evaluate the sbcth factor of our equation, we need to esti
mate the probability that intelligent life eventually develops
technological competence. Should the rise of technology be
inevitable, this factor is close to unity, given a long enough

Number of Techno log ical Civilizations
in the Galaxy

time. If it is not inevitable-if intelligent life can somehow

One thing is certain: If the correct value for

"avoid" developing technology-then this factor could be

in the equation is very small, then few technological civi

any one factor

much less than unity. The latter scenario envisions a uni

lizations now exist in the Galaxy. In other words, if the pes

verse possibly teeming with intelligent civilizations, but very

simistic view of the development of life or of intelligence

few among them ever becoming technologically competent.

is correct, then we are unique, and that is the end of our

Perhaps only one managed it-ours.

story. However, if both life and intelligence are inevitable

Again, it is difficult to decide conclusively between these

consequences of cllemical and biological evolution, as many

two views. We don't know how many prehistoric Earth

scientists think, and if intelligent life always becomes tech

cultures failed to develop simple technology or rejected its

nological, then we can plug the higher, more optimistic

use. We do know that the roots of our present civilization

values into the Drake equation. In that case, combining

arose independently at several different places on Earth, in

our estimates for the other six factors (and noting that

cluding Mesopotamia, india, China, Egypt, Mexico, and

lO X

1

X

1/10

X

1

X1X

1

=

1 ), we have

Peru. Because so many of these ancient cultures originated
at about the same time, it is tempting to conclude that the

number of tecllnological

average lifetime of

chances are good tllat some sort of technological society

intelligent civilizations

a technologically

will inevitably develop, given some basic intelligence and

now present in the

competent civilization

enough time.

Milky Way Galaxy

in years.

If teclmology is inevitable, then why haven't other

lOOO years, there

life-forms on Earth also found it useful? Possibly the com

Thus, if civiliz..1tions typic:tlly survive for

petitive edge given by intellectual and technological skills

should be 1000 of them currently in existence scattered

to hwnans, the first species to develop them, allowed us to

throughout the Galaxy. If they live for a million ye.1rs, on

dominate so rapidly that other species-gorillas and chim

average, we would expect there to be a million advanced

panzees, for example-simply haven't had time to catch up.

civiliz..1tions in the Milky Way, and so on.

SECTION

28.4

Note that, even setting aside language and cultural issues,
the sheer size of the Galaxy presents a significant hurdle to
communic.ltion between
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to reach the planet and another 100 years for the reply to
travel back to us).

technological civilizations. The

One obvious way to search for extraterrestrial life would

minimUl11 requirement for a two-way conversation is that we

be to develop the capability to travel far outside our solar

can send a signal and receive a reply in a time shorter than our
own lifetime. If the lifetime is short, then civilizations are
literally few and far between--small in number, according to

system. However, that may never be a practic.1.I possibility. At

a

speed of 50 km/s, the speed of the fastest space probes

operating today, the round-trip to even the nearest SW1-like

the Drake equation, and sc.lttered over the vastness of the

star, Alpha Centauri, would take about 50,000 years. The

Milky Way-and the distances between them (in light-years)

journey to the nearest technological neighbor (assuming a

pc)

are much greater than their lifetimes (in years). In that case,

distance of 30

lIvo-way communication, even at the speed of light, will be

almost the entire lifetime of our species! Interstellar travel at

impossible. However, as the lifetime increases, the distances

these speeds is clearly not feasible. Speeding up our ships to

and back would take 600,000 years

get smaller as the Galaxy becomes more crowded, and the

near the speed of light would reduce the travel time, but

prospects improve.

doing that is far beyond our present technology.

Taking into account the size, shape, and distribution of

Actuall}� our civilization has already launched some in

stars in the Galactic disk (why do we exclude the halo?), and

terstellar probes, although they have no specific stellar desti

under the optimistic asswnptions just made, we find that,
unless the life expectancy of a civilization is

at [east a

few

thousand years, it is unlikely to have time to communicate

Pioneer 10

nation. Figure 28. 1 5 is a reproduction of a plaque mounted
on board the

spacecraft launched in the mid-

1970s and now well beyond the orbit of Pluto, on its way out
of the solar system. Similar information was included

with even its nearest neighbor.

aboard the

PROCESS O F SCIENCE CHECK
1/ If most of the factol"5 are largely a matter of opinion, how does

the Drake equation assist astronomers in refining their search
for extraterrestrial life?

Voyager probes launched in

1 978. Although these

spacecraft would be incapable of reporting back to Earth the
news that they had encountered an alien culture, scientists
hope that the civilization on the other end would be able to
unravel most of its contents using the universal language of
mathematics. The caption to Figure 2 8 . 1 5 notes how the

28.4 The Search for Extraterrestrial
I ntel l igence
Let u s continue our optimistic assessment o f the prospects
for life and assume that civilizations enjoy a long stay on
their parent planet once their initial technological "teething
problems» are past. In that case, intelligent, technological,
and perhaps also communicative cultures are likely to be
plentiful in the Galaxy. How might we become aware of their
existence? The ongoing search for extraterrestrial intelli
gence (known to many by its acronym, SETI) is the topic of
this final section.

o

Meeting Our Neighbors
For definiteness, let's asswne that the average lifetime of a
technological civilization is 1 million years-only 1 percent
of the reign of the dinosaurs, but 1 00 times longer than
human civilization has survived thus far. Given the size and
shape of our Galaxy and the known distribution of stars in
the Galactic disk, we can then estimate the average

distance

between these civilizations to be some 30 pc, or about 1 00
light-years. Thus, any two-way communication with our
neighbors-using signals traveling at or below the speed of
light-will take at least 200 years ( 100 years for the message

;

_
-.�_"==.::;.=_
.,
"O .,0_
"",-_
0___

_
_

... FI GURE 28.15 Pion ..." 'O Plaque A repl ica of a plaque
mounted on board the Pioneer 10 spacecraft. Included are scale
drawings of the spacecraft, a man, and a woman; a di agram of the
hydrogen atom undergoing a change in energy (top left� a starburst
pattern representing various pulsars and the frequen c ies of their radi 0

waves that can be used to estimate when the craft was launched

(middle left� and

a depiction of the solar system, shONing that the

spacecraft departed the th ird planet from the Sun and passed the fifth

pla net on

its w� to outer space (bottom). All the drawings have

computer-coded (binary) markings from which actual sizes, distances,
and times can be derived. (NASA)
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aliens might discover from where and when the Pioneer and
Voyager probes were launched.

radio emitter tllan the Sun. The flashes result from the peri
odic rising and setting of hWldreds of FM radio stations and

Setting aside the many practical problems that arise in
trying to establish direct contact with extraterrestrials, some
scientists have argued that it might not even be a particu

television transmitters. Each station broadcasts mostly par
allel to Earth's surface, sending a great "sheet" of electromag
netic radiation into interstellar space, as illustrated in Figure

larly good idea. Our recent emergence as a technological
civilization implies that we must be one of the least advanced

28. 16(a} . (The more common AM broadcasts are trapped
below our ionosphere, so those signals never leave Earth.)

teclmological intelligences in the entire Galaxy. Any other

Because the great majority of these transmitters are

civilization that discovers us will almost surely be more

clustered in tlle eastern United States and western Europe, a

advanced than us. Consequently, a healthy degree of caution
may be warranted. If extraterrestrials behave even remotely
like human civilizations on Earth, then the most advanced

distant observer would detect periodic blasts of radiation
from Earili as our planet rotates each day ( Figure 28.16b).
This radiation races out into space and has been doing so

aliens may naturally try to dominate all others. The behavior
of the "advanced" European cultures toward the "primitive"

since the invention of these technologies more than seven
decades ago. Another civilization at least as advanced as ours

races they encowltered on their voyages of discovery in the
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries should

might have constructed devices capable of detecting these

serve as a cle.1.r warning of the possible undesirable conse
quences of contact. Of course, the aggressiveness of Earth
lings may not apply to eA1raterrestrials, but given the history

ciently interested) civilization resides on a planet orbiting
any of ilie tllOusand or so stars within about 70 light-years
(20 pc) of Earth, tllen we have already broadcast our pres

of the one intelligent species we know, the cautious approach
may be in order.

Rad io Co mmunication
A cheaper and much more practical alternative to direct

blasts of radiation. If any sufficiently advanced (and suffi

ence to them.
Of course, it may very well be that, having discovered
cable and fiber-optics technology, most civilizations' indis
criminate transmissions cease after a few decades. In that
case, radio silence becomes ilie hallmark of intelligence, and
we must find an alternative means of locating our neighbors.

contact is to try to COllUllwlicate with extraterrestrials by
using only electromagnetic radiation, the fastest known
means of transferring information from one place to an

The Water Hole

other. Because light and other high-frequency radiation is
heavily scattered while moving ilirough dusty interstellar

Now let us suppose that a civilization has decided to assist
searchers by actively broadcasting its presence to the rest of

space, long-wavelengili radio radiation seems to be the nat

the Galaxy. At what frequency should we listen for such an
extraterrestrial beacon? The electromagnetic spectrum is

ural choice. We would not attempt to broadcast to all nearby
candidate stars, however-that would be far too expensive

enormous; the radio domain alone is vast. To hope to detect

and inefficient. Instead, radio telescopes on Earth would lis
ten passively for radio signals emitted by oilier civilizations.

a signal at some unknown radio frequency is like searching
for a needle in a haystack. Are some frequencies more likely

I1ldeed, some preliminary searches of selected nearby stars

than others to carry alien transmissions?

are now underway, thus far without success.

In what direction should we aim our radio telescopes?

Some basic arguments suggest that civilizations might

The answer to this question, at least, is fairly easy: On the
basis of our earlier reasoning, we should target all F-, G-,

communicate at a wavelength near 20 cm. As we saw in
Chapter 1 8, the basic building blocks of the universe,
namely, hydrogen atoms, radiate naturally at a wavelength

and K-type stars in our vicinity. But are e.uraterrestrials
broadcasting radio signals? If they are not, this search tech

of 21 cm. c>o (Sec. 1 8.4) Also, one of ilie simplest mole
cules, hydroxyl (OH), radiates near 18 cm. Together, these

distinguish their artificially generated radio signals from

r.vo substances form water (H20). Arguing that water is
likely to be tlle interaction medium for life anywhere and

signals naturally emitted by interstellar gas clouds? To what
frequency should we tune our receivers? The answer to this
question depends on whether the signals are produced

that radio radiation travels tlJrough tlJe disk of our Galaxy
with the least absorption by interstellar gas and dust, some
researchers have proposed that the interval between 18 and

deliberately or are simply "waste radiation" escaping from a
planet.

21 em is tlle best range of wavelengilis for civilizations to
transmit or monitor. Called the water hole, tllls radio in

Consider how Earth would look at radio wavelengths to
extraterrestrials. Figure 28.16 shows the pattern of radio

terval might serve as an "oasis" where all advanced galactic
civilizations would gather to conduct their electromagnetic

signals we emit into space. From the viewpoint of a distant
observer, tlle spinning Earth emits a bright flash of radio ra
diation every few hours. In fact, Earth is now a more intense

business.
The water-hole frequency interval is only a guess, of
course, but it is supported by oilier arguments as well.

nique will obviously fail. And even if they are, how do we

SECTION 28.4
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... FIGURE 28.1 6 Leakage Rad io radiation leaks from Earth into space because ofthe daily activities
of ou r technological dvilizatioo. (a) FM radio and television transmitters broadcast their energy parallel to
Earth's surface, prod ucing the strongest signal in any given dlrectioo when they tie on Earth's horizon as
seen from afar. (The more common AM signals are trapped below

our iooosphere and never leave Earth.)

(b) Because most transmitters are clustered in the eastern United States and western Europe. a distant
observer would detect blasts of radio radiatioo from Earth as our planet rotates.

Figure 28.17 shows the water hole's location in the electro

the atmospheres of typical planets--or, at least, planets

magnetic spectrum and plots the amount of natural

comparable to Earth�1re also expected to interfere least at

emission from our Galaxy and from Earth's atmosphere.

these wavelengths. Thus, the water hole seems like a good

The 18- to 2 1 -cm range lies within the quietest part of

cllOice for the frequency of an interstellar beacon, although

the spectrum, where the galactic "static» from stars and

we cannot be sure of this reasoning until contact is actually

interstellar clouds happens to be minimized. Furthermore,

achieved.

�!o

1 000

.�
�

�

A few radio searches are now in progress at frequencies in

1 00

I

and around the water hole. The latest generation currently
lUlder development will use arrays of hundreds of relatively

°2 Cosmic
°2 microwave

10

back round

10
1 00
Frequency (gi gahertz)

.... FIGU RE 28.17 Water Hoi ..

The "water hole" is bounded bt the natural

The to pmost solid (blue) curve sums the natural emissions of our Galaxy

(dashed tine on left side of diagram, labeled "Galactic background") and Earth.
atmosphere (dotted tine on right side of diagram, denoted by various chemical
symbols). 00 (Sec. 26.7) This sum Is minimized near the water-hole

em ission

0.1

� emissioo frequencies of the hydrogen (H) atom (2\-cm wavelength) and
� the hydroxyl (OH) molerule 08-cm wavelength). 00 (Sees. 1 8A, 1 8.5)

frequencies. Perhaps aU Intelligent civilizations conduct their IntersteUar

1 000

communications within this quiet "electromagnetic oasis: If extraterrestrials
want to be found, the reasoning goes, this is where we should lookl
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.... F I G U R E 28.1 8 Project Phoenix

This large radio telescope at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West Virginia, was
used by Project Phoenix during the 1990s to search for extraterrestrial
intelligent signals. The inset shows a typical recording of an alien signal
here, as a test, the Doppler-shifted broadcast from the Pioneer 10
spacecraft, now well beyond the orbit of N eptune. The diagonal line
across the computer monitor, in contrast to the random noise in
the background, betrays the presence of an intelligent signal in the
i ncoming data stream. (NRAO; SEn Illstil1,te)

low-cost small antennas to mimic a much larger collecting
area. One of the most sensitive and comprehensive SETI
projects already completed was Project Phoenix, carried out
during the late 1990s. Large radio antennas, such as that in
Figure 28. 18, were used to search millions of channels
simultaneously in the 1 - to 3 -GHz spectrum. Actually, in
these searches, computers do most of the "listening;" humans
get involved only if the signals look intriguing. The inset in
Figure 28.18 shows what a typical narrowband, I -Hz signal
a potential "signature" of an intelligent transmission-would
look like on a computer monitor. However, this observation
was merely a test to detect the weak, redshifted radio signal
emitted by the Pioneer 10 robot, now receding into the outer
realrn of our solar system--a sign of intelligence, but one tha t

we put there. Nothing resembling an extraterrestrial signal
has yet been detected.
Right now, the space surrounding all of us could be
flooded with radio signals from extraterrestrial civilizations.
If only we knew the proper direction and frequency, we
might be able to make one of the most startling discoveries
of all time. The result would likely provide whole Ilew op
portunities to study the cosmic evolution of energy, matter,
and life throughout the universe.
P RO C E S S O F S C I E N C E C H E C K
V' Why do many researchers regard the ·water hole" as a likely
place to search for extraterrestrial signals?
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S U M M A RY
Cosmic evolution (p. 708) is the
continuous process that has led to the
appearance of galaxies, stars, planets, and
life on Earth. Living organisms may be
characterized by their ability to react to their environment, to
grow by taking in nutrition from their surroundings, and to re
produce, passing along some of their own characteristics to their
offspring. Organisms that can best take advantage of their new
surroundings succeed at the expense of those organisms that can
not make the necessary adjustments. Intelligence is strongly fa
vored by natural selection.

2

Powered by natural energy sources,
reactions between simple molecules in
the oceans of the primitive Earth are
thought to have led to the formation of
amino acids (p. 710) and nucleotide
bases (p. 710), the basic molecules of life.
Alternatively, some complex molecules may have been formed
in interstellar space and then delivered to Earth by meteors or
comets. The best hope for life beyond Earth in the solar system is
the planet Mars, although no evidence for living organisms has
been found there. Jupiter's moon Europa and Saturn's Titan may
also be possibilities, but conditions on those bodies are harsh by
terrestrial standards.

3 The Drake eqllation (p. 716) provides a means of estimating the
probability of intelligent life in the Galaxy. The astronomical factors
in the equation are the galactic star-formation rate, the likelihood of
planets, and the number of habitable planets. Chemical and biolog.�

ical factors are the probability that life
appears and the probability that it subse
quently develops intelligence. Cultural
and political factors are the probability
that intelligence leads to technology and
the lifetime of a civilization in the techno
logical state. Taking an optimistic view of
the development of life and intelligence
leads to the conclusion that the total nwnber of technologicaliy
competent dvilizations in the Galaxy is approximately equal to tlle
lifetinle of a typical civilization, expressed in years. Even with opti
mistic assumptions, the distance to our nearest intelligent neighbor
is likely to be many hundreds of parsecs.

4 Currently, space travel is not a feasi

ble means of searching for intelligent life.
Existing programs to discover extrater
restrial intelligence involve scanning the
electromagnetic spectrwn for signals. So
far, no intelligible broadcasts have been
received. A technological civilization would probably "annowKe"
itself to the wliverse by the radio and television signals it emits into
space. Observed from afar, our planet would appear as a radio
source with a 24-hour period, as different regions of the planet rise
and set. The "water hole" (p. 722) is a region in the radio range of
the electromagnetic spectrum, near the 2 1 -cm line of hydrogen
and the 18-<:m line of hydroxyl, where natural emissions from the
Galaxy happen to be minimized. Many researchers regard this re
gion as the best part of the spectrum for communication purposes.

.
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Problems labeled Pcs explore the process of science I VIS problems focus on reading and interpreting visual information

R EV I E W A N D D I S C U S S I O N
1. Why is life difficult to define?

2. What is chemical evolution?

1. What is the Vrey-Miller experiment? What important or
ganic molecules were produced in that experiment?

4. What other experiments have attempted to produce organic

8. What is the role of language in cultural evolution?
9. Where else, besides Earth, have organic molecules been found?
10. Where--besides Earth and the planet Mars--might we hope
to find signs of life in our solar system?

11. Pcs Do we know whether Mars ever had life at any tinle
during its past? What argues in favor of the position that it

molecules by inorganic means?

may once have harbored life?

5. What are the b.1sic ingredients from which biological molecules
formed on Earth?

6. Why do some scientists think life might have originated in
space?

7. Pcs

How do we know anything at all about the early
episodes of life on Earth?

12. Pcs What is generally meant by "life as we know it"? What
B.

other forms of life might be possible?

How many of the factors in the Drake equation are known
with any degree of certainty? Which factor is least well
known?
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What factors determine the suitability of a star as the parent

18.

of a planet on which life might arise?

1 S.

What is the relationship between the average lifetime of

cation over interstellar distances?

19. P�S

galactic civilizations and the possibility of our someday com
municating with them?

16.

What are the advantages in using radio waves for communi
What is the "water hole"? v\lhat advantages does it

offer for interstellar commtmication?

20.

How would Earth appear at radio wavelengths to extraterres

If you were designing a SETI experinlent, what parts of the
sky would you monitor?

trial astronomers?

17.

Do you think that advanced civilizations would continue to
emit large anl0tmts of radio energy as they evolved?

C O N C E P T U A L S E L F-T E ST : M U LT I P L E C H O I C E
1.

The "asstm1ptions of mediocrity" suggest that (a) life should

the star (a) has too much gravity; (b) is too short lived for life

be common throughout the cosmos; (b) lower forms of life

to evolve;

must evolve to higher forms;

(d) would have only gas giant planets.

(e)

lower forms of life have

lower intelligence; (d) viruses are actually life-forms.

2 The chemical elements that foml the basic molecules needed for

life are found

7. VIS

K-type star (a) cannot be determined; (b) extends more than 3

AU from the star; (e) is larger than that of a G-type star; (d) is

water; (d) only on Earth.

(e) 3.5 billion years ago;

4.

(b) 65 miilion years ago;

larger than that of an M-type star.

8. VIS

(d) 14 billion years ago.

(a) unchanged; (b) taller; (e) stretched out horizontally;
(d) compressed horizontally.

important discovery because bacteria (a) can easily survive in
high temperatures; (b) are the only life-form to exist on Earth

S.

(e) are the lowest form of life

9.

Radio telescopes crumot sin1ply scan the skies looking for
Signals, because (a) astronomers don't know what frequencies

known to exist; (d) eventually evolve into intelligent beings.

alien civilizations might use;

The least-well-known factor in the Drake equation is (a) the

radio signals naturally;

rate of star formation;

(h)

planets within planetary systems;

(e) the average lifetime of a

(e)

(b) many nonliving objects emit

Earth's radio communications

drown out extraterrestrial signals; (d) inclement weather in

the average number of habitable

technologically competent civilization; (d) the diameter of

6.

If Fignre 28.16 ("Leakage") were to be redrawn for

a planet spinning twice as fast, the new jagged line would be

The discovery of bacteria on another planet would be an

for most of the planet's history;

From the data shown in Figure 28. 1 2 ("Stellar Habit

ter 1 8 ) , the habitable zone surrounding a main sequence

(a) in the cores of Sun-like stars; (h) conullonly

began about (a) 6000 years ago;

is at too low a temperature to sustain life;

able Zones") and your knowledge of stellar properties (Chap

throughout the cosmos; (c) only on planets that have liquid
J. Fossil records of early life-forms on Earth suggest that life

(e)

the winter prevents the use of radio telescopes.

10.

The strongest radio-wavelength emitter in the solar system is

the Milky Way Galaxy.

(al human-made signals from Earth; (b) the Sun;

Although the habitable zone around a large B-c1ass star is

Moon; (d) Jupiter.

(e)

the

large, we don't often look for life on planets there because

P RO B L E M S
The number of dots p receding each Problem indicates its approximate level ofdiffiClilty.
4.6-billion-year age were compressed to 46 years,

zone extends from 0.6 AU to 1 .5 AU, estimate the extent of

as described in the text, wllat would be your age, in seconds?

the habitable zone surrounding a K-type main sequence star

1. • If Earth's

On that scale, how long ago was the end of World War II?
The Declaration of Independence? Columbus's discovery
of the New World? The extinction of the dinosaurs?

2. •••

According to the inverse-square law, a planet receives

energy from its parent star at a rate proportional to the star's
lunlinosity and inversely proportional to the square of the

planet's distance from the star. CIO ( Sec. 1 7.2) According to

Stefan's law, the rate at which the planet radiates energy
into space is proportional to the fourth power of its surface

temperature. CIO (Sec. 3.4) In equilibriwn, the two rates are
equal. Based on this information, ruld given the fact that (tak

ing into accowlt the greenhouse effect) the Sw,'s habitable

of the luminosity of the Sun.

1. ••

Using the data in the previous problem, how would the

inner and outer radii of the Sun's habitable zone change if the
solar luminosity increased by a factor of four?

4. •

Based on the numbers presented in the text, and asswning

an average lifetin1e of 5 billion years for suitable stars, esti
mate the total number of habitable planets in the Galaxy.

S . •• A plrulet orbits one component of a binary-star system at
distance of

1

a

AU. (See Fignre 28.14a.) If both stars have the

same mass and their orbit is circular, estiJnate the DlinimUll1
distance between the stars for the tidal force due to the

Chapter Review 727
companion not to exceed a ·safe" 0.01 percent of the gravita

6. •

Suppose that each of the fractional

fac tors

ends. Is the assumption that civilizations are unifomlly
spread across the disk a reasollable olle?

tional force between the planet and its parent star.
in the Drake

8. • Asswning that there are

10,000 FM radio stations on Earth,

equation turns out to have a value of 1 / 1 0, that stars foml at

each transmitting at a power level of 50 kW, calculate the

an average rate of 20 pe r year, and that each star has exactly

total radio luminosity of Earth in the FM band. Compare this
6
value with the roughly 10 W radiated by the Sun in the same

one habitable planet orbiting it. Estimate the present nwnber
of technological civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy if the

average lifetime of a civilization is (a) 100 years; (b) 10,000
years; (c) 1 million years.

frequency range.

9. • COllve rt the water

hole's wavelength s to frequencies. For

practical reasons, any search of the water hole must be broken

7. • •• If we adopt the estinIate from the text that the munber of

up into channels, much like those you find on a television,

technological civilizations in the Mill:y Way Galaxy is equal to

except that the water hole's channels are very Darrow in radio

the average lifetime of a civilization, it follows that the dis

frequency, about 100 Hz wide. How many channels must

tance to our Dearest neighbor decreases as the average life

astronomers search in the water hole?

tinle increases. Asswning that civilizations are wIiformly
spread over a two-dimensional Galactic disk of radius 1 5 kpc

and that all have the same lifetinle, calculate the

/11i/1illl ll m

l ifetime for which two-way radio communication with our
nearest neighbor would be possible before our civili:wtion

10. • There are 20,000 stars within

100 light-years that are to be
searched for radio cOn1mtU1ications. How long will the search

take if 1 hour is spent looking at each star? What if 1 day is
spent per star?
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A PPEN D I X 1

S C I E N T I F I C N OTA T I O N

The objects studied by astronomers range in size from
the smallest particles to the largest expanse of matter
we know-the entire universe. Subatomic particles have
sizes of about 0.00000000000000 1 meter, while galaxies
(like that shown in Figure 1 .3) typically measure some

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 meters across. The most dis
tant known objects in the universe lie on the order of

100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 meters from Earth.
Obviously, writing all those zeros is both cumbersome
and inconvenient. More important, it is also very easy to make
an error-write down one zero too many or too few and your

�

calculations become hopelessly wrong! To avoid this, scientists
always write large numbers using a short-han notation i n
.
which the number of zeros following or precedmg the decI
mal point is denoted by a superscript power, or exponent, of 10.
The exponent is simply the number of places behveen the first
significant (nonzero) digit in the nwnber (reading from left

1
0
3
2
is 1 0 , 1000 is 1 0 , and so on. For nwnbers less than 1, with
to right) and the decimal point. Thus, 1 is 1 0 , 10 is 1 0 , 100

zeros behveen the decimal point and the first significant digit,

the exponent is negative: 0.1 is 1 0- 1 , 0.01 is 1 0-2, 0.001 is 1 0-3 ,

and so on. Using tlus notation we can shorten the number de

15 meter, and write the
21
number describing the size of a galaxy as 1 0 meters.
scribing subatomic particles to 10-

More complicated numbers are expressed as a combina

tion of a power of 10 and a multiplying factor. This factor is

conventionally chosen to be a nwnber behveen 1 and 10, start

ing with the first significant digit in the original number. For
example, 1 50,000,000,000 meters (the distance from Earth to
.
.
the Sun , in round numbers) can be more concisely wfltten at
1 .5 X 1 0

1 1 meters, 0.OOO000025 meters as 2 .5 X 10� meter,

and so on. The exponent is simply the number of places the
decimal point must be moved
plying factor.

to

the Left to obtain the multi

Some other examples of scientific notation are:

• the approximate distance to the Andromeda Galaxy
= 2,500,000 light-years = 2.5 X
106 light-years
• the size of a hydrogen atom
1 1 meter
= 0.00000000005 meter = 5 X 10-

• the diameter of the SW1
6
= 1 ,392,000 kilometers = 1.392 X 10 kilometers

• the u.s. national debt (as of May 1 , 20 10)
= $12,948,739,000,000.00 = $ 1 2.948739 trillion
13 dollars.
= 1 .294874 X 1 0

In addition to providing a simpler way of expressing very
large or very small numbers, this notation also makes it easier
to do basic arithmetic. The rule for multiplication of nwn
bers expressed in this way is simple: Just mUltiply the factors
and add the exponents. Similarly for division: Divide the fac

2
3 is simply (3.5 X 2 .0) X 10-2 + 3 = 7.0 X 1 0 1
6
4
-that is, 70. Again, S X 1 0 divided by 2 X 1 0 is just
(5/2) X 1 06 - 4, or 2.5 X 1 02 (= 250). Applying these rules to
wlit conversions, we find, for exanJple, that 200,000 nanome
-;/
ters is 200,000 X 102-9 meter (since 1 nanometer = 1 0
9
meter; see Appendix 2), or 2 X l as X 10- meter, or
2 X l as-9 = 2 X 1 0-4 meter = 0.2 mm. Verify these rules

tors and subtract the exponents. Thus, 3.5 X 10- multiplied
by 2.0 X 1 0

for yourselfwith a few examples of your own.

:rhe ad:antag�

of this notation when considering astronolDlcal objects will
soon become obvious.
Scientists often use "rounded-off" versions of numbers,
both for simplicity and for ease of calculation. For example,

6

we will usually write the diameter of the Sun as 1 .4 X 1 0

kilometers, instead of the more precise nwnber given earlier.
Similarly,

Earth's

4

diameter

is

1 2,756

kilometers,

or

1 .2756 X 1 0 kilometers, but for "ballpark" estimates we re
ally don't need so many digits and the more approximate

�r hvo

4 kilometers will suffice. Very often, we

number 1 . 3 X 1 0

perform rough calculations using only the first one

significant digits in a nwnber, and that may be all that IS nec

essary to make a particular point. For example, to support
the statement, "The Sun is much larger than Earth," we need
only say that the ratio of the hvo diameters is roughly

1 .4 X 106 divided by 1 . 3 X 1 04 . Since 1 .4/1 .3 is close to 1, the
6 4 = 102 , or 100. The ess�nti�l

ratio is approximately 1 0 /10

fact here is that the ratio is much larger than I; calculatmg It
to greater accuracy (to get 109. 13) would give us no addition

al usefuL information. This technique of stripping away the
.
arithmetic details to get to the essence of a calculatIOn
is very common in astronomy, and we use it frequently
throughout this text.

A-l

APP EN D I X 2

A ST RO N O M I C A L M E A S U R E M E N T

Astronomers use many different kinds of units in their work,
simply because no single system of units will do. Rather than

the Systeme Internatiorlale (SI), or meter-kilogram-second
(MKS), metric system used in most high school and college

of the astronomical unit (AU ) , the mean distance between
Earth and the Sun. One AU is approximately equal to

1 50,000,000 km, or 1 .5 X l O l l m. On larger scales, the light
12
= 9.5 X lOIS m = 9.5 X 1 0 km) and the parsec
3
16
=
1
( l pc
3 . 1 X 1 0 m = 3. 1 X 1 0 lan = 3.3 ly) are com

year ( l ly

science classes, many professional astronomers still prefer the
older centimeter-gram-second (CGS) system. However, as

monly used. Still larger distances use the regular prefixes of

tronomers also commonly introduce new units when con

the metric system:

venient. For example, when discussing stars, the mass
and radius of the Sun are often used as reference points. The
solar mass, written as M0' is equal to 2.0 X 1 033 g, or
2.0 X 1 030 kg (since 1 kg = 1000 g). The solar radius, R0' is

as contexts change, so do the units. For example, we nUght meas

equal to 700,000 km, or 7.0 X 1 08 m ( 1 km

=

1000 m). The

subscript 0 always stands for the Sun. Similarly, the subscript
Ei7 always stands for Earth. in tlus book, we try to use the units

that astronomers commonly use in any given conte.n, but we
also give the "standard" SI equivalents where appropriate.
Of particular importance are the units of length as
tronomers use. On small scales, the angstrom (1 A = 10-10
m = 1 0-8 em), the narlOmeter ( l nm = 1 O-<J m = 10-7 em),
and the micron ( 1 1LlIl = 1 0"; m = 10-.1 cm) are used. Dis

tances within the solar system are usually expressed in terms

kilo for one thousand and mega for one
million. Thus 1 kiloparsec (kpc) = 1 03 pc = 3 . 1 X 1 0 19 m,
10 megaparsecs (Mpc) = 107 pc = 3.1 X 1023 m, and so on.
Astronomers use units that make sense within a context, and

uredensities in grams per cubic centimeter (gtcm3), in atoms per
cubic meter (atoms/m3), or even in solar masses per cubic mega
parsec (M0 t Mpc3), depending on the circumstances. The im
portant tiling to know is that onceyou understand the units, you
can convert freely from one set to another. For example, the ra
dills ofthe Sun could equally well be written as � = 6.96 X 1 03
m, or 6.96 X 1 0 10 em, or 109 � or 4.65 X 10-3 AU, or even

7.363 X 10-5 Iy-whichever happens to be most useful. Some
of the more common units used in astronomy, and the cont�"ts
in which they are most likely to be encOlmtered, are listed below.

Len&1h:

angstrom (A)
I nanometer (nm)
I micron (J.Lm)
1 centimeter (em)
I

= 1O-10 m
= 10-' m

atomic physics, spectroscopy
interstellar dust and gas

= 10-6 m
= 0.01

m

in widespread use throughout all astronomy

I meter (m)

= 100 =

I

= 1000 m = 105 cm

kilometer (km)
Earth radius (Re)
Solar radius (Re)
I

astronomical tmit (AU)
light-year (Iy)
1 parsec (pc)
I

= 6378 km
= 6.96

= 1 .496

lO"

X

Mass:
I

gram (g)

kilogram (kg)
Earth mass (Me)
Solar mass (M0)
I

TIme:
I

= 3.09

1016 m = 206,000 AU

X

I
I

A-2

day (d)

year (yr)

solar system, stellar evolution
galactic astronomy, stars and star clusters

= 1000 pc
= 1000 kpc

=

1000 g
X 1024 kg
= 1.99 X 10'· kg
= 5.98

second (s)

1 hour (h)

m

= 9.46 X lOIS m = 63,200 AU
= 3.261y

1 kiloparsec (kpc)
I megaparsec (Mpc)

planetary astronomy

X 108 m

galaxies, galaxy dusters, cosmology

in widespread use in many different areas
planetary astronomy
"standard" tillit for all mass scales larger than Earth
in widespread use throughout astronomy

= 3600 s

= 86,400 s

= 3.16

X

107 s

planetary and stellar scales

virtually all processes occurring on scales larger than a star

A PPEN D I X 3
TABLE 1

TA B L ES

Some Useful Constants and Physical Measurements·

astronomical unit

I AU

=

1 .496 X lOB Jan ( 1 .5 X lOB Jan)

I ly = 9.46 X 1012 km ( 1013 km, about 6 trillion miles)

light-year
parsec

I pc

=

3.09 X 1013 Jan

=

206,000 AU

c = 299,792.458 lanls (3 X 105 JanIs)

speed of light

=

3.3 ly

a = 5.67 X 10-8 W/m2 . K4

Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Planck's constant

h

gravitational constant

G

=

6 .63 X 10-34 J s

= 6.67 X 10-1 I Nm2 /kg2

M(!J = 5.98 X 1 024 kg (6 X 1024 kg, about 6000 billion billion tons)

mass of Earth

� = 6378 Jan (6500 lan)

radius of Earth

M0 = 1.99 X 10'" kg (2 X 10'" kg)
% = 6.96 X 105 Jan (7 X 105 Jan)

mass of the Sun
radius of the Sun

� =

hmunosity of the Sun
effective temperalure of the SWI
Hubble's constant

m,

mass of an electron

tIlp

mass of a proton

3.90 X 1026 W (4 X 1026W)

T0 = 5778 K (5800 K)
Ho = 70 Jan/s/Mpc

= 9. 1 1 X 10-'1 kg
=

'The rounded-off values used ill the text are shown above in paretltheses.

1.67 X 10-27 kg

Conversions Between Common English and Metric Units
Ens1i'"

1 inch
1 foot (ft)
1 mile
1 powld (lb)

Metric

= 2.54 centimeters (cm)

= 0.3048 meters (m)

= 1 .609 kilometers (km)
=

453.6 grams (g) or 0.4536 kilograms (kg) [on Earth]
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Planet

Semi-Major Axis

(AU)

(lO' km)

Eccentricity

(e)

(AU)

Perihelion

(lO' km)

(AU)

Aphelion

(lO' km)

Mercury

0.39

57.9

0.206

0.31

46.0

0.47

69.8

Venus

0.72

108.2

0.007

0.72

107.5

0.73

108.9

Earth

1.00

149.6

0.01 7

0.98

147.1

1 .02

1 52 . 1

Mars

1.52

227.9

0.093

1 .38

206.6

1 .67

249.2

778.4

Jupiter

5.20

Saturn

9.54

0.048

4.95

1427

0.054

9.02

8 16

5 .46

740.7
1349

10.1

1504

Uranus

1 9. 1 9

2871

0.047

1 8.3

2736

20.1

3006

Neptune

30.07

4498

0.009

29.8

4460

30.3

4537

Pbnet

Mean Orbital
Speed

Sidereal
Period (tropical
y....)

(krn/.)

Synodic
Period
(day.)

Inclination to
the Ecliptic
(doVea.)

GrateR Ana:ul.r Oia meter
as Seen from Earth
(arc second.)

Mercury

47.87

0.24

1 1 5.88

7.00

Venus

35.02

0.62

583.92

3.39

Earth

29.79

1 .00

Mars

24. 1 3

1 .88

779.94

1 .85

25

Jupiter

13.06

1 1.86

398.88

1 .3 1

50

Saturn

9.65

29.42

378.09

2.49

21

Uranus

6.80

83.75

369.66

0.77

4.1

Neptune

5.43

367.49

1 .77

2.4

Planet

(km)

(Earth

=

1)

13

64

0.01

163.7

Equatorial Radius

(kg)

M
...

3 .30 X 1 023
4.87 X 1 024

(E.rth = 1)

Mun Oensity

Surface Gravity

0.055

5430

0.38

4.2

0.82

5240

0.91

10.4
1 1 .2

(kg/m')

(Earth = 1)

Escape Speed
(krn/s)

Mercury

2440

0.38

Venus

6052

0.95

Earth

6378

1 .00

5 .97 X 1 02•

1 .00

5520

1 .00

Mars

3394

0.53

0.1 1

3930

0.38

Jupiter

7 1 ,492

1 1.21

6.42 X 1 023
1 .90 X 1 027

1330

2.53

60

Saturn

60,268

9.45

36

Uranus

25,559

Neptune

24,766

Planet

Mercury
Venus
Earth

Sidereal
Rot.tion Period
(solar day.)"

3 17.8

5.0

95.16

690

1 .07

4.01

5 .68 X 1 02•
8.68 X 1 025

14.54

1270

0.91

21

3.88

1 .02 X 1 02•

17.15

1640

1.14

24

Axial
Tilt

(de,....)

Surface
Masnetic Field
(Earth = 1)

58.6

0.0

O.ot 1

-243.0

177.4

<0.001

0.9973

23.45
23.98

1 .0

Ma,neti c Axis Ti It
(de","s relative to
rotation axis)

<10
1 1 .5

Albedo!

Surface
Temperature%
(K)

Number
of
Moons**

0.1 1

100-700

0

0.65

730

0

0.37

290

Mars

1.026

0.15

18(}-270

Jupiter

0.41

3 .08

1 3.89

9.6

0.52

124

16

Saturn

0.44

26.73

0.67

0.8

0.47

97

18

-0.72

97.92

0.74

58.6

0.50

58

27

29.6

0.43

46.0

0.5

59

13

Uranus
Neptune

0.67

-

0.001

'A negatiw sign indicates retrograde rotation; tFraction of slInlight reflected from surface; tThmperature is effective temperatu re fo rjovian
plarlets; "Moons more than 10 kill ill diam£ter.
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T_"et
Planet
Mercury

Venus

at

Year!.)
Planet

Project

�

Type of
Mission

Scientific Achievements or Goals,
and Other Comments

1974-1975

Madller

U.S.

flyby

Photographed 45 percent of the planet's surface

200S-20l l

Messerlger

U.S.

flyby/orbit

Mapped 90% of the planet; studied the

1%7

Vwera 4

U.S.S.R.

atmospheric

Pirst probe to enter the planet's atmosphere

1970

venera 7

U.S.S.R.

lander

Pirst landing 00 the planet's surface

1975-1992

Pioneer Venlls

U.S.

orbiter

Radar mapping of the entire planet

U.S.S.R.

orbiter

Radar

U.S.

atmospheric

High-resolution radar mapping of

probe, orbiter

the entire planet

orbiter

Studies of the dynamics and chemistry of the

1983

e;

10

Launched .",

Vetlera 15,

probe

16

1 990-1994

Magel/a"

2006-

vetlllS Express

European

1%5

Mariller 4

mapping of northern hemisphere

atmosphere of Venus; volcanism and other

Space Agency
Mars

magnetosphere

surface studies

7

U.S.

flyby

Photographs showed cratered surface

1%9

Mariller 6,

U.S.

flyby

More photographs of the planet's surface

1971

Mariller9

U.S.

orbiter

Pirst complete survey of the surface; revealed
complex terrain and evidence of past geological

197�1982

Viking 1, 2

U.S.

orbiter,

1 997

Mars Pathftllder

1 997-2006

activity

Detailed surface maps, implying geological and

lander

climatic change; first surface landings, first aunos-

U.S.

lander

Pirst Mars rover, local geological survey

Mars Global

SlIn'eyor

U.S.

orbiter

High-resolution surface mapping, remote
analysis of surface composition

2001-

Mars Odyssey

U.S.

orbiter

2003-

Mars Express

European

aunospheric

Studies of Martian aunosphere and geology;

Space Agency

probe, orbiter

search for water and evidence of life

U.S.

two landers

Assessment of likelihood that life arose on Mars,

pheric and soil measurements; search for life

Remote surface chemical analysis, search for subsurface water, measurement of radiation levels

2004-

2006-

Jupiter

Mars
Exploratiol1

measurement of Martian dimate and detailed

Rowr

geological surveys near the landing sites

Mars RecOlll!aissance Orbifer

U.S.

orbiter

of

small-scale surface features

2008

Mars Plloel1ix

U.S.

lander

Studied the Martian north polar region

1973

Pioneer

10

U.S.

flyby

Pirst mission to the outer planets

1974

Pioneer

11

U.S.

flyby

Detailed close-up images; gravity assist from
Jupiter to reach Saturn

1979

Voyager

1

U.S.

flyby

Detailed observations of planet and moons

1979

Voyager 2

U.S.

flyby

Continued reconnaissance of the Jovian system

1 995--2003

Galileo

U.S.

atmospheric

Atmospheric studies; long-term precision

probe, orbiter
Saturn

History of water on Mars, detailed imaging

1979

Piolleer

11

U.S.

flyby

measurements of the planet's moon system

Pirst dose-up

observations of Saturn; now

leaving the solar system

1981

Voyager

1

U.S.

flyby

Observations of planet, rings and moons;

1982

Voyager 2

U.S.

flyby

Observations of planet and moons

2004-

Cassilli-

U.S., European

atmospheric

Atmospheric studies; repeated and detailed

Uranus

1986

Hllygerj$
Voyager 2

Nephme

1989

Voyager 2

dose-up measurements

of the moon Titan

Space Agency

probe, orbiter

measurements of the planet's moons

U.S.

flyby

Observations of planet and moons; "Grand

U.S.

flyby

Observations of planet and moons; now

Tour" of the outer planets
leaving the solar system

"
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(fABLE 5: ;The, Twenty, Brightest Stars in Ea rth's Night Sky
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Name

Star

Sirius

" CMa

Canopus

" Car

Arcturus

" Boo

A

B

Spectral Type"

AIV

FOrb-II

�

Parallax
(arc seconds)

wdt

0.379
0.010
0.089

K2Ill

Rigel Kentaums
(Alpha Centauri)

" Gen

G2V

KOV

Vega

" Lyr

AOV

Capella

" Am

GIll

MIV

0.077

Rigel

J3 Ori

B81a

B9

0.0042

Procyon

" CMi

F5N-V

wdt

0.286

Betelgeuse

" Ori

M2Iab

0.0076

Achernar

" Eri

B5V

Hadar

J3 Cen

B l Ill

0.023

Altair

" Aq[

A7N-V

Din.nee
(pc)

2.6

96

11

0.742
0.129

0.0062
0.194

1.3
7.8

A

B

Apparent Visual Ma,nitude·

-1.44
-0.62
-0.05

-o m

+0.03

+1.4

+[ 0.2

13

+0.08

240

+0. 1 8

+6.6

+0.40

+1 0.7

3.5
1 30

44

1 60
5.1

+0.45
+0.45
+0.6 [
+0.76

Acrux

" Cm

0.010

98

+0.77

" rau

KSIll

B3

Aldebaran

M2V

0.050

20

+0.87

BIN

+8,4

+4

+ 1 .9
+13

Spica

" Vir

BIV

B2V

0.012

80

+0.98

2. 1

Antares

" Sea

M l Ib

0.005

1 90

+1.06

+5. 1

Pollux

J3 Gem

KOIll

B4V

0.097

10

+1.16

Formalhaut

" PsA

A3V

0.130

A2la

0.0010

BIN

0.0093

Deneb
Mimosa

" Cyg

J3 Cm

Visual Luminosity...
(Sun = 1)

Name

A
Sirius
Canopus
Arcturus
Rigel Kentaums
Vega
Capella

22

1.4 X 104

1.6
50
130

4.1 X 104

Procyon

7.2

Betelgeuse

9700

Achernar

1 100

1.3 X 104

Altair

11

Acrux

4100

Aldebaran
Spica
A.ntares

ISO
2200

1 . 1 X 104

Pollux

31

Formalhaut

17

Deneb
Mimosa

0.0025

1 10

Rigel

Hadar

B

2.6 X lOs

3200

0.45

om
1 10
0.0006

Ab.olute Vi.ual
Ma,nitude

A

B

+1.5

+ 1 1.3

7.7
990

l iD

+1. 25
Transverse
Velocity
(km/s)

1.33

16.7

0.02

-0.3

2.28

+6.5

+1.25

Prop.r Motion
(arc seconds/yr)

-5.5
+4.3

+1.17

9. 1
119

Radial
Velocity
(km/s)
-7.6*

20.5
-5.2

3.68

22.7

-24.6

0.34

12.6

-1 3.9

+9.6

0.44

27.1

-6.7

-0.3

0.00

1.2

+2.7

+1 3.0

1.25

20.7

0.03

1 8.5

+5.7

+0.6

-0.5

-5. 1

30.2*
20.7*
-3.2*
2 1 .0*

0.10

20.9

-2.0

0.04

30.3

19
-12*

0.66

16.3

-26.3

-4.2

-3.5

0.04

22.8

-1 1 .2

-0.6

+1 l.5

0.20

1 9.0

54.1

780

-3.5

-2.4

0.05

1 9.0

290

-5.3

0.03

27.0

0.62

29.4

3.3

0.37

13.5

6.5
-4.6*

-2.8
560

-5.4
+2.2

2200
0.002

-1.3

+1.1
0.1 3

+1.7

+7.1

--8.7

0.003

14.1

-3.9

0.05

26.1

1.0*
-3.2

•Ener
gy output in the "isjble part of the spectrtlm; A and B columllS identify individual componerlfs ofbillary-star systems.
t "wd" stands for ·wlliu: dwarf.'

tAverage value ofvariable velocity.
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A

Name

-

�

Spectral Type

Sun

G2V

Proxima Centauri

M5

Alpha Centauri

G2V

Barnard's Star

8

(arc seconds)
Parallax

Distance

(pc)

A

8

Apparent Visual Ma,nitude·

-26.74
0.772

1.30

+1 1.01

0.742

1.35

-0.01

M5V

0.549

1 .82

+9.54
+13.53

KIV

+1.35

Wolf 359

M8V

0.42 1

2.38

Lalande 2 1 185

M2V

0.397

2.52

+7.50

W Ceti

M6V

0.387

2.58

+12.52

+13.02

Sirius

AIV

0.379

2.64

-1.44

+8.4

Ross 1 54

M5V

0.345

2.90

+10.45

Ross 248

M6V

0.314

3.18

+12.29

K2V

0.3 1 1

3.22

+3.72

M5V

0.298

3.36

+1 1 . 10

0.294

3.40

+5.22

0.291

3.44

+4.68

E

Eridani

Ross 128

K5V

61 Cygni

E

Inru

K7V

KSV

Grm 34

M 1V

Luyten 789-6

M6V

Procyon

F5N-V
M4V

1:

M6V
wdt

2398

0.290

3.45

+11.08

0.290

3.45

+12.18

wdt

0.286

3.50

+0.40

MSV

0.285

3.55

+11.90

M6V

Lacaille9352

M2V

0.279

3.58

+7.35

G51-15

MV

0.278

3.60

+14.81

Visual Luminosity"
(Sun = I)

Name

A
Sun
Proxima Centauri

1.0
5.6 X 10-5

Alpha Centauri

1.6

Wolf 359

4.3 X 10"'"
1.8 X 1 0-5

Lalande 21 185

0.0055

Barnard's Star

W Ceti
Sirius
Ross 1 54
Ross 248
E

Eridani

Ross 128

5.4 X 10-5

22

4.8 X 10"'"
l . l X 10"'"

0.082
0.14

8

Proper Motion
(arc seconds/yr)

Tranloverse
Velocity
(krn/s)

0.45

23.8

-22

+13.2

10.34

89.7

-108

+16.7

4.70

53.0

+10.5

4.78

57.1

+15.5

+16.0

3.36

41.1

+1.5

+1 1.3

1.33

1 6.7

-8

0.72

9.9

-4

+14.8

1 .58

23.8

-81

+6.2

0.98

15.3

+16

+13.5

1.37

2 1 .8

-13

+13.3

0.039

+7.6

+11.4

+7.0
0.00039

+IOA

+13.4

5.22

84. 1

-64

76.5

-40

2.89

47.3

3.26

53.3

0.00055

+2.7

+1 3.0

1.25

2.8

0.0030

0.00 1 5

+1 1 .2

+1 1.9

2.28

38.4

+14.6

+9.6

6.90

+17.0

1 .26

'A and B colllm"" idelltify i/ldividllal components o[binary-star systems.
t"wd" stands [or "white dwarf"

+30

4.69

7.2

1 . 1 X 10-5

+13

-84

0.0025

Procyon

G51-15

-16

0.00004

1.4 X 10"'"

0.013

RAdial
Velocity
(krn/s)

23.2

0.0061

Lacaille 9352

+9.69

3.86
+5.7

Luyten 789-6
2398

+10.7

3.68

+4.3

Grm 34

1:

+ 1 1 .06

+4.83

3.6 X 10"'"

Indi

Abtolute Visual
Maa:nitudetr

A

+15 .4

0.29

6 1 Cygni

E

8

+6.03

117
21.5

+17

--60

-3
+5
+10
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Key term, that are boldface it! the text are followed bya page reference itl the Glossary.
A

alpha particle A heliunl-4 nucleus.

A ring One of three Saturnian rings visible from Earth. The A ring
is farthest from the planet and is separated from the B ring by the

alpha process Process occurring at high temperatures, in which
high-energy photons split heavy nuclei to form helitll11 nuclei.

Cassini division. (p. 292)

ALSEP Acronym for Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package.

aberration of starlight Small shift in the observed direction to

altimcter Instrument used to determine altitude.

a star, caused by Earth's motion perpendicular to the line of sight
(pAl)

absolute brightness The apparent brightness a star would have if
it were placed at a standard distance of 10 parsecs from Earth.

absolute magnitude The apparent magnitude a star would have
if it were placed at a standard distance of 10 parsecs from Earth.
(p. 423)

Absolute 1=0 The lowest possible temperature that can be
obtained; all thermal motion ceases at this temperature.

absorption line Dark line in an otherwise continuous bright

spectrum, where light within one narrow frequencyrange has been

removed. (p. SO)

abundance

Relative amount of different elements in a gas.

acceleration The rate of change of velocity of a moving object
(p.48)
accretion Gradual growth of bodies, such as planets, by the accu
mulation of other smaIler bodies. (p. 149)
accretion disk Flat disk of matter spiraling down onto the surface

of a neutron star or black hole. Often, the matter originated on the

surface of a companion star in a binary-star system. (p. 518)

active galactic nucleus Region of intense emission at the center of
an active galaxy, responsible for virtually all of the gahu:y's nonstel
lar luminosity. (p. 620)

active galaxies The most energetic galaxies, which can emit hun
dreds or thousands of times more energy per second than the
Milky Way, mostly in the form of long-wavelength nontllermal
radiation. (p.619)

active optics Collection of techniques used to increase the resolu
tion of ground-based telescopes. Minute modifications are made
to the overall configuration of an instrument as its temperature
and orientation change; used to maintain the best possible focus at

amino acids Organic molecules that form the basis for building
the proteins that direct metabolism in living creatures. (p. 7 12)

Arnor asteroid Asteroid th.�t crosses only the orbit of Mars.
amplitude The maximum deviation of a wave above or below
zero point. (p. 59)
angstrom Distance wlit equal to 0.1 nanometer, or one ten
billionth of a meter.

angular diameter Angle made between the top (or one edge) of
an object, tile observer and the bottom (or opposite edge) of tile
object.

angular distance Angular separation between two objects as seen
by some observer.
anguLv momentum Tendency of an object to keep rotating;
proportional to the mass, radius, and rotation speed of tile body.
(p. 148)
anguLv

resolution The ability of a telescope to distinguish be

tween adjacent objects in the s\..1" (p. 105)

annular eclipse Solar eclipse occurring at a time when the Moon is
far enough away from Earth that it fails to cover the disk of the Stm
completely, leaving a ring of sunlight visible arotmd its edge. (p. 19)

antiparallel Configuration of the electron and proton in a hydro

gen (or other) atom when their spin axes are parallel but the two

rotate in opposite directions.

antiparticle A particle of the same mass but opposite in all other
respects (e.g., charge) to a given particle; when a particle and its

antiparticle come into contact, tlley annihilate and release energy
in tile form of gamma rays.

aphelion The point on the elliptical path of an object in orbit
about the Sun th.�t is most distant from the Stm.

Apollo asteroid See Earth·crossing asteroid.

all times. (p. 1 12)

apparent brightness The brightness that a star appears to have, as

active region Region of the photosphere of the Sun surrow1(ling a

measured by an observer on Earth. (p. 42 1 )

SWlsPOt group, which can erupt violently and tmpredictably.

apparent magnitude The apparent brighuless o f a star, expressed

During sunspot maximunl, tile number of active regions is also a

using the magnitude scale. (p. 422)

maximum. (pA 01)

association Small grouping of (typically 100 or less) bright stars,

active Sun The unpredictable aspects of the Stm's behavior, such

spanning up to a few tens of parsecs across, usually rich in very

as sudden explosive outbursts of radiation in the form of promi

young stars. (p. 482)

adaptive optics Technique used to increase the resolution of a

opment of life on Earth did not require any unusual cirCltnl

nences and flares.

Assumption of Mediocrity Statements suggesting tllat tile devel

telescope by deforming the shape of the mirror's surface under

stances, suggesting that extraterrestrial life may be common.

computer control while a measurement is being taken; used to

asteroid One of thousands of very small members of the solar

tmdo the effects of atmospheric turbulence. (p. 1 12)

aerosol Suspension of liquid or solid particles in air.

system orbiting the Stm between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
Often referred to as «minor planets." (p. 334)

G-l
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pulsar

asteroid belt Region of the solar system, between the orbits of

binary

Mars and Jupiter, in which most asteroids are found. (p. 334)

pulsars.

asthenosphere Layer of Earth's interior, just below the lithosphere,

binary-star system A system that consists of two stars in orbit

over which the surface plates slide. (p. 168)

astrology Pseudoscience that purports to use the positions of the
planets, Sun, and Moon to predict daily events and hum" n destiny.

astronomical unit

(AU) The average distance of Earth from the

Still. Precise radar measurements yield a value for the AU of
149,603,500 km. (p. 44)
astronomy Branch of science dedicated to the study of everything
in the universe that lies above Earth's atmosphere. (p. 4)
asymptotic giant branch Path on the Hertzsprung-Russell dia
gram corresponding to the changes that a star undergoes after
helium burning ceases in the core. At this stage, the carbon core

Binary system in which both components are

about their common center of mass, held together by their mutual
gravitational attraction. Most stars are found in binary-star
systems. (p. 436)
biological evolution Change in a population of biological organ
isms over time.

bipoL,. flow Jets of material expelled from a protostar perpendi
cular to the surrounding protostellar disk. (p. 479)

blackbody curve The characteristic way in which the intensity of
radiation emitted by a hot object depends on frequency. The

frequency at which the emitted intensity is highest is an indication
of the temperature of the radiating object. Also referred to as the

shrinks and drives the expansion of the envelope, and the star

Planck curve. (p. 66)

becomes a swollen red giant for a second time. (p. 497)

black dwarf The endpoint of the evolution of an isolated, low

Aten asteroid Earth-crossing asteroid with semimajor a.us less

mass star. After the white-dwarf stage, the star cools to the point

than 1 AU.

where it is a dark "clinker" in interstellar space. (p. 504)

atmosphere Layer of gas confined close to a planet's surface by

black hole A region of space where the pu.ll of gravity is so great

the force of gravity. (p. 156)
atom Building block of matter, composed of positively charged
protons and neutral neutrons in the nucleus surrounded by nega
tively charged electrons. (p. 82)
atomic epoch Period after decoupling when the first simple
atoms and molecules formed.
a urora Event that occurs when atmospheric molecules are excited
by incoming charged particles from the solar wind, then emit en
ergy as they fall back to their ground states. Aurorae generally
occur at high latitudes, near the north and south magnetic poles.
(p. 175)
a utwnnai equinox Date on which the Sun crosses the celestial
equator moving southward, occurring on or near September 21.
(p.

IS)

blaz.,. Particularly intense active galactic nucleus in which the
observer's line of sight happens to lie directly along the axis of a
high-speed jet of particles emitted from the active region. (p. 624)
blue giant Large, hot, bright star at the upper-left end of the main
sequence on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Its name comes
from its color and size. (p. 432)
blueshift Motion-induced changes in the observed wavelength

from a source that

is moving toward us. Relative approaching mo

tion between the object and the observer causes the wavelength
to appear shorter (and hence bluer) than
at all.
blue straggler Star fowld

if there were no motion

on the main sequence of the

Hertzsprung-Russell diagranl, but which should already have

B

evolved off the main sequence, given its location on the diagram;
thought to have formed from mergers of lower mass stars. (p. 50S)

B ring One of three Saturnian rings visible from Earth. The B ring
is the brightest of the three, and lies just past the Cassini division,
closer to the planet than the A ring. (p. 292)
background noise Unwanted light in an image, from unresolved
sources in the telescope's field of view, scattered light from the at
mosphere, or instrumental "hiss" in the detector itself.
barred-spiral galaxy Spiral gahu.:y in which a bar of material
passes through the center of the galaxy, with the spiral arms begin
ning near the ends of the bar. (p. 605)
basalt Solidified lava; an iron-magnesium-silicate mixture.
baseline The distance between two observing locations used for
the purposes of triangulation measurements. The larger the base
line, the better the resolution attainable. (p. 23)
belt Dark, low-pressure region in the atmosphere of a jovian
planet, where gas flows downward. (p. 262)
Big Bang Event that cosmologists consider the beginning of the
universe, in which all matter and radiation in
came into being. (p. 665)

the

entire universe

Big Cntnch Point of final collapse of a bound universe.

binary asteroid

that nothing--not even light-<an escape. A possible outcome of
the evolution of a very massive star. (p. 551)

Asteroid with a partner in orbit around it.

blue supergiant The very largest of the large, hot, bright stars at

the

uppermost-left

end

of

the

main

sequence

on

the

Hertzsprwlg-Russell diagram. (p. 432)
Bohr model First theory of the hydrogen atom to e."'Plain the ob
served spectral lines. This model rests on three ideas: that there is a
state of lowest energy for the electron, that there is a maximum en

ergy beyond which the electron is no longer bound to the nucleus,
and that within these two energies the electron can only exist in
certain energy levels.
Bok globule Dense, compact cloud of interstellar dust and gas on
its way to forming one or more stars.
boson Particle that exerts or mediates forces between elementary
particles in quanttun physics. (p. 689)
bound tmjectory Path of an object with launch speed too low to
escape the gravitational pu.ll of a planet.
brown dwarf Fragments of collapsing

gas

and dust that did not

contain enough mass to initiate core nuclear fusion. Such an object
is then frozen somewhere along its pre-main-sequence contraction
phase, continually cooling into a compact dark object.

Because of

their small size and low temperature, brown dwarfs are extremely
difficult to detect observationally. (pp. 375, 474)
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brown oval Feature of lupiter's atmosphere that appears only at
latitudes near 20· N, this structure is a long-lived hole in the clouds
that allows us to look down into lupiter's lower atmosphere.
(p. 266)

c

C ring One of three Satumian rings visible from Earth. The C ring
lies closest to the planet and is relatively thin compared to the A
and B rings. (p. 292)
caldera Crater that forms at the slUmnit of a volcano.

capture theory (Moon) Theory suggesting that the Moon formed
fur from Earth but was later captured by it.
carbonaceous asteroid The darkest, or least reflective, type of
asteroid, containing large amounts of carbon.

carbon-based molecule Molecule containing atoms of carbon.
carbon-detonation supenlOva

See Type I supernova. (p. 523)

cascade Process of deexcitation in which an excited electron
moves down through energy states one at a time.

Cassegrain telescope A type of reflecting telescope in which
incoming light hits the primary mirror and is then reflected up
ward toward the prime focus, where a secondary mirror reflects
the light back down through a small hole in the main mirror into a
detector or eyepiece. (p. 101 )

C'lSSini division A relatively empty gap i n Saturn's ring system,

discovered in 1675 by Giovanni Cassini. It is now known to con
tain a number of thin ringlets. (p. 292)

cataclysmic variable Collective nan1e for novae and supernovae.
catalyst Something that causes or helps a reaction to occur, but is
not itself conslUned as part of the reaction.

catastrophic theory A theory that invokes statistically wilikely
accidental events to account for observations.
celestial equ.,tor The projection of Earth's equator onto the celes
tial sphere.
celestial mechanics Study of the motions of bodies, such as

G-3

C1mndraseklmr mass Maximum possible mass of a white dwarf.

chaotic rotation Unpredictable tumbling motion that nonspheri
cal bodies in eccentric orbits, such as Saturn's satellite Hyperion,
can exhibit. No amount ofobservation of an object rotating clmot
ically will ever show a well-defined period

cltarge-coupled device (CCD) An electronic device used for d"ta
acquisition; composed of many tiny pixels, each of which records a

bnildup of charge to measure the amount of light striking it.
(p. lOS)

chemical bond Force holding atoms together to form a molecule.
cllemosynthesis Analog of photosynthesis that operates in total
darkness.

chrorrmtic aberrat ion The tendency for a lens to focus red and
blue light differently, causing images to become blurred.
chromosphere The Sun's lower atmosphere, lying just above the
visible atmosphere. (p. 386)

circumnavigation Traveling all the way around an object.
cirrus High-level clouds composed of ice or metl1at1e crystals.

closed IUUverse Geometry that ti,e llI1iverse as a whole would
have if tl1e density of matter is above the critical value. A closed
universe is finite in extent and has no edge, like tl1e surface of a
sphere. It has enough mass to stop the present e.xpansion and will
eventually collapse. (p. 670)

CNO cycle Chain of reactions tI"t converts hydrogen into helilUn
using carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen as catalysts.
cocoon nebuL, Bright infrared source in which a surrounding
cloud of gas and dust absorb ultraviolet radiation from a hot star
and reemits it in the infrared

cold dark matter Class of dark-matter candid"tes made up of
very heavy particles, possibly fom1ed in the very early universe.
(p. 700)

collecting area The total area of a telescope capable of <Alpturing

incoming radiation. The larger tl1e telescope, the greater its collect
ing area, and the fainter the objects it can detect. (p. !O3)

collisional broadening Broadening of spectral lines due to

planets and stars, that interact via gravity.

collisions between atoms, most often seen in dense gases.

celestial pole Projection of Earth's North or South pole onto the

color index A convenient method of quantifying a star's color by

celestial sphere. (p. 10)
celesti.,j sphere Imaginary sphere surrounding Earth to which all

comparing its apparent brightness as measured tl1rough different
filters. If tl1e star's radiation is well described by a blackbody

objects in the sl..")' were once considered to be attamed (p. 10)

spectrum, the ratio of its blue intensity (B) to its visual intensity

Celsius Temperature scale in which the freezing point of water is
o degrees and the boiling point of water is 100 degrees.

(V) is a measure of the object's surface temperature.
color-magtutude diagram A way of plotting stellar properties, ill

center of mass The "average" position in space of a collection of

which absolute magnitude is plotted against color index. (p. 430)

massive bodies, weighted by their masses. For an isolated system
this point moves with constant velocity, according to Newtonian

coum An effect occurring during the formation of an off-a,xis

mechanics. (p. 5 1 )

in1age in a telescope. Stars whose light enters the telescope at a
large angle acquire comet-like tails on their images. The brightest

centigrade See Celsius.

part of a comet, often referred to as the "head:' (p. 341)

centripetal force (literally"center seeking" ) Force directed toward

comet A small body, composed mainly of ice and dust, in

the center of a body's orbit.

elliptical orbit about the Sun. As it comes close to the Slll, some of
its material is vaporized to form a gaseous head and extended tail.

centroid Average position of the material in an object; in spec
troscopy, the center of a spectral line.
Cepheid va riable Star whose 11lIninosity varies in a characteristic

atl

(p. 340)

common envelope Outer layer of gas in a contact binary.

way, with a rapid rise in brightness followed by a slower decline.

comparative planetology The systematic study of the similarities

The period of a Cepheid variable star is related to its IllI11inosity, so
a determination of this period can be used to obtain an estimate of

and differences among the planets, with the goal of obtaining
deeper insight into how the solar system formed and has evolved
in time. (p. 1 35)

the star's distance. (p. 577)
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composition The mixture of atoms and molecules that make up
an object
condensation nuclei Dust grains in the interstellar medilml
which act as seeds around which other material can cluster. The
presence of dust was very important in causing matter to clump
during the formation of the solar system. (p. 149)
condensation theory Currently favored model of solar system
formation which combines features of the old nebular theory with
new information about interstellar dust grains. whim acted as
condensation nuclei. (p. 149)
conjunction Orbital configuration in which a planet lies in the
same direction as the Sun. as seen from Earth.

conservation of angular momentum See law of conservation of
angular momentum. (p. 148)
conservation of mass and energy Seelaw of conservation of mass
and energy.
constellation A human grouping of stars in the night sky into a
recoglliz.,ble pattern. (p. 8)
constituents See composition.
continental drift The movement of the continents around Earth·s
surfuce.

material causing the planet's crust to bulge outward (plural.
coronae) . (p. 219); The tenuous outer atmosphere of the S,ill.
whicll lies just above the chromosphere and. at great distances.
turns into the solar wind. (p. 386)
coronal hole Vast region of tI1e SWl'S atmosphere where tI1e
density of matter is about 10 times lower than average. The gas
tI,ere streams freely into space at high speeds. escaping the SWl
completely. (p. 404)
coronal mass ejection Giant magnetic "bubble" of ionized gas
tI,.t separates from the rest of ti,e solar atmosphere and escapes
into interplanetary space. (p. 402)
corpuscular theory Early particle tI1eory oflighl.
cosmic density parameter Ratio of the wUverse's actual density
to the critical value corresponding to zero curvature.
cosmic distance scale Collection of indirect distance-measure
ment tecl1niques that astronomers use to measure distances in tI1e
wliverse. (p. 23)
cosmic evolution The collection of tI1e seven major phases of tI1e
history of tI1e lilliverse--namely particulate, galactic, stellar. plane
tary, chemical. biological, and cultural evolution. (p. 7 10)
cosmic microwave background The almost perfectly isotropic
radio signal tI1at is tI1e electromagnetic remnant of ti,e Big B.-Ulg.
(p. 678)

continuous spectrum Spectrum in whim the radiation is distrib
uted over all frequencies. not just a few specific frequency ranges. A
prime example is the blackbody radiation emitted by a hot. dense
body. (p. 78)

cosmic my Very energetic subatomic particle arriving at Earth
from elsewhere in the Galaxy.

convection Churning motion resulting from ti,e constant up
welling of warm fluid and the concurrent downward flow of cooler
material to take its place. (p. 157)

cosmological constant Quantity originally introduced by Einstein
into general relativity to make his equations describe a static wU
verse. Now one of several candidates for the repulsive "dark energy"
force responsible for the observed cosmic acceleration. (p. 674)

convection zone Region of the S,ill'S interior. lying just below the
surfuce. where ti,e material of the Sun is in constant convection
motion. This region extends into the solar interior to a depth of
about 20.000 km. (p. 386)
co-orbital satellites Satellites sharing the same orbit arowld a
planet.

Copernican Principle The removal of Earth from any position of
cosmic significance.
Copernican revolution The realization. toward the end of the
sixteenth century. that Earth is not at the center of the wliverse.
(p. 38)
core The central region of Earth. surrowlded by the mantle.
(p. 156); The central region of any planet or star. (p. 156)
core-accretion theory Theory that the jovian planets formed
when icy protoplanetary cores became massive enough to capture
gas directly from the solar nebula. See gravitational instability
tI1eory. (p. 364)
core-collapse s upernova See Type II supernova. (p. 522)

core hydrogen burning The energy burning stage for main
sequence stars. in which tI1e heliwn is produced by hydrogen
fusion in the central region of tI1e star. A typical star spends up to
90 percent of its lifetime in hydro-stati.c equilibrilUn brought
about by ti,e balance between gravity and the energy generated by
core hydrogen burning. (p. 492)

cosmological distance Distance comparable to the scale of the
universe.
cosmological principle Two asswllptions that make up the basis
of cosmology. namely that the universe is homogeneous and
isotropic on sufficiently large scales. (p. 663)
cosmological redsh ift The component of tI1e redshift of all object
tI,.t is due only to the Hubble flow of the Wliverse. (p. 615)

cosmology The study of the structure and evolution of the entire
wUverse. (p. 662)
cosmos The universe.

coude focus Focus produced fur from tI1e telescope using a series
of mirrors. Allows tI1e use of heavy and/or fulely Hilled equipment
to analyze the image.
crater Bowl-shaped depression on the surfuce of a planet or moon.
resulting from a collision with interplanetary debris. (p. 186)

crescent Appearance of tl,e Moon (or a planet) when less tI'aJ'
half of tI1e body's hemisphere is visible from Earth.

crest Maximwn departure of a wave above its undisturbed state.
critical density The cosmic density corresponding to the dividing
line between a Wliverse tI,at recollapses aJld one tI1at expaJlds for
ever. (p. 668)

cornea (eye) The curved transparent layer covering tI1e front part
of the eye.

critical tmiverse Universe in wlum tI1e density of matter is ex
actly equal to tI1e critical density. The universe is infinite in extent
and has zero curvature. The expansion will continue forever, but
will approach an expansion speed of zero. (p. 672)

corona One of nwnerous large. roughly circular regions on the
surfuce ofVenus, tllought to have been caused by upwelling mantle

crust Layer of Earth which contains tI1e solid continents aJld the
seafloor. (p. 156)
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C-type asteroid See carbonaceous asteroid.

differential rotation The tendency for a gaseous sphere, such as a

cultural evolution Change in the ideas and behavior of a society

jovian planet or the SW1, to rotate at a different rate at the equator

urrent sheet

over time.
c

Flat sheet on Jupiter's magnetic equator where most

of the charged particles
planefs rapid rotation.

in

the magnetosphere lie due to the

speed varies with location within an object. (p. 261)
differentiation Variation in the density and composition of a
body, such as Earth, with low-density material on the surface and
higher density material in the core. (p. 164)

D

diffraction The ability of waves to bend arotllld corners. The dif

D ring Collection of very faint, thin rings, extending from the
imler edge of the C ring down nearly to the cloud tops of Saturn.
This region contains so few particles that it is completely invisible
from Earth. (p. 296)
dark dust cloud A large cloud, often many parsecs across, whicll
contains gas and dust in a ratio of about 1012 gas atoms for every
dust particle. Typical densities are a

few

tens or hundreds of

millions of particles per cubic meter. (p. 455)
dark energy Generic name given to the unknown cosmic force
field thought to be responsible for the observed acceleration of the
Hubble expansion. (p. 674)
d.,rk halo Region of a galaxy beyond the visible halo where dark
matter is thought to reside. (p. 592)
d.,rk matter Term used to describe the mass in galaxies and
clusters whose existence we infer from rotation curves and other
techniques, but that has not been confirmed by observations at any
electromagnetic wavelength. (p. 593)
d.�k matter particle Particle undetectable at any electromagnetic
wavelength, but can be inferred from its gravitational influence.
DaughterfFission theory Theory suggesting that the Moon origi
nated out of Earth.
declination Celestial coordinate used to measure latitude above

n
i the early universe when atoms first formed,

or below the celestial equator on the celesti.,l sphere.
decoupling Event

than at the poles. More generally, a condition where the angular

after which photons could propagate freely through space. (p. 693)

deferent A construct of the geocentric model of the solar system

which was needed to explain observed planetary motions. A defer
ent is a large circle encircling Earth, on which an epicycle moves.
(p. 36)
degree Unit of angular measure. There are 360 degrees in one
complete circle.
density A measure of the compactness of the matter within an

\ or grams per cubic

fraction of light establishes its wave nature. (p. 65)

diffraction grating Sheet of transparent material with many
closely spaced parallel lines ruled on it, designed to separate white

light into a Spectrunl.

diffraction-limited resolution Theoretical

resolution

that

a

telescope can have due to diffraction of light at the telescope's
apertme. Depends on the wavelength of radiation and the diame
ter of the telescope's mirror. (p. 107)

direct motion

See prograde motion.

distance modulus Difference between the apparent and absolute
magnitude of an object; equivalent to distance, by the inverse
square law.
diurnal motion Apparent daily motion of the stars, caused by
Earth's rotation.
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid, the molecule that carries genetic
information and determines the characteristics

of a living

organism.
Doppler effect Any motion-induced change in the observed
wavelength (or frequency) of a wave. (p. 7 1 )
double-line spectroscopic binary Binary system i n which spec
tral lines of both stars can be distinguished and seen to shift back
and forth as the stars orbit one another.
double-star system System containing two stars in orbit arowld
one another.
Drake equation Expression that gives an estimate of the probabil
ity that intelligence exists elsewhere in the Galaxy, based on a num
ber of supposedly necessary conditions for intelligent life to
develop. (p. 718)
7
dust grain An interstellar dust particle, roughly lO- m in size,

a

comparable to the wavelength of visible light. (p. 446)
dust l ne A lane of dark, obscuring interstellar dust in an emis
sion nebula or galaxy. (p. 451)

object, computed by dividing the mass of the object by its volume.

dust tail The component of a comet's tail that is composed of

Units are kilograms per cubic meter (kgfm
3
centimeter (gfcm ). (p. 137)

dwarf Any star with radius comparable to, or smaller than, that of

detached binary Binary system where each star lies within its re
spective Roche lobe.

dust particles. (p. 342)
the Still (including the Sun itself). (p. 430)

dwarf elliptical Elliptical galaxy as small as 1 kiloparsec across,

deteetor noise Readings produced by an instrument even when it

containing only a few million stars.

is not observing anything; produced by the electronic components

dwarfgalaxy Small galaxy containing a few million stars.

within the detector itself.

dwarf irregular Small irregular galaxy containing only a

deuteriwn A form of hydrogen with an extra neutron in its nu

million stars.

few

cleus.

dwarf planet A body that orbits the Sun and is massive enough

deuteriwn bottleneck Period in the early wllverse between the

that its own gravity has caused its shape to be approximately

cool enough for deuteriwll to survive.

bodies from "the neighborhood" of its orbit. (p. 352)

in the nucleus. Often called "heavy hydrogen" because
of the extra ma ss of the neutron . (p. 408)

dynamo theory Theory that explains planetary and stellar mag

start of deuterium production and the time when the universe was
deuteron An isotope of hydrogen in which a neutron is bound to

the proton

spherical, but whicll is insufficiently massive to have cleared other

netic fields in terms of rotating, conducting m.,terial flowing in an
object's interior. (p. 176)
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E

E ring A faint ring, well outside the main ring system of Saturn,
which was discovered by VOYrlger and is thought to be associated
with volcanism on the moon Enceladus. (p. 296)
Earth-crossing asteroid An asteroid whose orbit crosses that of

Earth. Earth-crossing asteroids are also called Apollo asteroids,
after the first asteroid of this type discovered. (p. 337)
earthq uake A sudden dislocation of rod')' material near Earth's
surfuce.
eccentricity A measure of the flatness of an ellipse, equal to the

distance between the two foci divided by the length of the major
axis. (p. 43)

eclipse Event during which one body passes in front of another, so
that the light from the occulted body is blocked (p. IS)
eclipse season Tinle of the year when the Moon lies in the same

plane as Earth and SWl, so that eclipses are possible. (p. 20)
eclipse year Time interval between successive orbital configura
tions in which the line of nodes of the Moon's orbit points toward
the Sun.
eclipsing binary Rare binary-star system that is aligned in such a
way that from Earth we observe one star pass in front of the other,
eclipsing the other star. (p. 437)
ecliptic The apparent path of the Sun, relative to the stars on the
celestial sphere, over the course of a year. (p. 14)

effective temperature Temperature of a blackbody of the same
radius and luminosity as a given star or planet.
ejecta (planetary) Material thrown outward by a meteoroid

impact
ejecta (stell.u) Material thrown into space by a nova or supernova.
electric field A field extending outward in all directions from a
charged particle, such as a proton or an electron. The electric field
determines the electric force exerted by the particle on all other
charged particles in the illuverse; the strength of the electric field
decreases with increasing distance from the charge according to an
inverse-square law. (p. 61)
electromagnetic energy Energy carried in the form of rapidly
fluctuating electric and magnetic fields.
electromagnetic force Force (electric or magnetic) exerted between
any two charged particles. (p. 410)
electromagnetic radiation Another term for light, electromag

netic radiation transfers energy and information from one place to
another. (p. 5S)
electromagnetic spectnun The complete range of electromag
netic radiation, from radio waves to gamma rays, including the vis
ible spectrum. All types of electromagnetic radiation are basically
the same phenomenon, differillg only by wavelength, and all move
at the speed of light. (p. 63)
e1ectromagnetiSID The union of electricity and magnetism,
which do not exist as independent quantities but are in reality two
aspects of a single physical phenomenon. (p. 62)
electron An elementary particle with a negative electric charge;

one of the components of the atom. (p. 61)

electron degeneracy pressure The pressure produced by the re
sistance of electrons to further compression once they are
squeezed to the point of contact. (p. 496)
electrostatic force Force between electrically charged objects.

e1ectroweak force Unification of the weak electromagnetic forces.
(p. 4lO)
element Matter made up of one particular atom. The number of
protons in the nucleus of the atom determines which element it
represents. (p. S 7)
elementary particle Technically, a particle that cannot be subdi
vided into component parts; however, the term is also often used
to refer to particles such as protons and neutrons, which are them
selves made up of quarks.
ellipse Geometric figure resembling an elongated circle. An ellipse
is characterized by its degree of flatness, or eccentricity, and the
length of its long axis. In general, bound orbits of objects moving
tmder gravity are elliptical. (p. 43)
elliptical galaxy Category of galaxy in which the stars are distrib
uted in an elliptical shape on the s\,.,)" ranging from highly elon
gated to nearly circular in appearance. (p. 607)
elongation Angular distance between a planet and the Sun.

emission line Bright line in a specific location of the spectrum of
radiating material, corresponding to emission of light at a certain
frequency. A heated gas in a glass container produces emission
lines in its spectrum. (p. 7S)
emission nebula A glowing cloud of hot interstellar gas. The gas
glows as a result of one or more nearby young stars which ionize
the gas. Since the gas is mostly hydrogen, ti,e emitted radiation fulls
predominantly in ti,e red region of the spectrum, because of the
hydrogen-alpha emission line. (p. 449)
emission spectrwn The pattern of spectral emission lines pro
duced by an element. Each element has its own unique enlission
spectrilln. (p. SO)
empirical Discovery hased on observational evidence (rather
tllan from theory).
E ncke gap A small gap in Saturn's A ring. (p. 292)

energy flux Energy per unit area per lmit time radiated by a star

(or recorded by a detector).

epicycle A construct of the geocentric model of the solar Systenl
which was necessary to e.""lain observed planetary motions. Each
planet rides on a small epicycle whose center in turn rides on a
larger circle (the deferent). (p. 36)

epOcll of inflation Short period of unchecked cosnuc expansion
early ill ti,e history of the universe. During inflation, the wliverse
50
swelled in size by a factor of about 10 . (p. 695)
equinox Seevernal equinox, autUlTUlal equinox.

equivalence principle There is no experimental way to distin
guish between a gravitational field and an accelerated frame of ref
erence. (p. 556)
escape speed The speed necessary for one object to escape the
gravitational pull of another. Anything tI,at moves away from a
gravitating body with more than ti,e escape speed will never re
turn. (p. 52)
euclidean geometry Geometry of flat space.
event horizon Imaginary spherical surface surrounding a collaps
ing star, with radius equal to the Schwarzschild radius, within
which no event can be seen, heard, or known about by an ontside
observer. (p. 553)
evolutionary theory A theory which explains observations in a
series of gradual steps, explainable in terms of well-established
physical principles.
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evolutionary track A graphical representation of a star's life as a
path on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. (p. 470)
excited state State of an atom when one of its electrons is in a
higher energy orbital than the ground state. Atoms can become ...-.:
cited by absorbing a photon of a specific energy, or by colliding
with a nearby atom. (p. 83)
extinction The dimming of starlight as it passes through the in
terstellar medium. (p. 446)

extrasolar planet Planet orbiting a star other than the Sun.
(p. 362)

extremophilic Adjective describing organisms that can survive in
very harsh environments. (p. 7 17)
eyepiece Secondary lens through which an observer views an
image. This lens is often chosen to magnify the image.

F

F ring Faint narrow outer ring of Saturn, discovered by Piorl£er 1 1
in 1979. The F ring lies just inside the Roche limit of Saturn and
was found by Voyager 1 to be made up of several ring strands ap
parently braided together. (p. 298)
Fahrenheit Temperature scale in which the freezing point of
water is 32 degrees and the boiling point of water is 212 degrees.
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forbidden line A spectral line seen in emission nebulae, but not
seen in laboratory experiments because, under laboratory condi
tions, collisions kick the electron in question into some other state
before emission can occur.
force Action on an object tllat causes its momentum to change.
The rate at which ilie momentum cllanges is numerically equal to
the force. (p. 48)
fragmentation The breaking up of a large object into many
sm.,ller pieces (for example, as the result of high-speed collisions
between planetesimals and protoplanets in tl,e early solar system).
(p. 149)
FrauullOfer lines The collection of over 600 absorption lines in
ilie spectrum of ilie Sun, first categorized by Joseph Frawlhofer in
1812.

frequency The number of wave crests passing any given point in a
unit time. (p. 59)
full When ilie full hemisphere of the Moon or a planet can be
seen from Earth.
full Moon Phase of ilie Moon in which it appears as a complete
circular disk in the sky.
fusion See nuclear fusion.

G

false vacuwn Region of tl,e universe tlmt remained in the '\mi
fied" state after the strong and electroweak forces separated; one
possible cause of cosmic inflation at very early times.

G ring Faint, narrow ring of Saturn, discovered by Pio"eer 1 1 and
lying just outside ilie F ring. (p. 296)

field line Imaginary line indicating the direction of an electric or
magnetic field.

gaL,ctic bulge Thick distribution of warm gas and stars around
the center of a galaxy. (p. 574)
gaL,ctic callubalism A galaxy merger in which a larger galaxy
consmnes a smaller one.

fa ult line Dislocation on a planet's surface, often indicating the
boundary between two plates.

fireball Large meteor that burns up brightly and sometinles ex
plosively in Earth's atmosphere.
firmament Old-fashioned teml for the heavens (i.e., the sky).
fission See nuclear fission. (p. 521 )
fl"re Explosive event occurring in or near an active region on the
Sun. (p. 401)
flatness problem One of two concepmal problems wiili ilie stan
dard Big Bang model, which is iliat there is no natural way to ex
plain why ilie density of ilie universe is so close to ilie critical
density. (p. 694)
fluidized eject., The ejecta blankets around some Martian craters,
which apparently indicate that ilie ejected material was liquid at
ilie time ilie crater formed.

galactic center The center of the Milky Way, or any oilier
galaxy. The point about which ilie disk of a spiral galaxy rotates.
(p. 581)

galactic disk Flattened region of gas and dust Ib.,t bisects ilie
galactic halo in a spiral galaxy. This is the region of active star
formation. (p. 574)

galactic epOcll Period from 100 million to 3 billion years after ilie
Big Bang when large agglomerations of matter (galaxies and gala>..1'
clusters) formed and grew.
galactic habitable zone Region of a galaxy in which conditions
are conducive to ilie development of life.
galactic halo Region of a galaxy extending far above and below
the galactic disk, where globular dusters and other old stars reside.
(p. 574)

fluorescence Phenomenon where an atom absorbs energy, then
radiates photons of lower energy as it cascades back to the
grolmd state; in astronomy, often produced as ultraviolet pho
tons from a hot young star are absorbed by a neutral gas, causing
some of ilie gas atoms to become excited and give off an optical
(red) glow.

galactic nucleus Small, central, high-density region of a galaxy.
Almost all the radiation from active galaxies is generated within
the nucleus. (p. 597)
gaL,ctic rotation curve Plot of rotation speed versus distance
from the center of a galaxy.

flyby Unbound trajectory of a spacecraft around a planet or otl,er
body.

Galactic year Tinle taken for objects at ilie distance of ilie Sun
(about 8 kpc) to orbit the center of the Galaxy, roughly 225 million
years.

focal length Distance from a mirror or the center of a lens to ilie
focus.
focus One of two special points within an ellipse, whose separa
tion from each oilier indicates ilie eccentricity. In a bowld orbit,
planets orbit in ellipses with tl,e Sun at one focus. (p. 43)

galaxy Gravitationally bowld collection of a large nwnber of
stars. The Sun is a star in ilie MilkyWay Galaxy. (p. 574)
gaLuy cluster A collection of galaxies held together by ilieir mu
tual gravitational attraction. (p. 614)
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Galilean moons The four brightest and largest moons of Iupiter
(10, Europa, Ganymede, C.1llisto), named after Galileo Galilei, the
seventeenth-<:entury astronomer who first observed them. (p. 260)

gas leading to gravitational contraction. See core-accretion theory.
(p. 364)

Galilean satellites See Galilean moons.
gamma ray Region of the electromagnetic spectrum, far beyond
the visible spectrum, corresponding to radiation of very high fre
quency and very short wavelength. (p. 58)
gamma-ray burst Object that radiates tremendous amowlts of
energy in the form of gamma rays, possibly due to the collision
and merger of two neutron stars initially in orbit around one
another. (p. 548)
gamma-ray spectrograph Spectrograph designed to work at
gamma-ray wavelengths. Used to map the abWldances of certain
elements on the Moon and Mars.
gaseous Composed of gas.
gas-exchange experiment Experiment to look for life on Mars. A
nutrient broth was offered to Martian soil specin1ens. If there were
life in the soil, gases would be created as the broth was digested.
gene Sequence of nucleotide bases in the DNA molecule that de
termines the characteristics of a living organism.
general relativity Theory proposed by Einstein to incorporate
gravity into the framework of special relativity. (p. 556)

gravitational lensing The effect induced on the inlage of a distant
object by a massive foregroWld object. Light from tile distant ob
ject is bent into two or more separate images. (p. 594)

geocentric model A model of the solar system that holds tlmt
E.,rth is at the center of the wliverse and all other bodies are in
orbit aroWld it. The earliest theories of the solar system were
geocentric. (p. 36)

Great D ark Spot Prominent storm system in the atmosphere of
Nepnme observed by Vo)-Uger 2, near me equator of the planet.
The system was comparable in size to Earth. (p. 319)

general theory of relativity Theory proposed by Einstein to in
corporate gravity into the framework of special relativity.

giant A star with a radius between 10 and 100 tinles that of the
Sun. (p. 430)
giant elliptical Elliptical galaxy up to a few megaparsecs across,
containing trillions of stars.
gibbous Appearance of the Moon (or a planet) when more than
half (but not all) of the body's hemisphere is visible from Earth.
globular duster Tightly boWld, roughly spherical collection of
hundreds of thousands, and sometimes millions, of stars spanning
about 50 parsecs. Globular clusters are distributed in the halos
around the Milky Way and other galaxies. (p. 483)
gluon Particle that ..xerts or mediates the strong force in quantum
physics.

gradient Rate of change of some quantity (e.g., temperature or
composition) witll respect to location in space.
Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) Gass of theories describing the
behav ior of the single force that results from unification of
the strong, weak, and electrom,'gnetic forces in the early universe.
(pp. 688, 689)

grartite Igneous rock, containing silicon and alumimun, tlmt
makes up most of Earth's crust.
granulation Mottled appearance of the solar surface, caused by
rising (hot) and falling (cool) nmterial in convective cells just
below tile photosphere. (p. 392)

gravitational radiation Radiation resulting from rapid changes
in a body's gravitational field.
gravitational redshift A prediction of Einstein's general theory of
relativity. Photons lose energy as tlley escape the gravitational field
of a massive object. Because a photon's energy is proportional to
its frequency, a photon that loses energy suffers a decrease in
frequency, whim corresponds to an increase, or redshift, in wave
length. (p. 558)

graviton Particle carrying the gravitational field in theories at
tempting to unify gravity and quantwn memanics.
gravity The attractive effect tllat any massive object has on all
otller massive objects. The greater the mass of the object, the
stronger its gravitational pull. (p. 49)
gravity assist Using gravity to mange the flight path of a satellite
or spacecraft. (p. 142)
gravity wave Gravitational counterpart of an electromagnetic
wave.

great attractor A huge accwnulation of mass in the relatively
nearby universe (within about 200 Mpc of the Milky Way).

Great Red Spot A large, high-pressure, long-lived storm system
visible in the atmosphere of Jupiter. The Red Spot is roughly twice
tile size of Earth. (p. 262)

great wall Extended sheet of galaxies measuring at least 200 mega
parsecs across; one of me largest known structures in the universe.
greenhouse effect The partial trapping of solar radiation by a
planetary atmosphere, similar to tile trapping of heat in a green
house. (p. 160)
greenhouse gas Gas (such as carbon dioxide or water vapor) that
efficiently absorbs infrared radiation. (p. 160)
groWld state The lowest energy state that an electron
within an atom. (p. 82)

can

have

GUT epoch Period when gravity separated from the other three
forces of nature.

gyroscope System of rotating wheels that allows a spacecraft to
maintain a fixed orientation in space.

H

habitable zone Three-dimensional zone of comfortable tempera
nlre (corresponding to liquid water) tlmt surrounds every star.
(p. 378)
half-life The amount of tinle it takes for half of the initial amotmt
of a radioactive substance to decay into something else. (p. 166)

hayashi track Evolutionary track followed by a protostar during
tile final pre-main-sequence phase before nuclear fusion begins.

gravitational force Force exerted on one body by another due to
the effect of gravity. The force is directly proportional to the
masses of both bodies involved and inversely proportional to the
square of tile distance between them. (pp. 49, 410)

heat Thermal energy, the energy of an object due to the random
motion of its component atoms or molecules.

gravitational instability theory Theory that the jovian planets
formed directly from the solar nebula via instabilities in the

heat death End point of a bound universe, in which all matter and
life are destined to be incinerated.
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heavy element In astronomical terms, any element heavier than
hydrogen and helium.

riunl. At tllis point, the star is burning helium in its core and fusing
hydrogen in a shell surrolUlding the core. (p. 496)

heliocentric model A model of the solar system that is centered
on the Sun, with Earth in motion about the Stm. (p. 37)

hot d.1l"k matter A class of candidates for tlle dark matter in tlte
universe. composed of lightweight particles such as neutrinos,
mum less massive than the electron. (p. 700)

helioseismology The study of conditions far below the Sun's sur
fuce through the analysis of internal "sound" waves that repeatedly
cross the solar interior. (p. 389)
helimn-burni.ng shell Shell of burning helium gas surrounding a
nonburning stellar core of carbon ash.
helium captnre The formation of heavy elements by the capture of
a he!itml nucleus. For example, carbon can form heavier elements
by fusion with other carbon nuclei, but it is much more likely to
occur by helimn capture, which requires less energy. (p. 531)
helium Hash Au explosive event in the post-main-sequence evo
lution of a low-mass star. 'Nhen helium fusion begins in a dense
stellar core, the burning is explosive in nature. It continues until
the energy released is enough to expand the core, at which point
the star achieves stable equilibrimn again. (p. 496)
helium precipitation Mechanism responsible for the low abtm
dance of heliunl of Saturn's atmosphere. Helium condenses in the
upper layers to form a mist, whim rains down toward Saturn's in
terior, just as water vapor forms into rain in the atmosphere of
Earth. (p. 291)
helimn shell Hash Condition in which the helium-burning shell
in the core of a star carmot respond to rapidly changing conditions
within it, leading to a sudden temperature rise and a dramatic in
crease in nuclear reaction rates.
Hertzsprtmg-Russell (H-R) diagra m A plot of hmunosity
against temperature (or spectral class) for a group of stars. (p. 430)
HI region Region of space containing primarily neutral hydrogen.
(p. 453)
hierarchical merging Widely accepted galaxy-formation scenario
in which galaxies formed as relatively small objects in the early mU
verse and subsequently collided and merged to form the large
galaxies observed today. The present Hubble type of a gal",,/, de
pends on the sequence of merger events in the gal""ys past. (p. 641)
high-energy astronomy Astronomy using X- or gamma-ray radi
ation rather than optical radiation.

high-energy telescope Telescope designed to detect X- and
gamma radiation. (p. 123)
highlands Relatively light-colored regions on the surfuce of the
Moon that are elevated several kilometers above the maria. Also
called terrae. (p. 186)

hot Jupiter A massive, gaseous planet orbiting very dose to its
parent star. (p. 373)
hot longitudes (Mercury) Two opposite points on Mercury's
equator where the Sun is directly overhead at perihelion.
Hubble classification sclleme Metllod of classifying galaxies ac
cording to their appearance, developed by Edwin Hubble. (p. 604)
Hubble di"grrun Plot of galactic recession velocity versus dis
tance; evidence for an expanding lUliverse.

Hubble flow Universal recession described by tlle Hubble dia
gram and quantified by Hubble's Law.

Hubble's constant The constant of proportionality that gives the
relation between recessional velocity and distance in Hubble's law.
(p. 616)
Hubble's law Law that relates the observed velocity of recession of
a galaxy to its distance from us. The velocity of recession of a
gala.,,), is directly proportional to its distance away. (p. 6 1 5)

hydrocarbon Molecule consisting solely of hydrogen and carbon.
hydrogen envelope An invisible sheath of gas engulfing tlte coma
of a comet, usually distorted by the solar wind and extending
across millions of kilometers of space. (p. 342)
hydrogen shell burning Fusion of hydrogen in a shell that is
driven by contraction and heating of the helimn core. Once hydro
gen is depleted in the core of a star, hydrogen burtling stops and
the core contracts due to gravity, causing the temperature to rise,
heating the surrounding layers of hydrogen in the star, and increas
ing tlle burning rate there. (p. 494)
hydrosphere Layer of Earth that contains the liquid oceans and
accolUlts for roughly 70 percent of Earth's total surface area.
(p. I 56)

hydrostatic equilibrimn Condition in a star or otller fluid body
in which gravity's inward pull is exactly balanced by internal forces
due to pressure. (p. 388)
hyperbola Curve formed when a plane intersects a cone at a small
angle to the axis of the cone.
hypernova Explosion where a massive star tmdergoes core
collapse and forms a black hole and a gamma-ray burst. See
supernova.

high-mass star Star with a mass more than 8 times that of the
Sun; progenitor of a neutron star or black hole.
HI! region Region of space containing printarily ionized hydro
gen. (p. 453)

homogeneity Assmlled property of tlle universe such that the
nnmber of galaxies in an imaginary large cube of the mUverse is
the same no matter where in the universe the cube is placed. More
generally, "the same everywhere." (p. 663)

igneous Type of rock formed from molten material.
image The optical representation of an object produced
when tlle object is reflected or refracted by a mirror or lens. (p. 98)

horizon problem One of two conceptual problems with the stan
dard Big Bang model, which is that some regions of tlle mUverse
tllat have very similar properties are too far apart to have ex
changed information within the age of the universe. (p. 694)

impact theory (Moon) Combination of the Capture and Daugh
ter theories, suggesting that the Moon formed after an impact
which dislodged some of Earth's mantle and placed it in orbit.
(p. 206)
inertia The tendency of an object to continue moving at the sante
speed and in tlte same direction, lllliess acted upon by a force.
(p. 48)

horizontal branm Region of tlle Hernsprung-Russell diagram
where post-main-sequence stars again reach hydrosta tic equilib-

inferior conjunction Orbital configuration in which an inferior
planet (Mercury or Venus) lies closest to Earth.
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inflation See epoch of inflation.

ionizntion stnte Term describing tl,e milllber of electrons missing

infrared Region of the electromagnetic spectrum just outside the

from an atom: I refers to a neutral atom, II refers to an atom miss

visible range, corresponding to light of a slightly longer wavelength

ing one electron, and so on.

than red light. (p. 58)

ionized State of an atom or molecule that has lost one or more of

infrared telescope Telescope designed to detect infrared radia

ionosphere Layer in Earili's atmosphere above about 80 km

tion. Many such telescopes are designed to be lightweight so that

its electrons. (p. 82)

they can be carried above (most of) E."lrth's atmosphere by bal

where the atmosphere is significantly ionized and conducts elec

loons, airplanes, or satellites. (p. 120)

tricity. (p. 1 57)

infrared waves Electromagnetic radiation with wavelength in the

ion tail Thin stream of ionized gas iliat is pushed away from ilie

infrared part of the spectrtml. (p. 58)

head of a comet by the solar wind. It extends directly away from

inhomogeneity Deviation from perfectly uniform density; in cos

tl,e Still. Often referred to as a plasma tail. (p. 342)

mology, inhomogeneities in the ulliverse are ultimately due to

irregular galaxy

quantum fluctuations before inflation.

major categories in the Hubble classification scheme. (p. 608)

A gal""y that does not fit into any of the oilier

inner core The central part of Earth's core, thought to be solid,

isotopes Nuclei containing the same nunlber of protons but dif

and composed mainly of nickel and iron. (p. 163)

ferent l1\ill1bers of neutrons. Most elements can exist in several iso

instability

topic forms. A common example of an isotope is deuterium, which

strip

Region of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

where pulsating post-main-sequence stars are found.

intensity A basic property of electromagnetic radiation that spec
ifies the amount or strength of the radiation.
intercloud medium Superheated bubbles of hot gas extending fur
into interstellar space.

intercrater plains Regions on tbe surface of Mercury that do not
show e>..-tensive aatering but are relatively smooth. (p. 200)
interference The ability of two or more waves to interact in such a

differs from normal hydrogen by the presence of an extra neutron
in the nucleus. (p. 408)

isotropy Looking the same in every direction. Often applied to
tl,e universe as part of the cosmological principle. (p.663)

J

jet str""m

Relatively strong winds in ilie upper atmosphere chan

neled into a narrow stream by a planet's rotation. Normally refers

way that they either reinforce or cancel each other. (p. 65)

to a horizontal, high-altitude wind

interferometer Collection of two or more telescopes working

joule The SI 1illit of energy.

together as a team, observing the same object at the same time

jovian planet One of the four giant outer planets of tl,e solar

and at the same wavelength. The effective diameter of an interfer

system, resembling Jupiter in physical and chemical composition.

ometer

(p. 1 38 )

(p. 1 I 8)

is

equal to the distance between its outermost telescopes.

interferometry Technique in widespread use to dramatically im
prove the resolution of radio and infrared maps. Several telescopes
observe tl,e object simultaneously, and a computer analyzes how
tbe signals interfere wiili each oilier. (p. 1 18)
intermediate-mass black hole Black

hole

having

a

mass

100-1000 times greater ilian ilie mass of the Sun.
interplanetary matter Matter in ilie solar system iliat is not part
of a planet or moon-<:osmic "debris." (p. 140)
interstellar dust Microscopic dust grains that populate space be
tween the stars, having their origins in ilie ejected matter of long
dead stars.
interstellar

gas cloud A

among ilie stars.

large cloud of gas found in

ilie

space

interstellar medium The matter between stars, composed of

two components, gas and dust, intermixed throughout all of space.

intrinsic variable Star tllat varies in appearance due to internal
processes (railier than, say, interaction with anoilier star).

inverse-square law The law that a field follows if its strength de

creases with the square of the distance. Fields that follow the
inverse-square law decrease rapidly in strengili as the distance in
creases, but never quite reacll zero. (p. 49)
pi.'lsma torus Doughnut-shaped region of energetic ionized

particles, emitted by ilie volcanoes on Jupiter's moon

up by Jupiter's magnetic field.

change of 1 kelvin is the same as a change of 1 degree Celsius.

Kelvin-Helruholtzcontraction phase Evolutionary track followed
by a star dming the protostar phase.

Kepler's laws of planetary motion Three laws, based on precise
observations of the motions of tl,e planets by Tycho Brahe, that
summarize the motions of tl,e planets about ilie Sun.
kinetic energy Energy of an object due to its motion.

Kirchhoff's laws Three rules governing the formation of different

types of spectra. (p. 8 1 )

Kirkwood 8"ps Gaps i n ilie spacings of orbital semimajor axes of
asteroids in tl,e asteroid belt, produced by dynamicru resonances
wiili nearby planets, especially Jupiter. (p. 340)

Kuiper belt A region in ilie plane of ilie solar system outside the

(p. 446)

10

K

Kelvin Scale Temperature scale in which absolute zero is at 0 K; a

10 and swept

ion An atom iliat has lost one or more of its electrons.

orbit of Neptune where most short-period cornets are thought to
originate. (p. 347)

Kuiper-belt object Small icy body orbiting in the Kuiper belt.
(p. 348)

L

labeled-rel""se experiment E>'1"'riment to look for life on
Mars. Radioactive carbon compounds were added to Martian soil
specimens. Scientists looked for indications that ilie cnrbon had
been eaten or inhaled.
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L.'lgrangiall point One of five special points ill the plane of two
massive bodies orbiting one another, where a third body of negligi
ble mass can remain in equilibrium. (p. 309)
lander Spacecraft that lands on the object it is studying.
L"lSer ranging Method of determining the distance to an object by
firing a laser beanl at it and measuring the time taken for the light
to return.
lava dome Volcanic formation formed when lava oozes out of fis
sures in a planet's surface, creating the dome, and then withdraws,
c.'lusing the crust to crack and subside. (p. 219)
law of conservation of angular momentum A fundamental law
of physics that states that the total angular momentum of a system
always remains constant in any physical process. This law ensures
that a spinning gas cloud must spin fuster as it contracts.
L'lW of conservation of mass and energy A fundamental law of
modern physics that states that the sum of mass and energy must
always remain constant in any physical process. In fusion reactions,
the lost mass is converted into energy, primarily in the form of
electromagnetic radiation. (p. 407)
laws of planetary motion Three laws derived by Kepler describ
ing the motion of the planets around the Sun. (p. 43)
lens (eye) The part of the eye that refracts light onto the retina.
lens Optical instrunlent made of glass or some other transpar
ent material, shaped so that, as a parallel beam of light passes
through it, the rays are refracted so as to pass through a single
focal point.
lepton From the Greek word for light, referring in particle physics
to low-mass particles such as electrons, muons, and neutrinos that
interact via the weak force. (p. 688)
leptou epoch Period when the light elementary particles (leptons)
were in thermal equilibrium widl the cosmic radiation field.
lidar Light Detection and Ranging�'l device that uses laser
ranging to measure distance.
light See electromagnetic radiation.
light curve The variation in brightness of a star with time.
(p. 437)
light element [n astronomical terms, hydrogen and helium.
light-gadlering power Amount of light a telescope c.w view and
focus, proportional to the area of dle primary mirror.
lighthouse model The leading explanation for pulsars. A small
region of the neutron star, near one of the magnetic poles, emits
a steady stream of radiation that sweeps past Earth each time the
star rotates. The period of the pulses is the star's rotation period
(p. 541 )
light pollution Unwanted, upward-directed light from streets,
homes and businesses, that scatters back to Earth from dust in the
air, obscuring the fui.nt objects d13t astronomers want to observe.
(p. I 1 1 )
light-year The distance that light, moving at a constant speed of
300,000 kmis, travels in one year. One light-year is about 10 trillion
kilometers. (p.4)
limb Edge of a lunar, planetary, or solar disk.
line of nodes Intersection of the plane of the Moon's orbit with
Earth's orbital plane.
line of sight teclmique Method of probing interstellar clouds by
observing their effects on the spectra of background stars.
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linear momentum Tendency of an object to keep moving in a
straight line with constant velocity; the product of the object's
mass and velocity.
lithosphere Earth's crust and a small portion of the upper mande
that make up Earth's plates. This layer of Earth undergoes tectonic
activity. (p. 168)
Local Bubb le The particular low-density intercloud region sur
rounding the SW1.
Local Group The small gain")' cluster that includes the Miu..")' Way
Galaxy. (p. 614)
local supercluster Collection of gala..xies and clusters centered on
the Virgo duster. See also supercluster.
logarithm The power to which 10 must be raised to produce a
given number.
logarithmic scale Scale using the logarithm of a number rather
than the number itself, commonly used to compress a large range
of data into more manageable form.
look-back time Time in the past when an object emitted the radi
ation we see tod.'lY.
Lorentz oontraction Apparent contraction of an object in the
direction in which it is moving. (p. 557)
low-mass star Star with a mass less than 8 times that of the SW);
progenitor of a white dwarf.
luminosity One of the basic properties used to characterize stars,
lununosity is defined as the total energy radiated by star each sec
ond, at all wavelengths. (p. 387)
luminosity cL'lsS A classification smeme that groups stars ac
cording to the width of ilieir spectral lines. For a group of stars
with the same temperature, luminosity class differentiates be
tween supergiants, giants, main-sequence stars, and subdwarfs.
(p. H4)
Ilmar dust See regolith.
lunar eclipse Celestial event during which the moon passes
through the shadow of Earth, temporarily darkening its surfuce.
(p. 1 8)
Ilmar phase The appearance of the Moon at different points
along its orbit. (p. 16)
Lyman-alpl"" forest Collection of lines in an object's spectra
starting at dle redshifted wavelength of the object's own Lyman
alpha emission line and extending to shorter wavelengths; pro
duced by gas in galaxies along the line of sight.

M

macrosoopic Large enough to be visible by the unaided eye.
MagelL'll1ic Clouds Two small irregular galaxies that are gravita
tionally bound to the Milky Way Galaxy. (p. 608)
magnetic field Field that accompanies any changing electric field
and governs the influence of magnetized objects on one another.
(p. 62)
magnetic poles Points on a planet where d,e planetary magnetic
field lines intersect the planet's surface vertically.
magnetism The presence of a magnetic field.
magnetometer Instrunlent that measures magnetic field strength.
magnetopause BOlmdary between a planet's magnetosphere and
the solar wind.
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magnetosphere A zone of charged particles trapped by a planet's

mean soL,r day Average length of time from one noon to the

magnetic field, lying above the atmosphere. (p. I56)

next, taken over the course of a year-24 hours.

magnitude scale A system of ranking stars by apparent bright

medililll Material through which a wave, such as sowld, travels.

ness, developed by the Greek astronomer Hipparchus. Originally,

mesosphere Region of Earth's atmosphere lying between the
stratosphere and the ionosphere, 50-80 km above Earth's surface.

the brightest stars in the sl,y were categorized as being of first mag
nitude, wllile the faintest stars visible to the naked eye were classi
fied as sixth magnitude. The scheme has since been extended to

cover stars and galaTIes too faint to be seen by the wlaided eye. In

creasing magnitude means fainter stars, and a difference of five
magnitudes corresponds to a factor of 100 in apparent brightness.
(p. 422)

main sequence Well-defined band on the HertzsprWlg-Russell
diagram on wllich most stars are found, rWlning from the top left
of the diagram to the bottom right. (p. 431)

main-sequence turnoff Special point on the Hertzsprnng-Russell

diagram for a cluster, indicative of the cluster's age. If all the stars in
the cluster are plotted, the lower mass stars will trace out the main
sequence up to the point where stars begin to evolve off the main

sequence toward cile red giant brandt. The point where stars are
just beginning to evolve off is the main-sequence turnoff. (p. 50S)

major axis The long axis of an ellipse.

mancie Layer of Earili just interior to the crust. (p. 156)
mare Relatively dark-colored and smooth region on ilie surface of
the Moon (plural: maria). (p. 186)
marginally bound universe Universe that will expand forever but
at an increasingly slow rate.

mass A measure of the total amO\mt of matter contained within
an object (p. 4S)
mass-energy equivalence Principle iliat mass and energy are not
independent, but can be converted from one to the other accord
ing to Einstein's fOffimla

E=

me2• (p. 407)

mass function Relation between the component masses of a
single-line spectroscopic binary.

massive compact halo object (MACHO) Collective name for
"stellar" candidates for dark matter, including brown dwarfs, white
dwarfs, and low-mass red dwarfs.

mass-luminosity relation The dependence of the hmlinosity of a
main-sequence star on its mass. The Iwninosity increases roughly
as the mass raised to the third power.

mass-radius relation The dependence of the radius of a main

sequence star on its mass. The radius rises roughly in proportion
to the mass.

mass transfer Process by whidt one star in a binary system trans
fers matter onto the other.

matter Anyiliing having mass.

matter era (Current) era following the Radiation era when the

wllverse is larger and cooler, and matter is the dominant con

(p. 1 57)

Messier object Member of a list of "fuzzy" objects compiled by
astronomer Charles Messier in the eighteenth century.

metabolism The daily utilization of food and energy by whim
organisms stay alive.

metallic Composed of metal or metal compolUlds.
metamorphic Rocks created from existing rocks exposed to ex
tremes of temperature or pressure.

meteor Bright streak in the sky, often referred to as a "shooting
star," resulting from a small piece of interplanetary debris entering
Earcil's atmosphere and heating air molecules, wllidt emit light as
ciley return to their groWld states. (p. 353)

meteor shower Event during which many meteors can be seen
eadt hour, caused by the yearly passage of Earth through the debris
spread along cile orbit of a comet. (p. 353)

meteorite Any part of a meteoroid that survives passage through
cile atmosphere and lands on the surface of Earili. (p. 353)

meteoroid ChWlk of interplanetary debris prior to encoWltering
Earcil's atmosphere. (p. 353)
meteoroid swarm Pebble-sized cometary fragments dislodged
from the main body, moving in nearly the same orbit as the parent
comet. (p. 353)

microlensing Gravitational lensing by individual stars in a galaxy.
(p. 655)

micrometeoroid Relatively small chunk of interplanetary debris
ranging in size from a dust particle to a pebble. (p. 353)

microqllasar Stellar sized source of energetic X and gamma radi
ation, powered by accretion onto a neutron star or black hole,
somewhat like a quasar but on a mudt smaller scale. (p. 546)
microsphere Small droplet of protein-like material that resists
dissolution in water.
midocean ridge Place where two plates are moving apart, allow
ing fresh magma to well up. (po 170)
Milky Way Galaxy The spiral galaxy in which the Silll resides. The
disk of our Galaxy is visible in the night sl,,), as the faint band of
light known as the Milky Way. (p. 574)

millisecond pulsar A pulsar whose period indicates that the neu
tron star is rotating nearly

1000 times each second. The most likely

explanation for these rapid rotators is tlmt the neutron star
has been splm up by drawing in matter from a companion star.
(p. 546)
molecular cloud

A cold, dense interstellar cloud which contains a

stituent of the wllverse.

high fraction of molecules. It is thought that the relatively high

matter-antimatter anuihilation Reaction in whidt matter and
See also

density of dust particles in cilese douds plays an important role in

antimatter annihilate to produce high energy gamma rays.

cile formation and preservation of the molecules. (p.

antiparticle.

molecular cloud complex Collection of molecular clouds iliat
spans as much as 50 parsecs and may contain enough material to

matter-dominated UIliverse A Wliverse in whidt the density of
matter

exceeds

the density of radiation. The present-day lullverse

460)

make millions of SlUl-size stars. (p. 461)

is matter dominated. (p. 684)

molecule

Maunder ullninlwn Lengdly period of solar inactivity that ex
tended from 1645 to 1 7 1 5. (p. 40 I )

atoms' electromagnetic fields. Molecules, like atoms, emit and ab

A tighciy bound collection of atoms held togeilier by the

sorb photons at specific wavelengilis. (p. 89)
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new Moon Phase of the Moon during which none of the lunar

molten In liquid form due to high temperatures.
moon A small body in orbit around a planet.

disk is visible.

mosaic (photograph) Composite photograph made up of many

Newtonian mechanics The basic laws of motion, postulated by

smaller images.
M -rype asteroid Asteroid containing large fractions of nickel and
iron.

multiple star system Group of two or more stars in orbit around

one another.

muon A type oflepton (along with the electron and tau).

N
naked singularity A singularity that is not hidden behind an

Newton, which are sufficient to explain and quantify virtually all of
the complex dynamical behavior found on Earth and elsewhere in
the universe. (p. 47)

Newtonian telescope A reflecting telescope in which incoming

light is intercepted before it reaches the prime focus and is de

flected into an eyepiece at the side of the instrument. (p. 101)
nodes Two points on the Moon's orbit when it crosses the ecliptic.
nonrelativistic Speed that is much less than the speed of light.
nonthern",l spectrum Continuous spectrnm not well described

event horizon.

by a blackbody.

nanobacterium Very small bacterium with diameter in the

normal galaxy Galaxy whose overall energy emission is consistent

Ilc'1.110meter range.

with the summed light of many star.;. (p. 6 1 8)

uanometer One billionth of a meter.

north celestial pole Point on the celestial sphere directly above

is perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line at the first and third quarters.

Northern and Southern Lights Colorful displays produced when

neap tide The smallest tide, occurring when the Earth-Moon line

nebula General term used for any "fuzzy" patch on the sky, either
light or

dark. (p. 451)

nebular theory One of the earliest models of solar system forma
tion, dating back to Descartes, in which a large cloud of gas began
to collapse under its own gravity to form the Sun and planets.
(p. 149)
nebulosity "Fuzziness;' usually in the context of an extended or
gaseous astronomical object.
neon-oxygen white dwarf White

dwarf formed from a low-mass

star with a mass close to the "high-mass" limit, in which neon and

Earth's North Pole.

atmospheric molecules, excited by charged particles from
Allen belts, fall back to their growld state.

the Van

nova A star that suddenly increases in brighUless, often by a factor
of as much as 10,000, then slowly fades back to its original lnl11i
nosity. A nova is the result of an explosion on the surface of a
white-dwarf star, caused by matter falling onto its surface from the

atmosphere of a binarycompanion. (p. 520)

nudear binding energy Energy that must be supplied to split an
atomic nucleus into neutrons and protons.
nudear epoch Period when protons and neutrons fused to form

oxygen form in the core.

heavier nuclei.

neutrino Virtually massless and chargeless particle that is one of

nudear fission Mechanism of energy generation used in nuclear

to the speed of light, and interact with matter hardly at all. (p. 4(8)

releasing energy in the process. (p. 52 1 )

neutrino oscillations Likely solution to the solar neutrino prob

nudear fusion Mechanism o f energy generation i n the core o f the

the products of fusion reactions in the Still. Neutrinos move at close

lem, in which the neutrino has a very tiny mass.

In

this case, the

correct number of neutrinos can be produced in the solar core, but

reactors on

Earth, in which heavy nuclei are split into lighter ones,

Sun, in which light nuclei are combined, or fused, into heavier
ones, releasing energy in the process. (p. 4(7)

on their way to Earth SOlne can "oscillate," or become transfonned

nudear reaction Reaction in which two nuclei combine to form

into other particles, and thus go tilldetected (p. 4 1 1 )

other nuclei, often releasing energy in the process.

neutron

nudeotide base

An elementary particle with roughly the same mass a s a

proton, but which is electrically neutral. Along with protons, neu
trons form the nuclei of atoms. (p. 87)

ing creatures to the next. (p. 7 12)

neutron capture The primary mechanism by which very massive
nuclei are formed in the violent aftermath of a supernova. Instead

of fusion of like nuclei, heavy elements are created by the addition
of more and more neutrons to existing nuclei. (p. 532)
neutron degeneracy pressure Pressure due to the Pauli exclusion
principle, arising when neutrons are forced to come into close
contact. (p. 540)
neutron spectrometer Instrument designed to searcll for water
ice by looking for hydrogen.

neutron star A dense ball of neutrons that remains at the core of a

star after a supernova """]Jlosion has destroyed the rest of the star.
Typical neutron stars are about 20

mass than the Sun. (p. 540)

km

across, and contain more

neutronization Process occurring at high densities, in which

protons and electrons are crushed together to form neutrons and
neutrinos.

Se. also fusion.

An organic molecule, the building block of genes
that pass on hereditary characteristics from one generation of liv

nndellS Dense, central region of an atom, containing both pro

tons and neutrons, and orbited by one or more electrons. (p. 82);
The solid region of ice and dust that composes the central region
of the head of a comet. (p. 341); The dense central core of a galaxy.

(p. 597)

o

obscumtion Blockage of light by pockets of interstellar dust and
gas.

Olbers's paradox A thought e'<periment suggesting that if the

wliverse were homogeneous, infinite, and unchanging, the entire

night sky would be as bright as the surface of the Silll. (p. 664)

Oort cloud Spherical halo of material surrounding the solar
system out to a distance of about 50,000 AU; where most comets

reside.

(p. 347)
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opacity A quantity that measures a material's ability to block

penumbra Portion of tile shadow cast by an eclipsing object in

electromagnetic radiation. Opacity is the opposite of transparency.

which the eclipse is seen as partial. (p. 19); The outer region of a
sunspot, surrounding the tilllbra, wllim is not as dark and not as

(p. 64)
open cluster Loosely bound collection of tens to hundreds of

stars, a few parsecs across, generally found in the plane of the

cool as the central region. (p. 396)

perihelion The closest approach to tile Sun of any object in orbit

Milky Way. (p. 482)

about it.

open universe Geometry that the universe would have if the den

period The time needed for an orbiting body to complete one

sity of matter were less than the critical value. In an open tullVerse

revolution about another body. (pp.44, 59)

there is not enough m.,tter to halt the expansion of the wuverse.

period-luminosity relation A relation between the pulsation

An open wli",rse is infinite in extent. (p. 671)

period of a Cepheid variable and its absolute brightness. Measure

opposition Orbital configuration in wluch a planet lies in the op

posite direction from the Still, as seen from Earth.

optical double Chance superposition in which two stars appear

ment of the pulsation period allows
determined. (p. 579)

the distance of the star to be

permafrost Layer of permanently frozen water ice thought to lie

to lie close together but are actually widely separated.

just under the surface of Mars. (p. 241)

optical telescope Telescope designed to observe electromagnetic

phase Appearance of the sWllit face of the Moon at different

radiation at optical wavelengths.

points along its orbit, as seen from Earth. (p. 16)

orbital One of several energy states in whim an electron can exist

photodisintegration Process occurring at high temperatures, in

in an atom. (p. 83)

orbital period Time taken for a body to complete one

arowld another.

full orbit

orbiter Spacecraft that orbits an object to make observations.
organic compound Chemical compound (molecule) containing a

significant fraction of carbon atoms; the basis of living organisms.
outer core The outemlOst part of Earth's core, thought to be

liquid and composed mainly of nickel and iron. (p. 163)
outflow channel Surface feature on Mars, evidence that liqwd
water once existed there in great quantity; thought to be the relics
of catastrophic flooding about 3 billion years ago. Found only in
the equatorial regions of the planet. (p. 240)
outgassing Production of atmospheric gases (carbon dioxide,

water vapor, methane, and sulphur dioxide) by volcanic activity.
ozone layer Layer of Earth's atmosphere at an altitude of
20-50

km

where incoming ultraviolet solar radiation is absorbed

by o>."),gen, ozone, and nitrogen in the atmosphere. (p. 1 58)

p

which individual photons have enough energy to split a heavy
nucleus (e.g., iron) into lighter nuclei.
photoelectric etrect Emission of an electron from a surface when

a photon of electromagnetic radiation is absorbed. (p. 88)

photoevaporation Process in which a cloud in the vicuuty of a

newborn hot star is dispersed by the star's radiation.

photometer A device that measures the total amount of light re

ceived in all or part of the inlage. (p. 1 10)
photometry Branm of observational astronomy in wllich the

brightness of a source is measured tllrough eam of a set of stan

dmd filters. (pp. 1 10, 425)

photomicrograph Photograph taken through a microscope.
photon Individual packet of electromagnetic energy tllat

up electromagnetic radiation. (p. 8 3 )

nlakes

photosphere The visible surface o f the Sun, lying just above the

uppermost layer of the Sun's interior, and just below the mromo
sphere. (p. 386)
photosynthesis Process by which plants manufacture carbohy

drates and oxygen from carbon dioxide and water USUlg chloro
phyll and sunlight as the energy source.

pair production Process in which two photons of electromag

netic radiation give rise to a particle-.mtiparticle pair. (p. 685)
parallax The apparent motion of a relatively close object with re

spect to a more distant background as the location of the observer

changes. (p. 24)

parsec The distance at whim a star must lie in order for its meas

pixel One of many tiny picture elements, organized uno a two

dimensional array, making up a digital inlage. (p. 108)

P lanck curve See blackbody curve.

Planck eporo Period from the begiruling of the

energy of a photon to its radiation frequency (color) .

partial eclipse Celestial event during whicll only a part of the

by reflected sWllight.

occulted body is blocked from view. (p. 18)

particle A body with mass but of negligible dimension.
particle aoeelerator Device used to accelerate subatonllc particles

to

Planck's constant FUlldamental physical constant relating the

ured parallax to be exactly 1 arc second; 1 parsec equals 206,000

AU. (p. 419)

Ulm..rse

roughly 10-43 second, when the laws of physics are not understood.

planet One o f eight major bodies that orbit the SW1, visible t o us

planetarynebnla The ejected envelope of a red-giant star, spread
over a volume roughly the size of our solar system. (p. 499)

planetary ring system Material organized into thin, flat rings en

to relativistic speeds.

circling a giant planet, such as Saturn.

particle-antiparticle pair Pair of particles (e.g., an electron and a

planetary transit Orbital configuration in whim an ulferior

particle detector Experimental eqwpment that allows particles

pass directly in front of the Sun. (p. 371)

positron) produced by two photons of sufficiently high energy.
and antiparticles to be detected and identified.

Pauli

exclusion principle A rule of quantum mechanics that

prohibits electrons in dense gas from being squeezed too close
together.

planet (e.g. Mercury or Venus, as seen from Earth) is observed to

planetesimal Term given to objects in the early solar systenl
tllat had reached the size of small moons, at wllich point their

gravitational fields were strong enough to begin influencing their

neighbors. (p. 149)
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plasma A gas in which the constituent atoms are completely

ionized.
pl,.te tectonics The motions of regions of Earth's lithosphere,

which drift with respect to one another. Also known as continental
drift. (p. 168)
plutino Kuiper-belt object whose orbital period (like that of
Pluto) is in a 3:2 resonance with the orbit of Neptune.
plutoid A dwarfplanet orbiting beyond Neptune. (p. 352)
poi.'U"ity A measure of the direction of the solar magnetic field in a
sunspot. Conventionally, lines coming out of the surfuce are labeled
"S" while those going into the surface are labeled UN:' (p. 397)
polarization The alignment of the electric fields of emitted pho
tons, which are generally emitted with random orientations. (p. 449)
polar vortex Long-lived pattern of circulating winds around the
pole of a planet. (p. 223)
Population I and II stars Classification scheme for stars based on
the abtmdance of heavy elements. Within the Milky Way, Popula
tion I refers to young disk stars and Population II refers to old halo
stars.
positron Atomic particle with properties identical to those of a
negatively charged electron, except for its positive charge. This
positron is the antipartide of the electron. Positrons and electrons
annihilate one another when they meet, producing pure energy in
the form of ganuna rays. (p. 408)
prebiotic compotmd Molecule that can combine with others to
form the building blocks of life.
precession The slow change in the direction of the rotation axis of
a spinning object, caused by some external gravitational influence.
(p. 1 5)
primary atmosphere The chemical components that would have
formed Earth's atmosphere.
primary mirror Mirror placed at the prime focus of a telescope
( see prime focus).
prime focus The point in a reflecting telescope where the mirror
focuses incoming light to a point. (p. 98)
prime-focus image Image formed at the prime focus of a
telescope.
primeval fireball Hot, dense state of the universe at very early
times, just after the Big Bang. (p. 665)
primordial matter Matter created during the early, hot epochs of
the universe.
primordial nucleosynthesis The production of elements heavier
than hydrogen by nuclear fusion in the high temperatures and
densities that existed in the early tmiverse. (p. 691)
principle of cosmic censorship A proposition to separate the un
explained physics near a singularity from the rest of the well- be
haved universe. The principle states that nature always hides any
singularity, such as a black hole, inside an event horizon, which in
sulates the rest of the universe from seeing it.
progenitor "Ancestor" star of a given object; for example, the
star that existed before a supernova explosion is the supernova's
progenitor.
prograde motion Motion across the sky in the eastward direction.
prominence Loop or sheet of glowing gas ejected from an active
region on the solar surfuce, which then moves through the inner
parts of the corona under the influence of the Sun's magnetic field
( p. 401 )
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proper motion The angular movement of a star across the sky,
as seen from Earth, measured in seconds of arc per year. This
movement is a result of the star's actual motion through space.
(p. 420)
protein Molecule made up of anuno acids that controls metabo
lism.
proton An elementary particle carrying a positive electric charge,
a component of all atomic nuclei. The number of protons in the
nudeus of an atom dictates what type of atom it is. (p. 6 1 )
proton-proton chain The chain o f fusion reactions, leading from
hydrogen to helium, that powers main-sequence stars. (p. 408)
protopIanet Clump of material, formed in the early stages of solar
system formation, that was the forerunner of the planets we see
today. (p. 149)
protostor Stage in star formation when the interior of a collapsing
fragment of gas is sufficiently hot and dense that it becomes
opaque to its own radiation. The protostar is ti,e dense region at
the center of the fragment. (p. 470)
protostellar disk Swirling disk of gas and dust within which a star
(and possibly a planetary system) forms. The "solar nebula," in the
case of our Stm. (p. 47 1 )
protosun The central aCCUDlulation of material i n the early stages
of solar system formations, the forerunner of the present-day Sun.
(p. 149)
Ptolemaic model Geocentric solar system model, developed by the
second-century astronomer Gaudius Ptolemy. It predicted with
great accuracy the positions of tl.e then known planets. (p. 36)
pulsar Object that emits radiation in ti,e form of rapid pulses
with a characteristic pulse period and duration. Charged particles,
accelerated by the magnetic field of a rapidly rotating neutron star,
flow along the magnetic field lines, producing radiation tI,at bemus
outward as the star spins on its axis. (p. 541)
pulsating variable star A star whose luminosity varies in a pre
dictable, periodic way. (p. 577)
P-waves Pressure waves from an earthquake that travel rapidly
through liquids and solids.
pyrolific-release experiment Experiment to look for life on
Mars. Radioactively tagged carbon dioxide was added to Martian
soil specimens. Scientists looked for indic.ltions that the radio
active material had been absorbed.

Q

quantization The fuct that light and matter on small scales behave

in a discontinuous marmer, and manifest themselves in the form of
tiny "packets" of energy, called quanta. (p. 83)
quantum fluctuation Temporary random change in the amount
of energy at a point in space.
quantum gravity Theory combining general relativity with
quantum mechanics.
quantmu mecll<lnics The laws of physics as they apply on atomic
scales. (p. 83)
quark A fi.mdamental matter partide tI.at interacts via the strong
force; basic constituent of protons and neutrons. (p. 688)
quark epoch Period when all heavy elementary particles (com
posed of quarks) were in thermal eqniIibrium with the cosmic
radiation field
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quarter Moon Lunar phase in which the Moon appears as a half
disk.

radio lobe Rowldish extended region of radio-emitting gas, lying
well beyond the center of a radio galaxy. (p. 62 1)

quasar Starlike radio source with an observed redshift that indi
cates an extremely large distance from Earth. The brightest nucleus
of a distant active galaxy. (p. 625)

radio telescope Large instrument designed to detect radiation
from space at radio wavelengths. (p. 1 14)

quasar feedback The idea that some of the energy released by a
quasar in an active galactic nucleus heats and ejects the gas in the
surrounding galaxy, shutting off the quasar fuel supply and sup
pressing star formation in the galaxy, connecting the growth of the
central black hole to the properties of the host galaxy. (p. 648)
quasi-stellar object (QSO) See quasar.

radio wave Electromagnetic radiation wiili wavelength in the
radio part of the spectrum (p. 58)

radius-!wninosity-temperature relat ionship A matllematical
proportionality, arising from Stefun's Law, which allows as
tronomers to indirectly detemune tl,e radius of a star once its
lluninosity and temperature are known. (p. 428)

quiescent prominence Prominence that persists for days or
weeks, hovering high above the solar photosphere.

rapid mass transfer Mass transfer in a binary system that pro
ceeds at a rapid and unstable rate, transferring most of the mass of
one star onto the otl,er.

quiet Sun The wlderlying predictable elements of the Sun's be
havior, such as its average photospheric temperature, which do not
significantly change in time.

Rayleigh scattering Scattering of light by particles in the
atmosphere.

quintessence Dark energy candidate that evolves in a way that de
pends on the density of matter and radiation in the universe, and
which may provide a natural aplanation for why dark matter seems
to be just now emerging as the dominant force in the universe.

R

radar Acronym for radio detection and ranging. Radio waves are
boWlced off an object, and the time taken for the echo to return
indicates its distance. (p. 46)
radial motion Motion along a particular line of sight, which in
duces apparent changes in the wavelength (or frequency) of radia
tion received.
radial velocity Component of a star's velocity along tile line of
sight.
radian Angular measure equivalent to 18011T

=

57.3 degrees.

radiant Constellation from which a meteor shower appears to
COlne.

radiation A way in which energy is transferred from place to place
in the form of a wave. Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation.
(p. 58)

ray The path taken by a beam of radiation.

recession velocity Rate at which two objects are separating from
one another.

recombination See decoupling.
recurrent nova Star that "goes nova" several tillles over the course
of a few decades.
reddening Dimming of starlight by interstellar matter, which
tends to scatter higher-frequency (blue) components of the radia
tion more efficiently than the lower-frequency (red) components.
(p. 447)

red dwarf Smail, cool fuint star at the lower-right end of the main
sequence on tl,e Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. (p. 432)
red giant A giant star whose surfuce temperature is relatively low
so that it glows red (pp. 430)

red-giant branch The section of the evolutionary track of a star
corresponding to intense hydrogen shell burning, which drives a
steady expansion and cooling of tile outer envelope of the star. As
tlle star gets larger in radius and its surface temperature cools, it
becomes a red giant. (p. 495)

red-giant region The upper-right comer of the Hertzsprung
Russell diagram, where red-giant stars are found (p. 432)

radiation darkening The effect of chemical reactions that result
when high-energy particles strike the icy surfaces of objects in the
outer solar systenl. The reactions lead to a buildup of a dark layer
of material. (p. 322)

redshift Motion-induced change in the wavelength of light emit
ted from a source moving away from us. The relative recessional
motion causes the wave to have an observed wavelength longer
(and hence redder) than it would if it were not moving.

radiation era The first few thousand years after the Big Bang
when tile universe was smail, dense, and dominated by radiation.

redshift survey Three-dimensional survey of galaxies, using red
shift to determine distance.

radiation zone Region of the Sun's interior where extremely high
temperatures guarantee that the gas is completely ionized. Photons
only occasionally interact with electrons, and travel through this
region with relative ease. (p. 386)

red supergiant An e>.iremely lununous red star. Often fOWld on
tl,e asymptotic-giant branch of the Hertzsprwlg-Russell diagram.
(p. 430)

radiation-dominated universe Early epoch in the universe, when
the equivalent density of radiation in the cosmos ex<:eeded tile
density of matter. (p. 685)

reflecting telescope A telescope wluch uses a mirror togather and
focus light from a distant object. (p. 98)

radio Region of the electromagnetic spectnun corresponding to
the longest-wavelength radiation.

refracting telescope A telescope that uses a lens to gather and
focus light from a distant object. (p. 98)

radioactivity The release of energy by rare, heavy elements when
their nuclei decay into lighter nuclei. (pp. 165, 166)
radio galaxy Type of active galaxy tIlat emits most of its energy in
the form oflong-wavelength radiation. (p. 621)
radiograph Image made from observations at radio wavelengths.

reflection nebula Bluish nebula caused by starlight scattering
from dust particles in an interstellar cloud located just off the line
of sight between Earth and a bright star. (p. 451 )

refraction The tendency of a wave to bend as it passes from one
transparent mediwn to another. (p. 98)
regolith Surfuce dust on the moon, several tens of meters thick in
places, caused by billions of years of meteoritic bombardment.
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relativistic Speeds comparable to the speed of light.

relativistic fireball Leading explanation of a gamma-ray burst in
which an expanding region of superhot gas raruates in the ganlma
ray part of the spectrum.

remnant The object left behind after a supernova explosion. Can
refer to ( 1 ) the expanding and cooling shell of glowing gas result
ing from the event, or (2) the neutron star or black hole that re
mains at the center of the explosion. (p. 540)
residual cap Portion of Martian polar ice caps that remains per
manently frozen, lmdergoing no seasonal variations. (p. 243)

resonance Circunlstance in which n'fO characteristic tUnes are re
lated in some sinlple way, for example, an asteroid with an orbital
period exactly half that of Jupiter. (p. 193)

retina (eye) The back part of the eye onto which light is focused
by the lens.
retrograde motion Backward, westward loop traced out by a
plrulet with respect to the fixed stars. (p. 35)
revolution Orbital motion of one body about another, such as
Earth about the SW1. (p. 13)
revolving See revolution.

Riemannirul geometry Geometry of positively curved space (e.g.,
the surface of a sphere).
right ascension Celestial coorrunate used to measure longitude
on the celestial sphere. The zero point is the position of ti,e Sun at
the vernal equinox.
rille A rutch on the surface of the Moon where molten lava flowed
in the past. (p. 2(0)
ring

See planetary ring system.

ringlet Narrow region in Saturn's planetary ring system where the
density of ring particles is high. Voyager discovered that the rings
visible from Earth are actually composed of tens of thousands of
ringlets. (p. 295)
Roche limit Often called ti,e tidal stability limit, the Roche limit
gives the distance from a planet at which the tidal force (due to the
planet) between adjacent objects exceeds their mutual attraction.
Objects within this limit are wilikely to accumulate into larger
objects. The rings of Saturn occupy the region within Saturn's
Roche limit. (p. 294)

Roche lobe An inlaginary surface arolmd a star. Each star in a
binary system can be pictured as being surrounded by a teardrop
shaped zone of gravitational influence, the Roche lobe. Any mate
rial within the Roche lobe of a star can be considered to be part of
that star. During evolution, one member of the binary system Call
e.xpand so that it overflows its own Roche lobe and begins to trans
fer matter onto the other star. (p. 512)
rock Material made predominantly from compounds of silicon
ruld oxygen.
rock cycle Process by which surfuce rock on Earth is continuously
rerustributed md transformed from one type into another. (p. 173)
rotation Spinning motion of a body about an axis. (p. 10)
rotation curve Plot of the orbital speed of rusk material in a
galaxy against its rustmce from the gal.,ctic center. Analysis of rota
tion curves of spiral galaxies inrucates the existence of dark matter.
(p. 592)
R-process "Rapid" process in which many neutrons are captured
by a nucleus during a supernova e.xplosion.
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RR Lyrae variable Variable star whose luminosity changes in a
characteristic way. All RR Lyrae stars have more or less the same
average Iwninosity. (p. 577)

rWlaway greenhou se effect A process in which the heating of a
planet leads to an increase in its atmosphere's ability to retain heat
and thus to further heating, causing extreme changes in the
temperature of the surface md the composition of the atmo
sphere. (p. 226)
rWloff cl""lJlnei River-like surface feature on Mars, evidence that
liquid water once existed there in great quantities. They are found
in ti,e soutllern highlrulds and are thought to have been formed by
water tI,at flowed nearly 4 billion years ago. (p. 239)

s
SO gaLuy Galaxy that shows evidence of a thin rusk and a bulge,
but which has no spiral arms and contains little or no gas. (p. 608)
Sagittarius AlSgr A* Strong radio source corresponrung to the
supermassive black hole at the center of ti,e Milky Way. (p. 597)
Saros cycle Tune interval between successive occurrences of the
"srune" solar eclipse, equal to 18 years, 1 1 .3 days.
satellite A small body orbiting anotl,er larger body.
SBO galaxy An SO-type galaxy whose rusk shows evidence of a bar.
(p. 608)
scalar field Class of quantum-mechanical fields in Grand Unified
Theories whose interactions with particles determine those parti
cles' properties. Inflation in tile early wliverse is thought to have
occurred when one or more scalar fields temporarily increased in
energy above their normal states. (p. 695)
scarp Surface feature on Mercury thought to be the result of cool
ing and shrinking of the crust forming a wrinkle on the face of the
plrulet ( p. 201 )

Schmidt telescope Type of telescope having a very wide field of
view, allowing large areas of the .4..1' to be observed at once.
Scllwarzschild radius The ruStrulce from the center of an object
such that, if all the mass were compressed witllin that region, the
escape speed would equal the speed of light. Once a stellar rem
nant collapses within this raruus, light carmot escape and the
object is no longer visible. (p. 553)
scientific method The set of rules used to guide science, based on
the idea tI,at scientific "laws" be continually tested, and moclified
or replaced if found inadequate. (p. 7)
scientific notation Expressing large and small numbers using
power-of-l0 notation.
seasonal cap Portion of Martian polar ice caps that is subject to
seasonal variations, growing ruld shrinking once each Martian
year. (p. 243)
seasons Changes in average temperature and lengtll of day that
result from the tilt of Earth's (or my planet's) axis with respect to
the plane of its orbit. (p. 15)
secondary atmosphere The chemicals that composed Earth's
atmosphere after the planet's formation, once volcanic activity
outgassed chemicals from the interior.
sedimentary Type of rock formed from ti,e buildup of sediment.
seeing Term used to describe the ease with which good telescopic
observations can be made from Earth's surface, given the blurring
effects of atmospheric turbulence. (p. 1 10)
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point-like images is spread, due to atmospheric turbulence. (p. 1 10)

soft Im1(ling Use of rockets, parachutes, or packaging to break the

seismic wave A wave that travels outward from the site of an

soL'll" constant The amount of solar energy reaching Earth's at
2
mosphere per unit area per unit time, approximately 1400 WI m •

seeing disk Roughly circular region on a detector over which a star's

earthquake through Earth. (p. 162)

fall of a space probe as it lands on a planet.

seismology The study of earthquakes and the waves they produce

(p. 386)

in Earth's interior.

solar core The region at the center of the SWl, with a radius of

seismometer Equipment designed to detect and measure the

nearly 200,000 km, where powerful nuclear reactions generate the

strength of earthquakes (or quakes on any other planet).

SW1'S energy output.

selection effect Observational bias in which a measured prop

solar cycle The 22-year period that is needed for both the average

erty of a collection of objects is due to the way in which the

number of spots and d1e Sun's magnetic polarity to repeat them

measurement was made, rather than being intrinsic to the objects

selves. The Sun's polarity reverses on each new I I -year SWlSpot

themselves. (p. 373)

cycle. (p. 400)

self-propagating star formation Mode of star formation

in

solar day The period of time between the instant when the Sun

which shock waves produced by the formation and evolution of

is direcdy overhead (i.e., noon) to the next

one generation of stars triggers the formation of the next. (p. 591)

overhead. (p. 12)

semi-detached Binary system where one star lies within its Roche

lobe but the other

axis

it is directly

soL'll" eclipse Celestial event during which the new Moon

passes

its Roche lobe and is transferring matter

direcdy between Earth and the SW1, temporarily blocking the SWl'S

One-half of the major axis of an ellipse. The

solar interior The region of the Sun between the solar core and

onto the first star.
semimajor

fills

time

light. (p. 19)

semimajor axis is the way in which the size of an ellipse is usually
quantified. (p. 43)

SETl Acronym for search for extraterrestrial intelligence. (p. 723)

d1e photosphere.
solar maxiulum Point of d1e sunspot cycle during which many
spots are seen. They are generally confined to regions in each

Seyfurt galaxy Type of active galaxy whose emission comes from

hemisphere, between about 1 5 and 20 degrees latitude.

a very small region within the nucleus of an otherwise normal

soL'll" minimum Point of the SWlspot cycle during which only a

looking spiral system. (p. 620)

few spots are seen. They are generally confined to narrow regions

shepherd satellite Satellite whose gravitational effect on a ring

in each hemisphere at about 25-30 degrees latitude.

helps preserve the ring's shape. Examples are two satellites of

solar nebula The swirling gas surroWlding the early SW1 during

Saturn, Prometheus and Pandora, whose orbits lie on either side of
the F ring. (p. 299)

the epod1 of solar system formation, also referred to as the primi
tive solar system. (p. 1 47)

shield volcano A volcano produced by repeated nonexplosive
eruptions of lava, creating a gradually sloping, shield-shaped low
dome. Often contains a caldera at its swnmit. (p. 219)

solar neutrino problem The discrepancy between the theoreti
cally predicted flux of neutrinos streaming from the SWl as a result
of fusion reactions in d1e core and the flux that is actually ob

shock wave Wave of matter, which may be generated by a new

served The observed nwnber of neutrinos is only about half the

born star or supernova, that pushes material outward into the sur

predicted number. (p. 4 1 1 )

rounding molecular cloud. The material tends to pile up, forming
a rapidly moving shell of dense gas. (p. 480)

sllOrt-period comet Comet with an orbital period of less than
200 years.
SI Systeme International, the international system of metric units

used to define mass, length, time, etc.

sidereal day The time needed between successive risings of a
given star. (p. 12)
sidereal month Tune requined for the Moon to complete one trip
around the celestial sphere. (p. 18)
sidereal year The time required for the constellations to complete
one cycle around the sl-yand return to d1eir starting points, as seen

from a given point on Earth. Earth's orbital period around the Sun
is one sidereal year. (p. 15)

single-line spectroscopic binary Binary system in which one star
is too faint for its SpeclrlUll to be distinguished, so only the spec

solar system The Sun and all the bodies that orbit it-Mercury,
Venus, Eardl, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptwle, their moons,
d1e asteroids, the comets, and trans-Neptunian objects. (p. 134)
solar wind An outward flow of fast-moving charged particles
from the Sun. (p. 386)
solstice See summer solstice, winter solstice.
sotropic Assumed property of the universe such that the w1iverse
looks the same in every direction.
south celestial pole Point on the celestial sphere direcdy above
Earth's South Pole. (p.

to)

spacetime Single entity combining space and tin1e in special and
general relativity. (p. 554)
spatial resolution The dimension of the smallest detail that can
be seen in an iinage.
special dleory of relativity Theory proposed by Einstein to deal

!runl of the brighter star can be seen to shift back and ford1 as the

with the preferred status of the speed of light. (p. 553)

stars orbit one another.

speckle interferometry Technique whereby many short-exposure

singularity A point in the universe where the density of matter

images of a star are combined to make a high-resolution map of

and the gravitational field are infinite, such as at the center of a

the star's surface.

black hole. (p. 560)

spectral cL'lSS Classification scheme, based on the strength of stel

sister/coformation theory ( Moon) Theory suggesting that the
Moon formed as a

separate object close to Earth.

lar spectral lines, which

star. (p. 427)

is

an indication of the temperature of a
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spectral window Wavelength range in which Earth's atmosphere

standard solar model A self-consistent picture of the S,m,

is traJ1Sparent.

developed by incorporating the inlportant physical processes that

spectrograph Instrument used to produce detailed spectra of

are tllOught to be important in determining the Sun's internal

tor, for computer analysis.

are then compared with observations of the Sun and modifica

stars. Usually, a spectrograph records a spectrum on a CCO detec

spectrometer Instrument used to produce detailed spectra of
stars. Usually, a spectrograph records a spectrwn on a photo
graphic plate, or more recently, in electronic form on a computer.
(p .

l l O)

spectroscope Instrument used to view a light source so that it is
split into its component colors. (p. 78)

spectroscopic binary A binary-star system which appears as a
single star from Eartll, but whose spectral lines show back-and

structure into a computer progranl. The results of the progranl
tions are made to the model. The standard solar model, which

enjoys widespread acceptance, is the result of this process.
(p. 388)
star A glowing ball of

gas

held together by its own gravity and

powered by nuclear fusion in its core. (p. 386)
starburst galaxy Galaxy in which a violent event, such as near
collision, has caused an intense episode of star formation in the re
cent past. (p. 639)

forth Doppler shifts as two stars orbit one another. (p. 436)

star cluster A grouping of anywhere from a dozen to a million

star by measuring its temperature and then determining its ab

stellar gas. Stars in dusters are useful to aid our ,mderstanding of

spectroscopic pa rallax Method of determining the distance to a
solute brightness by comparing witll a standard HertzsprWlg
Russell diagram. The absolute and apparent brighUless of tile star
give the star's distance from Eartll. (p. 433)

spectroscopy The study of the way in which atoms absorb and
emit electromagnetic radiation. Spectroscopy allows astronomers
to determine the chemical composition of stars. (p. 8 1 )

spectrwn The separation o f light into its component colors.
speed Distance moved per unit time, independent of direction.

See also velocity.
speed of light The fastest possible speed, according to the cur
rently known laws of physics. Electromagnetic radiation exists in
the form of waves or photons moving at the speed of light. (p. 62)

spicule Small solar storm that expels jets of hot matter into the
S,m's lower atmosphere.

spin-orbit resonance State that a body is said to be in if its ro
tation period and its orbital period are related in some sinlple
way.
spiral arm Distribution of material in a gala.xy forming a pin
wheel-shaped design, beginning near the galactic center. (p. 588)

spiral density wave ( 1 ) A wave of matter formed in the plane of

planetary rings, similar to ripples on the surface of a pond,

which wrap around the rings forming spiral patterns similar to
grooves in a record disk. Spiral density waves can lead to the
appearance of ringlets. (p. 588) (2) Proposed explanation for the
existence of galactic spiral arms, in which coiled waves of gas
compression move through the galactic disk, triggering star
formation.
spiral galaxy Galaxy composed of a flattened, star-forming disk

stars

that formed at the san1e tinle from

the same cloud of inter

stellar evolution because, within a given cluster, stars are all
roughly tile same age and chemical composition and lie at roughly
the same distance from &�rth. (p. 482)

Stefan's law Relation that gi"'s the total energy emitted per
square centimeter of its surfuce per second by an object of a given
temperature. Stefan's law shows tllat the energy emitted increases
rapidly witll an increase in temperature, proportional to the tem
perature raised to the fourth power. (p. 68)

stellar epoch Most recent period when stars, planets, and life have
appeared in the Wliverse.

stellar nucleosYl1thesis The formation of heavy elements by the
fusion of lighter nudei in the hearts of stars. Except for hydrogen
and belimu, all other elements in our wliverse resulted from stellar
nudeosynthesis. (p. 529)
stellar occultation The dimming of starlight produced when a
solar system object SIIch as a planet, moon, or ring passes directly
in front of a star. (p. 326)

stratosphere The portion of Earth's atmosphere lying above
the troposphere, extending up to an altitude of

40-50 kn,.

(p. 1 57)
string theory Theory that interprets all particles and forces in
terms of particular modes of vibration of submicroscopic
strings. (p. 688)
strong nuclear force Short-range force responsible for binding
atomic nuclei together. The strongest of the four fWldamental
forces of nature. (pp. 407, 410)

S-type asteroid Asteroid made up mainly of silicate or rocky
material.

component which may ha", spiral arms and a large central galactic

subatomic particle Particle smaller than the size of an atomic

bulge. (pp. 576, 604)

nucleus.

spiral nebuI., Historical name for spiral galaxies, describing their

appearance.

subduction zone Place where two plates meet and one slides

spring tide The largest tides, occurring when the SW1, Moon, and

subgiant Star on the subgiant branch of the Hertzsprw1g-Russell

Earth are aligned at new and full Moon.

diagram. (p. 495)

deus; the rate is typically one neutron capture per year.

corresponding to changes that occur just after hydrogen is depleted

S-process "Slow" process in which neutrons are captured by a nu

standard candle Any object with an easily recognizable appear

ance and known IWllinosity, which C<1.n be used in estinlating dis

under the other. (p. 170)

subgiant branch The section of the evolutionary track of a star
in the core, and core hydrogen burning ceases. Shell hydrogen
burning beats the outer layers of the star, which causes a general

tances. Supernovae, which all have the same peak Iwninosity

expansion of the stellar envelope. (p. 495)

(depending on type), are good examples of standard candles and

sublimation Process by which element changes from the solid to

are used to determine distances to other galaxies. (p. 6 1 1 )

the gaseous state, without becoming liquid
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smnmer solstice Point on the ecliptic where

the

Sun is at its

northermnost point above the celestial equator, occurring on or
near June 2 1 . (p. 14)
sunspot An Earth-sized dark blemish found on the surface of the
Sun. The dark color of the sunspot indicates that it is a region of
lower temperature than its surroundings. (p. 396)

T

T Tauri star Protostar in the late stages of fomlation, often ex

hibiting violent surface activity. T Tauri stars have been observed

to brighten noticeably in a short period of time, consistent with
the idea of rapid evolution during
tion. (p. 472)

sunspot cycle The fairly regular pattern that the number and

this final phase of stellar forma

tail Component of a comet that consists of material streaming

distribution of sunspots follows, in which the average number of

away from the main body, sometimes spanning hundreds of

spots reaches a maximum

millions of kilometers. May be composed of dust or ionized gases.

almost zero. (p. 400)

every

1 1 or so years, then fall off to

(p. 34O)

supercluster Grouping of several clusters of galaxies into a larger,

but not necessarily gravitationally bound, unit (p. 650)

super-Earth Extrasolar planet with mass between 2 and 10 Earth
masses. Both rocky and ocean super-Earths have been detected
(p. 372)

tectonic fracture Crack on a planet's surface, in particular on the
surface of Mars, caused by internal geological activity.
telescope [nstrwnent used to capture as many photons as possible
from a given region of ti,e sky and concentrate them into a focused

superforce An attempt to combine the strong and e1ectroweak
forces into one single force.
supergimlt A star with a radius between 100 and 1000 times that
of the Sun. (p. 430)

beam for analysis. (p. 98)
temperature A measure of the amount of heat in an object, and
an indication of the speed of the partides that comprise it.
(p. 66)

supergranulation Large-scale flow pattern on the surface of the

Sun, collSisting of cells measuring up to 30,000 km across, thought
to be the imprint of large convective cells deep in the solar interior.
(p. 392)
superior conjunction Orbital configuration in which an inferior
planet (Mercury or Venus) lies farthest from Earth (on the oppo
site side of the Sun).
supermassive black hole Black hole having a mass a million to a
billion times greater than the mass of the Sun; usually found in the

central nucleus of a galaxy. (p. 563)

supernova Explosive death of a star, caused by the sudden onset
of nuclear burning (Type

tau A type of lepton (along with the electron and muon).

[),

or an enormously energetic shock

wave (Type II). One of the most energetic events of the wliverse, a
supernova may temporarily outshine the rest of the

galaxy

in

which it resides. (p. 522)
supernova remnant The scattered glowing remains from a super
nova that occurred in the past. The Crab Nebula is one of the best
studied supernova remnants. (p. 526)

supersymmetric relic Massive particle that should have been cre

ated in the Big Bang if supersymmetry is correct.

tenuous Thin, having low density.
terminator The line separating night from day on the surface of
ti,e Moon or a planet.

terrestrial pJ."\l1et

terrae

See highlands.
One of the four innermost planets of the solar

system, resembling Earth in general physical md chemical proper
ties. (p.

138)

theoretical model

An attempt to construct a mathematical expla

nation of a physical process or phenomenon, within the assump
tions and confines of a given theory. In addition to providing an
explanation of the observed facts, the model generally makes new
predictions that can be tested by further observation or experi
mentation. (p. 6)

theories of relativity Einstein's tlleories, on whicll much of mod

em physics rests. Two essential facts of the theory are that nothing
can travel faster thm the speed of light and that everything, includ
ing light, is affected by gravity.
theory A framework of ideas and assumptions used to explain
some set of observations and make predictions about the real
world. (p. 6)

supersymmetry FWldmnental symmetry of the universe in which
all particles that are acted on by forces (e.g., quarks and electrons)
are paired with particles that transmit forces (e.g., gluons and pho
tons). It predicts the e.xistence of StIpersymmetric partners for all

known elementary particles. (p. 688)

surface gravity The acceleration due to gravity at the surface of a
star or planet.
S.waves Shear waves from an earthquake, which cm travel only
through solid material and move more slowly than P-waves.

therm,ll equilibriUDl Condition in which new particle-antiparticle
pairs are created from photons at the same rate as pairs annihilate
one another to produce new photons.
thick disk Region of a spiral galaxy where

ml intermediate popu

lation of stars resides, younger than the halo stars but older thm
stars in the disk.
threshold temperature Critical temperature above which pair
production is possible and below which pair production cannot
occur.

synchronous orbit State of an object when its period of rotations
is exactly equal to its average orbital period The Moon is in a syn
chronous orbit, md so presents the sanle face toward Earth at all

tidal bulge Elongation of Earth caused by the difference between
ti,e gravitational force on the side nearest the Moon and the force
on the side farthest from the Moon. The long axis of the tidal bulge

times. (p. 189)

points toward the Moon. More generally, ti,e deformation of

synchrotron radiation Type of nontherrnal radiation produced

ject. (p. 177)

by high-speed charged particles, such as electrons, as they are ac

celerated in a strong magnetic field (p. 630)

synodic month Time required for the Moon to complete a

cycle of phases. (p. 18)

full

any body produced by ti,e tidal effect of a nearby gravitating ob

tidal force The variation in one body's gravitational force from

place to place across another body-for example, the variation of

ti,e Moon's gravity across Earth. (p. 177)
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tidal locking Circumstance in which tidal forces have caused a
moon to rotate at exactly the same rate at which it revolves arowld
its parent planet, so that the moon always keeps the same face
turned toward the planet.
tidal stability limit The minimum distance within which a moon

can approach a planet before being torn apart by the planet's tidal
force.
tides Rising and falling motion of terrestrial bodies of water, ex

hibiting daily, montllly, and yearly cycles. Ocean tides on Eartl, are
caused by the competing gravitational pull of the Moon and Sun
on different parts of Earth. (p. 176)

time dilat ion A prediction of the theory of relativity, closely re

lated to the gravitational redshift. To an outside observer, a clock
lowered into a strong gravitational field will appear to rtm slow.
(p. 559)
total eclipse Celestial event during which one body is completely

blocked from view by another. (p. 18)
transit

See planetary transit

transition zone The region of rapid temperature increases that

separates the Stm's chromosphere from the corona. (p. 386)

trans-Neptunian object A small, icy body orbiting beyond the
orbit of Neptune. Pluto and Eris are the largest currently known
examples. (p. 348)
transverse motion Motion perpendicular to a particular line of

sight, which does not result in Doppler shift in radiation received.

transverse velocity Component of star's velocity perpendicular
to the line of sight.
triangulation Method of determining distance based on the
principles of geometry. A distant object is sighted from two well
separated locations. The distance between the two locations and
ti,e angle between the line joining them and the line to the distant
object are all that are necessary to ascertain the object's distance.
(p. 23)
triple-alpha process The creation of carbon-12 by the fusion of
three heliwn-4 nuclei (alpha particles). Heliwn-burning stars oc
cupy a region of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram known as the
horizontal branch. (p. 496)
triple star system Three stars tI,at orbit one another, boWld to

gether by gravity.

Trojan asteroid One of two groups of asteroids whicll orbit at the
same distance from the Sun as Jupiter, 60 degrees aIlead of and be
hind the planet. (p. 340)
tropical year The time interval between one vernal equinox and

the next. (p. IS)

troposphere The portion of Earth's atmosphere from the surface

to about 12 km. (p. 157)

trough Maximum departure of a wave below its undisturbed

state.

true space motion True motion of a star, taking into accowlt
both its transverse and radial motion according to ti,e Pythagorean
theorem.

Tully-Fisher relation A relation used to determine the absolute
luminosity of a spiral galaxy. The rotational velocity, measured
from the bro.,dening of spectral lines, is related to the total mass,
and hence the total lwninosity. (p. 612)
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21-centimeter line Spectral line in the radio region of the electro

magnetic spectrum, associated with a change of spin of the elec
tron in a hydrogen atom.
21-centimeter radiation Radio radiation emitted when an elec

tron in the ground state of a hydrogen atom flips its spin to become
parallel to the spin of the proton in the nucleus. (p. 459)

twin quasar Quasar that is seen twice at different locations in the
sky due to gravitational lensing.
Type I supernova One possible explosive death of a star. A white
dwarf in a binary-star system can acerete enough mass that it can
not support its own weight. The star collapses and temperatures
become high enough for carbon fusion to occur. Fusion begins
throughout the white dwarf almost sinmltaneously and an explo
sion results. (p. 523)
Type II supernova One possible explosive death of a star, in
which the highly evolved stellar core rapidly implodes and then ex
plodes, destroying the surrounding star. (p. 523)

U
ultraviolet Region of the electromagnetic spectrum, just beyond
the visible range, corresponding to wavelengths slightly shorter
than blue light. (p. 58)
ultraviolet telescope A telescope that is designed to collect radia
tion in ti,e ultraviolet part of the spectrunl. Earth's atmosphere is
partially opaque to these wavelengtllS, so ultraviolet telescopes are
put on rockets, balloons, and satellites to get high above most or all
of the atmosphere. (p. 123)
umbra Central region of the shadow cast by an eclipsing body.

(p. 19); The central region of a SWlSpot, which is its darkest and
coolest part. (p. 396)
unbound An orbit which does not stay in a specific region of
space, but where an object escapes the gravitational field of an
otller. Typical tmbound orbits are hyperbolic in shape. (p. 53)
unbound trajectory Path of an object with latmch speed high
enough that it can escape the gravitational pull of a planet.
uncompressed density The dellSity a body would have in the
absence of any compression due to its own gravity.
universe The totality of all space, time, matter, and energy. (p. 4)

unstable nudeus Nucleus that cannot exist indefinitely, but

rather must eventually decay into otl,er particles or nuclei.

upwelling Upward motion ofmaterial having temperature higher
than the surrounding meditml.
Urey-Miller experiment Growldbreaking experiment that SinlU

lated conditions on the early Earth and tested for the occurrence of
chemical evolution-the production of complex molecules similar
to tI,ose found in all living tlungs on our planet. (p. 712)

v
vaCllun1 energy Energy associated with empty space when a scalar
field temporarily has higher than normal energy. (p. 695)
Van Allen belt One of at least two doughnut-shaped regions of
magnetically trapped, charged particles high above Earth's atmos
phere. (p. 1 74)
variable star A star whose Iwuinosity changes with time. (p. 577)

turnoff mass The mass of a star that is just now evolving off the

velocity Displacement (distance plus direction) per unit time. See

main sequence in a star

also speed. (p. 48)

duster.
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Earth

vernal equinox Date on which the Sun crosses the celestial equa

weight The gravitational force exerted on you by

tor moving northward, occurring on or near March 2 1 . (p. 15)

planet on which you happen to be standing). (p. 48)

visible light The small range of the electromagnetic spectrtun

weird terrain A region on the surface of Mercury with oddly rip

features. This feature

(or the

that human eyes perceive as light. The visible spectrtun ranges

pled

from about 400-700 nm, corresponding to blue through red light.

impact that occurred on d,e other side of the planet, and sent seis

is thought to be the result of a strong

(p. 58)

mic waves traveling arotuld the planet, converging in the weird

visible spectrum The small range of the electromagnetic spec

region.

trum that hmnan eyes perceive as light. The visible spectrum

white dwarf A dwarf star with sufficiently high surface tempera

ranges from about 4000-7000 angstroms, corresponding to blue

ture tl13t it glows white. (pp. 430,

through red light.

white-dwarf region The bottom-left corner o f the Hertzsprtulg

visual binary A binary-star system in which both members are
resolvable from Earth. (p. 436)
void Large, relatively empty region of the universe around which
superdusters and "walls" of galaxies are organized. (p. 65 1 )
volcano Upwelling of hot lava from below Earth's crust to the

50 1 )

Russell diagram, where white-dwarf stars are fOWld. (p. 432)

white oval Light-colored region near the Great Red Spot in

Jupiter's atmosphere. Like the red spot, such regions are apparently
rotating storm systems. (p. 266)

Wiens law Relation between the wavelength at which a blackbody
curve peaks and the temperature of the emitter. The peak wave

planet's surface.

length is inversely proportional to ilie temperature, so the hotter
ilie object, tl,e bluer its radiation. (p. 68)

W

w,me (referring to the Moon or a planet) To shrink. The Moon

appears to wane, or shrink in size, for two weeks after full Moon.

warm longitudes (Mercury) Two opposite points on Mercury's

equator where the Sun is directly overhead at aphelion. Cooler
than the hot longitudes by 150 degrees.

water hole The radio interval between 18 em and 21 em, the re

spective wavelengths at which hydroxyl (OH) and hydrogen (H)
radiate, in which intelligent civilizations might conceivably send
their communication signals. (p. 724)

water volcano Volcano that ejects water (molten ice) rather than
lava (molten rock) tulder cold conditions.

wattlkilowatt Unit of power: 1 watt (Vf) is the emission of 1 joule
(J) per second; 1 kilowatt (kW) is 1000 watts.

winter solstice Point on the ecliptic where tl,e Stul is at its souili
emmost point below the celestial equator, occurring on or near
December 2 1 . (p. 1 5)
wispy terrain Prominent light-colored streaks on Rhea, one of
Saturn's ITIOOns.

x

x my

Region of tl,e electromagnetic spectrum corresponding to

radiation of high frequency and short wavelength, fur beyond the
visible spectrum. (p. 58)

X-my burster X-ray source that radiates iliousands of times more
energy tl,an our Sun in short bursts lasting only a
neutron star

in

few seconds. A

a binary system accretes matter onto its surface

wave A pattern that repeats itselfcyclically in both time and space.

'mtil temperatures reach the level needed for hydrogen nlSion to

Vfaves are characterized by the speed at which they move, their fre

occur. The result is a sudden period of rapid nuclear burning and

(p. 544)

quency, and their wavelength. (p. 58)

release of energy.

wave period The anlowlt of time required for a wave to repeat

X-my nova Nova explosion detected at X-ray wavelengths.

itself at a specific point in space.
wave theory of mdiation Description of light as a continuous
wave phenomenon, rather than as a stream of individual partides.

Z

Zeeman effect Broadening or splitting of spectral lines due to the

(p. 63)
wavelength The distance from one wave crest (or trough) to the

presence of a magnetic field

no.xt, at a given instant

wax (referring to the Moon or a planet) To grow. The Moon

diagram, as predicted by tl,eoretical models, where stars are lo

weak nuclear force Short-range force, weaker than both electro

zodiac The 12 constellations on the celestial sphere through

in time. (p. 59)

appears to wax, or grow in size, for two weeks after new Moon.

zero-age main

sequence

The region on the Hertzsprtulg-Russell

cated at tl,e onset of nuclear burning in their cores. (p. 473)

magnetism and the strong force, but much stronger than gravity;

wllich tl,e Sun appears to pass during ilie course of a year. (p. 14)

responsible for certain nudear reactions and radioactive decays.

zonal flow Altemating regions of westward and eastward tlow,

(pp. 408, 410)

roughly symmetrical about ilie equator of Jupiter, associated wiili

weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) Oass of subatomic

tl,e belts and zones in ilie planet's aunosphere. (p. 264)

particles that might have been produced early in the history of the

zone Bright, high-pressure region in the atmosphere of a jovial'

tmiverse; dark-matter candidates.

planet, where gas flows upward. (p. 262)

ANSWERS

TO C H EC K QU EST I O N S

C O N C EP T C H EC K S A N D P ROC ESS O F S C I E N C E C H EC KS
Chapter 1

1 .1

(p. 8) A tbeory can never become proven
"fact," because it can always be invalidated, or
forced to change, by a single contradictory
observation. However, once a theory's
predictions have been repeatedly verified by
experiments over many years, it is often widely
regarded as "true:' 1 . 2 (p. 12) ( 1 ) Because the
celestial sphere provides a natural means of
specifying the locations of stars on the sky.
Celestial coordinates are directly related to
Earth's orientation in space, but are
independent of Earth's rotation. (2) Distance
information is lost. 1 . 3 (p. 16) ( 1 ) In the
Northern Hemisphere, summer occurs when
the Sun is near its higbest (northernmost)
point on the celestial sphere, or, equivalently,
when Eartb's North Pole is "tipped" toward tbe
Stm, the days are longest and the Sun is highest
in the sky. Wlllter occurs when the Stul is
lowest in the sky (near its southernmost point
on the celestial sphere) and the days are
shortest (2) We see different constellations
because Earth has moved balnvay around its
orbit between these seasons and the darkened
hemisphere faces an entirely different group of
stars. 1.4 (p. 22) ( I ) The angular size oftbe
Moon would remain the sanle, but that of the
Stm would be halved, making it easier for tbe
Moon to eclipse the Sun.We would expect to
see total or partial eclipses, but no aJmular
ones. (2) If the distance is halved, the angular
size of the Sun would double and total edipses
would never be seen, only partial or atmular
ones. 1 . 5 (p. 27) Because astronomical objects
are too distant for direct (''measuring tape")
measurements, so we must rely on indirect
means and mathematical reasoning.

Chapter 2

2.1 (p. 38) In the geocentric view, retrograde
motion is the real backward motion of a planet
as it moves on its epicyde. In the heliocentric
view, the backward motion is only apparent,
caused by Earth "overtaking" the planet in its
orbit. 2.2 (p. 42) Mainly simplicity and
elegance. Both theories made testable
predictions, but until Newton developed his
laws, neither could explain why the planets
move as they do. However, Copernicus's model
was much simpler than the ptolemaic version,
which becanle more and more convoluted as
observations improved. 2. 3 (p.45) Because
the laws were derived using only the orbits of
the planets Mercury through Saturn, before the
outermost planets were known. 2 .4 (p. 47)
Because Kepler determined the overall
geometry of the solar system by triangulation
using Earth's orbit as a baseline, so all distances
were known only relative to the scale of Earth's
orbit-the astronomical unit. 2. 5 (p. 52)
Kepler's laws were accurate descriptions of
planetary motion based on observations, but
they contained no insight into why tbe planets
orbited the Sun or why the orbits are as they
are. Newtonian mechanics explained the orbits

in terms of lmiversal laws, and in addition
made detailed predictions about the motion of
other bodies in the cosmos---moons, comets,
other stars-that were hitherto impossible to
make. 2 .6 (p. 53) In the absence of any force,
a planet would move in a straight line with
constant velocity (Newton's first law) and
therefore tends to move along the tangent to its
orbital path. The Sun"s gravity causes the planet
to accelerate toward the Sun (Newtons second
law), bending its trajectory into the orbit we
observe.

Chapter 3

1.1 (p. 63) Ught displays properties that are
characteristic of wave motion in other contexts.
Ught exhibits diffraction as it passes a corner
or through a narrow opening, and two light
rays can interfere (reinforce or cancel) one
another. These effects are small in everyday
experience, but are easily measured in the
laboratory. They are consistent with the wave
theory, and inconsistent with a particle
description of radiation. 1.2 (p. 66) All .re
electromagnetic radiation and travel at the
speed of light. In physical terms, they differ
only in frequency (or wavelength), althougb
their effects on our bodies (or our detectors)
differ greatly. 1.1 (p. 71) As the switch is
turned and the temperature of the filament
rises, the bulb's brightness increases rapidly, by
Stefan's law, and its color shifts, by Wien's law,
from invisible infrared to red to yellow to
white. 3.4 (p. 73) According to More Precisely
2-2, measuring masses in astronomy usually
entails measuring the orbital speed of one
object-a companion star, or a planet,
perhaps-{\f()wld anotller. In most cases, the
Doppler effect is au astronomer's only way of
making such measurements.

Chapter 4

4.1

(p. 81) They are characteristic frequencies
(wavelengths) at which matter absorbs or
emits photons of electromagnetic radiation.
They are unique to each atom or molecule, and
thus provide a means of identifying the gas
producing them. 4 .2 (p. 84) On macroscopic
(everyday) scales,light exhibits ,vave
properties, as discussed in Chapter 3. However,
on microscopic scales, light displays particle
characteristics, with the particles (photons)
carrying specific amounts of energy-the
photoelectric effect and atomic spectra rely on
this fuct Thus scientists have to conclude that
light behaves as bot" a 'val'e and a particle,
depending on circumstances. 4.1 (p. 89)
Spectral lines correspond to transi tions
between specific orbitals within an atorn. The
structure of an atom determines tbe energies of
these orbitals, hence the possible transitions,
and hence the energies (colors) of the photons
involved. 4.4 (p. 90) In addition to changes
involving electron energies, chaJlges involving
a molecule's vibration or rotation can also
result in emission or 3bsorption of

radiation. 4.5 (p. 93) Because with few
exceptions, spectral analysis is the only
way we have of determining the physical
conditions-romposition, temperature,
density, velocity, etc.-in a distant object.
Without spectral analysis, astronomers would
know next to nothing about the properties of
stars and gaL'lXies.

Chapter 5

5.1 (p. 102) Because reflecting telescopes are
easier to design, build, and maintain than
refracting instruments. 5 .2 (p. 108) The need
to gather as mudl light as poSSible, and the
need to achieve the highest possible angular
resolution. 5 . 1 (p. 1 1 0) First, photographic
plates are inefficient; CCDs are almost always
used. Second, because they want to make
detailed measurements of brightness,
variability, and spectra, whidl require
the use of otller, non-imaging detectors.
5 .4 (p. 114) 10 reduce or overcome tlle effects
of atmospheric absorption, instrlmlents are
placed on high mountains or in space. 10
compensate for atmospheric turbulence,
adaptive optics techniques probe the air above
the observing site and adjust the mirror surface
accordingly to try to recover the undistorted
image. 5. 5 (p. 117) Radio observations allow
us to see objects whose visible light is obscured
by intervening matter, or which simply do not
emit most of their energy in the visible portion
of the spectrum. 5.6 (p. 120) The long
wavelength of radio radiation. Astronomers use
the largest radio telescopes possible and
interferometry, which combines the signals
from two or more separate telescopes to create
the effect of a single instrument of much larger
diameter. 5.7 (p. 123) Many astronomical
objects have very different appearances when
viewed at different wavelengths. Some entit
only in certain bands, otbers are partly or
wholly obscured by intervening material. By
observing at many wavelengths, astronomers
gain a much more complete picture of the
object under study. 5.8 (p. 126) Benefits:
they are above the atmosphere, so they are
unaffected by seeing or absorption; they can
also make rOlmd-the-clock observation&
Drawbacks: cost, smaller size, inaccessibility,
vulnerability to damage by radiation and
cosmic rays.

Chapter 6

6 .1 (p. 135) They provide new tests of our
theories of solar system formation, and new
eXaJnples of the sorts of planetary systems th.t
are possible. 6.2 (p. 137) By applying the laws
of geometry and Newtonian mechanics to
observations made from Earth and (more
recently) by visiting spacecraft. 6. 3 (p. 138)
The planets orbit in very nearly the same
plane-the ecliptic. Viewed from outside
the system, only the orbit of Mercury
would deviate noticeably from this plane.
6.4 (p. 140) Because the tw'O classes of planet
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differ in almost every physical property-{)fbit,
mass, radius, composition, existence of rings,
and number of moons. 6.5 (p. 141) Because
it is thought to be much less evolved than
material now found in planets, and hence a
better indimtor of conditions in the early solar
system. 6.6 (p. 146) Spacecraft missions to
other planets have returned detailed
infoffilation on surfaces, atmospheres, andlor
moon and ring systems that are simply
unobtainable from Earth-based observations.
These new data have revolutionized our view of
the solar system.
6.7 (p. 151) The shapes and
orientations of the orbits were set by the fact
that the planets formed in a spinning disk; the
composition differences result from the
differing materials available to fOOll planets at
various distances from the heat of tbe Sun.

Chapter 7

7.1
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(p. 162) It raises Earth's average surface

temperature above the freezing point of water,
which was critical for the development of life
on our planet Should the greenhouse effea
continue to strengtben, however, it may
conceivably muse catastrophic climate changes
on Earth. 7.2 (p. 166) We could still
construct models based on Earth's gravity and
other surface properties, but we would have
far less detailed direa ( from volcanoes) or
indirea (from seismic studi.es following
earthquakes) information on our planet's
interior. 7.3 (p. 1 74) Convection currents in
the upper mantle cause portions of Eartb's
crust-plates-to slide around on the surface.
As the plates move and interaa, they are
responsible for volcanism, earthquakes, the
formation of mountain ranges and ocean
trenches, and the creation and destruction of
oceans and continents. 7.4 (p. 176) It tells us
that the planet has a conducting, liquid core ill
which the magnetic field is continuously
generated. 7. 5 (p. 179) A tidal force is the
,'ad.riot/ in one body's gravitational force from
place to place across another. Tidal forces tend
to deform a body, rather than causing an
overall acceleration, and they decrease
proportional to the inverse cube, rather than
the inverse square, of the distance.

Chapter 8

8.1 (p. 186) Both bodies have substantially
lower esmpe speeds than Earth, and any
atmosphere they may have once bad has
esmped into space long ago due to their high
temperatures. 8.2 (p. 188) The maria are
younger, denser, and much less heayily cratered
than the highlands. 8.3 (p. 195) In the case of
tlle Moon, Earth's tidal force has slowed the
spin to the point where the rotation rate is now
exactly synchroruzed witb the Moon's orbital
period around Earth. For Mercury, the Sun's
tidal force has caused the rotation period to
become exactly of the orbital period, and
the rotation axis to be e:Clctly perpendicular to
the planet's orbit plane. A synchronous orbit is
not possible because of Mercury's eccentric
orbit around the Sun. 8.4 (p. 2(0) Heavy
bombardment long ago created the basins
which later filled with lava to form the maria.
Subsequent impaas created virtually all the
lunar craters, large and small, we see today.
Meteoritic bombardment is the main agent of
Imlar erosion, although the rate is mnch

�

smaller than the erosion rate on Earth.

8. 5 (p. 202) They are tllOught to have formed
when the planet's core cooled and contracted,
causing the crust to cnmlple. Faults on Earth
are the result of tectonic activity. 8.6 (p. 203)
Generation of a magnetic field is thought to
require a rapidly rotating body witll a
conducting liquid core. Neither the Moon nor
Mercury rotates rapidly and, while Mercury's
core may still be partiy liquid, the Moon's
probably is not. 8.7 (p. 205) The inlp.Ct
theory holds that a collision created the Moon
essentially from Earth's mantle, accOlUlting for
the composition similarities. If the collision
occurred after Earth had already differentiated
and the dense material had formed a core,
relatively little of this material would have
fomld its way into the newborn Moon.

Chapter 9

9.1 (p. 214) It is very slow and retrograde. The
reason is unknown, but may simply be a matter
of chance. 9.2 (p. 215) Because they were
observing in the optical and could not see tbe
surface. Their measurements pertained to the
upper atmosphere, above the planet's reflective
cloud layers. 9. 1 (p. 223) No-they are
mostly shield volcanoes, where lava upwells
through a "hot spot" in the crust. There appears
to be no plate tectonic activity on Venns.
9.4 (p. 227) GiYen Venus's other bulk
similarities to Earth, tlle planet might well have
had an Earth-like dinlate. 9. 5 (p. 227) The
dynamo model of planetary magnetism inlplies
that both a conducting liquid core and rapid
rotation are needed to generate a magnetic
field. Venus's rotation is the slowest of any
planet in the solar system.

Chapter
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(p. 233) Because they occur when Martian

opposition happens to coincide approximately
with Martian perihelion. Such an alignment
happens every 7 Martian synodic years.
10 .2 (p. 234) Mars does have seasons, since its
rotation axis is inclined to its orbit plane in
much the same \vay as Earth's is. However, the
Martian seasons are also affected by the planet's
eccentric orbit. The appearance of the planet
changes seasonally, although the changes have
nothing to do witll growing cycles, as was once
thought. 1 0. 3 (p. 238) The lowlands are
much less heavily cratered, implying that they
have been resurfaced by volcanism (or
smootlled by erosion) since the highlands
formed. 10 .4 (p. 242) Before spacecraft
visited Mars, the prevailing scientific vim\" was
that Mars was a dry, geologically dead world,
unlikely ever to have been suitable for life.
However, as more and more data haye
accmnulated from spacecraft in orbit and on
the planet's surface, scientists have realized that
!viars has had a varied, and much wetter, past
than was previously thought Evidence exists for
large quantities of flowing and standing water
in the past, and water ice has been found at
the poles and under the Martian surface.
1 0 .5 (p. 247) Some of it may have esmped into
space. Of the rest, some exists in the form of
permafrost (or perhaps liquid water) below the
surface. The rest is contained in the Martian
polar mps. 1 0. 6 (p.252) Some of it was lost
due to the planet's weak gravity, aided by
violent meteoritic impaas. The rest became

part of the planet's surface rocks, the polar
caps, or the subsurface permafrost
1 0.7 (p. 253) TIle planet's small size, which
allowed the planet's internal beat to escape,
effectively shutting down the processes that
drive mantle convection, volcanism, and plate
teaonics. 1 0. 8 (p. 254) They are much
smaller, and orbit much closer to the parent
planet In addition, they seem to have a
different formation histoty-their composition
differences from Mars suggest that they were
captured by the planet long after they (and
Mars) formed; for Earth's Moon, this scenario
does not seem to wock.

Chapter 11

11.1

(p. 262) TIle magnetic field is generated by
the motion of elearically conducting liquid in
the deep interior, and therefore preslUllably
shares the rotation of that region of the
planet 11 .2 (p. 268) like weather systems on
Earth, the belts and zones are regions of high
and low pressure and are associated Witll
convecth'e motioll. However, unlike stonns on
Earth, they wrap all the way aromld the planet
because of jupiter's rapid rotation. In addition,
the clouds are arranged in three distina layers
and the bright colors are the result of cloud
chemistry lUlJike anything operating ill Earth's
atmosphere. jupiter's spots are somewhat
similar to hurriGllles on Earth, but they are far
larger and longer-liyed. 11. 3 (p. 271) By
construaing theoretical models contrained by
detailed spacecraft observations of the planet's
bulk properties. 11 .4 (p. 273) Bemnse jupiter
rotates more rapidly than Earth and bemuse
the vollUlle of conduaing fluid responsible for
the field is much greater. Both these factors
result in a much stronger planetary magnetic
field. 11 . 5 (p. 279) Bemuse liquid water is
thought to have played a critical role in the
appearance of life on Earth, and is presmned to
be similarly important elsewhere in the solar
system. 11.6 (p.281) Jupiter's gravitational
field, via its tidal effea on the moons.

Chapter 12

n.l

(p.l86) Bemuse Earth crossed Saturn's
ring plane in 1995. TIle images from before
then see the rin!1,' from above, those from
later see the rings from below. n .2 (p. 290)
Saturn's cloud and haze layers are thicker than
those on jupiter becanse of Saturn's lower
gravity, so we usually see only the upper
level of the atmosphere even though the same
basic features and cloud layers are there.
n.3 (p. 292) Roughly half of it has precipitated
into the planet's interior, reducing the helilUll
fraction in tbe outer layers (and releasing
gravitational energy as it fell). 1 2.4 (p. 299)
The Roche limit is the radius inside of which a
moon will be torn apart by tidal forces.
Planetary rin!1,' are famld inside the Roche
linli!, (most) moons outside. Orbital
resonances between ring particles and moons
are responsible for much of the fine structure
in the rings. Tbey may also maintain the orbits
of shepherd satellites that keep some ring
features sh...".p. 12.5 (p. 304) It has a thick
atmosphere (denser than Earth's), unlike any
other moon in the solar system, and liquid
methane on its surface. 12.6 (p. 309) Bemuse
they are tidally locked by Saturn's gravity into
synchronous orbits, and therefore ull have
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permanently leading and trailing faces that
interact differently with the environment
around the planet
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(p. 315) Uranus's orbit was observed to
deviate from a perfect ellipse, leading
astronOll1ers to try to compute the mass and
location of the body responsible for those
discrepancies. That body was Neptune.
1 3.2 (p. 317) For unknown reasons, Uranus
rotates "on its side"-with its rotation
axis almost in the plan. of the ecliptic.
1 3. 3 (p. 320) Neptune lies far from the Sun and
is very cold, so the source of the energy for
these atmospheric phenomena is not known.
Uranus, closer to the Sun but with a sinlilar
amlospheric temp.ranlre, shows much less
activity. 1 3.4 (p. 320) In each case, the
field is significantly offset from the planet's
center and inclined to the rotation ..
u�
1 3. 5 (p. 326) Triton shows evidence for
surface activity-nitrogen geysers and water
volcanoeT-that seems to have erased most of
its impact craters. 1 3.6 (p. 328) Both are thin
rings that require shepherd satellites to prevent
them from spreading out and dispersing.

Chapter
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1 4.1 (p. 337) Sinlilarities: all orbit in the inner
solar systenl, and are solid bodies of generally
"terrestrial" composition. Differell(:es: asteroids
are much smaller than the terrestrial planets,
and their orbits are much less regular.
1 4.2 (p. 340) Because most Earth-crossing
asteroids will evenntally come very close to or
even collide with our planet, with potentially
catastrophic results. 14 .3 (p. 346) Asteroids
are generally rocky. Comets are predominantly
made of ice, with some dust and other debris
mixed in. 14 .4 (p. 348) Most comets never
come close enough to the Sun for us to see
them. 1 4 . 5 (p. 352) Because of its similarities
to the known Kuiper belt objects, as well as to
the icy moons of the outer planets, it is now
regarded as the large st member of the Kuiper
belt, rather than as the smallest planet.
1 4. 6 (p. 356) They are fragments of comets or
asteroids orbiting the Stm in interplanetary
space. They are important to planetary
scientists because they generall)' consist of

ancient material, and contain vital information
on conditions in the early solar system.

Chapter 15

1 5.1 (p. 366) Because tbe jovian planets could
start to form only after the solar nebula had
fomled, but their formation was terminated
when the Stm reached the T Tauri phase and
dispersed the disk. 1 5.2 (p. 368) Yes-if a star

fomled with a disk of matter around it then the
basic processes of condensation and accretion
would probably have occurred there too,
even if it doesn't have planets like Earth.
1 5. 3 (p. 369) Because it must exp lain the
general "orderly" feanlres of solar system
architecture, while still accommodating the fact
that there are exceptions to many of them.
1 5 .4 (p. 372) The two major techniques that
have led to the discovery of ainlost all
extrasolar planets are radial velocity
measurements, where astronomers detect the
back and forth movement of the parent star,
and transits, \vbere the planet temporarily

blocks the light of the star. We don't have many
images because, in almost all cases, the planet is
lost in the star's glare. 1 5. 5 (p. 376) ( 1 ) Only
planets significantly more massive than Earth
have so far been detected; (2) The planets'
orbits are often quite eccentric; (3) The "hot
jupiters" orbit very close to their parent st.'If.
1 5 .6 (p. 378) Hot jupiters are explained as a
consequence of giant planet migration in tile
nebular disk; eccentric jupiters could be the
result of gravitational interactions between
planets or due to the tidal effects of other stars;
tile lack of Earth-sized planets is thought to be
due to observational limitations.
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1 6 .1 (p.388) When we simply multiply the
solar constant by the total area to obtain the
solar lunlinosity, we afe implicitly asS\mling
that the same amollllt of energy reaches every
square meter of the large sphere in Figure 16.3.
1 6 .2 (p. 392) The energy may be carried in the
form of ( 1 ) radiation, where energy travels in
the fOm1 of light, and (2) convection, where
energy is carried by physical motion
of upwelling solar gas. 1 6. 3 (p. 396) The

spectrum shows ( 1 ) emission lines of
(2) highly ionized elements, inlplying high
temperan!!e. 1 6 .4 (p. 401) There is a
strong field, with a well-defined east-west
organization, just below the surface. The field
direction in the southern hemisphere is
opposite that in the north. However, the details
of the fields are very complex. 1 6. 5 (p. 406)
Because high-energy particles from flares and
coronal mass ejections can affect Earth's
magnetosphere and atmosphere, disrupting
communications and power transmission on
OI!! planet. On longer time scales, it appears
that long-term changes in the solar cyde may
also be correlated with climate variations on
Earth. 1 6.6 (p. 409) Because the Sun shines
by nuclear fusion, which cOI1\'erts mass into
energy as hydrogen nuns into heliunl.
1 6 .7 (p. 412) When theory and observation
come into conflict, observers must repeat and
enend their experinlents to check and improve
the results, while theorists must look for errors
or onlissions in their calculations. [n the case of
the solar neutrino problem, new observations
reinforced the disagreement with the
theoretical calculations. It turned out that the
calmlations were also correct as far as they
went, but the theory was found to be
incomplete, as it omitted neutrino oscillations,
which accOlmted for the discrepancy and
resolved the problem.

Chapter
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1 7.1 (p. 421) ( 1 ) Because stars are so far away
that their parall..""s relative to any baseline on
Earth are too small to measure accurately.
(2) Because the transverse component must be
detem1ined by measuring the star's proper
motion, which decreases as the star's distance
increases, and is too small to measure for most
distant stars. 1 7.2 (p. 423) Nothing-we

need to know their distances before the
lunlinosities (or absolute magnimdes) can
be determined. 1 7. 3 (p. 428) Because
temperan!!e controls which excited states the
star's atoms and ions are in, and hence which
atonlic transitions are possible. 1 7.4 (p. 43O)
Yes, using the radiuo--Iuminosity-temperan!!e
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relationship, but only ifwe can find a
metllod of detem1ining the lunlinosity that
doesn't depend on the inverse-square law
( Sec. 17.3). 1 7. 5 (p. 430) Because giants are
intrinsically very luminous, and can be seen to
much greater distances than the more common
main-sequence stars or white dwarf�
1 7. 6 (p. 435) All stars would be fmmer away,
bnt their measured spectral types and apparent
brightnesses would be llllchanged, so their
lunlinosities would be greater than previously
thought The main sequence would therefore
move vertically upward in the H-R diagram.
(We would then use larger luminosities in
the method of spectroscopic parallax, so
distances inferred by that method would also
increase.) 17.7 (p. 440) We don't-we assume
that their masses are the sanle as sinlik'lf stars
found in binaries.

Chapter 18

1 8.1 (p. 449) Because the scale of interstellar
space is so large that even very low densities can
add up to a large anlount of obscming matter
1 8.2 (p. 455) Because the W light is absorbed
by hydrogen gas in the surrounding cloud,
ionizing it to fOm1 the emission neb ulae. nle
red light is H radiation; part of the "isible
hydrogen spectrum emitted as electrons
and protons recombine to foml hydrogen
atoms. 18. 3 (p. 457) By studying absorption
lines caused by atoms and molecules in the
clouds, and the general eninction due to dust,
it is possible to map out a cloud's properties
so long as enough stars are conveniently located
behind it. 1 8.4 (p. 459) Because most of the
interstellar matter in the galactic disk is made

along the line of sight to a distant star.

up of atomic hydrogen, and 21 -centimeter
radiation provides a probe of that gas largely
tmaffected by interstellar absorption.
1 8. 5 (p. 461) Because the main constituent,
hydrogen, is very hard to observe, so
astronomers must use other moleatles as
tracers of the cloud's properties.

Chapter 19

1 9.1 (p. 468) The competing effects of gravity,
which tends to make an interstelk'lf cloud
collapse, and heat (pressure), which opposes
that collapse. 1 9.2 (p. 473) ( 1 ) The existence
of a photosphere, meaning that the inner part
of the cloud becomes opaque to its own
radiation, signaling the slowing of the
collapse phase. (2) Nuclear fusion in the core

and equilibrium between pressure and
gravity. 19. 3 (p. 474) No-different parts of
the main sequence correspond to stars of
different masses. A typical star stays at roughly
the same location on the main sequence of
most of its lifetime. 1 9.4 (p. 479) We assume

that we observe objects at many different
evolutionary stages, and that the snapshot
therefore provides a representative sample of
the evolutionary stages that stars go through.
1 9 . 5 (p. 482) Star formation may be
triggered by some external event, which nlight
cause several interstellar clouds to start
contracting at once. Alternatively, the shock
wave produced when an emission nebula
forms may be sufficient to send another
nearby part of the Sanle cloud into collapse.
1 9.6 (p. 487) Because stars foml at diffurent
rates-high-mass stars reach the main
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sequence and start dismpting the parent cloud
long before lower-mass stars have finished
forming.

Chapter 20

2 0 .1

(p. 492) We can't observe a single star
evolve, but we can observe large IllUllbers of
stars at different stages of their lives, and hence
build up an acmmt. statistical picture of stellar
evolutionary tracks. 2 0.2 (p. 498) Because
the nonburning inner core, unsupported by
fusion, begins to shrink, releasing gravitational
energy, heating the overlying layers and causing
them to burn more vigorously, thus illereasing
the luminosity. 20. } (p. 505) Because the
core's contraction is halted by the pressure of
degenerate (tightly packed) electrons before it
reaches a temperature high enough for the next
stage of fusion to begin. In fact, this statement
is tme whether the "next round" is hydrogen
fusion (brown dwarf), heliunl thsion (helium
wrute dwarf), or carOOn fusion (carOOn-oxygen
wrute dwarf). 2 0.4 (p. 508) Fusion in
high-mass stars is not halted by electron
degeneracy pressure. Temperatures are always
high enough that each new burning stage can
start before degeneracy becomes important.
Such stars continue to nlse more and more
massive nudei, faster and faster, eventually
exploding in a supernova. 2 0. 5 (p. 511)
Because a star cluster gives us a "snapshot" of
stars of many different masses, but of the
same age and initial composition, allowing
us to directly test the predictions of the
theory. 20 .6 (p. 513) Because many, if not
most, stars are found ill binaries, and stars in
binaries can follow evolutionary paths quite
different from those they would follow if single.

Chapter 21

21 .1

(p. 519) No, because it is of low mass
and not a menlber of a binary-star system.
(p. 522) Because iron cannot fuse to
produce energy. As a result, no further
nuclear reactions are possible,and the core's
equilibrium cannot be restored. 21 . } (p. 528)
Because the two types of supernova differ in
their spectra and their light curves, making it
inlpossible to ,,-"plain them in terms of a single
phenomenon. 21 .4 (p. 533) Because they are
readily formed by helimn capture, a process
common in evolved stars. Other elenlents
(with Illasses not multiples of four) had to
form via less common reactions involving
proton and neutron capture. 21 . 5 (p. 535)
Because it is responsible for creating and
dispersing all the heavy elements out of which
we are made. In addition, it may also have
played an inlportant role in triggering the
collapse of the interstellar cloud from which
our solar system formed.
21.2

Chapter 22

2 2.1

(p. 541) N(}-only 1Ype II supernovae.
According to theory, the reOOunding central
core of the original star in a 1Ype II supernova
becomes a neutron star. 22 .2 (p. 544)
Because ( 1 ) not all supernovae form neutron
stars, (2) the pulses are beanled, so not all
pulsing neutron stars are visible from Earth,
and (3) puisars spin down and become too
fuint to observe after a few tens of millions of
years. 22. } (p. 548) Some X-ray sources are
binaries containing accreting neutron stars,

which may be in the process of being spun up
to form millisecond pulsars. 22.4 (p. 551)
They are energetic bursts of gamma rays,
roughly isotropically distributed on the sky,
occurring aOOut once per day. They pose a
challenge because they are very distant, and
hence extremely luminous, but their energy
originates in a region less than a few hundred
kilometers across. There also appear to be two
distinct types, with different energy generation
mechanisms. 2 2. 5 (p. 557) Newton's theory
describes gravity as a force produced by a
massive object that influences all other massive
objects. Einstein's relativity describes gravity as
a cur'':Iture of space-time produced by a
massive object; that mrvature then determines
the trajectories of all particles-matter or
radiation-in the universe. 22. 6 (p. 560)
Because the object would appear to take
infinitely long to reach tbe event horizon, and
its light would be infinitely redshifted by the
time it got there. 22.7 (p. 567) By obsen'ing
their gravitational effects on other objects, and
from the X rays emitted as matter plunges
toward the event horizon.
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(p. 574) The Milk)' way is the thin plane of
the Galactic disk, seen from within. When our
line of sight lies in the plane of the Galrucy, we
see many stars blurring into a continuous band.
In other directions, we see darkness.
2 3.2 (p. 582! No, because even the brightest
Cepheids are unobsen'able at distances of more
than a kiloparsec or so through the obscuration
of interstellar dust. B. } (p. 585) Because the
compositions, ages, and orbits of the two
classes of stars are quiIe different from one
another. 2 }.4 (p. 587) The halo formed early
in our Galaxy's history, before gas and dust had
formed a spinning, flattened disk. Disk stars are
still forming today. Consequently, halo stars
are old and move in more or less random
three-dimensional orbits, while the disk
contains stars of all ages, all moving in roughly
circular orbits aromld the Galactic center.
2 }. 5 (p. 591) Because differential rotation
would destroy the spiral strucNre within a
few hundred million year� 2 3. 6 (p. 595)
Scientists are unwilling to suggest new physics
to explain observations, and competing
theories of galactic rotation curves and
"missing mass" on large scales do exist
However, despite their reservations, most
astronomers have concluded that dark matter,
introduced as material with gravity but no
interaction with electromagnetic radiation, best
fits the observed fucts. Several theories exist to
a'<pl'lin how dark matter might have been
fornled in the early tutiverse, and they lead to
experinlental tests that should some day
detect dark matter, if it exists. 2 3.7 (p. 599)
Observations of rapidly moving stars and
gas, and the variability of the radiation
emitted suggest the presence of a roughly
4 ntillion-solar-m.ss black hole.
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24.1 (p. 61O) Most galaxies are not large
spirals-the most conmlOn galaxy types are
dwarf ellipticals and dwarf irregulars.
24.2 (p. 614) Because distance-measurement
techniques ultimately rely upon the existence of
very bright objects whose luminosities can be

inferred by other mean� SUdl objects become
increasingly hard to find and calibrate the
farther we look out into intergalactic space.
24 .} (p. 617) It doesn't use the inverse-square
law. The other methods all provide a way of
determining the luntinosity of a distant object,
which then is converted to a distance using
the inverse-square law. Hubble's lawgives a
direct connection between redsruft and
distance. 24. 4 (p. 624) It means that the
energy source cannot simply be the SU01ll1ed
energy of a huge nwnber of stars-some other
mechanism must be at work. 24.5 (p. 626)
When quasars were discovered, they were
thOUght to be fuint, relative nearby stars, or
starlike objects, although their unusual spectra
posed problems for astronomers. Once
astronomers realized that their odd spectra
actually meant that they had very large
redshifts, it became dear that quasars were
actually anlOng the most distant-and hence
the most lmninous--objects in the entire
universe. 24 .6 (p. 630) The energy is
generated in an accretion disk in the central
nudeus of the visible galaxy, then transported
by jets out of the galaxy and into the lobes,
where it is eventually emitted by the
synchrotron process in the form of radio wave�

Chapter 2 5

(p. 638) First, that the galaxies are
gravitationally OOund to the cluster. Second,
and more fiUldamentaily, that the laws of
physics as we know them in the solar
system-gravity, atomic structure, the Doppler
effect-a1l apply on very large scales, and to
systems possibly containing a lot of dark matter.
25 .2 (p. 641) Isolated galaxies do change in
tinle as stars form and evolve, but collisions
and mergers between galaxies are the main way
in which galaxies grow. The large galaxies we
see today are the result of repeated collisions
between smaller galaxies in the past
2 5 .} (p. 645) Stars form by collapse and
fragmentation of a large interstellar cloud and
subsequently evolve largely in isolation.
Galaxies form by mergers of smaller objects,
and interactions with other galaxies play a
major role in their evolution. 25.4 (p. 65O)
Probably not There may be galaxies (especially
the smaller ones) that do not harbor
supermassive central black holes, and in any
case, only galaxies in clusters are likely to
experience the encounters that trigger
activity. 25. 5 (p. 656) Light traveling from
these objects to Earth is influenced by cosntic
structure all along the line of sight Light rays
are deflected by the gravitational field of
intervening concentrations of mass, and gas
along the line of sight produces absorption
lines whose redshlfts tell us the distance at
which each feature fornled. The light received
on Earth thus gives astronomers a "core
sanlple" through the universe, from which
detailed information can be extracted.
2 5 .1
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(p. 664) On very large scales-more than
300 Mpc-the distribution of galaxies seems tD
be roughly the same everywhere and in all
directions. 26 . 2 (p. 667) Because, tracing the
motion backwards in time, it implies that all
galaxies, and in fact everything in the entire
mliverse, were located at a single point at the
2 6.1

ANSWERS
same instant ill the past. 2 6 . 3 (p. 669) The
universe can expand forever, in which case we
die a Gold death in which all activity gradually
fades .>I',y, or the expansion can stop and the
universe will recollapse to a fiery Big Crunch.
26.4 (p. 671) A 10l\'-density lmiverse has
negative curvature, a critical density universe is
spatially flat (Euclidean), and a high-density
universe has positive curvature (and is finite in
extent). 2 6. 5 (p. 675) There doesn't seem to
be enough matter to halt the collapse and, in
addition, the observed cosmic acceleration
suggests the existence of a large-scale repulsive
force ill the cosmos that also opposes recollapse.
26. 6 (p. 677) The observed acceleration of the
expansion of the unh'erse implies that some
nongravitational force must be at work. Dark
energy is our current best theory of the cause of
that force. In addition, galactic and cosmological
observations indicate that the universe is
spatially flat, and hence has critical density, but
that the density of matter (mostly dark) cannot
accolmt for the total. The amount of dark
energy needed to account for the cosmic
acceleration is in good agreement with the
required extra density-about 70 percent of the
critical value. 26.7 (p. 679) At tlle tin,. of the
Big Bang. It is the electromagnetic remnant of
the primeval fireball

Chapter 27

27.1 (p. 686) It means that the total mass-energy
density of the universe, which today is made up
almost entirely of matter and dark energy, was

once comprised almost entirely of radiation.
We know this because, going back in tinle
toward the Big Bang, the dark energy density
stays constant as the lUtiverse contracts, the
matter density increases because the volun1e
shrinks, but the radiation density increases
even faster because of the cosmological
redshift. Thus, at sufficiently early times,
radiation was the dominant component of the
cosmos. 2 7.2 (p. 69O) Once the temperature
of the expanding, cooling lUtiverse dropped
below the point where particle-antiparticle
pairs could no longer be created from the
radiation background, the particles separated
out of the radiation field. P:lrticles and
antiparticles annihilated one another, and any
leftover "frozen out" matter has survived to the
present day. 27. 3 (p. 694) Becau,. the
amount of deuterium observed in the universe
today implies that the present density of
normal matter is at most a fel\' percent of the
critical value-muell iess than the density of
dark matter inferred from dyuaDlical studies.
2 7.4 (p. 698) Inflation implies that the lnUverse
is flat, and hence that the total cosmic density
equals the critical value. However, the matter
density seems to be only about one third of tlle
critical value, and the density of
electromagnetic radiation (the microwave
backgrOlUld) is a tiny fraction of the critical
density. The remaining density may be in the
form of the "dark energy" thought to be
powering the accelerating cosntic expansion
(Section 27.3). 27. 5 (p. 7(0) Because it could
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clump to form the large density fluctuations
that wOIDd ultimately become gaLwes and
dusters, without leaving a correspondingly
large imprint in the nticrowave background.
After it decoupled from the radiation
background, normal matter flowed into the
dark matter structures, forming the galaxies I\'e
see. 27.6 (p. 702) They allow us to measure
the value of !l,,-and in fact imply that it is
very dose to 1.

Chapter 28

(p. 716) The formation of complex
molecules from simple ingredients by
non biological processes has been repeatedly
demonstrated, but no living cell or self
replicating molecule has ever been created.
2 8. 2 (p. 718) Mars remains the most likely site,
although Europa and Titan also have properties
that ntight have been conducive to the
emergence of living organisms. 2 8 .3 (p. 713)
It breaks a complex problem up into simpler
'astronomical:'''biochemica�'''':mthropological:'
and "cultural" pieces, which can be analyzed
separately. It also identifies the types of stars
where a search might be most fruitful.
2 8.4 (p. 726) It is in the radio part of the
spectrunl, I\'here Galactic absorption is least,
at a region where natural Galactic background
IIistatic" is minimized, and in a portion of
the spectrum ellaracterized by lines of
hydrogen and hydroxyl, both of which would
likely have significance to a technological
civilization.
2 8.1

ANSWERS
Chapter 1

Multipl, Cl IOi" 1.1 b, 1.2 b, 1.3 d, 1.4 a,
1.5 c, 1.6 a, 1.7 c, 1.8 c, 1.9 a, 1 .10 d
Odd·Numb"ed Proble""
1.1 (c) the Moon
(384,000 km) 1 .3 it would decrease by
roughly eight minutes 1.5 (a) 33 arc minutes,
(b) 33 arc seconds , (c) 0.55 arc seconds; 57
minutes 1 .7 (a) 57,300 km; ( b) 3.44 X l(f kill ;
(c) 2.06 X 1 0' km 1.9 391 .

Chapter 2

Multipl, Ch.ice 2 .1 a, 2 .2 d, 2. 3 b, 2.4 c,
2. 6 a, 2. 7 c, 2.8 b, 2.9 c , 2.20 a
Odd·Numb"ed Pr.blem, 2.1 (a) 1 10 kill;
(b) 44,000 kill; (c) 370,000 kill 2.3 146 days
2 . 5 8. 1", if Mercury is at aphelion and Earth is
at p erihelion at the point of closest approach
2.7 9.57 X 1 0-4 times the mass oftbe Sun =
1.9 X 102' km 2.9 1 . 7km/s; 2 .4 km/s.

2.5 c,

Chapter

3

M"'tip" CI,.iee 3.1 a, 3.2 c, 3.3 b, 3.4 b,
3.5 d, 3.6 a , 3.7 b, 3.8 d, 3.9 a, 3.10 b
Odd·N",,,b,,ed Proble""
3.1 1480 m/s
3.3 3 X 10" Hz, assunling a period diameter

�

of 0. 1 mm; infrared 3.5 920 W,asswning
my skin temperature is 300 K 27' C) and
my surface area is roughly 2 m ; of colI!se, 1
also absorb energy from my surroundings,
so the net energy loss is less-about 20" ( 3004 2g04) = 120 W ifmy surroundings are
10 K cooler than me 3.7 2.9 microns
3.9 300 km/s away.

Chapter 4

MlIlripl, Choie, 4.1 c, 4.2 c, 4.3 d, 4.4 c,
4.5 b, 4.6 b, 4.7 b, 4.8 b, 4.9 b, 4.10 d
Odd·Numb"ed Pr.blem, 4.1 2.8 eV, 6.2 eV

4.3 620 nm, 12,400 nm, O.25 nm 4.5 5 1 .8
microns, 5.7 X 1012 Hz, infrared; 4.5 em,
6.5 GHz, radio; 46 m, 6.6 MHz, radio 4.7 the
first six Balmer lines, ranging in wavelength
from 656 nm (Ha) to 410 nm (Ht)
4.9 0.052 nm, to two significant figures.

Chapter

5

Mulriple Ch.iee 5.1 c, 5. 2 d, 5.3 d, 5.4 b,
5.5 c, 5.6 c, 5.7 a, 5.8 d, 5.9 b, 5.10 c
Odd·Numb"ed Proble""
5.1 0.29 arc seconds;
6.8 pL�els 5.3 6.7 minutes; 1.7 minutes
5.5 (a) 0.022"; (b) 0.062" 5.7 1 5 5 light·years
5.9 5.5 kIll, 92 m, 1. 8 m.

Chapter 6

MlIlripl, Ch.iee 6.1 a, 6.2 d, 6.3 a, 6.4 b,
6.5 c, 6.6 a, 6.7 b, 6.8 b, 6.9 d, 6.1 0 c
Odd.Numbered Pr.blem, 6.1 18 seconds of arc;
1 7 days 6.3 Mercury: 0.31 AU 0.47 AU, Mars:
1 .38 AU, 1.67 AU 6. 5 7 X 102° , 0. 0 1 2 percent
of Eartb's mass 6.7 0.2 1 , I. 26 AU, 0.71 years
6.9 (a) 62.5 years; (b) 9 day�

Chapter 7

Mulripl, CI,oie, 7.1 b, 7. 2 d, 7.3 ", 7.4 c,
7.5 b, 7.6 b, 7.7 c, 7.8 b, 7.9 d, 7.1 0 b
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Odd·Nu",b",d Proble.., 7.1 5.0 X 10'8 kg;
8.4 X 10-' times Earth's mass 7.3 2 1 m
7.5 (a) 8.4 X 10- '; (b) 0.16; (c) 0.82; d ) 0.014
7.7 1.9 billion years 7.9 3.07 X 10- m/!?-,
3.07 X 10-7 of surface gravity.

Chapter 8

Multiple Choie, 8.1 a, 8.2 b, 8.3 b, 8.4 c,
8. 5 b, 8.6 a, 8.7 b, 8.8 d, 8.9 ", 8.1 0 a
Odd.Numbered Probl,.., 8.1 8.5 minutes
8.3 1 .71', 1 . 1 3' 8.5 1.7 hours 8.7 (a) 60.4
km/s, or 6.5'/day; (b) 39.7 km/s, or 2.8'/day
8.9 need at least 4.8 X 105 such craters,
requiring at least 4.8 trillion years; rate would
have to increase by a factor of about 1000.

Chapter 9

9.1

9.2 c, 9.3 c,

9.4

the rotation period, it's mostly rotation
13.5 0.42 Earth·Moon masses 13.7 yes, at
37 K, an escape speed of LOB km/s would be
needed; Triton's escape speed is 1 .46 km/s
1 3 .9 6 times farther out.

Chapter

14
14 .1 c , 1 4.2 d, 1 4.3 a ,
14.4 c, 14.5 a, 14.6 d, 14.7 b , 14.8 d,
14 .9 d, 14.10 d
Odd-N,,",bered Probletl15 1 4.1 (a) a 1 50·lb
person would weigh 4. 8 Ibs; (b) 0.41 km/s
14.3 2 1 hours, taking the nriddle of the stated
Mulriple a.oice

mass range and assuming a circular orbit

14.5 (a ) 4.0 million years; (b) 49 AU
14.7 3 X 10'2 kg-, 0.06 percent 1 4. 9 5 trillion.

Chapter

15

Chapter

16

9. 8 c, 9.9 a, 9.1 0 a
Odd·Nllmbered Proble.., 9.1 (a) 35. 1 arc

15.1 a , 1 5.2 a , 1 5.3 c,
15.4 c, 1 5.5 c, 1 5.6 c, 1 5.7 d, 1 5.8 c,
15.9 a, 1 5.10 b
Odd-N"mb,red Probl,,,., 1 5.1 B revolutions
15.3 188 years 1 5.5 0.3 AU 15.7 221O K
15.9 1.7 g = 16.3 m/s"; 0.9 g = 8.9 I11/s2.

Chapter

Multiple a.oice 16.1 c, 1 6.2 b, 16.3 c,
16.4 a, 16.5 a, 16.6 b, 16.7 b, 16.8 c,
16.9 c , 16.10 b
Odd-Nllmb,red Probl,,,,, 1 6.1 14,600 W/m2;

Multiple Choice

a,

9.5 b, 9.6 c, 9.7 b,

b,

seconds; (b) 22.9 arc second; (c) 9.7 arc seconds
9.3 470 seconds, 2SO seconds 9.5 yes-the
smallest detectable feature would be about
20 km across, much smaller than the largest
impact featll!es 9.7 400 km/h, 250 mph
9.9 35 time �

10

Multiple Choice 1 0.1 b, 1 0.2 c, 1 0.3 b,
1 0.4 c, 10.5 b, 1 0.6 d, 1 0 .7 a, 10.8 c,
1 0.9 b, 1 0.1 0 a
Odd.Nlllnb"ed Proble.., 10.1 41' 10.3 59
lbs, assunling you weigh 150 lbs on Earth
1 0.5 3.2 X 10" kg, taking Eartb's atmospheric
mass to be 5.0 X 10'8 kg; 2.B times the
seasonal polar cap m.ss of 1.2 X 1016 kg
1 0.7 1 .3 X 102° kg; 3900 times the Cll!rent
atmospheric mass 10.9 2.9 X 10'7 kg;
4.5 X 1 0-7 times the mass of Mars.

Chapter

11

Multiple Choice 11.1 c, 1 1.2 b, 1 1 .3 a,
11.4 c, 1 1.5 a, 1 1 .6 d, 1 1 .7 b, 11.8 a,
1 1.9 a, 1 1.1 0 C
Odd-Nllmber,d Proble.., 11.1 2.5 times greater
11.3 62 days 11.5 1.2% of the actual mass
11.7 4800 times greater; ratio for Earth-Moon
is 8 1 11 .9 -.

Chapter

12

Mulriple Choice 1 2.1 c, 12 .2 c, 1 2 .1 d,
12.4 c, 1 2.5 d, 12.6 d, 1 2. 7 b, 1 2. 8 c,
1 2.9 a, 12.10 C
Odd-Nllmb"ed Problem, 1 2.1 47"
1 2.3 7.3 X 1022 kg, 1 .3 X 10-4 times the
actual mass, 1 .2 percent of Earth's mass
1 2. 5 74 K 12 .7 l . l X 10 18 particles
1 2.9 1 .33 m/s2 about of Earth's; 2.6 km/s.

Chapter

13

j

Multiple Choice 13.1 b, 13 .2 b, 13.3 c,
1 3.4 d, 1 3.5 c, 13.6 d, 13.7 d, 13.8 a,
1 3.9 a, 13.10 d
Odd.NlImb"ed Proble.., 13.1 1.7', 1 3.2'; yes
1 3.3 10,000 kIIl/h-it moves halfway around
the planet in just over eight hOll!s; this is half

Multiple a.oice

52 W/m2 1 6.1 (a) 3000 kill; (b) 1460;

(c) 167 minutes 16.5 36% as much light as
the photosphere 16.7 10,BOO,OOO kill, for
a coronal temperature of 1,000, 000 K

16.9 31 0,OOOyears.

Chapter

17

Chapter

18

Chapter

19

Mllltiple a.oice 17.1 a, 1 7.2 d, 17. 3 d,
1 7.4 b, 17.5 c, 17.6 b, 17.7 c, 17.8 b,
17.9 c, 17.10 d
Odd·Nllmbered Problems 1 7.1 83 pc; 0.36 arc
seconds 1 7.3 80 solar IWllinosities 17. 5 B is
three times farther away 1 7.7 (a) 100 pc;
(b) 4200 pc; (c) 170,000 pc:; (d) 1 ,000,000 pc
17.9 3.5,2.3 solar masses.
Multiple a.oice 18.1 a, 18.2 d, 18.3 c ,
18.4 a, 18.5 d, 1 8.6 c, 18.7 b, 18.8 d,
18.9 a, 18.10 a
Odd·Nilm bered Probl,,,., 1 8 .1 1 .9 grams
18.3 7. 1 X 102 ° m', or a cube of side 8900
kill 1 8.5 9.03 magnimdes 18.7 1 00,000 pc,
1.3 magnitudeS/kpc 1 8 .9 escape speeds
(km/s): 1.8, 1.1, 1.1, O.BO; average molecular
speeds: 1 3.6, 14.0, 14.6, 14.2; no.

Mulriple a.oice

19.4 b,
19.9 a,

19.5 b,

1 9.1 0 b

c, 1 9.2 a, 19.3 d,
1 9.6 a, 1 9.7 a, 19.8 b,

1 9.1

Odd-Nil m bered Probl,ms

19.1 yes, barely: the

escape speed is 0.93 km/s, molecular sp eed is
0.35 kmls 1 9.3 lwninosity decreases by a
factor of 7900; ab solute magnitude increases
by 9.7 19. 5 M 5 2.3 19.7 8.3 magnitudes
1 9.9 10-6 solar lunlinosities.

ANSWERS
Chapter 20

Multiple Choice 20.1 c, 20.2 b, 20.3 a,
20.4 b, 20.5 a, 20.6 c, 20.7 a, 20.8 b,
20.9 b, 20.1 0 d
Odd-Numbered Problems 20.1 9.9 X 1 02' kg
destroyed, 8.9 X 1043 j; emined 20.3 (a) 3370;
(b) 84,300 solar IWlunosities 20.5 (a) 2.9
solar m,.sses; (b) 1 .7 solar masses 20.7 5 X
5
10- ; not noticeable to the naked eye, but (just)
measurable with a telescope and photometer
20.9 increases by a factor of25.

Chapter 21

Multiple Choice 21.1 a, 21.1 d, 21.3 d,
21.4 b, 21.5 d, 21.6 c, 21.7 c, 21.8 b,
21.9 b, 21.10 c
OdJ-Numbered Problems 21.1 15 solar radii
11.3 m � 20, 3.2 Mpc 21.5 0.44 pc; no--
there are no 0 or B stars (in fact no stars at all)
within tbat distance of us. For the Moon:
320 pC; yes, but rarely-;;ee problem 1 4
21.7 1 .2 X 10'4 j ; about 1 0 times greater thau
a supernova's electromagnetic output, and
about the output in the form of neutrinos
21 .9 roughly 1000 kmls; not a very good
assWllption---the nebula is moving too fast
to be affected mucb by gravity, although it is
probably slowing down as it runs into tbe
interstellar mediWll.

io

Chapter 22

Mulliple Choice 22.1 b, 22.2 c, 12.3 a,
21.4 b, 22.5 c, 22.6 d, 22.7 b, 22.8 b,
21.9 c, 21.10 b
OdJ-Numbered Problems 22.1 I million
revolutions per day, or 1 1 .6 revolutions

per second 22.3 1.9 X 1012 m/S2, or 200
billion Earth gravities; 190,000 km/s, or 64
percent of the speed of light 306,000 kmJs
22.5 2.4 X 10000 j, rough!y twice the SUn's
5
total energyoutput;2.4
10'" j; 1.4
102

X

21.7

X

63,000 km/s or 21 % of the speed
of light; 1 36,000 kmJs or 45% of the speed
of light 22.9 (a) 26 micro.rcsec; (b) 0.016
arcsec; (e) 4.1 armun; (d) 8100 AU 5
0.039 pc.

j

Chapter 23

24

Multiple Choice 24.1 c, 24.2 c, 24.) a,
24.4 c, 24.5 c, 24.6 c, 24.7 c, 24.8 b,
24.9 ., 24.10 b
Odd-Numbered Problems 24.1 320 Mpc
24.) 1 4,000 lan/s, 57 Mp<; 1 2,000 km/s, 67
Mpe; 16,000 lun/s, 50 Mpc 24.5 58 ::CC
seconds 24.7 M � -22.5; 1 .5 X 10 solar
l\ll11inosities 24.9 1 .5 X 10' solar masses.

Chapter

25

Multiple Choice 25.1 d, 25.2 b, 2 5.) e,
25.4 a, 25.5 a, 25.6 b, 2 5.7 a, 2 5.8 d,
25.9 b, 25.10 a

Odtl-Numbered Problems 25.1 6.5 billion years
X 1014 solar masses; reasonable to
within a factor of perhaps 2-3 25. 5
70?o s;
650 km/s-<ompar.ble 25.7 9.4 X 10 kmJ
solar
masses 25.9 1 .8 X 1012 solar masse�

25.) 2.6

Mu/:iple Choice 23.1 d, 23.2 b, 23.3 d,
23.4 b, 2l.5 b, 2l.6 c, 23.7 a, 23.8 c,
21.9 d, 2).10 e
Odtl-Numb,red Problems 1).1 2.0", much less
than the angular diameter of Andromeda
2).3 100 kpe 2l.5 M � -{;.4; 17 Mpc
23.7 0.014"'yr; proper motion has in fact been
measured for several globular dusters
23.9 (a) 3.9 kpc; (b) 19.7 kpe.

Chapter
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Chapter 26

Multiple Cho c
i e 26.1 a, 26.2 d, 26.3 b,
26.4 b, 26.5 e, 26.6 d, 26.7 c, 26.8 c,
26.9 d, 26.10 d
Odd-Numbered Problerns 26.1 1000 Mpc
26.) 4 X 10' 26.5 1200 km/s 26.7 (a)
30,000 tons; (b) 2.8 pc 26.9 (a) 1 . 1 mm;
(b) 0.0/ mm; (c) 0.000 1 mm; (d) 0.00000 1 mm.

Chapter 27

M'Iltiple Choice 27.1 a, 27.2 d, 27.3 .,
27.4 b, 27.5 a, 27.6 c, 27.7 b, 27.8 a,
27.9 b, 27.10 c
Odd-Numbered Problems 27.1 16 kpc
27.) 18 .9 K; 2.7 X 10-24 kgim2
27.5 2.4 X I r:l K, less than half the
temperalure in the text 27.7 3 X 10-12 01;
hard X ray/gamma ray 27.9 12.7 Mp<.

Chapter 28

Multiple Choice 28.1 a, 28.2 b, 28.3 c,
28.4 e, 28. 5 c, 28.6 b, 2 8.7 d, 28.8 d,
28.9 b, 28.10 a
Odd-Numbered Problems 28.1 6.3 seconds
(for a 20-year old-reader); 20.9 seconds (in
201 1 ); 73 seconds; 2.7 nunmes; 240 days
28.3 Tbey would both increase by a factor of
two 28.5 27 AU 28.7 3370 years; no,
civilizations are more likely to be fOWld within
the galactic habitable zone 28.9 1 .43 X 109
to 1 .67 X 109 Hz; 2.4 X 10' channels.
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Note:findicates footnote
Aine (corona), 2 19, 221
Air, gravity and, 192-93
system), 562
Aitken Basin, 188
A 2218 galaxy cluster, 656
Aldebaran, 427, 429-30, 432
Abell 39, 500
Algol, 512, 513
Abell 1689, 615
ALH84001 (meteorite), 248-49
Abell 1835, 638
Almagest (Ptolemy), 36
Aberration
Alpha Centauri, 385, 419,
chromatic, 99-100
420-2 1, 425, 440
spherical, 104
Alpha particle, 496
of starlight, 41
Alpha process, 531-32
Absolute brightness, 421. See also Alpha ring (Uranus), 327
LWllinosity
Al.5EP (Apollo Lunar Surface
Absolute magnitude, 423, 425
Experiments Package),
Absolute temperature, 68
190-91
Absolute zero, 67
Alvitl submarine, 7 1 5
Absorption (Fraunhofer) lines,
AM 0644-741 galaxy, 609
80-81, 393-94
Amalthea (moon), 273
atomic hydrogen, 652, 654
Amino acid, 710, 7 1 2
quasar, 651 -52, 654
Ammonia, 716
Absorption spectra, 456-57, 458
Amor (Mars-crossing) asteroid,
AC1 14 quasar, 654
334, 337
Acceleration, 48
Amplitude, 59
cosmic, 672-74
AM radio signals, 158, 722, 723
Accretion, 149, 362, 363-65, 366
Andromeda galaxy, 58,63, 103,
Accretion disk, 5 18-19
107, 570, 57 1, 574, 575,
Active galaxies/active galactic
577, 582, 584, 613
nuclei, 618-30, 648-50
Andromeda Nebula, 570
central engine of, 626-30
A.ngstrom, 61
energy emission, 629-30
A.ngstrom, Anders, 61
energy production, 627-29
Angular diameter, 26
defined, 618- 19, 620
Angular measurement, 1 1
evolution of, 649
Angular momentum, 147, 148
properties of, 619-20
conservation of, 147, 148, 362,
quasars vs., 625-26
540
radiation emitted by, 618-20
Angular resolution, 105-8, 1 10,
radio galaxies, 562-63, 620,
1 1 5, 1 16, 1 18, 1 19
621 -24, 638
Arullllar eclipse, 19, 20
scientific method and, 650
Antarctic owne hole, 158
Seyfert galaxies, 620-21
Antenna, "sugar-scoop;' 677
supermassive black holes at
Antennae galaxies, 640
center of, 563, 597 -99, 620 Antiparticle, 408
Active optics, 1 12, 1 1 3
Apennine Mountains, 200
Active prominence, 401
Aphelion, 194
Active region, 401-3
Aphrodite Terra, 216, 218, 219,
Active Sun, 401-6
221
active regions, 401-2
Apollo (Earth-crossing) asteroid,
changing solar corona, 403-6
334, 337-40
X-ray images of, 405
Apollo !.tillar Surface
Experiments Package
Adams, john, 3 1 5
Adams ring (Neptune), 328
(ALSEP). 190-91
Adaptive optics, 1 1 2, 1 1 3
Apollo program, 183, 187, 188,
196, 197, 1 98, 200, 202, 206
AG Carinae, 507
Allllighito (meteorite), 356
description of, 190-91

A 0620-00 (X-ray binary

Apophis (MN4) (asteroid),
337-38
Apparent brightness, 421,
578-79, 582, 594
Apparent magnitude, 422, 423
Apparent motion, 37
Arago ring (Neptw,e), 328
Arc minute, 1 1
Arc (of ring), 299
Arc second, 1 1
Arctums, 495, 584-85
Arecibo radio telescope, 1 15,
1 16, 191-92
Ariel (moon), 322, 323
A ring, 292, 293, 296, 297-98
Aristarclllls of Samos, 37
Aristotle, 7-8, 36, 37, 39, 48
Armstrong, Neil, 190, 191
Asteroid, 1 34, 140, 141, 332, 333,
334-40
Earth-crossing, 337-40
observations from space,
335-37
orbital resonances of, 340
properties of, 1 36, 334-35
stray, 354-56
types of, 335
Asteroid belt, 134, 146, 334-35,
340, 366-67
Asthenosphere, 168, 169
Astrologer, 9
Astronomical unit (AU), 44-45,
46
Astronomy
ancient, 32-34
birth of modern, 39-41
defined, 4
ultraviolet, 1 22-26
Asymptote, 497f
Asymptotic-giant branch, 497,
498
Aten asteroid, 337
Atlantic Ocean, 170
Atlas (moon), 297-98, 299
Atmosphere, 156-62. See also
specific planets, stars, atld
other bodies
blue s\..1" reasons for, 1 59
composition of, 193
gravity and, 192-93
heat and, 160-62
opacity of, 64, 66
origin of, 1 62
07.one in, 158, 160

primary, 162
secondary, 162
solar, 393-96
structure of, 157-58
surface heating and, 160-62
Atmospheric blurring, 1 10-12
Atmospheric circulation on
Earth, 404
Atmospheric opacity, 64, 66
Atmospheric turbulence, 1 10- 1 1
Atomic epoch, 690, 698
Atomic motion, 468
Atomic spectra, 84
Atomic stmcture, 82-83
Atom(s), 82-84
classical, 83
excitation of, 83,85
first, 693-94
formation of, 690-94
ionization state of, 453
ionized, 82, 453
modern,83
nucleus of, 82, 166
thermal motions of, 92
Aurora
on Earth, 1 75-76
on jupiter, 272
on Saturn, 292
Autolycus crater, 200
Autumnal equinox, 1 5

Background noise, 109
Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization, 1 1 2-13
Balmer, johann, 86
Balmer (hydrogen) series, 86
Bands, atmospheric, 262-64
Barnard, E.E., 273
Barnard 68 cloud, 69, 149, 447,
455, 535
Barnard's Star, 419, 420, 427,
435
Barred-spiral galaxy, 605-7, 610
Barringer Meteor Crater, 198,
199, 354
Basalt, l64
Baseline of interferometer, 1 19
Baseline triangle, 23
Becklin-Neugebauer object,
477-78
Bell, jocelyn, 541
Belts, in atmospheric bands,
262-64
BeppoSAX satellite, 549
1-1
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Berry, Dana, 707
Beryllium-8, 495-96
Bessel, Friedrich, 41
Beta Persei, 512
Beta ring (Uranus), 327
Betelgeuse, 423, 424, 427, 428,
430, 432, 435
Big Bang, 665�7, 675, 677, 678,
687, 694, 696
"Big Crunch; 669
Big Horn Medicine Wheel, 33
Binary asteroid, 335
Binary black hole, 562, 647, 648
Binary galaxy system, 637
Binary pulsar, 566
Binary-star systems, 436-37
black holes in, 561 -62
brown dwarfs in, 475
double-pulsar, 566
gravitational radiation from,
551, 566
mass in, 437-38
neutron-star, 544-48
planets in, 719
stellar evolution in, 5 1 1- 1 3
Biochemistries, alternative,
715-16
Biological evolution, 7 1 3
Bipolar flow, 479
Blackbody, 66
Blackbody (Planck) curve, 66, 67,
68�9, 7 1 , 423-25, 678
Black dwarf, 504
Blackhole(s), 5 5 1 -53
binary, 562, 647
ill binary-star systems, 561 -62
ill centers of galaxies, 646-50
curved space and, 556-57
defined, 551
distinguishing neutron star
from, 565, 567
escape speed of, 552
event horizon of, 553, 558-59
as fInal stage of stellar
evolution, 551
in galaxies, 562-64
intermediate-mass, 563-64
masses of central, 646, 647
observational evidence for,
560-67
properties of, 552
space travel near, 557 -60
stellar transits of, 560-61
supermassive, 563, 597-99,
620
tidal forces of, 557-58
<Black smoker;' 715
Biazar, 624
Blue giant, 432
Blueshifted radiation, 72, 73
Blue straggler, 505

Blue superg"iant, 432
Bode, johann, 314
Bohr, Niels, 82, 86
Bohr model, 82 -83
Boltzmann, Ludwig, 70
Borealis Basin, 236
Boson, 689
Bradley, james, 41
Brahe, Tycho, 42-43
Brightness, 1 1 0
absolute, 421 (See also
Luminosity)
apparent, 421
B ring, 292, 293, 296
Brown dwarf, 375-76, 474, 475
Brown oval, 267
Bruno, Giordano, 40
Bunsen, Robert, 81
Burst cOllllterpart, 549-50

C aldera, volcanic, 219

Calendar, 32
Callisto (moon), 40, 273, 274,
275, 279-81 , 302, 303
Caloris Basin, 201-2
Calypso (moon), 308, 309
Cambridge Optical Aperture
Synthesis Telescope
(COAST), 1 20
Canada-France-Hawaii
telescope, 106
"Canals; Martian, 130, 1 3 1
Canis Major (Great Dog), 1 2
Cannon, Annie, 3 1 , 580
Capella binary star, 120
Capture theory, 204
Caracol temple in Mexico, 33
Carbon, life and, 714, 716
Carbon-12, 530
Carbon- 14, 1 66
Carbonaceous (C-type)
asteroids, 335
Carbonaceous meteorites, 356
Carbonate rock, 240
Carbon atom, 87
Carbon burning, 530-31
Carbon core oflow-mass star,
497-98
Carbon-detonation (Type I)
supernovae, 523-25, 526,
534
Carbon dioxide
in Earth's atmosphere, 160,
1 6 1 , 162, 225, 251, 252
on Mars, 243-44, 25 1 , 252
in Venus's atmosphere, 225-26,
252
Carbon fusion, 530-31
Carina cluster, 486
Carina emission nebula, 486
Cartwheel galaxy, 639
Cassegrain, Guillaume, 101

Cassegrain focus, 101
Cassegrain telescope, 101
Cassini, Giovanni Domenico,
292
Cassini Division, 292-93, 296
Cassini Equillox, 301
Cassini-Huygerls probe, 146
Cassini mission, 264, 286, 289,
290, 293, 294, 295, 296,
299, 300, 302-3, 304, 306,
307
description of, 146, 301
Cassiopeia A, 125, 538,539
Castor double star, 1 1 3
Cataclysmic variables, 577. See
also Nova/novae;
Supernova/supernovae
Catalyst, 158
Catastrophic theories, 368
Cat's Eye Nebula (NGC 6543),
490, 491 , 50 1
Celestial equator, 1 1
Celestial mechanics, 1 44
Celestial poles, 10-11
Celestial sphere, 1 0 - 1 1
Cells, prinlitive, 713
Celsius system, 67
Centaur rocket, 199
Centaurus A galaxy, 622, 630,
638
Center for High Angular
Resolution Astronomy
(CHARA), 1 20
Center of mass, 51
Cepheid variable star, 577-78,
579, 6 1 1
Ceres (asteroid), 1 34, 1 36, 3 34,
335, 352
Chandrasekhar, Subramanyan,
124
Chandrasekhar mass, 523
Chandra X-Ray Observatory
(CXO), 1 24-25,486
Charge-coupled devices (CCDs),
108-9
Charged particles, 61 -62
interactions, 407-8
Charon (moon), 349-50
Chemical bond, 89
Chemical evolution, 709- 1 1
Chemosynthesis, 715
chi and h Persei (open double
cluster), 508, 5 1 0
Chinese astronomy, 33-34
Chlorine, 1 58
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
158
Chromatic aberration, 99- 100
Chromosphere, 386, 387, 394
Chryse Planitia, 235, 236, 245
Circinus galaxy, 621
Clementine satellite, 191, 199

Cleopatra crater, 2 1 7- 1 8, 221
Climate
greenhouse effect and, 161
solar activity and, 404
Closed universe, 670
Cloud(s)
dark dust cloud, 149, 455-57
interstellar, 460-6 1 , 468-73,
474, 476-477
on jupiter, 264-65, 270
Oort, 347 -48
on Saturn, 288, 289
Cluster
galaxy, S, 614, 615, 636-37
of galaxy clusters, 650-5 1
star, 482-87
associations, 482-84
blue stragglers in, 505
environment, 484-85
globular, 483-84, 504,
576-77, 581
lifetimes of, 485,487
nebulae and, 484
observing stellar evolution
in, 508- J I
open, 482, 483
CNO cycle, 530
COAST (Cambridge Optical
Aperture Synthesis
Telescope), 120
Cobalt-56, 532, 533, 534
Cobalt-59, 532
Cobalt-{)(), 532
COBE (Cosmic Backgrourld
Explorer), 678, 701
Cocoon nebula, 479
Coformation (sister) theory, 204
Cold dark matter, 700
Collecting area, 103
Collisional broadening, 93
Collision hypothesis, 368
Collisions
among galaxies, 639-41, 642
galaxy clusters, 656-57
of comets, 268-69
protostellar, 485
Color-magnitude diagrams, 430,
431
Colors of stars, 423-27
Coma Cluster, 604, 651
Coma effect, 109
Coma ("halo"), 341 -42
Comet(s), 1 34, 140, 141, 340-48.
See also specific comets
appearance and structure,
341-43
collision of, 268-69
with (1994) jupiter, 268
fragments of, 353-54
interstellar origin of life and,
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and Kuiper Belt, 367-68
nucleus of, 341
orbits of, 341, 346-48
physical properties of, 136,
343-44
space missions to, 345-46
tail of, 340, 341, 342-43
Comparative planetology, 135
Campion Gamma-Ray
Obsen'atory (CGRO), 125,
548
Condensation nuclei, 149
Condensation theory, 147, 149,
362, 363
and collisions, 368
dust's role in, 362
as evolutionary theory, 368
extrasolar orbits and, 377
jovian planets and, 363-65
of planet formation, 147,
149-51, 362-63
solar system formation and,
147, 149, 1 50, 362-63
Conjunction, 35-36, 212
Conservation of angular
momentum, law of, 148
Conservation ofmass and
energy, law of, 407
Const,nt(s)
cosmological, 674, 676
Hubble's, 616
Newton's, 50
Planck's, 84
solar, 386
Stefan-Boltzmann, 70
Constellation, 8-10
Constructive interference, 65
Contact binary, 5 1 2
Continental drift, 167-70
Continuous spectra, 78, 79, 87
Convection, 1 57-58
and Jupiter's atmospheriC
bands, 262-64
and plate drift, 172-73
solar, 390-91, 392
Convection cell, 158
Convection zone, 386, 387
Co-orbital satellites, 307-8
Copernican principle, 41
Copernican revolution, 3 1 -53
ancient astronomy, 32-34
birth of modern astronomy,
39-41
birth of modern science, 3 1 -53
defined, 38
dimensions of solar system,
45-47
foundations of, 38
geocentric universe and, 34-37
heliocentric model of solar
system, 37-39

laws of planetary motion,
42-45
Newton's laws and, 47-53
Copernicus, Nicholas, 37-38, 40,
53
Copernicus crater, 196, 241, 242
Coral deposits, 178
Cordelia (moon), 328
Cordillera Mountains, 196
Core, solar, 386, 387
Core-accretion theory, 364-65
Core-collapse supernova,
523-25, 526
Core-dominated radio galaxy,
623
Core hydrogen burning, 492
Core of Earth, 1 56, 163, 164
Corona, solar, 19, 386, 387,
394-96, 403-6
Coronal hole, 404-5
Coronal mass ejection, 402, 403
Corona (volcanic structure), 2 1 9,
221
CoRoT 7b (extrasolar planet),
374, 375
CoRoT mission, 371 -72
Corpuscular (particle) theory of
light, 65
Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE), 678, 701
Cosmic BackgroUlld Imager, 701,
702
Cosmic density parameter, 670,
672
Cosmic distance scale, 23,
578-79
extending, 433-35, 579,
611-13
Cosmic evolution, 710- 1 5
Cosmic history
epochs in, 687
evolutionary phases in, 710
Cosmic inflation, 698
as theory, 695-96
Cosmic microwave background,
677-79, 684, 693
cosmic stntcture and, 701-2
isotropy of, 694, 699
map of, 701
Cosmic rays, 597
Cosmological constant, 674, 676
Cosmological distances, 6 1 5
Cosmological principle, 663-64,
666
Cosmological redshift, 615, 616,
618, 667
Cosmology, 34, 660-8 1 , 662
Big Bang, 665-67, 675, 677,
678, 687, 694, 696
cosmic microwave
background, 677-79, 684,
693, 699, 701-2

cosmological principle,
663-64, 666
cosmological redshift, 6 1 5,
616,6 18, 667
dark energy and, 675-77
defined, 662
expansion of universe, 664-67
dark energy and, 674-75
geometry of space, 669-72
Olbers's paradox, 664
relativity and, 670
Cosmos, density of, 667-68,
670-72, 675, 684, 692-93
Coude focus, 10 1
CP1919 pulsar, 541
Crab Nebula, 516, 5 17, 526, 527
Crab pulsar, 543, 544
Crater-chain pattern, 200
Crater(s)
lunar, 186, 187, 188, 1 95-97
on Mars, 238-39
on Mercury, 188-89, 200-202
on Venus, 220, 221 -22
Crescent Moon, 16
C ring, 292, 293
Critical density, 667 -68, 670-72
Critical universe, 672
Crust of Earth, 1 56
C-type asteroid, 335, 356
Cultural evolution, 7 1 3
Current sheet, 272
Curtis, Heber, 570, 582
Curved space, 556-57, 670-72
Cygnus A galaxy, 622, 623, 625
Cygnus constellation, 561
Cygnus X- I , 561-62

D actyl (moon), 335-36
Daphnis (moonlet), 295
Dark dust cloud, 149, 455-57
Dark energy, 674-77, 684
repulsive effect of, 674-75
Dark-Energy Era, 687
Dark halo, 592
Dark matter, 592-94
mapping, 655-57
microwave backgroUlld and,
701
search for stellar, 594-95
"stellar," 693
in universe, 636-38, 672,
699-700
Universe structure and,
699-700
Dark-matter halo, 637
Dark nebula, 451
Daughter (fission) theory, 204
Daughter nuclei, 166
Davy crater, 200
Daw" spacecraft, 337
Death oflow-mass star,
498-505
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Debris, interplanetary, 366-68
Deceleration, cosmic, 673
Decoupling, 693, 694
Deep Impact spacecraft, 346,
347
Deep space, 660, 661
Deferent, 36
Deimos (moon), 233, 253,254
Delta, 240
Delta ring (Uranus), 327
Dense interstellar cloud. See
Dark dust cloud
Density, 137. See also specific

bodies

cosmic density parameter,
670
critical, 667-68
of Earth's interior, 1 56,
163-64
of emission nebula, 453
infinite, 560
of interstellar medium, 448
of Moon, 202
of some solar system objects,
1 36
uncompressed, 139
of universe, 667-68, 670-72,
675, 684, 692-93
Density wave, 590
spiral, 588-91
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),
710
Descartes, Rene, 147
Destructive interference, 65
Detached binary system,
512-13
Detectors, 108-9,686
Deuterium, 408, 690, 691,
692-93
Deuteriunl bottleneck, 691
Deuterium fusion, 475
Deuteron, 408, 409, 691
Dialogue Concernirlg the Two
Chief World Systems
(Galileo), 40
Diameter, angular, 26
Differential force (tidal force),
177
of black hole, 557-58
exerted by Sun, 194-95
Differential rotation, 261
Differentiation
ofEarth, 1 64-66
of solar system, 149-51
Diffraction, 106-8
Diffraction grating, 78
Diffraction-limited resolution,
1 07
Diffraction property of light, 65
Dinosaurs, 338-39
Dione (moon), 132, 133, 298,
305, 306, 309
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Direct (prograde) motion, 35
Distance
cosmological, 615
measurement of, 23-27
Distance-measurement
techniques, ladder of, 434,
579, 6 1 7
Distance Scale, cosmic, 578-79
extending, 433-35, 579,
611-13
Disturbance, 5 9
Diurnal motion, 12
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid),
710
Doppler, Christian, 71
Doppler effect, 71-73, 9 1 -93
detecting extrasolar planets
with, 370-71
Doppler equation, 72, 73
Doppler shift, 91
Double-line spectroscopic
binary, 436, 437
Double-pul",r binary system,
566
Drake equation, 716-21
D ring, 296
Dust
dark dust clouds, 149,455-57
interplanetary, 140
interstellar, 147, 149, 446,
448-49
lunar (regolith), 197-98
Rayleigh scattering and, 159
Dust grain, 446
Dust lane, 450, 45 I
Dust tail, 342-43
Dwarf elliptical, 607, 608
Dwarf irregular, 608
Dwarfplanet, 141, 352
Dwarf(s), 429-30
black, 504
brown, 375-76, 474,475
red, 429, 492
white (See White dwarf)
Dynamo theory, 176
Dysnomia (moon), 351

Eagle Nebula (M 16), 449, 450,
451, 452
Early universe, 683-705
Big Bang, 684-86
evolution of, 687, 689-90
inflation of, 694-98
nuclei and atom formation,
690-94
particle production in, 685-86
structure in, 698-700
Earth, 4, 154-79
atmosphere of, 156-62, 225,
251, 252
core of, 156, 163, 164

density of, 137
differentiation of, 164-66
dimensions of, 27
distance to Moon, 184
hydrosphere, 156
interior of, 162-67, 203
core, 1 56, 163, 164
crust, 156, 1 63-64
mantle, 1 56, 163, 164, 165
modeling, 163-64
life on, 7 1 5
magnetic field of, 62, 1 72
reversals in, 1 7 1
magnetosphere of, 1 56, 1 74-76
measuring, 25, 27
motion through the cosmos,
679
nearest stars to, 4 19-20
orbital motion of, 12-16
properties of, 136
radio radiation from, 722, 723
revolution around Sun, 12,
1 3- 14
rotation of, 12, 1 78-79
solar-terrestrial relations, 404
structure of, 156
surface activity, 167-74
surface heating of, 160-62
tides of, 1 76-79
velocity of, 679
Earth-crossing (Apollo) asteroid,
334, 337-40
Earthquake, 162-63
Earths (extrasolar planets)
searching for, 377-78
super, 372-73, 374, 375
Earthshine, 184
Eccentricity of ellipse, 43
Eclipse(s), 18-22
annular, 19, 20
geometry of, 2 I
lunar, 18-19
Pluto-Charon, 349, 350
solar, 19, 20, 2 I -22
tracks of, 22
Eclipse season, 19-22
Eclipse year, 22
Eclipsing binary, 437 -38
Ecliptic, 14
Eddington, Arthur, 389, 564-65,
577
Eddington crater, 196
Effective temperature of Sun, 386
Einstein, Albert, 49, 83, 88, 407,
4 1 2, 674
cosmological constant and,
676
theories of relativity, 553-56,
564-65, 669-70
Einstein Cross, 655
Einstein Observatory, 124

Einstein's elevator, 554, 556
Ejecta blanket, 196
Electrical charge, 6 1
Electric field, 61
Electromagnetic force, 410, 688,
689
Electromagnetic radiation, 58.
See also Radiation
Electromagnetic spectrum,
63-66
Electromagnetic wave, 62-63
Electromagnetism, 62
Electron, 61
production of, 685, 686
spin of, 458
Electron cloud, 83
Electron degeneracy, 496
Electron degeneracy pressure,
540
Electron transitions, 453-54
Electron volt (eV), 86
Electroweak force, 410, 688, 689
Element, 87
emission spectra of some, 79
formation of, 528-34
abundance of matter, 529-30
carbon burning and helium
capture, 530-3 1
heaviest elements, 532-33
hydrogen and helium
burning, 530
iron formation, 531-32
neutron capture, 532
stellar nucleosynthesis, 533
types of matter, 528-29
primordial, 529
Ellipse, 43
Elliptical galaxy, 607 -8, 610,
628
Elongation, maximwn, 185
Emission line, 78-80
Emission nebula, 85, 87, 89,
449-55
"forbidden" lines of, 453-55
interstellar shock waves
generated by, 480-81
nebular spectra, 453
observations of, 451-53
Emission spectrUllI, 80
molecular, 90
Enceladus (moon), 1 32, 133, 297,
298, 305, 306-7
Encke gap, 292, 293
Endurance crater, 246
Energy
black hole and production of,
558
dark, 674-77, 684
galaxy energy spectra, 6 19-20
generated by proton-proton
chain, 408-9, 412

}llpiter's internal energy
source, 269-70
kinetic, 88
law of conservation of mass
and, 148
mass-energy equivalence, 407
nuclear binding, 532
quantized orbital energies, 83
solar energy production,
406-9, 4 1 2
vacuum, 695
Energy flux, 70, 421
Energy levels, atomic, 82-83
Energy transport in solar
interior, 390-92
Envelope, stellar, 499, 500
Epicycles, 36
Epimetheus (moon), 307-8
Epoch of inflation, 695-696
Epochs in cosmic history, 687
Epsilon ring (Uranus), 327
Equilibrium
hydrostatic, 388-89,492
thermal, 685
Equinox, 14, 1 5
Equivalence principle, 556
Eratosthenes, 25, 27
E ring, 296, 297, 307
Eris, 351, 352
Eros (asteroid), 336-37
Escape speed, 52-53, 192-93
of black hole, 552
ofMereury, 186, 193
of Moon, 186, 193
Eskimo Nebula, 501
Eta Carinae, 486
Eta ring (Uranus), 327
Euclid, 26, 67 I
Euclidean geometry, 671, 672
Europa (moon), 40, 273,
274-75, 277, 278-79,
714
European Southern Observatory,
96, 97, 104, 1 1 1 , 1 1 2
European Space Agency, 391,
420, 702
European Very Large Telescope,
362
Event horiron, 553, 558-59
Evil Eye galaxy (M64), 636
Evolution
biological, 713
chemical, 709- 1 1
cosmic, 708-13
cultural, 713
Evolutionary theory,
condensation theory as
example of, 368
Evolutionary track, 470-71
high-mass, 505-6
prestellar, 473
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protostellar, 470-472

Freeze-out, 685-86, 689-90

life in, 716-21

of stars in binary system,

Frequency, 59-60

masses of, 636-37
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photon energy and, 83-84

normal, 6 18, 648-50
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Gene, 710
of vims, 709
General theory of relativity, 56,

Excited state, 83, 8 5

F ring, 297, 298-99, 328

properties of, 610

Extinction, 446-47

Full Moon, 16, 1 7, 186, 188

radio, 562-63 , 62 1 -24

Extrasolar planet (exoplanet),

Full-spectmm astronomy, 126

receding, 666

Geocentric universe, 34-37

Fundamental forces, 410, 688, 689

redshift survey of, 650-5 1, 662

Geomagnetic activity at Earth,

Fusion

starburst, 620

362, 372-76
composition of, 374-75
discovery of, 1 35, 369-72

carbon, 530-31

hot Jupiters and super-Earths,

ofheavy elements in high-

372-74
identification of, 375-76
orbits, 370, 371 , 373-74,
376-77
properties of, 372-76

deuterium, 408, 475

721 -24

GAIA project, 420
Galactic bulge, 574, 585

Fahrenheit temperature scale, 67

Failed star, 474. See also Brown
dwarf

Galactic cannibalism, 643, 644
Galactic center, 4 1 8, 5 8 1 , 595-99,
718
Galactic disk, 574
interstellar gas in, 587-88
overall properties of, 585
spiral struchlfe and, 588-89

False color technique, 1 2 1

Galactic epoch, 690, 698

Fermi, Enrico, 125

Galactic gas, 582

Fern,; Gamma-Ray Space
Telescope, 1 25-26

5 1 Pegasi star, 370, 371
Filter, telescope, 1 10, 424-25
Fireball, primeval, 665, 687, 690
Firmament, 38
Fission, 5 2 1
Fission (daughter) theory, 204
Flares, solar, 401-2, 403
Flatness problem, 694-95
inflation and, 696-98
Fleming, Williamina, 580

636-37
clusters of, 650- 5 1
collisions of, 639-41

Galactic activity, 595-97

Eyep iece, 99

Geometry

lensing, 655-56

Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
Extremophile, 7 1 5

visible,621f
Galaxy duster, 5 , 6 14, 6 1 5 ,

nuclear, 407-9

Extraterrestrial life. See Life
(EUVE), 123

Geometric Scaling, 24

proton, 407-8, 530

Extraterrestrial intelligence,

Galactic habitable zone, 720-21

mass of, 637
X-ray emission, 637, 638

Galaxy El'Olution Explorer

(GALEX) satellite, 123
Galaxy spectra, 615, 6 1 6
Gamean moons, 40, 260, 273-81,
299

Active galaxies/active

612
Galactic rotation curve, 592
Galactic year, 584
Galaxies, 5, 602-33. See also

Fluidized ejecta, 241

Active galaxies/active

Fluorescence, 87

galactic nudei; Milley Way

FM radio signal, 158, 724, 725

Galaxy

Focal length, 98

black holes in, 562-64, 646-50

Focus of ellipse, 43

colliding, 639-41 , 642

278-79
Ganymede, 273, 275, 279-81
10, 273, 274-75, 275-78
Gameo Galilei, 39-40, 43, 47,
48, 134, 292, 293, 3 1 5,
396

Gali/eo missions, 265-66, 268,
269, 271, 273, 274, 275,

description of, 146
Gameo Regio, 279
Galle, Johann, 3 1 5
Galle ring (Nephllle), 328
Gamma ray, 58, 63, 64, 408, 409,
686
Gamma-ray astronomy, 125--26
Gamma-ray burst, 548-5 1
Gamma-ray bllfst cOllllterpart,
549-50
Gamma-ray pulsar, 544

Fomalhaut star system, 369

Ganymede (moon). 40, 273, 275,

rormation and evolution of,

fundamental, 410, 688, 689
Formaldehyde, 460, 461
Fornax A, 602, 603
47 Tucanae, 509, 5 1 1, 546, 547,
593
Fossil record, 161, 7 1 5
Fragmentation, 149
Fraunhofer, Joseph Yon, 80
Fraunhofer (absorption) lines
atomic hydrogen, 652, 654
quasar, 651 -52, 654

58 1 -82
Hubble dassification scheme,
604- 10
elliptical galaxies, 607-8, 610
irregular galaxies, 608-9,
610
spiral galaxies, 604-7, 610

279-81
Gaposchkin, Sergei, 382
Gas
greenhouse, 160

GJ 1214B (extrasolar planet),
374, 375, 378
Glashow, Sheldon, 688
Gliese 229, 475
Gliese 481, 378

Greenhouse effect
Globular cluster, 483-84, 504,
576-77, 581
Globule (interstellar cloud),
447
Gluon, 689
Glycine, 460j
GONG (Global Oscillations
Network Group) project,
389
Grand Canyon, Martian

(Mariner Valley), 235,
236-37
Grand Unified Theories (GUTs),
688, 689,698
Granite, 164
Granulation, solar, 392
Gravitational competition, 467

intraduster, 637-38

Gravitational deformation,

587-88

Gas-exchange experiment, 248
Gaspra (asteroid), 335, 336
Gas turbulence, 92-93
G eminga pulsar, 544

interaction of, 642-44

Gemini North telescope, 104,

650-51

Giotto spacecraft, 345

interstellar, 446, 448, 452, 453,

Hubble's law of, 6 1 5 - 1 7
large-scale distribution of,

red, 430, 495
Gibbous phase of Moon, 16

Gliese 623, 475

Gamma ring (Uranus), 327

Force(s),48

Jovian planet
Giants, 429-30

Global warming, 1 6 1 . See also

defined, 574

641-45, 649,699

Giant elliptical galaxy, 607
Giant planet, 363-66. See also

276, 277, 278, 279, 280,

distribution in space, 6 1 1 - 1 4

"Great Debate" over, 570-71,

Giacobini-Zinner (comet), 342

281 , 292, 301, 335

FOCllS of telescope, 98

nebulae, 453-55

of space, 669-72
Geyser, nitrogen, 325

blue, 432

Fomalhaut (star), 150
"Forbidden" lines of emission

23-27
Riemannian, 671

mass loss from, 507

galactic nudei
563, 597-99,620

Euclidean, 67 1 , 672

measuring distances with,

Europa, 273, 274-75, 277,

supemlassive black holes in,
Galactic rotation, 588-89, 592,

o f eclipses, 21

Callisto, 273, 275, 279-81

Galactic halo, 574, 585
Galactic nudeus, 597. See also

404

surveys of, 650-5 1 , 662-63

mass star, 520-21

helium, 495-96, 530

554, 669-70, 684
tests of, 564

106
Gemini South telescope, 104

Gravitational constant, 50
1 77-78
Gravitational force, 49, 50, 410
Gravitational instability theory,
364, 365
Gravitational lensing, 594-95,
654-55, 656
Gravitational radiation, 5 5 1 , 566
Gravitational redshift, 558-59
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Gravitational slingshot (gravity
assist), 142, 144-45, 301
Graviton, 688, 689
Gravity, 688

atmosphere and, 192-93
expansion of wliverse slowed
by, 667-68

in general relativity, 554, 556

Hulse, Russell, 566
Huygens, Christian, 65, 292, 293,

Haystack radio telescope, 1 16
HD 1 54345 (extrasolar planet),

High-energy telescope, 123-26
Higher (superior) planet, 35
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NGC 4258, 646

NGC 4261 galaxy, 628

NGC 4565 galaxy, 575

NGC 4603, 6 1 2

NGC 5792 galaxy, 653
NGC 6240, 647, 648

NGC 6520, 149

NGC 6543 (Cat's Eye nebula),
490, 491, 501

NGC 6872 galaxy, 606

NGC 6934, 1 1 3

NGC 7320 galaxy, 634, 635

NGC 7635, 535

NGC 7742 galaxy, 620

Nickel-56, 5 3 1 , 532, 533, 534

Night sky, 13

Nitrogen geyser, 325
Nix (moon), 349

Noise, backgrolmd, 109

Nonstellar radiation, 620

Nonthermal radiation, 630
Normal galaxy, 6 1 8

black hole at center of, 646,
649

Normal matter, 692-93, 698-99

North American plate, 170, 1 7 1

Northern Lights

(aurora

bo,..alis), 1 75

Northern sky, 1 1

north pole, magnetic, 1 74
North Star, 1 0

Nova Cygni, 520

Nova Herculis, 5 1 8

Nova/novae, 5 1 8, 522-23

Nova Persei, 520

Nuclear binding energy, 532
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Nuclear epoch, 690, 692
Nuclear force, 407-8, 4 1 0
Nuclear fusion, 407
proton-proton chains and,
408-9, 4 1 2

Nucleosynthesis
primordial, 691, 692
stellar, 529, 530-31, 533
Nucleotide base, 710
Nucleus/nuclei
active galactic (See Active
galaxies/active galactic
nuclei)
atomic, 82, 166

specific pltmets)
synchronous, 189
o ftwo bodies, 5 1

Orientale Basin, 196, 197
Orion constellation, 1, 8, 9, 423,
424

Orion molecular cloud, 476-77,
479, 480

Orion Nebula (M42), 1 17, 1 20,
1 2 1 , 1 22, 444, 445, 454,
477,485

Oscillations

Period-luminosity relationship,
579

Perseid shower, 353
PGOO52 + 25 1 (quasar), 648

condensation theory of

Pllilosophiae Naturalis Principia
Mathematica ( The
Mathematical Principles of
Natural P!JiIosophy)

dwarf, 1 4 1 , 352

Phases, lunar, 16-18

(Newton), 47
PHL 938 quasar, 652
Phobas (moon), 233, 253, 254
Phoebe (moon), 307
Pholus (Kuiper belt object), 351
Photodisintegration, 521 , 531-32

neutrino, 4 1 1 - 1 2

condensation, 149
formation, 690-94

Outer core, 163

Photoelectric effect, 88

Galactic, 597
supermassive black holes in,

Outflow channels, Martian,

Photoevaporation, 453
Photometer, 1 1 0

OB association, 483

Oberon (moon), 322, 323

Outgassing, 162, 225, 250
Ovda Regio, 2 1 8
OverWhelmingly Large telescope

(OWL), 96, 97

observatories, ancient, 33

Oxygen-16, formation of, 530,

Occams razor, 7
Occultation, stellar, 326-27

Ozone layer, 158, 160

Olbers, Heinrich, 664

Olberss paradox, 664
Olympus Mons, 237, 238
Omega Centauri, 483, 484
Omega Nebula (M 17), 89
IE 0657-56 galaxy cluster
("bullet cluster" ), 656, 657
1862m (Swift-Tuttle) (comet),
353

Oort, Jan, 347
Oort cloud, 347-48, 367
Opacity, 64, 66

Open star cluster, 482, 483, 484,
487

531

Pacific plate, 170, 1 7 1
Pair production, 685
Pallas (asteroid), 334, 335
Pandora (moon), 299
Pangaea, 173-74
Pan (moonlet), 295
Parallax, 24-25

Photometry, 109-10,425
Photon, 83, 88, 689
particle-antiparticle pair
produced by, 685-86
redshift of, 667
Photosphere, 386, 387, 470, 693,
694

Piazzi, Giuseppe, 334
Pickering, E.C., 580

Pioneer missions, 142, 144, 271,
721-22, 724

Pioneer 10 spacecraft, plaque
mounted on, 721

Pioneer Venus, 214, 2 15, 2 16,
221, 223, 227

spectroscopic, 433-34

Pistol Star, 383

stellar, 4 1 , 418-29

Pixel, 108

Paranal Observatory in Atacama,
Chile, 104

Planck, Max, 66, 84, 689
Planck (blackbody) curve, 66, 67,

Parsec, 4 1 9
Partial lunar eclipse, 18

Planck epoch, 689, 695, 696

68-69, 423-25, 678

Open universe, 671

Partial solar eclipse, 19, 20

Planck mission, 702

Ophelia (moon), 328
Ophiuchus dark dust cloud, 456,

Particle, charged, 61 -62

Planck's constant, 84

interactions, 407-8
Particle-antiparticle annihilation,

Planetary irregularities, 368-69

457

Opportunity rover, 143-44, 246,

685-86

Planetary motion
Kepler's laws of, 43-45, 5 1 -52

Optical double, 437

Particle-antiparticle pair, 685-86
Particle (corpuscular) theory of

Optical interferometry, 120
Optical telescope, 98

Particle detector, 686

Optics

Particle nature of radiation, 83-84

discovery, 1 34-35

Pauli, Wolfgang, 496

formation of (See Solar

Pauli exclusion principle, 496
Payne-Gaposchkin, Cecilia,

habitable planets per, 7 17-19

714

active, 1 12, 1 1 3
adaptive, 1 l2, 1 1 3
Orbital, electron, 83
Orbital motion of Milky Way
Galaxy, 584-85
Orbital period, 136

Orbit{s), 35-36

of comets, 341 , 346-48
of Earth, 12-16
extrasolar, 370, 371, 373-74,
376-77

of Moon, 19, 184

light, 65

382-83, 580

Pencil-Beam Survey, 663
Penumbra, 19, 20, 396-97
Penzias, Arno, 677-78
Perihelion, 193-94
Period, 44
orbital, 136
rotation, 136, 137
wave, 59

pkmets
alignment of, 138

solar, 389-90

239-40

Planet(s), 34. See also specific

Permafrost, 241

of comet, 341

563, 597-99, 620

Co
""

near Galactic center, 584-85
planetary, 44, 1 3 8 (See also

laws of, 42-45
and Newton's laws, 50-51
Planetary nebula, 499-501
Planetary system

system)
stars with, 7 16- 1 7
Planetary transit, 371 -72, 374,
375-76

Planetesimal, 149
ejection to form Oort cloud
and Kuiper belt, 367-68
Planet migration, 365-66
Planetoid. See Asteroid
Planetology, comparative, 135

formation of, 147, 149-51 ,
362-63

extrasolar (exoplanet), 135,
362, 369-72, 372-76

giant, 363-66
habitable, 7 17-20
!AU defmition of, 352
jovian, 138-40 (See also Jupiter;
Neptune; Saturn; Uranus)
mass of, 136
minor, 334 (See also Asteroids)
observations of, 34-35
orbits of, 44, 138
properties of, 136
pulsar, 547-48
rotation period, 136, 137
searching for Earthlike,
7 1 7-18

spacecraft exploration of,
141 -46

terrestrial, 138-40 (See also
Earth; Mars; Mercury;
Venus)

Plasma torus, 10, 272, 276, 277

Plate, global, 168, 169
Plate tectonics

on Earth, 1 68-74, 252
on Ganymede, 280
on Mars, 236, 253
on Venus, 2 16, 2 18, 219, 222,
227

Plato, 36
Pleiades (Seven Sisters), 1 , 482,
483

Plutino, 367-68
Plutoid, 352
Pluto (KBO), 348-50
discovery of, 1 3 1, 348
Kuiper belt and, 350-51
orbital and physical properties,
136, 348-50

reclassification as dwarf planet,
140-4 1 , 352

Plutonium 24 1 , 166, 167
Polar caps, Martian, 233-34,
243-44, 2 5 1

Polaris, 9
Polarity ofsunspot, 397-98
Polarization oflight, 65
of starlight by dust, 449
Polar vortex
at Saturn's south pole, 290, 291
at Venus's poles, 223-24
Poles, magnetic, 174
Pole Star, 1 0
Pollution, light, 1 1 1

I N0EX
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, 248, 249

Population I and IT stars, 583-84

Quantum mechanics, 83, 88
Quaoar (Kuiper belt object), 350,
35 1

Radiation-dominated universe,
685
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Red supergiant, 430, 505-6

Reflecting telescope, 98-102

Radiation Era, 687, 690

Reflection nebula, 451 , 453

Positive curvature, 670, 671
Positron, 408

Quark, 688, 690
Quark epoch, 690

Radiation-matter decoupling,
693, 694

Refracting telescope, 98- 1 0 1 , 1 34
Refraction, 60, 98, 99

Precession, 1 5- 1 6
Pressure wave, 162-63

Quarter Moon, 1 6 , 1 7
Quasar epoch, 646-48, 677

Radiation zone, 386, 387
Radioactive dating, 166-67

Regolith, 1 97-98
Reinhold crater, 1 96

Primary atmosphere, 162

Quasar feedback, 648

Radioactive element, 528-29

Relativistic fireball, gamma-ray

Primary mirror, 98
Primary wave (P-wave), 162-63

Quasarjet, 625, 626
Quasar "mirage; 654-55

Radioactivity, 165-66
Radio communication, search

bursts as, 550-51
Relativity

Prime focus, 98

Quasar{s), 620, 624-26

Primeval fireball, 665, 687, 690
Primordial element, 529

discovery of, 624-25

Primordial intracluster gas, 638

first, 677

Primordial nucleosynthesis, 691,

"host" galaxies of, 647, 648

692

Principia (Newton), 47
Prism, 60
Procyon, 76, 77
Procyon B, 430, 432
Progenitor of supernova, 522,
525
Prograde (direct) motion, 35
Project Phoenix, 724
Prometheus (moon), 299
Prometheus (volcano), 276
Promethium, 529

absorption lines, 651-52, 654

and measuring plate motion,
170
properties of, 625-26

691/
Protoplanet, 1 49
Protostar, 470-72, 477-79
Protostellar collision, 485
Protostellar disk, 471. See also
Solar nebula
Protostellar wind, 478, 479, 480
ProtOSWl, 1 49
Proxima Centauri, 419, 431, 440
Ptolemaic model, 36-37, 53
Ptolemy, 36
Pulsar planel, 547-48
Pulsars , 541 -44
binary, 566
ganlma-ray, 544
millisecond, 546-47
Pulsar wind, 542, 543
Pulsating variable star, 577
P-wave (primary wave), 1 63-63
P/Wild 2 (comet), 345, 346

Q SO 1422 + 2309 quasar, 652

Pyrolitic-release experiment, 248

Quantized orbital energy, 83
Quantum fluctuation, 696, 700
Quantum gravity, 687

Remnant, stellar, 552. See also

621 -24

Supernova remnant
Residual cap, 243

head-tail, 637-38

Resolution, angular, 105-8

Radio lobe, 621-23

Resonance, 193

Quasi-stellar radio source. See

723
Radio lelescope, 1 14-17, 722

of ring particles of Saturn,

Quasar
Quiescent prominence, 401
Quintessence, 674-75

R I 36 star cluster, \09, 1 1 2, 464,
465

Radial motion, 72

Proton fusion, 407-8, 530
Proton-proton chain, 408-9, 412,

tests of, 564
special, 553-54, 555

orbital, Trojan asteroids and,
340

402
Proper motion, 420

Proton, 61

gas, 459
Radio galaxy, 562-63, 620,

general, 56, 554, 669-70, 684

Radio map of Milky Way, 587-88
Radio radiation, 58, 63, 64, 722,

Radar, 46-47

Protein-like microspheres, 7 1 1
Proteus (moon), 322, 323, 324

intelligence using, 722
Radio emission by interstellar

twin, 654-55
Quasi-stellar object. See Quasar

Prominence, solar, 384, 385, 401,

Protein, 710

for extraterrestrial

planetary, 192, 194
Radial velocity, 9 1 -92
o fstar, 370-71

interferometer, 1 18- 1 9
Radius

296-98
spin-orbit, 1 92-95
Retrograde motion, 35, 39

angular momentum and, 148
and mass and luminosity, 439
of planet, determining, 1 36

(See also specific planets)
of some solar system objects,
136
Radius-luminosity-temperature
relationship, 428-30

Retrograde rotation, 2 1 3 - 1 4
Revolution of Earth around Sun,
12, 1 3 - 1 4
Rhea (moon), 298, 305, 306
Rho Ophiuchi, 456
Riemann, Georg Friedrich, 671
Riemannian geomelry, 671
Rigel, 423, 424, 43 1 , 435

Radian, 26

Radome, I I 6

Rille, 200

Radiant, 353, 355
Radiation, 56-75

Rangerseries, 190
Rapid mass transfer, 5 1 2

Ringlets of Salurn, 295, 296
Ring Nebula, 500
Ring system

2 1 -centimeter, 458-59

Rayleigh, Lord, 1 59

defined, 58

Rayleigh scattering, 159

ofJupiter, 281

diffraction property of, 65

RCW 38, 535

ofNeplune, 295, 328

distribution of, 66, 67
Doppler effect, 7 1 -73

RCW 49, 56, 57
Recession, universal, 6 1 5 - 1 6

electromagnetic, 58

Recess ion velocity, 72, 617,

o f Uranus, 326-28
Roche, Edouard, 294

emitted by active galaxies,

664-66
Recombination, 693

Roche lobes, 5 1 2

Reconnection, 402

Rock cycle, 173

6 18-20
gravitational, 5 5 1 , 566
interference property of, 65
laws of, 68-71
!ight and, 60-61
nonstellar, 620
nonthermal, 630
as particles, 83-84
from Seyfert galaxies, 620-21
spectmm (See
Spectrum/spectra of Sun)
synchrotron, 630
thermal, 66-71
types of, 63, 64
ultraviolet, 1 58
in universe, 684-85
wave motion of, 58-60, 65
wave theory, 63
Radiation darkening, 322-23

Recurrent nova, 5 1 8 , 5 1 9
Reddening, 446-47
Red dwarf, 429, 492
Red giant, 430, 495
Red-giant branch, 495
Red-giant instability, 499
Red giant region, 432, 433

of Saturn, 286, 287, 292-99, 327

Roche limit, 294

Rocks, lunar, 198
Rontgen, Wilhelm, 1 24
ROSAT X-ray satellite, 124
Rosebud Nebula, 383
Rosse, Earl of, 134
Rotation
differential, 261

Red-giant wind, 507

of Earth, 12, 1 78-79

Red River, 239
Redshift, 549

Galactic, 588-89, 592, 6 1 2

cosmological, 615, 616, 618, 667
gravitational, 558-59
Redshifted radiation, 72, 73
Redshift galaxy survey, 650- 5 1 ,
662
Red Spot, 258, 259, 262, 263, 266,
268
Red Spot Junior, 267-68

gravity and, 467
of Mercury, 1 9 1-95
molecular, 89
rate of, 148
solar, 399
spectral-line broadening and,
92-93
of terrestrial planets, 2 \ 3

..
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Rotational flattening, 261, 262

Seafloor spreading, 1 70, 172

Rotation curve

Seasonal cap, 243

Galactic, 592
mass measurement of spiral

properties of, 146-47

Small Magellanic Cloud, 608

properties of some objects in,

Secondary atmosphere, 162

SN1987A, 522, 524-25

of Moon, 189-91

Secondary mirror, 101

SNO (Sudbury Neutrino

of planets, 136, 137

Secondary wave (S-wave), 162-63

solar, 386
of some solar system objects,
136

Sedimentary rock, 173
Sedna (Kuiper belt object), 351
Seeing, l l0

Observatory) detector,

80-8 1

Seeing disk, 1 10, 1 1 1

SO galaxy, 608

Seismic wave, 162

Runaway greenhouse effect, 162,

Seismograph, 162

Sojourner, 143, 245-46
Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO), 389,

225-27
Runoff channels, Martian,
239-40

Selection effect, 373-74
Self-propagating star formation,
591

Russell, Henry Norris, 430, 580

Semidetached binary, 5 1 2- 1 3,

S agittarius A, 596-97

Semimajor axis, 43, 44

Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, 643

Salam, Abdus, 688
San Andreas Fault, 170, 1 7 1
Saros cycle, 22
Satellite(s). See also specific

satel/ites
co-orbital, 307-8

5 19
SET! (search for extraterrestrial
intelligence), 721, 724
Seven Sisters (Pleiades), 1 , 482,
483

Shadow zone, 163

atmosphere of, 286-90
291-92, 321
magnetic field of, 32 1
magnetospheres of, 292
moons of, 132, 133, 298,
299-309
orbital and physical properties
of, 136, 286
polar vortex, 290, 291
rings of, 286, 287, 292-99, 307,
308, 327-28
rotation of, 286
spacecraft exploration of,
144-45, 146
weather on, 288-90
SBO galaxy, 608
Scalar field, 695-96
Scarp, 201
Scattering of snnlight, Rayleigh,
159
Schiaparelli,Giovanni, 130, I 91
Schmitt, Harrison, 190
Schwarzschild, Karl, 553
Schwarzschild radius, 553
Scientific method, 6-8
active galaxies and, 650
stars and, 5 1 0- 1 1
Scientific flotation, 5
Scorpius-CentalUus association,
455

mean, 1 5
Solar eclipse, 19, 20, 2 1 -22, 394,
395, 406
Solar energy production, 406-9,
412
Solar magnetism, 394, 396-401,

Shapley, Harlow, 3 1 , 570, 579,

interior structure and heating,

Solar day, 1 2

Seyfert galaxy, 620-21

shepherd, 298, 299, 327 -28
136

Solar cycle, 399-40 I, 404

Solar flare, 401-2, 403

of some solar system objects,
Saturn, 1 , 284-309

391, 405
Solar constant, 3 86

Seyfert, Carl, 620
Sg"r A', 596, 597-98

580, 581
Shear wave, 162-63
Shepherd satellite, 298, 299,
327-28

400-401
Solar maxinlUm, 400

Solar minimwn, 400

Solar nebula, 147, 149, 150,471
temperature profile of, 149-51
Solar neutrino problem, 4 1 1

Solar neutrinos, 408, 409- 1 2

Sher 2 5 (star), 482

Solar pressure wave, 389

Shield volcano, 219

Solar prominence, 384, 385, 401,

Shock waves, star furmation and,
480-81
Shoemaker-Levy 9 (comet),

402
Solar rotation, 390
Solar system, 34, 130- 5 1 . See a/so

268-69, 339

Snn; specific planets

Shooting star. See Meteor

condensation theory of, 147,

Short-period comet, 346-47
Shu, Frank, 590
Sidereal day, 1 2
Sidereal month, 1 8
Sidereal orbital period, 136
Sidereal year, 1 5 - 16

Side reus Nuncius (The Starry
Messenger) (Galileo), 40
Sif Mons, 219, 220
Silicate meteorite, 357
Silicon, 7 1 5 , 7 1 6
Silicon-28
Single-line spectroscopic binary,
436-37, 438
Singularity, 560, 687
Sirius A, 438, 440, 502, 503
Sirius B, 429, 438, SOl, 502, 503
Sister (coformation) theory, 204

Skylab space station, 404
Slingshot, gravitational, 142,
144-45, 30 1
Slipher, Vesta M., 1 3 1 , 6 1 5

136
regularities and irregularities,
368-69
spacecraft exploration of,

41 1-12
Sodiwn, emission spectrum of,

r-process, 532-33

RR Lyrae variable star, 577-78

planets)

Sloan Great Wall, 662
Smog, 1 2 1

Rotation period

-

12-15

planets beyond (See Extrasolar

652, 653, 662

Second, are, 1 1

galaxies and, 636

'"
'"'

Seasons and seasonal changes,

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),

149- 5 1 , 362-63
debris (See Asteroids;
Comet(s); Kuiper-belt
objects (KBOs);

141 -46
terrestrial and JOVian planets,
138-40, 363-66
as unusual, 376-78
Solar transit, 46
Solar wind, 140, 1 74, 386, 387,
396
Solstice, 14-1 5
Sombrero galaxy (MI04), 606
Southern lights (aurora

australis), 1 75
South pole, magnetic, 1 74
Space
curvature of, 5 56-57, 670-72
geometry of, 669-72
Space-based astronomy, 1 20-26
Spacecraft exploration
of Moon, 190
of solar system, 1 34, 141 -46

Space [llfrared Telescope Facility
(SIRTF), 1 2 1
Spacetime, 554
Special relativity, 5 53-54, 555
Speckle interferometry, 428
Spectral class, 427-28
Spectral line, molecular, 460
Spectral-line analysis, 90-93
Spectral window, 66
Spectrograph (spectrometer), 78
Spectroscope, 78
Spectroscopic binary, 436-37
Spectroscopic parallax, 433-34
Spectroscopic radio astronomy,
587
Spectroscopic thermometer,
90-91

Meteorites; Meteoroids;

Spectroscopy, 76-95, 1 10

Meteors)

Spectnun/spectra, 60, 78-81, 1 10

differentiation of, 149-51

of3C 273 quasar, 625

dimensions of, 45-47

absorption, 456-57, 458

and extrasolar systems

absorption lines, 80-81

compared, 376
furmation of, I46-51 , 362-68
geocentric model of, 34-37
heliocentric model of, 37-39

atomic, 84
blackbody (Planck) curve, 66,
67, 423-25, 678
continuous, 78, 79

inner, 363

electromagnetic, 63-66

interplanetary matter, 140-41

emission lines, 78-80

inventory of, 1 34-35

formation of, 84-89

layout of, 1 37-38

galaxy, 615, 6 1 6

life in, 714- 1 6

galaxy energy, 619-20

measuring planets, 136-37

hydrogen, 78, 79, 8 1 , 82, 84-87

modeling formation of, 362-63

identifying starlight, 81

(See also Condensation
theory)

Kirchhoff's laws, 8 1 , 82, 87

I N

line broadening, 92-93
molecular, 90, 460
of more complex elements, 87,
89
nebular, 453
nonthermal, 70
sodium, 80-81
of spiral nebulae, 582
of stars, 81, 425-28
of Sun, 63-66, 80, 393-94
velocity information from
spectral lines, 91-92
of white light, 60
Speed, 44
escape, 52-53, 192-93
of light, 62-63, 554
molecular, 192
VS. velocity, 48
Spherical aberration, 104
Spica B, 440
Spicule, 394, 395
Spiderweb Galaxy, 644
Spin-orbit resonance, 192-95
Spiral arm, 587-91
survival of, 588-91
Spiral density wave, 295, 588-91
Spiral galaxy, 575, 604-7, 610.
See also Milky Way Galaxy
origin of spiral structure, 591
Spiral nebula, 576-77
brightness and spectra of, 582
rotation of, 582
Spirit rover, 134, 135, 143-44, 246
Spitzer, Lyman, Jr., 121

Spitzer Space Telescope (SST),
121 -22, 307, 375, 475
Spring tide, 178
s-process, 533
Sputnik 1, 190
SS 433, 545-46
Stadium, 25
Standard candle, 6 1 1
Standard 51, 5
Standard Solar Model, 387, 388
neutrino physics and, 4 1 1
Starburst galaxy, 620, 639
Star duster, 464, 465, 482-87
association, 482-84
blue stragglers in, 505
environment, 484-85
globular, 483-84, 576-77, 581
lifetimes of, 485, 487
nebulae and, 484
observing stellar evolution in,
508-9, 510
Stardust mission, 345, 346
Star formation, 464-89. See also
Stellar evolution; Stellar
explosions
characteristics of prestellar
evolution, 468, 469

earliest stars, 677
failed stars, 474
gravitational competition and,
467
modeling, 468
nebulae and star clusters,
482-87
observational evidence of,
474-80
rate of, 716
regions of, 466�8
self-propagating, 591
shock waves and, 480-81
stars of different masses,
473-74
Sun-like stars, 468-74
zero-age main sequence
(ZAMS), 473-74
Starlight, 93
aberration of, 41
Star(s), 416-43. See also Sun
binary (See Binary-star
systems)
brightness of, 421-22
apparent, 421, 578-79, 582,
594
classification of, 427-28,
434-35
clusters of (See Star cluster)
defined, 386
distances to, 4 18-20
Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R)
diagranl, 430-33
lifetimes of, 440, 492
luminosity classes of, 434-35
luminosity of, 421-22, 425,
428
mass of, 436-40
and other stellar properties,
438-40
of Milky Way, spatial
distribution of, 582-83
neutron (See Neutron star)
with planetary systems,
716- 1 7
scientific method and, 510-1 1
sizes of, 428-30
spectra of, 81
spectroscopic parallax, 433-34
stellar motion, 420-21
temperature and color of,
423-28
variable, 383, 428, 577, 579
Star Wars program (Strategic
Defense Initiative),
1 1 2-13
Stefan, Josef, 68
Stefan-Boltzmanll constant, 70
Stefan-Boltzmann equation, 70
Stefan-Boltzmann law, 70, 429
Stefads law, 68, 70

Stellar epoch, 690
Stellar evolution, 490-515. See
also Star formation
of binary-star systems, 51 1-13
characteristics of stages of,
468, 469, 494
cycle of, 534-35
end points for stars of different
masses, 508
of high -mass stars, 505-8
leaving main sequence, 492
of low-mass (Sun-like) star,
493-98
carbon core,497-98
death of, 498-505
heliunl core, 493-94, 495,
497
helium flash, 496
helium fusion, 495-96
planetary nebulae, 499-501
red-giant branch, 495
subgiant branch, 493-95
white dwarfs, 501-4
in star cluste.rs, observing,
508-1 1
theory of, S 10- 1 1
compared with observations,
504-5
Stellar explosions, 516-37. See
also Elements
end of high-mass star, 520-22
novae, 518, 522-23
supernova explosions, 522-28
Stellar habitable wne, 719-20
Stellar nucleosynthesis, 529,
530-31
observational evidence for, 533
Stellar occultation, 326-27
Stellar parallax, 24, 4 1 , 418-19
Stellar populations, 583-84
Stellar remnant, 552. See also
Supernova remnant
Stellar transit of black hole,
560�1
Stellar wind, 507
Stephan's Quintet galaxies, 634,
635
Stickney crater, 253, 254
Stonehenge, 32-33
Strategic Defense Initiative (Star
Wars program), 1 1 2-13
Stratosphere, 157
Stray asteroids, 354-56
Strings and string theory, 688
Strong nuclear force, 407-8, 410,
688,689
StruchlTe in early Wliverse,
698-700
S-type asteroid, 335, 356
Subaru telescope, 103-4, 106,
1 13
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Subatomic particle, 593
Subduction wne, 170
Subgiant, 495
Subgiant branch, 493-95
Sublimation, 342
"Substellar" object. See Brown
dwarf
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory
(SNO) detector, 4 1 1-12
"Sugar-scoop" antenna, 677
Sulfur-32, formation of, 531
Sulfuric acid in Venus's
atmosphere, 225
Swnmer solstice, 14-15
Sun, 4, 384-412, 440
absorption lines of, 393-94
active, 40 1 �
active regions of, 401-3
angular size of, 1 1
atmosphere of, 393-96
classifications of, 427, 435
CN0 cycle in, S 30
composition of, 393
convection and, 390-9 1, 392
corona of, 19, 386, 387,
394-96, 403�
density of, 389, 390
energy production of, 406-9,
412
evolution of stars like, 493-98
formation of stars like, 468-74
and granulation, 392
interaction with planets, 50
interior of, 388-92
Iwnin05ity of, 386-88, 404,
406, 429, 431
magnetism of, 394, 396-40I ,
400-401
neutrinos of, 409-1 1
nuclear fusion in, 407-9
oscillations, 389-90
physical properties of, 136,
386-88
radiation of, 160, 386-88, 390,
391-92
regions of, 386, 387
rotation of, 386, 390, 399
solar-terrestrial relations, 404
spectrum of, 76, 80, 389, 392,
393
structure of, 386, 387
temperature of, 386, 387,
389-90, 394, 396, 397
tidal forces exerted by, 194-95
weight of, 52
in X-rays, 403, 405
Sun Dagger (Chaco Canyon,
New Mexico), 33
Sunspot, 40, 396-401
Sunspot cycle, 399-401
Superduster, 650
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INDEX

Super-Earth, 372-73, 374, 375
"Superforce;' 688, 689

image processing in, 109
infrared, 120-22

Thick disk component ofMilky
Way, 583

Supergiant, 430

interferometry, 1 18-20

Thorium 232, 166

invention of, 1 34
light-gathering power of, 102,

3:2 resonance, 367
3C 48 quasar, 624-25
3C 84 galaxy, 621
3C 175 quasar, 626

Turnoff mass, 509

3C 273 quasar, 624-25

2M1207 (planetary system), 362

3C296 galaxy, 563
Threshold temperature of

Tycho's supernova, 526
Type I (carbon-detonation)

mass loss from, 507
red, 505-6
Supergranulation, 392
Superior conjunction, 35, 212

neutrino, 4 1 1

Superior (higher) planet, 35
Superior orbit, 35

photometry, 109- 10

Super Kamiokande telescope,

radio, 1 14 - 1 7, 722

411
Supermassive black hole, 563,
620
in galactic nuclei, 563, 597 -99,
620
Supernova explosion, 522
Supernova remnant, 123, 125,
526-28
Crab, 516, 5 1 7 , 526, 527
Kepler, 534
Vela, 526, 528
Supernova/supernovae, 522-28
ancient Chillese data Oll,
33-34
core-collapse, 521
interstellar shock waves
generated by, 480-81
progenitor of, 522, 525
..
'"
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Type I (carbon-detonation),
523-25, 526, 673
Type II, 523-25, 526
Supersymmetric partner, 688

Sw""yormission, 190
Supersymmetry, 688

S-wave (secondary wave),
162-63

Swift mission, 549-50

Swift-Tuttle (1862m) (comet),
353

Synchronous orbit, 1 89-90
Synchrotron radiation, 630
Synodic month, 18

Sy"taxis (Ptolemy), 36

T ail of comet, 340, 341, 342-43
T association, 483
Tau particles, 688
Taylor, Joseph, 566

Technetililll, 529, 533
Technetium-99, 533
Technological civilization(s),
708, 7 1 3, 720-21
average lifetime of, 720
number in Galaxy, 720-21
Tectonic fracnICe, 237, 306
Telescope, 39, 97 -126
defined, 98
focus of, 98
full-spectrum, 126
high-energy, 123-26
high-resolution, 1 10-1 3
image acquisition by, 108-9

optical, 98

interferometer, 1 1 8-19
reflecting, 98-102
refracting, 98- 1 0 1 , 134
resolving power of, 102, 105-8
size of, 102-108
spectroscopy with, 1 10
ultraviolet, 123
wide-angle views, 1 09
Telesto (moon), 132, 133, 308,
309
Tempel 1 (comet), 347
Temperature, 66-71
absolute, 68
differentiation of solar system
and, 149-5 1
of Earth's interior, 164
habitable zone of
"comfortable;' 717-18
in Hertzsprung-Russell
diagrams, 430, 431
Kelvin scale, 67
line intensity and, 9 1
on Mars, 250
of stars, 423-28
of Sun, 386, 387, 389-90, 394,
396, 397
threshold, of particle, 685
Terminator line on Moon, 186,
1 87
Terrestrial planets, 138-40. See

also Earth; Mars;

Mercury; Venus

rotational properties, 136, 2 1 3
Terzan 2 (globular cluster), 545
Tethys (moon), 298, 305, 306,
308, 309
Tharsis bulge, 235, 236, 238
Theoretical model, 6
Theory, 6-7
"Theory of Everything," 687
Thermal broadening, 92
Thermal energy (heat), 67
atmosphere and, 160-62
gravity and, 467-68
solar system formation and,
149
Thermal equilibrium, 685
Thermal motions of atoms, 92
Thermal radiation, 66-71
Thermometer, spectroscopic,
90-91

particle, 685
Thuban, 16
Tidal bulge, 177-78, 179
in Moon, 1 90-91
Tidal force (differential force),
1 77, 1 93-94
of black hole, 557-58
exerted by Sun, 194-95
Tidal stability limit (Roche
limit), 294
Tidal stream, 585, 644
Tide, 176-79

Turbulence
atmospheric, 1 10
clear-air, 1 58
gas, 92
21-centimeter radiation, 458-59
Twin quasar, 654-55

supernova, 523-25, 526,
534,673
Type II (core-collapse)
supernova, 523-25, 526

UhunI satellite, 561-62

Ultra Deep Field, 571, 660, 661
Ultraviolet astronomy, 122-26
Ultraviolet radiation, 58, 63, 64,
158

Ultraviolet telescopes, 123
Ulysses spacecraft, 405

Time delay, 655
Time dilation, 559

Umbra, 19, 20, 396-97

Titania (moon), 322, 323

Unbowld motion, 53

Titan (moon), 292, 298, 299, 300,
301, 302-5, 7 14

Universal recession, 6 1 5 - 1 6
Universe, 4. See also Early

Tombaugh, Clyde, 1 3 1 , 348
Total lunar eclipse, 18-19
Total solar eclipse, 19, 20

Transitioll Region and Coronal

Tracer, molecular, 460-6 1

Explorer (TRACE)
satellite, 398, 402

Umbriel (moon), 322, 323

universe; Life
acceleration of, 672-74
age of, 665, 675-77
birth of, 664-66, 687, 689
closed, 670

composition of, 675, 684

cosmological constant and,

Transition zone, 386, 387,
394-96

critical, 672

Transits

density of, 667 -68, 670-72,

planetary, 371 -72, 374, 375-76
solar, 46
stellar, 560-6 1
Trans-Nepnmian object (TNO),
348, 350-51
Transverse Doppler shift, 72/
Transverse motion, 72
Transverse velocity of star,
420-21
Trapezium (stars), 483, 485
Triangulation, 23
Trifid Nebula, 450
trigonometry, 23
Triple-alpha process, 496
Triple-alpha reaction, 497
Triton (moon), 3 1 5 , 322,
324-26
Trojan asteroid, 334, 340
Tropical year, 1 5, 16

T Tauri

Troposphere, 1 57
phase, 364, 472
T Tauri star, 365
1hlly-Fisher relation, 612-13
1hnguska event of 1908, 339,
355-56

674,676

675
expansion of, 664-67
critical density and, 667-68
dark energy and, 674-75
fate of, 667-69
flat, 694-95
geocentric, 34-37
geometry of, 675
large-scale strucn.re in,
650-52, 654-57, 662-64,
700
matter-dominated, 684
open, 671
radiation-dominated, 685
radiation in, 684-85
relativity and, 676
size and scale of, 6
Ununpentium, 528
Upper mantle, 164, 169
Upsilon Andromedae, 370,
371
Uraniborg observatory, 42
Uranium-235, 166-67
Uranium-238, 166-67

IN0EX
Uranus, 3 1 3

atmosphere of, 318-19

discovery of, 3 1 4

internal structure of, 320, 321

and interplanetary debris, 367
magnetic field and

magnetosphere of, 320,
321

long-distance observations of,
2 14 - 1 5

magnetiC field and internal
structure of, 227

mass of, 136, 2 1 3

Uranus, 314, 316, 318, 320,
322, 323, 328

W5 (star system), 360, 361
Wabar (meteorite), 356

physical properties of, 2 1 3

Water

pulsar, 542, 543

Warm longitudes, 194
on Europa, 279

orbital and physical properties

rotation rate of, 2 1 3-14

on Mars, 238-44

rings of, 295, 326-28

rotation of, 316-17, 3 1 8

seasons on, 316-17

Urey, Harold, 7 1 0

radius of, 2 1 3

spacecraft exploration of, 142

Venus Express mission, 142, 2 1 5,
surface of, 2 15-23
2 19, 223-- 24

Vernal equinox, 1 5

Urey-Miller experiment, 710,

Very Large Telescope (VLT), 104,

U.S. National Observatory, I I I

Very Long Baseline Array, 1 1 9

Utopia region (Mars), 245

Vibration, molecular, 89

719

Utopia Planitia, 714

V838 Monocerotis, 507

Vacu urn energy, 674, 695

Valhalla basin, 280-81
Valhalla ridges, 280

Valles Marineris (Mariner

Valley), 235, 236-37

Valley networks, 240

Van Allen belts, 1 74-75, 404

106, 1 1 3

Vesta (asteroid), 334, 335

Vikillg missions, 143, 233, 234,
237, 245, 248, 250,253,
7 1 4- 1 5

Virgo Cluster, 614, 624, 628,
650

Virgo Supereluster, 650, 651

Virus, 7 1 1

Visible galaxy, 621f

Visible light, 58, 60-61

Variable star, 383, 428, 577-78,
579

Visible spectrwn, 60

Vela series of satellites, 1 25

Voids, 651

Vega 2, 345

Vega (star), 427, 440

Vela supernova remnant, 526,
528

Velocity, 48

of Earth, 679

measuring, with Doppler
effect, 73, 91 -92

of Milky Way Galaxy, 73, 91

radial, 91 -92

recessional, 72, 617, 664-66
transverse, 420-21

'wave, 60

VetJera missions, 142, 2 1 5, 2 1 7,

221 , 222-23, 227

Venus, 210-27

atmosphere of, 2 1 4- 1 5 ,
223-27, 252

brightness of, 2 1 2
density of, 2 1 3

distance from Earth to, 46, 47

on Jupiter, 264

on Neptwle, 320

properties of, 1 36, 212-14

of, 136, 316-17, 3 1 8

Massive Partide), 593

Wmd(s)

Waning Moon, 16, 17

mass and radius of, 3 1 6

moons of, 322-24

Wilson, Robert, 677-78

WIMP (Weakly Interacting

orbit of, 2 12

phases of, 40, 4 1

Visual binary, 436, 437

VLA interferometer, 1 1 8

Volcanoes/volcanism, 164, 167,
168

on Enceladus, 305, 307

on 10, 275-78

lunar, 1 99-200

on Mars, 237-39

on Mercury, 200-201
shield volcanoes, 219
on Venus, 2 19-222
on Vesta, 335

Voyager missions

description of, 144-45

interstellar probe, 723-24

Jupiter, 262, 264, 265, 266,268,
269, 271, 273, 274, 275,

life and, 722-23

Water hole, 722-24

solar, 140, 174, 386, 396
stellar, 507

on Uranus, 3 1 9

Wavelength, 59, 63, 64

WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave

angular resolution o ftelescope
and, 106-7

Wave motion o f radiation, 58-60

Wispy terrain, 306

Anisotropy Probe), 693,
701-2

Wollaston, William, 80

Wave period, 59

Wr 124 (variable star), 383

Wave velocity, 60

XJI1M-Newtoll satellite, 1 25

Wave theory of radiation, 63, 65
Waxing Moon, 16, 1 7

Weakly Interacting Massive

Particle (WIMP), 593

Weak nuclear force, 408, 410, 689

Weather

on Earth, 12-1 5

on Jupiter, 266-68

on Mars, 250

on Saturn, 288-90

on Uranus and Neptwle,
3 1 8 -20

Wegener, Alfred, 168

Weight, 48

WW Cygni (star), 578
X-ray burster, 544-45

X-ray (high-energy) telescope,
123--26

X-ray radiation, 58, 63, 64
X rays

detection methods for,
124

Sun in, 403, 405
Year

eelipse, 22

Galactic, 584

Weinberg, Steven, 688

leap, 22

Wheeler, John Archibald, 556

tropical, 15, 16

Weird (jumbled) terrain, 202

Whirlpool Galaxy (M5!), 1 19,
572, 573,644

also

White dwarf, 430, 432-33,
501 -4. See

Nova/novae

sidereal, 1 5 - 16

YoMoh X-ray solar observatory,

Yerkes observatory, 100
404

Young, Thomas, 65

Yuty crater, 241, 242

on H-R diagram, 502, 504

Zeeman effect, 93, 397

neon-<>xygen, 502

Zero-age main sequence

helium, 502

life after death for, 5 1 8 - 1 9
White dwarf region, 431,
432

White oval, 266-67

324, 327

Wilkinson Microwave

296, 298, 299, 300, 302, 307

on SatuIll, 288-89

Wmter solstice, 1 5

Wave frequency, 63, 64

Wien, Wilhelm, 68

Saturn, 286, 287, 292, 293, 295,

protostellar, 478, 479, 480

Watt, 70

276, 277, 278, 281 , 327

Neptune, 3 1 5, 3 1 7, 319, 320,

1-15

Wien's Jaw, 68, 70, 7 1 , 160
Anisotropy Probe

(WMAP), 693, 701-2

0024 + 1654 galaxy cluster, 656
(ZAMS), 473-74

Zodiac, 13, 14
Zonal flow

on Jupiter, 264

on Saturn, 288, 289

Zone, in Jovian atmospheres,
262-64
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STAR C HARTS
Have you ever become lost i n a n unfamiliar city o r

plays a key role in finding your way around the sky

state? Chances are you used two things t o get

from late autumn until early spring.

around: a map and some signposts. In much the

Each chart portrays the sky as seen from near 35°

same way, these two items can help you find your

north latitude at the times shown at the top of the

way around the night sky in any season. Fortunately,

page. Located just outside the chart are the four

in addition to the seasonal Star Charts on the

directions: north, south, east, and west. To find stars

following pages, the sky provides us with two major

above your horizon, hold the map overhead and

signposts. Each seasonal description will talk about

orient it so a direction label matches the direction

the Big D ipper-a group of seven bright stars that

you're facing. The stars above the map's horizon now

dominates the constellation Ursa Major the Great

match what's in the sky.

Bear. Meanwhile, the constellation Orion the Hunter

WINTER

SPR I N G

N
...
SUMMER

AUTU M N

..
-
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STA R C H A RT S

EXPLO RI N G T H E W I NTER SKY
the

of Orion the red supergiant star Betelgeuse. Nearly a

northeastern sky, with the three sta.rs of its handle

thousand times the Sun's diameter, Betelgeuse marks

Winter

finds

the

Big

D ipper

climbing

pointing toward the horizon and the four stars of its

one shoulder of Orion. Continuing this line brings

bowl standing highest. The entire sky rotates around

you to a pair of bright stars, Castor and Pollux. Two

a point near Polaris, a 2nd-magnitude star found by

lines of fainter stars extend from this pair back

extending a line from the uppermost pair of stars in

toward Orion-these represent Gemini the Twins.

the bowl across the sky to the left of the Dipper.

At the northeastern corner of this constellation lies

Polaris also performs two other valuable functions:

the beautiful open star cluster M35. Head south of

The altitude of the star above the horizon equals your

the belt instead and your gaze will fall o n the blue

latitude north of the equator, and a straight line

supergiant star Rigel, Orion's other luminary.

dropped from the star to the horizon.
Turn around with your back to the Dipper and you'll

the

great signpost in the sky, Orion the Hunter, is central

of Orion to the east leads you to Procyon in Canis

to the brilliant scene. Three closely spaced, 2nd

Minor the Little Dog. Once you have these

magnitude stars form a straight line that represents the

principal stars mastered, using the chart to discover

unmistakable belt of Orion. Extending the imaginary

the fainter constellations will be a whole lot easier.

line joining these stars to the upper right leads to

Take you r time, and enjoy the j ourney. Before

Taurus the Bull and its orangish 1st-magnitude star,

leaving Orion, however, aim your binoculars at the

Aldebaran. Reverse the direction of your gaze to the

line of stars below the belt. The fuzzy "star" in the

belt's lower left and you cannot miss Sirius the Dog

middle is actually the glorious O rion Nebula

westernmost star, Mintaka, and find at the upper left

..

Capella, in Auriga

Charioteer. Extending a line through the shoulders

Now move perpendicular to the belt from its

�

brilliant

be facing the diamond-studded winter sky. The second

Star-brightest in all the heavens at magnitude -1.5.

..

Above Orion and nearly overhead on winter
evenings is

( M42 ) , a stellar nursery illuminated by bright,
newly formed stars.

STA R

2 a.m. on

C HA RT S

5-3

WI NTER

December 1; midnight on January 1; 10 p. m. on February 1
N
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STA R

C H A RT S

E X P LO RI N G T H E S P R I N G S KY
The Big Dipper, our signpost in the sky, swings high

looking out of the plane of our Galaxy. In the

overhead during the spring and lies just north of the

direction of Virgo, Leo, Coma Berenices, and Ursa

center of the chart. This season of rejuvenation

Major lie thousands of galaxies whose light is

encourages us to move outdoors with the milder

unhindered by intervening dust in our own Galaxy.

temperatures, and with the new season a new set of

However, all these galaxies are elusive to the

stars beckons us.
Follow the arc of stars outlining the handle of the
Dipper away fro m the bowl and you will land on

Bootes lies on the eastern border of this galaxy

brilliant Arcturus. This orangish star dominates the

haven. Midway between Arcturus and Vega, the

spring sky in the kite-shaped constellation Bootes the

bright "summer" star rising in the northeast, is a

Herdsman. Well to the west of Bootes lies Leo the Lion.

region where no star shines brighter than 2nd

You can find its brightest star, Regulus, by using the

magnitude. A semicircle of stars represents Corona

pointers of the Dipper in reverse. Regulus lies at the

Borealis the Northern Crown, and adjacent to it is a

base of a group of stars shaped like a sickle or backward

large region that houses Hercules the Strongman, the

question mark, which represents the head of the lion.

fifth-biggest constellation in the sky. It is here we can

Midway between Regulus and Pollux in Gemini,

find the northern sky's brightest globular star cluster,

which is now sinking in the west, is the diminutive

M 1 3 . A naked-eye object from a dark site, it looks

group Cancer the Crab. Centered in this group is a

spectacular when viewed through a telescope.

hazy patch of light that binoculars reveal as the
Beehive star cluster (M44) .

Returning to Ursa Major, check the second -to-last
star in the Dipper's handle. Most people will see it as

To the southeast of Leo lies the realm of the

double, while binoculars show this easily. The pair is

galaxies and the constellation Virgo the Maiden.

called Mizar and Alcor, and they lie just 0.20 apart. A

Virgo's brightest star, Spica, shines at magnitude 1.0.

telescope reveals Mizar itself to be a double. Its

During springtime, the Milky Way lies level with

companion star shines at magnitude 4.0 and lies

the horiwn, and it's easy to visualize that we are

..
..

untrained eye and require binoculars or a telescope
to be seen.

14 arcseconds away.

S TA R

SPRING

C H A RT S

1 a. m. on March 1; 11 p. m. on April 1; 9 p. m. on May 1. Add one hour for daylight-saving time
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STA R C H A RT 5

E X P LO RI N G T H E S U M M E R S KY
The richness of the summer sky is exemplified by the

magnitude blue star and offers the finest color

splendor of the Milky Way. Stretching from the

contrast anywhere in the sky. Deneb is a supergiant

northern horizon in Perseus, through the cross

star that pumps out eno ugh light to equal 60,000

shaped constellation Cygnus overhead, and down to

Suns. Also notice that the Milky Way splits into two

Sagittarius in the south, the Milky Way is packed with

parts in Cygnus, a giant rift caused by interstellar

riches. These riches include star clusters, nebulae,

dust blocking starlight from beyond.
Altair, the third star of the summer triangle and

double stars, and variable stars.
Let's start with the Big Dipper, our perennial
signpost, which now lies in the northwest with its

three. Lying 17 light-years away, it's the brightest star

handle

in the constellation Aquila the Eagle.

still

pointing

toward

Arcturus.

High

overhead, and the first star to appear after sunset, is

Frequently overlooked to the north of Deneb lies

Vega in Lyra the Harp. Vega forms one corner of the

the constellation Cepheus the King. Shaped rather

summer triangle, a conspicuous asterism of three

like a bishop's hat, the southern corner of Cepheus is

stars. Near Vega lies the fa mous double-double,

marked by a compact triangle of stars that includes

Epsilon

Delta

(e)

Lyrae. Two 5th-magnitude stars lie just

over 3 arcminutes apart and can be split when viewed

(�)

Cephei. This famous star is the prototype

of the Cepheid variable stars used to determine the

through binoculars. Each of these two stars is also

distances to some of the nearer galaxies. It varies

double, but you need a telescope to split them.

regularly from magnitude 3.6 to 4.3 and back again

To the east of Vega lies the triangle's second star:

..
-

the one farthest south, is the second brightest of the

with a 5.37 -day period.

Deneb in Cygnus the Swan (some see a cross in this

Hugging the southern horizon, the constellations

pattern). Deneb marks the tail of this graceful bird,

Sagittarius the Archer and Scorpius the Scorpion lie

the cross represents its outstretched wings, and the

in the thickest part of the Milky Way. Scorpius's

base of the cross denotes its head, which is marked by

brightest star, Antares, is a red supergiant star whose

the incomparable double star Albireo. Albireo

name means "rival of Mars" and derives from its

matches a 3 rd-magnitude yellow star and a 5th-

similarity to the planet in both color and brightness .

S TA R

SUMMER

C H ARTS

1 a.m. on June 1; 1 1 p. m. on July 1; 9 p.m. on August 1. Add one hour for daylight-saving time
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S TA R C H A RT S

EXPLO RI N G TH E AUTUMN SKY
The cool nights of autumn a.re here to remind us the

south, between Andromeda and Triangulum, lies

chill of winter is not far off. Along with the cool air,

M33 , a sprawling face-on spiral galaxy best seen in

the brilliant stars of the summer triangle descend in

binoculars or a rich-field telescope.

the west to be replaced with a rather bland-looking

The Great Square of Pegasus passes just south of

region of sky. But don't let initial appearances deceive

the zenith. Four 2 nd- and 3rd-magnitude stars form

you. Hidden in the fall sky are gems equal to

the square, but few stars can be seen inside of it. If

summertime.

you draw a line between the two stars on the west

The Big Dipper swings low this season, and for

side of the square and extend it southward, you'll find

parts of the Southern United States it actually sets.

I st-magniude Fomalhaut in Piscis Austrinus the

Cassiopeia the Queen, a group of five bright stars in

low in the south. Using the eastern side of the square

overhead, the same spot the Big Dipper reached six

as a pointer to the south brings you to Diphda in the

months ago. To the east of Cassiopeia, Perseus the

large, faint constellation of Cetus the Whale.

Hero rises high. Nestled between these two groups

�

..

..

Southern Fish. Fomalhaut is the solitary bright star

the shape of a "w" or "M," reaches its highest point

To the east of the Square lies the Pleiades star

is the wondrous Double Cluster-NGC 869 and

cluster (M4S) in Taurus, which reminds us of the

NGC 884--a fantastic sight in binoculars or a low

forthcoming winter. By late evening in October and

power telescope.

early evening in December, Taurus and Orion have

Our view to the south of the Milky Way is a

both cleared the horizon and Gemini is rising in the

window out of the plane of our Galaxy in the

northeast. In concert with the reappearance of winter

opposite direction to that visible in spring. This

constellations, the view to the northwest finds

allows us to look at the Local Group of galaxies. Due

summertime's Cygnus and Lyra about to set. The

so uth of Cassiopeia is the Andromeda Galaxy (M3 1 ) ,

autumn season is a great transition period, both on

a 4th-magnitude smudge o f light that passes directly

Earth and in the sky, and a fine time to experience

overhead around 9 p.m. in mid-November. Farther

the subtleties of these constellations.
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AUTUMN

September 1; 1 1 p. m. on October 1; 9 p.m. on November 1. Add one hour for daylight-saving time
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Some Useful Constants a n d Physical Measurements*
astronomical unit

1 A.U.

light year

I ly

parsec

1 pc

c

speed of light

299,792.458 kmJs

�

6.63

h

gravitational constant

G

radius of Earth

R$

mass of Earth

�

mass of the Sun

�

L0

of the Sun

T0

Hubble constant

X

6.67

�

M$

radius of the Sun
luminosity of the Sun

I O U km

�

Planck's constant

5.97

�

�

6.96

�

3.90

X lOS

km)

( 1 013 km; 6 trillion miles)
�

3.3

ly

(3 X lOS km/s)

X 1 (}8 W1m2 •

5.67

1 0" 1 1 Nm2/kg2

X

1024 kg

X

X

5 778 K

105 km
1026

W

X

(6

(6500 km)

1 .99 X 1 030 kg

�

�

( 1 .5

K4

.
10 34 Js

6378 km

�

�

X

km

lOB

lOll km

X

3.00

�

(J [Greek sigma]

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

effective temperature

X

9.46

�

X

1.496

�

(2
(7

X

X

1024 kg; about 6000 billion billion tons)

1030 kg)
IOS km)

(5800 K)

Ho- 70 km/s/Mpc

me

mass of the electron

mass of the proton

*Th.e TOtmded..aff values

USE'd in me rill are SMUJTl m parentheses.

me

�

�

9. 1 1
1 .67

X

X

10"31 kg
10.27 kg

Conversions between English and Mebic Units

1 inch

�

2.54 centimeters (em)

1 mile

�

1 .609 kilometers (km)

1 foot (ft)

�

0.3048 meters ( m )

1

�

453.6 grams (g) or 0.4536 kilograms (kg) (on Earth)

pound ( lb)

Ma in- Sequence Ste l l ar Properties by Spectral Class
Spectral

Typical Surface

Class

Temperature

O:Jlor

(K)

Mass ·

Luminosity •

Lifetime·

Familiar
Examples

('\:[0 )

(L 0)

>20

> 1 00,000

<2

(10' yr )

0

>30,000

B

20,000

Blue

7

500

140

Spica (B2)

10,000

White

3

60

500

Vega (AO)

A

F

G

Electric Blue

Mintaka

(09)

Sirius (AI)

7,000

Yellow - white

1.5

7

6,000

Yellow

1.0

1 .0

2000

10,000

Procyon (F5)

Sun (02)
Alpha Centauri (G2)

K

4,000

Orange

0.8

0.3

M

3 ,000

Red

0. 1

0.00006

• Approximate values for stars of solar composition

30,000

16,000,000

Epsilon Eridani (K2)

Proxima Centauri (MS)
Barnard's Star (M5)

